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WAR? DEPARTMENT,
>FFiCE/oFrrHE

SECRETARY.

MEMORANDUM.

J

For the Secretary:
This is a singularly
petulant article "by Hart.

You

will recall that he hroke out
in the same fashion at the
meeting of the American Historical Society.
F.P.K.
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BAKER AND HIS TASK
He Has Done Many Good Things, Says Harvard Historian, but
Does Not Do Himself Justice as Secretary of War
COULD you give us your attention
for a few minutes, Mr. Secretary
of War? It's this way: We know
that you are a tireless public servant, a laborious executive, a busy man
every moment of whose time is precious;
but, then, we are busy, too, and on the
same job. You will not refuse to give
ear to what millions of your fellow-servants of the public have in their minds
and would say if they had the chance.
We bear testimony to your courtesy
and good sense; we are good tempered,
too, and feel no personal hostility to a
man who has given evidence of a desire
to deserve well of the republic Only it's
this way with us: We want to have certain things done, we believe they ought
to be done, and they've got to be done!
Yet you are not doing them.
First of all, we have a right to discuss
what you are doing and not doing, because you are our hired man; you are
appointed by the President for our benefit, to perform our service, subject to
our eventual decision as to whether you
have done the best that can be done.
There can be ho question of our right to
inquire into your service, through Congress, through public meetings, and
through the press. The United States of
America, and all that in them is, belong
to the people of the United States of
America; and they have -an absolute
right at all times to know what goes on
in the public service, barring the observance of secrecy with regard to military,
naval, and, possibly, diplomatic affairs,
so long as secrecy is for the public interest.
-'■'It's this way: The-great constructive
operations of the War Department, such
as the drafting and assembling of troops,
their fitting out, the manufacture of
guns, of submarines, of airplanes, of
rifles, are matters that cannot be kept
secret, and, as a matter of fact, are probably known in more detail and accuracy
to our enemies than to most people in the
United States.
A meek individual in Massachusetts
within a few days wrote to a Boston
paper: " If the people do not know all
the facts, and I agree that they do not,
why should they? The people have intrusted the conduct of their war to their
Government, and they must permit the
Government to use its best judgment.
The Government may have made mistakes, but it has made no mistake in
withholding facts that might have
depressed the people and made them
dissatisfied. Any newspaper that criticises the Administration on that score
is animated by destructive partisanship,
or something worse."
It's this way with such stuff: Any
attempt to treat those matters as sacred
subjects, which roust not be mentioned on
the floor of Congress or alluded toon the
public press, is an affront to the intel-

By ALBERT BUSHNELL HART
ligence of the American' people. Oar
countrymen are entirely competent to
judge for themselves as to the working
of their Government, and the effect on
their minds of knowing instead of suspecting that some things are not going
well. All they ask is to be furnished
with accurate, complete statements of
things that are known piecemeal to hundreds of thousands.
How do you, how does anybody, suppose that the American people can be
held up to their work in this war if

a Secretary of War' that knows how to
handle large numbers of men on a great
variety of converging tasks.
You'have lived a respectable and useful life for forty-six years; but previous
to your appointment, your sole national
service was as private secretary to the
Postmaster General, and your responsible administrative experienc'j was gained
as City Solicitor of Cleveland for nine
years, and Mayor for fou:? years. .It
might be said that being Maj'or of Cleveland is like learning the Russian lan-
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Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War in
President Wilson's Cabinet.

Edwin M. Stanton, the Great War Secretary of President Lincoln.

rumors go floating about unchallenged
that the airplane factories and the shipyards are filled with disorganized and,
therefore, inefficient workers? It's this
way: If that statement is true, we ought
to know it, in order to help correct it; if
it is untrue, you ought to give us the
-facts, so that we may rejoice.
In the next place, it does not satisfy
us to be assured that you are honest and
patriotic and doing your best. I am
honest, up to the filing of the last income
tax return; I am patriotic, or else I
should not undertake the ungracious task
of writing this article; I do my best in
the sphere' to which Providence bas appointed me. But I do not claim the
ability to carry on a department of war
any more than to run a newspaper or
a university. It's this way: The question at issue is not whether you are
doing your best, but whether anybody
in the United States coujd do better; for
this is not a time to be satisfied with
even the best work of a good man, if it
is not up to the needs of the country.
In this crisis we need and are entitled to

guage: when you have got that far, anything else in the same line is easy. Nevertheless, where have you had opportunity
to show the master mind of the administrator who appoints the tasks for a
hundred other men and combines their
activity into a - harmonious effective
whole? Grover Cleveland could do that;
President Harper of Chicago University
could do that; James J. Hill could do it;
Edwin M. Stanton could do it; can you
do it? If you can, why have you not done
it? You are a man capable of rendering great service to your country in
many administrative posts; you are not
doing yourself justice at the head of the
War Department. We might like you as
a brother-in-law better than as a husband.
The proof of this statement is what
you yourself say about your department
and its work. As recently as Jan. 3,
before the Senate committee, you assured
that committee and through it the United
States that the airplane manufacture
was going forward well, and that airplanes were being shipped to France.

On that point we may accept the testimony of Senator Lodge of Massachusetts
in the Congressional Record of March 26,
as a statesman of great experience, a
member of important committees with
especial advantages for securing even unwilling information from the departments
and a reputation for saying nothing
which he cannot back up with proof.
He is a better witness than you, because
he plainly knows more about your department than you do.
And this is what he says: " The Secretary of War spoke a short time ago ofour beginning to send fighting planes to
France. He said the number was small,
but "we had began io send-them. Vve returned at that time the two French
models which we had had here. Since
then I believe one American plane has
gone; it may be on the water now; it
may have been landed—we have not
a fighting, plane in France. The front
where our men are is not defended in
the air. We have spent $840,000,000 for
airplanes in the past year, and we have
not a fighting plane in France. The
facts I have recited in regard to airplanes
are known to Germany. It is time our
people understood them."
Then there is the question of guns
which has been before your department
ever since you assumed office March 9,
1916. This is what Senator Lodge says,
and it is God's truth: " We have no guns
in France, except a few old coast guns
which we sent out early and for which
the French are making carriages. We
are using French guns. That is the hard
fact."
Senator Poindexter of Washington, who
is not always in agreement with Lodge,
summed the whole thing up in a sentence:
" The substantial fundamental fact in the
situation is that we* have been engaged
for a year in this war, which the Senator
- from Massachusetts- says may ultimately
result in a struggle for the independence
of this nation, and that we have no airplanes. That is all there is about it."
Now let as bring this issue to a head
so that there may be no* mistakes. We
who censure your administration of the
War Department do not claim that you
are responsible for making airplanes and
big guns with your own hands; nor for
the failure of the men directly in charge
of the work to come up to the scratch.
It's this way: You are the man who took
the responsibility of the War Department, and thereby bound yourself to the
people to know what was going on in
your department—particularly in the one
branch of your service where speeding
up seemed possible and where the result
of the speeding up might turn the scale
in Europe. You further made yourself
responsible by roseatej>romises and prognostications. Therefore, we hold you personally responsible for a failure to follow up your own orders; to know for
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yourself whether they were up to the expectations that you held out.
All these distinctions between light
flying planes and heavy battleplanes
mean nothing to us. What we want is
airplanes that will protect our soldiers
and aid our allies on the front; and up
to the 26th of March, nearly a full year
after the outbreak of war, only two such
airplanes had been constructed and
shipped. Even on that point the Committee on Public Information permitted
a trick of camouflage to be played. It
would be unjust to hold Mr. Creel responsible for the sending out of pictures
of airplanes with the statement that
" hundreds have already been shipped.
Our factories have already reached quantity production, and thousands upon
thousands will follow." When it turned
out that the pictures were photographs
of training planes, and not battleplanes
at all, and that the accompanying information was false and misleading, Mr.
Oreel was right in putting the responsibility on Mr. Rubel. Mr. Rubel pushed
it further back on ^one Strunsky, who
had volplaned the story for the newspapers out of the empyrean heights of
his own misinformation. We should like
to know whether Strunsky is still on the
job.
Camouflage seems the order of the day.
In the same newspaper you find Edward
N. Hurley quoted in a speech before the
National Marine League as saying that
" Of this total steel construction, 2,121,568 deadweight tons, or approximately
28 per cent., has been completed—that is,
the program for steel ships has advanced
28 per cent, toward completion." Then
he goes on to boast of the repair of the
German and Austrian ships and the
opening of shipyards with a " total of
298 steel building ways." He absolutely
blinks tiie fact that " 28 per cent completed ** means only two brand-new ships
launched; and apparently he includes in
the percentage the completion of ships
which .had been laid down without any
agency of the United States Government
more than a year before our war with
Germany broke out.
Fortunately, you are not responsible
for the shipbuilding; but you are responsible for the same gross fault as that of

Mr. Hurley, namely, a disinclination to
tell the country clearly just what you
have done and what yoa have not done;
an inability to secure co-ordination, such
as will enable you to bring to pass what
you undertake. You have done many
good and remarkable things for which
so far the country is duly grateful,
such as the registry of eligibles, the draft,
the rapid building of cantonments, the
officers' training camps, the organization of the various special branches of
service. We condole with you on the
piteous suffering which a Secretary of
War must have undergone in the knowledge that some artillery regiments
drilled for months in camps without a
single field gun with which to exercise
or use for target practice.
It's this way: You came into the War
Department under unfortunate circumstances. Secretary Garrison, by all accounts one of the best administrators in
the country, resigned his post as Secretary of War on Feb. 10,1916, because the
military bill upon which Congress insisted and which the President did not
feel like making an issue was, in his judgment, inadequate and not calculated for
the defense of the country. The proof
of his good judgment is that the vital
parts of that act had to be changed before a real army could be raised. You
came in because you were willing to work
under that act.
Perhaps you are no more blamable
than half a dozen of your predecessors
for not shrieking into the ears of Congress the military deficiencies of the
army, except that you must have realized
that the clouds of war were steadily
darkening. What did you do, or urge, ,
or insist on, or threaten to resign if it
were not done, in the way of preparing
the United States for a war which was
always possible and steadily grew probable? Ho* was it that you were so debonnaire when war was declared, knowing
that the United States of America did
not" posses^ a single war airplane or ;
modern heavy field gun, not one movable siege cannon such as brought about
the fall of Belgium, (possibly there were
a few such in the arsenals, but that made
little difference, because there were said
to be only four flat cars capable of car-

rying one?) What evidence did you give
of your unusual ability as a Secretary of
War? With what tried and trained general officers did you habitually take
counsel?
The truth is, and everybody knows it,
that the Administration did not appear
to realize that when war broke out it
would be necessary to fight.
Perhaps Congress and the people could
not have been brought to the point of
making preparation in advance of actual
war. We criticise ourselves as well as
you for not being able to read the signs
of the times. But it's just this way:
We were not Secretaries of War, whose
reason for being was a superior judgment
and foresight. We are only humble constituents.
What has this lack of foresight before
the war and hindsight during the war
cost the people of the United States?
Vast sums in money. Forty million dol•lars spent in airplanes might build 84,000
airplanes at $10,000 each—of course, part
of that sum remains to be expended on
the service. Henry Ford knows what he
is talking about when he undertakes to
build 500,000 automobiles at $500 each
retail; or when he declares that 90,000
tractors can be built in six months. The
War Department has not known what it
was talking about in its forecast as to
the probable work of contractors under
Government pressure.
It's this way: What makes us hot
under the collar is not that the work has
been slow, but ftsat you have been slow
to find out that it has been slow.
Still our feelings are not poured out
to the full. What are airplanes for, and
big guns and rifles, and soldiers to carry
file rifles, and trucks to carry the soldiers, and ships to carry the trucks?
All that is not a Palm Beach race against
time, it is an effort to bring the physical
forces of the nation to .bear against the
Hun, against the national enemy, against
a dreadful danger to democracy, against
the ruin of civilization. We admit that
you are a good sport, have the personal
bearing of a gentleman, have shown excellent temper in trying circumstances—
that does not satisfy.
It's this way with us: We want to win
the war! We wanted our. men to get

into the war; and the one branch of the
service in' which a great advantage could
be gained by a proper combination of
wood and steel and aluminium and cloth,
with a comparatively small amount of
man power, was h> the airplanes. If we
could have put 84,000 or 8,400 airplanes
«n the front, before the recent German
drive, the Huns could not have made
that awful bulge in the allied defense.
In the matter of airplanes you were
not able to bring the desired result about.
James J. Hill could have brought it
about!
Theodore Roosevelt would have brought
it about!
. Leonard Wood would have brought it
about!
Lindley M. Garrison would have
brought it about!
That's the way it looks to us! Good
as you are, you are not up to the job.
Whose job? Our job. I wear •every
hour of the day a two-star service pin.
It's my job that the lives of young men,
which are the frankincense and myrrh of
national patriotism, shall be given to
the best purpose; that they shall be provided with the best equipment for offense
and defense, with the best arms,. that
they shall be protected by the best big
guns, that they shall have the advantage
of the best airplane service obtainable.
Furthermore, some of them are going to
the aid of our distressed brethren overseas, in the most dangerous battle of the
war, and apparently they must go without a Mingle battleplane of ours to detect
the enemy's approach and to join them
' in the fight for liberty.
My boys, everybody's boys, are entitled
to the biggest, ablest, most farsighted,
experienced, magnetic, powerful Secretary of War that can be found among
100,000,000 of Americans. It's this way,
Mr. Baker: You do not measure up to
that standard!
[Editor's Note.—In reference to Professor Hart's quotations from Senators
Lodge and Poindexter, it should be stated
. that there have been unofficial denials of
the airplane charges. It is asserted by
Administration supporters that the situation is not so bad as was pictured by the
two Senators and that they spoke without
full knowledge of the facts.]

Women's Motor Corps on Call Day and Night
FIVE minutes after the recent explosion at the Erie yards in Jersey
City an " emergency call" came over
the telephone to the Motor Corps of
America, 21 East Fifty-seventh Street.
Thirty minutes later four ambulances,
completely equipped, and three dispatch
cars answered the call. The automobiles
were all " manned " by women. They
were women in khaki, who could drive
and repair motor cars, give first aid,
carry stretchers if necessary, do various
kinds of emergency work, and do it in
a hurry. They had been summoned by
the New York City Police Department.
The Motor Corps is a volunteer association, and the members first registered
for automobile work as a .branch of the
National .League for Women's Service.
In November they resigned to form a
separate body directly subject to Government call. From the beginning their
purpose was to be ready for emergency
need. But in the last few months their
work has grown immensely, and has to
some degree crystallized into definite activities. They wear uniforms patterned
after that of a British association to
which theirs is a sister body.. They are
Members of the Corps at 7th Regiment Armory.
organized upon the military plan. They
have weekly infantry drill, and they in New York to take convalescents for emergency hospital drill at St. Luke's
practice shooting, entering contests with #an outing. They also .do ambulance is a compulsory part of their training.
the marines and other organizations. work for the Rockefeller Institute HosThe members have been used recently
But the basic fact about them is not pital. They are at the call of Dr. J. W. for searching women entering and leavspectacular. It is just hard work.
Dounce, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. N. ing the Port of New York. Every boat
A certain number of cars and drivers R. F., who as medical officer of the that comes into the harbor is a signal
are always ready for hurry ambulance Third Naval District is in charge of for the appearance of members of the
calls. In addition to that, the corps has medical* matters at naval headquarters Motor Corps at the dock. It is they who
two cars every day at Camp Merritt to and sends the members of the corps on make the necessary examinations of
take sick soldiers to the hospital train ambulance work among the sailors on women for papers and the like before
or base hospital, and they meet the hos- furlough. They are at the Government's permission to leave the boat is granted.
pital trains at Hoboken. Every Wednes- call for any sort of ambulance service, And when boats are about to sail they
day four cars are detailed to a hospital on demand. The ambulance course and search women going out. For this' work,

too, they receive special training. Several of them are working for the Department of Justice Secret Service in
ways that cannot be divulged. It may
be related, however, that when a woman
was arrested as a spy in New York- not
long ago a member of the Motor Corps
of America acted as her special guardian
at night.
They also do dispatch work for Government officials and visitors, and occasionally they perform a duty that is more
or less picturesque, as when they recently
escorted Governor Whitman fronr* the
city line to the new armory at Yonkers.
No one is admitted to the corps who has
not a State chauffeur's license and a
mechanician's license with an examination grade of at least 80 per cent, from
one of the three best automobile schools
in New York and has passed a physical
examination by a United States Army
medical officer. They must be inoculated for typhoid and paratyphoid. They
must take the oath of allegiance before
a Federal officer before they can enlist.
After they are enrolled as privates they
must not only "take the emergency course
at St Luke's, but a. stretcher drill and an
infantry drill. Then they are ready for
active service, and for motor work they
must own their own cars. There are
other kinds of work for members of the
corps to do, however, and among the 127
members'are not more than 70 private
cars. Four ambulances are in service
and several more are being added to the
list
Since the Motor Corps reorganized as
a separate body, under the leadership of
Captain Helen_.Bastedo, who had headed
the division at the league, the membership has almost doubled.
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Lieut-Commander 1 'indie, U.S.N.,
Discharged, Has a Fatal Moment
of Absent-Mindedness
From Lieutenant Commandei Pindle,
U. S. X.
To Miss Dollj \\ arren, Mess Attendant, First i Ilass.
,', | v (rders
i. '^ ou .11 e hereby detached from
such dutj as you maj be performing
on your present station and will pro
ceed immediately to the Little Church
Round the Corner, reporting to I ieutenant I 'ommander Pindle for mar
i iage to thai officer, and tor such sub
sequent duties .is he maj assign you.
_\ This assignment to shore dutj and
the travel and expense involved are required by the public interests.
I Signed)
AMOS l >. PINDU . Lt. < omm'd'r,
('ommanding.
'•pR( >MPTNESS is essential."
" linn I know I can'l fill the position," sighed the returned soldier, as he
staited tn leave the room, "All the
training I ever had was in getting out
the United States casualty lists."

THE JSUTTKKI.'I.Y

great mass o£ prior information, and
seems substantially true. It had nothing to do with the great mass of Jews
on the East Side. It merely said that
out of that quarter came the indispensable talent that put over Bolshevism in
Russia. That the reputable Jewish
brethren should wish to smoke-screen
the rascals of the East Side and denounce Simons, who seems to be their
good friend, is queer, hut that is the
sort of thing they usually do.
The apostate Jews are a good deal of
a problem. A Jew does not necessarily
become bad because he loses his religion, any more than a Christian does. But

the Jews, like the Bolshevik breed, who
do go bad and beeome haters of relig
ion and of all civilization that is based
on it, are very dangerous animals in
deed, and any help in running them
down and digging them out of their
holes should be welcomed by upright
Jews as a service done their rare.
But they are not the only dangerous
revolutionists. The Bolshevik misery
is recruited from other sources besides
Jewish apostacy. One would have to
hear evidence before venturing an opinion that Trotzky is worse than, for
example, John Reed.
E. S. M.
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"While there is Life there's Hope"

ANDREW

Published by
LIFE PUBLISHING COMPANY
MILLER, President and Treasurer
JAMES S. METCALFE, Secretary
17 West Thirty-first Street, New York
English Offices, Rolls House, Breams Bldgs., London, E. C.

A BCOUT the
<^Mi!me this
issue of LIFE
comes out Mr.
Wilson will be
back in France
putting his shoulder again to the wheel
of nations and trying to put it over to
where it belongs.
He had a strenuous visit here. It
must have been hard work, but it was
worth while. On the whole, he got
help for his plans for preserving the
peace of the world. Congress passed
his money bills—some of them—and
Senators Lodge and Knox assisted his
efforts to devise a League of Nations
by serious and extended criticism of
the preliminary draft for such a League
that he brought over with him.
Neither Mr. Lodge nor Mr. Knox
thinks at all well of the instrument
which Mr. Wilson has had a hand in
making and the chief hand in getting
adopted. It seems safe to surmise that
if either of them had felt at liberty
to express bluntly his feelings about
the document he would have said,
" Take that thing away!
It's no'
good! " But the document was too important for such summary treatment.
Representatives of the five strongest
nations in the world had signed it, and
in these States the feeling for it, or
for something like it, was too strong
to be trifled with. Ex-President Taft
was stumping the country in support
of it, with backing from such Republicans as President Lowell of Harvard.
President Butler of Columbia had
issued warning to his fellow partisans
that they must not range themselves in
opposition to the idea of a plan to insure world peace, and former Republican Secretary of War Stimson had

made a deposition to the same effect.
The Democratic party was being marshalled in support of a definite plan to
bind over the world to keep the peace,
the idea was almost universally popular, and the Republican party could not
be held together in opposition to it.
So Mr. Lodge and Mr. Knox gave over
consideration of Mr. Wilson's general
delinquencies and great breach of
presidential deportment in playing
hookey and going off to Europe, and
put their minds seriously on the proposal that he had brought back. The
result was two important speeches in
the Senate.

DOTH Mr. Lodge and Mr. Knox introduced their remarks with assurance that they were not captious opponents of world-peace, but would go as
far and pay as high as anybody would
to get it, and support any reasonable
plan that gave fair promise to produce
it. and then each went on to depose at
length and in detail why Mr. Wilson's
plan, in so far as the rough draft of it
indicated, 'failed to give such promise,
but seemed more likely to bring on another war in due time, and meanwhile
to knock the power, prosperity, liberty
and reputation of the United States
into a cocked hat.
That was something like. It was
time that this world-peace effort was
taken seriously by Republicans in the
Senate and disengaged from such
defunct issues as the propriety of Mr.
Wilson's leaving home and intruding on
Europe and his right to speak for the

United States. Since he has spoken
for the United States, and Europe has
heard him gladly, and the United States
has shown such unmistakable symptoms of backing him up, it was high
time to consider what he had been
talking about.
Mr. Lodge and Mr. Knox searched
the rough draft of the Peace League
for weak spots, and seemed to find
many.
Doubtless they found more
than there were, read into the draft a
good deal that it does not contain, read
out of it some things that are in it, and
furnished it with unwarranted bugaboos.
But that's no matter.
By
searching criticism they helped with
the job.
Nobody wants a no-good
League for Peace. Whether the League
works or not depends more upon the
abilities and spirit of the nations that
go into it and the depth of the lessons
they learned in the war, than on the
text of the document that records their
agreement and defines what they are
agreed about. Nevertheless, the document ought to be as good as human
brains can make it, and clear and precise in its provisions, and Mr. Lodge
and Mr. Knox contributed to demonstrate that at present the draft
that Mr. Wilson brought out is not
such a document. Mr. Wilson's great
service has been to rally the people of
Christendom to make a demand for
lasting1 world-peace too strong to be
ignored or suppressed. He has made
possible the acceptance of a plan of
unprecedented beneficence. But in perfecting that plan—since it is now likely
to go through in some form—he ought
to have the help—really the help—of
the best brains in every country affected. It is a great thing that the matter has gone so far that it is dangerous
now for the astute to flout or neglect
it, and that even those who have no
faith in it must apply themselves to see
that it is no more dangerous and no
more faulty than they can help.

\TO document can hold the people of
the world except in so far as they
feel that it is necessary to be held by
it. Our venerated Constitution, which
is a mighty good document, only holds
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those articles and make them operative
in a great, a greatest, cause.

lets
see,

U. S.: BUT, WAITER! I DIDN'T ORDER THIS WATER!
Waiter: NO, BUT YOUR FRIEND ORDERED IT FOR YOU
us to that extent. When conditions
such an abominable mess, so costly,
change and it begins to pinch us somebeastly, comprehensive and destructive,
where, the courts ease it up by a new
that the bedeviled world is compelled,
interpretation. When we change it by on pain of death, to make a desperate
amendment, and the enforcement of
effort to be quit of it. This roughthe amendment comes to look more hewn Peace League program is the first
troublesome and dangerous than the
fruit of that effort. Mr. Wilson has
ailment it was devised to correct, the helped to get it. Good on his head!
amendment is not enforced. The ConGood on every head that helps with
stitution was made for the people, and this immensely important, immensely
has to keep on fitting them and to appealing job! It needs all kinds of
change as they change. They respect » help. It deserves all kinds of help,
it, but it is no Procrustean bed.
because it s an effort to save the world
It may well be the same way with the
from destruction. Who can help with
document that is devised to define the advocacy, let them stand and appeal.
powers and duties of the League of Who can help with criticism, let them
Nations. It will be a working hy- bring on their bears. Who can help
pothesis for the promotion of harmony with money, with power, with characin world politics. War has come to be ter, with strength, let them fetch along

""THE world of Europe is utterly
changed, and is still changing at
top speed. It has come to no settlement yet, and tranquillity and peaceful
industry are things seen through a
glass, dimly. Our own world is subject to fits, and has throes ahead of it.
Mr. Lodge prophesies and would cast
out devils in the name of George
Washington and the Farewell Address,
but it seems far from certain that our
Father George would accept Mr. Lodge
as his valid representative and spokesman. Washington's first thought was
; not to save his bacon. He became a
■ rebel when rebellion was a scary enterI prise. He went to war when war prospects were uninviting. He was leader
in devising and accepting the Constitution when a written constitution was
an untried novelty. He was leader in
starting a republic in a monarchical
world. When anything important was
doing, Washington never got under the
bed. On the contrary, he turned up
among the first with his boots on.
Those who tell us that, with the world
in the fix that it is in now and with
the strongest nation in it at his back,
George Washington would give us
timid counsels of aloofness, take serious chances of a cold reception when
they meet the Father of His Country
over there in the Beyond.
It may shock Mr. Lodge to think so,
but, really, Mr. Wilson is cutting up
very much more like what you would
expect from a man of the adventurous
propensities of Washington than Mr.
Lodge is.
We go to press without the advantage of having read Mr. Wilson's address in New York, but on the whole
his errand here seems to have been accomplished. What he said in Boston
about the anxiety of Europe for fear
the country would balk at the League
has been confirmed from sources not
especially friendly to him. Frank Simonds testifies to the same effect, and
so does Mr. Wickersham.
But the United States will join the
League. That seems sure.
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U.S. ARMY MAGIC
UNIVERSITY.
40,000 SOLDIER STUDENTS.
COLLEGE

TOWN BUILT
BEAUNE.

AT

By F. WYTHE WILLIAMS.
BEAI XE, Saturday.
The American Army Educational Coinmission arrived and established its headquarters to-day at Beaune preparatory to
tno formal opening of the "university"
"which was been postponed a week in order
Lo put t tie buildings in final shape to receive the first rush of ten tiiousand
.students from every unit of the American
forces in trance.
'.ino '"university" is
■directly controlled by the Army and
governed as a military post.
Tho commanding otficer, Colonel Ira Tj.
P -Reeves, a former professor of Military
■Science at Purdue University and later
President of Norwich University has been
at Beaune less than a month directing the
making over of tiie former ba.se hospital
into a school which is likely soon to have
the largest enrolment of any educational
institution in the world. The Educational
Commission, comprising eminent American
educators, is headed by Dr. John Erskine,
Professor of English at Columbia University, who has been appointed educational
director of the university—or President of
the Faculty.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

■ President Kenyon L. Butterfield, of Massachusetts Agricultural <_oilege, is director
of the department of agriculture, Dr. i/ouis
1J. Kuber, Dean of tlM University of Wisconsin, is director of the engine.rug coilege,
aim i)r, K. E. Spuulding, superintendent ot
Schools of Cleveland and Ohio, will act
v. ith the university in an advisory capacity.
JtJie university is divided into if colleges
—agriculture, letters and sciences, nna
and applied arts, vocations, correspondence, journalism, education, music, citizenship, business, medicine and chemistry,
and engineering which includes departments in electrical, civil, mechanical, and
mining engineering, There is also a college of eauets -candidates for. the United
States Military Academy at West "Point.
There are also departments in philosophy,
psychology,
salesmanship,
advertising,
economics,
sociology,
public
health,
hygiene, history, mathematics, books, English, French, chemistry, geography and
instruction of illiterates..
,
NEARLY 1,000 BUILDINGS.

The university in conjunction with its
Agricultural Coilege at Allery—a dozen
kilometres distant—will form a city
larger than its post address of Beaune.
When in full operation it will accammo-,
date if),(/03 men, housed in nearly 1,00!) j
;. buildings. The buildings are semi-perm a-j
nent structures of brick and concrete of I
'which over 4EQ will be used as class rooms, j
laboratories, lecture rooms, and recreation |
lurid entertainment bails. The remaining!
Sin umber will be used as dormitories and;
(mess balls.
The main grounds—apart from a thou-!
sand-aore farm at Ailery—are a mile
jj square. Mr. G. Atterbury, the American
architect, is supervising the architectural
and landscape gardening features. Athleth
holds are being constructed, the principal
one being colled " Pei'shing Kola," after
| the Comm^nder-inrOhief. The roads are
all gravelled, and the main streets and
buildings named after leading British,
[jTrench, and American universities. The
■' principal avenues are Oxford, Cambridge,
I'en.ni'-ylvnnii.a, Louvain, and Cornel'l. The
main squares are Yale, Harvard., and
•Columbia.
LIBRARY OF 530,000 BOOKS.

One of 'the largest buildings has boon
converted into a library, in which there
■ will soon be nearly half a million volumes,
furnished by the American library Association, comprising every subject" necessary to constitute a university library.
Any member of the A.E.P., officer or private, may be enrolled- as a student, provided he has had the equivalent of a high
school education.
There is no cost for
"text books, transportation or quarters, and
the student continue: to draw his full pay
tind allowance.
Should his organisation
jjwordered hemp while he is at school ho
- to-*-—Ttffuie rhe eurrej "~
Jtif his grade
-'^•main so 1<>
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STARS ANP STRIPES,

"DO UNTO OTHERS"
C6urtesy is almost unvarying m the
\V K—in the offices of H.l.u.s,
APM's everywhere, in fact, where
iLiers'are serving their fellow s»
The Golden Rule seems to ho observed
{is'if'it were a general order.
Sometime? however, when a^ojdier
r
sees a soldier revelling in b?f f }£°
3
nd misusing it, he ffll *^?
i fall to this man what they saj
G to a lieu'enaut in a certain A.B.I •
^iieloryisihatthislieutenan^-wasj
iLng a detail when a nuW-lookin,
man in a derby hat A ^
ground a corner and inquired Politely.
"Lieutenant, whafpart do you happen
the supply officer of the Umpti
ilion!"rVortcd the officer wth
I combative dignity, as if scenting a
! chance to bawl somebody out.
Ana
| who is it wants to know? . n
| »i am the Secretary of War, said tne
(.man in civilian clothes.
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Isaac F. Marcosson Discusses:

NEWTON D. BAKER, GREAT
CITIZEN OF WORLD "
By H. P. Burton
NEW YORK, Dec H—"If Newton
D. Baker meets the problem of
peace with the same vision and action with which, once started, he met
the problem of war, reconstruction
in America is going to set a precedent for the whole world."
This is the tribute that one Ohio
man, who is said to have seen more
phases of the war tlian any other
living American, pays to another
Ohio man whose work was to lead
this country in her part in the world
conflict.
It is what Isaac F. Marcosson, the
famous Saturday Evening Post reporter from Cleveland, who returned
this week from his fifth war-trip to
Europe, had to say about Secretary
of War Baker, his fellow-townsman.
I found Marcosson more than
eager to tell of the impression Baker
has created in the capitals of
Europe.
Evolution of Baker
"While I have seen hundreds of
amazing things on the six allied
battlefronts I have visited since
August, 1914," said Marcosson, "I
have seen nothing more arresting
than the evolution of Newton D.
Baker, Cleveland's ex-mayor, into
Newton D. Baker, one of the really
great citizens of the world.
"To no man alive has the war
been more of a liberal education
than to Baker. He remained loyal to
his intellectual convictions until he
perceived they actively competed
with his patriotism, and then patriotism won. For he realized, with
his inexorable logic, that the deathblow to Germanic world ambition
would have to be dealt by America,

ISAAC F. MARCOSSON

and he surely put the punch into
that blow!
"It must be said of Baker that
he magnificently met his great opportunity.
His remarkable judgment and decision are written for all
to see in the stupendous achievments of the American Expeditionary Force.
His foremost achievments lay in giving General Pershing a free hand in France, and in
permitting the A. E. F. to be a selfsufficient unit there. Any other procedure, which a slightly lesser man
than Baker might have insisted
upon, would have been fatal to our
war effort.
Impressed By Baker
"Upon every allied statesman and
military man, let it be said, Secretary Baker has made the most profound impression, and there is not
one of them who is not more than
open in speaking of his outstanding
mental qualities and his sincerity."
Regarding the effect of the war
abroad as well as here, Marcosson
says:
"It is evident to one traveling
from country to country that the
world is richer in humanity, experience, craft and skill because of the
war. The thing for us now to do is
to turn to peace, and to make use
of what we have earned at such
price. We should act upon the lesson that we can do without a great
many things we had before thought
indispensabl e—over-luxurious
clothes, extra servants, too much
food, joy-rides, etc.
Our middle
name had been waste, and we certainly should never wear it again.
"America has cut her eye-teeth as
a world power in all ways: she has
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proved her efficiency as a fighter,
and it now remains for her to make
good as an international trader if
she is to remain in her leading
place."

The problem facing the country is to
demobilize the army in such a way as to
least disturb conditions and to gradually
stop the making of war materials without forcing Industrial stagnation. The
problem is one that needs careful
handling, and it is not proposed to do
anything in either direction until the
consequences have been seen.
Nonessential industries will be gradually allowed to resume. Restrictions
will be lifted on building activities as
men are no longer needed in war industry, and every effort will be made to
have the passing from an essential war
industry to the essential peace industrv
so gradual as not to bring about idleness. In other words, before war industries are stopped, wherever possible
other industries, now in the nonessential lines, will be allowed to resume
their work, and thereby absorb labor released from war industry.
As tar as possible, the demobilization
Secretary Baker Says That will
be arranged so as not to throw
millions of men upon the country until
Thay Will Co Right On Until
employments have been opened to them
by a resumption of general peace activities.
Armistice fs Signed.
B. M. ISaruch. Chairman of the War
Industries Board, issued, a statement
tonight explaining the Government's position on war contracts and the readDEMOBILIZATION A PROBLEM justment from a war to peace basis.
Mr. Baruch's statement follows:
" For some time to come, assuming
the armistice will be signed, for a period
to be determined by the warWill Be Gradual, 80 That Men Can making
agencies of the Government,
Government
contracts must continue on
Be Absorbed Easily in
a wide; scale. This circumstance applies
to
a
considerable
share of present conIndustrial Life.
tracts.
"
As
the
demand
for raw materials is
'(W
lessened by the reduction of war requirements and the cancellation of war
Special to The New York Times.
contracts, if and when such cancellations be made, the raw materials so
WASHINGTON, Nov. 8.-N0 war con- made
available will be released and altracts have been cancelled pending the located by the War Industries Board
signing of the armistice, and no war ac-1 for use in supplying civilian and export
tivity has been checked even to the call-1 demands, which through curtailment
have been held in check during the war."
ing of men into the draft. This state-J In addition to the ordinary commercial
ment was made by Secretary Baker to-! requirements there will be a heavy flow
day in discussing a report that the pro-! of materials thus released to supply the
demand for the great reconstructional
duction of munitions and other essen-' work
required by the European countials of war had been stopped and that< tries.
"
At
the same time there is to be a
the "War Department purposed to withgrradual lifting of the restrictions and
draw draft calls.
curtailments that have been imposed
" Our policy is the same now as when •upon industry by the exigency of the
the war was at its greatest height," he ■war so as to allow as promptly as posfree flow of all supplies into peace
said. " We have not stopped the mak- sible
channels.
ing of any war materials as the result
" The War Industries Board will conof the armistice negotiations. As soon tinue to exercise its functions until the
treaty is signed, to the end that
as I can discuss our plans in respect to peace
the readjustment of the matters on
the program after the war I shall which it has been acting may be made
In as orderly a manner as possible.'
do so." .
" A committee named by the President
It is recognized by War Department has
been and is now at work to devise
officials and those directly concerned the b^st mechanism of bringing about
with the reconstruction program that the adjustment from a war to a peace
the cessation of the making of war ma- basis. The report of the committee may
the form of suggested legislation.
terials and demobilization must be ac- take
"' The whole effect of the readjustment
complished with great care, so as not plans
will be to the end of bringing
to unduly disturb the industrial and about necessary
changes with as little
economic field. At present there are dislocation as possible
and the full opabout 4,000,000 American men with- portunity for all to benefit
as in the
drawn from industrial fields. Their past by individual Ingenuity, vision,
and
places have been taken by women and fair dealing."
others, and therefore in order to prevent
a congestion of labor and a labor panic
demobilization will be accomplished by
degrees, and Industries making war materials will have sufficient time to arrange affairs so as to take up other
manufacture without a long period of
idlentss, which might cause serious labor troubles.
Probably the 2,000,000 men in camps
and cantonments in this country'will be
discharged first, although it is not certain that this plan will be carried out,
as the policy to be pursued will depend
greatiy upon the plans that will be made
by the ailied countries to eniorce peace.
There are about 2,000,000 American
soldiers abroad. Those who have been
there longest probably will be sent home
first, and their places may be taken by
the soldiers who have not been in actual
war. It is believed that about a million
" American soldiers may be left in Europe
until the peace terms have been definitely concluded to enforce the armistice
conditions.
No statement could be obtained at the
War Department as to the program
which would be followed respecting the
soldiers abroad or the selective draft
men now training in this country. That
a well-mapped-out program has been decided on is generally believed, but, of
course, it is unwise to niake public
these plans until all hostilities have
ceased.
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OUR WAR ACTIVITIES
NOT YET CURTAILED

Secretary Daniels announced to-day
that no immediate steps would be
taken toward demobilizing any part of
the naval forces of the United States.
It was hinted at the Navy Department that the United States, the
world's richest nation and the least
sufferer from the war of all the great
powers, might be called upon to do
the greatest share of navy police work
tor enforcement of armistice terms.
But the Secretary announced to-night
that he dies not regard the convoying
of shipping to European ports necessary, now that hostilities have ceased.
70,000 from Navy Now in Europe
About 70,000 members of the naval
establishment, including the marines
with General Pershing's army, are now
in Europe. Mr. Daniels said withdrawal of the marines would be in
accord with the army's demobilization
plans, adding that in all previous wars
where marines have been employed
Greatest Task of History in they
remained usually longer near the
scene of hostilities than any other
Demobilization Barely
force.
Early orders withdrawing from serUnder Way
vice the naval coastal patrol service
from Canada to Brazil may be expected, Mr. Daniels indicated, although
plans in this regard are not yet completed.
It was pointed out that the navy
has been charged with the duty of
training crews for the great numbers
of merchant ships being commissioned
by the Shipping Board. The Secretary
anticipates continuing that work until
new plan is provided. Since it is
Troops Abroad Will Be asome
vital element, both of demobilization
and
reconstruction
work in Europe,
Used for Many Months
that great merchant tonnage should
be immediately available, it was said
in. Police Duty
to be improbable to Mr. Daniels that
any reduction of the naval forces being
trained to man such ships could be
undertaken in the near future.
(Special Dispatch to Tho Tribune)
The majority of the navy's temWASHINGTON, Nov. 11.—No sooner porary
construction work ashore has
had governmental departments opened been completed, and work on buildings
1 and other shore facilities now in proto-day than the greatest problem of I gress is largely concentrated upon the
three great naval stations at Newport
the kind this country has ever been
R. I.; Great Lakes, Illinois, and Hampcalled upon to solve came up for diston Roads, Virginia. The facilities
cussion—the demobilization and rethere will always be needed by the
navy, Mr. Daniels said, and no curtailpatriation of the expeditionary forces
ment of this construction work is to
in France and elsewhere at the earliest be
expected.
possible moment, and tht gradual reMany Will Be Returned .
turn of the navy to a peace basis.
Secretary Baker later announced
Neither of these great tasks can be
that so far as practical, all men who
accomplished for months. The last of have been called, and who have not
yet completed their training, will be
the American soldiers' abroad may not
immediately turned back to civilian'
return to their homes for two years, life.
Mr. Baker made this statement after I
owing to the necessity of holding bases
a conference which included the heads
in Germany, of doing police duty in
of practically every important bureau
Russia and elsewhere, and of assisting of the War Department.
in the assemblage and disposition of
"All that can be said now," he said,
is that further calls and inductions
war materials. The navy may be called
under the draft have been suspended,
upon for service in patrolling the seas and that so far as we can, those men
and in the removal of mine barrages
who have been called, but who have
which wilt employ its entire force until not completely passed through the
camps, wjll be turned back to civilian
long after the bulk 0 fthe land forces life.
have been brought home. DemobilizaTelegrams to the 4,500 or more local
tion of the sea forces is not, therefore, draft boards cancelling calls were prepared
two days ago, at General Crowof such immediate concern.
der s orders, and only the word of the
Early to-day an order from the Presgeneral staff was needed, to release
ident to Provost Marshal Crowder di- them.
Hold Boards Ready
rected the cancellation of all outstandIt is pointed out in the orders to
ing draft calls and the setting aside of
local boards that their work is to conthe November calls. This will stop the tinue, and that the draft machinery
movement during tht next five days of will remain in readiness to function
quickly again, however remote the pos252,000 men, already under way. The
sibility of its necessity.
November calls would have brought
Practically every man in the 300.000
300,000 more into service.
called to enter service in November
was a registrant on September 12
Many Start to Camps
when the eighteen to forty-five year
A small number of men in Eastern age limit became effective. More than
states commenced entraining at 6 a. m. 8,000,000 men, to date, have been
ordered into military service under
to-day for cantonments, and the canoperation of the selective service law
cellation came too late to effect their and more than 2,700,000, including
nearly every man found physically iit
status. They will be considered as in
and without dependent or industrial
the army, until demobilized. »
exemption of the original twenty-one
Men not yet entrained, whether spe; ; to thirty-one year group, has joined
the service,
,
cially inducted or assembled gy general
call, for whom the day and hour of
service, had been set by draft boards,
will be considered as honorably discharged and so paid.
Calls for the navy and marine corps
are not affected by the cancellation
and entrainments of these men will
continue as ordered.

2 Years More
In France for
Part of Army

Draft Calls Stop
On Official Order

2
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HERO OF CHATEAU THIERRY HERE ON SECRET MISSION

Photograph made yesterday, when MnJ. Gen. Omar Bnndy, commander of American troops which played such
a heroic part In the victorious offensive at Chateau Thierry, was greeted here by Secretary Baker and Maj. Gen.
March, chief of staff. Left to right—Gen. March, Secretary Baker and Gen. Bnndy.

THE
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ALL DRAFT CALLS
ARE DECLARED VOID
Secretary of War Announces
♦ 19-36 Classification Will Be
• Completed,

but the 37-45

Will Be Discontinued
CERTAIN TROOPS WILL
CONTINUE TO BE SHIPPED,
Daniels Says Our Navy Will Remain Abroad for Some Time
and Its Building Programme
Is to Be Accelerated.
(Special to The Woi?i)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 11—Following the official announcement that
hostilities are at an end, developments came quickly in the War and
Navy Departments.
Secretary of War Baker announced that all outstanding draft
calls had been cancelled. Provost
Marshal General Crowder ge'nt instructions to the local and district
draft boards throughout tfae country to call out no more men and to
gtop those not yet entrained for
camps. Even men now en route
•will be stopped and returned to
their nomes.
To Complete 10-36 Classification.
loiter on Gen. Crowder announced
tjhat the classification of men between the ages of thirty-seven and
forty-five inclusive will be discontinued but that the classification of
1
Ihose from nineteen to thirty-six will
■ be completed.
Men between the
higher ages who have received their
questionnaires therefore will not be
required to fill th.em out.
Officers' training camps will be
stopped in those cases where actual
training has not yet begun. Secretary Baker was not prepared to announce a policy concerning the men
in the Students' Army Training
Corps or the men now in trainingcamps in tine country, who number
more than 1,000,000.
He informed newspaper men that
troop shipments to Europe will continue for the present but that troops
now being loaded are largely "medical personnel and troops of that sort."

Inasmuch as Gen. Pershing's forces
now number more than 2,000,000, the
vast majority of whom must remain
in France for months, Secretary
Baker said that "our army being in
France, it is necessary, of course, to
maintain it, and cargo shipments will
go on without cessation of any sort."
Asked about the continuance of
work in large plants producing war
supplies, Mr. Baker said that some of
these projects are for permanenl
use. and some only temporary. He

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER 12,

3,764,671INOUR ARMY
AS WORLD WAR ENDS.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 11.—The
army had reached a total strength
of 3,764,677 men when hostilities
ceased to-day, according to official
figures at the War Department.
Of that number 2,200,000 had
been sent to France, Italy or
Russia.
The remainder were under arms
in camps in this country.

1918.

expectations and promise to be verv
useful as a part of the permanent
naval establishment.
Secretary Daniels had contemplated
making his estimates for next year oi*
the basis of a naval personnel of
700,000, of which 200,000 were to be
turned over to the Emergency Fleet
Corporation. He will revise them to
provide for 600,000 men, which should
be ample now. The Emergencv Fleet
Corporation will still get the big naval
personnel required for its ships.
The permanent naval training stations at Hampton Roads, Newport and
Great Lakes will be continued and ,
extensions now under way will be
completed. The Pelham Bay Station,
New York, while temporary, Mr. Daniels said, would be maintained for a
long time.
Men who enlisted as naval reserves,
who number about 285,000, and went
in with the understanding that they
could get a release with the close of
the war, will be permitted to leave the
navy on request as soon, as this can
be done without impairing efficiency.

said the permanent work will go on.
while temporary projects will be
gradually stopped. He added that
there will be no wholesale cancellation of contracts at this time.
"Undoubtedly," said the Secretary,
"comprehensive legislation will bo
necessary in View of the fact that the
legislation as it now stands terminates all terms of enlistment at a
fixed period after the declaration of
peace, and. it will be necessary to
have Congressional legislation to determine the permanent military establishment. The department has at
On instructions from provost Mar- I
present, however, no intention to preshal Gen. Crowder, Director of the
sent its views, on that subject."
Mr. Baker said the big air pro- Draft Conboy sent telegrams yester- '
gramme will be gradually modified, day morning to the 189 boards of the
as no big peace use for aircraft is
now foreseen, but he added that it city notifying them of the cancellamust be remembered the American tion, until further notice, of all draft
air service will be a permanent pairt calls. Almost 1,100 men were about
of the army, and this wilJ require that
a large number of planes be kept to entrain when they were held back
at stations by representatives of Mr.,
constantly in service.
Conboy's office.
Our Navy Won't Hnrry Home.
Local boards kept Mr. Conboy's ofAt the Navy Department, Secretary
B-aniels announced that it will not be fice busy explaining that the Albany
necessary longer to convoy troop and telegram was issued Saturday and
cargo ships between American and
British and French ports. Regarding was delayed in transit, being super- I
the return of naval forces from Euro- seded by the cancellation order.
pean waters, he intimated that the
Throughout the day local board of- t
United States Navy will necessarily
play an important part in the polic- fices were crowded with registrants,
ing of the world during the peace- anxious to know how they fared with
making period, and probably during the war over and asking whether
the transition period.
they could make plans to continue
The naval building programme will in civil jobs. Mr. Conboy made this
be accelerated as a result of the ces- statement:
sation of hostilities, which will make
"The cancellation order holds good
the labor market easier. At the same until further notice. None of the men
time, the War Department and the scheduled to depart yesterday were
Shipping Board have joined the Navy sent to camp, although many were
Department in issuing orders stop- aboard trains that were about to
ping overtime and Sunday and holi- start. Inductions into the navy and
day work on outstanding contracts.
marines will continue, though only
Mr. Daniels emphasized that Ger- a few will be affected thereby.
many's agreement to turn over ten
of registrants, filing
dreadnaughts and all battle cruisers, of "Examination
and classification
together with the larger part of her of questionnaires
men will continue as usual, so
destroyers and all submarines does that men receiving notices to report
not mean that America and the Allies at local board offices must do so re
nave uiKen any or tnose vessels, ^-irrilptjo nf fh» ,-;„„;„ „. *«.
,
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Will Stand by Contract With Peril. ; having been received up to that time,
Mr. Daniels also stated that every j 729 men from Local Boards Nos. 3
uncompleted contract for the navy is j and 15 prepared at 8 o'clock yesternow being carefully scrutinized, with ' day morning to entrain for Camp
a view to lopping off those not re- [Wright, near New Haven, Conn,
quired for permanent use. This will ' Saluted and cheered by enthusiastic
be done with due regard for the in- Bronx crowds, they paraded the
terests of contractors.
The Naval streets of that borough and then went
Advisory Board, consisting of chiefs to the Grand Central Station. Shortly
of bureaus, will meet every day this before they were to board a train, at
week to go over the contract and 10 o'clock, they were notified by a
other problems.
j messenger from Mr. Conboy that they
The Navy Department Will not con- were to return home. When assured
tinue the construction of small craft they would receive certificates of hondesigned to combat the German sub- orable discharge from the army they
marines, except that the contract with burst into cheering and paraded
Henry Ford to build 100 "Eagle" through 42d Street and Broadway,
boats will be completed. The "Eagle" joining the celebration throngs. Many
boats have more than come up to were carried on shoulders.

ALL DRAFT CALLS
ARE CANCELLED

Secretary of War Halted
Here by Alert Sentries
: Shortly after ten o'clock this morning,
the two sentries on guard at theentrance
to the Governors Island Ferry, at the
Barge Office, presented arms and prepared to cross-examine a. stranger -who
oppearnd at the gate.
A demand for him to show his pass,
for he evidently was on his way to the
federal ferry, was on their lips, when he
Quietly inquired:—
"Is there a telephone here that I can
use?"
A few paces to the right of the sentries
was a series of government telephones,
free to officers of the government. But
one of these was not for the "stranger's"
use at this time.
"Sure," snifl one of the sentries,
"there's a bunch of pay stations over
there," indicating'the Municipal-Ferry
Building, some 4W *eot away.
Away went the stranger in-the short

: REORGANIZE THE ARMY
iPIans of General Staff Also
Include War Department.
TO ASK LAWS OF CONGRESS
Baker to Present Proposals—Universal Military Training Involved.
Of 3,700,000 Men in Forces Only
100,000 Are Under Obligations to
Serve After Restoration of Peace.
Plans for the reorganization of the
War Department and the army itself
now are in process of formulation by
the general staff and soon will be before Secretary Baker. Orders for the
actual breaking- up of the army can
not be promulgated until these plans
Anally are completed as the demobilization program is dependent to
some extent upon the' adoption of a
reorganization policy.
The Secretary has indicated that
new legislation will be necessary to
carry out the reorganization and is
expected to lay a definite program before Congress at the earliest possible
moment. This may reopen the- whole
question of universal military training-.
Law for 375,000 Men.
Existing law authorizes the maintenance of a regular army of approximately 375,000 men. While it is not
possible as yet to forecast the number of American troops that must be
employed in Europe even after the
peace treaties have been signed) military men believe now that the authorized regular establishment qannot
provide an adequate force for
■r al)
alt pur
poses at home and abroad.
,, Of the 3,700,000 men now 'under
arms, probably not more than ^jO.OOO
are under obligation to serve beyond
the restoration of peace. There were
some 7,000 officers and about 120,000
men in the regular army when war
was declared. Expiration of enlistments, however, probably has served
to reduce this considerably and all
war-time enlistments are for the war
period only.

topcoat and brown Fedora, hat, a smile on
his face. The guards had forgotten all
about the man anxious to use a telephone,
when a Dig automobile drew up at the entrance to the pier. Instantly the sentries i
were on the alert. For at the wheel was'
a soldier in uniform. In the tonneau wasj
the seeker of a telephone.
The chaufiear leaned over and whis-j
percd to the guards. Instantly they stood
at attention.
The 'phono seeker was Mr. Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War.
The Secretary leaped from the car, too
late for the ferry that had just started for
Governors Island.
It was recalled,
however.
At the island Mr. Baker, after attending church services, conferred with Major
General J. Franklin Bell. This afternoon be addressed the War Community
Fund meeting.

Have Temporary Commissions.
Thousands of the officers now in
service are on temporary commissions
in the regular establishment. These
commissions were issued for a definite period of years and the men
might be held, although the general
attitude of the department would not
indicate any intention of holding sucn
officers against their will when the
war emergency has passed.
The number of men necessary to
be maintained in Europe probably
will be worked out by Gen. Pershing's staff and since similar calculations for the United States and its
possessions are being made here it is
expected that the size of the army
for which it will be necessary to provide soon will be arrived at.
The general staff's recommendations as to the way the army is to
be formed are expected to embody the
principle of universal military training in the bill prepared by the staff
just before the United States entered
the war, but modified in the light of
war experience and the results of
the operation of the selective draft
system.
To Keep Qualified Men.
Demobilization of the existing officers' corps, both line and staff, forms
a separate element of the present
problems of the War Department. It
is certain that efforts will be made to
keep men "who have shown themselves
qualified in such relationship With the
government that their services can be
quickly resecured at need. Pending
the completion of plans, resignations
are being discouraged.
Plans for returning officers to their
civilian status are expected to provide
for an army reserve officers' corps
similar to that used in building up the
present army. Similarly, it is regarded
as probable that steps toward the organization of an ample enlisted reserve will be taken. The form of the
reserve, however, whether by voluntary obligation or by order, will depend vipon the military policy to be
adopted.
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ilson's Address to Congress,
rmistici
WASHINGTON, Nov. 11.—President Wilson's
address to Congress, in which he announced the
terms of the armistice, was as follows:
Gentlemen of the Congress: In these times of
rapid and stupendous change it will in some degree
lighten my sense of responsibility to perform in
person tl 9 duty of communicating to you some of
the larger circumstances of the situation with
which it is necessary to deal.
The German authorities, who have at the invitation of the Supreme War Council, been in communication with Marshal Foch, have accepted and
signed the terms of armistice which he was authorized and instructed'to communicate to them. These
terms are as follows:
THE ARMISTICE.

One—Cessation of operations by land and in the
" air six hours after the signature of the armistice.
Two—Immediate evacuation of invaded countries:
Belgium, France, Alsace-Lorraine, Luxemburg, so ordered as to be completed within fourteen days from
the signature of the armistice. German troops which
have not left the above-mentioned territories within
the period fixed will become prisoners of war. Occupation by the allied and United States forces Jointly will
keep pace with evacuation in these areas. All movements of evacuation and occupation will be regulated
in accordance with a note annexed to the stated terms.

Fourteen—German troops to cease at once all
requisitions and seizures and any other undertaking
with a view to obtaining supplies intended for Germany in Rumania and Russia (as defined on Aug.
' 1, 1914).
Fifteen—Abandonment of the treaties of
Bucharest and Brest-Litovsk and of the supplementary treaties.
Sixteen—-The Allies shall have free access to
the territories evacuated by the Germans on their
eastern frontier either through Danzig or by the Vistula in order to convey supplies to the populations of
those territories or for any other purpose.

III.—Clause Concerning East Africa.
Seventeen—Unconditional capitulation of all
German forces operating in East Africa within one
month.

IV.—General Clauses.
Eighteen—Repatriation, without reciprocity,
within a maximum period of one month, in accordance
with detailed conditions hereafter to be fixed, of all
civilians interned or deported, who may be citizens of
other allied or associated States than those mentioned
in Clause Three, Paragraph Nineteen, with the reservation that any future claims and demands of the Allies and the United States of America remain unaffected.

N

Six—In all territory evacuated by the enemy
there shall be no evacuation of inhabitants; no damage
or harm shall be done to the persons or property of the
inhabitants. No destruction of any kind to be committed. Military establishments of all kinds shall be '
delivered intact as well as military stores of food,
munitions,'equipment not removed during the periods
. fixed for evacuation. Stores of food of all kinds for
the civil population, cattle, &c, shall be left in situ.
Industrial establishments shall not be impaired in any
way and then- personnel shall not be removed. Roads
and means of communication of every kind, railroad, ~
waterways, main roads, bridges, telegraphs, telephones, shall be in no manner impaired.

Nineteen—-The following financial conditions are
required: Reparation for damage done. While such
armistice lasts no public securities shall be removed
by the enemy which can serve as a pledge to the Allies
for the recovery or reparation for war losses. Immediate restitution of the cash deposit in the national
bank of Belgium, and in general Immediate return of
all documents, specie, stocks, shares, paper money, together with plant for the issue thereof, touching public or private interests in the invaded countries. Restitution of the Russian and Rumanian gold yielded to
Germany or taken by that power. This gold to be delivered in trust to the AlliesPuntil the signature of
peace.

V.—Naval Conditions.
Twenty—Immediate cessation of all hostilities at
sea and definite information to be given as to the location and movements of all German ships. Notification to be given to neutrals that freedom of navigation
in all territorial waters is given to the naval and mercantile marines of the allied and associated powers,
all questions of neutrality being waived.
Twenty-one—All naval and mercantile marine
prisoners of the allied and associated powers in German hands to be returned without reciprocity.
Twenty-two—Surrender to the Allies and the
United States of America of one hundred and sixty
German submarines, (including all submarine cruisers
and mine laying submarines,) with their complete armament and equipment in ports, which will be specified by the Allies and the United States of America.
All other submarines to be paid off and completely
disarmed and placed under the supervision of the allied powers and the United States of America.
Twenty-three—The following German surface'
warships, which shall be designated by the Allies and

the United States of America, shall forthwith be disarmed and thereafter interned in neutral ports, or for
the want of them, in allied ports, to be designated by
the Allies and the United States of America, and
placed under the surveillance of the Allies and the
United States of America, only caretakers being left
onboard, namely: Six battle cruisers, ten battleships,
eight light cruisers, including two mine layers, fifty
destroyers of the most modern type. All other surface
warships (including river craft), are to be concentrated in German naval bases to be designated by the
Allies and the United States of America, and are to be
paid off and completely disarmed and placed under the
supervision of the Allies and the United States of
America. AH vessels of the auxiliary fleet, trawlers,
motor vessels, &c, are to be disarmed.
Twenty-four—The Allies and the United States
of America shall have the right to sweep up all mine
fields and obstructions laid by Germany outside German territorial waters and the positions of these are
to be indicated.

Ten—An immediate repatriation without reciprocity according to detailed conditions, which shall
be fixed, of all allied and United States prisoners of
war. The allied powers and the United States shall be
able to dispose of these prisoners as they wish.

Twelve—All German troops at present in any
territory which before the war belonged to Russia,
Rumania or Turkey, shall withdraw within the frontiers of Germany as they existed on Aug. 1, 1914.
Thirteen—Evacuation by German troops to begin
at once, and all German instructors, prisoners, and
Civilian as well as military agents now on the territory of Russia (as defined before 1914) to be recalled.
*

Four—Surrender in good condition by the German armies of the following equipment: Five thousand guns, (2,500 heavy, 2,500 field,) 30,000 machine
guns. Three thousand minenwerfers. Two thousand
airplanes, (fighters, bombers—firstly, D, seventythree's and night bombing machines.) The above to
be delivered in situ to the Allies and the United States
troops in accordance with the detailed conditions laid.
down in the annexed note.

|
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Nine—The right of requisition shall be exercised
by the Allies and the United States armies in all occupied territory. The upkeep of the troops of occupation
in the Rhine land (excluding Alsace-Lorraine) shall be
charged to the German Government.

//.—Disposition Relative to the'Eastern
Frontiers of Germany.

Three—Repatriation, beginning at once and to be
completed within fourteen days, of all inhabitants of
the countries above mentioned, including hostages and
persons under trial or convicted.

Seven—All civil and military personnel at present
employed on them shall remain. Five thousand locomotives, 50,000 wagons, and 10,000 motor lorries in
goodworkingorder with all necessary spare parts and
fittings shall be delivered to the Associated Powers
within the period fixed for the evacuation of Belgium
and Luxemburg. The railways of Alsace-Lorraine shall
be handed over within the same period, together with
all pre-war personnel and material. Further material
necessary for the working of railways in the country
on the left bank of the Rhine shall be left in situ. All
stores of coal and material for the upkeep of permanent ways, signals and repair shops left entire in situ

Eight—The German command^ shall be responsible
t
for revealing all mines or delay-acting fuse disposed
on territory evacuated by the German troops,, and shall
assist in their discovery and destruction. The German
command shall also reveal all destructive measures
that may have been taken (such as poisoning or polluting of springs, we'lls, &c.) under penalty of reprisals.

Eleven—Sick and wounded who jcannot be removed from evacuated territory will be cared for by
German personnel, who will be left on the spot with the
medical material required.

I.—Military Clauses on Western Front.

Five—Evacuation by the German armies of the
countries on the left bank of the Rhine. These countries on the left bank of the Rhine shall be administered by the local authorities under the control of the
allied and United States armies of occupation. The
occupation of these territories will be determined by
allied and United States garrisons holding the principal crossings of the Rhine—Mayence, Coblenz, Cologne—
together with bridgeheads at these points in thirty
kilometer radius on the right bank and by garrisons
similarly holding the strategic points of the regions.
A neutral zone shall be reserved on the right of the
Rhine between the stream and a line drawn parallel to
it forty kilometers to the east from the frontier of Holland to the parallel of Gernsheim. and as far as practicable a distance of thirty kilometers from the east
of the stream from this parallel upon the Swiss frontier.
Evacuation by the enemy of the Rhine lands shall be
so ordered as to be completed within a further period of
eleven days—in all, nineteen days after the signature
of the armistice. [Here the President interrupted his
reading to remark that there evidently had been an
error in transmission, as the arithmetic was very.
bad. The "further period" of eleven days is in
addition to the fourteen days allowed for evacuation
of invaded countries, making twenty-five days given
to the Germans to get entirely clear of the Rhine
lands.] All movements of evacuation and occupation
will be regulated according to the note annexed.

and kept in an efficient state by Germany during the
whole period of armistice. All barges taken from the
Allies shall be restored to them. A note appended regulates the details of these measures.

.

Twenty-five—Freedom of access to and from the
Baltic to be given to the naval and mercantile
marines of the allied and associated powers. To
secure this the Allies and the United States of
America shall be empowered to occupy all German
forts, fortifications, batteries and defense works of
all kinds in all the entrances from the Cattegat into
the Baltic, and to sweep up all mines and obstructions
within and without German territorial waters, without any question of neutrality being raised, and the
positions of all such mines and obstructions are to be
indicated.
Twenty-six—The existing blockade conditions set
up by the allied and associated powers are to remain
unchanged, and all German merchant ships found at
sea are to remain liable to capture.
Twenty-seven—All naval aircraft are to be concentrated and immobilized in German bases to be
specified by the Allies and the United States of
America.
Twenty-eight—In evacuating the Belgian coasts
and ports, Germany shall abandon all merchant ships,
tugs, lighters, cranes and all other harbor materials,
all materials for inland navigation, all aircraft and
all materials and stores, all arms and armaments, and
all stores and apparatus of all kinds.
Twenty-nine—All Black Sea ports are to be
evacuated by Germany; all Russian war vessels of all
descriptions seized by Germany in the Black Sea are
to be handed over to the Allies and the United States
of America; all neutral merchant vessels seized are to
be released; all warlike and other materials of all
kinds seized in those ports are to be returned and German materials as specified in Clause Twenty-eight are
to be abandoned.
Thirty—All merchant vessels in German hands
belonging to the allied and associated powers are to.
be restored in ports to be specified by the Allies and
the United States of America without reciprocity.
Thirty^-one—No destruction of ships or of materials to be permitted before evacuation, surrender,
or restoration.
Thirty-two—The German Government will
notify the neutral Governments of the world, and particularly the Governments of Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Holland, that all restrictions placed on the
trading of their vessels with the allied and associated
countries, whether by the German Government or by
private German interests, and whether in return for
specific concessions, such as the export of shipbuilding materials or not, are immediately canceled.
Thirty-three—No transfers of German merchant
shipping of any description to any neutral flag are to
take place after signature of the armistice.

VI.—Duration of Armistice.
Thirty-four—The duration of the armistice is to
be thirty days, with option to extend. During this
period, on failure of execution of any of the above
clauses, the armistice may be denounced by one of the
contracting parties on forty-eight hours' previous
notice.

VII.—The Limit for Reply.
Thirty-five—This armistice to be accepted or refused by Germany within seventy-two hours of notification.

Great Problems Ahead.
The war thus comes to an end; for, having accepted
these terms of armistice, it will be impossible for the German command to renew it.
,. It is not now possible to assess the consequences of
this great consummation. We know only that this tragical
war, whose consuming flames swept from one nation to
another until all the world was on fire, is at an end and
that it was the privilege of our own people to enter it at
its most critical juncture in such fashion and in such force
as to contribute, in a way of which we are all deeply proud,
to the great result. We know, too, that the object of the

war is attained; the object upon which all free men had
set their hearts; and attained with a sweeping completeness which even now we do not realize. Armed imperialism such as the men conceived who were but yesterday the
masters of Germany is at an end, its illicit ambitions engulfed in black disaster. Who will now seek to revive it?
The arbitrary power of the military caste of Germany
which once could secretly and of its own single choice disturb the peace of the world is discredited and destroyed.
And more than that—much more than that—has been accomplished. The great nations which associates' themselves to destroy it have now definitely united in the common purpose to set up such a peace as will satisfy the longing of the whole world for disinterested justice, embodied
in settlements which are based upon something, much
better and more lasting than the selfish competitive interests of powerful States. There is no longer conjecture
as to the objects the victors have in mind. They have a
mind in the matter, not only, but a heart also. Their
avowed and concerted purpose is to satisfy and protect
the weak as well as to accord their just rights to the
strong.
,
i
The humane temper and intention of the victorious
Governments have already been manifested in a very practical way. Their representatives in the Supreme War
Council at Versailles have by unanimous resolution assured the peoples of the Central Empires that everything
that is possible in the circumstances will be done to supply
them with food and relieve the distressing want that is in
so many places threatening their very lives; and steps are
to be taken immediately to organize these efforts at relief
in the same systematic manner that they were organized
in the case of Belgium. By the use of the idle tonnage of
the Central Empires it ought presently to be possible to
lift the fear of utter misery from their oppressed populations and set their minds and energies free for the great
and haz&rdous tasks of political reconstruction which now
face them on every hand. Hunger does not breed reform;
it breeds madness and all the ugly distempers that make
an ordered life impossible.
For with the fall of the ancient Governments, which
rested like an incubus on the peoples of the Central Empires, has come political change not merely, but revolution;
and revolution which seems as yet to assume no final and
ordered form, but to run from one fluid change to another,
until thoughtful men are forced to ask themselves, with
what governments and of what sort are we about to deal
in the making of the covenants of peace? With what
authority will they meet us, and with what assurance that
their authority will abide and sustain securely the international arrangements into which we are about to enter?
There is here matter for no small anxiety and misgiving.
When peace is made, upon whose promises and engagements besides our own is it to rest?
Let us be perfectly frank with ourselves and admit
that these questions cannot be satisfactorily answered now
or at once. But the moral is not that there is little hope of
an early answer that will suffice. It is only that we must
be patient and helpful and mindful above all of the great
hope and confidence that lie at the heart of what is taking
place. Excesses accomplish nothing. Unhappy Russia
has furnished abundant recent proof of tha't. Disorder
immediately defeats itself. If excesses should occur, if
disorder should for a time raise its head, a sober second
thought will follow and a day of constructive action, if
we help and do not hinder.
The present and all that it holds belongs to the nations and the peoples who preserve their self-control and
the orderly processes of their Governments; the future
to those who prove themselves the true friends of mankind. To conquer with arnie is to make only a temporary
conquest; to conquer the world by earning its esteem is to
make permanent conquest. I am confident that the nations that have learned the discipline of freedom and that
have settled with self-possession to its ordered practice
are now about to make conquest of the world by the sheer
power of example and of friendly helpfulness.
' The peoples who have but just come out from under
the yoke of arbitrary government and who are now coming
at last into their freedom will never find the treasures of
liberty they are in search of if they look for them by the
light of the torch. They will find that every pathway
that is stained with the blood of their own brothers leads
to the wilderness, not to the.seat of their hope. They are
now face to face with their initial test. We must hold
the light steady until they find themselves. And in the
meantime, if it be possible, we must establish a peace that
will justly define their place among the nations, remove
all fear of their neighbors and of their former masters,
and enable them 40 live in security and contentment when
they have set their own affairs in order. I, for one, do
not doubt their purpose or their capacity. There are
some happy signs that they know and will choose the way
of self-control and peaceful accommodation* If they do,
we shall put our aid at their disposal in every way that
we can. If they do not, we must await with patience and
sympathy the awakening and recovery that will assuredly
come at last.

To Seize Heligoland if Necessary.
LONDON, Nov. 11.—(Associated Press).—A supplementary declaration to the armistice terms was signed
to the effect that in the event of the six German battle
cruisers, ten battleships, eight light cruisers and fifty
destroyers not being handed over owing to a mutinous
state, the Allies reserve the right to occupy Heligoland as
an advance base to enable them to enforce the terms.
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_ , mission? " _H!s answer was: "They
forever the flesh-pots of narrow the follow)™ *tnt,>™„„t.
there was a disposition to construe the reigns, but the terms under which the saken
Under the armistice conditions signed have about 170." Granting that Admiral
sectionalism, of selfish, rampant, and the following statement:
" The American people can rejoice by Germanyls emissaries she is ren- :i Keen
terms as amounting to unconditional greatest' and most thoroughly organised corrosive individualism, of national maSims's figures are correct It will be
that the Allies will take from Gersurrender. One or two, such as Senator military autocracy ever dreamed of ab- teiiailsm to jieek tne efficient, unified, that their patriotism, their loyalty, and dered impotent to continue the war. A m
large and important section of her ter- i nes
any nearly all her available submaco-operative
social
state
which
our
Contheir
splendid
spirit
of
service
and
sacMyers, Democrat, of montana. regretted jectly surrenders to the force of human stitution promised. America must lead
ritory is to be evacuated by her armed " > Perhaps all. for since Admiral
nims made this statement two months
that more territory had not been placed rights and liberties.
the world through all the trials of the rifice have been rewarded. Prussian mil- forces and occupied by allied troops, ;I a
" Might, which for half a century has coming days."
S° Germany has sustained submarine
itarism is ended; it ho longer menaces thus bringing home to the German peo- IOHSei
under allied domination.
lorded it over Europe and drenched the
pie that tho war is ended in victory for j
>'liberty
and
Justice.
But
before
us
lie
new
On the other hand, that portion of the world in blood, lies prostrate amid
Acceptable to AH Americans.
Prisoners Must Work
tasks and new burdens, which we must her enemies. She is to give up AlsacePresident's message treating with the the ruin which it has wrought in these
Germany is to release aJl allied prisonassume with the same unity of purpose, Lorraine, never to be returned.
Senator
Sutherland,
Republican,
of
four
years
of
calamity
and
begs
for
Part
of
Germany's
navy
is
to
be
surI
crs,
military
and civil, a ' her own solthe
same
devotion
and
zeal,
as
have
new political situation' in Germany was mercy.
West Virginia, .said:
to the Allies and the remainder ' diers and sailors now hei by the Allies
characterized the Republic during this rendered
er
equally applauded, even though it did
?/->_S
warships
are
to
be
disarmed.
I
are
not
to
be
repatriated, These Ger" The President's message is full of
"The terms of ,the armistice no doubt ~rcat
war. Let us while we celebrate
not parallel in harshness the terms dic- hope and promise to those in whose fairly foreshadow the nature of the final lh{ day of victory look forward to the w.hile there is no provision for the de- , man prisoners are apparel ly to b eheld
mobilization
of
her
armies,
they
apnot
alone
as
hostages,
r t to be emhas been systematically injected .„■ „ „<.
£«..;•.■*
^,
future, conscious of our supreme duty to
tated to the military caste. The Presi- veins
y a
. F? autocratic ruler and his Junker terms of peace, which, of course, Ger- humanity and confident m the united parently are made powerless to continue ! Ployed in the work of res ..-ation of the
dent's " moderation " and " tolerance;" °satellites
the
war
by
the
drastic
conditions
af,
devastated
territories.
All
German civil
the sentiment that
many must perforce accept. They are, ; will of the nation."
footing the surrender of cannon, mili- and military employes on railroads
as the speakers put it, *were lauded. makes right '—that if France has mines and should be, acceptable to all Amerl- I
■
.
tary
supplies,
railways,
and
the
occu,
telegraphs,
roads,
&c,
turned
over to the
Senator McCumber, Republican, of of coal and fields of iron, or Russia cans, as indicating a complete military
pation by the All:es of the forts and allied commanders are to remain' on
wells of oil and fertile lands, and Ger- v.v.„,y a.i> . ,, ..',...., a.:....., ..,.. I.L U. I.,« I COLUMBIA TO CELEBRATE.
North Dakota, who ha3 been always a many
important
cities
on
the
Rhine
and
a
i
duty.
No
less
than
fl.QOO
locomotives
has none. It is right that Germany aims of our Government and of our al- j
considerable portion of German territory i 5.000 railroad cars ,and 10,000 motor
firm advocate of a stern lesson to Ger- should rob France and Russia of their lies. They guarantee that no further , ■_■„., ,. .-. ' . . _ , ,.
_
) trucks are to be delivered by Germany
menace shall ever come from that quar- University Student Soldiers to Pa- to the east of the Rhine.
many, said the message was full of realms.
„'".„ .- _• . . ■_,
.■'■'
I to the Allies.
"This
message,
if
read
aright
by
the
ter
to
the
peace
of
the
world,
and
it
Is
rade and, Play Games Today.
" hope and promise .to those in whose German people, says: ' If you have to be hoped that there shall never be
? Germa^1s?o^fo^ofBR8„^a. with- ,Sl Z%0 "rfe^nf V^mSe
veins has been systematically injected apurged
this
virus
out
of
your
heart,
if,
any
cause
for
disturbance
from
other
Columbia University will hold a vic- drawing not only her troops but all her guns, 3,000 rnlncnwerfer or Tench mor
yb ur resen
/ P
t governing head declares, sources."
by an autocratic ruler, and his satel- u
tory celebration today with a parade of HVllf Sh? WetB t0. abr°sate the tars,' and 2,00c» airplanes are to be™r-"
the German nation has conquered its
lites " the doctrine of might as right.
treatties of Bucharest and Brest- rendered. All German naval aircra ft
Effect of State Tapers.
I the Students' Army. Training Corps in Litovsk.
own greed and contritely admits that
A gold taken from Belgium are to be immobilized
aircraft
the
The diplomacy of the President in Justice and not force should govern naS
Senator
Gerry,
Democrat,
of
Rhode
forenoon
and
a
gathering
of
the
en
!
r„™n? dellverea t0 ^e Belgian Gov- ; These are the essential features of the
dealing with the tumultuous European tions, the countries which have really Island, said:
tire university on the South Court at
liberated her people will patiently assist
-ThTconditions of the armistice are so ' fbT^ptTon "or* ESS^t*^^
situation was likewise praised. Sena- in
the rehabilitation.'
"It is unconditional surrender, pure 2:30 o'clock this afternoon, which will «any
and so drastic that it is difficult abrogated on forty-eight hours' notice
tors who expressed this idea particu"I do not share in the belief that and simple. It must now be apparent be. addressed by President Butler.
to
*raps their full meaning and the by either party. The evacuation of inGermany will become an anarchist.
larly were Thomas of Colorado and Pitt- The
vaded territories must be accomplished
Twenty-three hundred student soldiers, completeness of Germany s surrender.
people will organize a stable Gov- to the American people what an imporNo mention is made in the terms of ' for the most part within two weekss
man of Nevada, Democrats.
ernment, and when organized they must tant part the State papers of the Presi- commanded by Major Herbert C. Earn- armistice
of the freedom of German from today.
Senator Borah, Republican, of Idaho, prepare to answer for the offenses per- dent have played in bringing about the
W
!
la r h fr m h unl
r,lty at P ol na b t the Im erla
l
•fn '„.^iloc
I„k t w
2 > ^, ^f
. ?, i,- V ,
P
l Government
From the standpoint of making the
by their armies contrary to collapse of our enemies, and his message nTV^L
pirated for an abandonment of party petrated
°,S £. 1throu8h t froth S^eet to at Berlin had already assented to this German Government and peome under
civilized warfare."
today makes it evident that the United R.verslde Drive,
south to 72d Street, as one of the fourteen points laid down stand that the Allied GovSJ. »™
Ijj^'.cs in the stupendous work of reStates, under the President's leadership,
Al
A Wonderful Message.
co..structio5i that must be undertaken
°^°™<™ '^^ '" thereat ^r?^^^!
will continue to carry out policies based Itleet^rea^to Sal^V^e * ^^ ""'
Senator Overman, Democrat, of North on unselfishness and high ideals that Meadows. There the men will stop for
abroad. Senator Pomerene, Democrat,
have made him the spadesman of de- a short time for rest and games, after
of Ohio, demanded trial and punish- Carolina said:
which they will return to the university
mocracy for the world."
ment of officers and men who have
" The President today was more than
by the same route.
been " guilty of horrible cruelties."
Sweeping Enough to Please All.
This afternoon all branehes of the uniequal to one of the greatest, if not the
versity will assemble for a victory celPunishment Without Vengeance.
greatest, events in our history. The
Speaker Clark said:
ebration.
The students' military and
occasion, the hour, and the announce" Individually I feel bully over the ar- naval units will assemble, with their
Vice President Marshall said:
bands;
there
will be singing led'by .the
mistice.
/Surely
its
terms
are
sweeping
The scene in Congress today was to ^af wls Inde^'^r^^nHulL.^nde^.
clubs, and after President Butler's
enough to please the most fastidious. glee
mo far more impressive than the one > but
more
thrilling
and
more
inspiring
speech
the
military
and naval detachwa
YES approving and a wee bit envious followed her up
enacted at the declaration of war. The sucn
» his wonderfu* message clothed in President Wilson's message was splen- ments, with girls from Barnard College,
.. , :.
..
, ■„ _ ••■ ,.-."• *
splendid rhetorical sentences. The , did
,.
will march around Morhingside Heights,
in
both
sentiment
and
language.
Of
the aisle. How cheerful and contented she looked - her
enthusiastic reception of the President spirlt of the message and Its sentiment i course the war is practically aveY-at led by the bands.
upon both occasions was to my mind j arose to the heights of sublimity Itself, which all genuine Americans should
wondrous Charvet fat coat clinging snugly to her stately
radically different in significance. Upon •■ At the same time it was dignified and I and wilI rejoice God bf piSsed ' Our Credit of $8(5,000,000 to France.
the former occasion we were buckling : kind and charitable, without glorlfiea- boys will soon be coming horn!? except
gown—an already beautiful countenance animated by a beon our armor to go out and arrest a won.
the unreturning brave "who 'died for ! ^To^T' ^r ^'J^ ^T^
world outlaw. Anger, resentment, and
-,,,_ World's
«r„_tj>. m
. J. ■,Leader.
coming stole collar of a contrasting fur. Raising her arms
their country in foreign lands. ' Greater ment s PolI°y.of continuing financial as
The
Greatest
a fixed purpose characterized the utterlove hath no man than this—that he give sistance to the Allies until their needs
to adjust a fractious hairpin, the graceful cape effect taperances of the President and their recepSenator Swanson, Democrat, of "Vir- his life for his friend.' "
are over or peace is actually signed was
tion on that historic occasion. Today
Repres ntative Kitchln of North Caro- emphasized tonight by a' Treasury aning into comfortable sleeves resembled a butterfly with wings
the outla.w has been arrested and Is In ginia, said:
Democratic House leader, said:
" The terms of the armistice are most lina,
the hands of Judicial authority for trial
nouncement that a new credit of $80,of happiness outspread!
" The terms could, not have been 000
000
had
been
granted
to
France.
This
and punishment.
satisfactory.
They mean practically better."
Che—ALL IN ONE HAT
brought the aggregate loans by the
" Through the message and through
Representative Harrison, Democrat, of United
States to that nation to $2,445,-'
the applause that greeted it I saw the the complete surrender of Germany and Mississippi,
said:
000000 and the total to all Allies to
purpose of a great leader and the sober the end of the war. The surrender
$7,812,978,666.
sentiment of a law-guided people that marks a new era in the history of the
A Second Declaration,
this outlaw must be tried, convicted, world. From now on government will
be
responsive'
to,
the
wishes
of
the
peo"It
is
a
second
Declaration
of
Indeand punished for the offenses which
Aviator Killed at Detroit.and autocracy and military despot- pendence—independence for the world, a
have been committed against laws both ple,
DETROIT, Mich., Nov. 11.—Lieutet:;vr;E:
human and divine, but that such con- ism will cease.
Magna
Charta
for
oppressed
peoples
In
"The address of the President Was
Car) Morrow, of Punxsutawney, Penn.,
viction must contain no element of
timely and is an additional proof every clime. It breathes the magnanirevenge in it, for if it does it will lower most
of his wise statesmanship and great mous spirit of the American people, and was mortally-injured, and W, Murdock
the tribunal to the standard of the leadership.
>
The President is today the means that the idealism of Woodrow Brown/o4 Detroit, a civilian observer,
criminal who stands at the bar.
slightly hurt,this afternoon w>von
" The President's address sets a high- world's greatest leader."
Wilson, the greatest statesman the world was
the
airplane
In
which
they
were
flying
water mark in the annals of the Justice
has ever produced, ha.3 been accepted as over the downtown district crao, d
Individual Punishment.
of Fnfilish-sneaking peoples a.nd of all
the formula of government and lasting
Senator Pomerene, Democrat, of Ohio, peace bj' allied, neutral, and enemy na- through tho roof of a three-story buildthe Allies. For the future, Justice must
ing. Lieutenant Morrow died shortly
lead and not follow success."
said :
tions the world over."
^^^S^^^^S^^^^^^^^^^SI^^^^SSSSli^S^.
Representative La Guardia of New after the crash.
" The great military autocracy which York
Wolf-Like Nations Changed.
(Major in the Aviation Corps)
a
few
months
ago
was
dreaming
of
said:
Senator Saulsbury, Democrat, of
" A wonderful speech. It will make a
Delaware, President pro tern, of the world dominion is forever buried be- profound impression abroad, will have a
neath its own ruins. The terms of the sobering effect after victory, and will
Senate, said:
armistice make it impossible under any help to calm and restore to livable con" The President announced to us that circumstances for her to renew hostili- ditions the devastated countries. The
what he has sought and what we have ties.
" One thing, however, the Allies, in- conditions will meet the cxpects.tions of
hoped for is accomplished. The wolf- cluding the United States, must insist the extremists of England and France."
like nations are caught and chained. upon at the peace table, and that is that
Keynote for Future Action.
Romanoff, Hapsburg, and Hohenzollefns, the officers and men who have been
and smaller cubs of the same breed are guilty of the horrible cruelties which
Representative Padgett, Democrat, of
Caged and dead.
have shocked humanity and violated the
" Humans will live their lives in peace rules of civilized warfare shall be turned Tennessee, Chairman of the Naval Afand unafraid. Glorious, beloved France over to them for trial and punishment. fairs Committee, said:
will no more tremble for the future. I say this not in a spirit of revenge,
"It Is a most complete armistice.
We and our children's children will lead but as a warning to the German Gov- which amounts to an absolute and unpeaceful lives. And so may the people ernment and the German people, as well conditional surrender, and is to the
38th Street
—FIFTH AVENUE—
of the whole earth. Our foreign rela- as to all other nations everywhere, that Allies and the United States in every
39th Street
tions will not be meddled with by preda- these offenses cannot be repeated with way very satisfactory. The message of
tory peoples hoping through force to impunity. Loyalty to the memory of the President is a wonderful State docurule the world, and setting race against our dead requires this, and suffering ment. I think it sounds the right Keyrace and nation against nation to that humanity will not be Satisfied with less. note for future action."
" Shortly before war was declared
end.
Representative Madden, Republican, of
"Poland is a nation again. Bohemia, against Germany the Kaiser said to
said :
South Slavs, and Finns will all be free. Ambassador Gerard that he would stand Illinois,
" I think the terms are all any sensible
no
nonsense
from
America.
Now
and
Thank God that our nation has so
man
could
for, and the disposition
greatly aided in the work and that from j hereafter America and the civilized na- manifested look
by the Allies, as expressed
the time our own Commander in Chief tions of the world will stand no non- by
the
President,
to extend protecting
Insisted that Foch be given supreme com- sense from the Hohenzollerns.
care over the people of liberated counmand our victories have been continutries
until
put
on
a
footing of stability,
At
Peace
Table
in
Person.
ous."
should meet the approval of every perSenator
Key
Pittman
of
Nevada,
a
son.
I
am
indeed
delighted
to see the
Reconstruction Problems.
NEW WORLD was born yesterday—a world brighter, happier,
Democratic member of the Foreign Re- manifestation of toleration expressed on
the part of the United States and the
Senator Borah, Republican, of Idaho, lations Committee, said:
better than men have ever known before.
allied Governments. Now, as never besaid:
" The armistice is a full compliance fore, Is the time for the exercise of mod" The war is over. Under the terms of with the demands made by the Presi- eration on the part of those charged
PEACE—peace with victory—is ours. Victory by arms? Yes,
the armistice Germany cannot renew the dent. ,It has accomplished everything
fight. In fact, she could have carried that could 'have been accomplished by
a
victory
on the battlefields, splendid and supreme. But a victory larger
on the contest but a few days longer at forcing an unconditional surrender.
" The President's matchless diplomacy
best. The task of reconstructon is at
than
that
of arms alone! Each individual soldier in the American uniform,
hand and presents questions far more is now clear to the world. It was his
whether
he
made the supreme sacrifice or whether he ever got to France
complex and stupendous in many re- dominating statesmanship and will that
spects than did the war lt3elf. Where placed our overwhelming army and reat
all,
has
won
a victory---the victory of the man who puts self under and
tyranny reigned yesterday, chaos and sources in Europe. It was his diplohysteria and hunger rule today. . We macy that precipUated the internal dislives his utmost for an ideal—an ideal of divine beauty.
must help to rebuild and reconstruct. solution of the Imperial German Empire
Our task is not yet ended. We will need and its allies. He will sit at the peace
a united and determined people for this table in person, because there is no man
Each one of us here at home who has ,steadfastly sacrificed self for
work, the same as we did during the who is qualified to represent him, and
war. No room for party politics, no from that conference will come the establishment
of
the
prinicples
that
he
has
the
cause—who
has worked for it day in and day out—has won a victory.
place for holding back now, for permanent peace depends upon how well we do advocated and which will m'ean an enThese
are
the
victories
of each of us individually, which blend with and
during
peace.
the work of reconstruction."
" He will not again be charged with
are part of our Nation's victory.
Fruit of Wilson's Diplomacy.
the disposition to surrender to GerHis diplomacy will never again
Senator Thomas, Democrat, of Colo- many.
be characterized as mischievous and
Q* OME of them will never
But above all this—finer than all this, greater even than the
rado, said:
treacherous. The American people will
^j
return from the rednot
again
be
deceived,
and
they
will
victory
of all the Allies—is the victory of righteousness, which
" The President's message to the Conback him as a man In his fight for the
peppied fields of France,
gress announcing the terms of the ar- principles that ho will maintain at the
belongs to the whole world.
mistice, followed by his suggestions re- peace conference."
where they sleep in graves of
garding the attitude and immediate duty
glory. To warm the huts,
Guarantee to the Downtrodden.
One mighty figure rises into the mind's eye at that thought—one
of the allied powers to the German peohearts and hands of those
ple, is the greatest state paper of the
Senator Simmons, Democrat, of North
name
flies to the lips—the name of Woodrow Wilson. Through his leadercentury. It was the trumphant anChairman of the Finance Comwho will come back, open
nouncement of overwhelming victory, Carolina,
ship
has
come the victory in which the blood-stained Hun himself can
coupled with the announcement of a mittee, said:
wide your purse to the
wise and humane consideration for the
" The armistice terms are all that
find
redemption,
if ever he is redeemed.
United War Work Camvoian.
immediate and pressing needs of the really could be asked for. I think if
vanquished. Every genuine American
will, I am sure, applaud the terms of there had been unconditional surrender
This peace—this peace that made men frantic with joy yesterday
they probably would not have been more
the armistice and. commend the Justice severe.
The result is undoubtedly the
of his counsel,
and turned Fifth Avenue into one turbulent, surging sea of ecstasy—is a
end
of
the
war
upon
peace
terms
to
be
" The surrender is a triumphant vindiby our country and our allies.
cation of the President's diplomacy. It dictated
peace founded on the deathless principles enunciated by that Prince of
" That part of the President's message
is In large degree the fruit of his replies dealing
with the new situation in Ger5TOrf-1^0GHSlAin'GoTHE3
Peace who died two thousand years ago—as many of our young men have
to Germany's request for peace negotia- many manifests
a
spirit
which
I
think
tions. He compelled ihe Gorman Gov- will meet most hearty approval of
ernment to acquaint the people with its the American people and our allies. It
died, in France and Flanders—that all the world hereafter shall be sweeter
own weakness and with the allied is a guarantee to the downtrodden and
and better and happier.
strength. This hastened the internal vassal nationalities that we stand ready
collapse of the empire. Had he brutally
help them In their present need and
demanded unconditional surrender, the to
in establishing themselves on a basis of
Let us remember this with grateful hearts in the midst of
war would have been prolonged through independence
freedom. It breathes
the Winter, and, while the end was in- a magnificentand
our
rejoicings.
spirit
also
in
reference
evitable. It would have come only after
the sorely tried people of Russia, and
the v/Ltste of many lives. These have to
holds
out
to
them
a
helping
hand
in
been preserved. The armed forces and their effort to establish an orderly Govthe President have won together."
ernment."
A Great Victory.
Complete to the Last Degree.
THE best or the
Senator Curtis, Republican, of KanSenator McNary, Republican, of Ore* cheapest paint or
sas, whip of the Senate, said:
gon, said:
" I have heard the terms with 'great
varnish look about the
" The terms of the armistice meet
The Boys, are still "Over There" and will be for some time to come—
satisfaction, and I am pleased that they every demand in the matter of drastlsaroe^—but resnlts are
are so binding. It is a great victory for clsm, and by their very completeness
they need the comfort the United War Work can provide.
the United States and our allies, and I spell the end of the world war. The
different. Quality means
hope that there will bo no delay in carof the specific provision that
Through sheer joy for the
rying out thes_9 drastic armistice terms." inclusion
economy.
in
the
withdrawal
from
occupied
terriSenator Sheppard, Democrat, of Tex- tory Alsace and Lorraine shall be vacatPeace that has come at last
as, said :
by the Germans removes all question
" It is wonderful. It fits the situation ed
about the disposition of those provinces
-WILLIAMS
France, seized under the duress of
Se'lta'tor Jor.es, Democrat, of New Mex- of
war in 1871. There can be no diacussion
ico, said :
of Alsace and Lor"It is a continuation of what I have of theat nationality
the peace conference. They are
thought to be in the President's mind in raine
now French.
Thirty-sirond Street
previous rncssages. Instead of giving
" Another provision In the terms which
must gratify all lovers of liberty withOpposite Cimbel's
A reciip^rittHc tn
outigcense is the denunciation of the
laltid .'.U:K la win
j unshakable- treaties of Bucharest and.
-*-

CONGRESS HAILS
ARMISTICE TERMS

GERMANY STRIPPED
BY TRUCE TERMS

tion of German territory is the most
striking feature of the armistice conditions. German troops are to evacuate
that part of their own country west of
the Rhine and Allied troops are to oocupy it. Germany thus give sup part of
Rhenish Prussia and the Palatinate,
part of Hesse almost as far east as
Darmstadt.
To Garrison Rhine Cities.
The ^important Rhine cities og Mayence, Coblenz, and Cologne are to be occupied by allied garrisons. Around each
of these a thirtylkilometer zone is to be
drawn within which the Allies are to
have control These zones will extend
for the distance named into territory to
the east of the Rhine. Elsewhere, extending from the east bank of the Rhine,
there is to be a neutral zone forty kilometers wide from the Holland border to
the town of Gernshelm. South of Gernsheim to the Swiss border the neutral
zone is to extend thirty kilometers eastward. The part of Germany which will
be within the neutral zon, win the exception of thirty-kilometer radius eastward
from Maynneo, Coblenz, ixad Coi,087!0; con,tains Essen and the great industrial district in that vicinity; Mulheim, DUsseldorf, Bonn. Elberfeld, and
Berrnan, and it Is interesting to note
that Bingen-on-the-Rhlne and Worms
are In this territory which German
troops may not enter.
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To Those In The
Ranks And Tanks!

LAWYERS NS0RTGAQE GO.
RiCHARO US. IIURU, President
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09 Liberty Street, Manhattan
184 Montague Street, Brooklyn
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\7 Ep Make our boys in France feel that we
V-*l V »2J are kelping them. Give generously.
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Special Sale
McCutcheon's Silk Shirts
The three lots of Silk Shirts described below
offer unusual values at the prices quoted,
having been purchased before the marked
advance in silks.
Lot No. 1—Heavy Broadcloth Silks,
Conservative Patterns. Sale Price,
Lot No. 2—Heavy Weight Peau de Progress Silks. Sale Price,
Lot No. 3—Fancy Silk Crepes
in Exquisite Colorings. Sale Price,

$6.35
$7.65
$8.50

SPECIAL NOTE—Attention is directed to the tailoring and fit of all "McCutcheon's Label" Shirts. We
shorten sleeves to desired lengths free of charge.

The following Departments warrant special
attention from men of discriminating taste:
Men's Neckwear
Dressing Gowns
Men's Sweaters
and Bath Robes
and Wool Reefers
Men's Underwear
and Hosiery

Men's Pajamas
and Night Shirts

Men's Mocha and Cape Gloves
All of these furnishings are attractively priced

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets
33d Street Entrance

Rep, Trade Mark
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Give! Give!! Give!!!

Give! Give!! Give!!!

JABURG BROTHERS
10 to 14 Leonard St., N. f .
ANNOUNCE WITH DEEP REGRET
THE DEATH OF THEIR PARTNER

MR. JOHN JABURG, SR.
THE JABURG ESTABLISHMENTS
AND OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED
ON THE DAY OF HIS FUNERAL
WEDNESDAY,
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Lord & Taylor
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the day when it is due.
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That is the fiction, of the Chicago Tribune. But the facts are
Secretary Baker and Resident Wilson «w their job—"and done j
f It is difficult
difficu to make down-right falsehoods stick agairA^ it." They surprised everybody—even these m«» of the Tribune,!
President Wilson. His appearance in the white light of public who, plainly, lie about them. There never was a man more busy
appreciation render attempts of that kind mostly ineffectual. than Secretary Baker during the 17 months the United States
But the Chicago Tribune management is sleepless in its male- was in the big war. And no man ever worked with a more involence and hate of the President and in its dislike of everything telligent purpose. Up to the time of Baker no cabinet officer
in the.administration. At least that newspaper's activities are I ever smashed precedent, crossed the seas, saw with his own eyes
furnished an adequate explanation on that theory.
what there was to do, held interviews with premiers, generals,
But the kick-back is hard on a frontal attack and hence a 'kings and captains as to the quickest methods to do it-^-pulled the
■flank attack is resorted to to accomplish its purposes.
khrottle wide open and put on every ounce of steam conditions
ance and "Airplanes" are the means whereby the Tribune_at- |would permit to get men, guns and munitions to the front-r-put
tempts to discredit President "Wilson and his administration. lover 300,000 men some months, into battle, three thousand miles
They first tried out a long campaign of falsehood and vitupeia- ;over an ocean patrolled with the most scientific and remorseless
tion against Secretary Daniels on war-ships and preparation but enginery of destruction—submarines and airplanes—and made
they>were so completely whipped and routed in that campaign of an immense success of it all by whipping the gizzard out of the
lying that they dropped it like the proverbial hot potato when JKaiser and compelling an ignominious surrender of the whojo
the, facts were revealed and since that time they use up their Ibloomin' kit of kultur. devils, divine) right, submersibles, airspare space in misrepresenting Secretary Baker.
planes and armies of the aliens, in a year less than anybody had
One would think that a great newspaper would be immune dared to expect.
•from such petty and mean and despicable methods and policies.
The greatest military critics were the most happily disapMost of the backwoods and cross-roads press has been brought pointed. The people who guessed any old thing just to get in
up to a respectable plane of ethics but it is the metropolitan press jtime, sometimes, were the nearest right. The facts are when the
that sometimes attains the morals of the Apache. In a discussion Americans took a hard grip on the situation, "Kultur" just
of airplanes in the Tribune we find the following paragraphs:
rolled up and "busted." The little man of the stone ages—of
But Secretary Baker hasn't even incurred the necessity lor
the "Mossy Stone"— had been busy as even the mighty Stanton
patfdon. tOut of his supervision came the large round tales of
had never bejon busy for Stanton never took the trouble to ini iptiMals ito folaoken the German skies, of ships laden with mechanical fbirdfi'; and under his supervision -was found the stupenvestigate a battle-field nor a situation while Baker looked into
dous hoax that Hughes was sent to Investigate.
every situation and possibility and with the advice and help of
The chief atourdiity is that aircraft may foe entirely junked
OJemenceau and Foch and Pershing and Haig and Petain, Diaz
• and forgotten. Aircraft should not Ibe permitted to fade out of
and Orlando and Uloyd George pressed homo eyery ounce of
(' our memories. Let ithose wfho have the future of the nation at
heart set about for a means of salvage and progress after Baker
power to end the war. . And suoceeded.' Germany is crushed,
' is returned to the mossy stone from which he emerged.
\ Ono gleans from that that Secretary Baker is a bonehead, her armies have given "up, the nu^hty'Hmd^nburg is laid low, the
fthat he is" a; "stick" in the war department, that he has been a four nations are in collapse, the free nations are victorious, a new
(failure in the great conflict just ended and that he was cut or- reign of law and justice and freedom reigns upon earth, the
iginally out of old red stand-stone. It is, not all implication and greatest victory for liberty since the world began has been won
(inference, either, but the expression is pretty direct and em- and there is a song of joy through all the boundless skies. But
phatic. But'what is the truth? Wa( can only urge a question of Baker lives on in the "mossy stone"!
No, he didn't get the bull benefit of the ordnance and air.this kind on the line of probabilities. However, the most hopeful view such leading American critics on the war as Symonds plain work. Our Americans can do wonders. But they can't
and Shaw, and the average editor who knows as much as any- produce ordnance and airplanes in a minute. These matters t
•body, could take, four months ago, and even later, was that the a little time. The war, closed a year too soon! ..
But) that kind of falsehood can be used to/discredit one of
jwar might end by November, 1919. Possibly it would be December and it might be later. Some who just came from the front the greatest administrations of the American 'government the
I predicted that the war would last five years and close in 1923. country has had. That is it's evident purpose.
'Dr. H. N. Hosmer who is a pretty wide-awake person wrote that
he heard that opinion expressed by army men of experience. The
men at the front were generally hopeful but they thought it
would take desperate fighting.
The facts are that from Marcl\ 21 to July 18. 1918, how the
war would end was problemetie. And of course, there, that bonehead Baker sat, half-filling his big chair of secretary of war—the
great seat of power of the mighty Stanton of whom it was said,
["Without him, the great war for the Union and human Liberty
',could not have been won"!
Exactly. That is what the Chicago Tribune is trying to
teach the American people. Is it true? Was Baker inefficient?
On November 11, 1919? Or was it one
(When did the war end?
year earlier? Who did more than any other American except
'President Wilson—possibly more than any other man—to push
forward that date one year, surprise the critics, falsify the prophets and save more than a million lives?. This same Baker.
Yes, now let us put him back (in his ''mossy stone" bed from
which he was cut! "Mossy Stone" Baker ought to become a
classic in literature i*d embelish the great story of the war—
the collossal conflict ef the ages!
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uncertainty that future use of the j
men in the service may develop.
The fact that the mustering out of I
men in this country would enable them
to return to civil occupations immediately and have the effect of discrimin- I
ation against the men in France was
said to be an additional reason for the ]
| continuance in the service of men in.I
American camps until the dcmobiliza- j
tion order is pronmlgated.
Thousands of requests for discharge
from the men themselves and from rel; atives have already been received by
; the Adjutant General's office. Action
; on all requests was peremptorily
stopped when Secretary Baker's order
I was issued to-day.
In cases where it is shown that discharges are justified, the commanding
officers are empowered to issue the necessary certificates of release. ^,
. ,
_, . .
,.
The Navy Department has adopted a
Navy Adopts Policy Ot Letting j policy of discharging all men of college
| age who desire to resume their studies.
AH Men of College Age
I Naval reservists who have not yet been
I called into active service may consider
Go to Resume Studies
! themselves free to pursue their ordinary civilian occupations without fear
j of call to the colors, and those already
in the service will be given the oppor(Special Diepatch to The Tribune)
tunity of discharge upon application to
WASHINGTON, Nov. 14—The War their commanding officers.
Men now with the overseas forces |
Department 'to-day clamped down the who desire to leave the service will be ,
released
as quickly as Vice-Admiral |
lid on discharges of any officers and
Sims announces that their continued
enlisted men in the United States service is unnecessary. All disckarged
anriy unless the immediate discharge reservists, however, will be continued
of the individual is required by reason in the Naval Reserve.
of financial distress of his dependents,
A general order was sent by Secretary of War Baker to-day to the adjutant general directing that no discharges- he authorized of officers and
man in this country until the War j
Department has adopted a general j
demobilization policy, which is now;
under consideration.
Discharges of men in the overseas
forces are to be approved by General
Pershing before the adjutant general
can issue tho necessary certificate of
discharge, Secretary Baker's order declared.
Refusal to discharge men in the
service was due, it was explained at
the adjutant general's office." to the

Baker Clamps Lid
On Any Discharges
From Army of U. S.

Uncertainty of Future in
Europe Is Given as Principal Reason

Applications Pour In

NO LETTING UP
"The Allied Armies are now in full lide in the victorious
advance.
The American Divisions are fighting with the
British and French and in their own sectors, and everywhere the enemy is in a disordered retreat. The army has
done all thai a proud and grateful country could ask, and
the lime has come for us to put in every ounce of our strength
to assure complete victory,"
Thus said Secretary of War Baker upon his return to Washington,
earlier in the week from a visit to the American Expeditionary Forces.
He explains why the Huns want peace. That the tricky Boche will
deceive no one by his peace maneouvcrs is apparent. He has tried andi'ailed. The war will continue until Germany is so badly whipped it will
never again be a menace to Democracy.
The fighting armies are not being fooled by the peace overtures;
neither must our vast organization in the Service of Supply. We must
work as never before. The Hun is being given no rest. But unless we
behind the lines continue to work with the same energy the time will
come when the Boche will automatically be allowed to rest and recuperate.
This must not be permitted.
There must be no letting up.
Now is the time to lend every energy toward victory.

I
SECRETARY BAKER'S PATRIOTIC APPEAL.
THERE was nothing of a local nature about the Consumers' League dinner, held in the Hotel duPont
last evening, except the setting in which the delightful
function was held.
:
Nor can it be said truthfully that it was merely national in its scope and effect. In more respects than
one, it assumed an international nature which made of it
'the most important dinner that has been held in this city
this season.
Seated at the guest table were representatives of
France, Great Britain, Italy and the United States.
The speaker of the evening was- the Hon. Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War of the United States and a prominent and potential official figure in the World War.
The presiding officer was General T. Coleman duPont,
one of the most popular members of a large, Influential,
patriotic, public-spirited and enterprising family that
perhaps has done more, through its business enterprises
and its other lines of effort, than has any other single
family in the world to enable the Allied nations to win
the World War.
The dinner was attended by overseas and other army
officers which gave to it an added tinge of internationalism.
In addition, it brought together, in common mind and
with common purpose, one of the most representative
assemblages of men and women ever seen in our city.The address delivered by Secretary Baker was an admirable utterance of both national and international import and a patriotic inspiration to all who heard it.
It was free from partisan tincture and resolved itself
into an eloquent appeal to Americans to throw into the
work of national reconstruction, following peace, the
same patriotic zeal and energy that they displayed In
the work of.preparing their country for the prosecution
of a successful war and the handling of the varied problems which attended such warlike operations.
What Secretary Baker said made a profound impression upon his auditors, who showed by their frequent
outbursts of applause that they were in hearty accord
with the sentiment he expressed.
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OUT OF OHIO
,/Many big things have come out of
Ohio.
There -were some big doinga in Ohio
last election day, and the result may
be that in the next democratic national convention many eyes will be
centered upon Ohio, and it is not beyond the ppssible that Ohio may furnish the next president of the United
States in the person of Newton D.
Baker, at present magnificently serving the American people as their secretary of war.
It is a little early to be picking
presidential candidates for 1920. But
indeed I am not in the picking business. I am only pointing. I am pointing at a man not of great physical proportions, but so large in courage, honor and ability that he has won the
admiration of the world in his work as
secretary of war, even though it be
true that less than one year ago he
was pronounced a failure by Senators
Hitchcock, Penrose and other spokesmen for the predatory interests which
demanded that the war department
should be conducted for the benefit
of the big interests, rather than for
the welfare of the soldier^. Baker
stood, for the welfare of the soldiers,
and now in the day of victory the
name of Baker is a loved name whereever the soldier boys are assembled.
EDGAR HOWARD.
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First Step in Demobilization,
Baker

Announces, Will

Be

Discharge of 50,000 Men
in Development Units.
IS WORKING IN HARMONY
WITH WAR LABOR BOARD.

Pride of Countrymen Stirred
by Army's Successes, Mes

Anxiety of Soldiers to Return to
Civil Life Is Shown in Decreased Morale.

sage Declares.

!

DEPARTMENT WILL HURRY
RETURN OF FORCE ABROAD
Welcome

Awaits

Them

60

Before

Their Resumption of Civil
Activities.
Congratulations and expressions of
the nation's proud esteem were cabled
to Gen. Pershing for. the American
Army in, France today by Secretary
Baker, with a promise that , now a
respite has come the War Department
will do all in Its power to expedite
the early return of the expeditionary
force so that the country may welcome its soldiers home.
Secretary's Message.
Secretary Baker's message follows:
j < "The signing of the armistice and
j the cessation of hostilities bring to an
end a great and heroic military, adventure in which the Army under
your command has played a part distinguished by gallantry - and- success.
It gives me pleasure to express to you
the confidence and appreciation of the
War Department and to those who
have labored with you to make this
result i possible, this appreciation of
their zeal, courage and strength, both
of purpose and achievement. The entire country is filled with pride in
your fine leadership and. In the soldierly qualities shown :by your Army.
"Now that a respite has come in a
solemn task to which the Army devoted itself, the War Department will
do all in its power to expedite the
early return of the expeditionary
force to the United States, in order
that the country may welcome'1 its soldiers home, and in order that these
soldiers may be restored to the opportunity of civil life as speedily as
the military' situation will permit.
Extends Congratulations.
"I extend to you as commanding I
general of the American expeditionary
force my hearty congratulations and
this expression of high estSeto, and I
beg you to make known to the offi-l
V^ers and men of your command the
fb-,ct that their conduct as soldiers and
as men has stirred the pride of their
felo'iv countrymen, and that their military" success has contributed to the
great victory for the forces of civilization and humanity."

(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 15.—Secretary
Baker announced to-day that the
demobilization of the army would begin within the next few days by the
discharge of 50,000 men belonging to
the development battalions at the
various camps. These imits are composed of men who did not meet the
physical .requirements at the time
they were drafted, But were enrolled
and sent to camps for treatment and
training for their defects. Had the
war continued many of these men
would have been sent to the front.
They will receive honorable disj charges after physical examination.
I learn to Be Back in Civil Life.
There are evidences in the army
I camps in the United States of a
, lowering of the morale since the
i signing of the armistice. Army offleers reporting from the camps say
that men go away on leave of abI sence and fail to return and do other
i things that show a let-up of interest
I and spirit. Many of the men in training want to return to their former
civilian occupation. Warnings against
such conduct have been sent out, and
men guilty will be punished severely.
Mr. Baker was asked to-day what
he was going to do about the thousands of requests from friends and
relatives of soldiers for tfhedr immediate discharge.
"It is not likely," answered Mr.
Baker, "that the individual requests
will lie granted; that would break up
units."
Within the last week the White
House, the War Department and Congressmen have been deluged with requests for the discharge of men in
this country and in Europs. Now
that the war is over, the messages
say, please release this or that man
for some particular reason. No policy has been formally agreed upon as
to these individual requests, but what
Mr. Baker said to,-day will stand for
'Hie present.
Working; With I.nlior Board.
Mr. Baker also stated that the War
Department is co-cperafing elosely
with the War Labor "Board in its efforts to prevent a glut of the labor
market with discharged soldiers. He
said the men would be let out gradually so that labor conditions woii'ld
be disturbed as little as possible. The
Secretary made this announcement in
connection with the closing of ceiftral
officers' training schools.
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OUT OF OHIO
Vwany big things have come out of
;
Ohio.
There were some big doings in Ohio
last election day, and the result may
be that in the next democratic national convention maiiy eyes will be
centered upon Ohio, and it is not beyond the possible that Ohio may furnish the next president of the United
States in the person of Newton D.
Baker, at present magnificently serving the American people as their secretary of war.
It is a little early to be picking
presidential candidates for 1920. But
indeed I am not in the picking business. I am only pointing. I am pointing at a man not of great physical proportions, but so large in courage, honor and ability that he has won the
admiration of the world in his work as
secretary of war, even though it be
true that less than one year ago he
was pronounced a failure by Senators
Hitchcock, Penrose and other spokesmen for the predatory interests which
demanded that the war department
should be conducted for the benefit
of the big interests, rather than for
the welfare of the soldiers;. Baker
stood for the welfare of the soldiers,
and now in the day of victory the
name of Baker is a loved name whereever the soldier boys are assembled,
.
EDGAR HOWARD

First Step in Demobilization,
Baker Announces, Will

Be

Discharge of 50,000 Men
in Development Units.
IS WORKING IN HARMONY
WITH WAR LABOR BOARD.
Pride of Countrymen Stirredv
by Army's Successes, Mes-

Anxiety of Soldiers to Return to
Civil Life Is Shown in Decreased Morale.

sage Declares.

i

DEPARTMENT WILL HURRY
RETURN OF FORCE ABROAD
Welcome

Awaits

Them

Before

Their Resumption of Civil
Activities.
Congratulations and expressions of
the nation's proud esteem were cabled
to Gen. Pershing for. the American
Army in. France today by Secretary
Baker, with a promise that now a
respite has come the War Department
will do all in its power to expedite
the early return of the expeditionary
force so that the country may welcome its soldiers home.
Secretary's Message.
Secretary Baker's message follows:
< "The signing of the armistice and
the cessation of hostilities bring- to an
end a great and heroic military, .adventure in which the Army, under
your command has played a part 'distinguished by gallantry and-success.
It gives me pleasure to express to you
the confidence and appreciation of the
War Department and to those who
have labored with you to make this
result i possible, this appreciation of
their zeal, courage and strength, both
of purpose and achievement. The entire country is. filled with pride in
your fine leadership and in the soldierly qualities shown :by your Army.
"Now that a respite has come in a
solemn task to which the Army devoted itself, the War Department will
do all in its power to expedite the
early return of the expeditionary
force to the United States, in order
that the country rnay welcome'its soldiers home, and in order that these
soldiers may be restored to the' opportunity of civil life as speedily'as
the military'situation will permit.
Extends Congratulations.
"I extend to you as c*ororiig,ndii|ig I
general of the American expeditionary
force my hearty congratulations and.
this expression of high est#e*8,>n<j.'-I j
beg you td make known to the ofll-* J
>3ers and inen of your comfriand the
ibipt that their conduct as soldiers and
as men has stirred the pride of their
felo w countrymen, and that their,military- success has contributed to the
great victory for the forces of civilization , and humanity."

(apecdul to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 15.—Secretary
Baker announced to-day that the
demobilization of the army would begin within the next few days by the
discharge of 50,000 men belonging to
the development battalions at the
various camps. These units are composed of men who did not meet the
physical .requirements at the time
they were drafted, But were enrolled
and sent to camps for treatment and
training for their defects. Had the
war continued many of these men
would have been sent to the front.
They will receive honorable disi charges after physical examination.
I Yearn to Be Back In Civil Life.
There are evidences in the army
I camps in the United States of a
, lowering of the morale since the
j signing of the armistice. Army offleers reporting from the camp* say
that men go away on leave of ab| sence and tail to return and do other
j things that show a let-up of interest
I and spirit. Many of the men in training want to return to their former
civilian occupation. Warnings against
such conduct have been sent out, and
men guilty will be punished severely.
Mr. Baker was asked to-day what
he was going to do about the thousands of requests from friends and
relatives of soldiers for t'heir immediate discharge.
"It is not likely," answered Mr.
Baker, "that the individual requests
will be granted; that would break up
j units."
I, Within the last week the White
, House, the War Department and ConI gressmen have been deluged with requests for the discharge of men in
this country and in Europe. Now
that the war is over, the messages
say, please release this or that man
for some particular reason. No policy bas been formally agreed upon as
to these individual requests, hut what
Mr. Baker said torday will stand for
'Die present.
'Working; With Labor Board.
Mr. Baker also stated that the War
Department is 00-opcra.Hng closely
with the War Labor "Board in its efforts to prevent a glut of the labor
■market with discharged soldiers. He
said the men would be let out gradually so that labor conditions wmiW
he disturbed as little as possiible. The
Secretary made this announcement in
connection with the closing of central
officers' training schools.
"No more candidates will be admitted. Candidates now in attendance
will be allowed to complete the course.
or will be discharged immediately
from the army or at. any time prior
to the completion of the course of
Instruction which ffiey are taking, sX
their option. Candidates who were
transferred from the Student Army
Training Corps will be allowed the
further option of transfer back to
that organization, provided they return to college immediately.
"Those candidates who successfully
complete the course will receive certificates of graduation, will be commissioned in the Officers' Reserve
Corps, under the provisions of section 37, act of June 2, 1916, and will
be placed immediately on inactive
status.
"These provisions will apply to all
officers' training schools for the.line
or staff corps and departments of th?
army."
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Oan President Dictate.
If the President decides that'he has
rendered the maximum service that
snould be required of any one man
tne Republicans predict that he will
. attempt to dictate the nomination of
his successor. Secretary McAdoo
whose conduct of the financial affairs
of the Nation has given him extensive prominence, figures conspicuously in the prognostications of both
Republicans and Democrats, yet
there exist no substantial reasons" to
justify it.
The conviction that the Treasury
Secretary is to prove the man of destiny is deep in the Republican mind.
The leaders of that party 'contend
that the war has encouraged ' the
•■building: up at. .Washington... of a
powerful machine which tho supporters of the Secretary intend to manipulate for his benoflt.
Secretary of War Baker is another
member of tho Cabinet who is credited w.lth possessing- tho favor of the'
President and with nuiuring an ambition to take up tho work of recon,
striding the domestic maahlnery of
fha country where tho Presided
leaves off—if he doss leave off. But
until that vital problem is settled, no
entries are annouafit-d,
Air, Ttakei' possesses on? e't* two in:.:.nistaJtab)e adyantftiyaq ova? Mr,
Atino, . Tig eoti^AS from inn. Middle
West and not the Sooth, which the
tRejjtnMicans _pjs$srt, h.13 dominated
the Government, tor six. years tpjlio
exclusion and chagrin of the'i,o6o,0'0'0
'DcmoertiUs of the North and Middle
VVes't.'who have resented the dictation
of the 1,'500,000 members of their
party from below tlie line.
But Mi-. B&feer is confronted with
a formidable rival in his own State, in •■
the person of Gov. Cox. who has just,
"been elected for the third time, and I
who tightly holds the Democratic organisation oif the State. Mr. Baker
might !beat the Governor, but there'
would tie a battle royal between them
■—unless, of course, Mr. Wilson should
be a candidate for a third term.

SAY PACIFISTS ARE
ILL USED IN PRISOH

Baker Points Out That Divisions
in Army of Occupation Can
Be Replaced at Any Time.
(Speciil to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 18.—The fact
that the 42d Division (Rainbow) is a
part of the newly organized American
Army of Occupation does not mean
that this veteran division will be
among the last returned to this country. This was made clear to-day by
Secretary Baker.
"A division in the army of occupation can be replaced at any time,"
said Mr. Baker. "The fact that the
42d and other divisions -which were
first on the ground in France are
numbered among the units in the
3d Army has no immediate bearing
on the order in which divisions will
be returned to this country."
The 1st Division, a Regular Army
organization, went to France with
Gen. Pershing and was first in the
fighting line. The 26th Division (New
England) ran a race with the Rainbow Division and landed a little
ahead of it and also has been in the
thick of much of the hardest fighting
in which American troops have participated. The 2d Division, which includes two regiments of marines, j
has the record of breaking the Ger- ■
man lines four times at critical points j
in great battles.
All of these divisions are among the
ten which comprise the American!
Army of Occupation.
♦

♦

:

National Civil Liberties Bureau
Tell Secretary Baker of Much
Alleged Brutality and Ask
Release of Convicts.
The National Civil Liberties Bureau,
of No. 41 Union Square, sent a letter
to Secretary of War Baker last night
urging "instant action relative to brutal forms of punishment inflicted upon
CO
prison offenders in the military prison
r-f
OS
at Fort Leavenworth, Kan."
The communication, in part, says:
"From reliable information from priso oners we learn that on Nov. 15 there
IN
were about 25 conscientious objeotors
in solitary confinement in a dark sub- j
basement, known in the prison as the
'hole.' Besides this group, there may
be many other prisoners undergoing
this routine form of prison discipline.
iSome of the objectors are suffering
this extreme punishment because, for
religious reasons, they could not do
> the tasks assigned to them to the
prison. Others, with full knowledge
of the consequences, have quit work
ft in protest against the brutality with
Which the extremists have been treated. That brutality is thus described:
"The imen hang (we presume with
their feet on the floor), chained by
their wrists to the cell doors for
nine hours a day, they Sleep on cold I
m cement floors, between foul blankets,
r
and are given bread and water if they
A will
eat at all. They are forbidden
ft
^ i to talk and, of course, they are not.
H allowed to read or write. An orthodox
Jew has been confined continuously
under such conditions from Sept. 13
•to the date of our latest information.
"Some of the men have been beaten
periodically, writes one of our correspondents:
'" 'I saw one man. dragged by his
collar across the rough corridor floor,
screaming and choking, to the bath.
He was knocked about the floor for
^ failing to undress, and was them
K stripped roughly and thrust under a
^ cold bath. Two of the men are Russians who have gone through the
tx} worst experiences in jail which the
W worst of the Czars had to offer. They
swear that their life 'there was easy
f -n comparison to this.'
I "The substantial accuracy of these
facts seems to us well etablished by
the documents in our possession. In
any case it is well known that the ordinary punishment Ifor recalcitrant
prisoners in the disciplinary barracks
is this barbarous form, of confinement
iu solitary cells to which we first
called the attention of your department some three months ago.
"More than 200 conscientious objectors are to-day confined in Leavenworth for terms ranging from ten to
thirty years. The fighting is over.
What situation exists that makes it
necessary to continue the imprisonment of men, however mistaken,
whose only offense has been their
loyalty to the ancient American liberties of conscience or of speech?"
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TO WORRY
POLITICAL LEADERS

ilitaristic Turn to Talk of 1920
Nominations Js

Disquieting

Just Now to Stay at Home
Aspirants;

rssues,

NOT CANDIDATES,
BIG PROBLEM AT PRESENT.

Capital Puzzles Over Wilson,
Silent on McAdoo, Doubtful
About Baker and Puts Whitman and Roosevelt in Discard.
Eg Lorn* Seibrid.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 17.—With the
passing .of the Kaiser, the influenza,
GOT. Whitman, the Democratic control of Congress, the bond and -war
relief drives, the censorship, the subkuarine and several Crown Princes,
■politicians are beginning to get a
Rational line on the future. The two
parties are more evenly balanced
(bhan ever before. Neither possesses
jan advantage that cannot be dissipated by any one of a succession of
Incidents.
{ An. impartial view of 'the results
|>f the Congress and twenty-seven
State elections two weeks ago is that,
tKUte American electorate displayed the
'highest grade of political intelligence ;
S>y rebuking tihe Democratic Party]
^n the Nation, the Republican candi- |
date for Governor in New York and
the Bolshevik element in quarters
Where it constituted a positive menace to the orderly processes of politic an reasoning.
; What there is left of the so-called
^progressive and independent spirit
Jfinds much food for comfort and reflection in the results. On the Republican debit side two Presidential aspirants automatically find their way
^into "the discard—Col. Roosevelt an<
<Gov)-. Whitman. Neither engages the
Attention of the Republican leaders at
'present) The reasons are that tho
Colonel apparently does not hold onto
his old power to charm, due to ph.ys-ijcal causes as much as^any others '.an-!
V.hat. "Mr. Whitman 'is 173,000 vote's,
weaker in his own State than he 'was
two.years ago.
The Colonel has the advantage-'ovOr;
ft.hfc Governor in that he has yet to, be
(bowled out, whereas the Governor, in,
the parlance of politics, is gone—
'•hook, line and sinker." Wherefore,
•'the national leaders are cruising forIh-esidential timber,, analyzing and applying the acid test, with their dirtying rod planted in the Middle M>'
The Bast does not figure in thefy,
culations.
i
'<
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Talk Civilian, Tbinlc Soldier.
They talk of Hiram Johnson of California, Senator Borah of Idaho- and
Harding, the Iowa Governor, but in
the back' of their heads they hold a
military man, Fershing, Bundy, Bullard and half a dozen other warriors
v/ho -have distinguished themselves on
the tiring line. As a matter of fact,
the Man in Khaki disturbs the' ambitions of a lot of statesmen in the list
of eligibles and a vast majority of
those in Congress. The more experienced political leaders are preparing
to pay a lot of attention to the man
who .has done his 'bit with bullet, bayo.iet, hand grenade, big gun, bom.bin:r
machine, torpedo and shrapnel.
Every iState and every Congressional
district will be corn-bed to find military
men to pit against candidates that
stayed at home.
,
Consequently the plans of the leaders of both sides are largely contingent on the probable extent to which
the brawnj\ soldier boy will contribute to the gayety of the next political
fracas of general importance, that, of
electing a successor to President Wilson (if he has one) and the thirty
Senators and 433 Representatives in
the Sixty-seventh Congress who arj
to be elected at the same time.
The President himself is an enigma
to all politicians. If he wants a re■romination there is little question
but that he can have it. The Democrats do not appear to know whether
he does or not. The Republicans express the hope that he will decide to
break the third term precedent, because they assume that he will be
easy to beat, basing their estimate
on the results of the recent elections,
which they interpret as a reflection
of hostile sentiment toward him.
Can President Dictate.
If the President decides that* he has
rendered the maximum service that
should be required of any one man
the Republicans predict that he will,
attempt to dictate the nomination of
his successoj'. Secretary McAdoo,
whose conduct of the financial affairs
of the Nation has given him extensive prominence, figures conspicuously in the prognostications of both
Republicans and Democrats, yet
there exist no substantial reasons to
justify it.
The conviction that the Treasury
-Secretary is to prove the man of destiny is deep in the Republican mind.
The leaders of that party contend
that the war has encouraged the
building up at ..Washington, of a
powerful machine which the supporters of tho Secretary intend to "manipulate for his benefit,
Secretary of War Baker, is another
member of tho Cabinet who is credited with pousesft'mg; tho favor of tha
X'resldent and with nuturing an ambition to take up f.ho work of recon,
structlng the domestic machinery of
the country where tha Preatden',
leaves off—If he doss leave off, But
until that vita! probianj is settled no
ftntrlea arn announced,
Mr, Bake? passsgsarf one a? two unmistakable aavaniagss nvep "Mr, M.ciX&ao, He Mfnsss from ins Middle
West and p&t the Sewih, which the
Repiibiiearis assert, has dominated
the Government for six years to. the
usion and chagrin of the 4,000,000
Democrats of the North and Middle
West, who have resented the dictation
of the 1,300,000' members of their
party from below the line.
■ - But -Mr. Baker is confronted with
a formidable rival in his own State in
the -nerson of Gov. Cox, who has just
been elected for the third time, and
who tightly holds the Democratic organisation of the State. Mr. Baker
might beat the Governor, but there
would be a battle royal between them
—unless, of course, Mr. Wilson should
be a candidate for a third term,
i That-which is true of Ohio applies
with force to other States which may
present favorite sons to the next
Democratic
National .Convention.
There are a number of these—A.
Mitchell Palmer of Pennsylvania,
Senator Owen of Oklahoma, Postmaster Burieson of Texas, Champ
T " — TJJ ''UlJlf]RljY.OTS'' other
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.'Concerned Over Issues Most.
** Beyond the entertaining speculation
relating to. the purely human weaknesses c~: every man who devotes his
talents and activities to politics, how-'
ever; .'there is little real substance.
The tenders of both parties are less
concerned over candidates than issues. They fully realize that the
making of the next President depends
upon the records to be made by their
respective parties during tho next
eighteen months.
The Republicans while greatly erfcouraged toy the results of the recent
elections, do not discount the very
great abitity of the President as the
leader of his party. It is their view
that in attempting to influence the
voters of the country by his pre-election appeal, the President rendered
as great a service to the Republican
Party as Col. Roosevelt rendered the
Democratic Party in 1912.
The feature of the President's appeal that helped the Republicans most,
according to tho recognized leaders,
was in cataloguing tho progressive
element, along with the reactionary
wing of the G. O. P., thoreby welding
them into one g-roup.
By capturing eleven States carried
by Mr. Wilson in 1016, the Republicans
feel justified in proclaiming the unification of all factions of their party.
But the more reasonable of them concede the probability of a reversal of
the -popular decision as far as -the results of the Congressional election
are concerned unless tlhey are able to
provide a definite programme much
more attractive than that which Mr.
Wilson can supply during the next
year and a half.
The possibilities of the international
situation arc not disputed by the Republicans, and they credit the President with tho full measure of ability
to extract the maximum party advantage from thorn if he cares to do so.
New York Result Gratifying.
The result most gratifying to the
Democrats of the country was the
result in New York. The defeat of
Mr. WlMtiman was of secondary importance to the apparent transformation in Tammany Hall, Once anathema
in the eyes of the national leaders.
Tammany appears in a much better
light than ever befewe. Never in its
history has it seemed more entitled
to admission to the Democratic
league than at present. For years it
lhas been -regarded as the bla.ck sheep
of the Demooratic family, its record
condemned and apologized for, its
methods scored in each successive
National Convention, a suspicion of
fraud attached to every victory won
by it. 1
But the old record has been forgotten, and one incident of the contest is responsible for the revision of
the national judgment of it, This was
the spectacle of Mr. Smith, the successful Democratic- '■ candidate for
Governor, rushing up the State with
a bodyguard of fifteen lawyers ' instead of tthugs and strong anm men
to see to it that the Republicans did
not steal the election from him.
Kvery national Democrat recalls tha
old order of things when the Republican Legislature was wont to rush
down the State to prevent Tammany
from stealing elections from its candidates^
Trie metamorphosis was
startling enough to make the'national
leaders . gasp with amazement—the
impossible- had happened.
As far''as Gov. Whitman is concerned, there is little regret for his
defeat even among the Republican
national leaders. His humiliation is
credited to his overweaning ambition
for higher honors, before he had
functioned for them. His record as
Governor was not impressive in the
opinion of the masters of his party.
The only feature of it that engaged
their attention was that he had overlooked the fact that his predecessors,
like Mr. Hughes and Col. Roosevelt,
won Presidential nominations because they made, great Governors and
provided''records that proved their
capacity as gifted administrators.
In view of his defeat, which the national leaders do . .not-, question, Mr.
Whitman is regarded as a>"dead cock
in the pit"-so far as the Presidency
goes.
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Militaristic Turn to Talk of 1920
Nominations j| Disquieting
Just Now tof'^tay at Home
Aspirants^.
rSSMES, NOT CANDIDATES,
BIG PROBLEM AT PRESENT.

Capital Puzzles Over Wilson,
Silent on McAdoo, Doubtful
About Baker and Puts Whitman and Roosevelt in Discard.
Eg Loma Seibold.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 17.—With, the
'passing .o£ the Kaiser, the influenza,
Gov. Wthitman, the Democratic control of Congress, the bond and -war
Velief drives, the censorship, the submarine and several Crown Princes,
Witicians are beginning to get a
|iation'al line on the future. The two
parties are more evenly balanced
{bbin ever before. Neither possesses
tin advantage that cannot be dissipated by any one of a succession of
incidents. .
i An impartial view of the results
|>f the Congress and twenty-seven
,j3tate elections two weeks ago is that
(file American electorate displayed the
Siighcst grade of political intelligence
Jby rebuJring 'the Democratic Party
In the Nation, the Republican candidate for Governor in New York and
Site Bolshevik element in quarters
Where it constituted a positive menace to the orderly processes of politic an reasoning.
,! "What there is left of the so-called
progressive and independent spirit
Sfinds muc.h food for comfort and reflection in the results. On the Republican debit side two Presidential as.tpirants automatically find their way
'into %he discard-<:ol. Roosevelt aii'I
iGov; Whitma.ii. Neither engages the
^attention of the Republican leaders at
present. The reasons are that thy
Colonel apparently does not hold'onto:
Ins Old power to charm, due to ph.j'si>eaj causes
as mush as:tany other.,,'.an-l
V.hlt,;iiSifr. Whitma"p; gf 175,000.■votg^j
Aveaifcer in his own State than he was;
tw* .years ago.,
.•:•'-.,
TbVCoiohef has the".:ad.yan takeover
the Governor in that he has yet to. be
Fbo.wlad 6m, whereas the Governor, in
the parlance of politics, is gone—
"hook, line and. sinker." Wherefore,
?the national leaders are cruising for
Presidential timber,, analyzing and applying the acid test, with their divining rod planted,, in the Middle Wesi\
The Bast does not figure in their calculations,
i!
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.' Concerned; Over Issues Most
Talk Civilian, Think Soldier.
*
Beyond the entertaining speculation
They talk of Hiram Johnson of California, Senator Borah of Idaho-and relating to the purely human weakHarding, the Iowa Governor, hut ia nesses c-f every man who devotes his
the back, of their heads they hold a laients and activities to politics, how-'
military man, Pershing, Bundy, Bul- ever, 'there is little real substance.
lard and half a dozen other warriors The fenders of both parties are less
who have distinguished themselves on concerned over candidates than isthe tiring lino. As a matter of fact, sues. They fully realize that the
the Man in Khaki disturbs" the' am- making of the next President depends
bitions of a lot of statesmen in the list upon the records to be made by their
of eligibles and a vast majority of respective parties during the next
those in Consress. The more experi- eighteen months.
The Republicans while greatly enenced political leaders are preparingto pay a lot of attention to the man couraged iby the results of the recent
■who .has done his 'bit with bullet, bay- elections, do not discount the very
o.iet, hand grenade, big gun, bombing great ability of the President as the
leader of his party. It is their view
machine, torpedo and shrapnel.
Every State and every Congressional that in attempting to influence the
district Will be combed to find military voters of the country by his pre-elecmen -to pit against candidates that tion appeal, the President rendered
as great a service to the Republican
stayed at home.
,
Consequently the plans of the lead- Party as Col. Roosevelt rendered the
Parly in 1912.
ers of both sides are largely contin- Democratic
The feature of the President s apgent on the probable extent to which peal
that
helped
Republicans most,
the brawnyx soldier boy will contrib- ■according to thetherecognized
leaders,
ute to the gayety of the next political was in cataloguing the progressive
fracas of general importance, that of element along with the reactionary
electing a successor to President Wil- wing of the G. O. P., thoreby welding
son (if he has one) and the thirty
into one group.
Senators and 435 Representatives in them
By capturing eleven States carried
the Sixty-seventh Congress who arj by Mr. Wilson in 1916, the Republicans
to be elected at the same time.
in proclaiming the unifiThe President himself is an enigma feel justified
of all factions of their party.
to all politicians. If be wants a re- cation
But the more reasonable of them con■r.orhination there is little question cede the probability of a reversal of
but that he can have it. The Demo- the popular decision as far as the recrats do not appear to know whether sults of tihe Congressional election
he docs or not. The Republicans ex- are concerned unless tlhcy are able to
press' the hope that he will decide to provide a definite programme much
break the third term precedent, be- more attractive than that which Mr.
cause they assume that he will be Wilson can supply during the next
easy to beat, basing their estimate year and a hal>f.
on the results of the recent elections,
The possibilities of the international
which they interpret as a reflection situation arc not disputed by the Reor hostile sentiment toward him.
publicans, and they credit the PresiCan President Dictate.
dent with the full measure of ability
If the President decides that* he has to extract the maximum party advanrendered the maximum service that tage from them if he cares to do so.
should be required of any one man
New York Result Gratifying.
the Republicans predict that he will,
The
result most gratifying to the
attempt to dictate the nomination of
liia successor. Secretary McAdoo, Democrats of the country was the
in New York. The defeat of
whose conduct of the financial affairs result
WlMtman was of secondary imof the Nation has given, him ex- Mr.
portance
to the apparent transformatensive prominence, figures conspicu- tion in'Tammany
Hall, once anathema
ously in the prognostications of both in 'the eyes of the
national leaders.
Republicans and Democrats, yet. Tammany appears in a muclh. better
there exist no substantial reasons to ligiht than ever before. Never in its
justify it.
history lhas it seemed more entitled
The conviction that the Treasury to admission to the Democratic
.Secretary is to prove the man of des- Oeague than at present. For years it
tiny is deep in the Republican.mind.. lhas been regarded as the bla.ck sheep
The leaders of that party contend of the Democratic family, its record
that the war haa encouraged the condemned and apologized for, its
building up at ..Washington, of. a methods scored in eaSh successive
powerful machine which the support- National Convention, a suspicion of
ers of the Secretary intend to "manip- fraud attached to every victory won
ulate for his benefit
by it
■But' the old record has been forSecretary of War Baker, ia another
member of the Cabinet who is cred- gotten, and one incident of tlhe conited with poEisesaing tho favor of the test is responsible for the revision of
the national judgment of it. This was
President and with nuttiring an ambition to tafee up the work: of recon- the spectacle of Mr. Smith, the successful
Democratic '■ candidate for
structing the domestic machinery of
the country where tha Preside^', Governor, rushing up the State with
a bodyguard of fifteen lawyers inleaves off—if he doas Jeavo off. But
stead of tihugs and strong anrn men
until that vital problem is settled no
to see to it that the Republicans did
entries are announced,
not steal the election from ihim.
Mr, Bake? paeaefisaa one or two «n =
Every national Democrat recalls th3
-«i«takable advrt.ni.ags3. over Mr, Mcorder of things when the RepubliA.doo, Ha esmssj fram tha Middle. old
Legislature was wont to rush
West and net tha South, which the can
Retmoiieans assert;, has' dominated down the State to prevent Tammany
from stealing elections from its caP^
j the Government for six years, to . the didates.
The metamorphosis was
i exclusion and chagrin of the 4,000,000
startling"enough to make the national
Democrats of the North and Middle
leaders gasp with amazement—the
West, who have resented the dictation
impossible had happened.
of the 1,500,000' members "of their
As far "as Gov. Whitman is conparty from below the line.
cerned, there is little regret, lor his
But -Mr. Baker .is -confronted with
defeat even among the Republican
a formidable rival in his own State in
leaders. His humiliation is
the uerson of Gov. Cox, who has just national
credited to his overweaning- ambition
been elected for the third time, and
for higher honors, before he 'had
who tightly holds the Democratic orfunctioned for them. His record as
ganisation of the State. Mr. Baker
Governor was not impressive in the
might ibeat the Governor, but there
opinion
of the masters of his party.
would be a battle royal between them
—unless, of course, Mr. Wilson should I The only feature of it that engaged
their attention was that he had overbe a candidate for a third term.
looked the fact that his predecessors,
: That-which is true of Ohio, applies
like Mr. Hughes and Col. Roosevelt,
with force to other States which iriay
won Presidential nominations bepresent favorite sons to the next
cause thev made great Governors and
Democratic
National .Convention.
provided records that proved their
There are a number of these—A.
capacity as gifted administrators.
Mitchell Palmer of Pennsylvania',
In view of his defeat, which the naSenator Owen of Oklahoma, Posttional leaders do .not., question, Mr.
master Burlespn ,of Texas, Champ
Whitman
is regarded as a "dead cock
Clark of Missouri and several other
in the pit" so far as the Presidency
men who have found .their, way to the
goes.
surface in the bizarre political condi^
tions that. ..have brought Pr*SB«'|..
prominence to many figure* ,,W..tn«S
life of the capitol during' therast t'
or three years.
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VISIT OP MR. BAKER
lost in this country unless in the work
'
IGHT proud sho"uld the Consumers' of reconstruction and rehabilitation
. R League be of the event last eve- the same spirit prompts the Amerining when it was honored with the can people that developed during war.
presence of Secretary Baker of the This means a broadness of vision and
War Department and Mrs. Kelley. It the submerging of selfishness. Mr.
was indeed a high compliment to our Baker showed how the war had destate that the secretary found time veloped the unselfish spirit. He reamid his many and exacting duties called that the soldiers in the field
to come from "Washington and de- had voted that selfishness was one
- vote an evening to spreading the gos- of the cardinal sinij
pel of the Consumers' League In DelOur people have developed a wonaware. It was indeed an impressive derful community spirit, \ patriotic
spirit, a morale that has not been suroccasion.
Mr. Baker has long been noted as .assed. Suddenly put to the test, they
a progressive thinker and student of ^vere not found wanting. All this i
economic affairs. His address was hipirit, translated into the life ol peace |
thoughtful and well delivered and he means a better country, a strong, a
sounded a note in Delaware that did virile country, a healthful nation
I based in the last analysis upon good
not or will not fall upon dull ears.
As fitted the occasion Mr. Baker ! working conditions, absence of exdwelt upon phases of the war as they ploitation, the maintaining of fair,
affected such organizations as the standards of living, the subordination
Consumers' League; He pointed out of greed and a general forward movethat not all those fighting for Allied ment in actual welfare for which such
victory, for American victory, and for organizations as that under whose
the triumph of civilization wore the auspices Secretary Baker visited "Wilgarb of soldiers. He commended citi- mington are laboring,
Fortunately the standards of our
zens who have devoted so much time
life
were not materially reduced so as
and attention to the various war activities and he emphasized that this to affect the vitality or depress the
work at home with everyone doing spirits of our people. With the end
hia or her share contributed largely of the war a new day dawns for the
to the morale of the American sol- American people. And we believe the
diers. It was a great sustaining force, j soldiers who have offered their lives
And it was after all, in the view of for their country will bring to the voMr. Baker, the virility of American cations of peace that spirit which they
sgldiers brought up \mder American have displayed upon the battlefield.
This irfeans that as we have had
conditions of life that made these
men, taken from the field, the fac- victories in war we shall have victory and the office, manly forward tories in peace.
looking and victorious soldiers that
they have proved themselves to be.
Mr. Baker referred to the remarkable progress in the conditions relating to the health of the soldiers. No
other army was ever like the American army. The percentage of deaths
from disease during this war has been
far less than in any other war, the
percentage being about one-third as
many as the deaths from casualties.
Hence we see the stamina of the
American soldiers, coupled with the
splendid work of the physicians and
nurses, all those in charge of the
health of the men.
The underlying thought of Mr.
Baker, as we take it, was that the
fruits of the great victory would be
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Days, War Secretary Informs
Senator—Drastic Curtailment
Will Be Continued.
CONTRACTS ARE CANCELLED,
OVERTIME WORK HALTED.
Getting Soldiers Back to Their
Homes as Early as Possible
Now Chief Effort of Department, He Writes.
(Spooial to The WcfM.)

WASHINGTON, Nov. 21. —Drastic
retrenchment already is in full
swing at the War Department, according to a statement made to
Senator Martin of Virginia by Secretary Baker. A saving of $1,336,800,818 hag been accomplished in
ten days. A promise is made that
this good work will extend to other
executive departments and daily
grow in development of beneficial
results.
A letter from Secretary Baker was
presented to the Senate by Mr. Mar- |
tin, who remarked:
"It is a good beginning.
There
never was a greater necessity for curtailment in governmental expenditures
than now."
Baker Cites Curtailment.
The communication from Secretary!
Baker follows:
"I am writing this letter because I
think as Chairman of the Committee
on Appropriations it is important thai
you should know of the steps so far
taken by the War Department to cut |
down the expenditures of this department in view of the signing of the armistice which brought about a cessation of hostilities.
"The armistice was signed on the
11th of November. Up to and including to-day the War Department has
cancelled contracts in process of execution effecting a total saving of
$408,900,818.
"On contracts which have "been lot
but upon ..which no work had as yet
been done, cancellations aggregate asaving' of $700,000,000.
"An order was made on the 11th of
I November cutting out all overtime
I and Sunday work. The amount sav^d
by this order aggregates about $2,a00,- :
000 a day.
. "The foregoing amounts are exclusive of cancellations in aircraft pro- !
duction or in engines.
i
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Stop Making Planes.
"In the Bureau of Aircraft Production, orders have 'been telegraphed >
out stopping all production on a large
number of items, including planes of
various types, engines, parts and spe- '
cial instruments, which aggregate, in
the estimated saving, $225,000,000.
"In addition to the foregoing, plans
have been made to begin the demobilization
of
the
forces
under
arms in this country, and to begin returning at once to the United States
such portions of the armed forces
abroad as are not needed for the purposes of occupying enemy territory.
How rapidly it will be possible to return soldiers from overseas cannot be
immediately determined.
The demobilization in this country, (however,
can proceed at once. Blanks have
been distributed, physical examinations are being . had and records
made, so that within a period of two
weeks 200,000 soldiers will have been
demobilized, and thereafter the work
will progress rapidly.
Ilednce Office Personnel.
"We are reducing the officer personnel of the army by discontinuing
all commissions and' honorably discharging officers Whose services are
no longer needed;.' The number possible to bo dispensed with increases
from day to day, and there will, of
course, be a corresponding decrease in
civilian employees.
"In the termination of contracts
for supplies and material, the department is working in close harmony with the War Industries Board
and the Department ■ of Labor, in
order that there may be the utmost
freedom for the resumption of civil
business and the most complete opportunity for labor released from i
war industries and military service
to find suitable and profitable industrial and commercial employment.
"I have no doubt that within a j
few days the figures above set forth
i will show substantial increases and
the savings effected will mount day
' by day. In general, it is my earnest
' desire to restore the soldiers to their
I homes and their civil occupations
; and to cut down as speedily and
i completely as possible the exfraor- j
I dinary expenditures which the War
Department was obliged to undertake for the prosecution of the war.
"I have not set up here the details
of the contracts cancelled because
the list is long and individual items
are not of special significance, hut
if at any time you desire to have
derailed information It will "give me
great pleasure to supply it."

Revoked War
Orders Save
Over Billion

ing document. There was a distinct
feeling here, as expressed in cables a
few weeks ago, that the United States
| was about to take this step, and it
was believed in some quarters that it
was part of Colonel House's mission to
arrange for this.
Hope L>. S. Will Sign

Many people see in the latest note
of the State Department to Solf eviBaker Estimates Overtime dence of this hope being fulfilled.
The average Frenchman (this does not
and Sunday Work Means j include official opinion, which is, of
! course, a sealed book) is inclined to
$2,500,000 Daily
1
regard rather doubtfully the wide
lowers which have been conferred on
' Wilsj&n in. comparison with those exeri cised by their own President and other
j chiefs of Allied nations,
j In this country, where Wilson is regarded with sincerest respect, it is felt
that an extremely ankind blow has
Secretary Plans Utmost been
dealt him to-day by publication
in
Jean
Lor.guet's journal, "Le PopuFreedom for Labor to
late," of an open letter by Romain
: Holland, in which that curiously wrongFind Other Work
I headed genius calls on the American
j President to summon a congress of all
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21. — Savings humanity and himself preside as "arbithrough War Department: readjustment trator of the free peoples." No worse
orders, including cancellation of con- service could have been done to Wiltracts, are estimated at $1,330,000,000 son by those who insist upon calling
by Secretary Baker, in a letter read to themselves his warmest supporters.
the Senate to-day by Senator Martin, "Lc Populaire," which is edited by the
o? Virginia, chairman of the Appro- I grandson of Karl Marx, is an organ of
priations Committee.
revolutionary Socialism, the viewpoint
"On contracts whchi have been lei, of whjeh may be judged from the fact
but upon which no work has as yet been that it and "Humanite," the official
done," Mr. Baker wrote, "cancellations Socialist organ, were >he only newsaggregate a saving of $700,000,000.
papers in Paris whose offices were not
beflagged in honor of the armistice.
Aircraft Curtailment
In the next column alongside of Hol"An order was made on the 11th of
land's hysterical letter to Wilson apNovember cutting out all overtime and
pears an appeal to the government
Sunday work. The amount saved by , for amnesty to Caillaux on the ground
this order aggregates about ?2,o00,000 that w? only crjme -s that he.Jg a

Figures Are Due to
Increase Rapidly

a day-

I pacifist and a republican.
"In the bureau of aircraft production' r
orders have been telegraphed stopping
*X>
j all production on a large number of
items, including 'planes of various
types, engines, parts and shpecial instruments, which aggregate the estimated saving of $225,000,000.
"In addition to the foregoing, plans
have been made to begin the demobilization of the. forces under arms in this
country, and to begin returning at once
to the United States-such portions of
the armed forces abroad are are not
needed for the purpose of occupying
enemy territory.
"How rapidly it Will be possible for
us at present to return soldiers from
overseas cannot be immediately determined.
Sayings to Grow Daily
"In the termination of contracts for
supplies and war material the War Department "is working in close harmony
with the War industries Board and the
Department . of Labor in order that
there may be the utmost freedom for
the resumption of civil business and
the most complete opportunity for
03
labor released from war industries and
military service, to find suitable and
profitable industrial and commercial
employment.
"I have no doubt that within a few
days the figures above set forth will
show substantial increases and the savings effected will mount day by day.
In general, it is my earnest desire to
restore the.soldiers to their homes and
their civil occupations and to cut down
as speedily and completely as possible
the extraordinary expenditures which
the War Department was obliged tc
undertake for the prosecution of the
war.
' '
"I have; bpt. set up here the details .
of the contracts cancelled because the
list is long and. the individual items are
not of special significance."
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SECRETARY OP WAR BAKER INSPECTS THE
2nd A. I. C. DURING RECENT VISIT TO FRANCE

From right to left: General Bliss, former Chief of Staff; Lieut-Col. Fitz Gerald, C. 0. 2nd A. I. C- Secretary Baker; ibt Lieut. A. B. Johnson, Adjutant 2nd A. I. C; Brig-Gen. Johnson Hagood (in foreground)*
Capt. H. Hardinge, S. C. Director Radio School, 2nd A. I. C; (in rear) 1st Lieut. Chas. B. Reeves A. S. Adjutant Observer's School, 2nd A. I. C; Capt. E. R. Spiegel, A. S. Engineering Officer, 2nd A. I.e.
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FOR WOMEN'S CORPS
TOATOATCAMPS
Fosdick Sends Baker a Plan for
Organization on Lines of
the British " Waacs."
PLENTY OF SERVICE AHEAD
Recent Survey Shows 13,047 Women
Workers in 54 Areas
Many Occupations.

and

WASHINGTON, Nov. 22.—Because of
the lack of system in hiring women
workers for military camps and the
lack of uniformity in housing and recreational facilities for them, Raymond
B. Fosdick, Chairman of the War Department Commission on Training Camp
Activities, has recommended to Secretary Baker the formation of an enlisted
corps of women, self-administrative but
responsible to the-General Staff of the
Army, to handle women's work in the
camps. A report submitted by him to
the Secretary of War suggests an organization modeled on the lines of the
Women's Army Auxiliary Corps of Great
Britain, the so-called " Wao.cs " or
" Tcmmywaacs."
While the end of the war precludes
the necessity for training women for
work overseas, there will still be a great
need for them at the cantonments and
military camps, not only to release returning soldiers for industrial use but
to perform tasks for which they are
better fitted than men. The period of
demobilization, during which the camps
will be in full use, will cover many
months, so the proposed new corps
would have full opportunity to Justify
its formation by service.
A recent survey of fifty-four military
areas employing women where the Commission on Training Camp Activities lu-.s
a fixed post worker showed that there
were 13,047 women employes In these
«reas alone. Five months before a survev had been made of thirty-two of
these camps.
In that five months
period there had been an Increase of
8,016 women employes, on Increase of
88.86 per cent. These women serve as
cooks, clerks, librarians, telephone and
telegraph operators, nurses, waitresses,
dietitians, laundresses, seamstresses,
chemists, and bacteriologists. Also In
each camp there are women representatives of the Red Cross, the Y. M. C. A.,
the Y. *V. C. A., or the War Camp Community Service. While the average
number of women employed in the
camps is 230, one camp has 2,325, one
has only 20.
Definite roller hi England.
England since 1915 has had a definite
Government policy regarding the employment of women in such capacities,
but In this country, Mr. Fosdick's report says, employment has bean largely
accidental, dependent on local conditions,
in England early in 1815 it was discovered that the withdrawal of army cooks
to servo as fightors brought about a
great waste of food by the inexperienced men who succeeded them, and resulted In dirty cook houses and ill-pre!
■ ■ meals. The Women's Legion was
formed to supply cooks. The scheme
worked and v, aS rapidly extended, so
that early in 1917 there were O.OOOwomen
employed as cooks and waitresses in
about 200 camps In the United Kingdom.
These women became the nucleus of
the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps, the
purpose of which was defined as " to
effect, substition of women for soldiers
in certain employments throughout
units, formations and offices administered by the Army Council at homt
and at the bases and on the linos of
communication overseas.
The regimental employments In which it Is intended that women
of
the
W.
A. A. C
■ ill be si ' ;ij: feci for men are as follows:
Officers' messes, clerks, serg< ;us' mosses, tailors, qua>'i<rma«UM.'s"
stores, regimental institutes orderlies "
By June of this year there were 40.000
women enrolled in the W. A. A. C. performing functions from those" or COOK to
those of vulcanizer, gardener, and
groom. The largest branches of the
service were the household and clerical
sections. JVomen were recruited for the
corps through the official employment
agencies, and were enlisted only after

a thorougn investigation as to chars'-teiand qualifications. After a thorough Intensive training they were put into field
work, from which they were advanced
to executive places according to anility.
This comprehensive system met the
difficulties which have been encountered
here in the utilization of women workers In military areas. Among fortyseven areas reporting, only two hud
uniform system of selection of workers
for all camps. Nurses everywhere were
supplied by the army or the Red Cross:
telephone operators by the various telephone companies. Three camps and six
training stations obtained their clerical
workers through the civil service; in
others only a personal interview, a letter of recommendation or oral recommendation by a local employment
agency was necessary to obtain employment.
In no case was there physical or
mental examination. In many instances
wives and mothers of soldiers were used
for cooks, seamstresses, telegraph operators, and the like, and in one camp they
had preference over other applicants.
There 'has also been a complete lack of
| uniformity as to housing conditions,
some areas reporting no women living
within military boundaries, while others
housed nurses and hospital employes,
and still others took in Red Cross or Y.
W. C. A. representatives and domestics
employed by those organizations or officers' families.
In four, telephone operators lived on
the reservations in buildings rented by
the telephone companies for their exclusive use; while in one instance volunteer players lived within the military
zone. A generally high standard of
supervision was maintained by the companies for the telephone operators.
Nurses were under army regulations
enforced by the head nur3e. Other
women employes were under no supervision. There were scant recreation
facilities for any.
Mr. Fosdlok's report recommends:
That all women employed on military
areas In the United States be organized, through voluntary enlistment,
inio a corps similar to Queen Mary's
Aiinv Auxiliary Corps.
That this corps be called tne Women's Army Auxiliary Corps.
That it be a self-administrating organization, auxiliary to the army, and
responsible to the General Staff
through the Adjutant General.
That the plan for its development
include the application of strict discipline, modeled on military lines,
through rules and regulations formulated by the head of the corps, and
enforced by Its own administrative
machinery.
The adoption of this plan is urged, la
order:
To establish some form of uniform
regulation for the .women employed
on military areas, as a protection to
them, as well as to the men in trainTo raise the standard of service now
being rendered by women employes on
military areas, through proper selection and supervision of these women
by trained experts.
To assure better results in certain
lines of service for which women are
better fitted than men. This Implies
the substitution of women for men as
cooks, laundry workers, in general
housework and the Reclamation Department, &c.
i„,
To provide for the possible utilization of women's service overseas. In
this connection It should be said that
the women who may be sent overseas
to serve the army as clerics, stenographers, &c, will need to be carefully
organized in order to fit Into the army
scheme.
To release men for active service by
the employment of women wherever
they may be substituted for men.
It Is suggested that the corps be organized *wlth a chief controller at the
head, to represent the corps to the
Army General Staff and to be the final
authority In matters of administration.
Under the chief controller would be a
deputy chief controller and two assistant chief controllers and a corps council, with controllers in charge of inspection, recruiting, equipment, training, housing, health and welfare, and
finance. The field organizations would
be under area controllers situated at
the various army department headquarters. This is, in brief, the organization
of the "Waacs" of the United Kingdom.
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CONDUCT I OF AMERICAN SOLDIERS
-PRMSED BY SECRETARY OF WAR.
AT SALVATION ARMY DEDICATION1
'Spooning Gallery

or Sweet -

rch Promises to Sens
Men Home Rapidly

hearts Is Provided, 'Says Colone! Mclntyre at C amp Dix.

Free Employment Bureaus A>-e
Established For Soldiers
Mustered Out
"What is being done to find jobs
for the men discharged, from Camp
Dix?" was one of the first questions
asked by Secretary of. War Newton
D. Baker during his visit to Camp
Dix.
He was informed that Camp Dix
was the first to institute a systematic
method for assuring'every soldier of
immediate employment after doffing
the khaki uniform.
• Simultaneous with, the signing of
the armistice, Secretary i-I. A Townsend, educational director of the Y. M.
C. A., Camp Dix, had put into operation the plan he has Originated and
developed.
Letters have been sent out to the
various Y. M. C. A.'s and newspapers
throughout the industrial sections of
the country requesting them to get
in touch with the big employers of
labor in their districts, ascertain their
needs and communicate them to Mr.
Townsend. Thus the men who need
employment and the employers who
need the men can get together by
correspondence.
Great as is the value of this service to both employer and employe,
there is absolutely no charge of any
kind made to either. This service is
part of the Y. M. C. A. activities.
THANKSGIVING AT K. OF C.
A solemn High Mass will be held
Thanksgiving morn at 10 o'clock in
the auditorium of the K. of C. Headquarters.

To. American youth the Salvation
Army onco represented earnest men
and women, martial bai'ds and missionary work. More recently it stood
for savory doughnuts and sweet
Army lassies.
But the Salvation j Army also
stands for sweethearts!)
So Dix was informed! last Thursday at the dedication ! of the Salvation Army Military! Hostel in
Wrightstown by Miss1 Evangelme
Booth, commander of |.he Salvation
Army, and by Newton p- Baker. Secretary of War.
And because it does i it has given
the second floor of its! new $100,000
hotel—a mezzanine balcony—over to
the soldiers and ^their: sweethearts.
In the phraseology of I Miss Booth
herself it is to be the; "whispering
gallery," the "human rfature circle."
or. as Colonel Mclntyre frankly
characterized it a "spooning gallery," where sweet nothings can pass
from ear to ear with n'<>ne the wiser.
Of course, there wif be chaperons!
The amiable nostess, Mrs.
George H. Read, the w«o of MajorGeneral Read, and Sdfie twelve or
more Salvation Army j lassies, uniformed, will be in cJiarge of the
building.
The dedicatory exerpses at the
new
hostel
Thursday
morning
brought out a throng' of notables,
one of whom. General Peyton C.
March. Chief of Staff, announced
that Camp Dix was uniper consideration as a permanent camp—a step
advocated by Major-General Scott.
Colonel William Mcfntyre, Salvation Army officer, was!! chairman of
the exercises, and witjh him on the
platform were Mr. Bakfr. Miss Booth
General March, Major [General Hugh
B. Scott, commandant ]of Camp Dix;
Brigadier General W.f S. Scott, in
charge of 153 Depot BiP&ade; Colonel
Lindsey, of the 153 ilepot Brigade;
Colonel White, executive officer; Cap,
tains Harbeson and flynn, aids tc
General Scott, and CiPtain Barratt,
Assistant Camp Adjutant; Mrs. H.
L. Scott, Mrs. Reed, 4taff officers of
the Salvation Army, officials and representatives of all the .'Welfare organizations.
Colonel Mclntyre pointed out the
great need for a building such as
has been opened. H§ said he had
been' in Wrightstown i often at midnight, with no lodgings place in prospect. The hostel caif care for 200
transients overnightf-friends and
relatives of soldiers.
Again, the hostel wP have an in-

• «••••• • •o«««««*«*«,
■ •©••i

"You' men of Camp- Dix have
been called here to serve abroad,
but our fortunes have been '■such
that it was not necessary, and you
were not allowed that great opportunity.
However, you were
here and ready to do your part in
that great struggle, and you deserve the thanks of the country
just the same.
- "We are going to send you home
just as fast as we can. It will require some time, but I am sure
that you have the patience of good
soldiers, and before long you will
be back in civil life.
"Camp Dix has made a good
name and you can feel proud of
having been here. ,At the present
time it is one of the cantonments
under consideration with a view
toward making it permanent."—
J. J. S.

formation bureau, saving visitors
hours of time in seeking their friends
in camp. The Salvation Army officer
told, of his wife's experience in finding her own son, when she was compelled to walk three hours through
another camp before she found him.
"Finally," he said, "the soldiers of
Camp Dix will have their 'human
nature gallery,' the mezzanine floor
where spooning in a cozy corner under subdued light will not be considered amiss.
"A stenographic department will be
employed
and
the
girls
wi!l
write letters for the boys in the Base
Hospital, returning them typed for
their signatures.
"Everything will be supplied at ex.act cost and that does not include
interest on our investment.
The
building is being paid for by funds
supplied by the public.
"The Salvation Army's welfare
work until this year has been mostly
overseas, but as soon as funds became available we extended the work
to U. S. Army camps.
'And if Camp Dix is made a permanent cantonment for military
training, we are willing—I b.elieve
Commander Booth will agree—to
turn the building over to the government."
Miss Booth called attention to the
presence of three generals and a
Secretary of War on the platform.
"How happy wc are this morning!"
she said. "How are hearts are bounding witht gratitude to God and our
comrades overseas for the great over(Continued on Page Two.)
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"What You Get Out of This j
I
War Is What America Will i
Get Out of It," Says Baker.
Out of the greatest of wars will
come a new international philosophy
—the overthrow of the fallacy that
states have no morals.
Such will be the war's gains for
nations, according to Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War. For the
American soldier, its results.must be
measured in newly acquired virtues
and strengthened character, purged
under the white-hot iron of sacrifice.
Mr. Baker summarized the achievements of American arms at the dedicatory exercises in the Salvation
Army Military Hostel, at Wrightstown, Thursday!
But before he did, he bit a big
segement from a Salvation Army
doughnut passed up to him, and General Peyton c. March, Chief of Staff,
found relishment in another.
His admiration for the doughnut
is exceeded only by his. appreciation
of the doughboy.
Said Mr. Baker:
"They not only fight like heroes but
they live like gentlemen!
"I have seen' them going to the
scene of action. They romped into
it, so .high and. elastic their spirit,
so dauntless their courage.
I'm
proud of them. I'm just as proud of
the community spirit surrounding
them as I am of martial successes."
On the significance of victory, Mr.
Baker commented:
"I am not so concerned what the
United States has dope or what the
United States will get out of the war,
as I am about what you are going
to get out of it. What the Unied
Sates gets out of it, after all, is what
you get 'out of it.
"We have set the stage of the world
so that, when the peace conference
opens, all cluttering superstition may
be thrown aside. A free field will
exist for the writing down of the relations of states.
"We have at last vindicated two
things:
"First, the philosophy that states,
to endure, must be just to their own
citizens and to 'their obligaions to
one another.
,
"Secondly, we've whipped into its
kennel the old and fraudulent belief
that states have no morals, that the
king can do no wrong.
"It took a large loss of life. It took
the concentrated energies of a civiized world which had to abandon
thought of industrial competition.
Men had to abandon thought of
selves. The investment we made in
that victory was very great, measured in human life.
I have* seen
(Continued on Page Two.)
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This Story Tells When

You'll

Be Discharged—

Maybe!
Ever since that joyous day when
the
government
announced
th'«
speedy demobilization of the U. SArmy, the Rumor Factories and Misinformation Bureaus have been working double time. .
One can hear everything desire*
and undesired at Camp Dix during
these days of uncertainty. We wlill
eat Thanksgiving turkey in civilian
clothes—we won't.
Somebody who
saw somebody that passed by headquarters two days ago said they arc*
going to use us across the Rhine in.
discouraging the gooso step.
And
somebody else got it straight from
Washington that wc were to be used
in building the Bolshevik! in Siberia,
and he knew- the story was true because he knew a fellow who was
planning to raise the. sheep for the
sheep skin coats which we were to
use, and—
Many soldiers have the impression
that when the mustering but day,
comes? they will all be paraded down
to the mustering office, and there,
they will turn in their equipment,
and while the bands play stirring
tunes they will file, past the Commanding General who will hand them,
their discharges together with a fewwell chosen words about the humble
gratitude of a great republic for their
inestimable services.
But the method really followed oufs
is more efficient if not quite so picturesque.
(

'.. o a • • '
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CAMP BIX TIMES, NOVEMBER 27, 1918.
Can we not, all of us here in camp,
young man, of the visit of his saintly
use this Thanksgiving Day as an opwife to Oxford JJniversity—aristoportunity to express our thankfulness
cratic, ancient, conservative Oxford,
and gratefulness in such a way as to j
where she addressed an audience oi
I
Camp Dix Edition of "Trench and Camp."
unemotional young men, told the
make this day one leng to be remem- I
The Soldiers' National Weekly.
story of man and^ raised the audience
bered, s, day hallowed by pleasant as- I
to tears.
Entered as second class matter March 19, 1918, at the Postofflce, Trenton, sociations, memories, worship and j
N. J., under the act Of March 3, 1897.
"The Salvation Army is fortunate
true rejoicing.—J. S.
(Cont fnued from Page One.)
in that the torch William Booth
Issued Under Auspices of National Y. M. C. A. "War Work Council.
lighted is in the hands of his talented
.... A FRIEND IN NEED.
daughter."
Published by the
The Salvation Army purposes to whelming victory that has just been
Mr. Baker raised a laugh -wjien he
Won.
I'mpioy a force of stenographers,
"I canno | forget the lime—ten min noted that his big audience was big
"because
attendance was compulwrite
letters
home
for
Base
Hospital
I
utes of ' last Monday week.
X
8-10 Stockton Street, Trenton, JV. J. Telephone 2200.
Catching the spirit of the
convalescents. The Salvation Army watched t he. long, black mantle of sory."
has hit another bull's-eye—its dough- war torn from the shoulders of a day, he added:
TRENCH AND CAMP REPRESENTATIVES.
"The period of relaxation has set
sleeping -eWorld.
The dawn broke
nut
hit the fust. Editor
-..••-......
H. A. Townsend
And every- in now. The work in camp does not
"When a feller needs a friend" is with excel iding lustre.
Associate Editor
Edward Connelly
seem quite so heroic.
Then the .
where the tidings were heralded
Business Manager
jf. W. Rice the weary weeks he spends in regain- 'No more War! No more war
calmer view comes and the old en- .
Advertising Manager
,. .Private Leo W. Swartzberg ing his health in a wanj. There he
thusiasm
reasserts
itself.
'The wai found the Salvation Army
gets his Camp Dix Times free, his trained and ready. It was nothing
"The war .came to an end NovemSOLDIER EDITORS OF CAMP DIX.
every attention and the best of medi- novel, for ive had served on the bat ber 11th as far as active hostilitie;
Managing Editor
Sgt. First Class W. J. Ellis cal aid.
tlefield in the Boer war. We were are concerned. No doubt there ra'
News Editor
cpl. Jerome J. Sholem
through the camp a sense of reli -.
But he needs the comforting letter i trained foi emergencies
Feature Editor
Pvt. Wm. McBride
General March added that "noth- and relaxed effort. We turned aw'
Associate Editor
pvt. Henry Sucher from horn; And those at home want ng Comm inder Booth said exagger from the completed picture. I thi:.
Associate Editor
pvt. Wendell Walker his letter, too. The Salvation Army 1 ated the patriotism, loyalty and it of the greatest importance to inn/
lassies wil type these for him and he .worth"of that work." He brought an appraisement of our work befe
will be aole to write his signature down a r(iUnd of S0ldier applause we demobilize and go back to civilit
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.
afler the .-ompleted letter, an assist- j when he aided
"work.
Pvt. James Storer.
ance which every convalescent cannot ! "When the time comes to discon
"In picturing what civilization w.
NEWS DEPARTMENT.
but appreciaie.-feWm. McB.
' tinue the use of the cantonments. be, try to get an aggregate pictut
|
Camp
Dix
will
be
one
of
the
few
of
the character we will get out 01
vt. James B. Pond.
Cpt. Frank Brereton.
I under consideration for permanent it."
$ vt. Hermann Levinson.
Sgt. Raymond Fisher
THANKSGIVING
j occupation:
Then Mr, Baker told of the overATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
throw of the Machiavellian theory
DESERVE FULL CREDIT.
that the king can do no wrong and
Pvt. Louis Barr.
Pvt. John Dugan.
Thanksgiving is here again.
'The W* Department expects to of the new rule-of right among naWe make this announcement with- ; muster yoij out. It is going to send tions. Continuing, he said:
ART DEPARTMENT.
out fear of contradiction and with ' you back fo civilian life as soon as
'You will recall when the men of
Pvt. H. A. Symons, Editor.
the fond assurance that we are not! it can—alljof you. It requires some Camp Dix formed the Liberty Bell
Pvt. Wm. Hearney, Staff Photographer.
divulging- any military information, .time and preliminary work,
on the parade grounds recently. The
nor in any wise publishing facts [ "You ha''e all come here to serve Regular Army was no larger than
WAR DEP'T COMMISSION ON TRAINING CAMP ACTIVITIES.
which might be of aid or comfort to ! ke
abroad.
The fortunes of war have that body of men, before the war.
Norman Hackett, Camp Dramatic Director.
the erstwhile enemy.
! Pt you if this country.
But, just Now the Army numbers 3,700,000. It
Thanksgiving is here again.
I i*e °theI|,?fn f™nce' y°u deserve has been drawn from a great cross
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS REPRESENTATIVE.
What does it mean to you this | '<"* full crgit of the country,
section of life, which drew in youth
year?
of special educational advantages and
JEWISH WELFARE BOARD REPRESENTATIVE
Without
you
telling
us,
we
know
j-.
others of limited advantages. But it
Sec'y Max Leichtman.
was accomplished without fear or
that in former years you were out
favor.
the night before and that you spent •
YOUNG WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE.
"These young men have been surthe morning sleeping off your caMrs. Alfred Nlcolovius.
rounded by influences unique in the
rouse. We will venture a guess that
formation
of an army. It was not a
you get out of bed just in time for
WAR CAMP COMMUNITY SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE.
question of babying the soldier, but
dinner,- at which meal you stuffed
Nathan R. C. Fretz.
giving- what is normal in young manyourself so full of turkey and fixins'
(Continued from Page- One.)
hood a chance for his money. We
that you spent the whole of the day
I?
PUBLISHERS' REPRESENTATIVE
recognize in America a spontaneous
afterward wishing you hadn't. Such
John H. Sines.
tread
upward. The. answer is this.
was Thanksgiving in the past—before ; wooden cresses from Ypres to Veryou had made the world safe for de- i dun and beyond. We have invested Two million American soldiers sent
I
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT
mocracy by "shooting snipes" and "too much ii this truth ever to allow to France fought like heroes but lived
Pvt. Leo Schwartzberg.
like gentlemen.
What is its; it to escape us again,
times Building, Trenton, N. J.
| C. F. Kelly Co., Lytton Bldg., Chicago. massaging mess kits.
"I recall the days of my youth
C. F. Kelly Co., 220 Fifth Ave., N. Y. | Rates and copy of paper on request significance to you since you increas- j "That is what the nations will get when I was employed in a Cleveland
ed your vocabulary arguing the ques- out of it."
■
Camp Address, Y. M. C. A. Headquarters, Camp Dix, N. J.
law
office and was privileged to listen
tion of seconds with the cooks and ': SecretaryBaker, as the last speakK. P.'s?
Think!
No one was ever'er at the dedicatory exercises, caught to the stories told by veterans of the
PRICE TWO CENTS
courtmartialed for thinking.
[ up the "wfispering gallery" thought Civil War who came in to exchange
Little did I dream
Special Mail Subscription Rates to Soldiers: 3 months, 30c; 6 months, 60c.
To assist you, we offer the follow- t left by Corrmander Kvengeline Booth, reminiscences.
today I, myself, would be taking
1 year, $1.00.
ing" list of things for which you ~when she 4 »ce °f the sweethearts that
an
active
part
in
the world's greatest
Regular Mail Subscription Rates Upon Request to Publishers.
and the sec W floor gallery.
should be thankful
war. And some day you men in this
«■
"I have ifEiced," he said, "that audience
That the war is over.
will have the honor of tellthere are s|ie amusing uses for a ing your grandchildren
That right triumphed over might.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1918.
about the exmezzanine Kilcoijy. I refer to those
That you will soon be home.
periences
you are living today.
That you are a better man for hav especially idapted for conversations
News and editorials in this paper were written by soldiers in the service
"I
hope
that
the
fact
that you've
with mothe-s, wives and friends.
ing been in the army.
of the United States.
"It illusfates the very profound worn the uniform of 5'our country
will be a barrier against any of you
Always did have something to do' good fortune of the Salvation Army going far wrong.
BLAZE YOUR OWN-TRAIL.
struggle which has torn, wounded with Thanksgiving turkey. " lis year , in having '■ lady commander."
"If a man marries one virtue, it
While .t might I Mr. Bak£. paid a delicate tribut will bring other virtues into his famAre you a recorder or a reproducer? and destroyed the manhood of the more so than ever.
to
Williarbjilooth,
first
commander
oi
Our men have married several
J3o you make records or merely re- peoples of almost all civilized nations. look like a mixed metaphor. it is per- the Salvatifi Army, and Mrs. Booth ily.
fectly true that Turkey was one of
First, they have learned
peat them? Do you think for your- During this period of strife it has first rats to desert the sinking Ger- , his wife, fre parents of the organi- virtues.
to be brave at all costs; secondly,
self or do you let others do the think- been impcjssible to cease for even a man ship, thus precipitating the zation's present head.
they have been generous, and, third,
ing for you?
"He rose to proclaim to a sleeping they have been modest about it. In
day those activities which were need- events \yhich have made this a real
It is the easiest thing in the world ed for the prosecution of the war. But occasion for thanksgiving.
j world the t-uths that it ignored toe making these rules of life they have_
| long," said /Ir. Baker. "He preached acquired nearly all the other virtues*
to get into the habit of letting other ne>w the strife has ceased and we
I have good cause
| the right oi man as man, whether oi as they went along.
It would be an
people do your thinking for you. Your have time to think more calmly and
1
For
my
Thanksgiving
high or lov station in life, whether unspeakable tragedy if these men.
brain needs gymnastic exercises as to begin adjusting ourselves to the
The Kaiser's finished
of
high
inleritance
or
of
disinhericould
be
demobiiizecT
and
these Virmuch as your arms and legs.
You new conditions which shall prevail.
And I'm still living.
tance. I rjad with emotion, as a tues be forgotton.
can't get a strong body by sitting and
Watching another man work.
You
can't develop a healthy, smooth runtiing', efficient mind by letting the
pther fellow do your mental exercises
Xor you. The mind is like a biceps
In this respect;, the more you use it
the stronger it gets.
Anybody with ordinary memory
can listen nr read and then go and
Jrepcat. to another the thoughts they
have
acquired.
But independent
thinking requires effort.
It is the
dark of a man.
This is your task.
Jtflaze your own trail.—J. S.
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SPOOLING GALLERY
FOR SWEETHEARTS

Grenton Evening Simes

AMERICA'S GAIMS
UP 10 DOUGHBOYS

KEEP UP YOUR INSURANCE.

In a recent bulletin the United
Elates Government has drawn the attention of the men in service to the
Matter of insurance. When you entered the t-:ervice you were given an
Opportunity to insure yourself with
the government at a rate .which was
far below that of the regular "old
line" insurance companies.
The government again is offering
you the opportunity of deciding
tvhelher.or not you desire to retail
the insurance which you have taken.
.This is indedd a privilege.
Under the new arrangements it is
likely' that payments will be made
semi-anmially or annually for- the
next five years and at that time you
may convert this government insurance into any form of commercial infUranco that you desire to have.
It is noi necessary to explain the
value of insurance. It is a safe investment and'therefore do not allow
linye- ic to perscade; yen to drop it or
lead vou io beiiev.j that any other
torn-, of insurance is better. If you
flo, y 7U at;;! the loser and nave your'«Clf : lone 1c blame if in later years
you tcalizo the mistake you made
W .ten
leeided to discontinue roven.m
:-t:ranee.—J. S.
A

P.FAl .

THANKSGIVING—1918.

car Thanksgiving" should
en
" to every individual in the
Hcs !han it has ever meant
V: .led
&fo
ho glorious victory achieved
in.iies of the- Allies has
by
brou
i each one of us the assurftne'e ih
tiot only shall we live in
peace but that justice and love shall
replace brute force, tyranny and
hatred.
Our armies 'nave
i: ipated in a

for Camp Dlr Times hr Pvt. I>rllwood, Co. «5, 153d D. B.
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There never was a more, wideawake or snappier bunch of men to
enter this camp than the gang of
healthy Americans that blew, i into
cantonment last week as members of
the Tank Corps.
They came from
Camp Colt, at Gettysburg, Pa., and
from the moment they struck camp
they amazed the soldiers here by
their snappy work.
The "Tankers," with the "treat 'em
rough" slogan, originated by Cartoonist Joe Cunningham, formerly of
the Philadelphia North American, but
now a member of Uncle Sam's Army,
also brought with them a great collection of athletic stars who didn't
waste a second's time getting into
the sport activities of Our camp.
There are many noted men in the
■ ranks.
A great many former college football siars whose names resounded from coast to coast are in
the corps and there are numerous
others from other branches of sporting activity.
Among the commissioned personnel are Lieutenants Dick Marshall,
Gene Cofall and Jack Agar.
These
are only a few whose names could be
collected in time,.for this issue of the
Camp Dix Times, the soldiers' favorite paper.
Marshall will be recognized as the
great quarterback and track star of
the University a few years ago.
Dick, a short, husky individual, was
one of the best football men ever
turned out by the Red and Blue institution.
He performed many heroic deeds on the gridiron, two notable performances standing out in the
writer's mind being the runs he made
—Drawn for Camp Dix Times by Pvt. (first class) H. J. Symons, Co, 4, 153d D. B.
against the Carlisle Indians and
Michigan Wolverines a few years
JAKE!
SET
THE
TABLE—WE
HAVE COMPANY FOR THANKSGIVING
ago.
Marshall, playing quarterback for
Penn, was rushed into the game in
the last few minutes with Carlisle,
leading by the score of 7 to 0. This
was several seasons ago when the
Redskins were feared by every college in the country, having as their
coach Glen Warner, the wily coaching genius, and with wonderful Jim
Thorpe as cap'ain.
(By Private John J. Dugan.)
ing of the tournaments in their reMarshall took an Indian kick away
Led to the att lcb by Lieut. Tommy
Red Lynch, a stocky reil-headert
Boxing champions at this canton- spective buildings.
down in the corner, of the gridiron,
2—AH athletic officers will co-oper- Irishman, from the Medical Detachalmost on Penn's goal line, and by Albright, the Ca mp EJX f00tball team ment will be unable to pull a "Jess
ate
with
the
various
recreational
seca remarkable run, zigzagged down brought down ;he Hazelhurst Field Willard" and hang on to their titles retaries in order to stimulate compe- ment, added new laurels to .his.
the field, throwing off tackier after fliers from Min »0la at the Brooklyn forever. . Captain Murphy, camp
pugilistic record in the Big "Y" Auditackier, and eluding the whole team, ball park last Sunday afternoon in a athletic officer, and Jeff Smith, the tition and to have' as many men as torium, on Thursday night last, when
possible
enter.
.
he scored a touchdown that -enabled
3—Athletic officers will take the he forced Kid Majeska, of the Q. M.
bitterly contest* a'football grapple, 12 boxing instructor, have gotten everyPenn to tie the Indians, 7 to 7.
thing ready for the big boxing tour- necessary steps to acquaint their men to quite after a minute of fighting in;
to 0.
He repeated this same performnament
to
start
here
on
December
2.
Albright,
the
with
the conditions of the tourna- the second round of their bout.
former Brown Uniance a short time after while play- versity star,
One of the rules, the principal one ments and to have as many men as
■"Jas the whole show,
The lads .are middleweights, and
ing against Michigan.
He ripped gaps
of all in fact, require a' boxing chamstarted out at a fast pace. It wa-s
Marshall was also a bear on the line; he tore ar through the Mineola pion to defend his title within two possible enter.
rand
the
ends
for
big
4—The
necessary
clothing
for
the
strictly
infighting. The men did very
cinder path and scored many points
he threTJ, forward passes ac- weeks after being challenged, and if contestants will be furnished.
little work at long range and it was
for old Penn in the 100 and 220-yard gains;
curately to his own men and broke he doesn't he will forfeit the crown.
5—All entries will be made in the at infighting that the Medical Deraces in dual meets and in the inter- rrp those of riva
All camp boxing • championships various K. of C. and Y. M. C. A.
s; he played quarterman made his best showcollegiates.
i back and guide, . the team in a mas- will be decided by six-round bouts to buildings according to the areas tachment
ing. He is a southpaw, and kept
Lieutenant Cofall will be recogniz- terful way and above all he scored a referee's decision, and any boxer
served,
and
all
entries
for
the
first
hooking his left into his rival's stomed as the meteor sprung by Notre both touchdown s that beat the Bird- professional and such others as may
tournament must be in by Saturday ach, fie landed fully fifteen of these
.Dame University a season or two ago. [men
qualify by winning novice tourna- next.
effective
blows and they told on MaCofall played in the Notre Dam*
It was a gala. day and the local sol- ments are eligible to challenge the
jeska, who quit shortly after the
backfield and many a time he shat dier boys cam through gloriously. said champions.
start of the second, round.
END lARKFIXITE FURLOICIIS.
tered the hopes of rival colleges and Never once did Hazelhurst threaten
Lieutenant Fox, of the Medical De»
their -adherents by dashing around the Dix goal 11 ne, while in the only GOLD MEDALS FOR WINNERS.
The granting of industrial and farm
the ends or battering his way through two real attempts Dix had, Albright
It has been decided upon to present furloughs as previously authorized by tachment, refereed the bout.
J. J. D.
the line for good gains and touch- made them goo j by crossing the line Gold Medals to all men winning the the War Department has been discondowns.
championships. The medal will befor touchdowns
tinued.
Lieutenant Agar was a whale of aj Just before the game Sergeant come his permanent property and
football star for Chicago University I Coombs, the d£ ring aviator who re- will not be taken away from him if
a few years ago and with this sort cently won th
Liberty race flew he is beaten in competition.
Jeff Smith, who has taught hunof men leading them- into action its high over the f eld to drop a football
no wonder thee Tank Corps is such a from high in tl le clouds into a large dreds of men how to handle their
snappy collection of men.
Lipman, American flag held spread out, but fists since he has been in this camp,
the former Colgate star, is also a the wind carrie i the pigskin not only will help train any aspirant who demember of the gang.
away from the flag but out of the sires to avail himself of the opportunity.
Mr. Smith can be gotten
Big league baseball contributed field entirely.
Lieutenant A lbright went over the thru the Camp Athletic Office. Arthree corking good men to the ranks.
Patsy Flaherty, the old National "top" for Dix in the second period rangements have been made for the
League pitcher and outfielder, who after the Avia :ors had been pushed training of the boxers.
12-yard line.
He
was famous a dozen years ago as a back to their
The -Novice Tournament will- begin
player, but who in later years was a smashed his w: iy through centre and on Monday night, December 2, and
coach and scout, is a private in the guard for the i ;core.
will continue regularly each week,
Drinks, Cigars, Candy, Decranks.
The next talli r came in the first few and will be staged in the various Y.
Lew Moren, the "millionaire pitch- minutes of the final period. He
M. C. A. and K. of C. -huts.
orations, etc., supplied for
er" of the Phillies and Cincinnati tercepted a Mil leola forward pass ipThe schedule follows:
Mondays,
Parties and Entertainments.
Nationals a few years »go, is also a tended for Rij ,j,t End Montgomery Y-2, Y-7, Y-9; Tuesdays, K. of C. 1;
private.
Moren hasn't played base- and the Camp Dix star wriggled his Wednesdays, Y-l, Y-5, Y-8; ThursAll Late Magazines.
ball for several seasons, but when he way through the rival team and days, Y-6, Y Auditorium; Fridays,
dashed 35 yari is down the field for Y-3, Y-4, K. of C. 4.
was up there he was quite a star.
All Daily Papers.
Sam Agnew, who is a sergeant in the second and last touchdov.'jf. of the
The weight limit in each class has
the ranks, is a former big league fray.
been decided upon as follows: BanReco Amusement Building
Preceding tl e game there was a tamweight, 115 pounds;
catcher.—J. J. D.
featherband concert b y two bands from the weight, 125 pounds; lightweight, 135
Wrightstown, N. J.
Hazelhurst Fly ing Field, and the mu- poun.ds; welterweight, 145 pounds;
Wrightstowa, N. J.
sicians helped =heer up the shivering middleweight, 160 pounds; light,
HARRY COHEN, Prop.
crowd by thei
'Phone 32.
snappy playing
heavyweight, 175 pounds; heavyweight, all over 175 pounds.
When sufficient preliminaries have
Here are the lads who are CAPTAIN 1 HVENS IS
been conducted to make possible
recognized as the legitimate boxVETBRA
N
OF
32
YEARS
semi-finals
and final bouts, these wili
ing champions of this cantonment
be held in the K. of C. Hut No. 1
and who will defend the laurels
and in the Y Auditorium. The winin the big boxing tournament to
Captain Hoi ace W. Bivens, com- ners of novice tourneys become eligistart here on December 2.
manding the 413th Reserve Labor ble to challenge the camp champions
"Buddy" Dunn, 13th Co., banBattalion, has Just completed 32 years and are unable to re-enter novice
tamweight.
of soldiering- perhaps the longest
"Red" Mack, 6th Co., feathercontests.
record held b
any colored man in
The novice winners will be awardweight. »
the
army of
he United States.
ed appropriate bronze medals suitFrankie Wilson, 19th Co., lightCaptain
Bivi
,
s
is
a
veteran
of
the
n
weight.
@
Always a Lively Crowd at
Spanish war and the Philippine in- ably engraved.
Joe Cassidy, 13th Co., welter-' surrections.
LAY DOWN SET OF RULES.
!ifter
six
years
in
reweight.
tirement, he
The following are the rules and
was commissioned a
Joe Mooney, 39th Co., middleregulations governing the boxing
j captain on Se jtember 18.
weight.
Steam Heated Rooms Upstairs, by Day, Week or Month.
1
The thirty
econd year of his ser- matches -and tournaments; arranged ^J
"Cook" Sullivan, 2d Co ., light
vice ended on the day the armistice by the War Department.
WRIGHTSTOWN. N. J.
heavyweight.
1—The recreational secretaries of
was signed.
No claimant for the heavythe
various
buildings
will
be
responHis
family
lives
in
Billings;
Monweight title.
sible for the promotion and conducttana.—Wm. J ;CB.

ALBRIGHT STARS IN CAMP SIX BOXING CHAMPIONS MUST RED LYNCH MAKES
712-0 iEFEND TITLE; ARRANSE TOURNEY KID MAJESKA QUIT
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that tv.'o Senaetors would swell the size
of the peace mission to undesirable proportions. It is understood to have been
the Intention from the beginning to name
only five plenipotentiaries. That was
the number sent to Paris to negotiate
the peace treaty with Spain.
Another suggestion said to have been
considered was that !f?V. Davis, the new
Ambassador
to Great Hrttain, should be
New Member Head of Cabinet.
a plenipotentiary. Rejection of this sug<f>
gestion
was
due. it is claimed, to the
It is the President's intention to nomthat Mr. Davis could'not
inate a successor to Mr. MeAdoo before conBiderai.on
well be appointed without also naming
he sails, and the new Cabinet officer Mr. Sharp, the .ambassador to France,
would be head of the Government under and possibly Dr. Page, the Ambassador
Italy, which would make the delegathe rule of precedence established by to
tion too large.
law, Even with a man of as wide
Subsequently, however, according to
Washington experience as Representa- the undestandfng that prevails in Wa«rJi gton, it was determined, or practh ; ^
tive Carter Glass of Virginia in Mr, determined, to appoint Colonel E. _»i.
McAdoo's place (for the selection of House, the President's friend and unofMr. Glass seems practically assured) he ficial adviser, as a plenipotentiary.
To'ay's developments indicate that
would be lacking in knowledge of im- Mr. Lansing and possibly one more Cabportant matters with which Mr. Baker inet officer will be- peace plenlpoten-*
If Colonel House is to serve
and other members of the Cabinet are tiaries.
with (hern there will be left the apfamiliar, and it is believed that as a pointment of two plenipotentiaries, one
result of the conversation between of whom will be the prominent Repub- 'liean, but nothing has appeared to show
President Wilson and Secretary Baker j who
the new selections will be.
this afternoon Mr. Baker will remain In
Congress will assemble for Its regular
CO
constitutional
session on Monday, Dec.
H
Washington
most
of
the
time
while
the
NEW MEMBER WOULD HEAD IT
0. The President will deliver his animal
55
President is away.
address, it is expected, on the following
This, however, does not remove one day. and will sail from New York for
awkward feature, in the judgment of Europe within three days thereafter. ,
greatest reticence is being observed
many
men, particularly members The
among the officials who know his plans i
War Secretary, It Is Said, of the public
Senate, The awkwardness arises as. to their details. The name of the I to
steamship that will carry the
from the fact that with Mr. Lansing out passenger
Will Be Needed to Guide
Presidential party has not been made
of the country and Mr, MeAdoo out of known, but It is indicated that the
the Cabinet, the new Secretary of the George Washington, formerly of the
McAdoo's Successor.
North German Lloyd Company, lie ^ieen
Treasury would be the senior officer of chosen.
This vessel will have a ! ^leS3
the Government in Washington and as ship for convoy. It is expected t'
he
Ip
such would preside, nominally, at any plans of the President for '
will be announced torn'
>r
over Cabinet conferences that he abroad
next day.
HOUSE PROBABLE DELEGATE rate,
may find it necessary to call to attend
Doubt About Senate Comn;
to important public matters which under
Senators did not appear to belie-, tonormal circumstances would be attended
by the President as the only mem- night that any committee would be apMembers of Senate Doubt It to
ber of the Government in whom execu- pointed by the Senate to attend the
25
tive authority is vested by the Con- peace conference, and report informaWill Appoint a Committee
tion to that body. There have been rustitution,
mors of such a step lately, but nothing
to Go to Paris.
Thus the paradox would be presented concrete has developed. Some of the
of the presiding member of the Cabinet members of the Senate think that such
being the junior member, and the .
<
anomalous condition produced of the [gjj: the peace table with the Presidential
Special to The Item York Times.
Q
WASHINGTON, Nov. 25.—In the face newest member of the President's of- appointees, while others hold that the
fioial family in charge of Government committee would have no standing. The
of persistent reports that President affairs while the President is away. But j I'™!?',1$L,?iSPiai'eiL,.t0* bl that Hie
,. „ _ ,
, ...
,,, * „
J-iesment shoul.t be left to handle the
Wilson had decided to postpone or if Mr. Baker remains he will be the ! treaty and the Senate to pass upon it.
guide
of
the
less
experienced
associate,
|i
Some of the opinions of Senators upon
abandon his projected trip to Europe on
j in L
1.1 * * n i.*. -r^. , ' i the matter were as fo'lowsaccount of widespread opposition to his and will be able to tell him the Presi-, Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska, Demdent's views in regard to important ques- | ocrat. Chairman of the Roreign Rela-'
absence from the United States prepara- tions that may arise.
; tions Committee—Some step will be necIt is possible the President may
tions for the journey continued at the
It is understood that as a result ef es-ary.
provide some means of communication
'J2
White House and elsewhere today. Of- the considerations above set forth the with the Senate. If this is not done, the
Senate
may
take
some
step
itself.
The
number of members of the Cabinet exficials having some knowledge of the
matter has been discussed, but nothing
pected under the original plan to serve has been done yet.
President's plans were emphatic In de- on the American peace delegation will
Senator McCumber of North Dakota,
claring; this evening that nothing had be reduced. This means that the Presi- Republican, member of the Foreign Relations
Committee :
occurred to give reason for the belief dent must seek elsewhere to find men
" The committee would have just as
to fill the vacancy or vacanoies in the much right at the conference as the
that the President would not attend the
delegation's personnel. The understand- Presidential Commissioners.
But the
peace conference.
ing that prevailed that Secretary Baiter Senate 'would not appoint the committee.
The
Senate
would
remain
in this
Late this afternoon the President had would be a member of the delegation country and act in the capitol and
not
a conference with Secretary Baker In was modified recently in view of indi- in a foreign country. While the Sencations that while Mr. Baker would ate would have a right to send such a
r*
the latter" s office in, regard to arrange- accompany the President to Europe he committee, I think the proper thing to
ments for conducting Government af- would go in an advisory capacity and to in the matter of a treay is to allow
the President to handle it, and then have
fairs while the President Is away. It not as a peace plenipotentiary. Now a I the Senate pass upon it. He should ad;
vise with the Senate. The usual method
further
modification
is
believed
to
be
was understood after the conference
imminent so that Mr. Baker can remain | has been to let the President handle the
i that the President felt that it would at home to look after affairs of Gov- matter. Heretofore Presidents have alwhile the President is abs<nt, ways consulted the Foreign Relations
not be wise to have oo many members ernment
going to Europe to attend to problems I Committee, and I think it very proper
of he Cabinet absent from Washington i connected with dcmob'lization of the i that the President should advise the
American Expeditionary Forces just be- committee before he presents any
at the same time as the President, and I fore the President returns.
treaty."
Senator Reed of Missouri, Democrat:
for this reason there is to be a recasting
Question of Republican Delegate.
; " I have not heard the suggestion of a
of the personnel of the peace delegaIn considering the selection of peace I committee being appointed. I have not
tion. It is apparent that there will be plenipotentiaries President Wilson is : considered the right of a Senate Comfewer Cabinet officers on the delegation represented as having proceeded along ; mlttee to sit at the conference. I would
] rather not discuss the subject just now."
than was first intended.
the lines of the policy that all except
Harding of Ohio, Republican—
The resignation of Secretary MeAdoo cm of them should be members of his !I " Senator
No. I have heard no idea of a comfrom the Cabinet may make it neces- Cat
., the one exception to b a prcmi j mlttee being appointed by the Senate.
sary for Secretary Baker to remain In inn R-. publican as a recognition of the ! It would be almost an insurrection, nowt established by President Mc- adays. I do think the Senate should be
Washington part of the time while the pi i !Ki
K n v in appointing a Democrat, Judge represented; I think it would be a verv
President is In Europe. Secretary Lan- Gu •i Gray of Dtlaawre, to member- great shnme of It were not. It is a
sing, who will be Chairman of the :-]->) in the American delegation that well established right of the President
■■' -■ i:-.tL-d a treaty of peace with Spain's to choose his own commission. But he
Peace Mission, is senior member of the ni
pi nipotentiaries after the Spamth- will make a great mistake, for himself
Cabinet, and Mr, MeAdoo ^as Seoretary Auitrioan war. The basis of this policy and for the country if be does not
of the Treasury ranks -next. Third in \va. that if the President appointed any choose a big representative commission
outsider, except the prominent Repub- that will make the treatv instead of
line of legal seniority comes the Sec- lican
to the peace delegation, jealousies merely obeying the mandates of the
;
- :
m!"b.t be aroused among certain groups President."
retary of War,
Senator Ashttrst of Arizona, Democrat
ilia b licved they were entitled to reccg—" There has been some talk of such a
nlt
„. the pressure for the oppointmont| committee, but it has beer, rather nebuof a member of the Senate as a peace lnus. It would not be admitted
plenipotentiary was said to have been j^onferpno*
asHP^^rfa p>'
ineffective, although the suggestion was
: SJC-BB S-moqsuns °1«1 *W uauo-y
considered, because if a Democratic: am jo Aijuo i-sptjjo eqj uo ^uauroounoi
Senator were selected Republican Sena-;
tors would insist that one of their num- -uu oojJJO -™M OMi—"QB 'AON 'SrHVel
b--r (Should be chosen, and it was feln
•aooujo,
-\m JCUDUOW XOOIO.O nc: T JOI narxu st..saw
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Wilson Reluctant to Deplete Cabinet Too Much
While He Is Away.
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MAY DROP BAKER AS ENVOY
Wilson Reluctant to Deplete Cabinet Too Much
While He Is Away.
NEW MEMBER WOULD HEAD IT

War

Secretary,

It

Is

Said,

Will Be Needed to Guide
McAdoo's Successor.

HOUSE PROBABLE DELEGATE
Members of Senate Doubt It
Will Appoint a Committee
to Go to Paris.
Special to The New York Times,
WASHINGTON, Nov. 25.—In the face
of persistent reports that President
Wilson had decided to postpone or
abandon his projected trip to Europe on
account of widespread opposition to his
absence from the United States preparations for the journey continued at the
White House and elsewhere today. Officials having some knowledge of the
President's plans were emphatic in declaring this evening that nothing had
occurred to give reason for the belief
that the President would not attend the
peace conference.
Late this afternoon the President had
a conference with Secretary Baker in
the latter's office in, regard to arrangements for conducting Government affairs while the President is away. It
was understood after the conference
that the President felt that it would
not be wise to have oo many members
of he Cabinet absent from Washington
at the same time as the President, and
for this reason there Is to be a recasting
of the personnel of the peace delegation. It is apparent that there will be
fewer Cabinet officers on the delegation
than was first intended.
The resignation of Secretary McAdoo
from the Cabinet may make it necessary for Secretary Baker to remain In
Washington part of the time while the
President is in Europe. Secretary Lansing, who will be Chairman of the
Peace Mission, is senior member of the
Cabinet, and Mr, MeAdoo.as Secretary
of the Treasury ranks -next. Third In
line of legal seniority comes the Sec
retary of War,

that two Senaetors would swell the size,
of the peace mission to undesirable proportions. It Is understood to have been
the intention from the beginning to name
only five plenipotentiaries. That was
the number sent to Paris to negotiate
the peace treaty with Spain.
Another suggestion said to have been
considered was that It*.-. Davis, the new
Ambassador to Great Britain, should be
New Member Head of Cabinet.
a plenipotentiary. Rejection of this sugIt is the President's intention to nom- gestion was due. it is claimed, to the
consideration that Mr. Davis could not
inate a successor to Mr. McAdoo before well
be appointed without also naming
he sails, and the new Cabinet officer Mr. Sharp, the ambassador to France,
would be head of the Government under and possibly Dr. Page, the Ambassador
Italy, which would make the delegathe rule of precedence established by to
tion too large.
law. Even with a man of as wide
Subsequently, however, according to
Washington experience as Representa- the undestanding that prevails In Wasbi< gton, it was determined, or practl< ; S
tive Carter Glass of Virginia in Mr, determined,
to appoint Colonel E. ..,.
McAdoo's place (for the selection of House, the President's friend and unofMr. Glass seems practically assured) he ficial advisor, as a plenipotentiary.
Today's developments indicate that
would be lacking in knowledge of Im- Mr.
Lansing and possibly one more Cabportant matters with which Mr. Baker inet officer will be- peace plenipoten-'
and other members of the Cabinet are tiaries. It Colonel House is to serve
them there will be left the apfamiliar, and it is believed that as a with
pointment Of two plenipotentiaries, one
result of the conversation between of whom will be the prominent Repub-Jbut nothing has appeared to show
President Wilson and Secretary Baker lioan,
who the new selections will be.
this afternoon Mr. Baker will remain in
Congress will assemble for Its regular
00
Washington most of the time while the constitutional session on Monday. Dec.
H
2.
The
President
will
deliver
his
annual
OS
President is away.
address, it is expected, on the following
This, however, does not remove one clay, and will sail from New York for
awkward feature, in the judgment of Europe within three days thereafter.
greatest reticence is being observed
many public men, particularly members The
among the officials who know his plans 1
of the Senate, The awkwardness arises as. to their details. The name of the !
from the fact that with Mr. Lansing out passenger steamship that will carry the
Presidential party has not been made
of the country and Mr, McAdoo out of known, but it is indicated that the
the Cabinet, the new Secretary of the George Washington, formerly of the
North German Lloyd Company, ha been
Treasury would be the senior officer of chosen.
This vessel will have p ! 'iethe Government in Washington and as ship for convoy. It is expected t!
'he
lp
suoh would preside, nominally, at any plans of the President for '
abroad
will
be
announced
torn->r
rate, over Cabinet conferences that he next day.
may find it necessary to call to attend
Doubt About Senate Cumin
to important publio matters which under
Senators
did not appeal to belie tonormal clroumstances would be attended
>
to by the President as the only mem- night that any committee would be apO
pointed
by
the
Senate
to
attend
the
ber of the Government in whom executive authority is vested by the Con- peace conference, and report information to that body. There have been rustitution,
Thus the paradox would be presented niors^ of such a step lately, but nothing
concrete has developed. Some of the
of the presiding member of the Cabinet members of the Senate think that such
being the junior member, and the a committee would have equal rights
anomalous condition produced of the ^J^the peace Jable with the Presidential
<
newest member of the President's of- -ppointees, while others hold that the
fioial family in charge of Government ! committee would have no standing-. The
affairs while the President is away. But '^JTJS'IJ1? ai9;piare,d „„t0x b<; that the
if Mr. Baker remains he will be the ll^n^a^&^^^s^^
guide of the less experienced associate, I j Some of the opinions of Senators upon
and will be able to tell him the Presi- !1'
En
! Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska, Demdent's views in regard to important ques- ! ocrat, Chairman of the Roreign Rela|
tions
Committee—Some
step
will
be
nections that may arise.
It Is possible the President may
It is understood that as a result ef essary.
provide some means of communication
72
the considerations above set forth the with the Senate. If this is not done, the
number of members of the Cabinet ex- Senate may take some step itself. The
has been discussed, but nothing
pected under the original plan to serve matter
has been done yet.
on the American peace delegation will | Senator McCumber of North Dakota,
be reduced. This means that the Presi- 1I Republican, member of the Foreign ReCommittee
dent must seek elsewhere to find men lations
The committee would have just as
to fill the vacancy or vacancies in the much right at the conference as the
delegation's personnel. The understand- Presidential Commissioners.
But the
ing that prevailed that Secretary Baiter Senate'would not appoint the committee.
The
Senate
would
remain
in this
would be a member of the delegation country and act in the eapitol and
not
was modified recently in view of indi- in a foreign country. While the Sencations that while Mr. Baker would ate would have a right to send such a
accompany the President to Europe he committee, I think the proper thing to
to in the matter of a treay is to allow
would go in an advisory capacity and the
President to handle it, and then have
not as a peace plenipotentiary. Now a the Senate pass upon it. He should adfurther modification is believed to__be vise with the Senate. The usual method
imminent so that Mr. Baker can remain has been to let the President handle the
at home to look after affairs of Gov- matter. Heretofore Presidents have alernment while the President is abs< nt, ways consulted the Foreign Relations
going to Europe to attend to problems Committee, and I think it very proper
connected with demob lization of the that the President should advise the
American Expeditionary Forces just be- committee before he presents any
treaty."
fore the President returns.
Senator Reed of Missouri, . Democrat:
Question of Republican Oeleffatc.
" I have not heard the suggestion of a
In considering the selection of peace committee being appointed. I have not
plenipotentiaries President Wilson is considered the right of a Senate Committee to sit at the conference. I would
represented as having proceeded alone rather
not discuss the subject just now "
the lines of (he policy that all except
Senator Harding of Ohio, Republicancue of them should be members of his
ISO. I have heard no idea of a comCaBini t, the one exception to b a promi- mittee being appointed by the Senate.
nent Republican as a recognition of the It would be almost an insurrection, nowpu.iuut established by President Me adays. 1 do think the Senate should be
ppointing a Democrat, Judge represented; I think it would be a very
lv r:
Gray of Delaawre, to member- great shame of it were not. It Is a
n tin American delegation that well established right of the President
aid K treaty of peace with Spain's to choose his own commission. But he
ne
-untiaiies after the Spamth- will make a great mistake, for himself
Pi
-,an war. The basis of this policy and for the country if he does not
Ai
wu: thaat if the- President appointed any choose a big representative commission
except the prominent Repub- that will make the treatv instead of
o u t s i et c i
the peace delegation, jealousies merely obeying the mandates of the
liCvU'l
Tir. ot be aroused among certain groups President."
Senator Ashurst of Arizona, Democrat
that believed they were entitled to rcccg—-" There has been some talk of such a
niti
...us the pressure for the oppointment| committee, but it lias beer, rather nebuof a member of the Senate as a peace Ions. It would not be admitted to the
plenipotentiary- was said to have been conference, anyway.
It would be
ineffective, although the suggestion was treated with politeness, and would be
considered, because if a Democratic welcomed abroad, but it would not be
Senator were selected Republican Sena-: allowed to sit at the conference The
tors would insist that one of their num- President, through his Ambassadors,
b-r should be chosen, and it was felt; Secretaries or delegates formulates the
treaty. The Senate under the Constitution has nothing to do with the tre-tv
until the President sends It in. The
withdraw a treatv
tim e. I have been studying th e question very closely for three of four days
It is also true, by the way, that* a
treaty is superior to every other law,
leven though ilt Is passed upon by only
[one house of Congress."
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MAYOR URGESBAKER
j TO.CHECKSOLDIERS
Appeals to Daniels Also to Aid
l\ &

15

1918.

in Preventing Further
Outbreaks.

ENRIGHT THREATENS FORCE
Police, He Says, Will Use Machine
Guns, if Necessary, to Preserve

flag, which had never occurred. This
large force of well-trained, hardened
men would undoubtedly have prevailed
against the foot police present had it not
been for the foresight which provided a
squadron of mounted police, who, together, finally dispersed the soldiers.
thanks to the able manner in which the
soldiers were handled. They merely
broke some panes of glass and made an
abortive attempt to batter down the
doors.
" The approaching demobilization in
the so-called ' good-bye ' camps in this
vicinity presents serious problems. They
promise, unless we receive decisive cooperation from the Federal Government,
to promote serious disorder and make
difficult work for the police force of
this city. The past encounters we have
had with them invited the same rigorous
measures that are demanded, in dealing
with lawless and riotous elements, whatever their character,, and if the use of
nightsticks, revolvers or perhaps even
machine guns is necessary to preserve
the public peace the police will be compelled to employ them."

BAKER GOES TO PARIS LATER
Will Take Wilson's Place
at Conference When
President Returns.
MARSHALL STAYS IN CAPITAL

Says

He

Has

No

Intention

Whatever of Being a " Bolshevist President."

the Public Peace.
Mayor Hylan has called upon the
Federal authorities to prevent outbreaks
by soldiers and sailors such as marked
the meetings of Socialists at Madison
Square Garden Monday night and in the
Palm Gauden in East Fifty-eighth Street
on Tuesday night. Already seventy-two
mm\ have been detailed to assist the
Police Department in curbing- the men
in the service.
The Mayor's appeal was addressed to
Secretaries Baker and Daniels, Major
Gen. J. Franklin Bell, Commander of
the Department of the Kast, and Rear
Admiral Nathaniel B. Usher, Commandant of the Third Naval District. The
Mayor in his letter said it had been the
custom of the police " to show extreme
courtesy to men In uniform and we bad
always expected that they would reciprocate by conducting themselves in
an orderly and lawful manner." At the
present time, he added, many of the
soldiers and sailors seem to think that
the fact that they are in uniform gives
to them the right " to conduct themselves as they please."
" It has become necessary for me,"
the Mayor concluded, " to issue orders'
to the police to accord the same treatment to men in uniform as to citizens
when they become disorderlv and incite
riots. ••.*..I appeal to the Federal
authorities to maite immediate arrangements whereby tit* soldiers and sailors
are kept under.their control While they
arc in uniform and until thev are discharged from the-army and navy."
Mayor Hylan enclosed copies of a letter which Police Commissioner Euright
had written to him calling attention to
what he termed " the continued lawless
conduct of uniformed soldiers and sailors in this city." The Commissioner
said :
" There was a large meeting on Nov.
2.> of the Socialists at Madison Square
Garden. The meeting was progressing
peacefully when about 500 soldiers, some
armed with clubs, attempted to force an
entrance into the west side of the building to break up the meeting and avenge
some rumored insult to the American

REPUBLICANS NOT PLEASED
Criticise White's Selection as
Not Being Adequate Recognition of the Party.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 29.-In an extremely brief statement the executive
offices of the White House tonigh announced he names of the men who
would represent the United States at the
international
peace
conference
in
France. There wil Ibe five Commissioners as follows:
WOODROW WILSON, President of tho
United States.
ROBERT LANSING, Secretary of State.
EDWARD M. HOUSE, the present representative of President Wilson in the Supreme War Council at Versailles.
; HENRY WHITE, former Ambassador to
rItaly and France.
General TASKER H. BLISS, military aiviser of the Supreme War Council.
That President Wilson would head the
delegation as a full-fledged delegate
had already been told in Washington
dispatches to THE NEW YORK TIMES. AS
told in THE TIMES also, the President's
place on the American Peace Commission will be taken after he leaves France
by--Newton D. Baker, the Secretary of
War.
It had been the President's intention
to have Mr. Baker accompany the other
peace delegates to France, with author| ity to serve as a Commissioner at the
peace table from the beginning of the
conference, but, as a result of consideration of the subject by the President
and Secretary Baker last week, it was
decided that Mr. Baker should remain
in Washington while the President was
away.
Baker to Advise McAdoo's Successor.
This decision was due to the fact that
the new Secretary of the Treasury,
whose nomination is expected to go to
the Senate on Monday or Tuesday, will
be the senior member of the Cabinet in
order of legal precedence, and it wai
thought wiser to give Mm the benefit of
Mr. Baker's greater experience for the
period of the President's absence. Another consideration was that the absence
of so many members of the Cabinet
while the President was out of the
country would tend to weaken the Exj ecutive Government.

There has been much criticism of the
President's announced intention to visit
Europe, and it was realized that thin
criticism would be emphasised if any
considerable number of members of the
Cabinet accompanied the President on
his European journey.
This consideration accounts for the
selection of General Bliss as one of the
Peace Commissioners. The President
roginally contemplated confining the
personnel of the Peace Commission to
members of his Cabinet and one prominent Republican.
Subsequently it was decided to appoint
Colonel House on the delegation and not
give him the status, as contemplated, of
personal representative of the President
at the place where the Peace Conference was in session. Then President
Wilson decided to appoint himself as a
peace delegate, which would leave only
two Cabinet offiders to be members of
the commission.
The President's apparent lnclulnation
was to have David F. Houston. Secretary of Agriculture, as a member of
: the delegation, but he decided to subjstitute General Bliss. Both the Presi ident and the Secretary of War have a
; high regard for General Bliss, and their
| great confidence in him has been man.
j Mr. White Is appointed as a Republican in recognition of that party, folj lowing the precedent established in apj pointing Senator George Gray of Del*.
[Wars as a member of the Spanish War
Peace Commission In recognition of the
Democratic Party, There were three
Senators in the MeKinley Commission.
No Senator is a member of President
Wilson's.
Republicans Net Pleased.
While he has many friends among
leading Republicans, including Colonel
Roosevelt and Senator Lodge of Massachusetts, the selection of Mr. White'
is bound to create criticism among
Republican Congressmen, particularly
among the Senators, He has never been
identified prominently with his party's
affairs, and there was a widespread
feeling in Republican circles in Washington that tho .President should have
chosen William H. Taft, Elihu Root, of
Charles E. Hughes. .Nobody doubts Mr,
White's ability as a diplomatist and ex.
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HE WO&kD: WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 4, 1913.
Wanted Dale to Be Heliablc.
"I don't feel free to say that." Mr.
Baker answered.
"Has Gen. Pershing- been asked, to
expedite the reports?"
"Repeatedly."'
"There have been so many cases,
it seems to me the system was inefficient." Senator Weeks observed.
i "The system at central headquarters was too slow at the outset." Mr.
Baker continued, "but it has been
improved.
We had to choose between speed and unreliable information and a somewhat slower system
but reliable. Whether we've had too
■—*—
much time spent on reliability and
! accuracy is a question on. which
Pershing Has Been Urged Re- there might be a difference of opinion."
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska
peatedly to Hurry Them, and said that soldiers' mail has been
"awfully" delayed and that, there
They Are Given Out Soon as must be literally shiploads of it held
iil>.
Mr. Baker disagreed, and also
said he doubted if a statement by
Received, He Tells Senators.
. Senator New of Indiana, that it takes
an average of twelve days to get an-,
,'jwcrs to letters to the department,
could be true.
ACCURACY WAS ESSENTIAL,
Senator .'ohrisoh of California asked
was holding up the names of
MORE SO THAN WAS SPEED,; . what,
the men included in the total number
already announced.
"I don't know," Secretary Baker
answered. "We're, getting them as
Senators Wonder Why Names of . rapidly as. the cables are able to carry
them. I think the major part of these
Only 100,000 Have Been Pub- missing are of slightly wounded, and
coming by mail.
Got Persliins"'* Advice.
lished When 262,693 Casual"I cabled Gen. Pershing a suggestion, made to mc by Mr. Stone of the
ties Have Been Announced.
Associated Press, to send the deaths
first and let the seriously wounded
follow, and then the slightly wounded.
1 asked Gen. Pershing if his machinWASHINGTON, Dec 3.—Secretary
ery was adapted to cable the deaths
Bajter, appearing before the Senate
first.. He replied "that sending- the
names of the wounded was not deMilitary Committee to-day to exlaying the lists of dead and that no
plain the delay in completing the
speed could
be had by the process
suggested.'1
publication of American casualties
Senator Johnson asked how many
overseas, said he thought most of; Americans had been in actual fighting
up to the. signing of the armistice.
the um-cported names were those of
Secretary Baker estimated TaO.OOO and^
men slightly wounded and that they
Gfen. March added thai iTwasabovc
would come by mail.
that number but "somewhat less than
The Senators were unable to under1,000,000."
Obviouslv, Gen. March said, while
stand why only something- over 100,000
active fighting was in progress, renames have been published, when it
ports of casualties were slow. He
bas been officially announced that the read telegrams exchanged between the
department and Gen. Pershing last
casualties number 262,693. The SecJulv and August after the heavy
retary said every effort consistent
with accuracy was made to prevent American losses- in the ChateauThierry lighting which were delayed
dela.v and that Gen. Pershing- .had
in transmission. In reply to orders
been urged repeatedly to expedite-his
from Secretary Baker advising Gen.
lists, sending- the names of the dead
Pershing that the delay was "creating
first..
"The department from the begin- a feeling of distrust" of the depart■ ning," ilr. Baker said, "has never ment, Gen. Pership replied, detailing
held up, withheld or delayed giving difficulties of securing and veritymg
. out casualty lists. Our policy has casualty reports and assuring that all
•"been to give a complete statement as -possible speed was being exercised. _
Task Has Its DllHcoUles.
"soon as possible."
Gen. Pershing explained that the
All Nations Find it Hard.
widely separated, witn
Gen. March, Chief of Staff, and troopsin were
British and French -hospitals,
Assistant Secretary Koppel were with some
that sometimes records were deSecretary. Mr. Keppel said the
and that the field telegrapn
system o£ obtaining and verifying stroved.
wires were overburdened. He incasualty reports in France had been sisted that to avoid unnecessary disslow at first and if it had to be done tress, verification of reports were
over again it probably Would be done necessary.
differently.
He said other GovernSenator Hitchcock conceded that
ments experienced the same difficul- while fighting; was in progress reports
ties with' their casual.;.- lists, although might be slow, but added:
they had been perfecting their sys"But fighting stopped Nov. 11. and
tems for four years-.
still we don't know what has hapSecretary Baker told the committee
pened."
many complaints had been 'based
Gen. March replied that on Nov. 11
.upon misunderstanding and suspic- he cabled Gen. Pershing to send
ions that the lists were being .held
promptlv a complete total casualty
up. and that distress had been caused
summary of dead and missing. Gen.
among relatives toy inaccurate re- Pershing replied it would toe done and
ports in soldiers' private letters. He a report of seriously wounded would
told in detail of (lie publication plan come without delaying reports on the
tinder which a telegram is sent im- dead and missing.
mediately to the next, of kin before
Senator Hitchcock observed that
a name is put on the lists transmitted
apparently about 160,000 casualties
>by mail to t.he newspapers for simulstill were unreported. Gen. March
taneous publication throughout the
said, as Secretary Baker had, that
country.
"Has there .been any unwarranted
delay on the other side?" asked -Senator Weeks.

R CAN'T TELL
IF CASUALTY LISTS
ARE- HELD OVERSEA

DECEMBER

4,

1918

Baker Postpones Trip to
Europe Until January
Secretary Says? He Will Then
Go "On War Department
Business Solely"
WASHINGTON, Dec. 3.—Secretary
Baker announced to-day that ha had
decided to postpone his trip to Europe,
which had been planned to take place
about this time.
He said Edward R. Stettinius, Assistant Secretary, and his personal
representative in France, would retnrn
home for Christmas and that they
would go to France together probably
in January, "on War Department business solely."
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WEDN15S15AT, DE'CBMBEK '4, 19T8.
Wanted Dale to Be Reliable.
"I dpn't feel free to say that," Mr.
Baker answered.
"Has Gen. Pershing been asked, to
"expedite the reports'.'"
"Repeatedly."'
"There have been so many cases,
it seems to me the system was inefficient." Senator Weeks observed.
. "The system at central headquarters was too slow at the outset," Mr.
Baker continued, "but it has been
improved.
We had to choose be■ t ween speed and unreliable informa'lior. and a somewhat slower system
but reliable. Whether we've had too
much time spent on reliability and
; accuracy is a question on which
Pershing Has Been Urged Re- there might be a difference of opinion."
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska
peatedly to Hurry Them, and said
that soldiers' mail has been
"awfully" delayed and that there
They Are Given Out Soon as must be literally shiploads of it held
lip.
Mr. Baker disagreed, and also
said he doubted if a statement, by
Received, He Tells Senators.
. Senator New of Indiana, that it takes
an average^ of twelve days to get an-,
swots to letters' to the department,
could be true.
ACCURACY WAS ESSENTIAL,
Senator Johnson of California asked
what was holding up the names of
MORE SO THAN WAS SPEED, .the
men included in the total number
already announced.
"I don't. know," Secretary Baker
answered. "We're getting them as
Senators Wonder Why Names of i rapidly as the cables are able to carry
them. I think the major part of these
Only 100,000 Have Been Pub- missing are of slightly wounded, and
coming by mail.
Got Pershins-'s Advice.
lished When 262,693 Casual"I cabled Gen. Pershing a suggestion, made to me by Mr. Stone of the
ties Have Been Announced.
Associated Press, to send the deaths
first and let the seriously wounded
follow, and then the slightly wounded.
1
asked Gen. Pershing if his machinWASHINGTON, Dec 3.—Secretary
ery was adapted to cable the deaths
Ba.ker, appearing before the Senate
first.. He replied '.that sending- the
names of the wounded was not deMilitary Committee to-day to exlaying the lists of dead andrthat no
plain the delay in completing the
speed could be had by the process
publication of American casualties ] suggested.''
. Senator Johnson asked how manyoverseas, said he thought most of: Americans had been in actual fighting
the unreported names were those of
up to the. signing of the armistice.
Secretary Baker estimated 750,000 and
men slightly wounded and that they
"GenTHaroh added tnatTTPwas^above
:
would come by mail.
that number but "somewhat less than
The Senators were unable to under1,000,000."
Obviously, Gen.. March said, while
stand why only something over 100,000
active fighting -was in progTess, renames have been published, when it
ports of casualties were slow. He
has been officially announced that the 'read telegrams exchanged between the
casualties number 262,893. The Sec- ! department and Gen. Pershing last
Julv and August after the heavyretary said every effort consistent
American losses, in the Chateauwith accuracy was made to prevent
Thierry fighting which were delayed
de'lav and that Gen. Pershing had
in transmission. In reply to orders
been urged repeatedly to expedite his
from Secretary Baker advising Gen,
lists, sending- the names of the dead
Pershing that the delay was "creating,
first.
a feeling of distrust" of the depart"The department from the begin■ ning," Mr. Baker said, "has (never ment, Gen. Pership replied, detailing
held up, withheld or delayed giving difficulties of securing and veriiymg
out casualty lists. Our policy has casualty reports and assuring that all
•"been to give a complete statement as -possible speed was being exercised.
TaaU Has It« Difficulties.
"soon as possible."
Gen. Pershing explained that the
All Nations Find it Hard.
widely separated, witn
Gen. March, Chief o£ Staff, and troopsin were
British and French hospitals,
Assistant Secretary Keppel were with some
that sometimes records were dethe Secretary. Mr. Keppel said the
and that the field telegrapn
system of obtaining and verifying stroyed,
wires were overburdened.
He incasualty reports in France had been sisted that to avoid unnecessary disslow at first and if it had to be done tress, verification of reports were
over again it probably Would be done necessary.
differently.
He said other GovernSenator Hitchcock conceded that
ments experienced the same difficul- while .fighting was in progress reports
ties with their casualty lists, although might be slow, but added:
they had been perfecting their sys"But fighting stopped Nov. 11, and
■ terns for four years.
still we don't know what has hapSecretary Baker told the committee
pened."
many complaints had been based
■Gen. March replied that on Nov. 11
, upon misunderstanding and suspiche cabled Gen. Pershing to send
ions that the lists were being held
promptly a complete total casualty
up, and that distress had been caused summary of dead and missing. Gen.
among relatives by inaccurate re- Pershing replied it would be done and
ports in soldiers' private letters. He a report of seriously wounded would
told in detail of the publication plan come without delaying reports on the
under which a telegram is sent im- dead and massing.
mediately to the next, of- kin before
Senator Hitchcock observed that
• a, name is put on the lists transmitted
apparently about 160,000 casualties
■by mail to the newspapers for simul- ■i still
were unreported. Gen. March
taneous publication throughout the
said, as Secretary Baker had, that
country.
"Has there been any unwarranted most of these were slightly wounded.
delay on the other side?" asked Sen- ; Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey
said tha*t apparently the total Ameriator Weeks.
can deaths were 60,000, and of theise
only 42,000 have been reported/ He
urged that the committee act tu tU»
pedite the final returns.
The hearing was adjourned until
j Wednesday, when Red Cross officials
will be heard.
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Baker Postpones Trip to
Europe Until January
Secretary Says? He Will Then
Go "On War Department
Business Solely"
WASHINGTON, Dec. 3.—Secretary
Baker announced to-day that he had
decided to postpone his trip to Europe,
which had been planned to take place
about this time.
He said Edward R. Stettinins, Assistant Secretary, and his personal
representative in France, would return
home for Christmas and that they
would go to France together probably
in Jannary, "on War Department business solely."
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RETDRMNGTROOPS
SPEED PRESIDENT
5,070 Arrive on Two British
Ships—Lapland Delayed
by Heavy Storms.
BAKER

AIDS

IN WELCOME

The Minnekahda, Arriving Four

Hours Later, Passed and
Creeted Wilson Party.
Two more British steamships arrived
in port yesterday from Liverpool, bringing a total of 5,070 officers and men
who were "chiefly from aviation training
camps in England. There was one
death on each vessel from pneumonia,
following Spanish influenza, but the
general health of the soldiers was good.
The ships were delayed thirty-six hours

THE

On Sunday, Nov. 24, one da, out from
Liverpool, Lieutenant James Mcllwee of
Denver Col., died from pneumonia. He
was 36' years old and was. a construction engineer. All the men had to wear
gauze masks below decks to stop the
spread of the influenza, and twelve
slight cases were in the ship s hospital
when she arrived at the pier. There
were several wounded . American aviators on board who had distinguished
themselves at the western front by flying low and spraying the enemy in the
trenches with machine guns.
Among
these were Lieutenant Clarence Mer!
rill of Newark, who was in the fight at
Aublay Woods when his machine was
shot down and he was hit in the right
shoulder, and Captain Eugene Seeley S.
Coler, nephew of Commissioner Bird S.
Coler, who was hit in the neck and head
when he was flying low at Cambrai on
Sept. 16. In that fight he said, four
American airplanes had been attacked
by forty Hun machines. The Captain
got three German planes.
D„„.
S
Six officers of the Handley Page
bombing squadron were headed by Lieutena
L. L. Conselloy of 176 West
Eighvy-seventh Street, who said that
{heir machines could fly ninety miles an
hour, each carrying one and one-odii
tons of high explosives Th*Lh*,d NOV
ordered to start on the night of^Nov.
11 for the first bombing trip from the
Sussex coast, near Hastings England,
to Berlin, when the signing of the armistice caused it to be countermanded.
Secretary Baker Arrives.
Soon after the Lapland was docked,
and with the men golne down the gangplank to the pier at double time, the
Sergeants shouting, " Come on. ' over
the top,' a little pep there." Secretary
of War Baker walked on board, unrecognized until some of the men from
Cleveland shouted, " Oh, you Cleveland."
Then he called out to them.
" Are you glad to be home .again,
boys " ? and reply came swift and
strong from hundreds just like one
great voice, " You bet.'.
Later the Secretary told the reporters I
that he had seen the President away on
the George Washington and then decide*
to take a look at the Lapland, as r
was the first time he had seen a shipload of soldiers returning. He said he
was pleased with their healthy appearance.
He shook hands with many of
them, and with the wounded aviators.
After spending half an hour onboard
he went to Washington on the 3 .w

by rough weather.
The first to arrive was the White Star
liner Lapland, with 2,030 officers and
men and some casuals. She had just
got to the head of Pier 60, North River,
when the transport George Washington
pulled out from Pier 4 on the opposite
shore witn President Wilson on board.
When the soldiers on deck heard the
salutes from the five destroyers in the
river they cheered enthusiastically for
the President, and the band played the
national anthem. Although it was the
second transport to arrive with troops
returning to be mustered out, the men
° Captain"" Viatcheslass de Volkovitch of
were welcomed just as heartily as those
the Russian Army, who was a passenger
who got in Monday on the Maiiretania.
on his way out to S beria; said that he
They were met at Quarantine by Grover
had seen Kerensky in London, but did
Whalen, Secretary to the Mayor, who
not know what he was doing there.
The Captain added that Kerensky was
conveyed greetings on behalf of the
always _a weak man.
The Bolshevik!
city. All the way up the harbor the
'would not last long in Russia if the I
passing craft saluted the soldiers cheerAllies lent their aid to the Czeckoslovaks
ily and noisily.
^t. in Siberia.
Lieutenant Howard Baldwin of 79 j
Later, when Acting Police CommisMadison Avenue, who has been serving i
sioner' John A. Leach was introduced to
with the Royal Flying Corps, returned
them, he asked if there anything he
after serving two and a. half years in .
the war and being wounded three times.
could do to make them happy in New
He was with the Lafayette Escadrille
York, the soldiers yelled, "You bet
and also on the Italian front, and is
there is; tell them to op°n up the town
credited with bringing down sixteen
He holds British,
and let us have some good beer! '' Theiv Hun machines.
French, and Italian decorations for galthe
fireboats
Thomas Willett and
lant conduct in flying over the enemy
George B. McClellan came up and
lines.
His arm and shoulder were
bandaged and he will go to Johns Hopescorted the Lapland to the Battery,
kins Hospital, Baltimore, for special
throwing columns of water 125 feet up
surgical treatment.
into the air on either side of the bow
Brought 3,040 Men
of the transport.
George B. McClelThe Atlantic Transport /liner Minne- |
lan, former Mayor, who has been servkahda arrived from Liverpool four hours
ing in France with the Ordnance Deafter the Lapland with 3,040 American
partment, was oh board.
troops. None of these was wounded.
Cheered by Waiting Thousands.
She left on Nov. 23 with the Lapland
The soldiers cheered the Statue of
and the Orca, and all three transports
Liberty and were cheered themselves by
were escorted through the minefields by
the thousands waiting on the Battery
destroyers. Captain Thomas Gates said
seawall to welcome the soldiers and
he passed the George Washington off
speed the President on his way to
Conev Island at 11:4D o'clock and hoisted the signal " Wish a pleasant voyage
France. At the pier there were more
to President Wilson and the peace
than 100 American Red Cross workers
party," and received the reply. " Thank
waiting with steaming cans of hot cofvou." Looking through his glasses the
fee, sandwiches, and cakes. They had
Captain said he could see the President
and a group of persons standing under
also a band to play popular airs during
the bridge on the "A" deck looking
the debarkation.
toward the Minnekahda.
Two hundred of the soldiers had been
On Monday last Walter L. H. Malakoff of Texas, attached to the 10th Conon the transport Tuscania when she was
struction Company, died of pneumonia
sunk off the Irish Coast last Winter.
following influenza. There were a numAlthough there was no danger from
ber of American aviators on board who
had been flying at the western front and
submarines, the Lapland still had her
on tie Piave in Italy. The men from
ports and deck windows painted over
both transports were taken by ferryto keep out the light, and did not send
boats to Long Island City and thence
by train to Hempstead Crossing, wher,"
out' any wireless to say where she was.
they were met by bands which play:
during the half-mile march to Cs.
Mills.
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Secretary

Baker

SayS Thirty

Divisions of Our Tried Fighters Wiil Not Be Called Home
Before Final Settlement.
THEY INCLUDE RAINBOWS
AND OTHER FAMOUS UNITS.
Senate Takes Up Question and
Borah Asks if They Are to
Stay

Indefinitely—Navy

Discharge 10C\000 Men.

to

May Reqnlrc Legislation.
Ser.ator Smith' of Georgia, also of
the Military Affairs Committee, called
attention to the provision attached to
the Army Appropriation Bill of last
year limiting- the retention of the reserve army to four months after the
declaration of peace.
"I mention this to show that unless
there is additional legislation, there
can the no million men kept indefinitely, in Europe by any kind of agree- ,
rnent," explained Senator Smith'.
"I can understand," said Senator
Borah, "the necessity of retaining
men in Europe in very large numbers
until the treaty of peace is completed,
. but these publications to the effect

that they .are to remain there indefinitely naturally lead to inquiry as
to what indefinitely means. We got
them over at the rate of ab->ut S00,000 a month. When we fret readv we
perhaps can get them home reasonably speedy."
Senator Martin sa'd the law limiting' the retention of the reserve army
to four m out ha after the declara-tion
of peace also had a provision reading: "And such additional time as
may be necessary to get transportation -and brine; them home."
"It is provided 'by law that the service of all the draft men and all enlistments in the Regular Army made
suibseouently to the passage of that
law expire within four month* after
the signing of the declaration of
pea,ce," said Senator New of Indiana, a member of the Military Affairs Committee.
i
Only 40,000 Regulars Now.
"The enlistments in - the Regular
Army that were made prior to that
date were for a longer term, and 1
suppose those men will stay in the
army until the period for which they
enlisted has expired. In making the
statement that thirty divisions were
to be kept on.the, other side the Chief
of Staff said that they were to be
Regular Army divisions. There were
to .be replacements; the divisions
were to be so arranged that as finally
constituted they would be composed
of soldiers in the Regular Army, and
all others of the National Army and
the National Guard were to bo returned home.
"As a matter of fact, there are only
about 40.000 men, as I understand,
left in the Regular Army who were
enlisted prior to the passage of the
act limiting the period, of their service to four months after the signing
of the dealaration of peace. Now I
am interested, in knowing how we are
to mave up the difference, between
that 40.000 who are left in and the
1.250 000 who are to be kept over
there."
Dl«"l-»rnr« Men Wtio Are Well.
The War Department plans to discharge every man from the army
physically strong and well. Instructions to this effect have been sent to
commanding officers.
Attention is
called to the fact that only men who
voluntarily enlisted or were drafted
or inducted into the service for the
period of the emergency may be discharged.
The enlisted personnel of
the old Regular Army must finish out
their enlistments.
Local1 draft boards as such will
have nothing to do with the demobilisation of the. drafted men In the
army. These boards will be eliminated from the army organization
„

j
i
WASHINGTON, Dec. 5.—Secretary
Baker gave it as his personal opinion to-<iay that none of the veteran
divisions of the American Army in
France will return home before
peace formally is declared. He indicated that the tried fighting men
would compose the bulk of the force
to be kept in Europe for the present.
The understanding has been that the
Rainbow Division and two or three
other famous units would be brought
home soon, leaving their places to
be- filled by some of the newcomers.
In, 'the Senate to-day Mr. Borah
asked "whether the Secretary of War'
lias made any statement to, the Military Affairs Committee, to' the Finance Committee, or to any one else,
as to how rapidly the soldiers in Europe are to be brought home." .
"The Secretary did make a statement to the committee this morning,"
replied Senator Jones of New Mexico,
"and arrangements are being made
to have the soldiers brought home as
rapidly as possible; that is, all that
wi'll not be needed under the arrangement with our Allies to ep-rform some
duties in Europe for some months."
Thirty Divisions to Stay.
"I saw a statement in the press,"
continued Senator Borah, "that it is
contemplated to keep 1,250,000 soldiers practically permanently in Europe. I should like to know if there
ta any such idea as that in the mind
of anybody that has any connectionj"
with this Government."
"The statement made to the Mili-_?
tary Affairs Committee by the Secretary of War was that 1,250,000 men,;
practically thirty divisions, would rein; %, in Europe; that the rest of
thei.i would be brought home and
mustered out as rapidly as transpor- 33 T-ipi TJ1^£ IB SHUSAV fcv$J
4
iatiou.facilities could be obtaineeV
^> " ■
■ <■&
Senator Kirby of Arkansas, a member of the committee, answered, "As
to how long these thirty divisions
would remain in Europe or what the
particular purpose to be accomplished by their remaining there, no
statement was made by the Secretary."
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[ on Sunday, Nov. 24, one day out from
I Liverpool, Lieutenant James Mcllwee of
Denver Col., died from pneumonia. He
was 36 years old and was. a construction engineer. All the men had to wear
gauze masks below decks to stop the
spread of the influenza, and twelve
slight cases were in the ship s hospital
when she arrived at the pier. There
were several wounded American aviators on board who had distinguished
5,070 Arrive on Two British themselves at the western front by flying low and spraying the enemy in the
trenches with machine guns. Among
Ships—Lapland Delayed
these were Lieutenant Clarence MerrilLof Newark, who was in the fight atj
by Heavy Storms.
Aublay Woods when his machine was
shot down and he was hit in the right
shoulder, and Captain Eugene Seeley S>.
nephew of Commissioner Bird S.
BAKER AIDS IN WELCOME Coler,
Coler, who was hit in the neck and head
when he was flying low at Cambral on
Sept 16. In that fight, he said, four
American airplanes had been attacked
The Minnekahda, Arriving Four by forty Hun machines. The Captain
eot three German planes.
o„m
B
Hours Later, Passed and
Six officers of the Handley Page
bombing squadron were headed by LteuGreeted Wilson Party.
& -seventh ^treeT^ sl?d That
S-macWnes could fly ninety miles an
hour, each carrying one and one-nair
tons of high explosives They had been
Two more British steamships arrived
ordered to start on the nlent ortu'
11 for the first bombing trip from the
in port yesterday from Liverpool, bringSussex coast, near Hastings England
to Berlin, when the signing of thearml
ing a total of 5,070 officers and men
stice caused it to be countermanded.
who were "chiefly from aviation training
Secretary Baker Arrives.
camps in England. There was one
Soon after the Lapland was docked,
death on each vessel from pneumonia,
and with the men going- down the gangfollowing Spanish influenza, but the
plank to the pier at double time, the
Sergeants shouting, " Come on, ' over
general health of the soldiers was good.
the top,' a little pep there," Secretary
The ships were delayed thirty-six hours
of War Baker walked on board, unby rough weather.
recognized until some of the men from
The first to arrive was the White Star
Cleveland shouted, "Oh. you Cleveliner Lapland, with 2,030 officers and
land." Then he called out to them.
"Are you glad to be home again,
men and some casuals. She had just
v>r,vs" ' and reply came swift ana
got to the head of Pier 60, North River,
st/ong 'from hundreds just like one
when the transport George Washington
trretLt voice. " You bet/'
Later the Secretary told the reporters
pulled out from Pier 4 on the opposite
that he had seen the President away o'
shore witn President Wilson on board.
the George Washington and then decide,
When the soldiers on deck heard the
to take a look at the Lapland, as i
was the first time he had seen a shipsalutes from the five destroyers in the
load of soldiers returning. He said he
river they cheered enthusiastically for
was Pleased with their healthy appearthe President, and the band played the
ance
He shook hands with many of
them, and with the wounded aviators.
national anthem. Although it was the
After
spending
half an hour onboard
second transport to arrive with troops
he went to Washington on the 3.30
returning to be mustered out, the men
0
CapUinrVtetcheslass de Volkovitch of
were welcomed just as heartily as those
the Russian Army, *ho was a passengei
who got in Monday on the Maiiretania.
on his way out to Siberia; said that he
They were met at Quarantine by Grover
had seen Kerensky in London, but did
not know what he was doing there.
Whalen, Secretary to the Mayor, who
The Captain added that Kerensky was
conveyed greetings on behalf of the
always_a_ weak man. The Bolaheviki
city. All the way up the harbor the
wtvum not
noi last
itLEsc long
juug in xvu.ssia 11 in*, j
would
passing craft saluted the soldiers cheerAllies lent their aid to the Czeckoslovaks
ily and noisily.
•** in Siberia.
_
Lieutenant Howard Baldwin of 79 |
Later, when Acting Police CommisMadison
Avenue,
who
has
been
serving'
sioner' John A. Leach was .introduced to with the Royal Flying Corps, returned
them, he asked if there anything he after serving two and a half years m j
war and being wounded three times.
could do to make them happy in New the
He was with the Lafayette Escadrdle
■York, the soldiers yelled, "You. bet and also on the Italian front, and is !
there is; tell them to op»n up the town credited with bringing down sixteen
machines.
He holds British, ,
and let us have some good beer! " Then, Hun
French, and Italian decorations for galthe fireboats Thomas Willett and lant conduct in flying over the enemy i
His arm and shoulder were
George B. MeClellan came up and lines.
bandaged and he will go to Johns Hop- ;
escorted the Lapland to the Battery,
kins Hospital, Baltimore, for special i
throwing columns of water 125 feet up surgical treatment.
into the air on either side of the bow
Bronght 3,040 Men.
of the transport.
George B. MeClelThe Atlantic Transport /liner Minne- |
lan, former Mayor, who has been serving in France with the Ordnance De- kahda arrived from Liverpool four hours
after the Lapland with 3,040 American
partment, was oh board.
troops. None of these was wounded.
Cheered by AVaitlng Thousands.
The soldiers cheered the Statue of ^ She left on Nov. 23 with the Lapland
Liberty and were cheered themselves by i and the Orca, and all three transports
the thousands waiting on the Battery were escorted through the minefields by
Captain Thomas Gates said
seawall to welcome the soldiers and destroyers.
he passed the George Washington off
speed the President on his way to Conev Island at 11:45 o'clock and hoistFrance. At the pier there were more ed the signal " Wish a pleasant voyage
President Wilson and the peace
than 100 American Red Cross workers to
party," and received the reply. " Thank
waiting with steaming cans of hot cof- vou." Looking through his glasses the
fee, sandwiches, and cakes, They had Captain said he could see the President
also a band to play popular, airs during and a group of persons standing under
the bridge on the "A" deck looking
the debarkation.
toward the Minnekahda.
Two hundred of the soldiers had been
On Monday last Walter L. H. Malakoff
of Texas, attached to the 19th Conon the transport Tuscania when she was
struction
died of pneumonia j
sunk off the Irish Coast last Winter. following Company,
influenza. There were a num- i
Although there was no danger from ber of American aviators on board who I
been flying at the western front and i
submarines, the Lapland still had her had
on tie Piave in Italy. The men from I
ports and deck windows painted over both transports were taken by ferry- j
to keep out the light, and did not send boats to Long Island City and thenct
by train to Hempstead Crossing, where
out any wireless to say where she was.
they were met by bands which played
during the half-mile march to Cam
Mills.

RETDRNINGTROOPS
SPEED PRESIDENT
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May Reqnirc Legislation.
Ser.ator Smith of Georgia, also of
the Military Affairs Committee, called
attention to 'the provision attached to
the Army Appropriation Bill of last
year limiting the retention of the reserve army to four months after the
declaration of peace.
"I mention this to show that unless
there is additional legislation there
can foe no million men kept indefinitely, in Europe by any kind of agree- |
ment," explained Senator Smith'.
"I can understand," said Senator
Borah, "the necessity of retaining
men in Europe in very large numbers
—*.—
until the treatv of peace is completed,
but these publications to the effect
that they .ere to remain there inr
Secretary Baker Says Thirty definitely
naturally lead to inqu'ry as
to what indefinitely means. We got
Divisions of Our Tried Fight- them over at the rate of abrtut 300,- j
000 a month. When we get readv we i
ers Will Not Be Called Home perhaps can
ably speedy."
Senator Martin said the law limitBefore Final Settlement.
ing- the retention of the reserve army
to four month's after the declaration
of peace also had a provision reading: "And such additional time as
may
be necessary to get transportaTHEY INCLUDE RAINBOWS
tion -and bring them home."
"It is provided 'by law that the serAND OTHER FAMOUS UNITS. vice
of all the draft men and all enlistments in the Regular Army made
i sabsequently to the passage cf that
ilaw exnire within four months after
Senate Takes Up Question and the signing of the declaration o*
pea,ee," said Senator New o.f India member of the Military Af- j
Borah Asks if They Are to ana,
fairs Committee.
i
i
Only 40,000 Regulars Now.
Stay Indefinitely—Navy to "The enlistments in ■ the Regular
Army that were made prior to that
Discharge 100.000 Men.
date were for a longer term, and 1
suppose those men will stay in the
army until the period for which they
enlisted has expired. In making the
WASHINGTON, Dec. 5.—Secretary statement that thirty divisions were
to
be kept on the other side the Chief
Baker gave it as his personal opinof Staff said that they were to be
ion to-day that none of the veteran Regular Army divisions. There were
divisions of the American Army in to he replacements; the divisions
were to be so arranged that as finaliy
France will return home before constituted they would be composed
peace formally is declared. He in- of soldiers in the Regular Army, and
other's of the National Army and
dicated that the tried fighting men all
the National Guard were to be- rewould compose the hulk of the force turned home.
"As a m.atter of fact, there are only
to be kept in Europe for the present.
about 40.000 men, as I understand,
The understanding has been that the left in the Regular Army who were
Rainbow Division and two or three enlisted prior to the passage of the
act limiting the period of their serother famous units would be brought vice to four 'months after the signing
home soon, leaving their places to of the dealaration of peace. Now I
am interested, in knowing how we are
be- filled by some of the newcomers.
to ' ma>e up the difference, 'between
In. 'the. Seriate to-day Mr. Borah that. 41.000 who are left in and the
asked "whether the Secretary of War' 1.25nono who are to be kept over
lias made any statement to, the Mili- Ithere."
DlwI'flTJr* Men Wl»o Are Well.
tary Affairs Committee, tor the FiThe War Department plans to disnance Committee, or to any one else,
as to 'how rapidly the soldiers in Eu- charge every man from the army
physically strong and well. Instrucrope are to be brought home." .
"The Secretary did make a state- tions to this effnet have been sent to
Attention is
ment to the committee this morning," commanding officers.
replied Senator Jones of New Mexico, called to the fact that only men who
voluntarily
enlisted
or
were
drafted
"and arrangements are being made
inducted into the service for the
to have the soldiers brought home as or
of the emergency may be disrapidiy as possible; that is, all that period
The enlisted personnel of
will not be needed under the arrange- charged.
old Regular Army must fmjsh out
ment with our Allies to eprform some the
their
enlistments.
duties in Europe for some months."
Local draft boards as such will '
Thirty Divisions to Stay.
have nothing to do with the demobi"I saw a statement in the press," lisation of the ■ drafted men in the;
continued Senator Borah, "that it is army. These boards will be elimicontemplated to keep 1,250,000 sol- nated from the army organization;
diers practically permanently in Eu- iust as soon as they have finished I
rope. I should like to know if there their work. If their members desire |
is any such idea as that in, the mind to volunteer to assist representatives I
of anybody that has any connection of the Department of Labor in finding j
with this Government."
employment for men.as they are dis"The statement made to the Mili- charged, Secretary of War Baker will
tary Affairs Committee by the Sec- be glad to have them do so.
retary of War was that 1,250,000 men,
Mr. Baker and his military advisers
practically thirty divisions, would re- take the ground that this work prinji % in Europe; that the rest of marily is the function of the Departtheiu wo-uld be brought home and ment of Labor, which is perfecting an
mustered out as rapidly as transpor- organization to handle it The Secretation, .facilities could be obtained," tary thinks the local boards could
Senator Kiirby of Arkansas, a mem- render invaluable assistance by cober of the Committee, answered, "As operating with the Department of Lato how long these thirty divisions bor in this work.
would remain in Europe or what the
100,000 in San to G-o.
particular purpose to be accomDischarge cf 20 per Cent, of the
plished by their remaining there, no navy's war time personnel, about
statement was made by the Secre- 100,000 men, has been authorized. Sectary."
retary Daniels said tb'-day the men
would be released as quickly as possible with <lue regard to the convenience of the service.
The release of enlisted men is
authors ied not because the navy is
overmanned, but to permit the return to civil pursuits of youths who
joined for the war and who do not
intend to follow the sea.
Memhers of, naval units in,schools
and colleges will complete their train'
ing and then stand discharged. I;
the cases of special student bodie.
such as the Paymasters' School
Princeton and the Ensigns' School a
Annapolis, students in the presen
classes upon graduation will be com
missioned in the reserve.
Private yachts, motorboats and
other craft taken over by the navy
for the war are being turned back to
their owners, and Mr. Daniels said
that by February 700 craft will have
been stricken from the navy list
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7 BILLIONS TO BE
SAVED, SAYS BAKER
—♦—

Senate Finance Committee Is

ued, he said, as well1 as work on the
cantonment at Fayetteville, N. C. The
cantonment at Raleigh,,N. C, he said,
would be abandoned. Mr. Baker said
there was necessity for the Neville
Island plant, under construction in
the Ohio River. Contracts for purchases in England and France, he
said, were also being cancelled.
More than $1,000,000,000 has been
cut from the navy's estimates of expenditures for the coming fiscal year,
Secretary Daniels disclosed to-day.

Informed of Big Cancellations of War Department Contracts.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 5.—Secretary
Baker told the Senate Finance Committee to-day that through contract
cancellations the War Department
■expects to save approximately $7,250,000,000 of the $24,281,000,000 Voted by
Congress for the army during the
war.
Earlier in the day the House Appropriations Committee, which is investigating- to determine what part of
war appropriations can be returned
to the Treasury, made public a state
ment from Mr. Baker showing an.
estimated saving of about twelve
billions of dollars, or nearly half the
total appropriations.
Chairman Sherley explained later,
tiowever, that this estimate was made
some time ago and that revised figures furnished by the War Department showed an estimated saving of
about $7,000,000,000.
"Of necessity the figures change
from day to day," explained Mr.
Sherley, "but it would seem that
something more than $7,000,000,000 of
the appropriations for the army could
toe converted 'back into the Treasury."
ti Contract Demands to Shrink.
The War. Secretary told the Senate
Finance Committee to-day, members
of the committee said, that Congress'
would need to appropriate only about
$1,100,000,000 to cover contracts made
under the $8,000,000,000 of authorizations provided by Congress and f:>r
which no actual appropriations have
. been made.
Tfhe Secretary's statement to the
House Appropriations Committee said
that the department's disbursements
to. date in the United States total
S9,159.nno.ono and tihose in France
$1,168,000,000.
Mr. Baker previously toad informed
the committee of contract cancellations aggregating about $2,600,000,000.
These include:
Powder,
$275,000,000:
artillery,
3750,000.000: motor vf>hir.lps, $282,000,000; textiles, $264,000,000; airplane
parts, $256,000,000. and gas defenso
equipment, $130,000,000.
Contracts for rifles, sOioes, ha rness,
rubber goods, chemicals, ba.rbed wire
and steel and iron products aggregating millions of dollars also have
been cancelled.
Forty per cent, of the cancellations
have been divided among States, Mr.
Baker said. He enumerated those in
Massachusetts as amounting to $231.000,000; Michigan, $143,000,000; Connecticut, $55,000,000: New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Missouri, $99,000,000 each; Illinois and Tennessee, $55,000,000 each; Indiana, $44,000,000;
New Jersey, $25,300,000; Rhode Island.
Wisoonsfa, Maine, New Hampshire and
Minnesota, $11,000,000 each: Maryland,
$2,200,000; Virginia, $5,500,000, and
California, $4,400,000.
Cancellation Move Made Early.
Preparations for the cancellation of
army contracts were undertaken before the signing of the armistice. Mr.
Baker said that conferences on this
question were held with the War Industries Board on Nov. 9.
Manufacturers working on contracts
that are to be completed, Secretary
Baker said, had been assisted in many
instances by permission being given
for civilian orders to take precedence
over Government orders. The army
he said, has "powder in excess of its'
needs."
Operation of the Mussel Shoals nitrate plant probably will be contin-

Veteran Soldiers
Will Be Last to
Sail From Europe
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Tried Fighting Men Will
Stay Abroad Until Peace
Has Been Formally Declared, Baker Believes
WASHINGTON, Dec. 5.—Secretary of
War Baker gave it as his personal
opinion to-day that none of the veteran
divisions of the American army in
France will return home before peace
is formally declared.
He indicated
that the tried fighting men would compose the bulk of the force to be kept
in Europe for the present.
1
Heretofore the understanding had
been that the Rainbow Division and
two or three other famous units would
be brought home soon, leaving their
places to be filled by some of the newcomers,
j,
Navy Releases 100,000
Discharge of 20 per cent of the
navy's war-time personnel, about 100,000 men, has been authorized. Secretary Daniels said the men would be released as quickly as possible with due
regard to the convenience of the service.
The release of the men is authorized
not because the navy is overmanned,
but to permit the return to civil purI suits of youths who joined for the war
! who do not intend to follow the sea.
Students to Finish Work
Members of naval units in schools
and colleges will complete their training and then stand discharged. In the
eases of special student bodies, such
as the paymasters' school at Princeton and the ensigns' school at Annapolis,
students in the present classes upon
graduation will be commissioned in the
reserve.
Private yachts, motorboats and other
craft taken over by the navy for the
war already are being turned back to
their owners. The Secretary said that
by February 700 craft will have been,
stricken from the navylist.

19
MILITARY PRISON
PENALTIES REVISED
Secretary Baker Orders Abolition of Severe Measures to
"Political Prisoners."
WASHINGTON, Dec. 6.—The practice of tying military prisoners to the
bars of cells and all other methods of
severe corporal punishment have been
ordered abolished by the War Department. Secretary Baker, in making this announcement to-day, said
the efficacy of such punishment as
a deterrent to violation of military
rules had 'been found to be questionable.
This form of punishment, Secretary
Baker said, had been effective in the
past in breaking the wilful opposition
of prisoners of "the usual military
type," and had been used more as a
threat than an actuality.
"But during the recent months,"
said the announcement, "with the influx of political prisoners to disciplinary barracks, particularly at Fort
Leavenworth, extremity of attitude
on the part of this new type of prisoner has at times led to extremity of
discipline as provided by military
regulations.
"These clearly were not formulated
with the political type of prisoner in
mind and their effectiveness as deterrents has been questionable."
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sation of hostilities, is attached to that ample evidence that the selective draft
of the Secretary, as is the report of was a swift, effective and just means of
the military strength necesChairman Fosdick of the Commission securing
sary for the conduct of a great war.
on Training Camp Activities.
The experience of the past year has
strongly reinforced that conviction."
Capture of Sedan Climax of War.
Discussing the extensive engineering
"An adequate account of the activi- undertakings in Fiance, the need for
which
has ended with the signing of the
ties of the department for the year now armistice,
Mr. Baker gives this hint at
ending can be written," Mr. Baker says, the policy the Government is pursuing:
" only in the long reaches of historical
" Steps have been taken to reduce orinquiry when there will be time and ders and cancel contracts for such items
Baker Says Our Military Needs opportunity
as .will not be needed in France. In
to examine in detail not this
connection, however, care is being
merely
statistical
exhibits
which
tell
in
to assure ourselves that we are
Cannot Be Determined Until numbers of men and guns what Amer- taken
not depriving France of material which
she
so
needs to replace that
ica did, but also to appraise the con- worn outurgently
during her terrific self-denials
Conference Ends.
tributions of patriotic zeal and service of the past four years. We cannot rewhich came from field and factory, fuse to render all the assistance possiin the reconstruction of that heroic
from civilian and soldier, alike, and ble
nation."
which represent in their aggregate the
Under thft heading of " Fighting equipWILL PRESENT PLANS THEN life of the nation concentrated upon a ment for the Army," Mr. Baker gives a
summary of what was accomplished in
single purpose."
providing ordnance for the army. When
In his brief recital of the events of the armistice was signed 30,881 complete
the war, Mr. Baker selects the battle of units had been contracted for. On Nov.
1, 10,634 had been delivered, divided as
Recommends in His Report an the Meuse as " from the viewpoint of follows:
Trench, ' 5,000; light, (field
military strategy America's greatest guns,) 3,850.; medium, 1,070; heavy,
Expansion of Facilities for
contribution to the successful outcome 895; railway, 19. The contracts were
of the war," since by that attack of the divided as follows: Trench, 11,700; light,
medium, 5,385; heavy, 3,472;
Educating Officers.
American armies the Sedan-Mezieres 10,113;
railway, 211.
railway, the main artery of the German
Success of Browning Gun.
supply system, was cut. The entire
As
to
rifles, Mr. Baker shows that
available strength of the American
SKETCHES OUR PART IN WAR Army in France, twenty-eight divi- 2,137,025 of the modified Bnfields had
sions, was in line in the second week been accepted prior to Nov. 1. Brownof October, he says, making yard by ing machine gun production is given as
yard progress against desperate enemy follows: Light,'47,019; heavy, 39,546.
Transportation of Troops to Europe resistance, \^hich finally was worn out, The following cablegram Is quoted to
" and on Nov. 1 the American troops show the performance of the Browning
Called an Epochal Chapbroke through."
The object of the guns in action:
" Experience of 79th Division in offendrive, the strategic conception of which
ter In History.
included the British drive at the north- sive operations Sept. 25 to Oct. 21,
ern end of the railway system and the Browning machine guns. Thirteen machine gun companies engaged, weath'
■WASHINGTON, Dec. 4.-The question French advance in the centre, was ac- conditions continuous rain and rr.i
complished
on
Nov.
7,
when
the
Amer♦ • • There was not one instai
of permanent organization of the army
icans entered the outskirts of Sedan, where the guns failed to operate due
has been deferred for consideration af- to be joined there the next day by the muddy and wet belts. * • • On t
whole it may be said that the perfon
ter the close of the Peace Conference. French.
ance of the Browning machine gun ai
" The meeting of French and Ameri- automatic rifle in active operation hf
Secretary Baker, in his annual report
can, troops on this historic spot," Mr. been so satisfactory as to create an ii
made public tonight, says this course Baker says, " signalized the defeat of sistent demand for these weapons froi
gun units and from divisio
is determined upon since " the military the German arms, a defeat as decisive machine
commanders."
Mr. Baker gives much space to th
needs of the United States cannot be and humiliating as that forced upon
aircraft problem, including the produc
prudently assessed* until that conference France forty-seven years before at the tion figures published from time to tim
same spot. If there had been questions in the past. He shows that 3,189 D>
shall have determined the future inter- before as to the acceptance of the armi- Havlland and 101 Handley-Page ma
were produced In this countrj
national relations of the world."
stice terms, the allied advance cul- chines
and 1,900 planes had been shipped t<
no
choice
in
the
matter."
France
before the armistice was signed
For temporary purposes, however, Mr.
In sketching the building up of the war On the other side, 2,676 planes of serv
Baker announces that he will lay before army, Mr. Baker selects a few striking ice types had been provided for th<
squadrons by the French GovCongress a plan of organization for the figures as illustrations of what each American
ernment. On Sept. 30 General Pershinj
regular army " which shall continue as step meant and what has been accom- had thirty-two air squadrons at th<
front, the first of them to be equippec
the nucleus of any future military es- plished. On the day the armistice was with American planes having reachec
signed, he declares, more than 25 per the battle areas in July.
tablishment."
Air service casualties, the report says
cent, of the entire male population of
The Secretary also Indicates his Inten- the country between the ages of 18 and have been higher than in the artiller:
and infantry and reports to Oct. 2tion to press for perpetuation by law of 31 was in the military service, the army showed 128 battle fatalities and 224 b;
accident overseas. A total of 262 mei
the strong General Staff organization having reached a total of 3,664,000 men, had
lost their lives in this service whil
more than 2,000,000 of whom were in Eu- in training
built up during the war.
in the United States.
The general health of the army ha
" I have refrained in this report," Mr. rope, as compared with a strength of
been
surprisingly
good, the report shows
189,674
in
March,
1917,
a
week
before
Baker says, "from making specific
the death rate for all forces at hom
recommendations for future legislation war was declared.
and abroad up to Aug. 30 having bee:
at the rate of 5.9 per 1,000 per year, o
for two reasons. In the first place, the
Greatest Undertaking In History.
little more than the civilian rate for me.
signing of the armistice has not formally
To illustrate the speed of this expan- of the same age groups. It compare
closed the war. We have at present a sion, the report cites the fact that the with a rate of 65 per 1,000 per yea
great military establishment, which British Army in France had reached its during the civil war and 26 during th
war. Pneumonia caused 56 pe
cannot be immediately disssolved, and high mark in the Summer of 1917, three Spanish
cerit. of the deaths.
the activities of the department for some years after the beginning of the war,
19,800 Influenza Deaths.
time at least must be concerned with and that figure was " slightly more
There were 316,000 cases of influenz
what we have. In the second place, the than 2,000,000 men." It took nineteen
Peace Conference is about to assemble, months for the United States to reach among the troops In the United State
and the military needs of the United the same strength there, but Mr. Baker during the late Summer and Fall, an
States cannot be prudently assessed points out that during those years of of the 20,500 deaths between Sept. 1
until that conference shall have deter- battle British manpower had been heav- and Nov. 8 19,800 are ascribed to th
mined the future international relations ily called upon to replace casualties, epidemic.
Discussing the embarkation servic
of the world. The department will pre- while for many months the flow of
sent to the Congress a plan for the main- American troops all went to augment Mr. Baker says that in nineteen montl
tenance of a regular army, which the force being assembled. To some ex- a total of 2,075,834 men and 5,153,0(
shall continue as the nucleus of any tent this was offset, he adds, by the far tons of cargo were shipped oversea
the great bulk of these movements ha'
future military establishment, pending greater transportation difficulties of the ing
been handled after Jan. 1 of th
the time when the experience through American project.
year. When hostilities ceased the sen
which we have gone can be digested
" No troop movement such as that of ice was engaging 3,000,000 deadweigl
tons of American sliipping and 800,0<
and the future needs of the nation the last Summer has ever been contem- more
tons had been allocated to its us<
maturely considered.
plated," says the Secretary, " and no with 500,000 tons additional per ,mont
pl
" In any case it is clear that the edu- movement
of
any
such
number_.-o£~«f
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DRAFT BOARDS TO DINE
1
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Baker and Crowder Arnb tfg Sjseakers at Coming Celebration.
A dinner to celebrate the ending of
the work of the city's 1S9 local draft
boards will be held on Saturday night
at the Waldorf-Astoria, according to
announcement made yesterday by Martin Uohboy, New York City Director of
"the Selective Service taw.. Arrangements have been made "to have more
than 1 000 persons who aided in the administration of the law present., .
Speeches will be made by Secretary
Baker, representing the War Departriieht-; Rear Admiral Usher., for the
navy; Provost Marshal Gen, Enoch H.
Crowder. Senator '..Chamberlain, of the
Senate Military Affairs Committee, and
Representative Julius Kahn of the
House Military Affairs Committee.
, Mr. Conboy said the motive, prompting
the dinner was the desire to pay tribute
to the ■patriotism which had made possible the training of a huge army.almost
entirely through civilian effort. He said j
that the draft had given satisfactory
evidence of the ability of the American !
people to rise on any occasion. " Au
tOcracy said, .' You can't do It,' bu
democracy said, ' We can and will,' '
added Mr. Conboy.

C\ i \

FUTURE OF ARMY
DEPENDSONPEACE
Baker Says Our Military Needs
Cannot Be Determined Until
Conference Ends.

WILL PRESENT PLANS THEN
Recommends in His Report an
Expansion of Facilities for
Educating Officers.

SKETCHES OUR PART IN WAR

Transportation of Troops to Europe
Called an Epochal Chapter In History.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 4.-The question
of permanent organization of the army
has been deferred for consideration after the close of the Peace Conference.
Secretary Baker, in his annual report
made public tonight, says this course
is determined upon since " the military
needs of the United States cannot be
prudently assessed" until that conference
shall have determined the future international relations of the world."
For temporary purposes, however, Mr.
Baker announces that he will lay before
Congress a plan of organization for the
regular army " which shall continue as
the nucleus of any future military establishment."
The Secretary also indicates hla Intention to press for perpetuation by law of
the strong General Staff organization
built up during the war.
" I have refrained in this report," Mr.
Baker says, "from making specific
recommendations for future legislation
for two reasons. In the first place, the
signing of the armistice has not formally
closed the war. We have at present a
great military establishment, which
cannot be immediately disssolved, and
the activities of the department for some
time at least must be concerned with
what we have. In the second place, the
Peace Conference is about to assemble,
and the military needs of the United
States cannot be prudently assessed
until that conference shall have determined the future international relations
of the world. The department will present to the Congress a plan for the maintenance of a regular army, which
shall continue as the nucleus of any
future military establishment, pending
the time when the experience through
which we have gone can be digested
and the future needs of the nation
maturely considered.
" In any case it is clear that the education of officers and a constant study
of the science of warfare will be necessary, and it is my hope that the great
Military Academy at West Point can be
supplemented by an enlargement and
broadening of the special schools which
are at present organized, but should be
made to take on more the character of
post-graduate courses and to develop
and train research specialists in the
several arms. This subject, however,
is one upon which casual comment is
not helpful and I refer to it only because it seems the one clear indication
from our experience as to our future
policy."
The story of the American Army's
part in the war overseas Secretary
Baker leaves very largely to General
Pershing, whose report covering operations up to Nov. 20, following the ces-

sation of hostilities, is attached to that
of the Secretary, as is the report of
Chairman Fosdick of the Commission
on Training Camp Activities.
Capture of Sedan Climax of War.
"An adequate account of the activities of the department for the year now
ending can be written," Mr. Baker says,
" only in the long reaches of historical
inquiry when there will be time and
opportunity to examine in detail not
merely statistical exhibits which tell in
numbers of men and guns what America did, but also to appraise the contributions of patriotic zeal and service
which came from field and factory,
from civilian and soldier, alike, and
which represent in their aggregate the
life of the nation concentrated upon a
single purpose."
In his brief recital of the event3 of
the war, Mr. Baker selects the battle of
the Meuse as " from the viewpoint of
military strategy America's greatest
contribution to the successful outcome
of the war," since by that attack of the
American armies the Sedan-Meziercs
railway, the main artery of the German
supply system, was cut. The entire
available strength of the American
Army in France, twenty-eight divisions, was in line in the second week
of October, he says, making yard by
yard progress against desperate enemy
resistance, \^hich finally was worn out,
" and on Nov. 1 the American troops
broke through."
The object of the
drive, the strategic conception of which
included the British drive at the northern end of the railway system and the
French advance in the centre, was accomplished on Nov. 7, when the Americans entered the outskirts of Sedan,
to be Joined there the next day by the
French.
" The meeting of French and American, troops on this historic spot," Mr.
Baker says, " signalized the defeat of
the German arms, a defeat as decisive
and humiliating as that forced upon
France forty-seven years before at the
same spot. If there had been questions
before as to the acceptance of the armistice terms, the allied advance culno choice in the matter."
In sketching the building up of the war
army, Mr. Baker selects a few striking
figures as illustrations of what each
step meant and what has been accomplished. On the day the armistice was
signed, he declares, more than 25 per
cent, of the entire male population of
the country between the ages of 18 and
31 was in the military service, the army
having reached a, total of 3,664,000 men,
more than 2,000,000 of whom were In Europe, as compared with a strength of
189,674 in March, 1917, a week before
war was declared.
Greatest Undertaking in History.
To illustrate the speed of this expansion, the report cites the fact that the
British Army in France had reached its
high mark in the Summer of 1917, three
years after the beginning of the war,
and that figure was " slightly more
than 2,000,000 men." It took nineteen
months for the United States to reach
the same strength there, but Mr. Baker
points out that during those years of
battle British manpower had been heavily called upon to replace casualties,
while for many months the flow of
American troops all went to augment
the force being assembled. To some extent this was offset, he adds, by the far
greater transportation difficulties of the
American project.
" No troop movement such as that of
the last Summer has ever been contemplated," says the Secretary, " and no
movement of any such number of persons by water such a distance and in
such a time has ever occurred. The
performance stands unique in the
world's history. Furthermore, this performance wrought a decisive effect upon
the world's history at "one of its great
critical junctures."
Recapitulating the total American
casualties, 236,108 men as already announced, Mr. Baker said the deaths due
to battle alone were 36,000, and that
half of the wounded reported " probably
suffered slight injury." He adds that
Federal battle fatalities in the civil war
totalled 110,000; Japan lost 09,000 men
in the Russo-Japanese war and Germany
lost 28,600 in the Franco-Prussian war.
Speaking of the selective service, Mr.
Baker makes this observation, wlithout
discussing the question of universal
military training, soon to arise:
"At that time (when his preeeeding
annual report was issued) there was

ample evidence that the selective draft
was a swift, effective and just means of
securing the military strength necessary for the conduct of a great war.
The experience of the past year has
strongly reinforced that conviction."
Discussing the extensive engineering
undertakings in France, the need for
which has ended with the signing of the
armistice, Mr. Baker gives this hint at
the policy the Government is pursuing:
" Steps have been taken to reduce orders and cancel contracts for such items
as , will not be needed in France. In
this connection, however, care is being
taken to assure ourselves that we are
not depriving France of material which
she so urgently needs to replace that
worn out during her terrific self-denials
of the past four years. We cannot refuse to render all the assistance possible in the reconstruction of that heroic
nation."
Under the heading of " Fighting equipment for the Army," Mr. Baker gives a
summary of what was accomplished in
providing ordnance for the army. When
the armistice was signed 30,881 complete
units had been contracted for. On Nov.
1, 10,634 had been delivered, divided as
follows: Trench, 5,000; light, (field
guns,) 3,&">0.; medium, 1,070; heavy,
695; railway, 19. The contracts were
divided as follows: Trench, 11,700; light,
30,113; medium, 5,385; heavy, 3,472;
railway, 211.
Success of Browning Gan.
As to rifles, Mr. Baker shows that
2,137,025 of the modified Bnfields had
been accepted prior to Nov. 1. Browning machine gun production is given as
follows: Light,V47,019; heavy, 39,546. I
The following cablegram is quoted to
show the performance of the Browning ]
guns in action:
" Experience of 79th Division in offensive operations Sept. 25 to Oct. 21,
Browning machine guns. Thirteen machine gun companies engaged, weath'
conditions continuous rain and rr.t
* * « There was not one inst,ai
where the guns failed to operate due
muddy and wet belts. * * * On t
whole it may be said that the perfon
ance of the Browning machine gun ai
automatic rifle in active operation hi
been so satisfactory as to create an ii
sistent demand for these weapons froi
machine gun units and from divlsio
commanders."
Mr. Baker gives much space to th
aircraft problem, including the produc
tion figures published from time to tim
In the past. He shows that 3,189 D
Haviland and 101 Handley-Page ma
chines were produced in this countrj
and 1,900 planes had been shipped t<
France before the armistice was signed
On the other side, 2,676 planes of serv
ice types had been provided for th«
American squadrons by the French Government. On Sept. 30 General Pershinj
had thirty-two air squadrons at th<
front, the first of them to be equippec
with American planes having reachet
the battle areas in July.
Air service casualties, the report says
have been higher than in the artiller;
and infantry and reports to Oct. 2'
showed 128 battle fatalities and 224 b;
accident overseas. A total of 262 mei
had lost their lives in this service whilin training in the United States.
The general health of the army ha
been surprisingly good, the report shows
the death rate for all forces at hom
and abroad up to Aug. 30 having bee:
at the rate of 5.9 per 1.000 per year, o
little more than the civilian rate for me:
of the same age groups. It compare
with a rate of 65 per 1,000 per yea
during the civil war and 26 during th
Spanish war. Pneumonia caused 5tJ pe
eetit. of the deaths.
19,800 Influenza Deaths.
There were 316,000 cases of influenz
among the troops in the United State
during the late Summer and Fall, an
of the 20,500 deaths between Sept. 1
and Nov. 8 19,800 are ascribed to tt
epidemic.
Discussing the embarkation servic
Mr. Baker says that in nineteen montl
a total of 2,075,834 men and 5,153,0(
tons of cargo were shipped oversea
the great bulk of these movements hai
ing been handled after Jan. 1 of th
year. When hostilities ceased the sen
ice was engaging 3,000,000 deadweigi
tons of American sliipping and 800,W
more tons had been allocated to its us.
with 500,000 tons additional per ,mont
heing delivered.
In closing his report Mr. Baker speal
this word for the men who fought th
war at home:
"I desire again to express regret fo
its (the report's) insufficiencies. I ai,,,
conscious of how far it falls short in
the matter of just recognition of the
accomplishments of my associates, of
exhibiting in adequate measure the heroic achievement of our soldiers abroad,
or of our soldiers and civilians at home,
who have worked together to make this
demonstration of America's purpose aiu.
eff iclency successful.
". Perhaps a special word ought to be
said in recognition of those who from
civil life have come at the country's call i
to places of exacting toil and have been
denied the opportunity to participate
abroad in the heroic adventure, but have,
nevertheless, worked on, sometimes in I
uniform and sometimes without even
that badge of distinction. Theirs has
been in an unusual degree the call to I
self-sacrifice, but they have been none
the less soldiers and have contributed
in no small way to whatever success has |
attended our arms."
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\mdrfg SpeakBaker and Crowder Amor
ers at Coming Celebration.
A dinner to celebrate the ending of
the work of the city's 189 local draft
boards will be held on Saturday night
at the Waldorf-Astoria, according to
announcement made yesterday . by. Martin Conboy, New York City Director of
the Selective Service taw.. Arrangements have been made to have more
thaii 1 000 persons who aided in the administration of the law present.. ,
. Speeches will be made by Secretary
Baker, representing the War Department; Rear Admiral Usher, for the
navy ; Provost Marshal Gen; Enoch H.
Crowder. Senator Chamberlain of the
Senate Military Affairs Committee, and
Representative Julius Kahn of the
House Military Affairs Committee.
. Mr. Couboy said the motive,, prompting
the dinner was the desire to pay tribute
to the patriotism Which had made possible the training of a huge.army.almost
entirely through civilian effort. He said
(hat the draft had given satisfactory
evidence of the ability of the American
people to rise on any occasion. " Autocracy said, .' You can't do It,' but
democracy said, ' We can and will,' "
added Mr. Conboy.
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BARS LIQUOR GIFTS TO SOLDIERS.

ESTABLISHED 1836

PUBLIC

LEDGER

GEORGE W. CHILDS
Editor and Proprietor from 1864 to 1894
Philadelphia, Thursday, December 5, 1918

Member of the Associated Press
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to the use for republication of all
news dispatches credited to it or not
otherwise credited in this paper, and also
the local news published therein.
All rights of republication of special dispatches herein are also reserved.

Secretary Baker on the War
SECRETARY BAKER has crowded into
a pamphlet of about one hundred
pages a summary of what the "War Dej partment did during the last twelve
months. When it is considered that that
period saw the creation of an army of
3,665,000 men from a nucleus of 190,000,
the successful transport and mainte$ nance of v2,000,000 men overseas and the
successful termination—with the effective
I aid of that army-—of the greatest war in
history, it will be appreciated that the
1 Secretary's report is and could not be
other than the barest outline record of
an epochal achieyement. Meticulous critics
will search the record as this report outlines it for flaws and mistakes; but in
: the face of the tremendous things which
were accomplished, and well accomplished,
of the infinite variety of the problems that
had to be met and solved,, of the intricacy
of the task of fitting a small and oldfashioned machine to a work of unprecedented magnitude, the fault-finder will
have to be very sure of his ground if he
is to win a hearing as anything but a
faultfinder, and no very patriotic one at
that.
Readers of this report will be impressed
not only by the immensity of the operations involved, but by the attention which
has been paid to the minutest details for
the protection of the youth of the nation
called from their civil occupations to the
colors. This work, protective and preventive, has focused attention upon one aspect of social endeavor which will not
be forgotten or neglected when the armies
shall be disbanded and the normal conditions of peace restored. The secretary
wisely devotes much space, as an appendix to his own summary, to the record
of the work done under the inspiration
of the commission on training-camp activities, and,this should be given quite as
attentive a hearing as, that which will
be drawn to the astounding facts and figures in the report proper. The document
also contains General Pershing's own brief
account of the activities of the American
expeditionary force. In the latter as well
as in Secretary Baker's report* generous
recognition is given to the cooperation of
the Allied Governments, of the navy and
of the great civilian agencies which were
enlistedsin this great historic undertaking

Secretary Baker Makes That Appeal to
Friends of Returning Soldiers.
Secretary Baker yesterday appealed to
friends of soldiers returning from the
front for assistance in discouraging the
giving of Intoxicating liquors to the men
as part of home-coming celebrations. A
drunken soldier, the Secretary said, Is a
disgrace to the uniform, and no loyal cltUen who has hts Interest at heart will put
temptation In his way.
"In the celebrations that welcome our
troops from abroad many men in uniform
have been given Intoxicating drinks," Secretary Baker said. "This is contrary to
law. It Is a breach of military discipline.
It Is an injury to the returning troops. A
drunken soldier is a disgrace to his uniform, an insult to the flag, a shame to
himself and a danger to the community. No
loyal citizen who has the Interest of the
men at heart will offer them the temptation, of inebriety. I appeal lo the friends
of our boys from the front to discourage
this a.buse of hospitality. Our army In
service has had a record for clearness and
sobriety, of which the country has the
right to be proud. I appeal to that pride
to help the men live up to their record."

REGIMENT'S COLORS
A GIFT TO BAKER
Veteran Corps of 69th Will
Make Presentation When the
165th Gets Home.
On the day the 165th Infantry,
which includes the old 69tb, arrives
in New York from overseas. Secretary of War Baker will receive a reproduction of the regimental colors,
the presentation being made by Gov.
Smith on behalf of the Veteran Corps,
69th Regiment.
When Col. Charles Healy and other
officers of the Veteran Corps called
recently on Secretary Baker he told
them he intended to be in New York
on the day of the regiment's arrival.
It is expected the War Department
will have the 165th at home in New
York early in the spring, certainly
by St. Patrick's Day. The Veteran
Corps is arranging for a monster
welcome.
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France Offers All
Her Schools to
American Troops
High Commissioner Tardieu
Cables Baker Nation
Would Show Gratitude to
U. S. Soldiers for War Aid
WASHINGTON, Dec. 11.—Andre Tardieu, High Commissioner of FrancoAmerican, affairs, has cabled Secretary
Baker from Paris offering to place the
educational resources and facilities of
the French government at tjie disposal
of American soldiers in the army of
occupation and of those who will be
delayed in returning home through the
natural difficulties of transportation.
M. Tardieu's message reads in part:
"With a view to expressing her gratitude to the American soldiers who
have come to fight on her soil, our
country desires to associate herselj
with the educational work which has
been conducted with such success in
, our army.
Outlines Plan
"The scheme that we propose would
be as follows:
"American college men would be
given access as freely as possible to
the French universities ,and other establishments for hugher education:
Faculties of arts, sciences, medicine
and law, Ecble des Beaux-Arts. The
technical schools, commercial and agricultural schools in Paris and in the
provinces, would be thrown open to
them with all their resources for
study, laboratories, collections, libra' ries, etc.
1
"Along with' American students, officers as well as privates, every French
university would admit at least ae
American professor, who would lecture in English on subjects concerning his own specialty and have charge
of American military students.
Would Teach French
"As to the bulk of the American ex- !
peditionary forces, all French teachers '
available near American camps and
cantonments would be placed at your
disposal to teach French. Visiting parties of French lecturers might also
lecture in English on questions of special interest.
"While working for her own reconstruction, Frence will gladly devote
some of her recourses to help develop
the professional and civic value of the
American citiens who fought with her
sons to make the world safe for democracy. For more than a century the
two democracies ljave put their common faith in the" Belief in progress
through education. The training in
common both the American and French
young generation will be one more
reason why the long-standing friendship, which has been magnificently exalted by the battles fought side by side
for humanity, should endure forever."
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IN WORLD HISTORY.
Morality and Fighting Power
incomparable — Should

Be

Utilized by Industry in Building Greater America.
iSpoai»l to Thn World.)
ATLANTIC CITY, Dec. 11.—The
world never has produced an army
to compare in high morality br fighting power with the army the United
S-tates sent overseas to -put tho final
punch in the war. Secretary of War
Baker told the annual convention of
the National Hardware Association
and the American Hardware Manufacturers' Association here to-day.
Ho gave a summary of the part
American business played in preparing America for the big contest, and
issued a challenge to critics of the
Administration with regard to expenditures. He sajid:
"Congress has appropriated in a
year and a half $24,000,000,000 for the
waging of the war. During the same
period- the War Department placed
contracts amounting to $14,000,000,000.
"We found it possible, with the signing of the armistice, to save through
the cancellation of contracts over
$2,000,000,000, so that the cost of the
'War Department may not exceed
$12,000,000,000.
"We expended this money without
corruption or scandal. There have
been\here and there human agencies
too weak to withstand temptations,
but throughout there have been recti1ude and efficiency, as well at patriotism and zeal. X am not claiming any
credit for the War Department, for
the results were not the work of the
War Department, but of the people.
Gained Supremacy in Air.
"Even in the case of the airplane
programme, of which you have heard
and read much, there is something to
be said. We had first to grasp the
extent of the work on which we had
entered, without a great deal of preparation.
"Yet in a year we developed the
best airplane engine that was ever
built, and had reached the point
where we were producing more aircraft in a month than France and
England, with four years of preparation, could produce in six months, and
American planes with American pilots were guarding our men overhead
us they moved forward."
Secretary Baker's story of the expansion of the American Army, from
190,000 men on the 1st of April, 1317,
to more than 1,^)00,000 in December of
the same vear, brought applause. The
army had" reached 2,000,000 by March,
1918, and 3,676,000 when the armistice
was signed.
"Undoubtedly," said Mr. Baker,
"Germany made extraordinary efforts
to destroy our troop ships with submarines, yet thanks to the superb
guardianship and seamanship of the
American Navy, 2,000,000 men were
transported to France, with the loss
of less than 400 men.
Fine Spectacle in Prance.
"No finer spectacle ever greeted the
human eye than the American Army
in France to-day. When you see the
American Army, your heart, if you
are a normal American, will be near
1o the bursting point point with sheer
pride from patriotic emotion. Young,
brawny, smooth-faced, they are an

inspiration to every American f»£
home.
"As you saw them in France under
all conditions, in battle array, in camp
and on the 'highroads, even in the
hospital after battle, whero their own
issue was in doubt, you saw free men
who knew why thoy were marching.
"The American Army, made in
America and finished in France, rightink like heroes and living like gentlemen, playing with the French children, fraternizing with their parents,
romping across no man's land with
death staring them in the face, never
lost its dash for a second, nor did I
ever hear a whimper from any of
them,
"They liked their little jokes. Why,
they came up to my automobile,
looked it over inside and out. and said,
'Pretty soft, for you,' but when I asked
them if they would exchange places
with mo they answered in a volley
•No:*
"Theso men are coming home. We
must ask ourselves what wo are going to do for them. They do not need
to be coddled or lionized. They don't
like that very much. I have seen men
who have won many honors of war
abashed in the presence of praise.
Soldiers Denerve Our Best.
"These, men have been in a great
enterprise, but that is not so important to us now as the question o£
what we are going-to do to present
to them equally great opportunities
in peace.
"Historians say we change our emotions—a case of action and reaction.
Philosophers are looking to us to forget our patriotic bias and embark
headlong on a course of self interest
pursuits. These soldiers deserves better from us than that.
"These 'brave hoys of ours are bringing their virtues home with them. If
the opportunity is open, the man who
was brave in battle will be brave in.
life; men who were willing to die for
their country will be willing to work
for it.
"We have come to the end of the
military part of the war. Nobody can
tell how ready the world is to abandon
war and write the fruits of this war
into treaties. It is too early to analyze. But we do know our Nation,
both in freedom and in achieveing
first place in the commercial life of
the world, has a great future, a great
opportunity.
Make America Worthy.
"We must make America worthy
of ,the cost of war, build up our
industries', realizing! he possibilities
of oure omiinunity life andrecognizing the need for co-operation and
growth through the strength of our
people. When the victory of the war
is written, there will be chapters devoted to the- romance of the part
played by (business as absorbing ao
the romance of the soldier.
"Our losses in-man power have not
been so great because of the lateness
of our entry into the war. We have
no such grave problems to face as
j France and England. Our machinery
i for war was a great product of geninq
of the American people, and of the
Nation can get out of the way of industry, by speedy withdrawal, the
limitations and restrictions of natural
resources, which were necessary during the war, the genius and talent of
American business will assert itself
and the problem of reconstruct ion wi 11
be well upon its way to solution.
"I don't think there will be any prolonged control of business. Exigencies
of war which required Government
control no longer are present. What
we need is that the information based
upon business and industry accumulated by the Government should be
placed at the disposal of business.
Hearty Concilatory co-operation is
needed."
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Lloyd George and Clemenceau
Said to Have Asked Him to
Attend Peace Conference.
ROOT OR TAFT LIKELY TO GO
Lansing, Baker, and House Also
Among Those Who Are
, Suggested Delegates.
Special to The New York Times,
WASHINGTON, Nov. 13. — Unless
some obstacle affecting the public Interest intervenes or strong popular objection develops. It is reasonably certain,
to put It mildly, that President Wilson
will attend the sessions of the peace
conference.
V'!'.'
tent forthcoming on the
subject from the White House, It is not
possible now to predict with certainty
what the President's decision will be,
but the Idea Is In the President's mind
and he Is. giving It serious consideration, backed by the Inclination to attend.
Several of the President's closest
friends arid advisers are urgln him to
sit with the plenipotentiaries at the
peace table. The matter has progressed
to a point where only considerations
arising out of the state of the public
business or popular objection to having
the President leave the country will be
likely to keep him at home. Members
of his Cabinet are in favor of having
him sit with the plenipotentiaries and
from the present outlook the decision
of the President will He with the yiew
taken by the -press and public.
Congress Would Be in Session.
One of the objections urged to the absence of the President o%, the United
States for a considerable period is that
Congress will be in session during the
President's, proposed visit abroad, and
he would be unablg to pass on enactments by that body. The Constitution
provides that a legislative act shall become a law when approved by the President, or If he should fail to give his
approval within ten'days after receiving
the act. It" is provided also that he
shall have the right to veto any legislative measure, provided he returns the
measure to the House in which it originated within ten days after he receives it.
To those who are urging the President to attend the peace conference the
objection does not appeal. It is considered that if Important bills require the
President's attention during his absence
a gentleman's agreement would be
reached in Congress by which they
would not be put through the ■ final
grind of the legislative mill and sent to
the White House until the President's
return. Less important measures could
be explained to the President by cable
and he could permit them to become
laws without his signature.

Administration
opinion, . therefore,
seems to side with the view that this objection Is'not well taken. There remains
the consideration that the people of the
country might think It Ill-advised for
the President to be away from the
nlted States for the length of time that
his presence at the peace conference
would require. Objections other than
that mentioned might be raised, among
them that there is no telling what
crisis might arise during the President's
absence and thus cause embarrasement
through his Inability to act on the spot.
It is upon such phases of the matter as
this th/it the President's friends are
awaiting public opinion.
It is not probable that the President
would be absent from the United States
much more than a month. Nor Is it
contemplated that he should be present
when the peace plenipotentiaries meet.
The Idea In the mind of some friends,
at least, appears; to be that he would
wait until the conference had organized
and had begun the discussion of the
most Important phases of the momentous
settlement of world affairs. The President would then appear and would devote himself to the business of the conference for about a fortnight during
which, according to opinion held here,
the more troublesome questions, existing out of the war would probably be
adjusted.
That the President Is giving consideration to the urging that he attend the
peace conference, was admitted today in
the authoritative statement that " Ms
mind is open " on the subject. This was
construed as amounting to an acknowledgement that the President's inclination was to attend the conference if no
major obstacle appeared. There have
been intimations within the last few
days that European Governments, and
especially the heads of the allied nations, were anxious to invite the President to attend the peace conference.
The place for the meeting of the conference has not been determined, but
the choice appears to lie between Versailles and Brussels, and possibly The
Hague. As this will be a conference of
conquerors dealing with the vanquished,
the polite and sentimental consideration
of holding the meting in'a neutral country does not exist.
Koot or Taft May Go.
It is likely that the names of the
American plenipotentiaries will be made
known soon. Mr. Lansing, the Secretary of State, and Mr. Baker, the Secretary of War, are regarded as certain
selections of the President.
Whether
Colonel E. M. House, the President's
present representative in the Versailles
War Council, will be a member is
shrouded in some doubt. It is suggested
that he may be present in the capacity
of the President's personal emissary,
through whom the intimate views of the
President would be submitted to the
American delegation. Should he not. be
designated in this capacity. Colonel
House will be a fully empowered member of the Peace Council.
Of the other American representatives
one is certain to be a prominent Republican, either ex-President Taft or Elihu
Root. Possibly, even probably, both will
be members of the delegation. Mr. Root,
it is understood, has been in consultation
with Colonel House concerning the problems connected with arranging a peace.
Both he and Mr. Taft would be strong
supporters of President Wilson's advocacy of the formation of a League of
Nations, designed to prevent wars in the
future. This proposal, which is certain
t,o come before the conference, will find
sympathetic support from members of
the British Government, some of whom
would like to go even a step further and
bring about an intimate working relationship between the United States and
Great Britain that would place the two
great English-speaking nations shoulder
to shoulder in opposition to ambitions of
other Governments that might tend to
again upset the equilibrium of the world.
A large number of secretaries and advisers will accompany the American
plenipotentiaries. No information Is obtainable as to who will be chosen for the
Important position of Chief Secretary of
the American delegation. One name suggested is that of Prank L. Polk. Counselor of the State Department. Mr.
Polk's general ability and knowledge of
international affairs are held in high
esteem in the Administration.
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WAR ACTIVITIES REVIEWED.
The most interesting part of Secretary BAKER'S report is the appendix
containing: the report of General PER.
SHINQ. The General is a reporter ir
CAESAR'S class, and his story is terse,
lucid, and rapid. Secretary BAKEE
gives the new information that when
General PERSHING placed his troops at
the disposal of Marshal FOCH, the
troops so offered numbered only 343,000. The General afterward referred
to " the June-July " rush across the
Atlantic, and shows that with the flood
of reserves continually pouring in the
whole American trained force could be
thrown into action in a moment.
Though the earlier comers had been
carefully and long- trained, the others
were required to undergo only " some
training," as the General puts It, and
these seem to have given quite as good
an account of themselves as those who
had been longer under discipline. At
any rate, the Secretary tells us that in
the second week of October twentyeight American divisions, in other
words more than 750,000 men, were
in the battle line. That was a month
before the end of the war. It was in
March that PERSHING offered FOCH
our 343,000 fighting men.
Mr. BAKER says that we sent two
million men overseas in nineteen
months, while the British raised three
millions in two years. The French
should have been included in the comparison; but of them he makes no
mention. He points out, however,
that the British forces had been cut
down by enormous casualties, which
they had to fill up, " while the Ameri" can forces could for many months
" apply practically every man to build" ing up the force." Nevertheless, it
is true that the building up of overseas
communication, and the equipping and
supplying of an overseas arrtiy, done
as it was done, " must rank as one of
" the great military achievements of
" all time." Of the troops carried
across the Atlantic Secretary BAKER
says that " approximately half " were
carried in British ships.
General PERSHING'S story is that of
an army which established its fame
from the very beginning. The 1st Division had the honor of the first participation in the gigantic clash which
first held the Germans back, then defeated them, and finally ended the
war. It was attached, at FOOH'S request, to a position in reserve at Chaumont-en-Vexln, and went into the line
in the Montdidter salient on the
Picardy battle front. There it went
into action and took Cantlgny In what
PERSHING describes as a " brilliant
action."

When the Germans began their Alsne
offensive toward the Marne, the 3d
Division was hurried to that river and
made itself famous at ChateauThierry. The 2d Division was held In
reserve, stopped the enemy at Bouresches, captured the Belleau Woods,
and took the village of Vaux " with
most splendid precision." Meanwhile
PERSHING had sent ten divisions to join
the British. They were organized into
the 2d Corps. From that the story
goes on to the other battles in which
our armies played their part. The
only thing to regret about this dramatic story is that the General still
sticks to the rule adopted at the beginning of the war, against identifying
those who have performed heroic actions, and says, for instance, of the
great battle of Chateau-Thierry, " A
" single regiment of the 3d wrote one
" of the most brilliant pages In our
" military annals of this occasion."
Might we not, at this late date, know
officially the name of that regiment?
General PERSHINO reveals the reason
why we took our position in the northeast, on the Toul sector. It was a decision largely Influenced " by the vital
" questions of communication and
" supply." The northern ports were
crowded by British shipping, the " al" ready overtaxed railway system be" hind the active front " would not
have been available, and then what
was left was the southern ports and
the comparatively unused railway systems leading from them to the northeast.

BAKER AS SANTA
TO WAR KIDDIES
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Demobilization Will Release
Officers of High Rank to Meet
Demands, Says Baker.
WASHINGTON, Dec. IS. — Secretary Baker said to-day that the War
Department was pursuing a fixed
policy in denying all promotions to
officers who are o-n active service.
The only way in which officers who
.have been recommended for promotion can attain th» advance rank is
through the inactive list of the Officers' Reserve, Corps.
Mr. Baker said the department was
proceeding on the theory that with
demobilization
many
officers
of
higher rank wou'ld 'be left unassigncd.
This available supply of officers in
any grade will more than meet all
demands.
Officers who were recommended for
advancement before hostilities ceased
will be placed on the inactive list of
the reserve in the advanced grade to
which they have been recommennded.
No provision has been .made for
those who do not enter the reserve
on discharge but Mr. Baker said he
saw no reason why they could not
accept their advanced rank in the
reserve and then resign from the Reserve Corps.
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Cabinet Member Will Play
Role for 1,000 Children
of D. C. Soldier*.

Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
will pipy the role of Santa Clans on
Christmas day for more than 1,000
Washington children whose fathers
are in military service. The cdehi-ation will be held in the rotunda ol
the Capitol, beginning :it 4 o'clock iii
the afternoon.
It is not known whether Mr. Baker
will forsake for a lew niotnehts the
I dignity of his Office and don a red
i suit stuffed with cotton, or whether
I he will appear Without fjjggUlsS. AjS| sisting him in the distribution of gifts
will be 1,000 soldiers—a Santa Clans
for each child present. The Christina*
tree will come from Mount Vernon.
Miss Mabel Boardmah, of the Red
Cross, has contributed $G0O for stockings. TyrttS Cobb, baseball player,
known to every lad, who arrived from
France recently, has been invited lo
attend. The celebration Is to be under the auspices of the .War Camp
Community Service.
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150,000 WEEKLY
MISTER-OUT RATE
P*s*

ARMY PROMOTION .
,. LIMIT IS REACHED
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Army Has Discharged 300,000 Men in This Country,
Says Secretary Baker.
More than 300,000 troops have been
demobilized in the United States, said
Secretary of War Baker yesterday. He
announced also that a rate of discharge of 150,000 men a week has
been attained.
The demobilization process has been
rather slower than the War Department had indicated it would be. Gen.
Peyton C. March, chief of staff? originally announced it was planned to
have 200,000 men discharged within
two weeks thereafter, and a daily
rate of 30,000 men late# Last Saturday he announced that a 15,000 daily
rate had been reached, and that he
expected this to go to 30,000.
While Mr. Baker indicated by his
manner that ho considered the demobilization of more than 300,000 men
to date was a notable accomplishment, it" is pointed out that process
of discharge has been hampered by
red tape and by unfamiliarity of personnel officers with the work in hand.
Disposition of much paper work has
been necessary in connection with demobilization, while the physical examination of all men has been a vast
task.
Gen. March has persistently endeavored'to speed the process, and the
present record begins to show results of his insistence on haste.
With more than 300,000 gone from
the army in this country, there are,
in round figures, 1,500,000 men still to
demobilize. The 150,000 weekly rate
will be increased.
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BAKER ASKS REWARD
FOR FIVE GENERALS
Proposes Present Rank of Pershing, March, Bliss, Liggett, and
Bollard Be Made Permanent.
WASHINGTON, bee. 28.—Bestowal of
the permanent rank of General on John
J. Pershing, commander of the American forces in Prance ; Peyton C. March,
Chief of Staff, and Tasker H. Bliss, military representative of the Supreme War
Council, and a permanent rank of
Lieutenant General on Hunter Liggett
and Robert L. Bullard. commanding the
First and Second Armies, was asked
by Secretary Baker today in a letter to
Chairman Dent of the House Military
Committee.
" These officers have performed tremendous tasks involving the greatest
responsibility in a manner which reflects
credit upon themselves and upon the
country and entitles them to permanent
recognition." Secretary Baker wrote.
" I believe that the sentiment of the
country is strongly In favor of such
recognition. At present the commissions
of theRe officers as General and Lieutenant General, while in the regular
army, are for the period of the emergency only. I recommend that their
commissions be made permanent, with
the proviso that when any one or these
officers vacates his commission the office shall lapse."
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Pershing

Reported

in

Sym-

pathy With Officers in Fight
Against Ban Now Placed
on Promotions.
• i:-:i:L

By Louis Seibold.
(Staff Correspondent of The World.)
(Wright, MIS, by the Prow FubliShiffig Co.
(The Nciy York World.)
(Specif Cable Despatch to The World.) ■

PARIS, Dec. 23.—Army officers of
all grades are much concerned over
the results of a conference between
President Wilson and Gen. Pershing
regarding- the War Department'?
order arbitrarily stopping promotions after the date of the signing of
Dhe armistice.
X:nder the terms of this order officers' recommended for advancement,
■were relegated to subordinate ranks.
These officers, numbering several
hundred and. ranging from Junior
Lieutenant to Brigadier General, are
greatly disappointed over their hopes
for advancement.
Estimates made by army officials
place the cost of carrying out the
recommendations to the date of the
armistice at under $500,000, conflict- i
ing with the War Department's estimate of $25,000,000.
Gen. Pershing- is reported to side
with the aggrieved officers and to,
have promised to urge upon the
President the rescinding of the order
wnich is characterized as "cruel and,
unjustifiable."
The officers believe |
that the President will appreciate the
justice of their claims.
.
|
An unexpected adverse decision on/
the part of the President probably
would result in an effort being mad<
bv Congress to rescind the order and
direct the Secretary of War to accept the recommendations tor promotions existing on the date of the
signing' of .the armistice.
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Baker Also Would Have Natior
Honor March, Bliss, Liggett ^
and Bullard.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 23.—Bestowal
of the permanent rank* of General on
John J- Pershing, commander of our
forces in France; ^Peyton C March
Chief of Staff, and Tasker H. Blisw,
military representative at the huin-eme War Council, and a permanent
rank of Lieutenant General on hunter Liggett and Robert L. Buhard,
commanding the 1st and 2d Armies,
was asked by Secretary Bake, ^today in a letter to Chairman Den, of
the House Military Committee.
> "These officers have performed
tremendous
tasks
involving
the
o-reatest responsibility m a manner
which reflects credit upon themseiv. s
and upon the country and entir.es
them to permanent recognition, Secretary Baker wrote. "I believe that
the 'sentiment of the country is
strongly in favor of such recognition.
At nresent the commissions of these
officers as General and Lieutenant
General while in the Regular Army
nre for the period of the emergency
nnlv I recommend that their commissions be made permanent, with
the proviso that when any one of
these officers vacates his commission
the office shall lapse."
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Assorted Cakes
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the" situation, and that« s0 faT 8S dlB"
cussions at the Capitol indicate, is the
only other solution.
Kemlnders from People
The problem is being driven home by
mail from families in virtually every
Congressional district in the country
as to what troops are to be used for occupational and police work in Europe
after the signing of the treaty of peace.
There is such a universal demand
Measure Is Drafted and that Congress keep its faith with the
who enlisted under the provision
Secretary Baker Is Ex- boys
that they would be discharged within
afew
after the declaration of
pected to Approve It peace months
that leaders are m apeement
that it would be almost political suicide for a member of either house to
to keep the enlisted men overseas
Nine Months in Camps vote
beyond that period. On the other
hand, the drafted men could bei retained, by an amendment to the aratt
laws, but no legislator so far has had
Problem of Preserving the the
courage to come out in advocacy
this plan.
■ \,
Strength of Army Abroad of When
asked about this situationhow
the
troops
to
do
the
police
and
Is Puzzling Congress
occupational work in Europe were to
be obtained after the declaration oi
peace (and the few months leeway
By Carter Field
allowed by the law), General March
of staff, recently said there might
WASHINGTON, Dec. 22.—With the I , chief
have to be additional legislation. Since
support of the General Staff of the ' that time he has been a little more
blunt, and indicated that the draft
army, a bill providing for universal
laws might have to be changed.
military training will be sent to ConOpposes Prolonged Service
gress before the end of the present
If General March expects any modisession. Secretary of War Baker in
fication of the draft laws which would
result in forcing drafted men now
all probability will approve the measoverseas to remain in the army to neip
ure.
police Europe he will discover a difIt has already been drafted under
ferent Congress from that which has
readily given him all the appropriathe direction of the General Staff, and
tions he has asked for war purposes.
inquiry has developed that it will have
oTevery side at the Capitol there is
a very large measure of support in
indignation at the idea.
Apparently this is not a feeling
Congress.
which
can easily be overcome, tor it
The bill provides for a nine months'
is reinforced by a belief, that such a
training period, divided as follows:
move would result m losing votes for
One month in barracks, during which
every Senator or member of the House
the men receive equipment, are classiwho favored it
\
„„„IJ
"I do not believe that Congress would
00 fied and examined; five months' intenever vote to amend the selective draft,
H sive training in the field, and three
law so as to retain men now overseas j
for police or occupational work, said |
months at a cantonment.
Senator Harry F. New, of Indiana,^
The bill wquld take men at the age
member of the Military Affairs Comof ^nineteen, although a very wide leemittee. "We have, so to speak, made
our agreement about this, and I do not
way
is
allowed
as
to
this.
If
it
can
be
CO
think many members of either house
Ox
shown that the training period would
would like to put Congress in the posi- ;
interfere with the boy's education, or if
"on of breaking its faith with these
his health does, not permit at that
boys.
time, the training can be postponed
Army Will Shrink
until he is twenty-six years old.
"The result will be that as soon as
ffl
Trained Officers Provided
the few months' period after the declaration of peace, expires there will
Ten per cent of the officers for this,
be left in the entire army only about
"universal service army," as it will be
40,000 men. These are men m the
called, will be taken from the regular
regular army who enlisted prior to
on? entry in the war. Of course, there
establishment. A new plan is outlined
are
many regular army men who ento provide the reserve officers, who
listed long enough before the war to
will constitute the remaining 90 per
have their enlistments expire about
cent. Men who have had war service will
the same time. At anyrate, the figure
of 40,000 is based on War Department.
be eligible, and the bill provides that
estimates.
,
. i
in the future only men with war ser"The only solution I would advocate
vice, West Pointers and those who have
for the present wonld.be to encourage
had the training period will be eligible
the e nlistment of men now overseas,
with the distinct understanding that it
for commissions. It seeks to abolish
would be for occupational service. 1
the system of commissioning men from
am afraid that even this course would
civil life.
not produce enough men.
Whether there will be time for fa"But our whole military situation is
going to be worked out by the adoption
vorable consideration of the bill at this
by
Congress of a universal military
session is problematical.
t
raining?blll. It will have the approval
The problem of what America is
of the Was ©ejartmeuV
I
going to do with her army—how she is
going to avoid the unpreparedness,
which virtually every one acknowledges
might have resulted in disaster to this
country had it been forced into a war
in which it did not have allies from:
whom it could buy airplanes, artillery,
ammunition, rifles and even clothing
with which to equip its soldiers, is receiving a great deal of consideration at
the Capitol. The solution is believed
by many to be universal military training, coupled with an adequate navy.
There are few supporters of a standing army big enough to take care of

Staff Backs
AMNESTY DENIED j [War Training
I ARMY OBJECTORS
Service Bill
Secretary Baker Refuses
Committee That Asks
Blanket Pardon.
Secretary Baker declined yesterday
to grant general amnesty to 300 or
more conscientious objectors held in
military custody for having refused
to perform any kind of work in connection with the army after being
called for service under the selective
draft law.
A committee, styling itself as representing the friends of conscientious
objectors, called upon Mr. Baker to
urge that blanket pardon be given the
men in custody as a Christmas present, and presented a petition said to
bear 15,000 signatures.
The Secretary informed the committee that the cases involved differed sol radically from each other
that it did not appear that any general policy could be laid down, but
that each case must be dealt with on
its merits.
■ .
A commission is now studying the
problem for the War Department, it
was announced, and no formal statement of the attitude of the government or any final action on these
cases could be expected until the report of this commission had been received and studied.
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Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON. Dec. 24.-Secretary
Baker was appealed to by a • group of
twenty-three persons today to order the
release of conscientious objectors who
are in custody for having refused to
perform any army work after being
drafted. The delegation presented a
petition with 15,000 signatures and
pleaded for 300 or more men now serving sentences of ten to thirty years in
the disciplinary barracks at Fort
Leavenworth, Kan.
After receiving the delegation Secretary Baker said that he was unable to
give any forecast of the attitude of the
War Department. However, he did explain to the delegation that the appeal
for the discharge of the objectors from
the military service was wholly outside
his own Jurisdiction, and up to President Wilson. Regarding a plea that if
the objectors could not be discharged
at once from the army, the War Department stop the practice of solitary
confinement. Secretary Baker said that
each case was one that must be dealt
with on its individual merits.
The delegates invited the attention of
Mr. Baker to the type of men now in
solitary confinement at Fort Leavenworth. They told him about Howard
Moore, who was described as a brave
young man to whom a medal for
bravery had been awarded by the Carnegie Commission for saving a woman's
life. They spoke of' ' George Wlershausen, crediting his scientific skill
with having effected the cure of a
crippled boy; of Roderick Seidenberg,
an etcher, and of Evan Thomas of Baltimore, a young minister serving a
twenty-five-year sentence.
They asserted that several objectors had died
of pneumonia from bad treatment and
neglect-, and that two others seemed to
have lost their minds through suffering.
The delegation included:
Mrs. Henry Willard, New York.
Allan McCurdy, New York, Chairman.
John L. Elliott, head of the Hudson Guild
Settlement.
Mrs. Mabel Hlggins, New York, artist.
Fannie M. Witherspopn, New York.
Miss Elsie Knepper, New York, fiancee of
John Grass, objector.
Isaac Eichel, New York, brother of David
and Julius Eichel, objectors.
Miss Rae Monsky, New York, sister of
Henry Monsky, objector.
Miss Anna Robinson, New York, sister of
Karl Robinson, objector.
Jules Wortsmann. New York, brother of
Jacob and Gus Wortsmann, objectors.
Charles Wortsmann, New York, brother of
Jacob and Gus Wortsmann, and formerly of
the Quartermaster Corps, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. V. Brandon, New York, brother of Joe
Brandon, objector.
Harold Evans, Philadelphia.
The Rev. Richard Hogue, Baltimore,. head
of Maryland Prisons Associations.
Frank Stephens, Arden, Del., father of
Donald Stephens, objector.
Robert Dunn, Haverford, Penn., a member
appap IIIM uoniejoossTj oqx -jaAstre
UT30 aq ajojaq uoirepossv ,sjadaa}i
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WASHINGTON, Dec. 28.—Immediate
legislation authorizing resumption of
voluntary enlistment in the army and
the repeal of provisions of the Selective j
Service act limiting enlistments to the '
period of the war, was urged today by
Secretary Baker in a letter to Chairman
Dent of the House Military Committee.
Without the legislation. Secretary
Baker said, the army after the proclamation of peace would not have suf- j
ficient forces to perform essential military duties, including the policing of
the Mexican border.
A bjll embodying the legislation will j
be Introduced tomorrow.
Secretary Baker's letter follows:
Office Secretary of War,
Washington, Dec. 23.
The Chairman of the Committea on
Military Affairs, the House of Rep- i
resentatives:
Dear Sir: There is submitted here- !
with a copy of a bill providing for the
resumption of voluntaiy enlistments in
the army of the United States.
This measure Is urgently necessary,
because, as soon after the proclamation of peace, as existing emergency
will permit, those men who have enlisted or been drafted or enlisted to
serve during the emergency, must all.
In accordance with the law, be discharged. Demobilization of these men
is now being rapldl- made and It is
expected to release them at the rate
of over 30,000 a day, or 200,000 a
week.
The only men who will remain in the
service are those men enlisted In the
regular army on or prior to April 1,
1917, and whose enlistment has not yet
expired.
This small number has been cut
down by casualties and other vicissitudes until the entire military force of
the United States that can be retained
in the service will be absolutely inadequate and insufficient to perform such
essential military duties as policing the
Mexican border, garrisoning our insiular possessions, guarding the seacoast
possessions of the United States, occupying permanent posts and garrisons,
guarding and protecting the large
amount of recently acquired Government property, and maintaining and
operating the camps and cantonments
in this country, to which troops from
overseas may be sent for prompt demobilization.
Herewith follows the proposed act:
An act to authorize the resumption of
voluntaiy enlistments in the regular army
and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and the
House of Representatives of the United
States of America, in . Congress assembled, that so mue hof Sections 7 and 14 of
the act entitled " An act to authorize the
President to increase temporarily the military establishment of the United States
Government," approved May 18, 1817, as
imposed restrictions upon the enlistments
in the regular army, are hereby repealed,
in so far as they apply to enlistments and
re-enlistments in the regular army after
date of approval of this • ct.
Tour immediate consideration is Invited. The early passage of the above
proposed legislation will enable the
War Department to replace, by voluntary enlistment, the men drafted or
enlisted for emergency, who can then
be discharged from the service and
returned to their homes and families.
Very truly yours,
NEWTON D. BAKER.
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Special to The Tietn York Times.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 24.—Secretary
Baker was appealed to by a • group of
twenty-three persons today to order the
release of conscientious objectors who
are in custody for having refused to
perform any army work after being
drafted. The delegation presented a
petition with 15,000 signatures and
pleaded for 300 or more men now serving sentences of ten to thirty years in
the disciplinary barracks at Fort
Deavenworth, Kan.
After receiving the delegation Secretary Baker said that he was unable to
give any forecast of the attitude of the
War Department. However, he did explain to the delegation that the appeal
for the discharge of the objectors from
the military service was wholly outside
his own jurisdiction, and up to President Wilson. Regarding a plea that if
the objectors could not be discharged
at once from the army, the War Department stop the practice of solitary
confinement. Secretary Baker said that
each case was one that must be dealt
with on its individual merits.
The delegates invited the attention of
Mr. Baker to the type of men ;now in
solitary confinement at Fort Leavenworth. They told him about Howard
Moore, who was described as a brave
young man to whom a medal for
bravery had been awarded by the Carnegie Commission for saving a woman's
life. They spoke of George Wiershausen, crediting his scientific skill
with having effected the cure of a
crippled boy; of Roderick Seidenberg,
an etcher, and or Evan Thomas of Baltimore, a young minister serving a
twenty-five-year sentence.
They asserted that several objectors had died
of pneumonia from bad treatment and
neglect, and that two others seemed to
have lost their minds through suffering.
The delegation included:
Mrs. Henry WiUard, New York.
Allan McCurdy, New York. Chairman.
John L. Elliott, head of the Hudson Guild
Settlement.
Mra. Mabel Higgins, New York, artist.
Fannie M. Wltherspooi). New York.
Miss Elsie Knepper, New York, fiancee of
John Grass, objector.
Isaac Eichel, New York, brother of David
and Julius Eichel, objectors.
Miss Rae Monsky, New York, sister of
Henry Monsky, objector.
Miss Anna Robinson, New York, sister of
Karl Robinson, objector.
Jules Wortsmann. New York, brother of
Jacob and Gus Wortsmann, objectors.
Charles Wortsmann, New York, brother of
Jacob and Gus Wortsmann, and formerly of
the Quartermaster Corps, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. V: Brandon, New York, brother of Joe
Brandon, objector.
Harold Evans, Philadelphia.
The Rev. Richard Hogue, Baltimore, head
of Maryland Prisons Associations.
Frank Stephens, Arden, Del., father of
Donald Stephens, objector.
Robert Dunn, Haverford, Penn., a member
of the Friends Reconstruction Unit.
Mrs. W. E. Thomas. Baltimore, mother of
Evan Thomas, objector.
Arthur Thomas. Baltimore, brother of Evan
Thomas.
■ Armin Seidenberg;' Washington, brother of
Roderick Seidenberg, objector.
Mrs. Robert Filtzer, Washington, sister of"
Carl Haeseler, objector.
Theodore Lunds, Chicago, father of Erllng
JAinde, objector.
Mrs. Brent Alllnson, Chicago, mother of
Brent Allimjon, objector.
Mrs. Anna N. Davis, writer, Brookline,
Mass.
Besides presenting its petition, the
delegation carried letters from Dr.
Percy Stickney Grant, Church of the
Ascension, New York; Mrs. M. G. Simkhovics, Greenwich Settlement, New
Tork ; Sarah Cleghorn, Vermont; Charles
Rann Kennedy, and Miss Edith Wynn
Mattheson, the actress.
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WASHINGTON. Dec. 28.—Immediate
legislation authorizing resumption of
voluntary enlistment in the army and
the repeal of provisions of the Selective ,
Service act limiting enlistments to the !
period of the war, was urged today by
Secretary Baker In a letter to Chairman
Dent of the House Military Committee.
Without the legislation. Secretary
Baker said, the army after the proclamation of peace would not have sufficient forces to perform essential military duties, including the policing of
the Mexican border.
j
A bJU embodying the legislation will
be introduced tomorrow.
Secretary Baker's letter follows:
Office Secretary of War,
Washington, Dec. 23.
The Chairman of toe Committee on
Military Affairs, the House of Rep- i
resentatives:
Dear Sir: There is submitted herewith a copy of a bill providing for the :
resumption of voluntai-y enlistments In :
the army of the United States.
This measure is urgently necessary,
because, as soon after the proclamation of peace, as existing emergency I
will permit, those men who have en- |
listed or been drafted or enlisted to i
serve during the emergency, must all, I
In accordance with the law, be discharged. Demobilization of these men
is now being rapldl- made and it Is
expected to release them at the rate
of over 30,000 a day, or 200,000 a ;
week.
The only men who will remain in the
service are those men enlisted In the
regular army on or prior to April I,
1917, and whose enlistment has not yet
expired.
This small number has been cut
down by casualties and other vicissitudes until the entire military force of
the United States that can be retained
in the service will be absolutely inadequate and insufficient to perform such
essential military duties as policing the
Mexican border, garrisoning our insfcilar possessions, guarding the seacoast
possessions of the United States, occupying permanent posts and garrisons,
guarding and protecting the large
amount of recently acquired Government property, and maintaining and
operating the camps and cantonments
in this country, to which troops from
overseas may be sent for prompt demobilization.
Herewith follows the proposed act:
An act to authorize the resumption of
voluntary enlistments in the regular army
and for other purpos?s.
Be it enacted by the Senate and the
House of Representatives of the United
States of America, in .Congress assembled, that so muc hot Sections 7 and 14 of
the act entitled " An act to authorize the
President to increase temporarily the military establishment of the United States
Government." approved May 18, 1017, as
imposed restrictions upon the enlistments
in the regular army, are hrreby repealed,
in so far as they apply to enlistments and
re-enllstments in the regular army after
date of approval of this ■ ct.
Tour immediate consideration is invited. The early passage of the above
proposed legislation will enable the
War Department to replace, by voluntary enlistment, the men drafted or
enlisted for emergency, who can then
be discharged from the service and i
returned to their homes and. families.
Very truly yours,
NEWTON D. BAKER.
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The Navy's Day
It was a grim and dour task that the
navy did in the war and it was eminently
fitting that its great day of return and
celebration should come amid North Sea
weather. But no snow flurries or bleakness can dim the heartfelt welcome which
New York and the nation give to our
heroes of the sea. Ours is not a fairweather love or gratitude.
From the
moment when the streaming, homeward-,
pennants uasneo. iMUtlgJl Ji«
mists off the Battery till the last marine
and sailorman passed down Fifth Avenue it was the navy's day. We are grateful and we are proud. We hope we made
our men in blue feel what is in our
hearts.
It was a queer gamble that faced the
navy night arid day as long as the war
lasted.
Any hour the German navy
might come out, as once it did off Jutland. If it did there offered the greatest single battle of aU. time—by land or
sea. The losses, our losses, must have
been stupendous, even if the final victory
could not, in our view, have been in
doubt. It was the navy's first business,
it was the goal of every man in the ser-.
vice to train for this hour, to be ready
for it momentarily. No ship could point
her nose across the Atlantic- without this
chance looming up before her officers
and crew beyond the eastern horizon.
For four years and a half the British
navy faced this issue. Throughout our
participation in the war our navy shared
-the burden.
That was the hidden threat of the sea
to the Allies.
That was the chance
which must always be prepared for and
never for a moment forgotten. But it
was not the daily duty of the war, as we
well know. That daily grind was also
in a measurev hidden, through the necessities of its secret character. Only
now, bit by bit, is the truth of the British
mystery boat and the whole long, varied,
changing, desperate campaign against
the U-boat coming to light. Cunning here
united with skill and deathless bravery.
The ablest traditions of the sea were
equalled and surpassed in those vigils of
the storm-tossed seas lying about the
British Isles, the arena of the strangest
duel of sea-fighters the oceans have ever
known.
In this combat with a hidden foe our
men played a stanch part. It was necessarily small in proportion to the vast
sea fleets which Great Britain spread
upon the seas. But it was a brilliant
contribution, and from it has grown one
afjhe most, striking »"jj frmmrfw
friendships of the war, that between the
navies of America and England.
All this sea victory, this hidden tale of
a fight that knew no ceasing, without
which the whole battle for civilization
must have failed, was in our hearts yesterday. That brave tradition that has
been handed down to our sailormen from
our navies of the past has been by them
upheld and enriched with new glory.
For all this that they have done and are
we yield our heartfelt praise and undying gratitude.
Jugo-Slavia United
The twin statements issued at Washington by the Serbian Legation and the
Jugo-Slav National Council on Christmas Day do not make any attempt to
conceal the fact that the fear of Italian
aggression more than anything else was
instrumental in bringing about Jugoslav consolidation at this juncture. The
internal dissensions dividing Croats
from Serbs and Slovenes from Croats
and the different parties from one another within the several national groups
are not smoothed out; yet, all of their
separatist, centrifugal tendencies notwithstanding, fear of Italy tends to
hammer the Serbian kingdqm of Kara
George's house and the delivered JugoSlav provinces of the former Hapsburg
realm into a triune state of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes.
Speaking of the conflicting territorial
claims, the Jugo-Slav statement goes on
record with the characterization of
Trieste as a city with an Italian majority. This admission arrives simultaneously with the presentation to President Wilson of a memorial signed by
representatives of the recently freed
Italian provinces. According to this memorial, Italy is ready to declare Treiste
and Fiume free ports for every country.
The seeds of a compromise are sown in
these two pronouncements, at least as
far as Trieste is concerned. The real
difficulty begins in the'ease of Dalmatiaj

and Allied statecraft will need all its
insight and tact and power of suasion
for the working out of a solution which,
by satisfying both parties, will crush in
the bud the danger of an Adriatic war.
Economic Frightfulness
- It is good to have such a clear and
informing report as that of Mr. Hoover
on Belgium as he appears in the wake
of the retreating German. An account
of the first crimes of German occupation
we possess in the Bryce report, and what
happened after has been largely a sealed
book—save when the cry of an Edith
Cavell has reached the ears of a horrified world.
What Mr. Hoover tells is only what
we should expect. Germans who will
rape and murder and maim with systematic barbarity in order to bow down
a people are surely not going to stop
with these explosive acts of violence.
The future must be taken care of—and
it has been taken care of in the picture
that Mr. Hoover paints. Thirty-five or
forty steel furnaces have been deliberately destroyed in the determination to
end the Belgian steel industry. Many of
the textile mills have been similarly
wrecked. That the coal mines we*e
largely saved is due to President Wilson's promise of retribution, Mr. Hoover
declares. Only when immediate retaliation appeared upon the horizon did
these precious vandals cease their depredationsBelgium was not only to be scared
into slavery by unspeakable atrocities,
but condemned to Complete subjection
in the years to come through economic
inferiority. Northern France has been
similarly wrecked. The German purpose
is written across a dozen industrial
provinces^
Not even the pitiful picture that Mr.
Hoover paints of these destitute and
starving peoples, kept alive through
American agencies, can make us forget
this larger problem of reparation and
rehabilitation in the years ahead. Belgium, like France,' must not only be repaid for damage done, but the payments
exacted must be sufficient to cover the
complete restoration of all the consequences of the campaign of economic
frightfulness which Germany has conducted. To do less would be to let these
burglars escape with their most precious
booty—the economic life and very subsistence of their victims.
Additions to Hylan's Scoundrel Club
To the list of citizens who refuse to sit
with Hearst, on the Mayor's committee
to welcome the returning troops the fol'lowing names were added:
ABBE. DR. ROBERT.
BABCOCK, LIEUTENANT WOODWARD.
BENJAMIN, GEORGE BILLIARD.
BUTLER, DR. NICHOLAS MURRAY.
COUDERT, FREDERIC R.
CUTTING, R. FULTON.
DIX, WILLIAM FREDERICK.
DUFFIELD, THE REV. HOWARD.
GOETZE, F. A.
HASSAM, CHILDE.
ISELIN, MRS. ARTHUR.
JAMES, ARTHUR CURTTSS.
JAY, MRS. WILLIAM.
LA FARGE, GRANT.
LAROCQUE, JOSEPH.
LAMBERT, DR. SAMUEL W.
MAILLOUX, DR. C. O.
MANNING, THE REV. DR. WILLIAM T.
PARKS, THE REV. DR. LEIGHTON.
PIERCE, HENRY W.
PURDY, LAWSON.
PUTNAM, GEORGE HAVEN.
SCOTT, ROBERT.
SLOANE, JOHN.
STIMSON, HENRY L.
TANNER, FREDERICK C.
TWITCHELL, HERBERT K.
VAN DE WATER, THE REV. GEORGE R.
VAN SINDEREN, HOWARD.
WILSON, GEORGE T.

Through an error, the name of the
Rev. Dr. William T. Manning, of Trinity
Church, was omitted from yesterday's
list. It is included in the list to-day.
All these names are eligible for membership in Mayor Hylan's club of
"profiteers,"
"human
hyenas"
and
"scoundrels."
In Provisional Russia
The Secretary of Finance for the
provisional government for the Northern
Provinces of Russia has arrived in this
country from Archangel to arrange for
restoring trade relations between this
country and his own. As this part of
Russia is cut off naturally from commerce with the Bolshevik crew to the
south, the reorganization of industrial
life in these districts depends very
largely on opening up trade with the
outside world. From Archangel and the
new Murman ports it is almost as easy
to trade with the United States as, for
example, with Britain or France.
Here is a territory about the size
of France with a population of a million
people who, for the last eight months,
have maintained a separate government
in opposition to the Bolshevik movement. The main product they have for
sale is flax, and a considerSble quantity
has already reached this country and
much more is waiting. In addition to
this there are supplies of timber for
exportation, and hides, skins and furs.
It is typical of the utter disruption of
industry which has come with the revolution that here are a million people
prosperous enough in their way who
have neither money nor credit to buy the
supplies they sorely need. In the midst
of the twentieth century here are a considerable people reduced to primitive
barter, for all the world like the trade
conditions of ten thousand years ago.
But in this they are not much worse
off than the rest of Russia, which has
only a vast quantity of paper money
with which to do business. This money
is worth about as much now as the old
Confederate currency just before the
close of the Civil War. And credit is
equally lacking.. This new government
deserves and will receive every kind of
help from this country, for with the new
government established at Omsk, it may
prove a base from which the establisn-
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ment of an orderly regime will gradually spread... The fall of the Bolshevik
dominion, which the representative of
the new government believes is now not
far distant, would open up to this country by far the richest avenue of trade
which it could find anywhere in the
TO THE FLEET
world.
The mills and factories of
Home
to
the
hearts that mearn with love
Northern Russia have been in large part
and pride for yon';
closed, so that a great proportion of
Home to thrill a nation, ivhose welcomthis immense population has deep need
ing spirit flames, i
of goods and supplies of every description. The food situation is so horrible Every cheer uprising came from throats
of those who knew
chiefly because of the utter breakdown j
How fittingly and shmingly you bore
of transportation. Strangely enough in
and kept your names.
many parts of Russia crops this year
have been unusually good.
Stars in the flag of the states, you %oere
stars in the sea's blue field,
The' Ban on Building Ships
You who " ride at . anchor while the
The following advertisement has apeager people ga^a'■
peared for several days in The Journal Through the dark nigiiigj the war glory
of Commerce:
that would not yield
You flashed to the world's knight erSHIPBUILDING ANNOUNCEMENT
rants the guidance of your rays.
The Downey Shipbuilding Corporation now has written permission of
For those you bring not back snow falls,
the United States Shipping Board to
a gentle shroud;
contract to build steel steamships for
But through the drifting whiteness
private owners.
your forms stand full revealed.
We will promptly negotiate for
shipbuilding contracts, with responsiYou who ride so proudly well you may
ble parties, for steel ships up to our
be protid;
shipbuilding capacity, aggregating
Stars in the flag of the states, you
about 75,000 d. w. tons, for deliveries
were stars in the sea's blue field.
July, 1919, to December, 1919. We
LUPTON WILKINSON.
will also negotiate for shipbuilding
contracts up to our shipbuilding caThe only thing that)mars our joy is.
pacity, aggregating about 120,000 d. w.
that the Kaiser never ireferred to it as
tons, for 1920 deliveries.
"the contemptible American navy."

SHOES & S$IPS &
SEALING WAX

*

The meaning of this is that at the
present time the Federal Shipping Board
prohibits any American shipyard from
undertaking the manufacture of ships
for foreign account.
Only by special
"written" permit is any exception to be
made.
Yet
Mr. Knappen, in his
Washington correspondence, says that
^'France, Norway and many other coun-

*
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LOVE ME, LOVE MY FRIEND

f *

"His retirement," announces our favorite paper, referring io the election in
Salvador, "leaves only one candidate in
the field, Dr. Quinones Molina, whose
election appears to be kssured."
. Which, in the ■ opinion of "Billikens,"
is the ideal political pitophecy.
_

e Composing
.*
PATf*OT,C ClTt*B«.? W^K ^KS®^
tries aiecTamormgloi- an opportunity |
t$J»% '
to place orders with American yards."
F..F. V.: Speakini^&r^^S|&.'ate Germans, where
does C. C. L. get TeufelhuenBe as the plural [ovm ?
He adds:
"Foreigners are willing to pay almost
:\nj price now, and at this time, when
To "Grand Opera and Music" and
the demand is so great, there is a mag- "Mr. Chairman 'and. Gentlemen" add
nificent opportunity for American yards
President Wilson's "General Pershing
to become intrenched in the world's
and Fellow Comrades."
patronage."
France is represented as wishing to
BACK HOME STUFF
build 6,000,000 tons in the next three
Colonel Bill Sibley
years, which would make her the third
Colonel
Bill
Sibley first gained national
maritime power in the world.
The
By WILBUR FORREST
United States would bo the natural' field prominence when he got in "Who's Who."
He was the only man from back home to
(Copyright, 1918, New York Tribune Inc.)
for her orders. But, owing to the shipachieve this distinction. He was a learned
ping board's position, France can place
UXEMBURG (Grand Duchy of
man, an omnivorous reader, and he wrote
turn, toasted the censors. The. censors
no orders here. She is said already to
several books about the early French setLuxemburg), Thanksgiving Night admitted openly for the first time that
have placed half a million tons in Engtlers and a history of Masonry.
V
(By Mail) .—The Grand Duchy of the correspondents, chronicling Amerland, and, if she could, would immedHe was a straight, tall man, with great Luxemburg never heard much of an ican war history day by day, had periately order 800.000 tons from American
dignity. Ha had a billiard table in his own
American Thanksgiving, but that fact formed a valuable service to the nation
yards.
home and was the first man back home to did not deter American war correspondin keeping the public informed as to
It is reported in Washington that this have a polished floor in his home. Colonel ents, censors and army officers from
what the boys were doing in France.
Sibley
sent
to
New
Orieans
for
his
chewprohibition is imposed on the shipping
staging
a
turkeyless,
celeryless,
cranAnd
the correspondents admitted, also
board by the President himself, the idea ing tobacco and carried it in a silver snuff berryless, pumpkin pieless Thanksgiving
openly and for the first time, that the
box
that
once
belonged
to
General
Grant.
being that our shipbuilding capacity is
He knew many big people, intimately and dinner that will long be remembered af- I censor's blue pencil might have been
to be an "ace" for the peace table, with
had been to Chicago...twice and to New ter America's part in the occupation of ] worse.
the threat that "if the old fierce inter- York, with stop-overs at Washington, Ni- Germany is done.
At this stage an army captain connational competition is to continue, then
agara Falls and Buffalo.
He made the \
Prepared by an army cook,' whose I fessed knowledge of the art of playing
American shipyards will be held in* re- opening address at the G. A. R. convention greatest accomplishment before the
j a violin, knowing not that the cook was
serve for American shipbuilding needs." and was the principal speaker at the open- armistice had.been driving a chow truck,
1 also a violin artist and had been carrying of the Kanagua Dam.
All this may be eminently sound, but,
the dinner was a complete success, from ! ing a violin with him throughout the
Folks used to say that Colonel Sibley American canned soup to toasting Ameras Mr. Knappen points out, with each
j war. The instrument was produced, and
passing month American yards are not would have made a great newspaper editor,, ica, France, correspondents and censors the captain's bluff was called. He broke
but he preferred, as he said at the Vinton
only losing present business but the
Bean Dinner, to he "a disciple of Black- ; with German champagne. It was staged i into that, lively little tune known in
chance to lay the sfoundation of future
in the local barracks, which normally ; Lincoln's time as "Pig in the Parlor,"
stone."
business. If we drive away orders from
Sometimes on Sunday mornings Colonel housed Luxemburg's army, 200 strong I and admitted that before becoming an
this country they will go to other coun- Sibley would join Henry Cruezet, Captain '< including the band. A big room whose ! army captain he used to play for dances
tries, and the chances for a stretch of Jack Sheppsfrd, General George House and i whitewashed walls beamed down on a j in the wilds of Saskatchewan.
great shipbuilding activity in this coun- Dr. Cromlish on the bench near the pump
large oval table was the banquet hall.
try may pass by.
Moreover, nothing in the public square. Nearly all would miss ! And beaming down upon the ban- , A Grantland Rice Poem
their Sunday dinner to hear Colonel Sib- I queters also was a picture of the
would so quickly stabilize ship prices
The violin then passed to Major Bozeley tell of his visit to Mount Vernon and j beautiful young Marie Adelaide, Grand man Bulger, once from Alabama, later
and clear the air of the feeling that our
ships are building at a fantastic cost his description of the Potomac from the j Duchess of Luxemburg, waiting here a baseball writer on "The New York
rear porch of George Washington's home.
as heavy foreign orders at this time.
World," later with a machine gun batHe knew how to paint a word picture so in her brownstone palace for some
simply that his listeners were transported. broad shouldered, handsome young talion of th,e New York Metropolitan
Resume the Gold Standard!
He always wore a suit of salt and pepper American movie actor or otherwise Division (77th) and still later chief of
The London cables announce that the mixture, a thin, black string tie, a wide, to come and defy the traditions of the Field Headquarters of the Press Seccommittee on financial facilities for black hat and a boiled white shirt, with de- royalty and carry her off, or, better still, tion. Bulger's accomplishment on the
old violin was "Silver Threads Among
after-war trade has completed its pre- tachable cuffs. . He hac a heavy shock of eat forever more, at the palace table.
hair, sprinkled with gray, and piercing
the
Gold," and while the entire as"Among Those Present"
liminary report. It recommends the reblack eyes. , He had such a stern look that
semblage sang the "Old Apple Tree" to
sumption as soon' as possible of the gold old Black Harm"1 ^ uasd to begin bowing
The master of ceremonies, however, at
the tune of Bulger's "Silver Threads,"
UUil.
the contrast stirred the poetic soul ot
land
was
Major
A.
L.
James,
2d
United
by short-time government borrowing of
Grantland Rice, and he was seen to be
States Cavalry, former aid to President
the banks. Resumption of the gold standWE'VFTBEEN THERE OURSELF.
silently busy with a pencil, writing on
Wilson
at
the
White
House
in
Washingard in England means exactly what it
There was a little man and he bought a little card,
a scrap of paper.
Bulger's "Silver
he wrinkled up his forehead and he pondered
ton. Major James, it is understood, is
means in the United States. It does not And long
and hard,
Threads" had to be saved somehow, and
And
he
tried
to
think
up
wishes
that
a
clever
cuss
married,
and
therefore
will
not
remain
mean that there has ever been in Engit was Rice to the rescue. This is the
might quote,
in Luxemburg after peace is signed, but
land during the war any definite gold
And finally he said, "Ohel," and this is what he
song he wrote to the tune of "Silver
wrote:
he
will
always
remain,
in
the
opinion
of
premium or depreciated paper currency,
"MERRY CHRISTMAS."
Threads Among the Gold," sung by the
HENRY ERSKINE SMITH.
those at this turkeyless, cranberryless,
any more than there has been any gold
entire Thanksgiving party as Bulger enceleryless and pumpkin pieless ^hankspremium or depreciated currency in the
cored on the violin:
Overheard on an L Station
giving dinner, a past master in/ making
United States. Both countries, while re"Darling, I am coming back,
Ticket chopperess—"Well, whaddye such an event a social success. Sharing
maining nominally upon a gold basis,
Silver threads among the black.
had actually stopped free payments in think of that! That cheap-skate chucks in this honor also is Grantland Rice,
As at last the peace talk nears
gold, and were therefore actually upon an extra ticket in the box and wishes me first lieutenant of artillery, whose poetic
111 be home in seven years.
endeavors in American newspaper life
a paper basis. The paper in England a Merry Christmas!"
* * *
have won him fame—not to mention his
was treasury notes, bank notes and
"I'll drop in on you some night,
ability at other things, including golf.
The flag of the German republic is
bank credits. The paper in the United
With my.whiskers long and white.
After the soup and refrigerated beef
said, to be red, yellow and black. The
States was chiefly Federal Reserve
You can hear the censors curse,
middle stripe is probably by far the had been served and the Luxemburg apnotes and bank credits.
'War is h
,' but peace is worse.
ple sauce and apple tarts had been eaten
broadest.
F. F. V.
The result in both cases was the same
and the chicory salad had been sampled
"When the next war comes around
—an enormous rise in all general prices
In the front ranks I'll be found.
—all off the same tin plate—the help
as measured by this enormous vo'ume
I'll rush in at once, pell mell,
brought on the champagne, which had
of new notes and new credits. There
Yes, I will, like h
, like h
."
been brought in from a German weinnever was a time when there was not an
stube with Allied flags hanging out in
abundance of gold in England and a
This was sung three times over with
front. No one knew whether the-bev- great enthusiasm, the last verse being
superabundance in the United States. To the Editor of The Tribune.
erage had been chemically made or not, sung with more enthusiasm than the first
England proposes now to "resume" by
Sir: I was greatly interested in your ediand no one cared. It was poured into two on each occasion.
annulling her embargo upon gold ex- torial this morning, "Curiosity That Hurts."
big army tin cups, and Major James, in
ports. The United States should do the But why not make it dear that such curia few well appointed words, told the The Dark Secret Is Out
same, promptly and without further osity concerning a;7iurs-'<>r matters not perhesitation. We cannot compete with sonal to ourselves is merely an evidence of banqueters what America had done in
Among those singing this verse louder
the war. Then all stood and drained a than all the rest was Captain Gerald
England unless we do. This resumption ill breeding, of inefficient training while
young, and thus stamps the individual man
taste of this German champagne down
does not mean any drastic fall in prices
Morgan, of Hyde Park, N. Y., chief
or woman as not having the correct idea a3
the twenty-one throats in a toast to censor and former war correspondent
or contraction of the currency of the regards the, impropriety of "pushing one's
AMERICA. Captain de Veil Castel, of himself. Morgan enjoys the distinction
country, but it does mean that prices nose'into other people's business"?
will then be, as they should be, prices
This has been the attitude in England and the French army, who, incidentally, is of having censored more American war
half American—his better half being of stories than any other living American
in gold.
France for years past, so far as the better
that nationality—responded: to a second censor. He began before our first troops
trained, better educated of the masses are
concerned. And it may be remarked in this
toast by Major James for FRANCE.
What Is a Tunic?
entered their practice trenches in Lorconnection that this same division also
"There are French and American flags raine, in 1917. He served the powerful
(From The Ohio State Journal)
frowns upon the ubiquitous turning to look hanging in this banquet hall," Captain
Anne Rittenhouse cordially indorses the
blue pencil through the Toul sector, at
back after some one, and also the expectorade Veil Castel said, "and they represent Cantigny, Belleau Wood, Chateau Thierhip-length tunic, and, inasmuch as we never
tion by men—and, alas! women—in the
yet have got it into our head whether the
the same thing—liberty. That is what ry, the Marne and Vesle, St. Mihiel,
street that is so much in evidence in New
tunic is a waist or gown, one can imagine
is in my heart and in the heart of every Argonne, and will doubtless finish at
York to-day. As to your plea of its being
our trepidation as we go about our daily
"instinctive humanity to turn," etc., don't j Frenchman."
Coblenz-on-the-Rhine, in Germany.
tasks.
you know that practically 'everything be- Surely, the War Is Over
At two other places about the banlonging to "instinctive humanity" is dead,
Then from the serious the banquet quet table there was noticed fervent
The Battle of the Ballots
wrong as soon as civilization commences to
drifted back to the easy, carefree singing. This fervor came from Cap(From The Dallas Xcws)
teach the first rudiments of considering the
tain Hertzell, former New York newsTrouble makers in Germany should bs feelings of others before the feelings and Thanksgiving spirit. Forgetting past
differences, the censors toasted the cor- paperman, and Lieutenant Conger ReynW. B. P.
reminded that in a republic the place to desires of ourselves?
respondents, and the correspondents, in olds, of Des Moines, Iowa, who have
New York, Dec. 24, 1918.
fight is at tb*
b£]polls.

Thanksgiving Came
To Luxemburg

?£

long assisted Captain Morgan in dealing
with the output of American war correspondents at the front.
This is the first time that the names
of those sitting on the censorship "lid"
in France, dealing with the millions of
words written about the war ly American correspondents, have been mentioned. Proof of the accuracy of this
story, therefore, if it finally appears in
the columns of The New York Tribune,
may be judged by the fact that it has
been passed by the censor.
The Thanksgiving party broke up after the singing of every song thr.t could
possibly be remembered by any one present. The "Marseillaise" and "The StarSpangled Banner" were the last. And
as the thanksgivers filed out into the
night it was through a well developed
crowd of Luxemburgers, who had heard
the noise and come to see the" strange
celebration which some one had explained was done once each year by
those noisy Americans.
\

Jerusalem for the
World's Capital
To the Editor of The Tribune.
Sir: Versailles, according to a Paris dispatch, is being considered by the Foreign
Affairs Committee of the Chamber of Deputies as a proper capital of the proposed
society of nations, the bill being backed by
the Deputies from Versailles and the Department of Seine-et-Oise. "It proposes to
make Versailles the permanent centre of
the proposed society of nations."
Why not Jerusalem?
At the great meeting of Protestants,
Catholics, Orthodox Greeks and Jews at
the Metropolitan Opera House to celebrate
"Jerusalem redeemed" from Turkish power
it was suggested that Jerusalem be made
The associations of Jerusalm, or Zion, do
indeed give it a prestige in the eyes of all
Catholics. Protestants, Orthodox Greeks,
Jews and Mahometans. And it would be in
harmony with that movement now attracting attention, but so litt'e understood by
Jew and Gentile, called Zionism, a movement meant to mean the common weal of
all peoples and the peace of the world.
Zionism, according to the Basel programme of the founders of the modern
movement which goes by the name, aims
only at the establishment of a legal home
for Jews in Palestine. But Zionism as proclaimed by the prophets of the Bible means
Palestine, a homeland for the Jews, not at
all only for their materialities, but only as
a means to promote the glory of God and
the uplift of man—or to quote the Bible
words, "In order that through thee, Israel,
shall all the nations of the earth be
blessed."
The establishment of a neutral zone,
such as Pa'estine would be, around Jerusalem, or Zion, as capital of the world's
league of nations, would thus help to solve
the rising question, "Who shall have Palestine 1"
The importance of having a city of holy
associations as the capital of a league of
nations is evidenced by the fact that there _
can be no lasting league of nations unless
those nations are in league with God, i. e.,
righteousness and justice.
H. PEREIRA MENDES,
Minister Spanish and Portuguese Congregation.
New York, Dec. 26, 1918.
The Lesser Heroes
(From The Buffalo Express)
A storekeeper at Welland, Ont., remarks in his Christmas advertising: "We
especially appeal for the support of these
who went to the defence of our liberty and
of their wives and families. That the
writer did not enjoy the privilege to go
and fight was no fault of his own. Left
at home to more prosaic duties, he can
say that, to the extent of his small means,
he has supported every fund and meastp'o
calculated to assist our men and their o ■pendents; and- in much of this did not
allow his right hand to know what his
left was doing." A frank manl
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—"-this sentence is found In a footnote
on Page 307 of *e Supplement to the
y
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^rE ditVo n 4 co^t^st of the

"NEED NOT RETURN
TONATIONALGUARD &&$&&&£&
opinion in ^f™.^^ of OPta•SVthr^udgeldvoc^Generalfor
V"1 «... 101R and the sentence above

SI question Vd answer were as foll0

-'?'b -What is the status of the mem-

Former Members Freed from
State and Federal Service
fay Army Discharge.

MANY LIKELY TO RE-ENLIST

Members of the National. Guard. Th«>
■therefore automatically revert to the
S^ the National Guard or^organlzations of theii state.
d
6

Major Gen. John F. O'Ryan. the only
National Guard officer to retain such a
high rating. The remainder were scattered among other detachments.
The 27th was completely equipped and
comprised all branches of the service.
It participated In some of the h'-avy
fighting with British troops Just prior
to the signing of the armistice. Its
casualties were heavy. However, It
was specially commended by high British and French military authorities and
many of Its officers and members were
cited.
The State Guard, which replaoed the
National Guard when it was Fed^ralized, now numbers about 18,000 men.
SPRINGFIELD. Ills.. Dec. 24—Illinois National Guard regiments will bo
reorganlaed when the men composing
them return from Franc? and the identity of the old units will be preserved
as far as possible. It was announced at
the office of Adjt. Gen. Frank S. Dickson today.
ST. PAUL. Minn.. Den. 24.—State
Adjt. Gen. W. F. Rhlnow pointed out
today that the new Minnesota National
Guard now being organized hsfl received Federal approval. It Id believed
that many members of the former National Guard will re-enllst In tr« new
State organization after they are discharged from Federal service.

SecrMdry Baker cmd.
500 Soldiers He%Wfi
Big Children's Party
WASHINGTON, Dec. 25.-America •
to-day celebrated a victory Christmas. I
In Washington the day was observed!
quietly, but wholeheartedly. For the !
first time in the nation's history!
Christmas
was not observed at the '
Wh
>te House. Members of the Cabinet!
and of Congress spent the day with I
their families.
Secretary Daniels left Washington!
late to-day for New YoOrk to welcome I
home the units of the American fleet j
which have been in the war zone.
Secretary aker attended a Christmas I
celebration for poor children held in I
the rotunda of the Capitol. Assisted !j
by 500 soldiers from nearby camps, the
War Secretary acted as a chief Santa
Claur and aided in the distribution of
gifts from a large Christmas tree
brought fro mthe Washington estate
at Mount Vernon.

ttl Sr^viS $%? ^ited States,

l^th^un^i^at^rwfll'co^ u^on
Nfew York State Authorities to
Hold Out All Possible Inducements to Them.

3?eir e'nfisYmenT or terms of commis-

s«"Ss^ rssswsre

REGIMENTSTO KEEP HONORS
Will Have Right to Carry on Banners Names of Historic
Battles in France.
Special to Tins Kew Tor* Times.
WASHINGTON, Deo. 24.— Nearly half
a million National Guardsmen in the
Federal service as officers and enlisted
men of the United States Army will be
completely freed from military service,
both Federal and State, when discharged from the army, under an opinion by Acting Judge Advocate General
S. TV Answell, approved by Secretary
Baker, and promulgated by General
March, Chief of Staff of the Army, today, for they will not automatically >e..veit
to their formal- status as National
r
Guardsmen.
,,, ,,-.-,
, On June SO, 1958, there were 16^,fe
National Guard officers and 417 431 National Guard enlisted men in the United
States Army, a total of 434,406, every
man of whom will be affected by the
d
Thi1SC"decision. which strikes a severe
Slow at* the Plans which any State ^maj
•Cve had looking toward tne re-estabr
■gshment of the guard automaticall>
through the
.! released
release of its men from the
^^e^FriH cHSlS1
take the position that when jsaaoiiai
Guardsmen were V drafted .into thFederal service, they ceased to be Ma
tional Guardsmen, and that when mustered out they must revert to a civ Man

Furthermore, this office has™".1 la
a, commission in the temporary forces is
?„™£r.atible vfith a commission in the

#HSfIr«^fihl
«? ^h°e PrfsidUSs protuSnation^of
iSlv 3 1917 wUl when discharged from
fhe Federal'slrvke, revert to a.ciW^
status.and will not revert to theiifor
imer status as members of the National
^Approved by order erf Secretary of
War/Starch, General,. Chlef^f^f.
"Acting Judge Advocate General."
Future of Guard Doubtful.

WSfuS' question of what Congress

£—^^only^ the regular
the -Raker
comingsaid
iiscai
}«>"•
' '*
he expected
that.
^SS^fa^e^ted

army
q*
ate
fc.tJ.te
S..

3

Under this ruling it will be necessary
for the various States, desirous of so
doing, to create by voluntary enlistment
rtfew National Guard forces, or to enlarge the National Guard forces that
bave been created since the old guard
Jfas drafted, inasmuch as It is who'o
optional with discharged National
Guardsmen whether they -will re-enter
«e guard after leaving the American
/Army.
Fall Text of the Decision.
The full text of the decision as promulgated to the army follows:
.
•• 1—In a memorandum, dated Dec. <:>',
1918, you call attention to a Purported
digest of an opinion of the Judge Advocate General in January, 1918, which
digest contains the following sentence
with reference to the discharge of persons drafted into the Federal service as
members of the National Guard:
* "When mustered out orthe Federal
service they revert to . their former
status in the militia of the several
states from which they were by the
draft called Into the federal service
subject to the qualification that the
time spent In the service of the United
States will count upon their enlistment
or terms of commission.'

4ti name a c£i«nuation oIi&
^ariifsaLions, TVitii every
"!"-,

^
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CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS.
Fifteen thousand signatures were appended to
the petition presented on.T*«Mday to Secretary
Baker asking relief lor conscientious objectors
held for refusing army duty. Some 300 of these
men spent Christmas in Fort Leavenwortb under
sentences of from ten to thirty y«ars, some of
them presumably in solitary confinement.
Conscientious objectors were in the beginning
roughly classified between tJhose who had suddenly developed scruples because they preferred
not to light and the recognized non-military religious sectarians, for whom provision was made
in the laws. Many cases were not so easily described. An objector who had won a .Carnegie
medal for life-saving was at least no coward. A
vouth who balked at uniform because his religion
forbade him to wear clothes fastened with buttons may have seemed grotesque but is quite
capable of being sincere.
\To one in his senses expects that ten, twenty
or thirty years after the war men will still be
confined in prison for not fighting.- M- tMrty
years of age a man's expectation, of life is thirtyfour years in freedom, and considerably less in
jail. A large proportion of the men sentenced to |
Ions terms are in fact sentenced for life. Prob- j
ably they will not eerve-tnese terms but they rest I
j under sentence to do so. The question whether in
treatment and in time mitigation is due them
will have to be studied—upon the merits of each
case, as Mr. Baker says—but with a general and
growing tendency toward mercy.
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^hatlliion, and other-places.
Goard Wants Old Members Back.
? i T -R 4 NT Dec 24.—New \rork State

"•-,t Col Wescott, acting Adjutant
General of the State Guard, said today.
He also said that every efort wou.d be
made to have the State Guard recogSSed by Federal authorities as the National Guard was before it was actually
flew York's National Guardsmen, who
'Vere "sworn into the Federal service
w 5 1917, numbered approximately
*i9 300 'About 30,000 comprised the 27th
Kfjver«eas Division, in command .of

THE FUTURE OF THE NATIONAL GUARD.
With the decision of the Judge Advocate General's office that National Guardsmen will revert
to civilian status when discharged from the Federal service there can toe no dispute. It toy no
means follows that the old National Guard substantially as we knew it has no future.
The New York Guard has been organized in
obedience to the State Constitution, which prescribes that there shall be at all times not less
than 10,000 troops ready for service. The new
regiments occupy the armories of the old and bear
in most cases their familiar names. These names
will not die. There will always he in New York
a 7th, a 69th, a 23d. How matters will finally be
adjusted between old days and ways and the new
we do not know. It will toe a delicate question
for study not in Washington alone but in every
State capital.
The National Guard made good, in spite of the
pessimism of Gen. Wood, Gen. Greene and other
experts. In this war even veterans found some
things to change. The Guard brought to the new j
forces a larger number of men than the old Reg- j
ulars. Both bodies had a nucleus of experienced j
men; in both they were outnumbered by recruits; j
in promptness upon the field there was little dii- j
ference, in fighting quality none at all.
It was an extremely fortunate thing lor the
country that there was a Guard to double, its
promptly available strength. That fact will not be
forgotten. It has helped write history. It will
affect legislation.
j.. f ^jf^th^

Wilttuin Howard TaftAsks
Promotion, of Gen. Crowder
?*f*-Y_/m

H^as Contributed as Much as Any One Man to
Victory, He Declares—Cites Marvelous
Efficiency or Draft Machinery—Would Give
Him Rank Next to Pershing.
By WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT.
(Copyright, 1818, by Public Ledger Co.)
The people of the United States
will note with great regret that
the name of Gen. Enoch H.
Crowder does not appear In the
list o^f generals for whose appointment to the highest permanent military rank in reward for
services rendered in,this war the
Secretary of War asks the authority of Congress. The influence of the chief of the general
staff and his subordinates in neutralizing the evil effect of political considerations upon our military policy in time of war and
peace is often of great value, and
shows the absolute necessity of
having- a general staff. The danger that the Secretary of War and
the President must recognise,
however, In dealing with the recommendations of the general
staff, la the personal Jealousies
between commanders of high military command.
No one can have had to do -with
the offloers of the army and the
navy of any nation.—and those of
the United States are not exceptions—without recognizing this
factor. At no time is It more apt
to be present than when the results of a war are to be summed
up in the recognition of those
whose services have contributed
to the nation's victory.

Asks if Basis Is Just.

The labor of eliminating' the
unfit and the properly exempted
presented, problems which called
for the highest
constructive
ability, an understanding of the
American people, and an expert
knowledge of the material needed for the army. It involved the
creation of a machinery of 5,000
exemption boards throughout the
country, which should be competent to exercise promptly the.
delicate judicial function of interpreting the law and applying
it to the individual case.
Preferred to Staff's Plan.
It was Gen. Crowder's plan that
the administration adopted instead of a plan of the general
staff, that it is now clear would
not have worked at all. The
amendment to the selective draft
needed to give us the second
2,000,000, which amendment Gen.
March and the Secretary of War
had said was unnecessary, was
the project and urgent recommendation of Gen. Crowder. His
plan for demobilization of the
army through the use of these
5,000 examination and exemption
boards has been rejected by the
general staff and the Secretary.
Let us hope that in the delays, injustices and perplexities of the
war insurance and other important legal incidents of mustering
out we may not regret this action.
This war was ultimately won
by the action of the United States,
first, in sending over 2,000,000 men;
second, by the demonstration on
the battlefields of France of the
military quality of the American
soldier, and, third, finally, by the
fact, known to the German high
command, that there, were not
only a million Americans actually
engaged against them, but that
there were a million more on
French soil, and that under Gen.
' Crowder's system, 2,000,000 had
been summoned and responded on
this side, and that there were
many millions still to come,
should they be necessary.
Deplore L/ack of Opportunity.
Many of that second million who
never reached' France deplore
their lack of opportunity to show
their soldierly qualities, their
courage and their patriotic selfsacrifice. They should know that
organized as they were, anil ready
to go, they contributed directly
and powerfully to the destruction
of German morale and to Germany's unconditional surrender.
Gen. Crowder was the chief
agent in their selection, as he was
in that of those who went overseas. In a republic, the military
man who equitably selects and
transfers the civilian into a willing
soldier performs the fundamental
and indispensable function of
making the potential capacity_of
a free democracy into actual mil-itary strength. In a popular government when wars have to be
fought, his successful work should
be especially commended and exalted.
Gen. Crowder hasA therefore,
contributed aa much as any one

It will be said that Gen. Crowder's services in the war are only
of a bureau and civilian character. The services of Gen. Pershing and Gens. Bullard and
Liggett w^re indeed on the field
of battle. But is this a Just basis
for real distinction in merit and
reward, when the question i3 between officers in the military establishment, all of whose services
were necessary in the conduct of
the war?
Moreover, Gen. Bliss and Gen.
March have had no field work in
the actual campaigns of this war.
Gen. Bliss was assistant chief of
staff, was chief of staff and
was a member, of the interallied council of war in Paris.
Gen. March was chief of artillery under Gen. Pershing before our forces took any active
part in the campaign. Since that
time he has been in Washington
advising the Secretary of War
and issuing orders in his name.
The War Department has delegated the questions of purely
military policy in the campaign
to Gen. Pershing. The function of
the general staff here has been
substantially all of it in the training of men in camps on this side,
and in the forwarding of military units and military equipment and ammunition.
Marvelous Efficiency, He Says.
Now what has been Gen. Crowder's function? We were a nation of 100,000,000 people utterly
unprepared for war. On the
whole, the greatest problem we had
to face was the quick conversion
of our men of military age into
an army of earnest, adaptable, '
patriotic and physically fit solman tn n^r victor
diers of the republic, and to do this
~^„, nimSUOO 9AT39I Ol pSAVOI |
in a way which demonstrated to
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the country the justice of their
selection. This would make our
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army solid in its strength, and
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free from any sense of unfairness
among its constituent rank and
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file. The work of registration was
unob aul P3U
done with marvelous efficiency

THE FUTURE OF THE NATIONAL GUAED.
With the decision of the Judge Advocate General's office that National Guardsmen will revert
to civilian status when discharged from the Federal service there can he' no dispute. It by no
means follows that the old National Guard substantially as we knew it has no future.
The New York Guard has been organized in
obedience to the State Constitution, which prescribes that there shall be at all times not less
than 10,000 troops ready for service. The new
regiments occupy the armories of the old and bear
in most cases their familiar names. These names
will not die. There will always be in New York
a 7th, a 69th, a 23d. How matters will finally be
adjusted between old days and ways and the new
we do not know. It will foe a delicate question
for study not in Washington alone but in every
State capital.
The National Guard made good, in spite of the
pessimism of Gen. Wood, Gen. Greene and other
experts. In this war even veterans found some
things to change'. The Guard brought to the new
forces a larger number of men than the old Regulars. Both bodies had a nucleus of experienced
men; in both they were outnumbered by recruits;
in promptness upon the field there was little difference, in fighting quality none at all.
It was an extremely fortunate thing for the
country that there was a Guard to double, its
promptly available strength. That fact will not be
forgotten. It has helped write history. It will
affect legislation.
A. / l*/bjr//$

WilKum Howard Ta ft Asks
Promotion, of Gen. Crowder
fk/^j_fLt

Has Contributed as Much as Any One Man to
Victory, He Declares—Cites Marvelous
Efficiency of Draft Machinery—Would Give
Him Rank Next to Pershing.
By WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT.
(Copyright, 1913, b-r Public Ledger Co.)
The people of the United States
will note with great regret that
the name of Gen. Enoch H.
Crowder does not appear in th«
list <-.f generals fop whose appointment to the highest permanent military rank in reward for
Services rendered in this war the
Secretary of War asks the authority of Congress. The influence of the chief of the general
staff and his subordinates in neutralizing the evil effect of political considerations upon our military policy in time of war and
peace Is often of great value, and
shows the absolute necessity of
having- a general staff. The danger that the Secretary of "War and
the President must recognize,
however, In dealing with the recommendations of the general
Btaff, is the personal jealousies,
between commanders of high military command.
No one can have had to do with
the officers of the army and the
navy of any nation—and those of
the United States are not exceptions—without recognizing this
factor. At no time Is it more apt
to be present than when the results of a war are to be summed
up in the recognition of those
whose services have contributed
to the nation's victory.

Asks if Basis Is Just,
It will be said that Gen. Crowder's services in the war are only
of a bureau and civilian character. The services of Gen. Pershing and Gens. Bullard and
Liggett were indeed on the field
of battle. But is this a Just basis
for real distinction in merit and
reward, when the question is between officers in the military establishment, all of Whose services
were necessary in the conduct of
the war?
Moreover, Gen. Bliss and Gen.
March have had no field work in
the actual campaigns of this war.
Gen. Bliss was assistant chief of
staff, was chief of staff and
was a member, of the interallied council of war in Paris.
Gen. March was chief of artillery under Gen. Pershing before our forces took any active
part in the campaign. Since that
time he has been in Washington
advising the Secretary of War
and issuing orders in his name.
The War Department has delegated the questions of purely
military policy in the campaign
to Gen. Pershing. The function of
the general staff here has been
substantially all of it In the training of men in carnps on this side,
and in the forwarding of military units and military equipment and ammunition.
Marvelous Efficiency, He Says.
Now what has been Gen. Crowder's function? We were a nation of 100,000,000 people utterly
unprepared for war. On the
whole, the greatest problem we had
to face was the quick conversion
of our men of military age into
an army of earnest, adaptable, '
patriotic and physically fit soldiers of the republic, and to do this
in a way which demonstrated to
the country the justice of their
selection. This would make our
army solid in its strength, and
free from any sense of unfairness
among its constituent rank and
file. The work of registration was
done with marvelous efficiency

The labor of eliminating* the
unfit and the properly exempted
presented, problems which called
for the highest
constructive
ability, an understanding of the
American people, and an expert
knowledge of the material needed for the army. It involved the
creation of a machinery of 5,000
exemption boards throughout the
country, which should be competent to exercise promptly the,
delicate judicial function of interpreting the law and applying
it to the individual case.
Preferred to Staff's Plan.
It was Gen. Crowder's plan that
the administration adopted instead of a plan of the general
staff, that it is now clear would
not have worked at all. The
amendment to the selective draft
needed to give us the second
2,000,000, which amendment Gen.
March and the Secretary of War
had said was unnecessary, was
the project and urgent recommendation of Gen. Crowder. His
plan for demobilization of the
army through the use of these
5,000 examination and exemption
boards has been rejected by the
general staff and the Secretary.
Let us hope that in the delays, injustices and perplexities of the
war insurance and other important legal incidents of mustering
out we may not regret this action.
This war was ultimately won
by the action of the United States,
first, in sending over 2,000,000 men;
second, by the demonstration on
the battlefields of Prance of the
military quality of the American
soldier, and, third, finally, by the
fact, known to the German high
command, that there were not
only a million Americans actually
engaged against them, but that
there were a million more on
French soil, and that under Gen.
' Crowder's system, 2,000,000 had
been summoned and responded on
this side, and that there were
many millions still to come,
should they be necessary.
Deplore Lack of Opportunity.
Many of that second million who
never reached' France deplore
their lack of opportunity to show
their soldierly qualities, their
courage and their patriotic selfsacrifice. They should know that
organized as they were, and ready
to go, they contributed directly
and powerfully to the destruction
of German morale and to Germany's unconditional surrender.
Gen. Crowder was the chief
agent in their selection, as he was
in that of those who went overseas. In a republic, the military
man who equitably selects and
transfers the civilian into a willing
soldier performs the fundamental
and indispensable function of
making the potential capaclty_of
a free democracy into actual military strength. In a popular government when wars have to be
fought, his successful work should
be especially commended and exalted.
Gen. Crowder has,'1- therefore,
contributed as much as any one
man to our victory. He should be
put in the list of generals next to
Gen. Pershing. He is entitled to
a reward with military rank, for
he is a military officer and his
was military work. If it was behind the lines, so was that of
Gens. March and Bliss. This Is a
matter not only for executive recommendation, but also for congressional action. We can count,
therefore, on Its being settled
Without the prejudice and personal view that too often In military atmosphere exercises an un-Just Influence.
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Passes Daniels and Baker
in Review as Guns Roar.
MIGHTY DIN GREETS TARS
Admiral and Two Rear Admirals
Join in New York Parade.
HEADED BY NAVY'S

CHIEF

Marines Just Back From Overseas
Lead Column of 10,000 Men Past
Public Library, Where They Are
Reviewed by Daniels and Mayo.
Hudson River a Sea of Fire at
Night—Mrs.

Dewey

Honored

Aboard Mayflower—Congressmen
Guests of F. D. Roosevelt.

(By the Associated Press.)

Wounded Soldiers Lead Cheering.
Leading civilians in the cheering
were wounded soldiers returned from
France. With the memory of their
own first anxious voyage still fresh in
their minds, they paid unstinted tribute to brothers in arms who had
guarded them' across the Atlantic.
Passing in review before the Secretary of the Navy, off the Statue of
Liberty,
the
home-coming ships
loomed suddenly out of the mist and.
as rapidly disappeared. They seemed
almost like phantom craft, grim, gray,
majestic in their silent might. But
as they dropped anchor the skies
cleared and they, stood revealed in
holiday attire, ablaze from stem to
stern with multi-colored pennants.
To many of those who lined the
shores this flash of sunshine symbolized the light of peace which awaited
the fleet after the gloom of war from
which it had emerged.
Arizona Stripped for Action.
Moving at only ten knots an hour,
the Arizona was the first dreadnought
to pass the presidential yacht Mayflower, on whose bridge stood Mr.
Daniels and Secretary of War Baker.
With flags masted, sailors and marines manning the rails, the Arizona
swept by, stripped for action. As
she came abreast the Mayflower she
thundrered the salute of nineteen
guns for the Secretary of the Navy
and her band struck up "The StarSpangled Banner." A moment and
she had faded again into the mist,
leaving only an impression of great
gray sides and massive gun turrets
crested with snow.
The Arizona's guns had not finished
their salute when the Oklahoma began firing and from then on the cannonading was continuous. In swift
succession followed the Nevada and
the Utah, flagship of Rear Admiral
Thomas S. Rodgers. and then the
superdreadnought Pennsylvania, bearing Admiral Henry T. Mayo, commander-in-chief of the Atlantic fleet. At
two-minute intervals came the New
York, flying the flag of Rear Admiral
Hugh Rodman, and the Texas, Arkansas, Wyoming and Florida, with two
kite balloons, towed by destroyers,
completing the procession.

New York, Dec. 26.—Riding at anchor in the Hudson tonight were
twenty-one sup'erdreadnoughts, dreadnoughts and ships of the line, which,
with cruisers, destroyers and a host
of smaller craft, made the mightiest
American armada ever assembled.
Ten of the floating fortresses steamed
months' service today after eighteen
months' service overseas with Beatty's grand fleet. The others are the
flower of the North Atlantic fleet.
Grim guardians of a great nation,
they symbolized that the United Bears "Homeward Bound" Pennant.
The New York was the first of the
States has become the second naval
battleships to display from her mainpower of the world.
mast the "homeward bound pennant."
Waited Long in Nor'wester. a long slender strand of red, white
In the teeth of a northwester, in and blue, a foot for every day out
from her home base. Ill the ships
the chill of a driving snowstorm, milwhich followed her carried the penlions waited hours until the ten bat- nants and it seemed as if each was
tleships of the home-coming armada longer than the others.
appeared. This was New York's and
A deep silence followed the last
the nation's tribute to the ships, far salute and so accustomed had those
more eloquent than the greatest din on the Mayflower become to the roar
of whistles, bells and human voices. of the guns, that it .seemed hardly
possible that the review had lasted
The vocal welcome came later, less than 20 minutes.
when the rugged, weather-beaten tars
CONTINUED ON THIRTEENTH PACE.
who manned tbe-sh4ps debarked, and,
with Secretary Daniels and Admiral
Mayo at their head, marched down
Fifth avenue in the country's first
great victory parade.

When the last dreadnought had
"steamed
from
sight,
Secretaries
Daniels and Baker descended from the
bridge, but only for a moment. While
the Mayflower remained at anchor to
give the incoming warships time to
reach their berths in the Hudson before Secretary Daniels inspected the
entire fleet at their anchorages, the
British transport Saxonia, loaded with
sick and wounded American 'troops,
hove along-side. The heads of the
Navy and War departments again ascended to the bridge and doffed their
hats to the fighting men.
Then, getting under way, the Mayflower moved along with the transport, and after a sailor had wigwagged to the larger1 vessels the compliments of both secretaries, the
yacht's band played "The Star-Spangled Banner." Instantly those aboard
the Saxonia who were able to stand
came to attention and then, at the end
of the anthem, broke into a prolonged
cheer.
-•
In beginning its tour of the fleet,
the Mayflower first reached the Florida, last to anchor. As tire yacht
moved through the'lane of fighting
craft, with the home fleet to port and
the veterans to starboard, each
ship was dressed, and from each of
the new arrivals came the strains of
the national anthem, played by the
ship's band as the Mayflower came
abreast.
It was a stern array of ships, despite the splendor of the flags with
which they were decorated. All the
battleships wore coats of sinister
gray, while destroyers and auxiliaries bore the fantastic touch of the
camoufleur.
Tonnage Amounts to 424,822
Exclusive of all except battleships,
the tonnage of the fighting craft now
in the Hudson amounts to 424,822.
The ten home-coming craft had a
tonnage of 268,000.
Not counting
guns of smaller caliber, the battleships alone carry a total of 88 fourteen-inch guns, 20 thirteen-inch guns
and 66 twelve-inch. The Mississippi,
New Mexico and other dreadnoughts
made the battleships which were the
last word in naval architecture only a
few years ago seem puny craft, huge
as they are.
Under the shadow of the New York
shore, three
hundred yards apart, the
"bridge,1 of steel" extends six solid
miles from Fifty-fifth street to Fort
Washington Park, where, in revolutionary days, an iron chain was
stretched across the river to bar the
progress of hostile craft.
High Officers Pay Respects.
In inspecting the vessels, the Mayflower made a run of nearly ten miles
before she finally dropped anchor at
the berth she had left in the morning.
Immediately she was surrounded by a
fleet of gigs, bearing admirals, vice
admirals, rear admirals and captains
to payR their respects to Secretary
Daniels and Vice Admiral A. W.
■Grant, of the home fleet, who arranged the day's program.
A touching scene was enacted in
the main salon of the Mayflower,
where Mr. Daniels welcomed his
guests: Among those invited to witness the review from the presidential yacht were the wives of naval
officers home at last after eighteen
months' service in foreign waters.
If the officers devoted no more time
than courtesy demanded to paying
their respects to the Secretary before greeting their wives, Mr. Daniels showed no disposition to chide
them. ■
The reception ended, Mr. Daniels
and Admiral, Mayo landed, entered a
machine and drove to the head of the
long column of sailors forming on
Broadway. Rear Admiral Rodman
jled the line on foot.

Reviewed at Public Library.
With a detachment of marines at
its head, the column moved down
Broadway to Fifty-ninth street, crossed to Fifth avenue and then swung
down that historic thoroughfare. At
the public library Mr. Daniels and
Admiral Mayo left the line to take
their places with the other members
of the Mayflower's party, who had preceded them to the reviewing stand.
Following the marines were platoon after platoon of sailors from
each of the ten ships which came
home today. Each contingent carried
the ship's flag at its head and each
received round after round of applause.
Ships' Mascots Scamper Along.
Fully 10,000 men were in line, and
in many instances dogs taken aboard
in England as mascots, scampered
along with their shipmates, Gayly
decorated with American and British flags. After the parade, the men
immediately embarked for their ships,
there to receive shore liberty.
x
Tonight a remarkable spectacle was
staged on the Hudson. Each ship was
brilliantly illuminated with electric lights, making the river a sea of
fire for more than 6 miles. The New
York shore was ablaze with Roman
candles, set in place by the city's committee of welcome, and overhead
burst thousands of rockets.
Hardly had the battle fleet, which
rested last night off Sandy Hook,
weighed anchor and began its triumphal entry into the harbor, than the
presidential yacht Mayflower moved
downstream from its anchorage in theHudson to take her station for the
review near the giant Lady of Liberty. Aboard her were Secretaries
Daniels and Baker, Acting Secretary of
State Polk, American army andnaval
officers of high rank and naval representatives of the allied governments.
Mrs. George Dewey, widow of America's naval hero, was the honored
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Daniels.
Congress Committees Aboard.
To starboard 4nd port of the Mayflower darted submarine chasers, escorting her to her new birth, and behind her moved the Aztec, bearing
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy; the naval committees of Senate and House and other
dignitaries. As the yachts steamed
down the line of ships comprising the
home fleet in port for today's ceremonies, the cruiser Columbia was first
to sound the salute of 19 guns in
honor of Mr. Daniels. The Mayflower's stern guns barked their reply.
Off the Statue of Liberty the Mayflower found awaiting her a great flotilla of naval auxiliaries and harbor
craft. As she dropped anchor to the
west of the main channel and her
stern swung toward the sea, Governors Island, not far distant, was
hardly visible.
Huddled on deck, beneath an awning
and in the lee of a deckhouse, the
ship's company took their stand. Secretary Daniels left his guests to step
into the radio room and telephone a
message of greetings to Admiral
Mayo, commander-in-chief of the Atlantic fleet, aboard the Pennsylvania.
He stepped on deck again to see a
balloon towed by the destroyer Gloucester glide past the Mayflower and
to behold the bow of the Arizona, first
of the battleships in line, coming
through the mist.

ML.
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GENERAL
PEYTON C.
MARCH, U. S. A.,
CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF,
Receiving, at the Hands of the Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker,
the American Distinguished Service Cross, Conferred on the
Recommendation of General Pershing.
...
(© Western Newspaper Union.)

THEY said that we could not raise an
army; that if we did raise it we could
not transport it overseas; and that if
we did transport it overseas it could not
fight—and in one day it wiped out the
St.-Mihiel salient. . . ."
These are not my words. They were
written by the caustic and brilliant pen of a
man who has been none too friendly to the
present Administration at Washington or
to its Secretary of War. Yet in a single
sentence they tell of the triumph of an
army born almost overnight from the heart
of ,an unmilitary and peace-loving people;
an army which from that historic day at
Chateau-Thierry at the end of July, when
it began to go forward, never went backward.
The head and front of the War Department still remains in that great gray structure that has housed it, together with the
State and Navy Departments, for nearly
half a century now. The outer office of the
Secretary of War is the same grimly ornate
apartment that served many of his distinguished predecessors. It really is a huge
room, and a most interesting one, perhaps
the most interesting thing in it the torn and
faded flag which floated over Fort Sumter
on the morning of that other great crisis in
our national history.
High Army Standards
Secretary Baker's own office is two rooms
beyond this ample reception place. Between them is the comfortable and roomy
office where his two private secretaries,
Ralph Hayes and Stanley King, have held
forth through the entire period of the war.
Few folk go beyond the middle office. And
yet few who have a real reason for seeing
the Secretary of War are denied that privilege. But the most of these are gathered
just before noon, six days a week, on the
big leather chairs and divans which run
round three sides of the anteroom. Then
almost at precise twelve o'clock the brisk
little secretary appears and gives what his
staff is pleased to call a "walk round." He
goes from man to man and from group to
group all the way round the room, losing
little time in idle greetings or formalities
but coming straight to the point. He has
the great faculty of being able to concentrate on the man to whom he is talking. So,
though the interview be brief it almost
invariably is satisfactory.
We are privileged, however. The secretary grants us an hour of his time; and
at that appointed hour we find ourselves
within his inner office. Greetings still are
brief. Mr. Baker lights his pipe and with
a half smile, which may be apology or just
the reverse, sits back in his big chair and
relaxes. He places his feet upon the center
desk, just as country editors are sometimes wont to do. From time to time his
feet come to the floor—at most of these
times at the entrance of his chief of staff,
Gen. Peyton C. March, who brings dispatches, brief recommendations, and the
like. The response to these always is
prompt, the visitor quickly gone, and the
secretary—a very human fellow, always
remember—again relaxes.
"Shall we begin at the beginning?" he
says.
"At the very beginning."

"The problem that was presented to us,"
says the secretary, "was to expand a small
regular army rapidly into a larger one,
which would be susceptible of speedy intensive training and of early effective use in
France. The first question that came to us
was that of the volunteer system as against
the draft. The volunteer system involved a
haphazard interruption of every industry
in the country, based upon the personal
enthusiasm of individuals. It also involved
heated campaigns with all the exertion
and intensified sentiments which agitation
brings. This, therefore, would have meant
in every community states of mind inconsistent with the orderly progress of industrial life and the orderly development of
the only sentiment which could have justified entrance into the army—patriotic
devotion to the high ideals for which the
nation was involved in the war.
"The draft system was based upon the
universal obligation of citizenship, which
is one of the fundamentals of democracy.
It had the great advantage of putting the
selection in the hands of the Government
rather than in those of the individual, and
enabled the Government to preserve the
industry and commerce upon which our
own military effort and that of our Allied
nations rested. It had the further advantage of solving for each individual the question of his duty and leaving those who were
not called to service with relatively untroubled minds, free from any convictions
of false sentiment.
"The draft system having been adopted
the next problem was training. The first
requisite of a soldier is a sound body; the
second is a sound mind. Sound bodies
and_ sound minds both depend upon good
habits, and attention to sanitation, and
freedom from indulgences which weaken
body and purpose. It was necessary, therefore, purely from the point of efficiency of
the Army, to have it well in health, sound
in morals and informed as to the purpose of
the war. To accomplish these things the
medical profession of the United States
was organized, and the camps, cantonments and hospital facilities were made of
such character as to lend themselves both
to sanitation and to proper care of the sick.
For the second purpose the community
sentiment of America was appealed to.
Every existing agency formed for the purpose of dealing with young men was used,
and new ones were created, the idea being
that the experience of our better colleges
and high schools pointed the way—that we
should separate our young men from the
grosser_ temptations and by systems of
recreation and innocent amusement make
it unnecessary for them to turn for their
leisure occupation to the hurtful things."^
We interrupt. .
—s
We were in New York on that boisterous, never-to-be-forgotten night of the day
when the cables brought the single word
"Victory" to America. The lid was off and
New York was celebrating as it had not
before celebrated for four . years, or, for
that matter, in all its history. For it was
election night and New Year's Eve rolled
into one, and then a Yale-Harvard game or
two added to make the measure over* flowing. The lid was indeed off. Even the
strict government ban against the serving
m was, for that
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night, a dead letter. Yet the number of
men in the service that one saw under the
influence of drink was astonishingly small.
We speak of this to the secretary.
"That very night," says he, "General
March and I walked along Pennsylvania
Avenue from this building to the Capitol
and back. Washington supposedly is a dry
town, yet there were many men on that
occasion who were drunk. But not one of
them did I see wearing the khaki. I want
to tell you," he says, "that I have had two
hard years in this job, but in this thing I
have my pride and my great reward.
"The response to our appeal for community sentiment across the country was
immediate and universal. The churches,
fraternal organizations, states, cities, and
right-minded people everywhere associated
themselves in the work; and the result has
been that the Army of the United States is
more wholesome and high-minded, in my
opinion, than any other army ever assembled anywhere. The more or less uniform youthfulness has aided us. The men
have realized that part of their duty as
soldiers was to be efficient, and the example
of their officers has stimulated them to preserve that manliness of character which is
the most striking attribute of our boys both
at home and abroad."
Getting the Boys Home
"The last of our three great purposes,
the mental attitude of the soldier, has, of
course, been stimulated by the magazines
and newspapers, which have reported and
discussed from time to time the great state
papers of the President outlining the purposes of the United States in this war.
Pamphlets, books, lectures and other educational facilities we also have been able
to use, and the effect of them all has been
that the American Army in this war was a
chivalrous enterprise. It was the rescuer of
the weak and innocent who were the oppressed abroad; it went to the relief of
civilization because civilization itself was
menaced."
"How about the future?"
"It is known that great as will be the
task of getting our Army home again that
will be as nothing compared with the one of
taking it overseas—in the face of a tremendous time crisis and the deadly peril of
submarines. Because of this last it was
necessary to employ comparatively few
embarkation ports so that the convoy problem might be rendered as simple as possible. These factors do not act in the return.
And it is not only possible but probable
that our Army will be sent back to practically every important port upon the
North Atlantic as well as some of those
upon the coast of the Gulf of Mexico.
From the beginning it was found entirely
impracticable to march the Army or any
great part of it in a single parade or a
succession of parades in New York or
Washington or other of our large cities.
But by appointing numerous ports of disembarkation in this country many such
parades—and stunning parades they will be
too—may be held: at Boston, at New York,
at Philadelphia, and other of our great seaports, as well as inland cities."
But it is not parades that are upon the
secretary's mind just now. He is thinking
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rather of the larger problems and results |
that will come when our amazing Army
returns to its hearthstones.
"In the first place," he says, "the community life of America will never settle
back to its old thoughtlessness on these
great moral questions. Our cities have
cleaned up. Our right-thinking people have
discovered that the influences for good
when they are organized and earnest are
stronger than the influences for evil. As a
consequence many of the most obstinate
evils of civic government already have I
been overcome, and I think permanent life I
in America from now on is going to be upon I
a higher plane because we have discovered I
the scientific value of recreation and of or- I
ganized effort to surround the life of the I
young with an environment that produces I
wholesome, vigorous young manhood.
"Remember that our great Army has I
been living in highly rarefied moral atmos- I
phere of a very few fundamental virtues. I
Simple in themselves, these have been the I
springs of army action and army thought. I
The complicated and confused uncertain- I
ties of everyday life have in large part been I
removed and the Army has had as its creed, I
as far as human things are concerned, the I
duty to be brave, the duty to be unselfish I
and the duty to be modest. The result is I
that some three million young men have I
had their attention sharply and exclusively I
concerned with these simple, homely, but I
fundamental virtues. For more than a year I
they have been living a life made up of such I
virtues, and when they come back into I
civilian occupations they cannot forget and I
will not lose the strength of character which I
has come from this experience. The whole I
tone of life in America will be raised by I
these men who come back, each of them a I
strengthened influence for good. They will I
bring with them the stories of bravery, self- I
denial, patience and generosity which they I
saw or experienced. It will be impossible I
for them to act as citizens less worthily I
than they acted as soldiers."
"You are going to bring these boys back I
as quickly as possible, Mister Secretary?" I
we venture.
Mr. Baker does not hesitate in his reply. I
"As speedily as possible," he asserts. I
"We want them to take up once again I
their education, either in college or in their I
craft, and with as little interruption as is I
possible. The very size of the Army, how- I
ever, will render it necessary to take time I
to accomplish its demobilization. In that I
time—the weeks and months between the I
cessation of hostilities and the actual re- I
turn to the home—the American soldier I
must be given every possible opportunity I
for education, technical or otherwise."
The secretary clears his throat, stops for I
a moment, then says: "I want this Army I
to come home with its spirit unabated, its I
body strengthened by physical exercise and I
training, its mind disciplined and improved I
by great experience; but I want it also to I
come back educated, so that each man in I
it will have a chance to start either in his I
old employment or in his new occupation I
better fitted to succeed than he was before I
he gave a year or two out of his life to the I
service of his country."
I know what the secretary means. Henry, I
the night helper in the garage down at our I
(Concluded on Page 49)
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Chosen On Their Merits
DURING eighteen months, in which the
Chicago Motor Bus Company increased its original fleet of ten busses
to fifty and carried 7,266,271 passengers, the executives of the concern made one of the most
extensive tests of solid tires ever conducted.

228 were used on front wheels and yet an average
of all their mileages amounts to 9,400 per tire.
Thirty-one of these tires ran between 15,000
and 20,000 miles, eleven made scores between
20,000 and 25,000 miles, while four exceeded
25,000, including one old warrior known to
actually deliver 37,665 miles.

And today 90 per cent of the tires on these busses,
which were specially designed for solid tire
So, noting that every motor bus is shod with sixequipment, is still composed of Goodyear Solid
tires (duals rear) and that the fleet has traveled
Tires. This is simply because, although the balan aggregate of 2,301,401
ance is always made up of
miles over a 19ik-mile circuit
other tires for purposes of*
since March 21, 1917, it is
direct comparison, thus far
"Ninetyper cent of the tires which
found that nearly fourteen
we use are Goodyear S-V Solid
no reason has been found for
million tire-miles have cost
Truck Tires and this is so because
changing.
less than one-half cent each.
these tires cost less per mile than
Careful examination of the
others which we have tested. We
As a result after buying all
mileage records of the
have chosen them strictly on their
the tires used from an appromerits." — W, J. Sherwood,
company shows that the
priation made for the entire
General Manager, The Chicago
superiority of their Goodeighteen months period, the
Motor Bus Company.
year Solid Tires appears in
company has a balance of
most striking contrast where
$5,047.00.
the grind is the hardest:
Records like this point to Goodyear's accomwhich is on the front wheels of their busses.
plishments in solid tire manufacture, by virtue
These are the driving as well as the steering
of which Goodyear Solid Tires wear down
wheels. So the tires on them bear the greatest
very slowly and effectively resist chipping and
strain, imposed by the 10,000- to 16,000-pound
shredding as well as separation from the base.
burdens, when sharp turns are made in traffic
The prime advantages that accompany the
and when these formidable weights come to
employment of Goodyear S-V Solid Tires
sudden stops.
include the facilities of well-located Goodyear
Truck Tire Service Stations, of which there
Out of 342 Goodyear S-V Solid Truck Tires on
are more than 800 in America.
which final records are available, two-thirds or
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
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corner, is but twenty-one. He has an active_ mind and a desire to get ahead, but
until now the opportunity has been denied
him. Now his Uncle Sam has given him
that boon. When Henry comes back to the
garage, if ever he does come back to it, it
will be not as a poorly paid helper but, if
you please, as an expert mechanic. He will
know not alone the appearance of the gasoline motor but the scientific laws that govern its operation. For two million Henrys
overseas Uncle Sam already is planning the
greatest educational work that he has ever
undertaken. A huge and carefully selected
group of teachers is already being recruited
and dispatched across the Atlantic to accomplish this very thing.
"I have no doubt," says Mr. Baker,
"that this great opportunity will be embraced eagerly by our boys. An amazing
number of them took abroad, in the small
baggage that they were permitted to carry,
algebras and Latin books in order that
they might pursue by the camp fires their
academic studies. But even those who
have not originally had academic opportunities will now see their value, and
classes are being organized to make profitable use of some of the leisure which otherwise would hang very heavily on their
hands. In fact, the Army already has been
a great educational institution. Many tens
of thousands of boys have been taught systematically mechanical and scientific things,
and a start has been made in an education
which they will desire to perfect. The Students' Army Training Corps, the schools in
the Army and the various schools of arms—
all have had educational branches, and it
is undoubtedly true, taking the Army as a
whole, that apart from its military knowledge, its activity of education has been increased by as much as twenty-five to thirty
per cent."
There is another problem of education
that is very close to the secretary's heart.
I refer to that vastly important problem of

making the permanently wounded soldier
physically and mentally fit for a return to
the fullness of the industrial life of the nation. The desire is strong. One has but
to go into any one of our hospitals to see
it evidenced.
Floyd Gibbons, the Chicago newspaper
man, who was so severely wounded in one
of the early battles of our Army, found it
in the hospital to which he was taken. ,
He tells the story of three wounded boys
with whom he talked. Not one of them
will ever be a fit or well man again, and
yet' every one of them faces the future
with a bravery even more heroic than that
with which he had faced the German machine guns.
The first of these boys has lost a leg.
"What are you going to do with yourself?" said Gibbons.
"I'm going to teach roller-skating," he
grinned.
"Well, he won't have anything on me,"
broke in the lad who had lost his right arm.
"I'm a-going to be a paper hanger."
The third man, paralyzed from his waist
down, was slower in forecasting the future.
"What are you going to do?" Gibbons
asked gently.
<
"I? Oh, don't worry about me. I'm
going to be down on the porch of the village
store on pleasant mornings trying to outtalk the G. A. R."
This is the spirit of our Army, the same
spirit that Newton Baker found when he
bent low over the bed of an American boy
in a French hospital who had lost both legs
and both arms.
" My lad, you surely had hard luck at the
Front," said the Secretary of War.
And then, to use the secretary's own
words: "He gave me a smile which has
become a permanent possession with me as
he said, 'Well, I am glad I have my health
and strength left.'"
With a spirit such as this; vocational
training for wounded men, difficult as it
will be in many instances, can never become

impossible. On the contrary it should be
an incentive to the greatest effort.
"Of course the work of the department
necessarily has been hard," Secretary
Baker will tell you. "It has required long
hours in dealing with vast and important
problems, but I have been paid in full. In
France I have seen our splendid Army singing down the road—the picture of health,
elevation of spirit and wholesome manhood.
I have seen these boys, whom we took from
the farm and the factory, from the simple
homes of America, converted into effective
soldiers and manly men, winning the respect
of the veteran armies of Europe and the
affection and confidence of the women and
children of the civil population among
whom they were quartered. And already
' I have seen some of them discharged, as I
shall see them all discharged, go back to
their homes, better for having been in the
Army.
"There is one particular impression
which I am anxious to have the American
people get, and that is the impression of the
soldier who did not get abroad. Washington and the country generally have been
filled with officers, some of them from the
Regular Army, some of them called from
civil life, who were required to stay here
and so denied the opportunity to go abroad.
They will wear no service stripes on their
sleeves, but the service that they have been
rendering was indispensable and they deserve not only the gratitude of the people
of the country but a very special regard for
the reason that their service was performed
at the sacrifice to them of the opportunity
to participate in the heroic adventure in
France. This applies with equal force to
the young men whom we are already
demobilizing from their cantonments in
this country, each of whom wanted to do
his share in the trenches. These, too, are
none the less parts of the great Army that
has done this big thing overseas. The
glory must be theirs as well. And the
satisfaction and the reward."
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CELEBRATE TODAY
AT MUNICIPAL TREE
Exercises Postponed Christmas Eve to Be Held at
4.30 This Afternoon.
PROGRAM BY WELFARERS

EVENING STAR, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1918.

SECRETARY BAKER PLAYS SANTA CLAUS TO CHILDREN AT
COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS TREE.

The celebration around the municipal Christmas tree, erected on the
Capitol plaza, which was to have
taken place Christmas eve, but which
was prevented by bad weather, will
I be held at 4:30 this afternoon. Other! wise there is no change in the pro| gram, in which the children of the
| capital's playgrounds aro to take
I a prominent part. There will be
Christmas carols and other appropriate songs given, both by the
youngsters and by a chorus of adults.
There will also be a tableau on the
Capitol steps by children from St Patrick's Church, illustrative of the nativity, and a "Spirit of Christmas"
dance by elves and sprites.
The
United States Marine Band will furnish all the music. The Capitol itself
will be illuminated, Supt. Woods has
promised, as an impressive background
for the festivities and for the great
evergreen which, together with its effective illumination, was provided for by
Last Night's Festivities.
S naS 6S ivities heId ,a
ni~nt ?!lri7.30
Vn o .'f
i representative
<*t
KJ'
clock,
of medieval English yuletide customs, drew a large and interested audience. Groups of young people from
various churches and educational and
government organizations aided by a
clelegation of soldiers from Washington barracks, and including a particuB
ChuSch
tn. deIe
*ati°" gave
fromscenes
'the
unurch S
of the
Covenant,
llustrative of the bringing in of the
boards head, the wassail bowl cere!
monies, and the bringintr in „» th.
yule log, together with ^m'o'rris'a^d
l6nt dan eS and
carols.
°
enemas
The program concluded with none.
and dances in honor of the modefn
sold er. The Christmas and patriotic
neUe^Blin3d.fUrniShed by ** ^

Welfarers Arranged Program.
This performance, like all thm.
ceda^eV'wT*
^ «*'»«»«££$
cedar tiee, was arranged
for by the
War Camp Community Service, in cooperation with other welfare organizations. Those particularly respon6
SU C6SS ot the
mas
nfJhfth6events
f were Mrs Ch?l«tmas night
Marie
Moore Forrest. Miss Marjore Day
Mrs George W. Knowlton, jr and
Mr. English of the War Camp Com™UKn-ltyJ s,ervice- The wassail punch
imbibed by the modern revellers of
necessity had sweet cider for Its
basis instead of nut-brown ale but
| was served highly spiced and steamling hot. It was brewed by Mrs.
| Knowlton in her own home
No ceremonies or exercises are
scheduled for the tree tomorrow
night. Saturday will be Government
♦tcwa on L**eue night, featured by
athletic sports, games, dances, etc.

Mr. Baker Greets Children.
That the great war had been fought
primarily for their benefit was the
eSB
t0 a lar :e
%
£f2 eive
delegation
or children
of? men now« overseas
by
Secretary Baker at the Christmas
party held in their honor yesterday
afternoon in the rotunda of the
Capitol.
The great space was packed with
youngsters and their mothers, who
received from their hosts, enlisted
men from camps in and around the
city, little stockings full of gifts presented by the Red Cross. There were
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iJECRETARY BAKER PLAYS SANTA CLAUS TO CHILDREN AT
COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS TREE.

The celebration around the municipal Christmas tree, erected on the
Capitol plaza, which was to have
taken place Christmas eve, but which
was prevented by bad weather, will
be held at 4:30 this afternoon. Otherwise there is no change in the program, in which the children of the
capital's playgrounds are to take
a prominent part. There will be j
Christmas carols and other appro-1
priate songs given, both by the |
youngsters and by a chorus of adults. I
There will also be a tableau on the
Capitol steps by children from St. Patrick's Church, illustrative of the nativity, and a "Spirit of Christmas"
dance by elves and sprites.
The
United States Marine Band will furnish all the music. The Capitol itself
will be illuminated, Supt. Woods has
promised, as an impressive background
for the festivities and for the great
evergreen which, together with its effective illumination, was provided for by
The Star.
Last Night's Festivities.
The Christmas festivities held last
night at 7:30 o'clock, representative
of medieval English yuletide customs, drew a large and interested audience. Groups of young people from
various churches and educational and
government organizations aided by a
delegation of soldiers from Washington barracks, and including a particularly large delegation from the'
S^rtCh
,?£ thf Covenant, gave scenes
h^raKVe^of^the brinBing in of the
boar's head, the wassail bowl ceremonies, and the bringing In of the
yule log, together with morris and
6nt danoes and
caroL
Christmas
The program concluded with songs
and dances in honor of the modern
soldier. The Christmas and patriotic
neUers°B^nd.fUrniShed by the E^l~

Welfarers Arranged Program.
*Shl? , P,erforma-iice, Hke an th
scheduled around the big illuminated
wdar^tre6' Z""1 arranged for by the
War Camp Community Service, in cooperation with other welfare organizations. Those particularly responsible for the success of the Christmas night events were Mrs. Marie
Moore Forrest, Miss Marjorie Day
Mrs. George W. Knowlton, jr., and
Mr. English of the War Camp Community Service. The wassail punch
imbibed by the modern revellers of
necessity had sweet cider for its
basis instead of nut-brown ale, but
was served highly spiced and steaming hot. It was brewed by Mrs
Knowlton in her own home.
No ceremonies or exercises are
scheduled for the tree tomorrow
night. Saturday will be Government
Recreation League night, featured by
athletic sports, games, dances, etc.

Mr. Baker Greets Children.
That the great war had been fought
primarily for their benefit was the
message given to a large delegation
of children of men now overseas by
Secretary Baker at the Christmas
party held in their honor yesterday
afternoon in the rotunda of the
Capitol.
The great space was packed with
youngsters and their mothers, who
received from their hosts, enlisted
men from camps in and around the
city, little stockings full of gifts presented by the Red Cross. There were
songs by soldier quartets, instrumental music, and a burly Santa
Claus. Secretary Baker led the procession of children through a lane of
uniformed men to the novel Santa,
who handed out the remembrances.
The tree was cut from the Mt.
Vernon estate.
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IBAKERINYESTIGATES]
!
BREST CONDITIONS1
Orders Harbord to Report on
Allegations of Bad Shelter
and Food in Camp.

Secretary of War Baker
We Shall Prove Ungrateful If His Achievements Are
Allowed to Go Without Our Sincere Appreciation.

.

This republic will prove ungrateful if the achievements of the quiet little man who has filled the post
of Secretary of War are allowed to go without fervent
and enthusiastic appreciation.
Viewing the work of
the War department as a whole, we find an efficiency
and an absence of scandal that should be the pride of
the nation. Politics has had no place in our army. The
most efficient men have been selected without regard
to politics. Indeed, the only criticism involving politics
has been that of short-sighted partisans who wanted
political favorites with no adequate military training
or experience placed in command of troops. Political j
activity was avowedly made a bar to appointment
to high commands.
It is safe to say that the world never saw an army
so free of political influence., and animated by such a
high spirit of idealism and true manliness as that
which America sent to France. We take for granted
achievements that were new in military history. We
have proved that a great army can be raised and maintained without swashbuckling and carousing, that
young men can become soldiers without becoming demoralized. Those who heard the ghastly stories of disease in the armies that fought the first campaigns of
this war realize the magnitude of our achievement.
The presence of soldiers in or near American cities
Ihas meant, not a relaxing of standards and an increase
licentiousness, but the reverse. Many a city and town

;

•js cleaner today than ever in its history because the
army authorities took more care for the welfare of
the soldiers than these towns had taken for the welfare of their own native boys. In big and little things
Mr. Baker has proved himself a great executive and
a statesman.—From The Public.

CHARGES MADE BY WRITER
Says Place Is a Disgrace to the Government—Asserts Soldiers
Sleep in Wet. ■

Special to The Keui York Times.
WASHINGTON, Jaan. ]. —Secretary
Baker today cabled to Major General
Harbord, embarkation officer at Brest,
directing him to make an immediate
inspection of the embarkation camp
there, known as clamp Pontanezen.. This
action followed the publication in the
"Washington Post this morning of
story written by George R. Brown, of
its staff, who returned home Monday
on the Mauretania, after four months
spent on the battle fronts. He asserts
that 70,000 soldiers at Camp Pontanzen
in mud swamps, while 'awaiting
: live
ships, and they inadequately sheltered
and insufficiently nourished. .
Secretary Baker authorized this statement today:
"I'have read the description of conditions in the embarkation camp at
Brest and have cabled General Harbord
asking that he make an immediate personal inspection of conditions there.
" In October I visited and inspected
this camp. It lies on a hill and consists of two parts, one the old camp
with wooden barracks, and the second a
large tent camp, meant for the temporary receipt of men who are on their
way to or from ships. Somewhat later
the so-called iron camp was started and
barrack buildings of corrugated iron
are in process of constructioij as a more
complete protection against the Winter
weather for the soldiers assembled at
! Brest for embarkation home.
" On the 23th of November, Mr. Kep' pel, the Third Assistant Secretary of
vVar, made a personal inspection of the
1
entire camp. Conditions at that time
; were excellent. The men w;erc comfortable ,well-fed, and every attention was
Dting given to the sanitary condition of
the camp. I have no later report on
tne subject, and cannot have until I
receive General Harbord's reply to my
cable.
" In the meantime, it must not be forgotten that Brest, especially, and all of
the western ports of France, to a greater
or lesser degree, are essentially wet
places. Officers stationed in Brest told
me that it rained there regularly five
times a day, and on each of my visits
there something like tills average has
been attained.
The mist, rains, and
squalls from the Bay of Biscay are
constant, and it will be wholly impossible to find a dry place for the assembly
of the soldiers who are to return to the
United States.
" The whole service at. Brest is planned
for the rapid passing of men from the
trains to the ships,1 and only brief detention in the camp at Brest is contemplated.
The same arrangements are
made for officers and men boh' as o
food and shelter. General Helmick whop
is the commanding Officer, at Brest wa
for a long time a member of the force
of the Inspector General and is a zealcus and effective officer. '
General "Smedley D. Butler, who commands at the camp, is a son of Representative Butler of the House Naval
Committee. Secretary Daniels, when before the committee today, said he had
no direct report on conditions, and spoke
of the story as being " sensational " and
" written when conditions may have
been at their worst." Secretary Daniels
said that while Butler was in command
the marines were under orders of the
War Department.
The Secretary said he had no direct
report from Butler, but had received a
report from the army officer in charge
of the district, which commended Butler
and the 13th Marines for their efforts to
make the Brest camp tolerable.

" The camp," said Mr. Daniels. " was
planned as only a temporal y one and
not as a permanent place. When marines landed there trains awaited them
to take them. Coming back, the ships
cannot be there. General Barnett told
me that on the ship he went over on
000 persons were carried off sick and
that another ship dumped hundreds of
sick into the camp. «lt was in bad shape
then, but the number of patients there
would have been a burden for a modern
hospital in Washington. The officers,
1 think, did everything that they could.
Representative T. s. Butler, the father
of General
Butler, said that he had
learned: from doctors who had been at
the camp thai 30,000 to 40.000 ci
influenza and pneumonia were at the
c:amp at one time, and that, while conditions were bad, lie understood they
had been considerably Improved'.
In his article .Mr. Brown said nl part:
" Seventy thousand American soldiers
are awaiting transportation home at
Brest under living conditions of such
wretchedness and misery that one marvels at the discipline that keeps them
from breaking into open rebellion.
" Insufficiently nourished and inadequately sheltered from the elements of
a Breton AVlnter, they are enduring a
state of affairs that is a disgrace to
:he Government.
" 1 do not know who is to blame, but
I think that the responsibility should
not fairly be placed upon the A. E. F.
" These 70,000 men are the victims
of incompetency and blunders.
They
were concentrated at Brest before any
adequate plan for their reception -had
been worked out. * * * To make this
camp habitable 16.000,000 feet of lumber
are needed immediately.
It is not
there.
*
" The concentration camp Is three
miles from Brest, over one of the bleakest roads in Britany. It covers an area
of about one square mile—600 and 700
acres of swamp. Some of the men
are living in rude barracks, buildings
of wood, but by far the greater part
are under canvas. Most of the tents
are old and thin and leak continually
under the rain which falls steadily in
Britany at this'season of the year. Out
of 120 of the tents which I visited less
than thirty had board floors. None of
these tents is ditched, and the men are
obliged to put their bedding rolls down
on the bare ground that is continually
flooded.
" [have seen mud in the front-line
trenches, but I realized that I had never
known what mud was until I visited tills
place. The mud in many parts of this
camp it thigh high.
Every company
street is a river of mud which flows
over into the tents.
" The health of the camp at present
is good, for the men have come there
from the front or from other camps,
where they have been toughened by outdoor life. 1 spoke to oneof the surgeons
about this. He shoow his head.
" ' The health of the men is good now,'
he said, ' but I dread to think what may
happen within a month.' "
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Reinald Werrenrath Sings.
Reinald Werrenrath, the baritone,
gave a recital at Aeolian Hall yesterday,
most unusual in that all his songs were
in English, beautifully enunciated, and
at the same time popular in restoration
of "t>ld home "' songs and ballads of
the mother tongue. It is long since Sullivan's " The Lost Chord " has been so
welcomed as it was at the climax of this
matinee, with accompaniment at the
organ by Charles A. Baker. Among Mr.
Werrenrath's encores were the famous
"Health to King Charles," "Fuzzy
Wuzzy," and " Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes." The audience was large
and it was enthusiastic.
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BAKER SENDS GREETING
TO ALL OUR SOLDIERS
Prases the Army and Counsels
Patience as Demobilization
Is Being Hastened.
Special fo The h'ew York Times.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 31.-Secretary
Baker has sent to every army post a
New Year's Day greeting: which is to
be read to soldiers tomorrow. In it he
praises the work or the army, asserts
that the process of demobilization Is
moving swiftly, " in order and according to plan," but counsels patience because " everything cannot be done at
once."
Mr. Baker's New Tear's Day greeting
follows:
" To you who have fulfilled the
promise of the nation overseas and you

Who stood ready in reserve at home I
send greeting for the New Tear.
" The year of 1918 has shown what
Americans can do, 1819 will show what
America is.
" Tour part in the great accomplishment has been a vital one. The part
you will bear in the days to come will
be no less Important for our country.
"The process' of demobilization Is
moving swiftly, in order and according
to plan. Clearly everything cannot be
done at once, and patience will be
needed. Each step must follow the step
before, and some units will go quickly,
while others may be held a little longer,
for reasons that are very real, though
sometimes not apparent on the surface.
" As America made her power felt
more quickly than the foe thought possible, so she will return that power to
the pursuits of peace with all due speed.
As you have shared In the pride of the
first accomplishment, so must your
patience aid In the present adjustment
to new conditions.
"The privilege of having stood In the
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Weeks Criticises
Baker's Aid for
Casualty Errors
Senator Says Glaring Fault Is |
Shown in Lack of Co-op- j
eratipn Between War De-i
partment and Red Cross j
WASHINGTON, Jan. 2.—The War
Department was sharply criticised in
the Senate to-day by Senator Weeks,
of Massachusetts, Republican, for delays and errors in compiling casualties
among the expeditionary forces and for
failing to cooperate with the Red Cross
in the matter 6f forwarding letters from
wounded soldiers to relatives in this
country.
Criticism was directed especially at
the office of the Adjutant General of
the army, Senator Weeks saying that
Major General McCain, the Adjutant
General, who retired last summer to
command a division and who was suc-

WEDNESDAY.

JANUARY

ranks of the army of victorious democracy will be your pride through the
years to come. If fortune has decreed
that only weeks or months remain for
you to stand in those ranks, instead of
bloody years, as our allies have done,
then bear yourselves through the remaining days in a way to Increase that
pride.
" The best wishes of the country, for
1919 and all the coming years, are yours.
To these I add my own heartiest good
wishes, and the confidence that in the
future as ex-soldiers, as you have done
in the past as soldiers, you will continue
to reflect the highest honor on our
country."
Secretary Baker has sent, through the
New York correspondent of the Paris
Matin, this greeting to the people of
France:
" On the first day of the new year I
am happy to send by these means greetings to our sister Republic. Together
the people of France and America look
forward to a realization of the objects
of victory, the fine purposes of peaceful
pursuits and reconstruction along lines
more stable than civilization has ever
known. It is a very sincere wish, and
I feel It is that of America, that the
new year will yield prosperity and
plentifulncss and open new sources of
happiness to the people of France."

FRIDAY, JANUARY
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ceeded by Major General Harris, should ator Weeks said that agency in August
have been retained. He could not be- located in French hospitals 200 Amerilieve, he said, that a change in the can soldiers reported missing by the
office during the war was business like War Department. These men, he de^
clared, had communicated with the Red
or desirable.
Senator Weeks declared that the Cross, believing that through it their
War Department's information as to relatives would learn of their condition,
but the information ncser was transcasualties often had been wrong.
"During the week ended December mitted because of an order by the de14," he stated, "the Red Cross received partment prohibiting the mailing of
an average of twenty letters a day such letters. Meanwhile the relatives
from parents who had been advised by had no knowledge a3 to the location of
the War Department that their sons the men, though later the order was
had been killed on a specific date. In modified and the agency permitted to
every one of these cases the parents forward the letters intrusted to its
wrote that they had received communi- care.
Accuracy as Theory
cations from their boys subsequent to
the date given by the War Department.
The
theory
under which 'the order
It seems almost miraculous that so i was issued, Senator
said, was
many errors could have occurred in that the department Weeks
wished absolute
case's of this kind."
was desirable, but he
It also was worth noting, the Senator accuracy, which
it did not follow that such
continued, that in sending reports of contended
casualties to families the department information would be any more accusimply stated that the individual had rate, or as accurate, as information obbeen killed or wounded, without fur- tained by the Red Cross through its
ther explanation, and that so far as he individual representatives.
Adjutant General Harris, he exptainknew the department had no other inejd. was not responsible for the order.
formation on the subject.
"One of the most glaring errors
"That work," he added, "has very
properly been taken up by the Red shown in the lack of coordination beCross, and it is testified that in the tween the War Department and the Red
neighborhood of ten thousand letters ! Cross servicef," the Senator said, "is
a week have been sent to the families | found in the fact that hospital lists
of those killed or injured, giving the i were not, until the latter part of No^
facts relating to the death or condi- j vember of this year, furnished the Red
1 Cross, although in the possession of
tion of the injured man."
Describing Red Cross methods, Sen- the War Department."

1, 1919.
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later, the so-called iron camp Was
started and barracks buildings of
corrugated iron are in process of construction as a more complete protection against the winter weather for
the soldiers assembled at Brest for
embarkation home.
"On Nov. 25, Mr. Keppel, the Third
Assistant Secretary of War, man
personal inspection of the entire
camp. Conditions at that time were
excellent. I have no later report on
the subject and cannot have until 1
Secretary of War Says Camp receive Gen. Harbord's reply to my
cable.
Rainfall Is Heavy.
Site Is on Hill and Was
"In the mean time, it must not be
forgotten that Brest especially, and all
in Fine Shape When
of the western ports of France, to a
greater or lesser degree, arc essentiHe Saw It.
ally wet places. Officers stationed in
Brest told me it rained there regularly
live times a day, and on each of my
visits there something like this average has been attained. Gen. Helmick,
WEST COAST OF FRANCE
who is the commanding officer at
was for a long time a member
IS "ESSENTIALLY WET." Brest,
of the force of the Inspector General,
and is a zealous and effective officer."
Secretary of the Navy Daniels was •
by the House Naval Affairs'
Secretary Daniels Says Condi- questioned
Committee to-day about reported bod.
conditions at Brest. He said he bed
tions Were Improved During no direct information, and thought the
report "very sensational." The navy,
he said has no control over the cam;,).
Recent Influenza Epidemic.
Is Not >'avy Camp.
He added:
"It is an army camp, and no doubt
(Special to The World.)
the army authorities will take this
WASHINGTON, Jan. 1.—In the report up. If there is any condition
light of charges published in a not as good as it should be, I preGen. Pershing will do what he
Washington newspaper this' morning sume
can in the matter. I have no authat Camp Pontanezen, the big thority."
American embarkation centre at
The Secretary said that Brig. Geii.
Brest, France, is a mudholc and un- Butler of the Marine Corps is under
lit for human habitation, Secretary the direction of the army authorities]
of War Baker to-day cabled Major He stated that Gen. Butler had imGen. James G. Harbord, head of the proved conditions at the camp, acService of Supply, to make an imme- cording to information from an army
diate personal inspection and report officer.
In the influenza epidemic
on conditions in the camp.
many men were landed at. Brest sufThe published charges arc that this fering with that disease or pneumocamp, which was said to have con- nia, the Secretary said.
tained 70,000 men on the day before
Secretary Daniels called attention
Christmas, is located on s'wamp land, to the fact that ships are not availtransformed into a sea of mud since able to take the men on board as
the rainy season set in; that the mud promptly as trains would bo to carry
was knee deep and in places thigh them. "Schedules are not as good as
deep,, and that the large concentra- ■they are in AVashington," he added.
tion of troops was improperly housed
and fed.
.
When his attention was called to
the published report, written by
George Rothwell Brown, Secretary
Baker said he had read it carefully
and had at once cabled Gen. Harbord
to ascertain the actual conditions and
report at the earliest possible date.
He said that Gen. Harbord is responsible for Camp Pontanezen as the
ranking officer at Brest. Mr. Baker
made this statement:
Inspection Is Ordered.
"I have read the description of conditions in the embarkation camp at
Brest and have cabled Gen.- Harbord
asking that he make an immediate
personal inspection of conditions
there.
"In October I visited and inspected
this camp. It lies on a hill and consists of two parts, one the old camo
with wooden barracks, and the second
a large tent camp meant for the temporary receipt of men who are on
their way to or from ships. Somewhat

BREST "lOHflLE"
IS 10 BE 1NSPECTE

After Reading Post Article
Baker Cables Gen. Harbord.
NEW TO ASK SENATE INQUIRY
Army and Navy Officers Generally
Confirm

Mr.

Brown's

Report.

Daniels Says Camp Is Only Temporary and Correspondent Saw It
at Worst—Rains Are Constant.
The report by George Rothwell
Brown in yesterday's Post, describing
conditions at the American embarkation camp at Brest, aroused great interest in official and congressional
circles. Secretary Baker announced
that he had cabled Gen. Harbord,'
chief of the American expeditionary
force supply service, asking that he
make an immediate personal inspection of conditions at the camp and
report.
While there was difference of opinion among army and navy officers familiar with the situation at Brest,
there was general agreement with Mr.
Brown. The story of The Post cordespondent attracted much attention
among senators, and it is probable
that there will be a public inquiry into
the matter. Senator Harry New, or
Indiana, a member of the military
committee, said last night:
Senator New to Ask Inquiry.
"I have no doubt of the accuracy of
the story as published in The Post.
Mr. Brown is a correspondent of reputable standing and he is not going
to affix his name to something that is
untrue. I have no doubt he has correctly depicted conditions in that
camp as he saw them. I cannot believe he, or anyp'ne else, would make
such statements if not warranted by
the facts. If he has there can be no
excuse for it.
"As one member of the committee
I shall ask that an inquiry be made
into all the facts and the whole truth
disclosed. The American people are
entitled to know the truth. I have
read all of this with much interest
and especially because of the fact
that I have had confirmation of it
from certain military authorities. The
story as printed has all the earmarks
of truth. If conditions are as stated—
and I have no doubt they are—the situation calls for immediate and rigid
inquiry and immediate correction.
There is no possible excuse for permitting such a condition of affairs
to exist."
Temporary Camp, Says Daniels.
Secretary Daniels, when before the
House naval committee during the
day, was questioned regarding reports that 70,000 soldiers at Brest
were inadequately sheltered and insufficiently nourished. He said he
had no direct report on conditions
and referred to the report as "very
sensational, and probably written at
a time when conditions were at the
worst."

Mr. Daniels said he bad received a
report from the army officer in
charge of the Brest district, which is
a very warm commendation of Brig.
Gen. Butler and the Thirteenth marines for their work to make the
place tolerable.
"The camp was
planned as only a temporary one," he
added. "When marines landed there,
trains awaited them to take them on.
Coming back, the ships cannot be
thero so regularly."

Thousands of "Flu" Cases.
Referring to Information given by
MaJ. Gen. Barnett, commandant of the
marine corps, who recently returned
from abroad, Secretary Daniels said:
"Gen. Barnett told me that from
the ship he went over on 900 persons
were carried off sick and that another
ship dumped hundreds of sick into
the camp. It was In bad shape then,
but the number of patients there
would have been a burden for a modern hospital in Washington. The officers, I think, did everything they
could."
Representative Butler, father of
Gen. Butler'and a member of the naval committee, said that he had
learned from doctors who had been
there that between 30,000 and 40,000
cases of influenea and pneumonia
wero at the camp at one time and
that while conditions were bad he understood they were "much improved."
Raker Cables for Report.
The following statement was authorized by Secretary of War Baker
yesterday:
"I have heard the description of I
conditions In the embarkation camp I
at Brest, and have cabled Gen. Har- I
bord asking that he make an immedl- I
ate personal inspection ef conditions!
there.
"In October I visited and inspected]
this camp. It lies on a hill, and confeistB of two parts, one the old camp
with wooden barracks, and the second ]
a large tent carnp meant for the
temporary receipt of men who are on
their way to or from ships. Somewhat later the so-called iron camp
was started, and barrack buildings of
corrugated iron are in process of construction as a more complete protection against the winter weather for
the soldiers assembled at Brest for
embarkation home,
"On the 25th of November Mr. Keppel, the Third Assistant Secretary of
War, made a personal inspection of
the entire camp. Conditions at that
time were excellent.
Continuous Rain at Brest.
"The men were comfortable, well
fed and every attention was being
given to the sanitary condition of the
camp. I have no later report on the
subject, and cannot have until I receive Gen. Harbord's reply to my
cable.
"In the meantime it must not be
forgotten that Brest especially, and
all of the western ports of France, to
a greater or lesser degree, are essentially wet places. Officers stationed
in Brest told me that it rained there
regularly five times a day, and on
each of my visits there something
like this average has been attained.
The mists, fogs," rains and squalls
from the Bay of Biscay are constant,
and it will be wholly impossible to
find a dry place for the assembly of
the soldiers who are to return to the
United States.
"The whole service at Brest is
planned for the rapid passing of men
from the trains to the ships and only
brief detention in the camp at Brest
is contemplated. The same arrangements aVe made for officers and men
both as to food and shelter. Gen.
Helmlck, who is the commanding ofcer at Brest, was for a long time a
member of the force of the inspector
general, and is a zealous and effective officer."
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Baker Wants
'Stop Gap'Army
Of 500,000
Million More Soldiers Will
Be Discharged From Duty
Within Next Five Weeks
House Hears His Views
Secretary Says No Decision
Has Yet Been Reached on i
Universal Military Service!
WASHINGTON, Jan. 3. —No decision has been reached by the War
Department on the question of universal military service, Secretary
Baker told the House Military Committee to-day, and he indicated that no
definite project for a permanent military establishment would be presented
to Congress until the peace conference
had concluded its work.
When asked whether it would be

SATURDAY,

necessary to keep a large American
force in Europe for at least two years,
the Secretary said: "We hope that is
not true; we are not planning for it."
He said 700,000 men had been discharged from the army since the armistice was signed and that a million
more men would be discharged within
the next five weeks.
Mr. Baker gave notice that a bill
authorizing a regular army of 500,000
men to be raised by voluntary enlistment would be submitted shortly to
Congress, together with estimates for
appropriations. This army, he said,
was in the nature of a temporary military establishment, described as a
"stopgap army," which would tide
over the period until peace is reestablished.
Asks Congress's Advice
The Secretary's statement was made
during a conference he sought with
the committee in order to lay before
it the question of the disposition to
be made of three artillery training
camps, those at Fayctteviile, N. C,
Columbus, Ga„ and West Point, Ky.
He said it was necessary that a decision be reached as to whether these
sites were to be purchased for permanent camps, and he was unwilling
to proceed without the advice of Congress. '
In regard to keeping the sixteen national army cantonments and some of
the national guard camp sites, Mr.
Baker said it was his personal judgment that the cantonment sites should
all be purchased, to be held for divisional training centres for whatever
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army the nation might decide to maintain.
Questioning brought out the statement that the War Department did
not anticipate keeping any large proportion of the 500,000 men for the
regular army in Europe for any length
of time.
The question of universal military
training was brought up by Representative Kahn, of California, who will be
chairman of the committee when the
Republicans organize the next House.
Mr. Kahn said the whole question of
the future of the cantonments seemed
to him to be involved with the permanent military policy.
"Is it the policy of the War Department," he asked, "to favor universal
military training?"
"The War Department," SecretaryBaker replied, "has no policy on that
subject. Personally, I do. not believe
it would be wise to attempt to settle
the question of our permanent army
policy now or before the peace conference has arrived at its conclusions."
Action Soon Asked
Representative Kahn asked if the
army of 500,000 men was in Mr.
Baker's opinion only a temporary establishment. The Secretary said he so regarded it, and pointed out that steps
for reoi-ganization were immediately
necessary, since the existing law limits
any enlistment in the army to the
duration of the war.
Mr. Baker said it was proposed to
continue permanently the army rate of
pay fixed for the war period, practically $1 a day for privates.
"I have a feeling that if the voluntary system is given a chance to supply the peace-rime army, with the very
definite understanding that the uni-

versal military obligation will be enforced for any subsequent war emergency, there is strong likeliliood that
the 500,000 volunteers can be obtained," Baker said in answer to a
question.
Discussing camp sites again, he said
the War Department at present had no
policy to submit for the abandonment
of any of the permanent army posts,
but later it might become wise to dispose of either posts or cantonments
as the situation became clearer.

BAKEK BACKS GE
•etary SSays Office
Secretary
the Army Regulations.
Secretary Baker said yesterday that
the action taken by Maj. Gen. Shanks,
commandant of the port of debarkation at New York, to maintain discipline among officers returning from
France with their units, had the full
support of the War Department.
Many of these officers have been absent without leave, and Gen. Shanks
has determined to bring the men to
trial, if necessary, to restore respect
i for the military regulations.
"Demobilization," said Secretary
Baker, "must be orderly, and it is just |
as Incumbent upon the officers to obey ]
military regulations during the period of demobilization^ as during the
period of mobilization."

i
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BAKER TO PROPOSE
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Reason!) for llujine Cantonment*.
1. It is the economical thing- to do,
being wiser to acquire the freehold
of the property than to rent it, and
be able to conserve these fields for
future use.
2. It is a1 wise policy for the military establishment, the war having
demonstrated the need of training
rounds.
S. It is equitable and necessary to
io justice to the people who are disposse.^d.
Secretary Baker said the War Department had abandoned the tank
camp established near Raleigh, N. C,
and that it would be combined with
one of the artillery schools. The
three decided upon for purchase are
at Fayetteville, N.' C; Columbus,
Ga., West Point, Ky.
"The one in North Carolina does
not include Camp Greene, does it?"
inquired Mr. Kahn. "There was a
general complaint," he continued,
"that it was a hog wallow in wet
■weather,"
"In the early period," said Mr.
Baker, "we had some trouble. It was
necessary during one heavy rain to
distribute food by horseback. Now
good roads have been constructed."

SPIRITSASKLEAGUE

OF HALF A MILLION :S
—♦-—

Tells the House War Department Will Await Versailles
Results

Before

Acting

on

Universal Training.
DEMOBILIZATION BEGINS
TO MOVE MORE RAPIDLY.

War Secretary, at Buffalo,
Declares Sacrifices Mean
Mew Magna Charta.

Not Dependent on War.

EMBARKATION CAMP
1700,000 Men Have Been Dis- AT BREST IMPROVED
charged to Date, With Plans Major Gen. Harbord Admits
for 1,000,000 More to Be Let
Out Within the Next Five
Weeks.
(.Smedal to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 3.—A tempo.
I rary army of 500,000 men until terms
of peace are settled will be recommended to Congress in a few days?
1 Secretary Baker to-day informed the
jjHouse Military Affairs Committee.
The men enlisted 'before the present
emergency will toe the nucleus for the
new force which is to be created under the volunteer system, with pay as
at present, on the basis of $30 a
laonth at home and ?36 abroad for
privates.
Will Hnrrj- Our Men Home.
The Secretary told the comhrittee
I the department was not planning to
I maintain a large army in Europe for
(wo years or more, and added t£e
I hope that such a course would not be
necessary.
<
Secretary Baker s'aid demobilization
is beginning to move more rapidly,
700,000 men having been discharged
to date, with plans made for 1,000,000
additional to be returned to private
life in the next five weeks.
Soon
I men will be embarking from Franco
at the rate of 60,000 a week.
Mr. Baker declared the War department will not now recommend
plans for universal military training
for after-war mifttary forces, awaiting;
Results at Versailles.
In any event
he urged purchase of practically all
the sixteen national army cantonments, three artillery training posts
«uid some of the National Guard
camps. Details and applications1 will
toe a subject taken up to-morrow by
Chief of Staff March.
Ownership of the big training fields,
the Secretary explained, is made necessary by lessons learned in the war
to the effect that divisional training
is all essential. A big field is required
for such training. He anticipated no
trouble in raising the new forces.
"We have surrounded the army" he
paid, "with conditionsrthat make the
service attractive. Careers have been
made in the army. We want the future to continue promising."
The Secretary gave these three reasons for his recommendations to buy
cantonments:

Mud Is Bad, but Says Health
Is Good.
WASHINGTON, Jan. S— In reply
to Secretary Baker's request fjr a
report on conditions in the Ame;.ica»
camp at Brest, Major Gen. Harbord,
commanding officer at the port, today sent-this cablegram:
"Climatic conditions at Brest due
to daily rains are the worst of any
port at our disposal in France, but
the lack of deep water at other ports
forces certain ships to come to Brest,
the one port they can enter.
The
policy of beginning evacuation of our
troops immediately after the armistice
and the order to fill all available
shipping- forced the evacuation of
troops through Brest before any construction Work suitable to an embarkation camp could bo completed.
"Work on this embarkation camp
and on the necessary port facilities
to convert the small port into a li '3
embarkation port has been going on
steadily for some time night and day.
Conditions are very bad and are far
from what we plan at the present
time; but they are improving daily
and the Inspector General, American
expeditionary forces, within the past
week reported that progress was good
und conditions' were satisfactory when
the original conditions and the physical and climatic difficulty were considered.
"Work at Brest and St. Nazaire on
these embarkation features has Ion:*
had priority over practically all other
work in France, and this will coutir-uc until the embarkation features
at both places have reached a satisfactory stage.
The embarkation of
troops
in large
numbers
began
through the port at the same time as
the construction of the embarkation
facilities, and therefore the troops
passing through in the early period
could not have had advantage of
wthat we plan to give troops passing
'through these places in future."
Paul D. Cravath of New York, just
back from Europe, where he served
as an adviser of the Inter-Allied
Board on Finance and Purchases,
brought to the War Department toitoa most favorable unofficial reaas Ol
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The peace conference. Mr. Baker
said, undoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial questions.
It would be bonceivablv possible, he added; "to make treaties ending this war in the old way. quieting
its present discords and dealing with
each national claim as though it were
individual and of no community interest."
"But we bad a world organized In
the old way in 1914," he continued.
"In the last months of that year tho
heady currents of .international misunderstanding swirled together, and
I know of no more pathetic picture
than that of the helplessness of the
great and enlightened governments
of the world as their statesmen watched the stream and realized that no
provision had been made to stem it.

!
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"It is inconceivable that the peoples
PACT MUST PREVENT WAR of the world willed such a war. It is
equally inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing now to
face the possibility of another such
By tlie Associated Trots.
trial without perfecting in advance
BUFFALO, N. Y., January 4.—Speak- modes of concerted action which will
restrain
the madness of the moment
ing here tonight before the Buffalo
and be assurances of just consideraChamber of Commerce, Secretary of tion dispelling forever the illusion
War Baker declared it inconceivable that either national greatness or nathat the peace conference would make tional safety essentially depends upon
the ability of a people to destroy
the
world
war
an
insuperable life,
wealth and property without
iling to provide for a stopping first to test out the possibilileague of nations or some other ar- ties of accommodation and concord.
"We have had centuries of leagues
rangement to prevent such disasters
among- nations for the purpose of
in the future.
making war, offensive and defensive.
"We here in America, who have j Is it too much to believe that in this
worked and paid," he said, "the enlightened age a league to prevent
war had become impossible?"
fathers and mothers who have given
The war has given America a new
their sons, surely have a right to some ! vision of her strength and power, Mr.
high assurances of future peace as a Baker declared.
'.'We have made a voyage of disconsolation for their sacrifices. One covery
and found unsuspected capaccannot close his eyes and think of the ities in ourselves," he continued.
peace conference at Versailles with- "Democracy has been tested and
out, feeling that there hover over it proved as effective as it is wholesome.
Politically, democracy has vanquishthe spirits of millions of dead men de- ed other systems, and with this politimanding that their sacrifices be not cal liberty there has come to us in
in vain, that the statesmen of the increasing measure a vision of the
possibilities of commercial and ecoworld now secure to mankind the nomic justice."
blessings which they died to obtain."
Shattered German System.
Not Speaking for President.
It was the spirit of freedom and
Mr. Baker said he had no intention right that animated the American
of speaking for the President, whose Army in France, the war secretary
statement had been explicit, and in
declared.
"Hindenburg lines crumwhose hands the case of America was pled like houses of cards in the face of
now placed.
that spirit," and, he said, after the
"He stands with head erect," said taking of St. Mihiel salient in Septhe Secretary, "in the ancient places tember, "an American general with
of tlie old world where other kinds of
i million American soldiers at his
treaties used to be made, and reprebad.', drove through the Argonne
sents a great and free people. He is forest, took Sedan and so shattered
the advocate not of a form, but of a the whole German system of military
operations that surrender more comprinciple.
"It may be that there are voices in plete than unconditional was accepted
by Germany at the point of the sword
this country which quiver with hesitation and here and there timorous when the armistice of November 11
was
signed."
uncertainty, but back of him in that
Mr. Baker made only one reference
council chamber are the voices of the
democracies of the world, of the men to criticisms of the War Department
who labor and the women who sac- recently voiced in the Senate.
"Although there is much talk of the
rifice; he is by force of events the
spokesman of the democracy of the United States having to rely upon
Great
Britain and France to supply
world, and the compositions of this
war will be a new magna tharta, a its armies with heavy artillery," he
new bill of rights to liberate the chil- said, "nevertheless American industry
dren or the future from the burdens did, in fact, supply to Great Britain
and France practically an equivalent
of the past."
As to the proposals for a league of to that made available to us from
nations Mr. Baker said it was not them. American industry was able to
such a scheme as the holy alliance meet the demands made upon it, and
on the day the armistice was signed
suggested by some" of its critics.
"it is not proposed out of cabinets our Army abroad was thoroughly
of absolute ministers," he said, "but equipped with American made rifles
is rather the passionate demand of and machine guns, some heavy artilthe man in the street, the simple and lery had been shipped and the stream
the unsophisticated, who know little of supply of all types of artillery, amof the intrigues and wiles of state- munition and equipment was begincraft, but WHO know a very great ning at such a rate as would have
suU'Gi'ii«-: and sacrifice supplied our own vast forces entirely
from our own sources within a very
which war entails.
few months."
Refuses to Be Timid.

"For my own part. I refuse to be
timid about America's capacity to do
new things which are neeed in a new
world. 1 decline to distrust our purposes or to shrink from moving forward because the road seems wider
and higher than roads we have traveled hitherto. I do not know what form
these arrangements can take. I am
not wedded to any particular method
of preserving the peace of the world.
r--*I^do not believe that so great an obJPl**'' can be accomplished by merely
^aonering to a particular form of words
or phrases."
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BAKER 10 PROPOSE
TEMPORARY A1Y
Tells the House War Department Will Await Versailles
Results

Before

Acting

on

Universal Training.
DEMOBILIZATION BEGINS
TO MOVE MORE RAPIDLY.

Reasons for Bnj-ing Cantonments.
1. It is the economical thing to do,
being wiser to acquire the freeno'l.i
of the property than to rent it, and
be able to conserve these fields for
future use.
2. It is a' wise policy for the military establishment, the war having
demonstrated the need of training
grounds.
3. It is equitable and necessary to
do justice to the people who are disposse.«^d.
Secretary Baker said the War Department had abandoned the tank
camp established near Raleigh, N. C,
and that it would be combined with
one of the artillery schools. The
three decided upon for purchase are
at Fayetteville, N.' C; Columbus,
Ga., West Point, Ky.
"The one in North Carolina docs
not include Camp Greene, does it?"
inquired Mr. Kahn. "There was a
general complaint," he continued,
"that it was a hog wallow in wet
-weather,"
"In the early period," said Mr.
Baker, "we had some trouble. It was
necessary during one heavy rain to
distribute food by horseback. Now
good roads have been constructed."

EMBARKATION CAMP
[700,000 Men Have Been Dis- AT BREST IMPROVED
charged to Date, With Plans Major Gen. Harbord Admits
for 1,000,000 More to Be Let
Out Within the Next Five
Weeks.
'Sraecial to Tho World.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 3.—A temporary army of 500,000 men until terms '
of peace are settled will be recommended to Congress in a few days*
Secretary Baker to-d£y informed the
Jlouse Military Affairs Committee.
The men enlisted before the present
emergency will 'be the nucleus for the
new force which is to be created under the volunteer system, with pay as
at present, on the basis of $30 a
month at home and ?36 abroad for
privates.
Will Hnrrj- Our Men Home.
The Secretary told the committee
the department was not planning to
maintain a large army in Europe for
two years or more, and added tJie
hope that such a course would not be
necessary.
Secretary Baker said demobilization
is beginning to move more rapidly,
700,000 men having been discharged
to date, with plans made for 1,000,000
additional to be returned to private
life in the next five weeks.
Soon
men will be embarking from Franco
at the rate of 60,000 a week.
Mr. Baker declared the War Department will not now recommend
(plans for universal military training
or after-war military forces, awaiting
.-results at Versailles. In any event
he urged purchase of practically all
the sixteen national army cantonments, three artillery training posts
and some of the National Guard
camps. Details and applications' will
toe a subject taken up to-morrow by
Chief of Staff March.
Ownership of the big training fields,
the Secretary explained, is made necessary by lessons learned in the war
to the effect that divisional training
is all essential. A big- field is required
for such training. He anticipated no
trouble in raising the new forces.
"We have surrounded the army" he
said, "with conditions7that make the
service attractive. Careers have been
made in the army. We want the future to continue promising."
The Secretary gave these three reasons for his recommendations to buy
cantonments:

Mud Is Bad, but Says Health
Is Good.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 3.—In reply
to iSecretary Baker's1 request for a
report on conditions in the Americas
camp at Brest, Major Gen. Harbord,
commanding officer at the port, today sent'this cablegram:
"Climatic conditions at Brest due
to daily rains are the worst of any
port at our disposal in France, but
the lack_of_dggp_water at other ports
forces certain ships to come to Brest,
the one port they can enter. The
policy of beginning evacuation of our
troops immediately after the armistice
and the order to fill all available
shipping forced the evacuation of
troops through Brest before any construction work suitable to an embarkation camp could be completed.
"Work on this embarkation camp
and on the necessary port facilities
to convert the small port into a li '3
embarkation port has been going on
steadily for some time night and day.
Conditions are very bad and are far
from what we plan at the present
time; but they are improving daily
and the Inspector General, American
expeditionary forces, within the past
week reported that progress was good
and conditions' were satisfactory when
the original conditions and the physical and climatic difficulty were considered.
"Work at Brest and St. Nazaire on
these embarkation features has lonr
!
had priority over practically all other
I work in France, and this will coui tinue until the embarkation features
at both places have reached a satisfactory stage. The embarkation of
troops in large numbers began
through the port at the same time as
i; the construction of the embarkation
facilities, and therefore the troops
passing through in <lhe early period
could not have had advantage of,
wftat we plan to give troops passing 1
through these places in future,"
Paul D. Cravath of New York, just
back from Europe, where he served
as an adviser of the Inter-Allied
Board on Finance and Purchases,
brought to the War Department today a most favorable unofficial report on the camp at Brest.
Mr. Cravath said he had spent two
days before Christmas in the camp.
Jn the six days preceding his v^sut, he
•aid only three men of 60,000 m camp
ihad been admitted to tflie hospital,
suffering from diseases attributable
rto exposure or cold. He said it was
true there was plenty of mud due to
climatic conditions, but that Brig.
Gen. Smedley Butler of the Marine
Corps, in command, had achieved remarkable results in a short time in
preparing the camp to handle returning soldiers. Acres of barracks have
been built, he explained, <and these
men are still in tents and m every
case under adequate shelter and are
warm and comfortable.
The Senate to-day referred to the
Military Committee the resolution^introduced by Senator New of Indiana,
calling for an investigation of condi
tions at Brest.

SPIRITSASKLEAGUE
War Secretary, at Buffalo,
Declares Sacrifices Mean
New Magna Charta.

The peace conference, Jlr. Raker
said, undoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial questions. It would be conceivably possible, he added, "to make treaties ending this war in the old way. quieting
its present discords and dealing with
each national claim as though it were
individual and of no community interest."
"But we had a world organized in
the old way in 1914," he continued.
"In the last months of that year tho
heady currents of international misunderstanding swirled together, and
1 know of no more pathetic picture
than that of the helplessness of the
great and enlightened governments
of the world as their statesmen watched the stream and realized that no
provision had been made to stem it.

Not Dependent on War.
"It is inconceivable that the peoples
PACT MUST PREVENT WAR of the world willed such a war. It is
equally inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing now to
face the possibility of another such
By the Associated Preis.
trial without perfecting in advance
BUFFALO, N. Y., January 4.—Speak- modes of concerted action which will
restrain
the madness of the moment
ing here tonight before the Buffalo and be assurances
of just consideraChamber of Commerce, Secretary of tion dispelling forever the illusion
"War Baker declared it inconceivable that either national greatness or nathat the peace conference would make tional safety essentially depends upon
the ability of a people to destroy
the
world
war
an
insuperable life, wealth and property without
tragedy by failing to provide for a stopping first to test out the possibilileague of nations or some other ar- ties of accommodation and concord.
"We have had centuries of leagues
rangement to prevent such disasters among
nations for the purpose of
in the future.
making war, offensive and defensive.
Is
it
too
much to believe that in this
"We here in America, who have
age a league to prevent
worked and paid," he said, "the enlightened
wav had become impossible?"
fathers and mothers who have given
The war has given America a new
their sons, surely have a right to some i vision of her strength and power, Mr.
declared.
high assurances of future peace as a Baker
"We have made a voyage of disconsolation for their sacrifices. One covery and found unsuspected capaccannot close his eyes and think of the ities in ourselves," he continued.
peace conference at Versailles with- "Democracy has been tested and
as effective as it is wholesome.
out, feeling that there hover over it proved
Politically, democracy has vanquishthe spirits of millions of dead men de- ed other systems, and "with this politimanding that their sacrifices be not cal liberty there has come to us in
measure a vision of the
in vain, that the statesmen of the increasing
possibilities of commercial and ecoworld now secure to mankind the nomic justice."
blessings which they died to obtain."
Shattered German System.
Not Speaking for President.
It was the spirit of freedom and
Ivlr. Baker said he had no intention right that animated the American
of speaking for the President, whose Army in France, the war secretary
statement had been explicit, and in "declared. "Itindenburg lines crumwhose hands the case of America was pled like houses of cards in the face of
that spirit," and, he said, after the
now placed.
"He stands with head erect," said taking of St. Mihiel salient in Septhe Secretary, "in the ancient places tember, "an American general with
of the old world where other kinds of two million American soldiers at his
treaties used to be made, and repre- back, drove through the Argonne
sents a great and free people. He is forest, took Sedan and so shattered
the advocate not of a form, but of a the whole German system of military
operations that surrender more comprinciple.
"It may be that there are voices in plete than unconditional was accepted
!: this country which quiver with hesi- by Germany at the point of the sword
tation and here and there timorous when the armistice of November 11
uncertainty, but back of him in that was signed."
Mr. Baker made only one reference
. council chamber are the voices of the
democracies of the world, of the men to criticisms of the War Department
recently
voiced in the Senate.
who labor and the women who sac"Although there is much talk of the
rifice; he is by force of events the
United
States
having to rely upon
; spokesman of the democracy of the
' world, and the compositions of this Great Britain and France to supply
war will be a new magna tharta, a its armies with heavy artillery," he
new bill of rights to liberate the chil- said, "nevertheless American industry
j dren of the future from the burdens did, in fact, supply to Great Britain
and France practically an equivalent
of the past."
to that made available to us from
As to the proposals for a league of them.
American industry was able to
nations Mr. Baker said it was not meet the
demands made upon it, and
such a scheme as the holy alliance on the day
the armistice was signed
suggested by some of its critics.
our
Army
abroad was thoroughly
"it is not proposed out of cabinets equipped with
American made rifles
of absolute ministers," he said, "but and machine guns,
some heavy artilis rather the passionate demand of lery had been shipped
the stream
the man in the street, the simple and of supply of all types ofand
amthe unsophisticated, who know little munition and equipmentartillery,
was
of the intrigues and wiles of state- ning at such a rate as would beginhave
craft, but who know a very great
our own vast forces entirely
'deal about tfite suilorii^; and sacrifice supplied
from
our
own
sources
within
a
very
which war entails.
few months."
Refuses to Be Timid.
"For my own part. 1 refuse to be
timid about America's capacity to do
new things which are neeed in a new
world. I decline to distrust our purposes or to shrink from moving forward because the road seems wider
and higher than roads we have traveled hitherto. I do not know what form
these arrangements can take. I am
not wedded to any particular method
of preserving the peace of the world.
I do not believe that so great an object can be accomplished by merely
adhering to a particular form of words
or phrases."
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The Buffalo Chamber of Commerce

Annual Banquet
(SugfitB of THanot
HONORABLE

NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War

HONORABLE

JOSEPH W. FORDNEY

Member of Congress from Michigan

HOTEL STATLER
SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY FOURTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETEEN

en

tun

FRESH FRUIT COCKTAIL
OLIVES

CELERY

STRAINED GUMBO EN TASSE

BROILED WHITE FISH - HOTELIERE

FILET MICNON SAUTE - BORDELAISE
PARISIENNE POTATOES

GREEN PEAS

HEARTS OF LETTUCE — RUSSIAN DRESSING

ASSORTED CAKES

FANCY ICE CREAM

COFFEE

CIGARS

CIGARETTES

Choruses will be sung only during the dinner and as
announced by the chorus leader

•program
(tnajatmafitrr
MR. HENRY

D. MILES,

President, Buffalo Chamber of Commerce

Rossini

Organ, "William Tell Overture"
MR.

H. A. HOUZE

Quartette, " Spring Waltz"

.

.

.

.

Milde

WESTMINSTER QUARTETTE

Address,
HONORABLE JOSEPH

W. FORDNEY

Quartette, " Fairest Daughter of the Graces" from Rigoletto

Verdi

WESTMINSTER QUARTETTE

Address,
HONORABLE NEWTON

D. BAKER

Song, "Star-Spangled Banner"
ENTIRE ASSEMBLY

Key

PUNS PROMOTIONS
IN REGULAR Y
WcrrU —*—■Ifill J

Secretary Baker Is 'Working
on Scheme to Have Officers

WASHINGTON POST:

Soldiers' ray Delayed.

R UNDER HOT FIRE'
| Campbell Tells House Secretary
Lacks in Efficiency.
VERBAL CONTRACTS DEBATED

Retain the Rank They

Held During War.

Kansan Contrasts Delay in Paying
Wounded

j

(Special to ftthe WorM.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 6.—It is probable that all officers of the Regular
Army will receive considerably higher
rank in the new permanent military
organization than they held prior to
I the entrance of the United States in
war. All officers of the regulars then
in the service have been promoted.
Men who were Lieutenants then are
Lieutenant Colonels, and even Colonels. Not a few have been made
Brigadier Generals who were Majors.
Secretary Baker said to-day t!ie
War Department is now studying the
problem presented by Regular Army
officers now holding high rank in the
emergency forces. "After a man has
been doing duty with troops in war
as a Colonel," said Mr. Baker, "it is
pretty hard for him to revert back
to a lower rank. The problem cannot
be solved until Congress decides
what to do about the bill for the
army.
"If Congress provides for an army
of 500,000, and all members I "nave
talked with seem to be favorable,
that, so far as I know, would take
care of all Regular Army officers. An
effort will be made to use all the present permanent officers and then to
fill in with those oficers best qualified who are now in the temporary
army and have, signified their desire
to stay in the military establishment."

SBCRKTAR'V BAKKR—During his
long and brilliant career he touched ]
the public life of America in more
ways-than other of our public men.;
Taken all in all, it is the close of a
great career, typically American and
marked at every point by loyalty to
American ideals, as well as by resistless energy and determination.
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JANUARY 9. IMS-

Soldiers

AVith

Solici-

tude for Materials .Delivered Too
Ijate for Use—Declares Officials
"Made Mess of Everything."
Consideration in the House yesterday of proposed legislation to validate
informal contracts between army contractors and the War Department ;
provoked heated partisan debate.
An especially bitter attack was
made upon the Secretary of War and j
his' department by Representative.'
Campbell,
Republican, of Kansas, ■
ranking minority member of the rules I
committee.
The principal point at issue is
whether the Secretary and his assistant shall adjudicate the informal contracts, or whether this shall be done
by a special commission, as proposed
iri legislation approved by the Senate
committee on military affairs.
The-House Republicans are expected td ' center their forces upon an
amendment similar to that approved
by. the Senate committee. Most of the
Democrats Will, oppose such an amendment.
The merits of the legislation were
discussed on both the question of a
special rule, reported by Representative Pou, chairman of tlje rules committee, and on the bill itself, which
was- championed by Representative
Dent, chairman , of the committee
Oh military affairs. Representatives
Campbell and Little, of Kansas, led
the fight against the measure.
Holds Up 6,700 Contracts.
A ruling of the comptroller of the
Trea-sufr has held up the adjustment
of 0,700'informal contracts, involving
about., $1,000,00.0,000.
Many contractors, it is claimed, are
threatened with: .bankruptcy. It was
shown that many patriotic men had
shown their willingness to work for
the government without contracts in
order to furnish supplies necessary to
winning the war.
"I have no doubt that many of the
claims involved are just and should be
paid," said Representative Campbell,
"but I doubt. seriously whether the
War Department should make this adjustment. .The department has not
shown itself possessed of the business
ability, the wisdom nor the-judgment
to transact large business affairs.
They have spent more money and gotten less for it than any record shown
in history.
"The truth of the matter is that the
Secretary of War has failed to measure up to the standard set by President Wilson, who said of him, 'He is
the most efficient public servant I have
ever known.' Some one outside of the
War Department should settle these
claims."

Mr. Campbell referred to the failure of the War Department to pay
soldiers on time, to Its refusal to pay
allotments of pay to relatives of soldiers, and to other alleged inefficiency.
"In every hospital along the coasts,"
said Mr. Campbell, "there are soldiers
who have been without paK for
months, and their relatives are unable
to obtain information about them.
There is great nnxiety to pay contractors who have money tied up in
army contracts for materials which
came too late to do any good, but no
anxiety to make good with the men
who gave their limbs and offered
their lives for America.
"The War Department iri its inefficiency has gotten the government
into this mess. They made a mess of
everything. They failed to get munitions for the American
fighting
forces, though prior to the time we
entered the war We were furnishing
munitions to other powers.
"Gen. Pershing has reported that
he had to obtain guns, munitions and
artillery from French contractors.
The failure of the War Department
in providing American-made war supplies is a reflection upon the department rather than upon the American
business men."
Moore Flans Supervision.
Representative Moore served notice
that, he will offer an amendment providing that a congressional committee of two senators and four representatives shall have oversight of
satt'ament of the claims by the Secretary of War.
Several members have prepared
amendments for the creation of a Special commission to adjudicate the
claims, taking it entirely away from
the War Department.
A final vote on the legislation is
expected today.

BAKER URGES HOUSING
Secretary Protests Stopping of
Work on Plaza Project.
ADDITIONAL CLERKS COMING
Women War Workers Bobbed by
Grasping Boarding House Keepers, ire Tells Senate Committee.
Conditions in Capital Disgrace to
National Government.

Secretary Baker, before the House
committee on public buildings and
grounds, yesterday scored Washington rent profiteers, and
advocated
completion of the Union Station housing project for war workers. Mr.
Baker protested against the Senate
Joint resolution directing that work
on the Union Station project be Busponded, and directing further that the
United States housing corporation
suspend work on all projects throughout the country where the work is not
75 per cent completed.
"Lack of facilities to house government employes in Washington is a
disgrace to the entire country," said
Mr, Baker. "Conditions are simplv
indescribable. Girls who come here
to work for the government are furnished no accommodations whatsoever. They are robbed by grasping
boarding house keepers, forced to live
In crowded quarters, and are subjected to humiliating treatment."
Additional Clerks Enrolled.
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Secretary Baker described the War
Department as the principal employer
of labor in Washington, and told the
committee that in many bureaus additional employes are being put on
the rolls in large numbers in order
to handle the increased work Inci- j
dent to winding up the war business. I
Illustrating the
greatly Increased
personnel of his department, Mr.
Baker said that recently the adjutant general's office alone had called
into service an additional 1,000 employes, and even now Is asking for a
still greater Increase.
Mr. Baker said there would be no
appreciable decrease in the number
of clerks needed by the War Department for at least another year.
Tho cancellation of contracts, the
return of material allotted to military
units, the work of handling soldiers'
allotments and the checking off of
uniforms and equipment, he. said, are
among the tasks which will require
the services of large numbers of extra
employes at the War Department.
Women Workers to Be Heard.
In these circumstances, Mr. Baker
said. Congress should enlarge its
housing program rather than curtail
it. He directed attention of the committee to the housing facilities accorded Its employes in Washington by
I the Bell Telephone Company, and said
| a visit to this institution maintained
j by. a civilian organization would
I cause the government to blush at a
I realization of its failure to meet the
obligations which the war had im>
: posed.
Delegates from Bridgeport, Conn.;
JiJrie. Pa.; Newport, R. I.; Davenport,
Iowa; Norfolk, Va.; Niagara Falls,
j N. Y., and Philadelphia objected to
proposals to stop projects in their respective cities. Secretary Baker said
that Capt. Julius T, Peyser, In charge
of the housing and welfare section of
the War Department work, Would explain to the committee the needs of
'Washington's war workers.
Representatives of women war Workers
also will be given a hearing by the
| committee today.
I
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The Buffalo Sunday Times
SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, 1919.
SECRETARY BAKER'S SPEECHES IN BUFFALO.
The addresses delivered yesterday in Buffalo by Secretary
Baker convey a message which, will stir the chord of vibrant responsiveness all over the country. The sturdy optimism which strikes its
roots in fact, is the basic idea about wbjch centers what the War
Secretary told the people of Buffalo.
Secretary Baker justly reasons that a nation which has proven
itself capable of such achievements as those of the United States in
war, has the qualities which, turned to the problems of peace and reconstruction, can solv,e those problems with unerring precision, ft
is for us to dedicate ourselves to the new duties which have developed
with the dawn of peace—to devote ourselves to them with the energy,
confidence, capability and patriotism which have won the triumph
in irar.

.'•■;.

Speaking to the Chamber of Commerce, Seereta ry Baker paid a
memorable tribute to the vast service which business men have contributed to the sum total of the nation's wax activities:
'« This spirit of co-operation has been universal, captains of
industry and commerce have led their men in solid phalanx
to support the national cause, and individual citizens, men
and women, throughout the length and breadth of the land,
have all felt the stirrings of the enterprise. Our spirit has
been one of self-forgetfulness and of giving without limit and
without reserve, and it is to this universal acceptance of the
country's call as the highest duty of the hour that we owe the
splendid exhibition which America has made in all those
fields of finance, industry, agriculture and labor.
The Secretary of War's discussion of the aims of the Peace Conference brought vividly home to the consciousness of the audience the
inseparability of the President's mission in Europe, from the prosperity and security of American citizenship at home. "Can we not,'
said Secretary Baker, "draw from General Pershing's army a measure of our national strength ?
"Have we not nice Jason sown dragon's teeth and in a night produced an army! Aha is the voyage of Jason's ship in search of the
golden fleece in any degree more romantic or more heroic than the voyage of American ships through the danger zone, carrying this newmade army,young,brave and knowing, seeking not a golden fleece, but
the re-establishment of liberty and the rescue of civilization? Surely
a nation which could do that is fitted for high undertakings and
destined to great achievements. We are truly a new nation to ourselves by reason of this experience. WTe have made a voyage of discovery, and found unsuspected capacities in ourselves. Democracy
has been tested and proved as effective as it is wholesome."
The eloquence of that is a fitting vehicle for the great truth it
conveys. The beginning of peace means for America a new vista of
opportunity. Realization of that opportunity, and complete application of our national capability to it, means the solution of every problem of reconstruction, both national and international.
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, 1919.

_
Secretary Baker Looks Forward.
Secretary Baker of the war department is gifted with high powers, both
as a thinker and in the logical expression of his thoughts.
In the secretary's address to the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce yesterday
he demonstrated both of those powers.
He did not devote the main part of his
speech to recital of what the country
has accomplished in the war but rather
to the expression of thoughts regarding
its big future.
All Secretary Baker said to the
Chamber of Commerce members, after
his brief review of war mobilization
successes, was distinctly forward-looking and constructive. Perhaps the best
thought out and most logically presented bit was the reason why this nation must now take its place in world
affairs.
Paying all due honor td Washington's
famous advice against entangling intermixture with Europe's affairs, he
called attention to the tremendously
changed conditions in the world, and in
the nation's interests, since that time.
We are no longer isolated—and it has
been shown no nation is self-sufficient.'
' With a clearness and logic which was
irrefutable, Secretary Baker made it
plain why American participation in
stabilizing the conditions of the world's
civilization, in Europe and elsewhere,
was now a necessity for the* country's
welfare,, not only in the present but^
also for the future.
Participation of the United States
with the other free peoples and democracies in establishing a new system
of international relations through a
"league" or other form of united action
is a requirement demanded by our
civilization and theirs for protection
against old barbaric ideas.
Mr. Baker spoke not as a "secretary
of war" but as anxadvocate of peace,
world peace. ..Howevgr, his argument
was not that of the ^pacifist. It was
rather that of the organizer of democracy's right and strength. His sound
logic carried conviction and won the
enthusiastic approval of his hearers.
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J3UFFAL0 EVENING JTIMES,
BAKER SAYS DELAY IN CASUALTIES
CAUSED BY DESIRE FOR ACCURACY SECRETARY BAKER
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Head of War Department Will Be
Honored by Soldiers Home
from Service.
GEN. AUMAN TO BE MARSHAL
Will Form in Line at Liberty
Pole and Will March to Elmwood Music Hall.
4*^-j«^..2«2~^.^..X~H*^^^ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

♦

*

| Program for Sec'y ♦
♦ Baker's Visit
*
♦
♦ To Buffalo

♦ Secretary of War Newton D. ♦
♦ Baker will arrive tomorrow ♦
♦ afternoon at 12:30 o'clock.
♦
♦ . He will be met by Chairman ♦
♦ William A. Morgan, Walter P. ♦
♦ Cooke and a committee of the ♦
♦ War Exposition and representa- ♦
•K tiyes of the Chamber of Com- ♦
•J*. merce. . ■
♦
♦
Mr. Baker will be the guest of ♦
♦ Walter P. Cooke at luncheon at ♦
♦ the Buffalo Club at 1:30 o'clock, ♦
•5* At 3 o'clock he will be escorted ♦
♦ to Elm wood Music Hall bv re- ♦
♦ turned soldiers.
♦.
♦
At 3:15 o'clock a salute of 19 ♦
♦ guns will be fired at Elmwood ♦
♦ Music. Hall and the Secretary of. ♦
♦ War flag will be hoisted to the ♦
♦ flagstaff.
♦
♦
At 3:30 o'clock Mr. Baker will 4/
♦ address the soldiers in front of 4
♦ Elmwood Music Hall.
•5*
At 4 o'clock he will deliver an
♦ address inside the hall, following■'"
•J* which he will make an inspection
♦ of the exhibit.
L
♦
At 4:30 o'clock Secretary Baker 1
♦ may visit the Broadway Auditor- 1
♦ ium to view the exhibit there.
<|
♦ ' At 6:30 o'clock Secretary Baker -.5
♦ will address the Chamber of 4s
♦ Commerce at the annual dinner ♦,
♦ at the Hotel Statl«r, after which ♦
♦ he.expects to leave for Washing- ♦
♦ ton.
♦
♦
♦
♦4**5*#2*******4**2**£*****t**I*****»*4Jfc***«~*****M£**2**»**.**5**5*^

'Secretary of War Baker will receive
a welcome such as Buffalo has aci corded to few public men when he
cpmes to the city Saturday for the
opening of the War Exposition at the
Broadway Auditorium and the Elmwood Music Hall and the Chamber of
Commerce dinner. The occasion of hia
visit will be marked by the assembly
of Buffalo men who were called to
service in the Army, Navy and th«
Marine Corps. It will be in a nature
of a welcome home for the fighting
men.
General William Auman, U. S. A.,
(retired), who will be marshal of the
parade, summons all men called to
the colors—those discharged from
service with those still under orders
of the War Department—to assemble
at the postoffice at 1 o'clock Saturday afternoon. There they will be
assigned to battalions and will form
line at < the Terrace liberty pole and
march as escort to Secretary Baker
Ito the Elmwood Music Hall.

JANUARY 3,

m

The first battalion will be under
command of Captain William D.
Riley, U. S. A., the second battalion
under Captain J. N. Gray, IL S. A.,
and the third battalion under Captain
J. S. Walker. Before them will march
the band of the Grett Lakes naval
training station, after them probably,
two battalions of sailors and ma'-ines;
The first two battalions will be
made up of overseas men and others
discharged or still in service. In the
third battalion will be the student
army training corps of the University
of Buffalo and Canisius College, hospital men of Fort Porter and the soldiers of the acceptance park in connection with the Curtiss airplane
plant. Major E. Sears Yates of the
Marines, who is an aide to General
Auman, is looking after arrangements
for the assembly of the sailors and
the marines. Yesterday a crack drill
platoon from the marine training
camp at Quantico, all non-commissioned officers, arrived in Buffalo under command of Lieutenant E. B.
Irving, who is a machine-gun and bayonet expert. These men will be stationed at the exposition.
This program has been arranged for
the exposition:
January 4th—Sons in Service Day.
January 5th—Red Cross Day.
January 6th—Belgian and Training
Camp Day.
January 7th—French Day.
January 8th — Liberated Nations
Day.
January 9th—Great Britain and
Canada Day.
January 10th—Polish Day.
January 11th—Italian Day.
January 12th—Pershing Day.
Secretary Baker's visit and the parade will be the principal features of
the opening day. An interesting program has been arranged by Frank S.
MeGraw of the Buffalo chapter for
Red Cross day. The activities of the
organization in behalf of the soldiers
will be exemplified
Belgian day
there will be special ceremonies in
which men and women {hat formerly
claimed Belgium as their home will
participate. The program being arranged for French' day promises to
be one of the most interesting of the
exposition. Charles Bergler, charge
de affairs to the Czecho-SIovaks republic, will make an address on Liberated Nations' day. The people of
Polish ancestry or birth and the Italians are making elaborate preparations to make the days set apart for
them memorable.
Pershing day,
which will close the exposition, will
mark the high tide of patriotic appeal.
Yesterday the photographs of 2,000 Buffalo men who responded to
the call to the colors were received at
the exposition . headquarters, No. 242
Main Street, for the Sons in Service
exhibit. The number is expected to
go over 10,000. All persons having
pictures of soldiers, sailors or .marines
are asked to loan them for the exposition. A "Gold Star" section will be
arranged for Buffalo men that died
in service.
The public schools are open today
for the sale of exposition tickets at
half rate to children. This is the first
time that the schools ever have_been
opened in vacation time. The reason for this occasion is the Superintendent Ernest C. Hartwell considers
that the exposition comes as an opportunity of a lifetime for the chilr
dren. The advance sale has reached
8:55,000, which is a record for the exposition. This is the last day on
which tickets may be bought at half
rate. When the doors open Saturday the price will advance,to 50 cents.
One ticket admits a person to both
the music hall and the auditorium.
The tickets bought in advance, either
by children or by adults, are good
any day.
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BAKER SAYS DELAY IN CASUALTIES
CAUSED BY DESIRE FOR ACCURACY SECRETARY BAKER
Ci
rH
OS

WILL OPEN GREAT
WAR EXPOSITION
Head of War Department Will Be
Honored by Soldiers Home
from Service.
GEN. AUMAN TO BE MARSHAL
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NEWTON & *j
BAKER
All the casualty lists with the ex- wood Music Hall which was preceded
ception of clay to day straggling re- by a parade from the federal building
ports, are now in the possession of the to the Virginia street auditorium.
Walking through the tunnel Baker
war department.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker stopped a few minutes to chat with
so asserted this afternoon upon his ar- newspapermen and as he reached the
rival here to officially open the war street he paused again for the men with
exposition this afternoon in Elmwood the cameras.
. "My children enjoy these pictures in
Music Hall.
The man upon whose shoulders have the theatres," laughingly said Baker to
rested many of the responsibilities of Cooke while the movie cranks revolved.
Then he jumped into Cooke's motorthe great war, told reporters that within a few days all of the lists of casual- car and opened a Buffalo paper that
he carried.
ties will have been printed.
Prom the station Baker was hurried
"When will the last casualties from
Europe arrive" Baker vas asked. He to the Buffalo Club so that he would be
had just stepped into the tunnel at the able to head the "Sons in Service" paNew York Central station after having rade from the federal building to the
arrived on a Pennsylvania train from Elmwood hall. A guard of honor will
Washington that reached Buffalo at escort him in the turn out which will
include returned soldiers, U. S. regu12.30 o'clock.
"They are in now and will be pub- lars, men from the Great Lakes Trainlished within a few days. Of course ing Camp and including their famous
there will be small lists coming in from 1 military band.
Mayor Buck and other city officials
day to day but the large lists are all in."
"What accounted for the delay In the with many representative Buffalo men
.publication of many casualties?" he was dined with the secretary at the Buffalo
Club. Tonight Baker will be the guest
further queried.
Baker, a man of medium build dress- of honor at the Chamber of Commerce
ed in dark clothes, turned to the ques- banquet.
Baker said he did not know how long
tioner.
"What caused the delay?" he reiterat- he would remain in Buffalo but ined. "Checking up the lists correctly to dicated he would leave for Washington
tonight.
remove errors."
Buffalo's parade demonstration in
"I have no special message for Buffalo right this minute," he continued," honor of Baker and the opening of the
responding to questions. "I am here for exposition, Was another peace turnout.
Braving the wind and cold many linthe war exposition. I have been to Buffalo many, many times and am always ed the streets and cheered the military
glad to visit this city for I have many escort that marched in tribute to the
war chief. At Elmwood Music Hall the
friends here."
With this he turned to Walter P. greeting was of the deep patriotic varCooke whose guest he is while in Buf- iety.
Army and navy units assembled at
falo. Prom the Exchange street station he was motored direct to the Buf- the federal building and with allied
falo Club where Cooke and the reception flags and victory music blatant paraded
committee entertained him at luncheon. to the Virginia street assembly hall.
The Great Lakes naval training school
In the Baker party were Stanley A.
King, his secretary, and Congressman military band was in line in the sec[
ond delegation. Behind them were two
Joseph W. Pordney of Michigan.
A swirl of snow whirled about the divisions of returned soldier heroes, men
in the
military,
Secretary of War as he stepped off the of every station
train to face a battery of newspaper scheme. Wounded rookies and officers
and movie camera men. Smilingiy he were among the numbers. Hundreds
bantered the group who were snapping of men still in service were also in the
shutters and turning cranks -while the first division, among them the Fort
reception committee waited to greet Porter men and those from the motor
transport.
, '
him.
In the third division were members
The committee which met Baker was
composed of Walter P. Cooke. Presi- of the Student Army Training Corps
dent Henry D. Miles of the Chamber that trained at the University of Bufof Commerce, William P. MacGlashan, falo and Canisius College. The fourth
judge Thomas J. Noonan of the city division was made up of the naval articourt, George C. Lehmann, secretary ficers from the Chenango street barof the Chamber of Commerce, and Wil- rasks.
Members of the exposition committee
liam A. Morgan, chairman of the War
Exposition which Baker formally open- i and the reception committee for Baker
ed at 4 o'clock with a speech in Elm- rode in motorcars behind the official

ake Baker's
Flag in Hurry
A red flag, but not that of BolsheI vism, flew this afternoon over Elmwood
I Music hall.
It was the official flag oi- the secreI tary of war, unfurled in honor of the
city's guest, Newton D. Baker.
When Baker's coming was announced
it was discovered that Buffalo had no
official secretary's flag. Chief Yeoman
B. B. Ferguson, assigned to the Buffalo naval recruiting office, began making the secretary's banner, using a
plain red flag. To this he added tht
four corner stars, the eagles and the
bursting cloud of thirteen stars which
form the banner of the secretary of
war.
As the secretary entered the hall
hall rifles gave a salute of nineteen
shots and the flag was unfurled above
the hall.
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Program for Sec'y
Baker's Visit
To Buffalo
♦
♦

Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker
will
arrive
tomorrow
afternoon at 12:30 o'clock.
He will be met by Chairman
William A. Morgan, Walter P.
Cooke and a committee of the
War Exposition and representafives of the Chamber of Commerce. ;
Mr. Baker will be the guest of
Walter P. Cooke at luncheon at
the Buffalo Club at 1:30 o'clock,
At 3 o'clock he will be escorted
to Elmwood Music Hall bv returned soldiers.
At 3:15 o'clock a salute of 19
guns will be fired at Elmwood
Music. Hall and the Secretary of
War flag will be hoisted to the
flagstaff.
At 3:30 o'clock Mr. Baker will
address the soldiers in front of
Elmwood Music Hall.
At 4 o'clock he will deliver an
address inside the hall, following
■which he will make an inspection
•5* of the exhibit.
At 4:30 o'clock Secretary Baker
*
may visit the Broadway Auditor♦ ium to view the exhibit there.
♦"''
At 6:30 o'clock Secretary Baker
♦ will address the Chamber of
♦ Commerce at the annual dinner
•5* at the Hotel Statler, after which
•5* he .expects to leave for Washing♦ ton.
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Secretary of War Baker will receive
a welcome such as Buffalo has accorded to few public men when he
comes to the city Saturday for the
opening of the War Exposition at the
Broadway Auditprium and the Elmwood Music Hall and the Chamber ot
Commerce dinner. The occasion of his
visit will be marked by the assembly
of Buffalo men who were called to
service in the Army, Navy and th«
Marine Corps. It will be in a nature
of a welcome home for the fighting
men.
General William Auman, U. S. A.,
(retired), who will be marshal of the
parade, summons all men called to
the colors—those discharged from
service with those still under orders
of the War Department—to assemble
at the postoffice at 1 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
There they will be
assigned to battalions and will form
line at the Terrace liberty pole and
march as escort to Secretary Baker
to the Elmwood Music Hall.

The first battalion will be under
command of Captain William D.
Riley, U. S. A., the second battalion
under Captain J. N. Gray, U. S. A.,
and the third battalion under Captain
J. S. Walker. Before them will march
the band of the Grett Lakes naval
training station, after them probably,
two battalions of sailors and mwtnee.
The first two battalions will be
made up of overseas men and others
discharged or still in service. In the
third battalion will be the student
army training corps of the University
of Buffalo and Canisius College, hospital men of Fort Porter and the soldiers of the acceptance park in connection with the Curtiss airplane
plant. Major E. Sears Yates of the
Marines, who is an aide to General
Auman, is looking after arrangements
for the assembly of the sailors and
the marines. Yesterday a crack drill
platoon from the marine training
camp at Quantico, all non-commissioned officers, arrived in Buffalo under command of Lieutenant E. B.
Irving, who is a machine-gun and bayonet expert. These men will be stationed at the exposition.
This program has been arranged for
the exposition:
January 4th—Sons in Service Day.
January 5th—Red Cross Day.
January 6th—Belgian and Training
Camp Day.
January 7th—French Day.
January 8th — Liberated Nations
Day.
January 9th-—Great Britain and
Canada Day.
January 10th—Polish Day.
January 11th—Italian Day.
January 12th—Pershing Day.
Secretary Baker's visit and the parade will be the principal features of
the opening day. An interesting program has been arranged by Frank S.
McGraw of the Buffalo chapter for
Red Cross day. The activities of the
organization in behalf of the soldiers
will be exemplified
Belgian day
there will be special ceremonies in
which men and women that formerly
claimed Belgium as their home will
participate. The program being arranged for French' day promises to
be one of the most interesting of the
exposition.
Charles Bergler, charge
de affairs to the Czecho-SIovaks republic, will make an address on Liberated Nations' day. The people of
Polish ancestry or birth and the Italians are making elaborate preparations to make the days set apart for
them
memorable.
Pershing day,
which will close the exposition, will
mark the high tide of patriotic appeal.
Yesterday the photographs of 2.000 Buffalo men who responded to
the call to the colors were received at
the exposition . headquarters, No. 242
Main Street, for the Sons in Service
exhibit. The number is expected to
go over 10,000. All persons having
pictures of soldiers, sailors or .marines
are asked to loan them for the exposition. A "Gold Star" section will be
arranged for Buffalo men that died
in service.
The public schools are open today
for the sale of exposition, tickets at
half rate to children. This is the first
_time that the schools ever have been
opened in vacation time. The reason for this occasion is the Superintendent Ernest C. Hartwell considers
that the exposition comes as an opportunity of a lifetime for the children. The advance sale has reached
855,000, which is a record for the exposition. This is the last day on
which tickets may be bought at half
rate. When the doors open Saturday the price will advance to 50 cents.
One ticket admits a person, to both
the music hall and the auditorium.
The tickets bought in advance, either
by children or by adults, are good
any day.
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SOLDIERS ESCORT
SECRETARY BAKER
TO WAREXHIBIT
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•••Proud to Be Here,-' Baker.

Upon arriving at Elmwood Music
| Hall a gigantic military spectacle was
enacted. Secretary Baker being honored by a salute of nineteen guns
I from a one-pounder and a bugler
sounding four flourishes. As the echo
!0f the final shot died on the criso.
wintry air the secretary of war s flag
! was unfurled.
.
"It is with pride that I open this
I great exhibition on "Sons in Service
lr>av" said Secretary Baker in his
address,
opening
the
exhibition.
war show will bring nome to
Ovation for Cabinet Officer and "This
thousands of people more forcibly
written word could what danOverseas Men in First Parade than
gers bur boys faced on the battle line
in Franco and if it serves no other
Since Coming Home.
purpose but to give us a deeper appreciation^ of the sae'rifice our boys
made it will not have been in
TRIBUTE TO "OUR BOYS" have
vain, but will have accomplished a
1
splendid result.
"Buffalo and Western New 1 ork
Buffalo and Western New York has written a noble page in the great
war and the boys from this city and
Wrote Noble Page in Conflict,
surrounding country shared in the
greatest exploit of the American
Says War Dept. Head.
Army—the smashing of the Hindenburg line. No words of mine can add
tribute.to the greatness they have alSpurred to quick-step by near-zero ready won, but let me embrace this
weather, with their feet crunching in opportunity of thanking the city and
| the snow-clad streets, 5,000 soldieis every citizen in its environs for the
splendid war record of Buffalo and
[gave Buffalo its first parade since for the patriotic co-operation that
i Peace Day today, when they escorted Washington was always sure was to
I Secretary of 'War Newton D. Baker be found here."
I from the Exchange Street station to
! Elmwood MusiC Hall where he formally opened the great war exposition, held jointly at the Elmwood
Music Hall and the Broadway Auditorium.
Despite the cold weather, every inch
i
of curbstone along the lino of march
•$• ' '
•!•
was crowded with thousands while
other thousands leaned from windows
to greet the soldier boys and honor,
the man who held the reins of the
War Department aid was the executive head of one of the greatest job?
that ever befell a single man.
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1919.
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I Buffalo's Honored Guest Today {

I War Secretary
t Emblem Made of «
I Bolsheviki Flag

First Overseas Parade.
It was Buffalo's first chance to view
a detachment of -men who had seen
overseas service and the cheering that
resulted when the squaSron of Marines from the overseas depot at
Quantico, Va., hove into view was inspiring. A tremendious roar of applause greeted each man wearing a
gold or silver stripe and every man
in uniform .was honored for^his share
in helping the nation win the war.
The parade,, headed by a detail of
mounted police started from the postoffice building at 3 o'clock. The Great
Lakes naval training station band
played "When Johnny Comes Marching Home" as the soldier boys swung
into line and proceeded down EUicott
Street to Exchange Street and then
turned into Main Street,
Crowds Cheer Baker.
Secretary of War Baker was in an
auto well up in the parade, accompanied by Walter P. / Cooke, whose
guest he was at luncheon at the Buf:
falo Club; Allan I. Holloway, chairman of" the parade, and "William A.
Morgan, chairman of the general committee in charge of Jthe war exposi- .
tion. All along the line of march.
Mr. Baker was greeted with generous
applause which he answered by waving his hat to the crowd.
From Main Street to Elmwood Music Hall the line of march was an
avenue of ovation for the soldiers and
sailors. They were acknowledged as
returning heroes by the immense
throngs along the streets.

♦»*

V

4*
The Secretary of War's emblem
«i* which hangs over the entrance of
•$• Elmwood Music Hall was the
•5* cause of much trouble in the pre♦ paring. Major E. Sears Yates of
♦ the local Marine recruiting sta4* tion, who arranged for it, found
•2* that, there was no such flag in
♦ 'Buffalo, so he begged, borrowed
%• or stole a large Bolsheviki em<• blem, bright, pure red.
Chief
•t* Yeoman G. D. Ferguson of the
*5» Navy recruiting station came
•s* nobly to the rescue and with his
♦ skilled hand and brush
he
♦ changed it into a beautiful coat
•'♦ of arms.
•'•
The insignia is a duplicate of
♦ the original coat of arms of i the1
United States, the screaming
eagle with the inscription, "E
Pluribus Unum," in the center
and a bursting cloud just above
it with the 13 original stars,
In each carper of the banner
there is a large star.
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HONORABLE NEWTON D. BAKER,
The distinguished Secretary of War and one of President Wilson's
most popular Cabinet members, comes to Buffalo today to open
the great War Exposition and to speak at the annual banquet of
the C\amber of Commerce.

j illustrating the activities of the camp
w-ork organizations, like the Y. M. C.
A., the. K. of C. and the Jewish Welfare Board. At 7:30 o'clock the formal
I opening exercises will be observed. At
i that time Marion Davis Morgan,
j daughter of William A. Morgan, general chairman, will flash on the lights.
\ From 8:45 to 10:10 o'clock there will
' be a concert by the Great Lakes band.
The Knights of Columbus, the
Rotary" Club, the Kiwani* Club, the
Greater Buffalo Ad Club, the Elks and
the Eagles have arranged to look
after the blind and the orphans.
Groups of them will be assembled oil
the various nights of the exposition.
The blind will be permitted to make a
thorough hand examination of the
various trophies so that they will be
able to visualize the Implements of <
war.
After Secretary Baker's visit to the
exposition and before his evening address before the Chamber of Com- ■
merce, he will be a guest at the |
Saturn Club. It was largely through
the efforts of John McF. Howie that
Mr. Baker consented to leave his desk
to come to Buffalo. The secretary and
Mr. Howie are friends of Cleveland
days, during the time Mr. Baker was
mayor of that jcity. Throughout the
At 6:30 o'clock Mr. Baker will adexposition the Saturn Club will keep
open house for Allied officers that
Buffalo today honors the Hon. New- dress the Chamber of Commerce dinner
Henry D. Miles, president, will
may be detailed to the big war show'
ton D. Baker. Secretary of War. in be toastmaster.
Congressman W.
or who may be visitors in Buffalo
the first parade Fordnf/y will also be a speaker.
during that time. .
of returned sol- He is slated for the next chairmanAwoke Townspeople.
ship
of
the
Ways
and
Means
Commitdiers.
Men who
;
Last night detachments of soldiers
have
retur nod tee of the House.
The War Exposition, arranged by went Paul Revereing through the
from the battlethe United States government with the town on four motor trucks giving nocamps will turn
co-operation of the allied govern- tice in the residential sections with
out as a tribute
ments, opened this mdruing at the din of musketry that the great war
to the
head of
Elmwood Music Hall and the Broad- exposition was about to open. There
the War Departway Auditorium to crowds that com- was consternation until the people
ment.
pletely filled both building.
caught the idea of the demonstration.
Secretary Baker
The Music Hall and the Auditorium It was as if a Hun army had dearrived
from
have been transformed
The decora- sftended on Buffalo and was intent on
Washington
for
tive scheme is wonderfully beautiful subjecting it to the indignation" visited
the twofold PurThe halls have been transformed m
upon Belgium and Northern France.
pose of addressarcades of color, with the Stars and
Sunday will be Red Cross Day and
ing the Chamber
Stripes and the flags of the allied na- a highly interesting program, deof Commerce at
tions predominating in th_ plan. All signed to illustrate the various activithe Hotel -Statler
MfcWTON 0. BAK£R
this is a background tor the 50.car
opening the big
loads of war trophies taken by Ameri- ties of that organization will be obtonight and also
BroadwayAuditions predominating in the plan, AH served under the direction of Frank
War exposition at
torium and Elmwood Music Hall.
French and Italian troops—the great- S. McGraw, chairman of the Buffalo
William Mather Lewis of
Secretary Baker arrived in,Buffalo
est display that has ever been Rath-, chapter.
today at 12:40 from Washington. He j ered together in one place. Eyerj Washington, general secretary of the
was met bv a welcoming committee
imaginable war implement is to" oe- Patriotic Societies - of America, will
consisting of Walter P. Cooke. Henry I seen, from a Hun war club to a Big make two addresses at the Elmwood
Music Hall. He is counted one of the
D. Miles. William F. MacGlashan, and j Bertha.
. .
The activities of the training camp most eloquent orators irt America and
George C. Lehman representing the ;
people of Buffalo. Secretary Baker are shown, illustrating the making of he has a. message; for Buffalo folk.
a soldier from raw material to finish
was accompanied by his secretary,
The advance ticket sale reached
product. There are also to be seen 400,000, the largest recorded anyStanley King. Mr.
Cooke gave a
moving picture showing the American where for the exposition. The Main
luncheon at the Buffalo Club for Mr.
and other of the. allied trocrps m ac- Street department stores took an adBaker at which 100 prominent Buffalo
tion. There are aAny and navy dem- ditional supply and the,s%le to the
men met Mr. Baker.
onstrations, whic|i bring the war home school children was very large. It now
"I have really nothing to say,
to the visitors.
'. / I seems certain that Buffalo will 'estabstated the. secretary, "beyond that I
The big event of the day is the visit lish a record for attendance.
am proud to be in Buffalo and proud
of Secretiry of War Baker, to whom
to be chosen to open the grea't Expo°s given the honor at officially open- I
sition which starts today."
ing the exposition.
He arrived m
When asked about the casuality list
Buffalo from Washington and after
of the American Army Mr. Baker told
the parade this afternoon of the Buithe newspapermen that "The final
falo men who answered >he* call to
casuality listjgshoiild be released for
the colors he will make an address to
publication by another week, "He
the visitors to the exposition. With
stated "The delay incurred has been
him came Marcus A- Heeman, former
the result of the checking up system.
assistant secretary of the Buffalo
Mr. Baker will fulfill the program
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Beeman
prepared by tlie Exposition commitis. director of films for the committee
tee and will leave for AVashington toon public information.
He will .lie
night via New York.
one of the speakers late today at the
Must Rebuild Now.
ElmwoCd Music Hall.
Mr. Fordney said. "For four years
Band Concert Tonight.
the whole world has been bent on the
This evening there will be a condestruction of life and property and
cert at 7:15 o'clock by the Great Lakes
how it must turn to rebuild, not. only
naval training station band and at 8
Europe, but practically all the, world.'"
o'clock a reception far representatives
He continued. "America ha* all the
of the allies and guests of the exposiraw materials needed and will come
tion and United States government
about in (he process of readjustment
representatives. Later there will be
and will thus bring prosperity."
vdcal numbers by Ernest Crimi, tenor,
Representative Fordney will adfollowed by official moving pictures,
dress the Chamber of Commerce ban"America's Answer." Then at 9:45
quet tonight.
o'clock there will be a demonstration
Judge Thomas H. Noonan welcomed
of life in the United States marines
Congressman Joseph W. Fordney who.
corps, illustrated by a platoon of noncame to speak at the Chamber of Comcommissioned officers of the corps unmerce dinner tonight.
Mr. Fordney
der command of Lieutenant Irving. All
was also at the luncheon, as Mr.
the men in this detachment are speCooke's guest.
cialists in bayonet work.
At 1:30 o'clock this afternoon,
All this is at the Elmwood Music
Walter P. Cooke will give a luncheon
Hall. This evening at the Broadway
at the Buffalo Club for Mr. Baker.
Auditorium there wijl be a program
At 3 o'clock the parade started at
the Terrace and at 3:30 Mr. Baker
addressed the soldiers at Elmwood
Music Hall, his exposition address
i being at 4 o'clock.

SRETARY BAKER ARRIVES
TO OPEN WAR EXPOSITION AN
TO ADDRESS C. OF C. DINNER

OS
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Secretary of War Weleomc'd by One Hundred Prominent Buffaloniaiis at Luncheon at Buffalo
Club, Given by Walter P. Cooke for Distinguished Cabinet Officer — Congressman
Fordney Also Guest — Secretary Formally
Opened War Exposition.
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WAR HIT

Buffalo had its first opportunity to view the government
war exposition at Elmwdod Music
hall and Broadway auditorium
this morning. The doors opened
at 10 o'clock, and early visitors
found all in readiness, and,
equipped with catalogues as they
tiled in and out of the array of
captured guns and other war
! trophies, marvelling at the com«l^t„,,^^- „t ,i,
4.
u-u-j.
pleteness of the great exhibit.
I his is ' Sons in Service Day"
as well as the official opening

In au interview with newspapermen
in the tunnel of the train shed, Secretary Baker said t»at ho was glad
to be in Buffalo to participate in the
formal opening of the great war exhibition, which he hailed as an education to the American public. He said
that he expects to leave Buffalo tonight for'New York and Boston.
Questioned regardng the casualty
lists, Secretary Baker declared that
the final lists are now being checked
in
,up
Washington by the department
f,n
d will be printed in the newspapers
k^ithta the next two or three davs
| "Of course, there may be straggling
i names published from time to time,
bm the last of the big lists ough

Parade of Overseas Heroes Is
Feature at Beginning.of GigantiCExposition of Relics
Taken by U. S. and Allies
From Huns.
SECRETARY DELIVERS
, DEDICATION ADDRESS
Opening of Auditorium Tonight to Be Spectacular
Demonstration of Partiotism—Buffalo Girl to Turn
on Lights.
SUNDAY PROGRAM.
ELMWOOD MUSIC HALL.
1 P. M.—Doors open—Entrance, Virginia street.. Inspection of building: and
study of trophies.
1 P. M.—ORGAN RECITAL—MR. H.
W. STRATTON.
SOLOIST—EUGENE
FREY. baritone.
1:45 P. M.—GRAND CONCERT—
THE GREAT LAKES NAVAL TRAINING STATION BAND.
2:30 P. M.—RED CROSS PROGRAM
—Presiding: officer. William H. Andrews.
Address. William Mather Lewis, executive secretary. National Committee of
Patriotic Societies, representative of 50
national organizations.
3 P. M.—MOTION PICTURES OF
THE GREAT WAR: "America's Answer."
ORCHESTRAL
CONCERT —
BUFFALO WAR EXPOSITION ORCHESTRA.
4:45 P. M.—U. S. MARINES PHYSICAL TRAINING DRILL.
5:30 P. M.—INTERMISSION.
6:30 P. M.—MOTION PICTURES.
"Along- the Crimson Gash of the Western Front."
7:15 P. M.—GRAND CONCERT—
THE GREAT J.AKBS NAVAL TRAINING STATION BA'ND.
8:15 P. M.—RED CROSS MOTION
PICTURES. "For All Humanity." The
official Red Cross photo drama.
8:45 P. M.—MUSICAL FEATURE
OF THE EVENING BUFFALO COMMUNITY CHORUS.
9 P. M.—MOTION PICTURES—War
on the Western Front, in Italy and in
Palestine. BUFFALO WAR EXPOSITION ORCHESTRA.
0:45 P. M.—SPECIAL FEATURE
OF THE DAY. "SOLDIER LIFE WITH
THE MARINES."
10:30 P. M.—TAPS.
BROADWAY AUDITORIUM.
1 P. M.—Doors
open—Entrance,
Broadway.
Inspection
of
building",
studs of trophies. Allied nations booths
and training" camp activities.
1 to 3 P. M.-—-Varied program of
music in huts of commission on training"
camp activities.
3 to 5 P. M.—Band concert—The
Great Lakes Naval Training- Station
band.
7 to 8 :45 P. M.—Program in huts of
commission on training camp activities.
Explanation of trophies in various allied
nation booths.
8:45 to 10:15 P. M'.—The Great
Lakes Naval Training Station band.
10:30 P. M.—TAPS.

to

1

Harry Parrock, chairman of (lie
committee in charge of the advance
ticket sale, said that the total number so far disposed of would probably reach the 400,000 mark. Yesterday was the last day of the advance
sale and late in the afternoon, the exposition headquarters at 242 Main
street was almost swamped by the
streams of people who were eager to
get their tickets at the reduced rate.
Some 11th hour buyers came just too
late and were much disappointed
when they found the office closed. Mr.
Parrock said that the sale in the
schools had been satisfactory, and
that thousands of. children's tickets
had been distributed by that means.
Blind "to See" Show.
Arrangements have been made b\
which orphans and blind persons in
institutions In the city will be given
opportunity to attend the exposition..

day. A program of moving pic- be released, for publication within - iue
ture>, exhibition drills, band con- next three days," said the war sectecerts and speechmaking will be tary.
"What caused the delay and mixup
carried out continuously until
in issuing the casualty lists?" he was
10:30 this evening.
asked.
The outstanding features of the
"That was caused by checking over
day's events was the military the lists iri Washington," replied Mr.
parade in honor of overseas sol- Baker. "Every name and address
was carefully checked so that there
diers and the visit of Secretary of was necessarily some delay."
War Baker.
When the secretary of war stepped
The parade; moved from The from the train he was greeted by a
Terrace at 3 o'clock. Secretary battery of movie and camera men. He
for his picture and then went
Baker was at the Elmwood ^>osed
to the street -where another battery
Music hall for the formal opening of movie operators were waiting for
ceremonies at 4.
him. He posed again with Chairman
The line of march was from the Cooke and the reception committee
Terrace north on Main street, to Vir- and commented that the most pleasginia and thence to Elmwood Musio ure he takes out of the movies is
hall. The start of the parade was watching his children enjoy the picannounced by aerial bombs. These tures.
Baker to Make Address.
bombs, on exploding high in the air,''
unfurled flags of the allied nations. ;
Secretary Baker will make the chief
The military demonstration which address at the dedication ceremonies.
marked the opening of the govern- William A. Morgan, general chairman
ment war exposition was held this of the Buffalo committee, will preside,
afternoon. It formed a guard of i Mayor Buck will make the address of
honor for Secretary of War Newton D. wefcome and Dean C. Mathews, direcBaker, who went to Elmwood Music tor of the bureau of expositions, will
hall, where he was to make the prin- respond. The Great Lakes Naval
cipal address at the formal dedica- Training Station band, whose music
tion ceremonies.
stirred folks in the downtown districts
It was a perfect winter day which yesterday, will play the national angreeted the procession. Main street thems.
was a-flutter with American flags
The principal event-in the evening
from building windows. Polks found will be the formal dedication of the
Broadway
auditorium division of the
it chill in the wind, but they stood it
exposition. Marion Davis Morgan, the
out to watch the marchers.
The parade was made •<) entirely of eight-year-old daughter of Mr. Morgan,
men in., uniform. The Great Lakes. will throw the switch that will light
naval training station band was one the electric arch extending from the
of the features, as well as the corps auditorium to Lafayette square. As
of marines who are here to execute the lights begin to show, the 65th
the drills and demonstrations. ,
regiment band at Lafayette square
Hundreds of Buffalo Soldiers who will begin to play "The Star-Spangled
have already been honorably rtis- Banner." A display of fireworks will
discharged were in line, many of follow.
them being men who have served overTomorrow will be Red Cross day at
seas. Members of the hospital unit at the exposition. The show will not
Port Porter and the Buffalo accept- open until 1 o'clock, so as not to inance
park unit also paraded.
terfere with churchgoing.
:
Secretary Baker arrived in Buffalo
As special guest, tomorrow there
over the Pennsylvania railroad at will be William Mather Lewis of
12:35 o'clock this afternoon. He was Washington, general secretary of the
met at the New York eCntral station Patriotic Societies of America.
He
by Walter P. Cooke and a delegation will speak in the afternoon and evenof representatives of the Chamber of ing. He Is reputed to be one of the
Commerce.
most eloquent and forceful speakers
Secretary Baker was taken direct to in this country.
the Buffalo club by Mr. Cooke, where
Among the guests at the exposition
he was the guest of honor at a lunch- today is Marcus A. Beemann a former
eon. This afternoon he leads the big Buffalonian, who from now on will
parade which marks the formal open- have general charge w,hile the expoing of the war exhibition and at 4 sition is here. Mr. Beeman was foro'clock he will formally open the ex- merly assistant secretary to the Buf- /
hibit in the lmwood Music hall. This falo Chamber of Commerce and is
evening he will address the Chamber .widely known here. He had charge
of Commerce banquet.
of the civic and social committees of
The secretary of war was accom- the chamber, and inaugurated the
panied by his secretary, Stanley King charities endorsement plan which ran
and Representative Joseph W. Ford- charity frauds out of this city. He
ney of Michigan. Those in the recep- put the Buffalo charities on a busition committee who met the party at ness basis and saved the public thouthe New York Central station were: sands of dollars each year. He is now
Mr. Cooke, Henry B. Miles, president acting chief of the bureau of films. He
of the Chamber of Commerce; Will- was appointed to the committee on
iam P. MacGlashan,
City Judge public information by George Creel,
Thomas Noonan and George C Leh- its chairman.
mann, secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce.
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NEWTON D. BAKER,

A DISTINGUISHED GUEST
TO OPEN €XPOSITION

SECRETARY OF WAR,
WHO OPENS BIG U. S.
WAR EXHIBIT TODAY

Secretary Baker is Buffalo's distinguished guest today.
Aside from a fine Americanism, an j
earnestness in behalf of our country
and its soldiers, and a full measure
of service during our most trying national period, there is another reason
why every man, woman and child in
Buffalo and Western New York
should feel a welcome for him even
though he or she may not have the
opportunity to express it personally.
During the war Mr. Baker has been
the head of our army, those splendid
men who have gone overseas under
our banner and carried American
ideals to Europe in a way so impressive that America means more today
than ever before in our history. As
the army's representative -we owe him
a great ovation.
The task has been stupendous, a
greater task than the nation has ever
before attempted. In its performance
errors have been made but tne country is very well convinced that the
mistakes have been minimised and
few, if any, have been born of negligence or shortcomings in office.
Secretary Baker's mission in Buffalo today is of double importance:
He comes to address the local organization of business men and to open
the great war exposition, the doors
of which are open to the public today
for the first time.
The banquet of the Chamber of
Commerce is limited to the membership, but the exposition is for the
city and Western New York. There
is no reason why every patriot should
not avail himself of the opportunity to
attend the exposition and add to the
'welcome to Mr. Baker.
The exposition is a greater educational feature than any Buffalo has
enjoyed since the Pan-American.
Newton D. Baker.
Under government supervision, thouSecretary of War Newton D. Baker,
sands of war trophies have been aswho is today making his first visit to
Buffalo since the United States declared
sembled. If'this be the last war,
war, will be the principal speaker at
every American will want to see these
the dedication of the government exposition this afternoon at the Elmwood
tools of fighting, this equipment of a
Music hall. The parade this afternoon
game now relegated by civilization.
wiSI form a guard of honor for the secretary. He is scheduled to, speak in
If there is to be another war, a
the hall at 4 o'clock.
i
general knowledge of these exhibits
will be useful. From whatever standpoint one takes, the obligation is
equally strong to spend at least one
period viewing the armament of the
nations.
We predict for the exposition an
unprecedented success.
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Secretary of war. who came to Buffalo todav" to attend the ceremonies at
Elmwool Music hall in connection with
rhTopening of the great war exposition
and to be the principal speaker tonight
at the annual banquet of the Buffalo
Chamber of Commerce.

LAST OF CASUALTY

LISIS OUT SOON,
1 DECLARES
Secretary of War, Here to Open
War Exposition tad Speak at
Chamber of Commerce Banquet, Says Ail Names Will Have
Been Announced Within Week.
Newton D. Baker, secretary of war,
on arriving in Buffalo early this afternoon to fill speaking engagements at
^opening of the War Exposition and
• it a Chamber of Commerce dinnei mis
evening announced that the fat of
,,„,,,, lidtq that are still com£* gZ he wf'department maybe
ejected next week. He said «
days mere would clean u[)_tho^
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NEWTON D. BAKER,

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS: JANUARY 4, 1919.
SECRETARY OF WAR,
WHO OPENS BIG U. S.
WAR EXHIBIT TODAY

Newton B. Baker.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker,
who is today making his first visit to
Buffalo since the United States declared
war, will be the principal speaker at
the dedication of the government exposition this afternoon at the Elmwood
Music hall. The parade this afternoon
will form a guard of honor for the secretary. He is scheduled to, speak in
the hall at 4 o'clock,
:

A DISTINGUISHED GUEST
TO OPEN EXPOSITION

Secretary Baker is Buffalo's distinguished guest today.
Aside from a fine Americanism, an;
earnestness in behalf of our country
and its soldiers, and a full measure
of service during our most trying national period, there is another reason
why every man, woman and child in
Buffalo and Western New York
should feel a welcome for him even
though he or she may not have the
opportunity to express it personally.
During the war Mr. Baker has been
the head of our army, those splendid
men Who have gone overseas under
our banner and carried American
ideals to Europe in a way so impresIsive that America means more today
'than ever before in our history. As
the army's representative we owe hima great ovation.
The task has been stupendous, a
greater task than the nation has ever
before attempted. In its performance
errors have been made but tne country is very well convinced that the
mistakes have been minimised and
few, if any, have been born of negligence or shortcomings in office.
Secretary Baker's mission in Buffalo today is of double importance:
He comes to address the local organization of business men and to open
the great war exposition, the doors
of which are open to the public today
for the first time.
The banquet of the Chamber of
Commerce is limited to the membership, but the exposition is for the
city and Western New York. There
is no reason why every patriot should
not avail himself of the opportunity to
attend the exposition and add to the
'welcome to Mr. Baker.
The exposition is a greater educational feature than any Buffalo has
enjoyed since the Pan-American.
Under government supervision, thousands of war trophies have been assembled. If this be the last war,
every American will want to see these
tools of fighting, this equipment of a
game now relegated by civilization.
If there is to be another war, a
general knowledge of these exhibits
will be useful. From whatever standpoint one takes, the obligation is
equally strong to spend at least one
period viewing the armament of the
nations.
We predict for the exposition an
unprecedented success.
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Secretarv of war, who came to Buffalo today" to attend the ceremonies at
FimwooQ Music hall in connection with
thfSng of the great war exposition
and to be *e principal speaker tomght
at the annual banquet of the Buftalo
Chamber of Commerce,
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Secretary of War, Here to Open
War Exposition aad Speak at
Chamber of Commerce Banquet, Says All Names Will Have
Been Announced Within Week.
Newton D. Baker secretary of war
on arriving in Buaalo early this after
°oor,to nil pealing engagements at
thToplniSg of the War Exposition and
at a Chamber of Commerce dinner this
evening announced that the last ot
the "^alty listsl that are still comng from the war department, may be
expected next week. He said a lew
days more would clean up the?e lists
••publication of casualty listsi nas

«

n
tt°ntne"oad station Secretary
Baker was met by a reception comm.tfee composed of Walter P-Co^^
iAcni VTenrv D. Miles and teecieiai*
George CLehmann of the Chamber ot
Commerce, whose guest he will be hta
evenin"" City Court Judge Thomas A.
Noon"n'and a number of other members of the chamber. He and they,
latter
a brief session, devoted to intro1
Suctions, and several stops so that the
secretary of war could be caught by ,
S,.Tr,t nicture camera men and pho- \
Craphers? boarcled automobiles which
wh si ed them away to the Buffalo club
where early in the afternoon Mr. Baker
was |ntertained at luncheon by Mr.

Cooke.

■

s

in

parade.

I

From the Buffalo club Secretary
Raker cane downtown at 3 o'clock to
f^e Ins Place in a parade from the:
!| Terrace to Blmwood Music hall There
I 1 fTSl1 deliver an address at the war
This evening' he will speak ,
! expo-mon
aStaat the Chamber of Commerce.,
Idfnner at the Hotel Statter.
. |
Secretary Baker waB^om^ued,
bv his secretary. Stanley King. His ai

is^jHrr^srso^o?!!
CT^tS™,=

' Uon committee and passed through a
"™ of headquarters detectives to a
^'V^^f luncheon at the Buft3t club Mr. Baker spoke extemporaa
'°„', ai60 at the exposition. H.s
P^pSd Speech will be delivered tonight.

ILLUSTRATED BUFFALO EXPRESS.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, 1919.
SECRETARY BAKER HERE.
Buffalo today welcomes Secretary
Baker. The Secretary of War has faced
a stupendous task for the last twenty
months, and has made comparatively
few mistakes. Only persons who have
been in the rush and maze of war can
have a true idea of the multitude of
things which pressed for " performance
and which were, as it seemed sometimes by a miracle, accomplished. Mr.
Baker has his warm friends, and they
are' many, in this country and abroad.
He also has his enemies, which is the
natural consequence of his position and
duties. He can justly feel proud of
both.
The Commercial feels that, on the
whole, Mr. Baker has done well. He
has acted with singleness of purpose,
and that purpose has always been highminded. And he has shown himself to
possess a broad vision, something very
essential these days. We are glad to
see him in Buffalo.

THOUSANDS CHEER
RETURNED TROOPS
IN GREAT PARADE
Soldiers march through streets
coated with ice to honor
Secretary Baker.
<
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CROWDS SMITE HEROES
Mayor Buck welcomes officials of
government exhibits to
the city.

BUFFALO WARMLY COMMENDED
Head of war department congratulates citizens for part they took
in winning the conflict.
A bitter wind that blew from the
lake, driving before it tiny snow particles failed to dismay the 600 soldiers
and sailors who paraded yesterday afternoon as an honor guard to Secretary
of War Baker. Secretary Baker came
to Buffalo to open the war exposition.
In kahki overcoats and warm navy
blue reefers the boys in uniform made
a brave display as they marched up
Main street.
Seldom has Buffalo seen a parade
that was carried out under such difficulties of weather, but in spite of the
cold and the snow, a goodly crowd lined
Main street tc watch the returned soldiers go by. There were flags on display, a booming band from the Great
Lakes navai station, and a contingent
of soldiers who have returned home
from France and who are wearing
their gold chevrons in proof of it.
It was the.se returned heroes in particular, neat in their overeas uniforms
and theirVmall kitty corner hats that
caught theh eye of the crowd. And in
spit oi the cold that almost forbade applause, there was a great hand for
them. And this doesn't mean that the
other soldiers, those who had to stay
at home, and who missed the thrill of
foreign service, didn't get a hand too.
They did.
Aerial bombs exploded.
There were aerial bombs to speed on
the paraders, and the first of these began to pop as the soldiers and sailors
who made up the secretary's escort left
the postoffiee, and began their march
to The Terrace, where theh were to meet
the secretary. There was^tome delay
here, so the men employed their time
by f.tamping their feet in the snow, and
swinging their arms veteran-fashion in
order to keep warm.
It was the first chance that the eity
has had to view a detachment of men
who have seen service in France.
Crowds who lined the curbing were
ready with applause and cheers, and
many people regardless of the weather
flung open windows along the line of
march and gave welcome to the boys.
As: the soldiers filed into the Elmwood Music hall, where the forma!
opening of the exposition was to take
place the crowd within rose to its feet,
in salute of the men who have given
their services for the cause of democracy. Then the sailor's band marched onto the stage, and Secretary Baker,
accompanied' by Mayor Buck, William
A. Morgan and Walter P. Cooke marched down the center aiaslo to the stage
while the audience again rose.

Mayor Buck welcomes exposition.
William A. Morgan, as general chairman of the committee in charge of the
exposition, introduced Mayor Buck as
the first speaker. Mayor Buck in n
brief speech welcomed the coming of
the exposition to Buffalo, and remarked
that Buffalo has sold a large number
of tickets per capita for the exposition
than any other city where it has appeared. Dean C. Mathews, director of
the bureau of expositions, replied to
Mayor Buck, and felicitated the city on i
its generally splendid response to" all!
war appeals, and particularly on its almost instant readiness to respond to
the appeal of the war exposition.
Secretary Baker, introduced by Walter P. Cooke, gave a brief talk, congratulating Buffalo on the splendid
showing which the city has made in
the Liberty loans, and for the way in
which the city has mode general response to the appeals of Washington.
He touched on the work of the Buffalo
troops who have gone to the front line
in Europe, and on the splendid way in
which they have performed their duties
there.
"The work that Buffalo has done towards winning the war has been noted
in Washington," said he, "and it. has
been npt^d with the wannest gratification and approval As one of the great
manufacturing centers upon which the
country leaned for its supplies of war
material
Buffalo
acquitted
itseH"
proudly."
Four companies of sailors.
Four full companies of sailors under
the command of Lieutenant Commander Charles F. TJlrich, navy recruiting
officer, marched. They were from the
naval artificers' school in Chenango
street, the navy construction and repair department at the Curtiss plant,
the naval section of the S. A. T. C. at
the University of Buffalo and the recruiting office in the federal building.
Commander Ulrich's staff included
Fnsign J. F. Moore, who acted as adjutant; lieutenants J. A. Davis, R, C.
Miller, M. C. Faber and Ensign H. 1.
Good. The officers in the line were
Lieutenant R. A. Fisher and ensigns
H. K. Kaiser, J. A. Burkin, David Sibley, J. A. Codding, L. S. Blodgett and
F. E. Haggkvist.
The flag which was carried by the
marines and which is known as the
flag of the secretary of war, was painted by George D. Ferguson, chief yeoman, who also lent his skill as an
artist to painting many of the signs
which were used in the parade.
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BUFFALO WELCOMES SECRETARY BAKER.
It is deeply gratifying to. the people of Buffalo that the War
Exposition which begins here today is to be opened by Secretary
The presence of the head of the War Department is an honor
signally representative both of the purposes of the Exposition and of
the Government's appreciation of Buffalo's patriotism—the love of
country which is exemplified in every branch of Buffalo s war
The city which greets Secretary Baker justly cherishes as its
proudest title to fame the valorous record of its manhood, its liberal
contributions in money, the co-operative efforts of its citizenship, m
the struggle which has affixed the seal of the grandest triumph in
this nation's and the world's history, for the cause of democracy,
humanity and freedom.
Buffalo is profoundly mindful of the fact that throughout the
crucial period of America's participation in the conflict the vast
responsibilities of the Department of which Secretary Baker is the
chief ;have been discharged by him with skill, faithfulness and executive genius which have enrolled his name impenshably on the most
illustrious annals
of the country.
_
The visit »c Secretary Baker exemplifies the fitness which makes
it so eminently proper that the great war Exposition be officially
opened by the head of the War Department, and the mutual apprceiativeness which on the part of the Secretary extends the meed of
cordial acknowledgment of Buffalo's splendid share in the war, and
on the part of the city, proffers deserved tribute to the administrative
excellence the patriotic vigor, the sterling statesmanship of the War
Secretary who is Buffalo's guest of honor and of heartfelt hospitality today.

n,,, WORLD: FRIDAY, JANUARY

10, 1919.

\C0NGRESS TO LET BAKER
SETTLE HUGE CONTRACTS
.»■

—

House Passes Bill Giving Him Power and Senate Committee Decides to Stand by Him—War Orders
Totalling $2,700,000,000 Are Involved.
.

TvV.

gK—-

WASHINGTON, Jan. 9.—Validation
and adjustment by the Secretary of
"War of informal war contracts involving the expenditure of more than
$2,700,000,000 is authorized by a bill
passed by the House late to-day by
a vote of 270 to 30. Approximately
6,600 contracts in this country and a
large number in England, France and
Italy would be affected.
A similar bill, also placing adjustment in the hands of the Secretary
of War, was approved to-day by the
j Senate Military Committee, which
reversed its previous action in voting

—
—

?■

for the creation of a special commission.
Opponents of the bill passed by the
House favored adjustment of the contracts by a Congressional committee
acting with the Attorney General and
the Secretary of War and they sought
to amend the measure but were voted,
down. Numerous other amendments
were offered, but only two minor
ones changing the phraseology were
Republican leader Mann, speaking
in support of the bill, said Congress
could not preserve its self-respect if
it failed to authorize payments of
contracts which were made da good
faith.
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JANUARY 12, 1919.

Vice President Marshall presiding over the cabinet in the absence of President Wilson. The photograph was made on New Year eve and was the third meeting without the ,
President. Left to right: Vice President Marshall, Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury; Thomas W. Gregory, Attorney General; Josephus Daniels, Secretary of Navy; Frank,
L. Polk, acting Secretary of State. In foreground: David T. Houston, Secretary of Agriculture; Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War; Albert S. Burleson, Postmaster General:j
Franklin K. Lane, SecretaryJ of Interior, and William G. Redfield, ' Secretaryj of Commerce.
.
(Copyright by Harris & Ewlng.i^j
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THE WASHINGTON POST:

JANUARY 11, 1919.

REFORM IN WAR RISKS

Harbor Craft
If Necessary

New York Unions Call Out Fireboat Men; Hylan Takes Hand.

Director Lindsley Details Plans
to House Committee.
INVESTIGATION IS HELD "UP j

WANTS GRAND JURY TO ACT
Interruption of Movement
of Supplies to Europe
Not T o Be Permitted!
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON, Jan. 9.—Federal authorities to-day conferred on the New
York harbor strike, but took no action.
Following a conference by representatives of the War and Navy departments, the railroad administration and
the Shipping Board, it was stated that
pending further reports from officials
now l attempting a conciliation of , the
differences in New York, no action
■ would be taken by the Federal gov: ernracnt.
."
At to-day's conference here, which
; decided to await further developments,
j wers the following:
| I 'Representing the Shipping Board—
John A. Donald, acting chairman;
Charles R? Page and H. E. Ehrman, industrial relations expert.
Railroad Administration—-W. T. Tyler, director of division of operations
of railroad administration.
Navy—Louis McHale Kowe, assistant
to Assistant Secretary Roosevelt, in
charge of naval labor disputes.
Army—Brigadier General Frank T.
Hines, chief of division of embarkation,
and Stanley King, personal representative of Newton D. Baker.
Mr. King will go to New York tonight to make a personal survey of the
situation for Secretary of War Baker.
It was stated at the War Department
to-day that the strike had not yet interfered appreciably with the movement of military supplies. It is known,
however, th^t army officials are considj erably worri-ed about the consequences
i of a general and prolonged harborfront strike and are planning drastic
measures involving employment of men
; in the military service in the event
that such action becomes necessary to
' prevent interruption of the movement
, of supplies to American soldiers overseas.
'
It is understood that New York representatives of the Shipping Board
have brought strong influence to bear
on the harbor craft owners to-day to
induce them to recede from their unwillingness to arbitrate the differences
in controversy. White officials admittel that the strike situation was serious, in that it was threatening to in*
terfere with both debarkation and the.
shipment overseas of great quantities
of foodstuffs badly needed in the Ailied
countries, they expressed confidence
that the strike would be broken within
the next twenty-four hours, through
the cooperative efforts of Federal and
high labor officials.
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Shrinks—Action by Washington
Depends on Word From Wilson.
Railroad Chief Seeks "Armistice"
in Vain—Both Sides Firm.
(By the Associated Tress.)
New York, Jan. 10.—No hope of an
early settlement of the strike which
has paralyzed the port of New York
for two days was apparent tonight.
Loaders of the 16,000 workers on tugs,
lighters and ferryboats declared emphatically -that they were prepared
for a finish fight. Their employers,
members of the New York Boat Owners' Association, were equally emphatic in their assertion that they
never would yield to the demand for
an eight-hour day.
The visit to the city late today Of
Secretary of War Baker led to- the
hope that his influence might res-alt
in Ml adjustment, but the hope was
short-lived. When the Secretary left
tonight for Ottawa, where he will
speak tomorrow night, he had given
no intimation that the War Department would take a hand in the controversy. On the contrary, he said
the strike had not resulted in serious
embarrassment to the department.
Returning- troops 1 were being debarked without delay, he stated, and
there, had been no interruption' to the
flow of supplies to the army overseas..
Knough navy tugs are available for
this work, Mr. Baker said.
No Armistice, Says Committee.
A. H. Smith, regional director of
railroads, apparently has failed in his
effort to arrange an armistice of
from 48 to 72 hours in the belief that
if operations were resumed the differences could be composed by conciliation. No reply has been received
by Mr. Smith to a letter sent by him
to leaders of the unions, but the strike
co-mmittee announced earlier in the
day that it would not agree to an
armistice.
Mr. Smith conferred this afternoon
with Stanley King', confidential S(.cre-
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Defends War Department.
Col. Henry D. Lindsley, new directoi
of the war risk insurance bureau, told
the House rules committee yesterday
that the organization had not functioned properly, but that now for the
first time authority was concentrated
in the director, where it belonged
Congressional investigation would not
be opposed by the bureau, he said,
though he would not invite it, as he
had been in charge only ten days. After he had outlined at length some of
the improvements to be made, the j
committee agreed unanimously to
await development of hisplans before
taking steps toward an investigation.
Col. Lindsley said he was organizing
so that correspondence would be answered immediately. Reduction of the
force of 13,000 employes could not be
expected, he added, until the bureau
caiight up with its mail.
Public Is "Not Kindly."
"The attitude of the people is anything but kindly, is it not?" asked
Representative Campbell, when the
witness said he held himself personally responsible to the public. "It
certainly is not," he replied.
Certificates qf all policy holders, he
added, will bo mailed out by February
1, but all cannot be delivered by that
time because of erroneous addresses. !
Col. Lindsley said that any one notj
receiving a certificate by that date j
should communicate the correct ad-1
dress to the bureau.
On the floor of the House later, Republican Leader Mann read correspondence exchanged by him with
Secretary Baker regarding the insurance and pay of soldiers.
Secretary Baker Explains.
"The
inefficiency of the bureau of
war1 risk insurance would be a burlesque if it were not a tragedy," wrote
Mr. Mann.
In reply, Secretary Baker said the
War Department had jurisdiction
only in cases where soldiers' allotments do not carry family allowances
paid by the government, and that
"payment of allotments by the War
Department are not in any way in
arrears."
'
Regarding pay of soldiers, Secre-:
tary Baker said troops in the United
states were paid promptly every month
but those overseas were in the fighting- line from July to November, and
that "any delay in their payment can
be properly attributed to consideration of their service." He added that
sick and wounded men, returned from
overseas, were paid in part on arrival
at ports or hospitals, and payment,
now was being made on their per/
. sonal affidavit.
/
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Interruption of Movement I
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Not To Be Permitted!
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau

. WASHINGTON, Jan. 9.—Federal authorities to-day conferred on the New
York harbor strike, but took no action.
Following a conference by representatives of the War and Navy departments, the railroad administration and
-the Shipping Board, it was stated that
pending further reports from officials
now attempting a concilietion of the
differences in New York, no action
would be taken by the Federal government.
At to-day's conference here, which
decided to await further developments,
were the following:
Representing the Shipping Board—■
John A. Donald, acting chairman;
Charles R? Page and H. E. Ehrman, industrial relations expert.
Railroad Administration—-W-. 7. Tyler, director of division of operations
of railroad administration.
Navy—Louis McHale Howe, assistant
to Assistant Secretary Roosevelt, in
charge of naval labor disputes.
Army—Brigadier General Frank T.
Hines, chief of division of embarkation,
and Stanley King, personal representative of Newton D. Baker.
Mr. King will go to New York tonight to make a personal survey of the
situation for Secretary of War Baker.
It was stated at the War Department
to-day that the strike had not yet interfered appreciably with the movement of military supplies. It is known,
however, th^t army officials are consid- j
erably worried about the consequences !
of a general and prolonged harbor-!'
front strike and are planning drastic!
measures involving employment of men !
in the military service in the event j
that such action becomes necessary to ■
prevent interruption of the movement;
of supplies to American soldiers over-1
seas.
' -'
It'is understood that New York rep- '■
re.sentativcs of the Shipping Board I
have brought strong influence-to bear!
on the harbor craft owners to-day to '
induce them to recede from their un- j
willingness to arbitrate the differences I
in controversy. _ While officials admit- ■
tel that the strike situation was seri-1
cus, in that it was threatening to in1'
terfere with both debarkation and the. |
shipment overseas of great quantities !
of foodstuffs badly needed in the Ailied i
countries, they expressed confidence !
that the strike would be broken within !
the next twenty-four hours, through j
the cooperative efforts of Federal and 1
high labor officials.

New York Unions Call Out Fireboat Men; Hylan Takes Hand.

Director Lindsley Details Plans
to House Committee.
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Shrinks—Action by Washington
Depends on Word Froni Wilson.
Railroad Chief Seeks "Armistice"
in Vain—Goth Sides Firm.
(By the Associated Press.)
Sew York, Jan. 10.—No hope of an
early settlement of the strike which
has paralysed the port of New York
for two days was apparent tonight.
Loaders of the 3 6,000 workers on tugs,
lighters and ferryboats declared emphatically -that they were prepared
for a finish fight. Their employers,
members of the New York Boat Owners' Association, were equally emphatic in their assertion that they
never would yield to the demand for
an eight-hour day.
The visit to the city late today of
Secretary of War Baker led to- the
hope that his influence might- result
in an adjustment, but the hope was
short-lived. When the Secretary left
tonight for Ottawa, where he will
speak tomorrow night, he had given
no intimation that the "War Department would take a hand in the controversy. On the contrary, he said
the strike had not resulted in serious
embarrassment to the department.
Returning' troop3 ! were being debarked without delay, he stated, and
there had been no interruption' to the
flow of supplies to the army overseas.
Enough navy tugs are available for
this work, Mr. Baker said.
No Armistice, Says Committee.
A. H. Smith, regional director of
railroads, apparently has failed in his
effort to arrange an armistice of
from. 48 to 72 hours in the belief that
if operations were resumed the differences could be composed by conciliation. No reply has been received
by Mr. Smith to a letter sent by him
to leaders of the unions, but the strike
committee announced earlier in the
day that it would not agree to an
armistice.
Mr. Smith conferred this afternoon
with Stanley King, confidential secretary to Secretary of War Baker, and
George H. Sines, a member of the
railroad board of wages and workingconditions, but no announcement was
made concerning what action was discussed.
The most serious development of
the day was the decision of the strike
committee, to revoke all exemptions
previously made. This action called
out men employed on flreboats and
those running to islands on which are
located municipal, charitable and reform institutions. The action was
taken after an emergency ferryboat
service Tiad been established with
Staten Island by employes of the police department;
Hylan Tunis to Grand Jury.
After Mayor Hylan had been informed that the strikers had withdrawn their exemptions he sent a letter to District Attorney Swann asking
him to bring the situation to the attention of the grand jury. The mayor
declared that if employes on flreboats
and those operated by the departments
of charities and corrections go1 on
CONTINUED ON NINTH PAGE.

Defends War Department.
Col. Henry D. Lindsley, new director
of the war risk insurance bureau, told
the House rules committee yesterday
that the organization had not functioned properly, but that now for the
first time authority was concentrated
in the director, where it belonged I
Congressional investigation would not |
be opposed by the bureau, he said,
though he would not invite it, as he|
had been in charge only ten days. Aft- j
er he had outlined at length some of '
the improvements to be made, the I
committee agreed unanimously to
await development of hisplans before
taking steps toward an investigation.
Col. Lindsley said he was organizing
so that correspondence would be answered immediately. Reduction of the
force of 13,000 employes could not be
expected, he added, until the bureau
cau"ght up with its mail.
Public Is "Not Kindly."
"The attitude of the people is anything but kindly, is it not?" asked
Representative Campbell, when the
witness said he held himself personally responsible to the public. "It
certainly is not," he replied.
Certificates qf all policy holders, he
added, will bo mailed out by February !
1, but all cannot be delivered by that
time because of erroneous addresses. I
Col. Lindsley said that any one not j
receiving a certificate by that date !
should communicate the correct address to the bureau.
On the floor of the House later, Republican Leader Mann read correspondence exchanged by him with
Secretary Baker regarding the insurance and pay of soldiers.
Secretary Baker Explains.
"The inefficiency of the bureau of
war risk insurance would be a burlesque if it were not a tragedy," wrote !
Mr. Mann.
In reply, Secretary Baker said the
War Department had jurisdiction
only in cases where soldiers' allotments do not carry family allowances
paid by the government, and that
"payment of allotments by the War
Department are not in any way in
arrears."
Regarding pay of soldiers, Secretary Baker said troops in the United
states were paid promptly every month
but those overseas were in the fighting- line from July to November, and
that "any delay in their payment can
be properly attributed to consideration of their service." He added that
sick and wounded men, returned from
overseas, were paid in part on arrival
at ports or hospitals, and payment
now was being made on their per-,
sonal affidavit.
/
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The World this ■morning continues the publication of a aeries of artities on the conscientious objector as his problem teas faced in the creation
tf the National Army and as it still exists as a result of the agitation for
c» amnesty for the 527 recalcitrants now in the disciplinary barracks at
Jjeavemcorth under long sentences of hard labor imposed by courts martial.
Further articles mil tell of specific complaints made in behalf of these
mien and of the reasons advanced for their release.
The National Army had been in the process of organization for eight
months before courts martial took up for the first time the question of
what should be done with those who refused to accept service or to lend
themselves to military discipline. It was not conscientious objectors who
brought up this question, but those who sought to excuse their attitude
on trie ground of German or Austrian birth or descent. They could not,
'they said, take up arms against their own kin.
Twelve such men had been tried, convicted and sentenced by the time
conscription was a year old. Their cases came before Secretary Baker
for review on June 17 last, and his memorandum of indorsement fixed
tne standard of action by the authorities. One of the men was sentenced
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with the law as far as possible. Some
refused even to register, and infarmed the authorities of their conscientious reasons for their course.
Usually such men were sentenced by
civil courts to terms not exceeding
one year, and then sent to military
camps.
"The great majority of objectors,
havingregistered, stayed at their
B
8
33B1 301113^ JCCusual pursuits until one by one they
weTe
-piojqtna-pireil
called by their local boards for
,
"
" ^service. Some of them, however, resasnojg aniq3 fused to entrain, but notified their
adai^ a^jagjoboards where they could be found.
•A^uo aitq^Y m. 'lHnoO aqaojg;
In some cases such men were court
./Conej ao nreid jo apBoi'ainSij jo adA*}
rnartialled as deserters and in others
A\i3A3 JOJ sppocn nj -QIQ A'litqnSau
£8*9* ■they were sent to camp and treated
as other objectors.
ad
f\C'fc. I <£ OJ Cf
Loud Talkers "Weakened.
"Almost from the day the great
antonments began to receive the
:fivps3n£ piw fivpoj^ JOJ
rst instalments of the National
rmy it became evident that, despite
Tiuch noise of protest and considerable swearing of mighty oaths by
amSij jBptDijiBd jnoA" JOJ ^SSJOD
^oung radicals who would 'die before
jo aptys jadojd aqj q'saggns JJIAI qgiapng
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brother workers,' the number of de-.re aq Avui sSaii^ij renpiAipui •aiajq.as
l T*>mn Trtt» T«t?rnliued objectors would be few.
/\.-H>Uip.lUK.lJ.,'0r this there were many reasons, of
-J03 aauuig imou^ jpii ra 'qSiap'ng
which actual fear of physical punishSS
!K ^q pa^Ba^snouiap Sniaq M.OU ai%
nent was the least.
"What we saw was an objection to
var not so well reasoned or so ariently held as to withstand the enornous forces of social pressure. Amerlove majorities; in no country
Sumui^uo^) locans
men more hate 'to be different' in
mportant matters of conduct This
sentiment
operated
powerfully
igainst conscientious objectors.
Tne war
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Psychology grew apace,
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q. \ invaded the home, the street and
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-pa^tail A}r}Ilhe market place. Even' agency of
nformation (and education—newspapers, movies, schools, churches,
^aublic forums—joyfully "or under
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Illustration may be rouna, uuno.o,', ,
In tihe methods pursued by the late '
Major Gen. J. Franklin Bell when he
was in command at Camp Upton.
Gen. Bell made the C. O. one of tne
matters to which he gave personal
attention. It was his habit, as C. O.'s,
were segregated in any considerable
number, to talk with them himself.
There is a stenographic record of one
of these talks, from which he varied
only in a word here or there at other
times. He said:
"I think possibly some of you may
have been led into erroneous conclusions by the rather exceptionally
broadminded, liberal, lenient treatment you have received from the
Government.
"I would like you to understand
that it is not customary or usual in
military organizations to be patient,
conciliatory and tolerant toward men
who stubbornly refuse to obey military orders. Ordinarily, after being
given fair warning, they are brought
to trial at once. This is the only Government in the world that would have
tolerated so long such refusal to do
duty as you have made.
Sect Not an Excuse.
"I want you to observe that there is
nothing in the law which excuses
anybody from non-combatajit service.
It does not even excuse from that
form of service a man who belongs to
a religious sect or organization Whose
creed or principles forbade its members to participate in war in any
form. There is nothing whatever in
the law excusing any one from anything who is not a member of some
religious sect or organization.
"I am aware that some of you have
conscientious objections on account
of socialistic principles or beliefs.
There is nothing in the law excusing
a man because he is a Socialist. It

5J_
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of them refused to register and were
dealt with by the civil courts, these
cases not being: involved in the situation under discussion here. Some
refused to leave for camp with the
detachments to which they were assigned. Typical of these were David
and Julius Eichel of No. 209 Stanton
Street, New York, and Herman Kurland of No. 208 East 21st Street. Some
of them refused to don uniforms when
they reached camp. In practically
every instance the men taking these
positions were out and out politicals.
The great majority of the men,
however, waited for developments at
the camps. It was for this contingency
i that the "confidential" instructions of
i Oct. 10 were issued, with the more
10

pressure proclaimed a holy war. The
President's idealistic statements of
war alms, coupled with the ruthlessness of German acts, made thousands of converts from pacifism.
The treaty of Brest-Litovsk alone
caused very considerable numbers of
hitherto determined conscientious
objectors on political grounds to accept military service.
"Meanwhile the Government was
showing real wisdom in handling the
problem. The nature of the machinery
of the selective draft brought it to
pass that conscientious objectors
went to camp alone. They were cut
off from their own group and deprived
of the support of common ac. t■
tion. Once these Isolated objectors
reached camp it is difficult to exagagitation for Amnesty for 527 Conscientious Objectors Now SS ordWo *, whMrMto gerate the effect upon them of seeing
, ,
ifn ' 'n ii. nix
r r>
,
~ ,
effect the President's declaration 'if thousands of their natural comrades
at Leavenwortn RecallsJ the utterances of Secretary Baker what
constituted non-combatant ser- engaged in a life in whioh they did
Vlce
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A Real Baiteball «Fam,"
When He Indorsed Their Convictions—Significance Seen £ VxCuseaIaw'not even a °" ttdtrht "There
Is an amusing story of a
objector who recanted
in Fact That Socialist Lawyer Defended Camp Devens d£\if cT™p08t the «i^Xl»8- conscientious
in order to play on his company baseteam. His was a unique case;
Group of Rebels—Real Wisdom Shown by Government who S AJ^^L^^MAI ball
undoubtedly hundreds of men felt the
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ually, learn the basis of their obiec- irresistible appeal of companionship
in Its Methods, Says the Rev. Norman M. Thomas.
tions and explain to them the nature and listened to the advice of the ref
of non-comibatant service. How suc- ceiving officer to be a good sport and
cessfully these officers did their work join the army.
I is to be seen in the fact that 4,000
"Others yielded to the sheer terror
c
,,,. T_ ,. ...
..
'_
„. . -.
.
.
.
- °'s accepted non-combatant ser- or moral isolation, and a few, perThe world this morning continues the publication of a series of arti- vice, and that of 1,800 others 1,002 haps, to threats of dire punishment.
ties on the conscientious objector as his problem teas faced in the creation t<3?k farm furloughs or assignments Of the thousands of men, therefore,
who had once talked of conscientious
Of the National Army and as it still exists as a result of the agitation for, wh* ^hei?rt^s^CTa^CtoeforeUule objection the great majority yielded
an amnesty for the 527 recalcitrants now in the disciplinary barracks at Board of Inquiry.
before they ever saw a military camp,
'Leavenworth under long sentences of hard labor imposed by courts martial. ! Bven tho*!e who are now fighting others shortly after their arrival; in
.„ ,,
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.„ ■. „ .
'
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went
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no camp was there any very large
;
Further articles will tell of specific complaints made m behalf of these to prison admit the general excellence number left."
of the work done by these morale
The actual methods pursued in the
men and of the reasons advanced for their release.
officers. The Rev. Norman M. Thorn- camps varied, of course, with the
The National Army had been in tine process of organization for eight ! as, who is Vice Chairman of the Na- camp,
and with the officer in charge
months before courts martial took up lor the first time the question of tional Civil Liberties Bureau and the of the work. There was no. pred of he Fe
hi
of
scribed
course of action, the whole
what should be done with those who refused to accept service or to lend ^
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Reconciliation, said as to this m a statement problem having been, indeed, anotxher
themselves to military discipline. It was not conscientious objectors who published in the Survey:
instance of the aspects of modern
brought up this question, but those who sought to excuse their attitude . *'M°st conscientious oibjectors reg^ warfare for which there was no prece„_ +>„
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istered, since they desired to comply dent in American experience.
on the ground of German or Austrian birth or descent. They could not, with the iaw as far as possible. Some
Illustration may be found, however,
they said, take up arms against their own kin.
refused even to register, and in- In the methods pursued by the late
Major Gen. J. Franklin Bell when he
Twelve such men had been tried, convicted and sentenced by the time JSStt^iSS^1 to? tUrtour^ was in command at Camp Upton.
conscription was a year old. Their cases came before Secretary Baker Usually such men were sentenced by Gen. Bell made the C. O. one of toe
for review on June 17 last, and his memorandum of indorsement fixed civil courts t0 ,terms n°t exceeding matters to which he gave personal
the. vta-nAa-r* v,F „„'+« u„ *T.
*.*. •*•
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one year, and then sent to military attention. It was his habit, as C. O.'s,
the standard of action by the authorities. One of the men was sentenced j camps.
were segregated in any considerable
to eighteen months, one to five years, five to ten years, three to fifteen
"Ttle great majority of objectors, number, to talk with them himself.
having registered, stayed at their There is a stenographic record of one
years and two to twenty years each.
usual pursuits until one by one they of these talks, from which he varied
were called by their local boards for only in a word here or there at other
service. Some of them, however, re- times. He said:
fused to entrain, but notified their
"I think possibly some of you may
boards where they could be found. have been led into erroneous concluIn some cases such men were court sions by the rather exceptionally
( martialled as deserters and in others broadminded, liberal, lenient treat"In my judgment," wrote Secretary States against all its enemies, domes-'they
were sent to camp and treated ment you have received from the
Baker, "the sentences should be ex- he and foreign. No right is extended i as other objectors.
Government.
Land Talkers Weakened.
ecuted, and if, afiter the war is over, to pick and choose.
"I would like you to understahd
These men—by name Hyman Polices.
some process can be devised by which William
"Almost from the day the great that it is not customary or usual in
J. Seider, Joseph White, An
military organizations to be patient,
these entirely undesirable citizens can ton Zsoldak, Julius Leventhal, Louis'first
cantonments began to receive the conciliatory
and tolerant toward men
of the National who stubbornly
be returned to the countries of their Silverman, Mayer Suffkind, LouiV H i Army instalments
refuse to obey miliit became evident that, despite
preference it would Be highly desir- Blumenthal, Samuel Spire, Paul Bauer, much noise of protest and consider- tary orders. Ordinarily, after being
William Charles Schwab and iYliehael i able swearing of mighty oaths by given fair warning, they are brought
aible from the point of view of the Ciupa are serving the sentences lm- j
to trial at once. This is the only GovUnited States."
posed upon them. The procedure fol- j young radicals who would 'die before ernment in the world that wsuld have
they would bear arms against their
"I have not the least doubt as to the lowed in their ..cases, with Secretary \
Baker's formal approval as to its pro- pother workers' the number of de- tolerated so long such refusal to do
propriety, of the procedure in. these priety, settled the question of what totermmed objectors would be few duty as you have made.
Sect Not an Excuse.
cases, nor am I uncertain as to the do with this class of objectors, who ! *£rA ,.♦ w werVn?ny, reasons of
"I want you to observe that there is
correctness of the results reached.
were never, as has been said, credited I 7
^ w s tl
,ar °/ physlcal »«»««m n
the Jeast>
nothing in the law which excuses
?. ^ ?
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"The soldiers in all these cases with having scruples .of conscience.
"What we saw was an objection
to anybody from non-combatant service.
Under the same heading with them
were either naturalized citizen* of the came later the so-called non-citizen ob- war not so well reasoned or so ar- It does not even excuse from that
United States or native citizens of ihe jectors, of whom there are 130 among [ dently held as to withstand the enor- form of service a man who belongs to
forces of social pressure. Amer- a religious sect or organisation Whose
United States, born of parents of the 527 men in the Disciplinary Bar- mous
icans love majorities; in no country creed or principles forbade its memracks
at
Leavenworth.
countries with which the ■ United
do men more hate 'to be different' in bers to participate in war in any
First Trial May B.
States is now at war. They were
important matters of conduct. This form. There is nothing whatever in
operated
powerfully the law excusing any one from anyDealings of court martials with ob- sentiment
properly members of the army ;>f
on specifically conscientious against conscientious objectors.'
thing who is not a member of some
the United States pursuant to the Se- jectors
grounds began in May. The first
"The war psychology grew apace, religious sect or organization.
lective Draft Law. They were sum- trial started May 6 at Camp Devens, it invaded the home, the street and
"I am aware that some of you have
moned before proper officers of the Mass., where twenty men came up on the market place. Every agency of conscientious objections on account
army and asked whether they would charges of disobedience of orders in information ^nd education—news- of socialistic principles or beillefs.
refusing to heed the command, "All papers, movies, schools, churches, There is nothing in the law excusing
in fact fulfil their military obliga- outside; fall in, double rank." This public
forums—joyfully "or under a man because he is a Socialist. It
tions by fighting against Germany command was given to take the men
and Austria in Europe. They all an- to mess, and the specific disobedience
alleged was one of repeated refusals.
swered that they would not.
There were two interesting things
Trielts of the Evaders.
about this case. The objection of the
"There was; some shuffling on the men was not that a command had
ixart of some of the soldiers as to what been given, but that "fall in, double
required the performance of a
they meant by their answers, and rank"
military duty. They alleged that they
some long-winded refinements were would have obeyed the command to go
undertaken to the effect that some of to mess if they had been allowed to go
them, were willing to fight Germans their own way, but that having to go
.'ind Austrians generally but w >uld in double rank involved going as solnot fig-ht their own relatives, although diers, and that they could not do withthey offered no explanation of (.he out violating their beliefs. This same
process by which they were going to argument was raised by practically
discover whether particular Germans every man now among the recalciof Austrians whom they were required trants.
It is significant also to find in the
to shoot at from long range haprecord the fact that nineteen of .these
pened to be related to them.
"In one of the records the soldier twenty men were represented before
claims to have an uncle, evidentl> too the court martial by George K.
old to be in the military service of Roewer, a Socialist attorney of BosAustria, whom he once saw, and he ton. Only four of the men had listed
faad heard of ten or twelve other rela- themselves as Socialists. Four were
t;ves in Austria, of some of whom he members of the International Bibie
had seen photographs which must Students' Association, the Russellite
have been of a very persuasive char- organization whose leaders were later
acter since they aroused in him emo- convicted in Brooklyn of conspiracy
tions of blood kinship strong enough to obstruct the draft. Three others of
to overcome the obligations of his the nineteen were Quakers. The deoath of allegiance as an American fense of the entire group by a Socialcitizen.
ist marked the formal uniting of po;
"These men were full citizens of litical and religious objectors which
the United Slates, most of them by is still a factor in the situatio'n.
the voluntary act of naturalization.
Most Were "Politicals."
They were fuil citizens in the sense
The cause of this court martial at
that they had equal rights and priv- Camp Devens was not at all the first
ileges' with all other citizens. They of the activities of the C. O.'s. These
have
also
equal
responsibilities. began, in many instances, when the
Among these is to protect the United men were called in the draft. Some

Objectors Were AH U. S. Citizens,
Properly Sentenced, Said Baker

has ao reference whatever to socialism or any other Kind of philosophical or political convictions. You are
all called 'conscientious objectors'
merely for the want of a better designation, but you do not come under
the terms of the law.
Under the orders promugated
by the Adjutant General it Is my
duty to try by court martial those
declining to accept non-combatant
.set-vita, (a) whose attitude in camp
is defiant, <b) whose sincerity is
questioned, c(> who are active in
propaganda."
Own. Boil would then call attention
to the fact that these trials by court
ma
,r)lal would be under the 96th
Article of War, ^JO, ,put8 no limit
on the punishment wbich may be administered. In one instance a C O
was sentenced to death under this
article, in a number of others sentences of lift imprisonment were imposed; these all, however, Wing
bee^ramced to terms of twenty-five
^"r ,??" dld hot content himself
with talking to C. O.'s m groups One
ot the stories his friends have been
hifil^T1^ m°8,t "^"'•action since
his death last week tells of bis treatment or a young Russian Jew from
tfte east side who was in the guardhouse at Upton for refusal to obey
orders. Gen. Bell had htm brought to
his office,
"What's the matter, son?" he
asked.
"Nothing," was the somewhat sullen response.
"Oh, yes, ttiere is, or yon wouldn't
bo in the guard house. Why won'you nbey orders?"
CoHvlnerd by the General.
"I left Russia," burst out the boy,
'because the army was everything,
because it was everywhere. I came to
America to pe.free from militarism
and I'm no more than settled here before J find militarism being forced

on me. I won't have anything to do
with it."
"You're wrong son," said Gon. Bel
"You haven't been called into the
army to bring militarism about in
America but to prevent it. Can't you
see that. If Germany wins there will
be her kind of militarism in KUBS;*
and everywhere else in the world*
Can't you see that it ia to keep that
kind of militarism out of America
that wo have gone to war, and thd.t
we have called you to do your
share?"
The boy thought it over. Understanding at length spread over his
face, and bo said:
"I see."
"Now," said the Goneral, "what
else is wrong with you?"
"Nothing," was the reply, but (t
was plain that there was.
"Oh, yea, thero is," tho General insisted. "Out with it."
"To-morrow's Yom Kippur," answered the boy doubtfully. "All the
others are going home, but I can't because I'm in tho guard house."
"But you can," cried Gen. Bell.
"Get up to your barracks and get
your things."
He looked at bis watch.
"You can't make it if you wa3k,"
he added. "You go out and ge.t In
my car; it will take you to your barracks and then down to the train,
Godby; remember, you're coming
back to me, as well as to the army."
And the boy rode away in tflie
General's car to Uhe festival that ho
had thought he would miss entirely
and to come bock to tho army that
he Jiod sworn ho would never serve
in.
The next article in this series will
deal with specific instances of treatment of conscientious objectors
against which their supporters have
made complaint and on which the
agitation for amnesty has been
based.
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WITH CANADA IN SPIEIT
BAKER SPEAKS AT

OTTAWA

Dominion and United States "Have
' Discovered One Another"
Through Association
in War
Canada and the United States
"have,
discovered
one
another"
through their association in the war,
Newton D. Baker, the American secretary of war, declared at Ottawa,
Ont., yesterday. Formerly they were
merely neighbors but now there exists
between the two countries a "bond of
union," said the cabinet officer,
"cemented when our soldiers and your
soldiers fought shoulder to shoulder
on the battlefields of France.
Addressing the Canadian club as
the prinicpal feature of his 3% hours'
stay in the capital, Mr Baker
eulogized the 100 years of friendship
between America and Canada symbolized by the "great spectacle of an
international boundary almost unguarded. Old prophecies that the
United States would annex the Dominion had given way, the secretary
added, to a condition wherein the
border "has become a place where
America and Canada join hands."
Such a friendship, Mr Baker said,
would have been impossible had there
been any such "hateful and pernicious
animosity as was prevalent in Germany and her associated countries."
This spirit, he continued, engendered
the world war, which found the democratic nations unprepared.
"In aadition to being peace-loving,"
said the secretary, "we are inspired
and prophetic enough to believe that
the plain dictates of morality were
applicable to the conduct of nations
as to the conduct of men. We believe
an unust war for the aggrandizement of any nation was unthinkable
and wo took too little precaution—
then came the great shock of August,
1914."
Mr Baker referred to the German
campaign of fright.utness declaring
that bombing of the English coast
towns, and the Zeppelin raids had
aroused horror and indignation in the
hearts of Americans.
"Then came the crowning crime—
the sinking of the Lusitania," he
said. "The Germ ins struck medals
of bronze in honor of that crime. We
also struck medals—in our hearts.
There followed a setting of the teeth
and the consecration of 'all we have
and all we are,' to the great cause.
"As to the peace, I care not for
the details. But tens of thousands of
your soldiers and our soldiers lie
buried in the sacred ground of France
and if we could call them back and
ask them they would say: 'Make the
world safe for the coming generations."
*
"There is one thing," he added, if
the armistice had not been signed
November 11 it would have been
signed November 12, for the enemy
were beaten."

ATTACKS ARMY "PETS"

j Baker Orders Release
I Of 100 Army Objectors

Gallivan Charges They Displace
National Guard Officers.

j Review Likely for Others SenI tenced Before Farm Furloughs Were Permitted

TO ASK CONGRESS INQUIRY
Tells House Gen. Edwards Was Sent
Home Because He Would Not Do
"Dirty Work" Regulars Demanded—Mentions Col. Major—Some
"Great" Generals Unpopular.
Representative Gallivan, of Massachusetts, Democrat, speaking in the
House yesterday charged that officers
of the national guard had been relieved of their commands late in the
war to make way for regular army
officers, most of whom he said
"would run away from a baked apple." He said he would demand an
investigation by Congress.
Maj. Gen. Clarence Edwards, who
was adjutant under Lawton in the
Philippines, Mr. Gallivan declared,
was told by a division chief of staff,
"If you don't get those national
guardsmen, we'll get you."
Authority With Pershing.
Mr. Gallivan asserted that he knew
of a Texas officer, two colonels from
Mississippi, a brigadier from Pennsylvania, who also had been relieved
of their commands, and Representative Butler, of Pennsylvania, Republican, interrupted him to say he
knew of a Pennsylvania captain.
"If you ask the Secretary of War
for an explanation," continued Mr.
Gallivan, "you are told that he has
nothing to do with it; that Gen. Pershing is in complete authority and If
you ask him the second time for some
other information he gets peeved."
In reference to Senator Chamberlain's recent speech criticizing the
War Department for failing to function, Mr. Gallivan said that this was
true, and that the Oregon senator's
speech "awoke the country and the
department so that it proceeded to
function in part."
Edwards Sent Home.
Later Mr. Gallivan identified the
division chief of staff who made the
threat as Col. Duncan Major, and said
that Gen. Edwards, a regular army
officer, who commanded.the New England division, was relieved and went
home because he would not do "dirty
work."
The colonel of the 101st infantry,
formerly 9th Massachusetts regiment,
the speaker continued, was relieved
on November 6, after he had fought '
with his men from September, 1917, to
November, 1918, during which time
560 of the men were killed.
"He was relieved of his regiment to
make way for a dandy pet of the
Leavenworth clique," declared Mr.
Gallivan.
Mr. Gallivan said the New England
division, among the first to go overseas, "is now stranded in Prance," and
that his efforts to get information
regarding its return had been unavailing. A letter to Gen. March,
chief of staff, was answered by
another officer, saying the unit had
not been designated by Gen. Pershing
for early return, and that further information would be furnished through
the press.
"I want to say to the practical
politicians in congress," continued Mr
Gallivan, "that I would not wish my
political enemy any more harm than
that he should select for high public
preferment one or two of the socalled great generals who are abroad
and who have never seen a combat
Not one of the boys that I have talked
Ao have either affection or respect for

Netc York Tribune
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON, Jan. 16.—More than
one hundred conscientious objectors
! who were sentenced by court martial
i previous to the Presidential order per| mitting their furlough to farms are
j to be released from the disciplinary
i barracks at Fort Leavenworth and perI mitted to resume their civilian status
by discharge from the army. An order
to this effect will go forward from
Secretary of War Baker to the commanding officer at Fort Leavenworth
soon, following a recommendation
made to the department by the special
committee engaged in investigating
cases of objectors.
The committee has ruled that had
the opportunities existed for objecting
conscripts to work on farms at the
time of their trial by military courts
for refusal to submit to military disciI pline all would have elected to take
the furloughs.
It is understood the committee is
disposed to recommend that objectors
sentenced to varying terms for the
same offence be grouped for the purpose of providing a similar penalty
for all. In some cases objectors have
been sentenced to from two to twenty
years' imprisonment for the same offence, and the committee is seeking to
reach some average to equalize the
■punishment ordered.
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Reorganization

Of U. S. Army
Is Postponed
Actio$ on War Department's j
Measure Put Over Until >
New Congress Convenes
500,000 Soldiers Sought
War Machine Would Cost
$1,185,000,000 a Year;
$12 a Month to Privates
WASHINGTON, Jan. 16.—The House
Military Affairs Committee practically
reached an agreement: to-day, in conference with Secretary Baker and General March, chief of staff, to postpone
the War Department reorganization
bill until the next session of Congress.
A suggestion by Chairman Dent that
a legislative rider on the army appropriation bill continuing the existing
war organization of the department
and the regular army for another year
be-substituted for the reorganization
measure met with the approval of Mr.
Baker, and apparently with that of a
majority of the committee members.
The Chief of Staff explained to the
committee the reorganization measure
framed by the department, providing
for a regular army of 500,000 men, to
be raised by voluntary enlistment on a
flat three-year basis. The bill also
would have made permanent the absolute control over all branches of the
army now exercised by the Chief of
Staff as a war-time necessity.
Staff to Frame Rider
Chairman Dent said it would be impossible to get such a bill through Congress in the six weeks remaining of
the session.
Committee members
agreed with him, pointing out that
the War Department bill appeared to
be a military policy measure which
abandoned the theory of .universal mil
itary obligation. Mr. Baker insisted
that this was not the case, that no
attempt to fix the nation's policy as to
a peace time army was involved, but
agreed that the substitution of continuing authority appeared to be the
wisest course, in view of uncertainties
of the situation abroad and lack of
time for full discussion in Congress.
The exact form of a rider is to be
studied out.by the General Staff. It
probably will leave the strength of the
force to Presidential order, within limits and subject to appropriation limitations. The committee will take up at
once hearings on the regular appropriation bill, which provides, as drawn,
for 500,000 menSecretary Baker would make no
declaration in regard to universal military service suggestions, saying that
he would submit no proposal of that
nature .until the peace conference had
finished its work and the obligations
of the nation could be gauged. He
said the General Staff had submitted
several studies which were still on his
desk. Later, Representative Sanford
sought to obtain General March's views
on this question.
"Ths question of universal training

s

Continued on page five

is a question of national policy," said
General March. "It is the duty of the
general staff to submit recommendations to the Secretary of War when
they arc called for. If they do not get
by the Secretary they are stopped. The ]
Secretary has told you that they are ;
on his desk."
i
General March said the army was
now organized under Presidential order and the plan included in the staff
bill was practically that organization.1
A total strength of 500,000 'men is
provided for, he said, to be organized
into twenty divisions grouped in five
corps. The total annual cost he fixed •
at $1,185,000,000, estimated on a return |
to a base pay of $15 a month for pri- \
vates and exclusive of $86,000,000 car- |
ried in the fortifications bill.
All of the existing war time organizations, such as the tank corps, transportation and motor transportation
corps, independent air service, and the
like, are to be continued, with the ex- ,
ception of the chemical warfare service. !
"We are not in favor of the use of
poison gas in war," Gener'al March declared. "Not that it makes any difference how you kil la soldier, but the
gas lies on the ground and penetrates
back to villages and kills women and
children. No civilized nation ought to I
use it."
'
Ban on Gas Expected
The General said that even before
the armistice was signed, the International Red Cross was working for an j
agreement among the belligerents for
abandonment of gas warfare. He added
that the peace congress was expected
to prohibit its use absolutely. In the
meantime, the army will continue to
study the subject to provide masks for
defense of troops against gas, but
make no plans to employ it, the Gen- ;
eral said.
If the President is given authority |
to continue wartime agencies of the i
army, General March said, the plan
mapped out in the bill will be followed. !
It provides for six officers of the rank ;
of lieutenant general to take care of j
corps commanders and fixes the chief
of staff with rank of general as the' I
officer taking "rank and precedence
over all other officers."
Higher Rank for Reserves
One of the most important proi visions of the bill, General March said,
! was that giving reserve corps officers
, rank, including that of colonel, instead
j of major as now provided.
Another condition which must be
I remedied, the general said, was that
limiting permanent commissions from
civil life to the grade of second lieuj tenant. If that is to be continued, he
■ said, "the men who fought the war"
would be lost, fox those who had
proved themselves in action would not
: consent to enter the regular service in
j that grade.
The bill provides for absolute promotion 'by selection of all officers of rank
of captain or higher.
The three-year enlistment was proposed to reduce the annual "turn
around" of men to keep the ranks full,
General March said. It meant recruiting 160,000 men a year, which he believed, could be accomplished.
Baker Would Help Guard
"Don't you think it would be wise
to include as a permanent provision of
law," asked Representative MeKenzie,
"the statement that in time of war we
would raise our armies by conscription ?"
"That's where the Administration
steps in." said General March. "You
recall that Mr. Lloyd George, the British Premier. ha» said he was not in
favor of conscription anywhere at any
time in the future. We don't know
what the peace conference is going to
bring us."
General March said the National
Guard was at present 'o'ut of existence," and added that until the men
who really compose the old Guard and
I are now in France have come home
' not even the governors nor adjutant
| generals of the states can forecast its
i future.
Mr. Baker assured the committee
that the War Deoartment would cooperate to the fullest extent with any
states which raised National Guard
units within the meaning of Federal
laws. The equipment and arms for
these forces would be made available,
he added, "if he had to verrule the
judge advocate general."
i
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E REFUSES
TO ENTER TRUCE

Clemenceau Permanent
Head Inter-Allied
Peace Conference.
PARIS, Jan. 11.—Georges
Clemenceau,
premier
of
France, will be the permanent
president of the inter-allied
peace conference as a mark of
proper tribute, to the premier
of the country in which the
yi oonterence IS": Held. His ap<P. pointment is by common con$ sent of all the

FRENCH PEOPLE WERE READY
TO GREET "MINISTER OF WAR

a

Ion. Newton D. Baker Tells Story on Himself. Went
Forth to Take Acclaim of Populace and Was Greeted
With "Vive Monsieur Clemenceau "

Here is a charming story told on
himself by Hon.
Xewton D. Baksr; secretary of
war of the United States, at the
WILLING TO HEAR
SAY CONDITIONS ON
Canadian
Club
luncheon on SatOTHER RUSSIANS
THE VOYAGE POOR
urday:
"I visited Prance
not
very long
Veteran is Indignant at MisBut Opposes Any Plan to
ago, and while I
was riding around
use of Returning Men on
Give'Least Recognition to
in a railroad train
Transport.
we
passed
Lenine-Trotzky.
through a small
(Associated Press Despatch.)
city, which wa«
A series of sensational complaints
NO BEAD DIFFERENCE.
darkened to proLONDON, Jan. 12.—Ignace Jan
LONDON, Jan. 12.—The Britabout the conditions under which
tect it from raids.
ish government, the Sunday Exseveral hundred soldiers, their wives Paderewski, the Polish leader, has
While the train stopped at the station, it was obvious that a crowd,
press understands has proposed
and young children crossed the been slightly wounded by an asthat all the different parties in i ,°^5?^e •1'eas°n °* a"°ther, had asocean aboard the steamer Scan- sassin, who entered the room of his
T,
. . , „
_
gsemoied in the station: we could
Russia, including the Bolshevik, Ihear
the low murmurings of persons
dinavian, were made by Company hotel- at Warsaw, and fired one shot
should
present
their
programs
I
°utsi|3e speaking in a more or less
Sergt.-Major Hiram Neale, of Carle- at him, according to an Exchange
s bdued wa
lo the peace congress hi order I "
y: and I^asked a French
ton Place, on his arrival in Montreal, Telegraph despatch from Copen/ officer who was with me to go out
f and find out the cause of the exciteSaturday evening, accompanied by hagen, reporting advice.s from
come to any understanding with
ment.
He came in and said that
his bride of a few months, worn out Vienna. Several Bolshevik . impliany responsible authority' in | it had been noised abroad in that
city that the minister of war was
after a trans-Atlantic passage which cated in the plot have been arrested.
Russia. The paper adds:
going through on that train and the
"The French government is
neither will soon forget. A Citizen
crowd had therefore assembled for
not hostile to this suggestion.
reporter was at Windsor Street sta- I Mr. Paderewski has been in Warthe privilege and pleasure of seeing
There is no difference of opintion when Sergt.-Major Neale ar- , tw for several days conferring with
the
minister of war.
I was very
ion between the British and
chesty about it.
(Laughter.)
I
French governments and there
rived from St. John, N.B., and was | Polish political leaders in an atwas delighted to know that my
tempt to form a government represhas been no idea on the part of
astounded by what he related.
the British- government to invite
entative of all parties.
When he
The most striking
delegates from Russia to attend
>ge about; arrived in Denzig on his way .to
the peace conference."
the voyage concerns the alleged in- j Warsaw, the. Germans attempted to
h
toxication of one of the ship's of/ K™' *» from going to Posen.
(Associated Press Despatch.)
........ .,j~g^^-^ ^^^^-uer he arrived at Posen and while

[ Sergt-Major Neale, of Carleton Place, Makes Charge
of Intoxication Against a
Ship's Officer.

Britain Had Proposed Effort
to Obtain Understanding
With Soviet Government
for Peace Conference.

s*\/i \st vi ™tv t\T.
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IS WOUNDED
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fundamentally there is no difference be
Itween the English-speaking people of the
[world. There are numerous branches, vary' ing in form, from the parent body of the
Anglo-Saxon race; but all draw their inspiration from the same source of history
and literature and principles of government.
All hold fast to certain elementary ideas
of humanity and justice and liberty in common.
When President Wilson called Mr.
Baker from Cleveland to prepare the United
States war department for the entry of the
American nation into the conflict, he selected one of the most stalwart representatives
of real democracy. Those who have read
the story of Mayor Tom L. Johnson's ten
years of leadership in the city of Cleveland,
[on the side of the people's rights against
[private corporation autocracy; will recall
How Newton D. Baker's apprenticeship in
tie public service began. In "My Story,"
[ by Tom L. Johnson—a book brimful of in[terest to everyone who is sincerely looking
[ for democracy—the following paragraph
I written in 1911, describes Newton D. Baker,
who was first appointed to be city solicitor,
virtually direct from graduating in law, by
Mayor Tom Johnson in 1901:
Mr. Baker, though the youngest of us,
I was really head of the cabinet and prin\1 cipal adviser of us all. He has been an invaluable public servant and is still city
solicitor, having been returned to office in
each successive election, even in 1909, when
ll was defeated with the majority of our
[ticket. Newton Baker as a lawyer was
pitted against the biggest lawyers in the
state. No other city solicitor has ever had
the same number of cases crowded into his
office in the same length of time, noi' so
large a crop of injunctions to respond to,
and in my judgment there isn't another man
in the state who could have^ done the work
iSO well. He ranks with the best, highestpaid, corporation lawyers in ability and has
(held his public office at a constant personal
sacrifice. This low-paid city official has • •'•'• 9 • '.
seen every day in the courtroom lawyers B""»Vo%"«"«"'«V
getting often five times the fee fcv bringing M» ••••»••< • «'*•>
a suit that he got for defending it.
HeM-'-'-'.ViV.*
did for the people for love what other lawyers did for the corporations for money.
It is this same Newton Baker who, as
I United States secretary of war, is glad to
journey to Ottawa for the purpose of paying tribute to Cant da and expressing, in a
luncheon.address before the Canadian Club,
[the neighborly sentiments that each hold in
I common at this time when the new society
[of nations is being constructed by world
' statesmen.
■
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DEMOBILIZATION
GOES OH RAPIDLY

But Government is Taking
Every Step to Minimize
Discomfort. Task is. Proving Great One.
a © ® ® -

Max.i

fame had preceded me and travelled
so far and so fast, and with great
complacency and kindliness of disposition toward those ' who were
thus honoring me, I got up and
went out to the back platform to
greet the crowd, permit them to see
me, and bow my acknowledgments.
(Laughter.)
Which I did.
I did
my part.
When I got out I waved
my hat and bowed; whereat the
crowd, with one accord, set up a unanimous cheer: 'Vive Monsieur
Clemenceau!' (Laughter and applause.)
Apparently the only
minister of war of whom they had
ever heard was their own distinguished minister."
(Laughter.)
"Let's Do It Now."
Another good laugh was caused by
the following:
"1 remember, when I was in
France the last time, I happened to
be in a hospital in which there was
a Californian soldier of the United
States who was wounded, and somebody brought in to him a French
newspaper, in which it was said that
Bulgaria had asked for terms and
that it was thought that Austria
would ask for terms very soon, and
they asked him, this wounded American from California, what he
thought about that. He was silent
for a moment and then said: 'Well,
you see, I live six thousand miles
from here and I can't be coming
over every ten years to straighten
this thing out. Let's do it now."
'>f-*jffiafllAjAi •

Princess Patricia to be
Married Feb. 27.

as
■ I'

I

LONDON, Jan. 12—(Can- V
adian Press Despatch from
neuter's, Limited)—The marriage of H.R.H.
Princess jf>'
Patricia will take place in
Westminster Abbey on February 27.
■',■■
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| PREPARATIONS FOR
SESSION OF HOUSE

"

| Acting Premier Outlines Efforts for Reconstruction Leaders of Entente Nations
in Conference at Ministry
and Repatriation,
in Paris.

i

>.••'.«-».

>•••••<

In an interview yesterday the actling prime minister, Sir Thomas
■White, indicated the preparations
Iwhich have been made for the coming session of. parliament and the
■progress accomplished in developing the demobilization, repatriation
md reconstruction program of the
jovernment under the several ministers whose departments are immediately concerned.
\
The following is an official outline of the position respecting these
natters.:
"Active preparations are now beng made for the legislative work of
he coming session of parliament
vhich is to be called early in February. The precise date will be fixed
nd announced thi sweek. Most of
he important legislation has been
Iready drafted. The estimates of
early all departments were in by
e end of December and are ready
r final revision/
* * V.V/.Yl „
Readjustment Problem
e'oeeoeH "The most
pressing problems
phich have confronted the government since the armistice have been
Ihose relating to demobilization and
tinned nn Page 9.
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(Associated Press Despatch.)
PARIS, Jan. 12.—The supreme
inter-allied council met at three
o'clock this afternoon at the ministry of foreign 'affairs.
Those present were Premier Dayict
Lloyd George and Foreign Minister
A. J. Balfour, of Great Britain;
President Wilson and the American
Secretary of State, Robert Lansing;
Premier Georges Clemenceau and
Foreign Minister Stephen Pichon, of
France; Premier Orlando and Foreign Minister Baron Sidney Sonnino, of Italy, and Marshal Foch,
Georges Leygues, French minister of
marine;. Etienne Clementel, minister
of commerce, and Louis Loucheur,
minister of industrial reconstruction.
SOCIETY OF NATIONS.
PARIS, Friday, Jan. 10. — The
program France will propose as host
to the peace conference is understood to provide first for presentation of the status of a society of nations and the appointment of a comlttee to consider it and make recommendations to the full conference. The next step would be settlement of the status of Germany
jAustria, the Balkans and other Eastern countries.
_ The adoption of the recommendations of the committee on a league
of nations according to this program would be the final act of the
conference. It is pointed out in
support of this method of procedure
hat while the announcement of the
ramework of a league of nations
must form the basis of the other
ork of the conference, the comleted plan of a league logically will
ome_up last since it must .safeguard all the decisions of ; >•-■
erence.
The proposal to give preference
j the questions of the status of
ermany, after the appointment of
league of nations committee, is
xplained by the theory that decisions regarding Austria and the
pastern countries will hinge upon
he conclusions reached regarding
Germany. It is suggested that, it
. ould, for example, be impossible
o settle the future of German-Ausria without knowing the decisions
ffecting Germany. ./

LONDON, Jan. . 12.—Sir Charles
Vyndham, the actor, died in London
3 morning.
Born in Liverpool in 1837, Chas.
'yndham was the son of a promimt physician. His parents in lend1 him for the church, and there
as great consternation in the family
hen he displayed his prediliction*
|or the life of an actor. In 1S62 just
t his majority he made his first
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sat there, high-minded,
perfectly
aware of the headlong flight
of
mankind to • the worst catastrophe
in the history of the world;
exhausted his ingenuity, invoked the
person, and got it, and found that
aid of every other
right-thinking
hte was powerless to prevent this
thing.
■'■'
The Controlling Influence.
"Now, surely—I am not a member of the peace conference, and
neither are you; we are talking on
the outside—I am not seeking to
bind anybody to any plan, I don t
care two pins what the plan is. I
am a pragmatist about it. I want
a plan-that will work. I want some
(arrangement made which, when the
•heady passions of evil men seek to
throw the world into further turm.
oil and tumult, will focus the enlightened opinion of mankind and
The duty of Canada and the Unit- proved the solidarity of the great focus the conscience of mankind
democratic empire of which it was
ed States to set an example for the
a part, and also th'e solidarity of upon them in such a, way that every
■ nations drunken with the glory of civilization and righteousness, Hon. man can see exactly what is going
on and the real, sane and just opinnew-found liberty, was set forth on Mr. Baker said he was delighted to ion of the world exert a controlling
think that in twenty months thej
(Applause).
Saturday by Hon. Newton D. Baker, United States had raised its army ^influence.
"I look forward with
immense
secretary of war for the United Stat- from 190,000 to 3,750,000 men, and
ation
of
spirit
to the things we are
was adding 300,000 a month. "We
Intended
oing 10 uo Uoiii
ITOW on.
mUTi
Keep uiai up "Lilt ■tn-er
Canadian Club at luncheon in the last man
is gon'e, if necessary
who could do ,what our Canadian
(Applause.)
soldiers
have
done
on
the
front
in
Chateau Laurier.
Congress had appropriated $24,- France, and what the soldiers of the
The club has had many distin- 000,000,000 for the .war department, United States have done on the front
guished speakers and has enjoyed but only half that amount was ex- in France, have a capacity for big
pended.
Two million men, clothed achievement
which is immensely
many able addresses, but few could and equipped, had been
sent
to promising for their activities when
rank with the effort of Hon. Mr. France and "on the 11th day of they return to the solution of our
Baker.
The first surprise was his NoVamber the tide of munitions, civil and domestic questions.
guns, ammunition, clothes, food,
Problems of Moment.
youthful appearance to those who aircraft, all sorts, and conditions of
"Yet in this different world which
knew of the tremendous amount of devices for the making of war, was we are now facing, there are some
rising in the Pacific and swelling
moment,
. work he had accomplished. His ad- over to the Atlantic' coast until itj problems of very grave
growing out of the fact that in many
dress was most masterly and was was almost impossible to find a! parts of the world peoples who have
place on the Atlantic coast of the! not your traditions, nor burs, of selfenjoyed, not alone for its brilliance
United States where you could see' , government, people who have been
of eloquence, purity of diction and the sea."
long repressed under the tyranny of
Bond Between Fighters.
delightful touches of humor, but also
iwrong-headed governments and unFollowing his attendance in Lon- jder the illusion of wrong philosofor its, mature consideration of world
don at a theatrical given by Cana-j phies, have now
come to a time
problems, its loftiness of thought dians for the American soldiers, the! when, by your efforts and ours—
and the inspiring message to man- speaker said he had made enquiries |;the associated efforts of the civilized
and found an unbroken line of tes- ^■people of the world, a whole catekind.
timony "that the American soldiers gory of new liberties and freedoms
soldiers
were thave been born.
Naturally his theme Was about the and the Canadian
The gift of free(Ap- '.dom has come now to nations who
war, but he dealt, not so much with friends from the very start."
plause).
Jhave
never
had
it
before, and they
the war itself as with the results,
"Apparently we had no barriers
the bond of union among democratic of any sort between us, and the "are splashing about a good deal in
nations, the absolute necessity of en- friendships that were begun then trying to find out what to do with
suring that never again shall there undoubtedly are going to continue it.
Sell'-Goverinneiit.
be such a catastrophe. The sweeter when our soldiers come home. (Ap"If all the governing persons in
understanding among nations, the plause).
That means then, if it
Canada
and
the United States were
adding to the free and self-govern- means what I think it means, tha)(
suddenly removed, the other people
ing nations innumerable other peo- the people of Canada and the peo
ples redeemed from political and pie of the United States stand now would get together, elect a chairintellectual bondage and other com- upon a somewhat different—I think man, and in an orderly way would
pensations in the higher destiny for I may say a somewhat higher plane arrange a new set of officers, and
the human race as,compensation for of friendship than we have ever things would go along about the
same.
That is because for generathe tremendous-sacrifices in the war. stood on before. (Applause).
tions the traditions of self-governSir Henry Draytdn, president of
Our Great Trust.
the club, presided and conveyed to
"And we, look back now to our ment have been bred into us; we
the distinguished visitor a message tradition as a peac'3-loving
and know how to organize the commuoil admiration aind goodwill to the peace-following people, and ask our- nity opinion of our people for exhighest and greatest degree.
Fol- selves what is the meaning of the pression through regular and orderlowing the address three cheers were victory. What are we going to'get ly channels.
sivnn in rousing style for the gov- out of it? '■ And I am sure it will
ernment and people of the United be clear to you all that I have not
States. The large dining room' was in my mind any vulgar question
filled to capacity, the guests includ- about profit and loss, in the ordining His Excellency the Duke of Dev- ary sense, when I ask that question.
onshire, cabinet ministers and men On the fields of E'rance there Bleep
prominent in the
public
life
of today tens of thousands of boys who
were raised in this Dominion. Side
Canada.,
by side with them th'ere sleep tens
Discovered Kach Other.
who
were
"I surely am the happiest person of thousands of boys
They died
in' 'this room, in having an opportun- raised across the line.
fighting
the
same
fight;
they
are
ity 'to bring a greeting from the
people of the United States to the buried in the same soil, and that
people of Canada," said Hon. Mr. soil is consecrated by the sacrifices
Baker at the outset, and his remarks they have made; and the thing they
evoked renewed applause. "I think died for, it is our trust and duty to
(Applause).
the war has some consolations—it see executed.
Duty to the Dead.
needs many, but it has some, and
"If we could summon this comquite surely one of the permanent pany
who havu made the sacrifice
benefits which will result to the chil- and could ask them what their wish
dren of men from this great and about it is—if their dust could, stir
tragical experience is going to be the land their voices could speakk what
fact that men who hitherto were.! w'miiri
w-ould tv»Av
they sav tn
t0 UK?
us
Would they
neighbors have now actually discov- 110t say.
<We cannot
make
the
eiied one another.
(Hear, hear.) , sa,Crifice over again. Don't
:
let this
The bond o"f union, which was es-; on(E, be in vaih.'
tablished when your soldiers and our;
..Is it not our ,juty to those who
soldiers fought shoulder to shoulder,.i have <3fed and to the next generais not going to be allowed to be j tion to see that in the arrangehroken.
(Hear,
hear
and
ap-.ments now made there shall
be
■ such facilities offered as are nec■clause.)
\.
essary
to
bring
into
concerted
action
Delightful Reciprocity.
In a- happy way he referred to promptly th,e good-will of rightthe war negotiations he had
had thinking and civilized men every,
vyith Sir Henry. Drayton, in which where to avert a'repetition of this!
"Tlere was a delightful reciprocity catastrophe from the face of the
of neighborly feeding and a mutual- earth ? (Applause ).
"We had an old-fashioned kind
ity of helpfulness which, I think,
will always be remembered by the of peace in 1914. We had the balgovernment in Washington as an ex- ance of power, and everybody was
hibition on your part of the most afraid to breathe hard; and then
gracious and courteous
assistance when these streams of conflict of
opinion and these eruptions of amand co-operation."
(Applause.)
bition and these fruitions of long
As proof that the people of Can- brooded and evil designs began to
ada and the United States had real- come td the surface and the currents ^*
ly been wedded to peace, he cited of world affairs began to swirl in
the spectacle-of peaceful friendship the direction of a catastrophe, what
along a boundary
line
reaching more pitiful spectacle had any of|
from ocean to ocean.
No one any you ever1 seen than the powirlesslonger talked of the necessity of ness of the great statesmen of the j
Canada annexing the United States world to meet that emergency?
or the United States annexing Can"When th'e history of this warl
comes to be written, one of, ,the|
ada.
Lesson or Respect.
noblest, knightliest and most pathe"Our two countries have learned tic figures in it will be Sir Edward!
to respect one another and to regard Orey, as he sat in his cabinet in|
the invisible line which separates us, London and sent telegra,m after telenot. as a boundary at which friend- gram from one capital to another,
ship ceases, but as a place where we and sought formula by which somel
interposition might be made that|
join hands."
(Applause.) -.
The civilized peoples of the world would avert 'what he saw was
catastrophe
to the human race.
I thought an unjust war, for the agI grandizement of an imperial mihI tary caste, was unthinkable.
Imitators of Satan.
,
But in 1914, "We learned that the
I thing which-had been first tried in |
I Heaven by the devil and had since
I been tried by many of his imitators,
I but never with success—never with
I any more than he had—was loose
■ag&ta in the world; that all moral
restraint had been cast aside; that
all of the victories which civilization
had won in the long course of its
development as a guarantee of the
immunity of innocence against the
terrors and devastations, of war were
to be discarded."

IUTY OF CHUM AMIES TO SET
EXAMPLE TO NEWLY FREED COUNTRIES

U.S. Secretary of War Baker, Dwells on the Bond of Union
Between Democratic Nations and the Absolute Necessity of Avoiding a Recurrence of the Past Few Red
Years. Pays High Tribute to Part of Dominion in Address to Ottawa Canadian Club.
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years from now i a cheering spectacle.
Service lor Mankind.
"Now, it seems to me that that
gives us—and I say 'us' advisedly—
it gives Canada and the
United
States an opportunity to confer still
another service on mankind.
We
have been through the heroic adventure together.
Our sons have
died, where death was the penalty
and price that had to be paid, for
the redemption of the world. They
haven't failed.
Now these peoples
about whom we are troubled
are
watching us.
They are going to
say: 'We cannot understand
this
constitution or these by-laws.
We
don't know what magis there is in
those words.
But we will watch
what those people do.' They' are
going to look to us as examples and
patterns of the life that can be lived
under comstitutions like ours.
"These peoples now
have
discovered freedom.
They are vibrating to a new emotion.
They are
filled with the immensity of a'thing
hitherto undreamed of as possible.
They are drunk with the glory of
this new vision.
Order and Liberty.
"There rests upon us the burden
and privilege of setting example of
liberty in law and order.
We must
show them where the concessions .of
the individual's right are necessary
for the common good.
We must
show them that the first intoxications of,this new emotion are likely
to be misleading and that only in
an M-dered society is liberty ever
either, safe or able to work- out all
(Hear, hear, and
of. its blessings.
applause.)
of war we- have
- "In the _J
14.11L1 L11C topCULUCle
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SINCERE TRIBUTE TO CANADA/
Mr. Newton D. Baker's visit to O/tawe

dealt, with it as we dealt with the
other things that liberty gave us to
do, in an ordered way, and we have last Saturday, to address the Canadian Club,
learned that we can apply these la- must have meant a considerable personal ■
tent capacities with which democracies endow their children, to great sacrifice. It is at least a journey of three |
ends, and that the old theories un- days from Washington to Ottawa and re- g
der which we have always been
working, that order and law and turn; and for the United States secretary of ■
consultation, and conference and the Iwar to give thi<ee days for the purpose of I
gradual evolution of the right and speaking less than one hour in Ottawa may 1
the community interest,
aye
the
processes by which safety is finally [be taken as a sincere tribute to Canada by I
to be found.
an American statesman.
I
Three Worst Sins.
The message of goodwill and neigh-1
"The boys are coming back with
a new category of virtues regarding borly regard expressed so clearly in Mr. I
'cowardice',
'selfishness'
and 'big Baker's address should help to sow seeds of ,1
head' as the three worst sins.
friendship on fertile soil in Canada and the ||
"Things have been infinitely simplified by this war...
We have not United States. The war has helped to bring
had time to fret about little things. out the truth about the Brlttohjgaguejrf
We have been sufficiently busy with
larger
We have gone back .nations and the gEgaL
.„.„„ things.
_
to the elements and fundamentals ol |
: r e • • « • •
| life.
These boys are coming home,
and they will find you changed, just
as they have been changed,
witn |
I new attitudes toward life, new des| ires, and your problem and their |
prouiem, GTTr pTuuitilii.
to be, not to allow these new-found
and simple virtues to be lost, but to
transmute into civilian virtues these
heroic attributes which the soldiers
have demonstrated in their fighting
at the front.
"Some day the history of this war,
will be written, not the history-of
the battles, but from the point of
view of its effect upon civilization,
the consequences to mankind of the
struggle we made and of the victory
we won.
Must Include the Men.
"The stdry cannot be told without
telling of the war in France.
It
will draw the picture of the infinite
good-nature and cheerfulness of the
soldiers of the Allied .armies, yours
and ours.
Your soldiers, like ours,
were known as smiling faced men in
France.
They were brave and
strong and cheerful, -anti t%ey knew
what they were about.
They, know
why they were there, and they never
flinched.
And the miracle will be
analyzed as to how it was that these
young men could be so
inspired,
without their knowing it,
by the
morals of a great cause as to be such
soldiers as they were.
"Then the historian will proceed
to take account of the state of the
world, and he will find mankind in
a happier condition.
There will
have grown, up. larger liberties, a,
more universal spread of equality of
opportunity, a more insistent emphasis upon the. right of every child
born into the world. to be educated
and to have a chance to develop to
the maximum those gifts
wherej with God has qualified him, whatever they are, and there will be a
1 sweeter understanding, among nat-

ions; competition still; striving, _ for
trade still; yes, both in the nations
and among them; but less disposition among mankind to regard thmgs|
as great merely because they are
large; a more
insistent
demand |
that our activities, personal, national and international, have a moral
quality; less unhappmess in the
world; more self-government m the I
world; and there will be added to
the free and self-governing nations
innumerable other peoples, redeemed from political and
intellectual!
bondage and suffering and degra-|
dation as a consequence
of this
great experience.
"And when the historian has I
reached the end of the chapter and I
has noted the immense advance o£ I
mankind within the twenty years
which he covers with hi? scan', he!
Will write—and it will De a consolation to our spirit—that bitter as i
fhe sacrifice was, ana mad as the[
,rwsle seemed to . be, when ,t wa:
str
5 „nnn us, great as were the [
f0l Ce
' Ltion and the loss,, and bitter,
ieVa
rtonal suffering-, the price ha
W Clen^tions in the higher desits
fC' the human
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RUGS,
'*, PAWN.

Referring to the Zeppelin raids,
IHo'n. Mr. Baker said: "The vanity
■of, it was its most impressive featlure;
What: nation couldf have read
Ihiatory except through a dark glass
land imagined that the'British man
|couJd be scared into submission by
the. killing of his babes?
(Ap- |
|plause.)
"And yet, that was the thing that
IwaS loose in the world, and the evidences of its lack of conscience, the
I evidences of the intensity of the devotion to its own hateful doctrine,
grew apace, until finally we had the
disaster to which
our
adversary
Ktruck medals—the sinking of the
Lujsitania.
That picture thsX was
with us when we tried to sleep at
I night, when our eyes woke in the
'■ dark and we could not see the things
■ that really were about us, but could
■ see the waves of'the English Chan^ nel with their freight of women and
children, done to death untimely in
that cowardly manner by the assassins of the seas—that picture that
das present with us
always,
tho
Hermans struck medals to it, made
H'r'igies of it.
So did we.
They
tiade them of bronze; we made
I them in our hearts."
(Applause.)
Until the Last Man.
A,fter referring to his unfeigned
[miration of the way Canada had
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— THE OTTAWA CITIZEN -----J

-THIS OTTAWA (J1T1ZBN"But in many of these nations
where freedom has now come, nobody
recognizes the
chairman.
(Laughter.) Each man
imagines
that freedom is a personal asset ana
that he can exercise his part of it
without any reference to anybody
else
They do not recognize the
fact which we have learned by long
experience, that one
man's rights
and where another man's rights begin.
Healing Influence.
"I am, not in any sort of despair
about this.
It is in this case, as in
many others; the waters must be
troubled, and sometimes profoundly
troubled, before the healing influence can appear; but it does appear.
The nature of man is such that, if
left to his own devices, in my judgment, his tendency is upward and
not downward.
It is very hard for
the man who has been
on
the
ground with somebody sitting on
his back and pounding him on the
head to walk steadily when he is
first'permitted to get up, but after
he ~ets up he walks.
(Applause.)
And° so this will all come out right,
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TIDE^JUST RISING •*
SL
WHEN ENDGAME
SAYS SECT BAKFR
KJ*T± a. t*S

KSM-*^ Definition
*flnlt1*fof
0t Bolshevism.
Bolshevism
.,_- 1-4.4-AW
and trie
Speaking of. the
latter and
the

Germans Could No* Longer Have; l^^f^L^Zl
Held Entente Armies Off,
He Declares.
DELIVERS FINE ADDRESS
TO THE CANADIAN CLUB

OUt

Si/ befor.
hef'or- me
the healing protroubled
can
cess begins. What line
there be than all the na«£
of
earth concerted *°r £e.,but before

Has No Fears for Future; Dis- ^r^^l the waters will
cusses Peace Treaties and
^afe°rartrUdrysaonfdthThyealing
League of Nations.
influence.
„„,-_
t opportun-

erea
"There is another gre«
"*■*■TT .. fl
The tide of the Allies' war effort
ahead for canaaa »«« "*"JL~^e
y
was onlv beginning to rise when I st ates. We have beenjhrough^
fighting ceased, said Hon. Newton great »a™*^ ourVres that theae
~ War. at
at we must govei
t ke us aa
D.
BakerXTC,
U.S. C.„».«K,™
Secretary noff War,
the Canadian Club luncheon on Saturday, and if Germany had not
signed the armistice on November
11 she Would have done 60 soon, for
the knowledge of bitter defeat was it will never go back to tne
ideas."
efforts of
hers.
In regard to the wa
f
Referring to the peace settlement, Canada and the u.
aa,^ war
said
he
had
watcnea
^^
Mr. Baker said: "On the fields of
France there lie tens of thousands work
ing bUfrom ^l^^-lise for it. "We
trftSe cost of devotion has
of. Canadians and Americans who
died fighting the same fight. What
they, died for we must bring to a
B
n P re
reality.
, "If we could summon them back ^e i^ov?d t h e soridarity of civfrom that hallowed ground, and ask tlization."
"To The Last Man.'
what they wanted us to insist upon
The United States said the- secrein. this settlement, I think they ^rv had lost little time. "On Novemwould say: 'We can't make this sac- ber u when the armistice was signrifice again—don't let it be in vain.' «fl ther> were 3,750.000 men under
arm! against 190,000 twenty months
The Spirit Counts.
before, and another five or six mil"I care not about t'hex details o lions ready to be called as needed.
And we would have called every
plans. The spirit behind the peac
man if necessary" he added.
is what concerns' us. We've had th
Bonds Will Not Break.
war disease, and personally we ar
"The bond of union cemented
immune, but the next generation * when your soldiers and our soldiers
not going to be protected by that. fought together in France is not,
Our duty is to see that the next going to be broken" said Mr. Baker.
and the United States have
generation can be saved from a repe- "Canada
enloyed relations of peaceful friendtition of this world catastrophe.
ship for more than 100 years. Our
"We had the old-fashioned kind countries have learned to respect
jme
another and to.regard the interof peace in 1914—balance of power,
national boundary line, not as the
and everybody afraid to breathe place where friendship ceases, but
hard, and what was more pitiful as the place where Canada and -the
than the great statesmen of the United States' joins hands.
"The war has some consolations
world, powerless to avert this said the secretary, "It needs many,
struggle, though they tried so hard." and one it has is the permanent
The speaker paid a tribute to Sir benefit to the children of men
Edward Grey as "the noblest, found in the fact that we who were
knightliest and most pathetic of the neighbors have actually discovered
world's statesmen," in his futile ef- one another.
"The things we have had to do
forts to prevent the great crime.
together in the past four years have
Wants Controlling Influence.
tested our capacity for self-govern"I don't care two pins what the ment, and it was no ordinary test:
plan is," said Secretary Baker. I Canada and the United States had
want to see some arrangement that been progressing commercially for
every man may see what Is going | a hundred years. We were peace
on and that the sane and just locing and had learned to ground
opinion of the world may exert a our conduct on a just philosophy.
just and controlling influence.
We were inspired and prophetic
The address was one «§^e..«n«sj enough to believe that the plain
vet heard by members of Ottawa s dictates of morality were applicable
Canadian Club and the banquet; ha£ to nations as to dealings among
at the Chateau Laurier was filled to
capacity. The remarks of Secretary men "We believed: an unjust war for
Sr were punctuated with cheers aiirandizement was unthinkable
as he went from point to point, and took too little precaution for 4the
Seat shock which came m l" outlfnin? the issues facing the Al- E
Mr. Baker then dealt briefly with
iiH in a concise manner.
conditions at the outbreak of
The war efforts of Canada anff the
the V.sZ the peace settlement; the tte wa? and with the German mentality which brought about the
0
^^Trv^le^Te^Nat^ns and world conflict, "made. ,}™%%*
BXhevisS^^reTmong his topics. conveniences of princes" and tramPled right and honor under foot.
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The bombardment of English east
coast towns and the killing of women and children by means of Zeppelin raids were condemned by Mr.
Baker who then came to "the
crowning horror," the sinking of
the Lusitania.
"In Germany," he said, "they
struck a medal for the sinking of
the Lusitania. We, in the United
States, also struck a medal, but ours
was in our hearts. There came then
a setting of teeth and the spirit of
consecration expressed by President
Wilson when he said 'all we have
and all we are.' "
"What nation but Germany could
have believed that the British man
could be scared into submission by
the killing of his babies.
"The most impressive feature of
their whole campaign was the vanity of it. The evidences of the German lack of conscience and devotion to their own hateful doctrines grew apace; then came the
Lusitania. That picture was with
us when we closied our eyes at
night, when our eyes would see the
waters of the English channel with
their freight of helpless women and
children, done to an untimely
death."
At the conclusion of his address
' Secretary Baker was roundly cheeri ed and the chairman, Sir Henry
| Drayton, then called for three
! cheers for the people and Government of the United States.
He
then asked Mr. Baker to carry back
with him the greetings and good
wishes of the people and Governi ment of Canada on his return across
t the border.
Mr. Baker's visit to Ottawa was
very brief. He arrived here at noon
on Saturday, Sir Henry Drayton announced, and left at 3.30 the same
day.

NO BARRIERS BETWEEN
CANADA AND STATES
"The bond of nnion cemented
when our soldiers and your soldiers
fought shoulder to shoulder on the
fields of France will not be broken

*

*

*

"Canada and the United States, for
more than one hundred years had
enjoyed
relations
of
peaceful
friendship.
If there had been
any of the hateful and pernicious animosity of our adversary in either of our countries that
great spectacle of an unbroken century of peace and friendship would
(have been uhpossible, but we were
! really wedded to peace.
"Our countries have learned to
respect one another and to regard
the boundary line as the place
where Canada) and the United States
ioln hands.
#

#
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"What nation but Germany could
have believed that the British man
could have been scared Into admission by the killing of his babies.

*

*

' «

"The Germans made medals of
bronz? to commemorate the sinking
of the Lusitania. We made medals
—but In our hearts. There came a
setting of teeth and the spirit of
consecration which devoted 'all we
have and all we are' to the great
cause.
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"We watched you shoulder your
Job in this war and my admiration
fcx Canada is unfeigned. I know
Canada's population and I know the
army Canada raised and equipped.
I have seen your Canadian soldiers
well and in hospital.

*

*

*

"If the armistice had not been j
signed on November 11. It would i
have been signed on November 12. |
for the enemy was beaten. We had
3.750,000 men under arms on November 11, and another five or six
millions to call upon aswenfieded.
them- -
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JUST RISING^?
WHEN ENDGAME^
SAYS SECY BAKFR
KJXTM. A **S

NSM<W *flnlt*f^.Bolshevism.
Speaking of the latter and the

Germans Could No* Longer Have | ^-f^^T^sl of the
U.M
B^rf. Armies
Arm;»enff
^ttarmoB. "They are drunk
Held Entente
Off,
He Declares.
said, and wnn« i ■»
1U come
a

utUafl right^Thfwaters'mnst be

DELIVERS FINE ADDRESS
begins. What-finert i s
TO THE CANADIAN CLUB cesa
there he than all the nation
Has No Fears for Future; Discusses Peace Treaties and
League of Nations.

thereto another ^eat opportunity ahead for Canada and the United
The tide of the Allies' war effort
rThroug'
was only beginning to rise when !s£tes. We have bee^hrough ^
1
fighting ceased, said Hon. Newton Jgreat a*™ ^ our!elves that these
D. Baker U.S. Secretary of War, atj^nvustjove^.^ ^ ^ ug as
the Canadian Club luncheon on Sat-fl^ei,. pattern."
urday, and if Germany had not
signed the armistice on November
11 she would have done so soon, for
the knowledge of bitter defeat was It will never go back to the
ideas."
efforts of
a
hers.
In regard to the ^ar
Mr_ Baker
Referring to the peace settlement, Canada and the u.
-^ war
Mr. Baker said: "On the fields of
France there lie tens of thousands
of Canadians and Americans who L-rwh^"he1o^nfdevotion has
„„ tn the Dominion" he earn,
died fighting the same fight. What v"Xen
your Dominion rushed to aid
they, died for we must bring to a Z Empire it proved the> solidarity of
;f„ -Rritish Empire, and what u>
reality.
, "If we could summon them back morefit proved the solidarity of civfrom that hallowed ground, and ask ilization."
"To The Last Man."
what they wanted us to insist upon
The United States said the eecrein this settlement, I think they «rvhad
lost little time. "On Novemwould say: 'We can't make this sac- ber U when the armistice was signed
therlwere
3,750.000 men under
rifice again—don't let it be in vain.'
anus against 190,000 twenty months
The Spirit Counts.
hpfore and another five or six mil"I care not about t'hev details o: HnnTready to be called as needed.
we would have called every
plans. The spirit behind the peac< And
man if necessary" he added.
is what concerns' us. We've had th
Bonds Will Not Break.
war disease, and personally we an
"The
bond of union cemented
immune, but the next generation In when your
soldiers and our soldiers
not going to be protected by that. fought together in France is not
Our duty is to see that the next aoing to be broken" said Mr. Baker.
and the United States have
generation can be saved from a repe- -Canada
enioyed relations of peaceful friendtition of this world catastrophe.
ship for more than 100 years. Our
"We had the old-fashioned kind countries have learned to respect
of peace in 1914—balance of power, one another and tpregard the interboundary line, not as the
and everybody afraid to breathe national
place where friendship ceases, but
hard, and what was more pitiful as the place where Canada and -the
than the great statesmen of the United States joins hands.
"The war has sonie consolations
world, powerless to avert this said
the secretary, "It needs many,
struggle, though they tried so hard." and one it has is the permanent
The speaker paid a tribute to Sir benefit to the children "ot men
Edward Grey as "the noblest, found in the fact that we who were
knightliest and most pathetic of the neighbors have actually discovered
world's statesmen," in his futile ei- one another.
"The things we have had to do
forts to prevent the great crime.
together in the past four years have
Wants Controlling Influence.
tested our capacity for self-govern"I don't care two pins what the ment, and it was no ordinary test;
plan is," said Secretary Baker. I Canada and the United States had
want to see some arrangement that been progressing commercially for
every man may see what is going a hundred years. We were peace
on and that the sane and just loeing and had learned to ground
opinion of the world may exert a our conduct on a just philosophy.
just and controlling influence.
We were inspired and prophetic
,J
■
_ J J-I~- was
rt»no"nn(i
tilt anesi, , enough to believe that
'* The
address
one -rvf.
otthe
the plain
plain
enougn
yet heard by members of Ottawa s 1 ailc(.ates of morality were applicable
Canadian Club and the banquet hail ; tQ nati0ns as to dealings among
££St^£U*£££ Secretary meIl;We believed an unjust
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unthinkable
Kfwere punctuated with cheers aggrandi.emen
,
afd'ooTtorilttle
'precaution
for the
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shock which came in 1914
outlining the issues facing the Al- great
Mr Baker then dealt briefly with
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conditions at the outbreak of
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The bombardment of English e'ast
coast towns and the killing of women and children by means of Zeppelin raids were condemned by Mr.
Baker who then came to "the
crowning horror," the sinking of
the Lusitania.
"In Germany," he said, "they
struck a medal for the sinking of
the Lusitania. . We, in the United
States, also struck a medal, but ours
was in our hearts. There came then
a setting of teeth and the spirit of
consecration expressed by President
Wilson when he said 'all we have
and all we are.' "
"What nation but Germany could
have believed that the British man
could be scared into submission by
the killing of his babies.
"The most impressive feature of
their whole campaign was the vanity of it. The evidences of the German lack of conscience and devotion to their own hateful doctrines grew apace; then came the
Uusitania. That picture was with
us when we closed our eyes at
night, when our eyes would see the
waters of the English channel with
• their freight of helpless women and
children, done to an untimely
death."
At the conclusion of his address
Secretary Baker was roundly cheered and the chairman, Sir Henry
Drayton, then called for three
cheers for the people and Government of the United States. Be
then'asked Mr. Baker to carry back
with him the greetings and good
wishes of the people and Government of Canada on his return across
the border.
Mr. Baker's visit to Ottawa was
very brief. He arrived here at noon
on Saturday, Sir Henry Drayton announced, and left at 3.30 the same
day.

NO BARRIERS BETWEEN
CANADA AND STATES
"The bond of union cemented
when our soldiers and your soldiers
fought shoulder to shoulder on the
fields of France will not be broken
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"Canada and the United States, for
more than one hundred years had
enjoyed
relations
of
peaceful
friendship.
If there had been
any of the hateful and pernicious animosity of our adversary in either of our countries that
great spectacle of an unbroken century of peace and friendship would
(have been uhpossible, but we were
'really wedded to peace.

*

*

*

"Our countries have learned to
respect one another and to regard
the boundary line as the place
where Canada) and the United States
join hands.

*

*

*

"What nation but Germany could
have believed that the British man
could have been seared into admission by the killing of his babies.

*

*
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"The Germans made medals of
: bronz-> to commemorate the sinking
of the Lusitania. We made medals
—but in our hearts. There came a
setting of teeth and the spirit of
consecration which devoted 'all we
have and all we are' to the great
cause.

«
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"We watched you shoulder your
job in this war and my admiration
fc Canada is unfeigned. I know
Canada's population and I know <ho
army Canada raised and equipped.
I have seen your Canadian soldiers
well and in hospital.

*

*

*

"If the armistice had not been
signed on November 11. it would
have been signed on November 12,
for the enemy was beaten. We had
3,750,000 men under arms on November 11, and another five or six
millions to call upon as we needed
them—and we would have called to
the last man if necessary.

*

*

*

"I have found everywhere an unbroken line of testimony that the
soldiers of your country and my
country were friends from the very
start. There are no barriers of anv
^prt and those friendships will continue. The people ot Canada and the
United States (as a result of the
combined war effort) stand on a
higher plane of friendship than ever
before."—Secretary of War Newton D. Baker at Canadian Club
luncheon.
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Mr. Baker's Oratory
Passion, Structure and Beauty Made Address to
Canadian Club
Noteworthy.

ordinary platform orator, and care- \
Suily avoids the mere 'WgM
Stll?" rhetoric which is so often 1
mistaken for eloquence. He begins
haltinglv, almost nervously, and the
Atelier is at first disappointed. But
as he protresses the flame within
with fuel to feed it, and mot n lo
excite it, brightens as it buinsr

. Grattan O'teary.)
+T,P past
nast eis
eighteen months
During the
it has been the good fortune of O
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rapiercu,
enjoyed the P
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classical style ot .^"
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M.
of"Tr F- B Smith, and captivated
by\he finished imagery and beau-

The New Army Bill.
"VIVE M. CLEME'NCEAU"
ieeretary Baker Enjoys Telling Ottawa Joke on Hlm.scU.
Hon. Newton D. Baker, guest of
honor at Saturday's Canadian Club
luncheon, enjoys a good story, and
loves to tell one. In the course of
his address he told several.
One dealt with his recent tour or
France
"We were coming into a
small French railway station," he
said "when I noticed a great crowd
lathered there. I asked a French
Officer who was on the train with
me to find out why the crowd was

"In a few minutes he came back
,nd said the people had heard the
Minister of War was coming through
>n that train, and wished to extend,
.heir greetings to him.
"I was quite prepared to do my
Share,"
said Mr. Baker. "I went out
TEecky
i„. aQid
of
Grattan
tiiat
said or. J*.
he very
;o the platform, waved my hat and
speeches were»«*•«» That> with imiled and bowed.
Somehow it wasn't a great suc?tHVfleof exaggerSipT can be said of
Then suddenly a great shout
the sneech of Mr. Baker. He was cess
e
■
e
n't
up: 'Vive M. Clemenceau.
M Est in this strain when
"I guess," smilingly remarked Mr.
iCtU e
1
aker, "those Frenchmen thought
tiful rhetoric of Mr. James M Flong
;
iinded%v
now men
da,Winded
by aut'^acy.
au
eirs
was the only War Minister in
Beck. And yet, despite the just.y
led by light °f frf^°S,airman"e
world."
ntr»«!
vast reputation of these great z"who
cannot And me c
Referring to the enormous Wai >
Tmes U is doubtful whether any but who. he had f'^f^'orlered department appropriation of &£*,00 000.000 voted by the U. b. LOH
Ottawa audience has ever listened er or later reach a plane 01
■ress, Mr. Baker said: 'You know
liberty
" For the orator th, epigram^ (ny
t0 an address of such moving, combrother calls me the greatest
pelling eloquence as that heard bv ways a P*^0™Jr£™\J what is ittle spender in the world. He says
S Canadian Club on Saturday.
make* manVfLuU he keeps them 'ather should have calle.". me either
iroesus or Incroesus."
of an un' Mr Newton Baker's claim to vastly more di^it, n
Another Mr. Baker told of the
under the
>"» subject.
fame does not rest upon oratorical strongly
broken continuityof his * J
Australian's greeting to the first
triumphs; it is as a Cleveland re- -The Germans struck meda
fankee soldier he met in I ranee.
k
former, and United States Secre- Lusitama; so did we. ^/Qurs on 'Welcome, old pal," said the Anzac,
tary of War, that he is known to rrhe°artsb--° * one of his flashes 'with you and the Canadians and
he rest of us colonials in _ this job
contemporary history; but his ad of epigram-ic scorn that cut like a we'll soon finish things up.
i dress on Saturday proved hat he
BU Has'in choice of words that
assesses in abundance the gift ""But
Baker was most interesting,, to
which Emerson defined as .the only Mf
iue lloctuence: ability to importa ** St^^i£MratSmthrathCatrZhe
once said. 01 -WJ.I. **■■*+
rrviar is
S2J? "osfTasr -der tool iiSfed the inevitable word. That w
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tongued"
school; the spread-eagleLmS^unburstery type, which found
i>« 2-reatest past example in the late
Hen^ Grady, and claims Us pjea£
«t living exponents in Ml. .bourne
Cock?an and Mr. William Jennings
Brvan Nor is he a speaker of tne
"moud full sail," who, with commanding voice and presence, goes
tatc.action with bands playing and
flags unfurled.
I frail, delicate, almost undersized man, only saved from Physical
insignificance by finely-chiseled features and a head which seems too
heavy for his shoulders, he has no
' platform presence essays none of
the cheap gymnastic tricks of the

a

best word, or substitute
In »* "
must be confessed, he differs vastly
m most of our own P«™c »£«£
P,-= most of whom appear to tnmic
that any old word that happens to
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heightened by the common sacri
fi.ces of war.
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It was the part of wisdom for the House
committee on military affairs to suspend
consideration of the administration's permanent army bill and resolve to propose
to Congress authorization of a continuance of the present army policy for another year. There seems to be no good
reason why it should be attempted to
jam an army reorganization bill through
at this session—a physical impossibility
probably—and there are excellent reasons why the subject should go over until next Congress.
In the first place the administration's
bill provides for a standing army of
509,809 men. Unless public sentiment
has undergone a very material change in
the past two years, the people will not
stand for a peace army of that size. It
is said that the professional army of
Germany in her palmiest days of military worship was not as big as that. In
any event it would require much argument to convince the American public
that the national safety requires the retention of 500,000 men under arms at
all times.
Also, the administration bill contains
no provision for universal military
training, and the Secretary of War makes
no recommendation upon this subject. It
is a matter which should be settled as a
national policy before the reorganization
of the standing army is undertaken, since
it has an important bearing upon the
size of the army. No opportunity has yet
been given to test the sentiment pf the
public with respect to military training,
and consequently It is not known whether
the proposal will be acceptable or not. If
we are to have universal military training, obviously it will not be necessary to
have as large a standing army as otherwise, because in the event of a war emergency a large army could be quickly
mobilized and made ready for the field.
The experience of all the belligerent
nations has proved that the only practicable way to raise an armed force is
through the selective draft, and yet the
administration bill makes no provision
for this method in the event of another
war. Is it proposed to enact a law for
the organization of an army and not provide the means by which it can be expanded into a war force should the emergency arise?
In view of these controversial points
and the indefiniteness which surrounds
them, it would be unwise for Congress to proceed further at this time with legislation for a new peace army. Better leave
it until sentiment regarding these and
possibly other points has manifested itself for the guidance of Congress and
until there has been more time for careful consideration of the actual needs of
the nation.
By continuing the present policy for
another year, which it is proposed to do
in the form of a rider on the army appropriation bill, the President is authorized to retain as much of the present
armed force as lie sees fit. Under this
authority it is assumed that_he_WQ_iLffl
keep
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It was the part of wisdom for the House
committee on military affairs to suspend
consideration of the administration's permanent army bill and resolve to propose
to Congress authorization of a continuance of the present army policy for another year. There seems to be no good
reason why it should be attempted to
jam an army reorganization bill through
at this session—a physical impossibility
probably—and there are excellent reasons why the subject should go over until next Congress.
In the first place the administration's
bill provides for a standing army of
509,809 men. Unless public sentiment
has undergone a very material change in
the past two years, the people will not
stand for a peace army of that size. It
is said that the professional army of
Germany in her palmiest days of military worship was not as big as that. In
any event it would require much argument to convince the American public
that the national safety requires the retention of 500,000 men under arms at
all times.
Also, the administration bill contains
no provision for universal military
training, and the Secretary of War makes
no recommendation upon this subject. It
is a matter which should be settled as a
national policy before the reorganization
of the standing army is undertaken, since
it has an important bearing upon the
size of the army. No opportunity has yet
been given to test the sentiment pf the
public with respect to military training,
and consequently it is not known whether
the proposal will be acceptable or not. If
we are to have universal military training, obviously it will not be necessary to
have as large a standing army as otherwise, because in the event of a war emergency a large army could be quickly
mobilized and made ready for the field.
The experience of all the belligerent
nations has proved that the only practicable way to raise an armed force is
through the selective draft, and yet the
administration bill makes ho provision
for this method in the event of another
war. Is it proposed to enact a law for
the organization of an army and not provide the means by which it can be expanded into a war force should the emergency arise?
In view of these controversial points
and the indefiniteness which surrounds
them, it would be unwise for Congress to
proceed further at this time with legislation for a new peace army. Better leave
it until sentiment regarding these and
possibly other points has manifested itself for the guidance of Congress and
until there has been more time for careful consideration of the actual needs of
the nation.
By continuing the present policy for
another year, which it is proposed to do
in the form of a rider on the army appropriation bill, the President is author- |
ized to retain as much of the present i
armed force as he sees fit. Under this !
authority it is assumed that he would \
keep in the service about 500,000 men,
which is the size of the army proposed :
by the War Department, and presumably j
represents the force which'it expects will
be required. The remainder of the army
can be discharged from service as fast as
the department can transport it hefme
and muster It out.
One of the lessons that this war has
taught is the wisdom of having a permanent and well-established military
policy, so that if war comes the country
will understand in advance precisely
what is to be done and how. Congress
should not lose sight of this lesson.
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Americans as the Great Men of Tours Today
Special Correspondence of The Star.
TOURS, January 9, 1919.
THE great man of Tours today
is Maj. Gen. Harbord, the
American. He is kindly, paternal and powerful for good.
He represents to these poor folks the
healing might of the United States
today, just as he represented our offensive force when he commanded
first the marines brigades and then
the entire heroic 2d Division at
Bouresches, Belleau wood and Vaux.
Originally he was Gen. Pershing's
chief of staff.
Then he went into
the thick of fighting—the defense of
Paris. Now Gen. Harbord commands
the S. O. S., vast area of France where
the American victory was manufactured, where we have flung railroads
and telephone-telegraph lines, built
veritable cities of warehouses and
factories. It includes the ports. Tours
has been its capital—the United
States War Department in France.
w

Gen. Harbord's Chateau Is Close to Sfiot Where Old History Was Made
Our Soldiers View Historic Caves and Ancient Rums—Colonels
and Generals Join the Doughboys' Sightseeing Parties.
Concerning Martin of Tours and St. Patrick.

of Cluny wrote "Jerusalem the Golden," Latin hymn of which our familiar version is a perfect line-forline translation. Yea, before the vear
1,000!
They wander among the royal
ruins. Here is part of a prior's house
built by Henry II of England, A. D.'
1160., Here is a sentry tower run up
in the year 853, after the sacking of
Marmoutier by Norman pirates, and
in 1270 it was incorporated in greater
buildings. Some of these latter rer:
main—a gothic porch of the veritable
palace begun A. D. 1220, finished 1340,'
and the church part of which was'
still standing in 1818, when blown.up.'
The boys clamber among sculptured
pillars, over heaps of fallen blocks,
under squat Roman arches and up'
antique steps in rock nd masonry, to"
see "St. Martin's rest," a stone construction built to imitate a caye—
the cave of Martin.

* *
Every period is represented here by
some remains of lordly building or
some story of kings, princes, men of.
learning, artists and philanthropists..

versify—the first in France. Five hundred years after Charlemagne the
which to set t
thing was at its zenith of arts, learnTo*i{nson Hagoo.d; who is now with tne
After a statement like that one
want goes with me."
ing, charity, and then 500 years more,
"And
that,"
says
"Doc"
Clifford,
"is
ceases
to
wonder
why
"Baptist
Doc"
always in the name of Martin.
machine-gun bul°tVi£e£^ ^ood Gen Bice thinks more of the insignia of the warned, "or those
the greatest honor that has been conOutside Tours are these Marmoumarines, which he wears upon his lest will get you."
ferred upon me. It isn't so hard to tier caves. Palaces were built around
And
here's
where
the
"amusing
collar, and the service buttons upon
get war crosses and distinguished them, because Martin recommended
fb^OO miles of copper telephone w.re his'bYouse than he does of the croix part of the story comes in.
, service medals, but it isn't every one them for meditation. Brice, his sucde guerre and the Lorraine cross.
"How could I keep low, Mr Clifford who can get under the skin of the cessor, once got angry at his ten—"the nerve system of the A. L. *
For
"Doc"
■
Clifford
is
entitled
to
chuckled,
"with
a
stomach
like,
mine
-oss ™' ?-. Jad.nn a^dy
marines."
dency "He goes mooning in his garwear both decorations, unusual honor I laughed out loud right there in tnac
And how those boys have Justine:! den " said Brice, "staring at the sky
for a war. worker. The records of the little corner of hell. I couldn t help the
^
mutual confidence that has existed at sunset." The boys do the same
representative at home: Gen. Hmes, Y. M. C. A. War Work Council show it"
corporal between them from that day to this, thing, staring at the sunset. "Parof Secretary Baker s staff, and ben. that a dozen or more workers were
"Well, the Y man and the .corP°1]f' when they hadn't been paid for sev- don. Mr. Dewey, is this the cave of
^^ cliffiord put hls ..y.
Walsh deputy director general of cited for bravery under fire, but so plowed on. Projectiles fall all rouna
Patrick?"
.»
.
far as is known only two others share them, but by a n^racle.they v.ere canteen on a credit basis. Before the St.Yes
for 1,500 years a certain .Jartr
^cht?pre0?ect and mayor take off with "Clifford of the Leatherneck's" not hit, and finally they dropped do^n paymaster got around he was carrying tier cave has been remembered
the distinction of having, the -war into the trench where Cob Catlm lay. accounts aggregating 8,000 francs, the study room of St. Patrick of Ire^^e^afmerof today, in Tours!
cross. Ask him about the incident Under the circumstances it was folly some of it in money lent.
land, after his captivity, escape and
• Ira as they stand on the chateau which brought the award of the deco- to attempt to ™t*«n to safety and
"Every one of those accounts has determination to return to Ireland
' at he they remained to admimstei such nrst been squared." says "Doc" Clifford, as successor to Palladius. He came to
te^aookijg
down
to
.the
riverside
terrace, im^'e --,"„"" " „iiin, nut of ration and he'll emphasize what
theVsee the doughboys piling out o.i terms
.
"an'amusing experience" under aid as they could .But.-the HUn me proudly. "I haven't received all the study with his uncle Martin.
the trol eys to visit the memorials of Hun .shell fire. But there are many continued with unabated terocitj and money, but the only ones who didn't
no not despise the caves. The pal;
the great men of 1,500 years ago.. It Sen of the famous marines in base at length the rescuers who had been pay were those who were killed or aces built around them, in their"
is culture progress, history, religion. hospitals in and around New York augmented by two others, decided to died from . wounds before they got honor, are now crumbling ruins—•
The generals sllute «, and more than who will gladly supply the facts.
start back with the colonel under the their money. I had just two outstand- time's work. The caves remain. So
one of them has slipped into the
It was at Lucy de Bocage that the leadership of Maj. Dr. Farwell.
ing accounts when I got gack to New shines the memory of these great
%
doughboys' parties.
.
Y" man learned that the commander
^
York, and they have been cleaned up. men.
„ T ,
,
The Y M. C. A. started the visits to of the 6th Marines,. Col. Albertus W.
•Martin of Tours. Patrick of Ireland
In a base hospital the other day a
*
+
Marmoutier to keep the boys profit- Catlin. was lying wounded in a front
The great men on the spot, 1,500
wounded man told me that he hadn't
ably occupied' of Sunday afternoons. line trench. Calling a corporal, StarThen began a series of twenty-five- paid because he didn't know where years ago. .
o£
e
Who can sav what names will not
ling by name, "Baptist Doc" stated his yard dashes. Col. Catlin had a rough to reach me, and although I insisted
Itorldara
W4
*W»
"T
ff
"f
ican newspaper correspondents of intention of going to the rescue of the
that we were all square he insisted shine down the ages as the great men
Paris offered to accompany a few colonel. Starling volunteered to go ride, but they felt that it was the right then and there on paying his in Tours of 1918? Martin and Patnarties
It was he who when asked,
better part of valor to drop down at bill and' getting a receipt. And on rick were foreigners. They were mil"Were you in France through all l;lie ilong and they started forth with a
itary and then they did some reeon-'
war- r^ied/'Which warr because .stretpher^ ^. ^ ^ ^ ^ intervals voluntarily rather than to Broadway Saturday night a gay, struction, bringing new
ideas and,
be-dropped by machine-gun bullets. young voice hailed me:
showing example at a critical moment
he was also here m 1870. «»».™e-1 ww„
machine-gun
bullets
were
"What
are
you
doing
in
New
York,
ty-five times the boys have gone.with ^^eie
machme g
And that is the story of how this Doc?" A»d then: "I owe you. five of change.
h.gh
■
}
him out-to Marmoutiei.
and he has £ h^"glo^°sUBwere being dropped "Y" man got his croix de guerre.
"Something- like Harbord. said tha»
francs.1'
., meditative doughboy.
stayed in ^°u« seven months to do_ and ««^B ,nutes by a squaaron of
.
That's
the
way
those
"leathernecks
Later the French gave him the LorWhy not?
STERLING HEILIG.
U ^"o%hbey ^"SSSS Pf - ei^teen German atrplanes.
raine cross because of his habit of honor their obligations.
lies; then .captains, majors -and some
Keep low,
uoc,
" isnSsip monbasuoo B PUB onqndaj
tjouajlti 9HJ JOJ ;oadsoj puB OAOI sjtu
r= ,„ ,1IIOt U-BDIT P9AIJ.IB Aui.iV uBOHOtuy am U9U.A4.
•no auiii mm tuojj sujouozuatloH »HI jo osnBosq AuB-oad peuiBuiea OABU;
A9U.1 rexa ^uaniu^AoS jo m-ioj
"™ I V™.
qulaxm uj OAijan AOBaooui
-qnd3J -e HI!* Atuo si « W ABBt£W
^
.
a
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9
^f
^uauiBii-iBd jo sputm.
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Americans as the Great Men of Tours Today
Special Correspondence of The Star.
TOURS, January 9, 1919.
THE great man of Tours today
is Maj. Gen. Harbord, the
American. He is kindly, paternal and powerful for good.
He represents to these poor folks the
healing might of the United States
today, just as he represented our offensive force when he commanded
first the marines brigades and then
the entire heroic 2d Division at
Bouresches, Belleau wood and Vaux.
Originally he was Gen. Pershing's
chief of staff. Then he went into
the thick of fighting—the defense of
Paris. Now Gen. Harbord commands
the S. O. S., vast area of France where
the American victory was manufactured, where we have flung railroads
and telephone-telegraph lines, built
veritable cities of warehouses and
factories. It includes the ports. Tours
has been its capital—the United
States War Department in France.
w

Gen. Harbords Chateau Is Close to Sfiot Where Old History Was Made.
Our Soldiers View Historic Caves and Ancient Ruins—Colonels
and Generals Join the Doughboys' Sightseeing Parties.
Concerning Martm of Tours and St. Patrick.
■

* *

* *

It is the great, rich service of supplies, which means coal, flour, cars
and locomotives, American railroad
operators helping out French roads,
wages for poor refugees, trade profits
of a hundred towns, tthe enrichment
of ports, the hope of reconstruction,
the improvement of municipal works
and necessary scattering of varied
benefits. It is here, solid—the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things unseen. Gen. Harbord is a great man.
He lives in a chateau across the
Loire.
Other generals live with him; others, yet, come visiting. The chateau
is on a height, with glorious river
view. "When Tours natives pass it of
a Sunday, going to the country, they
say "There's where Harbord lives! —
as speaking of a shepherd of the peopie.
Now, the situation of the chateau
is peculiarly historic, and a very different crowd rides with the natives
on those trolleys. Parties of American doughboys, averaging 100 to -iou
each, pile out of the cars, beyond
the chateau and await the call or
a beloved T. M. C. A. leader—what
for,; do you think? Why, to go visiting old caves in the cliffs of the
Loire, hereabouts, and the ruins of
a royal abbey built beside those
caves some 1500 years ago.
Th'e boys know all about Martin ot
Tours, the great man of the spot
1.500 years ago. He was the hero of
the whole business, and of lordly
Marmoutier, where every King.ol
France, from Clovis to Louis XVHI,
took oath of 'office as honorary abbot—i. e., as local successor of Martin
So now, you will understand the
remark of a doughboy:
"He was something like Harbord,
said the soldier tourist; and, afterhearing all about it, you will see a lot
of sense in it, although Martm ended
as a bishop. Both began as military
men and foreigners, in Tours. Both
started things—new things.
Piquant ideal
And these other American generals
grouped around the chief of the S. O.
S are they not co-operators in the
same grand recommencement, though
not so well known as Harbord. by
face and name, to the natives? When
Secretary Baker made his visit a photograph was taken. It shows the
men on the. spot, in Tours, in 1918.

*
* *

Secretary Baker stSbod, in civilian
clothes, of the^lower step of the
chateau entrance? in the middle of the
notable group. To the right of him
stood Gen. Harbord.
To the right of Harbord it is Gen.
Langfltt, chief of engineers, A. E. F.,
who, with Gen. Jadwin, director general of construction and forestry,
waved the wand which raised all
these rich American factories, docks,
hospitals, waterworks, car shops and
railroads—we cannot take them home
with us, these permanent improvements of France. Benefactors! On
the lower step, the other side of Secretary Baker, stood Gen. Bliss. American /representative on the mterally
war council, and chief quartermaster
A E F., Gen. Rogers, custodian of
th'e boys' food and clothing, inventor
of the salvage, grand employer of
refugee labor and Quartermaster general of the United States in the bargain
To Tours natives, Q. M. C.
means horn of plenty. On the second
step between Bliss and the Secretary,
was' th<" S. O. S. chief of staff. Gen.
Johnson Hagood, who is now with the
occupying armies.
In the back row stood Gen. Rice
(chief ordnance officer, A. E. F.). Gen.
Russell, chief signal officer, who flung
20 000 miles of copper telephone wire
—"the nerve system of the A. E. F."—
across France; Gen. Jadwin, already
mentioned; Gen. Ireland, United States
surgeon general, and Gen. Kean, his
representative at home; Gen. Hines,
of Secretary Baker's staff, and Gen.
Walsh, deputy director general of
transportation.
French prefect and mayor take off
their hats to them.
The great men of today, in Tours!
' And as they stand on the chateau
terrace, looking down to the riverside,
theiy'see the doughboys piling out of
the trolleys to visit the memorials of
the great men of 1,500 years ago. It
is culture, progress, history, religion.
The generals salute it, and more than
one of them has slipped into the
doughboys' parties.
The Y. M. C. A. started the visits to
Marmoutier to keep the boys profitably occupied of Sunday afternoons.
Stoddard Dewey, doyen of the American newspaper correspondents of
Paris, offered to accompany a few
parties. It was he who when asked,
"Were you in France through all the
war?" replied, "Which war?" because
he was also here in 1870. Now, twenty-five times the hoys have gone with
him out' to Marmoutier and he has
stayed in Tours seven months to do
it. Little by little, lieutenants slipped into the Sunday afternoon parties; then captains, majors-and some

of Cluny wrote "Jerusalem the Golden," Latin hymn of which our fa-s
miiiar version is a perfect line-forline translation. Yea, before the vear
1,000!
They wander among the royal
ruins. Here is part of a prior's house
built by Henry II of England, A. D.'
1160.,. Here is a sentry tower run up
in the year 853, after the sacking- of
Marmoutier by Norman pirates, and
in 1270 it was incorporated in greater
buildings. Some of these latter reT
main—a gothic porch of the veritablo
palace begun A. D. 1220, finished 1340/
and the church part of which was'
still standing in 1818, when blown.up.i
The boys clamber among sculptured
pillars, over heaps of fallen blocks,
under squat Roman arches and up'
antique steps in rock nd masonry, to
see "St. Martin's rest," a stone construction built to imitate a cave—
the cave of Martin.
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GEN. HARBORD AND OTHER
GEN. HARBORD'S CHATEAU.

colonels, until a month ago the boys thing—the oldest occupied real estate
were whispering:
in the world, and in the light of it,
"We have two generals among" us!" the meeting cave of the earliest
Christians in central France, at St.
Radigonde, where the trolley ends|
seems as of yesterday. The RomanThe trolleys glide along the rivex- esque church, built flush against it,
a Carolingian abbey tower (A.
side. The cliffs of soft white stone with
D. 1,000), is the first point of interare dotted everywhere with prehis- est. The boys stand awestruck. "The
toric cave" dwellings, which have al- first meeting place of Christians,
ways remaind in use by the natives A. D. 365." It is like the Roman catecombs.
for barns,- stores, houses and even
Further, they strike a series of
parts of houses. This is a queer such caves with remains of towers
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and other stately architecture that
once grew up around them. Here was
the lordly ' Abbey of Marmoutier—
started by this man Martin's memory
—of which all the kings of France
were abbots, where princes went to
school and queens took refuge and
where Charlemagne, in his day—always in honor of this man Martin—
started the biggest but not the first
scriptorium in France, book-copying
plant by pen and ink, before printing was invented. Henp. in the dark
ages, learning survived and French
music had its cradle. Here Bernard

"Baptist Doc" Clifford and His War Crosses
THE Rev. Dr. John H. Clifford has
roughed it all over the world
ever since he received his divinity degree at Oxford University, England. He has ministered
to the good and the bad, and he'll
wager—yes, he's a regular preacher—
that he knows a 100 per cent man
when he sees one. And, take it from
"Baptist Doc," the men of the United
States Marine Corps assay 100 per
cent men. As he went through all
the hell of Chateau Thierry and the
Bois de Belleau with the 5th Marines,
he's in a position to know. He has no
fear that the following words will be
used against him:
"Maybe you who have not been
through hell over there will not believe it, but I say, without a doubt
in my mind, that every one of my
boys who went west, and every other
lad who died over there, has gone
straight to heaven. Rail if you will,
ye skeptics, but I mean it from the
bottom of my heart. I only wish I
were as sure of an entrance through
the pearly gates as those boys were.
"Every man in that outfit was exactly 100 per cent man and not afraid
to lay down his life. I've witnessed
so many acts of heroism among my
boys that there.isnit paper enough on
which to set them down."
After a statement like that one
ceases to wonder why "Baptist Doc"
thinks more of the insignia of the
marines, which he wears upon his
collar, and the service buttons upon
his blouse than he does of the croix
de guerre and the Lorraine cross.
For "Doc" • Clifford is entitled towear both decorations, unusual honor
for a war worker. The records of the
Y. M. C. A. War Work Council show
that a dozen or more workers were
cited for bravery under fire, but so
far as is known only two others share
with "Clifford of the Leatherneck's"
the distinction of having the -war
cross. Ask him about the incident
which brought the award of the decoration and he'll emphasize what he
terms "an amusing experience" under
Hun shell fire. . But there are many
men of the famous marines in base
hospitals in and around New York
who will gladly supply the facts.
It was at Lucy de Bocage that the
"Y"" man learned that the commander
of the 6th Marines,. Col. Albertus W.
Catlin. was: lying wounded in a front
line trench. Calling a corporal, Starling by name, "Baptist Doc" stated his
intention of going to the rescue of the
colonel. Starling volunteered to go
along and they started forth with a
.stretcher.
Soon they were out in the open,
where machine-gun bullets were
whistling through the air waist high
and explosives were being dropped
every few minutes by a squadron of
eighteen German airplanes.
"Keep low. Doc,'" the corporal

going over the top with the marines.
It was his determination to be in at
the doings of the zero hour that
forced him off the job for a whole
week. At Soissons, while he was
IIU'V ,.
going over the top, his right shoulder
got in the way of some German
shrapnel and for seven days the hospital authorities kept a double watch
on him to prevent him from rejoining his beloved marines, regardless.
"Old Doc's" experience in "breaking in" with the marines was bizarre.
When he joined the 5th and it became
known that he was a preacher a
husky "non-com" approached him and
said:
"Get out of here! Wo don't want
any parsons in our outfit."
But "Doc" didn't do anything of
the kind. He just stuck around and
in three weeks occurred the famous
episode of the missing coat and cap.
The boys of the 45th Company were
at the bottom of it. When the coat
and cap came back the "Y" buttons
had disappeared from the coat to
make way for the buttons of the
"leathernecks," the- eagle, globe and
anchor, and beside the red triangle on
the cap was the insignia of the ma'MmmM
rines.
Trie captain of the company and the
major of the battalion at once made
a great to-do about this violation of
the regulations regarding the wearing of the insignia of the corps by a
civilian. Col. Doyen, wlto died from
pneumonia soon after being promoted
to brigadier general, heard about it
and started an investigation. HereDR. JOH5 H. CLIFFORD,
. with is his ruling: .
Y. M. C. A. worker \vho lias been deeo"IT the boys want you to wear the
insignia, Doc, it stays on. What they
rateiS with the croix: de guerre.
want goes with me."
"And that," says "Doc" Clifford, "is
warned, "or those machine-gun bulthe greatest honor that has been conlest -will get you."
ferred
upon me. It isn't so hard to
And here's where the "amusing"
get war crosses and distinguished
part of the story comes in.
"How could I keep low," Mr. Clifford service medals, but it isn't every one
chuckled, "with a stomach like mine? who can get under the skin of the
I laughed out loud right there in that marines."
And how those boys have justified
little corner of hell. I couldn't help
the mutual confidence that has existed
it."
"Well, the "Y" man and the corporal between them from, that day to this.
plowed on. Projectiles fall all round When they hadn't been paid for sevthem, but by a miracle they were eral weeks -'Doc" Clifford put his "Y"
not hit, and finally they dropped down canteen on a credit basis. Before the
into the trench where Col. Catlin lay. paymaster got around he was carrying
Under the circumstances it was folly accounts aggregating 8,000 francs,
to attempt to return to safety and 'some of it in money lent.
"Every one of those accounts has
they remained to administer such first
aid as they could. But 'the Hun fire been squared." says "Doc" Clifford,
continued with unabated ferocity, and proudly. "I haven't received all the
at length the rescuers, who had been money, but the only ones who didn't
augmented by two others, decided to pay were those who were killed or
start back with the colonel under the died from wounds before they . got
their money. I had just two outstandleadership of Maj. Dr. Farwell.
ing accounts when I got gack to New
*
York, and they have been cleaned up.
* *
In a base hospital the other day a
Then began a series of twenty-five- -wounded man told me that he hadn't
because he didn't know where
yard dashes. Col. Catlin had a rough paid
to reach me, and although I insisted
ride, but they felt that it was the that we were all square he insisted
better part of valor to drop down at right then and there on paying bis
and • getting a receipt. And on
intervals voluntarily rather than to bill
Broadway Saturday night a gay,
be-dropped by machine-gun bullets. young voice hailed me:
"What are you doing in New York,
And that is the story of how this
"Y" man got his croix de guerre. Doc?" And then: "I o-.ve you five
francs/'
Later the French gave him the LorThat's the way those "leathi
raine cross because of ■his habit of honor the:)- obligations.
';■

Every period is represented here by.
some remains of lordly building or:
some story of kings, princes, men of.
learning, artists and philanthropists.
And all for what? Why, for th030
caves—for Martin of Tours!
Which brings us to the story of the
great man of 1,500 years ago. Some'
time around the year A. D. 340 a
young centurion came up to France
from the Pannonian city beyond the
Danube, which'Hungarians today call
Sawar. His uncle was the military
tribune of the district down there,
and the young man left a sister down
there, brought up richly. Her name
was Concessa, and as, later, she is"
found married to a Roman patrician,
named Calpurnius, military magistrate of a district in north England,
the justification of the old song about
their son, that "St. Patrick was agentleman, and came of decent people," is apparent
Yea, this Martin of Tours was Patrick's uncle, and if you would have
an idea of the luxury and culture ol
Gaul and Britain under the Roman
peace you have that very district of.
Calpurnius, Concessa and their little
son, christened Succat, but always
called Patricius, the "patrician,"
charmingly reconstructed in Kipling's
Parthenius stories of "Puck of Pook's
Hill" and "The Holding of the Wall."
To return to Martin, when the young,
centurion arrived at the gates of
Amiens with his legion (you hSil'e,
heard of Amiens?) he noticed a poor
man insufficiently clad in the cold.
Cutting his heavy blue military cloak
in two equal halves, he gave one of
them to the shiverer and wore the remainder—like a new style. The episode has been much .celebrated by
painters. It was .Martin's way of doing thinn;R. All through his life he
did gay little jokes like that—in big
things as in little.
He was a .young aristocrat, influential, lucky and at the top, in Gaul, enjoying- the good roads, real cities,
baths, theaters, forums, promenades,
watering places, arts and commerce
of the .august Roman peace, Christianity was just beginning. Martin
went into it.
He quit tlie army and went to study
under Hilary of Poitiers. Somehow.
or other, lie was great for caves—
found them a quiet place io read-and
meditate. At Poitiers there were
caves. Martin and some friends preempted them. To Tours, eight years
later, he brought a crowd of students, and educators. Remember, it,?
had a drag with the ruling classes,
and the Christians were as influential
as the socialists are today. At Tours
he found these caves of early Christians already reputed. Many of the
parties were still living. He picked
out empty caves for self and friends
to sit and think. Then he got busy
—that same cutting of the cloak
stunt, -what you might call early
S. O. S.
Elected Bishop of Tours, Marlii/s
virtues, ingenuity and administrafrcm
drew crowds around him who had
confidence. He became the power behind the throne, stronger than governmental prefect or legate, witft
whom he worked in harmony and
equal trust. Far-off tyrants like
Va.lentinian I of Milan and the usurping Maximus of Treves (you. have
heard of Treves?) set free th-ir
worst enemies at his request and let
up on oppressing. And after Martin's
deatli his resting place became ;■- notable pilgrimage for 1,500 years.
■ Inside Tours Martin bu>ilt the abbey, whose towers, added by Charlemagne 500 years later, still reman.
I mean that they stand alone, high
masses, in the business center. 1 he
boys stand gazing. "Charlemagne's
wife," they say, "is buried under that
one
there."
Charlemagne
made
the now vanished abbey a university—the first in France. Five liundred years after Charlemagne the
thing was at its zenith of arts, learning, charity, and then 500 years more,
always in the name of Martin.
, Outside Tours are these Marmoutier caves. Palaces were built around
them, because Martin recommended
them for meditation. Brice, his successor, once got angry at his tendency. "He goes mooning in his garden," said Brice, "staring at the sky
at sunset." The boys do the same
thing, staring at the sunset. "I'ardon. Mr. Dewey, is this the cave of
St. Patrick?"
^
Yes, for 1,500 years a certain .Martier cave has been remembered
the study room of St. Patrick of i
land, after his captivity, escape and
determination to return to Ireland
as successor to Palladius. He came to
study with his uncle Martin.
D^ not despise the caves. The palaces built around them, in their" |
honor, are now crumbling ruins—■
time's work. The caves remain. So
shines the memory of these great
men..
Martin of Tours. Patrick of Ireland.
The great men on the spot, 1,500
years ago. .
Who can say what names will not
shine down the ages as the great men
in Tours of 1918? Martin and Patrick were foreigners. They -were mil-^
itary, and then they did some reconstruction, bringing new ideas and!
showing example at a critical momen^
of change.
"Something- like Harbord/' said thd
- Ive doughboy.
Why not?
STERLING HEILIG.
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BAKER GIVES RULES
FOR ARMY RELEASE
Pershing to Send Home for Discharge Some Soldiers Whose
Reasons Are Imperative.
lSi>e2;al to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 17.—In a
letter to Senator F. M. Simmons.
Adjutant General Harris outlined today the policy of the War Department with officers and enlisted men
of the A. K. F. who desire discharges.
He wrote:
"Instructions have 'been sent to
Gen. Pershing to the effect that he
is authorized to take action, as indicated bejow, in the cases of certain
enlisted or drafted men now with
the forces .abroad:
"1. Any enlisted or drafted man
(on his own application) who entered
the service since April 1, 1317, and
.v'ho submits proof that there is sickness or other distress in his family
thai would warrant discharge may
oe s-ent tu the United States for immediate discharge.
•'2. Any enlisted or drafted man
(with his consent) who entered the
service since April 1, 1917, and whose
discharge is requested by a member
of his family or other interested and
responsible person, when such request is accompanied by convincing
testimony that there is sickness or
other distress in the soldier's family
ihat would warrant discharge, may
be sent to the United States for immediate discharge.
\iay Get 0iMchlii?ge Abroad.
"3. Any office:- or enlisted or
drafted man who entered the service
since April 1; 1917. and who submits
good and sufficient, reasons for requesting discharge in Europe, may
be discharged in Europe; provided
that the officer or soldier waive any
claim for sea travel allowances from
Europe to the United States. Officers
and men of this class shall be paid
travel allowances from station to the
port of embarkation and from Hpboken to the place of entry into the
service.
"4. Any enlisted man who entered
.he service on or before April 1, 1917.
'ay be sent to the United States for
furlough when sickness or other distress, necessitating the man's presence with his family is clearly indicated.
"5—-The public in the Unite.d States
is being informed that the above instructions are being sent to Gen. Pershing and that request for discharge
under these provisions should be sent
direct to the commanding General,
American expeditionary forces, either
by letter or by cable.
RennrniN Must Be Imperative.
"The public is also given to understand that discharges or furloughs
will be given only in exceptional cases.
Requests for discharge must clearly
show that the sickness is of such a
critical nature as will require the soldier's immediate presence or that distress in a man's family is such an
cannot be relieved by allotments of
money made under the War Risk Insurance Act.
"The Secretary of War desires me
to inform, you further that he
is most anxious to provide for the
release of soldiers when sickness or
other distress is clearly indicated ov
when it is manifestly to the interest
of the soldier to be discharged in
Europe rather than have him return
to the United States before discharge, and with this end in view
he has caused the aforesaid instructions to be prepared.
"The Secretary believes that thste
instructions' will take care, of ".11 I
needy cases and he asks your cooperation and assistance in order that
the aforesaid instructions, clearly intended for exceptional cases, may not
i result in thousands of applications
I for discharge when discharge is not
warranted by actual conditions."

Baker Appeals to Soldiers
To Maintain High Standard
eo WASHINGTON, Jan. 17.—In a
general order published to the army
to-day, Secretary Baker called upon officers and men to maintain the. high
regard for the uniform which has been
established throughout the country.
"Through hearty cooperation and
discipline of the officers and men of
the army, the country has acquired a
new respect for the uniform," the
order read."You men have maintained
your high standards, not only by soldierly conduct in the camps and bravery in the trenches, but in your regard
for civilian ideals when on leave or
furlough, and in this you have established a record new to all armies.
"I confidently expect you to maintain
your standards throughout the trying
days of demobilization, when the tendency to throw off army discipline and
restraints will be strong. I am counting on your by your own acts and by
your influence to keep up the record of
which you and I and our whole country are so proud."

Raker Wants 40 Million More
WASHINGTON, Jan. 17.—Congress
was askedto-day by the War Department to appropriate $40,126,500 for expenditures during the year beginning
next July on fortifications and $27,120,100 for sundry expenses. Secretary Baker said that while these sums
were additional to those to be provided by the regular army appropiation bill, they did not incease the department's total estimates of about
$2,000,000,000.
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10 Major Generals
13 Brigadiers Get
Service Medals
Colonel Also Selected by
Pershing in Group of
Officers Who Performed
Duty With Distinction
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WASHINGTON, Jan. 19.—Ten major
generals, thirteen brigadier generals
and one colonel have been selected by
General Pershing for distinguished
service medals for their work in connection with the creation of the American, army in France and its successful assault
on the German lines. The
citations1 were made public to-day by
the War Department.
One of the major generals, Charles
T. . Menoher, commander. of the 42d
(Rainbow) Division, now director of
the air service, was decorated yesterday by Secretary Baker.
General
Pershing's" citation of this ' officer
showed that the division participated
in practically all of the important engagements of the American army, and
it said that "the reputation as a fighting unit of the 42d Division is in no
small measure due to the soldierly
qualities ■ and militant leadership of
this officer.
The other major generals to be decorated are William M. Wright, successively commander of i)he 37th Division, the 3d, 5th and 7th Army Corps
and the 89th Division; George W.
Read, 30th Division; John L. Hines,
successively regimental, brigade division and corps commander; Charles
H. Muir, . 28th Division; Charles P.
Summerall, 1st Division and 5th Army
:,Coi'.ps; William G. Haan, 32d Division;
Henry T. Allen, 90th Division; Adelbert P. Cronkhite, 80th Division, and
Francis J. Kernan, organizer of the
overseas service gf supply and member of Supreme War Council.
The brigadier generals decorated
are: Leroy Eltinge, assistant chief of
staff, A. E. F.; Preston Brown, chief
of staff of the 2d Division and later
commander of the 3d Division; Avery
D. Andrews, assistant chief of staff in
charge of transportation; Dennis E.
Nolan, chief of intelligence, A. E. F.;
Fox Conner, assistant chief of staff in
charge of equipment; Harold B. Fiske,
chief of training section, general staff,
A. E. F.; Harry A. Smith, commandant
of army schools at Langres, France,
and civil administrator in occupied
German territory; Johnson Hagood,
organizer of training
system in
France;
Paul B. Malone, brigade
commander during major operations;
Frank R. McCoy, secretary, General
Staff, A. E. F., and subsequently commander of the 63d Infantry Brigade;
Hugh A. Drum, chief of staff, 1st
Army, and William Conner, assistant
chief of staff of the A. E. F., and later
chief of .staff of the service of supply.
' The colonel named is John McA.
Palmer, who was on the General Staff
and later commanded the 58th Infantry Brigade north of Verdun.
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NEWTON D. BAKER
SECRETARY OP WAR NEWTON D. BAKER is the man the women of

Chicago can thank for the assurance that hospitals for the wounded
soldiers will be made fireproof. He listened for more than an hour to
the pleas of the delegation sent to Washington by The Women's Press to
protest against the use of the Ft. Sheridan hospital fire-trap. When the
interview was concluded the Secretary thanked The Women's Press and
the women who were sent by the paper to protest for calling conditions to
his attention.
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY
This edition of The Women's Press
illustrates the aggressive methods of
the women's newspaper in responding
to the needs of the hour. You need
the paper and the paper needs you.
SUBSCRIBE.
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CAMPAIGN OF LIES, SLIDER AND
POLITICAL PRESSURE FAILS TO
HALT HOSPITALS TRAP FIGHT
The Women's Press Delegation Returns from Washington With
Assurances from High Officials That Campaign for Safety for Wounded Boys Has Been Won

BAKER, IRELAND, MARCH PLEDGE SAFE BUILDINGS
Women Are Thanked for Information That Clarifies Atmosphere
and May Lead to U. S. Senate Exposure of a Hospital Scandal National in Its Scope
Despite an obviously well organized campaign of villification, slander
and attempted terrorism growing out of the local war hospital situation,
The Women's Press emerges victorious today in its fight on the Ft. Sheridan Hospital fire trap.
Members of the delegation sent to Washington by this newspaper to
protest against conditions at Ft. Sheridan have returned to Chicago with
assurances from Secretary of War Baker, Surgeon General Ireland and
General March that wounded soldiers will be lodged in fire safe buildings.
Although official confirmation is lacking at the hour of going to press
it is believed the buildings now under construction at Ft. Sheridan and
originally designed as a temporary army hospital will be used for storage
purposes.
Reports from Washington are that the work of The Women's Press
delegation was so well directed and so well timed that the attention of
cabinet officers, Senators and Representatives was called to the new national manifestation of the woman power of the nation. The delegation
reports uniform courtesy on the part of everyone and even government
experts marveled at the technical knowledge of the building displayed
by the women.

Other Forces at Work at Home.
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NEWTON D. BAKER
SECRETARY OF WAR NEWTON D. BAKER is the man the women of
Chicago can thank for the assurance that hospitals for the wounded
soldiers will be made fireproof. He listened for more than an hour to
the pleas of the delegation sent to Washington by The Women's Press to
protest against the use of the Ft. Sheridan hospital fire-trap. When the
interview was concluded the Secretary thanked The Women's Press and
the women who were sent by the paper to protest for calling conditions to
his attention.

While the Women's Press group of women were at Washington fight-,
ing for the wounded boys other forces were at work here at home in an
effort to slander the women's newspaper and terrorize the publishers into
abandoning the fight. Efforts were concentrated on the individual members of the Chicago War Hospital Committee in an effort to frighten the
women.
These lying attempts were in the form of veiled charges that The
Women's Press had been bought by Edward Hines for one million dollars
and would be turned into a daily newspaper to construct a crusade for
the Maywood hospital.
On orders from some mysterious personage, Ferd E. Fisher, the owner
and asked to make a statements ?»; the origin w the campaign and to
tell whether Mr. Hines had purchased'the newspaper. Private detectives,
and secret operatives of all sizes and with all kinds of disguises have
trailed employes and members of the delegation sent to Washington.
These operatives have in turn been trailed by secret service men and a
wealth of information is being gathered.
In his statement to the army investigators Mr. Fisher said that the
campaign against Ft. Sheridan fire traps begun with the charges of a
number of women that the buildings at Ft. Sheridan were unsafe. He told
how he had finally decided to take up a campaign for the women and
carry it through. He also recalled the fight made for a dry Chicago when
this newspaper stood alone for the cause of decency. He said that the
newspaper is financing the fight for safety and that Mr. Hines has advanced no money, bought no interest in the paper, or taken any advertising space. He pointed out that every daily newspaper in Chicago carried ,
full page advertisements from Edward Hines but The Women's Press did
not accept the copy.

Information is Readily Given.
Further information as to why this newspaper began this campaign
and who is financing it has been given to every inquirer. Despite the
frank explanation the campaign of persecution has been continued and
inquiry in all probability will be made in the United States Senate as to
why a newspaper that dares to stand for truth and justice is subjected to
this crusade of terrorism and as to who is responsible.
Following the successful visit to Washington further organization work
will be begun by The Chicago Women's War Hospital Committee. A
meeting will be called in the near future and information of a startling
nature will be given that promises to come before the public in detail in
a prospective senate investigation.
Mrs. William Severin, who acted as Executive Secretary of The
Women's Press delegation, on her return from Washington yesterday gave
out an interesting document that throws a new light on the hospital controversy. This is in the form of a signed statement made by members of
the delegation to Secretary of War Baker after the Washington authorities proposed to alleviate the danger by placing standpipes near the wooden
buildings. This communication follows:
"Hon. Newton D. Baker,
Secretary of War,
Washington, D. C.
Sir:
At a meeting of the Woman's War Hospital Committee of Chicago, the
chairman of the Committee presented a statement volunteered by Fire
Chief Henry of Washington, D. C, that he considered hospital buildings of
the same model and construction as those at Ft. Sheridan, Illinois, to be
unsafe as regards fire hazard. For hospitals of similar construction in the
District of Columbia, he said that he had ordered standpipes to be erected
at the end of each building and a special Are guard to be detailed from
his department, to be on duty at all times.
This statement was later confirmed by Major Goldsmith, IT. S. A.,
expert on fire risk, and Mr. Hogue (or Hogge) of the Fire Underwriters.
This information, coming at a time when this committee was disposed
to accept the assurances of the men in charge of the construction of these
hospitals, viz., Lieut. Colonel Wright, General March, and aides, as well as
Surgeon General Ireland, and Major Billings, that they considered the Ft.
Sheridan hospital buildings now in course of construction to be fire safe
if the specifications are carried out to the letter, forced the committee to
the conclusions that the buildings as they investigated them in process of
construction, are unsafe.

Inflammable Material Used.
1. Because of the inflammable material used in construction.
2. The location on a hillside making it necessary to have the frame
foundations vary from 4 to 15 ft. from the level of the ground, or erecting
the buildings on stilts.
After a careful examination of the plans, as outlined on the blueprints
presented by Col. Wright in General March's office, it is evident that they
were planned for level ground; while at Ft. Sheridan the ground not being
level, one end of the building is on flat ground and the other end is erected
on stilts 15 ft. high.
This Committee, therefore, insists that the buildings at Ft. Sheridan
are not fireproof or fire safe, nor can they be made fireproof or fire safe
without the expenditure of more money than remodelling the buildings
justifies. We, therefore, respectfully request the Secretary of War to
issue an order, in compliance with his expressed wish to us, to safeguard
the soldiers, viz.: to prevent the use of the Ft. Sheridan structures as hospitals; and further, this Committee requests that it (the Committee, accompanied by an official representation of the Construction Department
selected by General March, and one other expert in construction selected
by the Committee, such expert a man not connected with any Chicago
enterprise, shall visit Ft. Sheridan and examine the hospital buildings now
under process of construction in order to satisfy themselves that the speci1
fications are being carried out to the letter. That Ft. Sheridan is too far
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HOME AGAIN, FOX HILLS, STATEN ISLAND, JANUARY
A MESSAGE FROM SECRETARY
OF WAR BAKER
"Greeting to those in the uniform of the United States
Army: To you who have fulfilled the promise of the
Nations overseas and you who stood ready to reserve at
home I send greeting for the New Year. The year of
nineteen eighteen has shown what America can do; nineteen nineteen will show what America is. Your part in
the great accomplishment has been a vital one. The part
you will bear in the days to come will be no less important for your Country. The process of demobilization
is moving swiftly in order and according to plan. Clearly
everything cannot be done at once, and patience will be
needed. Each step must follow the step before, and some
units will go quickly while others may be held a little
longer for reasons that are very real though sometimes
not apparent on the surface. As America made her power
felt more quickly than the foe thought possible, so she
will return that power to the pursuits of peace with all
due speed. As you have shared in the pride of the first
accomplishment, so must your patience aid in the present
adjustment to new conditions. The privilege of having
stood in the ranks of the army of victorious democracy
will be your pride through the years to come. If fortune
has decreed that only weeks or months remain for you to
stand in those ranks instead of bloody years as our Allies
have done, then bear yourself through the remaining days
in a way to increase that pride. The best wishes of the
Country for nineteen and all the coming years are yours.
To these I add my heartiest good wishes and the confidence that in the future as ex-soldiers, as you have done
in the past as soldiers, you will continue to reflect the
highest honor on our Country.
"(Signed) NEWTON D. BAKER."

THE WORLD:

JANUARY 22.

BAKER TO TELL OF LOSS
IN THE 35TH DIVISION
WASHINGTON, Jan. 21.—Secretary
Baker-will be called before the House
Rules Committee on Friday to testify
regarding casualties in the 35th Division, comprising Kansas aild Missouri troops, in the Battle of Argonne Forest. The investigation was
asked in a resolution by Representative Campbell of Kansas, because, nf
report* of heavy losses,

BAKER LETS WARRIORS
|
CARRY NEATNESS HOME j
I WASHINGTON, Jan. 21—Secreta-;,- j
[Baker has directed that enlisted .men j
[upon being discharged from the service may retain the safety razor,
comb, shaving ibrush, steel mirror and
towels issued to each maa.
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BAKER WANTS LETTERS TO
SOLDIERS TO KEEP UP
ARMY MORALE
ABROAD
Secretary of War Baker and Raymond B. Fosdick, head of the Commission on Training Camp Activities, in an appeal just made public,
beg the American people not to relax
their efforts toward keeping up the
morale of our troops abroad during
the trying months of inactivity before they can come home. In a letter
to Mr. Fosdick, Secretary Baker said :
"The eyes of the world are upon
our soldiers overseas to-day not more
for what they have done than for
what they are now called upon to
do. Before them lie the tasks of helping to rehabilitate the devastated
lands of France and Belgium, ami of
making sure that the victory in which
they have so gloriously shared shall
be a permanent one.
"This means that we may not expect soon to have them all with us
here and to greet them face to face.
The postponement of their homecoming will be often uppermost as well
in their minds as in ours. They will
yet meet and must overcome many
difficulties without either the incentive or the excitement lent in the
past by the activities of war. They
need our help .and encouragement
now perhaps more than at any other
time, since they left home in order
that they may be inspired and
strengthened to maintain that fineness of character, manner, and conduct which has earned for them such
universal respect.
"I believe that among all the influences which may be focused upon
this object, the strongest and most
far-reaching is that which emanates
from home letters, and I therefore
urge the mothers, fathers, wives, and
sisters of our soldiers overseas to
express themselves earnestly in their
letters as their share in seeing that
the high standards which America
represents both here and abroad shall
fee constantly upheld."
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Denial That Root or Taft
Will Be Wilson's Alternate
By RICHARD V. Ol'UHAX.
Copyright, mi9. by Th» New York Tlmea Co.
Br WIRELESS TO THE NEW YORK TIMS*.
PARIS, Jan. 21.—Statements from
New York printed in the Paris after- !
noon newspapers that Blihu Koot or j
William Howard 'Taft will succeed
President Wilson on the American
delegation when the President returns to America are said by those
">*^ *■*» the President to be unfounded, althou.j ••«'authoritative statement has been Ssv^C
These reports are entiKg* «*p.trary
to the President's announced Snsa*tions when he left America. 33* had
arranged then that Secretary Baker
should come to B'rance to take his
place In the plenipotentiary panel,
and there is every reason to believe
that there has been no change in his
plans. The system for the rotation of
plenipotentiaries was adopted, it is
understood, partly to fit Mr. Baker's
case.
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"In view of /this fact, and believing; The undersigned have examined tne
PRESIDENT'S PLANS TENTATIVE
that essential justice will be rendered -unmarUa. records in the--of each
by so doing, for reasons stated in tne unaergiened, clemency should be promptCan't Tell About Fifth Delegate Yet
above mentioned memorandum to you, ]y exercised In their cases.
,I ,have^u^
„.rnl» the
tVin power
n«<r of
" Group 2 includes those men who
—May Take Troops on His Ship, i
decided t.
to exercise
of claim
to be conscientious objectors who
clemency intrusted to me by the Presi- were not brought before the Board of
PARIS, Jan. 22.—While the Peace!
Inquiry for examination prior to their
Congress is getting into action the quesdent.
court
martial
conviction
and
sentence
to
" I desire that' the conscientious ob- disciplinary barracks.
tion of President Wilson naming a fifth
Jeetors, general prisoners, U. S. D. F.,
delegate to act on the American mission
The undersigned having now exam, , ,.,v.-,„
ined
them
report
that
in
their
opinion
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., below enumerwhen he himself departs for home, haa
these
men
are
conscientious
in
their
obated be extended clemency In the form
again arisen, and it is in this connection
jections,
both
to
combatant
and
nont;hat the names of William H. Taft and
Directs That Two Groups, To- of remission of the unexecuted portions combatant service in the army and that
of the sentences of the offenders, hon- they would have been so classified by
Elihu Root have been mentioned. Mr.
orable restoration to duty, and their the
„ Board of Inquiry had they been ex
Wilson's decision as to the appointment
taling 113, Be Freed from
immediate discharge from the WwU^g^JJi^
of another delegate depends wholly upon
States Army.
in the case of each of these men, and
whether he will consider it necessary
Leavenworth.
" This is in accordance with the pro- jn the opinion of the undersigned, clemto return to Europe after the adjournvislons of Paragraph S, Section 2, of ency should be promptly exercised In
\ ment of the American Congress in
tneir cases
the act approved March 4, 1915, as pub"
HARLAN F. STONE."
March. There is absolutely no question
lished In W. D. Bulletin No. 12, 1915.
JULIAN MACK,
that the President feels he must return
IESE ARE CALLED SINCERE " It Is noted that In the case of a gen-: The Secretary's action does not affcet
to America In time to sign bills that
eral
prisoner
who
has
been
discharged
the
status
of
those
conscientious
obhave been passed at Washington. He
erai priBunei rvi.u
=
iprtors
who
having been examined by!
0
n
his re-enlistment or. upon the written g" ^^ °i inquiry, were found to be
has no thought of signing them here
application from the prisoner for resto- jnsincere in their objections. Men inon the theory that the embassy is
in Prison Known as Insin- ratlon to duty, an order to that end may eluded In this class are left to serve the
American territory.
bfp "omulgat^d.
-gnwace. which have been imposed upon
So far, the President has not been able
cere Objectors to Army Serv"It is desired that form No. 526 A. G. """^
to determine whether to return to the
O. be used for their discharge, as proPeace Congress, because, sufficient headice Must Serve Terms.
vided In Paragraph 4, W. D. Circular
way has not been made to Indicate what
No. 97, 1918, the following remark being
may be hoped for in the approximately
placed thereon: ' This is a conscientious
twenty days before his ship sails. He
Special to The New York Times.
objectod who has done no military duty
has expressed the hope that it would
WASHINGTON, Jan. 22,-Secretary whatsoever and who refused to wear the
not be necessary for him to make anuniform.'
"
.
■
other voyage across the Atlantic. At
3aker today announced that he had orGROUP 1.
the same time, however, he has told his
lered the release of 113 conscientious obcolleagues that as he considers the busiLillig, C. F.; Hofer, A. A.; Loewen,
ness of the Peace Congress most imectors held at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., H.; Heckman, A. E.; Duncan, M. S.;
portant as concerns his country and the
world, he would not hesitate to return
:he remission of the unexecuted portions Wingert, A. J.; Hauser, P. I.; Stine, B.
If his presence should be necessary to
if the sentences of the offender, their W.; Hiebert, D. O.; Hofer, A. A.; Hiesthe
success of his plan for a League of
honorable restoration to duty" and ser E. R.; Craber. C. P.; Pankratz, P.
Nation.
; Maler, C. J.; Peters, P. H.; WaldUntil'
he has decided whether or not
heir immediate discharge from the W
ner, P. M.; Metzler. R.; Read, H. M.;
he will return, there is no way of foretrmy.
Fox R. E. ; Schmidt, D. J. j^Hershcasting
the appointment of another
In announcing this action Secretary berger, C.; Barnes, R. r..; Morrow, R.
American delegate. If one should be
J.;
Baltzer,
B.;
Johnson,
H.;
Leathernamed,
Secretary
of War Baker, or
Baker gave out tho text of a memoranpossibly Admiral W. S. .Benson, might
Jum which he sent to General March, man, N.; Plenert, J. J.; Baergan, G. M.;
be
appointed.
The
possibility of AdC. A.
3hief of Staff, under date of Jan, 16, ' Hess, M. A.; Schmidt,
miral Benson being made a delegate deGROUP 2.
pends upon whether or not It is decided
is follow si
Brenaman, J. I.; Cook, J.; Goppart,
that the American navy should be rep" Pursuant to the request made in my : W.; Richer. M.; p-isher, E. N.; Blough,
resented.
memorandum to you' of Deo. % Judge H. D.; Hochstettler, I.; NeuenachIt is quite probable, that President WitMack and Dean Stone have personally > wander, A.; Nusebaum, W.; Myers, J.
son will take back with him as many
E.;
Houley,
B.
N.;
Miller,
O.
J.;
Miller,
American
soldiers as his ship, the
examined and reported to m» regarding P.; Leichty, J. P. ; Hostetler, P\ ; NeuenGeorge Washington, can accommodate.
certain of the conscientious objectors achunder, O. ; Walker, C. H.; Williams,
Oh one of her voyages she carried 7,600
low serving court-martial sentences. M. T. ; Woodworth, M. C:; Miller, H. H.;
men.
Fully realizing t$ie desire of
A. L. ; Dunbrouski, J.; Maurer,
American troops to be speedily returned
3roup 1 of these men have heretofore Hewett,
C. G. ; Schmidt, A. ; Dunham, W. A. ;
to their homes and also the shortage of
jeen recommended by the Board of In- Voth, C.; Adams, T. J.; Muziz, E. H.;
tonnage to transport them, it Is said the
juiry for furlough, but because of the Little, G. H.; Oliver, W. W.; Tzchetter,
President wants every available bit of
J.
E.;
Coster.
J.;
Randolph,
B.
If.;
space
used for returning troops and Is
pressure of other work and the resulting Reimer, H. E. ;. Waltner, E. J.; Blom,
considering^ plan to take a large numlelay In making tho plan for farm fur- B.; Troyes, D. R.; Hershberger, S. M.;
ber with him.
ough thoroughly effective throughout Villiard, P. C.; Martens, J. N.; Goertz,
Of course, the general scheme of reKlippenstein, G. M.; Hershberger,
turning the troops to America is bound
he country th* men In this group A.;
E.; Smith, W. O.; Sommers, H.; Staufup with the work of the Peace Congress
ulssed the opportunity to apply for and fer, V. J.; Christophel, A. B.; Hochand the progress It makes toward restoring Europe to a post-war basis; but,
o receive the furlough. Group 2 are stetter, O.; Bontrager, A. T.; Leichty,
E.;
Lantz,
R.
A.;
Mettler,
R.;
Garber,
meanwhile,
under the President's direcnen whom th» Board of Inquiry now K. I.; Culp, C. C.; Whitely, P. L.; Soldtions. E. N. Hurley, Chairman of the
ind to be sincere and who In their judg- ner, T. H.: McPherson, C. E.; Pound,
Shipping Board, is constantly at work
on plans to enlarge transport facilities.
ment would have been recommended for P. B.; Wulff, M.; Brandberg, S. S.; McDold, J. B.; Walker, D. H.; Waters, C.
With the coming of warm weather It
furloughs if they had had th» oppor- H.
; Barkman, J. H.; Fast, B. E. ; Barnmay be expected that plans will be cartunity of being examined by tin. Board hart, D. E.; De Rosa, U.; Sampley, A.
ried out which will utilize all available
ships to their fullest capacity.
of Inquiry before the court-martial pro- H.; Dirkson, P. P.; Dirks, I. T.; Neufeld,
J.
T.;
Lemke,
D.;
Clay,
C.
T.;
ceedings.
Proctor, W. D.; Schmidt, J. J. ; AVither" It will be recalled that this device of bee, G.; Reimer, H. F.; Gillman, R. H. ;
granting farm or other furloughs to such Huebcner, T.; Elstun, G. B.; Hiebert,
Mitchner, L. E.
men as might be adjudged sincere was P.;
Mr. Baker also gave out the text of
adopted in.order that the country might the report made to him by Judge Mack
ESTABLISHED BY JOSEPH PULITZER.
have tht benefit of such labor as they and Dean Stone as follows :
! Published every day fa the year by The Press^Publishing
Jan. 7, 191!).
could conscientiously perform, instead of
[
Company, 63 to 63 Park Row, New Tcork.
Hon. Newton D. Baker, Secrei .RALPH PULITZER, President, 63 Park ROW. V .
having to pay for their care and sub- " The
tary of War, Washington, D. C.:
I
tS
J.
ANGUS SHAW, Treasurer, 63 Park Bow. \
3
sistence with no' corresponding benefit;
" The undersigned members of the
JOSEPH PULITZER JR., Secretary, 63 Park Row._
on the whole Its adoption has been justi- Board of Inquiry on conscientious obAddress *« communications to THE WORLD, PCLXTZEB
fied by experience, and if we were still jectors pursuant to the request of the
BUILDING, PirfcBow, New York City. Eemlt by Express
Secretary of War, proceeded to the
actively engaged in warfare I should tinited States Disciplinary Barracks at
Money Order, Draft, Post Office Order or Beglstered Letter.
give my attention to the problem of as- Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, on Jan. 4.
certaining whether some plan could not 1919, and there personally examined
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1919.
claiming to be conscientious
be adoptde for insuring the same treat- prisoners
objectors detained in the Disciplinary
ment to these prisoners.
Barracks. For that purpose sessions
Of the occasion for releasing more than 100
" The signing of the armistice, how- were held by undersigned as follows:
Jan. 4 two sessions, afternoon and
conscientious objectors held at Fort Leavenever, which took place while these cases On
evening; on Jan. 5 three sessions, mornwere under consideration by my mili- ing and afternoon. In the course of said
worth, Secretary Baker should unquestionably
tary associates, has changed the entire sessions the undersigned personally exbe the best judge, because he has the facts in
the men whose names hereinsituation, and the War Department has amined
after appear in two groups:
Many more, however, are
;;ach case before him.
since adopted and nnounced the policy
"Group 1 includes those men whom the
still under restraint and may serve long sen.
of returning to civil life at the earliest Board of Inquiry has heretofore examined and classified as one, that is to
practicable moment such conscientious say,
•ences. The main thing fdr the public to keep
men who are found to be conscienobjectors as are not serving court-mar- tious in their objections, both to com:n mind is that a considerable number of -men
batant
and
non-combatant
service
in
tial sentences. (War Department Circu•ailed for military service had no valid excuse
the
army.
Thereafter
these
men
were
lar No. 07.)
i
placed on trial by court martial and
for pleading that they were conscientious obsentenced for terms of imprisonment in
disciplinary barracks. They have never
jectors and were deliberately guilty.of insuborhad opportunity to apply for the farm
dination and other breaches of discipline.
furlough in accordance with the recommendations of the Board of Inquiry-

BAKER RELEASES
SOME OBJECTORS

27th Division Will Parade
Here With Battle Trophies

JgB SPRINGFIELD DAILY REPUBLICAN: (] j
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24, 1919
Release of the Objectors

Secretary Baker Announces That New York Citv's
Own Will March Through Streets With Full
Equipment; Wounded Men to Ride in Trucks
(59
13
AVir York Tribune I 102d Supply Train
2
102d Engineer Train;
105
Washington Bureau
I 102d Sanitary Train
51
111-.'
WASHINGTON'. Jan. 23.—Assurance 105th Mobile Veterinary Section
\
21
was given to-day by Secretary of War
The Commanding Officers
Baker that New York's National Guard
Following are the command; lg offiDivision, which was cited by Sir Doug- cers of the various units and the headquarters'
staffs:
las Haig for its work when the HindenMajor General John F. O'Ryan, comburg line was broken, will parade in manding; Colonel Stanley H. Ford,
New York City with all its battle equip- chief of staff; Major Homer B. BattenLieutenant
ment and war trophies taken from the berg, adjutant general;
Colonel J. M. Wainwright, inspector
enemy.
general;
Mujor
B.
R.
Williams,
judge
The War Department announced toadvocate general; Lieutenant Colonel
day that the 27th Division had been as- Edward R. Maloney, surpeon general;
signed to early convoy and would go Major Joseph J. Daly, ordnance officer;
immeditely to Camp Upton for demob- Major William L. Hallahan. signal officer; Lieutenant Colonel H. S. Sternilization. Over 900 officers and nearly
Lerger, division quartermaster; Car25,000 men, comprising practically the tain Charles P. Franchot, aid; Captain
complete division, were included in the Hugo F. Jaeekel, jr., aid.
list of units made public to-day by the
53d Infantry Prigade. Brigadier
department as designated for early re- General Alfred W. Bjornstad. comturn.
manding;
100th
Infantry, Colonel
Subseauently Secretary Baker said James M. Andrews, commanding; 106th
the War Department had adopted a Infantry, Colonel Franklin W. Wnrd,
policy of arranging, wherever possible, commanding;
105th
Machine
Gun
for the parade of returning tr6ops in Battalion, Major Kenneth Gardner,
the cities nearest the point where they commanding.
entered the service.
54th
Infantry
Brigade,
BrigaIncluded in the demonstration of dier General Palmer E. Pierce, comMajor General O'Ryan's division will manding; 107th Infantry, Coionel Morbe all the wounded members of the or- timer M. Bryant, commanding; lOSth
ganizations that have returned home Infantry, Colonel Edgar S. Jennings,
and are under treatment in hospitals commanding; 106th Machine Gun Batnear New York City. They will be talion. Captain Abner S. Platt, comcarried in army trucks and other con- manding.
veyances.
52d Field Artillery Brigade. BrigaThose Mustered Out, Also
dier General George A. Wingate,
104th Field ArtiP ;ry,
Efforts will also be made by the War commanding;
Department to encourage members of Colonel Merrltt H. Smith, commanding;
the division who already have been lObth Field Artillery, Colonel DeWitt
mustered out of the service to par- C. Weld, jr., commanding; 100th Field
ticipate With their comrades in the Artillery, Major Louis H. Eller, comdemonstration.
manding.
In this connection Secretary Baker I 102d Trench Motor Battery. Captain
said to-day that authority is given all Charles Pearson, jr.. commanding.
discharged" men to wear their military
102d Engineers. Lieutenant Colonel
uniforms for a period of thi-ee months William S. Conrow, commanding.
after they leave the service.
102d Field Signal Battalion, Major
"This will'give ample ime," Mr. Baker Arthur L. Howe, commanding.
said, "for che 27th will be back long
102d Supply Train, Major Charles
before that period expires."
j Mi Tobin.-commanding.
While it will not be possible for the
102d Sanitary Train, Lieutenant
27th to bring back all the equipment ' Colonel Robert P. Wadhams, commandit. used in cooperation with the British,
efforts are now being- made by the < ins.
102d Ammunition Train, Lieutenant
operations division of the War Depart- ;
ment to accumulate sufficient war ma- I Colonel James C. McLeer, commanding.
102d Engineers Train. Captain Willterials at the camps near New York to
lie utilized by the artillery units, hos- ' inm F. S. Root, commanding.
Headquarters Troop. Captain Trispital ambulance corp3 and other mounttram Tupner, commanding.
»
ed units.
104th
Machine Gun Battalion, M.ijor
"1 want the people of the country to
know," Secretary Baker said, "that we Chester S. King, commanding.
are working on the matter, and that
just as far as is p.os3ib!e we want the
parades to be held.
"In the case of the 27th, of course,
it will be near Now York and it may
bo possible to parade the Whole division,
and so far as is possible have men who
have been in that division and are
now in this country to go to New York
In addition to the welcome to be cxto parade with it."
I tended by other organizations, the men

j "Fighting Fifteenth"
Is to Have Special
Welcome on Arrival

!1
Units Ordered Home
The War Department's announcement i
of the units of the 27th Division as- I
signed for early convoy included:
!
Officers. Men
Division Headquarters
and Head1
quarters Troop.
61
244i\
I(Mt!l Machine Gun Battalion
10
387
53d Infantry Brigade, Head*
quartern'.
V'.-.5
- 2:j
10'itq Infantry
,
102
3,180
MlStl! Infantry
!MI
3,588
lOStli Machine Gun Battalion. ... -4
794
54th Infantry Brigade, Headquarters
..
",
22
107th Infantry
104
3,191
108th Itfantry
104
3,324
106th Machine Gun Battalion
20
744
523 Field Artillery, Brigade Headquarters
10
63
] 04th Field Artillery
63
1,441
105th Field Artillery
B0
1.415
106th Field Artillery
07
1,432
102d Engineers...'
10
1,712
102d Field Battalion Signal Corps 15
024
102d Train Headquarters
5
27
27th Company, Military Police
Corps
4
222
102d Ammunition Train
35
1,140

of the old "Fighting Fifteenth" Regiment, now the 369th Infantry, will, on
their return home, find awaiting them
nn extra welcome from the New York
people of their own race.
A committee of negro ministers,
lawyers and business men and representatives ofHayward Unit, No. 14.
Motor Corps Division of the National
League for .Women's Service, visited
the Mayor's 6'ffioe yestorday to obtain
permission to execute the* welcome
plans of the negroes.
A Victory Arch will be erected at
t:
"venth Avenue and 135th Street.
There will be elaborate street decorations. Also there will be banquets and
d.mces for the letorned boys.
Those on the committee are the Rev.
Dr. Frederick A. Cullen, the Rev. Di'.
William R. Lawton, the Rev. Father
Everett Daniels, Professor D. E. Tobias,
Professor Moses Mimms, Isaac B.
Alien, T. R. Richardson. Lieutenant M.
W. Rudd, Henry D. Dolphin and Paul
H, Bray.
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Secretary Baker's very liberal views
concerning conscientious objectors in
the army are illustrated by his order
for the release and "honorable dis'charge" of 113 of these unfortunate
offenders against the country's laws.
He might have waited until peace was
formally declared before taking this
step. Some men in his official position would have refused, furthermore, to discharge a single conscientious objector while hundreds of
thousands of soldiers were still being
held to military service in Franco,
despite their eagerness to come homj
and return to civil life.
Yet Mr Baker is wise to eliminate
the conscientious objector problem as
soon as possible, now that hostilities
have ended, for there can be no real
reconciliation of the two forces embodied in the individual conscience
and the collective will of the state
when they collide in matters of principle. There is no such thing; as "re'forming" a sincere and convinced
conscientious objector; and, inasmuch
as he is not a criminal at heart, punisliment in his case is futile. The
crisis of war being past and the
military necessity which the state Is
under to vindicate its authority having faded away, executive clemency
becomes a sound social policy.
The plan adopted by the war department last year for dealing with
these difficult cases was the most progressive and liberal in the world's
history, but in the rush of events it
was inadequately carried into execution. The administrative machinery
was so slow in working that among
the 113 imprisoned men now discharged some would have been sent
to work on farms had delays not prevented, and others would have been
recommended for "farm furloughs" if
the Mack board of inquiry could have
passed upon their cases before they
fell into the hands of court-martials
for wilful disobedience of military orders. No doubt, among the conscientious objectors still in confinement,
there are some sincere men and, if
they are under sentence for Ipng
terms of captivity, executive clemency
will soon restore them to civil life and
liberty.
The experience of the war and conscription has brought into collision
with the authority of the state several varieties of conscientious objectors. The bulk of them have found
it possible to reconcile conscience
with the noncombatant service offered to them in the army itself—such
as work in the medical or ambulance
corps—while of the remainder the
majority of sincere men have found
the solution of their moral problem in
accepting the "farm furloughs" designed to make them help in the production of the nation's food. The residue of men so uncompromisingly opposed to the remotest connection with

war that they would not even work
for the government on the land, have
been negligible in numbers, yet they
have caused the authorities the most
trouble.
In the last resort, all other measures
falling, a conscientious objector in
the army has had to be treated aa a
soldier who disobeys orders, if it be
no more than an order to eat his dinner. This final clash has resulted in
the court-martial of these irreconcilables under military law, and the milltary law of our army, unfortunately.
Is sadly In need of humanizing reforms. Soldiers who are not consclentlous objectors at all are often
barbarously treated by courts-martial. In his recent well Justified attack on the administration of justice
inr the army. Senator Chamberlain,
who is anything but a pacifist, cited
case after case of soldiers in the ranks
sentenced to long terms of imprisonment
for
comparatively
trivial
breaches of military discipline. The
procedure of courts-martial is antiquated and the whole system of penalties is behind that of many European
countries. The harshness of Amerl.
can military justice is denounced by
the president of the American oar association and the subject will probably
figure on the program at the association's next annual meeting.
The comparatively few conscientious objectors who have fallen into
the clutch of this old-fashioned system of military and disciplinary Justice have stories to tell of their harsh
treatment, and their stories are
reaching the public ear through certain pacifist organisations which seek
to exploit their grievances when similar stories told by ordinary military
prisoners would attract no attention
whatever. A positive public good can
be accomplished by this airing of the
experiences of conscientious objectors, for the reform of the whole system of military justice will thereby
be brought about.
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MR. BAKER is again adding to his laurels
in the matter of prompt demobilization.
In round numbers 800,000 officers and men had
been discharged by the 15th. This means
about 60 per cent, of those under arms on this
side of the Atlantic. If the present rate of
discharge—30,000 per day—continues there
will be nothing but empty camps in America
within a few weeks. Meanwhile peace time militarists are as usual " viewing with alarm " and
war time militarists are damning with faint
praise. Even the New Republic, outraged by
this last of many offenses, calls down the wrath
of learned persons upon " planless demobilization." Mr. Baker's chief sin appears to be
that he is not proceeding according to a diagram. The British, we are told, are doing
such things ever so much better. They planned
their demobilization in advance, as they did
many other things. No one mentions that when
the time came the greater part of their carefully made plans had to be disregarded, and
none of Mr. Baker's critics mentions that up to
date we have discharged more than twice as
many men as the British. The truth is that
Mr. Baker is proceeding in accordance with a)
excellent plan. It is not complex—a fact that
will displease the graft-loving and the more
erudite section of the populace;—but it has met
the requirements.
THE demobilization plans are based upon
the theory that soldiers want work and
the sooner they get it the better. Hence jobs
are being found for soldiers. When a regiment is to be discharged a Federal Employment
agent goes to the camp armed with the information as to where jobs are to be found. The
plan is not perfect and it could be improved.
The best answer to criticisms is that it has
worked up to date, and there is as yet no serious unemployment. We arc rapidly approaching the danger point, however, and further discharges on a large scale without adequate safeguards will result in disaster. Demobilization
by trade and occupations in small groups would
be desirable, instead of discharge by military
units. Doubtless this change will be made
when the time comes, as Mr. Baker has it
under consideration with a view to arranging
the necessary administration details. But it
probably will not satisfy the critics, who insist
that no facts are worth noticing but the small
ones, and that an idea to be sound must be
complex.

The peace conference. Mr. Baker
said, undoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial
questions. It would be conceivably
possible, he added, "to make treaties
ending this war in the old way,
quieting its present discords and
dealing with each national claim a»
though it were individual and of no
community interest."
But we had a world organized
in the old way in 1914," he continued.
•'In the last months of that year the
heady currents of international misunderstanding swirled together, and
I know of no more pathetic picture
than that of the helplessness of the
great and enlightened governments
of the world as their statesmen
watched the stream and realized that
no provision had been made to atem
it. Sir Edward Grey, in London,
exhausted the arts of traditional diplomacy to gain a moment for reflection; everybody saw the horrible
magnitude of the Impending disaster,
but there was no organized opinion
of the world, there was no agency
through which the sane restraints of
lathers and Mothers Who Gave humanity and justice could operate.
"It is Inconceivable that the peoSons Have Right to Assurples of the world willed such a war.
It
is equally inconceivable that the'
ances of Peace.
peoples of the world would be willing now to face the possibility of another such trial without perfecting
GIVES TALK AT BUFFALO in advance modes of concerted action which will restrain the madness
of the moment and be assured of just
Tells Business Melt America. HM consideration, dispelling forever the
illusion that either national greatJfpw Vision of Her Strength
ness or national safety essentially
and Power.
depends upon the .ability of a people
to destroy life, wealth and property
without stepping first to test out the
BUFFALOJfc Y., Jan. 4.-~Speaking poselbilitier of accommodation and
hart JutmUf't I lore the Buffalo Cham- concord.
. .
ber of Commerce. Secretary of War
"We tave had centuries of leagues
Baker declared It Inconceivable that among nations for the purpose of
the peace conference would make making war, offensive or defensive.
the world war an insupportable trag Is It too much to believe that in
edy by failing to provide a league thjg enlightened age a league to pt»'
.-. ^ nnfinnc
nr some
onm u AtViol"
I'M T) 2fP,*..•«+ «•>
V, „ .-. become
ksnnma impossible?'
imnAcelhlo?"
'of
nations or
other tkarrange
Tent
war~ has
ment to prevent such disasters in the
The war had given America a new
vision of her own strength and power,
future.
"We here in America who have Mr. Baker said.
worked and paid," the fathers
Democracy Delivers the Goods.
and mothers who have given their
"We have made a voyage of dissons, surely have a right to some high covery
and found unsuspected capaassurances of future peace as a conin ourselves," he continued.
solation for their sacrifices. One cities
"Democracy
has been tested and
can not close his eyes and think proved as effective
it is wholeof the peace conference at Versailles some. Politically, as
democracy has
without feeling that there hover over vanquished other systems
With
it the spirits of millions of dead men this political liberty there and
has come
demanding that the sacrifices be not to
us
in
increasing
measures
a
vision
In vain; that the statesmen of the of the possibilities of commercial and
world now secure to mankind the economio Justice."
blessings which they died to obtain."
"It was the spirit of freedom and
Mr. Baker said he had no intenthat animated the American
tion of speaking for the president, right
army
ip France," the war secretary
whose statements had been explicit, declared.
"The Hihdenburg lines
and in whose hands the case of Amer- crumbled like
houses of cards in the
ica now was placed.
face
of
that
spirit," he said and after
"He stands with head erect." said the taking of
the St. Mihiel salieht
the secretary, "in the ancient places In September "an
American general
of the old world, where other kinds with 2,000,000 Amerioan soldiers at
of treaties used to be made, and his back drove through the Argonne
represents a great and free people. ! forest, took Sedan and so shattered
He is the advocate not of a form the whole German system of military
but of a principle.
operations that surrender more comi plete than unconditional was acDemocracies Back Wilson.
cepted by Germany at the point of
"It may" be that there are voices j the sword when the armistice of Noin this country whioh quiver with I vember ll was signed."
hesitation, and here and there timRefers to Criticism.
orous uncertainty, but back of him
Mr. Baker made only one reference
in that council chamber are the voices
touching
subjects of criticisms of the
of the democracies Of the world, of
the men who labor and the women war department recently voiced in
who sacrifice; he is by force of events the senate. "As there is much talk
the spokesman of the democracy of of the United States having to rely
the world, and the compensations of upon Great Britain and France to
this war will he a new magna charta, supply its armies with heavy artila new bill of rights to liberate the lery," he said, "nevertheless Americhildren of the future from the bur- can industry did in fact supply to
Great Britain and France practically
dens of the past."
As to the proposal for a league an equivalent to that made available
of nations, Mr. Baker said it was not to us from them. American industry
such a scheme as the holy alliance was able to meet the demands made
upon it, and on the day the armissuggested by some of Its critics.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets tice Was signed our army abroad was
of absolute ministers," he said, "but thoroughly equipped with Americanis rather the passionate demand of made rifles and machine guns, some
the man in the street, the simple and heavy artillery had been shipped and
the unsophisticated who know little the stream of the supplies of all types
of the intrigues and wiles of state- of artillery, ammunition and equipcraft, but who know a very great deal ment was beginning at »acharateM
about the suffering and sacrifice would have supplied our own vast
forces entirely from our own sources U
whjch war entails. .
within a very few months.
Arot Timid About America.
"For ray own part I itefuse to be
timid about America's capacity to do
new things which are needed m a
new world. I decline to distrust
our purposes or to shrink from moving forward because the roads seem
wider and higher than roads we have
traveled hitherto. I do not know
what form these arrangements can
take; I am not wedded to any particular method of preserving the
peace of the'world. I do not believe
that so great an object can be accepted by merely adhering to a particular form of words or phrases."

BAKFJ HOPES FOR
UNION OF NATIONS
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The peace conference, Mr. Baker said,
undoubtedly faced intricate and difficult
geographical and racial questions. It
would be conceivably possible he added,
"to make treaties endin" this war in
the -old way, quieting its present discords and dealing'with each national
claim as though it were individual and
of no community interest."
"But we had a world organized in the
old way in 1914," he continued. "In
the last months of that year the
head currents of international misunderstanding swirled together, and 1
know of no more pathetic picture than
that of the helplessness of the great and
.enlightened governments of the world
as their statesmen watched the stream
and realized that no provision had been
| made to stem it. Sir Edward Grav In
London exhausted the arts of traditional
diplomacy to gain ' a moment for rejection; everybody saw the hdrrible
magnitude of the impending disaster,
but there was no organized opinion of
the world, there was no agency through
which the restraints of humanity and
Justice could operate.

1919

BAKER GIVES HIS VIEWS

Accommodation and Concord.

INSISTS THAT WAR'S SACRI
FICES BE NOT IN VAIN.

NEW WORLD

. .

Geographical and Racial Questions.

:

ORGANIZATION

BUFFALO, X. Y., January 6.-Speaking here Saturday night before the
«"*flTiaIo Chamber of Commerce, Secre,ar
>' °f AVar^Baker ..declare^TyTBccm?
ceivable"*"thac ' trie peace conferer.ee
would make the world war an insupportable tragedy by failing: to provide
for a league of nations or some other
HiT.-uisemeru !o prevent such disasters In the future.
"We h»re in America who have worked
and paid," he said, "the fathers and
mothers who have given their sons i
surely have a tight to some high as- '
aurance of future" peace as a eonsolanon for their sacritices. One can not
close his eyes and think of the peace
conference at Versailles without feeling that there hovers over it the spirits
of millions of dead men demanding that
their sacrifices be not in vain that
statesmen of the world now secure to
mankind I he blessings which they died
to obtain."
. r. Baker said he had no intention
of speaking tor the President, whose
statements had been explicit and in
whose .hands the case of America was
now placed,
Advocate of Principle.
"He stands with head erect," said
the secretary, "in the ancient places of
the old world where other kinds of
treaties used to be made, and represents a, great and free people. lie is
the advocate not of a form, but of a
principle.
■It may be that there are voices in
his country which quiver with hesitation and here and there timorous uncertainty but back of him in that council chamber are the voices of the democracies of the world, of the men who
tabor and the women who sacrifice- he
is by force of events the spokesman of
the democracy of the world and the
compositions of this war will be a new
Magna Charta, a new bill of rights to
liberate the children of the future from '
the burdens of the past."
As to a proposal for a league of nations. Mr. Baker said it was not such
a Jcheme as the holy alliance, as suggested by some of its critics.
"" is not proposed out of cabinets
«* absolute ministers," he said, "but
** rather the passionate demand of the
»Rh in the street, the simple and the
Sophisticated who know little of the
intrigues and wiles of statecraft but
who know a very great deal about the
suffering and sacrifice which war entails.
"For my own part, I refuse to be
timid about America's capacity to do
new things which are needed in a new
world. I decline to distrust our purposes or to shrink from moving forward because the, road seems wider
•>.nd higher than roads we have trav<ied hitherto.
I do not know what form these arUngements can take. I do not believe
iViM s.? jreat an object can be accomplished by merely adhering to a particular' form of words or phrases.

"It is inconceivable that the peoples
of the world willed such a war. It is
equally inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing to face
the possibility of another such trial
without perfecting in advance modes of
concerted action which will restrain the
madness of the moment and be assurances of just consideration, dispelling
forever the illusion that either national
greatness or national safety essentially
depends upon the ability of a people to
destroy life, wealth and property without stopping first to test out the possibilities of accommodation and concord.
"We ha\e had centuries of leagues
among nations for the purpose of making war, offensive, or defensive. It is
too much to believe that in this enlightened age a league to prevent war
has become impossible."
The war had given America a new
vision of her own strength and power,
Mr. Baker declared.
"We have made a voyage of discovery and found unsuspected capacity
in ourselves," he continued. "Democracy has been tested and nroved as
effective as it is wholesome. Politically,
democracy has vanquished other gystems and with this political liberty there
has come to us in increasing measure a
vision of -the possibilities of commercial
and economic justice."

Freedom and Right

It is the spirit of freedom and right
that animated the American army in
France, the war secretary declared.
"Hindenburg lines crumpled like houses
of cards in the face of that spirit," he
Baid, and after the taking of the St.
Mihiel salient in September "an American general with 2,000,000 American soldiers at his back, drove through the
Argonne forest, took Sedan, and so
shattered the whole German system of
military
operations
that
surrender
more complete than unconditional was
accepted by Germany at the point of the
sword when the armistice of November
11 was signed." '
'
Mr. Baker mads only one reference
touching subjects of criticisms' of the
war department recently voiced In the
senate.
"Although there is much talk of the
United States having to rely upon
Great Britain and France to supply its
armies with heavy artillery," he said,
nevertheless, American industry did in
fact, supply to Great Britain and
France practically an equivalent to that
made available to us from them. American industry was able to meet the demands made upon it, and on the day
the armistice was signed our army
abroad was thoroughly equipped with
American made rifles and machine guns
some heavy artillery had been shippe.
and the stream of supply of all type
of artillery, ammunition and equipmen
was beginning at such a rate as woul
have supplied our own vast forces c
tirely from our own sources within
very few months."

SAYS LEAGUE MDST COME
Peace Inconceivable Without It,
Baker Tells Business Men.

0N1Y GUARANTEE FOR FUTURE
Proposed In Response To Demand
Of Man In Street, He Declare*
Trusts In American ideals.
Buffalo. X. y„ Jan. 4.—Speaking
here tonight before the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce. Secretary of War
Baker declared it inconceivable that the
l eace Conference would make the world
war an insupportable tragedy by failing
to provide for a league of nations or
some other arrangement to prevent such
disasters in the future.
"We here in America, who have
forked and paid," lie said, "the fathers
and mothers who have give:- their sons
surely have a right to some high assurances of future peace as a consolation for
their sacrifices. One cam:,-. r:w his
eyes and think of the Peace Conference
at Versailles without feeling that there
hover over it the spirits of millions of
dead men demanding that their sacrifices
be not in vain, that the statesmen of
the world now secure to mankind the
blessings which they died to obtain."
Does. IS at Speak For Wilson.
Mr. Baker said he had no intention
ot speaking, for the President, whose
statement had been explicit and in whose
hands the case of America was nowplaced.
"He. : stands with head erect," said
the' Secretary, "in the ancient places of
the: Old World, where other kinds of
treaties used to be made, and represents a great and free people. He is the
advocate not of a form but of a principle.
"It rnay be that there are voices in
this country which quiver with hesitation and here and there, timorous uncertainty, but back of him in that council chamber ar the voices of the democ- ,
is by force of events the spokesman of
the democracy of the world, and the
compositions of the war will be a new
Magna Charta, a new Bill of Rights to
liberate: the children of the future from
the burdens of the past."
As to the proposal for a league of nations Mr. Baker said it was not such a
scheme as the Holy Alliance, as suggested_by.so.me of its critics.
,"It is not proposed out of cabinets
of absolute eministers," he said. "But
is. rather the passionate demand of the
man in the street, the simple and the unsophisticated who know little of the intrigues and wiles of statecraft, but who
know a, very great deal about the suffering and'sacrifice which war entails.
"For ; my part, I refuse to be timid
about America's capacity to do new
things which are needed in a new world.
I. decline to distrust our purposes or to
shrink from moving forward because the
road seems wider and higher than roads
we ehave traveled hitherto. I do not
know what form these arrangements can
take. 1 am not wedded to any particular
method of preserving the peace of the
world. I do not believe that so great
an ob.;ect can be accomplished by merely
adhering to a particular form of words or
phfas'es";"

!

t'XrU-nte l'rohlema Before Tribunal
The Peace Conference, Mr. Baker
r\v' ."""'mbtcdlv faced intricate and
. difficult geographical and racial questions, it Would be conceivably possible.
ae added; "to make treaties ending this
war tu the old way. quieti..g its present
discords and dealing with each national
claim as though it were individual and
01 lio community interest."
"But we had a world organized in the
old way tn l«14," he continued.
"In
the last months of that year the headv
currents of international misunderstanding swirled together, and t know of no
more pathetic picture than that of the
hr-.plessness of the great and enlightened
gpVe.Euipe.ntS of the world as their statesmen watched the stream and realized
that no provision had been made to stem
it.
Sir Edward Gray, in London, exhausted the arts of traditional diplomacy to gam a moment for reflection •
everybody saw the horrible magnitude
of the impending disaster, but there was
no organized opinion of the world, there
was no agency through which the same
restraints of humanity and justice could
operate.
'Mt is inconceivable that the peoples
ot the world willed such a war
It is
equally inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing now to face
the possibility of another such trial without perfecting in advance modes of concerted action which will restrain the
madness of the moment and be assurances of just consideration, dispelling
forever the illusion that either national
greatness or national safety essentially
^depends upon the ability of a people to
destroy life, wealth and property without stopping first to test out the possibilities ot accommodation and concord
We have had centuries of leagues
among, nations for the purpose of making
war offensive or defensive. Is it too
much to believe that in this enlightened
ppo^blff

t0 P1 eVent War has

'
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America Given New Vision.
.The war had given America a new
811 0
11
m
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„J^l? h?vp made a v°ygP of discovery
and found unsuspected capacities in ourselves, he continued. "Democracy has
been tested and proved as effective as it
js wholesome
Politically, democracy
has vanquished other systems, and with
this, political liberty there has come to

possibilities of commercial andI economic
justice.'
It was the spirit of freedom and right
that animated the American army in
France, the War Secretary declared.
Hindenburg hues crumpled like houses
of cards m the face of that spirit," he
said, and after the taking of the St.
Aliniel salient in September "anAmerican
general with two million American soldiers at his back, drove through the Argonne Forest, took Sedan and so shattered the whole German system of military operations that surrender more
complete than unconditional was accepted by Germany at the point of the
sword when the armistice of November
, 11 was signed."
Answers Senate Criticism.
Mr. Baker made only one reference
touw'ing subjects of criticisms of the
War Department recently voiced in the
Senate.
"Although there is much talk of the
f/nited States having to rely upon Great
Britain and France to supply its armies
with heavy artillery," he said, "nevertheless, American industry did. in fact,
supply to Great Britain and France
practically an equivalent to that made
available to us from them. American
industry, was able to meet the demands
made upon it, and on the dav the armistice was signed our army a'broad was
thoroughly equipped with Americanmade ; rifles and machine guns, some
heavy: artillery had been shipped and
the stream of supply of all types of artillery, ammunition and equipment was
beginning at such a rate as would have
supplied' our own vast: forces entirely
from our own sources within a very few
months."
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forms these arrangements can
I am not wedded to any parlar method of preserving the
eace of the world. * * * So far
fe i^dL
j.as America is concerned, our case is
fin the hands of the captain."
Referring to America's preparedness for the discharge of her war
tasks, Baker said:
"Before our entrance into the war,
tlie industrial resources of the United
Srfetes were largely occupied in the
production of war materials, so that
when our own needs came to be supplied, it was necessary to take on an
added burden, to create new facilities,
arid to make a fresh draft upon the
BUFFALO, N. T., Jan. 5.—Declar- raw material and the labor of the
i-ountry without disturbing the aring the spirits of millions of dead rangements upon which Great Britain
men hover over the Versailles peace and France had- to depend.
session, demanding their sacrifices
• Dependent on United States.
be not fruitless, Secretary of War
"And it was one of the interesting
Baker here last night expressed the commentaries upon the entire situaview that a league of nations can tion to be able to observe that albe reached to prevent further wars though there is much talk of the
United States having had to rely upon
of conquest.
He spoke before the Buffalo cham- Great Britain and France to supply
its armies with heavy artillery, neverber of commerce.
theless, American industry did in fact
While
admitting
the
proposed supply to Great Britain and France
league would perhaps not entirely practically an equivalent to that made
guarantee against wars, Baker de- available to us from them. But in
spite of the difficulties presented by
clared:
the whole
problem,
American
Admonition to World.
ddstry was able to meet the demands
"It is at least possible that if we made upon it, and on the day the
was signed,
our army
write the record of the judgment of Armistice
this generation, it will have some aJ>rroad was thoroughly equipped with
Am
merican made rifles and machine
weight with those who are to come guns, some heavy artillery had been
after us,,that it will be an admonition shipped, and the stream of supply
to the new world that is in the making Jn!all types of artillery, ammunition,
of the experience tho old world has and equipment was beginning at such
had, that it will become a cornerstone a rate as would have supplied our
in the national policies of the • ivilized own vast forces entirely from our
peoples, that their children will read own resources within a very few
it in ther school books about govern- months."
ment, and that gradually it will beI come a commonplace in-the hearts of
men that the suffering and sacrifice
and loss of war are things to be endured only when liberty itself is at
stake, and that no man or group c.f
nfen dares invoke such a weapon as
was in any other than a high and consecrated cause."
In Captain's Hands.
• Alluding to President Wilson, Baker
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A DAY REPLETE WITH MEANING
It may be verted with ^jdenjc M t£ day of Ug^ ^ ^
the mi f,TTMiitinn was W^glgfg^ for a parallel among
distinctive a kind tffat one might seaicn
preceding days in local history
its representative
The prevailing characteristics olthe da
^ ^ an Exposltion
nature and its comprehensivene^ UWou* ^ ^^ boen geen
I of the appliances of war the like en
inspiring presence and
Buffalo nor in ^^%s^"Jwamplified and it*significance
■^»rris of Secretary 'ihlfPT. *ts SC°lYQrfArilliant program including
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The developments of the 4th <^J"*™9 T j
abiding pjacei
every day ol the Exposition,and wig^ave^ |£ e
i
,
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BAKERT HAS FAITH
IN WORLD LEAGUE

continued:

■ "So far as we in America are concerned, our case is in the hands of our
captain. He stands with head erect in
the ancient places of the old world,
where other kinds of treaties used to
be made and represents a great and
fi>ee people. It may be that there are
vgices in this country which quiver
with hesitation, and here and there
timorous uncertainty, but back of him
in that council chamber are the voices
of the democracies of the world, of
the men who labor and of the women
who sacrifice; he is by the force of
eyents the spokesman of the democracy of the world, and the compositions of this war will be a/iew Magna
C'harta, a new bill of rights to liberate
the children of the future from tho
burdens of the past.
"Undoubtedly the peace conference
will have intricate and difficult geographical and racial questions to decide. Undoubtedly there will be the
hopes.and aspirations of peoples to he
free, and It would conceivably be possible to make treaties ending this war
iii the old way, quieting its present
iliscords, and dealing with each national claim as though-it were individual and of no community interest, but
we had a world organized in the old
way in 1914. * * *
Not Insincere.
"But this league of civilized peoples now under discussion is not that
sort of thing (i(nsincere). It is not
proposed out of the cabinets of absolutist ministers,
but is rather the
passionate demand of the man on the
street, the simple and unsophisticated
who know very little of the intrigues
and wiles of statecraft, but know a
very great deal about the suffering
and sacrifice which war entails. For
my own part, I refuse to be timid
about America's capacity to do the
new things which are needed in a
new world. I decline to distrust our
Purposes or to shrink from moving
forward because the road seems wide
and higher than roads we have
traveled hitherto.
I do not know
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SECRETARY BAEER SAYS PEACE
CONFERENCE CAN NOT MAKE
TRAGEDY INSUPPORTABLE.

NOT FORM, BUT PRINCIPLE
Not Speaking for President, Declares
Cabinet Member, Who Needs
No Defense.
BuffakuN. T., Jan. 1.—Speaking here
tonight before the Buffalo Chamber of
Commerce, Secretary ,flf War Baker declared it inconceivable^W*,™ffl"»«Eeace
conference would make the world 'war
an insupportable tragedy by failing to
provide for a league of nations or some
other arrangements to prevent such disasters in the future.
"We here in America, who have
worked and paid," he .said, "the fathers
and mothers who have given tlieir sons,
surely have a right to some high assurances of future peace as a consolation
for their sacrifices. One can not close
his eyes and think of the peace conference at Versailles without feeling there
hover over it the spirits of millions of
dead men, demanding that their sacrifices be. not in vain, that the statesmen
of the world now secure to mankind the
blessings which they died to obtain,"
Mr. Baker said he had no intention of
speaking for the president, whose statements had been explicit, and in whose
hands the case of America was now
placed.
Not Form but Principle.
"He stands with head erect," said the
secretary, "in the ancient places of the
old world whore other kinds of treaties
used to be made, and represents a great
and free people. He is the advocate not [
of a form but of a principle.
"It may be that there are voices in
this country which quiver with hesitation
here and there in their timorous uncertainty, but back of him in that council
are the voices of the democracies of the
world, of the men who labor and of the
women who sacrifice; he is bv force of
events the spokesman of the democracy
of the world, and the compositions of
this war will be a new magna charta of
rights to liberate the children of the future from the burdens of the past."
As to the proposal for a league of na:10ns, Mr. Baker said it was not such a.
scheme as the holy alliance suggested
jy some of its critics.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets of
ibsolute ministers," he said, "but is
■ather the passionate demand of the man
n the street, the simple nd the unophisticated, who know little of the tongues and wiles of statecraft, but who
:now a very great deal about tne sufferng and sacrifice which war entails.
"For my own part. 1 refuse to be timid
ojout America's capacity to do new
things which are needed in a new vorld.
I decline to distrust our purposes or to
shrink from moving forward because the
road seems wider and higher than roads
we have traveled hitherto. I do not know
what form these arrangements can take.
I am not wedded to any particular method of preserving the peace of the world.
I do not believe that so great an object
can be accomplished by merely adhering
to a particular form of words or
phrases."
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Face* Different QurxUonx.
The peace conference, Mr. Baker s«td,
undoubtedly faeed intricate and difficult
geographical and racial questions.
It
would be conceivably possible, he added,
"to make treaties ending: this war in the
old way, quieting its present discords and
dealing with each national claim as
though it were individual and of no community interest."
"But we had a world organized in the
old way in 1914." he continued, "in the
last months of that year the heady currents of international misunderstanding;
swirled together, and I know of no more
pathetic picture than that of the helplessness of the great and enlightened
governments of the world as their statesmen watched the stream and realized
that no provision had been made to stem
it. Sir Edward Grey in London exhausted the arts of traditional diplomacy to
gain a moment for reflection; everybody
saw the horrible magnitude of the impending: disaster, but there was no organized opinion of the world: there was
no agency through which the sane restraints of humanity and justice could
operate.
"It is inconceivable that the peoples of
the world willed such a war. It is equally inconceivable that the peoples of the
world would be willing now to face the
possibility of another such trial without
perfecting in advance modes of concerted
action which will restrain the madness
of the moment and be assurances of inst
consideration, dispelling forever the Illusion that either national greatness or national safety essentially depends upon
the ability of a people to destroy life
wealth and property without stopping
first to test out the possibilities of accommodation and concord.
"We have had centuries of leagues
among nations for the purpose of making of war, offensive or defensive. Is it
too much to believe that in this enlightened age a league to prevent war has
become impossible?"
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be found anywheW in the civilized
world a single person who desires anNot Speaking for Wilson.
"With these standards may we not, other war? Is not the conscience of
therefore, inquire briefly as to our fu- mankind aflame against these desolatture tasks? And first among them I ing tragedies? If so, may we not safewant to refer to the nature of the peace ly write a law about it? *
"There are those who say, 'but this
which ought to crown the war. That
it may be quite clearly understood, let will not prevent war; that when naAddress at Buffalo Asserts Na-^ me say that I have no intention of un- tional passions are aroused, treaties
dertaking to speak for the president, are forgotten and selfimposed retional Isolation Is No Longfor the very simple reason that he straints broken over." This may be
seems to me to have spoken for himself true, but it is at least possible that,
er Possible.
with completeness on this whole sub- if we write the record of the judgment
ject. But for myself I will be per- of this generation, it will have some
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 4.—In an ad- mitted to express the belief that this weight with those who are to come aftdress tonight before the Buffalo Cham- war would be an insupportable tragedy er us, that it will be an admonition to
the new world of the experience the
ber of Commerce, Secretary of War N. if it does not end in arrangements de- old world has had, that children will
signed to avert similar disasters in the
D. Baker asserted that, by formmgT future. One cannot close his eyes and read it in their sclioolbooks about govtwmgMfl, riliin*Tt»t«M;is the people of the think of the peace conference at Ver- ernment, and that gradually it will beworld wucld in effect be enacting a sailles without feeling that there hover come a commonplace in the hearts of
"law against war," and that the opera- over it the spirits of millions.of dead men that the suffering and sacrifice
tion and final acceptation of such a law men demanding that their sacrifices be and loss of war are things to be enWould be analogous to the processes not in vain.
dured only when liberty itself is at
whereby laws against other crime
"It is inconceivable that the peoples' stake.
against society have grown up.
"For my own part, I refuse to be
of the world willed such a war. It is
"If we are to plan a future for equally inconceivable that the peoples timid about America's capacity to do
America," jsaid Mr. Baker, "if we are of the world wou'd be willing now to the new things which are needed in a
to have a just view of our relation to face the possibility of another such new world. I decline to distrust our
other peoples, we must have some trial without perfecting in advance purposes or to shrink from moving forstandards by which to measure our modes of concerted action which will ward becavse the road seems wider
strength. If, indeed, this be a new restrain the madness of the moment. and higher than roads we have travworld, if the golden fruit of peace and We havo had centuries of leagues eled hitherto.
justice is ripe upon the tree of life/we among nations for the purpose of makWilson Speaks for Democracy.
must measure whether our arms be in ing war' offensive and defensive. Is it
"S/3 far as we in America are contruth long enough to reach it. Just too much to believe that in this en- cerned our case is in the hands of our
how strong are we as a people? How lightened age a league to prevent war captain. He stands with head erect in
clearly do we see the implications of has become possible? Does not all his- the anciont places of the old world
the things for which we have been tory teach us that the successful com- where other kinds of treaties used to
fighting and sacrificing? How willing bat of grfat evils lies in organized ac- be made, and represents a great and
are we to be pioneers as our fathers tivity among those exposed to them? free people. He is the advocate not
were, and to lay out the foundations In all the units into which the human of a form but of a principle. It mayof new structures which will shelter family is aggregated have we not found be that there are voices in this counour children as we are sheltered by the that the strength of concerted action try which quiver with hesitation, and
great temple of freedom which our is needsd to the protection and welfare here and there timorous uncertainty,
fathers built?
of the country?
but back of him in that council cham"For many years America had deber are the voices of the democracies
1800 and 1900.
voted herself to industrial, aormmm-niii
"We htr
'wever, that there of the world, of the men who labor
and agricultural development. Compeand of the women who sacrifice; he
tition was the rule of life among us. are very special reasons why the United is by the force of events the spokes"We were tolerant of descriptions of States cannot safely pledge itself to man
rf the democracy of the world.
America which emphasized the pursuit concerted action with the other nations
bold experiment of 1776 whereof dollars. It was impossible for those of the world in international concerns; by"The
we undertook to dedicate America
who knew not to be aware of the fal- and tha reasons most often assigned to a system of government by popular
lacy of such descriptions, for our prog- are those which grow out of past his- rule has now been vindicated. Politicress in the last 50 years in remedial tory and certain words of advice im- ally democracy has vanquished other
legislation has been enormous.
But pressed upon our young republic by the systems, and with this political liberty
who could have told that at the call of greatest of the fathers. As to these which we have enjoyed there has come
war we would have been able so won- two reasons, it seems fair to observe to us in increasing measure a vision
derfully to mobilize the finance of that in the first place the United States of the possibilities of commercial and
America as to bear easily the vast ex- Was immeasurably farther away from economic justice.
penditures of our own preparations and its nearest international neighbor in
"The ethical gains which we have
lend a prince's ransom each day to 1800 than it is from the most remote made in America by agitation and legisthose nations associated with us who and inaccessible sister in the family of. lation are very great, but they are not
had borne to exhaustion the burden of nations in 1900.
"It was possible in the ysar 1800 for final. There still remain larger possithe great struggle?
wars to be fought in Europe to a finish bilities of advancement.
An Army in a Night.
before their declaration was known inl "The spirit for which I plead, therewilr ucliia :u
"In
of 1917
responded to
America, -but tonigni
tonight a
a war
declared
in May
may oi
isn we icop^uu™
w trite
-^ America,,--mit.
" n#
" fore, is that we may all join in the
request of the French and British arid Europe affects the New York stock e^ labor of making America as great in
sent the first division of American excnang0 before the declaration is ac' i peace as 'she has shown herself to be
troops to the western front. Slowly at ally delivered. Industry, commerce and in war.
"Trenches" in America.
first we added other divisions, . but in agricuitUre in the United States are
"In the*, training camps of America
the early part of this year, when the prostrattd or stimulated, as the case
tide of German invasion seemed to may b6i bv a mere threat of interna- and France and on the highways leadthreaten the entire Allied cause, we were tlonal difficulty in another part of the ing to the 'trenches, in the trenches and
ready with trained and equipped divi- wori,j. Men whose houses are milesi over the top into No Man's land, swingeions, The stream of them across the apart . n an open prairie may be indif- ing regiments of American soldiers
eea was incessant. Our veteran divi- ferenti if they can find it in their hearts, moved almost jauntily, forgetful of
siohs at Cantigny and Chateau Thierry to a fire which Wreaks out in another peril, devoted, ■ invincible, ea\eh man
successfully resisted the German ma- man's house, but men whose houses knew that he was part of America in
chine and in September an independent 1oin one another cannot be indifferent, action, it was a resistless thrill. HindenAmerican army took the San Mihiel no mattel. how cold their emotions to- burg lines crumpled like houses of cards
in the face of that spirit. Surely the
salient, and from then on an A merican ^j^ th.'Ur fel'ow men.
tasks of peace also present their Hingeneral with 2,000,000 American solLegislation Against War.
diers at his back drove through the,
"=*
written word denburg lines. We will find other enArsonne forest, took Sedan, and so
"Jjtwyers know that the written worn trenchments to be taken, and No Man's
shattered the whole German .ystem of <* the law is merely the record of a land will lie before us, seemingly filled
mmtary operations that surrender more state which the popular mind has al- with unfamiliar perils as we try to
cWpleL than unconditional was ac-, ready reached. When men in a new march in our peaceful progress to comrented bv Germany
community finally come to a common plete justice in our relations with one
Can we not draw from General Per- mind on the evil of stealing they write another.
shine's army a measure of our national a law against larceny; when they come
"The objects for which we were striv
strength'' Have we not like Jason sown to a common mind about the perils ing were not the sacking of cities, out
dragon's'teeth and in a night produced of epidemic they write a lawgibout san. the building of new liberties and new
an army? Surely a nation which could itation. Have we not nowlreiched • opportunities, and America's participah
h
t
hi
do that is fitted for high undertakings »tate of mind ajjou
■HIV"! i - "illifin '"
'°and destined to great achievements.
Democracy has been tested and proved
as effective as it is wholesome.
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be found anywhSTTn the civilized
world a single person who desires anNot Speaking for Wilson.
other war? Is not the conscience of
"With these standards may we not, mankind aflame against these desolattherefore, inquire briefly as to our fu- ing tragedies? If so, may we not safeture tasks? And first among them I ly write a law about it?
want to refer to the nature of the peace
"There are those who say, 'but this
which ought to crown the war. That
it may be quite clearly understood, let will not prevent war; that when naAddress at Buffalo Asserts Na-y me say that I have no intention of un- tional passions are aroused, treaties
forgotten and self imposed redertaking to speak for the president, are
tional Isolation Is No Longfor the very simple reason that he straints broken over." This may be
seems to me to have spoken for himself true, but it is at least possible that,
er Possible.
with completeness on this whole sub- if we write the record of the judgment
ject. But for myself I will be per- of this generation, it will have some
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 4.—In an ad-! mitted to express the belief that this weight with those who are to come aftdress tonight before the Buffalo Cham- war would be an insupportable tragedy er us, that it will be an admonition to
the new world of the experience the
ber of Commerce, Secretary bf War N. \ if it does not end in arrangements de- old world has had, that children will
signed to avert similar disasters in the
D. Baker asserted that, by formingT future. One cannot close his eyes and read it in their schoolbooks about govlEwngun jtifii >Tf»Wans the people of the ! think of the peace conference at Ver- ernment, and that gradually it will beworld WiicM in effect be enacting a' sailles without feeling that there, hover come a commonplace in the hearts of
"law against war," and that the opera- ; over it the spirits of millions .of dead men that the suffering and sacrifice
tlon and final acceptation of such a law I men demanding that their sacrifices be and loss of war are things to be enWould be analogous to the processes not in vain.
dured only when liberty itself is at
whereby laws against other crime
"It is inconceivable that the peoples' stake.
against society have grown up.
"For my own part, I refuse to be
of the world willed such a war. It is
"If we are to plan a future for equally inconceivable that the peoples timid about America's capacity to do
America," _said Mr. Baker, "if we are of the world wou'd be willing now to the new things which are needed in a
to have a just view of our relation to face the possibility of another such new world. I decline to distrust our
other peoples, we must have some trial without perfecting in advance purposes or to shrink from moving fdrstandards by which to measure our modes of concerted action which will i ward beeayse the road seems wider
strength. If, indeed, this be a new restrain the madness of the moment. :md higher than roads we have travworld, if the golden fruit of peace and We havo had centuries of leagues eled hitherto.
justice is ripe upon the tree of life/we among nations for the purpose of makWilson Speaks for Democracy.
must measure whether our arms be in ing war' offensive and defensive. Is it
"Sp far ns we in America are contruth long enough to reach it. .) ust too much to believe that in this en- cerned our case is in' the hands of our
how strong are we as a people? How lightened age a league to prevent war captain. He stands with head erect in
clearly do we see the implications of has become possible? Does not all his- the ancient places of the old world
the things for which we have been tory teach us that the successful com- where other kinds of treaties used to
fighting and sacrificing? How willing bat of great evi'.s lies in organized ac- be made, and represents a great and
are we to "be ' pioneers as our fathers tivity among those exposed to them? free people. He is the advocate not
were, and to lay out the foundations In all the units Into which the human of a form but of a principle. It mayof new structures which wiii shelter family is aggregated have we not found be that there are voices in this counour children as we are sheltered by the that the strength of concerted action try which quiver with hesitation, and
great temple of freedom which our Is needed to the protection and welfare here and there timorous uncertainty,
fathers built?
but back of him in that cpuncil chamof the country?
"For many years America had deber are the voices of the democracies
1800 and 1900.
voted herself to industrial, aommnrfial.
of the world, of. the men who labor
"We ht-r"
-wever, that there anc
and agricultural development. Compethe women who sacrifice; he
tition was the rule of life among us. are very special reasons why the United ' ]s b °;the
f
V
<^ '-* events the snokesspo
"We were tolerant of descriptions of States cannot safely pledge itself to
concert^faction
with
the
other
nations
man
rl
the
demon,-acy of tlhe world
America which emphasized the pursuit
"The
bold
experiment
of
1776
whereof dollars. It was impossible for those of the world in international concerns;
^ we. undertook to dedicate America
who knew not to be aware of the fal- and tlw reasons most often assigned to
are those which grow out of past his,a sjfetem °f government by popular
lacy of such descriptions, for our prog- ?ory
and certafn words of advice im- rule has now been vindicated. Politic
ress in the last 50 years in remedial
alIv
upon our young republic by the
t democracy has vanquished otherlegislation has been enormous.
But nressed
greatest of the fathers. As to these systems; and with this political liberty
who could have told that at the call of two reasons, it seems fair to observe whlch we have enjoyed there has come
war we would have been able so wonto us in increasing measure a vision
derfully to mobilize the finance of I that in the first place the United States of the possibilities of commercial and
America as to bear easily the vast ex-1 Was immeasurably farther away from economic justice.
penditures of our own preparations and its nearest international neighbor in
"The ethical gains which we have
lend a prince's ransom each day to 1800 than it is from the most remote made in America by agitation and legisand
inaccessible
sister
in
the
family
of
those nations associated with us who
lation are very great, but they are not
_
had borne to exhaustion the burden of nations in 1900.
final. Thene still remain larger possi"It
was
possible
in
the
ysar
1800
for
the great struggle?
wars to be fought in Europe to a finish bilities of advancement.
An Army in a Night.
before their declaration was known inj "The spirit for which I plead, therefore, is that we may all join in the
"In May of 1917 we responded to tt\e America, -but tonight a war declared
request of the French and British and Burope affects the New York stock e^- labor of making America as great in
sent the first division of American exchange before the declaration is act 1 peace as 'she has shown herself to be
troops to the western front. Slowly at ally delivered. Industry, commerce and in war.
"Trenches" in America.
first we added other divisions, - but in agricuiture lri the United States are
"In the', training camps of America
the early part of this year, when the prostrattd or stimulated, as the case
tide of German invasion seemed to may be^ by a mere threat of interna- and France and on the highways leadtbreaten the entire Allied cause, we were tional difficulty in another part of tlw ing to the 'trenches, in the trenches and
ready with trained and equipped divi- worid/ Men whose houses are miles', over the top into No Man's land, swingeions The stream of them across the apart ,.n an open prairie may be mdif- ing regiments of American soldiers
sea was incessant. Our veteran divi- ferent, if they can,Ann it in their hearts, moved almost jauntily, forgetful of
sions at Cantigny and Chateau Thierry t0 a flre wnich breaks out in another peril, devoted, ■ invincible, eaVh man
successfully resisted the German ma- man.s house, but men whose houses knew that he was part of America in
chine and in September an independent ioln one another cannot be indifferent, action, it was a resistless thrill. HindenAmerican army took the San Mihiel ^ matter how cold their emotions to- burg lines crumpled like houses of cards
in the face of that spirit. Surely the
salient, and from then on an American wrd th,}r fer0w men.
tasks of peace also present their Hingeneral with 2,000,000 American solLegislation Against War.
denburg lines. We will find other enIVTonne treT^Tle^ Ta To
Ws know that the wriUen word trenchments to be taken, and No Man's
land will lie before us', seemingly filled
with unfamiliar perils as we try to
march in our peaceful progress to com#,
S^MST W - - rn^u^^mall^meTaVmrno: plete justice in our relations with one
Can we not draw from General Per- mind on the evil of stealing they write another.
"The objects for which we were strivshing"slrrny a measure of our national a law against larceny; when they come
strength'' Have we not like Jason sown to a common mind about the perils ing were not the sacking of cities, put
dragon's'teeth and in a night produced of epidemic they write a lav«.bout ten- the building of new liberties and new
on army' Surely a nation which could itation. Have we not nowj-eacnerl a opportunities, and America's participation in this war will be brilliant in hisdo that is fitted for high undertakings Btate of mind about ,var?
tory not alone because of the exploits
and destined to great achievements.
of
our men at San Mihiel and in, the,
Democracy has been tested and proved
Argonne. When these martial virtue;
as effective as it is wholesome.
have been transmuted into the virtue
afjpeace and our institutions here sho
tlfty are the fi;uits of conquests whic
have won over ourselves in the.ma!
iJA of a finer and higher pwsSl'lilli
irrWthere, after all, will'be the just:
c3.tkm'a%friM^-„atrtength as & people
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Secretary of War Says Peace
Conference Has Difficult
(ideographical and Racial
iroblems to Solve—Fordney
Demands Return of Railroads.
,
Urging that a law of nations be
written which will prevent all future
i warfare, Newton
D. Baker, secretary
ll
l ,ll l l

lot war,-^H!l"B' '1Sart!.r,tUi1.««i«i&l!! l ll (,' 'jr

Ibanquet in the Hotel Statler. About
ifcOO attended, most of them being
If;embers of the Chamber of ComLfeerce. It was the annual meeting of
The chamber and Mr. Baker was chief
! speaker. The other speaker of the
night wa3 Joseph- W. Fordney, repreI sentative in ccngress from Michigan
; for the past 20 years.
Mr. Baker spoke of the unity which
has prevailed in the United States
since war was declared. He referrec
to the boys who have given their lives
for our cause and said they were si
lcntly asking that the law of nation;
be written to end all war. He ha(
praise for the allies. Of the peac<
conference, he said that there woulc
be difficult tasks to settle in geographical and_raoi?l questions. Results at Saint Mihiel and Argonne, he
said, proved the justification of our
strength as a people.
Baker Praises Doughboys.
In conclusion, Mr. Baker said:
"In the training camps of America
and France and on the highways leading to the trenches, in the trenches
and over the top into No Man's Land,
swinging regiments of American soldiers moved almost jauntily, forgetful
of peril, devoted, invincible, each man
knew that he was part of America in
action, that the traditions of a century ,
of freedom ran through the wires of |
history in a direct current from the
founders of this republic into him, that
he was the embodiment of all that
America stood for and believed—it
was resistless thrill.
Hihdenburg
lines crumpled like houses of cards in
the face of that spirit. Surely the
tasks of peace also present their
Hindenburg lines. We will find other
entrenchments to be taken, and No
Man's Land will lie before ns, seemingly filled with unfamiliar perils as
we try to march in our peaceful progress to complete justice in our relations with one another. But the standards of measurement to which I have
referred bid us press forward, and
fear not. The virtues which our people have displayed were not blind
forces, but intelligent forces. The objects for which we were striving were
not the sacking of cities, but the
building of new liberties and new opportunities, and America's participation in this war will be brilliant in
history, not alone because of the exploits of our men at San Mihiel and
in the Argonne. When these martial
virtues have been transmutad into the
virtues of peace and our institutions
ere show that they are the fruits of
onquests which we have won over
urselves in the making of a finer and
igher possibility of living, there after
11 will be the justification of our
trength as a people."

Return of Railroads Dsmanded.
Representative Fordney demanded
the return of the railroads of the
country to the corporations which
originally owned
them.
He was
warmly applauded on that point. He
sketched some of the taxation problems America must face and urged
creation of a merchant marine. He
also announced himself strongly for
a protective tariff.
President Henry D. Miles of the
chamber of commerce reviewed the
work of the chamber during the year
past and pledged the membership of
the organization to assist returned
soldiers.
John McF. Howie, who introduced
Mr. Baker, eulogized the secretary of
war as a hero and champion of the
people, especially in the manner in
which the former mayor of Cleveland
handled the street car situation there.
Mr. McF. Howie said in part:
"It is over 20 years since first I
BUFFALO, N. T., Saturday.—Speaking
began to watch the gentleman who
hers to-night before the Buffalo Chamber
has honored us with his presence
of Commerce, the Secretary of War, Mr.
here tonight, from the beginning of
Newton T), gakwrnV.clarpH it inconceivthat other great war, the greatest
able that the peSBe^^wrference would
civic war in all history, where for j
make the world war an insupportable
nine long bitter years he stood as a
rock for all those things that America
tragedy by failing: to provide for a league
loves. As I carefully noted his ever
of nations or some other arrangement to
growing hold upon the im.iginatioUj
prevent such disasters in the future.
of the citizens of Cleveland I fount?
"We here in America who have worked
that he represented a vital spiritual
and paid," he said; "the fathers and
force in public affairs that grew with
mothers who have given their sons, I
every opportunity for growth and taey
surely have a right to some high assurwere many! I felt then that the time
ances of future peace as a consolation
was surely coming when ho would
be called 'upon to serve his country,
for their sacrifices. One cannot close his
not more usefully, for that would
eyes and think of the peace conference
have been impossible, but called upon
at Versailles without feeling that there
to serve her in a greater sphere of
hover over it the spirits of millions of
usefulness whore he would bring into
dead men demanding that their sacrifices
play those imponderable virtues which
be not in vain; that the statesmen of the
have distinguished him from most
world now secure to mankind the blessevery man in American public life
Jings which they died to obtain."
with whom I have come in contact,
and when he was found at the desk
Mr, Baker said he had no intention
of speaking for the President, whose
of the secretary of war on that eventstatements had been explicit and in whose
ful day when our great president told
hands the case of America was now
the country through congress that
placed.
this world must he made L-afe for
"He stands with head erect," said the
democracy, I shanked God (and I say
Secretary, "in the ancient places of the
this reverently, not pieti3tieallyj_ I
old world where other kinds of treaties
thanked God that our boys were going
used to be made, and represents a great
to be raised and trained to fight with
and free people. He is the advocate not
of a form but of a principle. '
the eternal verities as their watch"It may be that there are voices in this
word, that they would go forth to
country which quiver with hesitation, and
{battle with the most unscrupulous
here and there, timorous uncertainty.
force that was ever let loose, under
But back of him in that council chamber
a man looking after them who beare the. voices of the democracies of the
lieved that what was correct in the
world, of the men who labor and the
women who sacrifice. He is by force of
individual was also right in a natipn,
events
the spokesman of the democracy
that the fouadation of each is charof the world and the compositions of this
acter, and the highest principle of
war will be a new Magna Charta, a new
conduct is duty.
bill of rights to liberate the children of
"And, now, gentlemen, it is to this
the future from the burdens of the
greatest of all American secretaries
, past."
I As to the proposal for a league of naof war that—we are indebted for t.ne
tions, Mr. Baker said it was not such a
truly wonderful, almost magical, manscheme as the Holy Alliance, as suggested
ner in which -.his war was brought toj
by-some of its critics-.
an abrupt end; to him all honor ii
due, the credit is his! he will neithe:
ask your praise or shirk your blamej
W*K 'puoui pio sra mr* r*,,.,
'O^OOJV I
for he as captain of the common goo
l
3
has earned the right to be misunder^-oidsuoo -e pul, joSa'S? " "! ™SB Snon u
o-H unjETAr .LJ0UJ8A00 AUOUIJOI .uw.„ I
stood.
Gentlemen, it gives me th
I
n
greatest pleasure possible to i
Su
M\*Pr"°°
n
s W°N ■aiq.-s
\'-sod
sn
aie.tftnoo
duce to you our secretary
Newton D. Baker:"

VERSAILLES HILL
'El

Secretary of War Says World
Will Not Be Satisfied with
Any Lesser Action.
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Secretary of War Says Peace
Conference Has Difficult
geographical and Racial
f roblems to Solve—Fordney
fcemands Return of Railroads.
/
Urging that a law of nations be
written which will prevent all future
warfare, Newton D. Baker, secretary
[banquet in the Hotel Statler. About
00 attended, most of them being
) embers of the Chamber of Comerce. It was the annual meeting of
he chamber and Mr. Baker was chief
speaker. The other speaker of the
night was Joseph-W. Fordney, representative in ccngress from Michigan
for the past 20 years.
Mr. Baker spoke of the unity which
has prevailed in the United States
since war was declared. He referrec
to the boys who have given their live;
for our cause and said they were si
lontly asking that the law of nations
be written to end all war. He hat
praise for the allies. Of the peac;
conference, he said that there wouh
be difficult tasks to settle in geo
graphical- and- raaip 1 questions. Results at Saint Mihiel and Argonne, he
said, proved the justification of our
strength as a people.
Baker Praises Doughboys.
In conclusion, Mr. Baker said:
"In the training camps of America
and France and on the highways leading to the trenches, in the trenches
and over the top into No Man's Land,
swinging regiments of American soldiers moved almost jauntily, forgetful
of peril, devoted, invincible, each man
knew that he was part of America in
action, that the traditions of a century
of freedom ran through the wires of |
history in a direct current from the
founders of this republic into him, that
he was the embodiment of all that
America stood for and believed—it
was resistless thrill.
Hihdenburg
lines crumpled like houses of cards in
the face of that spirit. Surely the
tasks of peace also present their
Hindenburg lines. We will find other
entrenchments to be taken, and No
Man's Land will lie before ns, seemingly filled with unfamiliar perils as
we try to march in our peaceful progress to complete justice in our relations with one another. But the standards of measurement to which I have
referred bid us press forward, and
fear not. The virtues which our people have displayed were not blind
forces, but intelligent forces. The objects for which we were striving were
not the sacking of cities, but the
building of new liberties and new opportunities, and America's participation in this war will be brilliant in
history, not alone because of the exploits of our men at San Mihiel and
in the Argonne. When these martial
virtues have been transmulad into the
virtues of peace and our institutions
here show that they are the fruits of
(Conquests which we have won over
burselves in the making of a finer and
higher possibility of living, there after
all will be the justification of our
ptrength as a people."

Return of Railroads Dsmanded.
Representative Fordney demanded
the return of the railroads of the
country to the corporations which
originally owned
them.
He was
warmly applauded on that point. He
sketched some of the taxation problems America must face and urged
creation of a merchant marine. He
also announced himself strongly for
a protective tariff.
President Henry D. Miles of the
chamber of commerce reviewed the
work of the chamber during the year
past and pledged the membership of
the organization to assist returned
soldiers.
John McF. Howie, who introduced
Mr. Baker, eulogized the secretary of
war as a hero and champion of the
people, especially in the manner in
which the former mayor of Cleveland
handled the street car situation there. ;
Mr. McF. Howie said in part:
"It is over 20 years since first I
began to watch the gentleman who
has honored us with his presence
here tonight, from the beginning of
that other great war, the greatest
civic war in all history, where for |
nine long bitter years he stood as a
rock for all those things that America
loves. As I carefully noted his ever
growing hold upon 'the imagination
of the citizens of Cleveland I founu'
that he represented a vital spiritual
force in public affairs that grew with
every opportunity for growth and taey
were many! I felt then that the time
was surely coming when ho would
be called upon to serve his country,
not more usefully, for that would
have been impossible, but called upon
to serve her in a greater sphere of
usefulness whore he would bring into
play those imponderable virtues which
have distinguished him from most
every man in American public life
with whom I have come in contact,
and when he was found at the desk
of the secretary of war on that eventful day when our great president told
the country through congress that
this world must be made "afe for
democracy, I -.hanked God (and I say
this reverently, not pietistiealljLL I
thanked God mat our boys were going
to be raised and trained to fight with
the eternal verities as their watchword, that they would go forth to
Rattle with the most unscrupulous
force that was ever let loose, under
a man looking after them who believed that what was correct in the
individual was also right in a, natijja,
that the foundation of each is character, and the highest principle of
conduct is duty.
"And, now, gentlemen, it is to this
greatest of all American secretaries
of war that—we are indebted tor tne
truly wonderful, almost magical, man
ner in which -:his war was brought to;
an abrupt end; to him all honor i
due, the credit is his! he will neithe:
ask your praise or shirk your blame]
for he as captain of the common gooi
has earned the right to be misunder
stood.
Gentlemen, it gives me tin
greatest pleasure possible to i
rluce to you our secretary *1r
Newton D. Baker:"

VERSAILLES WILL
'END WAR MADNESS
M.BAKET
Secretary of War Says World
Will Not Be Satisfied with
Any Lesser Action.

BUFFALO, N. T., Saturday,—Speaking
here to-night before the Buffalo Chamber
of Commerce, the Secretary of War. Mr.
Newton r^ Bjfrkejvdp.plarpd it inconceivable that ttepeSW^wnference would
make the world war an insupportable
tragedy by failing to provide for a league
of nations or some other arrangement to
prevent such disasters in the future.
"We here in America who have worked
and paid," he said; "the fathers and
mothers who have given their sons, I
surely have a right to some high assurances of future peace as a consolation
for their sacrifices. One cannot close his
eyes and think of the peace conference
at Versailles without feeling that there
hover over it the spirits of millions ofj
dead' men demanding that their sacrifices
be not in vain; that the statesmen of the!
world now secure to mankind the bless'ingfl which they died to obtain."
Mr. Baker said he had no intention
of speaking for the President, whose
statements had been explicit and in whose
hands the case of America was now
placed.
"He stands with head erect," said the
Secretary, "in the ancient places of the
oid world where other kinds of treaties
used to be made, and represents a great
and free people. He is the advocate not
of a form but of a principle.
"It may be that there are voices in
country which quiver with hesitation, and
here and there, timorous uncertainty.
But back of him-in that council chamber
are the. voices of the democracies of the
world, of the men who labor and the
women who sacrifice. He is by force of
events the spokesman of the democracy
of the world and the compositions of this
war will be a new Magna f'harta, a new
bill of rights to liberate the children of
the future from the burdens of the
I past,"
i As to ^he proposal for a league of naI tions, Mr. Baker said it was not such a
scheme as the Holy Alliance, as suggested
by some of its critics'.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets of
absolute ministers," he said, "but |s rather
the passionate demand of the man in the
street, the simple and the unsophisticated
who know little of the intrigues and wiles
of statecraft, but who know a very great
deal about the suffering and sacrificing
which war entails.
% The peace conference, Mr. Baker said,
undoubtedly faced intricate and difficult
geographical and racial questions. It
would be conceivably possible, he added,
to make treaties ending this war in the
old way, quieting its present discords and
dealing with each national claim as
though it were individual and of no community interest.
"We have had centuries of league among
nations for the purpose of making vvai
offensive or defensive. Is it too much to
believe that in this enlightened age a
league to prevent war has become impossible?"
It was the spirit of freedom and right
that animated the American army in
France, the War Secretary declared.
"Hindenburg's lines crumpled like houses
of cards in the face of that spirit," he
said, "and after taking the St. Mihiel
salient in September an American general with two million soldiers at his back
drove through the Argonne forest, took
Sedan and so shattered the whole German system of military operations that
surrender more complete than unconditional was accepted by Germany at the
point of the sword when the armistice of
-Vovemher 11 wars signed."
"Although there is much talk of the
United States having to rely upon Great
Britain and France to supply its armies
with heavy artillery," he said, "neverthece American industry did, in fact supply to Great Britain and France practically an equivalent to that made available
[to us from them. American industry was!
[able to meet the demands made upon
[and on the day the armistice was signe
join- army abroad was thoroughly equippei
I with American made rifles and machin
guns, some heavy artillery had be| shipped and the stream of supply of
types of artillery, ammunition and eqi
roent was beginning at a such a rate
would have supplied our own vast fo
entirely from ou own sources with
very few months.
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We have had .centuries of leagues '
[(among nations for the purpose of
making war offensive or defensive. Is
it too much to believe that in this |
enlightened age a league to prevent |
war has become impossible?"
America Siiatterocl Germany.
It was the spirt of freedom and
right that, animated the America,!)
Army in France, the War Secretary declared. "Hindenburg's lines
crumpled like houses of cards ..in the
face of that, spirit," he said, "and after
taking the St. Mihiel salient in SepLeague of Nations Must Prevent tember, an American general with
2,000,000 soldiers at his back drove j
the Argonne forests, took Se- j
Any More Conflicts, Says War through
dan, and so shattered the whole Ger- j
I man' system of military operations;
Secretary.
that surrender more complete than i
unconditional wa.s accepted by Ger- |
Buffalo, N. T., January 4—Speaking many at. the point of the sword when'
here tonight before the Buffalo Cham- the 'armistice of November 11 was I
ber of Commerce. Secr&fePf^tBmmm signed."
Mr. Baker made only one reference j
Baker decmred it inconceivable that
the Peace Conference would make the touching subjects of criticisms of the
War Department recently voiced in
world war an insupportable tragedy the Senate.
by failing to provide for a League of
"Although there is much talk of the
Nations or some other arrangement to United States having to rely upon'
Great Britain and France to supply
prevent such disasters in the future.
"We here in America who have its armies with heavy artillery, he
said, "nevertheless, American industry
worked and paid," he said, "the did, in fact, supply to Croat Britain
fathers and mothers who have given and France practically an equivalent
their sons, surely have a right to some to that made available to us from
them. American industry was able to
high assurances of future peace as a
meet the demand made upon it and on
consolation for their sacrifices. One the day the armistice was signed our
cannot close his eyes and think of the
Army abroad was thoroughly equippef
with American-made rifles and m;
Peace Conference at Versailles without feeling that there hover over it chine guns, some heavy artillery h
shipped and the stream of sui
the spirits of millions of dead men been
ply of all types of artillery, a
demanding that their sacrifices be not munition and equipment was beginnir
in vain, that the statesmen of the at such a rate as would have suppli
our own vast forces entirely *
world now secure to mankind the
own sources within a very
blessings which they died to obtain.'.'
months."
Doesn't Speak for President
Mr. Baker said he had no intention of speaking for the President,
whose statements had been explicit
and in whose hands the case of
America was now placed.
"He stands with head erect," said
the Secretary, "in the ancient places
of the Old World where other kinds of
treaties used to be made, and represents a great and free people. He is
the advocate not of a forum but of a
principle,"
As to the proposal for a League oi'
Nations Mr. Baker said it was not
such a scheme as the holy alliance
I suggested by some of its critics.
• The Peace Conference, Mr. Baker
said, undoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial questions. It would be conceivably possible, he added, '.'to make treaties
ending this war in the old way, quieting its present . discords and dealing
with each national claim as though it.
were individual and of no community-,
interest."
Great Nations Helpless.
"But we had a world organized in I
the old way in 1914," he. continued.
"In the last months of that year the
heady currents of international misunderstanding swirled together, and I
know of no more pathetic picture than
that of the helplessness of the great
and enlightened governments of the
world as their statesmen watched the
stream and realized that no provision
had been made to stem it. Sir Edward. Grey in London exhausted the
arts of traditional diplomacy to gain
a moment for reflection, everybody
saw the horrible magnitude of the
impending disaster, but there was no
organized opinion of the world, there
was no agency through which the
sane restraints of humanity and iustice could operate.
"It is inconveivublo that the people' of the world willed such a war.
It is equally inconceivable that tlie
< peoples of the world would be willing
now to face the possibility of another
such trial without perfecting in advance modes of concerted action
which will restrain the madness of
the moment, and be assurances of just
consideration dispelling- forever 'the
illusion that neither national greatness or national safety essentially de- i
pends upon the ability of a people ■
to destroy life, wealth and property '
without stopping first to test out the I
possibilities of accommodation and I
concord.

AMERICA SMASHED
THE GERMAN ARMY,
BAKER

■
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War Secretary Contends World
Should Have Assurance Conflict Day is Done.

; BAKER TELLS PUBLIC

PRAISES STAND OF WILSON

! WILSON Will SPEAK

America Would Have Supported
Army in a Few Months—Answer to Critics.
By Associated Press.
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 4.—Speaking here
lonight before the Buffalo Chamber of

War Must Be Outlawed and
New World Will Be Built For
Future

dared it inconceivable • that the peace
LIBERTY F0R-ALL
Conference would make the world war
an insupportable tragedy by failing to
Buffalo. N. Y., Jan. 4.—Declaring the j
provide for a League of Nations or some
other arrangement, to prevent such disspirit of millions of dead men hovc:asters . in the future.
"We here in America who have work- | over the Versailles peace session, de- j
manding their sacrifices be not fruit- ,
ed and paid," he said, "the fathers and
mothers who have given their sons, sureless Secretary of War B£li6&Jwre toly have a right to some high assurances
night expressed the view that a league
of future peace as a consolation for their
of nations can be reared to prevent
sacrifices."
■future wars of conquest.
Mr. Baker said he had no intention
He spoke before the Buffalo Chamof speaking for the President, whose
ber of Commerce.
statements had been explicit and in
While'admitting the proposed league
whose hands the case of America was
would, perhaps, not entirely guarantee
now placed.
"He stands with head erect," said the
against wars. Baker declared: "It is
Secretary, in the ancient places of the
at least possible that if we write the
Old World where other kinds of treaties
record of the judgement of this
used to be made, and represents a great
generation, it will have some weight,
and free people. He is the advocate not
with those who are to come after us, |
of a form but of a principle.
that it will be an admonition to the
"It may be that there are voices in this
new world that is in the making, of tha
country which quiver with hesitation,
experience »Jhe old world has had; that
and here and there timorous uncertainty,
it will become a corner stone among
but back of him in that council chamthe civilized peoples that their chilber are the voices of the democracies of
dren will read it in their school books
the world, of the men who labor and
about government, and that gradually
the women who sacrifice; he is by force
it will become & commonplace in the
of events the spokesman of the democracy of the world, and the compositions
hearts of men that the suffering and
of this war will be a new magna charta,
sacrifice and loss of war are things to
a new bill of rights to liberate the chilbe endured only when liberty is at
dren of the future from the burdens of,
stake, and that no man or group of men
the past."
dares invoke such a weapon as war in
"We have had centuries of leagues
any other than a high and consecrated
among nations for the purpose of makcause.
ing war, offensive or defensive. Is it too
Alluding to President Wilson, Baker
much to believe that in this enlightened
continued: "So far as we in America
age a league to prevent war hjas become
are concerned, our cage is in the hands
impossible?"
of our captain. He stands, with head
The war had given America new viserect, in the ancient places of the old
ion of her own strength and power, Mr.
Baker declared.
world, where other kinds of treaties
"We have made a voyage of discovused to be made, and represents a
ery and found unsuspected capacities
great and free people. It may be that
in ourselves," he continued. "Democracy
there are voices in this country which
has been tested and proved as effective
quiver with hesitation, and here and
as it is wholesome. Politically,. dethere, timorous uncertainty, but back
mocracy has vanquished other systems,
of him in that council chamber are the
and with this political liberty there has
voices of democracies of the world, of
come to us in increasing measure a
vision of the possibilities of commercial
the men who labor, and of women who
and economic justice."
sacrifice,. He is by the force of events,
Mr. Baker made only one reference
the spokesman of the democracy of the
touching subjects of criticisms of the
world, and the compositions of this
War Department recently voiced in the
war will be a new magna charta, a new
Senate.
bill of rights, to liberate the children
"Although there is much talk of the
of the future from the burdens of thej,
United States having to rely upon Great
Britain and Prance to supply its armies
past."
with heavy artillery," he jsaid, "nevertheless, American industry did, in fact,
supply to Great Britain and France
practically an equivalent to that made
available to us from them. American
industry was able to meet the demands
made upon it, and on the day the armistice was signed our army abroad was
thoroughly equipped with Americanmade rifles and machine guns, some
heavy artillery had been shipped and
the stream was beginning at such a rate
as would have supplied our own vast
forces entirely from our own sources'
within a very few months."
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Those

Who

Made

Sacrifice

Have Right to Assurance
of Future Peace.
Buffalo, .Ian. A.— Speaking here tonight before the Buffalo Chamber of
Commerce, decretal.I u! '«I'U1 J',Ui!!r
c?ecl?rr>tl it inconceivable^ that
peace conference would mTtke the
world war an insupportable tragedy
by failing to provide for a league of
nations or some other arrangement to
prevent such disasters in the future.
"We here in America who have
worked and paid," he said.
"the
fathers and mothers who have given
| their sons, surely hvc a right to some
high assurances of future peace as a
consolation for their sacrifices."
"One cannot close his eyes and
think of the peace conference at Versailles without fceiing that there
hover over it the spirits of millions of
dead men demanding that their sacrifices be not in vain, that the statesmen of the world now secure to mankind the blessing's which they died to
obtain."
■»
Mr. Baker said lie had no intention
of speaking for the President, whose
statements had been explicit and in
whose hands the case of America was
now p'aced.
"He stands with head erect," said
the Secretary, "in the ancient places
of the old world where other kinds
of treaties used to be made, and represents a great and free people. He
is the advocate not of a form but of a
principle.
"It may he that there are voices
in this country which quiver with
hesitation and here and there, timorous uncertainty, but back of him in
that council chamber are the voices
of the democracies of the world, of
the men who labor and (the women
Who sacrifice; he is by force of events
the spokesman of the democraicy of
the world and the composition of this
war will be a new magna. ohar.ta, a
new bill of rights to, liberate the children of the future from the burdens
of the past."

j
I
I
I
I

j
I

A ljeague of Nations.
As to the proposal for a league of
nations Sir. Baker said it was not such
a scheme as the holy alliance, suggested by some of its critics.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets
of absolute ministers." he said, "but
is rather the passionate demand of the
man in the street, the simple and the
unsophisticated who know little of the
intrigue and wiles of statecraft, but
who know a great deal about the suffeting and sacrifice which war entails.
"For m'y own part. T refuse to be
timid about America's capacitv'to do
new things which are needed in a new
world. I decline to distrust pur purposes 'or to shrink from moving forward because the road seems wider
and higher than roads we have traveled hitherto. T do not know what
form these arrangements can take.
T am not wedded to any particular
method of preserving the peace of
the world. I do not believe that so
great an object can be accomplished
by mereiy adhering to a particular
form, of words or phrases.'

The Peace Conference.
"The peace conference." Mr. Baker
sail, "undoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial questions. It would be conceivably possible, he added to make treaties ending' this war in the old way. quieting
its present discords and dealing with
each national claim as though it were
individual and of no community interest."
"It is inconceivable that the peoples
of the world willed such a war. It is
equally inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing now to
face the possibility of another such
trial without perfecting in advance
modes of concerted action which will
restrain the madness of the movement
and b? assurances of just consideration, dispelling forever the illusion
that, either national
greatness or
national safety essentially depends
upon the ability of a people to dest.roy
life. wealth and property without
j 'stopping first to test out the possibili' ties of accommodtion and concord.
"We have had centuries of leagues
among nations for the purpose of
making war offensive or defensive.
it too much to believe that in this
lightened age a league to prevent
has become impossible?"
The war had given Ant
vision of her own strength and
Mr. Baker declared.

Man's Passionate Demand
"It is not proposed out of cabinets
of absolute ministers," he said, "but
Is rather the passionate demand of
the man in the street, the simple and
the unsophisticated who know little
of the intrigues and wiles of state
craft, but who know a very great
deal about the suffering and sacrifice
which war entails."
The peace conference, Mr. Baker
said, nndoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial questions. It would be conceivably possible, he added, "to make treaties ending this war in the old way, quieting:
its present discords and dealing with
each national claim as though it were
indvidual and of no community interest."
"But we have a world organized
Failure To Provide Nations' in the old way in 1914," he. continued.
"In the last months of that year tbe
League Would Make War heady currents of international misunderstanding swirled together and I
Insupportable Tragedy
know of no more pathetic picture than
that of the helplessness of the great
and enlightened governments of the
world as their statesmen watched the
FATHERS AND MOTHERS
stream and realized that no provision
been made to stem it . . .
DEMAND ASSURANCES had
there was no agency through which
the sane restraints of humanity and
justice could operate.
He Tells Buffalo Audience
New American Vision,
'Tt Is inconceivable that the peoMillions Died For Blessing
ples of the world willed such a war.
It is equally inconceivable that the
Of Universal Peace
peoples of the world would be willing
now to face the possibility of another
such trial without perfecting in adCHILDREN OF FUTURE
vance modes of concerted action
will restrain the madness of
MUST BE LIBERATED which
the moment.
**We have had centuries of leagues
among nations for the purpose of
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 4.—Speaking making war, offensive and defensiveheHtWIWfcglit before the Buffalo Cham- Is it too much to believe that in this
ber of Commerce, Secretary Baker de- enlightened ,age a league to prevent
clared it inconceivable tlrtrTpfcfcj*! con- war had become impossible?"
ference would make the world) war
"The war had given America a new
an insupportable tragedy by failfng to vision of her own strength and
provide for a league of nations or power, Mr. Baker declared.
some other arrangement to prevent
"We have made a voyage of discovsuch disasters in the future.
ery and found unsuspected capacities
"We here in America who have in ourselves," he continued, "democworked and paid," he said, "the racy has been tested and proved as
fathers and mothers who have given effective as it is wholesome.
their sons, surely have a right to
"Tt was the spirit of freedom ani
some high assurance of future peace right that animated the Americar
as a consolation for their sacrifices. I army in France. Hindenbnrg -linei
One can not close his eyes and think crumpled like houses of cards in th«
of the peace conference at Versailles face of that spirit."
without feeling that there are haver\
ing over it the spirit of millions of,
dead men demanding that their sacri- j
fices be not in vain, that the statesmen
of the world now secure to mankind
the blessings which they died to obtain."
Mr. Baker said he had no intention
of speaking for the president, whose
statement had been explicit and in
•whose hajids the cause of America
now was placed.
Advocates Principle
"He stands with head erect," said
the secretary, "in the ancient places
of the old world where other kinds
of treaties use to be made and' represents a great and free people. He
is the advocate not of a form, but of
a principle.
"It may be that there are voices In
this country -which quiver with hesitation and here and there, timorous
uncertainty, but back of him in that
council chamber are the voices of the
democracies of the world, of the men
who labor and the women who sacrifice; he is by force ('if pvents the
spokesman of the democracy of the
world, and the compositions of this
war will be a new Magna Charts, a
new bill of rights to liberate the chi'dren of the future from the burden?
of the past."
As to the proposal for a league of
nations, Mr. Baker said it was not
such a scheme as the holy alliance
suggested by sorrie of its c/iucs.
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"We have made a voyage discovery
and found unsuspected capacities In;
ourselves," he continued. "Democracy
has been tasted and proved as effective
as it is wholesome. Politically, democracy has vanquished other systems, and
with this political liberty there has
come to us in increasing measure a
Ivision of the possibilities of commercial
and economic justice."
It was the spirit of freedom and right
' that animated the American army in
France, the AVar Secretary declared.
"Hindenburg lines crumpled like houses
| Buffalo, New York, January 4.— know a very great deal about the suffer- of cards in the face of that spirit," he
said, and after the taking of the St.
Speaking here to-night before the Buf- ing and sacrifice which wa rentalls.
Mihlel salient in September, "an Amer"I Befuse To Be Timid."
I falo Cjiamber of Commerce, Secretary
"For my own part I refuse to be timid ican General with 2,000,000 American
| of AA'ar Baker declared ifYhconceivable about America's capacity to do new i1 soldiers at his hack, drove through the
Argonne Forest, took Sedan, and so
that the peace conference would make things which are needed in a new world. shattered the whole German system of
i
the world war an insupportable trag- j I decline to distrust our purposes or to military operations that surrender more
shrink from moving forward because the complete than unconditional was acedy by failing- to provide for a league road seems wider and higher than roads cepted by Germany at the point of the
! of nations or some other arrangement we have traveled hitherto. I do not know sword when the armistice of November
11 was signed."
: to prevent such disasters in the future. what form these arrangements can take.
Mr. Baker made only one reference
I am not wedded to any particular method touching subjects of criticisms of the
"We here in America who have
of preserving the peace of the world. I AVar Department recently voiced in the
worked and paid," he said, "the fath- do not believe that so great an object Senate.
Although there is much talk of the
ers and mothers who have given their can be accomplished by merely adhering
"United States having to rely upon Great
to
a
particular
form
of
words
or
phrases."
Britain and France to supply .its armies
sons, surely have a right to some high
The peace, conference, Mr. Baker said, with heavy artillery." he said, "nevertheassurances of future peace as a conso- undoubtedly faced Intricate and diffi- less, American industry did, IB fact, suplation for their sacrifices. One cannot cult geographical and racial Questions. ply to Great Britain and France prac
t ically an equivalent to that made avail.dose his eyes and think of the peace It would be conceivably possible, he able to us from them.
"American industry was able to meet
conference at A'ersailles without feei- added, "to make treaties ending this the demands made upon it, and on the
war in the old way, quieting its pres- day the armistice was signed our army
ng that there hover it the spirits of
ent discords and dealing with each na- abroad was thoroughly equipped with
nillions of dead men demanding that tional claim as though it were indiAmerican-made rifles and machine gui
some heavy artillery has been shippj
;heir sacrifices be not in vain, that the
vidual and of no community interest."
and the stream of supply of all tyi
"But wo had a world organized in of artillery, ammunition and equipmept
statesmen of the world now secure to
was beginning at such a rat«"*5s woT
the old way in 1914," he continued. "In have supplied our own vast forces
nankind the blessings which they died
the
last
months
of
that
year
the
heady
tirely from our own sources within
;o obtain."
very few months."
currents of international misunderMr. Baker said he had no intention of
. ♦ .
standing
swirled
together,
an#
I
know
speaking for the President, whose statements had been explicit and In whose,, of no more pathetic picture than that
of the hopelessness of the great and
hands the case of America was now
enlightened Governments of ]£e world
placed.
as their statesmen watched the stream
"fie stands with head erect," said the
and realized that no provision had
Secretary, "in the ancient places of the
been made to stem it.
. old world, where other kinds of treaties
"Sir Edward Grey, in London, exused to be made, and represents a great
hausted the arts of traditional diploand free people. He is the advocate, not
macy to gain a moment of reflection;
of a form, but of a principle,
everybody saw the horrible magnitude
•it may be that there are voices in this
1
country which quiver with hesitation, and
of the Impending disaster, but there
here and there timorous uncertainty, but
was no organized opinion o fthe world;
back of him in that council chamber are
there was no agency through which the
the voices of the democracies of the
sane restraints of humanity and jusworld, of the men who labor and the
tice cculd operate.
women who sacrifice; he is by,force of
"It is inconceivable that the peoples of
events the spokesman of the democracy
the world willed such a war. It is equally
of the world, and the compositions of this
inconceivable that the peoples of the
war will be a new Magna Charta, a new
world would be willing now to face the
bil! of rights to liberate the children of
possibility of another such trial without |
the future from the burdens of the past."
perfecting in advance modes of concerted
As to the proposal for a league of naaction which will restrain the madness of
tions Mr. Baker said it was not such a
the moment and me assurances of just
scheme as the "holy alliance" suggested
by some of its critics.
consideration dispelling forever the illu"It is not proposed out of Cabinets of
sion that either national gi-eatnau—•»
absolute Ministers," he said, "but is
national safety essentially depends upon
rather the passionate demand of the
the abality of a people to destroy life,
man in the street, the simple and the
wealth and property without stopping
unsophisticated, who know little of the
first to test out the possibilities of acintrigues and wiles of statecraft, but who
commodation and concord.
"We 'have centuries of leagues among
nations for the purpose of making war, ,
orfi-rsive and defensive. Is it too much j
to believe that in this enlightened age a !
league to prevent war has become im- j
possible?"
The AVar had given America a new |
vision of her own strength and powenj
Mr. Baker declared.
•
*~

League of Nations Demanded
By War Victims, Says Baker;
"Disasters Must Be Averted"

CAW PREVENT WAR!
Declares Spirits of Millions of
Dead Men Hover Over Versailles Conference DemandmfSacfifices Be Not Fertile.
Buffalo, j\T. Y., Jan. 4.—Declaring the
spirits of "millions of dead men hover
over the A'ersailles peace conference,
demanding their sacrifices be not fruitless, Secretary of WarJ3aker here tonight expressed the view that a league j
of nations can be reared to prevent fu- |
ture wars of conquest.
He spoke before the Buffalo chamber of commerce.
While admitting the proposed league
would perhaps not entirely guarantee
against wars, Baker declared:
"It is at least possible that if we
wrote the records of the judgment of
this generation, it will have some
weight with those who are to come after us; that it will be an admonition
to the new world that is in the making of the experience the old world has
had; that it will become a cornerstone
in the national policies of the civilized
peoples; that their children will read
It in their school books about government, and that gradually it will become
a common place in the hearts., of men
that the suffering and sacrifice and
loss of war are things to be endured
only when liberty itself is at stake,
and that no man or group of men dares
invoke such a weapon as war in any
other than a high and consecrated
cause."
STANDS WITH HEAD ERECT.
Alluding to President Wilson, Baker
continued:
"So far as we in America are concerned, our case is in the hands of our
captain. He stands with head erect, in
the ancient places of the old world,
where other kinds of treaties used to oe
made, and represents a great and free
people. It may be that there are voices
in this country which quiver with hesitation and here and there timorous
uncertainty, but back of him in that
council chamber are the voices of the
democracies of the world, of the men
who labor and of women who sacrifice. He is by the force of events the
spokesman of the democracy of the
'world and the compositions of this war
will be a new magna' charta, a new
bill of rights to liberate the children of
the future from the burdens of the
past."
4« »
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PERMANENT PEACE
T
Secretary Baker Says Any
Other Is Inconceivable.
SPIRITS OF DEAD DEMAND
league of Nations Characterized as
Passionate

Demand

of

the

Men in the Streets.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Jan. 4.—Speaking
here VanignT"'lbefore the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce, Secretary of War
Baker, declared it inconceivable that
the peace conference would make the
-world war an insupportable tragedy by
failing to provide for a league of nations or some other arrangement to
prevent such disasters in the future.
"We here in America who have
worked and paid." he said, "the fathers
and mothers who have given their
sons, surely have a right to some high
assurances of future peace as a consolation for their sacrifices. One cannot close his eyes and think of the
peace conference at Versailles without feeling that there hover over it
the spirits of millions of dead men
demanding that their sacrifices be not
in vain, that the statesmen of the
world now secure to mankind the
blessings which they died to obtain."
Mr. Baker said he 'had no intention
of speaking for the President, whose
statements had been explicit and in
whose hands the case of America now
was placed.
Tribute Paid President.
"He stands with head erect," said the
Secretary, "in the ancient places of the
old world, where other -kinds of treaties
used to be made, and represents a great
and free people. He is the advocate
not of a form but of a principle.
"It may be that there are voices in
this country which quiver with hesitation and here' aud there timorous uncertainty, but back of him in that council chamber are the voices of the democracies of the world, of the men
who labor and the women who sacrifice. He is by force of events the
spokesman of the democracy of the
world, and the compositions of this
war will be a new Magna Charta, a new
bill of rights to liberate the children
of the future from the burdens of the
past."
•
As to the proposal for a league of
nations, Mr. Baker said it was not
euch a scheme as the holy alliance
suggested by some of its critics.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets of
absolute ministers," he said,, "but is
rather the passionate demand of the
man in the street, the simple and the
unsophisticated who know little of the
Intrigues and wiles of statecraft; but
who know a very great deal about the
suffering and sacrifice which war entails.

Intricate Questions Faced.
"For my own part, I refuse to be
timid about America's capacity to do
new things which are needed in a new
world. I decline to distrust our pur•pose or to shrink from moving forward
because the road seems wider and
higher than roads we have traveled
hitherto. I do not know what form
these arrangements can take. I am not
wedded to any particular method of preserving the peace of the world. I do
not believe that so great an object can
be accomplished by merely adhering to
a particular form of words or phrases."
The peace conference, Mr. Baker said,
undoubtedly faced intricate and difficult geographical and racial questions.
It would be conceivably possible, he
"The peace conference," Mr. Baadded, "to make treaties ending this
ker said, "faced intricate and diffiBUFg^jy^y.
Y..
Jan
24.—Speakwar in the old way, quieting its present discords and dealing with each na- ing here tonight before the Buffalo cult geographical questions. It would
tional claim as though it were indi- Chamber of Commerce, Secretary of be conceiveably possible," he added,
vidual and of no community interest." War Bajj^r declared it inconceivable "to make treaties ending this war
"But we had a world organized in that the p?fcee conference would In the old way, quieting Its present
the old way in 1914," he continued. make the world war an insupport- discords and dealing with each na"In the last months of that year the
heady currents of international mis- able tragedy by failing to provide tional claim as though it were inunderstanding swirled together, and I tor a lea?/ie of nations or some other dividual and of no community interknow of no more pathetic picture than arrangement to. prevent such disas- est.
that of the helplessness of the great ters in the future.
"But we had a world organized in
and enlightened governments of the
"We here in America have worked the old way in 1914," he continued.
world as their statesmen watched the
"In the last months of that year the
stream and realized that no provision and paid," he said.
"The fathers heady
currents of international mishad been made to stem it.
and the mothers have given their understanding swirled together and
Disaster Could Not Be Averted.
sons, surely we have a right to some I know of no more pathetic picture
"Sir Edward Grey in London ex- high assurance of future peace as a
hausted the arts of traditional diplo- consolation for their, sacrifices. One than that of the helplesness of the
macy to gain a moment for reflection;
great and enlightened governments
everybody saw the horrible magnitude cannot close> his eye's and think of of the world as their statemen
of the impending disaster, but there the peace conference at Versailles
was no organized opinion of the world, without feeling that there hover over watched the stream and realized
there was no agency through which it the spirits of the millions of dead that no provisions had been made to
stem it. Sir Edward Grey in Lonthe sane restraints of humanity and
men demanding that their sacrifices don exhausted the arts of traditional
justice could operate.
be
not
in
vain,
ths»t
the
statesmen
of
"It is inconceivable that the peoples
diplomacy to gain a moment for reof the world willed such a war. It is the world now secure to mankind, flection; everyboc'-- saw the horrible
equally inconceivable that the peoples the. blessings "Which they died to obmagnitude of the impending disaster
of the world would be willing now to tain."
but there was no organized opinion
face the possibility of another such
Mr. Baker said he had no intention of the world, there was no agency
trial without protecting in advance
modes of concerted action which will af speaking for the president whose through which the sane restraints of
restrain the madness of the moment statements had been explicit and in
and be assured of just consideration whose hands the case of Amreica no\y. humanity and justice could operate.
It is inconceivable that the peoples of
dispelling forever the illusion that
world willed such a war.
It is
either national greatness or national was placed.
"He stated them with head erect," equally inconceivable that the peosafety essentially depends upon the
ability of a people to destroy life, said the secretary, "in the old world,
wealth and property without stopping where other kinds of treaties used to ples of the world would be willing
first to test out the possibilities of ac- be made 'and represents a great and not to face the possibility of another such trial without perfecting
commodation and concord.
"We have had centuries of leagues [ free people. He is the advocate not in advance modes of concerted actamong nations for the purpose of mak- L of form but of principle.
ion which will restrain the madness
ing war, offensive and defensive. Is it
"It may be that there are voices in
too much to believe that in this en- this country which quiver with hes- of the moment and be assured of justice dispelling forever the illusion
lightened age a league to prevent war
itation and here and there timorous that either nationa greatness or nathas become impossible?"
The war had given America a new uncertainty, but back of him in that ional safety essentially depends upvision of her own strength and power, council chamber are the voices of, on the ability of people to destroy '
Mr. Baker said.
the democracies of the world, the! life, wealth and property without |
Democracy Has Been Tested.
men who labor and the women who,
"We have made a voyage of discov- sacrifice; he is by force of. events" stopping first to test out the possiery and found unsuspected capacities in the spokesman of the democracies bility of accommodation and concord.
"We have had centuries of
ourselves," he continued. "Democracy
has been tested and proved as effective of the world and tiie compositions of league's among nations for the puras it is wholesome. Politically, de- this war will mean a new magna pose of making war, offensive or democracy has vanquished other systems, chavta, a new bill of rights lo liband with this political liberty there has erate the chidren of the future from fensive. It is too much to believe
that in this age a league to precome to us in increasing measures a
vision of the possibilities of commer- the burdens of the past."
vent war has become impossibler
As to the proposal for a league p£
cial and economic justice."
"The war had given America a
"It was the spirit of freedom and nations, Mr. Baker said it was not new visir/i of her own strength and
right that animated the Ar»»
such a scheme as the holy alliance, power," Mr. Baker said.
Army in France," the War Se.
suggested by some of its critics. "B-j
declared.
"The
Hindenburg
is not proposed out qt the cabinetscrumpled like houses of cards
face of that spirit," he said, and
of absolute ministers," he said, "but
the taking of the St. Mihiel sali.
is rather the passionate demand of
September, "an American General
the men in the street, the simple and
2,000,000 American soldiers at his
the unsophisticated who know little
drove through the Argonne forest,
Sedan and so shattered the whole
of the intrigues and wiles of stateman system of military operations
craft; but who know a very great,
surrender more complete than unco
deal about the suffering and sacrifice
tional was accepted by Germany at
which war entails.
point of the sword when the armis
"For my own part I refuse to be
of November 11 was signed."
timid about America's capacity to do
Criticisms Touched Upon.
new things which are needed in a
Mr. Baker made only one referei
new world. 1 decline to distrust our
touching subjects of criticisms of i
purposes or to stop from moving forWar Department recently voiced in t
Senate. "Although there is much ta
ward because the road seems wider
of • the United States having to re
and higher than roads we have travupon Great Britain and France to SUJ
eled. I do not know what form
ply its armies with heavy artillery
these arrangements can take. I am
he said, "nevertheless, American indu.'
not wedded to any particular methtry did, in fact, supply to Great Brit
ain and France practically an equiva
ods of preserving the peace of the
lent to that made available to us frofl
world. I do not believe that so great
them. American industry was able t<
an object can be accepted merely by
meet the demands made upon it, anc
merely adhering to a particular form
on the day the armistice was signec
of words or phrases.
our Army abroad was thoroughly
equipped with American-made rifles
and machine guns, some heavy artillery had bees shipped and the stream
of supplies of all types of artillery, ammunition and equipment was beginning
at such a rate as would have supplied
our own vast forces entirely from our i

INCONCEIVABLE NO PROVISION BE
MADE FOR A LEAGUE OF NATIONS
STATES WAR SECRETARY IN TALK
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS IS DUE
THE PEOPLE, BAKER ASSERTS
I Praises President ayid His Purpose in Peace Conference; Weakly
Defends War Department for Delinquencies
BUFFALO, N. T., Jan. 4.—Speaking
here tonight before the Buffalo chamber of commerce, Secretary of War
^akerdeclared it inconceivable that
th^petSl^WiiiBBMW^MMJjjuld make the
world war an insupportable tragedy by
failing to provide for a league of nations or some other arrangement to
prevent such disasters in the future.
"We here in America who .have
worked and paid," he said, "the fathers
and mothers who have - given their
sonS surely have a right to some high
assurances of future peace as a consolation for their sacrifices. One cannot close his eyes and think of the
peace conference at Versailles without
feeling that there hover over it the
spirits of millions of dead men demanding that their sacrifices be not in
vain; that the statesmen of the world
now secure to mankind the blessings
which they died to obtain."
Mr. Baker said he had no intention of
speaking for the president, whose
statements had been explicit, and in
whose hands the case of America was
now placed.
"He stands with head erect," said
the secretary, "in the ancient places of
the old world, where other kinds of
treaties used to be made, and represents a great and free people. He is the
advocate not of a form, but of a principle."
As to the proposal for a league of nations, Mr. Baker said it was not sticn a
scheme as the holy alliance suggested by
soma of Its critics.
"It 1B not proposed out of cabinets f
absolute ministers," he said, "bu(t is
rather the passionate demand of the man
in the street, the simple and the unsophisticated, who know little of the intrigues and wiles of statecraft; but who
know a very great deal about the suffering and sacrifice which war entails.
"For my own part, I refuse to be timid
about Ametrica's capacity to do new
things which, are needed in a new world.
I decline to distrust our purposes or to
shrink from moving forward because the

road seems wider and higher than roads
we have traveled hitherto. I do not know
what form these arrangements can take.
I am not wedded to any particular method of preserving the peace of the world.
I do not believe that so great an abject
can be accomplished by merely adhering
to a particular form of words or
phrases."
'But we had a world organized in the
o;d way in 1914,'' he continued. "In the
last months of that year the heady currents of international misunderstanding
swirled together and I know of no more
pathetic picture' than that of the helplessness of the great and enlightened governments of the world as their statesmen watched the stream and realized
tl at no provision had been made to stem
.it. Sir Edward Grey, in London, exhausted the arts of traditional diplomacy
to gain a moment for reflection; everybody sa.w the horrible magnitude of the
impending disaster,, but there was no
organized opinion of the world, there was
no agency thru which the sane restraints
of humanity and justice could operate.
"We have had centuries of leagues
among nations for the purpose of making
war, offensive or defensive.
Is it too
much to believe that in this enlightened
age a league, to prevent war has become
impossible?"
Mr. Baker made only one reference
touching subjects of criticisms of the War
department recently voiced in the senate.
"Altho there Is much talk of the United
States having to rely upon Great Britain
and France to supply its armies with)
hea\'y artillery,".- he said, "nevertheless/
American Industry, did, in fact, supply to
Great Britain and France practically an
equivalent to, that made available to us
from them.. American industry was able
to meet the demands made upon it,
on the day the armistice was sighed
army abroad was thoroly equipped
American-made rifles and machine g
some heavy artillery had been shi'pped
the stream of supply of all types of a
lery, ammunition and equipment was
ginning at such a rate as would have
plled-,our own vast'forces entirely fFom
| our own sources within a few months."

L
Is Right of Parents Who Have
Sacrificed Sons in War,
Secretary Says. ;
BUFFALO, Jan. 4.—Speaking here
tonight before the Chamber of Commerce, Naatfflnp. Baker, Secretary
of War, declared TF"rnWlWSPW*iii
that the Peace Conference would
make the world war an insupportable tragedy by failing to provide
for a League of Nations or some
other arrangement to prevent such
disasters in the near future.
"We here in America who have
worked and paid," he said, "the
fathers and mothers who have given
their sons, surely have a right to
some high assurances of future
peace as a consolation for their sacrifices. One cannot close his eyes'
and think of the Peace Conference
at Versailles without" feeling that
there hover over it tne spirits of
millions of dead men demanding
that their sacrifices be not in vain,
that the statesmen of the world now
secure to mankind the blessings
which they died to obtain."
"WORLIt BACKS WTLSO.W*
Mr. Baker said he had no intention of speaking for the President,
whose statements had been explicit
and in whose hands the case of
America was now placed.
"He stands with head erect in
the ancient places of the old world
where other kinds of treaties used
to be made," said the secretary,
"and represents a great and free
people. He is the advocate not of
a form, but of a principle.
"It might be said that there are
voices in this country which quiver
with hesitation and here and there,
timorous uncertainty, b.ui hack nf
him in that council chamber are j
the voices of th5* democracies of the
world, of the men who labor and the
women who sacrifice; he. is by force"
of events the spokesman of the democracy of- the world, and the
compositions of this war will be a '
new Magna Charta, a new Bill of
Rights to liberate the children of
the future from the burdens of the
past."
"DEMAND OF COMMON MEN."
As to the proposal for a League of
Nations, Mr. Baker said it was not
such a scheme as the Holy Alliance
suggested by some of its critics.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets
of absolute ministers," he said, "but ,
is rather the passionat) c.emand of'
the man in the street, the simple and
the unsophisticated who knows little '
of the intrigues and wiles "of statecraft; but who know a very great
deal about the suffering and sacrifice which war entails.
"For my own part, I refuse to be
timid about America's capacity to do
new things "which are needed in the
world. I decline to distrust our purposes or to shrink from moving
forward because the road seems
wider and higher than roads we
have traveled hitherto. I do not
know what form these arrangements
can take. I am not wedded to any
particular method of preserving the
peace of the world. I do not believe that so great an object .can be
accomplished by merely adhering to
a partlcuar form of words or phrases."
"BIG PROBLEMS FACED."
The Peace Conference, Mr. Baker
said, undoubtedly faced intricate and
difficult geographical and racial
questions. It would be conceivably
possible, he added, "to make treaties
ending this war in the old way,

J.LI

and

"Bu:
orld organized
in the <:■;■; way in 1914," he contin"In the last months of that
he heady ourrejits of international misunderstandings swirled
h< :', and I know of
pathetic picture than t:;
helplessness of the great and enlightened governments of
as their statesmen watched the'
stream and realized that no •
Sion had been made to stem i;.
"Sir Edward Grey in London exhausted the arts of traditional diplomacy to gain a moment for reflection; everybody saw the horrible
magnitude of the impending disaster, I
was no organized
opinion of the world, there was no |
y through which the sane restraints of humanity *and i
could operate.
"PEOPLE NOT TO BLAME."
"It is inconceivable that tho peoples of the world willed such a- war.
It is equally inconceivable that the
peoples of the world would be willing now to face the possibility of
another such trial without perfecting in advance modes of concerted
action which will restrain the madness of the moment and be assurances of just consideration dispelling
forever the illusion that either national greatness or national safety
essentially depends upon the ability
of a people to destroy life, wealth
and property without stopping first
to test out the possibilities of accommodation and concord.
"We
have had centuries of
leagues for the purpose of making
war, offensive or defensive. Is it too
much to believe that in this enlightened age a league to prevent
war has become impossible?"
"GIVES V. S. NEW VISION."
The war had given America a
new vision of her own strength and
power, Mr. Baker declared.
"We have made a voyage of discovery and found unsuspected capacities in ourselves," he continued.
"Democracy has been tested and
proved as effective as it is wholesome.
Politically, democracy has
vanquished other systems, and with
this political liberty there has come
to us in increasing measure a
vision of the possibilities of commercial and economic justice."
It was the spirit of freedom and
right that animated the American
Army in France, the secretary declared.
"Hindenburg lines crumpled like houses of cards in the face
of that spirit," he said, and after
the talcing of the St. Mihiel salient
in September, "an American general with two million American soldiers at his back, drove through the
Argonne forest, took Sedan, and so
shattered the whole German system
of military operations that surrender more complete than unconditional was accepted by Germany at
the point of the sword when the
armistice of Nov. 11 was signed."
ANSWERS CRITICISM.
Mr. Baker made only one reference touching subjects of criticisms of the War Department recently voiced in the Senate.
"Although there is much talk of
the United States having to rely
upon Great Britain and France to
supply its armies with heavy artillery," he said, "nevertheless American industry did, In fact, supply to
Great Britain and France practically an equivalent to that rviSds
available to us from them. American industry was able to meet the
demands made upon it, and on the
day the armistice was signed our
Army
abroad
was
thoroughly
equipped with American-made rifles
and machine guns, some, heavy artillery had been shipped and the
stream of supply of all types of
artillery, ammunition and equipment was beginning at such a rate
as would have supplied our own
vast forces entirely from our own
sources within a very few months."
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS
INDORSED BY BAKER
Washing ^n Did X'ot Mean for
Us to Become Hermit
Nation, He Says.
AR TRIUMPHS BEC1TED
S. Achievements on Field
arid in Industrial Lines
Shown.
Special Despatch to THE SUN.
Jan. 4.—Strong advocacy of
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be In the President's mind,
here

to-night

when

was made
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spoke before the Chamber of Commerce.
Secretary Baker said he had no intention
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of speaking for President Wilson, because the President had spoken for himself. He did back the President's ideas
absolutely.
And then he proceeded to
advance arguments, one of the main
contentions being that Washington's
Farewell Address contains no admonitions against a world pact such as Is
desired.
The early part of the Secretary's
rather long speech was devoted to a review of America's preparation for war
and participation in war.
He spoke of
the national unity that had been developed, of how the true spirit of the
country had 'been aroused and fused in
tremendous purpose.
lie mentioned the
magnitude of the industrial problems
that had to be solved, and in this connection said:
"There is much talk of the United
States having had to rely upon Great
Britain and Franco to supply its armies
with
heavy
artillery;
nevertheless,
American industry did, in fact, supply t»
Great Britain and France practically
an equivalent to that made available to
us from them.
Americn industry was
able to meet the demands made upon it.
and on the day the armistice was signed
our
army
abroad
was
thoroughly
equipped with American made rifles a.nd
machine guns, some heavy axtillery had
been shipped, and the stream of supplies
in all types of artillery, ammunition and
equipment was beginning at suoh a rate
as would have supplied our own vast
forces
entirely within
a
very
few
months.
"Some idea of the vastness of these
undertakings can be got from the
fact that from the beginning of the
war the Congress appropriated for the
War Department the great sum of
twenty-four billion dollars. Of this approximately half was either spent or
committed.
You business men
will
realize how strong the country is which
can appropriate such a sum and in the
space of twenty months perfect the
industrial
organization
necessary
to
start a steady stream of production
which, with rising volume, was at the
point of becoming adequate to completely
equip and maintain an army of 5,000,000
men."
The Secretary reviewed the military
operations briefly, saying, "In May,
17, wo responded to the requests of
French and British and sent the
t" division of American troops to
date cur flag with the flaflgs of
rcVfree 'peoples on the Western front,
lo^ly at first, we added other divi:, but in the early part of the year.
h it seemed that the tide of German
Invasion threatened the entire allied
cause, we were ready with trained and
equipped divisions. - The stream of "them
across the. sea was Incessant.

"Our veteran divisions at Cantigny
and Chateau Thierry successfully resisted the German machine, and in September an independent American army
took the .St. Mihiel salient, and from
then on an American General, with
3,000,000 men at his back, drove through
the Argonne Forest, took Sedan and so
shattered the whole German system of
military operations that surrender more
complete than unconditiona.1 was accepted by Germany at the point of the
sword when the armistice of November
11 was signed.
"I am not assessing the strength of
Great Britain or France or Italy.
No
one is more aware than I of the stouthearted valor of their soldiers and no
one admires more than I the sacrifices
their armies and peoples endured; no
one. more cheerfully concedes that they I
bore through three long years the almost insupportable burden, and when I
'speak of America's achievements it is in
praise alike of the things we have done
and the things they have done. But can
we not draw from Gen. Pershing'a army
a measure of our national strength? We
have made a voyage of discovery and
found unsuspected capacities In ourselves. Democracy has been tested and
proved to bo as effective as it is wholesome." .
Turning to the proposed league of nations," Secretary Baker paid that it was
inconceivable, that the peoples of the
world are willing' to face another such
situation as that w<hich just preceded the
Something must be done to delay
east such dreadful explosions.
He
ieved that the enlightenment of this
would make a peace league success'-'
'We hear it said," he went on, "that
ere are very special reasons why the
|iited States cannot, safely pledge "itself
concerted action with the other natflms of the world in international concerns
and the reasons most often assigned are
. iiicrh grow out of past history and
certain words of advice impressed upon
our young republic by the greatest of the
fathers.
As to those (two reasons, it
fair to observe that in the first
place the United States was immeasurably farther away from its nearest Interrational neighbor In 1S00 than it is from
its most remote and inaccessable sister in
1919.
Our isolation no longer exists.
Whether we like it or not, we have the
liberties and responsibilities of a great
people among the other peoples of the
earth and wo cannot escape the consequences of this fact by closing our eyes
to tbe change which has taken place in
a hundred years.
"Washington's admonition to us: was
not. that we should be a hermit nation,
erecting; insuperable barriers to intercourse between us and others, living in j
timid distrust of our own powers and
fearful of our own impulses.
He. did
caution our infant republic against entangling alliances, and the language of
his farewell address makes it entirely
clear that he had in mind alliances with
states which had 'primary interests
Which to us have no very remote rela.tion,' such as would engage them 'in
frequent controversies the causes of
which, are essentially foreign to our concerns.' "
^Secretary Ba,ker spoke of the effective
sympathy
between
France
and
the
United States on the one liand, and Great
Britain and the United States on the
other hand which has meant incalculable
blessing for the world, preserving them
from hostility against eiach other and
making them leaders in (the courses of
that advance of civilization which is
the mark of the modern world.
He thought it was time for the world
to write a. new law against war and not
to pay so much attention to the old, outworn laws that had not proved successful
in great crises. It wasn't a just analogy
to say that the Holy Alliance had failed
because the peoples of Europe had no
part in the Holy Alliance, the system being the design of selfish princes.
He
believed that a league of peoples against
war would work.
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BAKER SAYS PEOPLE
WANT PEACE LEAGUE
Terms Wilson Spokesman of
World's Democracies Seeking

a New Magna Charta.
ADMONITIONOFWASHINGTON
Did Advise Against Entangling Alliances, but Even Then Had Made
a Treaty with France.

BUFFALO, N. T., Jan. 4.-Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, speaking before the Chamber of Commerce here tonight, advocated a League of Nations to
prevent future wars and summoned
America to grapple with problems by
the solution of which she would be " as
great in peace as she has shown herself to be in war."
" America's story of the last twenty
months," he said, " has been one of
spectacular achievement. We ourselves
have been surprised at the readiness and
availability of our aggregated strength,
and our European associates in this war
confess themselves amazed at the speed
with which we have been able to mobllize our financial, industrial, and manpower resources, as they are at the fine
idealism which has inspired our efforts,
and the alert receptivity of our young
men in acquiring the discipline and skill
required by the highly specialized developments of modern warfare.
" Before our entrance into the war the
industrial resources of the United Statas
were largely occupied in the production
of war materials, so that when our own
m-eds came to be supplied it was necessary to take on an added burden, to
create now facilities, and to make fresh
drafts upon the raw material and labor
of the country without disturbing the
arrangements upon which Great Britain
and France had come to depend, and it
was one of the Interesting commentaries
upon the entire situation to be able to
observe that although there is much talk
of the United States having to rely upon
Great Britain and France to supply its
armies with heavy artillery, nevertheless. American industry did. in fact, supply to Great Britain and France practically an equivalent to that made available to us from them.
" But In spite of the difficulties presented by the whole problem, American
industry was able to meet the demands
made upon it, and on the day the arm- '
istjee was signed our army abroad was i
thoroughly equipped
with
Americanmade rifles anil machine guns, some
heavy artillery had been shipped, and
the stream of supply in all types of ar-'
tillery, ammunition, a.nd equipment was
beginning at such a rate as would have
supplied our own vast forces entirely
from our own sources within a very few
months."
After speaking of the way in which
the American Army was established
abroad, Mr. Baker w-mt on :
" Our veteran divisions at Cantigny
and Chateau-Thierry successfully resisted the German machine, and in September an independent American Army
too., the St. Mlhlrl salient, and from
then on an American General, with
2,000,000 American soldiers at his back,
drove through the Argonne Forest, took
Sedan, and so shattered the whole German system of military operations that
surrender more complete than unconditional was accepted by Germany at the
point of the sword when the armistice
of Nov. 11 was signed.
" I am not now assessing the strength
of Great Britain or France or Italy. No
one is more aware than I of the stouthearted valor of their soldiers, no one
admires more than I the sacrifices their
armies and peoples endured, no one
more cheerfully concedes that they bore
through tnree long years the almost insupportable burden, and when I speak
of America's achievement it is in praise
alike of the things we have done and the
things they have done.
" Democracy
has
been
tested and
proved as effective as it is wholesome.
With these standards may we not, therefore, inquire briefly as to our future
tasks?
And first among them I want
to refer to the nature of the peace
which ought to crown the war. That it
may be quite clearly understood, let me
say that I have no intention of undertaking to speak for the President, for
the very simple reason that he seems to
me to have spoken for himself with completeness on this whole subject.. His ad-

dress and to the»
country have throughout the war stated!
the ideals and purposes of America, and'
1 am not vain enough to imagine that I
can add anything to statements so explicit, but for myself 1 will be permitted
to express the belief that this war would
be an Insupportable tragedy if it does
not end in arrangements designed to
avert similar disasters in the future.
Undoubtedly, the Peace Conference
will have intricate and difficult
graphical and racial questions to decide.
Undoubtedly, there will be the hi
am' aspirations of peoples to be free,
and it would conceivably be possible to
make treaties ending this war in the
eld way, quieting Its present discords
and dealing with each national claim
as though it were individual, and of
no community interest; but we had a
world organized in the old way in 1014.
In the last months of that year the
heady currents of International misunderstanding swirled together, and I
know of no more pathetic picture than
tiu* helplessness of the great and enlightened Governments of the world as I
their statesmen watched that stream
and re.ill7.ed that no provision had be
made to stem it.
it is inconceivable that the peoples
of the world willed such a war.
It is
equally Inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing now to
face the possibility of another such
trial
without perfecting in
advance
modes of concerted action which will
restrain the madness of the moment. ,
ajiu he assurance of just consideration
diapelling
forever
the
illusion
that
cither national greatness or national
safety essentially depends upon
the
ability of a people to destroy life and
wealth without stopping first to test out
the possibilities of accommodation and
concord.
Is It too much to believe that
In this enlightened age a league to prevent war has become possible'.'
" We hear it said that there are very
I special reasons why the United States
cannot safely pledge itself to concerted
action with the other nations of the
world in international concerns, and the
reasons most often assigned are those
which grow out of past history and e
tain woros of advice impressed upon our
young Republic by the greatest of the
fathers.
As to thtwse two reasons, it
seems fair to observe that in the first
place the United States was immeasur- j
ably further away from its nearest In- i
ternational neighbor In 1800 than it Is !
from Its most remote and inaccessible
sister in the family of nations In 100(1.
The isolation In which we once lived has
been- destroyed by application of science
to industry. Whether we like to or not,
therefore, we have the liberties and responsibilities of a great people among
the other peoples of the earth, and we
cannot escape the consequences of this
fact by closing our eyes to the change
which has taken place In a hundred
years.
" Washington's admonition to us was
not that '.ve should be a hermit nation,
erecting Insuperable barriers to intercourse between us and others, living in
timid distrust of our own powers and
fearful of our own impulses.
He did
caution our infant Republic against *entangUng foreign alliances, and- the Ian-
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"Our veteran divisions at Cantigny
and Chateau Thierry successfully resisted the German machine, and in September an independent American army
took the St. Mihiel salient, and from
then on an. American General, with
3,000,000 men at his back, drove through
the Argonne Forest, took Sedan and so
shattered the whole German system of
military operations that surrender more
Washing n\\ Bid Not Mean for complete
than., unconditional was accepted by Germany at the point of the
Us to Become Hermit
sword when the armistice of November
11 was signed.
Nation, He Says.
"I am not assessing the strength of
Great Britain or France or Italy. No
one is more aw"are than I of the" stoutvalor of their soldiers and no
AK. TBIUMPHS BECITED hearted
one admires more than I the sacrifices
their armies and peoples endured; no
one more cheerfully concedes that they
U. S. Achievements on Field bore through three long vears the ajrrrost insupportable burden, and when I
'speak of America's achievements it is in
and in Industrial Lines
praise alike of the things we have done
and the things they have done. But can
Shown.
ij we not draw from Gen. Pershing's army
a measure of our national strength? We
have made a voyage of discovery and
Special Despatch to THE SEN.
found unsuspected capacities in ourUFFALO, Jan. 4.—Strong advocacy of selves. Democracy has been tested and
ITleague of nations, such us appears to proved to be as effective as it is wholebe in the President's mind, was made some."
Turning to the proposed league of nahere to-night -when Secretary Baker tions; Secretary Baker said that it was
spoke before the Chanibertn^oTmnTrce? inconceivable that the peoples of the
Secretary Baker said he had no intention world are willing to face another such
situation as that Which just preceded th
oi speaking for President Wilson, ber, Something must be done to delay
cause the President had spoken for himleast such dreadful explosions. He
self. He did back the President's ideas
ieved that, the enlightenment of this
absolutely. And then he proceeded to age would make Q peace league successadvance arguments, one of the main
contentions, being that Washington's
We hear it. said," he went on, "that
Farewell Address contains no admoni•e are very special reasons why the
tions against a world pact such as is
lited States cannot, safely pledge "itself
desired.
concerted action with the other na
The early part of the Secretary's
■na of the world in international concerns
' rather long speech -was devoted to a re- and the -.•capons most often assigned are
view of America's preparation for war those which grow out of past history and
and participation in war. He spoke of certain words of advice impressed upon
j the national unity that had been de- : our young republic by the greatest of the
veloped, of how the true spirit of the ; fathers. As to those two reasons, it
country had 'been aroused and fused in ■ seems fair to observe that in the first
tremendous purpose. He mentioned the place the United States was immeasurmagnitude o£ the industrial problems i ably farther away from its nearest lnterthat had to be solved, and in this con- r.ational neighbor in 1800 than it is from
its most remote and inaccessable sister in
nection said:
"There is much talk of the United 1919. Our isolation no longer exists.
States having had to rely upon Great Whether we like it or not, we have the
Britain and France to supply its armies liberties and responsibilities of a great
with heavy artillery; nevertheless, people among the other peoples of the
American industry did, in fact, supply t# earth and we cannot esoape the conseGreat Britain and France practica-lly quences of this fact by closing our eyes
an equivalent to that made available to to tne change which has taken place in
us from them. Americn industry was a hundred'years.
"Washington's admonition to us was
able to meet the demands made upon it,
and on the day the armistice was signed not. that we should be a hermit nation,
our army abroad was thoroughly erecting; insuperable barriers to interequipped with American made rifles and course between us and others, living in j
machine guns, some heavy artillery had timid distrust of our own powers and
been shipped, and the stream of supplies fearful of our own impulses. He did
in all types of artillery, ammunition and caution our infant - republic against enequipment was beginning at suoh a rate tangling alliances, and the language of
as would have supplied our own vast his farewell address makes it entirely
forces entirely within a very few clear that he had in mind alliances with
states which had "primary interests
months.
to us have no very remote rela"Some idea, of the vastness of these which
tion,' such as would engage them 'In
undertakings can be got from the frequent
the causes of
fact that from the beginning of the which are controversies
war the Congress appropriated for the cerns.' " essentially foreign to our conWar Department the 'great sum of ^Secretary Ba.ker spoke of the effective
twenty-four billion dollars. Of this ap- msympathy between France and the
proximately half was either spent or United States on the one hand, and Great
committed.
You business men will Britain and the United States on: the
realize how strong the country is which other
hand which has meant incalculable
can appropriate such a sum and in the blessing
for the world, preserving them
space of twenty months perfect the from hostility
against etch other and
industrial organization necessary to making them leaders
in (the courses of
start a steady stream of production that advance of civilization
which, with rising volume, was at the j the mark of the modern world. which is
point of becoming adequate to completely
thought it was time for the world
equip and maintain an army of 5,000,000 to He
write a. new law against war and not
men."
to
pay
so much attention to the old, outThe Secretary reviewed the military
laws that had not proved successful
operations briefly, saying, "In May, worn
crises. It wasn't a just analogy
17, we responded to the requests of in great
say that the Holy Alliance had failed
e; French and British and sent the to
because
the peoples of Europe had no
st division of American troops to part in the
Holy Alliance, the system beelate our flag with the flaflgs of ing the design
of selfish princes. He
lcYfree peoples on the Western front, believed that, a league
of peoples against
lotfly at first, we added other divi- war would work.
but in the early part of the year,
"I plead that we all join in making
n it seemed that the tide of German America as great in peace as she was in
Invasion threatened the entire allied war," the Secretary concluded.
"No
cause, we were ready with trained and doubt i,t frill toe difficult to put into the
equipped divisions. The stream of "them tasks of peace the visible enthusiasm
across the. sea was incessant.
which the concentrated energies of war
brought about, and yet great forces
change their form but do not lose -their
strength. The objects for which we were
striving were not the sacking of cities
but the building of new liberties and
when these martial vitues have 'been
transmuted into the virtues of peace and
our institutions here show that they
the fruits of conquests which we hawon over ourselves in the making of
finer and higher possibility of livt
there, after all, will be the justiflcatj
of our strength aa a people."

INDORSED BY BAKER]

BAKER SAYS PEOPLE
WANT PEACELEAGUE
Term? Wilson Spokesman of
World's Democracies Seeking

a New Magna Charta.
ADMONITION OF WASHINGTON
Did Advise Against Entangling Alliances, but Even Then Had Made
a Treaty with France.
BUFFALO, N. Y.. Jan. 4.-Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, speaking before the Chamber of Commerce here tonight, advocated a League of Nations to
prevent future wars and summoned
America to grapple with problems by
the solution of which she would be " as
great In peace as she has shown herself to be in war."
" Americas story of the last twenty
months, he said, " has been one of
spectacular achievement. We ourselves
have been surprised at the readiness and
availability of our aggregated strength
and our European associates in this war
confess themselves amazed at the speed
with which we have been able to mobilize our financial, industrial, and manpower resources, as they are at the fine
idealism which has inspired our efforts,
and the alert receptivity of our young
men in acquiring the discipline and skill
required by the highly specialized developments of modern warfare.
"Before our entrance into the war the
industrial resources of the United States
were largely occupied in the production
of war materials, so that when our own
needs came to be supplied It was necessary to take on an added burden, to
create new facilities, and to make fresh
drafts upon the raw material and labor
of the country without disturbing the
arrangements upon which Great Britain
and France had come to depend, and it
was one of the interesting commentaries
Upon the entire situation to be able to
observe that although there is much talk
of the United States having to rely upon
Great Britain and France to supply its
armies with heavy artillery, nevertheless, American industry, did. in fact, supply to Great Britain and France practically an equivalent to that made available to us from them.
" But In spite of the difficulties presented by the whole problem, American
industry was able to meet the demands I
made upon it, and on the day the arm- I
istjce was signed our army abroad was i
thoroughly equipped with Americanmade rifles and machine guns, some
heavy artillery had been shipped, and
the stream of supply in all types of ar-'
tlllery, ammunition, and equipment was
beginning at such a rate as would have
supplied our own vast forces entirely
from our own sources within a very few
months."
After speaking of the way in which
the American Army was established
abroad, Mr. Baker went on :
" Our veteran divisions at Cantigny
and Chateau-Thierry successfully resisted the German machine, and in September an independent American Army
toon the St. Mihiel salient, and from
then on an' American General, with
2,000,000 American soldiers at his back,
drove through the Argonne Forest, took
Sedan, and so shattered the whole German system oi' military operations that
surrender more complete than unconditional was accepted by Germany at tile
point of the sword when the armistice
of Nov. 11 was signed.
" I am not now assessing the strength
of Great Britain or France or Italy. No
one is more aware than I of the stouthearted valor of their soldiers, no one
admires more than I the sacrifices their
armies and peoples- endured, no one
more cheerfully concedes that they, bore
through tnree long years the almost insupportable burden, and when I speak
of America's achievement it is in praise
alike of the things we have done and the
things they have done.
" Democracy has been tested arid
proved as effective as it is wholesome.
With these standards may we not, therefore, inquire briefly as to our future
tasks? And first among them I want
to refer to the nature of the peace
which ought to crown the war. That It
may be quite clearly understood, let me
say that I have no intention of Undertaking to speak for the President, for
the very simple reason that he seems to
me to have spoken for himself with completeness on this whole subject.. His ad-

to the Congress and to the*
country have throughout th* war stated!
the ideals and purposes of America, and'
1 am not vain enough to imagine that I
can add anything to statements so explicit, but for myself I will be permitted
to express the belief that this war would
be an insupportable tragedy if it does
not end in arrangements 'designed to
avert similar disasters In the future.
"Undoubtedly, the Peace Conference
will have Intricate and difficult
graphical and racial questions to decide
Undoubtedly, there will be the hopes
and aspirations of peoples to bo free,
and It would conceivably be possible to
make treaties ending this war in the
old way. quieting its present discords
ttfid dealing with each national claim
as though it were individual, and of
no community interest: but we had a
world organized in the old way in 1SI14.
In the last months of that year the
heady currents of international misunderstanding swirled together, and T
know of no more pathetic picture than
the helplessness of the great and enlightened Governments of the world as i
their statesmen watched that stream
and realized that no provision had been |
made to stem it.
It is inconceivable that the peoples
of the world willed such a war" It Is
equally Inconceivable that the peoples
of the world would be willing now to
face the possibility of another such
trial without perfecting in advance
modes of concerted action which will
retrain the madness of the moment,
ana be assurance of just consideration •
dispelling forever the illusion that
either national greatness or national
safety essentially depends upon the
ability of a people to destroy life and
wealth without stopping first to test out
the possibilities of accommodation and
concord. Is it too much to believe that
In this enlightened age a league to prevent war has become possible?
" We hear It said that there arc very
special reasons why the United States
cannot safely pledge itself to concerted
action with the other nations of the
world in international concerns, and tlie
reasons most often assigned are those
Which grow out of past history and certain words of advice impressed upon our
young Republic by the greatest of the
fa tilers. As to th'»se two reasons, It
seems fair to observe that in the first
place the United States was immeasurably further away from its nearest international neighbor in 1800 than it Is
from Its most remote and inaccessible
sister in the family of nations in 1900.
The isolation in which we once lived has
been- destroyed by application of science
to industry. Whether we like to or not,
therefore, we have the liberties and responsibilities of a great people among
the other peoples of the earth, and we
cannot escape the consequences of this
fact by closing our eyes to the change
which has taken place In a hundred
years.
'
" Washington's admonition to us was
not that we sho'Jld be a. hermit nation.
erecting insuperable barriers to intercourse between us and others, living- in
timid distrust of our own powers and
fearful of our own impulses. He did
caution our Infant Republic against entangling foreign alliances, and- the language of his farewell address makes it
entirely clear that he had in mind alliances with States which had ' primaryinterests which to' us have no or very
remote relation,' such as would engage
them ' in frequent controversies the
causes of which are essentially foreign
to our concerns.'
These things he
thought ' our detached and distant situation invited and enabled us to avoid,'
and it was for this reason that he
warned us to abstain from entangling
our peace and prosperity In the toils of
' European ambition, rivalship, interest,
humor, or caprice,' and yet at the verytime when Washington was speaking
the United States had been established
by the making of alliances with a European power. Our Ministers and representatives abroad had made, as the first
treaty signed by the United States, a
treaty of alliance with France."
Referring to the» League of Nations,
the Secretary continued :
" There are those who say ' but this
will not prevent war; when natipnal passions are aroused treaties are
forgotten and self-imposed restraints
broken over.' This may be true, but it
is at least possible that if we write the
record of the judgment of this generation it will have some weight with those
who are to come after us; that it will
be an admonition to the new world that
Is in the making of the experience tire
old world has had; that it will become
a cornerstone in the national policies of
the civilized peoples; that their children
will read it in their school books a.bout
government, and tha,t gradually it will
become a commonplace in the hearts of
men that the suffering and sacrifice and
loss of war are things to be endured
only when liberty Itself is at stake, and
that ho man or group of men dares Invoke such a weapon as war In any other
than a high and consecrated cause. .
" This league of civilized peoples is nOt
proposed out of the Cabinets of absolute
Ministers, but is rather the passionate
demand of the man in the street, the
simple and the unsophisticated who
know very little of the Intrigues
and wiles of statecrtf, but know
a very great deal about the suffering and sacrifice which war entails. For my own part, I refuse to_
be timid about America's capacity to do"
the new' things which are needed in a.
new world. I decline to distrust our
purposes or to shrink from moving forward because the road seems wider and
higher than roads we have traveled
hitherto.
" I do not know what form these arrangements can take. I am not wedded
to any particular method of preserving
the peace of the world. I do not believe
that so great an object can be accomplished by merely adhering to a particular form of words or phrases, but I do
most deeply believe that out of the molten heart of this stricken world there can
now be cast some structure, some form.
which will be _a..J>ermanent memorial to.
mankind of the raging furnace through
which the children of men have in these
four years been forced to move, and that
the enlightened conscience of this age
can devise a new set of relations which
will have in themselves processes by
which there can be summoned for the
instruction of future generations a memory of the agonies of the western front,
a memory which will be potent to restrain those ambitious rivalships, interests and caprices to which Washington,
referred, and which are now too insupportably costly to be borne when they
loose upon the world the disaster of!
modern war.
•' So far as we in America are concerned our case is in the hands of our
Captain. He stands with head erect n
the ancient places of the Old World
where other kinds of treaties used to be
made, and represents a great and free
people. He is the advocate not of a
form but of a principle. It may be that
there are voices in this country, which
quiver with hesitation, and here and
there timorous uncertainty, but back of
him in that council chamber are the
voices of the democracies of the world,
of the men who labor and of the women
who sacrifice; he is by the force of
events the spokesman of the democracy
of the world, and the compositions of
this war will be a new Magna Carta, a
new Bill of Rights to liberate the children of the future from the ■ burdens of
the past."
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BROTHER OF SECRETARY OF WAR AN ARMY MAN

MAJ. I<\ H. BAKER,
Brother of Secretary of War Baker, returned from France on the transport
Cretlc. MaJ. Baker has been stationed with the Quartermaster Corps In Tours.

WELL DONE, SECRETARY BAKER.
The following quotation, Gentle Readers, is not from any of the
secret archives of tribunals in the Dark Ages. It is not a page from
the journal of the Venetian "Council of Ten." It is not a chapter
from the procedings of the German "Venmgericht."
No, on the contrary, it is from the columns of our esteemed contemporary, the Washington Post, in its issue of December 7th, in the
Year of Our Lord, 1918, and in the white light of the twentieth
century! We print the article word for woi-d, as an evidence that thi
world'does move—sometimes! Here is the casually printed "item'
of news:
Fastening of prisoners to the bars of military prison
cells was ordered abandoned yesterday by Secretary
Baker.
The order applies particularly to Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., and apparently is the direct result of protests
against treatment of conscientious objectors now hi
prison there.
Treatment of prisoners, especially at Fort Leavenworth-—particularly of the political variety—has been
investigated by the inspector general's department. A
protest meeting was held in New York City Thursday
night.
The War Department announcement {is to modification of punishment said:
"Fastening of prisoners to the bars of cells will no
more be used as a mode of punishment. Willful or
stubborn prisoners of the usual military type, who would
not submit to the work requirements of disciplinary
barracks, instead of being allowed to lie in hunks while
others work, have been compelled to choose between
working or standing in discomfort during working hours.
"Under usual conditions, this has been more a
threat than an actuality, and as such has been effective
But during recent months, with the influx of political
prisoners, extremity of attitude on the part of this new
type of prisoner has at times led to extremity of discipline, as privided by military regulations.
"These clearly were not formulated with the
political type of prisoner in mind, and their effectiveness
has been questionable. Men have returned for repeated
experiences of the severest form of discipline. The most
extreme of these is now discarded, and the order, is
comprehensive. It applies not merely to political
prisoners but to those of every kind.''
j||
The significance of this order is that with one stroke of his pen,
so to speak, Secretary Baker has abolished three-hundred-ysars-agobarbarsim, which our complacent "civilization" has tolerated almost
to this very hour!
All honor to Secretary Baker who smote and destroyed the wrong.
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BAKER TELLS WHY

BAKER REPUDIATES
LIST OF PACIFISTS
War Department Had Nothing

0

f to Do With Ft and Stevenson
X
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Is Not With Intelligence
Division, He Says.

HEADS LETTEK IN SENATE

Secretary Explains That Commissions Are Withheld Because They Would Cause
Surplus of Officers.
LATTER BEING DISCHARGED
AT RATE OF 1,000 EACH DAY.
Department Disapproves Proposal to Retire Men to Private
Life With Rank Higher Than
They Held in Service.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.—la a letter
feu-day, responding- to the resolution
«rf Senator King of UtaTi, asking an
explanation of the order stopping
army promotions after the armistice
was signed, Secretary Baker informed
the Senate that promotions were
"withheld because they would cause a
surplus of officers, but that it was
planned to give officers of the temporary forces promotions for which
they had been recommended by commissioning them in the higher gra.de
HI the reserve corps.
To make it (possible to offer every
officer who has served in the war a ]
reserve commission in the grade for ■
"which- he has been found qualified, j
Mr. Baker said he would ask Con- !
jjress for legislation amending the law i
limiting rank in the reserve corps. <
The letter says:
"As it is necessary to continue the
discharge of officers at the rate of
more than 1,000 a day, it is not con- j
Cemplated to resume appointments.
"In connection with the suggestion
that commissions should be conferred
npon those persons who had been
recommended tor them prior to the
Signing of the armistice in oj-der that
they may carry with them info civil
life the title of a higher rank, the department 'has consistently adhered to
the view that a military office, like
any other, should be considered only
■with a view to- the performance of duties pertaining thereto and that when
fihe.re is no expectation that a person
■will perform the duties appointment
%o such olfice can with difficulty be
Justified. No change is this policy in
contemplated."
As to Senator King's inquiry why
medical- officers were not discharged
more rapidly, Surgeon General Ireland replied to-day that in discharging up to Jan. 18, 7,851 of the 16,000
medical officers who were on duty in
th? United States when the armistice
was signed the army had dispensed
with the services of many it could ill
ftfford to lose in order to meet need.-?
of the civil population.
Tn army hospitals in the United
6tat.es at this time, the Surgeon General said, there are 6S.529 occupied
beds, and between 65,000 and 75,000 of
the sick and wounded soldiers in
'JFranee are expected to be sent to
th's country for further hospital j
tr "at ment.
i

(Special to Th» World.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.—The War
-Department had nothing to do with
the compilation of the list of pacifists
recently mad© public by the House
Committee on Military Affairs, declared Sepretary of War Baker today. He said:
. "I am receiving telegrams and -letters with regard to a list of persons
handed to the Senate committee by
Mr. Archibald Stevenson, who is represented an newspaper accounts as a
member of the Military Intelligence
Division of the War Department. Mr.
Stevenson has never been an officer or
an employee of the Military Intelligence Division of the War Department.
"I am told that he and a number
of associates have sought throughout the war, to analyze books and
news-paper contributions with a view
i'o determining the opinions of their
writers toward the war. I personally
have no sympathy with the publication of lists of persons classified with
reference to their supposed opinions
and groups under general designations such as 'Pacifists,' which may
m any one of a dozei things,
ne of them quite consistent with
pc finest loyalty to the country and
Some of them inconsistent with such
.Jbyalty.
As a matter of fact, the
^Spar Department does not undertake
censor the opinions of the people
the United States.
It has no
authority to classify sttch opinions.
: "In the particular list accredited to
Stevenson there are names of
people of _ distinction, exalted purity
of purpose, and life-long devotion to
Ithe highest interests of America and
of mankind. Miss Jane Addams for
3 instance, lends dignity and greatness
to any Hist in which her name apars."

| Evans Clark Sends Protest
Against Use of His Name
? Evans Clark of Brooklyn, director
; ■ r the Bureau of Research, maintained hy the New .York Socialist
'/idermen; Vice President of the Incollegiate Socialist Society, and
formerly instructor in politics at
1'rinceton University, sent a telegram
terday to the Senate committee
•■estimating German propaganda,
ing:
I "I wish to protest emphatically
| against the use of my name in any
list connected directly or by imiplica^ rion with German propaganda. My
• active connection with the Socialist

support of the forces in Germany that
have so completely overthrown it."
P_f^__George W. Kirchwey sent a
etqrv of War Raltw

iAlQ
s»nreu39vu p«re

Secretary of War Did Not Familiarize Hijriself With
Truth, He Says
Chairman Overman of the Senate
committee investigating German propaganda denied in the Senate yesterday the statement of Secretary Baker that Archibald E. Stevenson, who
recently submitted to the committee
a list of prominent persons who he
said held radical or pacifist views, had
never been an official or employe of
the military intelligence service. The
senator read a letter from the New
York military intelligence office, forwarded through the war department,
asking that Stevenson "of the propaganda section" be called as a witness
by the committee.
"I assume," said Senator Overman,
"the secretary of war in his statement published in the press this
morning did not intend to criticize
the Senate committee on the judiciary
charged with the .investigation of German propaganda. Whether he approves of the method adopted by the
committee or not is a matter of no
concern to the committee. But when
he undertakes to repudiate and escape
responsibility for a witness called by
that committee at the instance of
one of the branches of the war department his statement cannot be permitted to go unchallenged.
"The facts are these: Secretary Baker declares that 'Mr Stevenson has
never been an officer or an employe
of the military intelligence division
of the war department.'
"This committee never heard of Mr
Stevenson until his name was called
to the attention of the committee in
a communication from the office of
military intelligence, war department,
New York city, dated December 17,
1918, addressed to the director of military intelligence, Washington, D. C,
which communication with a notation to rush was delivered by the office of the director of military intelligence, Washington, D. G, to this
committee and the portion thereof
relating to Mr Stevenson reads as
follows: 'It is respectfully suggested
that the following witnesses be called
to testify before the Senate inquiry:
... ; Archibald' Ewing Stevenson of
the propaganda section, who has
studied German propaganda in the
United States for over a year and
concentrated on the subject and is
probably more familiar with the various interlocking groups of German
and radical propagandists in the United States at this time than any one
else. . . .
(Signed) JOHN B. TREVOR, Captain, U. S. A."
"It is evident that the secretary of
war did not familiarize himself with
the employes of his department or the
work which was being done by the
bureau of military intelligence."
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Division, He Says.
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Secretary Explains That Commissions Are Withheld Because They Would Cause
Surplus of Officers.
LATTER BEING DISCHARGED
AT RATE OF 1,000 EACH DAY.
Department Disapproves Proposal to Retire Men to Private
Life With Rank Higher Than
They Held in Service.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.—In a letter j
fco-day, responding- to the resolution!
«rf Senator King of Utah, asking an |
explanation of the order stoppingarmy promotions after the armistice
•was signed, Secretary Baker informed
the Senate that promotions were
•withheld because they would cause a
surplus of officers, but that it was
planned to give officers of the temporary forces promotions for which
they had been recommended by eom»riss:oning them in the higher grade
Si) the reserve corps.
To make it possible to offer every
officer who has served in the war a j
reserve commission in the grade for j
"which- he has been found qualified, I
Mr. Baker said he would ask Con- !
^ress for legislation amending the law '<
limiting rank in the reserve corps, j
The letter says:
.
:
"As it is necessary to continue the
'discharge of officers at the rate of.
more than 1,000 a day, it is not con- j
tttinplated to resume appointments.
"In connection with the suggestion
that commissions should be conferred
upon those persons who had been
recommended for them prior to the
(signing of the armistice in order that
they may carry with them into civil
life the title of a higher rank, the department 'has consistently adhered to
the view that a military office, like
any other, should be considered only
■with a view to- the performance of duties pertaining thereto and that When
fihere is no expectation that a person
■will perform the duties appointment
So such office can with difficulty be
Justified. No change is this policy r;
contemplated."
As to Senator King's inquiry why
medical- officers were not discharged
more rapidly, Surgeon General Ireland replied to-day that in discharging up to Jan. 18, 7,851 of the 16,000
medical officers who were on duty in
ike United States when the armistice
'■was signed the army had dispensed
with the services of many it could ill
ftfford to lose in order to meet need.':
of the civil population.
In army hospitals in the United
State's at this time, the Surgeon General said, there are 66,529 occupied
beds, and between 65,000 and 75,000 of
the sick and wounded soldiers in
'.France are expected to he sent to
th's country for further hospital j
treatment.
i

rSperaal to The -World.)

WASHINGTON, Jan. 27.—The War
Department had nothing to do with
the compilation of the list of pacifists
recently made public toy the House
Committee on Military Affairs, declared Secretary of War Baker today. He said:
"I am receiving telegrams and letters with regard to a list of persons
handed to the Senate committee bv
Mr. Archibald Stevenson, who is represented in newspaper accounts as a
member of the Military Intelligence
division of the War Department. Mr.
Stevenson has never been an officer or
an employee of the Military Intelligence Division of the War Department.
"I am told that he and a number
of associates have sought throughout the war, to analyze books and
newspaper contributions with a view
i'o determining the opinions of their
writers toward the war. I personally
have no sympathy with the publication of lists of persons classified with
reference to their supposed opinions
and groups under general designations such as 'Pacifists,' which may
mean any one of a dozei things,
tie of them quite consistent with
tie finest loyalty to the country and
>mc
of them inconsistent with such
JS£;alty.
As a matter of fact, the
gj^ar Department does not undertake
censor the opinions of the people
W the United States.
It has no
authority to classify such opinions.
"In the particular list accredited to
Mr, Stevenson there are names of
people of distinction, exalted purity
of purpose, and life-long devotion to
'ho highest interests of America and
5 of mankind. Miss Jane Addams for
3 instance, lends dignity and greatness
to any list in which her name ap1 Dears."

%Evans Clark Sends Protest
Against Use of His Name
? Evans Clark of Brooklyn, director
11 f the Bureau of Research, maintained by the New •York Socialist
'.Aldermen; "Vice President of the Incollegiate Socialist Society, and
formerly instructor in politics at
X'rinceton University, sent a telegram
Yesterday to the Senate committee
investigating German propaganda,
.flying:
"I wish' to protest emphatically
Bagrainst
the use of my name in any
;
! ;st connected directly or by imiplica& tlon with German propaganda. My
* active connection with the Socialist
\ 'Party is the best proof I can offer of
rny unqualified condemnation of the
.'Xaiser's regime and my sympathetic
support of the forces in Germany that
have so completely overthrown it."
Prof. George W. Kirchwey sent a
' telegram to Secretary of War Baker
last night asking him to repudiate
the action, of "the caluminator who,
■ 'submitted a list of persons alleged by
S»im to have been concerned in disloyal activities," and saying:
"The War Department ca;mi>oit afford to have its record sullied by assumin"? responsibility for the vilifica•, tion and aspersion of citizens as loyal
as yourself and who have, with no
' less devotion than you have shown,
done all that in them lies to support
* the aims and activities of the Nation
in the prosecution of the war."
. ' Harry W. Laidler, Secretary of the
v Intercollegiate Socialist Society, has
sent a telegram of protest to the Senate committee investigating for propaganda. He said:
"In the list of alleged pacifists and
radicals submitted by the Military Intelligence Bureau the names of several college professors were included
and, after their names, the words, 'Intercollegiate Socialist Society.'
In
most instances the only connection
that these men have had with the
society has been as indorsers of the
society's stated object: 'To promote
an intelligent interest in Socialism
among college men and women/ "

Secretary of War Did Not Familiarize Himself With
Truth, He Says ;
Chairman Overman of the Senate
committee investigating German propaganda denied in the Senate yesterday the statement of Secretary Baker that Archibald E, Stevenson, who
recently submitted to the committee
a list of prominent persons who he
said held radical or pacifist views, had
never been an official or employe of
the military intelligence service. The
senator read a letter from the New
York military intelligence office, forwarded through the war department,
asking that Stevenson "of the propaganda section" be called as a witness
by the committee.
"I assume," said Senator Overman,
"the secretary of war in his statement published in the press this
morning did not intend to criticize
the Senate committee on the judiciary
charged with the .investigation of German propaganda. Whether he approves of the method adopted by the
committee or not is a matter of no
concern to the committee. But when
he undertakes to repudiate and escape
responsibility for a witness called by
that committee ' at the instance of
one of the branches of the war department his statement cannot be permitted to go unchallenged.
"The facts are these: Secretary Baker declares that 'Mr Stevenson has
never been an officer or an employe
of the military intelligence division
of the war department.'
"This committee never heard of Mr
Stevenson until his name was called
to the attention of the committee in
a communication from the office of
military intelligence, war department,
New York city, dated December 17,
1918, addressed to the director of military intelligence, Washington, D. C,
which communication with a notation to rush was delivered by the office of the director of military intelligence. Washington. D. C, to this
committee and the portion thereof
relating to" Mr* Stevenson reads as
follows: 'It is respectfully suggested
that the following witnesses be called
to testify before the Senate inquiry:
. . . Archibald Ewing Stevenson of
the propaganda section, who has
studied German propaganda in the
United States for over a year and
concentrated on the subject and is
probably more familiar with the various interlocking groups of German
and radical propagandists in the United States at this time than any one
else. . . •
(Signed) JOHN B. TREVOR, Captain, U. S. A.'
"It is evident that the secretary of
■war did not familiarize himself with
the employes of his department or the
work which was being done by the
bureau of military intelligence."
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BAKER INTRODUCED
TOONE OF HIS IN
BY
Secretary Denied Propaganda
Witness Was Connected With
His Department, but Senator
Produces the Papers,
NAME WAS SUGGESTED
BY INTELLIGENCE BRANCH.
•^Cabinet

Officer

Later

Issues

Statement Admitting He "Had
No Knowledge" of What New
York Office Had Written.
(Serial to The Worid.)

,

WASHINGTON, Jan. 2§.—"It is
•Ipvidcnt that the Secretary of "War
f-t^id not familiarize himself -with the
r employees-of his department or the
L, work which was being done by the
7 Bureau of Military Intelligence,"
:
sjpid Senator Overman this afternoon,
i Ho was arraigning Mr. Baker for
srssailing the Geaman propaganda
ditb-committee without sufficient
cjause. In a formal statement Secretary Baker insisted that Archibald
i Jawing Stevenson, who furnished the
. itames of a hundred pacifists, was
)|ot connected in any manner with
4|he War Department.
|| Senator Overman laid a letter beK>re the Senate requesting that Mr.
Stevenson be called:. He also produced a red and pink slip and said
one of these had been attached to
eaoh of two letters received, presumably to indicate "rush", matter.
Statement Cliallcnsed.
j A statement presented to the Senate by Mr. Overman follows:
' "I assume the Secretary of War in
■'• Iris statement published in the press
Whis morning did not intend to criticise the Senate Committee on the Judiciary charged with the investigation
• 'oif German propaganda. Whether the
' approves of the method adopted by
I ifche committee or not is a matter of
^mo consequence to the committee.
When foe undertakes to repudiate and
escape responsibility for a witness
called by the committee at the instance of one of the branches of the
War Department, his statement canmot be permitted to go unchallenged.
, "The
facts are these: Secretary
L
.er declares that 'Mr. Stevenson
"Has never been an officer or an employee of the Military Intelligence
...'Division of the War Department."

Identifier Stevenson.
"This committee never heard of
, .M '. Stevenson until his name was
otlied to the attention of the cornice in a communication from the
Office of Military Intelligence, War
department,
New York Citv, date!
"l; -. 17, 1918, addressed to the Dior
of
Military
"Intelligence,
mlngton, D. C, which communi><"Mi.m with a notation to rush was
ivered by the office of the Director
,^<K Military intelligence. Washington,
D. P.. to this committee and the
B rtion thereof relating to Mr.
] Sjtevenson reads as follows:
War Department, Office of Military Intelligence.
Room Xo. 806, 302 Broadway,
New York City.
Dec. 17. 1918.
Prom: Office i\I. T. D., No. 302
Broadway, New York.
Director of Military Intelli1t To:
g-ence, Washington, D. C.
Subject: Senate inquiry.
I. II is respectfully "suggested
I that the following witnesses be
called to testify before the Senate
; inquiry. * * *
Archibald Ewing Stevenson of
I ic propaganda section, who has
j studied German propaganda in thD
I ! nited States for over a year,
and concentrated on the subject
; .-nd is probably more familiar with
, the various interlocking groups
of German and radical propagan» dists in the United States at this
lime than any one else.
| J OHN B. TREVOR, Captain. TJ. S. A.
, ' "It is evident that the Secretary of
War did not familiarize himself with
the employees of his department as
the work which was being done by
the Bureau of Military Intelligence."
Admits He Didn't Know.
i When Senator Overman's rebuff
was shown to Secretary Baker he
issued this statement:
j "Of course I had no intention of
criticising the Senate Committee on
Judiciary, and I assumed the Senate
Knew no more about Mr. Stevenson's
list than I did before he produced it.
"I had no knowledge that Mr. Stevenson had been suggested as a witness by the Military Intelligence Division, but it seems that he was suggested as a person who had studied
German propaganda. There certainly could be no impropriety in his being called to testify as to facts on
fjiat subject which were within his
Knowledge. My criticism was upon
aj list of suspects which Mr. Steven<4pn undertook to produce and which
certainly had no authorization by the
War Department, and apparently
; had no other foundation than the
I well known literary opinions of the
persons included in the list."

NEW YORK TIMES,
JANUARY 29, 1919.
SHOWS STEVENSON
WAS ARMY EMPLOYE
Overman Answers Baker With
Letter From Intelligence
Officer Here.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 28. — Senator
Overman of North Carolina, Chairman
of the subcommittee which has been investigating activities of German propagandists in the United States, replied in
the Senate today to Secretary Baker,
;
who said yesterday that Archibald E.
I Stevenson, a recent witness before the
j committee, had never been connected
] with or employed by the Military Inj tclligence Department.
I Senator Overman's statement was as
i follows:
" I assume the Secretary of War, in
his statement, published in the press
this morning, did not intend to criticize
the Senate Committee on the judiciary
charged with the investigation of Ger; man propaganda. Whether he approves
i of the method adopted by the committee
or not is a matter of no concern to the
committee. But when he undertakes to
; repudiate and escape responsibility for a
i witness called by that committee at the
instance of one of the branches of the
j War Department, his statement cannot
be permitted to go unchallenged.
" The facts are these: Secretary Baker
declares that ' Mr. Stevenson has never
been an officer or an employe of the
Military Intelligence Division of the
War Department.'
" This committee never heard of Mr.
Stevenson until his names was called to
the attention of the committee in a
communication from the office of Military Intelligence, War Department, New
York City, dated Dec. 17, 11118, addressed to the Director of Military In! telligeuce, Washington, D. C, which
' communication, with a notation to rush,
was delivered by the office of the Director of Military Intelligence, Washington.
L>. C, to this committee, and the portion thereof relating to Mr. Sevenson.
reads as follows:
War Department, Office of Military Intelligence, Room No. soti, 302 Broadway, New York City.
-,
__„
Deo. 17, 1018.
From—Office M. I. D., 202 Broadway.
{ New York
• , To--Director or Military Intelligence,
Washington. D. o.
.
Subject—Senate Inquiry.
,'•—!' Is respectfully suggested that ths
following witnesses be called to testify before the Senate Inquiry:
Archibald Ewing'Stevenson of the propaganda section, who has studied German
propaganda In the United States for over
a year, and concentrated on tho subject,
and Is probably more familiar with the
various interlocking groups o£ German and
radical propagandists in the United States
at this time than any one else.
JOHN B. TREVOR.
Captain U. S. A.
" It is evident that the Secretary of
War did not familiarize himself with
the employes of hi3 department or the
work which was being done by the
Bureau of Military Intelligence."

BAN ON PURCHASE
OF CAMPS URGED;
Anthony Introduces Bill
After Secretary Baker I
Tells of His Plans.
Purchase by the War Department
of sites of existing army training
camps would be prohibited without
specific authority from Congress, under a resolution offered in the House
yesterday by Representative Anthony,
of Kansas, at the request of the members of the military committee.
The resolution was introduced after
Secretary Baker and Assistant Secretary Crowell had appeared before the
committee to urge acquisition of the
sites of all national army cantonments and two nat'.onal guard camps
at Sevier. S. C, and Kearney, Cal. Mr.
Baker told the committee he believed
the department had authority to acquire the sites, but that Congress unquestionably could stop it from carrying out such a plan
Many members of the committee apparently were opposed to the proposal
as outlined by the Secretary, apd
"when he had completed his statement Representative Anthony offered
his resolution.
Members urged that the measure
he introduced in the House so that
more formal consideration of it might
be given by the committee as acting
for Congress. The committee decided
to take up the resolution next Tuesday.
Secretary Baker explained that he
considered the acquisition of land as
solely a business proposition, and
that regardless of the size of the
future army, if would be the policy
of the War Department to train men
in large units instead of small ones
as in the past. The Secretary said
the department felt it was unwise
to speculate on universal training.
Mr. Crowell said Camp Kearny
was valuable because of proximity to
the Mexican border, and it might be
acquired from California for $1. Camp
Sevier, he said,' would cost $587,900.'
but if it was not bought, damages of
$400,000 would have to be paid.
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Literary Immunity
Having been politely informed by Senator Overman of what was going on in
his own Department of War, Secretary
Baker decided to make another explanation. So he said:
"My criticism was upon a list of suspects which Mr. Stevenson undertook to
produce and which certainly had no authorization by the War Department and
apparently had no other foundation than
the well known literary opinions of the
persons included in the list."
What pages of choice adjectives and
graceful sentences pass before the mind:
arrant pro-Germanism, arrant
Bolshevism, but-literary and therefore immune! If un-American ism is to be rated
unobjectionable when talked by intellectuals in words of enough syllables,
just how does Mr. Baker draw a line.
By counting the syllables? Or does the
idea count, say, 50 per cent? Or-has
Mr. Baker a third explanation?
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SECRETARY BAKER'S TJUKNOWK.
By official records Senator Overman shows that
Archibald Stevenson, who recently pilloried scores
of distinguished Americans as pacifists and proGermans, is, as he professed to be, an employee
of the Military Intelligence Division of the War
Department. Secretary of War Baker had repudiated Stevenson's testimony and denied, that the
witness had any connection, with the army.
It Is hardly to be supposed that the Secretary
of War can have first-hand knowledge of the .per.
sonnel of his great department, hut probably even.
he will admit toy this time that before a member
of the Cabinet indulges in sweeping statements to
a committee of Congress he ought to make sure of
his information. If the situation was misrepresented to him, some of his other subordinates
should follow Stevenson into retirement.
Whatever valuable services the Military Intelligence Division may have rendered in war-time, it
never has been empowered either in war or in peace
to pass public judgment upon the loyalty of American citizens. Stevenson's work has been inquisitorial, censorious and defamatory, and it is now
proved that it was done under the authority of
the War Department.
Secretary Baker's ignorance of the man and his
methods implies also a lack of acquaintance with
the operations of the Military Intelligence Division, and that is perhaps the most disconcerting
I feature of Senator Overman's disclosures.

"ADVICE" 10 BAKER!
IS, NO REAL ESTATE
DEALS OVER GAMPS!
—-*.—

But House Committee, of Whom
He Sought Guidance, Will Go
further and Stop Buying of'
Lands Without Authorization.
RESOLUTION IS READY
TO END CASH OUTLAY.

Secretary Seeks to Get Rid of
;Most National Guard Camps
land to Establish Artillery
'Training Fields.
(Special bo The WorM.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 30.—Mem'fcfrs of the House Military Affairs
Cfnrmittee charged to-day that Secretary of War Baker is trying to put
I ihe Government in the real estate
'bfBiness through his plan to purchase army conton-ments and artil.raining fields.
Li Following the appearance of the
'secretary and Ms assistant, Mr.
|C|owell, in behalf of the plan, the
Icofnairttee in executive .session virttipliy agreed to "tie his hands" as to
fifiUT* purchases?, without preventing
,tife use of lands necessary for deilization.
! ;;vioh a resolution was discussed inIfojmally by the committee, being preJrented by Representative Anthony,
^Rfcpublican. of Kansas. Tt was detcatoti the resolution ought first t i be
iit.rOduced in the House and acted
»tij|on formally by the committee. It
■ i requirt rapid demolition of the.
buildings at the cantonments and
.eftp buying land at Fayfittevjlle, N.
*rumbus, Ga.. or other place".
Holier Asks for "Advice."
jFhe purpose of the committee is not
:. Secretary Baker anticipated >">l
-■sled. He announced he was apIpfering for "advice." Members of the
tcJmmlttee, learning (he War Depart?mgn* is continuing to buy land while
iw&iting for the advice, thought it best
to prohibit, further action by a law.
[>.TT. Anthony's resolution reads:
"Resolved, That in inspect to the
jrequest of the Secretary of War for
lijSvice in regard, to what shall bo
■dpne with cantonments and training
[raids, acquired by the War Departt spent during the war or now in process of construction or acquisition,
"diat in the opinion of the Committee
CfR Military Affairs of the House of
Representatives no further expenditures of public moneys should be
:made on such cantonments or mili%ry training grounds for new construction and for purchases of additional real estate without the specific authority of Congress and the
necessary appropriation therefor, extent, in such instances where the purchase of the land upon which such
Existing cantonments are located
would be more economical during the
-work of salvaging or demolition than
feyment of rent to which the Government would otherwise be obligated"

feKe permitted to hold the.land
%-at would have to salvage the>WWfcgs This does not compel them to
Sell the lands they have bought.
these buildings are. wholly unsuitable
|or permanent use.'
Srrretary Brtore Committee.
Secretary Baker and Mr. Crowell j
fcjd they proposed to do away with,
Ee National Guard ramps with two
exceptions—Camp Kearney, at ban
Diego. Cal.. and Camp Sev
Greenville, S. C.
A- few weeks ago
key proposed to retain the National
.,' camps and establish artillery
frainins fields at FayetteviUe, N- <-.,
Fo^umbus, Ga., and West Point K
Mr Crowell told the commit
" was no military value attached
■to Camp Sevier, although there is a:
'IvMtary value to Camp Kearney.
I'ajnp Sevier, he said, should be re,d as a business proposition.
«,
presentative Nichols of South.
StRrolina explained that rha land
- can be bought cheaper tlian at
places and sold for more with
(■fee Government improvements that
(fiave been made on it.
. g a camp." said Representative
faison of Connecticut. "Camp Wadswori '• impressed me as of more .
value."
_
...
"When did we as a Government,
Inquired Representative Green of
Vermont, "go into speculation in real
estate?"
"At Sa.n Diego." said Representative Kahn of California, '.'tliey are
giving the land to the Government."
"Are you going ahead on the purchase of land at Fayettev-ille"" inquired Mr. Anthony.
"We are going ahead at i''ayville and have stopped at Columbus/'
Mr. Crowell said.
"If you are purchasing additional
land at Fayettaville," Mr. Kahn
"any suggestion we would
would be like locking the stable door
after the horse, is gone, if wo disapproved the purchase of this property."
"Why is a distinction to be made, in
the matter of buying National Guard
camps and National Army cantonments?" inquired Chairman Dent.
"Whv not acquire all the property
where you have made improvements
if you are doing so for time to dispose of the property without a loss:
"We are able to abandon the National Guard camps with very little
loss," was the reply,
"It looks to me,-' .said Mr. Dent,
"that in being asked to buy this land
we are asked to go into the real estate business.
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LIFTS PROMOTION BAR
Secretary Baker Issues Order
Modifying ihe Prohibition.

BAKER SAILS AFTER
WILSON'S RETURN

SILENCE ORDER
ISSUED BY BAKER

Report Persists That Secretary
Will Take Part in Peace
Conference.

iSseoal to The Wend.)
WASHINGTON, Jan. 30.—Secretary
o* War Baker will not sail for France
urrtil after the arrival of President
Principle of Withholding AdvanceWilson in, this country. The Presiment for Past Services Adhered
dent, so . ' as advices received here
indicate, will not arrive before Feb.
To by Department—Surplus to Be
32. This would not give Mr. Baker
Sent Home From France—Vacantime to reach France during Febcies Will Be Filled Abroad.
ruary.
Despite his statement that he will
go to Europe primarily in connection
Secretary Baker has issued instrucwith War Department business, such
tions modifying- to a limited extent
as the adjustment of contracts, the
the blanket prohibition against proreport persists that the Secretary of
motion of officers promulgated by the;
War is to participate actively in the
War Department immediately after j
discussions and deliberations of the
the armistice was signed and which j
Peace Conference.
has been sharply criticized in Con- '
In any event, Mr. Baker will remain
gress.
here to confer at length with the PresUnder the new policy, contained in]
ident 'before sailing. This fact tends
a memorandum dated January 25, ad- \
dressed to Gen. March, chief of staff, i
to strengthen the belief that he is to
and made public yesterday, Gen. '■
have a part in the work of the Peace
Pershing is authorized to make such
Conference.
promotions as vacancies in the authorized strength of his command may
permit and the same practice will be
followed with respect to the army ii
the United States.

PERSHING TO PICK OFFICERS

i
i
I
!

Adheres to Principle.
"The relaxation of the rule with re
gard to promotions," the memoran- j
dum said, "does not invite a departure from tlie principle hitherto
established that promotions cannot'
be made merely as a reward for past
services, however meritorious. The
rule is relaxed only to permit the
army which remains undemobiliaed '
to be treated as a living organization
with such promotions as would be
normal in times of peace to fill va- I
cancies existing or as they may arise." ,
i The new policy applies up to and !
including the grade of colonel and j
under it officers, both line and corps,
who are holding commands or details i
should carry with them higher rank
than the holders now have, will be j
advanced.
This is to be accomplished in the
army overseas even though there
may be officers of the proper rank for
such position, Gen. Pershing being
given specific authority to fill vacancies by promotion rather than transfer where, in his judgment, that 1
course is wise. He also is directed
to send home any surplus officers.
Number Not Disclosed.
The number of promotions to which
this modification opens the way is
not known, but it has been indicated
in the statements made in Congress
that a considerable number of officers, both at home and overseas, will
be advanced, reduction of the officer
personnel in a ratio equal to the demobilization of enlisted strength being
accomplished by discharging
those rated as surplus.
The new orders safeguard the previous practice of giving officers rec- |
ommended for higher rank because |
of meritorious service the additional
grades recommended as they -pass!
into the inactive list of the reserve
corps on discharge.

'■

To Secretary Baiter's plea for "a
continued, supply of young men having the fundamentals of a military
education" may be added the sugges.
tion that colleges might do well also
to give more room for the study of
war on. its-intellectual side;, it. need
not promote militarism, but rather the
reverse. SV,
i
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Military

Intelligence

Service

Professor Ferderick A. Bushee of the
University of Colorado, in a letter read
{l> the Senate today by Senator Thonuu
of Colorado, protested against.the, presentation of his name to the senate
Committee bv Archibald E. Stevenson in
coCTction With a list of prominent men
and women, who, Stevenson said held
radical or pacifist views.
Professor
Bushee said he had been strongly pro- ■
alYv from the beginning of the war, and
that he held views about as radical as
those of President Wilson. He added:
"The Senate has no business to permit names to ue printed as suspicious
when they know no more about them
than they do about me."

Forbidden to Give Information
Without Permission.
■—-^—

GIVES

■

iPEdMOftONS

NO EXCEPTIONS ARE MADE

BAKEE

Senators, Congressmen, and
Congressional Committees
Specifically Mentioned.

CKAjfftE

ISSUES
m

ARMY'S

ORDER
PLAN

/

|
I
j
;
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Special to The New York Times.
\
WASHINGTON, Jan. 81.—All officers
and other persons connected with the
Military Intelligence Service have received orders that henceforth tney must
not impart Information to Senators,
Congressmen,'Congressional committees,
and persons in official or private life in
Washington or anywhere else without
first obtaining the permission of Secretary of War Baker.
The order is generally considered a
direct result of the testimony offered
before the Senate Propaganda Committee, of which Senator Overman is the |
Chairman, by Archibald E.' Stevenson,
formerly of the New Tork Bureau of ihe
Propaganda Section of the Military In- I
telligence Service. The day after Mr. j
Stevenson concluded his testimony, i
which was a week ago today. Secretary j
Baker ordered the New Tork Bureau
abolished and followed it up "with a
statement to the effect that Mr. Stevenson was not connected with the Military
Intelligence Service, a statement that
was challenged on the floor of the Senate by Senator Overman, who produced
documentary evidence that Mr. Stevenson had prior to giving his testimony
been connected with the service.
The order imposing silence on the personnel of the Military Intelligence Service was issued by General March, the
Chief of Staff, Who acted, it is understood, by order of Secretary Baker. It
reads:
1. The Chief Of Staff directs that all
officers, employes, or persons in the
Military Intelligence Division be informed that the information in their
custody.is confidential, and cannot be
released to. Senators, Congressmen,
Congressional committees, or to others
in official or private life in Washington or elsewhere without the approval
of the Secretary of War.
2. All requests received for such information in Washington, where it
seems compatible with the public interest that the request be complied
with, will immediately be brought to
the attention of the office of the Director Military Intelligence Division,
'properly prepared in the usual staff
memorandum for transmission to the
office of the Chief of Staff.
3 With requests for information
made at places other than in Washington, the proper action to be taken
will consist of forwarding the request
to the office of the Director Military
Intelligence Division, Washington, in
the usual letter form.
Members of the Senate Committee said
tonight that the order would not affect the propaganda investigation now
under way.
■
,
It was also stated tonight that Bradford Merrill, manager of the Hearst
publications, would appear as a witness next week. Mr. Merrill will make,
it is said, a lengthy statement in behalf
of Mr. Hearst and will submit to crossexamination by the members of the
committee and by Major Humes, the
Judge Advocate representing the War
Department.

Policy Criticized in Congress Is
Altered to Allow Officers'
Advancement Here and
Overseas
Secretary Baker has issued instructions modifying to a limited extent
the'blanket prohibition against promotion of officers promulgated by the
war department immediately after the
armistice was signed and which has
been sharply criticized, in Congress. In
the new policy contained in a
memorandnm dated the 25th, addressed
to Gen March, chief of staff, and made
public yesterday, Gen Pershing Is authorized to make such promotions as
vacancies in the authorized strength
of his command may permit and the
same practice will be followed with
respect to the army in the 'United
States.
"This relaxation of the rule with regard to promotions,-' the memorandum
said, "does not invite a departure from
tho principle hitherto established that
promotions cannot be made merely as
a reward for past services, however
meritorious; The rule is' relaxed "only
to permit the. army .which remains
undemobilized to be treated- as a 'living
organization with such promotions as
would be normal in times of peace to
fill vacancies existing or as they may
arise," ,
—...
The new policy applies up to and
including the grade of colonel.' and
under it officers, both line and corps,
who are holding commands or details
which should carry with them higher
rank than the holders now have will be
advanced. This is to be accomplished
in the army overseas even though
there may be officers of proper rank
for guch positions, Gen Pershing being
given specific authority to
fill
vancancies by promotion rather than
transfer . where in his judgment that
course is wise.' He also is directed to
send home any surplus officers.
The number of promotions to which
this modification opens the way is not
known, but it has been indicated in
the statements made in Congress that
a considerable number of officers, both
at home and overseas, will be advanced, reduction of the officer personnel'in a ratio equal'to the demobilization of enlisted strength being
accomplished by discharging
those
rated as surplus.
The new orders safeguard the
previous practice of giving officers
recommended for higher rank because
of meritorious service the additional
_gtades recommended as they pass into
the inactive list of the reserve corps
on discharge.

WASHINGTON POST:
ARMY PROMOTION
RULE RELAXED FEBRUARY 1, 1919.
DENIES ARMY PAY DEFICIT.

Secretary Baker, in Memorandum
to Chief of Staff, Authorizes
Rank for Officers Equal to
Command They Exercise
Spec-ial'to The Christian Science Monitor
from its Washington News Office
WASHINGTON, District of Columbia
—In a memorandum submitted to Gen.
Peyton C. March, chief of staff, on
Thursday by Newton D. Baker, the
United States Secretary of War, the
policy of the War Department in regard to the promotion of officers here
and abroad is fully outlined. There j
has been some criticism to the effect
♦hat many officers held ranks inferior
to the command exercised by them and
that tho system of promotion was
somewhat rigid. General Pershing is
authorized to give officers "who in his
judgment deserve it, rank equal to the
command they exercise." The same
policy is to be followed at home.
The memorandum submitted to the
chief of staff is in part as follows:
"Please cable General Pershing that
he is authorized to make such promotions among officers of the line, up to
and including the grade of colonel, as
will give the officers who in his judgment deserve it, rank equal to the command exercised by them. Under this
authority, General Pershing will make
those promotions which are appropriate in an organized army, to fill vacancies existing or arising. Surplus
officers in the various grades will be
returned to the United States. It is
not intended hereby to authorize promotions merely as a reward for past
service, the policy of the department
being that recommendations for such
promotions should be carefully noted,
in order that reserve commissions at
the recommended grade may be issued
on discharge, in accordance with the
policy previously announced.
"The authority here granted will
authorize General Pershing to fill
vacancies in organizations by promotion rather than by transfer, where
in his judgment that course is wise.
"With regard to the army in the
United States, the same policy will be
observed; promotions will be made
where necessary to give men rank
appropriate to the command exercised
toy them, and in the staff corps of the
army where appropriate to the work
remaining to be done by such corps.
"I especially desire it to be understood by General Pershing as to the
American expeditionary force, and by
the personnel officers with regard to
the army in the United States, that
this relaxation of the rule with regard
to promotion does not invite a departure from the principle hitherto established that promotion cannot be made
merely as a reward for past service,
however meritorious. The rule is relaxed only to permit the army which
remains undemobilized to be treated
as a living organization, with such promotions as would be normal in times
of peace to fill vacancies existing or
as they may arise."
Not until General Pershing returns
to this country, which will probably
be toward the end of February, will
the whole question of army reorganization be considered. Neither the
House nor Senate Military committees
have acted on the 500,000 peace time
estimate submitted by Secretary
Baker.

Secretary Baker Asserts Soldiers
Have Been Given Money.
Secretary Baker said yesterday that
j investigation at Camps Mills, Upton
| Merritt and Dix had failed to reveal
I any cases of overseas units arriving
j in this country with pay months in
j arrears.
| "The results of the investigation,"
| Mr. Baker said, "show that all such
! organizations were paid in full up to
the time of their leaving Europe. In
some instances troops arriving in
January had been paid only to October 31, because they left France before the pay day in December; but all
such organizations were properly
equipped with their records and were
all paid in full on arrival here. The
units investigated reported prompt
payments while on duty with the
American expeditionary forces."

"MISTAKE," ARMY'S EXCUSE]
Case of Harvard University Surgical ;
Unit Discussed by Baker.
Apparent refusal of officers in ,
| charge of a Harvard University surgical unit, which arrived Thursday
night at Boston, to obey orders from
the War Department to proceed to
Camp Devens and New York for demobilization was explained here yesterday as having been due to a case
of "mistaken identity."
Two such units were formed at
Harvard, the first volunteering for
service with the British army and the
second being attached to British
forces, but remaining under the jurisdiction of the American surgeon-general.
It was the former organization
which arrived at Boston after having
been regularly mustered out by the
British authorities.

79

Permanent Cantonments.
Iu response to a request from the Secretary of War for advice as to the policy
of buying land for permanent camp sites
in this country, the House committee on
military affairs went on record as opposed to making such purchases unless
:he circumstances were exceptional and
more obviously to the financial interest
5f the government. The committee made
it plain that it did not wish to have the
government go into the real estate busiless.
The question of purchasing the camp
sites which have been used for mobiliza:ion and training purposes remains unsettled, however, and perhaps will have
:o continue so until the question of universal military training is determined.
Hie War Department proposes to buy
hese sites outright instead of continuing
ieases on the properties. The argument
In favor of this policy is that by holding
:hem permanently they can be disposed
3f eventually, if not desired, at a greater
idvantage than otherwise, and thus let
:he government out with a smaller loss.
A number of the cantonments, in fact,
he majority of them, are favorably located and suited for permanent camps.
if Congress should enact a law putting
nto effect a policy of universal military
:raining, these camps could be used to
advantage for periodical training purposes. National guard contingents would
Snd them well adapted to their annual
encampments. There are millions of dollars invested in buildings and equipment
it these cantonments, which would be
eery useful if military training is to be
he rule in this oountry, but which would
Uving comparatively little salvage if the
camps should be demolished now: Consequently it would seem to be the part of
wisdom to let the question rest until a
fixed national policy is decided upon.

i
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Gen. March, Secretary of War Baker, Assistant Secretary Crowell and U. S. Army officers decorated
with the distinguished service medal.
< It.v
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-warURE SECTION.

Only civilians in the United State's to receive the distinguished service
medal, photographed with Secretary of War Baker. They are S. M. Felton,
on left, director general of military railroads, and R. J. Thorne. assistant acting quartermaster general.
(t'npyriulit by Western New-simper I'nmn.j
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Officers of the allies decorated with the distinguished service medal by Secretary of War
Baker. At extreme left: Maj. Osterreith of Belgium. Front row, left to right: Gen.
Collardet of France, Maj. Gen. Headlam of England, Maj. Gen. McLachlan of England and
Gen. Guglielmotti of Italy.
(liy International Film Norviw.l
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Slackers Set Up
On orders from the Secretary of War
109 slackers were last week released
from the disciplinary barracks at Fort
Leavenworth. They had refused to wear
the uniform of their country. They had
refused to serve in non-combatant sections of the army. And yet they were
members of no recognized creed that
sponsors conscientious objectors. Thousands of loyal soldiers are still waiting
for pay that is months overdue. Not a
penny of the allotments due their dependents has, in many instances, been
paid since the breadwinner went to war.
The government bureaus are behind in
their work. But these "objectors" were
paid for their time. Each one, as he
passed forth to freedom, received from
$400 to $600. Seeing this, a soldier in
the 49th Infantry, recently returned
from France, said: "There isn't an enlisted man in the army who has saved
$400 from his pay. And here are these
fellows, released prisoners, walking away
with what seems to the rest of us a
small fortune."
The injustice has roused resentment,
particularly in the Middle West, where
objectors from other sections have been
sent. The Kansas Legislature in a resolution says: "The action of the Secretary of War has brought the blush of
shame to the cheeks of all patriotic
Americans, is an insult to the United
States army- and has placed a premium
upon slackerism, cowardice and mawkish
sentimentality."

I
Committee Is Investigating
Propaganda Aroused by Refusal of Information.
HELD AS BAD PRECEDENT
When the Senate judiciary subcommittee which has been investigating German and brewers' progaganda
met today for what was expected to.
be its final open session, a heated dis-^
cussion was started by an announce-,
ment by Chairman Overman that Secretary Baker had refused to give the
committee information concerning an
investigation by the war department
of alleged pro-German sentiments of
F. J. M. von Engelken, former president of the federal farm loan bank at
Columbia, S. C.
Senator Overman said Secretary
Baker, in declining to furnish the information, had written him that the
department conducted an inquiry and
believed the charges had not been
sustained.
It was disclosed that the chairman
made the request after Gov. Manning
of South Carolina and former Senator Bennet had asked that the charges
be investigated by the committee.
Would Make It Test Case.
Senator Wolcott of Delaware criticised Secretary Baker's action, sayingwhile the committee had obtained all
of the information from the military
intelligence that would be vital to the
present inquiry, he would protest
against setting a precedent Cor future
committee action and insisted that
it make a test case of the von
Engelken matter and see whether Secretary Baker's position could be sustained.
Senator Nelson of Minnesota declared he wanted the public to know
that the Secretary of "War was "putting- a veto on us and hindering this
investigation."
"Does the Secretary of War take the
position that we cannot call any one
from any department and have him
tell us from his own memory what ho
knows, even if he does not bring
papers?" asked Senator Wolcott. .
"No, he realizes that we can do
that," said Senator Overman.
"We could call the Secretary himself before any committee of Congress," Mr. Wolcott said.
Hearst Not to Make Defense.
Chairman Overman announced yesterday that counsel for William Randolph Hearst had stated he did not believe it would be necessary for any
representative of Mr. Hearst or his
publications to testify in regard to
evidence submitted to the committee.
The attorney, William A. De Ford,
asked that certain editorials from the
Hearst papers be made a part of the
record.
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LAYS HONORS PAID
AT MOTHER'S FEET
Secretary Baker Stands at Salute Beside Him When Hero
Turns Dinner Cheers to Little
Woman in Balcony.
PERSHING ADDS TRIBUTE
ACCLAIMED AT WALDORF.
"Real Crusader" and "One of
,

Truest Knights Our Country
Has Ever Known," Says War

j

Secretary to 600 at Banquet.

crowd forgot Eddie in turning to pay
tribute to his mother and his sister.
The cheers literally shook the win
dows of the grand ballroom,
times Mrs. Rickenbacker had to
stand up before the noise ceased, and
each time she did stand-up her son
and Secretary Baker stood with their
hands raied to their foreheads in sa'lute to her.
Once again the attempt to cheer
Eddie was made, and this time it
was lost in the song which runs:
I'm from Ohio, I'm from Ohio,
There is nothing half so fine as that
Buckeye State of mine.
I'm from Ohio, dear old Ohio,
Round my home my heart strings
twine.
It's the land of Grant and Sherman,
McKinley, Garfield too,
And you'll hear from several others
now this great big war is through.
Pership picked a cracker jacker when
he sent for Rickenbacker,
For he's from Ohio too.
Persliine Honors Ace in Message.
The song was merely the first occasion of the mention of Pershing's
,name. Toastmaster Ireland stirred
great applause when he read this message of felicitation from the Commander in Chief:
"The history of the American Air
Service on the western front is as remarkable for its sound and successful development of aviation tactics
as for its spirit of unselfish devotion
and daredevil gallantry, which is unsurpassed by anything the great >var
has produced. Capt. Rickenbacker
has written some of its brightest
pages, and on behalf of the A. E. F. I
am proud to bear witness to our admiration for the Air Service and for
him.
PERSHING."
Personal'tributes to Capt. Rickenbacker's brilliance in the air, and
that of his fellows, were paid during
the dinner by Secretary Baker, Gen.
Menoher, Dr. Henry Vandyke, forme;
Minister to Holland, and W. Bourkc
Cockran. But their speeches merely
added emphasis to tfhe fact that
would have been indisputable even
without them—that the acclaim, of
the evening made it the most enthus-iaatic welcome any one man has yet
received in New York on bis return
front the war.
Baker Lands "Real Crusader."
Secretary Baker, in an address
which was enth'usi'astically applauded,
said:
"Capt. Rickenbacker is one. of the
real crusaders of America.—one of the
truest knights.our country has ever
known. He will find his greatest delight when the evening of his life
comes in looking back on his experiences. He will never forget the thrill
of combalt in the clouds where it was
his life or his adversary's. He vail
always know this tihrill even when
he awakes from his deepest, sleep.
"But his life will always be gladdened as he looks about him and sees
men and women, and .children walking
free and -unafraid, ad when he thiuKS
that he has given his best and ventured his own life to .bring that condition about." .
.
The Secretary of War gave some
interesting figures on the development
of airplanes by this country. He said
that when he first took office, just
previous to our difficulty with Mexico,
there were only eight airplanes owned
by the United .States Army and most
of these would not fly. ...

Tntee'NEW YOHK

Capt. Eddie Rickerfhacker, whose
name leads the list of American
aces of the great war, was the principal guest last night at the Waldorf-Astoria at a dinner given by the
contest hoard of the, American Automobile Association, the Aero Club of
America and other organizations
professionally concerned in the double barrelled distinction Rickenbacker has won as an automobile
racer and an airman.
Capt. Rickenbacker that is started
out as the principal guest at the dinner. Then his mother stepped in and
took the honors away from him. Six
| hundred persons were gathered when
the ace took his place between Secretary of War Baker and Representative Clifford Ireland, of Illinois, the
toastmaster. Major eGn. Charles T.
| Menoher, Director of the Air Service,
was thehe, too, and Major WalkerLee, of the Royal British Air Forces,
and Major James A. Meissner, Capt.
Douglas CamFtoell and Lieut. Paul
Baer, all aces of the American service. Eddie Bald, Louis Chewrolet,
Ralph De Palma, Ray Harroun, Barjney Oldfield and Dario Resta, companions of Rickenbacker's racing
days, were conspicuous as well.
Turned His Tribute to Mother.
Some one called for three cheers for
Rickenbacker and the roar was just
starting when Eddie came to his feet
and stretched out his arms toward
a box in the balcony. A beaming
little woman in black silk, whose
r.t.w«v^_,iu»t «■■■-»■<«■«» r:rf»v—!
brownish red hair was parted in the
••jjodsu-e-io, oin uo pa.viJ
middle and whose eyes shone through
gold-rimmed spectacles, arose in re: sponse to the gesture, while two hand- ui 'uo-z-reg a H+.f.a .p3punoM. OJO-MI some girls took their places beside
,, trSnoul 'pallet 3J3M- ^U8UI
I her. The group was made up Mrs.
| Elizabeth Rickenbacker, Miss Emma
I sRickenbacker and Mrs.
W. A. re VOA ASH }°d '"- --suorpas pmsi
;v-i«vimn
Bfeiffer, all of Columbus, and the dn pa^io'BCi o,sfS 4j>
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BAKER DEFENDS
COL DEEDS FOR
AIRPLANE WORK
Extols the Man That Charles E.
Hughes Recommended for
Court-Martial.

AT

RICKENBACKER

DINNER

" His Imagination Peopled the
Sky with Airplanes," Secretary Declares.
PRAISES AVIATION RESULTS
In Speed and Ingenuity, Baker Says.
America Exceeded Work of
i

All Other Nations.

Colonel E. A. Deeds, whom Charles B.
Hughes recommended be brought to
court-martial on charges of acting as
confidential adviser to a former business
associate and who was subsequently exonerated by a board of inquiry, was
warmly defended last night by Secretary of War Baker, speaking at a dinner tendered to Captain Edward V.
Itiekenbacker's, Americans " ace of
aces," at thfe Waldorf-Astoria by the
Contest Board of the Automobile Association of America. Colonel Deeds heard
the Secretary's praise of him.
Secretary Baker cited figures showing
the number of airplanes America had
when we entered the war, and gave figures showing the number at the time
the. armistice was signed. He praise
Colonel Deeds highly and all those associated with h!m in the designing and
manufacture of the Liberty motor.
■' There is present here a man who,
with a d rawing board and1 a couple of
pencils, locked ..imself in a room and
came out with'the Liberty motor," continued the Secretary. " There is at a
ta.ble in this room Colonel Deeds, who
walked around Washington with airpUnes flying off the tips of his fingers.
His imagination peopled the sky with
airplanes.
■" There are those who think that Colonel Deeds wanted to attain the unattainable, but I want to say that he went
into the aircraft problems in such a wey
thai he allowed nothing to stand in the
way of the program that he set up. As
a- result, in the first year of the war the
Liberty motor was designed, tested, Improved, and placed in .quantity manufacture and 1,100 motors were produced,
iin the next six months 18,000 were produced. I make bold as to say that I
believe that nowhere in the history of
industrial achievement is there a record
equal to that.

Parliament for 3Iotors.
"I know of what I speak, for I went
tr, France and England and I talked to
many ministers and I want to say that
those officials would have traded their
suns or the Houses of Parliament for
the Liberty motor. Our conversations,
no matter on which subject, always
Glided when they asked me how many
Liberty motors we could give them and
to wsoon we could send them over.
" There was also a spruce shortage,
'these men built railroads to inaccessible
parts of the Northwest in order to set
fiprucfi and when the armistice was
signed we had taken over allied orders
for 20,000,000 feet of spruce and were
actually turning: out 25,000,000 feet
monthly.
" We had never had machine guns
synchronized to the propeller blades before. By the end of the war we had
made 30,000 Lewis guns and 25,000
IM'arlin guns synchronized to shoot
ihiough the propeller blades. And any
one who knows the mechanism of a machine gun knows what that means.
'
"In the breakdown of machines we
found-'that only 4 per cent, were attrib- j
u table to accident, 8 per cent, because,
of the weakness of the machines, and \
ficm 88 to 88 per cent, because of the j
breakdown- in men. The medical side |
of the air service studied the problem,!
xnd concluded that the difficulty with!
the men concerned Itself with the high
altitude thew flew at; therefore they j
designed an oxygen device that was.
beneficial, and at the end of the war
we were producing them at the rate of
25.000 a month.
»
" from the beginning to the end of
the. yar I think it is a fair statement to
say that we had exceeded, in the ingenuity of our contribution, in the or-1
eaniaation of our facilities, in the speed!
of our production and In the promises |
of the immediate future of the air serv- j
jce, the work of all the other nations
allied with U3 together.
Got 491 German Planes.
" If some of my associates in the War
Department dreamed impossible dreams,
Jf they saw possibilities for production j
th at only time can satisfy, I attribute:
as much success as they did have to
their optimism and enthusiasm, for if
they had been pessimists they could not
Jiave made their fine accomplishments.
" During our participation in the war
our men actually but unofficially
brought down 491 German planes. According to the severe rules of the service, however, only 350 of these were
counted. The Germans got 271 of our
planes. So you see we pretty nearly got
two for one. We brought down flfty*even of their balloons and they got
forty-five of ours."
i-A*V*etary Baker declared that if the
armistice had not been signed the German . armies would have been captured
and seconded the words of Major Gen.
Charles T. Menoher, who had declared,
prior to the address of the Secretary,
that the victory of the Allies was. a
military victory and was not due to the
internal condition of Germany.
The Secretary praised Captain Rickenbacker as a crusader of the skies who
would in the evening of his life be glad
that he gave his youth to his country
and ventured death on its behalf. He
concluded by hoping that now the military victory la over there should follow
on its heels a moral victory and he
hoped that the statesmen at Versailles
would make concrete contribution to the
cause for which Americans laid down
their lives.
Praises American Army.
General Menoher, who formerly commanded the Rainbow Division during
the period of active warfare, was applauded warmly when he declared that
it ws only the surrender of Germany
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crowd forgot Eddie in turning to pay
tribute to his mother and his sister.
The dheers literally shook the windows of the grand ballroom. Three
FEBRUARY 4, 1919. times Mrs. Rickenbacker had to
stand up before the noise ceased, and
each time she did stand up her son
and Secretary Baker stood with their
hands raied to their foreheads in salute to her.
Once again the attempt to cheer
Eddie was made, and this time it
was lost in the song which runs:
I'm from Ohio, I'm from Ohio,
There is nothing half so fine as that
Buckeye State of mine.
I'm from Ohio, dear old Ohio,
Round my home my heart strings
twine.
It's the land of Grant and Sherman,
McKinley, Garfleld too,
And you'll hear from several others
Secretary Baker Stands at Sanow this great big war is through.
Pership picked a cracker jacker when
lute Beside Him When Hero
he sent for Rickenbacker,
For he's from Ohio too.
Turns Dinner Cheers to Little Perslitns Honors Aee in Message.
The song was merely the first ocWoman in Balcony.
casion of the mention of Pershing's
name. Toastmaster Ireland stirred
great applause when he read this message of felicitation from the ComPERSHING ADDS TRIBUTE
mander in Chief:
ACCLAIMED AT WALDORF.
"The history of the American Air
Service on the western front is as remarkable for its sound and success'Real Crusader" and "One of ful development of aviation tactics
as for its spirit of unselfish devotion
Truest Knights Our Country and daredevil gallantry, which is unsurpassed by anything the great -jar
Has Ever Known," Says War has produced. Capt. Rickenbacker
has written some of its brightest
Secretary to 600 at Banquet. pages, and on behalf of the A. E. F. I
am proud to bear witness to our admiration for the Air Service and for
PERSHING."
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, whose him.
Personal tributes to Capt. Rickenname leads the list of American
backer's brilliance in the air, and
aces of the great war, was the printhat of his fellows, were paid during
the dinner by Secretary Baker, Gen.
cipal guest last night at the "WalMenoiher, Dr. Henry Vandyke, forme]
dorf-Astoria at a dinner given by the
Minister to Holland, and W. Bourkc
contest hoard of the American AutoCockran. But their speeches merely
mobile Association, the Aero Club of
added emphasis to the fact that
America and other organizations
would have been indisputable even
professionally concerned in the douwithout them—that the acclaim of
ble barrelled distinction Rickenthe evening made it the miost enthubacker "has won as an automobile
siastic welcome any one man has yet
received in New York on (his return
raeer and an airman.
from the war.
Capt. Rickenbacker that is started
out as the principal guest at the dinBaker Lands "Real Crusader."
ner. Then his mother stepped in and
Secretary Baker, in an address
took the honors away from him. Six
which was enthusiastically applauded,
hundred ■ persons were gathered when
said:
the ace took his place between Secre"Capt. Rickenbacker is one. of the
tary of War Baker and Representareal crusaders of America.—one of the
tive Clifford Ireland, of Illinois, the
truest knights . our .country has ever
toastmaster. Major eGn. Charles T.
known. He will find his greatest de| Menoher, Director of the Air Service,
light when the evening of his life
was thehe, too, and Major Walkercomes in looking back on his experiences. He will never forget the thrill
Lee, of the Royal British Air Forces,
and Major James A. Meissner, Capt. of combait in the clouds where it was
his
life or his adversary's. He will
Douglas Camptoell and Lieut Paul
always know this tihrill even when
Baer, all aces of the American ser- he awakes from ibis deepest, sleep.
"But his life will always be gladvice. Eddie Bald, Louis Chewrolet,
Ralph De Palma, Ray Harroun, Bar- dened as he looks about him and sees
men and women .and children walking
iney Oldfield and Dario Resta, com- free and unafraid, ad when he thinKs
panions of Rickenbacker's racing that he has given his best and ventured his own life to bring that conI days, were conspicuous as well.
dition about."
. ■" ■ "
Turned His Tribute to Mother.
The Secretary of War gave some
Some one called for three cheers for interesting figures on the development
Rickenbacker and the roar was just of airplanes by this country. He said
that when he first took office, just
] starting when Eddie came to his feet previous
to our difficulty with Mexico,
and stretched out his arms toward there were only eight airplanes owned
a box in the balcony. A beaming by the United .States Army and most,
little woman in black silk, whose of these would not fly. . .
How Air Service Grew..
brownish red hair was parted in the
He said that when w;e' entered the"
middle and whose eyes shone through European
war we had' only twelve'
gold-rimmed spectacles, arose in re- fighting planes, two training planes
and the entire personnel of our air
i sponse to the gesture, while two handWhen the;
I some girls took their places beside service nuimlbered 160.
armistice was siiigned we had in'
I her. The group was made up Mrs. Frainoe 6,472 planes and in America
| Elizabeth Rickenbacker, Miss Emma 4,865, a total of 11,337. At the same;
{^Rickenbacker and
Mrs.
W. A. time our officers numbered 18,688 and
I Pfeiffer, all of Columbus, and the enlisted men 137,760 apart froim many
others in training, schools,
Secretary Baker added that the unofficial total of German airplanes
brought down toy our fighting men o/
the sky was 491, although the sevete
rule of counting victories reduced this
to an official total, of 350. The Ger-.,
mans sent down 271 of our machines.
We destroyed 25 of their balloons and
they downed 45 of ours.
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BAKER DEFENDS
COL DEEDS FOR
AIRPLANE WORK
Extols the Man That Charles E.
Hughes Recommended for
Court-Martial.
AT RICKENBACKER

DINNER

His Imagination Peopled the
Sky with Airplanes," Secretary Declares.
PRAISES AVIATION RESULTS
In Speed and Ingenuity, Baker Says,
America Exceeded Work of
>

All Other Nations.

Colonel B. A. Deeds, whom Charles E.
Hughes recommended be brought to
court-martial on charges of acting as
confidential adviser to a former business
associate and who was subsequently exonerated by a board of inquiry, was
warmly defended last night by Secretary of War Baker, speaking at a dinner tendered to Captain Edward V.
Rickenbacker's, Americas " ace of
aces," at the Waldorf-Astoria by the
Contest Board of the Automobile Association of America. Colonel Deeds heard
the Secretary's praise of him.
Secretary Baker cited figures showing
the number of airplanes America had
when we entered the war, and gave figures showing the number at the time
tile armistice was signed. He praise
Colonel Deeds highly ar.d all those associated with him in the designing and
manufacture of the Liberty motor.
■' There is present here a .man who,
with a d rawing board and1 a couple of
pencils, locked ..imself in a room and
came out with the Liberty motor," continued the Secretary. " There is at a
table in this room Colonel Deeds, who
walked around Washington with airplanes flying off the tips of his fingers.
i:I's imagination peopled the sky with
enplanes.
" There are those who think that Colonel Deeds wanted to attain the unattainable, but I want to say that he went
hue the aircraft problems in such a wey
ihsl he allowed nothing to stand in the
way of the program that he set up. As
a result, in the first year of the war the
Liberty motor was designed, tested, improved, and , placed in quantity manufacture and 1,100 motors were produced.
in the next six months 18,000 were produced. I make bold as to say that I
believe that nowhere in the history of
industrial achievement is there a record
equal to that.

Parliament for Motors.
" I know of what I speak, for I went
tr. France and England and I talked to
n.any ministers and I want to say that
those officials would have traded their
trims or the Houses of Parliament for
the Liberty motor. Our conversations,
),o matter on which subject, always
ended when they asked me how many
Liberty motors we could give them and
l.o wsoon we could send them over.
" There was also a spruce shortage.
These men built railroads to inaccessible
parts of the Northwest in order to get
eprucd and when the armistice was
.signed we had taken over allied orders
for- 20,000,000 feet of spruce and were j
E/.tually turning out 25,000.000 feet
in onthly.
" We had never had machine guns
synchronized to the propeller blades before. By the end of the war we had
made 30,000 Lewis guns and 23,000
Marlin guns synchronized to shoot
through.the propeller blades. And any
<>ne who knows the mechanism of a machine gun knows what that means.
'
" in the breakdown of machines we
found"'that only 4 per cent, were attrib-,
u table to accident, 8 per cent, because
of the weakness of the machines, and \
from 86 to 88 per cent, because of the
breakdown in men. The medical side |
cf the air service studied the problem,!
und. concluded that the difficulty with)
the m«n concerned itself with the high;
altitude thew flew at; therefore they]
'designed an oxygen device that was.
beneficial, a.nd at the end of the war
we were producing them at the rate of
S5.000 a month.
'
" From the beginning to the end of
the. yar I think it is a fair statement to
say that we had exceeded, in the injt'cnutty of our contribution, in the or-]
sanitation of our facilities, in the speed!
of our production and In the promises,
[of the immediate future of the air serv-j
Jr■!>, the work of all the other nations
allied with us together.
Got 491 German Plane*.
" J.f some of my associates in the War
Department dreamed impossible dreams,
if they saw possibilities for production
that only time can satisfy, I attribute
ins much success as they did have to
their optimism and enthusiasm, for if
they had been pessimists they could not
have made their fine accomplishments.
" During our participation in the war
our men actually but unofficially
brought down 401 German planes. According to the severe rules of the service, however, only 350 of these were
counted. The Germans got 271 of our
planes. So you see we pretty nearly got
two for one. AVs brought down fifty*even of their balloons and they got
forty-five of ours."
iv**fc*etary Baker declared that if the
sumiatice had not been signed the German, armies would have been captured
s-nd seconded the words of Major Gen.
chat-lea 1\ Menoher, who had declared.
prior to the address of the Secretary,
that the victory of the Allies was. a
military victory and was not due to the
internal condition of Germany.
The Secretary praised Captain Rickenbacker as a crusader of the skies who
would in the evening of his life be glad
that he gave his youth to his country
and ventured death on its behalf. He
concluded by hoping that now the military victory i* over there should follow
on its heels a moral victory and he
hoped that the statesmen at Versailles
would make concrete contribution to the
cause for which Americans laid down
their lives.
Praise* American Army.
General Menoher, who formerly commanded the Rainbow Division during
the period of active warfare, was applauded warmly when he declared that
it ws only the surrender of Germany
that saved its armies from capture, for
he asserted that in the last drive there
was absolutely no doubt but that the
American troops would push on to the
Rhine " and nothing on earth could
stop us."
" At one time we felt that American
airplanes were not coming along fast
enough," he continued. " We may as
well admit that. But we knew that the
American people were with us. it was
heartbreaking to have calls to send
planes to the front lines where our own
men were being shot up by the boche.
But matters improved until on Nov. 5 I
saw 100 bombing planes in the air at
one time on a mission to the German
lines. The effect of this sight on the
men was marvellous. They knew that
the planes were coming and that was
what they wanted.
" There Is no question that the American Army became the determining factor of the war. They assisted in stopping the Hun drive to Paris and the
Hun was stopped dead in his tracks.
The French, with whom I served, were
glad and willing to admit that. Three
days after we stopped them at the
Marne we took the initiative away from
the Hun and he never regained it. We
drove him back till he had to sue for
peace to save his army from capture."
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WILL SEND 26TH TO
BOSTON IF POSSIBLE

GEN. CROWDEDS RECORD
SHOWS NO REPRIMAND
Words in March Letter That He
Objected to Eliminated
by Baker.

Baker Says Sailing Date
Has Not Been Fixed

WASHINGTON, Feb. 4.—Discussion at
the Capitol of published reports that
Provost Marshal Crowder had been reprimanded by General March, Chief of
Staff, led the War Department to authorize a statement today that General
Cowder's entire military record was unmarred and to disclose the origin of
the reprimand story.
It was stated that when the second
draft was being planned General March
and General Crowder differed over the
provision for medical examinations and
exchanged letters on the subject. The
language of a brief abstract of General
March's letter, which went to division
heads in the course of departmental
routine, was construed by General Crowder as' implying a reprimand, and he
took the matter up with Secretary
Baker The Secretary wrote in reply
that he found no reprimand was intended but that to make this clear he had
had the language to which the General
objected altered.
A resolution introduced yesterday by
Representative Siegrel of New York proposed that the Speaker of the House
appoint a special committee to investigate various charges affecting the War
Department, including one that General
Crowder had been reprimanded for expressing his Views before a Congressional committee. It was said at the
department that the files showed letters
exchanged between Secretary Baker,
General March, and General Crowder
dealing with differences of opinion regarding the draft pror 'in, but thnt
there had ijuuu i»u lepri, ai.

Hopes to Bring Division as Unit and
That It Can Parade
Sec of War Newton D. Baker, at the
State caucus of the League of Nations
in Tremont Temple yesterday morning,
publicly assured parents and friends of
men in the 26th Division that he is doing
everything possible to expedite the
home-coming of the division and that, if
possible, he will order the debarkation
to take place at Boston.
Mr Baker expressed his regret that he,
could not say definitely when the division will return. The date of sailing,
lie said, has not even been fixed.
"Efforts will be made." he said, "to
bring the division home as a unit, so far
as possible, and if conditions are subject to our control the division will land
in Boston.
"I am anxious that the division should
have an opportunity to parade in Boston. I don't know how far that will be
possible. I want the 26th Division to
parade in Boston in order that it may
receive its due from you for the quality
and the character of the men. They
are worthy of the traditions of their
ancestors, for they carried the flag of
our country from one victory to another, knowing no defeat and contributing in a spectacular and obvious way
to the ultimate military victory which
our Army has achieved over the Germans."
The Secretary of War spent a rather
strenuous clay in Boston. Met by Maj
Gen Clarence R. Edwards upon his arrival at the South Station in the early
morning, Sec Baker was driven to the
Hotel Bellevue. where he breakfasted
in his; room. Shortly after he was met by
J. Randolph Coolidge Jr, president of
the League of Free Nations' Association of Massachusetts, and by Judge
George W. Anderson of the United States
Circuit Court.
An hour later the three were driven
to Tremont Temple to attend the caucus of the league.
Following the Tremont Temple meeting the War Secretary attended the
Cham'ber of Commerce luncheon at the
Hotel Brunswick and in the evening
was the principal speaker at the League
of Nations meeting in Tremont Temple.
He left for Washington at midnight.
Since the War Secretary came to Boston, not in his official capacity, but as
one of the speakers at the League of
Nations meeting, there were no military
ceremonies or inspections during his
brief stay.,
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BROUGHT FIVE
MISTER SECRETARY
United States Will Find
WOUNDED MEN
Jobs For Men Who Fought
BACKTO LINES
Private From
Her Battles in France Red-headed
Seattle Regular SureEnough Hero
Secretary of War Urges Soldier - Patients
Now in Hospitals to Take Advantage of WINS COVETEDD.S. CROSS
Government Reconstruction Program

Commander-in-Chief of the Army Is Now
Gathering Fruits of Victory and Writing
Treaties That Will Safeguard Free Nations

Is One Of ng3 Yanks From
France to Arrive at Old
"TT is utterly inconceivable that the United States should
Grand Central Palace
[ neglect to supply jobs for the men who have defended her
on the battlefields of France."
In these reassuring words Secretary of War Newton D. Baker NOT content with leading four
wounded men through a heavy
routed the impression gaining ground in some quarters that the
barrage to a first aid dressing
country is unappreciative of the victory and bravery of her station, Pvt. Christian Nelson, of the
soldiers, that they are being pushed from pillar to post in their 30th Engineers, picked up another of
search for work, that the stay-at-homes have all the good berths his fellows badly gassed although the
tatter's clothes were saturated with
in control leaving the fighting men out in the cold, and that mustard
which will penetrate through
misery, want and starvation are staring them in the face, as hell and damnation. This occurred
recompense for their courageous pilgrimage.
near Brois de Brieulles. He saved
It was during the course of a recent short visit to New York the five of them, but In so doing
"went under" himself from effects
that the Secretary of War gave expression to his views for of
the mustard gas. Nelson is a red_THE RIGHT-ABOUT on the reconstruction period, as it headed chap fronv Seattle, Washingpeculiarly applies to home-coming soldiers.
ton. Many are the things that have
- For those who incline to a pessimistic view of a soldier's fu- been said against the fiery-haired
but his bravery in France will
ture, the Secretary had little sympathy. The nation, according ones,
have considerable to do In removing
to him, recognizes its obligation to the men who fought to that alleged stigma.
defend its honor in France, and will redeem it. This redemp- Nelson is a hero. There are no
tion consists in giving to every soldier a square deal and the two ways about it Not onlyvdo his'
regard him as such, but'so did
opportunity to make good. While present industrial disorgan- pals
those in command. If anyone doubts
ization, due to the stoppage of war work, may seemingly stand this, let them prevail upon him to
in the way of this, the condition is only transient and will soon show his Distinguished Service Cross.
give way to one of enormous commercial expansion and growth, He has one.
citation which records his feat
affording every veteran the chance he now aches to get his ofThe
courage reads as follows: "For
hands on.
extraordinary heroism under fire.
Displaying remarkable preserverance
and daring he made his way through
a heavy barrage with a message for
the commander of a Stokes mortar
platoon. Later he volunteered to
lead four wounded men through the
barrage to a first aid station. On
the way he met three other wounded
soldiers, one of them had been
severely gassed and unable to walk
Private Nelson carried this man to
the dressing station knowing that his
clothes were saturated with mustard
gas."
Still a trifle under the weather
from pneumonia which resulted from
the gassing, Nelson returned aboard
the Celtic. With 1,193 other vets who
have arrived at Debarkation Hospital No. 5, Grand Central Palace, during the week, he is now comfortably
recuperating and awaiting the day
that spells home. Prior to Friday
many of the wards were absolutely
empty, but with the arrival of the
Mongolia with 981 officers and enlisted men, and the Celtic with 192
patients, the vacant beds were again
filled. And a happy throng it is.
Very few of the soldier patients have
wounds of any seriousness and out
of the entire group there were only
one hundred who had to be carried
on litters. Most of the recent arrivals are convalescing from pneumonia, influenza, or measles.

Only "Be Patient"
Mr. Baker then declared:
"I can only say to the returned soldier,—be patient. When the country
has_ passed through its. present state
of industrial disorganization and settles down to its prosperous industrial
normal state once more, the returned
soldier will again be welcomed back
into the commercial and industrial
life of the nation."
The next "smash" of the Secretary's concerned the man disabled
either by wounds or disease while in
the service of his country. Mr. Baker
has decided and emphatic convictions
on this subject, which are of singular
importance, first to men now in Army
hospitals second to their families,
and third, to the country as a whole.
The necessity for war disabled
Americans to embrace the various
re-educational arid vocational courses
now being provided at reconstruction
hospitals under the direction of the
Army Medical Department, the advantages to be derived from taking
the training mapped out and arranged
by the Federal Board of Vocational
Education, the duty of a soldier's
family not to molest him and cry
for him to come home while the Government is repaying its debt to him,
all this was dwelt upon by Mr. Baker
in his characteristic lucid manner. It
is clear that not only the battlefields
of France but the battlefields at home
have received his careful attention
and close, quiet scrutiny.
What Government Is Doing
Follows what the Secretary of War
has to say to the men in New York
Debarkation Hospitals:
"The greatest thing of all for you
boys in the hospitals is to realize the
advantages of the vocational training the Government is offering you.
You have no idea of the wonderful
accomplishments which will be yours
if you take the courses now being
provided. I recall the case of an
Englishman, who attended St. Dunstan's Hotel for Blinded Sailors and
Soldiers, which is conducted by Sir
Arthur Pearson, himself blind. Before the war he wrote specifications
for contracts. To-day as a result of
the training he received at St. Dunstan's he is writing specifications for
contracts at five times the salary he
was paid prior to enlistments.
"Similar results are bound to happen in the United States, provided
you men will only interest yourselves
in the vocational trainihg advantages
(Continued on page 2)

PREMIER ACE
OF A. E. F. FETED
AT BANQUET
America's premier ace, Captain
Eddie Rickenbacker, was feted at a
banquet in the spacious halls of the
Waldorff-Astoria Monday night in
honor of his return to terra firma
in the United States after rather a
successful career in the air in
France. _ The army joined with the
automobile-racing and manufacturing fraternity in welcoming the aviator. Secretary of War Baker was
the chief speaker of the evening, and
the Contest Board of the American
Automobile Association played the
role of host. In reality, the demonstration was a national welcome to
one of the most popular American
heroes of the Great War.
Capt. Rickenbacker was not the sole
ace in attendance.' There was Maj or
James Meissner, with twelve Boche
planes to his credit; there was Capt
Douglas Campbell, the first American aviator to win the coveted ace
distinction; there was Lieut. Willard
D. Hill, and Lieut. H. Baldwin, the
latter of whom scored twelve victories over the Boche flyers while on
duty with a British squadron. Civil _ and military notables were
there without number, all to do honor
to the former racing driver who
went to France as General Pershing's
chauffeur, and afterward became the
most famous aviator of the A. E. F.
And of course Capt. Rickenbacker's
mother was there, the proudest of
them all.
A cablegram from General Pershing congratulating Capt. Rickenbacker on his achievements was read,
as were also greetings from ex-President William H. Taft.

Thirty-one Awarded
Congressional Medal
WASHINGTON, Feb. 4.— The
Congressional Medal of Honor—the
country's highest war decoration—
was today granted to 29 enlisted men
and two officers. All performed acts
of- "gallantry and intrepidity above
and beyond the call of duty in
action."

Hospital Breaks Record
.

Two records were broken at the
hospital in handling the men. In the
short space of three hours every patient who arrived on the Mongolia
had passed through the receiving
office and was hugely enjoying the
delights of "No. 5." As the results
of the many arrivals Saturday and
Sunday proved the largest visiting
days the hospital has seen. Many
indeed, were the happy reunions.
These were the records broken.
Among the Mongolia's passengers
now thoroughly comfortable at Debarkation Hospital No. 5, is Private
William J. Moran, Company F, 4th
Infantry. Private Moran is a New
Yorker, his home being at 606 West
46th Street. He said that the most
welcome sight ever seen was "Miss
Liberty," when the transport came
into port. Moran put in ten months'
service on the other side. He was
put out of action at Chateau-Thierry,
when he caught a shower of shrapnel
and high explosives in the legs and
shoulder.
Private Moran was enthusiastic in
his praise of the American Red Cross
and the Salvation Army, and glad to
see these organizations doing just as
(Continued on page 2)

Democracy For All Peoples To Be
Established Safe For All Times
Through Victory of U.S. Doughboy

(Copyright by THE RIGH* ABOUT)

/AMERICA'S thousands of wounded and sick fighting men have not sacri**•*■ Heed, bled and suffered for the cause of world democracy and human
freedom in vain. Such is the opinion of Newton D. Baker, Secretary of Wan
There being about four thousand disabled fighting men in the three
Debarkation Hospitals of this port today, with thousands of others having
passed through them en route for farther treatment before discharge, and with
approximately 100,000 men still in Army hospitals in France waiting tranports
home, Mr. Baker was asked, weighing these facts in the balance as against
the recent trend of events at the Peace Congress, if in his opinion the price
paid by the dougboys during eighteen months of service is worth the results
now accruing to the world at Versailles.
His answer was an emphatic, "Yes."

Photo Copyright, Underwood & Underwood

NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War

City Officials Consider
Problem of Sheltering
Discharged Soldiers
SEVERAL times within the past
few weeks the attention of THE
RIGHT-ABOUT has been called to
the fact that there are a large number of discharged soldiers and sailors
walking the streets of the city without funds and consequently without any fit place in which to sleep.
There are, of course, a number of
organizations that offer sleeping
quarters for men in the service or
just discharged at a very reasonable
rate._ But even this has become
prohibitive for a number of men
who have no homes here, and who
have spent all their money in searching for jobs. There remains for
them_ nothing but the Municipal
Lodging House, or the chance that
some warm-hearted New Yorker may
take them in for the night. The
after-care committees of the Red
Cross are always ready to render
temporary assistance to men in the
service, but there are great numbers
of these men who have never heard
of this work.
A reporter from THE RIGHT-ABOUT
called the attention of Mayor Hylan
to this situation yesterday. While
he was waiting to see the Mayor he
talked with a discharge infantryman
just' returned from camp whose case
is typical. The doughboy once had
a prosperous little retail business on
Thompson Street.
He sold this
when war was declared and enlisted.
He has been unable to find a job
since his return and his funds are
getting low. He is already behind
in his rent and has no family or
friends who can help him. He was
at the Mayor's- office to ask about
getting a peddler's license.

The Mayor expressed his Interest
in THE RIGHT-ABOUT'S proposal that
the city provide free beds for discharged men who have no funds.
He said that the city was full of a
lot of "Loud-mouthed patriots who
were willing to take out their patriotism in talk but who would do little else. They have made me a great
deal of trouble," said His Honor,
advising the reporter to see Commissioner of Charities Coler over in
the Municipal Building.
Commissioner Coler listened to
the idea and said that the Municipal
Lodging House is already sheltering
a number of disharged men. The
Commissioner was asked if it would
not be possible to put cots into one
of the city buildings as a means of
temporary relief. He said that he
would take the matter under consideration.
And there for the time being the
matter rests.

Fox Hills Is Now
General Hospital
Pursuant to recent orders, U. S.
Debarkation Hospital No. 2, Staten
Island, has become a General Hospital, and will now receive patients
from other Debarkation hospitals.
A number of patients have already
been transferred from Debarkation
Hospital No. 3, Greenhut Building,
to the new General hospital on Staten
Island, where they will undergo
further observation and treatment.
Every Debarkation hospital in
New York City is now covered by
THE RIGHT-ABOUT, which has it representatives in every institution.

BUREAU PLAN
ON INSURANCE
MADE PUBLIC

Mr. Baker was seen at the Hotel Belmont Monday evening.
THE RIGHT-ABOUT requested an exclusive message from
the Secretary of War to the, men now temporarily residing at
the Debarkation Hospitals of this city. He expressed himself
as glad and happy to give it.
The Commander-in-Chief, President Wilson, is now gathering at the Peace Congress at Versailles the full fruits of tho
work accomplished and the suffering endured by American soldiers, according to Mr. Baker.
"Tell the soldiers," said the Secretary of War, "who have
fought the battle for democracy and won the victory, that their
Commander-in-Chief is gathering the fruits of that victory they
have won, and is writing the treaties that will make those
fruits everlasting and free to all the peoples of the earth.

The way in which the government
plans to extend the privilege of carrying life insurance in its War Risk
Insurance Bureau to soldiers and
sailors, now that the war is over, has
just been announced by Colonel
Henry B. Lindsey, of the War Risk
Insurance Bureau. Within five years
men have the opportunity of converting the present policies into
Democracy in Arms
standard forms of insurance, according to the announcement. As one of
"The American Army abroad represented democracy in arms.
the most valuable things being a soldier has given, it is anticipated that It was associated with armies representing the democracy of
this chance to be insured will be the old world. Together they have madespossible a new world
eagerly grasped by the soldiers and in which it is recognized that democracy will be as fundamental
sailors.
in the relations of peoples and nations, as it was previously in
New rates on the various types of
America alone.
policies will be announced soon.
There will be six different kinds of
"The treaties now being written, at Versailles will express
insurance—ordinary life, twenty-payment life, thirty-payment life, twenty- the aspirations of America, which have become the aspirations
year endowment, thirty-year endow- of free peoples throughout the world. In this war freedom has
ment, and endowment payable at the
triumphed not only with arms, but with ideas."
age of 62. All policies will contain
clauses providing that in case of perThroughout the interview Mr. >Baker showed that he commanent total disability of the insured
pletely
understood and was in sympathy with that American
man the Government will make
monthly payments to him and pre soldier who had gone to France, made possible the overthrow
mium payments will cease. This of armed imperialism, paid for the victory with hurts suffered
amounts virtually to old-age pensioning and disability insurance, and in- by himself, and now is home or soon to be home, eager to oversures that no man who has served in come his handicaps and win fresh laurels.
the Army or Navy need ever be desIn his opinion it is all-important that the home-coming vetertitute if he carries the Government
insurance.
ans do not lose sight of those ideals which sent them grimly to
. All policy holders will participate battle in France. They glorified them during long stretches of
in dividends and earnings of over
3^4 per cent, from the insurance fund courageous endurance in the trenches and with the furious elan
will go into dividends. Since the re- that broke all barriers in open fighting.
serves will be invested in Government
securities, most of which will pay in
Ideals That Lost
the neighborhood of 4^4 per cent, it
These same ideals, hopes and aspirations could easily be lost
is certain that there will be large dividends to be returned periodically to or dimmed in the halls of a peace conference. But they will not
policy holders.
be. President Wilson, so the Secretary of War set forth, is
Collections of premiums will be
made through postmasters in each fully cognizant of the price the Yanks paid, is well aware of
community.
the fine zeal that animated them, and is helping to write a
Up to to-day 34,969 awards had treaty of peace which will satisfy them, satisfy the world, and
been made on deaths of insured soldiers and sailors for amounts aggre- insure untold treasures of freedom and democracy to the
gating $294,720,000. ,
America of to-morrow and to all peoples.

Full List of Latest Overseas Arrivals
i
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THE RIGHT-ABOUT, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, WEEK FEB. 5—FEB. 11, 1919

■SECRETARY SEES
WELCOME OF
OLDIER TO JOB

CHATEAU-THIERRY
Club for Wounded Soldiers, Sailors and Marines
21 Beekman Place

Mimnaugh, Joseph, Pvt, Bat. F,
Before the inauguration of "The Port of Missing Men" column
the editors of THE RIGHT-ABOUT did not fxdly realize the 7th F.A., 1st Div. Last heard from
June 25, 1918, reported severely
widespread circulation of the paper. But now they know, and wounded.
know full well.
Inquiry from Mrs. M. Green, 507
Seldom has a newspaper feature met with such instant and wide- 10th Ave., N. Y. C.
spread response from its readers, as did "The Port of Missing
Moll, Frank J., Pvt, M.G. Co.,
Men." Inquiries for missing loved ones come daily to the office
of THE RIGHT-ABOUT, at Debarkation Hospital No. J, Green- 106th Inf., 27th Div. Last letter
dated Sept. 15, 1918.
Reported
hut Building—-inquiries from almost every state along the Atlantic missing since Sept. 27, 1918.
seaboard.
Inquiry from May Moll, 892
The deluge has been so heavy that an already busy staff of sol- Madison St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
dier-newspaper men will have a mammoth task on its hands to
obtain information on each case immediately. Every effort will Poe, George H., Sgt, Co. L, 127th
Last heard from in July, 1918.
be made to secure accurate first-hand information, but there will Inf.
Inquiry from Cecile K. Fox, 285
be necessary delays. THE RIGHT-ABOUT does not set itself Danforth St., Jersey City, N. J.
up as a compendium of knowledge military, but simply aims to act
as a go-between for the soldier back from France with' possible
Reynolds, Horace, Corp., Co. D,
information, and the news-hungry civilian population.
141st Inf., 36th Div. Address A.P.O.
. Just as soon as a response to a query is received it will be mailed 736.
Reynolds, Leon, Lieut, Co. F,
to the person making the inquiry. It was decided best to mail all 144th
Inf., 36th Div.
answers to queries, rather than print the information.
Inquiry from Hazel Revnolds,
To inquiring civilians—patience, please.
815 Traphagen St, West Hoboken,
To Buddy, late of the A. E. F.—please look over each week's N. J.
list with care and write, or convey personally, any late, news you
Smyton, William, Pvt., Co. A,
may have on some missing man. You'd want someone to do that 306th Eng. Last heard from by
for your own mother, or wife, or sister, ivouldn't you?
letter dated Oct. 13, 1918.
Inquiry from Anna J. Hassey,
. Information is desired of the folloiving missing soldiers:
312 West 22nd St., N. Y. C.
Baker, Thomas, Pvt., Co. K, ■. McPartlin, Peter, Pvt. Organ166th Infantry. Last heard from ization unknown. Last heard from
Stenicka, Frank, Pvt, Co. F, 59th

Urges Patients to Study
In Hospitals According
to Army Plan
FOR BETTER CONDITIONS
Greatest Gift in Power of the
Government Is Complete
Rehabilitation
(Continued from page 1)
■which are yours for the taking.
"I can remember, as can most any
Lman of my age and generation, how
be civil war veterans were received
their return to civil life. Society
Jeceived them, made much of them
'because of their injuries sustained in
battle—for a time—and then proceeded to go about its own business.
"The returned wounded soldiers of
that day basked in this warm reception for a while and then became
greatly dissatisfied and unhappy.
What was the cause of this? They
had not been taught how to care for
themselves; they had been taught no
craft, or trade, or profession.
Greatest Gift of All
"The greatest gift in the power of
the Government to bestow is to make
a returned disabled soldier self-supporting, self-respecting and independent, by teaching him a trade or occupation that he can practice despite
the handicap of his injuries.
"The treatment given you to-day in
Army hospitals is all designed to help
bring about this end. Not only are
your wounds being healed, but your
mental attitude is being shaped, so
that when the time comes you will
be ready and fit in every particular
to get back on the job. Some of
things you are asked to do, now or
later, may seem mighty foolish. For
the life of you, you may not be able
to see any benefit in turning a crank
or kicking a pedal. But years after
when a muscle once torn, or a bone
once broken in France shows surprising strength, you will know the
reason.
"Whatever will add to your future
. well-being, mental and physically, has
been prepared for you. This however, merely marks the first step in
the training period back to self-support and self-respect' in civil life.
Next comes the Federal Board of
Vocational Education. Equipped with
your service records, qualification
cards and the hospital notes on your
case, it will make every effort to
place you in that branch of work
which will be most congenial and
profitable, considering your own
preferences, abilities and injuries."

THE PORT OF MISSING MEN

She's Some J^ewsie!

Prominent Woman Official of
R®d Cross Plays "tfetvsie"
For Soldiers' Newspaper

"Wanna buy a paper, mister?"
No answer.
"Ah, goon! It's a good paper."
No answer.
"Hey, there! It is a soldier paper.
All about the boys, what they are doing !"
Bang! Hand into change pocket.
Coin produced.
Paper changes
hands. Sale made. Customer goes
off reading. "Newsboy" is ready to
tackle the next one.
The above, while it may not be a
flawless account of Miss Mabel
Boardman's method of selling a soldier newspaper on the streets of
Washington, yet acurately sets forth
the spirit with which she assails the
job each week. , .
Miss Mabel Boardman ,by the way,
is a high official of the American
Red Cross. And the hospital paper
she is "newsboying" for is The ComeBack, published at, Walter Reed
Hospital just outside of Washington,
and a fellow ^member of the: family
which include" *ZW Right About.
Washington
women,
especially
those associated with the Red Cross,
have adopted The Come-Back as
their own. In fact, the entire distribution of the paper is in their
hands. And the results they have
Legless "Math" Student
achieved, would put to,shame,the exHere Secretary Baker cited the case pert circulation staff of many a
of a lesrless soldier, a patient in
Walter Reed General Hospital, on
the outskirts of Washington. He
had been an ardent student of mathematics at college previous to the war.
The Federal Board of Vocation
Education after thoroughly going into
his case advised him to continue his
studies along this, line. He decided
Just a button-with a number, but
he would. He had dabbled with cal- official, and all that, will be the
culus and other forms of higher
"math," now he would master them. warrant of persons not in the milHis ambition to-day is to become a itary service for entering floors of
professor of mathematics which can- Debarkation Hospital No. 3, Grenot but be regarded as an honorable enhut Building, above the mezzanine
and respected calling.
floor. The order became offective
Of course, while studying the Vo- February 1st, and those who have
cational Board will take care of his
college expenses and at the same time authority to visit places above the
pay him a recompense equal to that mezzanine floor, will hence forth
he would have received were he on wear a large white button with "U.
active Army service. The decision to S. A.. Debarkation Hospital No. 3,
continue his studies was up to this New York City" in the center on
soldier and to him alone, the Secretheir left sleeve.
tary pointed out. Had he passed them
up, little of anything could have been
Guards will recognize and honor
done for him. But he decided to .stick such badges. Officers, nurses, and
to the ship and now the resources of soldiers are instructed to conduct
the Government are at his disposal.
Mr. Baker next had a suggestion to unattended persons found above the
offer to parents. He said: "Fathers mezzanine floor to the information
and mothers want their boys home. desk, if such persons cannot show
They declare, 'Our boy has lost his the button or written authority for
leg. He is practically over the opera- their presence.
tion now, and we want him/home so
Civilian employees of the Quarterthat we can give him the affectionate
. care that he and we crave. But that master or others,, employed in the
affectionate care will not accomplish hospital or laboratories will be allowthe same result that the Government's ed to go where their duties require.
care would.
"The affection will last, but the
• constant effort necessary to make the
"It is nothing more or less than
disabled man superior to his injury,
the honorable thing to help the Govindependent and self-supporting in ernment to make useful citizens out
spite of it, cannot endure,
of disabled soldiers. Parents by al"Each family should realize that lowing their boys to remain in the
~"the Government is undertaking a Government's care, rather than placgreat work for the benefit of every ing them in self-selected colleges, and
disabled man, but that unless co- institutions,.will help this work along
operation is given by them in permitting their son to stay in the hos- in a large way."
pital until he has. received full treatA Soldier's Duty
ment and then under the care-of the
Reverting again to the doughboy
Government for further training, the
whole effort and system is valueless. himself, who never seems to be very
far from the Secretary's thoughts,
Make Further Sacrifice
he declared:
"Each family should make the fur"I want all the men in the hospitals
ther sacrifice now of letting their boy to feel .that it»is part of your duties
under Government care and supervi- as soldiers to take advantage of the
sion until completely rehabilitated as opportunities the Government offers
an independent, self-supporting man." them to become self-supporting citiAnother danger pointed out by Mr. zens once more.,
Baker was that of some taking their
"The fighting was not all done with
boys away from the care of the Gov- arms overseas. There is still the
ernment and providing for their re- fight for reconstruction on this side."
training themselves. Often folks of
Mr. Baker then: recalled the exmeans may desire to do this for men ample of an old Army man of his
not related to them. While it is well acquaintance who* had lost his left
meaning enough, it serves to place a arm in France. Having the idea of
disagreeable stigma upon those men duty well in mind and knowing that
who elect to pursue their rehabilita- as an untrained.cripple he would be
tion under federal guidance, at least of little use to his country, he signed
in their own eyes. They are made to with the Federal Board of Vocational
feel that they. are analagous to pa- Education for a course at the Cartients in a charity ward. This, of negie Institute, Pittsburgh, where he
course, is far from being the case, is going to take up civil engineering,
still the reaction seems inevitable. ' having shown considerable aptitude
"Well-to-do parents, "declared the for that line of work in the Army.
Secretary, "and others who take a The course will last several years, at
fancy to some boy, take him out of least, but during that time he will
the hospital and say, 'I'll put him be amply provided for financially, as
through college myself.' To the boy his tuition is paid by the. Governremaining in the hospital that leaves ment, and he also will receive a liberal
a certain stigma on the efforts of allowance for living expenses.
the Government along educational
The outstanding point in conneclines. Sons of poorer families are tion with this man according to the
made to feel that their lads are not Secretary of War, is that he is enterhaving as complete and as good an ing upon a new phase of his life,
education under the Government plan. that of reequipping himself, not only
"Of course, it is realized by them for his own future benefit, but to
that the Government has secured the prove to disabled soldiers in general
tinie and efforts of the ablest men that if an old-timer, a supposed
in the country for this particularly hackneyed Army man can "come
essential job.
back," they surely.can.

Metropolitan daily. Still this is not
unusual, having previously demonstrated their ability to "put across"
almost any job on God's green earth.
It must be admitted that some New
York women have been running a
close second to those in the National
Capitol.
Members of the Wall
Street Women's Club are showing
themselves to be no mean "business
boosters." Another group headed by
Mrs.. A. Whitcomb are booming
things in great shape. It is hardly
fair to mentipn some and not others
in this connection, and yet some women do fight shy of cold type, so
their names must be ommitted.
The sentiment of most of these
"newsies" is that if a woman of Miss
Mabel Boardman's type does not consider it beneath her dignity to sell a
soldier paper on the streets of the
capital city, it surely shoul not injure the pride of New Yorkers to do
the same.
The Circulation manager of THE
Right-About expressed the opinion
recently that he expects it will be
necessary to enlarge his.present quarters when the women of this city fully
realize the enviable opportunity for
service this newspaper opens up to
them.. ■' ■
r.s
Mabel Boardman down in Washington thinks he is right.

Bruce, James H., Pvt., C, 6th
Engrs., 3rd Div., Army Serial No.
158,405. Last heard from Oct. 13.
Reported missing since Oct. 17.
Inquiry from Mrs. Thomas
Bruce, 557 Main St., Paterson,

N. J.

Chester, Benjamin, Sgt., Co. K,
106th Inf. Last heard from Aug.
24.
Craig, Walter, Lieut. Last heard
from Sept. 22.
Inquiry from Mrs. Walter Craig,
501 West 121st St., New York
City.
Dunn, Harry. Organization un*
known.
Last seen Aug. 11, at
Overseas Casual Stockade No. 2,
Camp Merritt, N. J. Last heard
from Aug. 12.
Inquiry from Frank Burroughs,
3750 Park Ave., New York City.
Evans, Percy H., Pvt., Co. F,
807th Pioneer Inf.
Last- heard
from Sept. 15.
Inquiry from Mrs. Harriet Waller, 9 West 99th St., New York
City.

field, N. J.

Schneider, George E., Pvt., Co.
Goold, Charles Harold., Pvt.,
Ambulance Co. 13, Med. Dept. C, 108th Inf., 27th Div. Last heard
Reported wounded in Base No. 54. from Sept. 12.
Inquiry from Mae Newton, 241
Inquiry from A. G. Williams,
If you can make pills or fill pre- R. N., 541 Lexington Ave., New Sheridan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
scriptions, if the mortar and spatula York City.
are a part of your working tools,
Smith, Morell, Lieut., Co. C,
then Lieutenant A. F. Anderson,
Gowan, Henry P., Corp., Co. L, 310th Inf. Last heard from Oct.
Adjutant, Debarkation Hospital No, 358th Inf. Reported missing Sept. 14.
3, Greenhut Building would like to 26.
Inquiry from J. B. Chambers, 50
know about it. There is a chance
Inquiry from Miss Claudia Go- West 67th St., New York City.
for good jobs for patients who are wan, 106 Morningside Drive, New
registered pharmacists. It has been York City.
requested that such men submit their
Smock, Fred W., Corp., Co. D,
names to him.
Hdqs., Prov. Repl. Bn., 2nd Army
Greenberg, Michael, Pvt., Co. K, Corps. Last heard from Sept. 12.
305th Inf., 77th Div. Reported se- . Inquiry from Miss R. Rathbun,
verely wounded Nov. 10, and at 177 North 7th St, Newark, N. J.
Base Hospital No. 2, France.
Inquiry from Mrs. J. Phillips,
Sullivan, David John, Corp.,
236 Linden St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hdqs. Co. 353rd Inf., 89th Div.
Inquiry from Aida Schick, 33
Grogan, Frank A. Pvt., Co. B, West 16th St., New York City.
316th Inf. 79th Div.
Reported
wounded Sept. 29.
Last heard
Tackaberry, John W., Pvt, Co.
from Sept. 14.
(Continued from page 1)
Inquiry from Mrs. F. Grogan, B, 114th Inf., 29th Div., A. P. O.
765. Reported missing in action
good work in this country as they did 553 Dean St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Oct. 12. Also reported wounded.
in France and England.
Last heard from Aug. 15th.
Before he entered the army, Moran
Hawkins, John, Capt. Believed
Inquiry from Jane Tackaberry,
was a factory worker, and he intends to be in X-Ray Dept. of a New
58 West 91st St., New York City.
to go back to his trade as soon as he York Hospital.
is sufficiently recovered. Meanwhile
Inquiry from R. J. Hawn, New
he is going to enjoy the comforts of Dorp, Staten Island.
Thayer, Earl A., Pvt, Co. A,
Debarkation Hospital No. 5.
301st Inf. Transferred in Aug. to
Hastings, Walcott B, 1st Lieut, Co. I, 165th Inf. Reported missNew York Boy Back
Co. L, 127th Inf., 32nd Div. Re- ing in action Oct. 15. Last heard
from Aug. 24.
; Corporal Max Rosenberg, Head- ported killed in action Oct. 16.
Inquiry from John A. Thayer,
quarters Company, 114th Infantry, is
Inquiry from Arthur C. Hastanother of the new arrivals at No. ings, 100 West 59th St., New York Attleboro, Mass.
5. Rosenberg served 12 months in City.
France, and is recovering from the
Tyack, John A., Corp., Co. K,
effects of gas which he received at
Herold, Otto, Pvt, Co. K, 18th 106th Inf. Reported missing since
St. Mihiel. He hails from Passaic,
Inf. Reported missing in action Sept.
N. J., and is glad that he is so near
July 18. Reported killed in action
Inquiry from Mary E. Tyack.
his home town.
Sept. 24. Reported wounded Sept.
The corporal enlisted in 1913, and 27.
went down to the border when the
Wache, August G., Pvt., Co. E,
Inquiry from C. W. Brinckmann,
Mexicans started their little fuss. 699 Palisade Ave., West New 128th Inf.
Last heard from in
From there he went to France and York, N. J.
Sept.
was in on most of the heavy fightInquiry
from
Mrs.
Charles
ing. Rosenberg says he is thoroughly
Wache, 820 Malone St, West HoIsius,
William,
?vt,
29th
Co.,
disgusted with the German as a
boken, N. J.
fighter. It was just like taking candy M. G. T. C. Camp Hancock, Ga.
Last
heard
frcm
Sept.
21.
away from a baby at St. Mihiel acInquiry from Mrs. William Isius,
Whitehouse, James A., Pvt., Co.
cording to him, and in the Argonne,
the Yanks knocked the Huns into a 465 East 146th St., New York City. E, 305th Inf., 77th Div. Reported
in French Military Hospital Base
"row of shanties in jig time."
Landon, JoseDh H., Corp., Co.
"Say," declared the corporal, "those G, 308th Inf., 77th Div. Reported No. 2. Last heard from Nov. 9.
Inquiry from Anna M. Whitebirds wouldn't get within twenty miles severely wounded Aug. 13.
house, 436 East 56th St, New York
of an American if they could help
Inquiry from Mrs. H. Landon, City.
it. As hand-to-hand fighters they 305 78th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
were the worst example that I ever
want to see.'
Mazzio, Anthony, Pvt, Bat C,
Zirwes, George J., Pvt., Co. A,
Rosenberg was a radio operator in 13th F. A., 4th Div. Last heard 311th Inf. Reported missing Sept.
civil life, and now says that he is from Oct. 18th.
30. ,
going back to the same work. Radio
Inquiry from Miss Anna IanInquiry from Mrs. Josephine
operating is the only business in the netti, 24C9-11
Beaumont Ave., Zirwes, 32 Lafayette St., Rahway,
'world in the opinion of the corporal. Bronx, N. Y.
N. J.

Telephone Plaza S021

Coffee, Cocoa,.Tea

Home-made Goodie3
Served Free
Free Bus for men unable to walk
Smokes
Pool Room
Writing Room and Type Writers
Newest Magazines
Music
Cheer and Comfort

NORTON'S

ICE
CREAM
*

"Those who fought for Uncle
Sam—Know it's free from fault
or sham."

T

rrrii

OUR cbcoanut-macroons, sponge, fig-fruit and spicecakes, also jelly-rolls, are sold at all arrhy and navy
camps and debarkation hospitals in New York.
They are made of the best under sanitary conditions of
the health department.

tz.

ASCH MACROON
20 LUDLOW STREET

NEW YORK CITY

WELCOME, HEROES!
To the Boys in Service and their Folks, Gimbels offers
the free services of its SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
REUNION HEADQUARTERS where they may meet
or leave messages for one another.

TO THOSE LIVING OUT OF TOWN
who come to New York to meet their boys, this Gimbel
bureau—centrally located as it is—offers an exceptionally
convenient meeting place.
How to Reach Gimoelq; Subways, Street Cars, Busses,
Hudson Tubes, Sixth Avenue L, Penn. R. R, right at the
door.

Sexton, David, Sgt, Supply Co.,
38th Inf. Last heard from Sept.

22, 1918:
Inquiry from L. Valentine, 220
East 50th St., N. Y. C.

yjpi ST _ BROADWAY-W* ST.

NEW

DR. SILVER TO SPEAK
Rev. Percy Silver, D. D., rector of
the Church of the Incarnation, will
address the men of Debarkation
Hospital No. 3 at the regular Sunday
evening meeting in the Red Cross
room this week. Dr. Silver was for
fifteen years a chaplain in the regular
army, during which time he was for
three years stationed at Ft. Leavenworth, and for five years at West
Point. The choir from the Church
of the Incarnation will render the
musical program.
AVIATION HOSPITALS
U. S. A. General Hospital No. 2,
Fort McHenry, Md., the Air Service
Deport, Garden City, L. I., and
the Military Convalescent hospital,
Coopersto.wn, N. Y., have been,designated as hospitals for sick and
wounded men of the Air Service
flying personnel. Convalescent patients will be sent to Garden City or
Cooperstown immediately upon their
arrival from overseas.
HONOR NEGRO SOLDIERS
In honor of forty-four negroes
who gave their lives in the service
of their country, a memorial tablet
was unveiled by the Williamsbridge
Civic League, Sunday. Judge Louis
D. Gibbs, of Bron county, paid high
tribute to the colored man as a
fighter. J. Frank Wheaton, a negro
lawyer, also praised the work of the
men of his race abroad.
Sixty dollars worth of theatre
tickets weekly have been given to the
department of outside recreation at
Debarkation Hospital No. 5, Grand
Central Palace, to be distributed to
the soldiers, by a friend of the Red
Cross who does not wish his name
mentioned.
BOSTON NURSE TO PARIS
Paris, Jan. 10. (By Mail.)—Miss
Carrie M. Hall of Boston, formerly
chief nurse for the American Red
Cross in Great Britain, has been
appointed director of the bureau of
nursing here, succeeding Miss Ruth
Morgan, who has returned to
America.

Hayward Hut, 2388 Seventh Avenue, that's the place that many a
colored man in uniform seeks these
days to get the things he needs. In
charge of the New York War Camp
Community Service it provides entertainment for some 300 wounded men
weekly from hospitals in the city.

'■
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827th Inf., 82nd Div. Wounded
Sept. 30, 1918. Last heard from
Nov. 25, 1918, as in Base Hospital
No. 19. Address A.P.O. 781.
Inquiry from Mrs. D. Siebert, 965
Forest Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

HAYWOOD HUT POPULAR

>.

0

Inquiry from Mrs. S. Svihura,
Nier, Theodore G., Corp., Co. E, 255 East 70th St., and Anthony
105th Inf., 27th Div.
Reported Svihura, 344 Efast 61st St., N. Y. C.
wounded Oct. 19. Last heard from
Oct. 12.
Wagner, Fred., Pvt. Co. M, 309th
Inquiry from Mrs. J. S. Nier, 108 Inf. Last heard from Sept. 3, 1918.
Morningside Ave., New York City.
Inquiry from George S. Milliken,
114 Hamilton Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Pettit, George Frederick, Pvt.,
1st cl., Co. D, 316th Inf., 79th Div.
Wachtel, Maurice, Pvt, Co. B,
Reported
Reported wounded Oct. 14. Last 807th Inf., 77th Div.
wounded in action Sept. 8, 1918.
heard from Sept. 21.
Inquiry frcm Miss Alice H. Taken to Field Hospital No. 307
Madge, 9129 108th St., Richmond and shortly after evacuated elsewhere.
Hill; L. I., N. Y. .
Inquiry from Irving Beck Wach417 Miller Ave., Brooklyn,
Pohl, Ralph Lee, Pvt, Co. D, tel,
N. Y.
345th M. G. Bn. Reported killed
Nov. 8.
Inquiry from Mrs. R. Pohl, 3609
Woods, William P., Sgt., Cb. K,
Architect Ave., Minneapolis, Minn., 64th Inf., Army Serial No. 1,033,care of Mrs. L. Hlavacek, Jr.
886
Inquiry from Mrs. Gott, 685
Pollard, Howard B., 9th Casual Humbolt St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Co., Camp Humphreys, or Co. K,
116th Engrs.
Army Serial No.
Mork, Frederick O., Pvt, Co. C,
2,663,400.
316th Inf., 79th Div., Serial No.
Inquiry from Geo. Mort Pollard, 3,193,831. Last heard from Sept.
347 5th Ave., New York City.
23, 1918. Reported missing in action Sept. 26, 1918.
Inquiry from Hilda A. Johnson,
Price, Eugene, Pvt., Co. C, 116th
Am. Tr. Last heard from in Aug., 301 St. Mark's Ave., Brooklyn,
1918. Served on Mexican border. N. Y.
Inquiry from George A.' Price,
436 9th Ave., New York City.
Siebert, William, Corp., Co. G,

Button, Button, Who's Here's a Guy That
Without a Button ?
Likes Army Life!

HERO BROUGHT
FIVE BUDDIES
BACK TO LINES

All Wounded Men in Uniform Welcome
N.Y. Co. Chapter

Sept, 3.
Oct. 26.
Inf., 4th Div.
Last heard from
Inquiry from Mrs. Sadie SulliInquiry from Mrs. J. B. Boyer,
Oct. 28, 1918. Reported in hospital
van, 632 Faih St., Bronx, N. Y.
Altoona, Pa.
in France.
Inquiry from Mrs. M. Stenicka.
Morrison, Senan A., Pvt., Co. B,
Brady, Harvy L., Pvt., Co. G,
309th Inf., 78th Div. Last heard 18th Inf., 1st Div. Last heard from
Svihura, Stephen G., Pvt., Co. F,
Sept. 28.
from Oct. 13.
308th Inf., 77th Div.
Reported
Inquiry from Catherine D. Cul- missing since Oct. 25, 1918. Last
Inquiry from Mrs. Margaret
Brady, 7 Cherry St., Mt. Morris, len, 295 West 11th St., New York letter dated Sept. 30, 1918.
City.
N. Y.

Fletcher, Kenneth Roy, Pvt., Co.
C, 18th Inf.
Army Serial No.
203,8934. Last heard from Sept.
Reilly, Thomas F., Pvt., Co. A,
29.
306th Inf. Thought to- be at Cape
Inquiry from Mrs. P. N. Bow- May Hospital.
man, 129 Beekman Ave., North
Inquiry from Albert Claar, 419
East 153rd St., Bronx, N. Y.
"1 want to go home!" is the morn- Tarrytown, N. Y.
ing and evening prayer of most men
in the Medical Department yet there
Fey, William, Pvt., Co. K, 310th
Robinson, Irving A., Pvt., Bat.
is a soldier, Hospital Sergeant Carl Inf. Reported -severely wounded D, 301st F. A., 76th Div. Last
H. Hoffmeir, at Debarkation Hosp- Oct. 18. Last heard from Nov. 15. heard from Sept. 5. Letters mailInquiry from Philip A. Fey, 398 ed from Bordeaux, France.
ital No. 5, Grand Central Palace,
who1 re-enlisted this week. Aready Evergreen Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Inquiry from Mrs. A. Robinson,
he has served fourteen years in the
74 Truxton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
army and he has seen active service
Glenn, Edmund C, Jr., Capt., Co.
in the Philippines, Porto Rico and M, 30th Inf., 3rd Div. Last heard
Sanders, Edwin R., Corp., Co. C,
Cuba. In the present war Sergeant from Sept. 23. Reported missing
315th Inf. Last heard from Nov.
Hoffmeir got as far as Camp Merritt since Oct. 13.
9th.
when further shipment of troops
Inquiry from Miss Elizabeth
Inquiry from P.F.C. Clifford Sanwas stopped.
Wilson 1229 Lenox Ave., Plain- ders, Escort Detach.

Pill-Rollers, Here's
Chance For A Job

East 50th Street, Overlooking East River
OPEN FROM 1 TO 6 EVER/ DAY

=
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"T have told George T. Page, Presdlont of the American Bar Associai on, with whom I haye talked about
it,* said MT. Baker, that if he would
appoint a committee of the assocdaliop to confer with Gen. Crowder and
toj jo over the records, we would
•r-eatly appreciate their advice and
<-oansel."
KejTtOatkwr Are Otticlited.

RIGHT OF APPEAL
—♦—

Point Over Which Strike Grew
Is Admitted
Who

Explains

by Secretary,!
Why

Many

Sentences Are Unequal.
ASKS BAR ASSOCIATION
TO SUGGEST REFORMS.

Gen. Crowder, Who Put the
Present System Into Effect,
Is! Final Authority Now, and
Critics Are Dissatisfied.
(SavSHi to The Wbril.)

It is an open secret that there is
wWr- disagreement in the office of the
.range Advocate General regarding
I he matter of inequality of sentences
by courts martial, excessive penalties
rod slight infractions-of discipline and
regulations, and what has been
i ertned "military injustice" In general.
■''onsoquently those who-are agitating
for reform in the system are far from
pleased over the fact tlmt the Judge
\dvocate General hinWif is to direct
the study of the entire matter.
{•Secretary Baker told newspaper■nen to-day that the revision of the
irticles of war affecting the admin- j
istfatlon of military justice, which he
succeeded In having passed as a rider
■>n 'as appropriation bill,.was the first
in 76 or 100 years.
He was asked whether the severe
sentences about which so much complaint and criticism are being heard
were meter out under the revised articles of war, and replied that they
were.
Since Gen. Crowder himself
was most largely instrumental in
working out these revised articles,
those inclined to criticize him 'take
the ground that he can hardly be expected to find anything radically
wrong with the law as it stands,
which is a big improvement over the
code of military laws it superseeded.
Jveppeet Heads Conference.
Secretary Baker said that the conference which began here yesterday
I lias to do with military prison discipline geenrally and was called a
i month or more ago.
The discussion
j was continued to-day. Those in at| tendance included Assistant Secretary of War Keppel, who presided:
Adjustant General Peter C. Harris, in
general charge of military prisons;
Judge Advocate Genera)! Crowder.
Inspector General Ohamheriain, Col.
Rice and Capt. R. M. Chamberlain,
Fort eljavenworth; Col. Josejph Geirard', Alcatraz Island Barracks, San
Francisco; Col. John B. Hunt, Fort
,Tay, Governoi-s Island.; Col.J ohn II.
Wig'more. Inspector General's Department; Ueut. Co!. Edgar King.
Medical Department; Col. John W.
Riley, Adjutant General's office;
Major H. F. Adler, Fort Leavenworth;
Capt. A. T. IBaker, Governorss Island,
and Major F. Heckstaer, Judge Advocate's Department

Wi^SHINGTON, Feb. 6.—Secretary
of Wpr Baker said to-day that every
fwiawwr in the army disciplinary
barracks at Port Leavenwortli, Kan.,
no-wihas the right of appeal directly
to hijn.
One of the principal contentions of
the 1,200 military prisoners among the
3,600 there, who have been on a strike
as set forth exclusively in The World
to-day, was that they did not havo
this vright, and could get no action
through military channels.
In this conineotion Mr. Baker said:
'Kaeh prisoner has and exercises the
right: of immediate appeal to the Secretary of War. Before a mail is sent
to Deavonworth his case come to me
Cor review, and I spend a great portion -of my time going over court• martial' records.
After a man lias
gotten to Deavenworth, if he writes
to me that he thinks he has been
there long enough, the request is immediately sent to Col. Sedgwick Rice,
the commandant, for report, and the
case' is decided upon its merits. I
have'had a great many cases of this
idndi and have commuted the. sentences of a great many men for both
military ajid civil offenses.
"With regard to the statement that!
the men are complaining of the inequality of sentences imposed for the
same-offenses, this occurs also in civil
courts. One Judge will sentence a
man to ten years for a certain offense i
;<nd another Judge will only impose a j
two-year sentence. It depends upon
the ClitpaSbiHty of the man and jiot
entirely upon the offense charged."
To-monw Secretary Bakor will
have a detailed conference with Col
Rice regarding the situation thero.
Mr. Baker 'has made three .trips to
bearenworth since the United States
'ntored *£he wsr. Inspecting the institution thoroughly each lime. He regards It as a model and that CoL Sice
13 the right man for commandant.
■She secretary said that the subject j
of •military laws and- the administra- :
tion of nrHJtary justice is being
"deeply studied" under the direction
of ;JwSge Advocate General Crowder,
-vino has wound up his work as Pro- j
vost Marshal General and has as-;
snmed fuH charge of the legal bureau j
if the War Department.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13,

LARGE ARMY FOR
U. S. IS

M

Opposition to Standing Force

of 536,000 Voiced
in House.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 12.—General
•pposition to a standing army in excess of 175.000 men, as authorized in
the national defense act three years
ago, was voiced in the house today
during debate on the annual army
appropriation bill, with its provision
for a military force of 536,000 officers and men during the period of demobilization.
Chairman Dent of the military
committee, was questioned closely as
to the future army, with several
members asking if the force provided in the bill was to be the permanent army strength. The chairman explained that it was not and
there was general applause from both
sides of the house when Representative McKenzie of Illinois, Republican,
said the military committee favored
a small army.
Mr. McKenzie said the proposal of
the army general staff for a permanent peace time military establishment of 500,000 had been rejected by
the committee, and Representative
Kahn of California, Republican, interrupted to say that not a single
member of the committee favored the
proposal.
Discussion in the house continued
throughout the day, with leaders offering no prediction as to when a vote
would be taken on the measure, which
carries a total of $1,100,000,000 for
the war department during the fiscal
year, beginning next July 1.
Debate was not confined to the bill
itself. There was criticism of the war
department, praise for Gen. Pershing
and various American units which
fought in France, discussion of Bolshevism and protest against President
Wilson accepting a set of books as a
birthday gift from King George of
England.
Much of the discussion was given
over to the national guard.
Representative McKenzie said that whatever the future military policy might
be the national guard should be retained and his declaration was vigorously applauded. Other members in
urging retention of the guard after
demobilization, praised the work of
the guard divisions during the war.

• * * *

Francis J. Heney, who has been examining packers' witnesses before the
senate's interstate commerce committee,
appeared today before the house committee and denounced the testimony
given there by the five leading packers.
He declared the attacks on the federal
trade commission were virulent and unjustified.
+
* * *
The senate military committee asked
Secretary Baker for a report on conditions at the camp of embarkation at
Brest, France. This ■camp recently was
severely criticized in the senate and
complaints as to conditions were referred to the committee for inquiry.

* * * *

A conference report on the bill providing for a repeal of $15,000,000,000 of
war appropriations and carrying $295,000,000 in deficiency appropriations was
adopted today by both senate and
house.
_^
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SPRINGFIELD, MASS, SUNDAY, FEB:

A Permanent Peace
Secretary Baker was introduced as
BAKER SAW 26TH FIGHT
the representative of President Wilson at the Boston gathering yesterday.
He strongly indorsed the league of naSecretary Baker aroused entions movement, asserting that the.
great war would be one of the most Secretary of War Promises Landing at Boston, "If Possible"
thusiasm in his address at Bosfutile episodes in history unless a defton last night when he declared
—Dispatch Says Part of New England Division Will Sail
inite program were laid down to rearhe was present at the opening
range international relations.
March 5
Secretary Baker praised
former
of the battle of the Argonne
President Taft's superb leadership of
The 26th (New England) division
forest and watched members of
the movement, which he spoke of as will be ordered to this port for debar- but that it would be soon. lie added
that he was doing everything possible
a fire in stubble, that starting in New
the 26th (New England) diviEngland, would speed across the coun- kation, "if possible," when the division to expedite the homecoming of the
sion, climb out of their trenches
try. "When Austria put out her peace returns from France, according to an New England troops.
and go forward to victory. He
feeler," said Secretary Baker, "a nurse announcement by Secretary or War
May Sail From France March 5
in a hospital at Toul brought a news- Baker in an address at a state caucus
referred to the members of this
A dispatch received from Walter S.
paper containing an account of it to a
division as "your sons," and
of
the
New
England
congress
for
a
severely wounded California soldier
Ball by the Providence Journal reports
said, "They climbed out of their
and asked him his opinion.
league of free nations in Boston yes- that the 103d field artillery of the 26th
" 'I tell you," replied the doughboy, terday. The secretary said that lie
trenches singing songs of vicdivision Is among unity notified to sail
'I live at least 6000 miles from here
and can't be running across here ev- could make no definite statement as from Brest, where it Is now quartered,
tory."
ery 10 years or so to adjust these to the date of the division's return, on March 5,
~~~~~~^~_^ -»-i T-ii-» /-vii K TIT A T> and
troubles.
Let's straighten it out now
make an
'Tf\ CAWp" r"ROM VvAl\.'
everlasting adjustment

BAKER WILL TRY TO LET 26th COME

BAKER

MAKES PLEA

FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS

NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE

Secretary Tells of Invention That
Would Kill Thousands 150
Miles Distant—Lowell and
Faunce Also Speak

For Righteousness Sake
"And," continued Mr Baker, "that
soldier expressed the unanimous sentiment of the United States. We went
into the war not from selfish motives,
but in response to the cry of humanity. I know what war costs in money,
in life and in suffering. I cherish no
illusions about the glory of war or
the romance of the battlefield. Our
people sent their sons there only to
preserve freedom. The war ended before I thought it would, and it ended
in a military victory. There was no
chance for the German army and had
the fighting continued it would have
been crushed,
largely because
of
weight of man-power and resources
that America was throwing into the
struggle.
"So America can regard it as a
military victory, and yet the real cause
of the ending of the struggle was not
our cannon, our powder, or airplanes,
but the moral
position the United
States occupied. Our boys in the
trenches were supported by the fact
that their country had a moral doctrine that was bound to prevail, just
as Germany's doctrine was doomed to
failure because there
w;as nothing
moral back of it.
"For righteousness' sake we have
done this thing. Can we allow the
fruits of victory to be purely military,
diplomatic and old-fashioned? Do now
the right thing. Insist on an arrangement among nations which will
ever after make a1 repetition of the
| disaster impossible.'

Secretary of War Baker warned a
large audience at Boston last night
that unless the league of nations idea
prevails, scientists will invent for another war weapons of destruction beyond the comprehension of those who
fought in the recent world conflict. He
i said he knew of an invention that was
being perfected which would enable
men to drop electrically
controled
! bombs containing 500 pounds of exploI sives upon unprotected cities 150 miles
distant. These implements, he said,
would kill thousands.
Secretary Baker wasa speaker at
the closing meeting of the New England congress for a league of free nations. Other speakers were A. Lawrence Eowell, president of Harvard
university; President Faunce of Brown
university and George W Anderson
of the United States circuit court.
If America's Dead Could Speak
Referring to America's 50,000 dead,
he declared that if they could speak
they would demand that their children be spared from making the sacrifice they had made. Secretary Baker said that a league of nations would
be the world's "insurance policy that
would prevent another such world
conflict.
., .. . ,. „„
President Faunce said that the nations of the world were being drawn
together physically and unless they
become united spiritually it would be
suicidal to civilization.
„,..,«,„„
He said that with president Wilson
supporting a league of nations in
France and William H. Taft active for
the same cause in America, the proposition was above partisanship. 'As
long as Germany was successful,' he
said, "she was not interested in the
league of nations. Any one who
thinks it is better for each nation
to look out for itself thinks as the
Germans thought before they were
crushed and is pro-German."
Officials of the New England congress announced that 25,000 persons
attended the meetings and conferences at Boston and that every New
England state was well represented.

^f 1,
//

/TORE: TIMES, Till
MILITARY SENTENCES
WILL BE REDUCED
Baker Announces a Revision of
Judgments Passed by General Courts-Martial.
WASHINGTON. Feb. 10.—Revision of
sentences imposed by general courtsmartial for offenses committed during
the war is to be made by a board of
officers constituted in the office of the
Judge Advocate General of the Army.
Secretary Baker announced today that
the result would be "a. substantial reduction of the sentences in nearly all
cases save those of the gravest character, or where aggravated circumstances
exist."
The exact number of military prisoners
held since the beginning of hostilities,
affected was not made known, but Mr.
Baker recently informed the Senate that
22,000 trials by general courts-martial
had been held since the beginning ot
hostilities. Approximately 350.000 other
cases were heard, but as the charge*
were not of a. serious nature the trials
were by special or summary courts.
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LEAGUE T
WARS DEMANDED
Great Meeting Overflows
Tremont Temple

i

Sec Baker Vividly Pictures the
Horrors of Recent Conflict

n|

The Congress for a League of Free
Nations closed with a great meeting
in Tremont Temple last evening
which overflowed into King's Chapel
and would have overflowed into several other halls or huildings if they
had been available.
The Temple was crowded 40 minutes before the speaking began with
an audience of Bostonians—Greater
Bostonians—men and women, active

leaders in the community, and whom
one felt were there because of the
deep interest they took in the principle for which Pres Wilson is contending at the Peace Conference.
' Sec Baker was the chief speaker,
although the others were not mere
rhetorical ornaments by any means.
Pres A. Lawrence Lowell made a
Contiix ted pn the Eleventh Page.
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£ague of Nations an
Expression of Morals, Declare for Military
Says Secretary Baker and Economic Force to
United States War Chief Gives Hearty InBack League of Nation,
dorsement to Project Before Great Assembly of New England Women
A notable assembly of New England movement for a league of "ations "lifts
women, many of them leaders in move- the whole enterprise out of the tout an
ments that are at conflict, but all of, jof party polities. The league of nations,"
them at the forefront in support a^ he added, "is too sublime a theme ever
America in the war, manifested their to be made the football of party polivigorous indorsement of the league of tics."
He condemned the "dastardly propanations by repeated applause yesterday
when the project was advocated by ganda that is drying to make trouble
Secretary of War Baker, former Presi- between England and America" and dedent Taft, President William H. P. manded that the American nation utilFaunce of Brown University and Mrs. ize the opportunity for assuring perBeatrice Forbes-Robertson'Hale, inter- manent, peace which its fighting boys in
France have opened for it. "Our boys
national suffragist leader/
The gathering was at the women's have blasted out a place where we can
luncheon at the Hotel Somerset in con- build permanent peace, and we mustnection with the league of nations con- see that their sacrifices are not wasted,"
gress. So great was the eagerness to he said in conclusion.
join in the formal indorsement of the
The 25,000,000 Dead ,
great international peace plan that hunMrs. Hale declared that a powerful
dreds of women found upon arrival at
the hotel that there was no room for appeal of the league of nations plan
them at the tables. The big banquet is in its timeliness, "fror the first time
hall was crowded to its utmost, the ad- in the history of he/world," she said,
dresses being heard and applauded by "this plan is practical. It is' with the
freedom of the press and other modmore than COO' women.
ern advantages that the barriers to the
"Plain People Want It"—Baker
plan are removed. The past ages of
The most emphatic manifestation of wars may not have been preventable,
sentiment came when Secretary Baker, but wars of the future can be avoided.
She quoted comparative figures on the
after asserting that much of the opposition to the plan Is mere inertia—a deaths in the war to show that wo-eluctance to change from the old order I man's interest in peace should be far |
of things—declared, "I care not how greater than man's. She said that the '
.•*••• young the idea is, I'm for it.
I best estimates are that 18,000,000 woI have no patience." he said, "with, men and children died of starvation in
• • • people who are afraid to go ahead be-j the. war-devastated countries. Her es
of the number of soldiers who
• * • cause it violates some ancient precept. Bmate
Hi don't know just what is the origin of died was corrected by Secretary Baker
to
7,100,000.
this idea; but whether it was born in
"There never was a call with greater
ages agone or. whether sprung from the.
green graves of our war dead in France appeal to women," said Mrs. Hale,
"than
that- of the league of nations
—I'm for it.
"We must concert the feeling of the plan. We must prevent that next great
people of America in favor of this prin- war that hovers as a menace before us. I
ciple. America went into this war on The next great war, if it comes, will
entirely moral grounds. America must mean *he suicide of civilization itself.
not be satisfied to let the era of peace ;| we don't prevent it, then in bitter- ]
be wanting in motives equally noble. ness and remorse we must say to our- |
We must not allow it to become pos- selves, 'Those boys who fell in this war
sible for our children and our- grand- died in vain.' "
children to look back and say our work
World's Greatest Movement
was left unfinished.
Mrs. Nathaniel Thayfer presided at the
"The plain people of the world every- luncheon. "The women of New Engwhere want the world redeemed by some ; land," she said in introduction of the
such league.
AVe federated these ;, addresses, "are ready to work heart and
states of America into a harmonious- j soul for peace, as they were ready to
union. We can bring the nations of the work heart and soul in the war fo'r
world into harmonious union.
righteousness.
"Now comes out of the war a great
Two War Secretaries Agree
"Mankn-d progresses best when con- opportunity. The women of the country are called upon to aid in the greatditions encourage the greatest expres- est movement the world has ever seen
sion of moral feeling. It is our duty —the movement for a league of nato do all in our power to promote those 1 tions which will insure peace for the
conditions. If we can make the start ; future."
and leave to the generations to come"
Mrs. J. Randolph Coolidge, Jr., was
the perfecting of this plan for universal I chairman of the committee on the
peace, then this war, cruel as it has luncheon. Other members of the comIbeen will stand as an era from which mittee were Mrs. Henry 3. Cabot, Mrs
the highest t benefit to mankind has- ■j Roland G. Hopkins, Miss Sarah Law•frence and Mrs. Barrett Wende
" Secretary Baker lauded the country
wide series of congresses in favor of the
league of nations as an influence of
power upon the psychology of the nation.
"These congresses," he said, "will inevitably have the effect of strengthening a national habit of thinking m
terms of peace.
"You have had the spectacle today,
of two secretaries of war advocating
pe?ce Mr. Taft was one of my most
distinguished predecessors. He and I
h^ve been able to observe with advantage the attitude of the soldier and he
and I have been able- to count the cost j
"We are both convinced-that the substitution ,of some sort of a tribunal will |
make force of arms unnecessary m set- i
tling international disputes."
Former President Taft asserted that
through all the opposition to the plan
far a league «f -nations..-thpre hasm-veibeen, suggested an alternative which
promised to maintain permanent peace.
"How is peace to be maintained in Europe after the drawing of all these new
boundary lines at the peace conference?" he demanded. "And how are
those '14 points' to be carried along once .
they are adopted? '
|
Have you heard anyone tell us how i
}t is to be done except through a league I
of nations? Have you heard anyone in
the United States Senate tell us?
"No! What we hear from the Senate
is a discussion of how not to do it.
"We may have to fight one or two
little wars in putting the plan into effect
to convince the people of the world
But after that we won't need any wars
_„__„„
"We face two alternatives, either to ■ . . ., . „ . ,
make the league effective or -wait i!0 »%%%%%»,
years and have another world war. And ■, «,«,,.» ,
if w,e have that next big war the do- T.W.WJ
struction wil far exceed the ruin in thi.
one. There will be then great advance f.
in the scientific knowledge of how to kill
people.
.,
"President Wilson is on the other side.
I am glad he is there. He and I are not
on the same side politically, but on this
question we are in accord. We are both
in favor of making the league help the
world, and, in helping the world,- help
America."
President Faunce defines the league or
nations plan as a demand that the peace
conference shall not adjourn permanently. "We ask that the peace conference
shall meet next year—10 years—50 years
from today, and that, it shall keep on
meeting. "Then," he said, "you've got
the league of nations, call it by any
name you wish."
He asserted that the place of former
President Taft at the head of the civil

Strong Resolutions Adopted by Great Audi
ence at Closing Session of Congress in Tremont Temple
:
A great audience gathered in Tremont
Temple last night for the closing session
of the New England congress for a
league of free nations, adopted unanimously a resolution offered by Huntley
Spaulding and read by James W. Kimball, declaring "that in the formation
of a league of nations, with adequate
economical and military sanctions to
guarantee peace, we see the triumph of
American Ideals, the realization of
American hopes and aspirations, the
next step forward in human progress,
the beginning of a new era in material,
moral, industrial and political well-being;
for ourselves and for all mankind."
The closing addresses were made by

J. Randolph Coolidgc, Jr., who preside
President Lowell of Harvard- Universil &
Er. W. H. P. Faunce of Brown Ui
versity, Judge George W. Anderson ai
Secretary of War Newton E. Bake
each of whom was called: away durii
the evening to an overflow meeting
Eorimet Hall.
After community and patriotic singinj
Chairman Coolidge said:
"If this splendid congress, now drai
ing to a close, means anything to
who have attended its sessions, it meal
that the average American, such as
are, will find his way to the peace tabl

Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War.

BAKERHOPESTO

LAND 26TH HERE
Says Every Effort Will Be
Made to Do so and to
Have Parade
GIVES THEM GREAT
PRAISE FOR WORK

"ere is to be a judicial tribunal before which natSSl
ordered to appear by the executive body to settle their differences
with?,ird~The/e iS tft * an tatemational parliament, sitting once a year,
with delegates from all the member nations, to consider world legislation
Fourth-There is to be an international military, force, consisting of aa
army as well as a navy. Each nation is to maintain its part of this army
within its own borders, subject to call by the executive body of the league
I to serve wherever needed.
This military force is to be-used only to compel the nations to avail
themselves of the preliminary machinery of the league to settle their differences without war. If this machinery fails, the war will be permitted ;
without further interference by the league; provided the belligerents observa
such rules and regulations of warfare as may be formulated by the league
It is further planned also that an economic boycott and similar form* {
of pressure will be used to bring to terms any nation which wants to fight
The creation of an effective land and sea military force as an adjunct ta j
the league is, I think, insisted upon by France, for she would consider a !
league without such a force as no protection for her in the future against i
Germany.

Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker aroused the enthusiasm of
800 members of the Chamber of
Commerce in the Brunswick Hotel
yesterday afternoon when, called on
for a talk regarding the league of
nations, he opened with praise of
the 26th division and gave conditional promise that the division will
land in Boston.
Incidentally, M. Larnaude remarked that the chief danger of war comAt the same gathering, called to
celebrate the birth of Abraham Lincoln, ing in the future would be found in Germany, the Balkans and the now
former President Taft had a royal wel- states now forming the eastern Europe.
come, and was made the subject of an
(Oopyrignt. 1019, by New York Times Company '
eight-line chantey, composed by Alfred Hallam, song leader of the occasion and dedicated to "Smiling Bill."
President Harriman or the Chamber introduced
the speakers.
President
Meiklejohn of Amherst College, John
Barrett of the Pan-American Union,
ex-Gov. Spaulding of New Hampshire,
PARIS, Feb. 8—The following official communication was issued today"
and the Rev. Edward Cummings of the
"At 10:30 o'clock this morning at Hotel De Crillon the commission on
World Peace Foundation were among
the guests.
the league of nations held a meeting which was marked by the same accord

League of Nations Will
Have an Army and Navy

Everyone Wants to Know
"Everybody with whom I have spoken
personally, since 1 entered the coniflnes
of New England," said Secretary Baker,
"has asked me about the date of the
return of the 26th division. During
the course of this war I have had contact with many parents who have been
asked me, with smiles of confidence and
anticipation, 'Please tell me where my
boy is in France?' and have given me a
look, after hearing my reply, that
showed they seemed to doubt whether
I was secretary of war or not. So I
have a sense of disappointment in being unable to tell the date of the return of the gallant New England division. It is scheduled for early return,
and an effort '■ will''be. made, according
to the capacity of the shipsj to, have
it return early.
"If the matter is one within our control it will land in Boston. I am exceedingly anxious that the division
should have the opportunity—or so
much of the division as can be managed—of parading in Boston. I do not
know how far that will be possible.
"The studies the general staff has mad
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of views that has characterized its previous sessions.
"At the end of this meeting the commission finds itself nearing the end
of its task. Only a few articles of the draft remain to be. presented formally
to the members of the commission. A few matters, referred to the drafting
committee for clarification, still require reference back to the commission,
and certain points provisionally accepted may be reopened for discussion
before the commission makes its report to the conference.
"M. Ricci Busatti was named to represent the Italian delegation on tha l
secretariat. The committee will meet again at 10:30 Monday morning.
"On Sunday afternoon the drafting committee above referred t». fflitaiM
sisting of Paul Hymans (Belgium), Leon Bourgeois (PranceX-Tfl'WrtWSrf1*
Cecil (Great Britain), and M. Venizelos (Greece), will meet at the HOM
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League of Nations Body
Nearing End of Its Task
regarded as permanent and sole man- ■ - datory for the western hemisphere ■"<,'
should a contingency arise in which thef
tion. of armaments. Under the provisions league of nations regarded it as necesas agreed upon, both subjects will be sary to have its authority exercised
covered by. regulations made by the over any government or territorial area
league of nations. As embodied in the in North, Central or South America.
constitution, the principle of a reduction The suggestion seems to appeal to
of armaments and the abolition of con -^Americans here. To carry it out would
scription will, be approved by a leagu tf^fce a recognition—perhaps indirect—of
empowered to study the questions with'• the Monroe Doctrine, which would be;
a view to solving the problem,raised by extremely pleasing to the Washingtonj
the French and Italian objection that it government, for there has always been.
an indisposition on the part of foreign
is impossible to them.
I learn tonight tha tthe United States powers to acknowledge this fundamen
takes the position that it must adhere to tal principle of American policy as
a big navy program until it is deter- definite, fixed thing.
Some decision as to the share
mined whether the nations of the world
will reduce armaments and abolish con- American responsibility under the man
scription. If the dominions and all na- datory principle adopted by the peac
tions comply, the United States will also conference may have to be reached be.
conform. If the league fails to do these fore the President's departure for
things, or some nations decline to re- America.
The London Times, Whose owner, Lor
duce armaments and abolish conscription, the United States will have a large Northcliffe, is anxious to bring about th
closest
relations between Great Britain
naval force capable of carrying out the
and the United States, reflects the Brit
purposes of the league.
ish official attitude in pointing out th
Will Take Nothing for Granted
President Wilson, as the foremost advo
From the same authoritative source I cate of the league of nations, must per
learn that the United States intends to mit his country to assume its full shar
take nothing for" granted and will wait of responsibility in the order of worl
for the league to make regulations for affairs which the peace conference wf
armaments and conscription, and all na- bring about. It is very Jargely this de
tions to comply with them, before modi- sire for closer association with th
fying its naval policy. This is intended United States which lies at the botto i
to serve notice that the United States of the British attitude. Since the peac
will play the game of peace .or war as conference was begun the cordial re • • <
lationship between Great Britain an • • •
circumstances dictate.
In the realization that President Wil- America created by our entrance int
son has definitely fixed the time of his the war has been increased to a markei
departure for America, the plenippten- degree, and it is obvious that the repre
tiaries of the other governments ■ «,-e sentatives of Great Britain here woul
bringing forward in a more definite way be more than gratified if the Unite
their suggestions that' the United States States assumed a direct share in hand
assume a share of direct responsibility ling the new problems which have com,
in connection with governmental super- to Europe through the defeat of the cen
' vision over the enemy territory which tral powers and the breakup of Russia.
will be placed within the jurisdiction of
Growth of Cordiality
the league of nations. American offiThe growth of cordial relationship be
cials here give the impresslonjhat nothing formal along this line has been sug- tween Great Britain and America sine
gested to them, but nevertheless it is the President came here is one of th
known that the matter has become some- outstanding features of the peace con
ference. It has been in no way disturber;
what of a vital issue.
i
The British are particularly anxious to by such incidents as the lively oratoriea
have the United States government be- contests between President Wilson andj
come the mandatory of the league for Premier Hughes of Australia over th,
Constantincple, Syria and Armenia. This President's objections to the division o
responsibility, so far as Constantinople is the German South sea colonies between
concerned, will embrace the administra- Australia and Japan. Nor has anythin
tion of the Dardanelles and the Bos- occurred to indicate that the British arel
porus. President Wilson is credited with taking otherwise than philosophically
willingness to accept the league's man- the knowledge that the American repdate for his government if this course resentatives will insist that the provimeets with the approval of the American sion for the reduction of naval armaments shall not prevent the United
Congress and people.
So far as Paris knows, nothing has States from building a fleet as large as
any
other nation.
as yet developed in the United States
Summaries of the dispatch of last
to show the popular attitude on the
subject of accepting such a mandate, Sunday giving the American formula
except that there are some indications explanatory of the term "freedom of the
of hostility to the government embark- seas" have been cabled back and pubing on a venture that may involve it in lished in London and Paris newspapers
the politics of Europe and Asia., and have caused much comment, parWhether it be true or not that if Cony ticularly in British circles. All those
gress and the people do not approve the interested, according to what is being
said, have now a clearer idea of what
sident will not seek to
America desires to accomplish if the
proposed codification of international
law relating to the seas comes out of
the peace conference.
Interest in the publication runs apace
with interest in the statements from
Washington that Secretary Daniels's
naval building program was approved by
the Hoube naval committee after Chairman Padgett had received a cable message from President Wilson stating that
the approval was necessary to the success of the American peace program at
Paris. Efforts to obtain the text, or
even a synopsis, of the President's, message here have been unavailing. In fact,
men close to th,e President, while admitting that they have "heard something about it," assert that they have
no positive knowledge that such a message was sent. And not a word on the
subject has come from the Murat mansion, where the President resides.'
(Copyrisaht, 1010, by New York Times Company.)
(Continued from Page One)

*aty Before
r, Prediction
MARSHALL
ence, in his statement as to Japan's position at the conference after outlining
the successive surrenders by Japan in
the interests of peace after the Chinese
war and the waiving of all money in- j
demnity after the war with Russia, I
comes up to _£he taking of Tsing Tao ■
I from Germany after Germany had re-1
I fused to accept the ultimatum of j
I August. 1914, under which Japan de-]
I manded that Germany vacate Tsing
Tao.
"Japan is now pledged to return to]
I China this harbor and port built with i
Germany money, together with the territory of Kiao Chau which China will
receive 80 years sooner than she could
possibly have secured it," the stateIment sagre. "Otherwise the treaty of
11915, under which this restoration is to
1 be made, contains no secret clauses, and
Ian agreement entered into in Septem] ber. 1918, regarding future Chino-Japanese co-operation in Shantung contains
no stipulation which is more or less than
a just and mutually helpful settlement
| of outstanding questions.
"These documents, with all their
I clauses, have been laid before the powers, including America. Japan does
k more than
fair division irj
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'ou may taste the full
|by the PATHE SAPY, each one being good

|Soldiers Just Back from France and Being Demobilized at Camp Lewis Were OrJ
of 60,000 Workers Tied up the City Complete^

\Great Strike at Seattle
Pathephone
Is Defeated by Citizensl Model 12
(Continued from Page One)
Ito Vancouver from Seattle on account
|of the strike.
t
Conditions in Tacoma became almost
[normal today with the resumption of
■street cars and the opening of stores.
[Restaurants operated as usual with the
I exception of the few which posted signs
I they were running under the "permit"
| plan of the cooks and waiters' union.
The soldiers on duty in Seattle still
I patrolled the streets and guarded pubI lie buildings tonight. One thousand
special policemen are aiding the local
| police in maintaining order. No disat have been reported

composed of the heads of the differenl
unions, is controlled by tho radicals, anq
the working people of Seattle were madl
to believe that a general strike would in!
crease the pay of the shipyard workersT
Many member's of the labor organizal
tions believed they could take over th|
industries, government, etc.
The sympathetic
revolution
wail
called in the exact manner as was thJ
revolution In Petrograd. Labor .tried
to run everything. Janitdrs and ehJ
gineers in schools were called out|
everything wa» stopped except u. lev
things, which were exempted.
'We refused to ask for exemption froij
any one. The seat of gov&niE]£ii
the Cibr-"^———'* " 8 '
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Mahogany or oak
[golden and fumed)
pabinet. All exposed
betal parts nickelblated. Universal tone|rm. Pathe perfect
one control. Pathe
bproducer. Pathe sapIhire ball.
Doublepring motor. $140,
by terms..
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a finer spectacle than this, of an ex- peoples in like case. When I think of
President -of the United States, a man Versailles and of the people who are
who has earned leisure, devoting him- trying to work out these arrangements
self with an ultimate devotion of all his I can see over them a cloud of men who
intellectual and moral fibre to this have given their lives and paid the /ulgreat and transcendent cause, giving timate debt to make this thing imposhis time to go from one part of the sible in the future. We should be faithcountry
to the other to awake the people less to them if we allowed them to die In
(Continued from Page One)
to a realization of the greatest opportu- vain.. We ought not to be content with
nity Of benefiting mankind that has ever the spoils of war> with the division of
territory.
Of the transportation facilities needed been presented to us or any people.
"We .must also gather the fruits of
to carry a division, all at one; time on
One of the Joys
victory by making such, arrangements
the railroad are perfectly amazing It "One of the great joys of this war is as will .enable us to look the next generations* in the. face. The President is
takes a very large num'oer of trains, each
during the progress of it there the representative of the American idea
holding VodTmen, to carry that division. this—that
was
no
partisan
division
among
us.
in
Europe—the incarnation of the\high
But so far as possible, I want the 26th
were no such things as Democrats moral purpose of America. He has be^vision to parade in Boston in order There
or
Republicans.
The
country
throughout
come the leader of a world-wide deat it may receive its due from yov.and
inspired with loyalty to the high mocracy with one ideal and one^ amin order that you may see the quality was
purpose
of
vindicating
the
ideals
that
•and character of the men who worthy carried us into this war, and undoubted- bition—to make this the last war which
shall destroy the human race. It is our
of the traditions of their ancestors and
a very large part of our unanimity of duty to send him messages of encourof the part of the country from which ly
sentiment
was
due
to
the
superb
exam}
they have come, have carried the flag pie and inspiring and eloquent words of agement and confidence, and show by
of our country from one victory to an- Mr. Taft as he journeyed about the coun- sending abroad the news of this Conother, knowing no defeat and contribut- try, doing as much as anybody to organ- gress that the idea started here to put a
moral basis under the foundations of
ing i" a spectacular and obvious way to
us and bring victory. Mr. Taft has public order throughout ths world is
the ultimate victory of our _ armies ize
spoken
regarding
the
organization
of
a.
achieved over the Germans. I had the league of peace, and I w-ant to say a still believed in, and that its acceptance
abroad makes it tlie universal demand
opportunity of seeing them in action,
to you as business men.
,
of mankind."
and I saw them close the gap at St word
"The general staff estimates the'ex
Mihiel.
—:-~r--~
Must Stay with Job
penditure of the nations in the war at
Mr. Taft, who was received with three!
$197,000,000,000. In 1912 the gross value o:
They Closed the Gap
"The 26th closed that gap, and all who all the property in the United States wa,; cheers, pictured the tremendous task
$1S6,000,000,000. Those who died in battle,
were caught beneath it were caught as of battle wounds and in the camps num. which the allies had undertaken to do in
prisoners. I saw your sons do that great bered about 9,000,000 men. The question Europe, and said: "If we are to promote
thing. I saw the prisoners they brought is whether we are going to furnish ths peace we have got to stay with the job j
with the possibility of another until peace comes and is there to stay.
in and they are coming back, to you future
or whether we shall go to tho We have, therefore, before us the neceswith -the glory of that exploit on their holocaust
limit
to
seek out such arrangements as
faces. They will be very anxious to will prevent
such a catastrophe from ocj- sity of binding even more closely than I
know what you have done while they
were away—whether you have been aa curring again. I do not care how old! during the war those great nations that
true to your part of the task as they the idea of a league of nations is, not- won the war and had a definite purpose
have been to theirs. I feel very -sure of do I care, in the slightest if it were born in winning it, and that definite purpose |
only yesterday. I am for it.
must continue, to unite them in order
what will be the answer
question involved is not wheth that it may be definitely and finally |
"I have been following Mr. Taft, con- er"The
there
shall,
be
a
league
of
nations,
bu
tinued the speaker, "for a long time. It whether of two alternatives we should achieved.
"I doubt not'that tho men in conferwould be difficult, for you to imagine choose the better one—all sorts of secre
ence there go away each niprht wonry
, how much of comfort he has been to me leagues
formed
for
undisclosed
purposes
with
the bickerings, the seliishncK.s, Uio
in my office in Washington. There is
there a picture of Mr. Taft, and when- with the possibility of their explosion vanity, tho pride and tho unreasonableness of those who conceive that their |
ever'the days are long and the business into destructive warfare, or a league
' difficult—whenever the obligations of my nations with terms made in the open i ml(|rests in that peace should outweigh
and
embracing
all
mankind,
so
tha
:
the interests of all others. How are we I
task there seem more than I can bearI leave my private office and go out when difficulty and danger come thi s to mec-t it? I. believe there is no way |
through the public reception room and. moral opinion of the universe and of th<; of meeting it except by creating
do justice.
get comfort and cheer from the smiling plain people everywhere will be brough ; machinery that shall
must, create an international tribunal I
picture that hangs on the wall and to bear on a solution.
shows me the face of a man who prefor the enforcement of international
The Real Question
ceded- me in those days and left them
law
"The
question
is
not
whether
we
wan
:
a are now in a state of
in an unbroken spirit to become one of
. the foremost citizens in our entire coun- to give up the Monroe doctrine, bu mind which makes this more practically
whether we believe in extending Urn rossible than ever before in the history
try
••I should like to know where there is American doctrine for the support o of the world. James Beck tells us that
in England they are not in favor of a|
to as-1
lopgue of nations but I amofablfi
men sent I
).te on the testimony

BAKER IN PRAISE
OF THE 26TH
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looking to us to perform the promise,
made W them for an effective league. I
nm not only glad the President went,
out I am glad that with the exigency
of congressional legislation he is commg back to gain new strength from the
touch with his mother soil. When he
returns he will be inspired with new
I courage and new desire to make this
w-u justify itself in the progress of
Christian civilization and humanity.
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LEAGUE TO END
WARS DEMANDED

c tizen'»i- 11 Jdar
HUSt a? a,plain American
TJ,*;
<;S to hope and believe
which h^Z ?soiv.e that the Nations
davs of war lt°nd 'oso'her in the dark
aaj s of war will not utterly fall apart "
He said Rhode Island feared Income
into tne Union orig nally because she
was so small that she feared he?
sovere.snity would not "be refpecti.
Contlnned From the First Page.
?; „„th s,keen respected, and this fear
is not unlike some of the fears excaustic address, and Pres Faunce of pressed today about a League of Free
Brown University made a stirring pa^san' poTitlcs"*0'6 ^^ * ab°appeal to reason on the subject, as r,/-!i11fe„Alider.son said there are some
E?3£♦£ Boston who were apparently
did Judge George W. Anderson, and sorry the war was ended, as it spoiled
their profits. He thought it was "time
J. Randolph Coolidge Jr, who pre- we had done with the propagation of
sided. But after all it was Sec Baker world quarrels for private profit."
He eulogized the late Mr Ginn for his
who stirred the meeting by his \i oiild peace project and foundation, and
b ld
? .. 'f something were not done then
eloquence and the picture of war— cmhzation
itself would have to resign
irresponsible war—which he painted itself to anarchy.
in words made vivid by what he had
seen on the Western front; and then
he figured the cost and contrasted all
this with what it might be and should
be for the world if there were a
tribunal to which all differences
could be referred.

Resolutions Call for League
Resolutions were unanimously passed
calling for the formation of a League of
Free 'Nations "with adequate economic
and military .sanction to guarantee
peace.?'
. .
There was singing of patriotic and
popular songs by the audience for a half
hour before the speaking began.
In opening the meeting J. Randolph
Coolidge Jr said:
"When we think that the earnestness
of those who stand most strongly for
the idea of a League of Nations, a
league to guarantee peace, is such that
one of them whom we have repeatedly
heard these days with the utmost pleasure gives his time, his efforts and $500,
that a second one whom we always hear
gladly gives his time .and $2000, and the
third gives his time and $5000, I think
we who stay here at home may feel
each for himself an obligation to do
what he can by word and gift to back
up the men who have first brought the
message to us, and carried it from here
to Chicago and over the country."

Pres Lowell Answers Critics
Pres A Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University answered some of the critics of a League of Nations by citing
the facts of history to show that Amerca had been engaged in foreign wars
from the beginning of her history and
would always be in war whenever a
maritime Power became involved in
war.
He said Washington and the fathers
of the republic were not afraid to face
the facts of their time and- innovate in
the world. We should not be afraid to
face the facts of our day and introduce
innovations that would secure peace to
the world on the principles of justice
and liberty on which the Nation was
founded.
Pres Faunce of Brown University
said he was present not as Democrat
or Republican, as Catholic, Protestant

Sec Baker's Address
Sec Baker said in part:
"On March 21, 1918. I visited at lunch
time General, now Marshal. Petain. 1
went by motor car to his headquarters
and arrived there, I should sav. at 12:45had lunch with him and talked to him
about the great German drive which began at dawn of that morning.
'He said to me, 'Did you hear the
guns as you came in?'". And I said.
No, Gen Petain, I did not hear them;
perhaps the noise of my motor obscured it.'
" Ah, well, he said, 'after lunch we
will go out into the garden, you can
hear them very plainly there.'
"After lunch he took me out into the
garden of the chateau in which he was
living and he and I stood alone in this
beautiful place—flowers growing all
around us and a fountain singing nearby; but there was a low rumbling
noise, the most ominous and menacing
sound I had ever heard in my whole
life.
"For in the distance—no one of them
being nearer than 20 miles—the artillery of the Germans and of British
along 25 or 30 miles of front were in
continuous action. There was a sound
as rapid as trie beat of a kettledrum,
and each impulse that came to us was
the noise of a big gun not less In caliber than 3-inch, running 7, perhaps 9
and more than 9 inches, and this Impulse carried 25, 30, 40, 45 miles, filled
the whole air with a noise as incessant as the droning of bees. I had
never heard great guns in such quantities before.

Death and Destruction Joined
"As we stood there and listened and
I realized that each minute I stood
there hundreds and perhaps thousands
of human beings were being slaughtered
by that awful hellish hell of shells and
bursting shrapnel, I said to the Marshal:
" 'But I cannot understand how you
can pit down and lunch with me in perfect calm and talk about what is
going to happen in the campaign of
11!" and 1920 while this is going on.'
"Veteran warrior as he was and quite
accustomed to the alarms of war, he
smiled and said to me indulgently:
'Well, what would you have me do
about it?'
"And I said, 'I don't know, but it does
seem to me that somebody ought to do
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Contluncd From the First Page.
caustic address, and Pres Faunce of
Brown University made a stirring
appeal to reason on the subject, as
did Judge George W. Anderson, and
J. Randolph Coolidge Jr, who presided. But after all it was Sec Baker
who stirred the meeting by his
eloquence and the picture of war—
irresponsible war—which he painted
in words made vivid by what he had
seen on the Western front; and, then
he figured the cost and contrasted all
this with what it might be and should
be for the world if there were a
tribunal to which all differences
could be referred.
Resolutions Call for League
Resolutions were unanimously passed
calling for the formation of a League of
Free "Nations "with adequate economic
and military .sanction to guarantee
peace.r
_
. . ..
,
There was singing of patriotic and
popular songs by the audience for a half
hour before the speaking began.
In opening the meeting J. Randolph
Coolidge Jr said:
"When we think that the earnestness
of those who stand most strongly for
the idea of a League of Nations, a
league to guarantee peace, is such that
one of them whom we have repeatedly
heard these days with the utmost pleasure gives his time, his efforts and $600,
that a second one whom we always hear
gladly gives his time .and $2000, and the
third gives his time and $5000, I think
we who stay here at home may feel
each for himself an obligation to do
what he can by word and gift to back
up the men who have first brought the
message to us, and carried it from here
to Chicago and over the country."
Pres Lowell Answers Critics
Pres A Lawrence Lowell of Harvard
University answered some of the critics of a League of Nations by citing
the facts of history to show that Amerca had been engaged in foreign wars
from the beginning of her history and
would always be in war whenever a
maritime Power became involved in
war.
He said Washington and the fathers
of the republic were not afraid to face
the facts of their time and- innovate in
the world. We should not be afraid to
face the facts of our day and introduce
innovations that would secure peace to
the world on the principles of justice
and liberty on which the Nation was
founded.
Pres Faunce of Brown University
said he was present not as Democrat
or Republican, as Catholic, Protestant
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s to hope and believe
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lve that the Nations
?av?nf^e St?
nd 'osotner '" the dark
He H^li?'1}1 "J0,1 "tterly fall apart."
He said Rhode Island feared to come
,".oo tne Union originally because she
was so small that she feared her
sovereignly would not be respected.
-But it has been respected, and this fear
n
n] ke s me ot tne fear
n,.»
w 1today
i
S
expressed
about
a League of s Free
Nations. The whole question is above
partisan politics.
Judge Anderson said there are some
people in Boston who were apparently
sorry the war was ended, as it spoiled
their profits. He thought it was "time
we had done with the propagation of
world quarrels for private profit."
He eulogized the late Mr Ginn for his
world peace project and foundation, and
said it something were not done then
civilization itself would have to resign
itself to anarchy.
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Sec Baker's Address
Sec Baker said in part:
"On March 21, 1918, I visited at lunch
time General, now Marshal, Petain. 1
went by motor car to his headquarters
and arrived there, I should sav. at 12:45;
had lunch with him and talked to him
about the great German drive which began a( dawn of that morning.
"He said to me, 'Did you hear the
guns as you came in?'". And I said,
'No, Gen Petain, I did not hear them;
perhaps the noise of my motor obscured it.'
" 'Ah, well, he said, 'after lunch we
will go out into the garden, you can
hear them very plainly there.'
"After lunch he took me out into the
garden of the chateau in which he was
living and he and I stood alone in this
beautiful place—flowers growing all
around us and a fountain singing nearby; but there was a low rumbling
noise, the most ominous and menacing
sound I had ever heard in my whole
life.
"For in the distance—no one of them
being nearer than 20 miles—the artillery of the Germans and of British
along 25 or 30 miles of front were in
continuous action. There was a sound
as rapid as the beat of a kettledrum,
and each impulse that came to us was
the noise of a big gun not less in caliber than 3-inch, running 7, perhaps 9
and more than 9 inches, and this Impulse carried 25, 30, 40, 45 miles, filled
the whole air with a noise as incessant as the droning of bees. I had
never heard great guns In such quantities before.
Death and Destruction Joined
"As we stood there and listened and
I realized that each minute I stood
there hundreds and perhaps thousands
of human beings were being slaughtered
by that awful hellish hell of shells and
bursting shrapnel, I said to the Marshal:
" 'But I cannot understand how you
can sit down and lunch with me in perfect calm and talk about what is
going to happen in the campaign of
191!' and 1920 while this is going on.'
"Veteran warrior as he was and quite
accustomed to the alarms of war, he
smiled and said to me indulgently:
'Well, what would you have me do
about it?'
"And I said, 'I don't know, but it does

seem to me that somebody ought to do

something about it, and that nobody
ought to do anything else until they
have seen about it.' (Applause.)
"But the point of the story at which
I wanted to stop was this: that when I
stood in the garden and heard that awful sound and realized what it meant,
it was then too late. Death and destruction had joined hands then and
were marching broadcast among the
children of men.

kind and yet powerless and paralyzed,
and sighing, not because the peoples of
the earth had lost their minds, not because you nor I, nor any other plain
person in the world, had lost his wits
and had gone mad. and run amuck, but
because the ambition of Princes wore
loosed in the world, nor because the
negligent populations had failed to make
in advance such adjustment as would
have turned the scorching opinion of
mankind less upon that nefarious plot
and prevented its execution.
"If instead of being, as we say, without battalion' or shield or spirit, if Sir
Edward Grey could have telegraphed to
some council of Nations where there
sat representatives of the civilized opinion of mankind, if we could have said
to them. 'Gentlemen, the Austrian note
to Serbia creates a situation which needs
the wisdom and conscience of the world
to deal with it,' and we had by faildeduction so prescribed that that council of Nations should have summoned
Austria and Germany, and Serbia, if
there could have been but a breathing
space and an opportunity for an analysis of the controversy and the expression of a judgment—the judgment might
not have been satisfactory to all of the
parties concerned, but the judgment of
such a tribunal, reinforced by the enlightened and civilized forces of mankind, would have prevented that holocaust.
"It was too late. In July, 1914. the
questions which the League of Nations
advocates are addressing to the people
of the United States and the people of
the world now are these, or rather the
question is this: When madness again
becomes uppermost in the minds of some
inner group somewhere, in some secret
diplomatic cabinet, will we have to suffer the humiliation and disaster of again
saying 'It is too late'? And now what
follows in rapid sequence from that first
catastrophe?"

Nations Toppled Into Chasm
"In 1914 I happened to be returning
as a casual tourist from Europe, and
midway in the Atlantic Ocean a wireless message was brought to the ship
that at the little town of Sarajevo there
had been an assassination of the Austrian Grand Duke, heir apparent to the
throne of Austria-Hungary, and his
consort.
"Those of us who were on the ship,
who had read something of history and
knew what balances of power meant
and how unstable those balances are at
best, had some anxiety and watched
with great eagerness the wireless disr
patches of the next two or three days,
until we landed in America.
"But we found that the incident had
apparently passed over without much
comment. I thinK that must have been
either the last day of June or the first
day of July, because I landed on the 3d
day of July in America.
"And that day all passed by, when,
on about the 23d day of July, the air
suddenly became filled with electricity.
"There was a scurrying in the Cabinets of Europe. British Ambassadors
in Russia, in Austria, at Constantinople,
at Rome, in Paris, in Germany, were in
momentary connection by wire with
Sir Edward Grey.
The French and
British, Italian and Russian Cabinets
were in constant session.
"Every resource of diplomacy was
called into use. And in a. very few days
mobilization took place in Germany, 7,300,000 Died in Great War
in Austria, and in Russia. And then, 1 He told of the rapid progress of the
bang! went the clang of fate, and all German armies and the terrible sacrithese nations, toppled over into a fices of England and France, and said:
chasm of disaster; and from that hour
"From the English Channel to the
until this the world has been bending Swiss frontier are acres and acres of
its back under a burden of woe and crosses, under which lie some part of
waste the like of which mankind -has the heroic dead who have died In this
not seen since the flood, j
war. Seven million three hundred thousand. I said 7,100,000 at noon today,
Calls Sir Edward Grey Big Figure
but there are 7,300,000 who have been
"I do not know what your emotions killed in battle or died of battle wounds
were in those days, but it was too late. in this war.
"More than 9,000,000 soldiers have lost
It was then with the world as it was
with the cannonade on the 1st of their lives.when we add to the 7,300,000
March. The guns were booming then; those who have died from other causes,
it was too late to set up arrangements disease and so on, in the great military
that would have prevented that catas- camps, and the number will be increased when we know the number of
trophe.
"When the history of this war comes dead in the prison camps who died of
to be written I nave confident convic- starvation.
"This is one of the consequences of
tion that one of the knightliest figures
that will appear on the pages of that its having been too late when Sir Edward
Grey strove to save the world
history will be Sir Edward Grey.
"Calm and supreme, intellectual and from that. In the meantime the expenditures
which the world has made
intelligent, a man who knew what that
war would mean to the human race, on this war stagger the imagination.
I
asked
the
General Staff to send me
and being a civilized man, turned his
eyes with horror from such conse- the figures just before I left Washingquences, struggling by day and by night, ton and I have them here on the readsending his emissaries hither and yon ing desk, the figures they sent me, but
to give opportunity to call together I will not stop to read them. They foot
concerts of the powers seeking to get up as the expenditures of the Nations
Austria to grant just a little mofe in this war $197,000,000,000.
"But that does not take into account
time, only a few hours to Serbia, before that relentless ultimatum should the value of the property destroyed—
just
the money spent. Now none of us
be uttered.
"This great and knightly Englishman know what any such sum as that means,
but
I
can give you a fair estimate of it,
seeking to avert this calamity for man-

according to the Census Bureau of the
I nited tSates.
"According to the Census liureau of
the United States, quoted in the World
Almanac in 1912, the aggregate value
■
i.
v?e, real and Personal property
in the United States, Including all the
land, from the Atlantic to the Pacific
from Canada to the Gulf, all of the
personal property, all of the houses and
buildings, all that added value to the
land
that comes from cultivation all
°:«.the I'e'sonal property, money and
other things of value in this great continental empire of ours, the aggregate
value of it was ?1S«.000,000,000. „,h s()„u,_
thing less than the cost of this war
to the belligerents.
"Can we stand another like that?
Can we sit still and allow the old
world to roll along in an easy and
complacent assurance that somehow
f™„ d^us machina is going to save us
from the folly of negligence and that
there will be no other catastrophe of
this kind? The league which wo are
e kins
lhe L6a
?F„
^
&\ here
of Nations,
which
our' great »"e
captain
in
Prance is seeking to have forced is
an effort to thrust in between mankind
and a repetition of that catastrophe
the concerted powers of the intelligent
and conscientious men and women of
the world.

WOMEN DELEGATES HEAR
TAFT, FAUNCE AND MRS HALE
Nearly 700 women delegates to the
New England Congress for a League of
Free Nations and their friends filled the
large ballroom and balconies at the
Hotel Somerset yesterday afternoon at
a luncheon and mass meeting called to
stimulate a greater interest among the
women of the country in a League of
Nations.
Mrs Nathaniel Thayer presided.
At
the speakers' table were Dr W II p
Faunce of Brown University
Mrs
Beaitrice Forbes-Robertson Hale, Mrs
Spencer Wood, Mrs George W Anderson, Hon Newton D. Baker, Miss Anderson, Mrs A. Lawrence Lowell, Mrs William H. Taft, Mrs Samuel Carr, Mrs Elmer Jared Bliss, Mrs Frederick S. Mead
Mrs Herbert J. Gurney, Miss Frances
Curtis, Mrs George W. Coleman, Mrs
Lois B. Rantoul, Miss Mary A. Barr,
Mrs Eli Feibelman,. Miss Marv Beard,
Miss Katherine P. Loring,Mi„ N. P. Ijallowell, Mrs John F. Moors, Miss Mary
I. Wood, Mrs Gilbert F. Davis, Mr and
Mrs Robert J. Alley of Maine, Mrs
Howard W. Farnum, Mrs H. G. Bissell,
Miss Ida Mason, Miss Ella Mason, Miss
Mary E. Woolley, Miss Bertha Boody,
Miss Sarah Louise Arnold. Miss Ellen
F. Pendleton. Mrs Noel of the Connecticut College for Women, Miss E. Balch,
Mrs Edward Cummings, Mrs John C.
Phillips, Mrs Augustus Hemenway, Mrs
Charles Sumner Bird, Mrs Samuel A.
Eliot, Mrs Richard C. Cabot, Col Richard C. Cabot. Mrs Lemuel H. Murlm,
Mrs Joseph A. Walker, Mrs Geoive
Nasmyth and Mrs J. Mott Hallowe.ll.
Pres Faunce spoke in favor of a
League of Free Nations, from the standpoint of social justice Sec Baker, after
describing the effect of the war on the
people of the European countries, urged
the people of the United States to stand
back of President Wilson as a strong
unit, favoring a league which shall
serve to end warfare as a means of
adjusting National differences.

"As Secretary of War," he stated, "I,

as well as Mr Taft, have had opt
tunity to see tile attitude ot' tile lighting
men of our country toward war. anil, although war is the soldiers' profession.
the soldiers themselves favor another
means of settling troubles than by tore*
of arms entirely."

MRS BEATRICE FORBES-ROBERTSON H.M.i:. |
Wile Addressed Women Delegates,
.Mrs Hale discussed the power of
women in bringing about a league ol
free Nations.
Site said the great fault
of the sex was that women were afraid
to make a move because of what folks
might think of them.
Women today
must educate themselves out of the wonderful spirit of fighting that lias bees
theirs throughout the war, and must
now put themselves in a frame of mind
for peace rather than future war.
"The League of Nations is just as important question of right and wrong, us
was our quarrel with Germany," she declared. "New ESngland women, members
of the pure old stock, anil leaders of th,.
country have a great responsibility now
in helping shape affairs of world mo
ment for the future."
Kx-Presldent Taft outlinml what the
league proposed to do "ov substituting
for the arbitrament of war, the arbitrament of justice and it this is not accomplished, there can be no other way
to settle world affairs than bj competitive armament, and the use of more
than oneJthlid of the Nation's energy
for protection.
"President Wilson is now on the other
side and 1 am glad he is there, While
I differ witli him in politics, partisan- 1
ship ceases in this cause lie is work-j
ing out.
"The league which shall help the
world shall help us, and this movemenl
ought to he spread over the country, BO
that when our President returns, he
may be. tilde to send back the message,
'The entire country is with me in the
Let.gue of Free Nations movement fur
the betterment 1 have tried to bring
about.' "
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BAKER PUTS
IN HIS PLEA
FOR LEAGUE
Secretary of War Addresses Final
Meeting of Congress—Other
Notables Also Speak

"Nine millions of dead and a cost in
finances of $197,000,000,000—the extravagance of the world war just ended—
can we stand another war like that?"
asked Newton D. Baker, Secretary of
War, in an address in Tremont Temple
last night, which brought the two
days session of the New England Conjgress for a League of Free Nations to
i a close.
"Can we sit still and allow the old
world to roll along in complacent assurance that there will be no other
catastrophe like this? The League of
Nations, which we are speaking for
here, the League of Nations which our
great Captain in France is seeking to
have formed, is an effort to thrust in
between mankind and a repetition of
that catastrophe."
WANT WORLD TO KNOW
"We have told the world we wanted to
make the world safe for democracy," he
said. "We want the world to know j
what democracy is. Democracy is self- !
government, and treaties are part of the
Contiilueil on Page (i
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r.Georgette
Crepe de Chine

Waists

- Basement Store

$0.98

2

$2.98

With beaded and embroidered fronts;
colors white, flesh, navy, brown, taupe,
fawn, black; all regular sizes and a few
outsizes.

Voile no
Waists &OC
Exceptional values in cotton voile, crossbar and fancy muslin, lace and embroidery trimmed. A variety of smart styles,
sizes 3 4 to 46.
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Secretary Baker Makes Plea for League of Nations—Congress Closed
morale of the allies and kept them fighting to the finish."
The spectacle of two Secretaries of
earnestly seeking a permanent
peace was dwelt upon by Secretary
Baker who followed ex-Prestdent Taft,
a Secretary of War himself, not so
many years ago.

Continued From First Page

Instruments of government. We want
the world to know that we want those
treaties to contain provisions that will
justify and sanctify the sacrifices which
we in" common with other free peoples
have made for the victory which has
been achieved.
More than 20.000 persons. It was estimated, attended the sessions, luncheons and dinners during the two days'
session of the congress. The enthusiasm
of all New England shown in the
meetings surpassed that of the Atlantic
Congress held earlier in the week in
New York.
Into yesterday's meetings was crowded
even more spontaneous enthusiasm lor
the idea of the league of free nations
than on the opening day of the congress. Again former President Taft
spoke, declaring at the morning session
in Tremont Temple that the "Monroe
doctrine is safe"; that protection would
! be given to it by the league proposed.
Edward A. Filene, Joseph Walker and
Dr. Horace M. Ttallen also addressed the
early session, making strong pleas for
an organization of nations, a union that
would forever prevent war.
Overflow Meeting Arranged
Official representatives of all of the
New England States took part in a
caucus session in Tremont Temple at
11 o'clock in the morning; there was a
luncheon by the Chamber of Commerce
in Hotel Brunswick at 12:30 and others
at 1 o'clock in the Twentieth Century
Club and in Hotel Somerset.
The biggest and most enthusiastic of
all the meetings, luncheons and gatherings took place in the evening. Long
before S o'clock, the scheduled hour for
starting every seat on the main floor
and galleries of the big auditorium was
occupied. Then arrangements for an
overflow meeting in King's Cnapel were
made
Within a comparatively few
minutes that place was packed, and
thero might have been another meeting
arranged from the overflow of that
Era, t. Ii6rin s
Besides Secretary' of War Baker the
speakers at the evening sessions of the
congress included President Lowell of
Harvard, President Faunce of Brown,
Judge George W. Anderson of the
United States District Court and J.
Randolph Coolidge, who is president of
the League of Free Nations Association of Massachusetts.

Stand Behind Peace Delegates
"If this congress means anything it
means that we stand behind, the delegates at Versailles," declared Mr. Coolidge. "Let us, turning- as one man to
the conference in Paris, shout our 'Godspeed you' to our leader, President Wilson, the central figure in the councils
of this ransomed world."
And his reference to President Wilson,
the "great leader," was reflected in
every speech of the evening. It was a
session filled with praises for the
President and all those who stand for
the wiping out of the old order of international dealings and condemnation
for those cynics, pro-Germans almost,
who say "It can't be done."
President Faunce referred to the opposition ac "Little Americans" and George
W. Anderson called them plain "proGermans." While the head of the great
Rhode Island college warned Americans
against being captured by militarism,
now that we have captured the cannon
and the navies of militarism, Judge Anderson was more local in his attack
against influences which he alleges are
hampering the cause of universal peace.
The judge let Are all his guns in the
direction of those Bostonian institutions
"which have made money out of the
war" and raked fore and aft those who
are now disappointed that the war is
oyer. It is time, he thundered, that we
have done with the propagation of world
quarrels for private profit.
War Shouters Pro-German
"Our national standard is not the
ostrich, that buries its head in the
sand," pointed out President Faunce in
decrying the plea of sovereignty made
by many, "but the eagle that soars high
in the air, passing over all barriers and
confines that man builds. Whoever says
in these days that, coming down to the
last analysis, gunpowder ' and bayonets
are the best means of settling disputes,
is a pro-German; whoever says that all
treaties are vain, that all covenants are
mere scraps of paper, is a pro-German."
How the whole world is coming nearer
to each one of us physically by the use
of wireless telegraphy, and will come
nearer in the future by the use of wireless telephones, by inventions which
will permit men hundreds and thousands of miles apart to see each other
as they talk, the speaker explained.
And as the world advances physically it
'must come together spiritually, it cannot stand apart.
President Wilson in France, leader of
one political party, striving for the formation of a League of Nations, and
former President Taft right here in
Eoston working with every bit of energy
he possesses for the same end lifts the
plan forever out of the realm of partisan politics, declared President Faunce,
Faunce.

Great Applause for Baker
The reception given to the Secretary
of War was tremendous.
His entrance into Tremont Temple was the
signal for cheering and handclapping.
The great audience rose to applaud
when he started his address and punctuated frequently his talk with ovations
of similar nature. Reference by him to
any hero of the war, any leader of the
allies or to "Our Captain," meaning
Woodrow Wilson, started the^noisy applause anew.
New England's congress for a League
of Free Nations, now ended, was the
second of a series of nine national congress meetings. The next is the Great
Lakes congress, to be held in Chicago,
Feb. 10 and 11. The others will be held
in Minneapolis, Portland, Ore., San
Francisco, Salt Lake City, St. Louis
and ending in Atlanta, Feb. 28 and
March 1.

BAKER URGES LEAGUE
Secretary of War, President
Faunce of Brown, President
Lowell of Harvard and Others
Address Meeting
Warning that, even though the victory has been won, peace has not been,
President W. H. P. Faunce of Brown
University, at the final meeting of the
New England Congress for a League of
Free Nations, urged the immense audience that thronged Tremont Temple to
the outermost door, and then overflowed to the street, not to allow the1
nations which have stood together
through the bloody years of war to faii
asunder in time of peace.
President Lowell of Harvard kept the
audience in almost constant peals of
laughter in his mimical, humorous burlesque on those people who protest a
League of Free Nations, "because it
has never been done before," and finally
declared that this is the age of innovation, and regretted deeply that his
party, the Republican party, had so
many of its leaders going on record as
opposing the league.
Pesident Faunce said in part: "We are
not here as Democrats or Republicans;
we are not here as Catholics or Protestants'nor Jews, but rather as Americans who dare to hope and believe and
resolve that the nations which have
stood together in the years of war shall
not fall asunder In peace. We have won
the victory, but not peace; the war has

Attitude of Soldiers
Both of us have the attitude of the
soldier toward war," said Secretary
Baker. "We know its costliness and
its wastefulness and we know that the
soldier himself is as enthusiastic for
some means or tribunal that will set
tie questions that lead to war as the
civilian.
"The voice of America must be
brought into this plan for the salvation of humanity. We must let il be
known on all the seas (hat America
went into the struggle on the highest
moral grounds ami thai she won't lie
satisfied to look her children and her
grandchildren in the fare unless we
rid the world of any chance of a repetition of this great war.
"The League of Free Nations is not
a man or a woman question separately. The plain people of the world
who wear no crowns, who are everywhere, want the world redeemed by a
League of Nations,
Our league of
States has demonstrated by more than
a hundred, triumphant, superb years
just what may be demonstrated by a
League of Nations."
President Faunce of Brown University was another interesting speaker.
Prominent women from all over .\ew
England were present tit this great
outpouring of enthusiasm for a League
of Nations. The committee in charge
of the luncheon wore Mis. .1. Randolph*
Coolidge], chairman;
Mrs. Henry B.
Cabot, .[Mrs. Roland G. Hopkins, Miss
PROMINENT PEOPLE AT LEAGUE OF NATIONS WOMEN DELEGATES' LUNCHEON.
Sarah
|Lawrence and Mrs..
Barrett
,ra ii iiLeft to right they are: First row, Mrs. Roland G. Hopkins, Mrs. Elmer Jared Bliss, Secretary of War Baker, Weendollf
Mrs. Nathaniel Thayer, who presided; back row, Mrs. J. Randolph Coolidge, Jr., chairman of the luncheon
committee; Miss Frances G. Curtis and Mrs. J. Mi lcolm Forbes.

MERCHANTS GATHER

merely blasted a foundation on which
to build a structure of humanity's
peace."

Time to Tell Truth
Judge George W. Anderson of the
United States District Court declared
that "it was time someone started to
tell the truth about pro-Germanism and
private detective agencies and Socialists
and I. W. W.s."
"It is time the epithet Pro-German
was applied to people to whom it belongs," he said'. "I have always been
more afraid of Prussianism within than
that of without.
"We set out in this war .to kill .German militarism. We have scorched it.
And we are not going to accomplish the
killing by adopting the German philosophy of life nor by intimidating Pius
sianism in America. Let us see that the
work of construction is carried on now
that the road has been cleared by the
war."
President Lowell of Harvard declared
that when the league was first broached
one of the chief forms of opposition set
forth was that peace could be secured
and maintained by good nature and that
carnal weapons should not be used.
"That is, that the international policemen should not be armed, even though
the robber was," he asserted amid a
roar of laughter.
"The people who oppose the league
are backed by strong, moral thought
and we respect them," he continued,
"and in turn we demand that they respect those who do believe in the doctrine of a sound international understanding. I have always been a lifelong Republican, with occasional bursts
of laxity, and I have been grieved to
see that many of the leaders of my own
party are opposing this league.
"Washington belonged to the greatest
age of innovation that the country has
known, and he believed that we should
not entangle ourselves with foreign alliances. Friends, there never will be
any big maritime war. in which the
United "States will not be drawn.
"One step logically involves another.
We did not go into the Spanish war
for the sake of acquiring the Philippines, but we had to take them to prevent Germany from taking them.
"We are not scrapping the Constitution of the United States in forming
this League of Nations; we are not
making a scrap of paper out of it by
making the peace which must come,
after such a war as this. Don't argue
with the American people that they
cannot do something because it has
never been done before, because the
American people will not admit any
such thing."
Secretary Baker Speaks
Secretary of War Baker, after praising the 2Gth and telling of his observations in France, said:
"We are at the parting of the ways.
We can blunder along as we have
blundered. Why, in 1914, I said, 'War
in Europe, a general European war, is
impossible and unthinkable'; and you
said it. We can keep on believing that
way if we want to, or we can take time
by the forelock; we can be provident in
providing. We can say to the peoples
of Europe who have suffered these incalculable sacrifices and wastes, 'join
hands with us.' Let us make of the
world a place of beauty and of justice.
Let us make- such arrangements that
when nations fall afoul of one another
and tempers become exasperated there
will be a moment of calm, until we can
get before a judicial tribunal which will
make an award. We can make that
kind of arrangement as an insurance
policy for the future generations if we
want to.
"We have lost some 90,000, if T recall the figure right, American soldiers.
We have mingled our blood with that
of the British and that of the French,
and they died so bravely. They died for
a cause, and that cause was not the
old-time triumph which military victory used to entail. No one of those
men wanted to bring captives at his
chariot wheels. No one of them wanted
to add a. rod of land to the national domain. No one of them wanted to take
Naboth's vineyard from him.
They
were fighting for justice, fighting for
you, fighting for me; but, oh, very much
more, fighting for the children who are
to come after us, who are yet to play
their part on the world's stage.
What They Would Think
"If we could on some Hallowe'en
night go among those' silent places
along the front line and get an answer
to the questions we might ask those
who lie there and are to lie there forever what they think about this business, is there any doubt as to what
their answer would be? They would
lift up their voices—ah! if I may quote
Dana Burnett, 'Their ashes would stir,
and their souls would be our captains
as they march in solid phalanx to the
council seats of the mighty at . Versailles, while we presented their demand
that such arrangements should be made
as would forever prevent the possibility
of their children having to make the
sacrifices which they made.'
"I must not longer detain you. This
was a grea.t spectacle. I do not suppose
any treaty was ever made in the history
of the world that was characterized by
what I now see people in great companies all over the United States saying
what they want in the treaty, and it is
well that we should speak. We have
told the world we wanted to make the
world safe for democracy. We want the
world to know what democracy is. Democracy is self-government and treaties
are part of the instruments of government. We want the world to know that
we want those treaties to contain provisions that will justify and sanctify the
sacrifices which we in common with
other free peoples have made for the

victory which has been achieved."
The following resolutions were adopted unanimously:
Whereas, from the days of Washington our citizens and statesmen have
been leaders of the movement to establish the reign of law among nations;
Whereas, the heroic sacrifices and untold agonies which millions of devoted
men and women have endured in the
hope of securing constructive remedies
and legal substitutes for Avar, will all
have been endured in vain unless this
great end is gained; and
Whereas, a co-operative action by the
nations is clearly the next necessary
step in social, political and industrial
evolution; therefore, be It
Resolved by the delegates to the New
England Congress for a League of Free
Nations:
That in the formation of a League of
Nations with adequate economic and
military sanctions to guarantee peace
we see the triumph of American ideals,
the realization of American hopes and
aspirations, the next step forward in
human progress, the beginning of a new
era in material, moral, industrial and
political well-being for ourselves and
for all mankind.
Be it further resolved, that copies of
this resolution be sent to the President
of the United States, and to the members of the United States Senate.

OVERFLOW MEETING
i

King's

.

Chapel

Crowded

With

Those Who Failed to Gain Admission

to

Big

Gathering

in

Tremont Temple
Boston showed she is behind President Wilson and for a League of Nations last night when it became necessary to hold an overflow meeting in
King's Chapel to care for the crowds
who tried to gain admittance to hear
Secretary of War Baker and other
speakers at the League of Nations
meeting, in Tremont Temple.
King's Chapel Was crowded.
When
Secretary of War Baker arose to
speak applause continued for fully five
minutes.
Repeated applause punctuated his speech. The secretary's appeal for a League of Nations was answered by a big "yes"—voiced by thunderous applause.
Not for many years has this old historic church witnessed such a patriotic
assembly.
Secretary of War Baker appeared in
King's Church and then went to
Tremont Temple.
At the termination of Secretary of
War Baker's speech applause continued
until he had left the hall.
Following Secretary Baker's address
A. Lawrence Lowell, executive secretary of the league, spoke, urging everyone to get behind President Wilson and
make the world know that Ameii:a is
for a League of Nations

MORNING MEETING
Ex-President
Meeting,

Taft

Which

Presides
Is

at

Addressed

by Secretary Baker and Other
Public and Business Men
With a galaxy of oratorical stars of
national repute on the platform, the
morning session of the New England
congress for a League of Free Nations
opened in Tremont Temple yesterday,
with 2500 persons attending. It was a
public meeting.
Former President Taft presided. Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, John
Barrett, director-general of the PanAmerican Union, Edward A. Filene and
Dr. H. M. Kallen were the speakers.
Secretary Baker received a wonderful
ovation when introduced by Joseph
Walker, who succeeded ex-President
Taft as chairman. He elicited great applause when he referred to the work
of the 26th Division in closing up the St.
Mihiel salient last fall—the blow which
really spelled doom for German arms.
"The boys of that division knew, as
I knew, that the United States, was not
to be overcome, and that because we
were morally right victory was sure
to come to us," he said. "We were
perhaps surprised that the end came as
soon as it did, but with that sure and
true feeling of confidence that reposes
with those in the right they fought to
the utmost up to the last minute."
Ex-President Taft in opening the meeting said:
"To say that the Munroe Doctrine
is an objection or hindrance to a League
of Nations is to say something which
ought to be an argument in favor of it."
Dr. H. M^Kallen, author of two books
on the subject of a Lea.gue of Nations,
was cordially greeted by the audience
at the close of a fine address.
The active head of the Pan-American
Union, John Barrett, form • minister
to the Argentine Republic, ^ that all
Latin countries favor a League of Nations for the whole world. Through the
excellent work of the Pan-American
Union, these Latin-American countries
have shown the whole world the benefits which accrue when states meet in
conclave.
Introduced by Chairman Taft as perhaps the first and best friend of the
league movement in Massachusetts, Edward A. Filene delivered a masterful
address in which he outlined the position of business men in the matter.
The delegates and chief speakers were
treated to some rare displays of New
England eloquence and wit when representatives of New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut and
Maine mounted the platform to report on the progress of the League of
Nations movement in their respective
States.

WOMEN URGE LEAGUE
Mrs.

Beatrice

Forbes-Robertson

Hale Gives Reason Why Her Sex
Should

Urge

and

Support

Measure
A league of free nations or else war
within 30 years, was the warning
sounded by each of the four speakers
at the luncheon tendered the women
delegates to the New England Conference for a League of Free Nations
and other women guests at the Hotel
Somerset yesterday. Unless the proposed League of Nations becomes a
real and vital thing, war is the only
alternative, according to the separate
declarations of Mrs. Beatrice ForbesRobjertsoh Hale, ex-President Taft, Secretary of War Baker and President
Faunce of Brown University.
"And such a war! If there should be
a next, the losses in this, the premier
war in all history, would be a mere
bagatelle," said Mrs. Beatrice ForbesRobertson Hale, who was introduced by
Mrs. Nathaniel Thayer to the assemblage of 800 women who crowded every
table, the balconies and every available
inch of space in the great ballroom.
"Woman's estate in the League of
Free Nations does not differ from man's.
The whole plan is essentially a human
one and a matter in which both should
have equal concern," said Mrs. Hale.
"But if there is any question as to who
millers most in war, then it is woman
emphatically. By actual death her payment is greater—death that comes by
starvation and diseases induced by it.
We have actual statistics as to the number of soldier dead, but it is estimated
that more than twice the number of
children, youths, mothers and grandmothers died through privation and disease growing out of the great war.

In Defence of Ideals
"There can be no question of woman's
patriotism because she does not like and
never has liked war. She has stood by
man in the defence of ideals, sacrificing
every bit as much as he. An offensive
war always has been abhorrent to her
and if she is faithful to her ideals she
will embrace the opportunity to stop all
war which the League of Nations presents.
"There is the new road, or the old one
of competitive armaments. The latter
means first, a crushing burden of taxation for all, and some day that the guns
which have been maintained at such a
cost will be unleashed, and a war more
horrible in its sacrifice of life, more
devastating and more cruel will result.
No middle path between the suicide of
civilization and a League of Nations exists. Women must look upon the League
of Nations as an attainment as much to
be desire'd as the beating of the Germans, and as much a matter of right
and wrong as our quarrel with the German empire.
"Women have learned by organization
how to obey and how to command. Let
them do all of these things that the
League of Nations may become real.
Unless it does, your children and mine,
little now, will pay the sacrifice 30 years
hence. Armament has proven this. This
is the first time in the history of the
world that a League of Nations has
been a practical possibility.' Help to
bring it about," concluded Mrs. Hale, "or
else live to look upon the graves of oUr
boys, and admit that they died in vain."
Ex=President Taft
Ex-President Taft, president of the
National League of Free Nations, followed Mrs. Hale, and spoke upon the
habit of state of mind of people. "We
have got to get the people of the nations of tne world in a state or mind,
where they can see that they can live
without war. We have, and they have
an example of it in our relations witli
Canada and England. We haven't had
a war in a hundred y.ears because we
have cultivated the habit of settling oitr
difficulties by other means—arbitration.
We can produce this state of mind
among the nations of the earth if we
will have a real league. We may have
to fight a few little wars to get the
thing in operation, but wo will either
make this League of Nations effective
as speedily as we can, or wait 20 years
and have another war. ■
"We should not balk at making concessions or hesitate at sacrifices. Nothing has ever been won or gained without
making them. On the other side, there
is a passionate desire for this League
of Nations. It has been promised them
and it was this conception as set fort!
and promised by us that stiffened th<

Former President Taft and Secretary
Baker
Enthusiastically
Greeted by Members of Chamber of Commerce

land in Boston.
I am exceedingly
anxious for the- 24th Division to have
an opportunity to parade through the
streets of Boston and. so far as it is
possible, i want the 2tHh Division to
parade In these streets in order (hat it
may receive its due from you. 1 want
you to see the quality.and the character of Its men carrying the nag oi tr.c.r
country, knowing no defeat and ending
everything with a spectacular victory."
Before he left Washington, Secretary
Baker asked the general staff of the
army for some figures regarding the
cost of the World war. He said (hat
he had been informed by these men
that it totalled JIST.OOO.OOO.OOO, ami that
the destruction to property was about
(200,000,000,000 more.

In

looking

up

the

wealth of the United States he had
found that it is. Including everything,
$186,000,000,000.
Secretary Baker said that the loss of
life
through
killed
and
wounded
amounts to 7,100,000i and adding those
wlio died In prison camps or in prisons
the grand total of the dead would he
9,000,000.

URGES PEACE LEAGUE
Kdward A. l-ilene Tells Congress
Delegates

Alliance

of

Nations

Means Security for the l-'uture
Edward A. Filene, yesterday, addressing delegates to the third session of the
Xew England congress tor a league of
tree nations In Tremont Temple, doclored that such a league is necessary
for security. Mr. filene said in part as
follows:
"It is of real importance to business
men to realise that the project of a
League of Nations, embodying as It
does the spiritual, ethical and moral
ideals of men. embodies also, as wo
find it does on Impartial examination,
the business interests of men. 1 venture to say that no country etui have
continuing prosperity unless an effective League of Nations Is formed.
"I have had made UP for mo by an
advertising expert a rough calculation
of the amount of space which is being
given to the discussion or tho proposal
of a League of Nations by newspapers
and periodicals of this country alone.
Conservatively estimated tho newspaper
space alone would cost, at usual advertising rates, over a million dollars a
day. Add to that the space devoted to
the subject in tho weeklies and other
periodicals and tlie cost, if wo had to
pay for all that space, would be well
over $600,000,000 a year.
"I think that is good proof to any
business man, not only of the importance of the subject, hut also of the
splendid service tho newspapers and
periodicals of this country are rendering the world today.

Applause greeted the announcement
of Secretary Baker at the luncheon ofthe Chamber of Commerce at the Hotel
Brunswick, that he expects to order the
landing of the 2(>th Division In Boston,
and the glowing tribute lie paid the men
of this division for their heroic stand
at St. Mihiel, which resulted in victory
for the allied colors.
Both ex-President Taft and Secretary
Baker proved very popular with audiences wherever they went yesterday,
especially at the Brunswick, where fully
S00 members of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce gathered.
One of the features of the Chamber Condition of Insecurity Dangerous
of Commerce reception to ex-President
"The old condition of Insecurity, not
Taft was the rendition of a parody of
to use the stronger term, anarchy, in
"Smiles." The words, which brought
International relations is a standing bid
forth applause, were as follows:
to reckless, destructive and ill-consid"There are smiles that make us hnppy
ered radicalism.
And the smile of Taft is one.
"As business men, it is our duty to
It's a smile that is surely jrotnc: to pet you
our interests no less than to our ideals
Just as soon us William turns it on.
to give profound and sustained attenIt's a smile that's hard to get uwav from,
Ami we're mighty glad It's with u) still;
tion and consideration to the problem
And we know lie doesn't feel insulted
of
bringing every possible pressure
When you nnme him 'SinilinK hill.' "
Seated at the head of the table with upon the men who are writing the
Secretary Baker and ex-President Taft treaty at Versailles and the men Who
were Secretary James MoKIbben of tne will be called upon to ratify tho treaty
Chamber of Commerce,
ex-Governor at Washington to sec to it that the,
Spaulding of New Hampshire, John F. treaty provides for the kind of leaguo
that will deal in man-fashion with the
Moors, President H. I. Harriman of the
Chamber of Commerce, who acted as elementary problem of keeping order in
the world. We need a league that will
toastmaster; Judge George W. Ander- really set. tip those organs of law and
son, Kdward Cummings of the Peace order which have proved effective in
Foundation, John Barrett of the Pan- keeping order between individuals.
American Union and E. A. Filene.
"Tne outlook is that, there, is led one
thing that will effectively forestall the
Object Is Explained
threat and consequences of a world
What is being sought by those who shortage of supplies, and that is somefavor the League of Nations was ex- thing approaching a co-operative Interplained'by Mr. Taft in some detail. He national administration of the world's
said that opinions differ as to tho meth- necessary supplies. I am not thinking
ods to be employed to obtain the de- of any hard and fast international ecosired results, but that the ultimate nomic government.
1 am not thinking
object tilo he attained has the same | r t jie appoint menl or an i nomh
meaning \n the minds and hearts of all I erallsslmo. We are net liable to tutu
who arb well-wishers of the plan.
I the business of the world over to a
"if you will pardon the colloquial ex- Foch of commerce.
"I am thinking, however, of certain
pressioh," remarked the former Vreat•if we are to promote peace we international arrangements, which the
have got to stay with the job until United States is in a peculiar position
peace comes. We need to create a ma- tovinitiate, under which the total rechinery that will do justice. We have sources of the world might be adminhere at home courts whose functions istered in a manner that would best
are to apply principles of justice to speed up the processes of reconstructhe facts in the case. International law, tion, remove the fear of famine from
or the law of nations, is based on the the world, allay some of the more
same principle, therefore we must have patent economic causes of revolutionan international court to settle the dif- ary discontent and help maintain the)
ferences between the old nations and peace of the world.
the new."
Armaments Restrict Commerce
"Now is the time for a League of Nations," he declared. "For nations are
"Merchant ships are a part of tho nanow in such a state of mind as to make tion's defensive. Until the League or
the plan more practical than ever be- Nations, which wo must have, has
fore in the history of the world. We proved its efficiency, and until nations
are now up against it. We are dealing are ready to disarm, they will not be
with a concrete question. It is a ques- ready, if they can prevent it, recklessly
tion that we have to help decide, how to to turn over their sea transportation to
keep those nations peaceful, and in a another nation.
"To us here in the United States, shins
state of permanent peace. How to do
it, is the question that, is troubling the mean business, mean profit; to Britain
minds of all. I don't know how it can ships mean life. Britain has at any time
be done unless we have tho. kind of not overla. few months' food on hand.
machinery that I have described. Jf all.I only a limited part of the. raw maanybody can tell me of any other prac- lerials on which her financial and business life depends originates in thoBrltlsh
tical plan I wish they would do so."
When Mr. Taft remarked, with a Isles. If our ocean transportation were
twinkle In his eye: "Those who object cut off we should lose business and
to President Wilson going abroad show money, if Britain's ocean transportation
the perverted uses to which the Con- were cut off she might perish.
"We In the United Slates CRT! afford
stitution can bo put," the crowd
to take some chances aa to ships—Britlaughed,
ain cannot.
Baker Praises 26th
"I am asking you, as T am asking myBefore the Secretary of War com- self, to picture vividly Britain's position.
"Because that position, and what It
menced his plea for a League of Nations he referred to the 20th Division, properly implies, is the keynote of the
international
problem of mercantile
saying that he was unable, to fix the
marine, and, will force on us a long
date for Us return.
"I have" ho said, "a sense of dis- and mutually harmful struggle if we
appointment in being unable to tell you do not. with business-like vision and
the date of the return of Hie gallant sympathetic, understanding, avert it by
New England division. If (he situation proper international co-operative agree'is one that is within our control it will ments."
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HAD NEW WAR ENGINES
READY TO CRUSH FOE
Baker Says Losses for Another
Year Would Have Equalled
Those of the Four Years.
Special to The New York Time*.
WASHINGTON. Feb. 12.-At#a victory
dinner held here tonight by sev'eral hundred women, Secretary of War Baker
gave some statistics about the war and
stated that had the war gone on for
another year the losses, because of the
perfection which had been reached in
engines of destruction, would have totaled the losses of the four years.
During the war, Mr. Baker said.
7,300,000 men were killed in action or
died of wounds, while deaths in -camps
brought the total dead to at least 9.000,000. The nations involved,, he said, spent,
exclusive of loans or the value of de'stroyed property, $1 93,000,000.000,, ^nd

he added that the value of all property
in the United States in 1912 waa but
?186.00e.OOO,000.
' *
Among the engines of destruction
which had been prepared to let loose
next Spring. Mr. Baker aaid. It was
well knewn that there were wtreless
controlled aeroplanes for bombing purposes which would have caused tremendous casualties.
Mr. Baker also pleaded for the League
of Nations. He declined to believe. h«
said, that the people or governments
wanted the war to end In the old.
fashioned way without reaping the
fruits of the war.
'• For my part," he said, referring to
the League of Nations". " I don't care
whether the conception La one of yesterday Or one of -Methuselah's favorite
meditations, I m for it."
Referring to the idea of a balance of
power he said that it was " delicate
enough to be a chemist's balance."
Reverting to the League of Nations
Mr. Baker said that if America remained aloof the nations of EuroW
might form a league of their own, and
leave the United States out.
" I am not thinking of going in because the United States Is afraid," he
said. " But 1 am afraid of the moral
position we would be tn if we were left
out."

287,000 OF OUR TROOPS
HAVE BEEN EMBARKED
Baker Reports 87,060 Mm
Now in the Hospitals in
France.
WASHINGTON, Feb. l5.-From the
signing of the armistice to Feb. 8, 287.3S2 American troops in France and
Great Britain had embarked for the
United States, while up to Feb. 10, 67,454
officers and 1.0!!), 118 men had been demobilized i» this country.
Total arrivals of overseas troops up to Feb. 7
wore 215.719.
These figures were made public today
by Secretary Duker, together with
others relating to the number of sick
and wounded now in France and the
number returned, home.
Men in France
being treated for disease on Feb. 1 toI taled i;2,r>(il, and those suffering from
| wounds were 24,481. The aggregate of
i S7.04r> was 4,088 less than in the prej ceding week and 101.403 less than the
I number
in
hospitals .overseas
on
Nov. 14.
Since the ending of hostilities 53,042
sick and wounded Have arrived in this
country, bringing the total since the beginning of thV' war to oS.KSO. On Feb. 1
the occupied bids in hospitals in the
; United States numbered (10.777, while
there were 47,048 beds available for returning cases.

Baker Tells Women New Destructive Agencies Were
to be Released.
By Plain Dealer-Timea Leased Wire)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 12.—At a
Victory dinner held here tonight by
several hundred women. Secretary of
War Baker gave some official statistics about war and stated that had
the conflict gone on for another year,
the losses, because of the perfection
which had been reached in engines
of destruction, would have totaled the
losses of the four years.
During the war, Mr. Baker said,
7,300,000 men were either killed in action or died of wounds, while deaths
in camps brought the total dead to at
least 9,000,000. The nations involved,
he said, spent, exclusive of loans or
the value of destroyed property, $193,000,000,000
and
he
added,
the
value of all property in the United
.States in 1912 was but $186,000,000,000.
Among the engines of destruction
which had been prepared to let loose
next spring, Mr. Baker said, it was
well known that there were wireless
controlled
airplanes
for bombing
purposes which would have caused
tremendous casualties.
Mr. Baker also pleaded for the
league of nations. He declined
to
believe, he said, that the people or
governments wanted the war to end
the old fashioned way without reaping the fruits of the war.
"For my part," he said, referring
to the league of nations, "I do not
care whether the conception is one
of yesterday or one of Methuselah's
favorite meditait ons;I'm for it."
Referring to the idea of a balance
of power, he said that it was "delicate
enough to be a chemist's balance."
Returning to a division
of the
league of nations. Mr. Baker said that
if America remained aloof, the nations of Europe might form a league
of their own and leave the United
States out. "I am not thinking of going in because the United States is
afrajd," he said. "But I am afraid of
the moral position we would be in if
we were left out."
President Wilson he characterized
as "The great captain of the ship,
your president and mine."
"We can take care of the situation
at home," he continued, "by talking
in churches and societies and building
up sentiment for our spokesman.
"I am told that in London, although
it was not my good fortune to see,
that both because of his superb character and the embodiment of American ideals which he represented, people crowded just to touch his clothes.
We must not undervalue a prophet
simply because he lives in our country."

General

Ansell undertook
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over court
KEW YORK TIMES, ofafterreview
the case had com* before, him of
twelve
non-commissioned
officers who
WASHINGTON POST: FEBRUARY 14, 1919.
iiad been dishonorably discharged from
setvice
and
had
been
sentenced
to from
FEBRUARY 14. 1 !)!!>. three to seven years for a " minor
Guy E. Tripp, the third civilian to
dis-

be awarded the decoration on today's
list, was not present, but will receive
his decoration later.
List of Citations.
The citations as published in army
follow:
Gen. Collafdet Presents French orders
Maj. Gen- Frank Mclntyre—As executive assistant to the chief of staff,
Decorations to Generals.
his breadth of view and sound judgment have contributed materially to
the formulation and carrying out of
essential to the operation of
BAKER GIVES ARMY MEDALS policies
the military establishment.
Maj. Gen. John L. Chamberlain—As
inspector general of the army he has,
by his highly responsible services,
March Made Grand Officer of IJegion materially contributed to the efficiency
of Honor—Double Ceremony in of all departments and bureaus of the
military establishment, and to the
Secretary's Office—Two Civilians, successful execution of the military
program.
Stettinius and Franklin, Receive
Organized Guard Forces.
Distinguished Service Reward.
Mai. Gen. Jesse Mel. Carter—As
chief of the militia bureau he conceived and directed the organization
Decorations of the Legion of Honor, of the United States guards, and utilawarded to Gen. March, chief of staff, ized these and other forces most efand nine other officers of the Ameri- fectively in the Important work of
can army last December by decree of safeguarding the utilities and indusPresident Poincare, of France, were tries of the nation essential to the
formally presented yesterday by Gen. prosecution of the war.
Collardet. French military attache.
Maj. Gen. Peter C. Harris—Durins
Coincidentally, Secretary Baker, in his service in the adjutant general's
the name of President Wilson, deco- department, his zeal, energy and
rated nine American army officers and judgment have been made manifest
two civilians, Edward It. Stettinius by the reforms accomplished in record
and P. A. S. Franklin, with the dis- keeping systems in the War Departtinguished service medal.
ment and in the army.
Brig. Gen. William S. Pierce—
French Customs Observed.
While in charge of the Springfield
The double ceremony took place in arsenal his exceptional ability conSecretary Baker's office.
tributed materially to increasing the
The presentation of the French output of small arms. As assistant
decorations was attended by full mili- chief of ordnance he has rendered
tary customs of France, Gen. Collar- conspicuous service.
det touching each recipient on each
Brig. Gen. Richard C. Marshall—
Shoulder with his saber, while the His zeal, judgment and exceptional
military staff of the embassy stood at administrative ability in the ronstrucattention with drawn swords. The I tion division of the army have «»decorations, Gen. Collardet said, would abled serious difficulties to be overbe to these officers and their families come and the construction necessary
always a reminder of the lasting ap- for a great army to be provided.
preciation of France for their part in
Special Training Provided.
the important role the United States
army had played in the winning of
Brig. Gen. Robert W. Rees—To his
the great war.
initiative and breadth of vision are
The Order of the Grand Officer of the largely due the successful measures
Legion of Honor was awarded to Gen. for training of enlisted men for speMarch, chief of staff, and the follow- cial services and the establishment
ing were made commanders of the of the student army training corps.
Legion of Honor:
Brig. Gen. William H. Rose—While
Maj. Gens. Frank Mclntyre, assist- in charge of the engineer depot he
ant chief of staff; Henry Jervey, di- was charged with the system of purrector of operations; George W. Goe- chase of supplies. His exceptional
thals, director of purchase^ storage ability, judgment and resourcefulness
and traffic, and William C. Gorgas, are apparent in the efficient solution
formerly surgeon general.
of the many difficult problems inDecorations of officers of the Le- volved and in the success attained in
gion of Honor were conferred upon supplying best quantities of engineerMaj Gen. C. C. Williams, chief of ord- ing supplies to the army overseas.
nance;
Brig. Gens. . Marlborough
Col. Constant Cordier, general staff
Churchill, director of military intelli- —White on duty as liaison officer begence; Lytle Brown, director war tween the War Department and the
plans division, general staff: Frank foreign military missions he displayed
T. Hines, director of embarkation, the greatest discretion and ability and
and Col. Constant Cordier, liaison of- contributed materially to the successful conduct of military diplomatic
ficer, general staff.
relations between the War DepartBaker Counsels Simplicity.
ment and the allied military missions.
P. A. S. Franklin—To his fine tech. Secretary Baker said he hoped the
presentation of distinguished service nical knowledge and energetic action
medals in the AmericanTforces would is due, in a large measure, the effialways be carried out with sim- cient jurisdiction over dock facilities
plicity, which marked the fact thaht and floating equipment which has
it was recognition by the nation of made possible the large movement of
the high national service a citizen troops and supplies overseas.
Guy E. Tripp, who, as chief of the
had performed, whether soldier or
civilian. It was a happy omen, he production division of the ordnance
said, that two men who had played so department and, later, as assistant
great a part in the success of Ameri- chief of ordnance, displayed fine techcan war enterprises as had Mr. Stet- nical ability and broad judgment in
tinius and Mr. Franklin, the one in systematizing methods and practices,
the procurement of munitions, both resulting in the efficient cooperation
here and abroad, and the other in of industries producing articles of ordsupervising the vast and compli- nance for the army.
Edward R. Stettinius, who, as dicated transport ^fleets, should thus
stand side by side^with their soldier rector general of purchases for the
War Department, SecondL Assistant
comrades to receive their rewards.
Speaking in reply for the American SecretarjTof War and special repregovernment when the French decora- sentative in France of the Secretary
tions were presented, Mr. Baker said of War in connection with the prohe believed the future would see the curement of munitions for the Ameritwo nations standing side by side in can expeditionary force, rendered conspicuous services. His broad vision
peace as thoy had fought in war.
Among the officers, to receive the and splendid judgment have been of
distinguished service medals were the greatest value to the success of
Maj. Gens. Henry P. McCain, former the military program.
adjutant general, now commanding at
Camp Devens, and William C. Gorgas,
former surgeon general, retired. These
awards were made some time ago, but
neither officer was in Washington
when the presentation was made.

BESTOWS WAR HONORS

COURTS MARTIAL
CALLEDATROCIOUS
Gen. Ansell Protests Against
System, Which, He Says,
Works Many Injuries.
ASSUMED POWER OF REVIEW
Acting Judge Advocate General Corrected Some Heavy Sentences, Despite Baker's Lack of Support.
Special to The -Veic York Times.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 13.—Before the
Senate
Military
Committee
today
Brigadier General .Samuel T. Ansell, acting Judge Advocate General, strongly
condemned the existing" system of courts
martial in vogue In the army, saying
that the death penalty and.heavy terms
in prison, running Up to forty years,
had been inflicted for what he characterized as comparatively trivial offenses.
General Ansell urged the passage of
a bill drawn by Senator Chamberlain to
give the Judge Advocate General power
of review of courts-martial. His evidence embraced a scathing criticism of
what he called an " atrociously bad system." The Secretary of War. he said,
backed up Judge . Advocate General
Crowder in the latter s support of the
prevailing system under which, General
Ansell said, the Wad Department maintains there is no authority for review
beyond that of a commanding officer.
" The sentences imposed for slight offenses by the court martial have
shocked every sense of justice." said
General Ansell.
" They have reached
the heights of injustice. The sentences
in many instances bore no reasonable
relationship 10 the offenses committed."
General Ansell. who became Acting
Judge Advocate General after General
Crowder took up the work or mobilizing
the army, said he felt so keenly what he
regarded as glaring injustice to men in
the ranks trat he dug into the existing
statutes to see if he could not find authority for the Judge Advocate General
to arrogate the power of review over
courts martial. He did find this authority, he said, and had acted upon it.
with the result that many sentences had
been reopened and reduced.
Rut . he
wanted more explicit legislation, inasmuch as the authority he had assumed
was disputed by the War Department.
Cursed with lleil Tape.
" For forty years the army has been
cursed with red tape in its court-martial
proceedings," said General Ansell. "Terrible injustices have been inflicted upon
small offenders. The whole system is
wrong.
" I realize that I am arraigning an institution to which I belong. But I am
doing It so that ample justice may be
done the men in the ranks. Wc need
more humanity in our judgment of their
offenses. We ha.ve not shown It. For
the sake of our men and their families
we must put an end to this cruel system, and we must do it. at once."
As a result of General Ansell's evidence, Secretary Baker will be called
before the committee within the next
few days.
He will be asked, for one
thing, as to his attitude regarding conscientious objectors, who. it was intimated at the hearing, had been treated
with extreme leniency by the Secretary,
while men In the army' were being
heavily punished for offenses such as
declining to drill when tired out.
Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey
brought up the Secretary's attitude toward conscientious objectors when he
asked General Ansell why the Secretary
of War had " agreed to their being honorably discharged from the army at the
same time that men on the firing line
were being committed to long terms In
jail for trivial lapses."
" May I be excused from answering? "
asked General Ansell. " It might embarrass me."
" We will have the Secretary here."
said Senator Chamberlain. " He can tell
us about it."

agreement " in one of »he army camps
with some West Foil,', soldiers.
He
found authority, he said, under the law
of 1862, to review the court martial verdict and. after going into the evidence,
set the sentence" aside and restored the
men to duty.
Protested to Secretary Flaker.
" I wrote the Secretary of War about
it." said General Ansell.
"I'wrote:
' You cannot approve the inquiry of such
a system.' "
The Secretary, he said, did not encourage General Ansell's attitude, but
the Acting Judge Advocate General insisted on his privilege of review and had
kept on exercising it ever since.
General Ansell related as evidence of
what he called the " perntciousness of
the court martial system." the case of
a boy who had been In the army but a
few days and was assigned to kitchen
duty in an arm ycamp. The Sergeant
found him smoking a cigarette and reprimanded htm.
" Give me that pack of cigarettes,"
ordered the Sergeant, according to General Ansell.
" Go to
," snapped the soldier. The
company Lieutenant came along and
commanded the soldier to give up the
cigarettes.
" I won't do it. and 1 don't give a
for anybody," retorted the soldier.
General Ansell went on to tell of the
boy being tried by court-martial, convicted, and sentenced to dishonorable
discharge and forty years In Jail. The
commanding officer of his regiment, on
reviewing the case, reduced the sentence to ten years.
" Xow it must appear that this was
a serious offense," said General Ansell.
" But the facts must he considered as
they were to get an insight into the
matter. Here was a raw recruit, new to
army life, in the turmoil of a kitchen,
quite likely upset by a reproof that
might have been harshly made and letting his temper get the better of htm.
For this he was sentenced to forty years
in jail.
" In many instances—1 am not citing
exceptions—the same brutally excessive
sentences have been imposed for trivial
offenses.
"' Any system that would impose such
a sentence as that, upon the boy you
speak of is un-American," commented
Senator Thomas. " Tr would make Bolshovlkls out of the relatives of a. man.
I want to say that the officer who
would act that way to a soldier is a
- fool."
" You don't want, that go upon the
n cord?' suggested Senator Chamberlain.
" Yes, 1 do." insisted Senator Thomas,
' I say that, officer was a
hotly
fool.' and ought himself to have been
court-martialed.
Any
one
imposing
such a sentence ought to be court-martialed, too. It is easy to see why in
peace times we cannot get men to go
into oui" army."
Genoi'al- Ansell remarked that, outside of the power of review over the
court-martial by a command officer, tre
only avenue left open to a soldier under
sentence is the exercise of executive
clemency by the President.
Some Representative Cases.
The General read from a memorandum
he wrote and submitted to Secretary
Baker, protesting against the system of
court-martial. He called it " personal
absolutism," and blamed the Chief of
Staff and the Inspector General of the
Army for allowing such a. system to prevail.
General Ansell spoke of a soldier who
had deserted from the army at West
Point and who remained away from duty
for five months, being sentenced to
death. Investigation by General Ansell
developed that he had gone home, fearIng that things were not going well, to
find his father dying from paralysis.
" That boy remained with his father
until he died." said General Ansell.
" The day after, he reported back for
duty."
■
The death sentence was set aside, after
General Ansell's investigation, but the
General did not know what, had happened to the boy.
Another boy, the General said, had
been sentenced to fifteen years for deserting for forty days. He had rone
home to a sick wife and child. Geneal
Ansell felt that the circumstances
did
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— three to seven years for a '" minor disagreement " in one of ^ho army camps
with some West Poll' soldiers. He
found authority, he said, under the law
of ISO, to review the court martial verdict and. after RoiiiR into the evidence,
set the sentence? aside and restored the
men to duty.
Protested to Secretary linker.
" 1 wrote the Secretary of War about
Gen. Ansell Protests Against it." said General Ansell. "1 'wrote:
' You cannot approve the inquiry of such
a system.' "
System, Which, He Says,
The Secretary, he said, did not enWorks Many Injuries.
courage General Ansell'a attitude, but
the Acting Judge Advocate General insisted on his privilege of review and had
kept on exercising it ever since.
ASSUMED POWER OF REVIEW
General Ansell related as evidence of
what he called the " perniclousness of
the court martial system," the case of
a boy who had been in the army but a
few days anil was assigned to kitchen
Acting Judge Advocate General Corduty in an arm ycamp. The Sergeant
found
him smoking a cigarette and reprected Some Heavy Sentences, Derimanded him.
"
Give
me that pack of cigarettes,"
spite Baker's Lack of Support.
ordered the Sergeant, according to General Ansell.
" Go to
," snapped the soldier. The
company Lieutenant came along and
Special to The New York Times.
commanded the soldier to give up the
cigarettes.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 13.—Before the
" I won't do it. and 1 don't give a
Senate
Military
Committee
today
for anybody," retorted the soldier.
Brigadier General Samuel T. Ansell. actGeneral Ansell went on to tell of the
ing Judge Advocate General, strongly
boy being tried by court-martial, convicted, and sentenced to dishonorable
condemned the existing system of courts
discharge and forty years in Jail. The
martial in vogue in the army, saying
commanding officer of his regiment, on
that the death penalty and. heavy terms
reviewing the case, reduced the sentence to ten years.
in prison, running Up to forty years,
" No* it must appear that this was
had been inflicted for what he characa serious offense," said General Ansell.
terized as comparatively trivial offenses.
" But the facts must be considered as
they were to get an insight into the
General Ansell urged the passage of
matter. Here was a raw recruit, new to
a bill drawn by Senator Chamberlain to
army life, in the turmoil of a kitchen,
give the Judge Advocate General power
quite likely upset by a reproof that
might have been harshly made and letof review of courts-martial. His eviting his temper get the bettor of him.
dence embraced a scathing criticism, or
For this he was sentenced to forty years
what he called an " atrociously bail svsin jail.
t-em." The .secretary of War. lie sajd,
" In many instances—I am not citing
backed Up Judge . Advocate General
exceptions—the same brutally excessive
Crowder in the latter s support of the
sentences have been imposed for trivial
pievailing system under which, General
offenses.
Ansell said, the Wad Department main" Any system that would impose such
tains there is no authority for review
a sentence as that upon the boy you
beyond that of a commanding officer.
speak of is un-American," commented
" The sentences imposed for slight ofSenator Thomas. " It would make Bolfenses by the court martial have
shovikis out of the relatives of a man.
shocked every sense of justice," said
I want to say that the officer who
General Ansell. "They 'have reached
v.ould act that way to a soldier is a
the heights of injustice. The sentences
fool."
In many instances bore no reasonable
" You don't want, that go upon the
relationship to the offenses committed."
record?"
suggested Senator ChamberGeneral Ansell, who became Acting lain.
Judge Advocate General after General
"
Tes.
1
insisted Senator Thomas,
Crowder took up the work of mobilizing hotly. " 1do."
say that, officer was a
the army, said he felt so keenly what he
fool,
and
ought
himself to have been
regarded as glaring injustice to men in
Any one imposing
the ranks trat he dug into the existing court-martialed.
such a. sentence ought to be court-marstatutes to see if he could not find au- tialed, too. It is easy to see why in
thority for the Judge Advocate General
peace times we cannot get men to go
to arrogate the power of review over
into our army."
courts martial. He did find this auGeneral- Ansell remarked that, outthority, he said, and had acted upon It.
side of the power of review over the
with the result that many sentences had
court-martial by a. command officer, tre
been reopened and reduced. Rut , he only avenue left open to a soldier under
wanted more explicit legislation, inassentence is the exercise of executive
much as the authority he had assumed
clemency by the President.
was disputed by the War Department.
Some Representative Cases.
Cursed with Ited Tape.
For forty years the army has been
The General read from a memorandum
cursed with red tape in its court-martial
he wrote and submitted to Secretaryproceedings," said General Ansell. "Terrible injustices have been inflicted upon
Baker, protesting against the system of
small offenders. The whole system is
court-martial. He called it " personal
wrong.
absolutism," and blamed the Chief of
I realize that I am arraigning an institution to which I belong. But I am
Staff and the Inspector General of the
doing It so that ample justice may be
Army for allowing such a. system to predone the men in the ranks. We need
vail.
General Ansell spoke of a soldier who
more humanity in our judgment of their
had deserted from the army at West
offenses. We have not shown It. For
the sake of our men and their families
Point and who remained away from duty
for five months, being sentenced to
we must put an end to this cruel sysdeath. Investigation by General Ansell
tem, and we must do it at once."
developed that he had gone home, fearAs a result of General Ansell's evidence. Secretary Baker will be called
ing that things were not going well, to
find his father dying from paralysis.
before the committee within the next
"That boy remained with his father
few days. He will be asked, for one
thing, as to his attitude regarding conuntil he died," said General Ansell.
scientious objectors, who. it was inti" The day after, he reported back for
mated at the hearing, had been treated
duty."
The death sentence was set aside, after
with extreme leniency by the Secretary.
while men in the army' were being
General Ansell's investigation, but the
heavily, punished for offenses such as
General did not know what had hapdeclining to drill when tired out.
pened to the boy.
Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey
Another boy, the General said, had
brought up the Secretary's attitude to'been sentenced to fifteen years for deward conscientious objectors when he
serting for forty days. He had rone
asked General Ansell why the Secretary
home to a sick wife and child. Geneal
of War had " agreed to their being honAnsell felt that the circumstances " did
orably discharged from the army at the
not justify desertion, but extenuated it."
same time that men on the firing line
Upon a soldier in France. General Anwere being committed to long terms in
sell said, the desth sentence had been
jail for triviat lapses."
imposed for declining to drill after hav" May I be excused from answering? "
ing been subjected to extreme exposure
asked General Ansell. " It might emto cold. for twenty-four hours. He inbarrass me."
sisted he was not able to stand. Two
" We will have the Secretary here,"
others
were sentenced to death for sleepsaid Senator Chamberlain. " He can tell
ing
on post, after having been on duty
us about if."
for four da.vs with hardly any sleep.
General Ansell set these sentences aside,
he said, after the War Department had
declined to act.
" It must be remembered," said General Ansell, " that these men seldom
have adequate counsel and. don't know
how to defend themselves. The Government is represented by able counsel, and
the offender has all the odds against
him."
, A ,
Senator Chamberlain wanted to
know
if it would not he advisable for Congress to pass a law to reinstate men
Who have been dishonorably discharged
and heavilv punished for slight offenses.
" It would be commendable if that
could be done," replied General Ansell.
" The dishonorable discharge is a stigma that must cling to a. man through
life. It is meant to. When an injustice
Is done, as has happened so often in our
courts-martial, it seems only fair that
reparation be made to the injured man
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BESTOWS WAR HONORS
Gen. Collardet Presents French
Decorations to Generals.
BAKER GIVES ARMY MEDALS
March Made Grand Officer of Liegion
of Honor—Double Ceremony in
Secretary's Office—Two Civilians,
Stettinius and Franklin, Receive
Distinguished Service Reward.
Decorations of the Legion of Honor,
awarded to Gen. March, chief of staff,
and nine other officers of the American array last December by decree of
President Poincare, of France, were
formally presented yesterday by Gen.
Collardet, French military attache.
Coincidentally, Secretary Baker, in
the name of President Wilson, decorate^ nine American army officers and
two civilians, Edward R. Stettinius
and P. A. S. Franklin, with the distinguished service medal.
French Customs Observed.
The double ceremony took place in
Secretary Baker's office.
The presentation of the French
decorations was attended by full military customs of France, Gen. Collardet touching each recipient on each
"shoulder with his saber, while the
military staff of the embassy stood at
attention with drawn swords. The
decorations, Gen. Collardet said, would
be to these officers and their families
always a reminder of the lasting appreciation of France for their part in
the important role the United States
army had played in the winning of
the great war.
The Order of the Grand Officer of the
Legion of Honor was awarded to Gen.
March, chief of staff, and the following were made commanders of the
Legion of Honor:
Maj. Gens. Frank Mclntyre, assistant chief of staff; Henry Jervey, director of operations; George W. Goethals, director of purchase^ storage
and traffic, and "William C. Gorgas,
formerly surgeon general.
Decorations of officers of the Legion of Honor were conferred upon
Maj. Gen. C. C. Williams, chief of ordnance;
Brig. Gens. , Marlborough
Churchill, director of military intelligence; Lytle Brown, director war
plans division, general staff: Frank
T. Hines, director of embarkation,
and Col. Constant Cordier, liaison officer, general staff.
Baker Counsels Simplicity.
. Secretary Baker said he hoped the
presentation of distinguished service
medals in the American,,forces would
always be carried out with simplicity, which marked the fact thaht
it was recognition by the nation of
the high national service a citizen
had performed, whether soldier or
civilian. It was a happy omen, he
said, that two men who had played so
great a part in the success of American war enterprises as had Mr. Stettinius and Mr. Franklin, the one in
the procurement of munitions, both
here and abroad, and the other in
supervising the vast and complicated transport "-fleets, should thus
stand side by side^with their soldier
comrades to receive their rewards.
Speaking in reply for the American
government when the French decorations were presented, Mr. Baker said
he believed the future woufd see the
two nations standing side by side in
peace as they had fought in war.
Among the officers^ to receive the
distinguished service medals were
Maj. Gens. Henry P. McCain, former
adjutant general, now commanding at
Camp Devens, and William C. Gorgas,
former surgeon general, retired. These
awards were made some time ago, but
neither officer was in Washington
when the presentation was made.

Guy E. TriPP, the third civilian to
be awarded the decoration on today's
list, was not present, but will receive
his decoration later.
IiJst of Citations.
The citations as published in army
orders follow:
Maj. Gen. Frank Mclntyre—As executive assistant to the chief of staff,
his breadth of view and sound judgment have contributed materially to
the formulation and carrying out of
policies essential to the operation of
the military establishment.
Maj. Gen. John L. Chamberlain—As
inspector general of the army he has,
by his highly responsible services,
materially contributed to the efficiency
of all departments and bureaus of the
military establishment, and to the
successful execution of the military
program.
Organized Guard Forces.
Maj. Gen. Jesse Mel. Carter—As
chief of the militia bureau he conceived and directed the organization
of the United States guards, and utilleed these and other forces most effectively in the important work of
safeguarding the utilities and industries of the nation essential to the
prosecution of the war.
Maj. Gen. Peter C. Harris—During
his service jn the adjutant general's
department, his zeal, energy and
judgment have been made manifest
by the reforms accomplished in record
keeping systems in the War Department and in the army.
Brig. Gen. William S. Pierce—
While in charge of the Springfield
arsenal his exceptional ability contributed materially to increasing the
output of small arms. As assistant
chief of ordnance he has rendered
conspicuous service.
Brig. Gen. Richard C. Marshall—
His zeal, judgment and exceptional
, administrative ability in the construction division of the army have enabled serious difficulties to be overcome and the construction necessary
for a great army to be provided.
Special Training Provided.
Brig. Gen. Robert W. Rees—To his
initiative and breadth of vision are
largely due the successful measures
for training of enlisted men for special services and the establishment
of the student army training corps.
Brig. Gen. William H. Rose—While
in charge of .the engineer depot he.
was charged with the system of purchase of supplies. His exceptional
ability, judgment and resourcefulness
are apparent in the efficient solution
of the many difficult problems involved and in the success attained in
supplying best quantities of engineering supplies to the army overseas.
Col. Constant Cordier, general staff
—White on duty as liaison officer between the War Department and the
foreign military missions he displayed
the greatest discretion and ability and
contributed materially to the successful conduct of military diplomatic
relations between the War Department and the allied military missions.
P. A. S. Franklin—To his fine technical knowledge and energetic action
is due, in a large measure, the efficient jurisdiction over dock facilities
and floating equipment which has
made possible the large movement of
troops and supplies overseas.
Guy E. Tripp, who, as chief of the
production division of the ordnance
department and, later, as assistant
chief of ordnance, displayed fine technical ability and broad judgment in
systematizing methods and practices,
resulting in the efficient cooperation
of industries producing articles of ordnance for the army.
Edward R. Stettinius, who, as director general of purchases for the
War Department, Second. Assistant
Secretary of War and special representative in France of the Secretary
o£ War in connection with the procurement of munitions for the American expeditionary force, rendered conspicuous services. His broad vision
and splendid judgment have been of
the greatest value to the success of
the military program.
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Gen. Peyton C. March, chief of staff, U. S. A., wearing the decoration of
grand officer of the Legion of Honor, which was awarded him by Gen. Collardet of the French embassy, representing Premier Ctemenceau. Gen. Collnrdet in center; Secretary Baker at right.
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of pay, and 40 years' imprisonment,
afterward reduced to 10 years, was
the sentence pronounced upon a man
for absenting himself without leave.

Senators Amazed at Stories of
Court-Martial Barbarities.
DEATH FOR MINOR OFFENSES
Dispute Over Package of Cigarettes
Brings 40-Year Sentence.
Petty Officer Branded "Damn Fool"
by Senator Thomas—Execution
for Man Who Visited Dying Father—Fifteen Years for Going to
See Sick Baby—Gen. Ansell Bitterly Complains of Abuse of Power
Amazing revelations of barbarous
injustice done to American soldiers
by courts-martial as a result of strict
adherence to an obsolete and faulty
system of "red tape" condemned by
the United States Supreme Court were
made yesterday by Gen. Samuel T.
Ansell, acting: judge advocate general
of the army, testifying before the
Senate military affairs committee.
Urging prompt action on Senator
Chamberlain's bill to revise the procedure of courst-martial, Gen. Ansell arraigned the methods practiced
during the" war as "shocking" and
"intolerable." The committee became
fairly ablaze with Indignation and
disgust as the general recited case
after case of inhuman penalties inflicted upon soldiers for the most
trivial offenses.
Death for Refusing to Drill.
Here are a few, not isolated, cases
cited by Gen. Ansell as disclosing the
system of punishment followed by
the army during the war:
The death penalty was Imposed
upon an American soldier In France
who pleaded guilty to a charge of
refusing to obey an order to drill;
The soldier insisted he was 111 and
physically unable to ubey. The military authorities In France demanded
execution of the man, but he was
saved by executive clemency.
A court-martial, sitting in this
country, ordered the death penalty
inflicted upon a soldier who went to
the bedside of his dying father without leave. He returned to duty as
soon as his father died. The man
was saved by interference from
Washington.

Forty Years Over Cigarettes.
A sentence of 40 years was imposed
upon a young soldier in the army only
a feW dayd ago because he refused to
give up a package of cigarettes to
his superior officer, a second lieutenant. "A company row" was the way
Gen. Ansell characterized the incident, blaming the officer practically
as much as the soldier.
A soldier convicted of having a
pass in his possession was sentenced
to dishonorable discharge, forfeiture
of pay, and imprisonment for 10
years. This was later reduced to
three years.
The soldier has already served two months and Gen.
Ansell recommended the suspension
of the remainder of his sentence.

15 Years for Seeing Sick Baby.
A private who went home without
leave to see his wife and sick baby,
in destitute circumstances, was sentenced to 15 years' Imprisonment. This
was later reduced to three years.
While the Secretary of War was
insisting upon a strict adherence to
the system which made such sentences possible, according to Senator
Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, a policy of the utmost leniency was being
applied to "conscientious objectors"
who refused to fight
Senator Frelinghuysen told the committee he was receiving large numbers of letters from troops in the
camps complaining that the conscientious objectors were being dealt
with lightly; that they were being
discharged and sent home with "a new
suit of clothes and a bouquet in their
buttonhole."
Want Baker to Explain.
"What has been the policy of the
War Department fbward the conscientious objectors?" asked Senator Frelinghuysen.
"May I be excused from answering?" asked Gen. Ansell. "It would be
embarrassing.
"The Secretary of War can tell us
about it; we'll have him up here and
ask him," Senator Chamberlain said.
"Maybe he'll have objections," commented Senator Knox, of Pennsylvania.
"Conscientious, I suppose," observed
Senator Frelinghuysen.
Gen. Ansell's testimony brought to
light a bitter feud which has been
raging in the War Department for
many months over the powers of the
judge advocate general's office to review and modify the findings of courtsmartial.
Dispute Over Authority.
Gen. Ansell asserted that the cases
of Injustice became so numerous and
flagrant during the war that he made
a careful reexamlnation of the powers
of his office and discovered an old law,
passed in 1862, which he interpreted
as giving him authority of revision
and review. (
Gen. Crowder, the regular judge advocate general, disagreed with him In
this view, holding that the judge advocate general had no such authority,
and the Secretary of War sustained
the position of Gen. Crowder. Gen.,
CONTINUED ON FlfTH PAGE.
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ARMY SYSTEM CRUEL, SENATORS ARE TOLD
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
Ansell presented several briefs to uphold his contention and admitted that
he had found it necessary "to break
away from the practice which the
strict ruling of the Secretary would
have required."

Accuses Staff of Absolutism.

1

In one of his briefs he charged the
general staff with "professional obsolutism" and called the system of dispensing justice "an anachronism."
"That is rather broad language,"
the general said to the committee,
"but justice required that I fully
state my views."
What finally forced the issue in the
AVar Department over the powers of
the judge advocate general's office in
court-martial cases was the instance
of twelve noncommissioned officers
dishonorably discharged and sentenced to imprisonment of three to seven .
years each because of a minor dispute I
with a young lieutenant just out of
West Point, the general explained. He
declared the procedure in this case
"unfair."
Ansell Shocked by Sentences.
The general told the committee that
the judge advocate general's office
was "full of strange inconsistencies"
and that its practices were "without
thoughtful consideraion of the law."
Gen. Ansell sated that he could recall several instances where his recommendations in court-martial cases
were turned down by the general
staff and the Secretary of War. The
courts-martial, he said, were dominated by the commanding officer
which convened them.
"Sentences have been imposed,"
said Gen. Ansell, "that have shocked
my every sense of justice. Some of
them have reached the very height of
injustice, bearing no reasonable relationship to the offense committed."
System Creates Bolshevists.
Gen. Ansell related the case of a
young soldier, enlisted on October 28,
who was tried by court-martial on
November 23, less than 30 days after
he had entered the army. The soldier
had been detailed to kitchen duty. A
second lieutenant caught him smoking a cigarette, which is against the
rules while a man is on kitchen duty.
He ordered him to turn over the entire pack of cigarettes. The soldier
demurred in rather vigorous language. He was tried by court-martial and sentenced to 40 years imprisonment.
"Any system that will permit a
thing like that is absolutely un-American," burst out Senator Thomas. "It
will make bolshevists out of all that
man's relatives."
Officer "Damn Fool," Says Thomas.
Gen. Ansell held the omcer largely to blame "because he had not adjusted himself to tne necessities of
the situation." Senator Thomas referred to the officer as a "damn
fool."
"You don't want that to go into
the record, do you?" inquired Senator
Chamberlain.
"Yes, I do," said Senator Thomas.
"He was a damn fool."
Gen. Ansell said he hoped when the
convening authority saw his recommendation in the case he would take
some rather drastic action. But, he
added, he knew of an equally flagrant
case where the court refused to reduce below fen years an original sentence of 40 years.

i

or than those of Great Britain and
France; In fact, he said, they were
harsher than any except the armies
of Russia, Prussia and Spain. He
called the methods "intolerably severe."
Senator Frelinghuysen asked the
general about the advisability of a
general amnesty to straighten out the
injustice in the army. Gen. Ansell
didn't think this would be the proper
course. The general also opposed any
plan to delegate the reviewing authority to the President, inasmuch as
the President, in turn, would have to
delegate it to some subordinate. He
thought the power should go to the
judge advocate general's office. He
wanted authority given so that action
would be prompt and not delayed, as
in the case of the Houston negroes,
so that the finding of the court-martail was reviewed after the negroes
were hung.
Death for Visiting Dying Father.
When Gen. Ansell gave his list of
"ornble examples of injustice in the
findings of courts-martial, he was
frequently interrupted by indignant
outbursts from senators. One convening officer, he told the committee,
gave himself credit with great leniency because he reduced from 40 to
10 years the sentence of a soldier
convicted of being absent without
leave for several days.
"Very tender-hearted gentleman,"
commented Senator Thomas.
The general related in detail the
case of a young soldier who went
home without leave to see his dying
lather. He hurried back to camp as
soon as his father died, and was sentenced to death. The sentence was
not carried out because of executive
clemency.

Most Injustices in U. S.
"You should have court-martialed
the court-martial,"
said Senator
Knox.
"The court-martial Couldn't see the
human facts behind that case," said
Gen. Ansell.
"What ever became of that boy?"
Gen. Ansell was asked. He didn't
know.
"His mother probably has joined
the bolsheviki," said Senator Thomas.
"And his father probably has, too
■—in another world," commented Senator Frelinghuysen.
Most of the instances of injustice
occurred in the United States, but
the general cited some from France,
too.
Thirsted for More Power.
He told the committee the American military authorities in France
were dissatisfied with their powers in
court-martial proceedings, and wanted the War Department to enlarge
the number of cases under which
the death penalty could be inflicted
without reference to Washington.
Two men in France were tried for
sleeping at the post of duty. They
had been on duty all night for five
consecutive nights, and could not
sleep in daytime because wood was
being chopped in their dugout for the
commanding officer's quarters. They
were sentenced to death, and were
saved only by the narrowest margin
because of the insistence of the hmilltary authorities in France on carrying out the sentence.

Death Sentence on Own Plea.

Two other men were sentenced to
death because they refused to obey orders. One of them refused to obey an
order to shoulder his rifle for drill. He
declared he was physically unable to
obey the order because of illness. The
other man merely pleaded guilty and
was sentenced to death on his own
1
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of pay, and 40 years' imprisonment,
afterward reduced to 10 years, was
the sentence pronounced upon a man
for absenting himself without leave, i

II
Senators Amazed at Stories of
CourMVlartial Barbarities.
DEATH FOR MINOR OFFENSES
Dispute Over Package of Cigarettes
Brings 40-Year Sentence.
Petty Officer Branded "Damn Fool"
by

Senator

Thomas—Execution

for Man Who Visited Dying Father

Fifteen Years for Going to

See Sick Baby—Gen. Ansell Bitterly Complains of Abuse of Power

Amazing revelations of barbarous
injustice done to American soldiers
by courts-martial as a result of strict
adherence to an obsolete and faulty
system of "red tape" condemned by
the United States Supreme Court -were
made yesterday by Gen. Samuel T.
Ansell, acting judge advocate general
of the army, testifying before the
Senate military affairs committee.
Urging prompt action on Senator
Chamberlain's bill to revise the procedure of courst-martial, Gen. Ansell arraigned the methods practiced
during the1 war as "shocking" and
"intolerable." The committee became
fairly ablaze with indignation and
disgust as the general recited case
after case of inhuman penalties inflicted upon soldiers for the most
trivial offenses.
Death for Refusing to Drill.
Here are a few, not isolated, cases
cited by Gen. Ansell as disclosing the
system of punishment followed by
the army during the war:
Tne death penalty was imposed
upon an American soldier in France
who pleaded guilty to a charge of
refusing to obey an order to drill;
The soldier insisted he was ill and
physically unable to ubey. The military authorities in France demanded
execution of the man, but he was
saved by executive clemency.
A court-martial, sitting in this
country, ordered the death penalty
inflicted upon a soldier who went to
the bedside of his dying father without leave. He returned to duty as
soon as his father died. The man
was saved by interference from
"Washington.
Forty Years Over Cigarettes.
A sentence of 40 years was imposed
upon a young soldier in the army only
a few days ago because he refused to
give up a package of cigarettes to
his superior officer, a second lieutenant. "A company row" was the way
Gen. Ansell characterized the incident, blaming the officer practically
as much as the soldier.
A soldier convicted of having a
pass in his possession was sentenced
to dishonorable discharge, forfeiture
of pay, and imprisonment for 10
years.
This was later reduced to
three years.
The soldier has already served two months and Gen.
Ansell recommended the suspension
of the remainder of his sentence.

ARMY SYSTEM CRUEL, SENATORS ARE TOLD
CONTINUED I'HOM FIRST PAGE.

15 Years for Seeing Sick Baby.
A private who went home without
leave to see his wife and sick baby,
in destitute circumstances, was sentenced to 15 years' imprisonment. This
was later reduced to three years.
While the Secretary of War was
insisting upon a strict adherence to
the system which made such sentences possible, according to Senator
Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, a policy of the utmost leniency was being
applied to "conscientious objectors"
who refused to fight
Senator Frelinghuysen told the committee he was receiving large numbers of letters from troops in the
camps complaining that the conscientious objectors were being dealt
with lightly, that they were being
discharged and sent home with "a new
suit of clothes and a bouquet in their
buttonhole."
Want Baker to Explain.
"What has been the policy of the
War Department toward the conscientious objectors?" asked Senator Frelinghuysen.
"May I be excused from answering?" asked Gen. Ansell. "It would be
embarrassing.
"The Secretary of War can tell tra
about it; we'll have him up here and
ask him," Senator Chamberlain said.
"Maybe he'll have objections," commented Senator Knox, of PennsyN
vania.
"Conscientious, I suppose," observed
Senator Frelinghuysen.
Gen. Ansell's testimony brought to
light a bitter feud which has been
raging in the War Department for
many months over the powers of the •
judge advocate general's office to review and modify the findings of courtsmartial.
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Ansell presented several briefs to uphold his contention and admitted that
he had found it necessary "to break
away from the practice which the
strict ruling of the Secretary would
have required."'
Accuses Staff of Absolutism.
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In one of his briefs he charged the
general staff with "professional obsolutism" and called the system of dispensing justice "an anachronism."
"That is rather broad language,"
the general said to the committee,
"but justice required that I fully
state my views."
What finally forced the issue in the
War Department over the powers of
the judge advocate general's office in
court-martial cases was the instance
of twelve noncommissioned officers
dishonorably discharged and senteneed to imprisonment of three to seven
years each because of a minor dispute
with a young lieutenant just out of
West Point, the general explained. He
declared the procedure in this case
"unfair."
Ansell Shocked by Sentences.
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er than those of Great Britain and
France; in fact, he said, they were
harsher than any except the armies
of Russia, Prussia and Spain.
He
called the methods "intolerably severe."
Senator Frelinghuysen asked the
general about the advisability of a
general amnesty to straighten out the
injustice in the army.
Gen. Ansell
didn't think this would be the proper
course. The general also opposed any
plan to delegate the reviewing authority to the President, inasmuch as
the President, in turn, would have to
delegate it to some subordinate. He
thought the power should go to the
judge advocate general's office.
He
wanted authority given so that action
would be prompt and not delayed, as
in the case of the Houston negroes,
so that the finding of the court-martail was reviewed after the negroes
were hung.
Death for Visiting Dying Father.
When Gen. Ansell gave his list of
horrible examples of injustice in the
findings of courts-martial, he was
frequently interrupted by indignant
outbursts from senators.
One convening officer, he told the committee,
gave himself credit with great leniency because he reduced from 40 to
10 years the sentence of a soldier
convicted of being absent without
leave for several days.
"Very tender-hearted gentleman,"
commented Senator Thomas.
The general related in detail the
case of a young soldier-who went
home without leave to see his dying
father. He hurried back to camp as
soon as his father died, and was sentenced to death. The sentence was
not carried out because of executive
clemency.

The general told the committee that
the judge advocate general's office
was "full of strange inconsistencies" i
and that its practices were "without
thoughtful consideraion of the law."
Gen. Ansell sated that he could recall several instances where his recommendations in court-martial cases
were turned down by the general
staff and the Secretary of War. The
courts-martial, he said, were dominated by the commanding officer
which convened them.
3Iost Injustices in TJ. S.
"Sentences have been imposed,"
said Gen. Ansell, "that have shocked
"You should have court-martialed
my every sense of justice. Some of the
court-martial,"
said
Senator
them have reached the very height of Knox.
injustice, bearing no reasonable rela"The court-martial Couldn't see the
tionship to the offense committed."
human facts behind that case," said
Gen. Ansell.
System Creates Bolshevists.
"What ever became of that boy?"
Gen. Ansell related the case o'f a Gen. Ansell was asked.
He didn't
young soldier, enlisted on October 28, know.
who was tried by court-martial on
"His mother probably has joined
November 23, less than 30 days after the boisheviki," said Senator Thomas.
"And his father probably has, too
he had entered the army. The soldier
had been detailed to kitchen duty. A —in another world," commented SenDispute Over Authority.
second lieutenant caught him smok- ator Frelinghuysen.
Most of the instances of injustice
ing a cigarette, which is against the
Gen. Ansell asserted that the cases
rules while a man is on kitchen duty. occurred in the United States, but
of Injustice became so numerous and
He ordered him to turn over the en- the general cited some from France,
flagrant during the war that he made
tire pack of cigarettes. The soldier too.
Thirsted for More Power.
demurred in rather vigorous lana careful reexamination of the powers
guage. He was tried by court-marof his office and discovered an old law,
He told the committee the Ameritial and sentenced to 40 years imcan military authorities in France
passed In 1862, which he interpreted
prisonment.
as giving him authority of revision
"Any system that will permit a were dissatisfied with their powers in
court-martial proceedings, and wantthing like that is absolutely un-Amer- ed the War Department to enlarge
and review.
ican," burst out Senator Thomas. "It the number of cases under which
Gen. Crowder, the regular judge adwill make bolshevists out of all that the death penalty could be inflicted
vocate general, disagreed with him In
man's relatives."
without reference to Washington.
this view, holding that the judge adTwo men in France were tried for
Officer "Damn Fool," Says Thomas.
vocate general had no such authority,
sleeping at the post of duty. They
and the Secretary of War sustained
Gen. Ansell held the omcer large- had been on duty all night for five
the position of Gen. Crowder. Gen..
ly to blame "because he had not ad- consecutive nights, and could not
justed himself to the necessities of sleep in daytime because wood was
CONTINUED ON 8TFTH PAGH.
the situation." Senator Thomas re- being chopped in their dugout for the
ferred to the officer as a "damn commanding officer's quarters. They
were sentenced to death, and were
fool."
"You don't want that to go into saved only by the narrowest margin
the record, do you?" inquired Senator because of the insistence of the hmilitary authorities in France on carry. Chamberlain.
"Yes, I do," said Senator Thomas. ing out the sentence.
"He was a damn fool."
Death Sentence on Own Plea.
Gen. Ansell said he hoped when the
convening authority saw his recomTwo other men were sentenced to
mendation in the case he would take death because they refused to obey orsome rather drastic action. But, he ders. One of them refused to obey an
added, he knew of an equally flagrant order to shoulder his rifle for drill. He
case where the court refused to re- declared he was physically unable to
duce below fen years an original sen- obey the order because of illness. The
other man merely pleaded guilty and
tence of 40 years.
"I can well understand," comment- was sentenced to death on his own
ed Senator Thomas, "why it is that plea, the general stated.
The judge advocate general's office
in peace time we can't keep our army
has examined between 18,000 and 20,complement up to requirements."
000 court-martial cases. The commitMen Executed Without Appeal.
tee is going to call upon the War Department for a complete list of cases
AVhile the controversy was raging and for a statement of the number of
in the War Department over the ex- men now held prisoner in the army.
tent of the judge advocate general's Gen. Ansell will resume his testimony
authority, men were actually being today, and will be followed on the
executed without the slightest oppor- stand by Gen. Crowder and Secretary
tunity for an appeal for clemency. As Baker.
an instance of this, Gen. Ansell cited
the case of the Houston riots. Negro
troops were tried in several groups.
The first group of fifteen was tried
and executed a few hours after sentence of death had been passed. No
notice of the action of the court-martial was given to the judge advocate
iSeneral's office.
The general was asked for a comparison between the American courtln
aHial methods and those of the
arrn
ies of other nations.
1
'"- declared they were much harsh-

COURT-MARTiAL REFORM.
deserted from the army at West Point
Only a. sense of duty would have and remained for five months with a
prompted Brig-. Gen. SAM LEI. T. father dying of paralysis reported for
AxsEi.i,, acting Judge Advocate Gen- duty the day after his father's death,
eral, who is a West Pointer, to con- and was court-martialed and sentence
demn the court-martial authority of of death imposed. (Set aside by Genthe army as it has been exercised since eral AXSELI., who could not say what
the United States entered the war. was done with the boy afterward.)
Summoned before the Senate Military Another young soldier " got " fifteen
Affairs Committee, General AxBEi.r, | years for going to the home of a. sick
wife without leave and staying there
said on Thursday:
forty days. A soldier was sentenced
The sentences imposed for slight ofto death for refusing to drill in France
fenses by the courts-martial have
shocked every sense of justice. They
after extreme exposure to cold for |
have reached the heights of injustice.
twenty-four hours. Two others were
The sentences in many instances bore 1
sentenced to death for sleeping on post
no reasonable relationship to the ofwhen they had scarcely closed their
fenses committed.
cieneral ANSEU, did not defend eyes in four days of exacting duty.
"These men," said General AXSELL,
court-martial sentences of the past,
the pre-war period;. they had often " seldom have adequate counsel, and
been harsh, and the system being: " don't know how to defend themr
" selves."
archaic the victims could obtain no reContrast these terrible sentences for
lief, unless the President intervened.
offenses
committed under extenuating
But there were recent proceeding's that
wore particularly revolting, and which circumstances with the release from
General AXSEH., with no encourage- prison of "conscientious objectors"
who had refused to do any soldierly
ment from his superiors, had taken
duty at all. Consider' that scores of
charge of to see that justice was done.
There was the case of the twelve non- them received their liberty with back
pay and what was practically an apolcommissioned officers who were disogy from the Government. It is very
honorably discharged and sentenced to
difficult to reconcile this amiable
from three to five years' imprisonment
clemency to slackers, honest or otheron account of a " minor disagreement ■" in one of the army camps with -wise, with failure to support General
AXSELL'B insistence upon the right—
some West Point soldiers.
j
or
privilege—-of review in court-marIn spite of a ruling of the War Detial cases. He had the courage to tell
partment that there was no authority
Secretary BAKER that abuse of courtfor review beydnd that of the commartial authority was "personal abmanding officer. General AXSELI.
solutism." There roust be a reform in
asserted his right of review under a
methods in the War Department.
statute of 1862, reopened the case, set
the sentences aside, and restored the
men to duty. He did more. He wrote
C5
T-f
to the Secretary of War and told him:
C5
" Tou cannot approve the iniquity of
TH
such, a system."
According to the
General's testimony before the Senate
Military
Affairs
Committee.
Mr.
rH
BAKER did not support him, being advised, it seems, that General AXSELL
had no right to review proceedings.
Nevertheless, he has persisted in what
he considers the line of his duty. To
<
resolve any doubt, Senator CHAMBERLAIN has Introduced a bill giving' the
Judge. Advocate General the power of
PQ
review, so that a commanding officer
W
shall not exercise It exclusively.
A flagrant case of abuse of courtmartial authority cited by General
ANSELL—it seems incredible in this
age—was that of a recruit, a mere boy,
who for refusing to give up some cigarettes , he was smoking in a carrip
»—i
kitchen and for defying his superiors
EH
with ari oath was tried, convicted, dishonorably discharged, and sentenced,to
forty years in jail. The Colonel of
the regiment reduced the sentence to
ten years, but the reduction was, at
the, best, an admission that the proceeding' had been indefensible. Oppression is not discipline. There are
methods not cruelly punitive of bringing an insubordinate recruit to his
senses.
They .are known at every
post.
Said General ANSEI.I,: "In
"many instances—I. am not citing ex" ceptions—the same brutally excestt
" sive sentences have been imposed for
" trivial offenses."
That he was not citing exceptions
appeared when he commiinjcated these
CM** to" thV commute* A boy who
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WILSON READS WORLD LEAGUE
FOE MAY BE DISARMED FOR 25 YEARS
Covenant of the League of Nations
War Council
Tells Parley,
Feb. 14.—The full text of the preliminary draft of the covenant of the League of Nations, read by President Wilson at the plenary session of the Peace Conference to-day, follows:
Agreed on PARIS,
Preamble—In order to promote international cooperation and to secure international peace and security by the acceptance of obligations not to resort to war, by the prescription of open, It Guarantees
just and honorable relations between nations, by the firm establishment of the understandings of international law as the actual rule of conduct among governments and by the maintenance of
New Terms justice
and a scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations in the dealings of organized people with one another, the powers signatory to this covenant adopt this constitution of the league of nations: Rights to All
.

Germans Must Quit Poland and Foeh Gets Full
Power to Curb Enemy

Must Not Crush Us,
Says Scheidemann
Threatens Teutons May
Quit PeaceTable Should
AlliesDemandToo Much
By Frederick Moore
New York Tribune
Special Cable Service
(Coprrlltht, 1019, New York Tribune Inc.)
PARIS, Feb. 14.—Under the new
armistice conditions to be imposed
upon Germany by the Allies, according" to information here, Germany
will remain unarmed for a period of
years, said to be twenty-five.
PARIS, Feb. 14.—The newspapers
unanimously approve the decision of
the Supreme Council regarding Germany and rejoice that the Allied and
associated governments reached a complete understanding as to the terms to
"be submitted to Germany on February 17.
The "Petit Parisien" says Germany
must take a decisive attitude within
the next few days, because she will
have to realize that, despite apparent
differences of opinion, the alliance
among her conquerors remains intact.

Foch Is Given Full
Power to Meet Any
German Aggression
LONDON, Feb. 14.—With reference
to the new terms of armistice to be
presented to Germany, the Paris
correspondent of the "Daily Mail" says
that when these terms are Teady the
Allies will give notice to Germany,
not in a threatening sense, but in
order to provide for the presentation
of new conditions.
"With reference to the nenewal of
Monday, "the correspondent states,
"it is understood that Marshal Foch
has been given definite verbal instructions by the Supreme War Council to
deal on his own authority -with any
situation created by the Germans,
which demands instant action.
"He will require a strict observance
of the demand already made for the
evacuation of German Poland by all
German troops, thus removing the
menace to Poland. This formed part
of a general undertaking by the Germans not to take aggressive action
against the Poles, but their recent behavior has been just the opposite and
Field Marshal von Hindenburg has
moved his headqarters to Kolberg, in
Pomerania.
"With the tGeneral line of the terms
to be tembodied in the subsequent renewal of the armistice, Marshal Foch
is completely satisfiedt. The drafting
of them is left open to a commission
of eight, set up last Monday, which
is under the general direction of the
marshal.
"The drafting will proceed on
Foch's return (from Treves) and it is
anticipated it will be completed at the
end of next week. It will be ratified
by the War Council. The termsc will
limit the size of the German army and
the amount of military stores which
may be maintained, and they will prescribe where the army corps are to
be stationed.
"The Economic Commission, the
British members of which are Lord
Robert Cecil and Sir John Beale, is,
meantime considering a clause to be
inserted in the armistice terms safeguarding the Allied indemnity and
preventing the export and consequent
disappearance of German gold and
other assets. Subject to compliance
to the military terms, consideration
thereafter will be given to the questions of lightening the blockade and
German reconstruction."

Scheidemann Warns
Germany Won't Submit
To Peace of Violence
LONDON, Feb. 14.—The programme
of the new German government, which
has just been published in Berlin, inContinued on page three

Article I
rpHE action of the high contracting parties under the terms of this
covenant shall be effected through the instrumentality of a meeting of a body of delegates representing the high contracting parties,
of meetings at more frequent intervals of an executive council and
of a permanent international Secretariat to be established at the
seat of the league.

Article II
Meetings of the body of delegates shall be held at stated intervals
and from time to time as occasion may require for the purpose of
dealing with matters within the sphere of action of the league.
Meetings- of the body of delegates shall be held at the seat of the
league or at such other places as may be found convenient, and shall
consist of representatives of the high1 contracting parties. Each of
the high contracting parties shall have one vote, but may not have
more than three representatives.

Article III
The executive council shall consist of representatives of the
United States of America, the, British Empire, France, Italy and
Japan, together with representatives of four other states.^ members
of the league. The selection of these four states shall be made by
the body of delegates on such principles and in such manner as they
think fit. Pending the appointment of these representatives of-the
other states" representatives of [blank left for names] shall be
members of the executive council.
Meetings of the council shall be held from time to time as occasion may require, and at least once a year, at whatever place may
be decided on, or failing any such decision, at the seat of the league,
and any matter within the sphere of action of the league or affecting
the peace of the world may be dealt with at such meetings.
Invitations shall be sent to any power to attend a meeting of
the council at which matters directly affecting its interests are
to be discussed, and no decision taken at any meeting will be
binding on such power unless so invited.

Article IV
All matters of procedure at meetings of the body of delegates
or the executive council, including the appointment of committees
to investigate particular matters, shall be regulated by the body of
delegates or the executive council and may be decided by a majority of the states represented at the meeting.
The first meeting of the body of delegates and of the executive
council shall be summoned by the President of the United States
of America.

Articlle V
The permanent secretariat of the league shall be established at
•
, which shall constitute the seat of the league. The secretariat shall comprise such secretaries and staff as may be required
under the general direction and control of a secretary general of
the league, who shall be chosen by the executive CQuncil; the secretariat shall be appointed by the secretary general,' subject to confirmation by the executive council.
The secretary general shall act in that capacity at all meetings
of the body of delegates or of the executive council.
The expenses of the secretariat shall be borne by the states
members of the league, in accordance with the apportionment of the
expenses of the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union.

Article VI
Representatives of the high contracting parties and officials of
the league when engaged on the business of the league shall enjoy
diplomatic privileges and immunities, and the buildings occupied by
the league or its officials or by representatives attending its meetings shall enjoy the benefits of extraterritoriality.

Article VII
Admission to the league of states not signatories to the covenant
and not named in the protocol hereto as states to be invited to adhere to the covenant requires the assent of not less than two-thirds
of the states represented in the body of delegates and shall be limited
to fully self-governing countries, including dominions and colonies.
No state shall be admitted to the league unless it is able to
give effective guarantees of its sincere intention to observe its
international obligations, and^unless it shall conform to such
principles as may be prescribed by the league in regard to its
naval and military forces and armaments.

Article VIII
The high contracting parties recognize the principle that the
maintenance of peace will require the reduction of national armaments to the lowest point consistent with national safety and the
enforcement by common action of interational obligations, having
special regard to the geographical situation and circumstances of
each state, and the executive council shall formulate plans for effecting such reductions.
The executive council shall also determine for the consideration
and action of the several governments what military equipment and
armament is fair and reasonable in proportion to the scale of forces
laid down in the programme of disarmament, and these limits, when
adopted, shall not be exceeded without the permission of the executive
council.
. .
The high contracting parties agree that the manufacture by
private enterprise of munitions and implements of war lends itself
to grave objections, and direct the executive council to advise how
the evil effects attendant upon such manufacture can be prevented,
due regard being had to the necessities of those countries which
are not able to manufacture for themselves the munitions and
implements of war necessary for their safety.
The high contracting parties undertake in no way to conceal
from each other the condition of such of their industries as are
capable of being adapted to warlike purposes or the scale of their
armaments, and agree that there shall be full and frank interchange
of information as to their military and naval programmes.

Article IX
A permanent commission shall be constituted to advise the
league on the execution of the provisions of Article VIII and on
military and naval questions generally.

Article X
The high contracting parties undertake to respect and preserve
as against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing
political independence of all states members of the league. In case
of any such aggression or in case of any threat or danger of such
aggression the executive council shall advise upon the means by
which the obligation shall be fulfilled.

Article XI
Any war or threat of war, whether immediately affecting any of
the high contracting..parties pr-not,.-js hereby declared g matter pj

3>.

concern to the league, and the high contracting parties reserve the
right to take any action that may- be deemed wise and effectual to
safeguard the peace of nations,.
It is hereby also declared and agreed to be the friendly right of
each of the high contracting parties to draw the attention of the
body of delegates or of the executive council to any circumstances
affecting international intercourse which threaten to disturb international peace or the good understanding between nations upon
which peace depends.

tions of membership in the league for the purposes of the league,
which in the case of a state member of the league would constitute
a breach of Article XII, the provisions of Article XVI shall be
applicable as against the state taking such action.
If both parties to the dispute when so invited refuse to accept
the obligations of membership in the league for the purpose of such
dispute, the executive council may take such action and make such
recommendations as will prevent hostilities and will result in the
settlement of the dispute.

Article XII

Article XVIII

The high contracting parties agree that should dispute arise
between them which cannot be adjusted by the ordinary processes
of diplomacy, they will in no case resort to war without previously
submitting the questions and matters involved either to arbitration
or to inquiry by the executive council and until three months after
the award of the arbitrators or a recommendation by the executive
council, and that they will not even then resort to war as against
a member of the league which complies with the award of the
arbitrators or the recommendation of the executive council.
In any case, under this article, the award of the arbitrators shall
be made within a reasonable time, and the recommendation of the
executive council shall be made within six months after the submission of the dispute.

Article XIII
The high contracting parties agree that whenever any dispute or
difficulty shall arise between them which they recognize to be suitable
for submission to arbitration and which cannot be satisfactorily
settled by diplomacy, they will submit the whole matter to arbitra-'
tion. For this purpose the court of arbitration to which the case
is referred shall be the court agreed on by the parties or stipulated
in any convention existing between them.
The high contracting parties agree that they will carry out in
full good faith any award that may be rendered. In the event of
any failure to carry out the award the executive council shall propose what steps can best be given to give effect thereto.

Article XIV
The executive council shall formulate plans for the establishment of a permanent court of international justice, and this court
shall, when established, be competent to hear and determine any
matter which the parties recognize as suitable for submission to it
for arbitration under the foregoing article.

Article XV
If there should arise between stated members of the league any
dispute likely to lead to rupture, which is not submitted to arbitration as above, the high contracting parties agree that they will refer
the matter to the executive council; either party to the dispute may
give notice of the existence of the dispute to the secretary general,
who will make all necessary arrangements for a full investigation
and consideration thereof.
For this purpose the parties agree to communicate to the secretary general, as promptly as possible, statements of their case, with
all the relevant facts and papers, and the executive council may
forthwith direct the publication thereof.
When the efforts of the council lead to the settlement of the dispute, a statement shall be published vindicating the nature of the
dispute and the terms of settlement, together with such explanations
as may be appropriate. If the dispute has not been settled, a report
by the council shall be published, setting forth with all necessary
facts and explanations the recommendation which the council thinks
just and proper for the settlement of the dispute.
If the report is unanimously agreed to by the members of the
council other than the parties to the dispute, the high .contracting
parties agree that they will not go to war with any party which complies with the recommendations and that if any party shall refuse
so to comply the council shall propose measures necessary to give
effect to the recommendation.
If no such unanimous report can be made it shall be the duty of
the majority and the privilege of the minority to issue statements indicating what they believe to be the facts and containing the reasons
which they consider to be just and proper.
The executive council may in any case under this article refer the
dispute to the body of delegates. The dispute shall be so referred
at the request of either party to the dispute, provided that such
request must be made within fourteen days after the submission
of the dispute.
In any case referred to the body of delegates all the provisions
of this article and of Article XII relating to the action and powers
of the executive council shall apply to the action and powers of the
body of delegates.

Article XVI
Should any of the high contracting parties break or disregard
its covenants under Article XII, it shall thereby ipso facto be deemed
to have committed an act of war against all the other members of
the league, which hereby undertakes immediately to subject it to the
severance of all trade or financial relations, the prohibition of all
intercourse between their nationals and the nationals of the covenant-breaking state, and the prevention of all financial, commercial
or personal intercourse between the nationals of the covenant-breaking state and the nationals of any other state, whether a member of
the league or not.
It shall be the duty of the executive council in such case to
recommend what effective military or naval force the members of
the league shall severally contribute to the armed forces to be used
to protect the covenants of the league.
,
The high contracting parties agree, further, that they will mutually support one another in the financial and economic measures
which may be taken under this article, in order to minimize the loss
and inconvenience resulting from the above measures, and that they
will mutually support one another in resisting any special measures
aimed at one of their number by the covenant-breaking state, and
that they will afford passage through their territory to the forces
of any of the high contracting parties who are cooperating to protect
the covenants of the league.

Article XVII
In the event of disputes between one state member of the league
and another state which is not a member of the league, or between
states not members of the league, the high contracting parties agree
that the state or states not members of the league shall be invited
to accept the obligations of membership in the league for the purposes
of such dispute, upon such conditions as the executive council may
deem just, and upon acceptance of any such invitation, the above
provisions shall be applied with such modifications as may be deemed
necessary by the league.
Upon such invitation being given the executive council shall immediately institute an inquiry into the circumstances and merits of
the dispute and recommend such action as may seem best and most
effectual in the circumstances.
la the event of a jower so jnyitedjrefusing, to accent lie pbliga^

The high contracting partise agree that the league shall be intrusted with general supervision of the trade in arms and ammunition with the countries in which the control of this trac is necessary in
the common interest.

Article XX
The high contracting parties will endeavor to secure and maintain fair and humane conditions of labor for men, women and children, both in their own countries and in all countries to which their
commercial and industrial relations extend, and to that end agree
to establish as part of the organization of the league a permanent
bureau of labor.

Article XXI
The high contracting parties agree that provision shall be made
through the instrumentality of the league to secure and maintain
freedom of transit and equitable treatment for the commerce of all
states members of the league, having in mind, among other things,
special arrangements with regard to the necessities of the regions
devastated during the war of 1914-'1S.

Article XXII
The high contrasting parties agree to place under the control
of the league all international bui-eaus already established by general
treaties if the parties to such treaties consent. Furthermore, they
agree that all such international bureaus to be constituted in future
shall be placed under control of the league.

Article XXIII
The high contracting parties agree that.every treaty or international engagement entered into hereafter by any state member of
the league shall be forthwith registered with the secretary general
and as soon as possible published by him, and that no such treaties
or international engagement shall be binding until so registered.

Article XXIV
It shall be the right of the body of delegates from time to time
to advise the reconsideration by states members of the league or
treaties which have become inapplicable, and of international conditions, of which the continuance may endanger the peace of the world.

Article XXV
The high contracting- parties severally agree that the present
covenant is accepted as abrogating all obligations inter se which are
inconsistent with the terms thereof, and solemnly engage that they
will not hereafter enter into any engagements iconsistent with the
terms thereof. In case any of the powers signatory hereto or subsequently admitted to the league shall, before coming a party to this
covenant, have undertaken any obligations which are inconsistent
with the terms of this covenant, it shall be the duty of such power
to take immediate steps to procure its release from such obligations.

Article XXVI
Amendments to this covenant will take effect when ratified by
the states whose representatives compose the executive council and
by three-fourth of the states whose representatives compose the body
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France Reserves the Right

Article XIX
To those colonies and territories which, as a consequence of the
late war, have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the states which
formerly governed them, and which are inhabited by peoples not yet
able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the
modern world, there should be applied the principles that the wellbeing and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of civilization, and that securities for the performance of this trust should be
embodied in the constitution of the league.
The best method of giving practical effect to the principle is that
the tutelage of such peoples should be intrusted to advanced nations,
who, by reason of their resources, their experience or their geographical position, can best undertake this resposibility, and that this tutelage should be eercised by them as mandataries on behalf of the
league.
The character of the mandate must dier according to the stage of
the development of the people, the geographical situation of the territory, its economic conditions and other similar circumstances.
Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire
have reached a stage of development where their existence as independent nations can be provisionally recognized, subect to the rendering
of administrative advice and assistance by a mandatory power until,
•such time as they are able to stand alone. The wishes of these communities must be a principal consideration in the selection of the mandatory power.
Other people, especially those of Central Africa, are at such a
stage that the mandatory must be resonsible for the administration
[rl the territory, subject to conditions which will guarantee freedom
of conscience or religion, subject only to the maintenance of public order and morals, the prohibition of abuses, such as the slave trade, the
arms traffic and the liquor traffic, and the prevention of the establishment of fortifications or military and naval bases and of military
training of the natives for other than police purposes and the defence
of territory, and will also secure equal opportunities for the trade and
commerce of other members of the league.
There are territories, such as Southwest Africa and certain of
the South Pacific Isles, which, owing to the sparseness of their
" population, or their small size, or their remoteness from the centres
of civilization, or their geographical continuality to the mandatory
state and the other circumstances, can be best administered under
the laws of the mandatory state as integral portions thereof, subject
to the safeguards above mentioned in the interests of the indigenous
population.
In every case of mandate, the mandatory state shall render
to the league an annual report in reference to the territory committed to its charge.
The degree of authority, control or administration to be exercised
by the mandatory state shall, if not previously agreed upon by the
high contracting parties in each case, be explicitly defined by the
executive council in a special act or charter.
The high contracting parties further agree to establish at the
seat of the league a mandatory commission to receive and examine the
annual reports of the mandatory powers, and to assist the league in
insuring the observance of the terms of all mandates.

of delegates. _Jj

No Straitjacket of Might,

.._ .. ^

to Present New Ideas
for Future Discussion
The league of nations plan was presented to the plenary session of
the peace conference last night
by President Wilson.
The plan comprises twenty-six articles and provides for a permanent executive council, a body of
delegates of member nations and
a secretariat.
President Wilson in presenting the
document referred to the league
as a union which cannot be resisted and which no nation will
attempt to resist. He said the
plan was not a straitjacket, but
elastic, yet definite.
The formation of the league, President Wilson said, will put an end
to the annexations
peoples.

of helpless

Lord Robert Cecil, British representative on the league of nations
problem, said the problem worked1
out was to preserve the peace of
the world with the least interference with internal affairs of the
respective nations.
Premier Orlando spoke on behalf of
Italy, and Leon Bourgeois said
the French delegates reserved the
right to present their views on
certain details of the plan as a
whole. He added the plan may
be extended by a limitation of
armaments.
Baron Makino, of Japan, referred
to a proposal which would be introduced later, but did not reveal
what it was.
Approval of the plan was voiced
by George Nicoll Barnes, British
Minister of Labor; Premier Venizelos of Greece, and Dr. Wellington Koo, Chinese delegate to the
peace conference and Minister at
Washington.
President Wilson prepared to start
for the United States at 9:30
o'clock. ,
Comment by Senators in Washington evinced surprise at what were
referred to as the "teeth" of the
league plan, the document being
much stronger than they had expected it to be.

Wilson Doubts
Any Nation Will
Dare to Resist
PARIS, Feb. 14 (By The Associated
Press).—President Wilson was the
central figure of the plenary peace
conference, which opened at 3:30
o'clock this afternoon, when in person
he read the covenant establishing a
league of nations.
There was added interest in the
session as it was the last'gathering of
the delegates prior to the President's
departure, as well as being the occasion of presenting the document with
which his name is identified.
The President was received with military honors as he arrived at the
Foreign Office, and the large crowd.s
which had congregated gave him a
cordial welcome as he passed through.
The delegates already were assembled
when the President entered the Council Chamber.
When he entered the chamber the
President was greeted by Premier
Clemenceau, Foreign Secretary Balfour
and Viscount Milner, of Great Britain,
and the American delegates at the head
of the table. There was little formality.
Premier Clemenceau, who is president
| of the conference,, called the cou-

2
ference to order and President Wilson
rose and addressed the gathering.

NEW YORK TRIBUNE,
of delegates, an executive council
and a permanent secretariat.
"When it came to the question jf
determining the character of the
representation in the body of delegates, we are aware of a feeling
which is current throuighoutl the
world.
President Wilson closed his address
at 4:30 o'clock, having read and spoken
just one hour. An interpreter then
proceeded to give a discourse, which
occupied another hour.
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TERRITORY CONTROLLED BY THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

France Offers U. S.

Capital Sees
ReaPTeeth'in
League Draft,

President Wilson's
War Monument Site
Peace Table Address
President Wilson's speech follows:
WASHINGTON, Feb. 14.—
"Mr. Chairman: I have the honor
and. assume it a very great privilege
France has offered to preof reporting in the name of the comsent
to
the United States the site
mission constituted by this conference on the formulation of a plan
for a monument on French soil to
for the league of nations. I am
Americans who died "on the field
happy to say that it is a unanimous
Officials Are Reluctant to
of honor."
report, a unanimous report from the
representatives of fourteen nations Lord Robert Cecil
Edouard De Billy, of the French
Discuss Plan, Professing
—the United States, Great Britain,
High Commission, sent Secretary
France, Italy, Japan, Belgium, Brazil, Praises League Plan
Doubt of Its Meaning |
China, Czecho-Slovakia, Greece, PolBaker to-day the following transLord Robert Cecil, head of the Britand, Portugal, Rumania and Serbia.
lation
of
a
cablegram
received
ish
commission
on
the
league
of
na"I think it will be serviceable and
from Andre Tardieu, head of the
interesting if I, with your permis- tions, followed the interpreter in an
Crucial Points Outlined
sion, read the document as the only earnest speech.
commission, who is now in Paris:
report we have to make."
It was a good omen, said Lord Robert,
"I am informed that it is proPresident Wilson then read the draft. that this document had been laid beposed to erect in France a monu- Hitchcock Calls Agreement
When he reached Article XV and had fore the world before being finally enment to the American soldiers who
read through the second paragraph the acted, so that people everywhere could
the Greatest International
have
died on the field of honor.
President paused and said:
advise upon and criticize it. The probM.
Clemenceau
begs
me
to
advise
Document Ever Produced
"I pause to point out that a mis- lem had been one of great difficulty,
conception might arise in connection for it was to preserve the peace of the
you that France wishes to offer the
with one of-the sentences I have just
ground for the erection of this
read—'if any party shall refuse to world with the least possible interferNew York Tribune
monument."
Washington Bureau
comply, the council shall propose ence with national sovereignty.
measures necessary to give effect to
The results accomplished, he continMr. Baker said that upon the
By Carter Field
the recommendations.'
ued, embraced two main principles:
passage of legislation pending in
WASHINGTON, Feb. 14.—Surprise
"A case in point, a purely hypothetFirst, no nation shall go to war until
ical case, is this: Suppose there is
Congress he would be happy to at the "teeth" of the league of nain the possesion of a particular every other means of settlement shall
take up with the French authori- tioris constitution, as reported in Paris
power a piece of territory, or some be fully and fairly tried.
ties the, question of cooperation to the peace conference for approval,
other substantial thing, in dispute, to
Second, no nation shall forcibly seek
was expressed on every hand here
which it is claimed that it is not enfrom
the French government.
titled. Suppose'that the matter is to disturb a territory's integrity or
to-day.
submitted to the executive council interfere with the political independSenators and officials generally had
for recommendation as to the settle- ence of the nations of the world. These
former empire of the Czar. Bolshevik begun to believe the plan would be
ment of the dispute, diplomacy havhas been repeatedly reported much more innocuous than they now
ing failed, and suppose that the de- were the great principles, but later an- Lands involved in the, new league of nations covenant, including the five Great Powers, their colonies and and dependencies, their allies against unrest
since the collapse of the Central powcision is in favor of the party which other great principle must be laid down,
Germany and the liberated parts of Austria-Hungary and Turkey, are shown in solid blackrbelieve it to be. The points which
ers.
claims the subject matter of dispute, namely, that no nation should retain
cause the most surprise and interest,
A
Budapest
report
received
on
Januas aginst the party which has the armaments fit only for aggressive purary_ 28 that a peasant revolution was roughly in the order named are:
time in the balance, pending agreement
subject matter in dispute.
raging in Rumania was not confirmed.
on the league.
1—The
compulsory arbitration
"Then^ if the party in possession poses.
One of the chief difficulties hamperThe President was not present when
of the Subject matter in dispute
Dr. Vittorio Orlando, the Italian
feature.. It had been expected that
ing the government's efforts of reconthe
final
result
was
reached,
late
in
merely sits still and does nothing, it Prime Minister, expressed deep satisstruction was the lack of machinery leeway would be left which might
the day. He had attended the morning
has accepted the decision of the
and tools of all description, as the
pARIS, Feb. 14.—The plan for the creation of the league of
permit a "private war" between two
council, in the sense that it makes faction at having collaborated in what session, which passed only six articles,
Germans, true to their method pracno resistance, but something must was going to be one of the greatest leaving twenty uncompleted. The Presnations which Preside*; Wilson will take with him to the
tised in France, Belgium and Russia, nations if those nations considered
ident
then
decided
to
attend
the
afterbe done to see that it surrenders the documents of history. He would not
confiscated everything that was not their differences unadjustaible.
United States will not be m condition to permit action by the
noon session of the Supreme War
subject matter in dispute.
built into the ground.
2—The strength of the measures
United States Senate until the treaty of peace is confirmed.
"In such a case, the only case con- speak of the merits of the scheme, Dr. Council, leaving Lord Robert Cecil to
Orlando continued, as these had been preside over the league of nations comto
be taken against any nation retemplated, it /is provided that the
The society of nations project and the treaty of peace to be
fusing to abide by the arbitraexecutive council may then consider explained by one whose noble inspira- mission. It was under Lord Robert's
framed will be interdependent. Many features of the peace
tion—either of the appointed arbiwhat steps will be necessary to tion had brought it into existence. The skill Rnd guidance that the final sestrators or the executive council.
sion achieved the completion of its
oblige the party against whom judgPresident Poincare Says
treaty will require adjustment or settlement under the provisions
3. The limitation of armaments.
ment has been given to comply with war had brought forth the necessity for task at 6:30 o'clock Thursday night.
of
the
league's
project,
so
that
they
will
have
to
be
submitted
to
It had not been expected that the
The members separated with an outthis document.
the decisions of the council."
Goodby
at
Station
as
burst
of
good
feeling
and
congratulaBritish
delegates would agree to any
the Senate as a whole or in combination.
"Thus born out of the pains of war,"
Accepted in Full
tion after the period of tension
proposal which might limit their sea
Americans "Leave Paris
the Premier exclaimed, "this is a docu- through which they had just passed.
President
Wilson,
therefore,
during
the
few
days
he
is
in
power. There is a loophole here in
By Five Powers
ment of freedom and right which repPresident Wilson went to American
the words "having special regard to
Washington before his return to France, will devote himself to a
After having read article xix, Presi- resents the redemption of humanity by headquarters last night and was conthe
geographical situation and cirdiscussion of the league's project with members of the Senate
PARIS, Feb. 14.—President Wilson
gratulated heartily on the ovttcome of
cumstances of each state."
dent Wilson again stopped and said:
Critics
Will
Declare
It
Lacks
sacrifice."
and House committees on Foreign Affairs. The desire is that
the league plan.
will leave Paris at 9:20 o'clock to-night,
4. The method of government of
"Let me say that before being
Leon Bourgeois, of the French delethe league, whereby the five major
public opinion in the United States may be in condition to ex"Teeth,"
Says
"World";
departing by way of the Invalides Staembodied in this document this was
Official
Statement
on
powers in the alliance against Gerthe subject matter of a very careful gation, spoke in behalf of France on
tion. President Poincare will be at the
press itself definitely when the final stages of, the peace settlemany shall dominate the league
Constitutional Objections through
discussion by representatives of the the goodwill which he said had pre- The Society of Nations
station
to
bid
him
goodby.
The
Presia majority of votes in the
ment
are
reached
and
the
combined
treaties
presented
for
action
The official statement issued last
five greater parties, and that their vailed in formulating the project. At
executive council, while all other
dent will be accompanied to Brest by
May Develop, Says "Sun" members
unanimous conclusion is the matter the same time, he said, the French night by the commission on a society
It is not expected there will be anything in the nature of a
together select only four
of nations follows:
embodied in this article."
Georges Leygues, French Minister of
vote in the peace conference itself, even at tht last stage, the
nations to represent them. This
"The second reading of the draft
After having read the entire docu- delegates reserved the right to present
Marine;
Captain
Andre
Tardieu,
French
disposes
of
the hitherto unanswered
probable course being that those states which care to do so will
ment. President Wilson continued as their views on certain details of the of the society of nations, which
New York newspaper comment cm question as to how representation
High Commissioner to the United
follows:
give their adhesion to the project through notification to the secplan as a whole, which was a work of began this morning under the chairStates, and Jules J. Jusserand, French the constitution of the League of is to be determined, with its per"It gives me pleasure to add to right and justice and knew no distinc- manship of President Wilson, was
plexing problem of how the small
retariat. As soon as a sufficient number has done so the Society
continued this afternoon from 3:30
Nations follows:
Ambassador to the United States.
this formal reading of the result of tion between great and small states.
nations can be represented.
o'clock'until 7 o'clock at the Hotel
of "Nations will come into being and begin to function.
our labors that the character of the
The
President
will
sail
to-morrow
on
Official Opinions Reluctant
discussion which occurred at the
Later, he said, this beginning must de Crillon under the chairmanship
THE WORLD
the liner George Washington, on which
sittings of the commission was not be extended by a limitation of arma- of Lord Robert Cecil.
These
ideas, however, while quite
"Due
to
the
spirit
of
accord
which
There
will
be
criticisms
of
this
conhe came to France. This time the party
only of the most constructive but of
stitution . . . and these criticisms generally felt, so far as diligent inthe most 'encouraging sort. It was ments. One of the chief results of the has continually been manifested
will
be
much
reduced,
the
large
staff
quiry
could
determine, did not bubble
will come mainly from opponents of
obvious throughout our discussions victory was in permitting the disarma- among members of the commission,
of State Department employes and nu- any league of nations, who will com- to the surface without diligent searchthat, although there were subjects ment of the barbarous nation that had and in spite of some reservations
which have been made with regard
merous experts who came over with ylain that the covenant is worthless ing.
upon which there were individual
Never in the long line of "state
because it is without teeth. We have
differences of judgment, with regard stood in the way of world disarmament. to certain articles by some of the
Mr. Wilson remaining in Paris.
to remember, however, that it was sev- papers" which have flowed in one conto the method by which our objects
Dangers to states were not all equal, members, the whole text of the
The,,
party
will
compi-ise
President
tinual
stream since the world war disagreement, comprising twenty-six arenty-six years after the adoption of
should be obtained, there was practi- M. Bourgeois said. Some states, like ticles,
was adopted after a protracted
and Mrs. Wilson, David R. Francis, the Constitution of the United States turbed America's isolation in internacally at no point any serious differtional affairs has there been such an
and complete
discussion which
ences of opinion or motive as to the France and Belgium, were especiallyAmbassador to Russia; White House before the principle was established unwillingness on the part of Senators,
that a sovereign state could be coerced,
exposed and required additional guai - brought out every conceivable point.
objects which we were seeking.
employes,
Secret
Service
men,
the
300
Skilful
Diplomacy
Alone
Saved
Society
of
Nations
"The draft will be made public
yet in that period a great and wonder- Representatives and officials generally
antees. He urged a system of per- when it is presented by President
Great Enthusiasm
soldiers who have formed the guard ful government was built up which to give for publication their views.
manent inspection of existing arma- Wilson at a plenary session at the
in the crisis that it could sus- Many of them refused to-day even to
Shown in Debate
Draft From Waste Basket, but Now Its Strong- around the Murat residence. Repre- proved
ments and forces as one means of Quai d'Orsay at 3:30 o'clock to-mortain itself. All this may come- about talk about the questions involved at
sentatives
George
White,
of
Ohio,
and
row
afternoon."
"Indeed, while these debate's were
again in respect to the League of Na- all, declaring they would have to think
thing out before attempting to
not made the opportunity for the ex- avoiding a renewal of warfare.
est Opponents Are Its Most Ardent Champions P. D. Norton, of North Dakota, and tions. Coercion is the last resort, not the
pression of enthusiasm and senti- Japan Approves High
representatives of three news associa- the first resort, and what the Declara- decide even whether they liked it or
Briton Gtes Figures to'
ments, I think the other members of
tion ,,of Independence calls "a decent not.
tions. It will number 319 persons.
"I have read Section 12, which I bethe commission will agree with me Purposes of the League
respect to the opinions of mankind" is
PARIS,
Feb.
14
(By
The
Associated
nations
were
guaranteed
by
special
lieve is the most important, and Secthat there was an undertone of high
Show
Teuton
Is
Powerless
Fighters to Return
something
that
cannot
safely
be
defied,
tion 16, also apparently very important,
Baron Makino, of Japan, after apPress).—Now that the project for the provisions of the covenant.
respect and of enthusiasm for the
as imperial Germany learned to her three
Finally, after these discussions were
All the accommodations of the liner her
times so far," said one Northting we were trying to do, which was proving the high purposes of the
complete destruction.
creation of a league of nations, which over,
it can be stated that no hard will be utilized, however, for, not only
Senator who established an
heartening throughout every meet- league, added that a proposal would be Says German Army Has Only was the principal object of the gatherThe great guarantee for the, perma- western
international
reputation as a great
"feelings
remained.
There
was
absolute
ing.
will every cabin and stateroom be nence and stability of the League of lawyer before he was elected to the
unanimity,
so
far
as
the
special
comsubmitted
later,
which,
it
was
hoped,
ing
of
the
representatives
of
most
of
559,000
Men;
Asserts
Military
"Because we felt that in a way this
Nations
rests
upon
the.
character
of
the
mission was concerned, that thoSe na- occupied, but the vast hold will be Executive Council which is to be the Senate, "and so far I am not clear
conference did intrust to us the ex- would receive favorable attention. The
the states of the world which are not tions
Stores Worry Clemenceau
which at first had doubted the filled with several thousand Ameri- administrative body.
mean. I must have time to
pression of one of its highest and nature of this proposal he did not make
This council is what they
in
arms
against
the
Entente,
has
been
efficiency of the project came out of can .soldiers who have seen service to
this thing further."
New York Tribune
most important purposes, to see to known, but it is supposed to refer to
consist of representatives of the study
successfully
launched,
it
may
be
proper
the
discussions
in
an
attitude
of
its
"The
proposed
constitution of the
European
Bureau
it that the concord of the world in
in France and who are going home United States, Great Britain, France, league of nations," said Senator Hitch(Copyright, 191&. Kew York Tribune Inc.)
to tell of some of the difficulties en- firmest advocates.
the future with regard to the objects an amendment abolishing racial distincItaly
and
Japan
and
of
four
other
"impresses me. very favorably. It
Looking to the future, the special to demobilization camps.
of justice should not be subject to tions in international affairs.
LONDON, Feb. 13.—By Saturday the countered and to indicate the status of
states to be selected from the mem- cock,
is not the monster that those who have
commission attaches much importance
doubt or uncertainty, that the coThe agreement on the constitution bership of the league.
This means attacked the plan predict it might be.
George Nicoll Barnes, the British German army will aggregate 559,000 some of the great issues remaining to to the provision made for the admisoperation of the great body of nathat the great nations which have won It is a union of nations, and these namen, according to statements of a high
sion to the league of neutral or late for a society of nations by the com- the
tions should be assured in the main- Minister of Labor, and Premier Venize- British authority to-day. Of these, be adjusted by the peace conference. enemy
war are to establish the league tions intrust the real power to an exstates.
mission
which
has
been
framing
the
los
6f
Greece
also
spoke
approvingly
tenance of peace upon terms of honor
While there was unanimity as to the
and keep it on a working basis, and it ecutive council of nine nations. Four
100,000 who are gradually being deMotives
Must
Be
Proper
plan
was
effected
on
President
Wiland of international obligations.
happens that these nations control not of these are elected from time to time
of the league of nations. Dr. V. K.
desirability of a league of nations it
"The compulsion of that task was
mobilized remain in Eastern Germany.
The latter are known to be anxious son's lucky day—the thirteenth—and only most of the wealth and the natuthe member nations, but five of the
constantly upon us, and at no point Wellington Koo, the Chinese delegate, The remainder comprises the 1918 and soon developed that some of the dele- to adhere, but the commission has there are just twice thirteen articles ral resources of the world, but that by
nine members of the executive council
gates, skeptical of its immediate effi- taken every precaution to make sure
was there shown the slightest desire gave China's adherence to the league.
they
represent
the
ruling
races.
are permanent members, so control of
1919 classes, who actually make \ip the
to do anything but suggest the best
The Arabian delegate pointed out
ciency, desired to maintain the old that they enter with proper motives in the document.
the executive council will always be in
means to accomplish that great'object. that the constitution of the league German army.
President Wilson arrived at the
and prepared to live up to the obliTHE SUN
the
hands of the United States, Great
order
of
balances
of
power
and
proThere is very great significance,
Hotel de Crillon at 10 o'clock this
gations of the league.
Apart from this the new volunteer
The most singular thing about the Britain, France, Italy and Japan. This
therefore, in the fact that the resuli recognized the right of selfdetermi- army consists of six divisions, or about tected frontiers until the new system
The point- was made that such ad- morning and immediately, called a
element of permanency and strength in
was reachcr unanimously.
had demonstrated its capacity to meet hesion should be encouraged, as it was meeting of the Arheriean Peace Dele- plan presented yesterday to the peace the executive council is a highly imnation, but said certain secret treaties
conference and by that body tabled for
19,000 men, while there are in addithe needs of peace-loving nations. highly desirable, having at heart the gation. He addressed the meeting and further consideration is that while it portant feature. In a sense the execuwere
in
existence
which
would
prevent
Union of Will* in
tion local corps for the defence ' of
interest of the whole world, that the went over with the other delegates the
Patient endeavor and many long ses- industries of late enemy states and ground already covered and discussed ingeniously and successfully avoids the tive council possesses legislative and
this selfdetermination. He therefore
particular districts. While composed of
A Common Purpose
judicial powers as well as legislative
sions
of
the
supreme
council
itself,
and
neutral countries which suffered from their attitude during his absence in constitutional objection just referred powers, but its jurisdiction and _ its
hoped that such treaties as affected
to—that is. with regard to the abso"Fourteen nations were represent- Asiatic Turkey would be declared by experienced soldiers, these latter bodies afterwards of the special commission the blockade be set in motion at the the United States.
lute control of Congress over the be- powers are limited in the constitution.
are poorly disciplined, and their fightpossible moment.
ed^ among them all of those powers
"In some respects, the covenants
created to deal with the subject; were earliest
This decision was not based upon
which for convenience we have called the powers null ■ and void.
BREST, Feb. 14 (By the Associated ginning of war by this government, it which nations make when they join
ing qualities are regarded as almost
necessary to establish to the satisfac- sympathy for Germany, but upon the Press).—Arrangements were complete deliberately encounters constitutional
the great powers, and among the
Premier Hughes of Australia asked negligible.
the
league resemble existing arbitraequally fatal in other rerest a representation of the greatest
tion of these threatened dissenters the absolute conviction that the safety of this evening for the departure of objections
tion or peace treaties. They agree
spects. . . .
Asked how he reconciled these figcontinental
Europe,
and
perhaps
of
the
variety of circumstances and inter- if full opportunity was to be given for
President
Wilson
to-morrow.
impossibility of continuing the old whole world, depended upon turning
Meanwhile the question foremost in never to go to war without submitests. So that I think we are justified discussion of the proposed league, and ures with Clemenceau's attitude reVessels Ready for Trip
the mind of "The Sun," as it must be ting differences to arbitration, the
the German population into ways of
in saying that the significance of the when.
Premier Clemenceau replied garding Germany's ability to reopen order while installing the new.
The steamer George Washington in the minds of all friends of peace arbitrators to be agreed upon, or to
result, therefore, has the deepest of that President Wilson had presented
In fact, it was only within the last industry, so that it might be able to
the war, this officer explained that the
moved into the outer harbor this aft- and all well wishers of any practical an examination by the executive counproduce
goods
to
pay
off
the
enormous
meanings, the union of wills in a
week that the difficulties facing the indemnities to be imposed upon it. It ernoon and all on board were awaiting scheme of war prevention, is whether, cil, and not even then for three months
common purpose, a union of wills the document with the expectation French Premier probably was taking
after the discussion. The pledge guar•which cannot he resisted, and which, that there would be the fullest oppor- into consideration the fact that Ger- league of nations were overcome, al- was the conviction that otherwise Ger- the arrival of the President. The mem- after the elimination of provisions re- antees against a sudden war and asI dare say, no nation will run the tunity for discussion, but when this many still possesses great quantities though with some misgivings, it is true. many might soon drift into the con- bers of the 5th Engineers and the quiring a constitutional amendment sures a cooling-off time.
of guns and military stores, and that The doubting nations were niduced to dition of Russia and that there would 146th Machine Gun Battalion looked before they can be effective, the rerisk of attempting to resist.
be no responsible government with over the railing of the vessel all day mainder of the plan which the PresiThinks Anti-War Plan Adequate
"Now as to the character of the would occur would be determined in the formation of a modern army it
is -easier to get the men than either try the experiment of relying upon .the which the peace treaty could be con- in the expectation that President Wil- dent is to bring back from France will
document. While it has consumed later.
Any nation violating this pledge,
son
might
show
up.
A
gift
of
china
cluded.
In
that
case
it
would
be
necesdiffer
greatly
from
that
which
was
of
these
material
essentials.
For
which
honor
and
common
interest
of
the
some time to read this document, I
The conference adjourned at 7 o'clock
even by threatening war prematurely,
think you will see at mfz that it is this evening, and President Wilson reason Germany might be able to re- other nations to insure the success of sary for the peace congress to con- presented by the city of Brest and its hailed at The Hague a dozen years ago will
be considered as making war upon
tinue indefinitely in existence, await- environs, was received aboard the ves- with such- sincere satisfaction as the
constitute a great army in a relatively
very simple, and in j nothing so simthe project.
ing the social and economic reorgani- sel this afternoon. It is still un- golden gateway to a new era of world every member of the league, and then
ple as in the structure which it sug- I hastened homeward to prepare for his short period.
the
executive
council is authorized to
zation" that might follow an era of packed.
Neither party, however, seems to
peace and brotherhood.
gests for a league of nations—a body I journey to the United States.
Many Heated Arguments
determine and recommend what force
Bolshevism, lasting perhaps for years.
take into account the fact that the
Admiral Wilson's flagship, the New
each member of the league shall conTHE HERALD
creation of such a force would reMexico, lies ready for the voyage close
Then there was the difference over
Russia Greatest Problem
tribute in defense. Before this, howquire either a strong central authority the question of mandataries for backto the George Washington. Both vesIt
is
plain
that
the
President
has
carRussia itself was regarded by the sels are the last word in cleanliness. ried his point that there shall be no ever, each nation is also required to
or a compelling public opinion, neither
cut
off all financial, commercial, busidelegates
as
the
great
problem
yet
to
ward
peoples.
Rather
heated
arguof which is strongly evidenced in Ger_ President Wilson's reception at Brest specially established militar yforce bemany at present. But as the British ments developed at times, but these be settled, although the hope was ex- will be in the hands of the French hind the league to insure its decisions ness and social relations with the
pressed that the Prinkipo conference
authorities, who will receive him being respected and its will obeyed. offending nation. This prospect conofficial said:
differences were also adjusted with would be realized and something like naval
at the Brest Arsenal. The President Moral and economic pressure, blockade stitutes a most formidable reason why
"Clemenceau is not accustomed to
unanimity
in
the
end.
peaceful
relations
restored
between
the
speaking in a minor key. It is oband his immediate party will then be and boycott are to be the means by no nation will thus violate its promnecessary for the protection of
Various big issues presented them- various factions. It was regarded as transported on a gunboat to the which a country which is making ise to arbitrate.
PARIS, Feb. 14 (By The Associated the many subjects that will make up viously
"Another important covenant made
necessary at the outset to convince the George Washington amid a salute of trouble, fomenting strife and warfare
French interests that any possible Gerby the nations joining the league is |
Press.)—Subjects of great import are the docket of the society.
danger should not be minimized. selves, some of which were skilfully Bolshevist elements that the peace twenty-one guns.
and offending against the terms of the the
As soon as the conference has relieved man
-•
.
agreement to make such reductions
conference
had
no
desire
to
force
upon
diverted
to
commissions,
which
are
to
still to come before the peace confer- itself of this burden, it is expected to Clemenceau wanted a word of support,
league will be brought to a sense of its of national
to the lowest
settlements of debts and other
duty and compelled to good behavior. possible pointarmaments
ence, but in the opinion of qualified adjourn sine die. It has been said by partly from America, for a plan to report afterward to the league of na- them
with national
such matters as conditions of a success- Rumania's Internal
render Germany harmless."
It will not, however, be forgotten that safety as the consistent
tions, while others were rather sud- ful conference.
students of the history of other con- a highly competent authority that the
c
■
executive
council shall.
if there is to be no international police determine and recommend.
date of adjournment would be about
In this
denly disapproved in the light of the
Much work remains for the various
ferences the adjournment of to-day's June
force the United States for one will covenant the league constitution
Disputes
Traced
to
1.
is
Wilson Calls Whitlock
development of the plan for the league commissions before the return to Paris
be in a position to insure good besession may reveal that the foundation
In the opinion of the American deleof President Wilson, Premier Lloyd
of nations.
havior on the part of recalcitrant strong, clear and emphatic.
for the settlement of all questions that gates the league plan is safe against atOld
Land
System
For Conference in Paris Of such was the v<Ved question of George of Great Britain and Premier
states by means of a nevy which, at
Thinks Document Epochal
tack on the ground of unconstitutionwill follow has been laid.
Orlando of Italy, but the material gaththe urgent request of President WilPARIS, Feb. 14—The Belgian Pre- freedom of the seas which jeopardized ered
New York Tribune
ality. If it should eventually involve
"While
this particular draft of the
by them is expected to facilitate
The view taken by many delegates an alliance requiring the use of Ameri- mier has left for this city, according the support of Great Britain.
son,
is
to
be
enormously
augmented.
Foreign Press Bureau
greatly the work of the closing days
Great Britain also no doubt will main- constitution is not final and will probearly in to-day's meeting of the con- can troops, in combination with those to a Havas dispatch from Brussels,
The
internal
difficulties
of
Rumania
No Hard Feelings Remain
ably
be
changed
somewhat, it constiof the conference.
which the reported revolt seeriis tain a navy sufficient for her insular tutes, in my opinion,
ference was that nearly every im- of other nations, against an offender which adds that Brand Whitlock, the
It was realized that with a perfect
In conclusion, it may be said that —of
the greatest inand imperial needs and the protection
to
be
the
climax—reach
back
to
the
against
the
law
of
nations,
as
laid
American Minister to Belgium, has been league of nations there would be no the special commission did not underportant subject to be adjusted dependof her far flung dominions. To what ternational ' document ever, produced.
down by the conference, it is recalled summoned to Paris by President Wil- neutrals, and that, consequently, no take to select a permanent home for years preceding the European war. extent
France or Italy will deem it The nations that enter into this league
ed for satisfactory settlement upon that there is precedent for such an alliorigin is to be found in the
son to discuss important financial ques- questions could arise as to freedom of the league of nations. That was left Their
land system of the country which, necessary to maintain a standing army get an enormous benefit from its prothe society of nations whieh the con- ance in a treaty between the United tions.
the seas in time of war, while in time for the determination of the conference together
for
the
guardianship
of frontiers and a tection and secure permanent relief I
with, that of Hungary, was the
Inference pledged itself at the outset States and France more than a cenof peace equitable relations between later.
most antiquated and oppressive, in navy for the protection of coast and from enormous expenditure for war. I
tury ago.
colonies has yet to be made clear. Most of the power of the league is I
to organize.
pre-war Europe.
It is also pointed out by authorities
Thus it became the custom to give a here that power is reserved to Congress Women May Attend Parley
The land was owned in entail' by a Japan must also be considered in this permanently intrusted to the executive I
Syrian
Asks
France
respect.
council. The league members only I
patient hearing to everybody who came to carry out the pledge in its own way
Mrs. Roosevelt in France few families of boyars and the peas■—.——
to Paris to present the claims of op- through its control of appropriations
elect four of this council, and the other 1
antry was reduced to what practically
Be
Chosen
Mandatory
five are permanent members compris- I
pressed and dissatisfied peoples, and and war-making power. The Senate Victory Committee Considers
amounted to chattel serfdom. Small International Red Cross
ing
nations now associated with the
then refer the claims for justice to especially has distinctive powers in its
PARIS, Feb. 14.—Chekri Gahem, To See Grave of Quentin, Then freeholds were largely unknown, and
Plan New Peace Time Work United States in forming the league.
Sending a Delegation
the society of nations to be created. right to approve or disapprove treaties
the peasants, unable to subsist on their
president
of
the
Syrian
National
ComGo to Italy
"Nevertheless, I believe other naOne prominent delegate explains that such as that which is necessary to give
GENEVA, Feb. 14.—The meeting of
WASHINGTON. Feb. 14.—Whether
own crops after paying the exorbitant
mittee, who appeared before the Suthe conference took the position that to life to the society of nations.
HAVRE, Feb. 14.—Mrs. Theodore rents, had., almost without exception the Allied Red Cross societies and the tions will come into the league, satisa'
delegation
of
women
shall
be
sent
fied
to trust the executive council, alundertake to adjudicate all conflicting
preme Council yesterday in behalf of Roosevelt arrived here to-day on the to hire out their labor to the big pro- Red Cross International Committee has
to the peace conference was discussed
claims would be equivalent to creat- No Parley Vote on ~
prietors for such wages as they could decided to invite all committees to re- though they only elect four out of its
the.
claims
of
Syria,
asserted
that
ing a court and endeavoring in the act
French steamer La Lorraine. She was get. Ever since 1900 hardly a summer port on plans for the transfer of the nine members. They will see the benelast night at the meeting of the -perSyria should be independent from met by Lieutenant Verdier, of the staff passed without extensive agricultural efforts of the organization from a war fit of permanency, stability, strength
creating it to dispose of every possi- League at Present
manent committee appointed at the
ble case that might come before it for
The peace conference will not be women's Victory conference. Resolu- Arabia and that if its~-independence was of Andre Tardieu, French High Com- strikes, accompanied by rioting, which to a peace footing, notably in the di- and high moral purpose represented by
decision.
asked for the present to adopt the tions were unanimously adopted at the recognized Syria would need the help missioner to the United States, who was put down ruthlessly by the mili- rection of such activities as child wel- the five permanent members of the
tary, and in 1907 there "was a country- fare, public health, the fight against council. They will know, also, that if
Conference Expected
league of nations covenant, which will American women's Victory conference of a friendly power until a stable govremain open for further consideration. that the matter of having a delegation ernment could be established. He urged placed at her disposal, on behalf of wide revolt which it took 150,000 sol- tuberculosis and the assistance of vic- there is any division between the five
To Adjourn June 1
permanent members of the executive
tims of the war.
The friends of the President are high- at the peace conference be looked into. that France should be appointed the the French government, all civil and diers to suppress.
These reports will be considered by council the four elective members of I
To these conditions should be added
While the great project of a society ly gratified that the main purpose has
Copies of the resolution indorsing mandatory for Syria.
military facilities for visiting the grave the terrible sufferings and sacrifices an international conference of Red the executive cotineil may hold tho
of nations is j under consideration by been accomplished in rorming the con- the league of nations will be sent by
The Rev. Howard S. Bliss, president of her son, Lieutenant Quentin Roosedelegates, which it is proposed to balance of power, and, in any event,
the various governments represented stitution of the league before his re- the committee to the peace conference of the American College at Beirut, pro- velt. After visiting the grave Mrs. of the war and the almost worse sac- Cross
rifices of the infamous peace of Bucha- summon to meet here a month after that the association with the five perat the conference preliminary to the turn to America.
and to the United States Congress. A posed to the council that it send a Roosevelt will go to Italy to visit her rest. The general staff of Bolshevik the signature of the treaty of peace. manent members will give to the' ■
final vote, the conference, through its
Thursday was one of the most event- cable will be sent to the French women committee to Syria to inquire into the sister, Miss Emily Carow.
propaganda at Moscow lost no time in This meeting has the indorsement of smaller nations fair representation
commissions, is expected to prepare ful days of the peace conference, and thanking them for their appreciation feelings of the population concerning
Mrs. Roosevelt was quite tired after carrying activities across the river the Allied governments. At that time upon the all-powerful executive couna"-great mass of material relating to the President's departure was for a ■of President Wilson.
their future status.
a stormy voyage.
Pruth, separating^ Rumania from the a plan of action will be elaborated.
cil."
,

No Early Vote on League in Senate

Wilson to Sail
To-day for U. S.
On Transport

New York Press
Comment on Draft
For World League

Heated Exchanges Occurred
Between League Framers

American Delegates Hold League Is
No Encroachment on U. S. Constitution
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President's Comment as He Reads Draft of Leagues
and Illustrates With Hypothetical Question
PARIS, Feb. 14.—President Wilson's speech at the. Peace Conference at the reading: of the draft of the League of Nations follows:
" Mr. Chairman: I have the honor, and assume it a very great
privilege, of reporting in the name of the commission constituted by
this conference on the formulation of a plan for the League of Nations.
I am happy to say that it is a unanimous report, a unanimous report
from the representatives of fourteen great nations—the United States,
Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan, Belgium, Brazil, China, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, and Serbia.
" I think it will be serviceable and interesting if I, with your permission, read the document, as the only report we have to make."
. President Wilson then read .the draft. When he reached Article
XV. and had read through the second paragraph, the President paused
and said:
" I pause to point out that a misconception might arise in connection with one of the sentences I have just read—' If any party shall
refuse to comply, the Council shall propose measures necessary to give
effect to the recommendations.'
" A case in point, a purely hypothetical case, is this: Suppose .
there is in the possession of a particular power a piece of territory, or
some other substantial thing in dispute, to which it is claimed that it
is not entitled. Suppose that the matter is submitted to'the Executive
Council for recommendation as to the settlement of the dispute, diplomacy having failed, and suppose that the decision is in favor of the
party which claims the subject matter of dispute, as against the party
which has the subject matter in dispute.
" Then, if the party in possession of the subject matter in dispute
merely sits still and does nothing, it has accepted the decision of the
Council, in the sense that it makes no resistance, but something' must
-be done to see that it surrenders the subject matter in dispute.
" In such a case, the only case contemplated, it is provided that
the Executive Council may then consider what steps will be necessary
to obligate the party against whom judgment has been given to comply
with the decisions of the Council."
After having read Article XIX. President Wilson also stopped and
said:
" Let me say that before being embodied in this document this was
the subject matter of a very careful discussion by representatives of the
five greater parties, and that their unanimous conclusion is the matter
embodied in this article."
After having read the entire document, President Wilson continued
as follows:
" It gives me pleasure to add to this formal reading of the result
of our labors that the character of thevdiscussion which occurred at the
sittings of the commission was not only of the most constructive but of
the most encouraging sort. It was obvious throughout ur discussions
that, although there were subjects upon which tshere were individual
differences of judgment with regard to the method'by which our objects
should be obtained, there was, practically at no point any serious differences of opinion or motive as to theobjects which we were seeking-.
" Indeed, while these debates were not made the opportunity for the
expression of enthusiasm and sentiments, I think the other members of
the commission will agree with me that there was an undertone of higli
respect and of enthusiasm for the thing we were trying to do, which was
heartening .throughout every meeting, because we felt that in a way
this conference did intrust unto us the expression of one of its highest
and most important purposes, to see to it that the concord of the world
in the future with regard to the objects of justice should not be subject
to doubt or uncertainty, that the co-operation of the great body of
nations should be assured in the maintenance of peace upon terms of
honor and of international obligations.
" The compulsion of that task was constantly upon us, and at
no point was tnere shown the slightest desire to do anything but suggest the best means to accomplish that great object. There is very
great significance, therefore, in the fact that the result was reached
unanimously.
■.
" Fourteen, nations were represented, among them all of those
powers which for convenience we have called the great powers, and
among' the rest a representation of the greatest variety of circumstances
and interests. So that I think we are justified in saying that the significance of the result, therefore, has the deepest of all meanings, the
union of wills in a common purpose, a union of wills which cannot be
resisted, and which, I dare say, no nation will run the risk of attempting
to resist.
" No was to the character of the document. While it has consumed
some time to read this document, 1 think you will see at once that it is
very simple, and in nothing so simple as in thestructure which it
suggests for a League of Nations—a body of delegates, an Executive
Council, and a permanent secretariat.
" When it came to the question of determining the character of the
representation in the body of delegates, we were all aware of a feeling
which is current througrrerit, the w^orld. Inasmuch as I am stating
it in the presence of the official representatives of the. various Governments here present, including myself, I may say that there is a
universal feeling that the world cannot rest satisfied with merely official
guidance. There has reached us through many channels the feeling
that if the deliberating body of the League of Nations was merely
to be a body of officials representing the various Governments, the
peoples of the world would not be sure that some of the mistakes
which preoccupied officials had admittedly made might not be repeated.
"It was impossible to conceive a method or an assembly so large
and various as to be really representative of the great body of the
peoples of the world, because, as I roughly reckon it, we represent, as
we sit around this table, more than tweive hundred million people. You
cannot have a representative assembly of twelve hundred million people,
but if you leave it to each Government to have, if it pleases, one or two
or three representatives^ though only with a single vote, it may vary
its representation from time to time, not only, but it may [originate]
the; choice of its several representatives. [Wireless here unintelligible.]
i " Therefore, we thought that this was a proper and a very prudent
concession to the practically universal opinion of plain men everywhere
that they wanted the door left open to a variety of representation, instead of being confined to a single official body with which they could
or might' not find themselves in sympathy.
" And you will notice that this body was unlimited rights of discussion—I mean of discussion of anything that falls- within the field
of international relations—and. that it is especially agreed that war or
international misunderstandings, or anything that may lead to friction
or trouble, is everybody's business, because it may affectt he peace of
the world.
" And in order to safeguard the popular power so far as we could
of this representative body, it is provided, you will notice, that when a
subject is sumbitted, it is not to arbitration, but to discussion by the
Executive Council. ' It can, upon the initiative of either of the parties
to the dispute, be drawn out of the Executive Council on the larger
form of the general body of delegates, because through this instrument
• we are depending primarily and chiefly upon one'great force, and this
is the moral force of the public opinion of the world—the pleasing and
clarifying and compelling influences of publicity, so that intrigues can
no longer have their coverts, so that designs that are sinister can at any
time be drawn into the open, so that those things that are destroyed by
the light may be promptly destroyed by the overwhelming light of the
universal expression of the condemnation of the world.
" Armed force is in the background in this program, but it is in
the background, and, if the moral force of the world will not suffice, the
physical force of the world shall. But that is the last resort, because
this is intended as a constitution of peace, nob'as a league of war.
" The simplicity of the document seems to me. to be one of its chief
virtues, because, speaking' for myself, I was unable to see the variety
of circumstances, with which this league would have to deal. I was
unable, therefore', to plan all the machinery that might be necessary
to meet the differing'' and unexpected contingencies. . Therefore, I
should say of this document that it is not a straightjacket, but a
vehicle of life.
" A living thing is' born,, and we must see to it what clothes we
put on it. It is not a a vehicle of power, but a vehicle in which power
may be varied at the discretion of those who exercise it and in accordance with the changing circumstances of the time. And yet, while it is
elastic, while it is general in its terms, it is definite in the one thing,
that we were called upon to make definite. It is a definite guarantee
of peace. It is a definite guarantee by word against aggression. It is
a definite guarantee against the things which have just come near
bring the whole structure of civilization Into ruin.
" Its purposes do no for a moment lie vague. Its,purposes are declared, and its powers are unmistakable. It is not in contemplation
that this should be merely a league to secure the peace of the world.
It is a league which can be used for co-operation in any international
matter. That is the significance of the provision introduced concerning
labor. There are many ameliorations of labor conditions which can be"
effected by conference and discussion. I anticipate that there will be
a very great usefulness in the Bureau of Labor which it is contemplated
sVudl lie M-1 \iv by the League. "Men and women and children who work
have been in the background through long'ages, and sometimes seemed
to be forgotten, while Governments have had their watchful and suspicious eyes upon the manoeuvres of one another, while the thought of
statesmen has been about structural action and the larger transactions
of commerce and of finance."

this self-determination. He therefore
hoped that such treaties as affected
Asiatic Turkey would be declared by
the powers null and void.
Premier Hughes of Australia asked
if full opportunity was to be given tor
discussion of the proposed League, and
when.
Premier Clemenceau replied
that President Wilson had presented
the document with the expectation
that there would be the fullest opportunity for discussion, but when
this would occur would be determined
later.
The conference adjourned at 7
o'clock, and President Wlison hastened
homeward to prepare for the journey
to the United States.
Later in the evening with Mrs. Wilson he drove to the Invalldes station
to take the special train for Brest,
where the George Washington awaits
him. President Foincarfi was at the
station to bid him good-bye. The
President was accompanied to Brest
by Georges Leygues, French Minister
of Marine; Captain Andre Tardieu,
French High Commissioner to the
United States, and M. Jusserand,
French Ambassador to the United
States.
The Americans in the party comprise David R, Francis, Ambassador
to Russia; White House employes,
Secret Service men, the 300 soldiers
who formed the guard around the
Murat
residence,
Representatives
George White of Ohio and P. D. Norton of North Dakota, and the representatives of three news associations.
It numbers 319 persons.
All the accommodations of the liner
will be utilized, for, not only will
every cabin and stateroorn be occupied,
but also the steerage and hold will be
filled with several thousand American
soldiers who are going home.

FRENCH ANXIETY
YIELDS TO RELIEF
By WALTER DCRANTY.
Continued from Page 1, Column 4.

unanimous resolution meant proof positive that our victory would know no
sabotage. These resolutions, unanimous and vigorous, have been taken."
Regarding the League of Nations,
the Matin shows equal gratification:
" In another department of the conference highly satisfactory results
were achieved. The text agreed upon
by the League of Nations Committee
makes the whole edifice of the future
world covenant repose upon a mutual
engagement of the powers that have
co-operated in victory. That is, the
United States has formally entered
that alliance of European powers in
participation in the reciprocal guarantees which these powers give among
themselves for their future security."
The majority of other newspapers
show similar optimism about the
armistice.
" Marshal Foch appears to have re->
ceived satisfaction for all his propositions," says Clemenceau's newspaper.
" Germany will realize that her hope
of disagreement among the Allies is
vain," declares the Petit Journal.
Figaro says: " The conference's decision was awaited with special anxiety. For some time our whole victory
seemed in question. Germany seemed
inclined to contest it, and we had the
air ef hesitating to pluck its fruits.
The Entente chiefs, under the vigorous incentive of Clemenceau, understood this admirably, and have re-established the situation. They have
proved to Germany , in" categorical
fashion that she cannot count upon
chance or upon our weakness."
Two Journals Unreconciled.
The Echo de Paris and Journal,
however, still show traces of that disagreement with the views of the
American plenipotentiaries which in
the case of the former bore evidence
of a regular anti-Wilson campaign.
The Echo de Paris prides itself on
being, paramountly patriotic; but its
patriotism is of the narrow-minded
brand that distrusts and decries nearly everything that is not French.
Many a rap over the knuckles has
been dealt to Italy, Great Britain, and
more recently America by its editorial
writer who signs himself Pertinax.
During the last there months the Pertinex diatribes have been reinforced by
cable dispatches from Washington
which have been generally as antiWilson as his most ardent opponent
could desire.
Today Pertinax, after expressing
satisfaction that the annisticfc conditions have been settled unanimously,
adds;
" Compromises are. reached by annulation or addition of various claims.
It was the method of addition that was
followed in this case. The French
Government wanted to use the language of command. America, on the
other hand, was inclined to consider
the armistice as a sort of contract
that pne party thereto could not modify alone. Anxious to liquidate the
food and industrial supplies accumulated for a long war—for certain of
which she had guaranteed minimum
prices to producers—-America solicited
the relaxation, if not the abolition, of
the blockade. The new method takes
in both points of view, and it must be
admitted that it gives a certain cohesion to the decision as a whole."
The Journal article contains no such
sneer, but insists on the fact that If
Germany had been victorious she
would have treated the Allies with
scant " chivalry " or " idealism "—
words which in the phraseology of the
Echo de Paris and Journal have come
to mean the " mistaken generosity of
the American President toward Germany." The whole article is a frank,
if not very far-sighted, expression of
the theory that an eye for an eye
|and a tooth for a tooth would be better treatment than Germany deserves.
PARIS, Feb. 14.—The newspapers
lunanimously approve the decision of the
■Supreme Council regarding Germany
|».nd rejoice that the Allied and Associated Governments reached a complete
understanding as to the terms to be
iubmltted to Germany on February 17.
The Petit Parisien says that Germany
nust take a decisive attitude within
|he next few days, because she will
have to realize that despite apparent
lifferences of opinion the alliance
Lmgng her conquerors remains intact.

rule of conduct among governmen
maintenance of justice and a scru
for all treaty obligations in the d
ganized people ivith one another
signatory to this covenant adopt
tion of the League of Nations:
ARTICLE I.
The action of the high contra
under the terms of this coven
effected through the instrumen
meeting of a body of delegates rep
high contracting parties, of meet!
frequent intervals of an Executive
of a permanent international seer
established at the seat of the Lea
ARTICLE II.
Meetings of the body of delega
held at stated intervals and from t
as occasion may require, 'for the
dealing with matters within th
action of the League. Meetings of
delegates shall be held at the
League, or at such other places
found convenient, and shall cons!
sentatives of the high contracting I
of the high contracting parties sh
vote, but may have not more tha
resentatives,
ARTICLE III.
i • • •
The Executive Council shall con • • .
sentatives of the United States of
British Empire, France, Italy, anK ,
gether with representatives of P
States, members of the League,
of these four States shall be made|
of delegates on such principles
manner as they think fit. Pending
ment of these representatives
States, representatives of
bers of the Executive Council. ;
Meetings of .the council shall
time to time as occasion may re|
least once a year, at whatever
decided on, or, failing any sucrj
the seat of the League, and any
the'sphere of action of the Leagul
the peace of the world may be
such -meetings.
Invitations shall be serit~'to'
attend a meeting of the council,
matters directly affecting its inll
be discussed, and no decision tl
meeting will be binding on such
so invited,

.v.*.

ARTICLE W.
All matters of procedure at ml
body of delegates or the Kxeeil
including the appointment of cl
investigate particular matters, s|
lated by the body of delegates or ■
Council, and may be decided by
the States represented at the meet|
The first meeting of the body
and of the Executive Council si
moned by the President Of the Un|
America.
ARTICLE V.
The permanent secretariat ofl
shall be established at »
, whi
Stitute the seat of the League. T^
shall comprise such secretaries
may be required, under the genl
and control of a Secretary Ge|
League, who shall be chosen by
Council. The secretariat shall bel
the .Secretary General subject to|
by the Executive Council.
The Secretary General shall |
capacity at all meetings of the
gates or of the Executive Council I
The expenses of, the secretal
borne by the States members otT
in accordance with the apportioj
expenses of the International
Universal Postal Union.

ARTICLE VI.
Representatives of the higll
parties and officials of the l£
engaged in the business, of the
enjoy diplomatic privileges and irt|
the buildings occupied by the
officials, or by representatives
meetings, shall enjoy the benel|
territoriality.
ARTICLE VII.
Admission to the League of St|
natories to the covenant and not
protocol hereto as States to be invl
to the covenant, requires the assel
than two-thirds of the States reprJ
body of delegates, and shall be III
self-governing countries, lnciudii|
and coloniesNo State shall be admitted tol
unless it is able to give effective.
its sincere intention to observe itsl
obligations and unless it shall conl
principles as may be prescribed bf
in regard to its naval and milita^
armaments.
ARTICLE VIII.
The high contracting parties
principle that the maintenance
require the reduction of national
the lowest point consistent with naB
and the enforcement by eommcB
international obligations, having *»■
to the geographical situation and
of each State, and the Executive
formulate plans for effecting sue
The Executive Council shall also,
the consideration and action of thel
ernments what military equipmen|
ment is fair and reasonable in pror
scale of forces laid down In the pH
armament; and these limits, wll
shall not be exceeded without the
• the Executive Council.
The high contracting partiesl
the manufacture by private enterpJ
tions and implements of war lends It
objections, and direct the Execute
advise how the evil effects attenda:
manufacture can he prevented, due
had to the necessities of those cot
are not able to manufacture for th
munitions and Implements of war
their safety.
The high contracting parties uni
way to conceal from each other thel
such of their industries as are capf
adapted to warlike purposes or
their armaments, and agree that U
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TROOPS,
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Tells Petitioners Military Action Is
Governed by Joint Decision
of Allies
Detroit citizens, headed by Representative Doremua of Michigan, who
appealed to Secretary Baker yesterdav to withdraw American troops
from northern Russia, were told mat
the best military minds were dealing
with the question of reinforcing the
expedition if necessary, that there was
no danger of the force being cut off
from relief, and that the question of
withdrawal could be worked out only
in agreement with the associated
P<

The8' American contingent in the
Archangel region is composed lu awb
<-,f iwichiean
troops and the aeiegaUon told gMr Baker of letters from the
soldiers describing their hardships and
di

HeUSaMthe future of the allied milita" forces in Russia had been under
dtslussion at Paris among President Wilson and the allied leaders.
H" explained that relief could not be
"t off because the Archangel larbor
was open all year and said <^efu"y
selected equipment had been provided
for the troops before they were sent
t0

ln"e6ranied action in regard to. withdraw* wa« essential, he said since
was bv joint, agreement that the expedition had been sent.

Baker Praises Work
Of College Women
In War Time Jobs
v

^, '
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Hundreds Filled Executive
Positions, Others Worked
as Clerks; Rendered Aid
in All Lines of Industry
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BRESTPEST HOLE.
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WASHINGTON. Feb. 14.—Records of
college women in war work are being
gathered by Mrs. Alfred Meyer, of 28
Senator Found Conditions So
East Seventy-fifth Street, New York.
In response to inquiries made of Secretary Baker on this subject the War
Terrible for Our Soldiers He
Department made public yesterday a
letter from the Secretary to Mrs.
Cut Foreign Trip Short to
Meyer, which says:
"Records show many hundreds of
Tell Secretary, He Says.
college women in the war service of
the government and of affiliated and
private organiations in positions of
every type from those involving expert leadership to routine clerkship.
RAINSOAKED MEN STAND
"The impression that I have received
from my own personal observations,
HOURS IN MUD FOR FOOD.
supplemented by reports from many
other sources, is that the quality of
the work performed by these women
was exceptionally high and was a very
important factor in filling the gaps
"God Help Our BoysP' Tearfully
caused by the presence in France of
so many thousands of our young men
Exclaims Mrs. Owen, Who
in military service.
Improved Living Conditions
Corroborates Black Picture
"The leaders among college women
have been predominant in work connected with the maintenance of adePainted by Husband.
quate standards in working and living
conditions during the war emergency.
"College women in service include:
AVomen in industry service of the DeTJnited States Senate-.' Robert L.
partment of Labor under Miss Mary
Owen of Oklahoma, Ch^inan of the
Van Kleek, who has had a seat on the
Senate Committee on Banking and
War Labor Policies Board; women industrial experts of this board and of
Currency, returned yesterday on the
the War Labor Board; forty field susteamship Rotterdam and vigorously
pervisors of women munition workers
condemned unsanitary conditions at
of the Ordnance Department; inspectors of the Board of Standards for Army
Brest. Mrs. Owen, who accompanied
Clothing; industrial hygiene work of
him, tearfully corroborated.
Dr. Kristine Mann of the civilian
"Conditions at Brest are terrible."
workers' branch of ordnance; women
said the Senator. "Climatic condigraduates of the courses in employtions, of course, are always bad there,
ment management of the War Induswith the constant rain and mist The
tries Board; women's service section
army
officers are doing the best they
of the United States Railway Administan. I ttiink the greatest trouble is
tration, under Miss Pauline Goldmark.
that they are piling up in Brest too
"Field staff of over one hundred and
many men before they get enough
fifty college women familiar with the
ships
to take them aboard.
problems of the delinquent woman and
girl of the law enforcement division
Cot Trip Short to See Baker.
of the Commission on Training Camp
"Though I understand sanitation in
Activities under Mrs. Jane Deeter RipHrest has somew<ha-t improved it is!
pin; thirty women lecturers of the sostill
very bad. I had not intended to i
cial hygiene division of the same
return to America just now, but af- |
division under Dr. Kathcrine Bement
far what I saw I deemed it my duty;
Davis; the food experts and dietitians
10 hurry back. I propose to igo direct j
of the food administration, surgeon
to Secretary of War Baker and
general's office and the Red Cross;
acquaint 'him wi-th|the facts. I shall
canteen workers, recreation workers
place the facts before the Senate
and social case workers of the War
Military Committee.
Camp Community Service; the Y. M.
"The men everywhere in Frau.ee are
C. A., the Y. W. C. A. and college
crazy to get ba,ck to the United
women nurses and reconstruction aids.
States.
They are homesick and
Did Important Executive Work
melancholy. Only a few days before
"In other fields college women have we heard that a major committed
done important statistical, scientific, in- .suicide He had ben homesick.'
vestigative and executive work, often
Mrs. Owen, hod had ben following
specializing in the newer subjects and overy
word, said:
techniques. In some fields they have
"They order from place *o placo
been the only replacement supply for
men who are not in condition to
professional men, as in industrial
travel.
chemistry, accounting, psychological
Stand In Rain for Hours.
testing.
Some have been map makers,
"I have studied Brest. It is a hordraftsmen, engineers of tests; others
rible hole. We could not find a placo
have become expert in shipping, railto sleep. I saw our soldiers standing
roading and the supply, purchasing for hours in the rain waiting for
and distributing of various essential
food, and when the food reached
commodities. Many have been secre- them it was soggy and almost unfit
taries to important military and ciXQ eat. Anyone who advocates a corvilian executives; many others have
rection of those evils is doing a i
been office managers, heads of file
CThristian work. If conditions are !
rooms and experts in different types
better than they were, then God
of publicity and information.
help those who were there at the
"From these varied contacts of col- -':s»iaoa abaTY":aAiiia"iJiviiR asy KIVIU'
lege women with the operations of ':.
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CHIEF ILL AT BREST
IS MUD, SAYS BAKER
Hears Food and Comforts Are of
Best—Agrees With Owen in
Speeding Men Home.
(Special to The World.)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 17.—"There
ire simply oceans of mud there. I
know that, because I was at Brest at
this time last year. It rains there S30
days out of tho Z&S, and sometimes
live times a day."
This statement was made to-day by
Secretary of War Baker when his attention was called to statements:
credited to Senator Owen of 01
homa. who has just arrived at New ,
York.
"The mud seems to be our big trouble there." continued Mr. Baker, "but.
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rhinehart, who J
was in Brest not long ago, was in to ;
see me and gave me a circumstantial
;iccount of conditions at that place.
"She said there was a great deal'
of mud, but very little bad health; j
i he best feeding arrangements she |
had seen in Europe, and that the
tents were floored and each had a
stove in it. The men, she said, had

SENATOR WHO HASTENS
HOME TO TELL OF BREST

zs?
U.S.SonaTor P.0BEBT L.CWEW
five, blankets apiece, and there were
thirty-five miles of duckboard that
enabled the boys to get around from
place to place. Apparently, She found
very little to complain of.
"Mrs. Rhinehart told me that she
never had aeon any place in the world
where the mess kit^s were as thoroughly sterilized as they are at Brest.
She never had sf.en any place where
food was served as hot as at Brest.
One day she saw flapjacks served to
5,000 men, a total of 20,000 flapjacks,
four to each man. When you think of
mass cookirvg for soldiers, cooking
flapjacks is going about the limit."
As to crowding the camps at Brest,
mentioned by Senator Owen, Secretary Baker said he had not the means
of knowing.
"I have been told, and I do not like
to say I have been told, because It
sounds so unauthoritative, that the
French railroad congestion is such
that it is necessary for us to use the
roads when we can get them. They
are using them In their own demobilization and for the British. That
might mean sending more people into
Brest and keeping them there longer
than we might desire, in anticipation
of the known capacity of the transport fleet and in order to make sure
to have enough men there when tho
transports come in. That is the an
•A ■» -ACttt -oo wmco T XWM» ai*»*n
VOJU3WV Nl GNVUB XSBCJIO

BAKER
ABOUT

G?7E!r~AN3WEK
RUSSIA

Tells Petitioners Military Action Is
Governed by Joint Decision
of Allies
Detroit citizens, headed by Representative Doremus of Michigan, who
appealed to Secretary Baker yesterday to withdraw American troops
from northern Russia, were told ".at
the i*»st military minds were dealing
with the question of reinforcing the
expedition it necessary, that there was
no danger of the force being cut off
from relief, and that the «««*«?'
withdrawal could be worked out only
in agreement with the associated

Baker Praises Work
Of College Women
In War Time Jobs
>
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CHIEF ILL AT BREST
IS MUD, SAYS BAKER

BRESTPEST HOLE,

Hundreds Filled Executive
Positions, Others Worked
as Clerks; Rendered Aid
in All Lines of Industry

WASHINGTON, Feb. 14.—Records of
college women in war work are being
gathered by Mrs. Alfred Meyer, of 28
East Seventy-fifth Street, New York.
In response to inquiries made of Secretary Baker on this subject the War
Department made public yesterday a
letter from the Secretary to Mrs.
Meyer, which says:
"Records show many hundreds of
college women in the war service of
the government and of affiliated and
private organiations in positions of
every type from those involving expert leadership to routine clerkship.
"The impression that I have received
dl
HTsaw'the future of the allied millfrom my own personal observations,
supplemented by reports from many
other sources, is that the quality of
the work performed by these women
was exceptionally high and was a very
important factor in filling the gaps
caused by the presence in France of
BO many thousands of our young men
in military service.
Improved Living Conditions
"The leaders among college women
have been predominant in work conwas
joint r°
agreement
was bv
oy j^ii.^
"„_* that the eA j nected with the maintenance of adepedition had been sent.
quate standards in working and livinpr
conditions during the war emergency.
"College women in service include:
Women in industry service of the Department of Labor under Miss Mary
Van Kleek, who has had a seat on the
War Labor Policies Board; women industrial experts of this board and of
the War Labor Board; forty field supervisors of women munition workers
of the Ordnance Department; inspectors of the Board of Standards for Army
Clothing; industrial hygiene work of
Dr. Krtstine Mann of the civilian
workers' branch of ordnance; women
graduates of the courses in employment management of the War Industries Board; women's service section
of the United States Railway Administration, under Miss Pauline Goldmark.
"Field staff of over one hundred and
fifty college women familiar with the
problems of the delinquent woman and
girl of the law enforcement division
of the Commission on Training Camp
Activities under Mrs. Jane Deeter Rippin; thirty women lecturers of the social hygiene division of the same
division under Dr. Katherine Bement
Davis; the food experts and dietitians
of the food administration, surgeon
general's office and the Red Cross;
canteen workers, recreation workers
and social case workers of the War
Camp Community Service; the Y. M.
C. A., the Y. W. C. A. and college
women nurses and reconstruction aids.
Did Important Executive Work
"In other fields college women have
done important statistical, scientific, investigative and executive work, often
specializing in the newer subjects and
techniques. In some fields they have
been the only replacement supply for
professional men, as in industrial
chemistry, accounting, psychological
testing.
Some have been map makers,
draftsmen, engineers of tests; others
have become expert in shipping, railroading and the supply, purchasing
and distributing of various essential
commodities. Many have been secretaries to important military and civilian executives; many others have
been office managers, heads of file
rooms and experts in different types
of publicity and information.
"From these varied contacts of college women with the operations of
government and of large public and
business affairs are bound to result
important modifications in their outlook and subsequent work, and in college education itself."

Senator Found Conditions So
Terrible for Our Soldiers He
Cut Foreign Trip Short to
Tell Secretary, He Says.
RAINSOAKED MEN STAND
HOURS IN MUD FOR FOOD.

Hears Food and Comforts Are of
Best—Agrees With Owen in
Speeding Men Home.
(Spedal to Th« WorW.)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 17—"There
ire simply oceans of mud tliero. I.
know that, because I was at Brest at
this time last year. It rains there S30'
Hays out of the 1565, and sometimes
live times a day."
This statement was made to-day by
Secretary of War Baker when his attention was called to statements:
credited to Senator Owen of Oklahoma, who has just arrived at New
York.
"The mud seems to be our big trouble there," continued Mr. Baker, "but
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rhinehart who I
was in Brest not long ago, was in to j
see me and gave me a circumstantial
;iccount of conditions at that place,
"She said there was a great deal
of mud, but very little bad health;
ihe best feeding arrangements she
had seen in Europe, and that the
tents were floored and each had a
stove in. it. The men, she said, had

SENATOR WHO HASTENS .
HOME TO TELL OF BREST

'God Help Our Boys!" Tearfully
Exclaims

Mrs.

Corroborates

Owen, Who
Black

Picture

Painted by Husband.
United States Senate-." Robert It.
Owen of Oklahoma, Chi-1-man of the j
Senate Committee on Banking and
Currency, returned yesterday on the
steamship Rotterdam and vigorously
condemned unsanitary conditions at
Brest Mrs. Owen, who accompanied
him, tearfully corroborated.
"Conditions at Brest are terrible,"
said the Senator. '^Climatic conditions, of course, are always bad there,
with the constant rain an$ mist. The
amiy officers are doing the best they
can, I think the greatest trouble is
that they are piling: up in Brest too
many men before they get enough
ships to take them aboard.
Cat Trip Short to See Baker.
"Though I trnderstand sanitation in
Brest has somewhat improved it is ]
still very bad. I had not intended to I
return to America just now, but af- j
far what I saw I deemed it my duty;
to hurry back. I propose to go direct!
co Secretary of War Baker and:
acquaint 'ham with! the facts. I shall
place the facts before the Senate
Military Committee.
"The men everywhere in Frauce are
crazy to sret back to the United
States.
They are homesick and
melancholy. Only a few days beforo
we heard that a major committed
suicide. He had ben homesick.'
Mrs. Owen, hod had ben following
every word, said:
"They order from place toa placo
men who are not in condition to
travel
Stand in Rain for Hoars.
"I have studied Brest. It is a horrible hole. We could not find a place
to sleep. I saw our soldiers standing
for hours in the rain waiting for
food, and when the food reached
them it was soggy and almost unfit
to eat. Anyone who advocates a correction of those evils is doing a j
ChHstian work. If conditions are !:
l>etter than they were, then God
help those who were there at the
startSenator Owen asserted everything
Ms wife said was correct and added:
"l will recommend that the American expeditionary force he hurried
home. It is urgent and imperative
that they return. When they get
back we should organize for them an
employment bureau that will help
everyone of them hack to civil life
as soon as possible. They gave everything for us."
The Senator said that although one
of his purposes in going abroad two
months ago was to study banking
conditions in European capitals, he
made his main object the study of
reconstruction programmes in Allied
countries.

U.S.Senator ROBEBT L.OWEN
five blankets apiece, and there were
thirty-five miles of duckboard that
enabled the boys to get around from
place to place. Apparently, she found
very little to complain of.
"Mrs. Rhinehart told me that sha
never had seen any place in the world
where the mess kits were as thoroughly sterilized as they are at Brest
She never had seen any place where
food was served as hot as at Brest
One day she saw flapjacks served to
5,000 men,, a total of 20,000 flapjacks,
four to each man. When you think of
mass cooking for soldiers, cooking
flapjacks is going about the limit"
As to crowding the camps at (Brest,
mentioned by Senator Owen, Secretary Baker said he had not tbe means
of knowing.
'T have been told, and I do not like
to say I have ibeen told, because it
sounds so unanthoritative, that the
French railroad congestion is such
that it is necessary for us to use the
roads when we can get them. They
are using them in their own der
mobilization and for,the British. That
might mean sending more people into
Brest and keeping them there longer
than we might desire, in anticipation
of the known capacity of the transport fleet and in order to make sure
to have enough men there when the
transports come in. That is the answer I have heard from officers who
have returned to this country.
"I entirely agree with Senator Owen
that it is desirable to get our troops
home at the earllst possible date.
To that end we are making every
effort to secure additional tonnage
for the transport fleet."
The Senator will be asked to describe the conditions at Brest to the
Senate Military Committee.
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10 SIOP INJUSTICE

HOUSE DETERMINED
TO STOP INJUSTICE
(Continued from First Page.)

whose reputation is being brought in
question."
"And that young officer, because of

Cases Illustrative of How Army
. System Works Are Told on
Floor—Points of Order Kill
Amendments.
ASSAIL BAKER, ANSELL AMD
CROWDER AS RESPONSIBLE
Greene of Vermont and Crago
of Pennsylvania Defend the
Army's System as Necessary
to Discipline.
(Special to Tbe World.)

WASHINGTON, Feb. 16.—While
the Senate Committee on Military
Affairs is unfolding the sordid tale
of military injustice meted out to
patriotic American young men by
army courts martial, a determined
effort is being made in the House to
have an amendment inserted in the
Army Appropriation Bill designed to
make impossible extreme sentences
for minor offenses. So far these attempts have been blocked but not
abandoned.
.Amendments offered last night by
Representative Johnson of South Dakota, who has served as an officer in
the American expeditionary forces,
by Representative Siegel of New York
and others have been designed to
amend the Articles of War so as to
cure the evils revealed by the testimony of Gen. Ansell, Assistant Judge
Advocate General and Acting Judge
Advocate General during Gen. Crowder's active duty as Provost Marshal
General.
Of course, a. point of order might
properly be made against an amendment of this character as "new legislation." Every time such an amendment is offered somebody raises a
point of order. Representative Gordon of Ohio, who goes out of the
Hwuse March 4, raised a point of orator against Representative Johnson's
'•amendment, even before it had been
Bead.
Dent Also Interrupts.
Chairman Dent of the Military Affairs Committee interrupted the reading of Mr. Siegel's amendment with
a (point of order.
Debate on these and other amendjnente made it clear that the House
proposes to get action somehow to
stop extreme sentences by courts
martial, and is prepared to go the
limit, which means punishment for
'the officers responsible for them.
Members of the House are satisfied
that the revelations published in The
World and other newspapers, and *y
•the disclosures of Gen. Ansell, demand a remedy at once without going
.any further with the investigation.

Incidentally, many members have re- his refusal to protect the other ofceived letters of protest or complaint ficer, because he insisted upon dehis client, was taken out of
from constituents which corroborate fending
the case during its progress and anin every detail the sentences given other officer substituted who would
mere boys whose infractions of dis- not bring out the facts, but allowed
cipline were in response to a natural his client to be convicted.
"The young officer who did his
longing to see a sick or dying mother sworn duty is one of the best medior fathtr, or who committed some can men in the army, but because he
other minor infraction of the rule of insisted on defending his client he
h&s never been able to get rank highthe war game.
er than First Lieutenant."
One young man was given a senGen. Ansell Assailed.
tence of twenty years for refusing to
Representative Burnett of Alabama
peel potatoes when ordered to do so. vigorously assailed Gen. Ansell for
The boy figured that he had not given not having brought the facts to light
himself to Uncle Sam to peel spuds. long ago.
"Any man who would sit by as AsThis was Private Frederick Leighton. sistant
Judge Advocate General and
A Captain gave the order. In addi- see men convicted under the circumtion to a sentence of twenty years, stances Gen. Ansell detailed must
either be a coward or an incomyoung Leighton was to forfeit all pa/ petent
weakling," shouted the Alaand be dishonorably discharged from baman, amid loud applause. "Now,
the army. A reviewing officer, in a there is no use talking about it. I
moment of generosity, eliminated the think he stated the facts, and there
been committed enormities and
dishonorable discharge. The twenty- have
atrocities by men on courts martial
year sentence still stands, and the boy which have been winked at by Gen.
Crowder, and perhaps by the Secreis doing time at Fort Leavenworth.
tary of War himself. These outrages
Hovr Injustice Works.
only equalled by the atrocities
Another case brought out in the are
the Germans themselves committed.
House debate by Representative It is infamous.
Kerans of Ohio is illustrative how
"Why did not Gen. Ansell appeal
to Gen. Crowder? Why did he not
military injustice actually works.
Why- did he go on here until
"I had occasion," said Mr. Kearns, him?
appeal to the President to vindicate
"to read the testimony in a court he was called before a committee of
martial the other day. There was the Senate to do it? Now, if he had
only one witness who took the stand. been a brave man and an honest
he never would have held the
He was a Major. A young officer man,
place that he held with these' atrociwas appointed to defend. After the ties and this wickedness being perMajor testified for the prosecution petrated by men ■ in high life. You
the defense rested its case. I read cannot get around it, gentlemen. He
is a party to the crime."
the speech that he made in defense Mrs. Burnett was reminded that
of his client. In substance, it was Gen. Ansell either dhew or assisted
in drawing the amendment offered by
like this:
Sigetl, and designed to
" 'When I undertook the defense of Representative
reform courts martial procedure, and
this man I thought I would be able that he did the General an injustice.
to prove his innocence. I was told The Alabaman insisted that Gen.
by the defendant a story that, if true, Ansell was in part responsible.
Bakers Responsibility.
would have shown that this boy was
absolutely innocent of the charge A good deal of comment is being
on the share of responsibility
against him, but when the Major tes- heard
that properly rests upon the snou'ltified I would not insult an officer of ders of Secretary of War Baker in
this army by putting in testimony tsis connection. All he had to do, it
the word of a private soldier that was pointed out to-might when the
situation was called to his attention
would dispute the testimony of that <by
Gen. Ansell, or anybody else, was
officer, and for that reason I did not
allow the defendant to testify, or his
three or four companions, who would
have testified to his innocence.'
"That case is on file in the Judge
Advocate General's office in this city.
That young officer who undertook the
defense of this man was seeking a
promotion, and he was wanting it
through the recommendation of this
Major. And within a very few days
after • this memorable speech he got
therdesired promotion."
]Vtr. Kearns was asked to give the
name of the officer. He said he had
the young Lieutenant's name in his
pocket, but would not put it into the
record for the present. He did not
know the name of the Major or
whether lie was a regular army
officer.
Several members expressed indignation over this case, declaring the
Lieutenant had deliberately betrayed
a man he was appointed to denfend
in order that he might get a promotion for himself.
"That was only one instance in
many," continued Mr. Kearns. "I
have another case in mind where a
young officer was defending a man
charged with same military crime,
and the evidence as he was bringing I
it out in the trial of the case was J
pointing to the guilt of some officer.
He was not to pursuie that line of
questioning any longer. This young
officer .refused. He said:
"I am defending this man, and I
have nothing to do with the officer

to Issue an order, which woud be promulgated by Chief of Staff, forbidding
extreme sentences for minor offenses.
There are growing indications that
Mr. Baker and Gen. Crowder will
have an uncomfortable time when
they appear before the Senate committee.
Representative Greene of Vermont
(Rep.), a Spanish War veteran, attemt. ked a defense of the army, explaining that most of the cases of
injustice were meted out by courts
composed of inexperienced officers.
His attention was called to the fact
that in a large number of cases a
regular army officer presided over
the court.
Representative Crago of Pennsylvania, also a Republican and a Spanish War veteran, declred that extreme sentences were not given men
for absence without leave until so
many men broke this rule as to endanger the efficiency of entire units.
Mr. Crago declared that in some instances commanding officers woulu
have every route from the camp
watched, would comb every passenger and freight train and every outgoing automobile to stop men who
were going off without leave.
"It was very discouraging," he said,
"to see how men would forget them
selves, would desert their posts and
make it absolutely impossible for an
organization to become efficient. And
these officers, National Guard officers.
I have talked with, were frantic about
the absent-without-yeave men. They,
wanted to use more drastic measures
than the law would allow. They had
to, in order to curb this abuse. When
they were trying to give the men
their intensive training they found
the men were not there. I think you
will find few cases where the officers exceeded their authority."
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NO PASSPORTS FOR WOMEN
WHO HAVE MALE RELATIVES
SERVING WITH U. S. FORCES
IN BELLIGERENT COUNTRIES
ANNOUNCEMENT BY
STATE DEPARTMENT
Reports That Restrictions
Have Been Relaxed Incorrect—Food Conditions and
Ship Shortage Among the
Reasons for Continuing
Limitations on All Travel
to Europe, Including Neutral Nations.
The State Department issued the following statement:
The department receives many inquiries from and in regard to women who
desire to proceed to European countries
for various objects. It therefore seems
advisable to make a statement of the department's policy in regard to the issuance
of such passports. Despite the fact that
rumors are circulated to the effect that
the department's restrictions on travel
to European countries have been relaxed,
such is not the case. On the other hand,
present conditions in the belligerent and
adjoining neutral countries, particularly
the shortage of food and other resources,
as well as the scarcity of ships to carry
persons between this country and Europe, make it necessary for the department to issue passports for European
countries only to persons whose trips are
of an urgent and important nature.
Restrictions Not Modified.
Long before the armistice was signed,
the War and Navy Departments requested, for military reasons, that passports be not issued for European countries to the wives, mothers, and daughters
of men serving with the armed forces of
the United States, in a civilian capacity
with the American Expeditionary Forces,
or with the Y. M. C. A., Red Cross, and
similar organizations doing relief work in
France.
These restrictions have not
been modified and any woman having a'
husband, son, or father in a branch of
the services mentioned, can not be granted
a passport to go to Europe at this time.
The department has had no intimation
from the War or Navy Departments that
there is any likelihood of these restrictions being removed in the very near
future.
(Continued on page 2.)

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
DISTRIBUTING INCOME FORMS
Two Blanks for Individuals, One
for Amounts Up to $5,000 and
Onejn Excess of $5,000.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue
authorizes the following:
The Bureau of Internal Revenue is proceeding with the construction and distribution of forms and regulations for the
administration of the new lax law rapidly
and successfully.
There wiU be two forms for individuals—one, carrying incomes up to $5,000,
and the other for incomes in excess of
$5,000. The former form—for returns of
individuals coming up to $5,000—has been
distributed to all collectors, and through
them is now being distributed to individuals. The larger form for individuals
is now in process of printing, and is expected to be distributed not later than
the 25th instant.
Corporation blanks, with (lie regulations, and instructions for preparing the
same, will be distributed by March 1.

TWO U. S. RAILROAD COMPANIES
TO BE SENT TO NORTH RUSSIA
President Approves Plan to Safeguard Troops Now There and
Facilitate Withdrawal.
The War Department authorizes the
following:
The President has approved the sending
of two American railroad companies to
Murmansk for the following objects:
1. To assure greater safety during
this winter of the allied forces along
Murmansk and at Archangel and
south of Archangel.
2. The much better supply and if
necessary the reinforcement from
Murmansk of the advanced detachments south of Murmansk and Archangel.
3. To facilitate the prompt withdrawal of American and allied
troops in North Russia at the
earliest possible moment that the
weather conditions in the spring
will permit.
British Government Cooperating.
' The British Government is sending to
Murmansk in conjunction with the United
States Government a force of about 2,400
troops. The two companies of railroad
troops which the President has approved
(Continued on page 3.)
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STATEMENT BY MR. BAKER
ON CONDITIONS AT BREST
WITH REFERENCE TO VISIT
MADE BY SENATOR OWEN
CONVERSION OF SHIPS
TO TRANSPORT TROOPS
Fifty Cargo Vessels Being or
to Be Refitted—Arrangements Also Made to Employ German Steamers.
Reports to Secretary in
Regard to French Railroad
Congestion and Sanitation at Camp.
Press interview by the Secretary of
War February 17, 1019:
I am delighted that Senator Owen lias
been to Brest, and have no doubt ho will
come to see me before long. Two tilings
that struck mo particularly about Senator Owen's statement, as it appeared in
the papers, were, first, the slowness in
getting additional ships. With thai I
have the fullest sympathy. 1 think, however, that (lie Senator probably did not
have in mind just what wo are doing along
this line. We tire converting 50 ships
from cargo transports into troop transports. I have forgotten how many of
these have already been converted, but
ultimately 50 will be converted.
Forty-nine Days to Convert Ship.
It takes 49 days to convert a cargo ship
into a troop carrier ; windows have to lie
put in, bunks have to be installed, ladders
leading into the hold have to be replaced
by steps, and kitchen and sanitary equipment has to lie placed in the ship; in all,
it requires 49 days from the time the ship
goes into dry dock until she is ready to
sail as a troop carrier. Of the 50 ships
I think 20 tire now in dry dock undergoing
repairs. A few have already been completed, and the others are being assembled
for repairs.
In addition to that, arrangements have
been perfected for a number of German
ships. These will go into service in relatively a few days. We are also using all
the ships the Navy Department can let us
have, and we have perfected arrangements
with the Holland-American Line for the
use of the New Amsterdam and one or two
others of their ships for the westward
journey. Wo use them on the westward
journey for troops, and turn them over to
the company to use on the eastward journey as regular runners on their line. As
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far as I know, every avenue has been
searched.
Second. As to the crowding at Brest, I
haven't the means of knowing what the
answer to that is. I have been told—and
I do not like to say what I have been told,
because it sounds so unauthoritative—but
I have boon told that the French railroad
The War Department publishes a list The reports of two divisions only, the
congestion is such that it is necessary for
us to use the French railroads when we of the Army divisions that have to date 37th and the 79th, have been received
can get them. They are using them in officially reported the adoption or non- from overseas.
their own demobilization and for the adoption of a divisional name or insignia.
British, and as a consequence we have
Number of
to use them when we can get them. That
Design.
Name.
division.
might mean sending more people into
Brest and keeping them longer than we
would desire them to be there in anticipa- 9th.. . .
Head of Lafayette in circle.
"Lafayette"
tion of the known capacity of the trans- nth
Figure "12" in rod on blue ground, pierced by bayonet. Gold border.
"Plymouth"
port fleet in order to make sure to have 12th
13th..
Shield-shaped panel of green upon which is superimposed a disk of yellow
enough men there when the transports 14th
"Wolverine"
with black rim containing a black head of a wolverine.
come in. That is the answer I have heard
None.
None
from officers who have returned to this 15th
16th
None.
country ; but whether any error has been 17th
None
Figure "IS" in white superimposed on green cactus plant, under which is
"Cactus"
made about that and the French railroad 18th
written, "Nohmc tangere."
difficulty has been overestimated and 19th
None.
"Twilight"
None.
whether this is not the correct answer, 20th
None
"Old Hickory"... None reported.
I can not say, because I have not been 30th..
Conventionalized design of the letters "CD " in brieht red.
"Dixie"
31st..
there and do not. know.
Red circle li inches in diameter with white border § of an inch wide.
37th .
None.
"Sunshine"
40th
Mrs. Rinehart's Account.
Gray Lorraine cross on blue shield.
None
79th
White disk surrounded by red circle on which is superimposed "Lincoln
When the Senator says " unsanitary " 84 th
84 " in bluo and axe head of red and blue handle.
Conventionalized "TO" (TO) in red.
I do not think he means unsanitary in the 90th..
None.
sense that it is unclean. There are simply 97th..
None.
oceans of mud there. I know that, be- 9Gth.. ..
cause I was at Brest substantially at this
time last year. It rains there 330 days
out of 365, and sometimes five times a
NO PASSPORTS FOR WOMEN
day. The mud seems to be our big trouble Joint Conference Called
there; but Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart,
On
Building
Trade
Dispute
(Continued from page l.j.
who was in Brest not long ago, was in to
see me and gave me a circumstantial acThe department receives many applicacount of conditions at that place. She said
The Secretary of War and the Secre- tions of women who desire to accompany
that there was a great deal of mud, but tary of Labor have called a joint confer- their husbands to European countries on
very little bad health ; the best feeding ar- ence in Washington on Wednesday after- business trips. Because of conditions, as
rangement she had seen in Europe, and noon of representatives of the- Building already set forth, the department has
that the tents were floored and each had Trades Employers Association and the been obliged to decline to grant passports
a stove in it. The men all had five blank- International Brotherhood of Carpenters to enable women to accompany their husets apiece, and there were 36 miles of and Joiners of America. This action fol- bands to belligerent European countries
' duck board that enabled the boys to get lowed a conference with Commissioners on business trips and for other objects of
around from place to place. Apparently, of Conciliation Henry J. Skeffington and that nature. Clerks and assistants who
she found very little to complain of.
Walter D. Davidge, who have been en- desire to go to belligerent European coundeavoring to effect a settlement of the tries in the employ of this Government are
The Water Supply.
dispute in New York which threatens to given to understand, at the time of their
Epidemics arise either from contami- tie up the building industry throughout appointment, that they shall not be pernated water supply, contaminated food the country.
mitted to take their wives with them.
supplies, or from congestion of populaThe conference will be held in the ofException to Neutral Countries.
tion. Disease is carried either by water, fice of the Secretary of War.
by food, or by breath or contact. The
The only exceptions made are in the
water supply at Brest was slow in getting
cases of business men who desire to take
in. Brest, as I recall it, is a city of 60,000, Holland Ready to Discuss
their wives to neutral European counand when I was there the only water supIn issuing passports to women for
Return of Dutch Vessels tries.
ply was a tank on top of a hill, and the
such trips, they must proceed directly to
tank was not much larger than this room.
such neutral countries, as passports arc
It was the only tank for the whole city,
The American minister to the Nether- not issued if it is necessary for them to
and our engineers had to make the ar- lands has been advised by the Nether- travel through a belligerent country en
rangements for the supply of the camp. lands foreign minister that the Govern- route. A few exceptions have been made
This undoubtedly took some time, but ment of the Netherlands is ready to enter in cases of the wives of business men who
we now have an adequate supply of into negotiations for the return of Dutch are the permanent representatives in
water; and food arrangements are good vessels, discussions to be held in London,
European countries of established busiso that the only danger from epidemic beginning on the 24th.
ness houses in this country. In such
would be from having too many people
cases, the wives have been granted passsleeping too close together. In case of
ports to proceed to the country in which
epidemic they would have to thin them you think of mass cooking for soldiers, their husband's headquarters are located.
out right away.
cooking flapjacks for them is going about
Condition of Mess Kits.
BEEHIVE COKE PRODUCTION.
the limit.
We have reached a complete agreement
Mrs. Rinehart tells me that she had
The
production of beehive coke in the
never seen any place in the world where with. the British regarding the cost of United States during the week ended Febtransporting
troops.
The
arrangement
is
the mess kits were as thoroughly sterilruary 8 is estimated at 504,000 net tons,
ized as they are at Brest. She had never based on cost without profit to either Gov- and is a decrease of 29,000 net tons, or
ernment.
The
British
laid
all
their
books
seen any place in the world where food was
approximately 6 per cent, compared with
served so hot to soldiers as it is there. open, and Lord Reading and Gen. Hines the week of February 1.
sat
down
and
worked
out
the
arrangement
She told me of one day when she saw
flapjacks served to 5,000 men, a total of at what Gen. Hines says is cost to the
Contribute to the Red Cross fund.
20,000 flapjacks, four to each man. When British.
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Owen Calls Brest Camp Not Fit
JUSTICE FOR SOLDIERS
Even for Cattle to Live In; Baker Move Is Made by Chamberlain
Admits Discontent to Senators to Reform Courts=Martial.
Senator Cuts Short European Visit to Report
to Washington the Deplorable Conditions
Seen by Himself and
Wife at French Camp.
New York, Feb. 17.—United States
Senator Robert L. Owen, of Oklahoma,
■who for the last two months has been
studying the reconstruction program
of the American army in France,
upon his arrival here today on the
steamship Rotterdam, said "Brest is
not fit for cattle to live in."
Many of the soldiers there are suffering from melancholia, he said, adding that he would recommend to the
Senate military affairs committee
that they be brought home as soon as
I possible and that every care be given
[ them when they return."
Troops All Homesick.
There are "too many men and too
few ships" at the debarkation camp
according to Senator Owen, who said
that "despondency and homesickness
are evident wherever one goes. One
major committed suicide while I was
there.
"Officers are doing their best," he
added, "to cope with the many difficulties. The government must organize employment bureaus and get these
soldiers back into civil life as quickly as possible."
Senator Owen, who is chairman of
the Senate committee on banking and
currency, and his wife who accompanied him, attributed much of tho
trouble to "bad climatic conditions"
in Brest. They said they saw American soldiers standing in rain and
mud for hours awaiting their food.
Personally, they could not themselves
find even a place to sleep.
Will Inform Baker.
Senator Owen said the first thing
he intended doing was to inform Secretary Baker of the conditions and
the attitude of the soldiers on coming home from what he called "a horrible hale." He declared that "anyone who advocates a correction of
conditions is doing a charitable and
Christian work. They- told us over
there that Brest is better than it was.
Tf that is so, 'God help those who
were there when it was worse.' "
Mrs. Owen confirmed all her husband's statements.
The senator and Mrs. Owen, who
have visited London, Paris and Madrid and who contemplated remaining
longer abroad, cut their visit short,
1
they said, in order that they might
!
"report to Washington the deplorable
conditions existing at Brest."
"The trouble over there," said Mrs.
Owen, "is that they order men from
place to place when some of them are
unfit to travel. Thousands of these
men have been piled into Brest before
the ships are ready to take them
aboard. It is rainy and misty there
almost every day, the men are crazy
to get home and the weather conditions aggravate their homesickness."

«,Oceans

of Mud
There," Secretary of
War Says — Food
Good, He Has Heard.
Seeks More Ships to
Bring Men Home.

"WILL SHOCK THE COUNTRY"
Full Story of Sentences, Says Senate
Chairman, Has Not Yet Been Told. [
Gov. Allen to Be Heard Today on j
Kansas' Losses in the Argonne;
Forest Fighting.

Steps to insure legislation by this j
Senator Owen, who sharply criti- j Congress to correct the evils of ccurtmartial
practice in the American army
cised the living conditions of Ameri- [
taken yesterday by Senator'
can soldiers at Brest upon his arrival \ were
Chamberlain, chairman of the miliin New York yesterday from France, i tary
affairs committee. Informal con- j
will be called to testify in the Senate j ferences
other members of the |
military committee's Brest investiga-j committeewith
showed that practically
tion, according to Chairman Chamber- i every one of
nineteen will sup-1
lain. The situation at Brest was first I port a measurethe
to wipe out the injusexposed by George Rothwell Brown, | tice intlicted.
of The Washington Post, who spent | It has been decided that if no other
several weeks there.
way is opened for a measSecretary Baker has promised to legislative
al6ng this line, the Chamberlain
furnish the committee a recent offi- j ure
bill increasing the powers of the
cial report on the camp. Referring to i judge
general will be atSenator Owen's statement that there | tached advocate
as a rider to the military apwas overcrowding at the camp, Sec- \ propriation
bill. Adoption of the rider
retary Baker said yesterday that this by the Senate would throw responsimight be accounted for by congestion bility for the legislation upon the
on the French railways, making it House, which would be almost forced
necessary for the Americans to use to accept the Senate's action.
them whenever available, and that
this might result in getting too many
Ansell Indorses Bill.
troops into Brest at once.
The Chamberlain bill has been inPlenty of Mud and Rain.
dorsed by Gen. Samuel T. Ansell, acting judge advocate general, who made
Secretary Baker said that he did not startling revelations to the committee
believe that Senator Owen meant to of the manner in which court-martial
use the word "insanitary" in the trials have been conducted.
sense that the place was "unclean."
The committee has yet to hear from
He admitted that there was plenty of Judge Advocate General Crowder,
mud there, and that it rained 330 days Chief of Staff March and Secretary of
out of 365, and sometimes five times War Baker, all of whom, it is undera day.
stood, will oppose the bill.
Gen.
"There are simply oceans of mud Crowder will be heard some day this
there" he said. "I know that be- week, and the testimony of Gen.
cause I was at Brest substantially at March and Secretary Baker will folthis time last year."
low in the order named.
The Secretary said he could well
Gen. Ansell's statement made a
imagine the feeling of men waiting in strong impression upon all members
that camp for returning ships, and of the committee. Senator Chamberthat he fully sympathized with all the lain made this statement yesterday:
discontent and unhappiness that this
waiting under unpleasant conditions Senator Chamberlain's Statement.
entailed.
"When the full story of these court20,000 Hot Cakes.
martial cases is told it will shock the
conscience of the entire country. I
Mr. Baker added that returning cannot help but feel that it has been
officers and others who passed a fine thing to have these conditions
through Brest recently had told him made known. I believe the countrythat food conditions were very good. should know every detail of the manHe said that he had been told of a ner in which our boys have been
day recently when 5,0.00 men were treated.
served with 23,000 hot cakes, which
"We are anxious, of course, to hear
he thought was about the limit in the the other side, and will gladly listen
matter of mess cooking for soldiers.
to Secretary Baker, Gen. March and
The Secretary said that he expected Gen. Crowder. But I am confident
Senator Owen to call at the War De- that Gen. Ansell's disclosures have
partment soon to inform officials there impressed all the members of the com- j
of what he saw at Brest. He said mittee with the need of some kind
that the War Department was search- of changes in these proceedings."
ing out every source where additional
Hearings by the committee will,
shipping might be had to bring the however, be temporarily laid aside, in
troops home more quickly, and that order that bills which have passed the
Senator Owen might not be familiar House may be disposed of. Today
with all of the steps of the depart- the committee is to hear from Gov.
ment in that regard, and he referred Henry J. Allen of Kansas on the
to the charter of five Holland- charge that tne Thirty-fifth division
America Line ships, the conversion of of troops was sent into the battle of
about 50 cargo carriers and the I Argonne forest ill prepared, and that
requisitioning of German vessels.
j thousands of its men were needlessly
I sacrificed.
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, Archangel and the troops south of
Archangel. Gen Bliss also informs
| me tnat tjie British military authfri'; ties do not feel any apprehension as
to the military situation at Archangel.
"in accordance with the direction
1
INT
THE
QPRTMK of the president, I transmit this inIll
1 llCi OL IXlliVl formation to the Senate committee on
military affairs."
Johnson Issues Statement
Secretary Baker Conveys Decision After reading Mr Baker's letter,
Senator Johnson issued this stateof the Supreme War Council to ment:
"When on December 12 last
we commenced the agitation for the
Congress
return of our troops in Russia for the
sole purpose of saving the lives of
American boys there, we had little
sympathy and less support.
After
more than two months of absolute
silence on the part of the government, the denial of information of
any sort either to Congress or to the
people, comes to-day's communicaReinforcements Being Sent to Arch- tion, the first of its kind, to the miliangel Sector by Great Britain tary committees, that our soldiers
and America to Facilitate With- J1 would be returned. The strangeness
of this communication does not dedrawal of Armies
tract from my very great gratificaI tion.
"When the subject was
first
Washington, Feb. 17—American and broached in December, 5000 American
allied troops operating in North Rus- boys apparently had been adandoned
sia will be withdrawn "at the earliest and forgotten by their government.
They were making a valiant stand
possible moment that weather condi- against overwhelming odds in all of
tions in the spring will permit." To the severity of an Arctice winter, suffacilitate this movement and to im- fering untold privations and hardship
fighting a war which had never
prove lines of communications for the .and
been sanctioned or declared by the
supplying of the forces that have pen- ■ American people.
The government
etrated into ' the country, President either would not or could not tell its
Wilson has approved the sending of policy or the activities of our soldiers or why they were killing and
two additional companies of Ameri- being killed. We are yet in total igcan railway troops to Archangel.
norance; but it is significant that the
"This information, cabled to the war letter to-day, forshadowing the early
withdrawal
of our troops, conclusively
department by Gen Tasker H. Bliss at
Paris by direction of the president, demonstrates the utter lack of
was transmitted to-day to Chairmen foundation of every statement made
Chamberlain and Dent o£ the Senate by those who have sought to excuse
and House military committees by this unjustifiable invasion.
"Finally in England a righteous
Secretary Baker. The announcement
brought expressions of approval from public opinion compelled an altera- ,
several senators, including Senator tion of England's course, and now
Johnson of California, republican, who apparently the course of America is
has been pressing his resolution pro- changed. We cannot make whole
viding for .a declaration by the Senate again the maimed nor bring back the
in favor of withdrawal of the Ameri- dear ones who have been killed in
defiance of the law and in violation
can forces.
Gen Bliss also informed Secretary of the constitution in this miserable
Baker that Great Britain had decided misadventure in Russia, but thftnk
to send 2400 additional soldiers to God, the American boys who are yet
Archangel to reinforce the army in alive, are to be returned to us."
Senator Borah issued a statement
North Russia. In this connection Gen
Bliss said the British military authori- declaring that to Senator Johnson
ties felt no apprehension over t.ie was due the credit for the change of
military situation in northern Russia. policy regarding Russia made by the
division would start from Franco for
Secretary Baker's letters
America immediately.
Secretary Baker's- letters to the
committee chairmen were identical.
They said:—
"I have just received a cablegram
from Gen Bliss, sent by the president's
direction, in which I am told that the
president has approved the sending
of two American railway companies to
Murmansk for the following objects:
First, to assure greater safety during
this winter of the allied forces both
along Murmansk and at Archangel
and south of Archangel; second, the
much better supply and, if necessary,
the reinforcement from Murmansk of
the advance detachments south of
Murmansk and Archangel; third, to
facilitate the prompt withdrawal of
American and allied troops in North
Russia at the earliest possible moment that weather conditions in the
, spring will permit.
"The president has directed me to
1
communicate the foregoing to the
heads of the allied governments which
I have done. The president desires
that his action and the reasons for it
be communicated to the military committees of the Senate and House for
their information."
"In addition to the foregoing Gen
Bliss tells me that the British government is sending a force of about
2400 men to Murmansk, and that
they have requested the co-operation
of the president to the extent of two
companies of railway troops above referred to. The desire for the railway troops is based upon the fact
that supplies and re-enforcements for
Archangel during the winter have to
go by railroad south from Murmansk
to a point near the southern extreme
of the White sea and that the operation of this railroad is believed by
the British to be absolutely necessary
to guarantee the prompt movement
of re-enforcements and supplies to
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WAR SECRETARY
URGES SOLDIERS
TO BE PATIENT

Baker and Polk
Cable Sympathy of
U. S. Government
WASHINGTON. Feb. 19.—The American Embassy at Paris notified iSie
State Department to-day that an attempt had been made upon the life of
Premier Clemenceau, but that a bullet
wound inflicted by the would-be assassin was not serious.
Secretary Baker to-day cabled General Pershing for transmission to Premier Clemenceau a message expressing sympathy and hope for his speedy
recovery. It said:
"I am inexpressibly shocked and
grieved af t'ne attempt on your life,
which is just reported by cable to
us, and beg to express my deep con■cern and hope for your speedy recovery.
"The genius and determinf-ion
which you have used so splendidly
in the service of the world has made
us all your debtors. May that same
spirit give you triumph _£yer the assassin's bullet and save you for further service to France and the world."
The State Department to-night made
publicthe following cablegram sent by
Acting Secretary Polk to French Minister of Foreign Affairs Pichon:
"Government and people of the
United States are shocked beyond
measure and deeply moved at hearing of the criminal attempt on the
life of M. Clemenceau, whose fearless devotion as a leader of his people has won for him in this country
universal admiration and respect.
"May his recovery be rapid and
complete and his energy remain unimpaired, and may France long be
able to avail herself of his patriotism and eminent abilities."

The Right-About, New York
Soldier-Paper, Gets Exclusive
Word from Secy. Baker

TAKE HEED OF STUDY
Greatest Gift Uncle Sam Can
Bestow Will Be to Make All
Casuals Self-Supporting
"Tell the soldiers who have fought
the battle for democracy and won
the victory, that their Commanderin-Cbief is gathering the fruits of
that victory they have won, and is
writing the treaties that wilf make
those fruits everlasting and free to
all peoples of the earth," said Secretary of War Baker in a recent interview to The Right-About, a soldierpaper published for soldier-patienta
at the debarkation hospitals of New
York city.
While in New York on a recent
visit Secretary Baker was seen at
the Hotel Belmont by members of
The Right-About staff, and in an exclusive message to his soldier publication, Mr. Baker pointed out Just
what the returned and wounded soldiers might expect.
"I can only say to the returned
soldier—be patient.
"When the country has passed
through its present state of industrial disorganization and settles
down to its prosperous industrial
normal state once more, the returned soldier will again be welcomed
ba.'ck into the commercial and industrial life of the nation."
Nation Recognizes Obligation.
Mr. Baker pointed out that the nation as a whole recognizes its obligation to the returning soldier and
will set forth to redeem it and that
this redemption consisted in giving
every soldier an opportunity to make
good and a square deal.
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Archangel and the troops south of
Archangel. Gen Bliss also informs
me that the British military authorities do not feel any apprehension as
to the military situation at Archangel.
"In accordance with the direction
of the president, I transmit this information to the Senate committee on
military affairs."
Johnson Issues Statement
After reading Mr Baker's letter,
Secretary Baker Conveys Decision
Senator Johnson issued this stateof the Supreme War Council to ment: "When on December 12 last
we
commenced the agitation for the
Congress
return of our troops in Russia for the
sole purpose of saving the lives of
American boys there, we had little
sympathy and less support.
Alter
more than two months of absolute
silence on the part of the government, the denial of information of
any sort either to Congress or to the
people, comes to-day's communicaReinforcements Being Sent to Arch- tion, the first of its kind, to the miliangel Sector by Great Britain tary committees, that our soldiers
and America to Facilitate "With- 'would "be returned. The strangeness
i of this communication does not dedrawal of Armies
tract from my very great gratiucaI tion.
"When the subject was
first
Washington, Feb. 17—American and ' broached in December, 5000 American
boys
apparently
had
been
adandoned
allied troops operating in North Rusforgotten by their government.
sia will be withdrawn "at the earliest and
They were making a valiant stand
possible moment that weather condi- against overwhelming odds in all of
tions in the -spring will permit." To the severity of an Arctice winter, suffacilitate this movement and to im- ifering untold privations and hardship
,'and fighting a war which had never
prove lines of communications for the been sanctioned or declared by the
supplying of the forces that have pen- American people.
The government
etrated into ' the country, President either would not or could not tell its
policy
or
the
activities
our solWilson has approved the sending of diers or why they were of
killing and
two additional companies of Ameri- being killed. We are yet in total ignorance; but it is significant that the
can railway troops to Archangel.
"This information, cabled to the war letter to-day, forshadowing. the early
department by Gen Tasker H. Bliss at withdrawal of our troops, conclusively
Paris by direction of the president, demonstrates the utter lack . of
was transmitted to-day to Chairmen foundation of every statement made
Chamberlain and Dent of the Senate by those who have sought to excuse
and House military committees by this unjustifiable invasion.
"Finally in England a righteous
Secretary Baker. The announcement
brought expressions of approval from public opinion compelled an alteration
of England's course, and now
several senators, including Senator
Johnson of California, republican, who apparently the course of America is
has been pressing his resolution pro- changed. We cannot make whole
viding for .a declaration by the Senate again the maimed nor bring back the
in favor of withdrawal of the Ameri- dear opes who have been killed in
defiance of the law and in violation
can forces.
•
the constitution in this miserable
Gen Bliss also informed Secretary of
Baker that Great Britain had decided misadventure in Russia, but UHink
God,
American boys who are yet
to send 2400 additional soldiers to alive, the
are to be returned to us."
Archangel to reinforce the army in
Senator Borah issued a statement
North Russia. In this connection Gen
that to Senator Johnson
' Bliss said the British military authori- declaring
was due the credit for the change of
ties felt no apprehension over t.ie policy
regarding
Russia made by the
military situation in northern Russia.
division
would
start
from Franco for
Secretary Baker's letters
America immediately.
Secretary Baker's letters to the
committee chairmen were identical.
They said: —
"I have just received a cablegram
from Gen Bliss, sent by the president s
direction, in which I am told that the
president has approved the sending
of two American railway companies to
Murmansk for the following objects:
First, to assure greater safety during
this winter of the allied forces both
along Murmansk and at Archangel
and south of Archangel; second, the
much better supply and, if necessary,
the reinforcement from Murmansk ot
the advance detachments south ot
Murmansk and Archangel; third, to
facilitate the prompt withdrawal ot
American and allied troops in .North
Russia at the earliest possible moment that weather conditions m the
spring will permit.
"The president has directed me to
communicate the foregoing to the
heads of the allied governments which
I have done. The president desires
that his action and the reasons for it
be communicated to the military committees of the Senate and House tor
their information."
"In addition to the foregoing >jen
Bliss tells me that the British government is sending a force of about
2400 men to Murmansk, and that
they have requested the co-operation
of the president to the extent of two
companies of railway troops above referred to. The desire for the railway troops is based upon the fact
that supplies and re-enforcements for
Archangel during the winter have to
go by railroad south from Murmansk
to a point near the southern extreme
of the White sea and that the operation of this railroad is believed by
the British to be absolutely necessary
to guarantee the prompt movement
of re-enforcements and supplies to
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WAR SECRETARY
URGES SOLDIERS
TO BE PATIENT

Baker and Polk
Cable Sympathy of
IK S. Government
WASHINGTON, Feb. 19.—The American Embassy at Paris notified tflie
State Department to-day that an attempt had been made upon the life of
Premier Clcmenceau, but that a bullet
wound inflicted by the would-be assassin was not serious.
Secretary Baker to-day cabled General Pershing for transmission to Premier Clemenceau
a message expressing sympathy1 and hope for his speedy
recovery. It said:
"I am inexpressibly shocked and
grieved at the attempt on your life,
which is just reported by cable to
us, and beg to express my deep concern and hope for your speedy recovery.
"The genius and determinftion
which you have used so splendidly
in the service of the world has made
us all your debtors. May that same
- spirit give you triumph _2Yer the assassin's bullet and save you for further service to France and the world."
The State Department to-night made
publicthe following cablegram sent by
Acting Secretary Polk to French Minister of Foreign Affairs Pichon:
"Government and people of the
United States are shocked beyond
measure and deeply moved at hearing of the criminal attempt on the
life of M. Clemenceau, whose fearless devotion as a leader of his people has won for him in this country
universal admiration and respect.
"May his recovery be rapid and
complete and his energy remain unimpaired, and may France long be
able to avail herself of his patriotism and eminent abilities."

The Right-About, New York
Soldier-Paper, Gets Exclusive
Word from Secy. Baker

TARE HEED OF STUDY
Greatest Gift Uncle Sam Can
Bestow Will Be to Make All
Casuals Self-Supporting

as
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"Tell the soldiers who have (ought
the battle for democracy and won
the victory, that their Commanderin-Chief is gathering the fruits of
that victory they have won, and is
writing the treaties that will make
those fruits everlasting and free to
all peoples of the earth," said Secretary of War Baker in a recent interview to The Right-About, a soldierpaper published for soldier-patients
at the debarkation hospitals of New
York city.
While in New York on a recent
visit Secretary Baker was Been at
the Hotel Belmont by members of
The Right-About staff, and in an exclusive messa'ge to his soldier publication, Mr. Baker pointed out just
what the returned and wounded soldiers might expect.
"I can only say to the returned
soldier—be patient.
"When the country has passed
through its present state of industrial disorganization and settles
j down to its prosperous industrial
normal state once more, the returned soldier will again be welcomed
bafck into the commercial and industrial life of the nation."

Nation Recognizes Obligation.
Mr. Baker pointed out that the nation as a whole recognizes its obligation to the returning soldier and
will set forth to redeem it and that
this redemption consisted in giving
every soldier an opportunity to make
good and a square deal.
That the men who are patients in
the various hospitals which the government has provided for them
throughout the country should take
advantage of tha opportunities offered them in an educational way was
strongly urged by the Secretary.
"The greatest thing of all for you
boys in the hospitals is to realize
the advantages of the vocational
training the government is offering
you. You have no idea of the wonderful accomplishments which will
be yours if you take the courses now
being provided.
"The greatest gift in the power of
the government to bestow is to make
H a returned disabled soldier selfsupporting, self-respecting and independent, by teaching him a trade or
H I occupation that he can practice cleI spite the handicap of his injuries.
t
Treatment Designed To Aid.
E"The treatment given you today
n the army hospitals is all designed
to help bring about this end. Not.
>nly are your wounds being healed,
but your mental attitude is being
shaped, so that when the time comes
[you will be ready and fit in every
particular to get back on the job.
I Some things you are a^ked to do.
I now or later, may seem mighty fool
ish. For the life of you, you may
not be able to see any benefit in
I turning a crank or kicking a pedal
But years after when muscle once
I torn, or a bone once broken in
France shows surprising strength,
you will know the reason.
"I want all the men in the hospitals to feel that it is a pa'rt of their
duties as soldiers to take advantage
of the opportunities the government
offers them to become r<elf-supporting citizens once more.
"The fighting was not all done
with arms overseas. There is still
the fight for reconstruction on this
tide."
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CABINET OFFICIALS
TRY TO END STRIKE
IN BUBLOT&TRAMS
Secretaries B^fcer and Wilson
Invite Employers and Union
Leaders' to Conference.
100,000 MEN SAID TO BE OUT
Gompers Gabled To in Effort to
Have Work on American Contracts in France HaJted.
PLANS TO HELP SOLDIERS
A. F. of fc. Makes .Public Its Program, Which If Witt Urge Congress/ to Consider.
Special to The New York Times. ■
■ WASHINGTON. Feb. IT.—In an effort
tot brlhg, about an adjustment of the
nation-wide strike of 100,000'workers in
the building'trades,Which began yesterday, .Secretary of War Baker and Secretary of Labor "Wilson today invited
representatives of both sides, to tome to
Washington for a conference, to be held
at.2:30 o'clock .on AVednesday afternoon.
The ; opposing forces in the strike are
the Building Trades Employers' Association and the International Brotherhood
Of Carpenters , and Joiners, the latter
having tfie' support of the other unions
of the basic building trades in the strike.
. Henry J^. SkefCtngton and Walter D.
Davidge, Conciliation Commissioners of
the Department of Labor, who have been
investigating the situation and seeking
an adjustment, have reported that the
unions were, willing' to submit the issue
to arbitration by the. National War Labor Board if the, employers would do so.
The employers' association has maintained^ all along; that the carpenters'
.union broke thejr agreement with the
contractors, and,<ih"at they will not deal
with the union.'. bUt will consider' thS
grievances of the' men when they indicate a willingness to return to work. "
The- principal operations involved are
those on Goif<ernment work, one of which
is the immense army base being erected

in Soutli BJi-pG-Hlym.
In .the conference on Wednesday, both
JJ&M"',.}p te believed, will . be strongly
'fp^ltt-'stybinit .She.4ss.ue, to; .arbitration
(before We WaV: Labor Board. ■

SAY 100,000 ARE OUT
IN BUILDING TRADES
Leaders Cable to Gompers in Effort to Have American Contracts in Europe Tied Up.
*

^^^^^.

The intervention in the building trades
strike/' yesterday by Secretary of War
Baker and Secretary of Labor Wilson
came on the day when the strike really
began in earnest, for after weeks of attempting collective bargaining, the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, with the consent of the International Presidents of other trades union
branches, called the threatened strike in
the principal building trades yesterday.
It was not as g-enertl as was contemplated, but in effect it will tie up operations on every big building contract in
the country.
The International President' of the
brotherhood, William L. Huteheson,
said last night that so far strike orders
had gone out only to the basic trades in
ih'e * building industry—the carpenters,
plasterers, bricklayers, masons, and
hoisting engineers. Other trades are in
thorough sympathy with the strike, and
any attempt to hire non-union labor on
any contract will have the effect of
making yy» sjfrike general, it was said.
tte stVike took on an international
character' yesterday when the Executive
Council of the American. Federation of
Labor, meeting in the Hotel Continental,
Broadway and Forty-first Street, sent a
cable, message to.President Gompers of
the American Federation,»who is now in
JPari*, requesting that European labor
oppose, all contracts' sought. for by New
Tork. contractors in Europe.
Jititi Message to Gompers.
The message read: '
Samuel Gompers, President American
Federation of Labor, Grand Hotel,
Paris:
Hostile attitude of New York building contractors has caused a conti
nent-wide strike. We. understand several large New York contracting firms
are now seeking European contracts.
The building trades of America request that they be given no recognition
until their destructive designs upon organized labor are withdrawn and that
you give this matter the fullest publicity to our friends throughout Europe.
'•
This request has the approval of the
Presidents of the Building Trades Organization and members of the Executive Council of the .American Federation of Labor present.
JOHN H. DC-NLIN,
President of the Building Trades Department,'A. F. of L.
FRANK MORRISON,
Secretary, A. F. of L.
Referring to this message, Mr. Hutcheeon said that the Building Trades Department of the American Federation of
Labor had given contracts of the Building Trades Employers' Association, who
are seeking contracts abroad under the
reconstruction program, the indorsement
of American labor as being fair. " Since
the strike has taken place," l\e said,
" we have withdrawn this indorsement
arid we desire Mr. Gompers to notify
European labor of that fact."
Labor leaders at^the Continental said
that about 100,000 men throughout the

country had laid down their tools in response to the strike order, of whom
there are about 25.000 in New York City
The effect of the strike will not be immediate, for there has not been much
activity in the building line.
The
largest contracts affected are for Government work, it was said, and it was
because of this, some leaders think, that
the invitation to Washington was
issued.
Elevator Constructors Quit Work.
Frank Feeney of Philadelphia, International President of the Elevator Constructors, asserted that the trade is 10C
per cent, organized, and that 3,000 men
quit work. He said the strike involved
750 elevator constructors and repair
men.here, and that it will affect every
building in New York.
Samuel B. Donnelly. Secretarv of the
Employers' Association, also said that
if all the trade unionists in New Yoi-k
had quit work, approximately 25,000
men were out. In the morning he said
he had received reports that only about
fifteen hoisting engineers had quit.
The Executive Council of the America nFederatlon of Labor, aside from discussing matters pertaining to the bu,tuing trades strike, took up matters of
general interest to labor. Their most important business had to do with the delay of Congress in taking up legislation
dealing with non-employment.
The federation believes that thisques=
tion should receive serious consideration
immediately, and urges the following
program of action by Congress:
First—That sufficient money be appropriated by Congress to complete
Government construction work suspended during the war.
Second—That Congress appropriate
sufficient money to pay salaries to
soldiers and sailors between the time
they arc discharged and the time they
find employment—pay for a year if
necessary.
Third—That Congress purchase new
land, or take Government land, stump
it, irrigate and drain it, and sell it to
the men discharged from the service
on long-term payments, and arrange
so that tile men can borrow money to
build houses, buy farm.Implements and
seed, so that they will be able to produce a crop for next year.
Fourth—That immigration be stopped
during the period of reconstruction—
for four years if necessary.
More Garment Workers Out.
Three thousand house dress and kimono workers went out on strike yesterday morning, and, according to Benjamin Schlesinger, President of the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union, 2,000 more will go out today. It
was also announced that on Wednesday
7,000 girls working in independent shops
of the children's dress industry, will go
on strike for a. forty-four hour working
week and an increase in wages.
The fourth week of the waist and dress
strike began yesterday. The union officials said that to date 840 shops, employing 16,000 workers, had come to
terms with the union. The strike is now
confined to 171 shops of the Employers'
Association, and about 100 waist contractors' shops.
" I have gathered enough proof this
morning," said Mr. Schlesingei, " on,
the picket line to convince the author!/
ties that if there is any disorder near tfie
waist and dress shops it is due to the
so-called " private detectives," who hang
around the strike-bound shops in the
dress and waist district. We intend to
lay before the District Attorney and
Other city authorities proof that these
hired men forcibly prevent the girls from
peacefully picketing. This morning several of these guards were arrested for
beating up the girls."
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THE TEMPORARY ARMY.
The House of Representatives on
Tuesday put itself on record as opposed to Secretary BAKER'S plan of a
temporary army of 500,000 men and
28,500 officers, although the bill presented by him had been reported by
the Military Affairs Committee. The
House abandoned the bill and accepted
the Senate's measure providing for the
resumption of voluntary enlistments
in the peace army, the result of which
will be a reversion to the Regular
Army of 175,000 men as provided for
by the National Defense act approved
Juno 3, 1016. When Mr. BAKER appeared before the House Military Affairs Committee, on Jan. 15 he was
asked why the War Department proposed an army of 509,000 men, which
was his original estimate. He replied:
I regard that as a tentative figure.
It is a forecast of a situation of which
we are uncertain. It may be that
Congress will wish to cut it down next
year.
Apparently there was more than one
reason for the coldness of the House
toward the proposal as embodied with
complicated features of organization
in the bill submitted.
The time for
considering the measure was short;
the Peace Conference might not complete its labors until long after March
1; the question of an allied police
force to execute orders of a League of
Nations was " in the air," and it was
very doubtful whether an army of
509,000 men could be-raised by enlistments with the war receding into the
past.
Moreover, the majority was
willing to let the next Congress deal
with the problem of an army on a
larger scale than that contemplated by
the National Defense act.
Previous to 1916 enlistment, at a
time when the private's pay was
$15 a month, failed to fill the ranks
of an army of less than 100,000 men.
Reckoning that there would be no
hope of obtaining a force of 175,000
men unless the soldiers' pay was
maintained at the war rate, the House
on Tuesday fixed the private's compensation in the Regular Army at $30
a month, and to attract men to the
service it was decided to limit enlistments during the next twelve months
to a term of one year, with no reserve
requirement. With these conditions
there should be no great difficulty in
filling the ranks with drafted soldiers
returning from France.
The new Regular Army will be a
makeshift, a stop-gap, an adjustment
to an unusual situation.
At the
same time, officers of the National
Guard and the National Army who
have seen service in France and like
the military career will be g;!ad to get
commissions. The decision of Congress,
not to have an establishment that
calls for 28,500 officers will be a disappointment to the armed forces in
France and at home, for there won't
be enough commissions to go around
grid tnnriv
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CABINET OFFICIALS
TRY TO END STRIKE
I BUILDING TRAILS
Secretaries B$er and Wilson
Invite Eftiplqyefs and Union
Leaderis to Conference.
100,000 MEN SAID TO BE OUT
Gompers Cabled To in Effort to
Have Work on American Contracts in France Halted.
PLANS TO HELP SOLDIERS
A. F. of fciv Makes Public Its Program, Which It'Will Urge ConSress/ to Consider,

Special to The Xcw, York Times.
WASHINGTON-. Feb. 17.-In an effort
tot. bri,ttg, about an adjustment of the
nation-wide strike of 100,000-workers in
the building trades, which began yesterdays .Secretary of "War Baker and Secretary of: Labor Wilson today invited
representatives of both sides, to tome to
Washington for a conference, to be held
at.2:80 o'clock on "Wednesday afternoon.
" The ! opposing forces in the strike are
the Building Trades Employers' Association and the International Brotherhood
. of Carpenters . and Joiners, the latter
having t»e support of the other unions
of the basic building trades in the strike.
. Henry ,L Skeffington and Walter D.
Davidee, Conciliation Commissioners of
the Department of Labor, who have been
investigating the situation and seeking
an adjustment, have reported that the
unions were, willing' to submit the issue
to arbitration by the. National War Labor Board if the. employers would do so.
The employers' association has maintained all along., that the carpenters'
-.union broke their agreement with the
contractors, and that they will not deal
with the xuiion.'.but •vlH consider the
irrlevances of "the" men when they indij
cate a willingness to return to work. "
The .principal operations involved are
those on Government work, one of .which
1» the immense army base being erected
in South J^rqo^lyn.
tli the conference on Wednesday, both
jslg*, it/' is , believed, will.be strongly
',fPJ^i%sl(jb>ritt ,lhe, J,ssue, to; arbitration
5
■ 'before We War:Labor Board. V-

SAY 1Q0,000 ARE OUT
IN BUILDING TRADES
Leaders Cable to Gompers in Effort to Have American Contracts in Europe Tied Up.
The intervention in the building trades
strike/'yesterday by Secretary of War
Baker and Secretary of Labor Wilson
came on the day when the strike really
began in earnest, for after weeks of attempting collective bargaining, the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, with the consent of the International Presidents of other trades union
branches, called the threatened strike in
the principal building trades yesterday.
It was not as general as was contemplated, but in effect it will tie up operations on every big building contract in
the country.
The International President of the
brotherhood, William L. Hutcheson,
said'l'ast night that so far strike orders
had gone out only to the basic trades in
ih'e -s building industry—the carpenters,
plasterers, bricklayers, masons, and
hoisting engineers. Other trade's are in
thorough .sympathy lWith the strike, and
any attempt to hire non-union labor on
any contract will have the effect of
making yw> *ttike general, it was said.
*he stVike took on an international
character yesterday when the Executive
Council of the American. Federation of
Labor, nteetjng in the Hotel Continental,
Broadway and Forty-first Street, sent a
cable, message to.President Gompers of
the American Federation,*who is now in
Paris, requesting that European lahor
oppose. all contracts' sought for by New
Tork' contractors in Europe. :
Ifne Message to Gompers.
The message read: '
Samuel Gompers, President American
Federation of Labor, Grand Hotel,
•parts:
Hostile attitude of New York buildIng contractors has caused a contl
nent-wide strike. Wei understand several large New York contracting firms
are now seeking European contracts.
The building trades of America request thai they be given no recognition
until their destructive designs upon organized labor are withdrawn and that
you give this matter the fullest publicity to pur friends throughout Europe.
*
This request has the approval of the
Presidents of the Building Trades Organization and members of the Executive Council of the .American Federation of Labor present.
JOHN H. DONLIN,
president of the Building Trades Department,-A. F. of L.
FRANK MORRISON,
Secretary, A. F. of L.
Referring to this message, Mr. HutcheBOh said that the Building Trades Department of the American Federation of
Labor had given contracts of the Building Trades Employers' Association, who
are seeking contracts abroad under the
reconstruction program, the indorsement
of American labor as being fair. •" Since
the strike has taken place," he said,
" we have withdrawn this indorsement
arid We desire Mr. Gompers to notify
European labor of that fact."
Labor leaders at^the Continental said
that about 100,000 men throughout the

country had laid down their tools in response to the strike order, of whom
there are about 25.000 in New York City
The effect of the strike will not be iml mediate, for there has not been much
activity in the building line.
The
largest contracts affected are for Government work, it was said, and it was
because of this, some leaders think, that
the invitation to Washington was
issued.
Elevator Constructors Quit Work.
Frank Feene-y of Philadelphia, International President of the Elevator Constructors, asserted that the trade is 10C
per cent, organized, and that 3,000 men
quit work. He said the strike involved
750 elevator constructors and repair
men. here, and that it will affect every
building in New York.
Samuel B. Donnelly, Secretary of the
Employers' Association, also said that
if all the trade unionists in New York
had quit work, approximately 25,000
men were out. In the morning he said
he had received reports that only about
fifteen hoisting engineers had quit.
The Executive Council of the America nFederatlon of Labor, aside from discussing matters pertaining to the budding trades strike, took up matters of
general interest to labor. Their most im- ,
portant business had to do with the delay of Congress in taking up legislation
dealing with non-employment.
The federation believes that this question should receive serious consideration
immediately, and urges the following
program of action by Congress :
First—That sufficient money be appropriated by Congress to complete
Government construction work suspended during the war.
Second—That Congress appropriate
sufficient money to pay salaries to
soldiers and sailors between the time
they are discharged and the time they
find employment—pay for a year if
necessary.
Third—That Congress purchase new
land, or take Government land, stump
it. irrigate and drain it, and sell it to
the men discharged from the service
on long-term payments, and arrange
so that the men ca.n borrow money to
build houses, buy farm Implements and
seed, so that they will be able to produce a crop for next year.
Fourth—That immigration be stopped
during the period of reconstruction—
for four years if necessary.
More Garment Workers Out.
Three thousand house dress and kimono workers went out on strike yesterday morning, and, according to Benjamin Schlesinger, President of the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union, 2,000 more will go out today. It
was also announced that on Wednesdav
7,000 girls working in independent shop's
of the children's dress industry, will go
on strike for a forty-four hour working
week and an increase in wages.
The fourth week of the waist and dress
strike began yesterday. The union officials said that to date 840 shops, employing 18,000 workers, had come to
terms with the union. The strike is now
confined to 171 shops of the Employers' i
Association, and about 100 waist contractors' shops.
" I have gathered enough proof this
morning," said Mr. Schlesinget, " on,
the picket line to convince the authorities that if there is any disorder near tfie
waist and dress shops it is due to the
so-called " private detectives," who hang
around the strike-bound shops in the
dress and waist district. We intend to
lay before the District. Attorney and
other city authorities proof that these
hired men forcibly prevent the girls from
peacefully picketing. This morning several of these guards were arrested for
beating up the girls."
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THE TEMPORARY ARMY.
The House of Representatives on
Tuesday put Itself on record as opposed to Secretary BAKER'S plan of a
temporary army of 500,000 men and
28,500 officers, although the bill presented by him had been reported by
the Military Affairs Committee. The
House abandoned the bill and accepted
the Senate's measure providing for the
it-sumption of voluntary enlistments
in the peace army, the result of which
will be a reversion to the Regular
Army of 175,000 men as provided for
by the National Defense act approved
Juno 3, 1916. When Mr. BAKER appeared before the House Military Affairs Committee , on Jan. 15 he was
asked why the War Department proposed an army of 509,000 men, which
was his original estimate. He replied:
I regard that as a tentative figure.
It is a forecast of a situation of which
we are uncertain. It may be that
Congress will wish to cut it down next
year.
Apparently there was more than one
reason for the coldness of the House
toward the proposal as embodied with
complicated features of organization
in the bill submitted.
The time for
considering the measure was short;
the Peace Conference might not complete its labors until long after March
1; the question of an allied police
force to execute orders of a League of
Nations was " in the air," and it was
very doubtful whether an army of
509,000 men could be-raised by enlistments with the war receding into the
past.
Moreover, the majority was
willing to let the next Congress deal
with the problem of an army on a
larger scale than that contemplated by
the National Defense act.
Previous to 1916 enlistment, at a
time when the private's pay was
$15 a month, failed to fill the ranks
of an army of less than 100,000 men.
Reckoning that there would be no
hope of obtaining: a force of 175,000
men unless the soldiers' pay was
maintained at the war rate, the House
on Tuesday fixed the private's compensation in the Regular Army at $30
a month, and to attract men to the
service it was decided to limit enlistments during the next twelve months
to a term of one year, with no reserve
requirement. With these conditions
there should be no great difficulty in
filling the ranks with drafted soldiers
returning from France.
The new Regular Army will be a
makeshift, a stop-gap, an adjustment
to an unusual situation.
At the
same time, officers of the National
Guard and the National Army who
have seen service in France and like
the military career will be .glad to get
commissions. The decision of Congress
not to have an establishment that
calls for 28,500 officers will be a disappointment to the armed forces in
France and at home, for there won't
be enough commissions to go around
now, and many officers in the Regular Army will have to step down a
grade or two. Congress has taken the
wiser course. At this time there is
no knowing what kind of ah army
the United States will need after the
Peace Conference adjourns and the
League of Nations organises. It is
even possible that In another year a
Regular Army of 175,000 will appear
unnecessarily large. And then there
is the question of universal military
training to be settled. No attention
can be given to it at present.
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The Soldier and the Future
From an Address at the Opening of the New Liberty Theater
at Camp Humphries, Virginia
By Newton D. Baker
SECRETARY OF WAR

THIS war is substantially over, the armistice has been
signed and it represents a complete military victory
over the so-called Central Empires. 1 suppose
almost any military commander in history would
rather have walked up to his adversary and handed him his
sword in unconditional surrender than to have signed those
exacting and complete terms of armistice which were presented
to the Germans. The war has ended in what we may call a
complete military victory, and that victory has come to the
heroic armies of Great Britain and France and Italy which
for four years have been bearing the brunt of this struggle,
and to the splendid young army of the United States, which
streamed across the seas at the rate of 300,000 a month until
finally its numbers were approximately those of the British
army in France, and in a short time bade fair to exceed the
numbers of the French army fighting on French soil; and when
the final hours came, from the first of November until the
eleventh of November, and the climax of these great military
operations was being conducted, the American army had
amounted to a very large number of divisions—somewhere in
the neighborhood of thirty divisions—which were engaged in
actual battle of the most savage sort, and the backbone of the
military strength of the German empire was broken at the
place where the American army was carrying forward the
Allied line. So we can say that this war had ended in a military victory and that the army of the United States has borne
a distinguished part in achieving this victory, and the result of
this victory, of course, is going to be a new sort of freedom in
the world, a new sort of liberty in the world.
Many peoples who have not any traditions of self-government have imagined that it is going to mean abolition of government. We hear a lot of talk about strange uprisings of
peoples groping for some new form in which to throw their
society in order that they may fully realize the new liberty
which has come upon the world. The United States is the
country which least of all needs to grope under these circumstances; we have been a free and self-governing people for
more than a hundred years and everybody in the United States

—whether born here or born abroad, whether of native extraction for one or more generations or of foreign extraction in
one generation or two—has been made an heir to the traditions
of self-government which took a raw continent in 1776 and
made it a great industrial, financial, commercial and agricultural nation in one hundred years, and which built up among
us free institutions in which the rule of the majority, as expressed by manhood suffrage through the ballot, is the principle of political action.
We need not grope for new ways of exercising our freedom.
The thing we have to do, now that the military victory has
been won, is to show these unaccustomed peoples of the world
—these peoples to whom freedom and liberty has come out
of the clouds without any explanation, without any book of
rules for its management—how men who are habituated to
self-government use the liberty which they have acquired. In
other words, it is up to us as we demobilize our soldiers, as,
they drift back into civilian pursuits of one sort and another:,
as our industries are turned away from the manufacture of
war materials into the manufacture of ordinary industrial and
commercial supplies, as labor is readjusted and capital is readjusted, as extraordinary agencies of the government created
for the war emergency are discontinued and the old agencies
of government are reasserted—in all these changes we must
show that we are a people who know that law and order, a
settled obedience to the dictates of the majority, and conformity to the established and informed public opinion of the country is the true way to use liberty and freedom when it has
been acquired.
I know no body of men upon whom that obligation rests
more than it rests upon the soldiers. The soldiers have gone
abroad, some of them, and some of them have had their duty
here; but they have been chosen out of the community to represent the United States in a very peculiar way; they are arc
elect people. When you go home, you are going to be no longer
the neighbor boy, but you are going to be the soldier who hasbeen out representing the government, and the things you do,
the views you take upon public questions, the attitude you
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assume toward your duty as a citizen, are to a very large extent
going to influence community opinion in the places in which
you live.
I therefore ask you soldiers, when you leave camp and go
back to the towns from which you came, do not forget that
you have worn the uniform of the army of the United States;
do not forget that the army of which you have been a part has
saved civilization and won freedom for all mankind; do not
forget the men who died in France in order that the world
might be free; and when you remember what you have been,
when you remember the high estate of the soldier's cause, when
you remember the sacrifices which your associates in the army
have made in order that freedom might be in the world, it
will be very easy for you then, remembering the proper value of
these things, to see that as citizens you make secure the liberty
which as soldiers you have won.
I said just a moment ago that some soldiers went abroad
and some stayed in this country, and I suppose there are a
good many soldiers who have a wound—not one for which
they wear a wound chevron on their sleeves—because they were
not permitted to cross the seas to take their part in the
trenches, and when they meet soldiers who have returned from
overseas they feel somewhat abashed because the higher glory
was not awarded to them. I do not want you to feel that
way! I want you to feel that the soldiers over there and the
soldiers over here had equally necessary tasks to perform, that
they over there could not have done their part if you over here
had not done your part. When the night was dark in France
and the soldiers of America were trudging along unfamiliar
roads, surrounded by unusual perils, when they realized the
might of the great German military machine against which
they were advancing, what thoughts do you think they were
which sustained the valor of those Americans? Of course,
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there was the high sense of duty and a high sense of privilege, but I suppose every American soldier in France when he
closed his eyes thought of his home and of his country, and
he saw fathers and mothers working for the war, he saw
captains of finance and captains of industry and captains of
labor in this country all wishing and willing him success,
all cooperating to supply him with the means of success; and
he saw the training camps in which he had been trained in
America filled with other young men who wore the same
uniform he wore, and who were preparing to come and take his
place and support him and make an invincible army.
Both over there and over here the soldiers serve, and I
want you soldiers to get the feeling that you are and have
been parts of this great army in the accomplishment of its
heroic task, and that in common with the soldiers from over
the seas when you return to your homes you and they will
divide both the privileges and duties of citizenship, and that
upon your younger shoulders will fall the responsibilities
which begin to slip off the shoulders of men who reach my
time of life. Twenty-five years from now the United States
will be what you make it, not what I make it. I will be in
the lean and slippered pantaloon stage by that time, but the
United States will be what you make it, and if you just carryin your minds all the time the sacrifice which you are now
willing to make for the freedom and liberty of the world and
carry that through the next twenty-five years of your occupations and opportunities as citizens—then when those twentyfive years have rolled around the United States will be a
land of prosperity and plenty, opportunity will abound in it for
all men, and there will be new sources of happiness and new
sources of opportunity opened up by reason of the application of this splendid sacrificial spirit which was developed
in this great war.

A Conference That Does Things
By Frederic Almy
<*"H

PRESIDENT, SOCIAL WELFARE CONFERENCE OF BUFFALO

BUFFALO has a thirty-year-old Social Welfare Conference composed of seventy societies, which not only
confers but does things. It has just issued several
thousand copies of a twenty-page pamphlet of resolutions on the social needs of Buffalo, and will use them for
action, " in every possible way," to quote from its constitution.
These resolutions were drafted by ten standing committees,
on children, health, labor, relief, etc.—" expert committees
responsible for action when there is opportunity to obtain for
Buffalo what is good or to repel what is bad." The methods
of this conference which does things are now of more than
local interest in view of the question whether the National
Conference of Social Work should cease to be a forum only,
and should become a conference for action as well as for
deliberation. [See p. 740.]
Among the objects of the Buffalo conference according to
its constitution are to make recommendations as to how any
specific need of the city shall be met, and " to support in
every possible way such legislation, municipal, state or national, as tends to promote the social welfare of Buffalo."
On its thirtieth anniversary day, February 9, Bishop Brent
closed a reconstruction conference of four sessions, called
by it, in which Allen T. Burns spoke on Americanization;
Edward T.Devine on children, and Paul U.Kellogg on labor;
with a local speaker to follow each and make concrete appli-

cation. These sessions and these notable speakers were arranged only in order to give prestige and carrying power
to the platform of Buffalo's social needs which was adopted
at the business session.
Since last October, this conference is at all times executive
as well as deliberative. For instance, the Committee on
Children, with Douglas P. Falconer as secretary, has met
not less than five times to promote or to oppose legislation
or to act on local needs. Each of the ten committees can
and does take action without special authority, though subject
to veto by the executive committee. This action cannot be
taken in the name of the whole conference unless authorized
either by the executive committee, which meets monthly or
on call, or at a regular meeting of the whole conference
which is held quarterly or on call.
The purpose of this article is to suggest that similar executive power can now be easily given to the National Conference of Social Work, so that the new National Association of Social Workers " for concerted action," which is put
forward for discussion in the SURVEY for January 25, is unnecessary and superfluous. By the amendment voted at Pittsburgh, in 1917, the prohibitive clause in the present constitution of the National Conference of Social Work (" It does
not formulate platforms ") can be removed " at any business
meeting of the conference provided that such amendment
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shall have first been presented to and considered by the executive committee." Apparently this can be done by a majority
vote and on the briefest notice.
This seems to me far better than to create a new conference,
which, as John Daniels says, would be " much the same group
of persons organized otherwise under an alias." As he says
also, " much duplication would inevitably result, with a strong
probability either that the old conference would henceforth
languish or that the new organization would prove of slight
account. The former outcome would be a calamity, the
latter a superfluity. So why not see if the national conference, which in its recent change of name and procedure has
shown capacity to move with the times, is not fully equal
to this new job ? "
Just this was contemplated by the bolder spirits in the
reorganization unanimously adopted at Pittsburgh through the
report of the committee of which Roger N. Baldwin was
chairman. This provides for a continuing policy by the different divisions of the conference, which never become dormant. Formerly each division, or committee, had a new
chairman yearly and a new membership, with no special
secretary. Now each division must have its secretary, and
not only may but often does have a continuous chairman and
secretary, while only one-third of the members are elected
each year, so that a certain continuity is assured. These divi-
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sions are democratically elected instead of being appointed
as formerly, and shape their own policies and programs, with
power to appoint sub-committees for special purposes. At
Kansas City the Division on Children appointed sub-committees on Minimum Standards of Child Protection and Home
Care, on Physical and Mental Diagnosis of School Children,
on the Problem of the Child of Unmarried Parents, and
on the Status of Social Work for the Children in Rural
Communities.
If at Atlantic City next June we strike out of the preamble to the constitution the clause which forbids the formulation of platforms, and perhaps add a clause definitely allowing action, nothing further is necessary.
The Buffalo conference, when formed in 1889, was called
the Conference of Charities, and changed its name to Social
Welfare Conference in 1916, a year before the National
Conference of Charities and Correction changed its name to
National Conference of Social Work. At that time it was
composed of forty-three societies; now it has enrolled seventy,
or practically all in the city. Each society has as many delegates as it pleases, but only one vote. The president is the
secretary of the local Charity Organization Society, and the
efficient secretary is Joseph P. Murphy, chief probation officer of Erie county and president of the Buffalo Social Workers'
Club.

Organized Labor in Alsace-Lorraine
By Lewis S. Gannett
War was no tonic for the Alsatian
ALSACE-LORRAINE is a
labor movement. It mobilized some of
part of France today.
VIII
the leaders as well as many of the memNeither the French authoribers ; it narrowed the sphere of possible
ties nor the Alsatians and
SOCIAL
ASPECTS
labor action. It opened a gap between
Lorrainers themselves have waited for
the immigrant German workingmen
the formal ratification of the peace conof the
and the old Alsatians. Generally speakference. (Elections for the new Gering, the German Socialists and labor
man Reichstag were held in the occuPEACE
CONFERENCE
leaders
in Alsace-Lorraine approved
pied provinces on the left bank of the
the
voting
of war credits by their repreRhine but not in Alsace or Lorraine.)
sentatives in the Reichstag, while the
Not the least interesting part of the
Socialists of native stock did not. Alreannexation has been the fusion of the
sace had a considerable Socialist delelabor organizations of Alsace-Lorraine
gation in the Reichstag, but it was
with those of France.
largely German. It was not their
All three branches of the labor
German fellow-workingmen whom the
movement—the trade unions, the coAlsatians hated, but the Junker officers
operatives and the Socialist Party—
were well developed in Alsace-Lorraine under German rule. and bureaucrats.
The armistice brought a sudden release. There was a
Naturally these organizations developed as did similar organizations across the Rhine; the trade unions especially were cen- period of rejoicings and celebrations that convinced even
tralized, the local unions paying their dues to the central or- Socialist deputies like Marcel Cachin—who had always inganization in Berlin and receiving in return the sickness, sisted on a plebiscite in Alsace-Lorraine—that there could be
unemployment and other benefits paid out to members. French no question of the desire of the people to return to France.
unions, on the other hand, have much more local autonomy, Then came an era of expulsions. The total number of Gerhave lower union dues and pay smaller benefits; and the con- mans expelled from Alsace-Lorraine by the French authorities
trol of these funds is localized. On the other hand, the French is not known, but it is very large; and Alsatian-born sons of
unions are, nominally at least, non-political, while the German Germans have been considered as Germans. Among those
labor unions were organized in two hostile political groups— expelled were twenty-four of the twenty-five permanent labor
the larger, which before the war had over 25,000 members, union secretaries of Alsace-Lorraine. This seriously crippled
frankly Socialist; the other, much smaller, an auxiliary of the labor movement there. Meanwhile all communication
the Centrist or Catholic party. The former called themselves with Berlin was cut off, unemployment was growing, and the
" free " unions; the latter " Christian" ; and the two groups unions were without local funds.
Almost immediately they asked for permission to join the
were in Alsace-Lorraine, as everywhere in Germany, bitterly
French General Confederation of Labor. So in the first
hostile.
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weeks of January a conference was held at Strassburg, at- confederation, but pays no dues. Indeed, the French organitended by delegates of all the unions of Alsace-Lorraine and zation will for a time subsidize its new ally.
by a French delegation headed by Leon Jouhaux, the secreJust how much more the Alsace-Lorraine organizations had
tary of the confederation, and Merrheim, the leader of the paid to the German union center in Berlin than they had
big metal workers' union in France.
drawn from it in various benefits is not clear; but it is a
An unprecedented thing happened. The Christian (Catho- considerable sum. The officials of the French confederation
lic) unions announced that they desired to fuse with the felt it unwise to attempt to recover these funds from Berlin,
Socialist unions, and with them join hands with the French
because such a move would run counter to one of the fundaconfederation. " We have come to realize that without a mental principles of their organization, that if a lesser group
common union of all the workers, nothing can be attained," withdraws from a greater, it cannot recover past dues, etc.,
said their spokesman. " Our strikes have proved that without which have been paid in. To compensate for this in part, the
union we are powerless." Imbs, the veteran Socialist leader,
French organization pledged its financial support to the Alsasaluted them. " There will be no more fratricidal battles,"
tians
during the transitional period of recovery. Amounts
he declared. ,rWe will stand in full accord to fight the paid out for benefits, etc., up to the signing of the peace, they
exactions of the employers and capitalists."
will attempt to recover from Berlin. On the other hand, the
Only the men from Mulhouse wanted an immediate and Alsatian organization is considerably in debt to Berlin for the
complete fusion with the French confederation. The others large and handsome trade union building in Strassburg.
preferred an at least transitional autonomy. (Merrheim reAll the French delegates were impressed by the better
turned from the conference convinced that the Alsatians still working conditions of their Alsatian fellows—the cleaner,
wanted political autonomy as well. They are Alsatians first better-lighted factories—though wages in most occupations are
of all, he said, and would choose autonomy if they had entire not very different; by the high dues and correspondingly high
freedom. The annexation is a fait accompli, but he was not benefits paid, and the careful insurance against unemployment
sure that it would be permanent. Some of the French authori- provided in most of Alsace and Lorraine. Thus it may be
ties have been arousing discontent by unnecessarily severe that while the fusion will encourage individual and local union
action. The Alsatians, he said, have no hate for the Germans;
initiative in Alsace-Lorraine, it will have a healthy reaction
they would like to see those Germans who denounced Alsa- toward union discipline and firmer organization in the French
tians during the war expelled, but those who had gone about unions.
their business quietly, permitted to continue to do so. The
One resolution unanimously passed by the Alsatians and
continual expulsions irritate them. He thought a plebiscite Lorrainers in conference deserves attention. The conference
would result in a vote for autonomy even were it under declared that German workers in Alsace and Lorraine should
French occupation.) Many of the delegates envisaged a perbe respected and defended and taken into the organization on
manent separate status with much more regional autonomy
equal terms. - There was no discordant note on this point.
than is enjoyed by the various local federations in France.
Even the enthusiastic, francophile delegate from Mulhouse
The final decision was to fo*m three regional groups of who had wanted complete fusion with the French confederaunions, one with headquarters at Metz, center of the steel
tion at once, spoke for the resolution. There was not a word
and iron industries; another at Strassburg, center of sundry
of hate in the whole series of meetings.
mechanical trades; and the third at Mulhouse, center of the
A week later the delegates of the cooperatives of Alsace
textile industries; and to group these into a central Union
met at Colmar and voted to form a Federation of Alsatian
of the Syndicates of Alsace-Lorraine, with a main office at
Cooperatives which would adhere to the National Federation
Strassburg. This union gives its moral adhesion to the French of Cooperatives of France. The Socialists are following suit.

The Deportations
FOR several days last week the eyes of newspaper
readers were fixed upon a train under heavy guard
that passed swiftly across the continent from Seattle.
Persons who peered in at the windows (apparently no
one was allowed to go aboard) remarked that most of the occupants looked foreign. Few were seen to smile. Apparently
there was a commissariat on board, for " no food was taken
aboard at Buffalo." Reaching Hoboken, N. J., its occupants
were hurried on board ferries and soon found themselves in the
detention quarters of the United States Immigration Station,
on Ellis Island, in New York harbor awaiting sailing to
various corners of the earth.
The passengers on this curious journey have all been ordered
to be deported from the United States. They constitute the
vanguard of what is described as an "army of undesirable
aliens " soon to leave our shores. For weeks the newspapers
have been picturing the " great combing-out process " in which
the Department of Labor and the Department of Justice are
declared to be cooperating.

Reports of "wholesale deportations of aliens " are unjustified,
according to a statement attributed to Anthony Caminetti, commissioner-general of immigration, in an Associated Press dispatch dated February 12. " It is estimated that about"6,coo
aliens are to be deported, the great majority because they are
insane or otherwise public charges," Mr. Caminetti said. "Most
of the rest are diseased or have been found guilty of offenses
subjecting them to deportation. A few, comparatively, are
agitators who are opposed to our form of government or all
organized government." None of the aliens recently taken
from Seattle to Ellis Island have had any connection, said
Mr. Caminetti, with the recent strikes at Seattle or other
western points. They have been rounded up over a considerable period of time, but could not be deported before because of the shortage of shipping facilities.
The law under which these deportations are taking place
is, first, the federal immigration act of 1917 and, second, the
amendment to that act passed in October, 1918. Section one
of the amendment reads:
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PERSHING CABLE:
BRESI CONDITIONS
ARE EXCELLENT
No Harsh Treatment of Our
Soldiers by Officers, but Most
Considerate Care Is Given the
Well and Wounded.
ENTIRE GARRISON IS FED
IN HOUR AND 15 MINUTES.
Men Stand but Ten Minutes in
Line — Buildings Watertight
and

Comfortable — Quotes

Newspaper Men's Praise.
(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 23.—Sweeping: and specific denial of charges respecting conditions at the Army Embarkation Port of Brest are made in
a cablegram received to-night by
Gen. March. Chief of Staff, from Gen.
Pershing and immediately made public,
Gen. Pershing caused an exhaustive
investigation to be made by Major
Gen. Helmick of the Inspector General's Department, following the receipt of a cablegram addressed to
President Wilson by the New York
Evening Telegram stating that paper
had received hundreds of complaints.
The President turned the cablegram
over to Gen. Pershing, who immediately ordered a searching inquiry.
Gen. Pershing's cablegram, after explaining this order, quotes the following summary of conditions at Brest
received from Major Gen. Ell A. Helmick, commanding there:
"The charge that soldiers from, the
front and Bed Cress nurses practically held prisoners is absolutely
groundless. No individual has been
put at the bottom of the sailing list.
One organization, was held fifteen
days on account of bad state of
discipline and neglect of duty, and
was released before expiration of time
set on account of honest efforts made
to correct deficiencies. No man at
the garrison of more than 60,000 is
required to remain in line over ten
minutes.
Troops are martohed to
meal3 by time schedules, and the
entire garrison is fed within one hour
and fifteen .minutes.
"Belative to officers overbearing
and harsh and give cauals no consideration, all commanding officers of
troops and casual officers passing
through here have almost without exception«voluntaril> and without solicitation visited my officei hefore
leaving and have expressed their appreciation both verbally and in writing for the uniform courtesy and
great consideration shown them by
all officers on duty at this base section.

Opposes Chamberlain Bill.
Gen. Crowder added that 1,200 men
/A &
sentenced to long terms at Leavenworth, Kans., had been honorably restored to duty In the last year.
Provisions of the pending Chamberlain bill authorizing review by the
judge advocate general of courtmartial sentences were opposed by
Gen. Crowder, who said it would give
the judge advocate general extremely
powers and authority to adminBaker's Secret Order Read Into broad
ister the entire system of army discipline.
He indicated that many
Senate Committee Record.
times the commanding officer in the
field was in a better position to review the case.
Lieut. Col. Alfred A. Clark, of the
WAS KEPT FROM PUBLIC judge advocate general's office, who
preceded Gen. Crowder before the
committee, testified that only a few
of the 15,000 or 20,000 court-martial
Commanders Instructed Not to Let verdicts handed down during the war
Them Keach Newspapers—Text were criticized as too severe.

"With the exception of a newspaper
reporter by the name of Brown of
Washington, D. C, paper, every
newspaper man that has visited Brest
has become an ardent advocate of the
organization, efficiency and human
kindness in common at the railroad
station, at camp, at the enrbarkation
office, at the pier, and in all offices
in Base Section No. 5. Inspections of
buildings are made daily, and only in
rare instances are leaks discovered
during the hardest wind and rain
storms.
Lento! at Once Repaired.
"In every instance the leaks are immediately repaired, usually before the
occupants have had time to report
them. As< relates to mud everywhere,
this is the rainy season. Footpaths
I and roads were muddy for a time,
; due to conditions over which no man
had control. Even this has been met
by laying approximately forty miles
of board walks along the roadside
throughout the camp to storehouses,
to incinerators, to laundries, to delousing plants, to mess halls and
along highways. Thousands of cubic
yards of crushed stone have been laid
and rolled, so that one may walk over
the camp without stepping in the
mud.
"Sheds and messes have been, built
at the railroad station to serve 5,000
men. within an hour after arrival
both day and night. These are loi cated conveniently near the decks in
order to also serve troops emlbarking
in case of necessity.
"Enclosed buildings and rest rooms
furnished with heating facilities such
as stoves and open fireplaces with attractive decorations, have been provided at the docks and are being
manageid by the Red Cross, assisted
by commissioned and enlisted details
from the army. These facilities are
provided with chairs, writing' tables,
music, light refreshments, benches
and will accommodate 4,000 men.
"A neat and attractive building has
been provided as an infirmary at dock
to which ambulances have access under cover. Sick and wounded are provided with covers from infirmary to
hospital boat, which is enclosed and
heated. Sick and wounded are removed from hospital to hospital train
or ships under cover."
Newspaper Men's,.Pjraise,
Gen. Pershing's report, goes on to
say:
"Major Gen. Eli A. Helmick quotes
the following newspaper men as having no criticisms to make, but much
to praise relative to conditions a:
Brest: Mr. Melletf of the United
Press:
David
Lawrence,
Tiffany
Blake, Mr. Amond of Chicago Tribune; Raymond Carroll of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. Charles M.
Schwab went over the entire camp at
Pontanazen and made the statement
that it is one of the best eamples of
good organization and efficient operation that he had ever observed, and
expressed his intention of reporting
the improvements observed on returning to the United States.
"Mr. Schwab was asked by a newspaper man present if he objected to
being quoted as having made such a
statement, to which he replied that
he had no objection. A report of
health conditions at Brest has already been cabled von.
"PERSHING."

KIND TO "OBJECTORS"

of the Order—Orowder Testifies
Opposing Chamberlain Bill—Tells
of Court-Martial Revisions.
When the Senate military committee yesterday resumed hearings on
the court-martial situation. Chairman
Chamberlain read into the record a
confidential order on conscientious
objectors which he said was sent to
all camp commanders in the United
States by Adj. Gen. Learned at the
direction of Secretary Baker. The
order as placed in the record follows:
"The Secretary of War directs that
you be instructed to segregate the
conscientious objectors in their divisions and to place them tinder supervision of instructors, who shall be
especially selected with a view to insuring that these men will be handled
with tact and consideration and that
their questions will be answered fully
and freely.
"With respect to their attitude of
objecting to military service, these
men are not to be treated as violating
military laws, thereby subjecting
themselves to the penalties of the
articles of war, but their attitude In
this respect will be quietly ignored
and they will be treated with kindly
consideration.
Not for Newspapers.
"Attention in this connection is invited to a case where a number of
conscientious objectors In one of our
divisions, when treated in this manner, renounced their original objections to military service and voluntarily offered to give their best efforts to the service of the United
States as soldiers.
"It is desired that after the procedure above indicated shall have been
followed for a sufficient length of
time to afford opportunity to judge
the results derived from it, a report
of the action taken and the results
obtained under these instructions is
to be submitted to the War Department by each division commander. As
a result of the consideration of these
reports,,.further instructions will be
issued by the Secretary of War as to
the policy to be observed in,future in
the case of conscientious objectors.
"Under no circumstances are the instructions contained in the foregoing
to be given to the newspapers."
Review of 5,000 Cases.
Maj. Gen. Crowder, judge advocate
general of the army, appearing before
the committee yesterday, said that all
imprisonment sentences imposed on
men of the army during the war and
found, upon review, to' be too severe,
would be mitigated ^hrough the President's power of remission.
Gen. Crowder said that within 60
days the 5,000 sentences imposed since
the beginning of hostilities would be
reviewed by a special board headed
by Brig. Gen. Samuel T. Ansell, who
was acting judge advocate general
during the war and whose testimony
as to severity of court-martial sentences led the committee to extend
its investigation.
Practically all of the men sentenced
to dishonorable discharge and imprisonment, he said, already have had
the dishonorable discharge provision
revoked.
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5,000 ARMY TRIALS
ARE TO BEREVIEWED
Crowder Says Work Was Begun
Before Senate Started the
Court-Martial Inquiry.
WILSON TO ACT ON FINDINGS
Record

Produced

to

Show

That j
i

Baker Ordered Tact Used

with Objectors.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 26.—Major Gen.
Crowder, Judge Advocate General of
the army, appearing before the Senate
Military Committee today at a resumption of hearings on the court-niartal situation, said that all imprisonment sentences imposed on men of the army during the war and found upon review to
be too severe would be mitigated
through the President's power of remission.
General Crowder said that within sixty
days the 6,000 sentences imposed since
the beginning of hostilities would be reviewed by a special boar headed by
Brig. Gen. Samuel T. Anscll, who was
acting Judge Advocate General during
the war and whose testimony as to
severity of court-martial sentences led
the committee to extend its investigation.
Steps toward mitigating the sentences
were begun, Gen. Crowder said, prior to
the investigation by the Senate committee. Practically all of the men sentenced to dishonorable discharge and
imprisonment, he said, already have the
dishonorable discharge provision revaked. He added that 1,200 men sentenced to long terms at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, had been honorably restored to duty In the last year.
Opposes Chamberlain Bill.
Provisions of the pending Chamberlain
bill, authorizing review by the Judge
Advocate General of military sentences,
were opposed by Gen. Crowder, who
said it would give the Judge Advocate
General extremely broad powers and
authority to administer the entire system of army discipline. He indicated
that many times the commanding officer
in the field was in a better position to
review the case.
Lieut. Col. Alfred B. Clark of the
Judge Advocate Generals office, who
preceded General Crowder before the
committee, testified that only a few of
the 15,000 or 20,000 courts martial verdicts handed down during the war were
criticised as too severe. All classes of
men were brought into the army through
the draft, he said, and It was necessary to punish insubordination severely.
Chairman Chamberlain read Into the
record of the hearing a confidential order on conscientious objectors which he
said was sent to all camp commanders
in the United States by Ailjt. Gen.
Learned at the direction of Secretary
Baker. The order as placed In the record follows :
War Department, Washington, D. C,
Oct. 10, 1918.
Confidential.
From: The Adjutant General of the
Army
To: The Commanding Generals of all
National Army and National Guard
division camps.
Subject: Conscientious objectors.
1. The Secretary of War directs that
you be Instructed to sergegate ine conscientious objectors in their divisions
and to place then? under supervision
of instructors, who shall be specially
selected with a view of Insuring that
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these men will be handled with tact
and consideration and that their questions will be answered fully and
frankly.
2. With reference to their attitude of
objecting to military service, these
men are not to be treated as violating
military laws, thereby subjecting
themselves to the penalties of the Articles of War, but their attitude in
this respect will be quietly ignored
and they will be treated with Kindly
consideration. Attention In this connection is invited to a case where a
number of conscientious objectors in
one of our divisions, when treated in
this manner, renounced their original
objections to military service and
voluntarily offered to give their best
efforts to the service of the United
States as soldiers.
a. It is desired that after the procedure above indicated shall have been
followed for a sufficient length of
time to afford opportunity to Judge
of the results derived from It. a report of the action taken and the resuits obtained under these instructions
is to b'"; submitted to the War Department by each division commander. As
a result of the consideration of all
these reports, further Instructions will
be Issued by the Secretary of War as
to the policy to be. observed in future
in the case of ooiisoiem.J-us objectors.
4. Under no circumstances are the
instructions contained in the foregoing
to be given to the newspapers.
(Signed) H. S. LEARNED.
Adjutant General.
Objector* Honorably Dtaoharred.
At the time the letter was read. Colonel E. G.- Davis, formerly attached to
the Adjutant General's Staff, occupied
the stand. He was asked under what
authority of law the Secretary had
ordered honorable discharges of the objectors. He said that he did not know,
but his own opinion was that the Secretary probably exercised his right of
clemency, had the men restored to duty,
and then ordered honorable discharges
for them .
Colonel Davis told the committee that
General Ansell expressed the belief to
him that the death sentences of four
men convicted in France for sleeping on
post and for refusing to drill should be
carried out. General Ansell, recently
before the committee, cited the death
sentences as instances of the injustice
of court-martials. The sentences were
commuted by President Wilson.
Colonel Clark said that in examining
the records of trials he was impressed
with the severity of the punishment and
the brevity of records in some Instances.
This, he thought,' was due to the fact
that many of the trial officers came
from civil life, and were Impressed with
the necessity for discipline.
Neglected Dying Soldier.
Colonel Clark told how a medical officer at Camp Funston had been tried
and sentenced to dishonorable discharge
for refusing to give medical aid to a
sick soldier, who died of double pneumonia forty-eight hoars after asking for
a doctor. When that case reached the
Judge Addvocate General's Department,
he said, he recommended that the officer be tried for manslaughter, but the
recommendation was turned down by
the Secretary of War.
Instead of giving the enlisted man
medical attention, the officer told a Sergeant to assign him to " double duty,"
Colonel Clark said.
Discussing the execution of thirteen
negro soldiers for mutiny and rioting a
Houston, Texas, in 1917. Colonel Cla)
said the cases were not sent to WasI
ington befone execution because authc
ity to carry out the sentences for eu^
an offense in time of war was vesu
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In the commanding General of the army
post.
The War Department announced today that It had received from conscientious objectors as refunds of pay the
sum of S4.319.S2. Conscientious oblectors have also refunded their pav
through the channel of the T. M. C. A
to the amount of $270. The Friends'
Society had received up to Feb. 13 $4,000
| designated for Friends' reconstruction
j work from conscientious objectors unwilling to accept pay from the army.
This makes a total of $8,5S9.S2 thus refunded.
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SECRETARY BAKER, VISITING WAR CAMPS, FILLS OLD
BRIAR PIPE WITH TOBACCO FROM SOLDIERS'POUCHES
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker inspects American Red Cross activities in England. The entire
party traveled by automobile through a series of American camps, making frequent stops. Baker took
advantage of these stops to walk around among the soldiers, and talk with them about their work and life
in camp. The Secretary wore a dark sack suit and a soft hat. Everywhere he went he carried the inevitable briar pipe, and several times filled it from some soldier's pouch.
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the President shall declare to be noncombatant."
Instructions sent by Secretary of War
The problem of handling conscientious
Baker to commanding generals in objectors proved one of the most puzcharge of army camps in this country re- zling with which camp commanders were
brought into contact during the war.
garding the treatment to be accorded
Many objectors not only refused to carry
conscientious objectors who refused to a rifle, but also balked at camp police
do military duty shows a degree of ten- duty or any other duty in connection
der consideration which is decidedly dis- with the military service. In some intasteful to the patriotic men who put be- stances it is reported that camp comhind them every other consideration and manders endeavored by discipline to
wont forward to fight for their flag and break the determination of these men
country. The Secretary's letter contained and cause them to reverse their views,
and sometimes with success. But always
this provision:
they were able to fall back upon the
With respect to their attitude of
statutory exemption which protected
objecting to the military service,
these men are not to be treated as
them.
violating military laws, thereby
They were not, however, exempted
subjecting themselves to the penfrom doing any one of many duties which
alties of the articles of war, but
the President consistently could have
their attitude in-this respect will
ruled as noncombatant, and it is probabe quietly ignored and they will be
treated with kindly consideration.
ble that the services of a large number
The selective draft act specifically ex- of men were lost through trying to make
empts conscientious objectors from mili- soldiers out of them when they refused
tary service, but it does not guarantee to become soldiers, and were protected
them "kindly consideration." Under the by the law in their attitude.
terms of the law they are not compelled
to bear arms or to perform any other
combatant service. However, the President is authorized to draw the distinc-r
tion between combatant and noncombatant service, and the law provides that
"no person so exempted shall be exempted from service in any capacity that

Conscientious Objectors.
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Woman Nurse Wins Distinguished Service
Cross While Several Officers of Allied
Armies and a Civilian Receive Medals
The War Department authorizes publication of the following:
By direction of the President, under the
provisions of the act of Congress approved July 0, 191S, the distinguishedservice cross is awarded to:
Miss Beatrice MaeDonald, reserve
nurse, Army Nurse Corps, for extraordinary heroism while on duty with the
surgical team at the British Casualty
Clearing Station No. 61, British Area.
During a German night air raid she continued at her post of duty, caring for the
sick and wounded until seriously wounded
by a German bomb, thereby losing one
eye.
By direction of the President, under the
provisions of the act of Congress approved July 9. 1918, the distinguishedservice medal is awarded to :
Mr. H. M. Adams, Director of Inland
Traffic, for exceptionally meritorious and
conspicuous service with the Army of the
United States, as Director of Inland Traffic. His responsibilities have been great
in supervising the utilization of railroad
facilities and the immense movement of
troops and supplies during the war. His
excellent judgment and marked ability
have contributed materially to the successful and orderly movement of troops
and supplies to the ports of embarkation
and for the Army overseas.
MEDALS FOR ALLIED OFFICERS.
By direction of the President, under
the provisions of the act of Congress
approved July 8, 1918 (Bui. 43, W. D.,
1918), the distinguished-service medal is
awarded to each of the following-named
officers of the allied armies:
JAPANESE ARMY.

Maj. Gen. Kazutsugu Inouye, Imperial
Japanese Army, military attache to the
Imperial Japanese Embassy, Washington.
For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services rendered the United
States Army while serving as military
attache to- the Imperial Japanese Embassy, Washington.
Capt. Hisao Watari, Imperial Japanese
Army.
For exceptionally meritorious
and distinguished services rendered the
United States Army while serving as
acting military attache to the Imperial
Japanese Embassy, Washington.
BELGIAN ARMY.

Lieut. Phillippe Barbier, Belgian Army,
acting military attache to the Belgian
Legation, Washington. For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services rendered the United States Army
while serving as acting military attache
to the Belgian Legation, Washington.
ITALIAN ARMY.

Capt. Count Enrico Luserna di Campiglione, Royal Italian Army. For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished
services rendered the United States Army
while serving as the liaison officer between the embassy, the High Commission
of Italy, and the War Department.
FRENCH ARMY.

Col. Louis Remond, French Army. For
exceptionally meritorious and distin-

guished services rendered the United
States Army while serving as chief of
the French Artillery Mission to the
United States.
Lieut. Col. Edouard J. Requin, French
Army.
For exceptionally meritorious
and distinguished services rendered the
United States Army while serving as the
personal representative of Marshals Joffre
and Foch, and as special delegate of the
French General Staff to the United
States.
Maj. Leopold Pierre de Montal, French
Army.
For exceptionally meritorious
and distinguished services rendered the
United States Army while serving as the
liaison officer between the embassy, the
High Commission of France, and the War
Department.
BRITISH ARMY.

Lieut. Col. H. Arthur Pakenham, C. K.
G., General Staff, British Army. For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished
services rendered the United States Army
while serving as the liaison officer between the British and American military
intelligence services.
Maj. Walter Miller, Canadian Forces.
For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services rendered the United
States Army while serving as the liaison
officer between the British Embassy, the
Ministry of Militia and Defense, Dominion of Canada, and the War Department.

Remarks of Secretary
Baker at Ceremony
Remarks of the Secretary of War at
presentation of distinguished - service
medal and crosses, February 27, 1919:
On the present occasion I have the
pleasure of conferring one distinguishedservice cross and some distinguished-service medals.
The distinguished-service cross was established in our service as a reward for
conspicuous gallantry, and for the most
part is nearly always conferred in the
field of action where the battling armies
are. The fortunes of war, however, took
some of our personnel into association
with the British Armies, and among those
who had an opportunity there to display
distinguished gallantry;
some were
wounded and returned to this country before the proper assessment of their service could be made on the other side.
One such case is presented to-day, and,
in the name of the Government of the
United States, and on behalf of the Army,
I have the honor to award that cross. It
is interesting to note that this cross is to
be conferred upon a woman and a nurse.
This war has. of course, taken the nurses,
who are the ministers of mercy, up to the
very front lines of battle, and because of
the carrying of the war into the third
dimension, the airplane has, of course,
made their task more perilous.
In the case we have before us Miss
Beatrice McDonald, reserve nurse, Army
Nurse Corps, for extraordinary heroism
while on duty with the surgical team at
the British Casualty Clearing Station No.
61, British Area. During a German night

air raid she continued at her post of duty,
caring for the sick and wounded until
seriously wounded by a German bomb,
thereby losing one eye.
It gives me great pleasure in conferring
this cross to say that the Army of the
United States is under deep obligation to
the nurses who served so gallantly and
so faithfully; that our losses in this way
were so slight, relatively, is undoubtedly
tlue to the fidelity, self-sacrifice, anil heroism of the women of the Nurse Corps who
ministered to our wounded at the very
front.
• Tribute to Allied Officers.
The distinguished-service medal in our
Army is conferred upon those who in
places of great responsibility have performed service of great value to (he
country.
In the organization of our
forces for overseas service and for participation in the war, our soldiers, of
course, became companions in arms of
the soldiers of the allied nations; they
were brought into very intimate association with soldiers of the great powers in
the conflict on our side. Many of those
armies sent officers to this country to
assist us in the preparation of our troops
for service, and by an interchange of
information and experience enabled us
more rapidly to prepare for participation
in the struggle. Some medals have already been awarded to foreign officers
for service rendered. In awarding these
medals to-day, I am glad to testify on
behalf of the American Government andthe American Army our sense of deep
obligation to the armies of our associates, and particularly to the officers representing them in this country who
served in so generous a spirit, and aided
so much in the preparation of America's
military strength.
(Presentation took place at this point.)
And this ends to-day's ceremony. It
demonstrates the character of service
which has been rendered to the Army of
the United States by its own citizens and
those of the associated and allied countries ; men and women, soldiers and civilians are included in this list of honor.
On behalf of the Army, I take pleasure
in recognizing these services, and congratulating you upon the opportunity you
have had to serve the cause of mankind,
and to express deep appreciation for the
services you have rendered to this country and its Army.

Order to Pershing to Have
Three Medals Conferred
The War Department authorizes publication of the following cablegrams to the
Commanding General of the American
Expeditionary Forces:
" The Secretary of War directs that
you designate a suitable officer to present
to each of the following officers, now in
France, the distinguished-service medal,
which medals were conferred upon them
on February 26, 1919, by direction of the
President: (a) Col. Louis Remond,
French Army. For exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services rendered
the United States Army while serving as
Chief of the French Artillery Mission to
the United States.
(b) Lieut. Col.
Edouard J. Requin, French Army. For
exceptionally meritorious and distinguished services rendered the United
States Army while serving as the personal representative of Marshals Joffre
and Foch, and as special delegate of
French General Staff to the United
States, (c) Maj. Leopold Pierre de Montal, French Army.
For exceptionally
meritorious and distinguished services
rendered the United States Army while
serving as the liaison officer between the
embassy, the High Commission of
France, and the War Department."
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SECRETARY BAKER'S LETTER TO PRESIDENT
RECOMMENDING COMMUTATION OF DEATH
SENTENCES IN THE CASES OF FOUR SOLDIERS
The War Department authorizes publication of the following letter .which was
transmitted to the President by the Secretary of War on May 1,1918:
MY DEAR ME. PRESIDENT :
I present you herewith the court-martial proceedings in four cases occurring in
the American Expeditionary Forces in
France, each of which involves the imposition of t>e death penalty by shooting
to deatli with musketry.
These cases have attracted widespread
public interest, and with the papers are
numerous letters and petitions urging
clemency, most of which are of that spontaneous' kind which are stirred by the
natural aversion to the death penalty
which humane people feel. Many of them
are from mothers of soldiers whose general anxiety for the welfare of their sons
is increased by apprehension lest exhaustion or thoughtlessness may lead their
boys to weaknesses like those involved in
these cases which the newspapers have
described as trivial and involving no
moral guilt, with the consequence that
sons whose lives they are willing to forfeit In their country's defense may be ingloriously taken for disciplinary reasons
in an excess of severity. Many of the letters are from serious and thoughtful men
who argue that these cases do not involve
disloyalty or conscious wrongdoing, and
that whatever may have been the necessities of military discipline at other times
and in other armies, the progress of a
humane and intelligent civilization among
us has advanced us beyond the helpful
exercise of so stern a discipline in our
Army in the present war.
Cases Examined Personally.
I examined these cases personally and
had reached a conclusion with regard to
the advice which I am herein giving before I had seen any of the letters or
criticisms.
The record discloses the fact that the
Divisional Commander, the Commander
in Chief, Gen. Pershing, the Chief of
Staff. Gen. March, and the Judge Advocate General concur in recommending the
execution of the penalties imposed. The
Judge Advocate General limits his concurrence to the technical statement that
the proceedings in the cases are regular,
and expressing regret that a more adequate conduct of the defense of the several men concerned was not provided,
concurs in the recommendation of Gen.
Pershing. As I find myself reaching an
entirely different conclusion, and disagreeing with the entire and authoritative
military opinion in case, I beg leave to
set out at some length the reasons which
move me in the matter.
Divided Into Two Classes.
The cases must be divided into two
classes, and I will deal first with the two
young men convicted of sleeping while on
duty, namely, Pvt. Jeff Cook and Pvt.
Forest D. Sebastian, both of Company G,
16th Infantry.
These cases are substantially identical
In their facts. The accusations were laid
under the eighty-sixth article of war,

which reads: "Any sentinel who is found
• * * sleeping upon his post * * *
shall, if the offense be committed in time
of war, suffer death or such other punishment as a court-martial may direct."
In both cases a corporal inspecting
along a front-line trench found these
young men standing in the proper military position, leaning against the trench,
with their rifles lying on the parapet of
the trench within easy reach of their
hands. Each man had his head resting
on his arm, and his arm resting on the
parapet. The offenses were committed,
in the Sebastian case on the night of November 3 and 4, and in the Cook case on
or about the 5th of November. In both
cases the testimony was exceedingly brief,
ami showed that the night was dark and
cold, that the soldiers had their ponchos
and other equipment on, and in one case
it was a fair inference that the poncho
was drawn over the ears and trench helmet in such a way as to make it difficult
for the soldier to hear the approaching
steps of the corporal. In each case the
corporal laid his own rifle upon the parapet and took that of the soldier, carrying
it away witli him, and instructed the
other sentinel, the men being posted in
this outpost duty in twos, to shake the
soldier and tell him to report to the corporal for his gun. In each ease the corporal shames the soldier for his neglect
of duty, and pointed out to him the fact
that not only his own life but those of
others were at stake, and that he should
be more zealous and alert. In neither
case does either the corporal or the fellow sentinel swear positively that the
accused was asleep; I confess that on all
reasonable grounds, taking the circumstances into consideration, it seems to me
entirely likely that both men were asleep ;
but it is important to note that in neither
case had the accused stepped away from
his proper military post to sit down or
lie down; both being found standing at
their post of duty in what is admitted to
have been a correct military position,
and if they were asleep their heads literally nodded over onto their arms without any intentional relaxation of attention to'their duty so far as can be gathered from any of the surrounding circumstances.
Both Enlisted Men.
These soldiers are both young. Sebastion enlisted in the Regular Army
by volunteering on the 18th of April,
1917, having had no previous military experience, his age at that time being 19
years and G months. He was, therefore,
slightly more than 20 at the time of the
alleged offense. Cook enlisted on the
11th of May, 1917, without previous military experience, his age at that time being 18 years and 11 months. He was,
therefore, at the time of the alleged offense, slightly under 20 years of age.
From the testimony, it appears that
both of these young men had been posted
as sentinels doing what is called double
sentry duty, going on duty at 4 p. m. and
remaining on duty until 6 a. m., with
relief at intervals by other sentinels during the night, but with no opportunity

to sleep during the night because of
there being no place where they could secure sleep. It further appeared that
neither of them had slept during the day
before after having spent the previous
night en gas sentinel duty, although both
had tried to sleep during the day preceding the night of the alleged offenses,
but found it impossible because of the
noise. In both cases the commanding officer of the soldiers who forwarded the
charges and recommended trials by general courts-martial added to his indorsement as extenuating circumstances the
youth and failure of the soldiers to take
the necessary rest when off duty on the
first occupation of trenches.
Severe Conditions Cited.
It is difficult to picture to the eye
which has not seen it the situation in
which these young soldiers were placed.
In the month of November the section of
France in which these soldiers were stationed was cold, wet, and uncomfortable
in the extreme. No sort of shelter of
any comfortable kind could be provided
near the trenches, because it attracts
enemy observation,and fire. Throughout
one long night they performed duty as
gas sentinels, during the next day, when
they perhaps ought to have sought more
rest than they did seek, they found it
difficult to secure any sleep because of
the noise and discomfort of their surroundings. As a consequence on the
night of the alleged offenses they had
reached the place at which exhausted
nature apparently refused to go further,
and, without any intentional relaxation
of vigilance on their parts, they dozed in
standing positions at their posts of duty.
I am quite aware of the gravity of this
offense and of the fact that the safety '
of others, perhaps the safety of an army
and of a cause, may depend upon such
disciplinary enforcement of this regulation as will prevent soldiers from sleeping on sentinel duty, and yet I can not
believe that youths of so little military
experience, placed for the first time
under circumstances so exhausting, can
be held to deserve the death penalty, nor
can I believe that discipline of the death
sentence ought to be imposed in cases
which do not involve a bad heart, or so
flagrant a disregard of the welfare of
others and of the obligation of a soldier
as to be evidence of conscious disloyalty.
Lincoln's Attitude Quoted.
In both of these cases the reviewing
judge advocate quotes with . approval
some observations of Gen. Upton, who in
his work on military policy points out
that action taken by President Lincoln in
the early days of the Civil War, pardoning or commuting sentences in cases of
death penalty led to the need of greater
severity at a later period in the interest
of discipline; but the cases which Gen.
Upton had in mind were cases of desertion in the face of the enemy involving
cowardice, and cases of substantially treasonable betrayal of the Nation, and I can
see no persuasion in them as an example.
Rather it would seem to indicate that the
invocation of this opinion of Gen. Upton
indicates a feeling on the part of the reviewing judge advocate that while these
particular cases might not he deemed on
their own merits to justify the death
sentence, that, nevertheless, as a disciplinary example such action would be justified. I am not, of course, suggesting
that any of the military officers who have
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SECRETARY BAKER'S LETTER ON SENTENCES OF FOUR SOLDIERS
reviewed these wises would be willing to
sacrifice the lives of these soldiers even
though innocent; but I do think that if
these cases stood alone no one of the reviewing officers would have recommended
the execution of these sentences; their
recommendations being, in my judgment,
soldierly and in accordance with the traditions of their profession, and based
upon n very earnest desire on their part
to save the safety of their commands, and
the lives of other soldiers; but, nevertheless, to some extent influenced by the
value to the discipline of the Army of
the examples which their execution would
afford.
History of Death Penalty.
I have not sought to examine the learning of this subject, and, therefore, have
not prepared a history of the death
penalty as a military punishment; but I
think it fair to assume that it arose in
iimes and under circumstances quite different from these, when men were impressed into armies to fight for causes in
which they had little interest and of
which they had little knowledge, and
when their conduct was controlled without their consent by those who assumed to
have more or less arbitrary power over
them. Our Army, however, is the army
of a democratic Nation fighting for a
cause which the people themselves understand and approve, and I had happy and
abundant evidence when I was in France
that the plain soldiers of our expeditionary forces are aware of the fact that
they are really defending principles in
which they have as direct an interest as
anybody, principles which they understand, approve and are willing to die for.
I venture, therefore, to believe that the
President can with perfect safety to military discipline pardon these two young
men; and I have prepared and attached
hereto an order which, if it meets with
your approval, will accomplish that purpose, and at the same time, I believe, upon
its publication further stimulate the
already fine spirit of our Army in France.
Such an order as I have here drawn
would be read by every soldier in France
and in the United States, and coming
from the Commander in Chief would be a
challenge to the performance of duty,
quite as stimulating as any disciplinary
terror proceeding from the execution of
these sentences. In the meantime, public opinion in this country would, I believe, with practical unanimity approve
such action on your part.
Refusal to Obey Orders.
In the eases of Stanley G. Fishback
and Olon Ledoyen, the charges are substantially identical in that each of them
is accused under the 64th article of war
of having "willfully disobeyed any lawful command of his superior officer."
The facts show that on the 3d day of
January, 1918, these two young men in
broad daylight in the theater of war, at
a place back of the actual line, were
directed to bring. their equipment and
fall in for drill. Each refused, whereupon they were warned by the lieutenant
who gave the order not to persist in
their refusal on the ground that grave
consequences would ensue. They were
not warned that the penalty of disobedience was death; but were advised
71—19
3

earnestly to comply. Both persisted in
their refusal. Each gave as his reason
for refusing that he had been drilled
extensively the day before, that they
had gotten cold, the weather being extremely severe, and that they had not
yet recovered from the effects of that
exposure.
Botli plead guilty at the trial.
It is perfectly obvious that this order
ought to have been obeyed. It was a
proper military order, and it seems to
me inconceivable that such obstinate refusal on so trivial a matter could have
been made with any consciousness that
the death penalty was the alternative.
Nevertheless, the disobedience was willful, undisciplined, and inexcusable, and
it ought to be punished with a suitable
punishment.
Judge Advocate's Review.
The Judge Advocate General in reviewing these cases limits himself again
to the technical correctness of the proceedings; but in a subsequent memorandum he called the attention of the Chief
of Staff to the fact that four cases of
sleeping on post arising in the same regiment at approximately the same time resulted in acquittal of the accused on
substantially the same evidence as that
recited in the Sebastian and Cook cases
above reviewed, and that in six cases
similar offenses committed elsewhere in
France had led to very moderate penalties. The Judge Advocate General says
in this memorandum: " In addition to
the foregoing the study in this office reveals a number of cases which have
come in from France where men have
been convicted of willful disobedience
of orders under circumstances which do
not distinguish them as to the locus of
the offense from the cases of Fishback
and Ledoyen, who were sentenced to
death. The sentences in the cases referred to run from a few months' to several years' confinement."
In other words, the Judge Advocate
General reviewing generally the state of
discipline in the Army in France, and
the steps taken to enforce it, reaches the
conclusion that up to the time of the
trial of these cases the offenses of which
these soldiers were convicted has been
regarded as quite minor in their gravity.
The Chief of Staff in commenting upon
this memorandum of the Judge Advocate
General is able from his own recollection
to add that the willful disobedience
cases lately tried in France did not occur in the actual theater of war, making
at least that much of a distinction. But
the case still remains one in which suddenly a new and severe attitude is taken
without the record disclosing that any
special order hud been made notifying
soldiers that the requirements of discipline would call upon courts-martial
thereafter to resort to extreme penalties
to restore discipline.
Both Young Men.
Both Ledoyen and Fishback are young.
The record shows that Ledoyen enlisted
on the 3d of February, 1917, without
previous military experience, his age at
that time being 18 years and 1 month.
Fishback enlisted on the 17th of February, 1917, without previous military ex-

perience, his age being ID years and 2
months. Each of them at the time of the
commission of the alleged offenses was,
therefore, less than 20 years of age.
The record in the Fishback case shows
that there had been previous shortcomings on his part in the matter of obedience. That is to say, he had once failed
10 report for drill, for which he was required to forfeit 13 days' pay ; a second
time failed to report, for drill, penalty not
stated; and a third time failed to report
for fatigue duty for winch he was sentenced to one month at hard labor and to
forfeit two-thirds of his pay for two
months. He seems, therefore, to have
found it difficult to accommodate himself
to the discipline of the life of a soldier,
and his offense hereunder reviewed is
aggravated by this previous record.
Their Captain Disciplined.
By. a very extraordinary conincidenee
this record discloses the fact that these
two soldiers were members of a company
commanded by Capt. D. A. Henckes. It
is from the captain of his company that
the soldier most immediately learns discipline and obedience. The captain sets
the example, and inculcates the principles
upon which the soldier is built. Now,
this particular Capt. Henckes, although
for many years an officer in the Regular Army, was himself so undisciplined
and disloyal that when he was ordered to
France with his command he sought to
resign, because he did not want to light.
the Germans. Born in this country, and
for 20 years an officer in its Army, under
sworn obligation to defend the United
States against all her enemies, domestic
and foreign, he still sought to resign; and
when the resignation was not accepted,
and he went to France, the commander
in chief was obliged to return him to this
country because of his improper attitude
toward the military service and his
country's cause in this war. He was
thereupon court-martialed, and is now
serving a sentence of 25 years in the penitentiary for his lack of loyalty and lack of
discipline.
I confess I do not see how any soldiers
in his company could have been expected
to learn the proper attitude toward the
military service from such a commander.
I do not suggest that the shortcomings
of Capt. Henckes be made an excuse for
their disobedience, but these mere youths
can hardly be put to death under these
circumstances, and I, therefore, recommend that the sentence in each case be
commuted to one involving penal servitude under ircumstances which will enable them, by confinement in the disciplinary barracks at Fort Leaveuworth,
to acquire under better conditions a
wholesomer attitude toward the duty of
a soldier. Orders accompanying this letter are drawn for your approval which
will carry out the recommendation here
made.
In view of the fact that both Fishback
and Ledoyen had been previously guilty
of minor offenses as disclosed by the record the penalty suggestion is three years'
confinement.
Respectfully submitted,
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.
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HEROIC NURSE DECORATED BY SECRETARY
BAKER.

I
War Department So Explains
General's Attitude to Orders
as to Revisions of Court
Martial Findings.

Secretary Baker pinning the V. S. distinguished service cross on Miss
Beatrice MacDonald of the Reserve Nurse Army Corps. Miss MacDonald was
decorated for extraordinary heroism on duty with the surgical team at British
-asualty clearing station No. 61, British area. During a German night air raid
she continued at her post until she was wounded by a bomb, thereby losing
an eye.

WASHINGTON", Feb. 2S.^Gen. Pershing has only protested, not refused,
orders as to revisions of court martial sentences in France, the War Department asserts in denying- statements made in the House yesterday
try Representative Johnson of South
Dakota relative to the order issued
on Sept. 11. The statement said
Major Gen. Crowder, Judge Advocate
General, is considering the protest.
The order provided that sentences
of courts martial in the expeditionary
forces should be reviewed by Brig.
Gen. E. A. Kreger of Gen. Crowder's
office. Gen. Pershing protested that
the order took final jurisdiction in
disciplinary cases out of the hands of
the Judge Advocate General of the
expeditionary forces.
His protest,
however, was not considered in any
way insubordinate.
The War Department to-day made
public the proceedings in the cases of
three conscientious objectors, all of
whom were sentenced to be shot and
two of whom were later restored to
duty by President Wilson, while the
third was sentenced to imprisonment
for fifteen years. The men refused to
obey an order of a superior officer to
don army uniform.
Two of the cases occurred at Fort
Riley, Kan. Major Gen. Wood approved the findings in both cases, but
recommended that the sentence be
commuted to twenty-five years' imprisonment at hard labor. The President disapproved both sentences and
also Gen. Wood's recommendation, restoring the men to duty. The objectors are Privates Benjamin Breger and
Herman D. Kaplan.
The third is Private Nicholas Le
Cassle, Medical Department, Camp
Greenleaf, Georgia. Major Gen. Henry
G. Sharpe, commanding the Southeastern Department, approved the
. findings and, like Gen. Wood, recom- .
mended that the sentence be commuted to twenty-five years' imprisonment. The President ordered the sentence cut to fifteen years.
The formal orders in all three cases
are dated Jan. 30, and they.presumably were passed upon at the same
time. When the attention of Secretary Baker was called to the matter
to-day, he said the cases merely
showed that all cases were disposed
of on individual merit.
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(H) You say that ' General Ansell will
continue to be Chairman of the Clemency Board." Now that he is demoted, is
be the senior officer of the board'
" In the face of the fact that General
Ansell was the senior to General Kreger
In his own corps and his senior in the
grade of Brigadier General bv the larger
part of the entire list, and "of the fact
that General Ansell had served with
for the most part as the chief of
Johnson Citoi Evidence Refut- and
the office throughout the war and the
other
not at all; and of the fact that
ing Baker in Letter to
he would by virtue of his seniority have
Jiucceeded to the headship of the office
Secretary.
n the absence of General Crowder notJrithstandlng the presence of General
Kreger in the office; of the further fact
that General Ansell's views are opposed
»y the Judge Advocate General and bv
KREGER WAS OUTRANKED yourself,
and that Just before he gave
lite testimony you hod awarded him a
medal for most distinguished service as
noting head of the office, but shortly
Representative Wants to Know Why nfter he had testified, indeed, the davpfter Congress adjourned, vou ordered
Silm demoted and superceded—in the face
Action Was Taken a Day After
*>f the facts—please state how it can be
wiid
that this demotion had " no conCongress Adjourned.
nection with the dispute about military
justice."

SAYS ANSELL WAS
DEMOTED FOR SPITE

Special to The New York Times.
■WASHINGTON, March ".-Representative Royal Johnson of South Dakota,
Vho has Just'received a Distinguished
Service Medal for military service In
Europe, has written a sharp letter to
{Secretary of War Baker In which he
declares that Brig. Gen. Ansell was
demoted as Assistant Judge Advocate
Genera! for his activity in exposing
court martial cases before a Congress
committee. Secretary Baker has stated
that the demotion had nothing to do
Trtth testimony given by General Ansell.
In his letter to Mr. Baker, Representative Johnson points out that General
Ansel! would outrank General Kreger,
Who has been recalled from abroad to
•erve as Acting Judge Advocate General during- General Crowder's absence
In Cuba, had not General Ansell been
demoted.
" General Ansell has been awarded a
medal for most distinguished service as
acting head of the office, but shortly
after he had testified. Indeed, the day
after Congress adjourned, you ordered
htm demoted and superseded," says the
tetter. " In the face of these facts
please state how It can be said that this
demotion ' had no connection with the
dispute about military Justice.' "
Representative Johnson's letter reads:
"The question in which the public is
and ought to be interested is whether
General Ansell has been demoted because of his stand upon the administration of military Justice. This you deny.
The evidence seems flatly to contradict
you, unless this turns out to be one of
those rare Instances where what appears
as compelling evidence turns out upon
explanation to be a rare coincidence.
" I regard it as due to yourself, to
We, as a member of Congress, and to the
Xmbllc at large, that you respond to the
following questions:
" 1—Why did you send to France for
a needed Brigadier General, when one
Yfas' already in the service?
" 2—Had not General Ansell been demoted, would General Kreger, upon his
arrival at the office, have been the
eenior officer of the Judge Advocate
General's Corps?
" 3—Was not General Ansell senior to
General Kreger as a Brigadier General
by seven months?
" 4—Was not General Ansell in charge
€>i the office throughout the greater part
«f the war, and woe not his service in
that capacity such as to cause you to
award him the Distinguished Service
Medal Just previous to his testimony before the Senate Committee on Militarv
Affalrs?
(D.) Have you not recently authorized
an increase, by new appointments, to
the office of the Judge Advocate General?
(F) Is not General Ansell the first
general officer in the Judge Advocate
General's Department to be demoted?
(G) Was not General Kreger especially appointed a Brigadier General for an
office in France which you abolished
the day you ordered him home? In any
event, upon the abolishment of his office, was not he the logical officer to be
demoted ?
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Declaring tlio spirits of millions of
lead men hover over the Versailles
peace session, domanding thicr sacrifices
bo not fruitless, Secretary of War Bakter hiis_a*£XCS3cd the vifrw-ttarr a league
[01 nations' can bo reared to prevent
future wars of conquest. Ho spoke before the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce.
While admitting thc*>toposed league
would perhaps not entiroly guarantee
against wars, Baker said:
"It is at least possible that if we
write the record of the judgment of
this generation it will have some weight
with those who are to come after us,
that is will be an admonition to the new
world that js in the making, of the experience the old world has had, that it
will become a cornerstone in the national policies of the civilized peoples, that
their children will road it In their
school books about govovnment, and
that gradually it will become a common
place in the' hearts of men that the
suffering and sacrifice and loss of war
are things to bo endurod only when
liberty itself is at stake, and that no
man or group of men dares invoke
such a weapon as war in any other than
a high and consecrated cause."
Alluding to President Wilson, Baker
continued:
"So far as wo in America arc concerned our caso is in the hands of our
captain. Ho stands with head erect in
the ancient placos of the Old World
where other kinds of treaties used to bo
made, and represents a great and free
people It may be that there are voices
in this country which quiver with hesitation, and hero and there timorous uncertainty, but back of him in that council chamber aro the voices of the democracies of the world, of the men wito
labor and of the women who sacrifice;
ho is by the force of events the spokesman of tho democracy of the world, and
the compositions of this war will bo
new Magna Charta, a new Bill o
Uights to liberate the children of th
future from tho burned of the past
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FAILURE TO END WAHS

SECRETARY BAKER SAYS PEACE
CONFERENCE CAN NOT MAKE
TRAGEDY INSUPPORTABLE.
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 6.—Speaking;
here before the Buffalo Chamber of;
Commerce, Secretary of WoxBjJfcer de-.
clared it inconceivable that the pfeaca
conference would make the world war
an insupportable tragedy by failing to
provide for a league of nations or some1
other arrangements to prevent such dis-j
asters in the future.
"We here in America, who have
worked and paid," he said, "the father?
and mothers who have given their sons>
surely have a right to some high assur*
ances of future peace as a consolation
for their sacrifices. One can not close
his eyes and think of the peace confer^
ence at Versailles without feeling there
hover over it the spirits of millions of
dead men, demanding that their sacrifices be not in vain, that, the statesmen
of the world now secure to mankind tho
blessings which they died to obtain,"
Mr. Baker said he had no intention of
speaking: for the president, whose statements had been explicit, and in whose
hands the case of America was now
placed.
Not Form but Principle.
"He stands with head erect," said the
secretary, "in the ancient places of the
old world where other kinds of treaties
used to be made, and represents a great
and free people. He is the advocate not
of a form but of a principle.
"It may be that there are voices in
this, country which quiver with hesitation
here and there in their timorous uncertainty, but back of him in that council
are the voices of the democracies of tho
world, of the men who labor and of the
women who sacrifice; he is by force of
events the spokesman of the democracy
of the world, and the compositions of
this war will be a ne\v magna charta of
rights to liberate the children of the future from the burdens of the past."
As to the proposal for a league of nations, Mr. Baker said it wsts not such a
scheme as the holy alliance suggested
by some of its critics.
"It is not proposed out of cabinets of
absolute ministers," he said, "but is
rather the passionate demand of the man
in the street, the simpic and the unsophisticated, who know little of the intrigues and wiles of statecraft, but who
know a very great deal about the suffering and sacrifice which war entails.
"For my own part, I refuse to be timid
about America's capacity to do new
things which are needed in a new world.
I decline to distrust our purposes or to
shrink from moving forward because the
road seems wider and higher than roads
we have traveled hitherto. I do not know
what form these arrangements can take.
I am not wedded to any particular method of preserving the peace of the world. '
I do not believe that so great an object
can be accomplished by merely adhering
to a particular form of words or
phrases."
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SEC. BAKER SAYS, "YALE R. 0.
T.C. MADE ENVIABLE RECORD."
Statement to News Favors
Military Training Whatever
U. S. Future Policy May Be.
"NEW R. 0. T. C. PLAN EFFICIENT."
'We Should Fail in Our Duty to Our
Country Did We Not Continue Certain
Military
Agencies
Already
Established/'
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker,
in an exclusive statement to the NEWS,
says: "The Yale R.O.T.C. unit of
Field Artillery has made an enviable
record, and has provided the Army with
approximately 1,000 officers. The Chief
of Field Artillery has announced a program for the continuation of this unit,
which promises to increase both its
military efficiency and its benefits to students who join it."
Secretary Baker realizes that the
slackening of interest in military training is natural, but, speaking of the college R.O.T.C, says: "We should fail
in our duty to our country did we not
continue upon an efficient basis certain
military agencies that are already established, and are clearly consistent with
our institutions and our international
obligations."
He belittles the belief that any comprehensive and permanent system of
military training in this country must
await the outcome of the Peace Conference.
He concludes: "Whatever be the
future military policy of the United
States it is highly desirable that there be
a continuous supply of young men having the fundamentals of a military education, and of technically trained men
who ?.i*"e mrormcd as>o the military applications of the several sciences."
Secretary Baker's letter follows:
Editor of the YALE DAILY NEWS,
New Haven, Conn.
Sir: It is only natural that there
should now be some slackening of interest in military training both on the
part of those who have recently been
discharged from the service, and on the
part of those who, having missed the
opportunity of service in the great
struggle just ended, feel that a similar
national emergency is too remote to require any sacrifice on their part at this
time. There is, furthermore, a wellgrounded belief that any comprehensive
and permanent system of military training in this country must await the outcome of the Peace Conference now sitting in Paris. But we should fail in our
duty to the country did we not continue
upon an efficient basis certain military
agencies that are already established,
and are clearly consistent with our institutions and our international obligations. The Reserve Officers' Training
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Corps was established in 1916, before i
our entrance into the war, and was intended as a peace-time measure, by
which the War Department could be assured of the support of the educational
institutions of the country. The wisdom
of this plan has been abundantly confirmed by the experience of the present
war. The younger officers of the Army
have been largely drawn from the undergraduates and younger graduates of j
the colleges, and the promptness and
skill with which these young men entered upon their'military duties was due
in no small measure to the basic training received in the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps and in the summer
training camps connected therewith.
Furthermore, the various technical and
scientific experts who have proved so
indispensable in modern warfare have
been almost entirely supplied by the colleges and have proved the importance of
having the colleges in close touch with
the needs and problems of the Army.
Whatever be the future military policy
of the United States it is highly desirable that there be a continuous supply of
young men having the fundamentals of
a military education, and of technically
trained men who are informed as to the
military applications of the several sciences. These objects the Reserve Officers' Training Corps is designed to
serve and I trust that the students of
Yale and of other universities and colleges will co-operate in its support.
The Yale R.O.T.C. unit of Field
Artillery has made an enviable record,
and has provided the Army with approximately one thousand officers. The
Chief of Field Artillery has announced
a program for the continuation of this
unit, which promises to increase both its
military efficiency and its benefits to the
students who join it. The physical fitness, technical proficiency, and spirit of
loyalty which this unit will seek to promote are benefits which every young
man should covet even though, as we
must all hope, there should be no occasion to use them in war. It is to be
hoped that the students of the University will seize this opportunity to combine an admirable system of training
having educational values of its own,
with service to the nation.
(Signed)
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.
Colonel F. J. Morrow, Chairman of
the Committee on Education and Special
Training, in a letter enclosed with that
of Secretary Baker says: "The Committee is confident of the continued success of the Yale unit, and it can always
count upon our hearty co-operation." He
requests, in the interest of the committee, Secretary Baker's letter be given as
wide publicity as possible, and that the
committee be permitted to use it in
statements from the Washington office.
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Baker Trip Arrang
To Permit Speeches
Secretary Will Inspect Camps
Early in Day to Leave
Evenings Free
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON, March 9.—Secretary
Baker, who left Washington to-day
with Chief of Staff March to visit
demobilization camps in the Middle
West, on the Pacific Coast and in the
Southwestern states, has arranged a
schedule that will provide opportunity
for him to make numerous public addresses.
Mr. Baker and General
March will arrive at each cantonment
city in the early morning, in order to
complete the inspection during the
day, thus leaving the evening open
for speaking engagements.
The Secretary's trip, which will
consume three weeks, was not planned
until after President Wilson returned
tto this country and the opposition
to the present draft of the league of
nations had developed in the Senate.
In fact it was believed that Secretary
Baker, who some months ago announced that he was again to visit
Europe, would return to France in
the Presidential party. Instead the
swing around the circle in the West
was planned.
Secretary of the Interior Eedfield
also will tour the Middle Western and
Northwestern cities in support of the
President's league of nations scheme.

m* 3fa» HUmie* Capital
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TWO DISTINGUISHED VISITORS.
/ Secretary of War Baker who is a Des koines visitor
'today, was born in West Virginia in ^^"M.,?
was graduated from John Hopkins university in 1892
and from the law school of Washington and Lee •university in 1894; practiced law at Martinsburg. V, e,Bt
Virginia: became city solicitor of Cleveland Omo and
mayor of Cleveland; being appointed secretary of war
The ««**«**« \
hy President Wilson in March. 1916.
gut up an army, the greatest the western world ever
saw and has been especially faithful in caring tor the
morals and health of the men. He co-operated with
Th great "medical department and M*^*™
known system at the cantonments to protect the lHes
and health of the soldier from contam»nat.on and c n
tagion. His life is exemplary and he might be called
the leader o£ the young men of the nation.
Secretary Baker is accompanied by General Peyton C.
March? chief of staff of the .United States army.
General March was graduated from West Point in
18<!S
His service was in the artillery branch. He
rved in the Philippine war *«^ ««£S£
work as a soldier has been characterized by ialthtrtnw
Ind ability, in the present war the -™f >-*«£
from General March as to the progress of events. He
as not believed in concealment but has kept the pareats and relatives of soldiers fully toft»™ed:: Des Moines is honored by the presenc, of «"■»*£
Mnericans who in the present war have served with
**£?Syt°a«emptU«, In the brief time allotted to
demonstrate to these genuine Americans that they are
thoroly appreciated. ___
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Former Sails April 1; Naval
Secretary March 15. ,
WILL DISCUSS WARSHIPS
Daniels and Experts to Confer
With Allied Naval Officials.
THREE SECRETARIES ABROAD
Absence of President and Heads of
Army and Navy at Same Time
Said to Be Without Precedent in
History of Nation—Vast Quantities of Building Materials and
Equipment to Be Disposed Of.
Admirals to Accompany Daniels
Include Taylor, Griffin and Earle,
(By the Associated Press.)
Secretary Daniels and a party of
American naval experts will leave for
Europe next week to discuss with
allied naval officials the best type of
capital warships to be built "in the
future, based on the lessons gained
in the great war. Because of conflicting opinions on this subject
among American officers, the Secretary has been asked to submit a definite recommendation to the next
Congress, in December.
It also was learned yesterday that
Secretary Baker would sail for Europe about April 1 to close up the
business operations of the American
expeditionary forces. He will be absent about six weeks, and probably
will arrive overseas before Secretary
Daniels returns home.
Army and Navy Without Chiefs.
Thus President Wilson and the heads
of both the army and navy probably
will be away from the country at the
same time, a situation which many
officials said yesterday was without
precedent.
The Naval Secretary will be accompanied by Rear Admirals Taylor, chief
of the bureau of construction and repair; Griffin, chief of the bureau of
steam engineering; Earle, chief of the
bureau of ordnance, and Commander
Foote, his personal aid. The party
will be joined overseas by Admiral
Benson, chief of the bureau of operations, who is attached to the American peace delegation, and Vice Admiral Sims, commanding all American
naval forces in European waters.

Will Consider Types of Ships.
CONTINUED PROM FIRST PAGE.
.Mr. Paniels and his party will sail
from New York on the transport
The decision of President Wilson to
Leviathan a week from today, and attend the peace conference, however,
will go first to Paris to confer with necessitated a delay, and Edward R.
the French admiralty. Later they Stettinius, who was then In Fiance as
will visit London and Rome, and the personal representative of the
probably will be away a month or Secretary of War, was intrusted with
more. Plans for the return trip have the negotiations looking to the disnot yet been made.
position of the vast quantities of buildWhile all deductions to be drawn ing material and other equipment not
from war experiences will be dis- of a strictly military nature which had
cussed in detail, the American mission been concentrated for the army in
will address itself particularly to the. France.
When Mr. Stettinius returned some
question of future types of capital weeks ago he reported satisfactory
ships. II has been the judgment of progress in his negotiations with the
the navy general board, charged with French and other governments, but
there remain many questions which
fixing the military characteristics of must
be decided by the Secretary, who
new ships, that the United States has felt that he could expedite this
should continue to build dreadnoughts entire matter by his personal attention
of constantly increasing power and to it in Europe.
The Secretary of War hopes to be
battle cruisers. This view is held by able to complete all the work that lies
Rear Admiral Fletcher, chairman of before him in France in three weeksj
the general board, and former com- time and get back to Washington by
the middle of May. While he* is overmander of the Atlantic, fleet.
tary Benedict Crowell, First Assistant
Secretary, will act as Secretary of War.
Experts Favor Composite Ship.
Admiral Mayo, now commander of
the AMantic fieri; Vice Admiral Sims
and Rear Admiral Rodman, the I hree
officers who have held the highest
posts of Hie American service in the
war /.one. believe, however, thai a.
composite ship, combining the speed
of a baffle cruiser with Hie gun
power and armor of a battleship,
should be substituted. These officers
have been particularly impressed by
British experiments toward a composite craft with the construction of
the- Hood, one of Hie so-called British
HOLDS CROWDER TO BLAME.
"hush" ships.
Secretary Daniels has not. taken
C. J. Post Asserts That General Had
sides in the dispute, nor have his
Power of Court-Martial Review.
three chief technical advisers, the
An interview relating to Secretary Bamen who will design and construct
ker's defense of Judge Advocate Genwhatever ships may be decided upon,
eral Crowder was given. yesterday by
expressed any opinion.
Charles Johnson Post, now Director of
British Invitation to Daniels.
the Publishers' Advisory Board, at 200
Fifth Avenue, and who, in 3014, atIt is the Secretary's purpose to give
tacked alleged abuses of the court-marthese officers a full opportunity to go
tial system.
into all of the involved technical
" When Secretary Baker," said Mr.
questions as to design during the trip
Post. " in his defense of Judge Advocate
abroad in order that he may have the.
General Crowder stated that he did not
recall prior to the war that ' our sysbenefit of their advice when it betem of military law ever became the
comes necessary for him finally to
subject of public attack on the ground
determine future ship types.
of its structural defects ' he placed himSecretary Daniels was invited by
self on record as being probably the
the British admiralty to visit Europe
only official connected with the War
during the war, but he was unable to
Department who was not aware that In
accept that invitation. However, As1914 an elaborate series of articles setsistant Secretary Roosevelt, who will
ting forth case after case of cruelty. Injustice, and abuse was published in Harbe acting Secretary while Mr. Daniels
per's Weekly.
is overseas, twice visited the war
" These articles were based upon hunzone.
dreds of cases in the War Department,
Secretary Baker made two trips to
which the Judge Advocate General's DeFrance during the war, and had
partment permitted me to go over. Laplanned a third one immediately after
ter, when I wos fortified with facts and
the signing of the armistice, so as to
a knowledge of the departments methgive his personal attention to the setods I asked questions which proved emtlement of the many big problems
barrassing, and 1 was peremptorily denied further access to these public regrowing out of the presence abroad
ords of public court-martial trials.
of millions of American soldiers.
" I charged that enlisted men were
punished in time of peace with reckless
CONTINUED ON SECOND PAGE.
severity and prison sentences for slight
infractions of discipline when officers
who had committed crimes of embezzlement and fraud against the soldiers under them, with whose funds htey were
entrusted, were lightly punished by a
simple dismissal from the army without
prison sentence.
" In no way does Judge Advocate General Crowder attempt to meet the issue
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or deny the exposures of the Congressional Committee as to abuses and Inhumanities In his department; General
Crowder merely attacks the courage at
General Ansell for making these abuses
public.
"As to the legal argument, General
Crowder in substance states that he was
powerless to revise the abuses of lack of
revision of the court martial cases because it was necessary for Congress to
pass adequate legislation. This is disingenuous. Congross passes the organic
law, the articles of war, and every
legislative enactment governing the
War Department and other Governmental departments. But like every
other great Governmental department.
Congress also empowers that department to establish its own rules and
regulations under the Congressional organic law for the administration of the
department. These rules are covered
in the department In a series of volumes known as the opinions of the
Judge Advocate General, which are the
departmental interpretations of the organic law. and are merely regulation*
only for the department—but which mar
be changed by the department Itself,
since the department Itself is the supreme authority as to its own regulations. General Crowder had the power
to reverse the opinions of the Judge Advocate General that preceded him. in a
similar way to that In which any department chief can—where no legal matters are involved. For years past General Crowder has elected to defend the
court martial system, and on his head
alone is the responsibility for the present general public condemnation."
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the appointing officer's review and demand the admirable systems of ord< ■<■■■''
checks and balances, that is illusmodify, affirm or reverse his action.
trated by the divorce of our execuOne Point of Concurrence.
from our judicial system, we
"1
"With this I agree, and there is no tive
WE
controversy about it.
I submitted entrust ourselves to these devices kne.
.COMFORT (Hosp.^pVotn
and you approved in January, 1918, a rather than to the fairness and jus- had
The very
bee,■.iBordeaux Convalescent Detach
draft of legislation vesting such a tice in the hearts ofs men. th
mon
J: n,t 4
of the war -s such
""•*■ that
°* men
"f ' -I
*
" 12
■"> officers
~~—-< and Zsl'lnTTI I
of
«o*' 121.
further appellate or reviewing power nature
forget the sordid views that made wit ^i^ N0rth mveP>
in the President. The draft was in- those
checks
and
balances-necessary,
rever
troduced and died in the Senate Military Committee, which no doubt con- * * * On this theory the soldier is tra;,0, {Xgfllery Brigade,Advance Schoo
sidered it of less actual importance remitted to the simple and direct wr• -: .men; CasualiCompany No. 37
Cali,
than other pressing business of the discipline in the army. His court
CHINAMPA-From La Vai\i„
war. Jf this were the only alleged has its inception in the old courts of cu»
Uce 1
' *
Comna„„ x,
difference ofr opinion within the de- chivalry and honor, and the essential JUJ ^ men(. A gpr^^,
-asua! Company
No. 35,
partment, therefore, it vanishes with principle remains. His conduct is *"J
this simple statement, and it is diffi- taken before his comrades who de- ™
DUE Ti i
whether it ia the conduct of «a
MOUNT VERNON-From BTJ
Judge Advocafe General in Let- cult to perceive a cau6e for unusual termine
a
soldier
or
no.
j
interest.
chiding I02d Supply Train, complet,
Opposes Divided Command.
.^
"The storm centers, however, about
men; 102d Sanitary Train, compe
ter to Baker Says Administra- three
briefs-—two from Gen. Ansell
"In this lies the difference between m,
whom 35 officers and 835 enli.teTm
and one from myself to you. Strange the systems of civil and military jus- at
tion of Military Law During to say, these briefs were not ad- tice. The War Department naturally ci Tram complete, 35 officers and 1,TJ
994 enlisted men are from New
dressed primarily to the desirability adheres to the latter system. It re- cc
of such a power of review. That is pels the thought of an army in the th
York, 2 officers and 207 enlisted 1
War Was Equitable.
conceded. They were addressed solely field with two commandes, one in ar
enlisted men; 998. New York 2 officl
to the question of whether that power charge of its discipline and one in
m Ce r and 85 enlisted
£T
,f
™n
had not actually been granted by- charge of its strategical and tactical pi
; 2
971, L°
West, Virginia;
990, Re~u]
a' I
Section 1,3 99 of the Revised Sattutes, manouvres. The picture is, to the al
1,000
and
1.416,
IHinois;
1,4<£
f
Wi
DECLARES ANSELL DIDN'T
a law that had been on the statute student of war or to the man with
1,407, Marines; 1,408, Minnesota- 1 4
books for fifty-five years, with but a the slightest familiarity with things
sylvania; 1,413,.South Dakota, and
START MOVE FOR REFORMS. single attempt to deduce from it the military, nothing less than ridicugrant of so broad a power in any
lous."
officer of the Government. That sinIn the man even Crowder's argugle attempt was made in a, desperate
to obtain the release of a con- ment was 'Without personal feeling or
Cites His Own Activities in This effort
sentiment. Near the end of the letvicted soldier by habeas corpus.
ter, .however, he took occasion to deMain Point of Difference.
fend himself against any dhafge of
Direction and Blames Con"The precise question on which Gen. severity and to speak Of Big. Geft.
Ansell and I do not agree was carHe said:
gress for Delaying Steps for a ried into a circuit court of the. Uni- Ansell.
"Hostile criticism will undoubtedly
ted States anad there decided once assert that the observations I have
for aall in a manner binding on all submitted commit me to a support of
Tribunal of Review.
administrative officers sworn to exe- excessive sentences, which, of course,
cute the law as they find it. I shall is not true, I only speak the probable
not prolong this statement by dis- viewpoint of the officers who have as(Speaal to Ttie Wraid.)
cussing of that question. That any sessed the sentences, but it may be
WASHINGTON, March 9.—Judge administrative officer would bo justi- said with entire accuracy that on the
fied in finding In the unequivocal day the armistice was signed, Nov. 11,
Adrocate General Crowder to-night language of a statute so old, against 1918, no person was serving the sencame to his own defense and to the the seasoned judgment of a Federal tence of a general court martial who
and the administrative prac- had on that date entered ' upon the
defense of the Military Code law. In Court
tice of fifty-five years, a hidden execution of the excessive portion of (
a letter to Secretary Baker, Gen. meaning revolutionizing the entire his sentence.
j
"As you are aware, shortly after'
system of military justice is simply
Crowder argued:
mv resumption of full charge of the
<•—That the administration of mil- preposterous.
"Gen. Anseli's argument was an office of the Judge Advocate Genera'.
r tary law during- the war has been eager, earnest plea for a forbidden I recommended the convening of a
short cut based on expediency rather board of clemency to undertake with
generally fair and equitable.
2—That if the Military Code is weal; than on reason. With the desirability the greatest expedition the adjustcf such an appellate power in the ment of war time punishment to
in that there is not sufficient President you agreed and forthwith peace time standards, and that an
power to review judgments, it is the requested it of Congress -which alone admonition was issued upon my recfault of Congress, to which he sub- could grant it. Countenance of a ommendation, to courts martial and
So Secretary Rides in Stuffy
authorities, both at home
mitted legislation providing further plan to play ducks and drakes with reviewing
Smoker and Chief of Staff
a statute of the United States you nnd abroad, to conform, unless spereviewing power, in January, 1913.
refused. The briefs are in the Con- cial reasons influenced them to a conGets Half a Seat.
trary
course,
to
the
limits
of
punish—That Brig. Gen. (now Lieut. Col.) gressional Record, or in the reports
Samuel T. Ansell did not originate of Committee hearings and they may ment observed in time of peace.
DBS MOINES, March 11.—Secrebe left to the reading of
Vindicates His Own C»aM«.
the reform movement, and that Ansell confidently
tary of War Baker contented himself
any fair minded man, lawyer, or lay"My
motives any my actions have
has not been demoted or reprimanded man. That thread of the story is at been attacked,
with a seat in a crowded smoker of a
and I have toeen adan end.
stuffy two-car train for two hours tobecause of his activity.
vertised as having hampered the ef"But if the controversy is not over forts' of Gen. Ansell. I have been
day getting into Des Moines. Gen.
Report Asked »T Baker.
the advisability that such an appellate been set off against him as reactionj March, Chief of Staff, was favored
Gen. Crowder was asked toy Sec- power and not in a substantial sense ary. It has been said that the presS with half a seat in the rear day coach.
the famous briefs, where is it? It ent military code is archaic. T mereretary Baker for a report summariz- in
lies in this: First, that Gen. Ansell
"Save nothing; I ain't got no ausay that I 'began what proved a
ing the whole controversy over courts believes that the power, when granted, ly
tedious and heart-breaking task of
thority to save no seats for nobody. If
should
be
vested
in
the
Judge
Advomartial and outlining the background
years to obtain a complete revision
you got any secretaries with you
of .militarv and legal facts behind the cate General, and that a complete | 0f"tiie "old" militarv code early in my
judicial system with faithful analogies servicei personally conducted that
they'll have to take their chances on
controversy.
Secretary Baker said to the organization and procedure of
task, beginning with my appointseats just like anybody else," was
he had no fears of his own, but the civil. courts should t>e substituted for ment as Judge Advocate General,
the greeting that Major Swing, aide
public should be reassured, saying to the present, simple and direct system and at the end of four annual dispuuux. auvm
I of army discipline, while the depart- appointments obtained its complete
to Gen. March, got from a brakemar.
Gen. Crowder:
! ment believes that the power should revision in 1916.
when he rushed from the Chicago
"I have not been made to believe be vested in the President, that with
"During much of this time Gen.
train over to a local to obtain seatj
by the perusal of these complaints such a grant of power the faults of Ansell was one of the most promising
for his party.
the existing system will bo completely and trusted officers in my office. Durthat justice is not done to-day under removed with the exercise of those
But the officials saw the humor
ing
all
the
time
that
the
code
was
in
' the military law, or ha,s not been dono powers and with th improvements
the situation and made the best
revision
he
never
suggested
to
me
during the war period. 1 wish to eon-: that have been invested in the last two nor, so far as I can learn, to any one
the journey.
vey to you here the assurance of my years."
else, any of the changes he is sugThe Secretary and Chief of Sta
Justifies tlic Present Code.
gesting now. He, papticipared in prehere to visit Camp Dodge and
entire faith that the system of millentire Lira. 1
structure as t Gen- Crowder argued against the( paring tne manual for courts martial,
Sort Des Moines and were sues s: a
tary justice, both in its structme as | subgtltutlon of the civil code for the; which ^ based upon the new code.
Funoneon at me cfp and rtataa
organized by the statutes of Congress , mii;tary code, sayinsr that the two but he acivanCecl none of these new
quet in the city at night, They lef
1
and the President's regulations, and ; were designed for different purposes. views
tote at night for Omaha.
cat n of the
SySt6m
m Us operation M administered dur- I Ine ^«
>°
™
'
''Indeed the first time that I was
111 iw °^
,..,-,.
,, ,.
' « said.
advised of such a view w-as m Noving the war, is essentiallj sound.
. ..Tbf, miutary code, and especially ember, 1917i 0 nthe occasion of his
•tseeretairy Baker added t^±_«^jp^^
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Con-of the first brief or any intlma-»
the appointing officer's review and demand the admirable systems of order pappointing him Acting Judge ton that Gen. Ansell had.reached checks and balances, that is illus- Advocate General and relieving me of
modiffy, affirm or reverse his action.
trated by the divorce of our execu- my fnnetions.
One Point of Concurrence.
tive from our judicial system, we
"That order was killed before I
"With this I agree, and there is no entrust ourselves to these devices knew anything about the brief. It
controversy about it.
I submitted rather than to the fairness and jus- bad never been published. It had to the* cTrcfittiStiHlce ar
j and you approved in January, 1918, a tice in the hearts of men. The very been obtained by him from the Chief n,it the order be not. publishe
! draft of legislation vesting such a nature of the war is such that men of Staff, without consulting you and U,.?While iqi^tWthat GfeV i.iseH's
living
further appellate or reviewing power forget the sordid views that made without your knowledge, and it was attempt to'WcJire/an, ordt
ijocato
in the President. The draft was in- those checks and balances'necessary, revoked by you because it was con- him mv functions fcs Judge
General was' fconMrrtent' wlCft his
troduced and died in the Senate Mili- * * * On this theory the soldier is trary to your wishes,
tary Committee, which no donbt con- remitted to the simple and direct
"Gen. Ansell asked me in a formal ..reparation of a brief urging a revosidered it of less actual importance discipline in the army. His court written memorandum to help him se- lution in the military system and
his circulation of a document of such
than other pressing; business of the
c
tU
war. If this were the only alleged has its inception in the old courts of »^ « ^'^^JL^.^S *H - * CTave consequences among every, officer in my office \vitho\irgiving~ma
difference ofr opinion within the defrhtest information of his efpartment, therefore, it vanishes with
it is not true'"t-Nat 3l knew of
this simple statement, and it is diffitermine
whether
it
is
the
conduct
of
^.^
^
^^
^
^
fae
takg
brief
until after you directed the
)C
Judge Advocate General in Let- cult to perceive a cause for unusual
interest.
a soldier or no.
j up directIy with the secretary of War rescinding of the unpublished order
"The storm centers, however, about
Opposes Divided Command.
in his own way. He did not take the appointing him Acting Judge Advoter to Baker Says Administra- three
briefs—two from Gen. Ansell
"In this lies the difference between matter up with the Secretary of War cate General.
"But I deem it unnecessary to enter
and one from myself to you. Strange the systems of civil and military jus- t all. He took it up with the Acting
tion of Military Law During to say, these briefs were not ad- tice. The War Department naturally aChief of Staff with the remark that I t)liS field of accusation further and
dressed primarily to the desirability adheres to the latter system. It re- concurred. Upon this being shown discuss the many issues of fact which
of such a power of review. That is pels the thought of an army in the the Chief of Staff marked the draft of have been raised, as I am informed
War Was Equitable.
conceded. They were addressed solely field with two commandes, one in an order that Gen. Ansell had pre- that the Inspector General of'*the
to the question of whether that power cha.rge of its discipline and one in pared for suspended publication. By army has been designated to conduct
i thorough investigation and make all
had not actually been granted by- charge of its strategical and tactical accident I learned of this order,
Mjte ascertainments of fact that are
Section 1.199 of the Revised Sattutes, manouvres. The picture is, to the.
Leaves
Other
Issues
to
Inquiry.
necessary to elucidate the AdminisDECLARES ANSELL DIDNT
a law that had been on the statute student of war or to the man with ' ^
before
tration of military justice during the I
books for fifty-five years, with but a
uon
fran
any
source
of
the
prepara
war period."
START MOVE FOR REFORMS. single attempt to deduce from it the military
grant of so broad a power in any
officer of the Government. That sin- lous."
In the man even Crowder's argugle attempt was made in a desperate ment
was without personal feeling or
effort to obtain the release of a consentiment. Near the end of the letCites His Own Activities in This victed soldier by habeas corpus.
ter, however, he took occasion to deMnin Point of Difference.
fend himself against any charge of
Direction and Blames Con"The precise question on which Gen. severity and to speak of Big. Geft.
Ansell and I do not agree was car- Ansell. He said:
gress for Delaying Steps for a ried into a circuit court of the Uni"Hostile criticism will undoubtedly
ted States anad there decided once assert that the observations I have
for aall in a manner binding on all submitted commit me to a support of
Tribunal of Review.
administrative officers sworn to exe- excessive sentences, which, of course, |
cute the law as they find it. I shall is not true, I only speak the probable ,
not prolong this statement by dis- viewpoint of the officers who have as- I
(Special to The WaiSd.)
cussing of that question. That any sessed the sentences, but it may be I
WASHINGTON, March 9.—Judge administrative officer would be justi- said with entire accuracy that on the
fied in finding in the unequivocal day the armistice was signed, Nov. 11,
Advocate General Crowder to-night language of a statute so old, against 1918, no person was serving the sencame to his own defense and to the the seasoned judgment of a Federal tence of a general court martial who
Court and the administrative prac- had on that date entered ' upon the
! defense of the Military Code law. In tice of fifty-five years, a hidden execution
of the excessive portion of
! a letter to Secretary Baker, Gen. meaning revolutionizing the entire his sentence.
"As you are aware, shortly after
system of military justice is simply
Crowder argued:
mv resumption of full charge of the
<—That the administration of mil- preposterous.
L
"Gen. Anseli's argument was an office of the Judge Advocate General.
)■ tary law during the war has been eager, earnest plea for a forbidden I recommended the convening of a.
short cut based on expediency rather board of clemency to undertake with
generally fair and equitable.
A BAKER OR MARCH
2—That if the Military Code is wealc than on reason. With the desirability the greatest expedition the adjustof such an appellate power in the ment of war time .punishment to,
JUST FOLKS TO HIM|
in that there Is not sufficient President you agreed and forthwith peace time standards, and that an i
power to review judgments, it Is the requested it of Congress which alone admonition was Issued upon my ree- I
fault of Congress, to which he sub- could grant it. Countenance of a orrimehdatidn, to courts martial and i So Secretary Rides in Stuffy
reviewing authorities, both at home ;
mitted legislation providing further plan to play ducks and drakes with and abroad, to conform, unless speSmoker and Chief of Staff
a statute of the United States you
I reviewing power, in January, 1913.
refused. The briefs are in the Con- cial reasons influenced them to a con- I
Gets Half a Seat.
3—That Brig. Gen. (now Lieut. Col.) gressional Record, or in the reports trary course, to the limits of punish- '
ment
observed
in
time
of
peace.
of
Committee
hearings
and
they
may
DES
MOINES, March 11.—Secre■Samuel T. Ansell did not originate
confidently be left to the reading of
Vindicates His Own Course.
tary of War Baker contented hdmself
the reform movement, and that Ansell any fair minded man, lawyer, or lay"My motives any my actions have
with a seat in a crowded smoker of a
has not been demoted or reprimanded man. That thread of the story is at been attacked, and I have been adan end.
stuffy two-car train for two hours tovertised as having hampered the efbecause of his activity.
"But if the controversy is not over forts' of Gen. Ansell. I have been
day getting into Des Moines. Gen.
Report Asked »y Baker.
the advisability that such an appellate been set off against him as reaction;
March Chief of Staff, was favored
Gen. Crowder was asked toy Sec- power and not in a substantial sense ary. It has been said that the presI with half a seat in the rear day coach.
in
the
famous
briefs,
where
is
it?
It
ent
military
code
is
archaic.
T
mereretary Baker for a report summariz- lies in this: First, that Gen. Ansell
"Save nothing; I ain't got no auly say that I began What proved a.
ing the whole controversy over courts believes that the power, when granted, tedious and heart-breaking task of
thority to save no seats for notoody. If
martial-and outlining the background should be vested in the Judge Advo- years to obtain a complete revision
you got any secretaries with you
General, and that a complete of the old military code early in my
of militarv and legal facts behind the cate
judicial system with faithful analogies '1 service, personally conducted that
they'll have to take their chances on
controversy.
Secretary Baker said to the organization and procedure o" task, beginning with my appointseats just like anybody- else," was
he had ho fears of his own, but the civil courts should be substituted fo ment as. Judge Advocate General,
the greeting that Major Swing, aide
mibl'c should be reassured, saying to the present, simple and direct system and at the end of four annual disto Gen. March, got from a brakeman
puOKC snoum u
| of army aiselpline, while the denart- appointments obtained its complete
Gen. Crowder:
! rnent believes that the power should revision in 1916.
when he rushed from the Chicago
"I have not been made to believe j be ve3ted in the President, that with
"During much of this time Gen.
train over to a local to obtain i
by the perusal uf these complaints j such a grant of power the faults of Ansell was one of the most promising
for his party.
system will be completely and trusted officers in my office. Durthat justice is not done to-day -under I the
exi
But the officials saw the humor cj
removed
with tiie exercise of those ing all the time that the code was in
the military law, or has not been dono powers and with tti improvements revfsion he never suggested to me
the situation and made the best of
during the war period. 1 wish to eon-, that have been invested in the last two nor, so far as I can learn, to any one
! the journey.
I
else, any of the changes he is sugvey to you here the assurance of my years."
The Secretary and Chief of Stafl
Justtflcs the Present Code.
„esting
now.
He
participated
in
preentire faith that the system of miliGen. Crowder _ argued against the j paring the manual for courts martial.
tary justice, both in its structure as ; suhstilutlon 0l- the civil code for the which was based upon the new code. !
organized bv the statutes of Congress ■ mii;tarv code, saying that the two but he advanced none of these new
1
and the President's regulations, and were designed for different purposes, views.
Site at night for Omaha.
ana tne rr».ut
■ „,„„,,.„-. ,,r i Tn justification of the army system,
"Indeed, the first time that I was
in its operation as administered ridur- , ^ J^.
advised of such a view Was in Noving the war, is essentially sound."
| "The military code, and especially ember, 1917, o nthe occasion of his
^fi>-retP7-y Baker added that the j our military code, is designed to op- presenting to you—not through me
f?- V
„. *,„,*
a fair chance to erate on men hurriedly drawn from and entirely without consulting me—
public
hap not
nad a
fair chance to. j^ j.^^, operation of the civil code,
first of the elaborate briefs about
judge the controversy on its merjts... nd to concer,tra.te their strength, the
which so much has bee nmade.
Gen Chowder, therefore, went into ! their thought, their individual action
Makes Specific Denials.
the subject at length. He said:
Ion one common purpose—the purpose
"It has been charged that, as a re, „—„-- ~- - _
tv,.-. it, !of victory.
The common purpose is
5
"Gen. Ansell contends that there is ^e^°n of action. The pian of ac- sult of that brief an order designata fault in the organic structure of tjcm cannot be, as we have heard it is ing him as Acting Judge Advocate
the eonrt martial evetem, in the fact in the Bolshevic Annv, the debated General was revoked, and further that
he was relived from his'duties of su** after a man has been tried by ?-y^^, army.^The plan of ae- pervising
the administration of milicourt martial, and the record ot trial eomman(jer. Therefore, the individual tary justice. Nothing eopld be farther
has been reviewed by the authority ]<pprty Oode is designed to accom- from the truth. He was never relieved from his duties supervising the
th-Lt appointed the court (usually a pijSh that purpose
Whflt is the essence of a1! this? Administration of Military Justice,
military officer of hig'h rank), and by It is, that for the purposes of peace except to take a trip to France, which
I him finally approved and carried into we demand an intricate legal system, he was eager to do, and this was con- ;
I execution, there is no further appel even at the cost of technicalities, de. siderably after the submission of the
brief, and after the revocation of the i
late 'body or officer who can review lays, and abstruse rules of law, we
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WITH BUILDING OP
A G. 0. P.
Democratic Senators Declare

recognized as better than a second
rate lawyer in his own city.
One story was current to-daj that
Secretary Daniels on gomg to
Crowder's office to inquire about a
■ - prospect of promotion was
met by a young officer, who suggested he would do well to 'see I arry
Heath about it." Daniels to-night
denied this story, saying be had gone
to Crowder's office to nntroduee a
friend. In the corridor outside
Crowder's room they mat Heath.
Heath, it will be remembered, was
a protege of Mark liana some years .
ago and prominent in Republican
party affairs. He was an Assistant
Postmaster General under President.
MeKJnley- At one time he lived in

Senator King, a Democrat of Utfth,
General said
of his experiences:
••I had heard that Perry had his
Showed Political Favoritism 'fine Italian Hand' in it, and I am

Judge

Advocate

not surprised if :;•' Das used some
influence. 1 recommended several
Democratic attorneys and some Republicans as well, but I know of none
of the Democrats that got in. On the
hand, there were four or five
ANSELL FRAMES HIS REPLY other
Utah Republicans who got commissions in Crowder's office."
TO SUPERIOR'S ATTACK.! "Political
i:neniie»" Commi«ilo»ed
Former Senator Lewis of Illinois
was quoted by friends as having said
it seemed to him that "every political
Reduced Officer Asks the War enemy"
he had was getting commissions in the Array and the Judge AdDepartment to Give State- vocate General's office. Bwg»t£
tive Frank Doremus of Michigan,
Congressional Chairman, dement the Same Publicity Ac- former
clared few if any Michigan Democrats succeeded in winning «>mn^;
corded the Other Side.
sions, especially in Crowder S office
although he recommended several
able attornevs for places. Do'emus
toM an amusing story related to h.m
.3.;>Oji.li to The W«M.)
bv Representative John V. Dasher ot
WASHINGTON, March 11.—Lieut. P«nns.vlvania. Losher, a Democrat,
Col. Ansell—Brigadier General until SE*U\« Crow** in regard t* an
a day or two ago—to-day filed his -f-Tb^ttlke-dlToverlo^f^
reply to Judge Advocate General
- ,-«with.
...
Crowder with the Secretary of War, oareutlv
parcel,. tmnitius "^"«;
conference
accompanying the document with the
request that it be made public in
the same manner as Gen. Crowder's
wS"di^rtSmSion, but that .Bakerattack was made public—through -Sad reused to. intervene, »y™S #>
the War Department press bureau.
%£& Serene '»&
Col. Ansell cannot give out the ^
f Trend from Ohio who had looked
document without offending against fntofbe situation had found the Rethe military regulations, and so tar
no word is obtainable as to the from iviiuinf^vi^.
/-vcj^vi-yfti nnd one
course the department will take. Detroit, serving as <,ol<mei. a»a V"
Meanwhile the controversy that starr- &ST& ch^e^Sratloi;
ed with the effort to modify and Warren, "•*"
v^peala Dwisaon in
humanize the archaic savagery of the
court martial system is spreading to
other phases.
,ggfe -^ ^tTthe^White
Political Criticism Starts.
Criticism of Gen. Crowder of a political nature that has beeri smoldering for some time, is beginning to
break into open fire. As a sequel to
the Crowder-Ansell row. Democratic Another development in the centreSenators' and Congressmen are de- versy over an antiquated cod> ts nw
claring that if Gen., Crowder had ti-il svstem came to-night wit.i
■iot been so busy in a seeming el- ehWi hy Representative Gould of
fort to develop a Republican ma- New?wK that Gen. Ansell, who atchine in his department he might tacked the system, had been demoted
have less trouble on his hands now fcpcause of his revelations to Conover the court martial situation.
Senator Pomerene. of Ohio, said:
"It was impossible for a Democratic.
Senator or Congressman to break
into Crowder's office with a jimmy. In clique in your detriment.'
common with other Senators I usually
failed to convince the Judge Advocate
General that men I recommended
should have commissions. But any
number of Republicans from Ohio
were appointed.
"There were six officers under
Crowder from Cincinnati, and five of
the six were Republicans, alt of them
members of the George B. Cox gang.
The sixth was an alleged Democrat,
a man who in my last campaign opposed my nomination, saying he
wanted a candidate who would be
acceptable to the German rote.
"Second Hate Uwyefi."
"If these officers, and I'do not know
who recommended them or how they
got their commissions, were fair samples of the Judge Advocate G-tneral's
staff, I do not wonder at the apparent trouble over administering the
military code. None of these men 'i

in Granting of Commissions.
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BAKER AND DANIELS
QUIT AS PATRONS OF
BEETHOVEN CONCERT
"Friends of Mask" Cancel
Entertainment Planned (or
Returned Troops, Following
Protest by Mrs. Jay.
The protest of Mrs. William Jay
against the presentation of a Beethoven programme as a tribute to
American soldiers and sailors was followed yesterday by the withdrawal of
Secretaries Baker and Daniels as
patrons of the affair, and finally by
the cancellation of the concert.
"Ttoe Society of the Friends of Music," said an announcement from
that society last night, "regrets to
announce that they are ahandonmg,
j their Nation-wide tribute to the ofliIcers and men of the United States!
| Army and Navy, which was to have
1
been given on April 13. The SecreI taries of the War and of the Navy
| who had consented to act as patrons
jhave no wwithdmwn on account of
ithe protest against the giving of a
I Beethoven programme.
"The society were asked asked to
change their programme, but are unI willing to be dictated to in this matter by Mrs. William Jay and others,
and, abhorring controversy and disturbance, prefer to abandon the concert. Mr. Walter Damrisch is giving
' a Beethoven concert on Thursday and I
Saturday of this week. We leave ,
judgment to the intelligent public"
In Mrs. Jay's protest, which was
sent to the press, she called the concert . "a subtle attempt" by "-the
friends of German kultur," and said .
it was under the management of Mrs.
James F. D. Laner of No. 123 Bast
35th Street. She pointed out that the
programme was German and the conductor an Austrian.
The Standing Committee of the
Society of the Cincinnati followed
Mrs. Jay's lead ' yesterday, and :
adopted a resolution denouncing the
proposed concert.
[It called the plan "an insult to the j
memory of the gallant men who made !
the supreme sacriiflce of their lives '
in the war against Germany, in order
that justice and right may prevail in
the world."
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Members of Congress Deter=
mined to Investigate Acts.
ANSELL DEFENSE DEMANDED
Chamberlain Calls Upon Secretary
to Make Answer Public.
Senator Declares Reply to Crowder's
Attack

Should

People—Military

Be

Given

Affairs

to

Chair-

man Speaks of "Second Dreyfus"
Controversy Growing Out of Criticism of Courts-Martial.
Bitter criticism of Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, has developed from the clash between Lieut.
Col. Ansell and Judge Advocate General Crowder, members of Congress
declaring- yesterday that they will demand a thorough investigation of the
cabinet member's official conduct.
In a telegram sent to Secretary
Baker, at the Presidio, San Francisco,
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the
Senate military affairs committee,
demanded that Ansell's reply to
Crowder's attack on his subordinate
be made public at once.

Want No "Second Dreyfus."
"Ansell shall not be made a second
Dreyfus," declared Chamberlain.
The Ansell-Crowder controversy
arose after Ansell, then acting judge
advocate general, with temporary
rank as a brigadier, testified before
the Senate military affairs committee
concerning courts-martial and declared the system of administering
justice in the army was glaringly
wrong and should be reformed.

"I therefore regard this statement
as being in a real sense a public
document and one which you should
be as quickly disposed to give to the
public as you were the statement
made in defense of the system. I accordingly request that you authorize
the Acting Secretary to release this
statement for publication, not at a
late date, but immediately, when the
public mind is fresh with the subject
and is desirious of receiving it."
Looks ifor Publication.
"I think that the Secretary of War
ought to give this statement to the
public, and believe that he will do
so," said..Senator Chamberlain. "This
should be done, not only because the
statement is an affirmative contribution of great informative value upon
the subject of military justice itself,
but because common fairness and
justice to the officer who has advocated the necessity of reforming the
present courts-martial system require
it."
In a formal statement issued from
Senator Chamberlain's office, Secretary Baker is quoted as saying in a
letter that "he himself had seen no injustice in the army, that the present
agitation was due to 'inflamed statementsj made by those in responsible
position,' and declared his full faith
and confidence both in the system and
in the judge advocate general who
was responsible for it."
Gen. Crowder's reply is characterized as "a bitter attack on Gen. Ansell." In a statement last Wednesday
Senator Chamberlain said Gen. Crowder's reply "did not state the facts, but
was unreliable and deliberately misleading."

administration," says Chamberlain.
"Gen. Kreger organized and fully understood the office in France, and Gen.
Ansell organized and thoroughly un- I
derstood the office here at home. The
office in France is now in charge of
an officer who Is unfamiliar with Its
organization and duties, and so is the
office here at home."
"By reason of bias and prejudice,"
Senator Chamberlain says, the inspector general of the army is disqualified to pass judgment on affairs
of the judge advocate general's office,
which he is investigating.
Gen, Ansell's statement before the
Senate military committee showed that
the inspector general of the army and
the chief of staff stood upon the side
of the judge advocate general In denying any right of revision of courtsmartial judgment. These officers later
were characterized by Ansell as "absolutists and reactionaries."
"Misled" by Baker.
The statement from Senator Chamberlain's office charges that Secretary
Baker "deliberately misled Congress
while it was still in session by impliedly stating in a reply to a letter
written to him by Congressman Gould,
of New York, prior to the adjournment of Congress, that Gen. Ansell
would not be demoted."
The demotion order was not made
public until Congress had adjourned.

Demotion Follows Testimony.
"That the demotion of Gen. Ansell
was because of his testimony before
the Senate is no longer open to question," continued the statement, "notwithstanding that on March 9 the
Secretary of War issued an authoritative statement, saying that the demotion had no connection with the testimony, but was taken in due course of
demobilization of the judge advocate
Telegram to Baker.
Senator Chamberlain, in his tele- general's department."
A War Department circular is cited
gram to Secretary Baker, said:
"Upon my request I have been fur- as showing that Gen. Kreger, who
nished by the Acting Secretary of succeeded Gen. Ansell, supplanted the
War, Benedict Crowell, a copy of a latter in violation of the department's
statement made by Gen. Ansell and own order, in which reference was
addressed to the Secretary of War, in made to demotion of officers "found
reply to the statement made by Gen. unsuited for advanced rank."
Senator Chamberlain says Ansell
Crowder in defense of the present j
courts-martial system, which was re- ! 'could hardly have been found unleased by you for publication last suited, in view of his citation January 27 for the distinguished service
Monday.
"The statement of Gen. Ansell has medal. The citation mentioned "especially meritorious and conspicuous
been furnished me confidentially and service as acting judge advocate genfor the information of the military eral," and said his "broad and constructive interpretations of law and
committee alone.
"I have read the statement with regulation have greatly facilitated the
conduct of the war and military adcare. In my judgment, it is a com- ministration."
plete answer to the published defense
"The demotion of Gen.'Ansell ami
of the present courts-martial system, the transfer to his place of Gen. Kreger
and shows affirmatively and convinc- has resulted in the worst kind of malingly the necessity of courts-martial
reform, a subject in which the public
and Congress are now vitally interested.
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general military administration. It
is not, he axgnes, a disciplinary matter falling: within the jurisdiction of
the Inspector General.
Friends of Col. Ansell assert that
the inspector General should be automatically disqualified from the investigation by reason of alleged bias and
prejudice. When Col. Ansell was before the Senate Military Affairs Committee he testified that the inspector
General had stood with the Chief of
Staff and Gen. Crowder in denying
any right of revision of courts martial judgment. As a result of this po\ sition by the three officers in superior
•
—♦——
! positions, Col. Ansell filed with the
Secretary of War a brief in which he
Senator Wires Secretary That said the Inspector General and other
officers mentioned were "professional
Demoted Officer's Answer to absolutists and reactionaries."
Ju#ice. accordrjig to Col. Ansell,
not be administered in the army
Defense of Court Martial Sys- could
in accordance with their views.

T
. ANSELL'S REPLY
tem Is Complete.
(Special to Th« World.)

WASHINGTON, March 16.—A. demand that the reply of Samuel T.
Ansell, recently demoted from Brigadier General to Lieutenant Colonel,
| to Gen. Crowder on the administration of military law be made public
immediately was telegraphed to Secretary of War Baker by Senator
Chamberlain to-day, who said:
"I think that the Secretary of War
ought to give this statement to the
public, and believe he will do so.
This should be done not only because
the statement is an affirmative contribution of great informative value
upon the subject of military justice
itself, but because common fairness
and justice to the officer who has advocated the necessity of reforming
the present court martial system require, it."
The Senator's telegram follows.
Telegram tto Daker.
"Upon my request I have have been
furnished by the Acting Secretary of
War a copy of a statement made by
Gen. Ansell and addressed to the Secretary of War in reply to the statement made by Gen. Crowder in defense of the present court martial
system, which was released by you
for publication last Monday.
1 he
statement of Gen. Ansell has been
furnished me confidentially and tor
the information of the Military Committee alone.
"I have read the statement With
care. In my judgment, it is a complete answer to the .published defence
of the present crfurt martial system,
and shows affirmatively and convincingly the necessity of court martial reform, a subject in which the
public and Congress are now vitally
interested.
"I therefore regard this statement as
being in a real sense a public document and one which you shouW be
as quickly disposed to give to the.
public as you were the statement
made in defense of the system. I
accordingly request that you authorise the Acting Secrtary to release this
statement for publication, not at a
later date ibtit immediately, when the
public mind is fresh with the subject
and is desirous of receiving it."
Secretary Baker is at Presidio, Cal.,
with Gen. March.
Col. Ansell Frolests.
Col. Ansell, it was learned to-day,
is making a protest agrainst investigation of the court martial controversy and the. situation in the office
of the Judge Advocate General- His
protest against probing by the Inspector General is based on the
ground that the administration of
military justice is not an incident of
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The Ansell Charges Again
Senator Chamberlain's demand on the
War Department for the publication of
Lieutenant Colonel Ansell's reply to
General Crowder's recent charges suggests the existence of a sharp prej'udice
inside the department against Colonel
Ansell. The latter took a big personal
risk.in calling the attention of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs to
defects in the administration of military
justice. Has he been harshly disciplined
for that? Has there been in his case
a biased application of the policy of
demotion and silence?
Secretary Baker is on record as rejecting the idea that "justice is not
done to-day under the military law or has
not been done during the war period.'"
He has also said that he believes "the
conditions implied by these recent complaints do not exist and have not existed." But Senator Chamberlain, whose
opinion in these matters is entitled to
great respect, differs radically from Mr.
Baker. He says that Lieutenant Colonel
Ansell's latest letter now in the hands
of the War Department "is a complete
answer to the published defence (General Crowder's) of the court-martial
system." General Crowder's report was
solicited by the Secretary and was
promptly given to the press. Why is
Lieutenant Colonel Ansell's reply only
handed about in confidence?
It is also charged that the Ansell
demotion was in conflict with a department regulation. The public is not particularly interested in the personal
friction which apparently exists between
Lieutenant Colonel Ansell and General
Crowder. But it is deeply interested in
the question whether an officer who has
done a public service at cost to himself
shall be protected in his rights or shall
be exposed to humiliation at the hands
of those who dislike him and resent his
criticisms as officious and troublemaking.
The Ansell incident is not closed. It
cannot be closed by the publication of
whitewashing assurances that there is
nothing the matter with the administration of military justice. Secretary
Baker's course so far naturally gives
birth to inferences harmful to his good
repute.

UJT"
CALLS ON BAKER
FOR ANSELL REPLY
Chamberlain Formally Requests
That Rejoinder to Crowder
Be Made Public.
DEMOTION AGAIN ASSAILED
Violation of Department Order
Charged in Replacing Ansell with Kreger.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, March 16.—Senator
Chamberlain of Oregon, Chairman of the
Senate Military Committee in the last
Congress, today sent to Secretary of
War Baker, who is absent from Washing-ton on a tour of inspection, a telegram calling on him to make public the
answer that Lieut. Col. Samuel T. Anscll has made to Major Gen. Enoch
Crowder's recent defense of the army
court-martial system. It was in this
letter that General Crowder made the
accusation that Lieut. Col. Ansell had
tried to have himself appointed Judge
Advocate General in place of General
Crowder while the latter was acting as
Provost Marshal General.
The telegram which Senator Chamberlain sent reads:
March 16, 1919.
Hon. Newton D. Baker, Secretary of
War, Presidio, Cal.:
b'pon my request I have been furnished by the Acting Secretary of War
a copy of a statement made by General Ansell and addressed to the Secretary of War in reply to the statement made by General Crowder in deZK o£ the present court-martial
tern, which was released by you for
publication last Monday. The statement of General Ansell has been furnished me confidentially and for the
information of the Military Committee alone.
I have read the statement with care.
In my Judgment, it is a complete answer to the published defense of the
present court-martial system, and
shows affirmatively and convincingly
the necessity of court-martial reform,
a subject on which you should be as
quickly disposed to give data to the
public as you were to the statement
made in the defense of the system.
I, accordingly, request that you authorize the Acting Secretary to release
this statement for publication, not at
a late date, but immediately, when the
public mind is fresh with the subject
and is desirous of receiving it.
GEORGE B. CHAMBERLAIN.
Chairman. Senate Military Affairs
Committee.
Lieut. Col. Ansell's reply was submitted to Benedict Crowell, the Acting
Secretary of War, early last week, but
he declined to make it public.
" I think," said Senator Chamberlain
tonight, •' that the Secretary of War
ought to give this statement to the public, and believe that he will do so. This
should be done,, not only because the
statement is an affirmative contribution
of great informative value upon the
subject of military justice itself, but Lecause common fairness and justice to
the officer who has advocated the necessity of reforming the present courtmartial system require it."
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Assert Order Was Violated.
It was pointed out tonight that Circular 69 of the War Department, dated
Feb. 8, 1919, provided that regular officers rendered surplus in their higher
grade would be assigned to vacancies in
that grade, and if no such vacancies existed they would be demoted to their
regular army rank. The circular further provided that in addition to these
normal demotions, officers of the regular army found unsuited for advance
rank would be demoted to their regular
army rank.
A statement was made by the War
Department that the office of the acting
Judge Advocate General in France,
which had been created to review courtsmartial judgments in the American Expeditionary Forces, had been abolished
and that it was necessary to find a
place for General Kreger. In finding
him a place it is contended that the department not only demoted his senior,
but violated Order 69, inasmuch, as
General Kreger became the surplus officer.
It now develops, that the War Department abo^shed the office in France on
March 1, only to re-etstablish it on
"March 13.
The charge also is made that the demotion of General Ansell and the transfer to his place of General Kreger have
resulted in maladministration. General
Kreger organized and thoroughly understood the office in France and General Ansell organized and thoroughly
understood the office here at home.
The office in France, it is asserted by
supporters of Anseli, is now in charge
of an officer who is unfamiliar with its
organization and duties and- the office
here will be in similar condition, as
General Crowder is going to Cuba. It
also is asserted that, instead of a decrease by way of demobilization or otherwise in the office of the Judge Advocate General, the number of officers
and men in that office is steadily increasing.
As to General Ansell being " unsuited " for his advanced position, it is
insisted by those rallying to his support
that he could hardly have been unsuited
as Brigadier General and acting Judge
Advocate General of the Army, because
by General Orders No. 18, dated Jan.
27, 1919, the Distinguished Service Medal
was awarded to him. The citation read:
" Brig. Gen. Samuel T. Ansell, U. S.
A., for especially meritorious and conspicuous service as acting Judge Advocate General of the Army, whose broad
and constructive interpretations of law
and. regulation have greatly facilitated
the conduct of the -war and military
administration."
Ansell Protests Inspection.
There was another development in the
situation tonight in connection with the
disclosure that the Inspector General of
the Army, Major Gen. John L. ChamberIain, is investigating the office of the
Judge Advocate General and any controversy therein with respect to the
system of military justice and its administration. It is learned that Ansell
has protested against this investigation
on the ground that the system of military justice is not an incident of military administration or a disciplinary
matter which falls within the jurisdiction
of the Inspector General and also because thfe Inspector General himself is
alleged to be disqualified-by reason of
fcias and prejudice.
The controversy concerning military
justice is taking on a more serious
aspect, than was at first expected in the
War Department. Many members of
Congress are contending that' Secretary
Baker abused the functions of his office
when he recently ordered that the records of courts-martial proceedings
should not be considered public documents open to the public and the press.
They say that this has effectually concealed information to which the public
{s entitled upon a question which is of
great public interest. They do 'Jst like
what they characterize as "'^ingenuous " statements made to Ctmgress by
the Secretary concerning /e demotion
of Ansell and in other 'yiatters of far
more general importa^/fls.
It is also regarded as unprecedented
that the Secretary yrmself should have
jnvited one officer to attack another
who had testified before the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs, and then
make that attack public without at the
same time permitting the reply of the
assailed officer to receive equal (publicity promptly.
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U. S. MILITARY COURT SYSTEM DEFENDED PERSONNELS INDUSTRIAL
<%2BOARD OF THE DEPARTMENT
iff A LETTER TO THE SECRETARY OF WAR
PUBLISHED AS REPLY
BY U.S. COUNCIL OF DEFENSE
GOVERNMENT FIXED-NITROGEN
TO RECENT CRITICISM

"Families of Men in the
Army Entitled to Know
Facts/' Says Mr. Baker.
Expresses Entire Faith in
System and Administration—Answer to "Highly
Colored Press Reports of
Certain Extreme Statements."
Publication of tlie following correspondence between the Secretary of War
and the Judge Advocate General is authorized by the Secretary of War for
the purpose of presenting to the people
facts iu relation to the system of military
justice:
WAS DEPARTMENT,

Washington, March 1, 1919.
MY DEAR GEN. CHOWDER : I have been
deeply concerned, as you know, over the
harsh criticisms recently . uttered upon
our system of military justice. During
the times of peace, prior to the war, I
do not recall that our system of military
law ever became the subject of public
attack on the ground of its structural
defects. Nor during the entire war
period of 1917 and 1918, while the camps
and cantonments were full of men and
the strain of preparation was at its highest tension, do I remember noticing any
complaints either in the public press or
in Congress or in the general mail arriving at this office. The recent outburst
of criticism and complaint, voiced in public by a few individuals whose position
entitled them to credit, and carried
throughout the country by the press, has
been to me a matter of surprise and
sorrow. I have had most deeply ' at
heart the interests of. the Army and the
welfare of the individual soldier, and I
have the firmest determination that
justice shall be done under military law.
" Public Apprehensions Groundless."
I have not been made to believe by the
perusal of these complaints that justice
is not done to-day under the military law,
or has not been done during the war
period.
And my own acquaintance with
the-course of military justice (gathered
as it is from the large number of cases
(Continued on page 6.)

ADMINISTRATION TO BE FORMED ACTIVITIES EXPECTED
Will Try to Endow War Nitrate
Plants with Maximum PeaceTime Efficiency.
The following statement is authorized
by Mr. Benedict Crowell, Assistant Secretary of War:
The United States nitrate plants were
built with the greatest urgency to meet
imperative military necessities. These
immediate military demands were extinguished by the signing of the armistice.
The problem now is to endow these
plants with the maximum peace-time
value, while maintaining and enhancing
their war efficiency. This involves new
questions in the technique of fertilization, and requires not only constructive
but creative work.
Following a careful study of the situation, it has been decided to establish
forthwith a civilian organization,- under
the interdepartmental control of the Secretaries of AVar, Navy, Interior, and Agriculture, to be known as the United
States Fixed-Nitrogen Administration,
and charged with all of the Government's fixed-nitrogen interests. In due
course the nitrate plants and other interests now administered by the Nitrate
Division of the Ordnance Department of
the Army will be turned over to this new
fixed-nitrogen administration.
Mr. Arthur Graham Glasgow has been
requested to act as first administrator
and to be responsible for creating the
new organization.
CUBAN STRIKERS REJECT TERMS.
Refuse to Abide by Award Made by
President as Arbiter.
Advices to the State Department from
Habana, Cuba, state that the strikers
have rejected the President's award,
given on their request to have him act
as arbitrator and have broken all
further conferences. The strike is reported to be spreading. Railways are at
a standstill, causing curtailment of the
sugar production, in which United States
interests are affected.
This strike -is a sympathetic strike in
connection with that of the building
trades unions declared last 'December.
During the week ended March 1, 41
locomotives were shipped to various railroads, according to a statement issued
by the Railroad Administration.

TO BE TEMPORARY
The Condition, Its Cause, Its
Remedy, the Results to Be
Expected, and the Objections to the Purpose Analyzed in Statement Issued
by the Council—Offices to
Be in Council of National
Defense Building.
The United States Council of National
Defense announces, under the authority
of William C. Rredfield, Secretary of Commerce, the following personnel of the
Industrial Board of the Department of
Commerce:
George N. Peek, chairman, Moline, 111.,
formerly vice president Deere & Co.
Samuel P. Bush, Columbus, Ohio,
president, Buckeye Steel Castings Co.
Anthony Caminetti, Washington, D. C,
commissioner general of immigration,
Department of Labor.
Thomas K. Glenn, Atlanta, Ga., president, Atlantic Steel Co.
George R. -James, Memphis, Tenn.,
president, William R. Moore Dry Goods
Co.
T. C. Powell, Cincinnati, Ohio, director,
capital expenditures, Railroad Administration.
William M. Ritter, West Virginia,
president, W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
The President has authorized the appointment of a board to address post-war
stagnation in commerce and industry.
The condition, its cause, its remedy, the
results to be expected, and the objections ■
to the. course purposed are briefly analyzed below:
I. The Condition:
(a) Although—
1. Commercial stocks are depleted.
2. There is plenty of money.
3. Building and construction
are several years in ar. rears of necessity.
4. A long period of enforced
economy is greatly relieved.
5. Markets are in prospect in
all parts of the world.

.v.~. ,
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1. Buying is timid and 1ms
been decreasing in volume.
2. Money is also timid and remains in bank.
3. Some mills and factories
are idle; few arc running
full.
4. Construction of public and
private works has not begun.
5. ^unemployment is spreading.
II. The Cause:
(a) War-required production abnormally increased generally, and abortively
increased respecting certain commodities
specially needed for war. This irregular
increase was secured by enormously increased prices. Consequently, the sudden
termination of war left a highly inflated
and very irregular market, which is generally far above what the peace demand
will support and which is not homogeneous, many prices being abortively above
their place in the normal pattern.
(b) This situation was originally created by the abnormal operation of the law
of supply and demand, stimulated by the
great need of the European countries
for war materials before this countryentered the war; but after we entered
the war the law o£ supply and demand
was adjourned, and was replaced by such
new and powerful forces as priority certificates, compulsory and commandeering
orders, export and import restrictions,
and price fixing. These forces worked
through comprehensive agreements and
cooperation between the Government and
industry. Therefore it may fairly be
stated that the existing condition was not
brought about by the normal operation of
the law of supply and demand.
(c) The normal operation of the law
of supply and demand can not cure what
i 1 did not cause, first, because it can not
operate until buying begins, and, second,
because buying can not begin until we
have a more normal, stable, and homogenous market.
(d) Everybody knows that some prices
must fall. No one dares buy until they
do fall and even then everybody will
wait to see how far they fall. Individual
action in lowering selling prices is therefore timid, unscientific, and long drawn
out. It can not render the market uniform or stable, but on the contrary renders it unstable, dangerous, and panicky.
The law of supply and demand would
cure the situation eventually, but can
we afford to wait, first through a period,
of suspicion and uncertainty, then through
a panicky crash in all markets, and then
through chaotic readjustment? By sane
and temperate action all this can be
avoided and the law of supply and demand helped over the gap between holdover war prices and a stable level.
(e) Some uncertainty ^results from
governmental accumulation of facilities
and raw, finished, and partly finished materials, which must be fed very carefully into the market. This situation
requires the cooperation and advice of
industry.
III. The Remedy:
(a) The condition must be cured as it
was caused. It was not caused by the
normal operation of the law of supply

and demand but by general, comprehensive cooperation and agreement between
industry and Government. It must be
cured by the "same kind of cooperation
and agreement—a consummation possible only at the instance and with the
approval of Government.
(b) AVholesome cooperation in American business at governmental instance
was proved in the War Industries Board
(W. I. B.). Governmental coajtrol as
practiced by the W. I. B. is no'-longer
necessary, but cooperation and agreement in industry at governmental instance and with governmental approval
is necessary to bring the law of supply
and demand back into normal operation
and to let loose prosperity.
(c) To this end the President has authorized a board, largely of W. I. B. men,
operating on W. I. B. ideals, minus
W. I. B. control, to call industry together group by group, and let them decide on prices to be offered to the Nation
as the governmentally approved judgment of assembled industry on a price
scale low enough to be stable, homogeneous throughout the whole fabric, .and
foinided so s.olidly on a comprehensive
review of conditions as to encourage
general buying, including that of the railroads and other governmental agencies,
and the resumption of normal activities.
IV. Results to Be Achieved:
(a) Basic commodities such as steel,
building materials, textiles; and food will
be considered first and brought to a
stable basis. The Governmental policy,
as expressed by the bill to authorize purchase by the Government of wheat at the
guaranteed price and resale of it at the
world price is to assist in bringing prices
of ■ basic commodities to normality by
bringing down the cost of living. It is
hoped that these steps alone will automatically operate to reduce the price of
fabricated articles. If they do not do so
in any particular case the industry affected will be invited into conference.
(b) As soon as a stable and wholesome
scale of prices is achieved, the cost of
living will have so far been reduced as
to create automatically reductions in the
price of labor without interfering with
American standards and ideals for the
treatment and living conditions of labor,
and thus the last inflating element will
have been withdrawn from prices. It is
believed that industry will agree that the
cost of living must be substantially reduced before labor should be asked to accept lower wages, and thus industry
should stand the first shock of readjustment.
(c). The assurance to the country of a
market stabilized at the lowest reasonably
expected level will loosen such a flood of
buying for the recreation of stocks, the
making up of arrears in the building program, the feeding of needs long starved
by economy and the invasion of world
markets, as may stand unprecedented in
this country. From the stable level thus
reached by cooperation we may expect a
healthy and normal condition created by
the complete and unhampered operation
of the law of supply and demand.
V. Objections to the Governmental Purpose Shortly Answered:
Objection (a). Business resents Governmental interference and control which
is to be avoided rather than encouraged.

Let conditions alone and the law of supply and demand will cure all evils.
Answer. The war developed a new
thing in Government, cooperation and
mutual help between Government and industry, in which Government appeared
not as a policeman and not as a jealous
guardian of a suspicious character but as
a friend and helper. The idea proved
itself. What is proposed is not governmental control. The board has no power
of control. It is proposed to provide a
forum in which industry can meet and
agree on a policy for itself at the instance
and with the approval of Government,
which will help the law of supply and
demand over the gap between hold-over
war prices and a stable level.
Objection (b). Business and industry
will not come into a governmental conference unless there is a power of compulsion.
Answer. The experience of the W. I. B.
utterly disproves this criticism. It has
been argued that patriotism impelled busi- •
ness and industry to the W. I. B. Patriotism is not adjourned with the closing
of the war.
Objection (c). War prices were fixed
at such a level as to insure the production
of many high-cost and inefficient producers. What is proposed would shut off
this production.
Answer: This production is not needed
in peace. The American people can not
be expected to support inefficiency in the
enterprises that serve them with the
necessaries of life or to maintain production not normally needed. Inflated production above that which would be supported by the law of supply and demand
must cease. Objection
(d). Such
readjustment
-must necessarily require redistribution
and readjustment of labor.
Answer: This is quite true. It is necessary. The distribution and allocation
of labor to war industries has upset the
normal pattern in this country for four
years. What is proposed is a stimulated
peace industry which will employ as
much or more labor as did war industries, especially considering the loss of
man power, due to decreased immigration, loss by influenza, war, and probably
increased Army and Navy. That it will
employ them in different places and at
different tasks is inevitable, whether the
proposed step is taken or not.
Objection (e). A general reduction in
selling prices now will force industry
and commerce to take a loss on products
purchased at war prices.
Answer: This is true and inevitable,
whether the proposed plan is attempted
or not, but under the proposed plan better adjustments are possible; buying
will begin immediately, the overhead of
continuing high-cost operations through
a period of stagnation is eliminated, and
finally much of the loss will be recouped
by buying at fair prices and selling in the
inevitably increasing market that will
result from the normal operation of the
law of supply and demand under prosperous conditions.
VI. In Conclusion:
It is expected that the activities of
the board will be temporary and are intended only to give governmental assistance to aid the law of supply and
(Continued on page 4.)
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WORK OF CONGRESS
BRIEFLY TOLD
David K. Frauds, Ambassador to Russia, gave the Senate committee investigating bolshevik and other propaganda
a description of conditions as he knew
them in Russia at a session of that committee Saturday. He declared that peace
in Europe was impossible so long as the
bolshevik remain; in power in Russia.
Ambassador Francis was in Russia for
more than a year after the bolshevik regime began.
He said that Germany
would exploit Russia under bolshevist
rule, which would make Germany in
reality a victor and that within 10 years
she would be stronger than in 1914.
Ambassador Francis said that a thorough study of the doctrines of the bolshevists convinced him it meant a return
to barbarism and that it must be stamped
out as it constitutes a menace to the whole
civilized world. The practices and doctrines of the bolslievists, he said, made it
impossible for any responsible Government to give it recognition. Russia, he
said, .was honeycombed everywhere with
German agents and if the war had been
delayed another five years the hold of
Germany would have been so strong it
nSver could have been dislodged. To-day,
he declared, Germany was steadily increasing her Arm grip upon Russian interests and was controlling what industries now exist. He expressed the belief
that German- and Austrian officers were
in command of the Red forces in northern
Russia.
In his judgment the Bolshevist do not
represent 10 per cent of the Russians, but
maintained their hold on the country
through the exercise of terrorism. Mr.
Francis said he always believed Lenine
and Trotsky were German agents, and he
never placed any trust in either of them.
Lenine, he said, was the brains of the Bolshevist movement, but a fanatic. Trotsky, he explained, was even more brilliant,
but an adventurer, completely dominated
by Lenine.
At the conclusion of the session, Chairman- Overman announced that it was
doubtful if any othe'r witnesses would be
heard, but added that a mass of documentary evidence showing the existence
of Bolshevik and other lawless propaganda within the United States would be
inserted in the record.
Representative Good of Iowa, who will
be chairman of the Committee on Appropriations in the next Congress, in a statement issued Saturday, contended that if
the calling of Congress in extra session
was delayed until June a number of the
appropriation bills that must be passed
before the' beginning of the new fiscal
year, July 1, would fail. " Without the
passage of the money measures at. an
early date," he said, "several Government
departments would be without funds to
carry on their activities." The seven
appropriation bills that failed of passage
'carried appropriations aggregating $3,821,725,962. ■
GERMANY. SEIZING CATTLE.
Advices from Copenhagen, Denmark,
state that German authorities are issuing
orders for the seizure, beginning to-day,
, of all cattle in the Province of Schleswig.
71—19
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List of Transports and Army Units
Sailing From France for United States
The War Department authorizes publication of the following information:- ■
The transport Maumee sailed from
Brest March 6 and is due to arrive at
New York March 20 with the following
troops:
Casual Company No. 1473, Ohio, 2 officers,
102 m*n.
The cruiser Seattle sailed from Brest
March G and is due to arrive at New
York March 19 with the following troops:
104th Machine Gun Battalion, complete,
New York, 12 officers, 39G men.
Detachments 107th Infantrj', Camp Dix,, 3
officers, 244 men.
Mobile hospital No. 102, 7 officers, GO men,
as follows : Camp Sherman, 5 officers, 34 men ;
Camp Dix, 2 offieers, 26 men.
Casual companies as follows : No. 945, California, 2 officers, 145 men ; • No. 947, Massachusetts, 1 officer, 151 men; No. 955, New
York, 2 officers, 145 men; No. 956, Pennsylvania, 2 officers, 146 meff; No. 1463, scattered,
2 officers, 140 men; No. 1907, scattered, 1
officer, 96 men.
Fourteen casual officers, classified as follows : Field Artillery, 1 ; Engineers, 1 ; Infantry, 4 ; Medical, 2 ; Motor Transport, 1;
Ordnance, 1; Quartermaster, 2 ; Tank Corps,
1; unidentified, 1.
Other casuals: 4 field clerks, 3 civilians.
Also 20 naval enlisted men.
The transport OuiseppS Verdi sailed
from Marseille March 0, and will arrive
at New York with the following troops:
Transportation Corps Company No. 60, 7
officers, 223 men, as follows :' .Camp Sevier,
1 officer, 45 men ; Camp Sherman, 1 officer, 36
men; Camp Funston, 1 officer, 33 men ; Camp
Lee, 1 officer, 30 men ; (jtamp Bowie, 1 officer,
29 men ; Camp McClellah, 1 officer, 25 men ;
Camp Merritt, 1 officer, 25 men.
Transportation Corps Company No. 107, 4
officers, 224 men, as follows : Camp Dix. 1 officer, 92 men ; Camp Sherman, 1 officer, 76 men ;
Camp Grant, 1 officer, 3^ men ; Camp Funston,
1 officer, 24 men.
'' Transportation Corps Company No. 82, 5
officers, 205 men, as follows : Camp Lee, 1 officer, SO men ; Camp Travis, 1 officer, 31 men ;
Camp Upton, 1 officer, 34 men; Camp Sherman, 1 officer, 35 men ; Camp Grant, 1 officer,
25 men.
Transportation Corps Company No. 115, 4
officers, 219 men, as follows,: Camp Meade,
1 officer, 64 men ; Camp McClellan, 1 officer,
53 men ; Camp Bowie, 1 officer, 49 man ; Camp
Sherman, 1 officer, 53 men.
Transportation Corps Company No. 137, 8
officers, 124 men as follows: Camp Grant, 5
officers. 39 men; Camp Travis, 1 officer, 28
men ; Camp Devens, 1 officer, 26 men ; Camp
Dix, 1 officer, 3l men.
Special Casual Company No. 1958, 1 man.
Special Casual Company No. 1959, Marines,
for discharge, 1 officer, 75 men.
Casual, companies as follows: No. 1982,
Pennsylvania, 1 officer, 73 men; No. 1964,
Missouri, 3 officers, 54 men ; No. 1965. Pennsylvania, 3 officers, 88 men ; No. 1983, Washington, 1 officer, 22 men ; No. 1957, Virginia, 2
officers, 54 men ; No. 196S, Washington, 1 officer, 57 men.
Special Casual Company No. 1970.
Marines, for discharge, 1 officer. 7 men.
Special Casual Company No. 1971, discharge,
2 officers, 107 men.
Special Casual Company No. 1972, discharge,
2 officers, ill men.
Special Casual Company No. 1973, furloughs,
3 men.
Casual Company No, 1974, colored, 3 officers, 146 men, scattered.
Twelve casual officers classified as follows:
Transportation Corps, 1; Air Service, 7 ; Coast
Artillery, 2 ; Infantry, 2,
Other casuals, 3 "civilians.
The transport Santa Teresa sailed from
St.Nazaire March 5 and is due to arrive
at New York about March 16 with the
following troops:
One hundred and thirteenth Field Artillery
complete, 48 officers, 1,408 men, as follows :
Camp Lee, 41 officers, 1,198 men ; Camp Dix.
2 officers, 71 men ; Camp Gordon, 2 officers, 45
men; Camp Logan, 1 officer, 34 men ; Camp
Funston, 2 officers, 70 men.

Casual Company No. 173, New York, 1 officer, 19 men.
Two casual civilians.
St. Nazaire Convalescent Detachments Nos.
94 and 95, 23 officers, 293 men.
Two field clerks.
Attendants; 4 officers, 20 men.
Included in the foregoing, are sick and
wounded as follows: Bed ridden, 12 men;
mental, 12 officers, 2 field clerks ; others requiring no special attention, 11 officers and
281 men.
The transport F. A. Luckciibacli sailed
from Bordeaux- March 6 and is due to
arrive at New York about March 22, with
the following troops:
Bordeaux convalescent detachments Nos.
151, 156', 161 to 163, inclusive, 2 officers and
256 men.
Medical detachment for duty, 3 officers, 15
men.
Headquarters 40th Division, 1 officer, 23
men, Camp Kearney.
Postal detachment 40th Division, 1 officer,
12 men, Camp Kearney.
Following detachments of 26th Engineers :
Camp Bowie, 1 officer, 104 men ; Camp Dodge,
1 officer, 111 men ; Camp Custer, 2 officers. 288
men; Camp Upton, 1 officer, 69-men; Camp
Sherman, 1 officer, 86 men.
Following detachments of 160th Infantry:
Camp Dodge, 7 officers, 763 men ; Camp Funston, 2 officers, 214 men ; Camp Sherman, 3 officers, 336 men; Camp Travis, 1 officer, 167
men; Medical detachment, Camp Kearney, 3
officers, 19 men.
Casual civilians, 2; sick and wounded included in the foregoing as follows : Tubercular, 8 men ; others requiring no special attention, 2 officers and 248 men.

Cabled Corrections
In Sailing of Troops
The War Department publishes the following cabled corrections:
On the battleship Louisiana, which
sailed from Brest March 5, and is due
to arrive at Newport News Blarch 17,
" Casual Company No.
, 2 officers,
139 men" should read "Casual Company
No. 936, 2 officers, 139 men, Alabama";
and "Mobile Surplus Unit No. 102"
should read " Mobile Surgical Unit No.
102."
On the battleship South Carolina,
which sailed from Brest March 5 and is
due to arrive at Newport News March
17; " Casual Company No. 953
, 2
officers, 145 men " should read " Casual
Company No. 953, Texas, 2 officers, 145
men."

Board on Reorganization
Of Red Cross Hospitals
The War Department authorizes the
following statement from the office Of the
Surgeon General:
A board of medical officers to consider
and make recommendations in regard to
the reorganization and equipment on a
peace basis of Red. Cross base hospitals
has been appointed by the Surgeon General of the Army. The board consists of
Brig. Gen. Francis A. Winter, Col. Paul
F. Straub, and Col. Robert U. Patterson.
Gen. Ireland has also appointed a board
of officers to consider criticisms and suggestions concerning the medical service
of.the Army which have been submitted
by medical officers as a result of their experiences during the war. The officers
comprising the board are Brig. Gen. Francis A. Winter, Brig. Gen. John M. T, Finney, and Col. L. A. Conner.
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(Continued from page 1.)
which in die regular routine come to me
for final action) convinces me that the
conditions implied by these recent complaints do not exist and had not existed.
My own personal knowledge of.yourself
and many of the officers in your department and in the field corroborates that
conviction and makes me absolutely confident that the public apprehensions
which have been created are groundless.
I wish to convey to you here the assurance of my entire faith that the system
of military justice, both in its structure
as organized by the statutes of Congress
and the President's regulations, and in
its operation as administered during the
war, is essentially sound.
" Highly Colored Press Reports."
But it is not enough for me to possess
this faith and this conviction. It is
highly important that the public mind
should receive ample reassurance on the
subject. And such rcassurrance lias become necessary, because all that the public has thus far received is the highly
colored press reports of certain extreme
statements, and the congressional speeches
placing on record certain supposed instances of harsh and illegal treatment.
The War Department and its representatives have not been in a position to
make any public defense or explanation
and have refrained from doing so. The
opportunity recently afforded the members of your staff to appear before, the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs' has
been an ample one, and,it has furnished,
I hope, entire satisfaction to the members
of that committee. But of the proceedings of that committee I perceived no
general public notice; the testimony,
■when published, will be somewhat volnmK
nous, and its publication will not take
place for some time yet, and it will certainly not reach the thousands of intelligent men and women who read the original accounts. And yet it is essential that
the families of all those young men who
had a place in our magnificent Army
should be reassured. They must not be
left to believe that their men were subjected to a system that did not fully deserve the terms law and justice. And
this need of reassurance on the part of
the people at large is equally felt, I am
sure, by the Members of Congress in both
houses who have, of course, not yet become acquainted with the proceedings be-fore the Senate committee. It is botli
right and necessary that the facts should
be furnished,. It is indeed a simple question of furnishing the facts, for when
they are furnished I am positive that
they will contain the most ample reassurance.
Those facts are virtually all in your
possession, on record in your office. I
am aware that they are voluminous, and
that a complete explanation and answer
to every specific complaint is impracticable. But I believe.that you are in a
position to make a concise survey of the
entire field and to furnish the main facts
in a form which will permit ready
perusal by the intelligent men and women who are so deeply interested in this
subject.
I have been asked by a Member of the
House of Representatives to furnish him
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with such a statement. And I am now
calling upon you to supply it to me, at
your early convenience.
Faithfully yours,
NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.
To Maj. Gen. E. H. CEOWDEE,
Judge Advocate General,
War Department,
t
Washington, D. C.
-,

rily to the desirability of.such a power of
review. That is conceded. They were
addressed solely to the question of
whether that power had not actually
been granted by section 1199, R. S a
law that had been on the statute books
for oo years with but a single attempt to
deduce from it the grant of so broad a
power in any officer of the Government.
That single attempt was made in a desperate effort to obtain the release of a
Gen. Crowder's letter.
convicted soldier by habeas corpus. The
precise question on which Gen. Ansell
WAE DEPARTMENT,
and I do not agree was carried into a cirOffice of the. Judge Advocate General,
cuit court of the United States and there
Washington, March 8, W19.
decided once for all in a manner binding
MY DEAR MB. SECRETARY : I was very
on ail administrative officers sworn to
glad to receive your letter of March 1
execute the law as they find it. I shall
calling upon me for a brief statement of
not prolong this statement by discussion
(lie tacts concerning the organization for
of that question. That any'administraand the practice of the administration of
tive officer would -be justified in finding
military justice during the war. I agree
in. the unequivocal language of a statute
heartily with you that there hasiieen no
so old, against the reasoned judgment of
opportunity for our people to h£ar
a Federal court and the administrative
through the press more than reports of
practice of 55 years, a hidden meaning
fragmentary and inflamed criticisms
revolutionizing the entire system of milibased on sensationalized allegations, and
tary justice is simply preposterous.
that they are entitled to a statement of
Gen. Ansell's argument was an'eager,
the case as it is recorded in and viewed by
earnest plea for a forbidden short cut
the department.
based on expediency rather than on reaThe circuinstances that have most
son. With the desirability of such an
amazed me in my following of the press
appellate power in the President, you
reports are that the public interest has
agreed and forthwith requested it' of/
been carried and sustained by a supposed
Congress, which alone could grant it
controversy between myself and an officer
Countenance of a plan to play duckV and
of my department, Gen. Ansel), and yet -drakes with a*statute of the United
that the exceedingly small margin of acStates you refused. The briefs are in
tual controversy is entirely lost to sight
the Congressional Record or in (he rein a murk of supposed instances of harsh
ports of committee hearings, and they
or unjust treatment of soldiers which
may confidently be left to the reading of
bears little or no relation to Gen. Ansell's
any fair-minded man—lawyer or layman.
lack of concurrence with the views of the
That thread of the story is at an end.
War Department. I think, therefore, that
" The Real and Only Issues."
a clear statement of the organic basis of
But if tlie controversy is not over the
that difference of opinion will go far to
advisability of such an appellate power
clear the atmosphere and leave us in a
and not iii a substantial sense in the
position to discuss separately the allegafamous briefs, where is it? It lies in
tions of harshness or injustice.
this : First, that Gen. Ansell believes that
Gen. Ansell's Contention.
the power, when granted, should be vested
(Jen. Ansell contends that there is a
in the Judge Advocate General, and that
fault in the organic structure of the courta complete judicial system, with faithful
martial system, in the fact that after a
analogies to the organization and proman has been tried by court-martial, and
cedure of civil courts, should be substithe record of trial has been reviewed by
tuted for the present simple and direct:
the authority that appointed the court
system of Army discipline, while the de(usually a military officer of high rank),
partment believes that the power should
and by him finally approved and carried
bo vested in the President; that with such
into execution, there is no further appela grant of power the faults of the existing
late body or officer who can review the
system will be completely removed with
appointing officer's review and modify, afthe exercise of those powers and with the
firm, or reverse his action.
improvements that have been instituted
in the last two years.
With this I agree, and there is no controversy about it. I submitted and you
These are the real issues and the only
ones.
approved in January, 1918, a draft of
legislation vesting such a further appelThe case* is one of technical ramificalate or reviewing power in the President.
tions, and I am sorry that limitations of
space will not carry to the American peoThe draft was introduced, and died in
the Senate Military Committee, which
ple the wealth of fact and argument to
no doubt considered it of less actual imbe found in the" files of the department.
portance than other pressing business'of
Each of .the points of controversy must be
discussed briefly and without avoidable
the Avar. If this were the only alleged
technicality.
difference of opinion within the departWhat is proposed is to carry the prinment therefore it vanishes with this simciples of the civil code and civil court
ple .statement, and it is difficult to perprinciples of procedure into our military
ceive a cause for unusual interest.
system. ^Appeal is made to the AngloStorm Centers Around Three Briefs.
Saxon conviction of the net desirability
The storm centers, however, about
for the guarded procedure, the technicalthree ^ briefs—two from Gen. Ansell and
ities of indictment and pleading and the
one from myself to you. Strange to say,
stays, delays, and rights of appeal, which
these briefs were not addressed primacharacterize our criminal courts. The
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real effect of sucli a change has not been adherence to artificial safeguard of comexamined, but it Is, in fact, a divorcement plex rules and trust our individual rights
of the power to control discipline from more and more to the principles of huthe power to command armies.- Indeed manity, honor, and justice in the breasts
an analogy has been suggested between of our fellow citizens who are offering
an army and a government and it is their lives and fortunes, as we are offerurged that our governmental distinction ing ours, to the perpetuation of our inand separation between the executive and * stitutions and for the common good. On
judicial system must be carried into the this theory the soldier is remitted to the
Army and that no commanding officer simple and direct procedure for the enshould be permitted to appeal to the dis- forcement of discipline in the Army. His
ciplinary measure of trial by court-mar- court has its inception in the old courts
tial without the concurrence of his law of chivalry and honor, and the essential
officer or judge advocate, who should be, principle remains. His conduct is taken
and usually is, a man learned in the tech- before his comrades, who determine
nicalities of civil-practice. Thus if a di- whether it is the conduct of a soldier or no.
vision commander entrusted with a major
Difference in Systems.
part in the Argohne offensive had ConIn
this
lies the difference between the
tumaciously declined to carry out his
part of the general plan, ho could not be systems for civil and military justice.
brought to trial by Gen. Pershing unless The War Department naturally adheres
the judge advocate of the American Expe- to the latter system. It repels the
■ thought of an army in the field with two
ditionary Forces concurred.
commanders—one in charge of its disciDesign of the Military Code.
pline and one in charge of its strategical
Our civil code is good. It protects our and tactical maneuver. The picture is,
most sacred liberties, but gentlemen who to the student of war or to the man with
contend that it should be substituted for the slightest familiarity with things miliour military code—which is also good— tary, nothing- less than ridiculous.
forget that the purposes of the two sysI should be willing to rest with this
tems are diametrically opposed. The statement were it not that it has been
civil code is designed to encourage, per- said, that without such a radical change
■ mit and protect the very widest limit of as is proposed, we have witnessed atrociindividual action consistent with the ties of injustice, and that they are traceminimum necessities of organized govern- able to faults in the existing system of
ment. The military code, and especially military justice. I have said that there
our military code, is designed to operate is one such fault. That fault is imon men hurriedly drawn from the liberal posed by a. statute of the United States.
operation of the.civil code, and to concen- I presented it to Congress for correction
trate their strength, their thought, their and it was not corrected. The fault lies
. individual action on one common pur- not in the lack of a civil judicial syspose—the purpose of victory.
tem, but in the lack of a power to reverse,
The common purpose is the plan of modify, or affirm the action of a military
action. The plan of action can not be, commander on the findings and sentence
as we have heard it is in the Bolsheviki of a court-martial. I think we have disArmy, the debated sense of the army. posed of the contention that the power
The plan of action is and must be the should He in the Judge Advocate General.
plan of the commander. Therefore, in- It should lie in the President.
dividual liberty of action inconsistent
But what actual harm has resulted
with that common purpose must be re- from this fault? I have covered the facts
. stricted. The military code is designed in my letter to you of February 13. I
to accomplish that purpose.
cannot repeat them here. It is only the
The truth is (and our people have executed portion of a sentence that the
lately seen it demonstrated in a thousand present power of the President does not
ways) that peace and war both demand reach. In order that such power as he
sacrifices of individual liberty to a com- now has may reach every case of injusmon purpose, but such sacrifices in war tice, excessive sentence, and illegality apare infinitely greater in number and de- pearing in a trial by general court margree than they are in peace. The soldier tial, a mechanism has been created in the
from the^day he dons his uniform must office of the Judge Advocate General that
be prepared to sacrifice much of his old gives, I venture to say, a scrutiny more
freedom of action, and, indeed, he swears far-reaching and exacting than is possible
to do so'in his oath to obey, the orders of under any civil system under the sun. I
his commander.
shall not repeat its description or its
What is the essence of all this? It is record as shown in my letter to you of
that for the purposes of peace we demand,, February 13, but I shall content myself
an intricate legal system, even at the cost with an assertion that I stand upon its
of . technicalities, delaj*s, and abstruse record and that its record is complete and
rules of law—we demand the admirable open to the public.
system of cheeks and balances that is
Power of Final Review.
illustrated by the divorce of our execuThat mechanism added to the power of
tive from our judicial system. We intrust ourselves to these devices rather final review in the President asked for
than to the fairness and justice in the over a year ago will make the system such
hearts of men. The very nature of war that I am willing to stand or fall by it.
So much for the controversy that has
is such that men forget the sordid views
that made those checks and balances ne- been magnified in the press and on the
cessary: They give the Nation, willingly floor of Congress—this statement would
and eagerly, their fortunes and their not be complete, however, without referlives; and in such a time of patriotic ex- ence-to the allegations that have shocked
altation we willingly give over—and the the nation and in respect of which the
peril is such that we must give over—this nation is entitled most of all to assurance.
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It is asserted and attempted to be established by example that the sentences of
courts-martial during the war have been
atrociously severe.
Let me say first of all that the criticism
that they are severe is not a criticism of
the system of military justice; it is not a criticism of my administration of that system. It is a criticism of the officers who imposed,
for instance, sentences of death for sentinels -convicted of sleeping on post, for
soldiers willfully and contumaciously refusing to obey the direct orders of their
commanding officers, and for desertion in
time of war, and it is a criticism of the
Congress which authorized a death penalty, in plain statutory terms, to be assessed on convictions for these offenses.
I do not mean to say that, if criticism in
the connection is due, I am immune. I
am not. I agree with the statute, and
shall defend it, but I am not responsible
for it.
Officers Assessing the Sentences.
Considering the charges from the
standpoint of the officers who assessed
the sentences, let us see who they are.
Are they military zealots—men ground
in an iron and heartless system until the
liberal views of civil practice are ironed
out of their souls? They are not. They
are men taken in a general dragnet
through the Nation so lately that the civilian clothes they left behind them are
not yet out of style. They come from
every walk of life. There are 200,000 of
them. They comprise a faithful cross
section of our whole people and our national life.
What is this charge of severity by
them? We have seen that it can not
be an indictment of the system. Jt is
simply a difference between the opinions
of well-meaning and humane, critics far
removed from the scene of the offenses
punished and with only a partisan, inadequate, and highly colored statement
of that case to guide them, and the opinions of /men who considered the facts
under the solemn obligation of an oath
to be honest, impartial, and fair, who.
lived in the environment of the offense
and were steeped in the reasons making
it grave, and who assessed the sentence
in the performance of the highest civic
duty of man—the defense of home and
country.
These men can not merit the indictment and diatribe that has been heaped
upon their, action. As Burke has said,
you can indict a few individuals, but you
can not indict a nation. These men are
a portion of the Nation—the portion
that has been dedicated to death if need
be to save the Nation from destruction.
Their expression and not that of men
3,000 miles from the field of action is
certainly the voice of the Nation on the
punishments that should be meted out to
men who imperil its honor and'its safety.
Consequences of Disobedience.
Why should the offenses by a soldier
of sleeping on a post of the guard, desertion, disobedience of orders be punishable by death? Because cities and fortifications and armies have been lost
through the drowsiness of sentinels; because armies have been disintegrated
and nations humbled, by desertion; be-.
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cause battles have been lost and peoples
sold into captivity by the disobedience
of soldiers.
I can not enter this discussion further.
To us at home, in comfort and in present
peace, it is next toNimpossible to reconcile the almost unanimous view of soldiers in the field or theater of war on the
gravity of these and many other lesser
offenses by their comrades. Therefore
the execution of not one sentence of death*
for these things has been approved by mo
and not not one such sentence has been
executed. Also, as I showed yon in my
letter of February 13, heavy sentences
have been reduced comprehensively and
uniformly. But even with that said I can
neither condemn the 100,000 officers who
assessed the sentences, nor the lav,- of
Congress; nor the system under that law
that made them' possible.
There, IWr. Secretary, are the main issues of principle. I shall discuss at this
place neither individual cases nor minor
principles that have been put in issue.
They all come back to the essential bases
that: are here stated. I am willing at the
proper time to take up either subject or
any variation under either. I can defend
them all to the satisfaction of any fairminded citizen.
Hostile critifls will undoubtedly assert .
that the observations I have submitted
commit me to a support of excessive sentences, which of course is not true. I
only speak the probable viewpoint of the
officers who have assessed these sentences.
But it may be said with entire accuracy
that^on the day the armistice was signed,
November 11, 1918, no person was serving
the sentence of a general court-martial
who had on that date entered upon the
execution of the excessive portion of his
senffnce. As you are aware, shortly aftor my resumption of full charge of the.
Office of the Judge Advocate General, I
recommended the convening of a board
of clemency to undertake with the greatest expedition the adjustment of wartime punishments to peace-time standards, and that an admonition was issued
upon my recommendation to courts-martial and reviewing authorities both at
home and abroad, to conform, unless special reasons influenced them to a contrary
course, to the limits of punishment observed in time of peace.
By Way of Vindication.
T come now, with the utmost reluctance, to a few distasteful paragraphs of
personal vindication. My motives and
my actions have been attacked, and I
have been advertised as having hampered the efforts of Gen. Ansell. I have
been set off against him as reactionary.
it has been said that the present military code is archaic. I merely say that
I began what proved a tedious and heartbreaking task of years to obtain a complete revision of the old military code
early in my service, personally conducted
that task, beginning with my appointment
as .fudge Advocate General, and at the
end of four annual disappointments obtained its complete revision in 1916.
During much of this time Gen. Ansel!
w.as one -of the most promising and
trusted officers in my office. During all
. the time that the code was in revision he
plover suggested to me nor, so far as I

can learn, to anyone else any of the
changes he is suggesting now. He participated in preparing the manual for
courts-martial, which was based upon the
new code, but he advanced none of these
new views.
Indeed, the first time that I was advised of such a view was in November,
1917, on the occasion of his presenting
to you—uofr through - me and entirely
without consulting me—the first of the
elaborate briefs about which so much
has been made.
It has been charged that, as a. result of
that brief, an order designating him as
Acting Judge Advocate General Was revoked, and further that he was relieved
from his duties of supervising the administration of military justice. Nothingcould be farther from the truth. He was
never relieved from his duties supervising the administration of military justice
except to take a trip to France, which
he was eager to do, and this was considerably after the submission of the brief,
and after the revocation of the order appointing him Acting Judge Advocate General and relieving mo of my functions.
That order was killed before I knew anything about the brief. It had never been
published. It had been obtained by him
from the Chief of Staff without consulting
you and without your knowledge, and it
was revoked by you because it was contrary to your wishes.
(ion. Ansell asked me in a formal
written memorandum to help hinr secure
an order appointing him Acting Judge Advocate General in charge of my functions.
I did not wish to be relieved but did not
wish to embarrass you. I therefore replied in writing that he could take the

matter up directly with (lie Secretary of
War in his own way. He did not take
the matter up with the Seeretary~of War
at all. -He took it up with the ActingChief of Staff with the remark that I concurred. Upon this showing the Chief of
Staff marked the draft of an order (hat
Gen. Ansell had prepared for suspended
publication. By accident I learned of
this order. This was before I had any
intimation from any source of the preparation of the first brief, or any intimation
that Gen. Ansell had_ readied a conclusion as to the desirability of an appellate
power in the Judge Advocate General. I
called your attention to*the circumstance,
and you directed that the order be not
published.
While it is true that Gen. Ansell's attempt to secure an order giving him my
functions as Judge Advocate, General was
concurrent with his preparation of a brief
urging a revolution in the military system and his circulation of a document of
such grave consequence among every officer in my office without giving me the
slightest information of his efforts, it is
not true that I knew of the-brief until
after you directed the rescinding of the
unpublished order appointing him Acting
Judge Advocate General. But I deem it
unnecessary to enter this field of accusation further and discuss the many issues
of fact which have been raised, as I am
informed that the Inspector General of
the Army has been designated to conduct
a thorough investigation and make all the
ascertainments of fact that are necessary
to elucidate the administration of military justice during the war period.
E. H. CHOWDER,
Judge Advocate General.

SEALED PROPOSALS INVITED
Treasury Department.
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT.
Treasury Department, Supervising Architect's Office, Washington, D. C, March 0,
1910.—Sealed proposals will be opened in
this office at 3 p. m.. April 2, 1919, for sewer
and water supply connections at the United
States Marine Hospital at New York, N. Y.
(Stapletoh), in accordance with specifications and drawings, copies of which may be
had at this office or at the office of the Supervising Chief Engineer, Frank A. Lang,
731 Custom House, New York, N. Y., in the
discretion of the Supervising Architect, las.
A. Wetmore, Acting. Supervising Architect.
Treasury Department, Supervising Architect's Office, Washington, D. C, March C,
1919.—Sealed proposals will be opened in
this office at 3 p. m., March 27, 1919, for alterations in the United States Post Office
and Custom House Building at Albany, N. Y.
Drawings and specifications may be obtained
from tiie custodian of the building at Albany,
N. Y., or at this office," in the discretion of
the Supervising Architect, las. A. Wetmore,
Acting Supervising Architect.
Treasury Department, Supervising Architect's Office, Washington. D. C, March 7,
1919.—Sealed proposals will be opened in this
office at 3 p. m. March 28. 1919, for changes,
additions, etc., at the United States post office, Youngstown, Ohio. Drawings and specifications may be obtained from the custodian
of the post office or at this office, in the discretion of the Supervising Architect. James
A. Wetmore, Acting Supervising Architect.
Treasury Department, Supervising Architect's Office, Washington. D. C, March 5,
1919.—Sealed proposals will be opened'in this
offire at 3 p. m. April 2, 1919, for sewer and
water-supply connections at the United States

Marine Hospital at New York, N. Y\ (Stapleton), in accordance with specifications and
drawings, copies of which may be had at this
ffiee, or at the office of the Supervising Chief
Engineer, Frank A. Lang, 731 Customhouse.
sTew York, N. Y., in the discretion of' the Supervising Architect. .Tames A. Wetmore Acting Supervising Architect.
Treasury Department, Supervising Architect's Office, Washington, D. ('., March (i
1919.—Sealed proposals wril be opened in this
office at 3 p. m. March 27, 1919. for alterations in the United States post office and customhouse Building at Albany, N.*y. Drawings and specifications ma»y be obtainetl from
the custodian of the building at Albany, N Y
or at this office, in the discretion of'the Supervising Architect. James A. Wetmore, Acting Supervising Architect.
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING.
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing for furnishing and delivering the articles named below :
Until 2 p. m., March 11, 1919: One brass
.nozzle for-jj-ineh three-ply wire-wrapped water
hose having iron pipe-threads ; one dozen each.
of letters ■' C " and " II " ; one dozen blocks of
year "1919", one block of each abbreviated
month of the year; one dozen file brushes
Dntll 2 p. m., March 12, 1919: Two 3-inch
medium straight-way valves; 24 intermediate
gear studs, 3,000 feet of lj-lncb white-pine
uppers.
Until 2 p. m., March 13. 1010: Three sets
(d pieces) of bearings, repair parts for nioior:
about 2,850 pounds of best iron castings (.50
pieces) ; 5,000 pounds of red American' pressboard.
Until 2 p. ml, March 14, 1919 : Twelve yards
of white oil-cloth.
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Right—General Peyton C. March, chief of staff, on an inspection tour stops long enough to be "shot".
Left—Secretary Baker chats with a maimed lad of Ward 7, who is learning a new trade, stenography.
Center—The Secretary at the "cashier's" window in the class room in Ward 1 where banking is taught.
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Right—General Peyton C. March, chief of staff, on an inspection tour stops long enough to be "shot"
Left—Secretary Baker chats with a maimed lad of Ward 7, who is learning a new trade, stenography.
Center—The Secretary at the "cashier's" window in the class room in Ward 1 where banking is taught.
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WAR HEADS MAKE CALL AT FORT DES MOINES LAST TUESDAY

Photos by Pvt. l|cl Lafe Lind, Staff Photographer.
Right—Typical Bakerian and Marchian smiles snapped in front of the administration building
Center—Secretary of War Newton D Baker, poses for the photographer as he steps out of his car.
^eit—lne Secretary and Colonel George F. Jueneman, commanding officer her in the commercial class room in Ward 1
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SIMPLICITY AND
DEMOCRACY MARK
CHIEFS' VISIT
No Pomp or Ceremony Attached
To Secretary Baker's and Gen.
March's Inspection.
CHATS

WITH" " BUDDIE "

Makes Hit WwT"wounded Men
Fortunate Enough to laiK
to Him.
Simplicity and democracy marked
the vfsit of" Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker and General Peyton U
March, chief of staff to Fort Des
Moines last Tuesday afternoon
At exactly 4:10 p. m. when the visiting party entered the north gate
the cannon -on the parade ground
boomed its first gun and then proceeded to sound eighteen more consecutive shots at half minute intervals in honor of the chiefs of the war
department.
No Pomp or Ceremony
At no time was there any pretense
at pomp and ceremony and the whole
time that the secretary and the general were here, they maintained an
air of quiet and keen interest in the
work that is being done in the educational department which they visited following a short conference wrth
Colonel George F. juenemann, commanding officer, in the administration building.
,
As the secretary stepped out ot
his car in front of headquarters, he
stopped for a moment and posed tor
the photographers who had their
cameras ready to snap him.
Following the conference with colonel Juenemann, the party, which
included Secretary Baker, General
March, Colonel Juenemann, Major
W. S. Sharpe, post adjutant, Major
Schwerdtfeger, chief of the medical
service, Major Porter, chief of the
psycopathic service, Major Martin «.
Tinker, chief of the surgical service,
Major Watson, assistant to the commanding officer and Lieut. W. B.
Mooney, chief
educational
officer,
went to Ward 1 to inspect the reconstruction work there.
The secretary visited all the class
rooms in the ward and'manifested a
keen interest in the progress which
the men are making.
He
was
very
much
interested in the cartooning class and spent
some time examining the drawings in
a manual prepared by Charles Lederer, Red Cross man here and instructor in cartooning. He told Colonel
Jueneman that a cartooning class in
conjunction with the reconstruction
work was a "new one on him" but
seemed pleased with 'the innovation.
He remarked to Mr. Lederer, after
glancing over some of his "Drawings
Made Easy", that he was afraid he
would never learn to be a cartoonist.
The Red Cross man said he thought
the Secretary's job was just as good
and let it go at that.
Meanwhile, General March, accompanied by the staff officers was
making a round of the wards. He
stopped ill each ward, talked to the
patients and made swift mental notes
of the conditions.

Sec'y. Visits Wards
Secretary
Baker,
with
Colonel
Juenemann, Lieutenant Mooney, a
secret service man and his private
secretary, followed the inspecting
party and stopped in some of the
wards.
In ward 7, the secretary stopped
at the bed of a patient who was practicing on the typewriter.
"Getting along all right?" he asked.
"Yes sir," answered the
soldier
and then came the real democratic
part of the man, when the secretary
said,
"Well, it's a fine thing. I carry
a little typewriter along with me as
it is hard to write with a pen while
the train is in motion."
The party then started for Ward 7
and while they were on the way down
the corridor, a big buck private
doughboy, said,
"Hello Secretary Baker"
"Hello Secretary Baker," and extended his hand.
The
secretary
stopped, shook hands with the man
'and asked him how he was getting
along.
"Just fine," came the answer
"That's good." said the secretary,
"Where- are you from?"
"Fort Riley."
"Do you like this hospital?"
"Yes sir."
"Fine," said the secretary and gave
the man a final hearty hand clasp
before he went on down the corridor. A little farther down he stopped
and shook hands with a man who
had lost both legs and who was resting in a rolling chair.
The party visited " several other
wards and also stopped in the hospital library in Ward 12 where the
secretary and the general talked to
some of the men studying and reading.
"Gee," said the lowly buck private
to whom the secretary had talked,
"Ain't he the regular guy though?"
Following the inspection tour, the
party left for the city where they
were entertained at a dinner at the
Des Moines club by a group of representative Des Moines men.
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WAR COST $197,000,000,000
Secretary of War Baker Gives
Startling Figures
San Francisco, Cat., March IS—
"The cost of the war in money alon3
was ?197,000,000.000 or $11,000,000.000 more than the total property
value of all of North America," Secretary of War Newton ID. Baker, told
a gathering at the Commercial club
here to-day following his arrival with
Gen Peyton C. March, chief of staff,
to inspect army posts. "The death;;
from wounds in battle numbered
7.300.000 and the total deaths in all
the armies reached
0,000,000," he
said.
Referring 1o the proposed league
of nations, Secretary Baker said:
"Unless such ah organization was
formed under some name and under
some constitution, anarchy bred bv
disease, hunger and despair would
overwhelm the earth. No child born
in a civilized nation in the next 100
years will escape paying a considerable portion of the debt this war has
brought about." Secretary Baker and
Gen March departed to-day for San
Diego.
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Wadsworth Fears
Baker Will Wreck
U. S. Air Service
Accuses War Secretary and
General March of Acting in Bad Faith With
the Senate Committee
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON, March 20— In discontinuing the "gas and flame," or
chemical warfare service and in making other changes since the adjournment of Congress, Secretary Baker
and Chief of Staff Marsh, have acted
in bad faith with the Senate Military
Affairs Committee, Senator Wadsworth, of New York, who will probably be chairman of the committee
when the Republicans reorganize the
Senate, charged today.
"It will be recalled," Senator Wadsworth pointed out, "that under the
Overman act giving the President almost carte blanche to make any
changes in the organizations of the
departments which he might desire, a
number of ehanges were made in the
War partment.
For instance, the
aviation branch was taken from the
Signal Corps, the gas and flame organization was created and called the
Chemical Warfare Service, and the
division of purchase, transport and
supply was taken from under the
Quartermaster General.
_ "Now in the last days of Congress
it was realized that the Overman act
expired by limitation with the declaration of peace, and there was no
desire to force the War epartment
back into the old organization plan.
But the members of the committee
did not wish to attempt to work out
a permanent plan in the brief time at
our disposal.
"To solve this situation it was proposed that a rider be added to the
army bill, which provided that the
organization should continue without
change until authorization for a new
plan was worked out by Congress.
"Now, here is the point: Secretary
Baker and General March were called
in by the members and this proposal
for the ruler laid before them. Both'
stated positively that this was just
what they wanted. When Congress
adjourned without passing the bill
these gentlemen began to disorganize
the system they had declared satisfactory. It seems to me they are deliberately taking advantage of the recess. I am fearful of what they may
do to the air service and other important branches of the war machine,
fo lowing their abolition of the Chemical Warfare Service."
Chairman Chamberlain, of the Military Affairs Committee, consulted with
Senator Wadsworth and is understood
to share the New York Senator's view
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THE

AKER IS "FENCING"
SAYS CHAMBERLAIN
—♦—

Oregon Senator Declares Present System Is "Iniquitous"
and Must Be Changed So
Justice Will Be Done.
ASSERTS SECRETARY'S BILL
IS EFFORT TO SHIFT BLAME.
Ansel!, Who Had Courage to
Condemn System, Is Elbowed
Aside—Investigation Reports
Held to Be Contradictory.
Opeoial to The World.) i
WASHING-TON, March 20.—Declaring the present system for handling court martial cases "iniquitous," and accusing Secretary Baker
of "fencing" on the question of remedial legislation. Senator Chamberlain of Oregon (Dem.) to-night gave
out a letter on the subject. He
sharply criticises the attitude of the
War Department, saying:
"The existing system does injustice—gross, terrible, spirit-crushing
injustice. Evidence of it is on every
hand. The records of the Judge Advocate General's Department reek
with it,' and upon proper occasion I
shall show the people that this is
true."
Senator Chamberlain's (letter is
based upon a telegram received from
Mr. Baker in reply to "a message
sent four days ago by Mr. Chamberlain, requesting permission .to make
public the letter of Col. Ansel] in reply to- the recent criticisms of the
latter by Gen. Crowder.
The, reply of Secretary Baker follows:
Sees Xo Controversy.
"Your telbgram received. More than
a year ago 1 asked of the Military
Committee of both the Senate and
HOuse legislation to correct the evils
in the present court martial system.
I shall renew the request when Conreassembles.
There
would
seem to he. therefore, no controversy
>>n (he merits of the subject. Have
not yet. seen the letter in question, and
^cannot imagine any reason why my
consideration of it on my return will
not. be time enough."
Te request for permission to make
the Ansel! letter public Mr. Chamberlaun says, was "because it was a
clarifying contribution to the subject now agitating the .people," and
because "it was only fair and just
to this officer that you should do so."
Taking up Secretary Baker's telegrain Senator Chamberlain .writes:
"It is painful to me, Mr. Secretary,'
to rind you fencing upon a question
Wtech means so much to the tens of
thousands of enlisted men who have
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suffered injustice under the present ■ see the system in operation. You do"
system, a question which'means so: not see its tragic results. When you
much to you; the army, the Nation. ; denied the department the revisoryYou say that more than a year ago ! power over all courts martial cases
you recognized the evils of the pres- you denied yourself the opportunity
ent court martial system and re- to keep in touch with the administraquested legislation to correct them, t tion of justice throughout the army.
and that inasmuch as von intend to ! Your knowledge is obtained from this
rtmew that request, there can he no i insignificant number of cases of comcontroversy on the merits of the sub- 1 missioned officers and from those
jccL
persons surrounding you who are inIrreconcilable Statements.
terested in supporting the existing
"Your present recognition of exist- reactionary system.
ing evils of the court martial system-!
Gross Injustice Done.
lS strongly irreconcilable with your I "The existing system does injustice
published statement no more remote !' —gross, terrible, spirit-crushing inthan March 10. In that statement of justice. Evidence of it is on every
warm approval of the existing sys- ■ hand. The records of the Judge Adtorn, you seemed blind to any defi- vocate General's department reek
ciency.
with it, i.nd upon proper occasion I
"On March 10 you were blind to I shall show the people that this is
any deficiencies in the existing svs- i true. The organization of the Clemtern, as indeed the evidence abufi- ency Board now sitting daily and
ilantly shows you have been d»af- grinding out thousands of cases is a
throughout the war to complaints confession of it. Clemency, however,
about the injustice of this system can never correct the injustice done.
complaints which should at least have i "You have of course adopted the
challenged your earnest attention ! statement of the Judge Advocate
rather than provoked vour undis- ■ General, which you invited and. pubguised irritation."
lished. That statement is Involved in
The measure proposed by the War as inextricable confusion and patent
Department, which was rejected by inconsistencies as your own pronunthe Military Affairs Committee is ci-amentos upon this subject. In one
discussed at length by Mr. Chamber- and the same breath it declares the
lain, who insists the bill presented i system unusually excellent, and then
was not "a bona fide eort TO reform \'<
Congress because it ha>s failed
the existing system." He refers to the : blames
office opinion written by Col. Anscii to enact the bill which you proposed,
and
has
been referred to;
and the recall of Gen. Crowder to for- it declaresheretofore
that military law can best
mulate an overruling opinion. The be
administered finally in the field,
effect of this was to leave the. War
Department., according to Mr. Baker, but at the same time argues that the
helpless to change the existing pro- system would be much, improved by
cedure, thus leaving the execution of the establishment of a departmental
military law to "the will of the camp appellate power: it contends that
courts martial should be subject not
commander."
"This is evidence to me that you to legal control but only to the power
did not des'.re to do so," is the decla- of military command and at the
ration of Mr. Chamberlain in com- samp time objects to assuming rementing on tha" reversing opinion of sponsibility for the outrageously exGen. Crowder, taking away the cessive sentences awarded when
courts and commanding officers go
remedial suggestions made by Col
wrong, without legal restraint.
Atis oil.
"It admits our soldiery must be hurHaying "elbowed aside the one offi- riedly drawn from civilian life and
cer who even then had the courage from the operations of the more libto condemn the system and the pre- eral civil code, but assumes that for
vision to point out its terrible re^ that very reason the military law
suits," Mr. Chamberlain relates how ought to be more harshly applied to
It argues that
the views iof Crowder were accepted. obtain discipline.
courts martial' are not courts of jusCrowder, March and the inspector
tice, but 'courts of. chivalry and
General, "a trio of men who are prohonor.'
nounced reactionaries," Mr. Chamberlain writes, were taken "into the
Inconsistency Shown.
bosom" of Mr. Baker's confidence. A
"It says the officers who sit in judgso-called invest.gation, he says, was : ment, upon the private soldier cannot
started by the Inspector General, "deb:e military zealots, because it was
signed, in my judgment, to destroy only yesterday that they got out of
the man who exposed the injustice of their civilian clothes, But in the next
the present system."
A bill was sent to Congress, Mr. paragraph"asserts that they are most
Chamberlain says, "in order that any competent toward military punishfuture responsibility might be shifted ments because of their military apfrom your shoulders to Congress." j preciations.
"I. beg to assure you that there is
This was to prevent any modification
controversy on the merits oti the subof the existing system. According to
ject. There, is great "difference 'beMr. Chamberlain this was "simply
tween you and me. That would be
designed to allay public apprehension
relatively unimportant. But there is
and inquiry by the appearance of dogreat difference between you and
ing something."
Congress, and there is great differEffect of 'Proposed Bill.
ence between you and the American
people. I do not believe that a court
The measure proposed by Secretary
martial should be controlled from beBaker, in the opinion of Mr. Chamginning to end by the fiat of military
berlain, would give the Chief of Staff,
command. I do not believe that a
: "an ultra military official," complete
commanding officer should order the
control over ail courts martial cases.
trial of an enlisted man on a charge
As there were 350,000 cases, this work
that is legally insufficient. I do not
would be "intrusted to' some minor
believe that he should order a court
military 'minion, inexperienced in law
to overrule pleas, made in behalf of an
and the administration of justice, and
whose training had disqualified hlmj accused which upon established prinfor such function." This bill was ad- I ciples of law would bar the trial.
"I do not believe that the court and
vocated by Gen. Crowder before the!
the commanding officer can cast esMilitary Affairs Committee of the
tablished rules of evidence to the
House. He contended the Chieif of
winds and insist upon the conviction
Staff should have the power provided.
of a man upon evidence that no court
Referring to the insignificant numfor a moment would entertain. 1 do
ber of cases involving officers that
not believe that the court and the
come ibefore the higher officials, Sencommanding officer should be perator Chamberlain says:
mitted to deprive an accused of the
"These are not the class of cases in
substantial right of counsel and raili which appears the injustice of which
road him, unheard and unrepresented,
II complained. The court martial systo a conviction.
tem is suoh, and the regard for rank
I in the army is such> that a commisjsioned officer appears before a court
i martial to far better advantage than
i does a private soldier. You do not

'•Should Have Justice."
"I believe, and I insist, that courts
martial having in their care and
keeping the lives and liberties of
every single one of our soldiers shall
be courts of justice, acting as Judges,
controlled by and responsible to no ■
man, controlled by and responsible I
to their own oaths, and to the great |
principles of law which have been!
established by our civilization to protect an accused wherever he is placed
on trial.
, "Surely yon have been misled- Officers of your department who have
supported the iniquitous system and
who have imposed upon you, or most,
unfortunately persuaded you, have
been busy preparing their defense.
You have been presented lengthy reports designed to controvert the
speech which 1 made in the Senate on
this subject, which reports I have
shewn you to be misleading and
utterly unreliable. Volumes of statistics are being prepared to show that,
after all, the system Is not so bad.
"Whether yon do or not the American .people see and have theevidence;
members of Congress have the evidence. You have taken a terrible
stand upon a subject which lies close
to a thousand American hearthstones.
The American people will not be deceived by such self-serving, misleading reports and statistics. Too many
American families have made a 'Pentecostal sacrifice of their sons upon the
altar of organized injustice."

'VSflfgRET ORDERS " PRINTED.
Those' Quoted by Major Foster in
Congressional Record.
WASHINGTON, March 21. — In the
absence of Secretary Baker and Assistant Secretary Keppel no comment was
available at the War Department on
statements made in Kansas City today
by Major Dick B. Foster, charging that
" secret orders " issued by Secretary
Baker had protested, *• W, W.'s, anarchists, and-, Socialtstiiwho refused to do
military duty, aftervbeing sent to cantQranents_.„,rt^was gbinted out, however,'
•that the orders- of-Jibe department durliig the war in i|]f!?t;regard had been Inserted in the Confessional Record some
iwefeks. ago, inclu|ji^g those, orders from
%hi,ch Major FK# read excerpts to
Support his contention.
The largest nuiWejK of men in the con.scientious obpeetair i«lass at any camp
was reported from Camp Funston,
where Major Fosterjwas on duty, and
some instances of,alleged extreme severity ; in treatment, jbf prisoners there
were reported. Investigations were ordered, but, ho disciplinary action was
restfltlpgifrom charges made as to dts
^fffiiKat*On by Major Foster in his administration of camp concessions. No
warrant fpr action of any sort against
him was developed, however, and in
recommending him for promotion, Majpr
Gen Leonard Wood, commanding, said
he had displayed great efficiency in
bringing order out of chaos in the affairs of the post, exchange ».vhich had
been placed under his supervision.
Some officers informally expressed the
opion thatthey were not surprised that
the so-called secret orders of the department, as to conscientious ob>ctors
had been interpreted in the ligbt put
upon them by Major Foster. The suggestion that the prohibition against publication of the orders contained in them
was 'intended to conceal the action of
the Wat Department-from the country
at. large was no/f considered seriously by
these officers, who said the actual purpose was to prevent a spread' of conscientious objector disaffection through
advertisement of the problem these cases
presented.
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Baker Called
Blind to Army
Court's Faults
Senator Chamberlain Says
War Secretary Is Under
Sway of Reactionaries
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON, March 20.—Secretary
of War Baker was held up to the country, in a letter to the Secretary made
public here to-night by Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the Senate Military Affairs Committee, as:
1. Being blind to the injustices of
the court-martial system.
2. Attempting to uphold the present system of military "justice"
with one hand, while making just
enough gestures toward reform as
might be calculated to head off a
Congressional investigation.
3. Proposing "corrective" legislation which Secretary Baker should
have known could not pass.
4. Supplanting an officer who criticised the V'.Erri by one who believed
it did "not need revision.
5. Having taken "a terrible stand
upon a subject which lies close to a
thousand American hearthstones."
The American people, however, Senator Chamberlain declares in concluding his arraignment of the Secretary;
will not be "deceived by such selfserving, misleading reports and statistics. Too many American families have !
made a Pentecostal sacrifice of their
sons upon the altar of organized injustice."
In his letter to' Secretary of War
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Baker, Senator Chamberlain said, in
part:
"It is painful to me, Mr. Secretary,
to find you fencing upon a question
which means so much "to the tens 6i
thousands of enlisted men who have
suffered injustice under the present
system—a question which means so
much to you, the army, the nation. In
your telegram you say that more than
a year ago you recognized the evils
of the present court-martial system
and requested legislation to correct
them, and that inasmuch as you intend to renew that request, there can
be
no controversy on the merits of
the subject.
"Your present recognition of existing evils of the court martial system
is strangely irreconcilable with your
published statement no more remote
than March. 10. In that statement of
warm approval of the existing system
you seem blind to any deficiency. You
say therein:
" 'I have not been made to believe by
a perusal of these complaints that
justice is not done to-day under the
present law, or has not been done during the war period, and my acquaintance with the course of military
justice (gathered as it is from the
large number of eases which in the
regular routine come to me for final
action) convinces me that the conditions implied by these recent complaints do not exist and had not existed.'
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Can Act in But Few Cases
Influenced by Reactionaries
Further Defence of System
"Unfortunately, Mr. Secretary, you
"You supplanted the officer, who had
"You further say that you are 'absolutely confident that the public ap- seen fit to call to your attention at the arc not in touch, and apparently do
prehensions which have been created beginning of the war to the necessity not desire to get In touch, with the
are groundless.' And then you put of keeping the strictest supervision administration of military justice.
the capstone upon your monumental over courts martial procedure, by an You must know that under the existconfidence in the system by further officer who contended that such super- ing system, the Secretary of War sees
saying:
vision was not necessary, and that .ind takes action only upon that rela" 'I wish to convey to you here the such supervision would derogate from tively insignificant number of cases
assurance of my entire faith that the. the power of the commanding officer which are required under existing law
system of military justice, both in its and destroy discipline. You elbowed to go to the President for confirmaHe sees none others.
Tljese
structure as organized by the statutes aside the one officer who even then tion.
of Congress and the President's regu- had the courage to condemn the sys- few cases consist in the far greater
lations, and in its operations as ad- tem and the prevision to point out its part of a few sentences of dismissal
commissiond officers. These arc
ministered during the war, is essen- terrible results—General Ansell—and of
not the class of cases in which aptially sound.'
took into the bosom of your confidence pears the injustice of which I com"And finally you call upon the judge
a trio of men who are pronounced plained."
advocate general to make a statement
"The court martial system is such,
for the purpose of reassuring the peo- : reactionaries—General Crowder, the
ple who 'must not be left to believe then acting chief of staff and the and the regard for rank in the army
that their men were subjected to a inspector general—the last named of is such, that a commissioned officer
system that did not fully deserve the whom is even this day engaged, by appears before a court martial to far
terms of law and justice,' and then your order, in a so-called 'investiga- better advantage than does a private
you conclude, rather lightly, that after tion,' designed, in my judgment, to soldier. You do not see the system
You do not see its
all it is but 'a simple question of fur- destroy the man who exposed the in- in operation.
tragic results. When you denied to
nishing the facts, for when they are justice of the present system.
"You accepted those views. But in the department revisory power over
furnished I am positive that they will
contain the most ample reassurances.' order that any future responsibility all courts martial cases you denied
might
be shifted from your shoulders yourself the opportunity to keep in
"On March 10 you were blind to any
deficiences in the existing system; as, to Congress vou presented a bill which, touch with the administration of jusindeed, the evidence abundantly shows even if you did not, your advisers did, tice throughout the army. Your knowlyou have been deaf throughout the know could not be passed. .Your ad- edge is obtained from this insignifiwar to complaints about 'the injustice visers did not wish any modification ot cant number of cases of commissioned
officers and from those persons surof this system, complaints which the existing system.
rounding you who are interested in
should at least have challenged your
Remedial Views Rejected
earVicst attention, rather than pro"They and you declined to accept the supporting the existing reactionary
voked your undisguised irritation.
ysteni
views of the acting Judge Advocate
Questions Reform Effort
General that would have gone far toward ill
alleviating
on _ ..
But, <I.T
as you
say, you
JJUI.,
.v v LI oaj,
juu did
um propose
[/ivyuov
Hill
It: V Ul 1.1 .'£, the
*.»»*■ situation
~•
■
cei\tain . legislation to the committees ' ground that those views were not *U'1T
which they did not see fit to recom- justified by the letter of the statute,
mend for eactment, and which, very You were thus solicitous that your
fortunately, did not become law. I power be found in the letter of the
can hardly believe that that bill, pre- statute. And yet in the very bill propared by the Judge Advocate General posed vou asked for the power of susof the army and submitted by you, was pension of sentences when you were
a bona fide effort to reform the exist- already suspending sentences by ading system, and the slightest consid- ministrative order without one word ol
eration of the bill will show that had legal authority therefor,
There is another evidentiary cirit ben enacted into law it would have
cumstance that indicates the eflort
made the system even more reaction
was not made in good faith, but was
ary, if possible, than it is now.
"I hardly can believe that this was a simply designed to allay public apbona fide effort at reform, because you prehension and inquiry by the appearSecretary Says Senator Is Respo
ah'eady had had an opportunity to es- ance of doing something. It is shown
tablish in your department a legiti- by the records of your department
sible for Court-Martial System.
mate and necessary revisory power that the Judge Advocate General of
XUMA Vi'iz.. March 21,-Ncwton T>.
over, and supervision of, courts martial the army, in correspondence with the
Baker. Secretary of War. who. is inprocedure. General Ansell was at that senior officer of his department in
time acting judge advocate general of France, shortly thereafter said, with
specting army
camps,
tJpWW>
the army, and his opinions were en- respect to an administrative makeshilt
charges made yesterday in Washingtor.
titled to be respected as such, and in which he had proposed for adoption,
by Senator Chamberlain, Chairman of
all other matters they were so re- and which you did adopt, that it was
the Senate Military Affairs Committee,
necessary
to
do
something
to
head
oil
spected.
that the Secretary was under the in"In order to kc«p courts martial a threatened Congressional investigafluence o£ reactionaries opposed to
procedure within just and legal limi- tion, to silence criticism, to prevent
changes in the army court-martial
tations, he wrote an office opinion, in talk about the establishment of courts
system, asserted that the senator himwhich he clearly demonstrated that this of appeal and to make it.appear to the
self caused to bo enacted the system-he
power of supervision was to be found soldier that he did get some kind ol
in existing law, and in that opinion all revision of his proceedings other than
'"seoretary^'Baker's
statement follows:
the officers of the department, among the revision at field headquarters.
"Cl cannot „crmlt myself to bo drawn
"How can it be said ([hat such an atwhom were many most distinguished
into
a
newspaper
controversy
with bdntitude of mind is consistent with an
i ator Chamberlain about officers of the
lawyers from civil life, concurred.
honest desire to alleviate the situaarmy
to
whom
1
hold
an
official
rela1
Overruling Opinion Written
tion? It is significant also that your
ion and whose conduct 1 must judge
dispassionately
and
upon
a
the
ov■
interest
upon
this
subject
was
not
such
"And yet, in order that that opinion
dence I can obtain. That duty Is mine)
might be overruled and that you might as to produce that active participation
ami not Senator Chamberlain s. and
rely upon the theory that you were en- of the department which characterizes
shall perform it unbiased and unhurried
tirely without power,' you either or- its eorts when it desires to secure
bv abuse or agitation.
>
dered or permitted General Crowder legislation.
'■• it is important, however, to note
himself, who was not at that time conthat the svstem of courts-martial and of
Consistency Questioned
nected with the office, to return thereto
military justice which the. Senator at"That bill (proposed by Mr. Baker)
tack sis one which he himself caused
and write for you an overruling opin- would authorize the chief of staff to
o be enacted In 1916. when it was preion which you approved, and in doing disapprove, vacate and set aside a findsented by me as a reform and a model aso voluntarily denied that, it was your ing of 'not guilty,' and substitute upon
tion of the previously existing irregU*
right and duty under existing law to his view of the evidence a finding oi
laritles.
Tt is also important to note
supervise the system. You approved his own. This is a power which ought
that the amendment which I sent to
the opinion of the judge advocate gen- not to be granted to any man, and I :
Senator Chamberlain as Chairman of
the Military Affairs Committee of the
eral, which w^as to the effect that this feel safe in saying never will be |
Senate more than a year ago and more
supervisory power did not exist, and, granted by Congress. This alone was
than a year before ■ the occasion for
furthermore, ought not to exist, inas- sufficient not only to condemn the bill
the present discussion has, so far as 1
i much as the law military is the kind of in the mind of Congress, but to show
know, never even been presented by
law that should be left to be executed the attitude of those who proposed it.
to the Military Affairs Committee tof
at the will of the camp commander.
consideration."
"Do you believe, Mr. Secretary, that
"If you had really desired to estab- the President of the United States, the
lish a legitimate legal supervision of
Secretary of War, the Chief of Staff, or
courts martial you could have done so i any other official, should have the
simply by approving the opinion of the ! power to set aside an acquittal and
acting Judge Advocate General, which I substitute for it a conviction, or to set
was not a personal opinion, but was an I aside one sentence and substitute for
official opinion, which in the ordinary I it a harsher one, or to set aside a findcourse of administration would have
ing of guilty of a lesser offence and
been adopted. Advised to do the proper
substitute foi it a finding of guilty
thing by your chief law officets and
of a greater one? That is what the bill
having been shown by him the way to
which you proposed authorizes.
do it, you declined to do so upon some
slight'legal technicality. This is evidence to me that you did not desire to
do so.
- *>' ra**
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3 Onvr*ltt>- WJt »* Th« New York Times Compusj'.
By W1r«t««a ta TUB NOW YOBK TIMES.
LONDON. March 20.—Though detailed
information regarding wireless telephoning between Ireland and Canada is
withheld for the present by the Marconi
Company. THE NEW YORK TIMES <8 inIT
formed that the transatlantic wireless
Hum uie operations of the more liberal
civil code, but assumes that for that
very reason the military law ought to
be more harshly applied in order to
obtain discipline. It argues that courtsmartial aro not courts of justice, but
" courts of chivalry and honor," and
concludes that since the soldier must
on occasion yield up his life on the batAO
tlefield, he should not bo heard to com\T7~YT T (~V I' If I plain if it be taken away by these courts
X\[VJJ[JiL/iii
I
Rivalry; it places courts-martial in
high esteem, though admitting that they
''apply not the modern rules of right, but
(medlaeval principles that govern over, lord and armed retainer.
/
//'-, n,
'It says that the officers who sit in
'
*
judgment upon the private soldier cannot be military zealots, because it was
only yesterday that they got out of
their civilian clothes, but in the next
(paragraph asserts that they are most
competent to award*, military punishments, because of their military appreciations. It argues that the primary
purpose of a court-martial is to maintain discipline, as though discipline in
any real sense could be maintained in
om
^OWBHy <8 <*M<; WH4 tfj
" army wlthbut doing Justice.
I beg to assure you that there Is controversy on the merits of the subject.
1WOA M3N
There is great difference between you
and me. That would be relatively unimportant. But there is great difference
between you and Congress, and there is
great difference between you and the
American people.
I do not believe that, a court-martial
\ should be controlled from beginning to
end by the fiat of military command. I
do not believe that a commanding officer should order the trial of an en- listed man on a charge that is legally
J( insufficient. I do not believe that he
anc
should order a court to overrule pleas
iOOt J DUCOJC! JHUC fV/V* made in behalf of an accused man
*i owru XiUJ .-which upon established principles of law
would bar the trial. I do not believe
that the court and the commanding officer can cast established rules of evidence to the winds and insist upon-the
conviction of a man upon evidence that
no court for a moment would enter(.gjtam.
Quotes Threat to Subordinate.
I do not believe that the court and the
commanding officer should be permitted
to deprive an accused of the substantial
(paivujaniu)
right of counsel and railroad him. unJheard and unrepresented, to a convic9\tion. It was only yesterday that I was
. shown a record in which the counsel for
,(the accused man was intimidated from
*S1]
'^examining his superior officer as a witness by a threat made in open court by
STithe superior officer, that any question
L jacked him reflecting upon his credibilP.ity would promptly bring charges against
'the youthful counsel,
i T An not believe that the conduct of a
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opposing views publicly expressed by cism, to prevent talk about the estabyou and the Judge Advocate General. lishment of courts of appeal and to
make it appear to the soldier that he
In that I am disappointed.
did get some kind of revision of his
I have just received from you the fol- proceedings other than the revision at
field headquarters.
lowing telegram:
How can It be said that such an atti" Tour telegram received. More than tude
of mind is consistent with an hona year ago I asked of the Military est desire to alleviate the situation? It
Committees of both the Senate and Is significant also that your interest
this subject was not such as to
r
■—- .
House legislation to correct the evils in upon
produce that active participation of the
the present court-martial system. I department which characterizes its efwhen It desires to secure legislaSenator ChargesSecretary with shall renew the request when Congress forts
reassembles. There would seem to be, tion.
Nays Proposal Was Reactionary.
[ Inconsistency in Court- therefore, no controversy on the merits
of the subject. Have not yet seen the
The bill to which you refer and. the
letter in question and gannot Imagine nonenactment of which you plead as
is Martial Controversy,
any reason why my consideration of It shifting the responsibility for the malon my return will not be in time administration of military justice from
enouglu
you to Congress, if honestly submitted,
"NEWTON D. BAKER,
is conclusive evidence that you yourself
PSELL "ELBOWED ASIDE"
are entirely reactionary, or that you
" Secretary of War."
have been imposed upon and deceived
. It is painful to me, Mr. Secretary, to by
advisers who are. That bill Is Senfind you fencing upon a question which ate 8692, and provides, so far as immediately
pertinent to this discussion, that
so much to the tens of thousands
*flMo of Reactionaries* De- means
Section 1189, Revised Statutes, be
of enlisted men who have suffered In- amended
to read as follows:
(Blared to Influence the War justice under the present system, a " The Judge Advocate General shall
question which means so much to you, receive, revise, and cause to be recorded
proceedings of all courts-martial,
\\
Department's Head.
the army, the nation. In tho telegram the
courts of inquiry, and military comyou say that more than a year ago you missions, and report thereon to the
recognized the evils of the present court- President, who shall have power to disvacate or set aside any findmartial system and requested legislation approve,
ing, in whole or in part, to modify, vato
correct
them,
and
that
inasmuch
as
cate
or
set
aside any sentence, in whole
fcmX TRIALS DENOUNCED
you intend to renew that request, there or in part, and to direct the execution
suco part only of any sentence as
can be no controversy on tho merits of of
has not been vacated or set aside."
the subject.
Do you really know, Mr. Secretary,
the purpose and lego 1 effect of that bill ?
MllHary Committee Chief Rejects
Charges Inconsistency by Baker.
In the first place, it would have to be
Tour present recognition of existing construed together with that statute
Reason for Failure to Divulge
makes the Chief of Staff the
evils of the court-martial system is which
trusted military adviser of the Presii
Reply to Crowder,,
t strangely irreconcilable with your pub- dent and Secretary of War. whose aulished statement no more remote than thority he habitually exercises, on the
hand, and places him in supervision
1 March 10. In that statement of warm one
and control of all bureau officers, inSpecial io The Hem Yorh Times,
approval of the existing system you cluding the Judge Advocate General of
"WASHINGTON, March 20. — The seemed blind to any deficiency. You say the Army.
On the other hand, the President's
charge that Secretary Baker " elbowed therein:
power, therefore, as a matter of law,
"
I
have
not
been
made
to
believe
by
over
the control of courts-martial cases
aside" the one officer who had the
a refusal of these complaints that jus- would under that bill be habitually exercised
by the Chief of Staff, an ultracourage to condemn the array court- tice is not done today under the present
military official, without the slightest
martial system and " took into the law, or has not been done during the competencv to pass upon those errors
of law which prejudice the rights of the
bosom " of his confidence " a trio of | war period, and my acquaintance with accused
and thereby render it neces! the course of military justice (gathered
men who are pronounced reactionaries " as it is from tho large number of cases sary to modify the Judgment, and with
a disposition to disregard such rights.
'in the military establishment, is made which in the regular routine come to me And also, the Chief of Staff, and not
President, would bo the one to exin a letter which Senator George E. for final action) convinces me that the the
ercise this power in fact.
There were some 350,000 courts-marChamberlain of Oregon, Chairman of conditions implied by these recent complaints do not exist and had not ex- tial from the time we raised the new
the Senate Committee on Military Af- isted."
army until July i last. Nobody would
expect tho President to review such a
fairs, has just sent to the Secretary of
You further say that you are "abso- number or any appreciable part of them.
lutely confident that the public appre- Nobodv, indeed, could expect the Chief
War.
of Staff himself to do s6..- The work
Senator Chamberlain's letter was writ- hensions which have been created are would have to be intrusted, to some
groundless." And then you put the cap- minor military minion, inexperienced in
ten to Mr. Baker in condemnation of the stone upon your monumental confidence law and the administration of justice,
and whoso training had disqualified him
Tatter's refusal so far to comply with in the system by furthor saying:
such functions.
"I wish to convey to you here the as- for
the request which the Senator made
The Judge Advocate Gerksral, when he
March 16 for the publication of the surance of my entire faith that the sys- appeared representing yots before the
Military Committee, admitted
statement made to Mr. Baker on March tem of military justice, both in its House
that this would be the covu-se of admin11 In reply to letters written by Mr. structure as organized by the statutes of istration and contended Umt the Chief
Baiter and Major Gen. Enoch Crowder, Congress and the President's regulations of Staff ought to have that power, lie
said that that was necessary in order to
the Judge Advocate General, in justifi- and in its operation as administered maintain
discipline.
cation, of the army court-martial sys- during the war, is essentially sound."
Could Reject Acquittal*.
And finally you call upon tho Judge
tem.
Advocate General to make a statement
Secretary Baker is now in the West for the purpose of reassuring the people, , But worse than this, that bOS would
with General Peyton C. March, Chief. who " must not be left to behave that authorize the Chief of Staff to disapof Staff of the Army, touring army their men were subjected to a system prove, vacate, and set aside a finding
posts. . He went West on Sunday, March that did not fully deserve the terms of of "Not guilty" and substitute lipon
9, immediately after making public Gen- law and justice'; and then you con- his view of the evidence a finding of his
own. Notice, the language is that iie
eral Crowder's attack on General An- clude, rather lightly, that after all it. is shall
have the power to disapprove, vasell. whose letter to Mr. Baker, joining but "a simple question of furnishing cate or set aside " any finding, and
facts, for when they are furnished, also to modify, vacate, or set aside
issue iwlth the statements made in the the
I am positive that they will contain the " any sentence."
,. ,\ /'
Baker and Crowder letters, was sub- most ample reassurances."
This is a power which ought not to be
On March 10 you were blind to any granted
mitted to Benedict Crowell, the Acting
to any man, and I feel safe in
deficiences
in
the
existing
system;
as
Secretary of War, the following Tues- indeed the evidence abundantly shows saying will never be granted by ConThis alone was sufficient, not only
day.
you have been deaf throughout the war gress.
condemn the bill in the mind of Conto complaints about the injustice of this to
Mr. Crowell refused to make public system,
gress
but
to show the attitude of those
complaints which should at least who proposed
it.
the Ansell letter, saying that it was ad- have challenged
your earnest attention,
Do
vou
believe, Mr. Secretary, that
dressed to Mr. Baker. However, in re- rather than provoked your undisguised the President
of
the
United
States,
the
sponse to a request from Senator Cham- irritation.
Secretary of War, the Chief of Staff, or
any other official should have the power
berlain, on behalf of the Senate Military
Attacks Secretary's Bill.
to set aside any acquittal and substitute
Committee, Mr. Crowell turned over a
But, as you say, you did propose cer- for it a conviction, or to set aside one.
copy of the Ansell letter to that commit- tain legislation to the committee which sentence and substitute for it a harsher
or to set aside a finding of guilty
tee in confidence last week.
they did not see fit to recommend for one,
of a, lesser offense and substitute for it
enactment,
and
which,
very
fortunately,
a
finding
of guilty of a greater one/
Baker Denied Need of Haste.
That is what the bill which you pioOn March 18, after reading the Ansell did not become law. I can hardly be- posed authorizes.
Aw„
But. the bill further provides " that the
statement, and concluding that it was a lieve that that bill, prepared by the
Advocate
General of the Army President may return any record through
1
complete reply to the Baker-Crowder Judge
and submitted by you, was a bona fide the reviewing authority to the court foi
correspondence. Senator Chamberlain effort to reform the existing system, consideration and correction
This
telegraphed to« Mr. Baker at the Pre- and the slightest consideration of the power is on a par with and supplewill show that had it been enacted mental to the absolute power which I
I sidio, San Francisco, demanding that bill
into law, it would have made the system have just referred to. If the Chief of
the Ansell letter be made public. Secre- even more reactionary, if possible, than Staff were not satisfied with a finding
of not guilty he could return the record
tary Baker telegraphed back, saying it is now.
I can hardly believe that this was a to the court-martial with instructions to
that he had asked Congress, to enact bona
fide effort at reform, because you make a finding of guilty. If not satislegislation to correct court-martial evils, already had had'an opportunity to es- fied with a light sentence, he could inand would renew thjs request when the tablish in your department a legitimate struct the court to award a heavier one.
and necessary revisory power over, and If not satisfied with a finding of guilty
new Congress met, but could not imagine supervision
of, courts-martial procedure. of a minor offense, he could instruct the
why the Ansell letter could not await General Ansell was at that time Acting court to find the accused guilty of a
| his return.
Judge Advocate General of the Army, more serious one. . ' .. _ .,
.. .
Do vou beKeve that the President, the
his opinions were entitled to be reSenator Chamberlain was so much dis- and
spected as such, and in all other matters Secretary of War, or the Chief of Staff,
satisfied with this response from the they were so respected. In order to keep or anv other official should have such
Secretary that before leaving Washing- courts-martial procedure within just and power? If you stand for that bill you
ton last night for Natchez, Miss., his legal limitations, he wrote an office evidently do.
in which he clearly demonWanted Power* for President.
f or#er home, for .a two weeks' rest, he opinion
strated that this power of supervision
sent to Secretary Baker the letter made was to be found in existing law, and in
The Judge Advocate. General, who appublic tonight. He says that Mr. Baker that opinion all the officers of the de- peared before the committee in repreamong whom were many most
expressed " warm approval of the exist- partment,
distinguished lawyers from civil life, sentation of your views, testified:
ing'system," and "seemed blind to any concurred.
" I want the President .authorized to
And yet, in order that that opinion return the record which w« get here,
deficiency."
might
be
overruled
and
that
you
might
He can hardly believe that the bill rely upon the theory that you were en- back through the convening authority to
which Mr. Baker submitted early last tirely without power, you either ordered the trial court, and ask a reconsiderayear to Congress on the army court- or permitted General Crowder himself, tion of their action, so that he may pro-j
was not at that time connected
desires, upon the reviscwl find-'
martial system was any " bona fide who
with the -office, to return thereto and ceed,ofif he
the court, and thus mafic the
effort at reform." In connection with write for you an overruling opinion of ing
court participate with him in'the final
which
you
approved,
and
in
doing
so,
the demotion of General Ansell the
denied that it was your judgment."
When asked the question whether a
Senator's letter flings this accusation voluntarily
right and duty under existing law to commanding
could disapprove a
at the Secretary of War:
supervise the system. You approved finding of notGeneral
guilty and send it back,
the
opinion
of
the
Judge
Advocate
Gen" You elbowed aside the one officer
he
said:
"Yes,
when,
in his opinion,
which was to the effect that this
| who even then had the courage to con- eral
finding Is not sustained by the evisupervisory power did not exist and, the
dence,"
and
he
argued
that
that power,
demn the system and the prevision to furthermore, ought not to exist, inas- necessary to the maintenance
of discipoint out its terrible results—General much as the law military is the kind pline, was now possessed by all comof law that should be left to be executed manding officers and ought to be posAnsell—and took into the bosom of your at
the will of the camp commander.
confidence a trio of men who are proIf you had really desired to establish sessed by the President and Chief of
nounced reactionaries—General Crowder, a legitimate legal supervision of courts- Staff.
In further argument sustaining that
you could have done so simply
the then Acting Chief of- Staff, and the martial,,
by approving the opinion of the acting view he said, with respect to cases in
Inspector General, the last named of Judge Advocate General, which was not which very small sentences had been
whom is even this day engaged, by your a. personal opinion but was an office awarded:
"I do not know anything that could
opinion which in ordinary course of ad- attack
order, in a so-called ' Investigation ' de- ministration
discipline more than if the comwould have been adopted.
signed, in my judgment, to destroy the Advised to do the proper thing by your manding General, who is also the reviewing
or the Secretary of
man who exposed the injustice of the chief law officer, and having been War, or authority,
the President, who will become
shown "jy him the way to do it, you the reviewing
| present system."
»
authority
of that class of
declined to do so upon some slight legal
When the draft of legislation was pre- technicality. This is evidence to me cases under this legislation, could not
invite the attention of the court to the
pared, and while it was pending, there that you did not desire to do so.
effect of such a sentence upon the diswore two acting Chiefs of Staff, Major
cipline of the army generally. I do not
'''Ansell "Elbowed Aside."
think
this power would have survived
Gen. John Biddle, who served in place
You supplanted the officer who had
the centuries if it were inof General Bliss, then in France, until seen fit to call j'our attention at the be- throughout
trinsically wrong."
March, 1918, whe-« Major Gen. Peyton ginning of the war to the necessity of
Obviously he was unaware- that this
C. March returned from France and keeping the strictest supervision over is one of the few countries In which
a barbaric practice has survived.
was made Acting Chief of Staff, serving courts-martial procedure by an officer such
These views you doubtless approved,
»s such until May, 191S, when he be- who contended that such supervision was inasmucli as in your letter to the comcame Chief of Staff. The Inspector not necessary and that such supervision mittee you invited it to hear the views
would derogate from the power of the of the Judge Advocate General in exGeneral of the Army, to whom Senator commanding
officer and destroy disci- planation and support of the proposed
Chamberlain alludes as being a " pro- pline. You elbowed aside the one officer legislation.
For the moment at. least you now
nounced reactionary" is Major Gen. who even then had the courage to con- conceive
that there should be a power
demn the system and the prevision to
| John L. Chamberlain.
of
revision. That, to use your language,
point out its terrible results—GeneralAnsell—and took into the bosom of your is " structural," " organic." The lack
Text of Chamberlain letter.
confidence a trio of men who are pro- of a proper revisory power is a lack
The full text of Senator Chamberlain's nounced reactionaries—General Crowder, of legal control at the top.
There are many other deficiencies of
the then Acting Chief of Staff, and the
I'fetler follows:
the same character. There is an abInspector General—the last named of solute
*"v~--~March 19, 1918.
lack of legal control at the bottom
whom is even this day engaged; by your
Hon. Newton D, Baker, Secretary of order, in a so-called "investigation" and throughout 'the proceedings.
You
have said that the cases that
designed, in my judgment, to destroy came to
!War,
in regular routine .conman who exposed the injustice of vince vou you
Sir: On tire 16th instant, I addressed the
that the complaints against
tho present system.
system are groundless. Unfortuyou a telegram in which I asked that
You accepted those views. But, in or- the
nately, Mr. Secretary, you are not in
you give to the public a statement made der that any future responsibility might touch, and apparently do not desire to
shifted from your shoulders to Con- get in touch, with the administration
by Lieut. Col., formerly General, be
gress, you presented a bill which, even of military justice: You must know
Samuel T. Ansell, in reply to state- if you did not, your advisers did, know that
under the existing system the Secments made by yourself and by General could not be. passed. Your advisers did retary of War sees and takes action
not wish any modification of the exist- onlv upon that relatively insignificant
Crowder, the Judge Advocate General ing system. They and you declined to
of cases which are required
of the Army, in whicjt you both gave accept the views of the Acting Judge number
existing law to go to the PresiGeneral that would have gone underfor
warm support and approval to the pres- Advocate
confirmation. He sees none of
far toward alleviating the situation on dent
ent court-martial system, and in which the ground that those views were not the others.
Gen. Crowder besides indulged in severe fullv justified by the letter of the statute.
Fears Favoritism to Officers.
You were thus solicitous that your
I personal
criticism
and
accusation power
These few cases consist in the far |
be found in the letter of the
legainst General Ansell, who in testimony statute. And yet. in the very bill pro- greater part of a few sentences of dis1 recently given before the Senate Com- posed, you asked for the power of sus- missal of commissioned officers. Theso |
pension of sentences when you were almittee on Military Affairs, had con- ready
suspending sentences by adminis- are not the class of cases in which apdemned the existing system of military trative order without one word of legal pears the injustice of which I com-1
| justice and the administration under it. authority therefor.
The court-martial system is
• There is another evidentiary circum- plained.
and the regard for rank in the
I asked you to make the statement stance
that indicates the effort was not such,
army
is
such,
that a commissioned ofI Jmblici primarily because it was a clari- made in good faith, but was simply de- ficer appears before
a court-martial to
fying contribution to the subject now signed to allav public apprehension and far better advantage than does a private
by the appearance of doing
agitating the people, to which the peo- inquiry
soldior
■
something. It is shown by the records
You do not see the system in operaple are entitled, and, secondarily, be- of vour department that the Judge Ad- tion.
You
do
not
see
its
tragic results.
cause it was only fair and just to this vocate General of the.Army in corres- When you denied the department the
with the senior officer of his revisory power over all court-martial
officer that you should do so. I be- pondence
department in France, shortly ■ therevou denied yourself the - opporlieved that you would make this state- after, said, with respect to an Adminis- cases
tunity to keep in touch with the adminment public, and do so immediately, in trative makeshift which he had pro- istration of justice throughout the army.
for adoption, and which you did
knowledge is obtained from this
order that the people might have the nosed
adopt, that it was necessary to do some- Your
iniignificant number of cases of com-1
opportunity of considering it- as nearly thing to head off the threatened Con- missioned
officers and Irom those per-'
I Rpntemporaneously as possible with the gressional investigation, to silence criti-

BAKER ASSAILED
BY CHAMBERLAIN

I

sons surrounding you who are Interested court should be controlled by a comin supporting the existing revolutionary iranding officer. I do not believe that
system.
a court should be directed or instructed
The existing system does injustice— to reverse its finding of innocence or to
gross, terrible, spirit-crushing injustice. impose a harsher punishment tl\an that
Evidence of it is on every hand. The originally awarded.
On the other hand, I believe, and I
records of the Judge Advocate General's
Department reek with It, and upon insist that courts-martial having in
proper occasion I shall show the people their care and keeping the lives and
that this Is true. The organization of liberties of eevry single one of our solthe Clemency Board now sitting daily diers shall be courts of justice, acting
and grinding out thousands of cases is as Judges, controlled by and respona confession of it. Clemency, however, sible to no man, controlled by and recan never correct the injustice done.
sponsible to their own oaths, and to the
You have, of course, adopted the state- great, principles of law which have been
ment of the Judge Advocate General established by our civilization to prowhich you invited and published. Thai tect an accused wherever he is placed
statement is involved in as inextricable on trial.
confusion and patent inconsistencies as
Surely you have been misled. Officers
your own pronunclamentos upon this of your department who have supported
subject. In one and the same breath tiie iniquitous system and who have
It declares the system unusually excel- imposed upon you, or most unfortunatelent, and then blames Congress because ly persuaded you, have been busy preit lias failed to enact the bill which vou paring their defense. You have been
proposed and has heretofore been re- presented lengthly reports designed to
ferred to, declares that military law can controvert the speech which I made in
best bo administered finally in the field, the Senate o nthis subject, which rebut at the same time argues that the ports I have shown you to be misleadsystem would be much improved by the ing and utterly unreliable. Volumes of
establishment of a departmental appel- statistics are being prepared to show
late power; it contends that courts^ that, after ail, the system is not so bad.
martial should be subject, not to legal Whether you do or not, the Amerlcain
control, but only to the power of mili- people see and have the evidence; memtary command, and at the same time bers of Congress have the evidence. You
objects to assuming responsibility for have taken a terrible stand upon a subthe outrageously excessive sentences ject which lies close to a thousand
awarded when courts and commanding American hearthstones. The American
officers go wrong, without legal re- people will not be deceived by such selfstraint.
serving, misleading reports and statistics. Too many American families have
Courts-martial of "Chivalry."
made a Pentecostal sacrifice of their
It admits that our soldiery must be .sans upon the altar of orgnalzed Injustice.
<M=ORGE E. CHAMBERLAIN.
hurriedly drawn from civilian life and
from the operations of tho more liberal
civil code, but assumes that for that
very reason the military law ought to
be more harshly applied in order to
obtain discipline. It argues that courtsmartial are not courts of justice, but
" courts of chivalry and honor," and
concludes that since the soldier must
on occasion yield up his life on the battlefield, he should not be heard to complain if it be taken away by these courts
of chivalry; it places courts-martial in
high esteem, though admitting that they
'apply not the modern rules of right, but
mediaeval principles that govern overlord and armed retainer.
It says that the officers who sit in
judgment upon the private soldier cannot be military zealots, because it was
only yesterday that they got out of
their civilian clothes, but in the next
paragraph asserts that they are most
csmpetent to awardB military punishments, because of their military appreciations. It argues that the primarj'
purpose of a court-martial is to maintain discipline, as though discipline in
any real sense could be maintained in
our army without doing Justice.
I beg to assure you that there is controversy on the merits of the subject.
There is great difference between you
and me. That would be relatively unimportant. But there is great difference
between you and Congress, and there is
great difference between you and the
American people.
1 do not believe that a court-martial
should be controlled from beginning to
end by the fiat of military command. I
do not believe that a commanding officer should order the trial of an enlisted man on a charge that is legally
insufficient. I do not believe that he
should order a court to overrule pleas
made in behalf of an accused man
which upon established principles of law
would bar the trial. I do not believe
that the court and the commanding officer can cast established rules of evidence to the winds and insist upon-the
conviction of a man upon evidence that
no court for a moment would enter- I
tain.
'
Quotes Threat to Subordinate.
I do not believe that the court and the j
commanding officer should be permitted |
to deprive an accused of the substantial
right of counsel and railroad him. unheard and unrepresented, to a conviction. It was only yesterday that I was
shown a record in which the counsel for
the accused man was intimidated from
examining his superior officer as a witness by a threat made in open court by
the superior officer, that any question
afflced him reflecting upon his credibility would promptly bring charges against
the youthful counsel.
I dip not believe that the conduct of a
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ANOTHER CHARGE DENIED
A

SECRETARY BAKER
j
RAPS CHAMBERLAIN j
Says Senator Himself Caused CourtMartial System to Be Enacted
and
Shelved
Department's
Amendment
Yuma, Ariz., March 21—Secretary
Baker, who is on an inspection tour
of army camps, replying to charges
made yesterday in Washington by

MiWTOX I). BAKER
(secretary of War Refutes Charges of
Senator Chamberlain
Senator Chamberlain or Oregon, chairman of the Senate military affairs
committee, that the secretary was under the influence of reactionaries opposed to changes in the army courtmartial system, said that the senator
himself caused the system to be enacted. Secretary Baker's statement
follows:—■
"I cannot permit myself to be"
drawn into a newspaper controversy
with Senator Chamberlain about officers of the army to whom I hold an
official relation and whoso conduct I
must judge dispassionately and upon
all the evidence I can obtain.
"That duty is mine and not Senator Chamberlain's, and I shall perform it unbiased and unhurried by
abuse or agitation.
"It is important, however, to note
that the system of courts-martial and
of military justice which the senator
attacks is ono which he himself
caused to lie enacted in 1916 when it
was presented by me as a reform and
a moderation of the previously existing irregularities.
"It is also important to note that
the amendment which I sent to Senator Chamberlain as chairman of the
military affairs committee of the Senate more than a year ago, and more
than a year before the occasion for
tiie present discussion, has. so far as
1 know, never even been presented by
him to the military affairs committed
for consideration."

Maj Foster Alleged Secretary
Baker Aided "I. W. \V„ Socialists and Humanitarians"
Kansas City. Mo., March 21—Secretary of War Baker was accused of
•aiding and assisting the I. W. W.,
internationalist sociali.--ts.and humanitarians in their program of blocking
the construction of the army," by
Maj Dick B. Poster, member of the
genera] court-martial which tried 135
alleged conscientious objectors at
Camp Funston, in an address before
the City club here to-day.
Maj Foster was, at his own request,
given a discharge from service at tho .
time Gen Wood left Camp Funston for
Chicago to take command of tho central division.
The speaker cited alleged secret
('-dors issued by the war department,
of which the public knew nothing, but
of which the obstructionists were well
informed as one process of "extending
the provisions of the congressional
act to the advantage of the objectors."
Maj Foster charged that propaganda from the national civil liberties bureau of New York city was semisecretly promulgated among the draft-1
ed men upon their arrival in camps .
These
bulletins
were
arguments
against military service and container,
derailed instructions as to how the
drafted man might avail himself of
pacifist protection.
War Department's Versiou
Washington, March 21—In the absence of Secretary Baker and Assistant Secretary Keppcl, no comment
was available at the war department
on statements made in Kansas City
to-day by Maj Dick B. Foster charg■ ing "that secret orders" issued by
Secretary Baker covering the treatment of conscientious objectors
had
served to stimulate I. AV. AAr. and other
radical propaganda in the army. It
was pointed out, however, that the
orders of the department during the
war in this regard had been inserted
in- the Congressional Record some
weeks ago, including those orders
from which Maj Foster read excerpts.
The conscientious objector problem
was more troublesome at Camp Funston where Maj Foster was on duty
than at any other post, it was said.
and investigations of various kinds
were made during the war by the
military agencies because of the situation at the camp. Some instances
of alleged extreme severity in treats
ment of prisoners there were reported.
The records of the war department
also contain reports on investigations
resulting from charges made as to
discrimination by Maj Foster in his
administration of camp concessions.
No warrant for action of any sort
against him was developed, however,
and in recommending him for promotion Maj-Geu Leonard AVood.. commanding, said he had displayed great
efficiency in bringing order out of
chaos in the affairs of the post exchange.
The suggestion that the prohibition
or publication of orders- was purposed
to conceal the action from the public
was not considered seriously by these
officers who said the actual purpose
was to prevent a spread of conscientious objector dissaffection through
advertisement of the problem these
cases presented. The intimation of
Maj Foster that secret orders had gone
to the local draft boards was said by
war department officials to be without basis.
Branded as False
New York, March 21—-Charges of
Maj Dick B. Foster that the national
civil liberties bureau had circulated
ir. a sernisecret manner among drafted men arguments against military
service were branded as false "both as
to the subject matter of our literature
and the method of distribution." in a
statement here to-day by, Walter
Nelles. counsel for the organization.
"Our publications largely were reprints of the Avar department's regu. ^-.onii _as to. conscientious obiectors
and kindred subjects," said Mr Nelles.
["We furnished these tracts to anyone
interested, including the war department, and distribution was made
through the mails from headquarters
in New York. We had no branch offices and. no agents in the vicinity of
the cantonments."

Cheaper To Buy Than Pay Damage
Besides the fields to i,.- bought for
military purposes, one other. Chapman
field, Fla., also will bo bought "for
business reasons." and subsequently
sold. The same procedure will bo followed in the case of Camp Sevier, S.
C, which was used as a national guard
training school.
Mr Crowell said it was cheaper for
LessiThan $15,<0d0,000 Needed to the government to huv this field at
the option price of $507,040, and sell
Give Army 30 Training and 19 it again than to pay the damage
claim made against the government,
ers
as the result, of the building of the
camp. Secretary Crowell said the department had contemplated retaining
Hnstelhurst field on Long Island, but
that the land would cost entirely too
much money. The option price on ;'.!.>
field was placed at $1,530,000, or nearly
twice the cost of the site of any of
tho 13 aviation centers- to be bought.
Twenty-Seven Camps and 15*Avia- The government has spent $5.34S.S!>S
tion Fields Will Be Abandoned— on construction work at this field, or
considerably more than has gone Into
Devens and Upton to Be Kept
any
other plants except Lnnglev field.
Ara... which is to be retained, and
Wilbur Wright field. O., which is to
Washington, March 21—Decision of be abandoned.
the war department to proceed with
Devens and Upton to He Detained
the purchase of the sites of 15 army
Plans of the war department for disposition
of the camps and flying fields
camps and 13 balloon and flying fields
up during the war as outlined by
over the country, was announced to- set
Secretary Crowell were summarized as
day by Acting Secretary Crowell. Less follows: Cantonment sites now owned
than $15,000,000 will be involved, Mr by the government to be retained, toCrowell, said, and it will not be neces- gether with the cost of construction of
Donlphan, Old., national guard.
sary to await action by Congress as each:
$2,700,000; Bustis. A'a.. coast artillery
the department now has the necessary corps, 811,700,000; Funston. Kan.,
funds.
field atrillery. $10,500,000; Hoiabird,
AA'ith these purchases completed the Md., motor transport corps, $5,207,army will have 30 training camps, in- 000; Humphreys. A'a.. engineers. $12,cluding the original 16 cantonments 745,000: Jessup, C»a.. motor transport
constructed for the training of the na- corps, $1,417,000; Johnson, Fla., quartional army, and 19 aviation centers, termaster corps. $<i,."i()o.(i(K); Kearney,
most of which will be in the south- Cal.. national guard, $5,838,000; Leweastern states, Texas and California. is, Wash,, national army, $8,400,000;
The few fields to be. retained in the McClellan. Ala., national guard. $!).North will be regarded as summer Hy- 800,000; Kormoyle. Tex., motor transing centers only.
port.corps. $1,580,000; Pike. Ark., national army, $2,700,000; Sill. Old., field
Many Camps To Be Abandoned
artillery,
; Travis. Tex., nationTwenty-seven camps and 15 aviation al
army. $8,200,000; Renning, C,a..
fields will be abandoned. Orders al- miscellaneous,
$6,600,000.
ready have gone out for the abandonment of 20 of the camps, including
nearly all of the national guard training centers set Up after the United
States declared war on Germany. Construction work on the 27 camps, according to war department figures.^ represents a cost of approximated $110.000,000. of which
$43,000,000 was
spent on the four embarkation cantonments— Mills, N. 'jr.; Merritt, N. J..
and Stuart and Hill. Newport News.
Approximately $280,000,000 has been
spent in construction work on the 15
cantonments to be. bought and the
15 now owned, and it was largely because of the sum involved that the
department decided to go ahea.d with
the purchase. Most of the 30 camps
now are being used as demobilization
centers, but no definite plans for their
employment after the war army is disbanded have been evolved. Tt was
explained that the whole problem of
the future use of the camps depended
upon the nation's military policy and
that no conclusion as to that could lie
reached- until the peace, confidence
at Paris had rendered its decision as
to world disarmament.
Announcement; already has been
madO that only two flying fields actually would be used in training army
aviators, in peace time and that others
bought or now owned would become
storage plants for material on hand
or under contract. Location of the
flying centers to be retained shows a
Plan to have three general training
centers, one in the far AA'est, one in
the southewestern part of the country
and one in the Southeast, with the different fields in the East close enough
together so that elementary and advanced training will be provided within a reasonable area. Total expenditures on the 10 flying and balloon fields
to be retained represent about $30,000.000.

READY TO BUY
CAMP SITES,
>1 SAYS CROWELL

DEPARTMENT
HASt ENOUGH FUNDS
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my personal knowledge of the treatment extended these obstructionists.
This knowledge was gained from official War Department orders and comix) unitMations and the personal knowledge of obstructionists I gained while
acting as one member of the general
Mr. Chamberlain Caused Enac- j court-martial of 13 majors and caption of Court-Marlial Plan, He j tains before whom approximately 135
objectors came for trial."
Asserts — Major Foster, Says j The speaker cited alleged secret orders issued by the War Department,
the Secretary Aided Objectors! of which the public knew nothing, but
of which the obstructionists were well
informed as one process of "extending
• YUMA, Arizona—Newton D. Baker, | the provisions of the Congressional
Secretary of War, who is on an Act to the advantage of the objectors."
inspection tour of army camps, reply'Local draft boards," Major Foster
ing to charges made on Thursday in said, "had received instructions to inWashington by Senator Chamberlain duct into military service and to send
of Oregon, that the secretary was to army camps all men between the
under the influence of reactionaries ages of 21 and 31 years.
opposed to changes in thp court-mar"Confidential letters and bulletins
tial system, said that the Senator him- were sent to commanding generals of
self caused the system to be enacted. ail national army and national guard
Secretary Baker and his party cantonments and camps," said Major
passed through here on the way to Foster, "the very nature of which
El Paso/ The secretary's statement prohibited any officer in the United
follows:
States Army imparting to 'the public
"I cannot permit myself to be drawn j their contents."
into a newspaper controversy with I Major Foster charged that propaSenator Chamberlain about officers of , ganda from the National Civic Liber- j
the army to whom I hold an official j ties Bureau of New York City was j
relation and whose conduct I must j semi-secretly promulgated among the j
judge dispassionately and upon all the drafted men upon their arrival in I
evidence I can obtain.
i camps. These bulletins wereN argu"That duty is mine, and not Senator ; ments against military service and
Chamberlain's, and I shall perform it j contained detailed instructions > as to
unbiased and unhurried by abuse or j how the drafted man might avail himagitation.
self of pacificist protection.
"It is important, however, to note '
that the system of courts-martial and
of military justice which the Senator
attacks is one which he himself caused
to be enacted in 1916 when it was
presented by me as a reform and -i
moderation of the previously existing
irregularities.
"It is also important to note that
the amendment which I sent to Senator Chamberlain as chairman of ths
Military Affairs Committee of the Senate more than a year ago, and more
than a year before the occasion for the j
present discussion, has, so far as I j
know, never been presented by him i
to the Military.Affairs Committee for
consideration."
By Associated Prett

SYSTEM SENATOR'S,
REPLIES MR. BAKER

Court-Martial Member Says He Per- i
verted Protecting Laws
KANSAS CITY, Missouri—The Sec- |
retary of War was accused directly of j
a'ding the I. W. W., International So- !
eialists and Humanitarians in their j
program of blocking the construction |
of the army by Maj. Dick B. Foster, j
member of the general court-martial I
which tried 135 conscientious objectors j
at Camp Funston, in an address before i
i the City Club here yesterday.
"This was done," Major Foster de-i
:
clared, "by extending and perverting j
the acts of Congress for the protection,
comfort and solace of these obstructionists."
"1 will give you the facts," Major
Foster continued, after reciting the
accusation, "and you may draw your
own conclusions as to whether he
intentionally took the role of pacificist
or unintentionally aided and abetted
j them by failing to realize the gravity
! of the situation.
"In making this accusation I consider Ho rumors, no suppositions and
no guesses, but base it entirely upon

Congressman Johnson Will Continue Ansell Fight at
Next Session.
AGAIN CHALLENGES BAKER
Insists War Secretary is Wrong in
Holding There Is No Basis
for Complaints.

Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, March 15.—Representative Royal Johnson of South Dakota,
who left the House to enter the army,
said today he would, in the next House,
make his chief fight for reform of courtmartial procedures, the alleged Injustices
of which were exposed by former Acting
Judge Advocate General Ansell and
around which has centered the controversy among Judge Advocate General
Crowder, Secretary Baker, and General
Ansell. Indications are that there will
be a strong movement in the next House
Cor such reforms and that Representative Julius Kahn, who will be Chairman
of the Military Affairs Committee, will
lead the fight for a revision of the rules
governing courts-martial.
Mr. Johnson today issued a statement
recalling his controversy with Secretary
Baker and the failure of the latter to
.reply to his questions regarding the deof General Ansell and the injusPARIS, March 20.—Representative I motion
tice of the court-martial system now
Kahn of California landed at Brest prevailing.
" I saw recently that the Secretary of
War states that, with his own acquaintyesterday from the United States and
ance with the facts, he is convinced
reached Paris today.
that the conditions implied by the recent complaints do not exist and have
This morning Paris newspapers ernot existed, but that it. was essential
roneously announced the arrival at that the families of all these young men
Brest of Secretary of War Baker, who had a place in our magnificent
army should be reassured," says the
who is still in the United States. He Representative's statement.
" It will always be a matter of regret
probably was confused by the correto me that the Secretary of War posspondents with Representative Kahn.
sesses such little information about the
army of which he is in charge, because
those of us who have lived in it know
that there is injustice, that the conditions implied and definitely charged in
recent complaints do exist and that the
enlisted man has absolutely no opportunity for a fair trial if those in charge
do not desiro him to receive a fair trial.

Kahn in Paris;
Taken for Baker]

Mr. Baker and I. W. W.

TO SEEK REFORMS
IN COURTS-MARTIAL

"■ When the Secretary of W»T- *„..
this law be does himself ar'C'S
a* he is defending a statute ,Je
whose workings men have been Jft?
ing, and will be sentenced tol„?S0be
jrient In the penitentiaryforfortT °"
,'?'', r'nhlnf;
Vf his »"«*m«tVcora
into being a .Icmenc.fboard^whichTs
reduced these sentences in manv clil
by twenty-five years? Wien "hi, ni
board states that a sentence ™ excesShe
by twenty-five years, it must «!<=„ l„
knowledge that the system "upon whtch
it is based is wrong.
"I
"General Crowder has stated that the
real issues and the only ones were the
differences in opinion as to whether the
board should review and overturn ex
ecuted verdicts of general courts martial, and whether that power should be
exercised by the Judge Advocate Gen-

Se°art^.PreSident'

That

'» »<* &

" The two issues are, Jirst, whether
or not the Secretary of Wa^ and the
Judge Advocate General are still In
tending to continue in the statement
that the courts-martial law is wise and
beneficent, that no injustice has ever
been perpetrated under it, and that it
should not be amended; second, whether
or not they will continue the injustice
to General Ansell in his demotion from
the rank of Brigadier General to Lieutenant Colonel, for testifying before a
Senate committee.
■ ■" It is useless to argue with me that
his demotion was not largely the result
of the giving of his testimony, and like
thousands of other citizens of the United
States, I shall continue to, fight until
Justice is done. I know the courts-martial system, and I know that it took
nerve, pluck, and a strong sense of justice for any man to give the testimony
when subpoenaed, that General Ansell
gave.
" I am waiting patiently for the return
of the Secretary of War, so that he may
answer the questions which I asked him
In my letter of March 8, and feel that
if he does not answer them fully and
frankly, he forfeits the case which apparently the department is attempting
to present to the people of the country.
It is not necessary to present it to any
map whoever served in the army as an
enlisted man, because each of them
knows the injustice.
The staetment then reiterates the
questions Representative Johnson asked
Secretary Baker recently in a letter
published in THE TIMES relating to the
reasons for the demotion of General Ansell and the elevation of General Kreger
in his place, in' which the Congressman
practically asked the. War Secretary if
General Ansell's retirement was not "due
to the fact that he had criticised the
existing court-martial system and advocated reforms in testimony before a
Congressional
committee.
Secretary
Baker has not replied'to this letter.
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MISTAKE KAHN FOR BAKEE
Paris Hails Arrival of California
Representative.
Paris, March 20.—Representative
Kahn of California landed at Brest
yesterday from the United States and j
reached Paris today.
This morning- Paris newspapers
erroneously announced the arrival at
Brest of Secretary of War Baker, who
is still in the United States. An investigation disclosed that he probably had been confused by the correspondents with Representative Kahn.
xVcting on the printed announcement a military guard was rushed to
the railway station to meet Secretary
Baker and another was drawn up at
the Hotel de Crillon. They waited in
vain and then the mistake was discovered and the high military officers !
resumed their ordinary duties.

THE. SUNDAY

STAR, A

Secretary of War Baker and
allied officers decorated with
the distinguished service medal
in Washington. Left to right,
front row: Capt. Hisao Watari,
Japanese army ; Secretary Baker, Miss Beatrice MacDonald,
U. S. Army Nurse Corps; Maj.
Gen. Kazutsugu Inouye, Japanese army, and Maj. Walter
Miller, Canadian army. Back
row: Lieut. Phillipe Barbier,
Belgian army; Lieut. Col. Arthur H. Packenham, British
army; Capt. Enrico Lusarna
di Campiglione, Italian army,
and H. M. Adams, director of
inland traffic for U. S. Army.
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iferat

Fresh Shrimp Cocktail, Cambridge
Hors d'oeuvres de Luxe

Cream of Hearts of Palms au Souffle

California Olives

Hearts of Celery

Small Tenderloin Steak with Fresh Mushrooms
Flageolets in Butter - Potatoes au Gratin

Tomato Westpoint

Charlotte Plombiere aux Marrons
Assorted

Fancy Cakes

Demi Tasse

Clyars and Cigarettes.

(Loasts

NAT M. WASHER
Toastmaster

INVOCATION

ADDRESS OF WELCOME

Bishop William T. Capers

-

John H.

Haile

'President Chamber of Commerca

"A STRATEGIC POINT" -

"OUR ARMY"

"WINNING THE WAR"

-

Hon. Carlos Bee, M. C.

Gen. Peyton C. Maroh
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"While we have the facts and horrors of the great war before us, we
are not so much concerned about
details as we are about the lessons
that we have learned from the conflict.
"We have come into- an era of
troubled times and there are years
and years of trouble ahead for. us
unless we begin at once to put the
precepts of civilization into practice.
DESTRUCTION ONLY
-Before the war started we thought
that with our great industrial advancement, our wonderful development in sience, we had spread
civilization on the earth
And then
we found that all of our boasted civilization contained merely the elements of destruction."
Secretary Baker then gave some interesting details about the work of
the department during the war. He
told how the United States in 20
months raised an army of 3,700,000
men and transported 2;000,000 of them
over seas.
"The day the armistice, was signed
on Nov. 11, 1913," declared the war
; secretary, "the United States had
"actually 1,'B00,006 men 'participating in
the last great battles that ended the
struggle and wrecked the Hohenzollern hopes."
"The direct money expenditure by
Save Future Generation's Hor- the United States was approximately
$197,000,000,000—more than ah the other
nations put together. I do not refer
rors of Conflict, Says War
to property damages and other devastations, but to actual money expended by us and what we loaned t-j
Secretary
our allies.
"When vou take into consideration
the fact, that in 1912 th„ combined
"Unless a league of Nations is wealth of America—all her industrial
formed at the conference at Paris the assets and improvements and development—was estimated at $186,000,world will he overtaken by a war- 000,000 you can get some idea by commore frightful and devastating than iparison of how our country met 1
can be conceived by the minds of men ] crisis Such as no other nation in all
history was ever called upon to face
even from the experience gained in I! in
the mobilization of her resources.
the terrible conflict that has just
"America saved the world. I do not
mean by this that America alone and
.ended."
With dramatic emphasis Secretary unaida'd won the war, but her energies, her man power, her wealth anr<
of War Newton D.'Baker made the her resources combined pushed back
foregoing prediction in a speech at the tide of selfishness and greed that
the Alexandria hotel this morning, at the armies of Great Britain an!
France and their allies had succeeded
a public reception tendered him.
in holding in check while we were
Continuing, he said:
getting ready."
Here Secretary Baker paused an
"We owe it to the world,- to widII
owed womanhood, to (the fatherless instant to let the applause subside,
then he declared:
children, to all mankind and future
"Even the Germans knew their fate
! generations to back up President was sealed when the American sol! Wilson over there in Paris to now diers began pouring into France,
transported safely across the Atlanand forever stamp out the ambitions
tic through the submarine-infested
and designs of autocrats to dominate
waters.
"When Gen. Hoffmann was trying
the world.
to mjake peace with the Russians at
MAKE START, PLEA
Brest-Litovsk he received a telegram
"I care not what kind of League of
from Gen. Ludendorff which read in
Nations is formed at the start. I am
substance:
" 'Sign any treatv with any Rusconcerned only that we shall make a
sian you can find. The Americans
start.
are coming and we cannot leave a
"I care not how many difficulties
single German soldier on the eastern
are in our way. It is for us as civilfront.'
"That tells the story of how the
ized people to meet the situation fairGermans regarded America once she
ly and squarely and give to the world
entered the war with determination.
that lasting peace to which all hu"The speaker paid a glowing tribute to the American soldiers. He remanity is entitled.
lated a number of instances of their
"It is for the world now, immemanhood and chivalry in their daily
diately, to put its affairs in shape so
lives among the people in France
that another Hohenzollern .cannot
while in camp and billets.
At all
tfenes, he said, the American soldier
strew wreck and ruin in his wake in
stood out as a distinctive person coman effort to fasten his will upon manmanding the respeat of his comrades
kind.
inarms from all over the world.

STRIFE FOB

' After relating how the great flnan- |
ciers of the . country counseled i
against floating the first Liberty loan |
for more than $1,000,000,000, their
contention being that the people
would not respond, Secretary Baker
stated that former Secretary of the i
Treasury McAdoo came forward and |
declared that the time had come to i
take the people into the confidence |
of the government and tell them the
truth. The result, Secretary Baker
soiid, is known to the country.
<i'We started out to mobilize not
only the man power of the United
States, but industry and wealth as
well," said the war secretary.
"We all know how nobly the people in all walks of life responded.
"Are we to have all of our sacrifices for nothing by the conclusion
of a peace that will eventually compel us to do this work all over again?
"Civilization has been put to the
test.
"There are just two ways to reach
a peace agreement.
"One is by a written charter that
w ill obligate the great nations of the
earth to combine for the mainteance
of peace, and the other is to sign an
agreement that will allow the world s
affairs to drift back into conditions
of the old regime.
"It is a League of Nations that the
world demands now and what everybody in the United States should support.
.
. ...
"There should be no politics in this
matter—it is a matter for mankind
to determine without the elements
of politics being allowed to enter into
the discussion or deliberations."
Secretary Baker, deserted temporarily by his cicerone of the tour
across the continent, Gen. Peyton C.
March, arrived in the city at 7:15
o'clock this morning from San Diego,
where he had inspected Camp
Kearny.
A small delegation of local men,
headed by Collector of Customs John
B. Elliott, Collector of Internal Revenue John P. Carter and M. P. Snyfler, former mayor, met Secretary
Baker at the train and escorted him
to the Alexandria, where breakfast
was served.
At the time the secretary arrived
at the hotel officials of the Chamber
of Commerce were busily engaged in
the task of rounding up the visiting
congressional committee for the trip
to San Pedro.
For this reason, apparently, the
war secretary was for a time left
much to the care of local federal officials, who entertained him at breakfast and then escorted the secretary
to a room .for a short rest and conThe big crowd of local Democrats
and business men who visited the
hotel yesterday expecting Secretary
Baker to hold his reception before
going to San Diego was lacking today.
But a large audience greeted the
secretary when he made his appearance at 9:30 o'clock.
After the reception in his honor today, Secretary Baker left for El Paso
and from there he will return to
Washington.
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If Pact Fails, Says JJ
Baker
STRIFE FOB
Save Future Generation's Horrors of Conflict, Says War
Secretary
"Unless a League of Nations is
formed at the conference at Paris the
world will be overtaken by a war
more frightful and devastating than
can be conceived by the minds of men
even from the experience gained in
the terrible conflict that has just
ended."
With dramatic emphasis„Secretary
of "War Newton D. Baker made the
foregoing prediction in a. speech at
the Alexandria hotel this morning, at
a public reception tendered him.
Continuing, he said:
"We owe it to the world,- to widowed womanhood, to jthe fatherless
children, to all mankind and future
generations to back up President
| Wilson over there in Paris to now
and forever stamp out the ambitions
and designs of autocrats to dominate
the 'world.
MAKE START, PLEA
"I care not what kind of League of
Nation;.: is formed at the start. I am
concerned only that we shall make a
start.
"I care not how many difficulties
are in our way. It is for us as civilized people to meet the situation fairly and squarely and give to the world
that lasting peace to which all humanity is entitled.
"It is for the world now, immediately, to put its affairs in shape so
that another Hohen^ollern .cannot
strew wreck and ruin in his wake in
an effort to fasten his will upon mankind.

"While we have the facts and horrors of the great war before us, we
are not so much concerned about
details as we are about the lessons
that we have learned from the conflict.
"We have come into- an era of
troubled times and there are years
and years of trouble ahead for us
unless we begin at once to put the
precepts of civilization into practice.
DESTRUCTION ONLY
"Before the war started we thought
that with our great industrial advancement, our wonderful development in sience, we had spread
civilization on the earth
And then
we found that all of our boasted civilization contained merely the elements of destruction."
Secretary Baker then gave some interesting details about the work of
the department during the war. He
told how the United States in 20
months raised an army of 3,700.000 !■
men and transported 2;000,000 of them
over seas.
"The day the armistice, was signed
on Nov. 11, 1913," declared the war
secretary, "the United States had
actually 1,1500,000 men parficipatTng in
the last great battles that ended the
struggle and wrecked the Hohenzollern hopes."
"The direct money expenditure by
the United States was approximately
$197,000,000,000—more than ah the other
nations put together. I do not refer
to property damages and other devastations, but to actual money expended by us and what we loaned to
our allies.
"When you take into consideration
the fact that in 1912 the combined
wealth of America—all her industrial
assets and improvements and development—was estimated at $186,000,000,000 you can get some idea by comparison of how our country met x
crisis such as no other nation in all
history was ever called upon to face
in the' mobilization of her resources.
"America saved the wond. I do not
mean i>v this that America alone and
unaidfd won the war, but her ene-gies, her man power, her wealth anr<
her resources combined pushed back
the tide of selfishness and greed that
the armies of Great Britain an!
France and their allies had succeeded
in holding in check white we were
getting 'ready."
Here Secretary Baker paused an
instant to let the applause subside,
then he declared:
"Even the Germans knew their fate
was sealed when the American soldiers began pouring into France,
transported safely across the Atlantic through the submarine-infested
waters.
"When Gen. Hoffmann was trying
to make peace with the Prussians at
Brest-Litovsk he received a telegram
from Gen. Ludendorff which read in
substance:
" 'Sign any treaty with any Russian you can find. The Americans
are coming and we cannot leave a
single German soldier on the eastern
front.'
"That tells the story of how the
Germans regarded America once she
entered the war with determination.
"The speaker paid a glowing tribute1 to the American soldiers. He related a number of instances of their
manhood and chivalry in their daily
lives among the people in France
while in camp and billets.
At all
times, he said, the American soldier
stood out as a distinctive person commanding the respeat of his comrades
in: arms from all over the world.

Afver relating how the great finan ■ I
osiers of the . country counseled
against floating the first Liberty loan
for more than $1,000,000,000, their,
contention being that the people
would not respond, Secretary Baker
stated that former Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo came forward and
declared that the time had come to
take the people into the confidence
of the government and tell them the
truth. The result, Secretary Baker
laid, is known to the country.
I • "We started out to mobilize not
only the man power of the United
States, but industry and wealth as
Well," said the war secretary.
"We all know how nobly the people in all walks of life responded.
"Are we to have all of our sacrifices for nothing by the conclusion
of a peace that will eventually compel -us to do this work all over again?
"Civilization has been put to the
test.
"There are just two ways to reach
a peace agreement.
"One is by a written charter that
will obligate the great nations of the
earth to combine for.the mainteance
of peace, and the other is to sign an
agreement that will allow the world's
affairs to drift back into conditions
of the old regime.
"It is a League of Nations that the
world demands now and what everybody in the United States should support.
"There should be no politics in this
matter—it is a matter for mankind
to determine without the elements
of politics being allowed to enter into
the discussion or deliberations."
Secretary Baker, deserted temporarily by his cicerone of the tour
across the continent, Gen. Peyton C.
March, arrived in the city at 7:15
o'clock this morning from San Diego,
where he had inspected Camp
Kearny.
A small delegation of local men,
headed by Collector of Customs John
B. Elliott, Collector of Internal Revenue John P. Carter and M. P. Snyder, former mayor, met Secretary
Baker at the train and escorted him
to the Alexandria, where breakfast
was served.
At the time the secretary arrived
at the hotel officials of the Chamber
of Commerce were busily engaged in
the task of rounding up the visiting
congressional committee for the trip
to San Pedro.
For this reason, apparently, the
war secretary was for a time left
much to the care of local federal officials, who entertained him at breakfast and then escorted the secretary
to a room .for a short rest and conference.
The big crowd of local Democrats
and business men who visited the
hotel yesterday expecting Secretary
Baker to hold his reception before
going to San Diego was lacking today.
But a large audience greeted the
secretary when he made his appearance at 9:30 o'clock.
After the reception in his honor today, Secretary Baker left for El Paso
and from there he will return to
Washington.

SECRETARY OF WAR
BAKER, WHO PLEADS
FOR WORLD LEAGUE

OPEN LETTER
WASHINGTON, March 20.—Secretary Baker was criticised by Senator
Chamberlain, Democrat, chairman of
the senate military affairs committee in an open letter this afternoon
for his failure to comply with the
senator's request that he make publie a reply by Lieut. Col. (formerly
general) Angel, to statements made
by the secretary and Gen. Crowder,
with regard to Angell's charge in
connection with the army court-martial system.
Chamberlain based his criticism of
Baker on the following telegram he
received from.«.the Secretary:,. >'*..
BAKER'S STATEMENT
"Tour" telegram received.
More
i than a year ago I asked of the military committee of .both the senate
and house, legislation to correct the
evils in the present court-martial'
system. I shall renew, the .request
when congress assembles.
There
would seem, therefore, no controversy.
on the merits' of the subject. HSCvV'
not yet seen the letter in question
and cannot imagine any reason why
I my consideration of it on my return
i will be time eriough. .
(Si'gned). -NEWTON D. BAKER,
"Secretary of War."
In referring to Baker's telegram,
which was sent from San Francisco,
and in which the secretary explains
that h? had not seen the Ansell statement or letter, Chamberlain said:
CHAMBERLAIN
DISAPPOINTED
"I ask .you-to make the statement
public, primarily because it was clarifying contribution to the subject now
agitating, the people, to which the
' people are entitled and secondarily,
because it was only fair and just to
this officer- (Ansell) that yott- should
I do so.,
'I believed that you would make
this statement public and do so immediately, in order that the people
(CONXINUED ON PAGE'. ELEVEN) £^
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» Senator Lodge outlined hla attitude
ffriefly as in favor Qf i League 6(
Nations, but not of the covenant as
^resented.
Redraft Treaty, Urges Lodge
The whole treaty should be redrafted," he asserted. "That is my

Bakery Given Gre

SECRETARY
SAYS U. S.
FOR SELF
Secretary of War Newton t>. Baker
left Los Angeles today, for El Paso,
after he had been given an ovation by
about 600 leading business men and
women of Los Angeles in the ballroom at the Hotel Alexandria.
Speaking before this assembly,
Secretary Baker asserted the proposed League of Nations is the only
guarantee against future wars.
"We must either make an oldfashioned peacef in "which there will
be peace until some nation again
tries to dominate the world, or we
must make a peace in the new way
that will band the leading civilized
nations together and make future
wars impossible," Secretary Baker
said.
"There are only five civilized nations that are able to start a war.
Other countries might start trouble,
but it would not be a war such as
modern science and civilization are
capable of waging.

Baker's Introduction

The secretary of war was introduced to the audience by Walter R.
Wheat, chairman of the naval and
military affairs' committee of the
chamber of commerce. On the
platform with him were John B. Elliott, collector of customs; John P.
Carter, collector of internal revenue,
and M. P. Snyder, former mayor of
Los Angeles.
Secretary Baker retold the story
of how America entered the war,
how the nation's resources were
mobilized and how an army of 4,000,000 was raised and equipped. He
told how America was remade from
a peaceful and commercial America
to a military America,
"And when Germany was signing
ipeace articles with Russia, do you
know that General Ludendorff sent
an urgent message to the German
peace delegates to get peace with
Russia at any price?" he asked.
"It is true."
" 'The Americans are coming,'
iLudendorff said, 'and Germany must
remove every man from the eastern
front to the western front.'
"I tell you today that the American army, in plunging through the
Argonne forest, broke Germany's resistance. If the armistice had not
been signed, November 11. 1918, it
would have been signed in Berlin a
few months later.
"Miracle Natron"

"Camp Klearny is a remarkable
cantonment, but I do not know
whether it will be made permanent.
"California, without doubt, is an
Ideal country in which to train aviators. Rockwell field will be 'Permanent, and because of the tremendous
importance of balloons in our future
military and commercial life the balloon school at Arcadia may be retained as a permanent camp.
Shoot at Shadows

"Airplanes flying at Rockwell field
can sail over the water and use their
own shadows as targets. We shall
keep developing the air service, but
how large this service will be depends on how large our army will be.
Aviation experts believe airplanes
will become commercial assets. I
do not know about this, but doubtless
they are correct.
"Airplanes undoubtedly will be
used to patrol the Mexican border to
prevent smuggling, or any other violation of. international law or agreements between the United States and
Mexico."
Secretary Baker rode to the train
with Col. George H. Penrose, officer
in eharge of the United States zone
supply depot in the Central building.
Other army officers who bade the
secretary of war godspeed were Col.
J. M. Williams, commander at Fort
Mac Arthur; Col. L. J. Mygatt, commander of the government balloon
Bchool at Arcadia; Col. M. N. Falls,
commandant of the Los Angeles public schools; Col. A. W. Wetherili,
recruiting officer in Los Angeles.
Gen. Peyton C. March, chief of
staff of the army, did not come to
Los Angeles with Secretary Baker
Today. He stepped at Riverside,
where he made an inspection of
March field, 4and later joined the Secretary at Colton.
He told the delegation that showed
him about the field that he would
recommend it for purchase for a regular army flying school. The real
estate board of Riverside announced
that the property would receive immediate 'appraisal and their report
would be sent to the war department.

"What we did as a nation in a
space of 20 months caused European
military leaders to refer to us as a
'miracle nation.'
"When the armistice was signed,
we had a greater army in France
than the British army.
"If war had continued five months
longer we would have had a greater
army in France than the French
army.
When the armistice was
signed there were 2,000,000 men in
khaki in Europe, and 1,300,000 of
hese had been in action.
"And there was no man in that
Would Band Nations
! .rmy that ever went without his
There was no man but
"Let us band these nations together ! >reakfast.
in a league, whose main purpose it I eceived the best medical attention
shall be to prevent a recurrence of >at science could provide.
"Every American_who_ went to the L ,
the horrible events we have witnessed
front was equipped w4th American
during the last five years.
arms and American ammunition. And
"If all is not well witTi the other when the war was ended there was
free nations of the world, all is not an endless stream of supplies movwell with us. No civilized nation can ing across the Atlantic."
live alone in a world that is now
Before the reception was held in the
wrapped about with the most ad- ballroom. Secretary Baker granted an
vanced ideas and scientific methods interview to a representative of the
of living. No one nation can ever Los Angeles Express. He said:
again dominate the world without
Reply to Criticisms
causing war. No single nation can
"There
has been much criticism of
gain a monopoly on civilization and
not start an undercurrent of trouble. the war department because of the
"The old has changed for the new long prison terms imposed upon men
and we are living in a new era. We who were in the army. You must remust have a new peace. I believe the member that we were at war. We
^League of Nations is the only way to had no time to dally, no time to
solve the problem of preventing fu-^ argue the matter, no time for clemency
ture wars."
"But all along we had this plan in
view: The military courts passed
sentence and the secretary of war
reduced this sentence one-half. Now
that we are back on a peace basis
every sentence is being reviewed by
a cl,men<iy board and every man receiving sentence will have this commuted to a peace basis. By good behavior he will soon_be able to lea^e

131
generous nation side oy t
others as guardians of law, i
justice in the world', or w
shall turn its face away fron
in agony."
He prefaced his argument
Statement that although h
had been "an inconsistent
oan" and frequently had
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"Camp Klearny is a remarkable
Baker's Introduction
cantonment, but I do not know
The secretary of war was intro- whether it will be made permanent.
duced to the audience by Walter R.
"California, without doubt, is an
Wheat, chairman of the naval and ideal country in which to train aviators.
Rockwell field will be 'Permamilitary affairs' committee of the nent, and
because of the tremendous
chamber of commerce. On the importance of balloons in our future
platform with him. were John B. El- military and commercial life the balliott, collector of customs; John P. loon school at Arcadia may be retained as a permanent camp.
Carter, collector of internal revenue,
Shoot at Shadows
and M. P. Snyder, former mayor of
"Airplanes flying at Rockwell field
Los Angeles.
can sail over the water and use their
Secretary Baker retold the story own
shadows as targets. We shall
of how America entered the war, keep developing the air service, but
how the nation's resources were how large this service will be demobilized and how an army of 4,- pends on how large our army will be.
Aviation experts believe airplanes
000,000 was raised and equipped. He, will become commercial assets. I
told how America was remade from do not know about this, but doubtless
a peaceful and commercial America they are correct.
"Airplanes undoubtedly will he
to a military America,
used to patrol the Mexican border to
"And when Germany was signing prevent smuggling, or any other vioipeace articles with Russia, do you lation of. international law or agreeknow that General Ludendorff sent ments between the United States and
an urgent message to the German Mexico."
Secretary Baker rode to the train
peace delegates to get peace with with Col. George H. Penrose, officer
in eharge of the United States zone
Russia at any price?" he asked.
supply depot in the Central building.
"It is true."
Other army officers who bade the
" 'The Americans are coming,' secretary of war godspeed were Col.
Ludendorff said, 'and Germany must J. M. Williams, commander at Fort
Secretary of War Newton P. Baker
remove every man from the eastern MacArthur; Col. L. J. Mygatt, commander of the government balloon
left Los Angeles today, for El Paso, front to the western front.'
school at Arcadia; Col. M. N. Falls,
after he had been given an ovation by
"I tell you today that the Ameri- commandant of the Los Angeles pubabout 600 leading business men and can army, in plunging through the jl i
Col. A. W. Wetherili,
lc schools;
women of Los Angeles in the ball- Argonne forest, broke Germany's re recruiting officer in Los Angeles.
room at the Hotel Alexandria.
Gen. Peyton C. March, chief of
sistance. If the armistice had not
Speaking before this assembly, been signed, November 11. 1918, it staff of the army, did not come to
Secretary Baker asserted the pro- would have been signed in Berlin a Los Angeles with Secretary Baker
TOday. He stepped at Riverside,
posed League of Nations is the only few months later.
where he made an inspection of
guarantee against future wars.
March field, ,and later joined the Sec"Miracle Nation"
retary at Colton.
"We must either make an oldHe told the delegation that showed
"What we did as a nation in a
fashioned peacef in "which there will
nim about
aD01
1
nem that
woul<
the
of 20 months caused European him
", .V
? field
™at he
"e would
be peace until some nation again space
....
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recommend it for purchase for a reg
tries to dominate the world, or we military leaders to refer to us as a ular army flying school. The real
estate board of Riverside announced
must make a peace in the new way 'miracle nation
"When the armistice was signed, ]that the property would receive im
that will band the leading civilized
we had a E-reatpr a,mv m
in France
TTrar,™ mediate -appraisal and their report.
would be sent to the
war depart
nations together and make future! we had a greatei army
1 ment.
wars impossible," Secretary Baker than the British army.
"If war had continued five months |
said.
longer we would have had a greater
"There are only five civilized na- |
army in France than the French
tions that are able to start a war.
army.
When the armistice was
Other countries might start trouble,
signed there were 2,000,000 men In
but it would not be a war such as
khaki in Europe, and 1,300,000 of
modern science and civilization are
hese had been in action.
capable of waging.
"And there was no man in that j
Would Band Nations
.rmy that ever went without his
There was no man .but
"Let us band these nations together ireakfast.
in a league, whose main purpose it eceived the best medical attention
shall be to prevent a recurrence of ►at science could provide.
"Every American,.who.went to thai
the horrible events we have witnessed
front was equipped with American
during the last five years.
arms and American ammunition. And
"If all is not well with the other when the war was ended there was
free nations of the world, all is not an endless stream of supplies movwell with us. No civilized nation can ing across the Atlantic."
live alone in a. world that is now
Before the reception was held in the
wrapped about with the most ad- ballroom, Secretary Baker granted an
vanced ideas and scientific methods interview to a representative of the
of living. No one nation can ever Los Angeles Express. He said:
again dominate the world without
Reply to Criticisms
causing war. No single nation can
"There has been much criticism of
gain a monopoly on civilization and
not start an undercurrent of trouble. the war department because of the
"The old has changed for the new long prison terms imposed upon men
and we are living in a new era. We who were in the army. You must remust have a new peace. I believe the member that we were at war. We
League of Nations is the only way to had no time to dally, no time to
solve the problem of preventing fu- argue the matter, no time for clemency
ture wars."
"But all along we had this plan in
view: The military courts passed
sentence and the secretary of war
reduced this sentence one-half. Now
that we are back on a peace basis
every sentence is being reviewed by
a clmency board and every man receiving sentence will have this commuted to a peace basis. By good behavior he will soon he able to lea^e
I
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BAKER AND MARCH
ARRIVE IN DENVER

SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1919.

DENVER, March 13.—Newton Deal
Baker, secretary of war. and Chief of
■Staff March arrived here at 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon, en route to the Pacific
coast on a tour of inspection. The secretary's party was taken for a motor car
<ie through the city and left for the
west.
Secretary Baker said he would reach
Tacoma, Wash., Saturday night. An inspection of Camp Lewis will follow, the
secretary said. Then he will go to San
Francisco and Eos Angeles. After visiting Camp Kearny, Cal., the secretary anlounced he would K) to El Paso.
Fort B!

Welcome, Mr. Secretary:
T^ELCOME TO SAN ANTONIO, Mr. Secretary Baker:
* ' You have proven yourself a great Secretary of War,
You have, chosen well your advisors and taken counsel without friction with
those in authority with whom you have had to work.
In that you have shown wisdom and freedom from the small faults of even
great men.
Without military training, called from the peaceful pursuits of civil life,
you organized) equipped And trained a great army of stalwart fighting men.
In that you have shown executive ability of a rare quality.
You have had able associates and adjutants, but you have recognized their
value in your work, profited by their technical knowledge, ability and experience,
and not weakened your department by any jealousy of their effectiveness.
In that you have shown genius for accomplishment.
This is a day of big men and big occasions, and you have measured up with
great associates, and met the demands of many troublous National and international problems.
In that you have shown your fitness for the office in which you have served
your people in a trying hour in the Nation's life.
History will best remember you, however, Mr. Secretary, for one great
accomplishment—the protection given to the morals of the youths who were
called to arms by their National Government. Through all of your official work
this has run as one increasing purpose.
These boys were given into your keeping by the women who had gone to the
gates of death to give them life. Every son who went from a mother to perform
a citizen's greatest duty to this country, left her praying for his safe return,
not only physically, but morally. She prayed that her God would giye you
guidance to return her boy to her morally if not physically, sound,
You must have heard those prayers, Mr. Secretary, for you answered them.
You have taught the lesson that this Nation is neither too big nor too
small to guard the morals of its soldiery.
In that you have taught the further lesson that this Nation is neither too
big nor too small to guard the morals of its citizens.
You have demanded of the States and their political subdivisions that in
this great moral duty they should do their part "in full, heaped and rounded
measure."
In that you have shown that the control and correction of any evil that
affects the National life is a matter of.both National and State concern; that in
their respective spheres a common duty commands that they should work with
a common purpose to elevate the standard of civic life.
War is terrible, Mr. Secretary, at its best, for it brings to a nation's soldiery
disease, -crippling wounds, the dark night of sudden blindness, quick or lingering
death; but it also brings noble aspirations, renewed patriotism, a high sense of
the obligation of service from fellow man to fellow man, and the spirit oT
that charity that "suffereth all things, endureth all things" and still is patient.
From the gloom of war come ideals that are God-like.
But war is brutal and bestial, Mr. Secretary, if it brutalizes and bestializes
a nation's young soldiery, and thus unfits them for return to civic life.
You could not prevent the youth of America from suffering from the terrors
of war, Mr. Secretary, but you have guarded them to the limit of your ability
against conditions that might have served to brutalize and bestialize them.
In that, Mr. Secretary, you have not only performed your duty to the American soldiers, but, as well, your duty to the mothers who bore them, and to the
Nation whose stability-must rest upon the virtue of its citizens.
San Antonio welcomes you, Mr. Secretary, for in obeying your demand that
she should aid you to make'secure the moral welfare of the soldiers mobilized
here, she has purified herself; she has learned the lesson that civic virture
brings its own reward, and that loyalty to country demands loyalty to the country's laws, obedience to them, and enforcement of them.
And San Antonio, in welcoming you, Mr. Secretary, also thanks you.

Baker and Party to
fee Entertained by
Portland Democrats

I

Plans for the reception of Secretary
of War Baker, General Peyton C.
March, chief of staff of the United
States army, and their party, which is
due to arrive in Portland this afternoon at 3 -.30 o'clock via the O-W. R. &
N., are being made by the Democratic
party committee of Portland and by the
Chamber of Commerce, Which plans to
send a. reception committee to the
station.
-Chairman H. D. Starkweather of the
Democratic committee was informed Friday morning that Secretary Baker had
accepted the invitation to meet Portland
Democrats,
extended
through
Senator Chamberlain.
Messages received by the Chamber
of Commerce indicate that Secretary
Baker will not be able to remain long
in this city and they have not been
able to form any other plans except to
appoint the reception committee. The
extent of the party's sojourn in this
city will determine the nature of tr
reception tendered them by the Democrats.

BAKER MAY BE HERE TODAY
Details of War Secretary's Visit Far
From, Certain.
Secretary' of War Baker and General
March are expected to reach Port- ■
land at 3:30 this afternoon. Details as
to the (secretary's coming, what he will
do when he get" here—if he comes—and
when he will leave, are uncertain mat- ,
ters.
,
Collector of Customs Moore invited
the secretary to- drop in on Portland, .
and rooms were engaged at the Hotel j
Portland. It is known that the secre- .
tary is somewhere in the west. One
report yesterday had him in Denver and
another said he was in Tacoma. Mr.
Moore wasn't exactly sure where Mr.
Baker was, but late in the day he was
informed by the railroad company that
the secretary is due on No. 19. Mr.
Moore thought he would be here yesPresumably, as there is a soldiers'
barracks at Vancouver, Mr. Baker will
go over there for a few minutes. No
set programme has been announced,
although the federal officials want to
do the right thing by him.
tary of War Newton T. BaHer and
Major-General Peyton C. March, chief
of staff, are to arrive in San Francisco Tuesday morning and will depart
Tuesday afternoon, according to an announcement by the western department of the army here today. Both
have accepted invitations to address
the commercial club here.

I
NEWTON D. BAKER
IT FELL to Newton D. Baker, who
is in Portland this afternoon, to
be at the head of the American
war department throughout thi>
time that the United States was an
active participant as a principal in
the most gigantic war in history.
It fell to Secretary Baker, from one
of the smallest standing armies in
the world as a starting point, to
direct the creation of the hu'gest
military organization ever assembled
in so short' a time in the whole
history of the world.
It fell to Secretary Baker to direct
the expenditure of the largest sum
of money on a military organization
that was ever spent by any nation
in so short a period in the entire
history of the world.
It fell to Secretary Baker, not only
to create the mightiest army ever
formed in so short a time, but to
send it across 3000 miles of ocean
and prepare it in a foreign land for
a service that, in its effect upon
civilization, was the greatest service
ever rendered by any army in the
history of the world.
It is beyond controversy that the
organizing, equipping and instructing
of the American army for the late
war was the greatest single enterprise ever attempted in the United
States. No other undertaking in the
life of the republic even approximates it in the daring of Its plan
or the prodigious extent of the
resources and foroes involved.
As directing head of this unprecedented task, Secretary Baker, through
the 19 months of America's participation in the war, stood in the presence of responsibilities and problems
more momentous than those faced
by any president of the United
States except Abraham Lincoln and
Woodrow Wilson, and weightier a
thousand fold than any responsibilities and problems ever faced by any
private citizen in any country at any
time.
There are those who say Secretary
Baker made mistakes. Perhaps he
did. In all the enterprises ever
undertaken in the world, no matter
how small, there has not been one
in which mistakes were not made.
In this super enterprise of all time,
with erring men certain to appear
here and there throughout the organization, it could not be humanly
possible to avoid lapses, inefficiencies
and omissions.
"The Americans are coming, and
we need every corps we have on
the Western front; make peace with
Russia and release our armies there
at once; sign peace—any peace with
any Russian able to write his name,"
frantically wired Ludendorff to Prussian General Hoffman then on the
Eastern front.
Two million Americans were over
there, and two million more were
all ready to go when the armistice
was signed.
Whether Mr. Baker made mistakes
or did not make mistakes, the American armies created under his direction, helped end in 19 months, a conflict that military experts freely
predicted would require four or eveo
five years and four million men. j
What more could the American1
people ask?
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LIBERAL BONUS
Would Base Reward on Length of
Service; Suggests Two Months'
Extra Pay for Each Half-Year
War Secretary, With Gen. March,
Belated; Quickly Hasten On;
Former Here Again Today
BY OTHEMAN STEVENS
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker and
Chief of Staff Peyton C. March arrived
here yesterday morning to hold a reception at the Alexandria hotel at 9 o'clock.
That is, the Chamber of Commerce and
Senator Thelan had arranged that func| tion, but Mr. Secretary and General
March disposed of it quickly.
Their train was late, and a deputation
met them at the depot to urge them to
let themselves be seen and heard uptown.
Mr. Secretary seemed inclined to yield.
"What do you think, General," he
asked General March. "Shall we do as
those gentlemen wish and then motor to
Camp Kearny, or will we jump on the
next Santa Fe train?"
"We will take the Santa Fc train,"
replied the General.
As there was about five minutes interval before that train left, the prominent
citizens, the distinguished guests and the
all but extinguished reporters bad to
hustle. Mr. Secretary was interviewed
between jumps and proved himself as
amiable as he is energetic. He talked to
four men at once on different subjects,
shook hands with all the Federal office
holders, listened to I. B. Dockweilcr and
caught his train.
DELIGHTFUL MENTAL PROCESSES
President Wilson once said of Secretary
Baker: "The processes of Baker's mind
are always a source of delight to me."
The reporters only had a passing show
of those mental processes, but they were
remarkably convincing and so rapid as
to be cinematographic portraits of a very
keen mind and a very resourceful intellect.
On the subject of bonuses to discharged
soldiers he is in direct sympathy with
the idea of the Hearst newspapers of
giving a large allowance, and even goes
further in his idea of what would be
fairly generous treatment.
"I favor decidedly giving discharged
men a sufficient sum of money to enable
them to comfortably have time in which
to replace themselves in civil life," he
said. "My theory of such a plan is that
those who were in service longest and
saw action should perhaps receive more
than those who were in but a short time."
Secretary Baker has outlined his idea
in further detail before, and can be
quoted as "I am not yet definitely committed to this plrfn, but it appears to
wisely meet the situation:
"The idea would be to pay the men a
two months' bonus for every six months
they were in service—a month's bonus
for each three months they were under
arms.
"That would mean the men longest
from their civil,positions, and hence having psychologically the longest distance
to go to recover their former business independence, would be given the largest
amount."
"Will Camp Kearny, March Field and
Fort. MacArthur become permanent features of military resources here?" he was
asked.
"No one can speak for Congress," be
replied, "and the final action remains
with that body in provisions for the
army.
"You could put it that those places
are 'temporarily permanent.'

MUCH TO BE STUDIED
"Even about a place like Fort MacArthur there is much to be studied out.
Whether coast defenses should remain
based on big, permanently placed guns or
depend on air machines or movable guns
remains to be determined: practically all
that was known about war and fortifications and defense and offeuse before
the great war has either been upset or
made subjects for study and demonstration.
"Demobilization? That will be done as
quickly as we can bring it about.
"We are making a survey now of military resources with a view to greatly
reducing the time the men should stay
in their final camp before being discharged.
"We expect to bring that time down
to a few hours.
"As to bringing them home from over
there, that will be speeded to the limit.
"1 am of the opinion that in a few
weeks we shall be returning our wonderful men at the rate of 300,000 a month.
I believe there are something like a
million and a half still under duty.
"The permanent size of the army?
That is a matter entirely up to Congress. I cannot discuss it in advance
of congressional action."
"How about bringing the Ninety-first
Division here and lettiug us see them?"
"Can't say anything about that, for I
don't know the situation."
General March was asked the same
question.
"Couldn't say anything about that,"
was his reply, "for I dou't know."
SOON TO START ABROAD
"I have to hurry on this trip," explained the Secretary, "because I am due
back in Washington to go to Europe for
a visit of a couple of weeks.
"That, is purely a business expedition;
we have many contracts with the Allied
governments, matters of considerable
financial import, and other business affairs to determine: a committee on liquidating has been at work and I wish to go
over the situation."
Maj. Gen. Guy Carleton of Camp
Kearny was on hand with his chief of
staff, Colonel Wade.
The general had
motor cars with which to carry out his
orders to take Hio visitors IO his camp
by motor. The Alexandria Hotel meanwhile had filled with citizens desirous
of paying their respects to the Secretary
and General March. Col. George II. Penrose, depot quartermaster in Los Angeles,
was at the depot to officially greet his
chiefs and his officers, as well as many
from other posts were attending at the
hotel to pay their formal respects.
But General March knows what he
wants and how to get it. There was no
hesitation on any one's part, and a rush
trip was made to the Santa Fe depot,
the Secretary riding with Mayor Woodman, Congressman H. 'A. Osborne and
President Moreland of the Chamber of
Commerce.
General March went jflth
General Carleton and Colonel Wade.
The rest of tho assembly of civic dignitnrios jumped into their cars and followed
as best they could, and all arrived in time
to have a few words with the Secretary
before he jumped aboard.
General March said that lie would go
from Camp Kearny tonight to March
Field, at Riverside, which was name3
in memory of his son, inspect that place
and join the Secretary at Colton on their
way to the East.
Secretary Baker promised to leave San
Diego tonight and arrive at the Alexandria Hotel this morning, where he would
be the guest at a reception at 0 in the
morning,
Some of those who welcomed the notables: Felix McGinnis, who did his best
to make up for the Owl being late by
making everyone comfortable; Collector
of the Pork Elliott, Collector of Internal
Revenue Carter, Postmaster Harrington
Brown, Secretary Frank Wiggins, who
Bad risen early enough to remove the
curl papers from his moustache; Carl McBtay, Chief of Police Butler and many
others.

Baker Visits Kearny
and Rockwell Field
By Associated Press
SAN DIEGO, March 19.—Secretary of
War Newton D. Baker, accompanied by
General Peyton C. March, chief of staff,
arrived in San Diego from Los Angeles
this afternoon for a stay of a few hours.
After an inspection of Camp Kearny the
Secretary
went
to
Boekwell
Field,
training place of the army aviators on
North Island, and later was entertained
at an informal dinner in this city. Secretary's Baker's plan was to start north
tomorro w~gi° pn '-£51
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MR. BEER'S VISIT.
It is to be regretted that Secretary of War
Baker and Chief of Staff March delayed. their
tour of inspection of the Pacific Coast army posts
until after the cessation of hostilities and the
practical demobilization of the training cantonments. The West made a notable contribution to
the war effort and one that could have been more
fully realized by a personal inspection. For instance, there was a great human organization in
the Northwest producing spruce timber for airplanes. It was turning out more than 1,000,000
feet of lumber a day when the armistice was
signed, and just getting into its stride.
Then there were the three healthiest training
camps in the country—Lewis, Fremont and
Kearny. There were the flying schools at Sacramento and San Diego. Had Mr. Baker come out
earlier he might have thought twice about sending men from the coast to South Carolina and
North Carolina and Texas for training. Certainly
he would have observed that Fremont was capable
of much further development than he permitted
He might have realized that it was not necessary
to establish over two score of cantonments and
flying schools in the Southern States. Still he
may not have desired to be shown.
But Secretary Baker and the chief of staff know
from the record that the Pacific Coast did its
share, everything it had the opportunity to do.
The War Department officials are cordially welcomed to this section of the country. The people
here have been optimistic, confident workers
throughout the emergency. They have not been
disturbed by the carping criticism and scandal
that has thickened the atmosphere nearer the
headquarters of the war administration at Washington. They have taken the attitude that Mr.
Baker and his assistants were doing the best they
could to bring about victory over the enemy, and
they put their shoulders to the wheel and pushed
ahead, not deigning to look back upon wholly
human mistakes.
Out here the war spirit soared to a higher
strata of idealism than elsewhere. There tvas a
minimum of commercialism and thought of
profits. The slogan was to give and do. This was
due to environment rather than to superior
righteousness, but it was nevertheless the fact.
Had he come earlier Mr. Baker, might have
gathered helpful inspiration for his big task. He
might have sensed the incongruity of his misstatements about airplane production and the
publication of Mr. George Creel's faked photographs.

SAN FRANCISCO, TUESDAYS MARCH 18, 1919.
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ARMY CHEFS WELCOMED HERE
On the left is General Peyton C March, chief of staff, and on the right Newton D. Baker," Secretary of War. Below is a
picture of Secretary Baker shaking: hands with Maior-General John F. Morrison, commander of the Western department.
—Photographs by SaDford Greemvalil, Bulletin staff photographer.
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(Continued from Page One.)
with which he has nothing to do officially, he was more communicative.
"I can't comment on the existing
league of nations plan because I don't
know what changes may eventually be
made." he said. "But I feel convinced
that some plan of this general kind
must be adopted. If it is not. all we
fought for in this war will have been
lost. European statesmen, if they do
not adopt some such plan, will overlook
the greatest opportunity for constructive
statesmanship that has ever been presented in the history of the world."
Baker does not believe the time has
come for anything approaching disarmament.
NEED LARGER ARMY.
"This country, as well as other nations, will need an army after the. peace
is signed, and that army will have to be
larger than what has been referred to
as the 'international police force.' It j
will have to be as large as our needs
call for, and those needs will be stipulated by what is done at the peace conference," he said. "I believe that whatever force we maintain will be raised
by the voluntary enlistment system—
that is, in peace times. Of course in
war times we will never revert to the
volunteer system. Selective service has
proved both scientific and success;':'!."
ENEMY OF BOLSHEVISM.
Baker went on record against Bolshevism, hut not to the extent of
making a speech.
"We don't need revolution here, because we can hold elections* People
don't have, revolutions because they
want them, but because they think
they need them. We don't need a
revolution in America," was his way
of putting it.
General March stuck to his specialty in his part of the conversation.
lOfforts to draw him out concerning
the league of nations, • the. radical
movement and the like met with the
statement that those were matters for
diplomats, not army men, to settle.
He didn't talk much on the Ansell
incident, but said:
"General Crowder analj'zed those,
charges thoroughly and found that
in a thousand cases the average sentence was a year and a half, not the
forty and fifty-year average that we
hear so much about. I think Crowder's answer/is complete."
"ANSELL DIDN'T SAY'IT."
"Was Ansell demoted to Colonel because of his activities along this
line?"
"Remember this," said General j
March quickly, "Ansell himself has'
not said he was demoted for this
reason. If he said it, he wouldn't last
'five minutes.
That's newspaper
talk."
His attention was called to Senator
Chamberlain's statement that Secretary Baker might be impeached as a
result of the Ansell case.
He
laughed and raid nothing.
He discussed his plan for the future military policy of America which
is now ready to be presented to Congress.

ARMY OF HALF MILLION.
"The intention now is to get Congress to make appropriations providing for an army of 500.001," said
the general. "According to the plan
which I have worked out this will
be sufficient for the present. That
force would be raised by the volunteer system. Then there is to be a
system of universal military training which would take boys beginning
at the age of 13 and give them two
or three months' training each year.
Just how they will fit into the military scheme is something which I
don't care to divulge at present. The
intimate details of the plan must be
kept secret until the time comes for
Congress to act on it.
"I do not believe that the world Is
ready for disarmament, and I have
mapped out the plans for the American military policy with the object
of providing this country with any
army that will spell safety.
"I think the 500,000 figure is conservative. It will be noted that England says she needs 900,000 men. At
present the customary forces at San
Francisco, at Hawaii and along the
Mexican borders have all been depleted to supply troops for overseas,
and these forces must be brought
back to the normal."
General March graduated from
■West Point in 1S8S and was commissioned a second lieutenant. In thirtyone years he has gone from the
lowest commissioned rank to the
highest within the gift of the American army. He is the. supreme officer
next to the President, who holds^the
title of commander-in-chief of the
army and navy. He outranks General
Pershing.
WAS AT PRESIDIO.
General March was stationed at the
Presidio for a short time shortly before the, Spanish-American war. He
has visited the city a number of
times since and spoke today of his
paj;sjng__throush here at the time of
the Russian-Japanese war, in which
he was a military attache.
"I have many friends here and
have always had the warmest feeling
for San Francisco," he said. "I have
been singing its praises to Secretary
Baker, who has never been here before."
Baker and General March were met
by Major-General John F. Morrison,
Colonel H. C. Benson a.nd staff officers
on the Oakland side. Upon arrival a
the Ferry building they entered aut<
mobiles and were- taken to the PT
sidio, where Brigadier-General Frf
B. Watson, commander of the r
conducted them on a. tour of the
Later they visited the north ca
ment, and at noon Baker spoke
the San Francisco Center of t'
League, at the Palace Hotel,
o'clock he addressed the Or
Club. During the afternoon
paid a visit to the discip'
racks on Alcatraz Island
o'clock Baker and Genera
for the south, to visit C
"We are going to Air
we are as much interes'
justice as Senator d
said General March.
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Sec. of War
Flag Flies in
Baker's Honor
For the first time in many
years the flap; of the Secretary
of War of the I'nltcd States
flapped in the brocse in San
Francisco today during the visit
of Secretary Newton D. Baker.
The flag files from the pole on
the Geary street wing of the St.
Francis Hotel, which houses the
distinguished official and his
party. From the flag pole on
the center wing the American
flag files, while the St. Francis
house nag flies from the north
wing.
The flag of the Secretary of
War Is solid red, with a white
star at each of the corners,
while the center of the field Is
occupied with an American eagle
with spread wings beneath a
shield on which are thirteen
stars representing the original
thirteen States.
The flag was ordered by Manager Thomas J. Coleman of the
St. Francis in honor of Secretary Baker's visit.
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By JOE WHITNAH.
Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War,
and General Peyton C. March, chief of
staff of the army, are opposite types
when it comes to conversation.
Baker will talk about everything'
except those matters with which he is
intimately and officially concerned.
General March will talk about what
pertains to his job and about nothing
else.
The pair, ^accompanied by General
March's aid, Major J. M. Swing, and
Baker's secretary, arrived today on
their national tour of inspection of
army camps.
Baker is the only secretary of war
to visit San Francisco in many years,
and General March is the only full
general that has ever been in this
city. The General is the head of the
American army and is the only man
in the service who outranks Pershing.
He wore his uniform, with the four
stars on each shoulder, signifying the
rank of full general.
ASKED ABOUT CONTROVERSY.
In talking to Baker The Bulletin
man sought some light on the controversy that has raged between the
War Department and former Brigadier-General Samuel T. Ansell over
the question of military justice, or
injustice, in army courts martial.
But Baker was mum.
"Do you intend to make public
Ansell's reply to General Crowder,
as demanded by Senator Chamberlain?" he was asked.
"I have nothing to say on that,"
replied the Secretary of War.
"Is there really any truth in
Ansell's charges that military sentences have been unduly severe?"
"I don't want to discuss that," was
Baker's
reply. "I have
already
given my position in a long statement
and anything more that needs to be
said it will be said at the proper
time and place."
"How about the conscientious objectors?" he was
asked.
"Any
change in policy regarding them?"
"I have nothing to say," said the
Secretary of War.
TALKS ON NATIONS LEAGUE.
On the League of Nations question,.
(Continued on Page 1, Column 2,
Main Section.)
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Keeping the Record Straight*

T

'HE WEEKLY of February 2 announced that Provost
General Crowder had been reprimanded by the
Chief of Staff, General Peyton C. March, and
recounted some of the remarkable circumstances surrounding that unprecedented action.
The press made
much of the announcement.
On the day of publication a score of newspaper correspondents asked General
March for his version of the affair, but he declined to
comment.
First he replied that he had not seen the
article, and could hardly be expected to discuss that which
he had not read; and this, of course, was reasonable. He
was then presented with a copy of the issue containing the
article, but he put it aside, saying that he would not reply
to an unsigned charge. Perhaps he knew what he meant
by this, but, frankly, we do not. .
Strange as it may seem, the newspapermen then sought
the truth from Secretary Baker. He was either unavailable or non-committal at the time. But later—on February
4, to be exact—Mr. Pew, Secretary Baker's official press
agent, assembled the newspaper correspondents and gave them
orally what purported to be a complete statement of the case.
The substance of the Pew interview was sent broadcast by
the press associations and special correspondents, and was
printed throughout the country the next morning.
The following report is taken from the Philadelphia
Public Ledger of February 5, and is almost identical with
the accounts printed in other publications:
,1
Public_ Ledger Bureau,
Washington, February 4.
Major General Enoch H. Crowder, provost marshal general,
never was reprimanded by General Peyton C. March, chief of
staff, nor Secretary of War Baker, and reports that such official
action had been taken against the man who built the selective
service army are based on misinformation arising from an unfortunate incident in the department, according to an authoritative statement made today at the War Department.
Meanwhile Congress had shown unusual interest in the
case, and Representative McKenzie of Illinois introduced a
resolution asking for the complete correspondence between
Secretary Baker, General March, and General Crowder.
The resolution was referred to the Committee on Military
Affairs, and there it was pigeon-holed by the faithful Dent—
whether through connivance with Secretary Baker or on his
own volition we do not know. So long as there was any
likelihood whatsoever that the Committee would report
the resolution, and that the House would adopt it, we deemed
it proper to await the result without further comment. Now,
however, as a result of the official denial from the War
Department, we have received a number of letters from
friends—and others—urging that we make good the original
statement, or render justice to the Secretary of War by retracting it altogether.
With these requests we cheerfully comply, not unmindful,
however, of the fact that some one has deliberately sought
to deceive the public (to use no stronger term). We quote
the exact language used in the official bulletin sent to every
member of the General Staff:
"THE CHIEF OF STAFF REPRIMANDS THE PSOVOST
MARSHAL GENERAL

" The Chief of Staff reprimands the Provost Marshal General
for having trespassed beyond his authority. _ He will revoke certain orders which he has issued and will issue none hereafter
without authority from the Chief of Staff."

NATION'S
Scene on the arrival of Sa
Peyton C. March in San Francisi
foreground.—Photograph taken
Film Service.

KBIT S. F. TO
INSPECT
One hundred and seventy-five
thousand American soldiers were
demobilized during February. There
will be 225,000 released during
March, and thereafter the number
will be increased to 250,000 a month
or more. So said Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker upon his arrival
in San Ftancisco today with General
Peyton C. March, chief of staff of
the United States Army, on a tour
of all the demobilization camps of
the country.
"Our purpose is to familiarize ourselves with all of the demobilization
facilities, so that the process may be
speeded up as much as possible,"
said the secretary, "and so that we
may know how they will fit in with
the nation's future military program."
>0 COMMUNIQUE ISSUED
He did not divulge anything-, in a few
moments of informal interview crossing
the bay from Oakland to San Franci^o,
as to what that program is likely to be,
and he was not inclined to be communicative on subjects not* related to his
trip. He did not even issue a "communique."
Questioned as to the date by which
complete demobilization, including all
troops now in Europe, might be expected he said:
"No one can tell. That depends upon
conditions abroad."
"What about withdrawal of American
troops in Russia?" he was asked.
"I cannot discuss it," was the answer.
SILENT OX MAMNE CLASH
Similar responses .met efforts to obtain his views on the demand of Senator Chamberlain that the reply of Gen
eral Samuel T. Ansell to the attacks
made upon him by Judge Advocate General Enoch Growder be made public and
questions about the clash between American marines and Japanese soldiers at
Tien Tsin, China.
Informed of Senator Chamberlain's
charge that General Ansell had been demoted because of his criticism of the
army court martial system. Secretary
Baker said he was "not interested."
On the subject of the League of Nations, however, he was anxious to state
that its establishment, in his opinion,
was the only way to lasting peace.
"Unless we get a League of Nations
which will insure the world against
war," he said, "all that we have invested ■;■■ +i.in-ro.
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NATION'S WAR CHIEFS

Scene on the arrival ofrSecretary of War Baker and General
Peyton C. March in San Francisco today. Secretary Baker is mthe
foreground.—Photograph taken for The Call by the International
Film Service.

VISIT 5. F. TO
INSPECT
One hundred and seventy-five
thousand American soldiers were
demobilized during February. There
will be 225,000 released during
March, and thereafter the number
will be increased to 250,000 a month
or more. So said Secretary of WarNewton D. Baker upon his arrival
in San Francisco today with General
Peyton C. March, chief of staff of
the United States Army, on a tour
of all the demobilization camps of
the country.
"Our purpose is to familiarize ourselves with all of the demobilization
facilities, so that the process may be
speeded up as much as possible,"
said the secretary, "and so that we
may know how they will fit in with
the nation's future military pro-,
gram."
SO COMMUNIQUE ISSUED
He did not divulge anything-, in a fewmoments of informal interview crossing
the bay from Oakland to San Franci(co,
as to what that program is likely to be,
and he was not inclined to be communicative on subjects not> related to his
trip. He did not even issue a "communique."
Questioned as to the date by which
complete demobilization, including all
troops now in Europe, might be expected he said:
"No one can tell. That depends upon
conditions abroad."
"What about withdrawal of American
troops in Russia?" he was asked.
"I cannot discuss it," was the answer.
SILENT ON MARINE CLASH
Similar responses ,met efforts to obtain his views on the demand of Senator Chamberlain that the reply of General Samuel T. Ansell to the attacks
made upon him by Judge Advocate General Enoch Crowder be made public and
questions about the clash between American marines and Japanese soldiers at
Tien Tsin, China.
Informed of Senator Chamberlain s
charge that General Ansell had been demoted because of his criticism of the
army court martial system, Secretary
Baker said he was "not interested."
On the subject of the League of Nations, however, he was anxious to state
that its establishment, in his opinion,
was the only way to lasting peace.
"Unless we get a League of Nations
which will insure the world against
war," he said, "all that we have investj ed in this war will have been lost."
MARCH OUTLINES PLAN
General March made this statement
as to his plans for the future military
establishment of the United States:
I have now outlined a plan for the
future military policy of this country
which will shortly be taken before
Congress. It calls for a standing army
of approximately 500,000, to be raised
by the volunteer system, and for a reserve force, to be provided for by, the
universal military training system. I
can't go into details because I do not
want to divulge the plan.
The secretary and General March are
accompanied by Major J. M. Swing, aid
to the latter, and Frank B. Davis, Baker's private secretary. The party was
met at the Oakland mole by General
John F. Morrison, commanding the
Western department, and his staff. On
this side, the party was greeted by
Mayor Rolph and an escort of honor!
LContinued on Next Page, Column Pour
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Continued From Preceding Page
from the Presidio, consisting of a com
pany of infantry.
SEE SIGHTS IN BAY
On the trip across the bay Secretary
Baker manifested great interest in the
"lay of the land," and particularly in
the location of Alcatraz Island, Goat
Island, the Presidio and the other military posts and stations.
He confessed that the geography of the
bay was much of a "mystery to him, this
being his first visit to San Francisco.
His nearest relationship to the city, he
said, was that his brother had once
Jived in San Mateo.
IS ESCORTED TO PRESIDIO
Speed marked the movements of Secretary Baker and General March from
the moment they set foot in San Francisco. Accompanied by General Morrison and other general officers, they proceeded directly from the ferry to Letterman Hospital.
All parts of the hospital were given a
hurried visit but Secretary Baker paused
several times to chat with wounded men
and hear their stories. Among those he
spoke with were H. R. Craven and "Bob"
Summerville, former boxer, both of
whom have lost limbs, and Claude AVhitney.
IN DEMOBILIZATION CAMP
From the hospital they went to the
demobilization camp, where the system
was • explained by Captains Roger H.
AVaite and Clyde C. Burch. The next
stop was Fort Scott, where the heavy
coast defense guns were inspected, with
Colonel A. M. Hunter, commandei of
I the district defenses, explaining the
workings of the big rifles. Fort Miley
was next. At both forts a salute of
nineteen guns was fired in honor of the
secretary.
From Fort Miley the party whirled
into Golden Gate Park, the automobiles
hitting a lively clip, with motorcycle
rs cleari
EXPRESSES'TfTS' ADMIRATION
Secretary Baker expressed admiration
of the view of the city,.bay and ocean,
that was to be seen from the big gun
parapets. During the Presidio tour, perfectly clear weather prevailed.
Besides General Morrison, those who
accompanied the secretary and General
March were : Brigadier General Frank !
B. Watson, commandant of the Presidio ; Brigadier General Frank F. Ferguson, commander of the south Pacific
artillery district; Brigadier General Joseph L. Haynes, commander at Fort
Scott, and Major C. A. Duvol, quartermaster general.
At noon today Secretary Baker addressed the San Francisco Commercial
Club at a luncheon and then went to
i the San Francisco Center luncheon at
the Palace Hotel, where he spoke again.
This afternoon the party leaves for
San Diego to visit Camp Kearny.
Secretary Baker expects to be back in
"Washington within another week. He
will leave for Europe again early in'
April. His presence abroad, he said, is
necessary in order' to complete financial
arrangements incident to the evacuation
of American troops from France.
BAKER'S FIAG ON ST. FRANCIS
The flag of the secretary of war of
the United States is flying in San Francisco today for the first time in many
years.
It was specially ordered by
Thomas J. Coleman, manager of the
St. Francis, and flown from the roof of
the hotel in honor of Secretary Baker,
with the American flag and the St.
Francis house flag.
The flag of the secretary of war is a
solid red field with a white star at each
corner and an American eagle and
shield with thirteen stars in the center.
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Italians Hear Call
Of Mother Country
By International News Service.
PORTLAND, Ore., March 18.—An inherent love for the motherland and her
silent call is inspiring a homeward
movement in the Italian quarter here
that may reach very large proportions,
over a score of bookings have been made
during the last month.
The unusually large movement apparently now setting in is attributed to
some extent to cessation of travel during
the war, but according to reports, the
reconstruction period in Italy has already
started, and with high prices for their J
products there is a strong demand for .■
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Army Camps to Remain.
"This is a trip of inspection," explained Mr. Baker. "Neither General
March nor myself has ever seen Camp
Lewis and we wish to familiarize ourselves with it, so that when the future
army programme is mapped out we will
have it in mind.
"American lake will always be used
for army purposes, the site having been
accepted by the government, as I understand, a long time ago. I do not
mean that it will continue to be ustd as
a great mobilization point, however,
but it will continue in service for military purposes.
"Vancouver will also be maintained
But whether it will be turned back to
the engineers or used for infantry I
do not know at this time.
"One of the principal tilings which
has brought us on this trip is to gear
up machinery so that demobilization
will proceed faster than it has. We
want the.; arrangements so made that
Visit to Vancouver Barracks no man, unless he is an exceptional
oase, will have to be held in one of
these camps longer than 48 hours. We
and Banquet Feature.
want to have everything ready, so that
his record, pay, physical examination
and all the other details can be attended to with speed and in 48 hours
ARMY CAMPS TO REMAIN after his arrival he will be discharged.
Spruee Operations Praised.
"At present we are bringing soldiers
back as fast as we can get the ships.
General Marcli, Chief of Staff, Ac- How long American soldiers will remain in Europe or how many will be
companies Secretary on Tour.
detailed there, if any, I cannot say.
Future Army Uncertain.
"At Vancouver I was greatly interested in the work of the spruce division, which was one of the spectacular
features of the war. The speed with
BT JOHN W. KELLY.
which the division wae demobilized and
"Preposterous nonsense!" said Secre- the equipment stored from the elements
tary of War Baker. "It is preposterous is remarkable. General Disque and his
nonsense for anyone to say that Sen- associates performed a wonderful task
ator Chamberlain would not be as wel- both at Vancouver and in the field."
Discussing conditions of American
come on a ship going to Europe with
me as any other member of congress. I troops abroad, Mr. Baker said that the
saw an editorial on the subject. There troops which had to occupy the devastated territory of France, where there
is nothing to it."
Thus did Mr. Baker dispose of the was not a house nor shelter of any
report from Washington that when he kind, where it was raining and cold,
goes abroad he will not want the chair- had to put up with creature discomman of the senate committee on mili- forts; but these conditions are being
tary affairs, Mr. Chamberlain of Ore- improved daily.
gon, on the boat. Postmaster Myers,
Future Army Action Uncertain.
State ^ Democratic Chairman StarkComplaints from the soldiers, he said,
weather, and former Councilman W. T. he always receives seriously.
He
Vaughn listened to the statement, all dwelt on the activity with which the
attention.
isoldiers are being returned to the United States by the hundred thousand, and
Welcome GiTcn Secretary.
Accompanied by General P. C. March, predicted that this gigantic movement
chief of staff, the secretary of war ar- would continue as long as necessary.
As to the future of the American
rived in Portland yesterday afternoon,
was greeted by a delegation consisting standing army he had no information
principally of federal officeholders and to divulge, for Congress' has not exdemocratic leaders, with a sprinkling of pressed itself. There are a multitude
ordinary citizens. Officers from Van- of details to be worked out, said he
couver barracks appeared with automo- and for the'present there is little to be
biles and whisked the secretary away 6aid on the topic.
Mr. Baker is-a man of small stature,
after he promised to attend a dinner
at the Hotel Portland last night, ar- with quick, nervous movements; a man
ranged on short notice by Collector of who speaks fluently and carefully
picks his words while doing so. Also
Customs Will Moore.
Aside from Secretary Baker those at he is an inveterate smoker, for, after
the dinner were Collector of Customs climbing into his dres3 suit and while
Moore, C. J. Smith, B. E. Haney, W. D. awaiting the democratic faithful to
Bennett, W. C. Dibber, H. B. VanDuser, lead him to dinner, he smoked a pipe.
Nations League Favored.
William Hagood, H. G. Starkweather,
At the dinner Mr. Baker spoke in
Hichard Montague, G. K Hamaker,
favor
of
the league of nations,- depictGeorge Lovejoy, Frank Irvine, A. M.
Smith, Alex' Sweek, M. A. Miller, .Oswald ing President Wilson as a stranger in
a strange land, fighting for the noblest
West, W. N. Gatens, Oglesby .young, cause
for which any man had ever
George W. Trowbridge and G. Y. Harry. striven.
After the meal the secretary left for
"I have only one son, a boy of 10
Tacoma. He is expected to double back years," said the secretary. "He is the
hope of my future, but I would as lief
Sunday and proceed to California.
see him dead now as know that he
would die in another world war. When
I leave this world, I want to be able
to tell him that I have made his path
as safe as I could."

BUT NOT INVITED

Chamberlain Not Slighted,
Says Secretary Baker.
WAR DEPARTMENT HEAD HERE

The dinner was attended by about
20 local men, while other well-known
democrats spent 'the time walking
about the corridors of the Portland
hotel, excluded from the banquet. State
Democratic Chairman
Starkweather
was toastmaster. General March made
a few remarks after the secretary had
finished.
Demobilization Bijt Problem.
He said that the problem now confronting the war department was the
demobilization of the troops and that
with the present shipping they would
have 915,000 men back in America by
July 1. He said that the army would
not be reduced below 500,000 if the
war department could prevent it. Soldiers he had talked with, he asserted,
were in favor of some form of universal service in the United States.
_Mr; Baker began his speech by picturing the magnitude of the United'
States, which, he said, he had not realized until this" trip into the far west.
He said he had never been west of
Kansas before.
Warming up to his subject, he dwelt
on the magic idealism which had
melted America's conglomeration of
different races, religions and political
partisans into one patriotic people. He
insisted that the present time was
the most crucial of the world's history.
Many Pay Supreme Sacrifice.
"Seven times as many men as the
entire population of Oregon have died
either in battle or of wounds," he said.
"The great powers have spent a sum
$10,000,000,000 greater than the entire
wealth of the United States. A generation of our youth has been wiped out.
"What is bolshevism? It seems to
me to mean that the common people
have lost faith in all governments,
not only bad governments, but all governments.
People who do not know
what the traditions of self-government
are have suddenly been called, upon
to govern themselves.
The next 10
or 15 years will decide whether or not
we will have civilized nations any
more.
"And it seems to me that America
is called upon to be an example. Does
it not appear that she was the instrument designed by the Almighty from
the beginning to exercise a healing influence at the time when all evil institutions should melt away and the
world must look for an example in
reconstruction?
World Unity Is Applauded.
"We have our chance at the peace
conference. If the conference does no
more than to set new boundaries for
nations will we not have the world
war to fight over again? Let America,
say to all peoples that the powers have
at last gotten together to free the
world from a fear of such recurrences.
The league of nations is necessary."
At the conclusion of the remarks the
leaders of Oregon democracy composing the assembly went into executive
session.
Several short talks were
made that brought hearty applause
that resounded to the waiting throng
of the faithful in the lobby who were
not permitted to share in the joys of
the inner council.

Secretary of War Baker
Due in Tacoma Sunday

THE SUNDAY ORE<!RCl
SECRETARY OF WAR AND CHIEF OF STAFF ARRIVE IN PORTLAND."
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Above—Newton G. Baker, secretary of
war. Below—General Marsh, chief of
staff.

Secretary of War Baker
Due in Tacoma Sunday

THE SUNDAY ORECRC1
SECRETARY OF WAR AND CHIEF OF STAFF ARRIVE IN PORTLAND.
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Secretary of war, sketched from photograph by Sara Armstrong, News Tribstaff artist. Secretary* Baker and Gen. March, chief of staff,* United States
army, are due in Tacoma Sunday on an inspection trip to Camp Lewis.

Secretary of War and Chief of Staff to Visit Camp
Lewis; Mayor and Maj. Gen. Leitch
Will Welcome Guests
Paying but a flying visit to Tacoma
and Camp Lewis, Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker and his chief of staff.
Gen. Peyton C. March, will reach Tacoma tomorrow morning between 4 and
5 o'clock, and will leave for San Francisco at 2 in the afternoon. Owing to
war secretary's crowded sch.ed.ule,
the, fa^t tT-iat most of his time must
■bo spent at Camp Lewis on important
inspection work, he found it necessary
to decline any formalities or social honors while here.
Mayor, CM. Riddell, in official caPitc, with Maj. Gen. Joseph Leitch will
meet Secretary Baker, and his. party at
the station. E. B. King, president of
the Commercial Club,, and J. T. S. Lyle,
who had charge of the condemnation
work in: the purchase of the camp site,
will also be unofficially in the receiving party at the station. Maj. Gen.
Leitch, in command at Camp Lewis,
w-ill entertain Secretary Baker, Gen.
March, and their two personal aides,
and Mayor Riddell, at breakfast at the
Tacoma hotel, immediately after which
they will leave for the cantonment.
This w"ill be the secretary of war's

first visit to the camp, and he is said
to be particularly interested in inspecting the demobilization centers and the
departments devoted . to the care and
training of disabled men.
The Commercial Club had made elaborate plans for the entertainment of
the secretary during his sojourn here,
and the distinguished visitor had expressed his pleasure in accepting the
homage of the city. Storms in the
Rocky Mountains, however, delayed his
train and made it necessary to limit
his stay here to so few hours that it
became impossible for him to pay more
than a flying visit to the city and
necessary to curtail all civic entertainment.
m
The -secretary and his party are traveling on the Union Pacific by regular
accommodation.
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I Above—Newton G. Baker, secretary of
war. Below—General Marsh, chief of
staff.
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those guaranties which guard an acREFORM OF MILITARY JUSTICE.
on trial in a civil tribunal." He
By his campaign for reform of the cused
condemns the rule that when a sencourt martial system in the army tence
has been approved by an officer
Brigadier-General Samuel T. Ansell in the field, there is no pewer^to
has brought down on his head the modify, reverse or set it aside, "no
wrath of all the high office/s of the matter how gross and prejudicial and
army from the chief of staff and palpable the errors of law." He said
General Pershing on down the line, that in an effort to obtain review of
in accordance with the custom of the ; four death sentences which he deemed
army to stand together when any part I unjust he wrote a memorandum to the
of it is subjected to censure. He has I head of his department, and, finding
offended against one of the most ! that it had not been presented to the
sacred principles of the unwritten secretary of war, he gave a copy to
military code by going over the head the house judiciary committee. Adof his superior to bring the matter mitting that this act was inconsistent
before congress, for army officers with strict military propriety, he said
abhor nothing more than to have their he was compelled to do it "by the die-,
acts investigated by a congressional tates of my own conscience, by my
committee.
desire to serve justice, by my sense of
Yet, the subject is highly proper duty to my God and these unprotected
for public discussion by the people men, that their lives might be spared."
and for action by congress, for it conSenator Chamberlain has become the
cerns the life and liberty of American chamnion in congress of ths cause
citizens. When they become soldiers which General Ansell has taken up,
they give up their liberty and obey has introduced a bill for that purpose
their officers for a noble purpose. and has condemned a system which
That fact.should insure fair trial and imposes long sentences on boys of 17
reasonable punishment with some re- and 18 who are absent without leave
view of sentences by a higher body. to say good-bye to their mothers. One
Conviction and sentence should not boy was sentenced to forty years' imI be the result of the arbitrary will of prisonment for five days' absence.
| an individual officer, entirely free
General Crowder, in defending the
from revision. General Ansell says present system, ignores such cases and
that it has been so, that monstrous in- those of soldiers who, in "General Anjustice has been dpne and that it was; sell's opinion, were unjustly sentenced
held that no review was allowed until to death, but emphasizes "sentences
he discovered a forgotten provision to death for sentinels convicted of
giving the judge advocate - general sleeping on post, for soldiers wilfully
power to revise, reduce and annul sen- and contumaciously refusing to obey
tences. Then he began efforts for the direct orders of their commanding
establishment of a court of revision, officers." He says that the charges
but encountered the opposition of of injustice are made against 200,000
General Crowder, General March and officers "who were taken in a general
the inspector general, with whom Sec- dragnet..through the nation," and he
retary Baker agreed. He secured an ' waxes indignant at the suggestion that
order giving the judge advocate-gen- they would violate "an oath to be
eral power to make rulings on admin- honest, impartial and fair."
istration of military justice in the exThat plea betrays ,the necessity of
peditionary force, though it was op- reform on the line, though perhaps not
posed by General Pershing.
to the extreme, that General Ansell
General Ansell condemns the exist- proposes. Sudden need of a great
ing system because court martial pro- army for an unprepared nation caused
ceedings are based upon the discre- that dragnet to be thrown out and to
tion of individuals and not on legal gather in General Crowder's "cross
principles, and court and prisoner are section of our whole people," which
without legal advice. He told the sen- includes good, bad and indifferent.
ate military committee that many Young men were hurriedly trained as
trials under court martial result in officers, and many of them were asconviction which could never be tried signed to administer military justice.
in a civil court because of insuffi- Inevitably there were among them
ciency of evidence, and he made a plea some who were neither "honest, imfor decision on legal practice rather partial nor fair," there'were some who
than upon the discretion or judgment were inflated with sudden authority,
of any men or set of men. He told and others who formed an exaggerated
of cases where negro soldiers had been idea of strict discipline. There were
hanged without opportunity to appeal, no restrictions of law on exercise of
which caused him to file briefs advo- their discretion, and, naturally, they
cating closer judicial supervision of must have imposed many excassive
military courts. The army was "very sentences. Only devotion to the fetish
much disturbed" by this action,- and of an established system or resenthe was relieved as acting judge advo- ment at civilian criticism of military,
cate-general and sent to France.
organization can lead a man to deny
In a lettsr replying to some stric- this.
j tures which had been made by ChairAll recognize that military justice
man Burnett, of the house judiciary must be more prompt and severe than
committee, General Ansell wrote a civil justice, and that it would be deletter saying that his desire had. been feated if all the guaranties of civil
"to liberalize the harsh features of courts to protect the accused were
our military methods and subject them, introduced. But military criminal law
to the greatest practicable extent, to I should be more definite as to the right
of the accused to defense, as to the
practice of courts, as to the relation
between the offense and the punishment, and as to the right of review of
a, sentence. These things are particu1
larly needed when pacifism has pitch1 forked so many inexperienced men
into seats on courts martial. The boys,
who have been given long sentences
for slight offenses are victims of Secretary Baker's pacifism, and, therefore, deserve his sympathy, though he
stands with the regular officers for
the old system. If he had helped to
•rovide the country with a.large corps
Ajfi well-trained, experienced officers,
;
there would not have been so much
occasion for the present agitation.

MR. BAKER'S CONVINCING POWERS,
Secretary of War Newto^ D. Baker .seems to have
an ability at disarming opposition that is equal to
the efficiency which the United States developed in
forcing the ultimate disarming of Germany.
Those who heard the war secretary on his visit to
the Tri-Cities a couple of years ago felt the convincing power of his eloquence. He is quiet and
tactful and unassuming, but has an ability for marshaling facts and figures and appealing to American
fair play and patriotism that makes him a speaker
of unusual power. That is the impression that he
left at Des Moines, where he spoke last week, and
where the Evening Tribune, a Republican newspaper, published after hearing him the following remarkable editorial, giving Mr. Baker credit for the
success which it nolds that history will in due time
accord him without question:
The Evening Tribune has no hesitation about
pronouncing the address of Secretarjr Baker last
night the most notable Des Moines- has listened
to in many years, if ever.
The occasion, the authority with which he
spoke, his presence, the intense feeling ot tne
people, and the consummate art that conceals
art in a public speaker, were all there.
It was one of those occasions when spoken
words seemed to draw together the scattered
thoughts of a body of independent thinkers and
gradually weld them in the white flame of eloquent advocacy to one common purpose, testified
to by spontaneous bursts of enthusiasm, such as
the complimentary banqueter never feels, and
such as perfunctory audiences never express.
It was not one man rising to his feet and
dragging the rest with him when the address
was finished. It was a body-of men rising m
one common impulse, to testify the depth of
feeling.that had been aroused
Never before in Des Moines has a.great subject bTen presented more simply. Never have
cUmaxes come more unstudiedly. And yet never
have the'deeper springs of human impulse been
touched more surely.
How much the delightful Personality of the
secretary had to do with it ™ul£ X^k his

^ThenXrr^the ethical purpose behind all
iiien uicic
<=„creation of war prosecu^on'ortaf readjustment:titVd behind it the
evWent purpose to make life worth more because of the sacrifices and hard duties of the
h

°And then there was the outgiving of the

conviction whife he
tl0

Was

arousing generous emo-

Nobodv yet knows what it has meant to America and to the world that this country has had
Zrh .secretary of war at such a time. His se*vLe win not b^measured this year or next The
generation that comes after will know and will
adequately honor him.
It has been very easy to criticise Secretary Baker at long range, and the "Big Berthas" of the opposition have been trained on him ever since he went
to .Washington. At close range, however, his critics
must shoot quick if they are to fire at all. Otheiwise the genial and convincing Mr. Baker dispossesses them of their bombs and automatics and even
their knives, and they either fade away, disarmed
and silent, or become his enthusiastic champions.

BAKER PARTY
WAR CHIEFTAINS PORTLAND VISITORS
NEWTON D. BAKER, secretary of war, and General Peyton C. March, chief of staff of the
United States army, who arrived in Portland Saturday afternoon on a tour of inspection of
army cantonments in the United States. A v isit to Vancouver barracks was made immediately upon their arrival. From Portland their itinerary takes them to Camp Lewis.
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BAKER PARTY HERE
WAR CHIEFTAINS PORTLAND VISITORS
NEWTON D. BAKER, secretary of war, and General Peyton C. March, chief of staff of the
United States army, who arrived in Portland Saturday afternoon on a tour of inspection of
army cantonments in the United States. A v isit to Vancouver barracks was made immediately upon their arrival. From Portland their itinerary takes them to Camp Lewis.

Standardization of Demobilization Machinery Brings War
Secretary and Party to West;
Complaints Receive Attention.
Vancouver and Camp Lewis to
Remain as Permanent Military
Centers; Showing of Spruce
Production Division Surprises.
CONTRADICTING the formal
dress in which Newton D,
Baker, secretary of war of the
United States, was prepared for
a dinner given in his honor Saturday evening, the man who has
shouldered many of the heaviest
burdens of the war puffed heartily at a pipe of very democratic
proportions. He discussed in his
apartment at the Portland hotel,
the object of his tour of inspection and the problems of the
war department in stopping the
machinery of warfare.
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Small of stature, large and clear of
eye, and seemingly thoroughly advised
upon the business of war time government at home and overseas, Secretary
Baker expressed a keen interest In the
military affairs of the northwest and the
1919. large part they played in the program
'Of war that was moulded under his personal direction at Washington.
The establishment of a uniform system throughout the nation for the demobilization of armed forces and a personal inspection of the American Lake
military reservation donated to the fed, eral government by the people of Pierce
county, Washington, brought Secretary
Baker and General Payton C. March,
chief of staff of the army, together with
Frank B. Davis, the former's secretary,
to Portland. The party arrived at 3 :30
Saturday afternoon.
After a brief reception at the station,
where prominent citizens, including General Beebe, representing Governor Olcott, greeted the visitors they went to '
Vancouver Barracks. Saturday evening I
Secretary Baker and General March
were entertained at dinner at the Portland hotel by 25 friends.
To Correct Demobilization System
"While a creditable system of demobilization is in working order throughout the cantonments at home and the
camps overseas, that system is not uniform.
"To make it so uniform that no
American soldier sent to a cantonment
for discharge will be detained more than
48 hours between his arrival and his
discharge from the service, the general
and I are primarily making this trip.
"Otherwise our interest in the American Lake reservation, which neither of
us has seen, is our object.
"The government has heard as many
complaints as any one has, as to conditions here and overseas. We recognize every complaint, from whatever
legitimate sourse, and to the best of the
ability of the department conditions
which are not exactly right are being
remedied.
"We faced great odds when our troops
were sent to France. It took time to
overcome the faults in a camp settled
upon a war torn terrain, but those
faults have been, and constantly are being, corrected. At Breast. I may say,|
astounishing improvements have beeril
made, and the improvement continuesl
as rapidly as possible. Creature dis-l
comforts were inevitable, but they have|
been or are being eliminated.
Spruce Showing Surprises
"At home delay in discharge of men I
assembled for demobilization may have I
caused local complaints. These delays I
we purpose reducing to a minimum by I
the establishment of a uniform planl
whereby every man will receive hisl
discharge papers and final pay notl
more than 48 hours after he has reached |
the demobilization point.
"I was surprised at the scope of tne;|
work done by the Spruce production division under Brigadier General Brice P.
Bisque, as it shows at Vancouver barn]
racks The showingjls remarkable. The
fact that much equipment remains is al
tribute to the management of the sprue©
production corporation and is the natural I
result of the preparation that had been I
m

"Vancouver barracks will remain a I
permanent military t center. Its future |
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The Court-Martial System.
Secretary of War Baker should accede
to the request of Senator Chamberlain,
chairman of the Senate committee on
military affairs, and authorize the publication of Gen. Ansell's reply to Gen.
Crowder's defense of the present courtmartial system. He should do it not only
to show his impartiality in the personal
controversy now raging between these
officers, but more particularly because
Senator Chamberlain is of the opinion
that it is "In a real sense a public document" and will contribute to the general
fund of information upon the subject.
The senator says, "In my judgment, it is
a complete answer to the published defense of the present court-martial system and shows affirmatively and convincingly the necessity for court-martial
system reform, a subject in which the
public and Congress are now vitally Interested." Therefore Mr. Baker should
instruct Assistant Secretary Crowell to
release for publication immediately the
Ansell- reply and let the public have all
the evidence.
The public is pretty generally convinced that the present court-martial
system is defective and requires revision, despite Secretary Baker's opinion
to the contrary. The Secretary is quoted
as having stated that "he himself had
seen no Injustice in the army;" that the
present agitation was due to "inflamed
statements made by those in responsible
position," and declared his full faith and
confidence in the system and in the judge
advocate general, who was responsible
for it. If the evidence given before the

Senate committee on military affairs recently by Gen. Ansell is accurate, the
public will take issue with the Secretary
of War in his conclusions.
Instances were cited before the committee where grossly severe penalties
were imposed upon soldiers for comparatively minor offenses. One man, it was
stated, was sentenced to be shot for going to sleep on sentry duty while guarding a pile of canvas. Others were sentenced to 25 to 40 years' imprisonment
for taking French leave—not deserting,
but being absent without leave and afterward returning to their commands in
uniform and reporting for duty. These
instances, too, occurred in the United
States, not in the war zone.
It is true that clemency was shown in
these cases by the reviewing authorities.
The man sentenced to death was not shot
and the long terms of imprisonment
were reduced to the bounds of reason.
But is the system a good one which permits of the imposition of such extreme
penalties and makes the defendant dependent upon clemency for his rescue
from their severity? Will a parent readily give his son to military service in an
emergency if he knows the boy is in danger of cruel and excessive punishment
for a trivial offense?
The eighth amendment to the Constitution says, "Excessive bail shall not be
required, nor excessive fines imposed,
nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." Is it to be presumed that the
protection of this article does not apply
to military courts, but only to civil tribunals? Clearly the punishments imposed by courts-martial under the pres-

ent system frequently are "cruel and unusual," and the courts which impose
them are acting in direct violation of the
intent of the Constitution.
Secretary Baker may have reached the
conclusion that the system is all right
and does not need a change, but there is
a very pronounced sentiment in the public mind against his attitude, which will
find expression in the next Congress.
The people will not assent to a system
which may send their boys before a firing squad for a trivial offense which did
not endanger the lives of others or seriously affect the discipline of the army.
Reasonable punishment nobody will object to. It is necessary in the interest of
good order and discipline, but in this era
of progress and enlightenment obsolete
systems and cruel penalties must give
way.
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MR OBDEHPUZZLE
Brig. Gen. Mitchell Placed Under
Two Colonels and a Major.
ARMY SERVICE REORGANIZED
Consternation in Aviation Circles
From General Memorandum.
Mitchell,

Who

Commanded

Air

Service of First Army Corps and
Has a Brilliant Record, Made Only
ThirdAssistant Executive—Wording of Order Thought Radically
Wrong—Confusion in Department

Part of the general
reads as follows:

memorandum

Personnel of Executive Force.
''Executive staff: Executive officer,
Col. Milton E. Davis; first assistant
executive officer, Col. William E.
C.llmore; second assistant executive
officer, Maj. Horace M. Hickam; third
assistant executive officer, Brig Gen
William Mitchell; fourth assistant
executive officer, Lieut. Col. William
&■ Pearson."
Officers of the air service, who only
received copies of the memorandum
late yesterday, were frankly puzzled
and amazed that Brig. Gen. Mitchell
should be placed under officers of
lesser rank, and the question was
even raised as to whether the army
regulations would permit this. There
is an impression in army circles that
something must be radically wrong
with the wording of the memorandum. No doubt exists, however, as
to the effect of the memorandum as
its stands.
Only Flying General.

By ALBERT W. FOX.
(Copyright, 1919, by Washington Post Co.)
A new sweeping reorganization of
the aii- service, containing many puzzling and inexplicable features, has
just beta completed by the War Department and communicated to officers concerned. It apparently wipes
out the organization as built up under the bureau of military aeronautics and substituted, a new plan and
a new list of ofrfcers to run it.
According to [trie order, which is
called "general memorandum 81" and
dated March 13, Brig. Gen. William
Mitchell, who was in command of
the air service of the First army
abroad and has a fighting record
which has brought him the croix de
guerre, the distinguished service
cross and other decorations, is made
third assistant executive on the executive staff under one retired colonel, one colonel and one major. This

Brig. Gen. Mitchell is "a brigadier
general nyer»_the only one inAmerica-and has been cited for actual
work ,n combat at the front.
No
officer in the air service has a more
brilliant record. No reason can be
ascribed for placing him in a subordinate position, which would naturally attract attention throughout
the army.
If the memorandum is misleading
as many officers believe it must be'
>t will be necessary to straighten
out the confusion without delay. Even
in other respects the issuance of the
| general memorandum has caused conjsternation in aviation circles.
Officers not named in the list do not
know whether they have been summarily relieved of duty or not. It is,
recalled that when Maj. Gen. Kenlv
was relieved, his orders went to the
wrong address and were shunted'
about from bureau to bureao, for" Ur'

days before they finally reached their
destination. This has naturally made
other officers uneasy, especially as
there is a pronounced element of uncertainty now in the air service oiganizatlon.
Future Policy Not Known.
No one yet knows what the War
Department is or is not going to do
with the gigantic service built ,up at
an expense approximating $1 o(>0 .
000,000.
. Is the government going to declare
bankruptcy so far as this service is
concerned and seek to save a few dollars from the wreck or is there going
to be an effort to turn this gigantic
work into profitable peace usage? No
one knows. Secretary Baker is out
West inspecting camps and has so far
given no clew as to how he is going
to handle this pressing problem.
The reorganization just announced,
after assigning the executive staff,'
continues:
"Technical advisory staff, supply;
chief air service property, Lieut. Col.'
Augustus W. Robins; chief air service
procurement, Col. Chalmers G. Hall;
chief air service materials inspection]
Lieut. Col. George W. Mixter; chief
air service finance, Lieut. Col. Alex.
C. Downey; chief air service aeronautical engineering, Col. Thurman
H. Bane.
Operating and Training Staff.
"Training and operations: Chief air
service training (detail later); chief
air service operations, Lieut. Col.
Lewis N. Brereton; chief air service
gunnery, Lieut. Col. Harold E. Hartney; chief air service communications, Col. Clarence C. Culver; chief
air service and balloon and airships,
Col. Charles de F. Chandler.
"Administration staff — Chief air
service personnel, Lieut. Col. Rush B.
Lincoln; chief air service inspection,
Lieut. Col. Frank M. Andrews; chief
surgeon air service, Col. Albert E.
Truby."
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BAKER BUND AND DEAF
ChamberlainArraigns Secretary
in Court-Martial Dispute.
'HAS TAKEN 'TEEBIBLE STAND'
! Ansell Letter May Be Made Public
Despite Baker's Refusal—Oregon
Senator Hints at Bad Faith and
Prodigious

Effort

to

Justify

Iniquitous System.
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of
the Senate committee on military affairs, yesterday made public the text
of a letter he has written to Secretary Baker in response to the Secretary's refusal to make public Acting:
Judge Advocate General Ansell's reply to the charges made against him
by Gen. Crowder.
He charged the Secretary of War
with "bad faith," with being "blind
and deaf to injustice of court-martial
sentences upon soldiers," with "taking into the bosom of his confidence
pronounced reactionaries," and, finally, in effect, with attempting to impose upon Congress and the country
by recommending legislation under
the guise of reform that would have
made the court-martial system more
reactionary than ever.
Matter Can Wait, Baker Implies, ij
Senator Chamberlain incorporated
in his letter the refusal of the Secretary to make the letter of Gen, Ansell
public. It came in the shape of a
i telegram, as foflows:
"Your telegram received. More than
a year ago I asked of the military
committee of both the Senate and the
1
House legislation to correct the evils
in the present court-martial system.
I shall renew the request when Congress reassembles. There would seem
to be, therefore, no controversy on
the merits of the subject. Have not
yet seen the letter in question and
cannot imagine any reason why my
consideration of it upon my return
will not be time enough."
The following extracts from Senator Chamberlain's letter give indication that the Secretary of War in
the next Congress, as in the past, will
j have some stirring controversies on
I his hands:
i "It is painful to me, Mr. Secretary,
' to find you fencing on a question
which means so much to the enlisted
men who have suffered such grave injustice under the present system.

"On the 16th instant I addressed ]
you a telegram to San Francisco ask- j
ing you to' give to the public the j
statement made by Lieut. Col., formerly Gen. S. T. Ansell, I asked you I
to make the statement public because '
it was a clarifying contribution to the |
subject now agitating the people—
to which the people are entitled, in j
order that the people might have the
opportunity of considering it as nearly contemporaneously as possible
with the opposing views publicly expressed by you and the judge advocate general.
"Your present recognition of exist- j
ing evils of the courts-martial sys- i
tem is strangely irreconcilable with
your published statement no more remote than March 10. In that statement of" warm approval of the existing system, you seemed blind to deficiency.
Bill Would Increase Evils.
"On March 10 you were blind to any
deficiencies in the existing system;
as indeed the evidence abundantly
shows you have been deaf throughout
the war to complaints about the injustice of this system.
"Now, as you say, you did propose
certain legislation to the committees
which they did not see fit to recommend for enactment and which, very
fortunately, did not become law. I
can hardly believe that, that bill, prepared by the judge advocate general of the army and submitted by
you, was a bona fide effort to reform the existing system, and the
slightest consideration of the bill
will show that had it been enacted
into law, it would have made the
system even more reactionary, if
possible, than it is now.
Design to Destroy Ansell.
"You elbowed aside the one officer
who even then had the courage to
condemn the system and the prevision to point out its terrible results—Gen. Ansell—and. took into the
bosom of your confidence a trio of
men who .ire pronounced reactionaries—Gen. Crowder, the then acting
chief of staff and the inspector general — the last named of whom
is even this day engaged, by your order, in a "so-called Investigation,"
designed, in my judgment, to destroy
the man who exposed the injustice
of the present system.
"There were some 350,000 courtsmartial from the time we raised the
new army until July 1 last. Nobody
would expect the President to review
such a number or any appreciable
part of them. Nobody, indeed, could
expect the chief of staff himself to
do it. The work would have to be
intrusted to some minor military
minion, inexperienced in law and the
administration of justice, and whose
training had disqualified him for
such functions.
Records Reek With Injustice.
"The existing system does injustice—gross, terrible, spirit-crushing
injustice. Evidence of it is on every
hand. The records of the judge advocate general's department reek with
it. and upon proper occasion I shall
show the people that this is true. The
j organization of the clemency board

now sitting daily and grinding out
thousands of cases is a confession of
it. Clemency, however, can never |
correct the injustice done.
,
"Surely you have been misled. <Jiftcers of your department who "ave
supported the iniquitous system and
who have imposed upon you, or most |
unfortunately persuaded you, have
been busy preparing their defense. |
You have been presented lengthy reports -designed to contravert the
speech which I made in the Senate on
this subject, which reports I. have
shown you to be misleading and utterly unreliable.

Will Not Deceive People.
"Volumes of statistics are being
prepared^ show that, after all, the
System is not so bad. Whether you
do or not, the American people see
and have the evidence; members of
Congress have the evidence. You
have taken a terrible stand upon a,
subject which lies, close to thousands
of American hearthstones. The American people will not be deceived b>
such self-serving, misleading reports
and statistics. Too many American
families have made a pentecosta sacriflce of their sons upon the altar of
•organized injustice,"
Other members of Congress freely
predicted yesterday that "despite Secretary Baker's refusal" there "was
quite a probability" that the report,
of former Gen. Ansell would soon
reach the public.
None, however,
would comment as to how it was to
be brought about. "But," they said,
"ft will all be known before Secretary Baker reaches his desk—unless
be gets back mighty soon."
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SAYS BAKER AIDED
WAR OBJECTORS
Major Foster Asserts Secret Orders Gave Immunity to
Obstructionists.
WARNED AGAINST PUBLICITY
1« W. W.'s, Anarchists, and Socialists Declared to Have Benefited by
Perversion of Acts of Congress.

KANSAS CITY, March 21. - In an
address before the City Club todayMajor Dick B. Foster, member of a
oourt-martial at Camp Funston which
tried 135 self-styled conscientious objectors, accused Secretary of War Baker
with " intentionally or unintentionally
aiding and assisting the I. W. W., international Socialists, and humanitarians
In their program of blocking construction of the army by extending and perverting the acts of Congress for the protection, comfort, and solace of these
obstructionists."
He also asserted that the pacifist organization had reached "the foundations of the most active department of
the Government—the War Department."
Secret orders sent to commanders, from
the War Department, he said, meant
•• that every soldier in the l/nitcd .States
A liny could at any time have gone to.
his1 commanding officer and, upon stating that he was opposed to war, taken
off his uniform and refused to do military service."
He-Belated how objectors in'the guard-;
house awaiting trial would refuse to lineup for mess, throw themselves upon the
ground, and kick and scream. They setup a hunger strike and rattled their
mess kits for hours at a time.
Vji
Baker Quoted by Sinclair.
" In the midst of this condition,"
Major Foster went on, "we took from
a conscientious objector a circular sent
out by Upton Sinclair, Socialist leader,
in which he reprinted a letter from Newton D. Baker to the President of the
United States, answering the President
in regard to a complaint Sinclair had
made of mistreatment of Socialists.
That letter said :
" ' I think, however, he should be informed that we are now doing absolutely all that public opinion will stand
in the interest of conscientious objectors and others whose views do not happen to coincide with those of a Vast
majority of their fellow countrymen^-;" Mr. Baker was right. He was doingall that public opinion would stand" in
the interest of conscientious objectors,
and through his secret orders, was1 doing more than public opinion would
have stood, had the true conditions been
known.
"The objectors sentenced by the general court-martial were sent to the dis-
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ciplinary
barracks at Leavenworth;
Kan., but the pacifist protection did not
leave them. After serving four, months
7
IV sentences 100 pf them we're
given their releases. The order of Secretary Baker was that they .should be
honorably restored to duty as soldiers'
and that they should be paid for the
entire time they, had spent in the guard
a aitin
itt
™
*f trial and the time spent
1 , ne„ disciplinary barracks. Immediately following their honorable restorashor.id be discharged."
-Major Foster said lie based his accusation against Secretary Baker " entirely
upon my personal knowledge of the
treatment
extended these obstructionists.
w"s 1S"owl«dge was gained from official
« ar Department orders and communications and personal knowledge of obstructionists."
Cites Secret Orders.
The speaker cited alleged secret orders
issued by the War Department, of which
the public knew nothing, but of which
the obstructionists were well informed,
as one process of " extending the provisions of the Congressional act to the
advantage of the objectors."
" Objectors of all classes found protection awaiting in extensions of the act
of Congress by secret orders and every
man who expressed or showed any disinclination toward military service found
a well organized and well promulgated
propaganda of the obstrustionists awaiting that supported him. Bulletins and
pamphlets from the National Civil Liberties Bureau of New York were semisecretly promulgated among the drafted
men upon their arrival in camp. These
bulletins were arguments against military ' service and contained detailed instructions as to how the drafted man
might avail himself of pacifist protection..
" Confidential letters and bulletins
were sent to commanding Generals of
all national army and National Guard
cantonmen¥s and camps, the very nature
of which prohibited any officer in the
United States Army Imparting to the
public their contents.
Each confidential order or bulletin contained the closing paragraph:
" ' Under no circumstances should
these instructions be communicated to
the newspapers.'
" Publlo opinion, no doubt, was responsible for the secrecy of these instructions, as they were of a nature
which would have been revolting to the
American public had they known the'J
full facts. One of the first of these secret orders provided absolute immunity.;
for any man who chose to refuse military service. In part it reads:
" 'With reference to their attitude of I
objecting to military service these men |
are not to be treated as violating military laws, thereby subjecting themselves
to the penalties of the articles of war, j
but their attitude in this respect will be
quietly ignored and they will be treated
with kindly consideration.'
Inquiry Board limited.
" The. number of objectors increased
and numerous complaints on the pe, euliar condition went from army officerr
' to Washington. A board of inquiry under the direct and personal supervision
of the Secretary of War resulted. The
announced intention of the board was
to discriminate between the true objectors and false objectors. The range
of the board, however, was limited by
a second secret order promulgated by
Secretary Baker Dec. 10, 1917 :
" ' The Secretary of War directs that
until further instructions on the subject
are issued, personal scruples against
war should be construed as constituting
" conscientious objectors " under the instructions contained in confidential letter from this office dated Oct. 10, 1917 '
" By that order every man who had
any reason for objecting to military
service, whether cowardice, humanitarianlsm. International socialism, belie'

in the principles of the I. W. \y
or
what not. had to be permitted to violate
ail the military regulations and his
violations had to \>e quietly ignored and
tioii'"11" treated with k'ndly considera" One of the objectors wrote this letter
while in the guard.house:
' ' 1'Vpiu .what, little news we get, wt}
almost K6 crazy for joy when we read'
Xh
waJt
*\ the:Red flag is rapidly
waving over* mfcro. and more territory
n Europe, lor we know it means libertv
1 1 ost
ens e of the word tor th
dei.V,';!
', ,
I
.
°*e
downtrodden
workers.'
n™T'Vlt ls. thlVlass of men the War
lY^it,tmont ordered us to treat with
Kindly courtesy, and we did so."
For sincere religious objectors Major
Foster said he had the highest, respect
.Major Foster' attwid.edv.fte .first officers training camp at 'Ca'mp fcunston,
and there received his commission as
Lieutenant,
with the asslgnmee t of
General Leonard Wood to Catnp Funston he was, appointed, Clrjftf of, lhe Department of Training CSmp activities
and Amusements, and his elevation In
rank came with his activity in that assignment. In private life he is a mem™L0t ?? architectural firm in Kansas
cii>. At his own request he was discharged from the service at the time
General Wood left Camp Funston to
take command-of the-Central- Division.
lioiil*s' Secret'Propaganda.
Albert De Silver. Director of the Civil
Liberties Bureau. 41 Union Square, denied .last night t-hat.^ih ebtu-eau had
circulated a," »i»'ni-sec*ot ."■ propaganda,
or m any wiiy "'had'interfered with the
enforcement of the Selective Service

ilCt.

"It is not true-that.'we.'circulated
piopaganda secretly among drafted men
or any other class of persons," he declared.
We don't circulate our literature secretly. The only bulletins which
we issued with respect to the draft
I act were statements as to the law and
the regulations as to conscientious objectors, and these were only issued to
,hose who had expressed themselves as
conscientious objectors, or their families
So far as 1 know we neVei- issued
any Information which had riot previously been made public by the War
,,eiPa ','-',""', 't."oiit;Li departmental channels. The Information we did give out
was a,ways m response to requests, and
we merely told the men who asked*s
■lot information what their rights wer«i
, ,',Vleuy, Ulal -u' ever circulated anv
.propaganda against military service or

i vf&etheU?£wS'?d 'hat a',yb0dy

Should
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flLOTLESS PLANE
FLIES 100 MILES
With Automatic Guide,
Aero»Lands Close to
Point Picked in Advance.
(By the Associated Press.)
Port Worth, Tex., March 21.—Under
autorriatic control, an airplane capable of carrying a heavy load and
without any human being aboard to
guide it, has made a trip of more than
100 miles and landed within a very
short distance of the point it was sent
to reach.
The" invention of the automatic
guide, which has been kept secret until now, was mentioned by Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, in a speech
here today, while he and Gen. Peyton
C. March, chief of staff of the United
States army were in Fort Worth to
inspect Comp Bowie.
Secretary of
War Baker referred to the invention
to impress on his hearers the possible
horrors of future wars if there is to
be no league of nations.
The invention was made in America,
according to Mr. Baker. In the test
as described by Mr. Baker, an airplane was first sent out under control of a pilot without making a
landing, returning to its point of
origin after locating the distant objective. Then another airplane was
sent out under automatic control set
to land at the designated point, and
it effected the landing so close, said
Mr. Baker, that'had it been a shell it
would have been considered a good
shot.
Secretary Baker did not explain the
exact nature of the invention, hut he
made it clear that the War Department considers it one of the most
wonderful pieces of destructive mechanism ever contrived.

REVISE SYSTEM
OF DEMOBILIZING
Baker and March Plan to
Let Yanks Go 2 Days
After They Land.
Reports from Fort Worth, Tex., last
night were to the effect that Secre- ;
tary of War Baker and Gen. Peyton
C. March, chief of staff, had announced that the demobilization system now in operation would be revised so as to make it possible to
muster men out in 48 hours after their
arrival at a port of debarkation. It
now takes about 10 days or two
weeks to demobilize units from overseas after they reach this country.
At the War Department it was said
that no information about a definite
revision of the present system had
been received from the heads of the
department, who are on a tour of inspection in the West and Southwest.
It was believed no changes would be
ordered until Secretary Baker and
Gen. March return to Washington.
There had been criticism of seeming
delays in demobilization it was admitted at the adjutant general's office,
but men who had served abroad were
returned to civil life with all the expedition possible under existing regu
ulations.
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.' Congress to Demand Report.

Resentment at Capitol.

j

One of the first things that the new I
„,,-■■' Hi«
is thus ,i
While
the war department
aep
Congress will do when it convenes,
and the subject of inquiry into the
War Department is taken up, will be |
ring dev0.
to demand of the War Department represents the best ^
b ram
the report sent by Gen. Pershing, and
tft duty experience gained at
n
it is probable that this report from 1 ne cost of Precious human blood, and
a„ investment by the American peo-I
the commanding general in France
n^^o'inte^^Xcap.ol!
will form the basis of the forthcoming congressional inquiry.
The entire plan of Gen. Pershing is
haI dS P
' to be thrown into the discard in
Wa
| said to be based on the theory of
£r that the one-man plan of Gen. |
I universal military service or traini ing. In its preliminary form it contained sharp criticism of the national
guard system, but this feature, it is
believed, is among those which were
Concentrates All Army Power Into substantially modified before the report left Gen. Pershing's hands. If
rather than the Secretary of war,
His Hands and Seems to Be De- not it will be modified in this respect the storm center of the eom.ng inauiry.'
stroying the Highly Specialized by Congress, whose attitude toward
the national
guard
is decidedly
Branches Developed by the War. friendly.
From the point of view of ConPershing Plan Known to Be
gress the most valuable part of the
Scientific—Congress to Intervene. plan is that dealing with the construction and development of the staff
system in the American expeditionary
By GEORGE EOTHWELL BROWN.
force. Enough is known about the
(Copyright, 1919, by Washington Post Co.)
plan to make those who will be
Gen. Pershing has submitted to the
largely responsible'; for legislation
War Department a
comprehensive
dealing with the army believe that
plan for the reorganization of the
this part of the plan alone will form
army to meet the future needs of the
the basis of future army reorganizacountry. Secretary Baker and Gen.
March have thus far not disclosed its tion.
Favors General Staff System.
existence.
The report from the commanding
There is a growing sentiment in
general of the overseas forces, em- Congress in favor of the preservation
bodying the combined experience of of the general staff system of the exthe foremost officers of the expedi- peditionary army,, and while the presSPRINGFIELD. THDKSDAY. MAECH 27, 1919
tionary army as a result of a year ent personnel of the Chaumont. staff
and a half of war, is supposed to be
could not be preserved by statute, it
in a War Department pigeonhole. The
ALL SET—WO GPUESTS
is believed that a way, can be dereorganization now being hurried into
vised whereby the system can be
Secretary Baker and Gen March Disexecution by the chief of staff and the preserved by act of Congress and the
appoint Louisville and Nearby Camps
Secretary of War is not based on the , personnel be kept intact during the
Louisville. Ky., March 2^-With a
Pershing plan, nor even upon another I reorganization period by the creation
1
citizens' committee ready to receive
of
a
power,
for
that
purpose
superior
plan of reorganization which has been
him at the railroad station, 19 guns
the chief of staff of the army.
prepared by the general staff in Wash- to Gen.
Pershing's plan of reorganizaloaded for a military salute and a regi- •
ington, but is declared to be the tion was prepared originally by Gen.
ment each a* infantry and artillery,
scheme of Gen. March alone, who is Fiske, chief of "G-5," or the training
ready to pass in review before him. |
section
of
the
general
staff
of
the
excarrying it out in defiance of the will
Louisville, Camp Kachary Taylor and j
peditionary
army.
After
leaving
the
of Congress.
Camp Henry KTIOX, to-day Prepared,
hands of Gen. Fiske it was submitted
to do honor to Newton 1 K 1 jaker, aecScheme a One-Man Plan.
in turn, for revision or amendment,
to each of the section chiefs of the
,^v7rv of war." and Gen Peyton
C.l
Gen. March's plan of army recon- Chaumont staff and to Gen. McAn'March, cnief of staff, neither of whom j
struction, which appears to include drews, the chief of staff. From him it
ar
TeTegrama from Mr Baker to the!
the destruction of all the highly spe- went to Gen. Pershing for final reroutevlUe board of trade previously
cialized branches of the army devel- i vision, and was then submitted to the
had 1 1 he would be unable to visit
War Department as the opinion and
oped during the war, and the concenLouisvlne and its nearby c-tonmenU.,
program of the expeditionary army.
tration of all army powers into the
Called
Complete
Program.
row^er11^£ oSc^word^Uie
hands of the chief of staff, is a oneKinto itinerary and™de prepman plan. It is now disclosed that
Thus the plan of reorganization that
arations in accordance ^nstruc
this plan of Gen. March was rejected Gen. March is declared to have supby the military committees of Con- pressed: represents the combined experience ot the most highly-trained
civilians and military mc" "',.nn.
gress with an emphasis amounting technicians of the overseas army,
alternative plans for his reception.
virtually to a snub for Gen. March. most of whom have seen from a year
It is also said that but. one copy of to a year and a half of service in
this March plan of reorganization is Prance. It is claimed for it that .it
is the most complete and scientifio
in existence.
\
program for military preparedness
In addition to the official report on that has ever been formulated in the
army reorganization submitted to the United States.
Nothing . can prevent Gen. March
War Department by Gen. Pershing,
from having his own way with the
there is at least one other copy of the army until Congress convenes.
He
report in Washington.
This latter, has used the power conferred by the
however, is a copy of the report as it Overman act to change the army so
existed at Chaumont, France, in one that its own mother wouldn't recogof its preliminary stages, and is not j nize it. But as soon as Congress convenes a resolution will be introduced
the final report. It. is understood that stopping the disorganization now in
numerous important changes were progress, pending the enactment of
made in the original plan before its legislation by Congress, which may
not finally pass both houses until
submittal to the Secretary of War.
late in the summer or even in. the
fall of this year.

Baker and March Withhold Re=
port on Army Reorganization.

0NE=MAN SCHEME IN PLAY
Chief of Staff Reconstructing Military in Defiance of Congress.
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Repeats Charge That CourtsMartial Lead to Injustice.

"Demoted"
The war necessitated man) changes in military
circles, and certain officers were advanced in
rank. Now that hostilities have ceased these
men are being subjected to a kind of demobilization—or, better, demotization : they are being
returned to their old jobs and their old titles.
As a result of tin's policy, Brigadier-General
Ansell goes back to his regular army rank of
Lieutenant-Colonel, which he held before he was
temporarily appointed to fill General Crowder's
shoes while the latter had charge of draft
matters.
But an attempt has been made to make it
appear that Ansell is being "victimized" because
he was too outspoken in his condemnation ot
court-martial abuses. This, Secretary Baker officially denies, and states that General Ansell will
continue to be chairman of the clemency board,
composed of officers of the Judge Advocate General's office, reviewing court-martial proceedings.
General Ansell is 'but one of thirteen Generals
who have from time to time been returned from
their emergency rank to their regular rank. Like
the civilian who "filled in on the job," they
have to step aside when the "star'' man comes
marching home.
Now that Congress has neglected its duty—
neglected public business—in the matter of
making provision for returned soldiers, the men
who are responsible for the waste of time and
the neglect of public business will try to "pass
the buck" to the President, to the Secretary of
War, to the Cabinet—or anywhere except the
place it belongs. And anti-Administration papers
and politicians will cheerfully lend a hand to
pass the lie along, not only to those who have
not been in uniform but even to the soldiers.
Had Congress done its duty towards the
soldiers, the bill to provide farms for the sol: diers who want farms would have become a law
before January I, 1919—because it was an
emergency measure—and this spring and summer
and next fall demobilized soldiers could and
would be actively at work, well paid and well
fed, preparing the land for cultivation. Thus,
demobilized soldiers would not be thrown into
the labor market, causing congestion and inevitable wage troubles.

In Speech at Washington He
Cites Cases to Show System Is Vicious.
DEMANDS

DECLARES SYSTEM AT FAULT

LEGAL

CONTROL

ISays Review Should Not Be Left
Solely to Military Command—

Army Tribunals Should Not Be Ex- I

Clemency a Poor Allevlative.

eeutive Agencies, Says Principal ,
in Controversy Between Secretary ,
Baker

and

Legislators — Says j

Congress Must Correct Wrongs.
Lieut. Col. S. T. Ansell. former acting- judge advocate general of the
j army, around whom revolves the'eon1 troversy between Congress and SecreI tary of War Baker over courts-marI tial during the war, in an address
before the National Popular Government League yesterday afternoon attacked the system vigorously and recited instances of injustice.
"The court-martial system is at
fault," he said. "It is one that leads
to injustice—logically, naturally, Inevitably.
Every human system of
justice must have its deficiencies and
should not be the subject of complaint
or criticism, so long as the deficiencies
are incidental and unavoidable.
"I complain about the existing system because, if it had been designed
to lead to injustice it could not have
been better done and still retain the
forms and appearance of justice. Tf
lhat is true, it becomes the immediate
duty of Congress to correct it.
Puts Blame on System.
"The fault is the fault of the system, and of no particular person. The
gravest results have been logical results.
"Our court-martial system, I say,
is absolutely reactionary. The sole
question today, and one that is agitating the people, is, Shall we supersede it by a liberal system, one that
is controlled by law and not by the
mere will of n-an? Under our government, courts-martial ought not to
be executive agencies, whatever they
may be in any other governmental
system.
An example given by Col. Ansell
was that if a mental defective who
was suffering also from a progressive disease productive of hunchback. He was-convicted of absence
without leave, desertion and escape.
The court sentenced him to be dishonorably discharged, to forfeit all
pay and allowances due and to be
confined at hard labor for 99 years.
"The division commander," said
Col. Ansell, "took occasion in his orders to commend the court for having
done its duty in awarding a substantial sentence for such a serious offense.
Deferred for 99 Years.
"Then, rather naively, I thought, lie
suspended the execution of the sentence of dishonorable discharge while
the accused was serving his 99-year
confinement.
"A man is arrested, brought before this tribunal. He has no counsel in the proper sense. -A callow
second
lieutenant,
without
any
knowledge of law, easily intimidated, is assigned to defend him. The
lieutenant makes a perfunctory defense, but never insists upon the
rights of the man. He is convicted
by a court which has no knowledge
of law. The sentence is reviewed by
an authority sometimes equally ignorant of law, and. the man is forced
to unde-go the sentence, imposed."
I

I

Special to The .Veto York Times.

WASHINGTON-, March 2o.-The Armv
court-martial system was today again
condemned by Colonel Samuel T. Ansell, former Acting Judge Advocate General of the Army, in a speech before the
luncheon forum of the National Popular Government League. Colonel Ansell,
who is the storm centre of a controversy
qver the subject, pointed out that " there
is no superior departmental authority to
correct errors committed by courti martial," and went on:
" The errors of this court, little com| petent to administer the law. if law be
as important as it would seem to be,
I in the administration of human justice,
must, when once finalized by the approving will of a military commander,
go ever thereafter uneorrected. Clemency does not correct injustice in a finding of guilty. Lack of legal control is
the difficulty—lack of control at the top,
at the bottom, throughout the proceedings. Instead of legal control, we Have
in our system the control of these inherently judicial functions by the power
of military command."
Striking examples wore given by
Colonel Ansell, including the case of a
man wro received a ninety-nine-year
sentence.
" The accused," said Colonel Ansell,
" was a young man twenty-three years
of age, convicted of absence without
leave, desertion and escape. He was
'defended ' by a Lieutenant as counsel,
who apparently did not more than bear
the label. The evidence for the Government consisted of the brief testimony of
the Captain and Sergeant. The counsel
stood by, rendering no apparent assistance. There was no testimony whatever for, the accused.
" The court sentenced the man to be
dishonorably discharged, to forfeit all
pay and allowances due, and to be confined at hard labor for ninety-nine
years. The division commander took occasion in his orders to commend the
court for having done their duty Jn
awarding a substantial sentence for
suoh a serious offense, and then, rather
naively, I thought, suspended the exe- j
cution of the sentence of dishonorable ]
discharge while the accused was serving I
his ninety-nine years' confinement.
" It turns out also that the man is !
mentally defective, having the mind of I
a child of no more than 9 veart, and is I
unfit for assignment to any military
duty; even at the tlmr of tile trial he'
must have been afflicted with a p.-jgres- I
she disease productive of hu.icnt'atk.
" In another case a man was con- !
victed of absence without leave of 36
days at one time and 7 davs at another and for falling to report fdT duty.
II? was sentenced to be dishonorably
discharged and to be confined at hard
labor for 40 yeais, which the convening
I authority reduced to ten.
" in pnothcr case the accused was
convicted of dfrobeying an order to
' take your rifle and go out to drill '
and escaping from confinement, for
which he was sentenced to be dishonorably c'.iocharged and to be confined at
hard labor for 30 years, which the con- ,
vening authority reduced to 20. In another case of absence without leave for
thren months the accused was sentenced
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Demoted"
The war necessitated many changes in military
circles, and certain officers were advanced in
rank. Now that hostilities have ceased these
men are being subjected to a kind of demobili/ation__or, better, demotization: they are being
returned to their old jobs and their old titles.
As a result of this policy, Brigadier-General
Ansell goes back to his regular army rank of
Lieutenant-Colonel, which he held before he was
temporarily appointed to fill General Crowder's
shoes while the latter had charge of draft
matters.
But an attempt has been made to make it
appear that Ansell is being "victimized" because
he was too outspoken in his condemnation ot
court-martial abuses. This, Secretary Baker officiallv denies, and states that General Ansell will
continue to be chairman of the clemency board,
composed of officers of the Judge Advocate General's office, reviewing court-martial proceedings.
General Ansell is 'but one of thirteen Generals
who have from time to time been returned from
their emergency rank to their regular rank. Like
the civilian who "filled in on the job," they
have to step aside when the "star" man comes
marching home.
Now that Congress has neglected its duty—
neglected public business—in the matter of
making provision for returned soldiers, the men
who are responsible for the waste of time and
the neglect of public business will try to "pass
the buck" to the President, to the Secretary of
War, to the Cabinet—or anywhere except the
place it belongs. And anti-Administration papers
and politicians will cheerfully lend a hand to
pass the lie along, not only to those who have
not been in uniform but even to the soldiers.
Had Congress done its duty towards the
soldiers, the bill to provide farms for the soldiers who want farms would have become a law
before January I, 1919—because it was an
emergency measure—and this spring and summer
and next fall demobilized soldiers could and
would be actively at work, well paid and well
fed, preparing the land for cultivation. Thus,
demobilized soldiers would not be thrown into
the labor market, causing congestion and inevitable wage troubles.

Repeats Charge That CourtsMartial Lead to Injustice.
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COURT-MARTIAL ILLS1
In Speech at Washington He
Cites Cases to Show System Is Vicious.
DEMANDS

LEGAL CONTROL

DECLARES SYSTEM AT FAULT;

1 Says Review Should Not Be Left
Solely to Military Command—

Army Tribunals Should Not Be Ex-

Clemency a Poor Allevlative.

ecutive Agencies, Says Principal
in Controversy Between Secretary
Baker

and

Legislators — Says

Congress Must Correct Wrongs.
Lieut. Col. S. T. Ansell. former acting judge advocate general of the
army, around whom revolves the'con, troversy between Congress and SecreI tary of War Baker over courts-marj tial during the war, in an address
before the National Popular Government League yesterday afternoon attacked the system vigorously and recited instances of injustice.
"The court-martial system is at
fault," he said. "It is one that leads
to injustice—logically, naturally, inevitably.
Every human system of
justice must have its deficiencies and
should not be the subject of complaint
or criticism, so long as the deficiencies
are incidental and unavoidable.
"I complain about the existing system because, if it had been designed
to lead to injustice it could not have
been better done and still retain the
forms and appearance of justice. If
that
rue, it becomes the immediate
duty of Congress to correct it.
Puts Blame on System.
"The fault is the fault of the system, and of no particular person. The
gravest results have been logical resu ITS.
"Our court-martial system, I say,
is absolutely reactionary. The sole
question today, and one that is agitating the people, is, Shall we supersede it by a liberal system, one that
is controlled by law and not by the
mere will of man? Under our government, courts-martial ought not to
be executive agencies, whatever they
may be in any other governmental
system.
An exampl« given by Col. Ansell
was that if a mental defective who
was suffering also from a progressive disease productive of hunchback. He was-convicted of absence
without leave, desertion and escape.
The court sentenced him to be dishonorably discharged, to forfeit all
pay and allowances due and to be
confined at hard labor for 99 years.
"The division commander," said
Col. Ansell, "took occasion in his orders to commend the court for having
done its duty in awarding a substantial sentence for such a serious offense.
Deferred for 99 Years.
"Then, rather naively, I thought, he
suspended the execution of the sentence of dishonorable discharge while
the accused was serving his 99-year
confinement.
"A man is arrested, brought before this tribunal. He has no counsel in the proper sense. 'A callow
second
lieutenant,
without
any
knowledge of law, easily intimi
dated, is assigned to defend him. The
lieutenant makes a perfunctory de
fense, but never insists upon the
rights of the man. He is convicted
by a court which has no knowledge
of law. The sentence is reviewed by
an authority sometimes equally ignorant of law, and the man is forced
to unde-go the sentences imposed.

Special to The New York Timti.
WASHINGTON, March 2:..—The Army
court-martial syste'm was today again
condemned by Colonel Samuel T. Ansel!, former Acting Judge Advocate General of the Army, in a speech before the
luncheon forum of the National Popular Government League. Colonel Ansell,
who is the storm centre of a. controversy
qver the subject, pointed out that " there
is no superior departmental authority to
correct errors committed by courtmartial," and went on:
" The. errors of this court, little competent to administer the law, if law be
as important as it would seem to be,
in the administration of human Justice,
must, when once finalized by the approving will of a military commander,
go ever thereafter uncorrectcd. Clemency does not correct injustice in a finding of guilty. Lack of legal control is
the difficulty—lack of control at the top,
at the bottom, throughout the proceedings. Instead of legal control, we have
in our system the control of these inherently judicial functions by the power
of military command."
Striking examples were given by
Colonel Ansell, including the case of a.
mat' wro received a ninety-nine-year
sentence.
" The accused," said Colonel Ansell,
" was a young man twenty-three years
of age, convicted of absence without
leave, desertion and escape. He was
'defended ' by a Lieutenant as counsel,
who apparently did not more than bear
the label. The evidence for the Government consisted of the brief testimony of
the Captain and Sergeant. The counsel
stood by, rendering no apparent assistance. There was no testimony Whatever for.the accused.
" The court sentenced the man to be
dishonorably discharged, to forfeit all
pay and allowances due, and to be confined at hard labor for ninety-nine
years. The division commander took occasion in his orders to commend the
court for having done their duly in
awarding a substantial sentence for
such a serious offense, and then, rather
naively, I thought, suspended the execution of the sentence of dishonorable
discharge while the accused was serving
his ninety-nine years' confinement.
" It turns out also that the man is
mentally defective, having tho mind of
a child of no more than 9 years, and is
unfit for assignment to any military
dutv; even at the time of tne trial he
must have been afflicted with a progressive disease productive of hu.icnt'atk.
" In another case a man was convicted of absence without leave of 28
days at one time and 7 days at another and for falling 10 report fot duty.
He was sentenced to be dishonorably
discharged and to be confined at hard
labor for 40 yeais, which the convening
authority reduced to ten.
•■ In another case the accused was
convicted of disobeying an order to
' take your rifle and go out to drill '
and escaping from confinement, for
which he was sentenced to, be dishonorably c.iocharged and to be confined at
hard labor for 30 years, which the convening authority reduced to 20. In another case of absence without leave for
three months the accused was sentenced
to 20 years, which was reduced to ten.
" In another case of absence without
leave for six weeks the accused testified
and it was not denied that he went
home to sec a. young wife and baby
who were sick and havipg difficulty in
keeping body and soul together. He was
sentenced to confinement at hard labor
for 13 years, which was reduced^ to
three. In another case of absence without leave for three months the accused
was sentenced to confinement at hard
labor for 2."> years, which was reduced
to 10. in another case, however, for not
so very serious insubordinate conduct,
the accused was sentenced to hard labor
for 50 years, which the reviewing authority declined' to reduce.
" Of coursev had the court-martial
power in these cases been exercised in
accordance with the principles of law
governing the exercise Of judicial functions these things could not have oc
currcd."
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Ansell Recites
Gross Wrongs
In Army Court
System "Crude, Unskilful
and Unlettered," Charges
Officer; Accused Given
Virtually No Standing
Right of Counsel Urged
Heavy Penalties Imposed,
He Asserts, for Lack of
an Adequate Defence
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON, March 25.—What he
declared to be injustices in the present
court martial system of the army were
described to-day by Lieutenant Colonel
S. T. Ansell, chairman of the clemency
board of the judge advocate general's,
office and chief exponent of reforms in
the system, in a speech before the National Popular. Government League
luncheon.
Colonel Ansell studiously refrained
from referring to the failure of Secretary Baker to make public his response
to the charges made by Judge Advocate
General Crowder, publication of which
was recently urged by Chairman Chamberlain of the Senate Military Affairs
Committee.
He characterised courts martial as,
"crude, unskilled and unlettered, the
executive arm of a military commander," and asserted the accused had
practically no rights. He gave numerous instances where enlisted men were
given severely heavy penalties for
minor infractions because of the failure of proper defence.
Leaning Toward Injustice Seen
"The system of military justice that
obtains in this country," Colonel Ansell said, "is a system that naturally,
logically, inevitably leans to injustice.
If I am an officer, say a second lieutenant, with a bar just put on my
shoulder, I can prefer charges against
any man, any private soldier in the
army, and if the commanding officer
having the power to convene a court
martial—and most of them of any superior rank have it—adopts those
charges that man will be tried.
"Yon cannot be arrested on the
street here, or elsewhere, until there
has been a certain judicial determination of whether your liberty ought to
be taken away from you or not. And
you cannot be tried until there has
been a preliminary investigation by a
grand jury or by a quasi-judicial officer sworn to determine whether you
ought to be subjected to trial or not. ,
"When you come to the courtmartial trial it is all the power of
command, the power of the second lieutenant, from that on up, as to whether
a man shall be tried, the power of the
man who convenes the court, as to
whether the charges are good. He is
-not a lawyer, and yet he passes once
and for all and finally upon whether
the charges actually, sufficiently allege an offence. In a civil court here
it is a grave question as to the admissability of evidence; in a military
court that is determined by those men
who do not know any law, who are presumed to know no law, and who do not
know any law.

Demands Right of Counsel
"Why should not a man, where he
is placed on trial before a court martial, have that substantial assistance
of counsel that the Constitution of the
United States guarantees him when
on trial before a-civil court? Why
should we leave that to some callow,
ea s
u "y intimidated second lieutenant,
who doe3 no more than stand up there
and go through the form of performing the duties of counsel?
"Why should not a man be entitled
to be confronted with his witnesses?
Why should not a man have the rie-ht
to his witnesses? Why should not the
man have the full, fair and impartial
trial before a court martial that is
guaranteed him before any other court?
Why should not a man be protected
against this cruel and unsual punishment? Why should not the man have
a lawyer, a properly qualified man, to
pass upon the questions of law that
are raised during the trial, and let the
army man pass upon the question of
tact:
"The only answer, as far as I can
ever get them to reply, is that it would
take too much time. Military things
must go quick, they say, as though you
were justified under any cirmustances
in coming to a quick execution, before
you know that the man ought to be executed.
No Limit on Penalties
"They can give any punishment they
please. They are in a hurry. It is not
a congenial duty. They want to do
their part by maintaining the discipline of the army; they have a thousand and one things to do; they are
training soldiers; they are going to
battle; they want to do this, that and
the other thing, and they say: 'We
have got the power; we will give this
fellow enough to maintain discipline,
and if the commanding officer thinks
he ought to have less, of course he can
reduce it,' because, remember, the judgment of the court martial does not become effective until it is approved by
the commanding officer.
"My point is that if courts martial
are going to have this great criminal
jurisdiction over the soldiers of the
land, a jurisdiction that is far wider
than the criminal jurisdiction of a
civil court of the United States, what
justification can there be for running
these men before these courts without
giving them the palladium of their liberty that we find in those principles
of law that have been established to
govern the exercise of judicial functions when they are applied to the individual throughout this land?"
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BAKER WILL REVIEW
ALL WAR COUR T CASES
TO ANSWER CRITICS
<Hr

Secretary Appoints Committee of Civilian Lawyers
to Examine Papers.
j_

PROMISES FULL
Jiartin Conboy of New York
and S.-S. Gregory of Chicago Named.
BACK FROM CAMP TOUR
Bays Demobilization Is Slow
Because of Vast Amount
of Detail.
Special Despatch to THB SC.V.
March 26.—In response
to repeated criticisms of the courtmartial system Secretary of War Baker upon returning to Washington today announced that he had appointed a
committee of prominent civilian lawyers to go over the whole subject and
make recommendations to him. A radical change eliminating the injustices
of the present system is predicted.
The committee of investigation is
made up of S. S. Gregory of Chicago,
Judge W. P. Bynum of Greensboro, N.
C.; Martin Conboy of New York, Judge
Andrew Jackson Bruce of Bismarck,
N. D-, and Col. J. Hinckley of Baltimore.
Secretary Baker has ordered all records, including court-martial records,
placed at the disposal of the committee. The personnel of the Judge Advocate General's office will also assist
the committee in every way.
Regarding his inspection trip througheut the country Secretary Baker said:
"We went from one camp to another
Inquiring into the processes of demobilisation, seeking to get uniformity in the
matter of making records and as far as
possible uniformity in speed and to cut
down the time that a man stays in a
camp after he gets there for demobilization. In one small camp we found that
men sometimes get out the same day
they arrive—have all their papers examined, take all their physical examinations and get out the same day. The
best record generally was forty-eight
hours. In some places It went up as
high as six days.
WASHINGTON,

In Tangle of Red Tape.
"Gen. March went through the whole
matter very carefully with the commanding officers and instructed them as -to
the best practice in other places. I am
certain the result of the trip is going
to mean greater speed and greater uniformity in the demobilization process.
"We found what you probably already
know, but whioh I had not known in so
much detail, that there are a good many
things to be done when a man is demobilized. In the first place he is sent
to a depot company; from there he has
nine different sets of papers made up;
• he has to he interviewed by representai fives of the Department of Labor, who
| see whether he has a job waiting for
him, and if not what kind of work he
would like to have, and correspondenoe
has to be entered Into with bureaus in
his own home town to help him get a
Job! his status with regard to war risk
Insurance has to be worked out, and any
difficulties which have risen with regard
to allotments or pay have to be straightened out.
"All these papers have to be straightened out and a great many of the
papers have errors in them—for instance,
we looked at some papers a day or two
ago which had a man's name spelled
two different ways. This would seem
to be a minor error and yet the man's
future . status depends on the complete
accuracy of his papers. Then the man
must go throug the physical examinations. Each man Is examined ordinarily
f>y ten or 12 doctors—heart specialists,
lung specialists, brain specialists, ear
specialists, &c -and If any doctor
discovers anything wrong, unless the
man passes all of them as absolutely
sound, his case goes to the board of
review, which passes upon the character
of the disability, and they sometimes
fired most serious things.

One Man Helmut.
"A man we saw the record of was
found to have tuberculosis. He went
up to the board of review and it was
discovered by the board that he entered
the army weighing 120 pounds and was
ready for demobilization at 160 pounds,
so that he gained forty pounds. The
board made radiographs of his lungs
and these showed old scars which had
Jong since healed, but the (first doctor
bad discovered the scars. The board
ultimately found that these were old
scars and that they had been developed
prior to his admission to the army.
"The man when he has passed his
physical examinations is paid and in
many of the companies the Railroad
.Administration has a railroad ticket office right In the camp and the man is
entitled to the soldier rate home or
to the place from which he came. He
is given a certificate showing the place
to-which he is entitled to the low rate.
Men who are discovered to' have remedial disabilities are sent to the convalescent centres or to the base hospitals for
further observance, and of course their
Is deferred until they are
\ demobilization
cured.
"We found this going on over the
-whole country, more or less in the order
In which I have given it, and apparently
being swiftly done."

*AKER TELLSJF TOUR

COURT-MARTIAL PROBE

Found Citizens of All Sections
for a League of Nations.

Committee of Bar Association
Takes Up Plans With Baker.

aUICK RELEASE OF SOLDIERS
RECORDS OPEN TO MEMBERS
Best General Record for Discharge
Alter Arrival From Overseas, 48
Hours—Helped to Employment.
Did Not Hurry Here Because of
Developments in Europe.
Upon his re iurn to Washington yes
terday from a swing around the coun
try visiting army demobilization centers in company with Gen. March,
chief of staff, Secretary Baker said
he had found that the best record
generally of discharge for men from
overseas after their arrival in camps
in the United States was 48 hours.
The Secretary told of one small
camp where the men were released on
the same day of arrival and said that
In none of the camps visited did the
period exceed six days.
Mr. Baker gave a detailed description of the processes of demobilization,' including the examination of
each man by from ten to thirteen
doctors to determine whether the men
had suffered any injurious physical
effects by reason of their service with
the fighting forces.
Each Doctor a Specialist.
Each doctor, the Secretary said, is
a specialist in a certain line, and
where an ailment is found a board of
review consisting of three doctors
make further examination. The Secretary said he had talked with ,a
great number of soldiers both in the
camps and on the trains and that he
did not recall a single instance of
complaint because of failure to receive full pay.
During his visits to the camps, Secretary Baker noted that agents of
the Department of Labor and other
government
agencies
interviewed
each discharged man to determine
whether he had a job and if not what
his qualifications were and what
work he desired to take up.
Favor Peace Agreement.
Mr. Baker called attention to the
fact that he had by invitation spoken
before chambers of commerce or similar bodies in many parts of the country. In these (addresses, he said, he
generally spoke of the league of nations proposal as being to his mind
a world necessity because of the nature of modern warfare involving
whole peoples in the actual conflict.
Mr. Baker added that without exception he had found his hearers in
agreement as to the necessity of establishing some means of substituting arbitration and peaceful settlements for force in international disputes.
Mr. Baker's plans for a visit to Europe at an early dafe have not been
changed and he still hopes to sail
some time next month. He called attention, however, to reports from
Paris that President Wilson might
call a special session of Congress at
an earlier date than had bepn previously expected, and said he bad no
knowledge from official sources in this
regard.
Might Abandon His Trip.
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Asked to Call Attention to Any Individual Case That Seems Unjust.
Secretary Remains Silent on the
Ansell Reply—Gen. Chamberlain's Inquiry Not Yet Ended.
Plans of the War Department for
alterations in court-martial procedure
were the subject of the first conference held by Secretary Baker upon
his return yesterday to Washington
from his inspection trip. The Secretary met S. S. Gregory, of Chicago,
and Judge Andrew J. Bruce, of the
University of Minnesota, members of
the American Bar Association committee appointed to make an advisory
study of the whole question of military legal practice and procedure.
Mr. Baker, after the conference,
said that he had placed all the personnel and records of the judge advocate general's office at the disposal
of the committee, the other members
of which are Judge W. P. Bynum,
of Greensboro, N. C.; Martin Conboy,
of New York, and Col. John Hinkley,
of BalMmore. He said that the commH'p
.^hMtion to the formulation
■i , CJ, ..T.IOHS, had been"asked
to ;il attention to any individual
cas i i-: injustice that might strike
them in reviewing the courts-mirtial
proceedings.
New Element in Controversy.
The Secretary had no comment to
make as to what he planned with regard to publication of the reply submitted for his consideration by Lieut.
Col. Ansell, of the judge advocate
general's department, to statements
by Maj. Gen. Crowder, judge advocate
general, previously given out through
departmental channels.
One element of the controversy
that has arisen over the military
legal system is the investigation being conducted at the Secretary's order by Maj. Gen. Chamberlain, inspector general.
Mr. Baker said he had not seen Gen.
Chamberlain
and did not know
whether that investigation had been
completed. From other sources it
was learned that the inspector general probably would not finish his
work for some weeks. He was understood to be investigating the whole
controversy including the conduct of
the officers involved.
Senator Has a Copy.
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Excessive Leniency.
Lieut. Col. Ansell, formerly acting
judge advocate general of the army, with
the temporary rank of brigadier general,
recently made a further contribution to
the discussion of the existing court-martial system of the American army. Speaking at a luncheon in this city, he said:
One instance I want to relate
from the records of trials by courtamavtial. It is of a man who was arrested and charged with desertion.
He was sentenced to forfeit all
pay, be dishonorably discharged
and serve 99 years at hard labor.
The reviewing authority in sustaining the court, naively remarked
that it would not enforce the part of
the judgment providing for the
man's dishonorable discharge until
he had served his prison sentence.
And yet Secretary Baker is alleged to
have said that he sees nothing wrong
about the court-martial system or any
reason why it should be changed.
This is but an additional instance
cited by Col. Ansell to prove that the
system is obsolete and should be revised,
a contention which has put him in bad
standing with his superiors, even though
his views are approved by the public and
by influential members of Congress who
are determined to remedy the situation.
He previously had told of grossly severe
penalties being imposed for comparatively trivial offenses, in which cases soldiers were saved from terrible injustice
only by the interposition of reviewing
authorities and executive clemency.
In the case here cited justice was tem-pered with mercy in a most noticeable
degree. The prisoner was saved the opprobrium of a dishonorable discharge
and was let go scot free with only a
prison sentence of 99 years and loss of
pay. "The quality of mercy is not
strained."
One of the doughboys was let off by H
court-martial with a sentence of Sfl years
for desertion. Are the authorities trying
to make mollycoddles of our lads?
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lain's Inquiry Not Yet Ended.
Upon his rclurn to Washington yesterday from a swing- around the country visiting army demobilization centers in company with Gen. March,
chief of staff, Secretary Baker said
he had found that the best record
generally of discharge for men from
overseas after their arrival in camps
in the United States was 48 hours.
The Secretary told of one small
camp where the men were released on
the same day of arrival and said that
in none of the camps visited did the
period exceed six days.
Mr. Baker gave a detailed description of the processes of demobilization,' including the examination of
each man by from ten to thirteen
doctors to determine whether the men
had suffered any injurious physical
effects by reason of their service with
the fighting forces:
Each Doctor a Specialist.
Each doctor, the Secretary said, is
a specialist in a certain line, and
where an ailment is found a board of
review consisting of three doctors
make further examination. The Secretary said he had talked with ,a
great number of soldiers both in the
camps and on the trains and that he
did not recall a single instance of
complaint because of failure to receive full pay.
During his visits to the camps, Secretary Baker noted that agents of
the Department of Labor and other
government
agencies
interviewed
each discharged man to determine
whether.he had a job and if not what
his qualifications were and what
work he desired to take up.
Favor Peace Agreement.
Mr. Baker called attention to the
fact that he had by invitation spoken
before chambers of commerce or similar bodies in many parts of the country. In these (addresses, he said, he
generally spoke of the league of nations proposal as being to his mind
a world necessity because of the nature of modern warfare involving
whole peoples in the actual conflict.
Mr. Baker added that without exception he had found his hearers in
agreement as to the necessity of establishing some means of substituting arbitration and peaceful settlements for force in international disputes.
Mr. Baker's plans for a visit to Europe at an early date have not been
changed and he still hopes to sail
some time next month. He called attention, however, to reports from
Paris that President Wilson might
call a special session of Congress at
an earlier date than had been previously expected, and said he had no
knowledge from official sources in this
regard.
Might Abandon His Trip.
He added that if the session should
be called sooner than a late May or
June date, heretofore regarded as
probable, it would vitally affect .his
own plans, and he indicated that his
European trip might be abandoned in
that case.
In this relation the Secretary said
that no advices as to the situation in
Europe due to the bolshevik uprising
in Hungary, or similar unrest, had
been transmitted to him by the War
Department. His return to Washington two days earlier than he first anticipated was due to saving of time
all along the line of his trip and to
his decision not to visit certain Southern camps at which he had at first
planned to. call.
European matters had not recalled
him, Mr. Baker indicated, and he had
no knowledge of any change in the
plans for the homeward movement of
the American forces in France.

\

Plans of the War Department for
alterations in court-martial procedure
were the subject of the first conference held by Secretary Baker upon
his return yesterday to Washington
from his inspection trip. The Secretary met S. S. Gregory, of Chicago,
and Judge Andrew J. Bruce, of thei
University of Minnesota, members of
the American Bar Association committee appointed to make an advisory
study of the whole question of military legal practice and procedure.
Mr. Baker, after the conference,
said that he had placed all the personnel and records of the judge advocate general's office at the disposal
of the committee, the other members
of which are Judge W. P. Bynum,
of Greensboro, N. C.; Martin Conboy,
of New York, and Col. John Hinkley,
of Baltimore. He said that the comrnit'oa&jlitibis to (he formulntion
< ijieti .fftiohs, had beeTi asked
to • il attention to any individual
ca■. ■ • of injustice that might strike
them in reviewing the courts-mirtial
proceedings.
New Element in Controversy.
The Secretary had no comment to
make as to what he planned with regard to publication of the reply submitted for his consideration by Lieut.
Col. Ansell, of the judge advocate
general's department, to statements
by Maj. Gen. Crowder, judge advocate
general, previously given out through
departmental channels.
One element of the controversy
that has arisen over the military
legal system is the investigation being conducted at the Secretary's order by Maj. Gen. Chamberlain, inspector general.
Mr. Baker said he had. not seen Gen.
Chamberlain
and did not know
whether that investigation had been
completed. Prom other sources it
was learned that the inspector general probably would not finish his
work for some weeks. He was understood to be investigating the whole
controversy including the conduct of
the officers involved.
Senator Has a Copy.
TJie only copy of Col. Ansell's reply known to have reached any one
outside the War Department was that
furnished by Acting Secretary Croweli to Senator Chamberlain, chairman
of the military committee of the last
Senate.
When Senator Chamberlain made
public the test of his telegram to
Secretary Baker demanding that the
Ansell reply be given out for publication, there was circulated among
newspaper representatives in Washington
attached to the copies of Sen1
ator Chamberlain's message a statement saying among other things that
Ansell had attacked Gen. Chamberlain and other high army officers as
"reactionaries" in the first brief he
submitted to the Senate committee.
The statement led to the belief
among officers at the War Department that Col. Ansell's reply to Gen.
Crowder raises objection to the assignment of Gen. Chamberlain as investigator of the controversy.
If such is the case, it was said,
I there had been nothing to indicate
that the Secretary had changed his
mind or that he had under considration the transfer of this investigation
to some agency other than the office of the inspector general.

Excessive Leniency.
Lieut. Col. Ansell, formerly acting
judge advocate general of the army, with
the temporary rank of brigadier general,
recently made a further contribution to
the discussion Of the existing court-martial system of the American army. Speaking at a luncheon in this city, he said:
One instance I want to relate
from the records of trials by courtsmartial. It is of a man who was arrested and charged with desertion.
He was sentenced to forfeit all
pay, be dishonorably discharged
and serve 99 years at hard labor.
The reviewing authority in sustaining the court, naively remarked
that it would not enforce the part of
the judgment providing for the
man's dishonorable discharge until
he had served his prison sentence.
And yet Secretary Baker is alleged to
have said that he sees nothing wrong
about the court-martial system or any
reason why it should be changed.
This is but an additional instance
cited by Col. Ansell to prove that the
system is obsolete and should be revised,
a contention which has put him in bad
standing with his superiors, even though
his views are approyed by the public and
by influential members of Congress who
are determined to remedy the situation.
He previously had told of grossly severe
penalties being imposed for comparatively trivial offenses, in which cases soldiers were saved from terrible injustice
only by the interposition of reviewing
authorities and executive clemency.
In the case here cited justice was tem"pered with mercy in a most noticeable
degree. The prisoner was saved the opprobrium of a dishonorable discharge
and was let go scot free with only a
prison sentence of 99 years and loss of
pay. "The quality of mercy is not
strained."
One of the doughboys was let off by a
court-martial with a sentence of S9 years
for desertion. Ar* the authorities trying
to make mollycoddles* of our lads'.'
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BAKER INITIATES
SWEEPING INQUIRY
INTOMILITARYLAW
Bar Association Committee Is
Asked to Point Out Any CourtMartial Injustices.
TELLS OF INSPECTION TRIP
Found Widespread Approval of
League of Nations Throughout the Country.
TO SPEED DEMOBILIZATION
Secretary Expects Immediate

Re-

sults from Visit He and March
Made to Camps.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, March 26.—Upon his
**turn to Washington today after a seventeeji-day inspection tour which took
Mm and General Peyton C. March, Clef
oSjetaff, to the Pacific Coast, Secretary
qjrWar Baker announced that he had
ashed President Page of the American
•Bar Association to appoint a committee
of lawyers to investigate the whole
question of military law.
Secretary
Baker announced that Mr. Page had
appointed as members of this committee S. S. Gregory of Chicago, Judge W.
P. Bynum of Greensboro, N. C.;. Martin
Conboy of New York City, Judge Andrew Jackson Bruce of Bismarck, N. D.,
ttnd Colonel John Htnckley of Baltimore.
One of the first things Mr. Baker did
after returning to his office in the War
Department this afternoon was to confer with Chairman Gregory and Judge j
Bruce of this committee.
" They came in to see me," said Secretary Baker, " to say that they wanted
to go forward with their inquiry. I
placed General Kreger in immediate i
communication with them, and told him |
to produce all records for their inspec- :
tlon. I told them that I would send j
any one connected with the War De- j
partment, civilian or military, to talk
trith them at any time.
•
" As I understand their function," j
Continued Mr. Baker. " and I do not
•Want to limit it bs any description,
•what they are asked to do by the Bar
Association, which acted at my request,
Is to examine the whole question 'of
substantive and . procedural military
law, with a view'to making recommendations for improvements in either the
substantive law or the method of procedure. I told General Kreger to place
every record of court-martial, trials at
their disposal, and asked them to bring
to my attention any matter in connection with these trials which they' believe to be in error."
Secretary Baker said that, while he
and General March were, on their inspection tour they were asked by Chambers of Commerce to dine.
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Found Sentiment for league'.
" They usually asked us to make remarks," said Mr. Baker. "I discussed
the necessity of a League of Nations,
and found what seemed to me to be a
very widespread interest in it and approval of the idea. In fact, every audience I addressed seemed to approve it.
" We went from one camp to another,
Inquiring into the process of demobilization," said Secretary Baker, " and seeking to get uniformity in the matter of
making records, and, as far as possible,
uniformity in speed, and to cut down
the time that a man stays in a camp
after he g^ets there for demobilization.
In one small camp we found men sometimes get out the same day they arrive.
The best record generally was fortyeight hours. In some places it was six
days.
" General- March instructed the commanding officers as to the best practice
In other places. 1 am certain thta the
result of the trip Is going to mean
greater speed and greater uniformity in
the demobilization. process.
" We found, what I had not known j
In so much detail, that there are a good |
rr.arftr things to be done when a man is
demobilized. In the first place he is
sent to a depot company; from there
he has nine different sets, of papers
made up; he has to be interviewed by
rpresentativs of th Dpartment of Labor, who se whether he lias a job waiting for him, and if not what kind of
•work he would like to have, and correspondence has to be entered into with
■bureaus in his own home town to help
to get him a Job; his,.status with regard to war. risk insurance has to be
worked out, and any difficulties which
have arisen with regard to allotments
or pay have to be straightened out.. A
Kreat many of the papers have errors
Jn them.
Examined by Specialists.
Then the man mu3t go through the
Jphyeical examinations. Each man is
examined ordinarily by ten or twelve
doctors—heart, lung, brain, ear, eye,
and throat specialists. If any doctor
' discovers anything wrong the case goes
to the Board of Review, which passes
upon the character of the disability,_ and
4t sorasfimes finds most serious things.
" A Iten we saw the record of was
Supposed by somebody to have tuberculosis. He went up to the Board of ReView and it was discovered by the board
fchat, while he entered the army weighins 120 pounds, he was ready for demobilization at 160 pounds, so that he
sained 40 pounds. The board made radiographs of his lungs, and these showed
old soars which had long since healed;
the first doctor had discovered the
3cars, the marks of disease developed
prior to his admission to'the army.
" The man, when he has' passed his
physical examinations, is paid.
In
many of the camps the Railroad Administration has established a railroad
ticket office. The man is entitled to
the soldier rate home or to the place
from' which he came.
" Men who are discovered to have
remediable disabilities are sent to the
"convalescent centres or to the base hospitals for further observation, and, of
course, their demobilization is deferred
until they are cured.
"We found this process going on over
the whole country, and apparently being pretty swiftly done."
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Baker Silent on An«eU tetter.
WASHINGTON, March 26, (Associated Press.)—Secretary Baker upon his
return today to Washington had no
comment to make as to what he planned
with regard to publication of the reply
submitted for his consideration by Lieut.
Col. Ansell of the Judge Advocate General's Department, to statements by
Major Gen. Crowder, Judge Advocate
General, previously given out through
departmental channels.
One element of the controversy that
has arisen over the military legal system is the investigation being conducted
at the Secretary's order by Major Gen.
Chamberlain, Inspector General. Mr.
Baker said he had not seen General
Chamberlain and did not know whether
that investigation had been completed.
From oher sources it was learned that
the Inspector General would not finisr
his work for some weeks. He was understood to be investigating the whole
controversy, including the conduct of the
officers involved.
The only copy of Colonel Ansell s reply known to have reached any one outside the War Department wase that furnished by Acting Secretary Crowell to
Senator Chamberlain. Chairman of the
Military Committee of the last Senate.
When Senator Chamberlain made public
the text of his telegram to Secretary
Baker demanding that the Ansell reply
be given out for publication, there was
circulated among newspaper representatives in Washington, attached to the
copies of Senator Chamberlain s message, a statement that Ansell had attasked General Chamberlain and other
high army officers as "reactionaries
in the first brief he submitted to the
Senate Committee.
The statement led to the belief among
officers at the War Department that
Colonel Ansell's reply to General Crowder raised objection to the assignment of
General Chaamberlain as investigator of
the controversy. If such is the case, it
was said, there had been nothing to in; dicate that the Secretary had chaar.ged
his mind or that he had under consideration the transfer of this Investigation to some agency other than the office
of the Inspector General.

A Proper View of Mr. Baker
is being assailed for
too much leniency towards conscientious objectors
to war. I don't see that any government has any
authority to make any man do what that man deems
a wrong. Recognizing the sacred rights of conscience is good law and good morals. Secretary
Baker is also assailed for supporting atrocious severities in the sentences imposed in courts martial.
The two charges do not consist well with each other.
Such leniency does not go with such severity. Secretary Baker is probably gloriously guilty of the
first. As for the second, the severe punishments
were probably due to the inexperience of new officers or their fear to exercise discretion under the
military system. The Secretary, like his subordinates, were thrown into a war swift and sharp
and with a system the defects of which had but begun to appear in practice when the war came to an
end. Considering the size of the war and his newness to the job, Secretary Baker made no bad list
of it.
SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER
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Baker Picks Body !
to Find Defects j
in Military Law\

QUICKLY FREE
Released on Average 48 Hours
After Reaching Camp, Secretary
Says After Tour of Inspection
Effort Made to Get Veterans Jobs.
War Head Reports Sentiment
for League—Plans Europe Trip
WASHINGTON, March 26.—Secretary Baker returned to Washington
to-day from a swing around the
country visiting army demobilization centers in company with General March, Chief of Staff.
Mr. Baker said hehad found that
th( average lime 'of"discharge for
men from overseas after their arrival in camps in the United States
was forty-eight hours.
'the Secretary told of one small
camp where the men were released
on the same day of arrival and said
that in none of the camps- visited
did the period exceed six days.
Mr. Baker gave a detailed description of the processes* of demo'bilj kation, including the examinttion
, of each man by from ten to thirteen
doctors to (determine whether the
men had suffered any injurious
; physical effects 'by reason of their
service with the fighting- forces.
! DOCTORS ARE SPECIALISTS.
Each doctor, the Secretary said,
is, a. specialist in a certain line.
1
"Where an ailment is found'a board
* of review, consisting of three doctors make further examination.
The Secretary said he talked with
a great number of soldiers, both in
the camps and on the trains, and that
he did not recall a single instance
of complaint because of failure to
receive full pay.
During his visits to the camps the
War Secretary noted that agents of
the Department of Labor and other
Government
agencies
interviewed
each discharged man to determine
whether, he had a job. and. if not,
What his qualifications were and what
work he desired.
Mr. Baker called attention to the
fact, that he had 'by invitation spoken
before chambers of commerce or similar bodies in many parts of the country during his trip. In these addresses, he said, he generally spoke
o|' the League of Nations proposal as
being to his mind a world necessity
■because of the nature of modern warfare Involving whole peoples in the

Bar Association Suggestion Carried Out to Assure Justice
in Courts-Martial.'
By Universal Service.
WASHINGTON. March 26.—Secretary
Baker to-day announced the appointment of a special committee to investigate the whole question of military
law. The committee will be headed by
S. S. Gregory, of Chicago, a
The committee was suggested by
George T. Page, of Illinois, president
of the American Bar Association, following complaints that the American
soldiers were receiving unjust punishments for minor offenses. The other
members of the committee are: Judge
W P. Bynum. Greensboro, N. G.; Martin Conboy, New York; Judge Andrew
Jackson Bruce, Bismarck. N. D.. and
Colonel John Hinckley, Baltimore.
The committee will take up its work
at once. In making the announcement
Mr. Baker said:
"As I understand their function—
and I do not want to limit it by any
description—what they are asked to
do by the bar association is to examine-'lhe whole question of substantive and procedural military
law, with a view to making any
recommendations
fhey
can _ tor
changes or improvements in either
the substantive law or the method
of procedure.
"I have made arrangements that
every record of the courts-martial
trials be placed at their disposal.
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Gen. Chamberlain to Continue.
If such is the case, it was said,
there had been nothing to indicate
that the Secretary had changed his
mind or that he had under consideration the transfer of this investigation
to some agency other than the office
of the Inspector General.
Mr. Baker said he had found that
the best record of discharge for men
from overseas after their arrival in
camps in the United States was fortyeight hours. The Secretary said that
in none of the camps visited did the
period exceed six days.
The Secretary said he talked with a
great number of soldiers, both in camp
on the trains, and that he did not
Baker Confers With Jurists and and
recall a single instance of complaint
because of failure to receive full pay.
Puts Personnel and All RecMr. Baker called attention to the
fact he had by invitation spoken beords in Crowder's Office at fore many Chambers of Commerce on
his trip, generally speaking of the
League of Nations.
Their Disposal.
Plans Visit to Europe Soon.
Secretary Baker's plans for a visit
to Europe at an early date have not
CHAMBERLAIN UNDISTURBED been changed and he still hopes to
sail some time next month. He called
however, to reports from
IN HIS OWN INVESTIGATION. attention,
Paris that President Wilson might
call a special session of Congress at
an earlier date than had been previously expected, and said he had no
Washington Believes Ansell Ob- knowledge from offioial sources in
this regard.
He added that if the session should
jected to "Reactionaries"—
be called sooner than a late May or
date, heretofore regarded as
Secretary Prepares to Go to ■Tune
probable, it would vitailly affect his
own plans and he indicated that his
Europe in April.
European trip might be abandoned
in that case. In this relation the
Secretary said no advices as to the
situation in Europe due to the upWASHINGTON, March 26.~-Plans rsing in Hungary had been transof trie War Department for altera- mitted to him by the War Departtions in courts martial procedure ment.

LAWYERS TAKE OP
PLAN TO INTRODUCE

were discussed to-day by Secretary
Baker upon Iris return from an inspection trip.
He met S. S. Gregory of Chicago
and Judge Andrew J. Bruce of Bismarck, N. D., members of the. American Bar Association committee appointed to make an advisory study
of the whole question of military
legal practice and procedure.
Mr. Baker after the conference
said he had placed all tlhe personnel
and records of the Judge Advocate
•f
General's office at the disposal of the'
committee, the other members oil
which are Judge W. P. Bynum ot
Greensboro, N. C; Martin Conboy of
New York, and Col. John Hinkley
of Baltimore. He said the committee, in addition to forming recommendations, had been asked to call
attention to any individual cases of
injustice thait might impress them.
Silent on Ansell Charges.
The Secretary had no comment to
make aa to what he planned with
regard to publication of the reply
submitted for his consideration by
Lieut. Col. Ansell, of the Judge Advocate General's department,
to
statements by Major Gen. Crowdcr,
Judge Advocate General, previously
given out through departmental
ohannels.
One eJlement of the controversy over
the military legal system is the investigation conducted at the Secretary's
order toy Major Gen. Chamberlain, Inspector General. The Inspector General probably will not finish his work
for some weeks.
The only copy of Col. Ansell's reply
known to have rea-ohed onyone outside the "War Department was that
furnished by Acting Secretary Crowel| to Senator Cham/ben-lain, Chairman of the Miiiitary Committee of the
last Senate.
There has been circulated among
newspaper representatives in Washington a statement saying, among
other things, that Lieut. Col. Ansell
had attacked Gen. Chamberlain and
other higih army officers as "reactionaries" in the first brief he submitted
to the Senate Committee.
The statement led to the belief
among officers at the War Department that Coll. Ansell's reply to Gen.
Crowder raises objection to the assignment of Gen. Chamberlain as inI vestigator of the controversy.

BAKER FIND!
QUICKLY FREE
Released on Average 48 Hours
After Reaching Camp, Secretary
Says After Tour of Inspection
Effort Made to Get Veterans Jobs.
War Head Reports Sentiment
for League—Plans Europe Trip
WASHINGTON", March 26.—Secretary Baker returned to Washington
today from a swing- around the
country visiting army demobilization centers in company with General March, Chief of Staff.
Mr. Baker said he had found that
tire average time "of" \frsc1iarge for
men from overseas after their arrival in camps in the United States
was forty-eight hours. ■
The Secretary told of one small
camp where the men were released
on the same day of arrival and said
that in none of the camps visited
did the period exceed six days.
Mr. Baker gave a detailed description of the processed of demohil, iza'tion, including the examinttion
| of each man by from ten to thirteen
doctors to (determine whether the
men had suffered any injurious
physical effects 'by reason of their
service with the fighting forces.
DOCTORS ARE SPECIALISTS.
Each doctor,' the Secretary said,
is, a. specialist in a certain line.
jWhere an ailment is found a board
of review, consisting of three doctors make further examination.
The Secretary said he talked with
a great number of soldiers, both in
the camps and on the trains, and that
he did not recall a single instance
of complaint because of failure to
receive full pay.
During his visits to the camps the
"War Secretary noted that agents of
the Department of Labor and other
Government
agencies
interviewed
each discharged man to determine
whether , he had a job. and, if not,
■what his qualifications were and what
work he desired.
Mr. Baker called attention to the
fact that he had by invitation spoken
before chambers of commerce or similar bodies in many parts of the country during his trip. In these addresses, he said, he generally spoke
of the League of Nations proposal as
being to his mind a. world necessity
because of the nature of modern warfare Involving whole peoples in the
actual conflict.
Mr. Baker added that, without exception, he had found his hearers in
agreement as to the necessity of establishing some means of substituting
arbitration and peaceful settlements
for force in international disputes.
PLANS TO VISIT EUROPE.
Mr. Baker's plans for a visit to
Europe at an early date have not
been changed. He still hopes to sail
some time next month. He called attention, however, to reports from
"Paris that President Wilson might
.f^ll a special session of Congress at
an earlier date than had been previously expected. He said he had no
■knowledge from official sources in
this regard.
.he added that, if the session should
be called sooner than a late May or
June date, heretofore regarded as
probable, it would vitally affect his
own plans. He indicated that his
European trip might be abandoned in
that case.
In this relation the Secretary paid
that no advices as to the situation in
Europe due to the Bolsheviki uprising in Hungary or similar unrest had
been transmitted to him by the War
Department.
European matters had not recalled
him Mr. Baker indicated, and he had
no knowledge of any change in the
plans for the homeward movement of
France.
the American forces

Baker Picks Body \
to Find Defects j
in Military Law
Bar Association Suggestion Carried Out to Assure Justice
in Courts-Martial.'
. By Universal Service.
WASHINGTON, March 26.—Seerelary
Baker to-day announced the appointment of a special committee to investigate the whole question of military
law. The committee will be headed by
S. ^. Gregory, of Chicago.
The committee was suggested by
George T. Page, of Illinois; president
of the American Bar Association, following complaints that the American
soldiers were receiving unjust punish- j
merits for minor offenses. The other j
members of the committee are: Judge
W. P. Bynum, Greensboro, N. C.; Mar- i
tin Conboy, New York; Judge Andrew
Jackson Bruce, Bismarck. N. D:, and
Colonel John Hinckley, Baltimore.
The committee will take up its work
at once. In making the announcement
Mr. Baker said:
"As I understand their function—'
and I do not want to limit it by any
description—what they are asked to
do by the bar association is to examiner-the whole question of substantive and procedural military
law, with a view to making any
recommendations fhey can
for
changes or improvements in either
the substantive law or the method
of procedure.
"I have made arrangements that
every record of the courts-martial
trials be placed at their disposal."
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Gen. Chamberlain to Continue.
If such is the case, it was said,
there had been nothing to indicate
that the Secretary had changed his
mind or that he had under consideration the transfer of this investigation
to some agency other than the office
of the Inspector General.
Mr. Baker said he had found that
the best record of discharge for men
from overseas after their arrival in
camps in the United States was fortyeight hours. The Secretary said that
in none of the camps visited did the
period exceed six days.
The Secretary said he talked with a
great number of soldiers, both in camp
Baker Confers With Jurists and and on the trains, and that he did not
recall a single instance of complaint
of failure to receive full pay.
Puts Personnel and All Rec- because
Mr. Baker called attention to the
fact, he had by invitation spoken beords in Crowder's Office at fore
many Chambers of Commerce on
his trip, generally speaking of the
League of Nations.
Their Disposal.
Plans Visit to Kurope Soon.
Secretary Baker's plans for a visit
to Europe at an early date have not
CHAMBERLAIN UNDISTURBED been ohangred and he still hopes to
sail some time next month. He called
IN HIS OWN INVESTIGATION. attention, however, to reports from
Paris that President Wilson might
call a special session of Congress at
an earlier date than had been previexpected, and said he had no
Washington Believes Ansell Ob- ously
knowledge from offioial sources in
this regard.
jected to "Reactionaries"—
He added that if the session should
be called sooner than a late May or
Secretary Prepares to Go to June date, heretofore regarded as
probable, it would vitaflly affect his
own plans and he indicated that his
Europe in April.
European trip might be abandoned
in that case. In this relation the
Secretary said no advices as to the
in Europe due to the upWASHINGTON, March .26.—Plans situation
rsing in Hungary had been transof the War Department for altera- mitted to him by the War Departtions in courts martial procedure ment.
were discussed to-day by Secretary
Baker upon bis return from an inspection trip.
He met S. S. Gregory of Chicago
and Judge Andrew J. Bruce of Bismarck, N. D., members of the. American Bar Association committee appointed to make an advisory study
of the whole question of military
C5
legal practice and procedure.
Mr. Baker after the conference
( said he had placed all the personnel
and records of the Judge Advocate
General's office at the disposal of thecommittee, the other members O!L
which are Judge W. P. Bynurm ot
Greensboro, N. C; Martin Cowboy of
New York, and Col. John Hinkley
of Baltimore. He said the committee, in addition to forming recommendations, had been asked to call
attention to any individual cases of
injustice thait might impress theim.
Silent on Ansell Charges.
The Secretary had no comment to
make as to what he planned with
regard to publication of tihe reply
submitted for his consideration by
Lieut. Col. Ansell, of the Judge Advocate General's department,
to
statements by Major Gen. Crowder,
Judge Advocate General, previously
given out through departmental
channels.
One eilement of the controversy over
the military legal system is the investigation conducted at the Secretary's
order fay Major Gen. Chamberlain, Inspector General. The Inspector General protoaJMy will not finish his work
for some weeks.
The only copy of CoJ. AnseH's reply
O
known to have reached onyone outside tihe War .Department was that
furnished l>y Acting Secretary Croweft to Senator Chamberlain, Chairman of the MiM-fcairy Committee Off the
■last Senate.
There has been circulated among
newspaper representatives in Washing-ton a statement saying, among
other things, that Lieut. Col. Ansell
had attacked Gen. Chamberlain and
other higth army officers as "reactionaries" in the first brief he submitted
to the Senate Committee.
The statement led to the belief
among- officers at the War Department that Cod. AnseH's reply to Gen.
Crowder raises objection to the assignment of Gen. Chamberlain as investigator of the controversy.

LAWYERS TAKE UP
PLAN TO INTRODUCE
JUSTICE INTO ARMY
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ANSELL'S REPLY HELD!
Baker Is Not to Make Public the
Answer to Crowder.
UNLIKELY TO BE "HELPFUL'!

BAKER SENDS BACK
AMSELL'S LETTER

Returns hotter to Officer Who Advocates Changes in Courts-Martial
Rules

to

Prevent

Injustice.

American Bar Committee Hears

^Says " CojnjpHftteatjoh Seems
'Not Helpfot" Toward CourtMartial Reform.

Col. Keedy, Who Praises System.
Lieut. Col. Ansell's reply to statements by Maj. Gen. Crowder, judge
advocate general, on the subject of
military justice, will not be made
public by the War Department. Sec- ■
retary Baker announced yesterday
that he had returned the letter to Col.
Ansell with the suggestion that its
publication would not be helpful,, and
that if the officer had any suggestion or recommendation as to changes
in the court-martial system he could
make it either to his superior officers
or to the Secretary of War.
Col. Ansell yesterday said he had no
statement to make. His friends asserted it was improbable that he
would take any steps toward making j
public the reply himself, as such ac-}
tion would be construed as inaubor>
dination, and would render the offiear j
liable to court-martial proceedings on ,
that charge, but the proceedings
would not necessarily involve either
the controversy over the legal system in the army or the personal relations between Col. Ansell and Gen.
Crowder.
Copy Sent to Chamberlain.
The reply of Col. Ansell was forwarded to Secretary Baker while the j
Secretary was absent from Washing- j
ton on an inspection tour of army j
camps. Acting Secretary Crow ell was ;
instructed by Mr. Baker to withhold .
the reply from publication until the
latter's return.
Senator Chamberlain, of Oregon,
[chairman
of
the
military
af! fairs
committee
of
the
last
Senate, obtained
a
copy of the
reply
in
confidence
from Secretary Crowell and later telegraphed
Mr. Baker urgently requesting that
the communication be made public,
declaring it was a document of public interest, and fair treatment for
Col. Ansell demanded it be placed before the country as had Gen. Crowder's statements.

Tells of No Executions.
Establishment by law of an appellate court-martial tribunal similar to
the board of review now maintained
in the office of the judge advocate
general was urged yesterday by
Lieut. Col. Edwin R. Keady, of the
judge advocate general's office, in a
statement before the special committee- of the American Bar Association
which is inquiring into court-martial
procedure. Col. Keedy said that as
a lawyer and teacher of law he had
been agreeably surprised by the efficiency of army general courts-martial.
He called attention to the fact that
there had not been a single execution in the American army for a
purely military offense, and said he
had heard there were 11,000 such
executions in the Austrian army.

INVITES DIRECT PROPOSALS
'
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Officer-Faces'- Prospect of Trial on
i Ins'UboiSdmatiori iCharge if
He Reveals Text.
- WASHINGTON; March 28.-Secretary
of War-BaRfer has returned to Colonel
Samuel P. Ansell, former Acting Judge
Advocate-General.of the Army, Colonel
Ansell's letter, of March 11, which was
written in reply to tho Baker-Crowder
icaV'responaorice; relative to the army
.eo-urt-mR'rtial system.
".riiave reterned to Colonel Ansell,
Mi& Miv-Baker. this afternoon, " the letter wtfich" he sent me with the suggestion that any recommendations or suggestions he has to make with reference
to improvement in the substantive military law or in the procedure will be' welcomed. The particular letter seems to
me to be not helpful, and therefore I
have returned It to him and I have told
him that any suggestion he wants to
make he'Van mafee-ejther throuii military
channels or directly to mo as he may
elect."' '-'••';
The action of the Secretary of War in
returning "Colonel Ansell's letter is not
'expected'to lessen the tension between
the War Department and those members of Congress, headed by Senator
Chamberlain, ..Chairman of the Senate
Military Committee, who have bees?
championing Colonel Ansell's urging of
court-martial reforms. Senator Chamberlain insisted that Colonel Ansell's
letter ought to be made public and, in a
telegram to: Secretary Baker, virtually
demanded that this should be done.
The Senator, who is how'in Mississippi
on a two weeks' vacation, said before
leaving Washington that' lie considered
Colonel Ansell's .letter one of the most
valuable -contributions that - had keen
made to the department in regal d to
coum-martial,. . Secretary- Bakei evidently holds a different view.
Colonel Ansell said today that he had
no statement to make. His 1Mends asserted that it was improbable he would
-take any.^ steps . toward making public
the reply himself, as such action would
be construed as insubordination and
would render him liable to court-martial
proceedings on that charge, bit the
proceedings would not necessarily fnvolve either the controversy over the
legal system in the army or the personal relations between Colo.nel Ansell
and General Crowder.
The establishment by law of an appellate court martial tribunal similar to
the Board of Reviow now maintained
in the office of the Judge Advocate
General was. urged today by Lieut. Col.
Edwin; R. Keedy of the'Judge Advocate
'Gefferal's office, in, *a-statement before
the special committee: of the American
Bar Association.-which is inquiring into
court - martial proceedure. • Colonel
Keedy said that as a lawyer and_ a
teacher of law he had been agreeaMy
surprised by the efficiency of army general courts-martial. He called attention to the fact that there had not been
a single executipn in the American
Army, 'for a;,.$*rely military offense,
and .said, he fe&d heard that there were
11,000^ such executions in the Austrian
Army.
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Fight in Clouds
To bePortrayed

Secretary of War and
General March, Visit
San Antonio and Kelly

At Kelly Field
Panoramic Spectacle To Be,
Given As Part of
Aerial Program

in City Saturday
Overseas- Veterans Arrive
Night, Inspect Kelly
Field Sunday
Parade Downtown
This Afternoon Flying Program
Interests Visitors
THE returned Texans comprising

Most Realistic
Event Ever Shown
Proceeds of Show Will Be
Used To Build Swimming Pool
THE most vivid imagination can
hardly picture to itself the wonders of the panoramic spectacle
that will be offered at Kelly Field
on the evening, of April 12th. It
will be a sudden transition from
the Texas Plains to a typical country scene in war-swept France. Tt
will be a portrayal of the actualities
of war so recently enacted. The
acme of realism will be reached in
production of the Battle in the
Clouds, with a setting of a real
French village peopled by hundreds
of peaceful peasants quietly engaged
in their daily pursuits. There can
be no question that it will prove
to be the biggest and most realistic
event of its kind ever attempted at
any army camp in the United
States.
Mr. W. E. Priestley, Instructor in
Charge of French Fire Works and
Hand Grenades at Camp Lewis,
"Washington, is coming to supervise
the production. His experience as
director of the scenic and fireworks'
department at the World's Fair in
San Francisco, and the success attained in that work stamps Mr.
Priestley as a past master in this
class of entertainment.
The performance starts in at twilight, with the villagers seen returning from the fields to their
cottage homes. Night slowly comes
on, the houses light up, and the vilagers gradually retire in peace and
apparent security. Then things begin to happen. The town is shelled
by Hun artillery and bombed by
enemy planes.
The houses burn
and by the light of the flames the
Hun planes are attacked and shot
down by the forces of the allies.
There will be real thrills in that
airplane fight.
Every strategy
known in offensive and defensive
combat will be enacted. Co-operating with the air forces, • the doughboys will go over the top and drive
out the Huns, who have already begun looting the burning village.
After the battle will be a marvelous
exhibition of fire-works, the "grand
finale being a set piece three hundred feet long.
Kelly Field is going to do itself
proud in this big entertainment, and
—-with Qio frig iuwmtivo 'Of a uwiui
ming pool to be built from the proceeds, the enthusiasm of the men
is at top notch. That the field
needs an innovation of this sort is
conceded by all and everyone is
imbued with the desire to make this
show the biggest kind of a success
that there may be HO doubt of the
much wished-for and longed-for
swimming facilities.
The general public has never before been admitted to the famous
flying fields at Kelly Field No. Two,
and this will be a rare opportunity
for those who have never had the
privilege of seeing at close range
the home of this newest branch of
the service.
Tickets are being placed on sale
at once.

Two Fliers Killed
in Plane Accident
Lieut. Hiley C. Hyde of Columbia,
Mo., and Cadet "William M. Crabtree
of Jamestown, N. D., were instantly
killed here today when the airplane
in which they were flying fell in a
wheat field half a mile south of Lawton, Oklahoma."
The plane, which was completely
wrecked, crashed to earth upside
down and barely missed a woman
walking i$ the field.
The hoard of investigators was
called at Post Field to determine, if
possible, the cause of the accident.
The machine was first seen in Lawton when it suddenly appeared- from
behind a bank of clouds at a high altitude and began falling. Lieutenant
Hyde appeared to be trying to regain control until the last moment,
but failed and with Cadet Crabtree,
met instant death.

PRICE FIVE CENTS

the 131st Field Artillery and
111th Trench Mortar Battery, who
■arrived in San Antonio last Sunday
■mill parade in San Antonio fMs afternoon, and later will go to Brackenridge Eark wnere ikey will be
entertained with a barbecue. The
parade will start from the Post Office at 3:30 p. m., marching down
Commerce to the Market Hall, then
to Houston Street and east to
Avenue C where trucks will take
the men to the City Park.
Airplanes will fly over Brackenridge Park during the ceremonies
and "bomb" the crowd withr circulars telling about the big Pageant to
be held at Kelly Field on April 12.

SECRETARY OF WAR Newton D.
Baker and General Peyton C.
March, Chief of Staff of the United
States Army, inspected Kelly Field
No. 2' last Sunday morning. It was
the intention of Mr. Baker to visit
Kelly No. 1 and the A. S. M. S.,
but the flying department had arranged such an extensive flying program for the benefit of their distinguished guest that his schedule de*
manded his presence elsewhere before he had a chance to visit the
other interesting departments of the
field.
Colonel J. E. Fechet, commandant, and Majors Brown and Buttler, welcomed the Secretary's party
at the field, whose arrival was the
signal for the start of the aerial
THE transfer of Major General program which included a flight of
William L. Kenly, Director of 130 ships in battle formation and
Military Aeronautics, to the Field stunt flying in De Havilands.
Although flying programs are
Artillery as a colonel, his former
rank, before this country entered nothing new to the "Little War
the World War, was a big surprise Boss" he was much impressed with
to everyone on the flying fields. the performances of the Kelly bird
General Kenly made an enviable men and said it was the best exhirecord while he was D. M. A., and bition of stunting he had ever seen.
Mr. Baker and General March arhis transfer will be a great loss to
in San Antonio Saturday night
military aeronautics. General Ken- rived
;
ly's heart was in his work and he at 9:10 p. m., over the Southern
worked hard to place this new Pacific. They went direct to the
branch of the service at the top. St. Anthony Hotel where they were
There is no question but that if guests at a banquet' arranged by the
this war had not ended so abrupt- business men of the city, in their
ly our fliers would have won more honor.
Secretary Baker and General
than one coup on the western front.
We had the men and were fast get- March were given an ovation when
ting the ships for them to operate. they entered the St. Anthony Hotel
General William Mitchell who and made their way through the
succeeds General Kenly is also well crowd down the long corridor to
known in the flying game, and the banquet hall. They were cheerthere is no doubt but that he will ed to the echo.
More Than 250 Attend.
make as great a record as did GenThe attendance! at the banquet
eral Kenly. General Mitchell is a
flier and a soldier and no one need showed the quality of San Antonio's
to worry that military aeronautics welcome to the War/Department ofsuffer at his hands. The trans- ficials. A total of 250 plates had
Officers in These Classes Not will
fer of General Kenly and appoint- been set by the hotel management
Permitted to Finish
ment of General Mitchell is merely and. every one of them was occuTraining
the changing of officers at the head pied. Crowding the balcony were
of Aeronautics, with no loss to the scores of onlookers, a majority of
whom were women.
service.
NSTRUCTIONS1 issued on January
•&
As a background for the Speakers tal^iC a fol& AiAoliOkn lias was
2, 1919, by Ithe Department of
hung and in an open space to the
Military Aeronautics, that officers
front a fountain played. Flags of
in Class One and Two would be
the allied - nations were suspended
permitted to remain in the service
at intervals around the walls.
Seated on the right of Secretary
till they had completed their flying
Baker in the order named were J.
training, were voided by .Circular
H. Haile, president of the Chamber
86 issued by the Adjutant General's
of Commerce; Maj. Gen. DeRosey
Office'on February 20th, and tele- Carter H. Glass, Secretary of the Cabell, commander of the Southern
Treasury, in speaking in the in- Department, and Congressman Cargraphic confirmation has just been
of the Victory Liberty Loan, los Bee. To his left were Nat M.
received by Field Headquarters stat- terest
said the people have the choice
toastmaster;
General
ing' positively that Class One and of lending money to the government Washer,
March, Mayor Sam C. Bell, Maj.
Two Officers will not be permitted at good interest, or paying it out Gen. Harry F. Hodges, commanding
to complete flying training before in taxes with no interest and no Camp Travis; L. B. Clegg, chairdischarge.
return. "The government has to man* of the military affairs commitIt is anticipated that early action have the money," he said, "and the tee of the Chamber of Commerce
will be taken in discharging those savings and earnings of the people and Franz Groos.
should take care of the loan."
San Antonio Responded.
officers affected by this ruling.
The secretary declined to anSpeaking of San Antonio's efforts
-3nounce the rate of interest and it to aid the training of soldiers, Mr.
is believed this and other condi- Baker said:
tions of the loan will not be an"When the time came to assemnounced until near the opening of ble an" army it was recognized that
the drive in April, to fit conditions it must he surrounded with new
and unprecedented conditions and
'About Face" is the name of a then obtaining.
new weekly publication that has
This will be the last popular we asked San Antonio to help and
recently joined the ranks of camp loan, according to Secretary Glass, now I am impelled by deep gratinewspaperdom. It is edited by of- and hereafter a new plan of raising tude for what you did. The army
ficers and men connected with the funds will be adopted by the gov- trained fiefe was not only worthy
Base Hospital at Fort Sam Houston,
of San Antonio, but was worthy of
and offers very interesting reading
the country we all love.
and comment not only to the per"My obligations to San Antonio
sonnel and patients of the Hospital,
began on the first day I became
but to outsiders as well.
secretary of war," he continued. "I
had just taken the oath of ofAt the present it is publishing a
fice when a message came, 'Hell
four page paper but it is the hope
has broken out in Mexico.'
The
of those in charge to increase this
AT
2
A.
M.
Sunday
morning,
message was from General Funsin the near , future. The subscripMafch 30th, the daylight sav- ton from San Antonio. San Antotion price is 50 cents for three
months, and the paper is sold for ing law again becomes effective nio entered my mind then and dur5 cents per copy. Anyone wishing for 1919, and all clocks and ing the strained times that followto subscribe should send their re- timepieces should be set ahead ed it was continually in my mind.
mittance to Business Manager, one hour. This change of time Then the war came on, but yet San
About Face, U. S. Army Base. Hos- affects all activities throughout Antonio was in my mind for a subpital, Fort Sam Houston, Texas. It the nation, including railroad stantial part of the army was kept
is an enterprise entitled to the schedules. Orders have been is- here."
hearty and cordial support of the sued at Post Headquarters auMr. Baker said that nothing depublic, as well as the man in uni- thorizing the change on Kelly
(Continued on Page 8)
Field.
form.

Gen. Wm. Mitchell
SucceedsGen.Kenly.
Is New Air Head

Flying Instructions
Col. Rhinehardt
Seriously Injured Stopped in Classes
One and Two
When Ship Falls
I IEUT. Col. Claude K. Rhinehart,
" officer in Flying Department of
Kelly Field, was seriously injured
last Saturday afternoon near Penn
Field, Austin, when the ship in
which he was flying fell from a
height of 50 .feet
He ^?? i™™"diately taken to the fe'eton Infirmary, where he was unconscious until
early Sunday morning.
Col. Rhinehardt had flown from
Kelly Field to witness the baseball
game played Saturday afternoon between University of Texas and the
Flying Department team. He was
making an effort to land when he
lost temporary control of the plane.
The Eagle was in communication
with the hospital late last night and
was advised that his condition was
much improved and that in about
two weeks he may be expected to
return to duty.

*

A COMMENDATION.
DURING the visit of the Secreretary ■ of War, Chief of Staff
and party, Kelly Field and its
personnel was a credit to the
Army, the Air Service, and itself.
The Secretary, who had seen
many flying fields both in this
country and overseas, was particularly pleased with the flying
exhibition, and refused to leave
the Field until the last stunt was
over.
The Chief of Staff expressed
surprise and great satisfaction
over the flying, shops, and gen^
eral condition of the Flying Department.
The above is the result of
honest co-operation, earnest effort, and hard I work on the part
of this command. The Commanding Officer wishes to express appreciation thereof.

COLONEL FECHET.

They Are on a Tour of All
Army Camps in
South

¥tctbTy~Loan To
Be Last Offering
Made By People

Base Hospital Has
Weekly Newspaper

Don't Forget To Set
Your Watch Ahead

- w — ■-

KELLY FIELD EAGLE

I Secretary Baker and General March at Kelly Field

Upper left—General March conversing with Colonel Fechet. Center—Secretary of War Newton D. Baker. Upper right, from left to right, Major General Hodges, Colonel
Fechet and General March. Lower left—left to right, Colonel Fechet, Ldeut.-Colonel Buttler, Mayor Bell, Secretary Baker and Major General Hodges, -lower center, aeroplane stunting for Secretary Baker, liower right, left to right,- Major Brown, Mayor Bell, Secretary Baker and federal officers-viewing "Take-off." When asked how he enjoyed the Kelly Field exhibition, Secretary Baker replied, "Fine, the best I've ever seen.""

To Make First
First Aerial Taxi
Ocean to Ocean
Station Will Be
Passenger Flight
Opened Very Soon
First

Flight of Kind Is
Be Started About
August 1st

To

The first transcontinental flight
from the Atlantic to the Pacific
Coast with passengers, carried on a
commercial basis, will be made
about August 1, according to Wesley A. Hill of Phoenix, Ariz., former Hough Rider and friend of
Colonel Roosevelt, who told of the
plans of the Apache Aerial Transportation Company, of which he is
the president] Although the oceanTu-OtUJall pTOj"CIGlj-"ik)- l)lit fli tC^T flays
old, he said that several local
sportsmen had bid as high as $5,000
each for single tickets for the journey. He announced that he intended to auction off all the tickets at
same subsequent date.
Mr. Hill said that he had placed
an order with the Glenn L. Martin
Company of Cleveland for four
large twelve-passenger airplanes to
be delivered in this city in the
early part of the summer.
The
planes will be equipped with windshields and luxuries of recent aerial
development. The journey to the
Pacific, according to Hill, will take
four days. Stops will be made at
Cleveland, Chicago, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Fort Worth, San Antonio,
El Paso, Douglas, Tucson, Phoenix,
Yuma, and Los Angeles.
The four planes, according to the
plan, eventually will be used in a
coastwise aerial passenger service
between Los Angeles and San Diego
and Los Angeles and Riverside.
Another line will be started inland in connection with an automobile route Mr. Hill maintains
along the famous Apache trail in
"Arizona and California.
He said
that a regular schedule daily'would
be inaugurated by the Apache Aerial
Transportation Company.
'Just as soon as I have convinced
the public of the dependability and
absolute safety of air travel," he
said, "I will open another aerial
passenger route from Los Angeles
to El Paso, Texas, a distance of
1,200 miles which can be covered
by air in nine hours as compared
with twenty-two hours by fastest
train. This will be the first leg of
a proposed permanent transcontinental air passenger line."

The first aerial taxi depot in the
world will be established within
the next two months at Garden
City, Long Island, according to
Glenn H. Curtiss at the Aero Show.
Mr. Curtiss said:
"We shall
have a taxi depot which will furnish small machines for short intercity travel, anything less than 200
miles on order. Experienced pilots
will be available to drive these airplanes and the total cost will be
surprisingly reasonable. It certainly will not exceed that of many an
automobile trip, for we save on the
pilot's and the ship's time even If
-WR may have a larger running cost
to meet."
'
*
K. of C. Notes.
The fights which were to have
been staged by the K. C.'s last
Saturday at the A. S. M. S. arena,
will be held Saturday night of this
week. A splendid card has been
arranged by Secretary Padden.
Johnny Coulon, the Travis boxing
instructor will referee.
The program will conclude with a "Battle
Royal," in which ten negroes will
participate.
The third commencement exer
cises of the Knights of Columbus
Educational Division will be held
April 2, at Building No. 2 in the
Flying Department. G. C. Crapple,
the educational director, announces
another class will be started during
the latter part of April. Crapple
leaves on a furlough about the 7th
of April.
Three hundred soldiers reported
at the K. C. Hall on Headquarters
road last night to take advantage
of the free dancing lessons being
conducted at that place. Several
well known dancing instructors, under the direction of Mr. Kirk, have
charge of the class.
The soldiers of Kelly Field are
fortunate in having this opportunity placed at their disposal, as in
other camps, the men pay 50 cents
a lesson. All soldiers who are interested are welcome to join the
class. As the dancing germ seems
to have gripped the men of Kelly
Field it might be well for all who
have not enrolled to give the opportunity consideration and sign up
before the course has advanced too
far.

Opportunity
By Peter Finlay Dunne, in
"Partners"
AS the pote says,
Opporchunity knocks at ivry
man's dure wanst.
On some men's dures it hammers
Till it breaks down the dure
An' thin it goes in an' wakes
him up
If he's asleep.
An' afterward it wurruks f'r him
As a night watchman.
On other men's dures it knocks
An' runs away,
An' on th' dures I iv some men it
knocks
An' whin they conje out
It hits thim over th' head with an
axe.
JBi^JMasaa_Iiaa_9»-oPT)orchunity.
Th' poor arre th' people that've
been at wurruk
Whin opprochunity knocked.
"I can't do annything f'r thim.
Th' poor mustn't be pauperized.
I can't give money to th' poor
Because if they had it
They wudden't be poor anny
longer."

*

,—
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Sergeant W, B. Brown, who for
nearly two years has been sergeantmajor of the 144th Aero Squadron,
has been discharged from the service. Ex-Sergeant Brown expects to
make his home in San Antonio.

Post Office Force
Long Flight Made
Reduced At Camps
By British Airplane
The force at the Camp Travis
branch postoffice has been cut in
half and there, are now only nine
postal employes handling the soldiers' mail at this camp. At the
Kelly Field postoffice the force has
been cut from twenty postal employes to three.
Camp Nortnoyle
and Brooks Field have never had
branch postoffices, army trucks calling at the San Antonio Postoffice
for the mail for these posts. At
Fort Sam Houston the postoffice
business shows a steady increase
for the last few months.
The San Antonio postmaster began the reorganization of the army
branch postoffices soon after the
armistice was signed in November.
&.
Tonight at Hostess House.
This evening at the Hostess House
the usual weekly dance and program will be given for all the enlisted men of Kelly Field. The music will be furnished by the Kelly
Field Orchestra.
An excellent programme is being
arranged by Mrs. Hoit who has
been on the programme committee
for the San Antonio Musical Society
for the past year, consisting of
piano numbers by Cosmo McMoon,
who is acceeded to be the most
wonderful 'boy" pianist heard in
San Antonio; stories with a "punch"
by Mr. Tucker, Russian Mazurka
and Three Step by Miss Dorothea
Hoit and partner, and several other
excellent numbers.
There will be 250 charming girls
and their chaperones present to
help the boys have a pleasant evening. Dancing begins at 7:30 sharp.
All officers and enlisted men of
both fields are invited.

AMBULANCE "^.SERVICE

ORTER TORING
20b JEfTERSON ST

CRcCKETr 211

GUNTER HOTEL
"Internationally Known"

DINNER-DANCES
Wednesdays and Saturdays
7:30 to Midnight

Dinner $1.50
Reservation Crockett 3992

SINCE
1851
Pioneer
FLOUR

Sergt. J. E. W. Prinun has assumed the duties of Sergeant-Major
of the 14~4th Squadron.
Sergt. Anson W. Veazey has recently taken over the duties of Sergeant-Major of Squadron K. Sergeant Veazey relieved Chauf. Jack
Hammond who. has been SergeantMajor for sime time.
Squadron K prides itself on having
the neatest kitchen at Kelly Field.
Frequent visitors and inspectors have
found the pride of the squadron
members not to be blamed. Squadron
K is planning some elaborate decorations for the entire mess hall.

London.—The first account now
is officially published of a remarkable long distance flight over the
North Sea which was performed by
a British non-rigid airship, the
U.S.-ll, during the last few days.
The voyage took the form of a circuit, embracing the coast of Denmark, Schleswig-Holstein, Helgoland, North Germany, and Holland.
The trip was characterized by extremely unfavorable weather and
therefore is regarded as ranking as
perhaps the most notable flight of
the kind ever undertaken.
The total length of the round
trip was 1,285 air miles and the
time taken was about 40 %: hours.

I

TEXAS

Unbleached

IONEER PIONEER
Flour Mills
aiiiSMiiESicwj

1 SAN UNTONIO, TEX.

PIONEER

Pershing Avenue
and Guenther St.

The Gunter Cafe
A delightful place to entertain or be entertained.

The Coffee Room
Always something extra
good to eat at moderate prices
The BEST cup of COFFEE
in TOWN.
PERCY TYRRELL, Mgr.

&ry, one hundred forty-six miles in I 'The 84th Aero Squadron held its
Seventy minutes. They left for AtH eekly party Tuesday night in the
lanta in Curtiss Airplanes and wtil recreation room of the mess hall. Aa
Tmtrain there for Washington_ to- usual an enjoyable time was had by
Ptent| all who attended.
Itl

J> BURKBURNEH OIL
o $1.25 a Share Tomo
by "HENRY H. HOFFMAN," President
le of midnight, Friday, March 28th, your opportunity toJ buy sh
■ Company at $1.00 (par value) ends. This is absolute and n
^der any circumstances.
must be in the mails not later than that hour unless you have
•OR THE NUMBER OF SHARES YOU WANT.
$1.25 a share is only temporary and I reserve the right to
Be and to return all orders that are received after this block ha

1CLOSED.

[VERY LAST OPPORTUNITY to secure an interest in the 18\
lompany in the Ranger and Burkburnett Oil Districts and I ui
for HIGHER PRICES and BIG PROFITS."

WIRE YOUR ORDER NOW
^-~» inserted f^T-RI.EttRAPH BLANK.

Sen]

• • • • ■

pmjg

Tl

■ » « a © o ••«•«•

5IO HoffmaB-V.'.Y,

HOUSTON,
Union Trust Company,
Hoffman Building,
' Houston, Texas.
Date
Gentlemen:
I enclose.........
ment for...
.sh|
Burkburnett Oil Companj
share, it being fully undd
are fully paid and non-asl
(No order accepted fofl
NAME
ADDRESS
City.
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Baker and March}
Visit San Antonio
And Kelly Field

neies. The plain people who fight
and die and pay, don't want war.
The heart of the world wants peace
and the heart of the world wants
the League of Nations.
Cheers for President Wilson.
"The stricken people of Europe
(Continued from Page 1)
want it. They want a chance to
lighted him more than to go to grow, develop and be free. We have
France and see those men America a champion over there, a moral leadsent overseas—clean of body and er." Here his talk was interrupted
mind, healthy in ethical principles. while the audience cheered for PresiHe said he had naught but praise dent Wilson for fully a minute.
Resuming the secretary said:
for the quality of the soldiers, who
"Leadershfp is always
lonely.
billeted with the French families Leaders are often misunderstood, by
were gentle, and kind as they aided those who seek to balk them. Little
in the domestic duties and who people get into the way. Our chamwent into the trenches strong in pion is not dismayed. He knows
purity, confident in their cause and what the world wants. I had rather
unwavering in their aim as soldi- die to support the things which will
ers.
provide peace than to live in prosperity under an arrangement that
Keep Life Standard High.
would leave the nations subject to
"Looking ahead," lie said, "I another world calamity.
want to ask you not to stop where
"The spirit of nine million men
you are now. Raise the succeeding who died in this war, and the spirit
generation of men as you raised an of millions of women and children,
army and make as fine citizens as are speaking to the men at the peace
you did soldiers.
Let's continue conference, and their voices are
thej agencies which aided in this heard. They speak against any syswar and keep the standard of life tem of secret treaties and'agreements
up to the high pitch which the which would make possible a recurwar has placed it."
rent of that catastrophe.
The secretary described
the
Mr. Baker said that the reception
dreary days in France in March, accorded to him and General Marcn
1917, when he had lunch with Gen- in San Antonio lightened the load of
eral Petain, while thousands of care which has attended the exacting
German guns roared in the dis- inspection trip over the western
tance as the great German drive camps.
got dnder way. He said while the
General March Speaks.
drive was under way he sat and
The secretary was preceded by
talked with the allied comamnders General March who spoke briefly on
about the campaign for 1919 and "Our Army." He said that he had
1920.
been stationed in Texas before the
"They told me the war could be war and knew Texans and their hoswon with America's help in two or pitality.
three years," he said.
"I came
"We successfully mobilized an
back to America and saw the na- army and now the task is to demobition was speeding up. Then I re- lize it," General March said.
turned to France and was with
The size of the army is fixed and
Pershing when the great independ- the demobilization is going forward
ent American drive began.
The rapidly.
battle began at 4 o'clock in the
orning

I

leaped
towns
were dislodl?
| had held three
vember 11, the war
Germans accepted an armistice"
humiliating that there is no com|manding general who had not rather walk in and hand over his sword
than sign such an armistice."
Full Credit to All.
,
"It is fair to say we did great
things In the war, while at the
same time we give full credit to
England, France and Italy. In 1917
we had only a handful of men.
These were spread out to train an
dif to the regular army, to the national army and to the national
guard. They were moulded into
one army and the force swayed the
balance."
"I am certain," he said, "that we
were permitted to grow to be powerful and moral that we could heip
in material and moral force when
the final hour of the world came.
"A treaty of peace is about to be
signed. There are two kinds of
peace possible. Force is one. The
other is the twentieth century idea.
>■«=- discoveries of science are too
useful--to be put to destructive ag-
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BAKERSENDSB
ANSELL^S LETTER IN
REPLY TO CHARGES
—-»~—

Brings Courts Martial Dispute
to a Climax by Shutting Off
From Colonel a Chance to
Answer Gen. Crowder. •
pHAMBERLAlN IS EXPECTED
TO PUBLISH LETTER ANYWAY
| Officer Vyho Bared Injustice in
[j Army May Ask Inquiry, but
Any
!

Suggestions

Must

Be

Via Military Channels.
", i
(Ssxjda.1 to The W6rtd.)
I WASHINGTON, March 2S. — The
«!rmy court martial controversy took
. a step forward to-day when Secretary of War Baker refused to receive
' the Ansell letter Senator Chamber■ lain urged him to make public. The
only explanation made by Mr. Baker
" of his action was in these words to
the press:
"I have returned to Col. Ansell the
(letter which he sent me with the suggestion that any recommenda'tions or
suggestions he has to make with
reference to improvement in substantive military law or in the procedure will be welcomed. The particular letter seems to me to be not
;helpful, and therefore 1have returned
ii to him and have told him that any
suggestion he wants to make h6 can
make tither throufeh military channels or directly to me as he may
elect."
This action of Secretary Baker is
interpreted by military men to mean

that Col. Ansell can ask for an "inquiry" into the controversy between
himself and Gen. Crowder, Judge
Advocate General, and that, under
the law Secretary Baker would name
the men to hear the facts.
.'
Ansell's Friends Indignant.
Friends of Col. Ansell, who advocates reforms in the United States
.military court system, are indignant
over the action of Secretary Baker.
They feel that he has been unfair to
the ofcer, in that he invited Gen.
Crowder to make a statement, in
which he attacked Colonel, then Acting Brigadier General Ansell, and
now refuses to accept a letter, which,
in effect, is an answer to the statements of Gen. Crowder. .
The statement of Mr. Baker threw
the fat in the Are. It is believed that
Senator Chamlberlain will now make
public the Ansell letter, • which Mr.
Baker returned, as it is no longer a
confidential official document.
The Ansell letter was received by
Acting Secretary of War Crowell in
the absence of" Mr. Baker. It was
sent to Senator Chamberlain as a
confidential paper, Nbw Mr. Baker
refuses to accept it.
The only copies of the letter in
existence are those held by Col. Ansell and Senator Chamberlain.
If.
Col. Ansell should give out his he
would be court martialed for a violation of . army regulations.
Senator
Chamberlain is visiting in Mississippi.
It- is believed that Mr. Baker decided the Ansell 'letter was not a
proper thing for him to receive, and
formally returned. The only ground
on which he could ibase such an
opinion, it is said,, is .that a controversy between army officers should
not be encouraged.
Crowder Criticized JM« Aide.
Friends of Col. .Ansell charge that
the cards are stacked against him,
and • that .the slightest infraction of
the regulations would result in military action against him. They point
to the steps that have been taken to
hedge him about and force him either
to retreat or make a forward step
and be court martialed.
It is pointed out that Secretary Baker
on March 1 invited Gen. Crowder
to present the facts in relation to
the system of military justice. In a
letter to Gen. Crowder he assured
him of his "entire faith in the system of military justice," both in its
structure as organized by the statutes of Congress and the. President's
regulations. He said, as administered
during the war, the system Is "essentially sound."
To Gen. Crowder Secretary Baker
said the public should have the facts
to refuse stories sent out by newspapers criticising the 'military court
system.
Gen. Crowder, in his response to
Mr. Baker; miade a personal attack
upon Col. Ahsell. Friends of Col. Artsell assert that Mr. Baker invited the
Crowder statement but now refused
to receive the Ansell answer.
Among other things, Gen. Crowder
said:
"It has been said" that the
present military code w archaic. I
merely say that I Ibegan what proved
a tedions and heartbreaking task of
years to obtain a complete revision of
the old military code early in my service: pei-sonally conducted that task,
beginning with my appointment as
Judge Advocate General, and at the
end of four annual disappointments
obtained its complete revision in 1916.
"During must of this time Gen.
Ansell was one of the most promising
and trusted officers in my office. Daring all the time that the code was in
revision he never suggested to me.
nor, so far as I can learn, to any one
else, any of the changes he is sugges'tin" now."
' Col. Ansell's friends assert that he
can refute this charge by showing
that he did propose changes. The *e*ter whioh Mr. Baker returned to-day,
it is understood, gives the facts.
&Y refusing to receive and make
pulblic the Ansell letter Secretary-

Baker virtually sewed up the Ansell
defense. In the mean time, it is asserted, about 70.000 copies of the
Crowder letter attacking Ansell are
being circulated.
Upon his return to Washington i
Senator Chamberlain will demand an!
investigation of the entire contro-1
ve.rsy. He may give out the Ansell !
letter, saying that the refusal of S
retary Baker to accept it takes it
from the class of confidential documents.
■ Col. Ansell declined to discuss the
matter to-day.
Col. Ansell is said to think that his
attitude is right and his course
proper, but to realize that he is being
cornered by Secretary Baker and Gen.
Crowder, and that a false move on
his part might bring just what his
enemies desire, a court martial on a,
technicality. It is said he does not
mind a trial, but would dodge one on
a mere technical offense.
The action of Secretary Baker today, it is believed by those conversant
with the situation, will bring a Congressional investigation immediately
upon the convening of Congress.
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CALL VOLUNTEERS
TO RELIEVE 50,000

t-

ic

War

Department to Replace

Men Overseas Who Have
Reason to Return Home.
TO TRAIN AT CAMP MEADE1
Drafted Troops Who Failed to
Get Abroad Are Expected
to Respond.
Spet ial la The

AV,<

Yorl, I .

WASHINGTON. March 28.-The War
Department has decided to make an immediate call for 30,000 volunteers for
service in Europe with the American Expeditionary Forces. The call has been
prepared and will be issued immediately
. by the War Department, so as to cm
I the recruiting of these volunteers to bej gin at once.
The purpose of the department in raisj ing this force is declared to be to obtain
; 50.000 men to take the places of an equal
number of drafted enlisted men who
have good reasons for coming back to
this" country, under the rules laid down
by Die War Department relative to
demobilization. The 50,000 to be relieved
cannot be spared, it is explained, unless
they are relieved, and to obtain the relief force of 50,000 men it will be necessary to ask for volunteers.
The department does not anticipate that
it will have any trouble in raising- the
number of volunteers fixed.
The men will be sent to Camp Meade,
Maryland, for concentration and training, and wiH be sent overseas as soon as
possible in batches of 1,000 men ea'chi
II is hoped and expected that a number
of men who have already seen service in
fiance or In the army elsewhere, and I
who are willing- to re-enter the sei vice
will volunteer.
It is also the expectation that some
drafted men who have been demob"ized,
but who were unable to get overseas as
a result of the signing of the armistice,
may volunteer, now that they will have
an opportunity to go abroad.
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WIGMORE DEFENDS
Says Organizers of Association
to Urge Reforms Are Partisans of Ansell.
CALLS SITUATION AMUSING
Army Officer, 'Close. Associate of
. Crowder, Questions Court,-JVlartial
Experience of Men in Movement.
Colonel J. A. Wigmore of the Judge
Advocate General's Department of tite
army, who is one of the officers closest
to Major Gen. Crowder, the Judge Advocate General, made a statement-yesterday regarding the newly organized
association of former Judge Advocates
which has been formed to sxi'pp'or.t •the
movement for the reform of the'American court-martial procedure.
Colonel
Wigmore took issue with some > of ''the
statements made in* the announcement
given out by the organization on Thursday, and defended the court-martial si'*-.
tern, which is the cause of the>-controversy.
Colonel Wigmore asserted that Major
George
C.
Beach,
Major
Roscoe
Stewart, and som*:"6f the other former
officers interested in the new organization had no firsthand knowledge of
court-martial law, and,that during the
entire"time they'were in .the arrrty they
were attached to the war risk insurance
section of the Judge Advocate General's
office, with duties, he said, which " had
no more to do with military justice than
kalsomine has to do with the -stability
of a skyscraper." All of the members
of the new association. Colonel Wigmore
asserted, were partisans of the former
Acting Judge Advocate General, Samuel
T. Ansell.
Major Stewart at his of flee -at 19. West
Forty-fourth Street yesterday said that
he was glad to admit that he was an
Ansell partisan. , Fully 95 per cent, of
the officers of the Judge Advocate General's Department, he safd. were friends
and supporters of the demoted former"
acting chief of the department. Major
Stewart sald^ that both Major John
Crowley of Chicago and Major Charles
G. Revelle of St. Louis were officers
who were identified with the administration of military justice during the
period they were in the service. Other
officers who were active in court-martial cases, Major Stewart said, would
be announced next week, as additional
members of the Executive Committee of
the new organization.
Colonel Wigmore was one of the men
who helped draft the present court-martial regulations... During ..the. period.,o£
hostilities he was one of General Crowf'l'r'i chief assistants in the Provost
Marshal General's office in Washington.
" 1 happened to be passing through
New York on leave," said Colonel Wigmore, " when I noted in this morning's
newspapers the annonucement of an organization of former judge advocates,
the stated purpose of the organisation
being to support the movement for the
reform of the- courts-martial procedure
of the United States Army. I note that
among the members of the new organization are Major George C. Beach,
Major Frederick A. Brown, Major Roscoe Stewart, Major Robert Redfield, andMajor Roy D. Keehn.
. .
"The facts, as printed, I.nuist.'say
caused me considerable amusement, because I know most of the. young men
mentioned in the announcement. They
are friends of mine, and fine fellows.
But the fact remains that the situation
is somewhat, amusing when one realizes
the fact that, in the first place, they
only—those that I .know—came
„-into the
ami} last September1' and:'Oitpt>er aftdsecondly, that their" entire' career iii-'fihe
army was passed in the War Risk Insurance Section, which has no more to
do with military justice than: kalsomine'
has to do with the stability- of. a skyscraper.
'."
v-

Sees a " Fartlsan Clique"
"The members, of the. organizationwhom I identify were officers who were
the personal .selections of. General Ansell, and represent merely'a small partisan clique .of his followers. They are
lawyers of good standing at the bar,'but
men whose organization -in no sense is
representative of any general attitude on
the part of judge advocates to express a
spontaneous and sincere dissatisfaction
with methods of military
justice, as observed by them in1 their . experience in
court -martial work."
Colonel Wigmore was asked what
judge advocates, with court-martial experience, thought of the charges directed against the- present' administration*
of military justice.
"No one," he said, " is in a position
as yet to say positively because no effort has been made, to canvas, their
opinion. However, I 'can'.,cite aS'exam1
pie of what that opinion probably will
be if an effort is made to get it. About
two weeks ago there arrived from
France :a judge advocate Who- before; the
war was for thirty years a prominent
member of the California bar, and who
in France was the judge advocate of
the largest single court-martial jurisdiction. This jurisdiction included about
200,000 men, and had finally passed on
hundreds of court-martial records.
" When this officer arrived home and
got in touch with the present discussion1
of the subject of military justice he Was
amazed and shocked.' He happens to be
an old. personal friend of the senior.
Senator'from Oregon, Mr. Chamberlain,'
the Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs, who began the attack on the War Department by his
speech in the Senate on Dec. 30 last.
" This returned officer was 'totally
unable to comprehend the basis or the
motive back of Senator Chamberlain's
attack on the system of military justice,
because it seemed to him entirely baseless. After thirty years in civil practice he had been brought into the Army
and promptly sent to France, where he
had observed the entire court-martial
system from the ground up, and it .is
his opinion that as a. system," no better'
form exists in any army in Europe at
the present time.
Tells of QondKIons in France.
S
" He found that the Acting Judge
Advocate General's Office in France had
been most scrupulous in its procedure
to protect, the accused . in every, conceivable'manner and the only differences of opinion that had arisen between
his immediate superiors and himself,
arose from cases where his ' superiors
were, as he believed, needlessly scrupulous to preserve every detail of protection that could be devised in> favor ofthe accused men. In .his opinion the
men of the American Expeditionary
Force sot a square deal from-start- to
finish. He spbke of the system as he
personally observed it and without any.
prejudice. He believed this campaign.of
fault finding to be totally unjustified."
Colonel Wigmore explained why he
had seen fit to make a statement in a
controversy in Which to (date only--the
Secretary of War. Senator Chamberlain, Colonel Ansell, and-General Crowder have made any expression of opinions.
" The main reason for my statement,"
he said, "is due to the reiteration in
the. manifesto of "these officers of the
new organizations of the rather stale
assertion that the present , American
court-martial system dates back to before the American., Revolution and that
it is the system m effect in Germany
and Russia- The facts are {hat the
present court-martial system-was entirely revised in 181.fi and was passed by
the Sixty-third Congress and became
Jaw in" March, 1917, just one .month before this' country entered the war. I
had an active share in. the revision of
the court-martial procedure and' was assisted by Major Balanton Winship, one
of the a.blest officers. in the Judge Advocate General's-Department, -who went
overseas as the Chief Judge Advocate
of the Rainbow Division. ■ This talk
about the system being antiquated and
going back to the Middle Ages "is nothing more nor less than bunk."' ■
When Major'Stewart, who is the Secretary of the Association' of Forme''
Judge.Advocat.es, was asked if he had
anything to say in reply to Colonel
Wigmore, he replied that a statement
■would bo. issued, . probably todav. In
the meantime, he added. Maj.or. Beach,
himself and t¥ie .other members of, tire
executive committee were going ahead
organizing the association,., ."\xhieh,'.,he...
said would be nationwide in scope. "'

tary justice and court-martial procedure. Maj. George C. Beach of New
York is acting chairman, Maj. Frederick A. Brown of Chicago, vice-chairman, and Maj. Roscoe Stewart of New
York, secretary.
"The committee's purpose is to urge
passage of legislation along the lines
pointed out by George E. ChamberSecretary of War of United lain, United States Senator from Oregon, in the bill which he introduced
States Refuses Publicity to in the last Congress in order to bring
about procedure on courts-martial acAnswer to Defense of Courts-1 tions
which will secure adequate proMartial — Bar Inquiry Opens j tection to men accused of military
offenses," according to an interviewgranted to a representative of this
Special to The Christian Science Monitor office yesterday by Major Beach and
from its Washington News Office
Major Stewart.
WASHINGTON, District of Columbia
"The public mind should not be
—The controversy over the system of made to lose sight of the real issue by
courts-martial in the United States gaining the impression, which the atArmy yesterday took an unexpected titude of Secretary Baker and General
turn when Newton D. Baker, Secre- Crowder unfortunately gives, that the
tary of War. refused to receive, much whole thing is nothing but a departless make public, the answer of Lieut.- mental row between Secretary Baker
Col, Samuel T. Ansell to the defense and General Crowder on the one side
of the existing regime made by Maj.- and Colonel Ansell on the other."
Gen. Enoch H. Crowder at the request
"The reform of military justice
of the Secretary of War himself.
should be treated just as any question
This defense, embodying a strong of jurisprudence is treated in the deattack on Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell, velopment of procedure in civil courts.
was published on the Monday preced- It involves fundamental questions of
ing Secretary Baker's departure for jurisprudence and the constitutional
an inspection trip, after having been rights of our soldiers as citizens. .
held for several days for release. The |
arrangement for the release of this Bill Before Senate Committee
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WIGMORE DEFENDS
Says Organizers of Associatrbrr
to Urge Reforms Are Partisans of Ansell.
CALLS SITUATION AMUSING
Army Officer, 'Close Associate of
. Crowder, Questions Court-Martial
Experience of Men in Movement.
Colonel J. A. Wigmore of the Judge
Advocate General's Department of the'
army, who is one of the officers closest
to Major Gen. Crowder, the Judge Advocate General, made a statement,-yesterday regarding the newly organized
association of former Judge Advocates
which has been formed to su'ppbr.t 'the^
movement for the reform of the "American court-martial procedure. Colonel
Wigmore took issue with, some i of'"tha
statements made in- the announcement
given out by the organization on Thursday, and defended the court-martial sj's.-.
tern, which is the cause of the* controversy.
Colonel Wigmore asserted that Major
George C. Beach,
Major Roscoe
.Stewart, and some* of the other former
officers interested in the new organization had .no firsthand knowledge- of
court-martial law, and .that during the
entire" time they'.were in the arnfy. they
were attached to the war risk insurance
section of the Judge Advocate General's
office, with duties, he said, which " had
no more to do with military justice than
kalsomine has to do with the 'stability
of- a skyscraper." All of the members
of the new association. Colonel Wigmore
asserted, were partisans of the former
Acting Judge Advocate General, Samuel
T. Ansell.
v
Major Stewart at his office &t>: 19..West:
Forty-fourth Street yesterday said that
he was glad to admit that he was an
Ansell partisan. , Fully 95 per cent, of
the officers of the Judge Advocate General's Department, he said, were friends
and supporters of the demoted former'
acting chief of the department. Major
Stewart said' that both Major -.John
Crowley of Chicago and Major Charles
G. Revelle of St. Louis were officers
who were identified with, the ' administration of military justice during the
period they were in the service. Other
officers who were active iri court-martial cases, Major Stewart said, would
be announced next week, as additional
members of the Executive Committee of
the new organization.
Colonel Wigmore was one of the men
who helped draft the present court-martial regulations., During.^the. period^of
hostilities he was one of General Crowder'* chief assistants in the Provost
Marshal General's office in Washington.
" I happened to be passing through
New York on leave," said Colonel Wigmore, "when I noted in this morning's
newspapers the annonucement of an organization of former judge advocates,
the stated purpose of the organisation
being to support the movement for the
reform of the' courts-martial procedure
of the United States Army. I note that
among the members of the new organization are Major George C. Beach.
Major Frederick A. Brown, Major Roscoe Stewart, Major Robert Redfieldyand=,
Major Roy D. Keehn.
; |
"The facts, as printed, I. must'.'say.
caused me considerable amusement, because I know most of the. young men
mentioned in the announcement. They
are friends of mine, and fine fellows.
But the fact remains that the situation
is somewhat, amusing when one realizes
the fact that, in the first place, they
only—those that I .know—came ,into the
army last September''and.'rOctpher; Ssftd;
secondly, that their'entire career in-the
army was passed in the War Risk Insurance Section, which has no more to
do with military justice than, kalsomine'
has to do with the stability of a skyscraper.
-'.,/

Sees a " Partisan Clique"
"The members, of the,.organizationwhom I identify were officers' who were'
the personal .selections of. General Ansell, and represent merely a Small partisan cligue of his followers. They are
lawyer's of good standing at the bar, but
men whose organization -in no sense is
representative of any general attitude on
the part of judge advocates to express a
spontaneous and sincere dissatisfaction
with methods of military justice, as observed by them in their experience in
court-martial work."
Colonel Wigmore was asked what
judge advocates, with court-martial experience, thought of the charges directed against the- present' administration'
of military justice.
"No one," he said,- " is in-a position
as yet to say positively because no effort has been made, to canvas their1
opinion. However, I can,,cite afi^exarhpie of what that opinion probably will
be if an effort is made to get it. About
two weeks ago there arrived from
France a judge advocate who. before; the
war was for thirty years a prominent
member of the California bar, and who
in France was the judge advocate of
the largest single court-martial jurisdiction. This jurisdiction included about
200,000 men. and had finally passed on
hundreds of court-martial records.
" When this officer arrived home and
got in touch with the present discussion
of the subject of military justice he was
amazedand shocked.' He happens to be
an old personal friend of the senior.
Senator from Oregon, Mr. Chamberlain,
the Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs, who began the attack on the War Department by his
speech in the Senate on Dec. 30 last.
" This returned officer was totally
unable to comprehend the basis or the
motive back of Senator Chamberlain's
attack on the system of military justice,
because it seemed to him entirely base^
less. After thirty years in civil practice he had been brought into the Army
and promptly sent to France,'where "he
had observed the entire court-martial
system from the ground up, arid it ,is
his opinion that as a, system,' no better'
form exists in any army in Europe at
the present tinie.
Tells of CkondUlons In France.
*
" lie found that the Acting Judge
Advocate General's Office in FranrSenad
been most scrupulous in its procedure
to protect, the accused . in every, conceivable "manner and the only differences of opinion that had arisen between
his immediate superiors and himself.
arose from cases where his ' superiors
were, as he believed, needlessly scrupulous to preserve every detail of protection that could be devised In"' favor of
the accused men. In his opinion the
men of the American Expeditionary
Force got a, Sfjuare deal from- start-to
finish. He spoke of the system as he
personally observed it and without any.
prejudice. He believed this campaign ot
fault finding to be totally unjustified."
Colonel Wigmore explained why he
had seen fit to make a statement in a
controversy in which to (date only'the
Secretary of War, Senator Chamberlain, Colonel Ansell,-and General Crowder have made any expression of opinions.
>-,*,'
" The main reason for my statement,"
he said, "is due to the reiteration In
the manifesto of these officers of the
new organizations of the rather stale
assertion that the present American
court-martial system dates, back to before the American, Revolution and that
it is the system., in effect in. Germany
and Russia. The - facts arc that the
present court-martial system- was entirely revised in 191.6 and was passed by
the Sixty-third Congress and became
law in March, 1917, just one month before this' country entered the war. I
had an active share i.n. the revision of
the court-martial procedure and was assisted by Major Balanton Winship, one
of the ablest officers In the Judge Advocate General's-Department,-w'ho went
overseas as the Chief Judge. Advocate
of the Rainbow Division. " This talk
about the system being antiquated and
froing back to the Middle Ages is nothing more nor less than bunk." '
When Major'Stewart', who ,fs the Secretary of 11M1 Association of Former
Judge, Advocates, was asked if he had
anything to say in reply to Colonel
Wigmore, he replied that a statement
would be. issued, . probably todav. In
the meantime, he added. Major, Beach,
himself and tVie other' members of. the
executive committee were going ahead
organizing the association.,, . .whicjif',,liie.
said would be nationwide in scope. "'
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Secretary of War of United
States Refuses Publicity to
Answer to Defense of CourtsMartial — Bar Inquiry Opens
Special to The Christian Science Monitor
from its Washington News Office
WASHINGTON, District of Columbia
;
—The controversy over the system of
courts-martial in the United States
Army yesterday took an unexpected
turn when Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, refused to receive, much
less make public, the answer of Lieut.Col, Samuel T. Ansell to the defense
of the existing regime made by Maj.Gen. Enoch H. Crowder at the request
of the Secretary of War himself.
This defense, embodying a strong
attack on Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell,
was published on the Monday preceding Secretary Baker's departure for
an inspection trip, after having been
held for several days for release. The
arrangement for the release of this
correspondence was such as to insure
it the maximum of publicity.
The communication sent to Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell on Friday was not
made public, and cannot be made public, as the Secretary of War refused
even to receive it. The grounds for
this refusal were not specifically
stated, Secretary Baker merely saying
that the letter did. not seem to him
to be "helpful,", and inviting recommendations for the improvement of the
service.
Ansell Letter Returned
"I have returned to Colonel Ansell,"
said the Secretary, "the letter which
he wrote me, and have told him that
I would welcome any suggestions or
recommendations which he would
make. for the improvement of the
service, either to myself directly, or
through the ordinary military channels. The letter did not seem to me to
be helpful."
This action, it is taken, means that
while the defense of the existing system, and the attack oil LieutenantColonel ■ Ansell made by General
Crowder were sent broadcast through
the country, the American people are
not to be permitted to judge of Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell's reply to several strictures on his integrity as an
officer made by General Crowder in a
letter incited by the Secretary of War
and actually, it appears, written by
Col. J. H. Wigmore, an attache of
General Crowder who, it is intimated,
secured his own promotion through
the latter.
The correspondence invited by the
Secretary of War was published in full
in the Official Bulletin of March 10.
It was intimated on Friday that the
officers in General Crowder'e office
have secured 70,000 copies of the bulletin, and that these will be sent
throughout the counti'y at the expense
of the government.
.Investigation Likely
As things stand, there are only two
ways in which Lieutenant-Colonel
Ansell can defend himself against the
aspersions cast on him, which were
to the effect that he hoped the controversy would redound to his gain, and
that he would supplant General Crowder as Judge Advocate-General. He
can invite a court of inquiry, which
would inevitably be selected by the
Secretary of War, who has already
i refused to make his defense public,
and at whose invitation the attack
I was made; or a sweeping congressional investigation would clear the
matter up. It was indicated on Friday
that the Senate Military Affairs Committee would go into the matter, and,
if only in the interests of justice to an
individual, get all the facts and clear
up the matter to the satisfaction of
the public.
It was pointed out further that if
it was^ proper for the Secretary of War
I to invite and publish a letter defending the system and attacking the officer who had led the attack, it would
naturally follow as a fair and just
corollary that the answer should be
made public. Secretary Baker does
not think this the proper course, but
merely invites recommendations that
must be made through channels
I known to be hostile.
LieutenantColonel Ansell made reconimendaI tions as early as 1906, and this, it is
said, will be borne out by the records
of the department, but they , were
brushed aside, as General Crowder apparently believed that the fiat of the
military command should be the dominating feature in the administration
| of military justice.
The Committee of the American Bar
I Association appointed by its president
to investigate the administration of
military justice, held its first open
session in the law school of Georgetown University on Friday. The witnesses testifying were Lieut.-Ools. E.
R. Keedy, Robert W. Millar and
Colonel Tucker, all three on the staff
of General Crowder.

Legislation to Be Urged
Temporary Organization in New York
to Seek Court-Martial Reform
Special to The Christian Science Monitor
from its Eastern News Office
NEW YORK, Xew York—A group of
lawyers. ' all officers formerly connected with the department of the
judge advocate-gener>l, have effected
a temporary organization for the purpose of supporting the reform of mili-

tary justice and court-martial procedure. Maj. George C. Beach of NewYork is acting chairman, Maj. Frederick A. Brown of Chicago, vice-chairman, and Maj. Roscoe Stewart of New
York, secretary.
"The committee's" purpose is to urge
passage of legislation along the lines
pointed out by George E. Chamberlain, United States Senator from Oregon, in the bill which he introduced
in the last Congress in order to bring
about procedure on courts-martial actions which will secure adequate protection to men accused of military
offenses," according to an interview
granted to a representative of this
office yesterday by Major Beach and
Major Stewart.
"The public mind should not be
made to lose sight of the real issue by
gaining the impression, which the attitude of Secretary Baker and General
Crowder unfortunately gives, that the
whole thing is nothing but a departmental row between Secretary Baker
and General Crowder on the one side
and Colonel Ansell on the other."
"The reform of military justice
should be treated just as any question
of jurisprudence is treated in the development of procedure in civil courts.
It involves fundamental questions of
jurisprudence and the constitutional
rights of our soldiers as citizens. .
Bill Before Senate Committee
"The bill now pending before the j
Senate Military Affairs Committee j
provides-in substance:
"1. That no soldier shall be |
brought to trial until the charges |
preferred against him shall be passed j
on by a law officer to determine their |
legal sufficiency.
"Under the present system men are i
brought to trial either where the i
charges' themselves do not constitute!
an offentee, or where the evidence does I
not make out a prima facie case!
against the man.
"2. That a law officer shall sit as !
a member of the court-martial in a !
capacity corresponding to that of a!
judge in a criminal court, who shall
pass on questions of law and evidence
arising during the trial.
"Under the present system the
court is made up; entirely of laymen,
as far as the legal profession is concerned, the reason being, first, that
in a large percentage of trials the
records are filled with errors of law
such as the erroneous admission of.
evidence; second, that men are con- i
victed on insufficient evidence, and,
third, that men are convicted of one
offense when they were charged with
the commission of a totally different
offense.
3. That competent counsel shall be
provided for the defense of the accused.
"Under the present system courtmartial records disclose 'that in substantially 65 per cent of the cases the
accused is not defended by competent counsel; that in 70 per cent of
the cases such counsel are usually
second lieutenants, that is to say, line
officers who have recently entered the
service, and who know nothing about
courts-martial procedure, let alone
law. The result is that many innocent
men have been made by their counsel
to plead guilty, and that men who have
committed trivial offenses have had
imposed harsh sentences because of
failure of their counsel to introduce
evidence in their behalf.
Review of Record
"i. That after the trial the record
shall be reviewed by a law officer on
the staff of the commanding officer
wrho convened the court. His review
shall be binding upon the commanding
officer. That the commanding officer
shall not have power, if he is dissatisfied with the finding made by a
court, to return , the finding to the
court, and in substance direct the
court to enter a finding of 'guilty'
where the finding has been 'not guilty'
or one imposing greater punishment.
"Under the present system a commanding officer is really the court,
the finding of the court-martial being
no more than a recommendation to
him as to the disposition to be made
o"f the case. If a man is guilty he has
the power in effect to direct the court
to reconsider its finding and enter a
finding of 'guilty.' If a man is given
a light sentence he can direct the
court to impose a heavy sentence.
"5. That there shall be created appellate jurisdiction in the office of the
judge advocate-general, whereby that
office can not only review, but also
revise and modify all findings where
errors of law have been committed,
or where the evidence does not justify
the finding made.
"Under the present system the office
of the judge advocate-general has the
power simply to review court-martial
findings and to make recommendations
to the commanding officer -who convened the court, in case the officer disagrees with the finding made. A commanding officer is under no duty to
follow this recommendation. There is,
therefore, no real appellate jurisdiction, and in all cases except where the
death sentence is imposed or where
a commissioned officer is being tried
(which cases must be finally confirmed
by the President) the action of the
commanding officer on appeal is absolutely final.
"The enactment of the above provisions into law would go a great way
to liberalizing the present military
code, and toward securing for our
soldiers real justice in court-martial
trials. Our present code is antiquated,
and was adopted at the time when
military forces were paid mercenaries.
It is wholly out of keeping with present times and conditions. This country is a democracy. Its soldiers are
its citizens. They should be treated
as such."

^^i^^r^r^
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Aiding Court-Martial Reform
Secretary Baker shows reassuring readiness to meet the courtmartial issue squarely. His appointment of an advisory committee of the American bar association to reconimend changes in the
system and his request that the
committee call attention to any individual cases of injustice that may
impress them upon examination of
the records indicates his acceptance
of the basic contention of the critics. This contention is simply that
the principles of law and justice
which apply in civil life cannot
rightly be waved aside under the
! plea of military necessity and a
theory that military law is merely
an executive code. There has been
no disagreement respecting the obvious fact that army discipline and
efficiency demand, especially in
time of war, a code of prompt action and some short cuts; but they
do not justify arbitrary disregard
of the rights of the accused to fair
trial and review.
This position is strongly indorsed
by the group of lawyers who served
with the judge advocate-general's
office during the war and have now
organized to work for the reform
of the court-martial system. They
were, they say, "amazed
and
'shocked" by the system as they
found it, securing no adequate protection for men charged with mili
tary crimes, and permitting the
punishment of innocent men and
the imposition of unduly harsh sentences. This bit of history, given
■ in their statement, throws light on
the situation:—
Our court-martial system has beep
Inherited from English law as it existed prior to the American Revolu|tion; it had its inception in medieval
days when soldiers were not free citizens of the flag under which they
served, but were either paid mercenaries or armed retainers of petty
lords. Those were times when
armies
were made UP of men wn0 constituted the dregs of society, or were no
more than the chattels of military
commanders. England, France and
other democratic countries
have
changed and liberalized their military
codes so as to insure justice to their
soldiers; but our armies are still governed by this brutal, medieval courtmartial system which has survived
outside of the United States only in
Germany and in Russia.
The bar association committee,
whose chairman is Martin Conboy,
director of the selective draft for
New York city, is already holding
sessions at Washington. There is
no reason to doubt that their work
will be helpfully constructive.

RAISES BffTOIjR^TBft)fe9
iecfetary Baltfr'Says They Redder
Service of a Hteh. Order Uncomplainingly VW.M*.. 5 <Jj/c
Washington, March 29—Ofncers(an
men of the cavalry regiments on duty
along the Mexican border are rendering the country a service of a high
character according to
Secretary
Baker, and are facing unpleasant conditions in a spirit of uncomplaining
loyalty that is worthy of the warmest
praise. During his recent tour of inspection with Gen March the secretary said to-day he passed along a
large portion of the border and saw
for himself the lonely posts in this
desert region where men were camped
in small detachments patroling the
border. These men, he added, were
among the "most loyal, uncomplaining, alert and efficient" in the army,
and he doubted if any higher service
to the country had been rendered by
any other portion of the
military
establishment.
..I,.-*
Gen March pointed out that a surprisingly large number of re-enlistments were being received among the
border regiments. An average of about
200 men per regiment, he said, had
renewed their enlistment contracts. As
to the Mexican bandit raid and
counter-operations by the cavalry on
the border, Secretary Baker said he
believed the prompt handling of that
I case would serve to discourage bandits
in the future.
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W!LL INVESTIGATE
"son" WAR JOBS
Republicans

Determined

to

Turn Light on "Bombproof"
Positions Secured by
Rich Young Men.
TO CALL FOR RECORDS
OF THE ARMY AND NAVY.
Inquiry Also Planned Into All
Expenditures

by

Ba-

kers Department.

•The-entire -housing plan and programme for war workers will be investigated thoroughly. A request tor
the number of people cared for tn
the 'hotels for war workers or. the
Union Station Plaza and the lumber of persons employed to look after
t'hem will be made to the proper authorities.
Republican Congressmen
claim that 1.S00 war workers are
cared for by 601 employers.
To A»U Sweenlnnr Inciolry.
Representative Graham of Illinois
is preparing a resolution asking for
authority to investigate the expenditures of the War Department
He
will make a sweeping inquiry into the
1
letting of contracts and purchasing ot
1
supplies. One of the charges Hi at will
I1 be gone into is to the effect that some
contractors were turned down on war
i camp construction contracts and an
! of the fat jobs went to big contractors
Iwho reaped quite a harvest. Tt is
'.alleged that big contractors were per1 mitfed to get the big profita and then
I turn the jobs over to smaller conI ' The Tost Office Department investigation, tt. be conducted by Representative Zihlman. is to be a broad
one It will cover the taking over
and operating of the wire systems
The charges of the Postal Telegraph
.,nd Cable Company that the department is boosting rates to help the
Western Union and take care of increase in wages will be a feature.
The investigations to be made will
bT authorised early after Congress
convenes so that whatever is brought
out can be. used for campaign purpases.
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WASHINGTON, March 31.-pRepubAican members of the House will
demand an inquiry into the "bombproof" jobs they declare were given
by . the War and, Navy Departments
to rioh young- men or sons of wealthy
and influential citizens to save them
from the draft.
A resolution for a thorough investigation of the reports that several tnousand men of draft age were
tucked away in the departments at
Washington is now toeing- prepared
and will be introduced soon after the
House meets. It. 'will assert, in the
preamble, that many men of means
were given commissions to remove
them from the jurisdiction of their
local draft 'boards.
A dragnet is to be used in this in
quiry- One of tfae requests will be
for the files of the offices of the
Secretaries of the Army and Navy. In
;-tihat way all of the correspondence
Heading up to such- appointments wil
be made public.
■ It is charged by Republicans tha,
certain Democrats used their posi
•tions on important committees to get
sons of favorite constituents in
bomb-proof places in the army or
navy or Shipping Board while the
sons of less fortunate men were sent
to the front to fight. It is alleged
that-one well-known House committee. Chairman secured such positions
for six young men from his district.
After "Swivel-Chair Brigade."
It is understood now that Representatives Britten, or Rodenberg, or
Knutson of Minnesota will be selected to conduct this investigation.
Coupled with this inquiry will be
one to ascertain the number of commissioned men held in the service
without definite work or plans. This
will reach many young men in Washington who belong to the "swivelchair" brigade.
This is not to be a part of the
formal programme of the Republicans. Majority leader Mondell has
stated that the principal work of the
House will be tihe consideration of
constructive legislation, tout, w.hile
this is going on, such active -members as Representatives Miller of
Minnesota, Rodenberg, Graham and
Britten of Illinois; Zi-M-man of Maryland and others of the committees on
expenditures will be busy investigating.
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PEACE ARMY OF
509,000 PLANNED
Names, Special Insigna, Traditions
and Officers of Present Outfits
Will Be Ketained

14 WAE DIVISIONS
TO BE PERPETUATED
26th Division on List to Be Organized as Part of New Force
Will Be Recruited Exclusively
Prom New England
Washington.
March
29—Orders
made public to-day by Gen March,
chief or staff, provide for the organization of the regular army at a peace
strength of 509,000 officers and men
under plans that are a radical departure from the pre-war establishment.
The effect is to carry into
the peace time establishment the "one
army" organization which absorbed
regular, national guard and national
army during the war into the army of
tho United States.
This is accomplished by perpetuating in the permanent establishment the numerical
designations, names, special insignia,
war histories and traditions and where
possible the commissioned personnel
of the divisions, regiments and other
units which have particularly brilliant war records.
This project is furthered by assigning to each of the 14 regular divisions
to be organized the number and approximately the same home area as
one of the war divisions. The new
division, in each case, will be recruited exclusively from that area,
which is an adaption of the system
long employed in continental armies
A feature of the plan is the assignment of 42d division, which will succeed the famous Rainbow division of
war time, to become the cavalry division of the new army. It will be
recruited from all parts of the country as will be the seven regular divisions retained and which are now
part of the army of occupation. Each
o; the seven regular divisions now in
Franco also is assigned to a home
camp as a permanent base and will
be sent to that camp when withdrawn
from Europe.
One Field Army of live Corps
Pending further explanation tho
plans being followed call for the organization of one field army of five
corps/ The 1st and 2d corns are
now composed of the 1st to 7th divisions, now overseas, and the others
will be formed at home when the new
divisions have been created.
Tne
peace strength basis of an infantry
.ivision to which these units will be
recruited is 10,883 officers and men.
The 42d, the cavalry division will
have a peace strength of 15,978.
One project still under discussion in
connection with the localization of the
divisions is that of offering to officers
of the war-time divisions commissions in the new regular units. This
would enable the war department to
take into the regular service some
general officers of national guard
origin, it is understood, to command
substantially the same unit* they
commanded in France. In the case of
the New York division to be located
at Camp Upton, it is regarded as probable that Maj-Gen John F. O'Ryan,
who commanded the 27th division,
will be offered command of the new
regular division to carry that designation, .
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From 78th
division: 158th infantry and 154th
artillery brigades, 307th artillery, 309th
machine gun battalion; 303d supply
train, 304th sanitary train 3™d 78th
ci-„valry. Regulars assigned, 27th and
50th infantry.
29th Division to Be at Camp Meade
Twenty-ninth
division
(Camp
Meade, Md., Area, Maryland, New
Jersey, Delaware. Virginia and District of Columbia). Retained: 57th
infantry brigade; 111th and 112th artillery, 110th, 111th machine-gup battalion. 114th train headquarters, military police, engineers, field signal
hattahon and ammunition train. From
79th division. 100th infantry and 155th
artillery brigades; 320th infantry and
310th artillery; 312th machine-gun
battalion; 305th supply and sanitary
train. Regulars assigned: 12th, 17th
and 63d infantry; 11th cavalry.
Thirtieth division (Camp Jack&on,
S. C., Area: Tennessee, North and
South Carolina). Retained: 59th and
60th infantry brigades; 117 th infantry; U3th. 114th and 115th an.illery; USth. 114th and 115th machinegun battalions; 105th train headquarters, engineers, field signal battalion and ammunition tram; from
90th division, 10th artillery brigade;
from S8th division, 313th supply and
sanitary trains; from 87th division,
87th cavalry; regulars assigned: 2»th,
46th and 48th infantry
32d' division (Camp Custer, Mich.,
area, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and Michigan).
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120th and 121st machine gun battalions; 107th train headquarters,
military police, field signal battalion
and ammunition train. From 85th
division: 328th artillery and 339th
infantry. From 34th division: 109th
supply and ammunition trains, and
34th cavalry.
Regulars assigned:
10th and S2d infantry
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A i infantry brigade; 322d «
infantry; 316th, 317th and 818th machine gun battalions; 306th train
headquarters, military police, field signal battalion, .engineers and ammunition tram Frof 84 th division: 168th
infantry brigade. Fi-om SSth division:
i?dt^rtlIlery brigade;/ 151st infantry:
lloth supply, and sanitary trains and.
""th cavalry. Regulars assigned: 5th
and 43d infantry; 2d and 81st and 82d
artillery.
82d division:
(Camp Gordon. Ga.
Area, Georgia, Florida and Alabama.)
Retained: 163d infantry hrigade; 326th
jiifantry- 319th. 320th and 321st artillery; 319th, 320th and 321st machine
gun hattalions; S07th train headquarters, military police, engineers, field
signal battalion and ammunition train.
From Slst division: 61st infantry brigade; ?6th artillery brigade.;
106th
supply and sanitary trains and Slst
cavalry. Regulars assigned: Slst, 3Sd
and 35th infantry.
Eighty-ninth division (Camp Funston, Kan. Area Missouri. Colorado and
Kansas). Retained: 177th
infantry
brigade; 304th and 341st machine gun
companies; 14th train headquarters,
military police, engineers, field signal
battalion and ammunition train. From
Soth division: 70th infantry brigade;
00th artillery brigade; 130th machine
gun battalion; 110th supply and sanitary trains and 35th cavalrv. Regulars assigned: 2d, 20th, 32d and 41st
regiments infantry; 1st, 9th and 12th
artillery.
Ninety-first division (Camp Lewis,
."TOash. Area, Pacific and Rocky mountain states). Retained: 181st infantry
'brigade; 347th and 348th artillery;
340th and 347th machine gun battalions; 316th train headquarters;
military police, field signal battalion
and ammunition train. From 40th division: 160th infantry; 65th artillery
brigade and 143th artillery; 145th
machine gun battalion.
From 41st
division: S2d infantry brigade; 116th
supply train; 41st cavalry. From 42d
division: 117th sanitary train.
Rainbow Cavalry Division
42d division (cavalry) (southern
department.
Area ail states). Retained: 32d and 34th cavalry (infantry) brigades; 149th, 150th and 151st
machine gun squadrons (battalions)
14th artillery (horse); 117th train
headquarters; military police, field
signal battalion and ammunition
train. From 90th division: 343d machine gun squadron (battalion); 315Ui
supply and sanitary trains. Regulars
assigned: 1st. 5th. 7th, 8th, 12th, 13th.
4th. 14th and 16th cavalry; 8th engineers.
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Secretary Will Not Approve at
This Time Any War College
Plan to Train All Youths
of Nineteen for Army.
(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, March 31.—Secretary of War Baker will approve at
this time no plan for any inauguration of universal military service
which may be evolved by the Army
War College.
This was made clear to-day when
his attention was called to a published report that the War College
had about finished the draft of a bill
providing for training for young men
nineteen years of age and which, as
outlined, would do away entirely with
the National Guard.
Secretary Baker said he knew nothing about, it and that no such proposition had been brought to his attention. He was emphatic in declaring
that he would not approve it.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Baker lias
never said publicly that he favored
universal military training in any
form. Like most men in American
politics, he is not at all inclined to
"smash" the National Guard.
Officers at the War College are
working out details of a system of
universal military training. Generally speaking, it is along the lines
favored by Representative Kahn ot
California, who will be Chairman of
the Hou.se Committee on Military Affairs in the new Congress. It is recognized by supporters of the National
Guard that universal military training automatically would eliminate the
policy of each State maintaining a
military force, except along the lines,.
of the constabulary or State police
system in vogue in a few States,
However, it was pointed out to-day
that a system of universal military
training could be inaugurated through
an enlarged National Guard system,
under Federal direction and control.
Until the troops have returned home
even the most enthusiastic National
Guard advocates will" be in a quandry
as to which way to turn. At present
there is no National Guard, except
in a few States like New York, whose
laws require the maintenance of a
minimum military force at all times.
Congress must determine the military policy for the future. While he
mav not approve any plan evolved by
the War College. Secretary Baker will
transmit to Congress at the proper
time any measure /by the General
Staff, of which the college is a part.
It is by no means certain the new \
Congress will favor universal training. The provisions of the final peace
treaty will exert strong influence on |
Congress in determining a perma- j
nent military policy.

March Orders Officers
to Discharge Men Quickly
WASHINGTON, March 31.—Necessity for the prompt discharge of all
men who can be spared from the
army and whose enlistment contracts
do not hold them beyond the period
of the war is emphasized by Gen.
March, Chief of Staff, in a circular of I
inslmction to demobiligation_o_ffleersJ
• made public to-day at the War De- partment.
The order directs that
previous instructions shall be interpret.£d_ Sii_th:ii men will.be let^nut
where there is no specific reason ior
their being retained, even thougn
thev are not in classes authorized tor
priority of discharge.
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\ND CHIEF OF STAFF HERE TO-DAY
DIRECTED U. S. VICTORIOUS TROOPS
Nheteen-Gun
Salvo
Will
Greet Baker and March '
This Morning.
PRGGRAM FOR THE DAY
Gen.
Ketcham
Arranges
Tour of Cantonment and
Impressive Review.

NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.

Secretary Baker Issues
Statement Defending
Department Methods
——•—

Secretary Xewton T>. Baker issued a
statement in which he showed that
Senator Chamberlain is criticizing the
points of the military system
of
courts-martial for which the Senator
is himself responsible, lie caused the
system to be enacted in 1916.
The Secretary also informed ihe
public that an amendment which he
offered to Senator Chamberlain as
chairman of the
Military Affairfs
Committee was ignored by the Senator, although it; was given him for
presentation to the Senate more than
a year ago.
Secretary
Baker's statement fol1 o vv s:
"1 cannot
permit myself to be
drawn into a newspaper controversy
with Senator Chamberlain about officers of the army to whom I hold an
otlieial relation and whose conduct I
must judge dispassionately and upon
all the evidence I can obtain.
"That duty is mine and not Senator Chamberlain's, and 1 shall perform it unbiased and unhurried by
or agitation.
"Jt is important, however, to noie
that the system of courts-martial and
of military justice which the Senator attacks is one which he himself
caused to be enacted in 1916 when it
was presented by men as a reform
and a moderation, of' the previously
existing irregularities.
"It is also important to note
the amendment which i sent to Senator Chamberlain as chairman of the
Military Affairs Committee of
the
Senate more than a year ago and
more than a. year before the occasion
for the present, discussion lias so far
as I- know never even been presented
by him to the Military Affairs Committee for consideration."
3-9-*

GEN. PEYTON C. MARCH,
Chief of Staff.

Secreary of War Newton D. Baker
and Gen:. Peyton C. March, Chief of
Staff of the" United States Army, will
arrive at Camp Zachary Taylor this
morning on an official tour, which
has been long anticipated.
At ons
time it was announced to be called
off following' telegrams received by
the Board of Trade of Louisville, but
Brig. Gen. Daniel W. Ketcham. commanding general of the cap. aftoi
taking the matter up officially, had
received notice that Secretarj- Bakef
and Gen. March will continue their
itinerary and arrive here as origin
nally planned.
Upon arrival of the party a* Camp
probably about 8:30, Camp Zachary
Taylor's guns will fire nineteen volleys, the Secretary of War's salute.
Inspection of the cantonment will
begin about 9:30, it is anticipated,
and the plans Include a trip which
will cover all the principal departments during the morning.
Luncheon will be had In camp.
The big feature of the afternoon
will be a review of the troops of
the Gth Infantrv of regulars, and
the 2d Field Artillery.
While It is fully
expected
that
Secretary Baker and Gen. March
will devote considerable attention to
the combat units of the camp, it is
also thought they will include on the
camp Itinerary a trip through the
Base Hospital where the overseas
wounded are rapidly convalescing,
and are being rebuilded into resourceful citizens.
Secretary Baker became Secretary
cf War March 7, 1916. stepping from
a Mayor's chair to take up one of the
most responsible portfolios in the
United States Cabinet. He had been
Mayor of Cleveland during a term of
1912-1914, and had entered that responsibility through the legal profession, having held the position of
City Solicitor of Cleveland 1902-1913,
Secretary Baker Is a graduate
of
Johns Hopkins University and Washington and Lee University.
Gen. March has a soldierly record
of action, combined < with technical
training and experience which qualify him for the enormous responsibilities of Chief of Staff. He holds
the degrees of A. B., A. M., and LU
D., from Lafayette College, and is &
graduate of the United States Military Academy in 1888, and of the
Artillery School at Ft. Monroe in
1898.
Gen. March advanced up tha
ranks and experienced most active,
campaigns In the Philippine Islands.
He was in charge of the American
forces in action on the Island of
Luzon, and later in 1900 was In
charge of the military and civil government of a district.
In 1903 he became a member of thft
General Staff, went to France in 1917
as army artillery commander of th»
A. E. F. He Is now Chief of Staff.
Camp Zachary Taylor soldiers will
show the greatest interest in all activities of the visit to-day of th»
most prominent dignitaries of thai
military who have ever visited thi»
cantonment.
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SECRETARY OF WAR AND CHIEF OF STAFF HERE TO-DAY
DIRECTED U. S. VICTORIOUS TROOPS
Mineteen-Gun
Salvo
Will
Greet Baker and March '
This Morning.
PROGRAM

FOR THE DAY

Gen.
Ketcham
Arranges
Tour of Cantonment and
Impressive Review.

NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.

Secretary Baker Issues
Statement Defending
Department Methods
Secretary Newton D. Baker issued a
statement in which he showed that
Senator Chamberlain, is criticizing the
points of the military system of
courts-martial for which the Senator
is himself responsible. He caused the
system to be enacted in 191&.
The Secretary also informed the
public that an amendment which lie.
offered to Senator Chamberlain as
chairman of the Military Affa i I'fs
Committee was ignored by the Senator, although it wns given him for
presentation to the Senate .more Lhan
a year ago.
Secretary Baker's statement follows:
'' I ca r. not permit myself to he
drawn into a newspaper controversy
with Senator Chamberlain about officers of the army to whom I hold an
official relation and whose conduct I
must judge dispassionately and upon
all the evidence I can obtain.
"That duty is mine and not Senator Chamberlain's, and 1 shall perform it unbiased and unhurried by
abuse or agitation.
"it is important, however, to note
(hat the system of courts-martial and
of military justice which the Senator attacks is one which he himself
caused to be enacted in 101,6 when it
was presented by men as a reform
and a moderation, of' the previously
exist ing irregularities.
"It is also important to note that
the amendment which f sent to Senator Chamberlain as chairman of the
Military A ff a i rs C om mitt.ee of the
Senate more than a year ago and
more than a year before the occasion
for the present discussion has so far
as I- know never even been presented
by him to the Military Affairs Committee for consideration."
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GEX. PEYTON C. MARCH,
Chief of Staff.

Secreary of War Newton D. Baker
and Gen. Peyton C. March. Chief of
Staff of the United States Army, will
arrive at Camp Zachary Taylor this
morning on an official tour, which
has been long- anticipated. At out
time it was announced to be called
off following- telegrams received by
the Board of Trade of Louisville, but
Brig. Gen. Daniel W. Ketcham. commanding- general of the cap. aftci
taking the matleT tip officially, has
received notice that Secretary Baker
and Gen. March will continue their
Itinerary and arrive here as origtnally planned.
Upon arrival of the party at Camp
probably about 8:30, Camp Zachary
Taylor's guns will fire nineteen volleys, the Secretary of War's salute.
Inspection of the cantonment will
begin about 9:30, it is anticipated,
and the plans include a trip which
will cover all the principal departments during the morning. Luncheon will be had in camp.
The big feature of the afternoon
will be a review of the troops- of
the 6th Tnfantrv of regulars, and
the 2d Field Artillery.
While it is fully expected that
Secretary Baker and Gen. March
will devote considerable attention to
the combat units of the camp, it is
also thought they will include on th«
camp itinerary a trip through the
Base Hospital where the overseas
wounded are rapidly convalescing-,
and are beinir rebuilded into resourceful citizens.
Secretary Baker became Secretary
of War March 7. 1916, stepping from
a Mayor's chair to take up one of the
moftt responsible portfolios in the
United States Cabinet. He had been
Mayor of Cleveland during a term of
1912-1914, and had entered that responsibility through the legal profession, having held the position of
City Solicitor of Cleveland 1902-1912,
Secretary Baker is a graduate of
Johns Hopkins University and Washington and Bee University.
Gen. March has a soldierly recorcl
of action, combined with technical
training and experience which qualify him for the enormous responsibilities of Chief of Staff. He holds
the degrees of A. B., A. M., and LIi.
D., from Lafayette College, and is a
graduate of the United States Military Academy In 1888, and of the
Artillery School at Ft. Monroe in
1898. Gen. March advanced up the
ranks and experienced most active
campaigns in the Philippine Islands,
He was In charge of the American
forces in action on the Island ot
Luzon, and later in 1900 was in
charge of the military and civil government of a district.
In 1903 he became a member of tha
General Staff, went to France in 191T
as army artlllerv commander of tha
A. E. F. He is now Chief of Staff.
Camp Zachary Taylor soldiers will
show the greatest interest in all activities of the visit to-day of th»
most prominent dignitaries of tha
military who have ever visited thi»
cantonment.
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AMERICAN COMMISSION
TO NEGOTIATE PEACE
MEMORANDUM

MR. NEWTON 0. BAKER IN FRANCE
MV; Newton D. Bator .United States
l\.i- i'aris by the.5 p.m. express-

SECRETARY BAKER IN ERANCE.
BREST, Wednesday.—Secretary Baker
arrived this morning from America and
left for Paris in the evening.—Matin.
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BEFORE leaving San Antonio Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
frankly avowed he had learned a new lesson and one of value to
his .official duties by his visit to San Antonio with Chief of Staff
March. It was confirmed by him that, in his hurry to get away to
France as speedily as possible, he had not meant to visit
BAKER other than the regular demobilization camps. Strict adherence to such a plan would have required that he return
East by way of Fort Worth from El Paso, thus leaving the greatest of
the country's military centers off the route. That he was glad he
changed his itinerary was repeated by him a dozen times and shown in
other ways a hundred times. That San Antonio was glad he came was
evidenced in striking fashion. It is not too much to say the Secretary
of War left with the substantial element of this city's people a new
and better impression of himself, and he carried away with him memories of a stay that will not s.oon pass from his understanding.
Mr. Baker made a great speech before the people of this city
under adverse circumstances. He was wearied of his long ride. When
he entered the banquet hall Saturday night at an unseemly hour for
the beginning of a feast he never felt less like speaking. His audience warmed him to the theme that was assigned. He made a telling
effort, one that went to both the hearts and the consciences of his
hearers. Truth is, Mr. Baker is a big man. Despite the criticisms of
the War Department and of him personally, he has achieved things,
and he made the department arrive. If he stood six feet in height and
weighed 200 pounds Ohio Democrats would demand his nomination
for President, and the party would fall in as one man. It may happen
that way, anyhqw. From his shoulders down he is below the average.
From his shoulders up Baker is a credit to the President and to
America. And the longer the lens is held on Baker and his part in the
war the bigger will Baker grow.

BAKER AND MARCH
FAIL TO APPEAR

LOOISVILLE, Ky., March 2ti—With
a citizen's committee ready to receive
them at the railroad station, 19 guns
loaded for a military salute and a regiment each of infantry and artillery
ready to pass in review before them,
Louisville, Camp Zachary Taylor and
I Camp Henry Knox today .prepared to
! do honor to Newton D. Baker, secretary of war. and Gen. Peyton March,
chief of staff, neither of whom arrived.
Telegrams from Mr. Baker to the
Louisville board' of trade previously
had said he would be unable to visit
Louisville. Army officers, however, had
no official word of the change in his
itinerary.
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BAKER AND MARCH TO
VISIT ALL CAMPS TODAY
HPHE program mapped out for
Secretary Baker and General
March today follows:
8:00 a. m.—Breakfast General Ca" bell's quarters, where party
will stay while in city.
9:00 a. m.—Call at General Cabell's
office at Southern Department.
9:30 a. m.—Begin tour of the army
camps with heads of various
departments, visiting the following places in the order
named: Kelly Field, Camp Normoyle, Brooks Field, Camp
John Wise, Fort Sam Houston
and Camp Travis.
12i30 p, m.—Luncheon at Camp
Travis with General Hodges
and officers attached to Camp
headquarters.
2:00 p. m.—Automobie ride to Camp
Stanley and other points of interest around San Antonio.
5:00 p. m.—Reception at quarters
of General and Mrs. Cabell at
Fort Sam Houston.
8:00 p. m.—Leave San Antonio for
the East.
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"Thousands of persons crowded
and
When the doors of the banquet? hall
were thrown open last night
nt
a jammed one another at the Southern Pa"tt]p after 9 o clock, Secretary Baker cific depot to catch a glimpse of Secretary
Vwtis escorted to his place at the center liaker and General March as they alighted
J of a table running the full length of the from the train which brought them from
i room. At his left was seated the toast- El Paso and walked between two lines of
master of the evening, Nat M. Washer, and soldiers, standing at present arms and
Gen. Peyton C. March, chief of staff of extending from the train through the depot
the United States Army. At his right was to the sidewalk'.
John H. Haile, president of the Chamber
A cheer went up as the crowd recognized
of Commerce, and Gen. DeKosey C. Cabell, the Secretary. Then the band of the 14th
commander of the Southern Department.
Cavalry sounded "ruffles," the military
Alternating in either direction were mili- salute, to a high official and played "Hail
tary and civilian guests. At cross tables to the Chief" as Secretary Baker and
were placed the other 200 guests gatherea General March stepped into the automobile
and no better men could be found anyto do honor to the two distinguished of Maj. Gen. DeKosey C. Cabell, which
where. When I first went to France Genguests.
erals Pershing and Bliss told me they
was drawn up at the curb.
would be satisfied if we should be able to
The banquet hall was simply decorated
Drawn up across the street from the
transport as many as two divisions a
with flags of the allied nations intertwined. depot in honor of the Secretary of War was
month, about 75,000 men. As a matter of
After the first course had been disposed the 3d Squadron of the 14th Cavalry, comfact, as late as February in 1918 we had
of the toastmaster called on the military
manded by Capt. B. F. Shaifer. As the
only reached a total of 43,000 men for the
quartette for a song, saying that he was automobiles containing the Secretary s
month. By .Tune we were transporting
inclined, in view of certain recent restric
partv, the military escort and the reception
300,000 men monthly. We scoured the world
tions, to ask that they sing "How Dry I committee from the Chamber of Commerce
for ships.
We bought ships, borrowed
Am." A compromise was reached when passed up the street the cavalry fell in bethem and begged them.
I believe that
Song Leader Griffin led off with "Oh, hind.
the world will ultimately recognize as the
Hell-en."
The guard of honor which extended from
greatest military achievement in history
John H. Haile, delivered the address ol the train to the sidewalk was made up of
our ability to transport upwards of 2,000,welcome,
hitting
hard
at
critics
of
the
men
from E and G Company of the 3d .In000 men to France in so short a time.
War Department and asking Secretary Bafantry and was commanded by Maj. John j
"Our trouble now is to get these men
ker
to
believe
that
in
San
Antonio
he
will
J.
McEwan.
The houor fell to this regiback and those in this country out of the
find himself among friends.
Congress- ment because it is the oldest in the army,
camps and into civil life once more. That
man
Carlos
Bee,
owing
to
the
lateness
of
having
had
a
continuous existence since
is what Secretary Baker and I are making
the hour, cut his address short, giving 1792 when it was organized.
this tour for. And that is the end to
only
a
brief
description
of
the
advantages
which we are bending our efforts abroad.
Twenty military police from the headpossessed by San Antonio as an army con- quarters of the provost marshal were on
It is hard to get ships. England and our
centration point.
other allies need theirs now. Yet by July
hand to keep order and prevent the crowd
Secretary Baker spoke first of the war. from pressing in behind the Secretary s
"Over the council chamber hover 1 we shall have returned from France not
He related incidents of his two trips to party.
than 915,000 men.
the spirits of the 9,000,000 men who less
"Secretary Baker, since his arrival In
France and told of the day the great GerThe train arrived at 9:15 o'clock, 48
have died in this war and if their San Antonio, has received two anonymous
man offensive began last spring and ol minutes behind schedule time. As SecreGeneral Potato's announcing to him that tary Baker and General March stepped to
voices could be heard, and I am quite letters complaining that men are not being discharged from the camps here fast
the distant booming of the cannon, while the platform they were greeted by Maj.
sure their voices are heard, they would enough.
eiTou5ir~wr5o"noT
We do not want~m"en~to"steyT.
want men to stay In
he was the general's guest at lunch, was Gen. Harry F. Hodges, commander of Camp
be saying, 'Gentlemen of the Council, the army any longer
'--lger than may be abso
absothe launching of that drive.
Travis, and a number of other high offi"I traveled behind the line," he said. cers. Major General Cabell, commander of
Statesmen Of the World, we died to H^Tl^essary
We
are
doing
everythtoi
]
"Sometimes ten miles behind, sometimes the Southern Department, came in on-the
make this thing impossible. You dare
five or six miles and frequently we hao train with the Secretary's party. 'Others
t0 a
not leave it possible as the result of
to change our route because the towns who accompanied the party to San Antonio
your labor."
we
had intended to visit had fallen into were Maj. F. D. Swing, aide de camp to
figure we hope Congress will see lit to
i-1'" hands of the Germans."
Genera] March, and F. D. Davis,, Secretary
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker maintain £
^
lie was on hand for the beginning of the Baker's private secretary. •
closed an impassioned plea for support
"We do not want to be caught »npre
St. Mihiel offensive launched by the AmeriSecretary Baker smiled broadly when he
of the league of nations shortly be- nared again. We have learned that it takes cans in September and related how General I greeted
General Hodges. The greeting was
fore 1 o'clock this morning with the Ume Immobilize and train an armyv And Pershing had outlined his plans to him to warm and there was an exchange of comwe
have
learned
more
than
t^.
M"^
drive
two
salients
in
at
St.
Mihiel
and
plimentary
remarks.
The other officers
foregoing sentence. When he referred ing the army is comparatively nothuife vvt bring the ends together.
who were on the scene were then greeted
to President Wilson as a champion have learned that In modem wars it is
personally
hv
the
Secretory
and chief of
"And then the Argonne offensive began
necessary to mobilize the entire nation.
"over there" there was a pause, then i Every
against the Hindenburg line. That was in staff after which Mayor Sum C. Bell was
man, woman and child must De put
presented
to
the
distinguished
visitors. The
October and on the 11th of November, not
applause and cheers and every man iu line to do their parts.
address
of 1919 nor 1920. but in 1918 the Germans Minor in turn presented five other memGeneral March, in opening his address,
irnthe banquet hall rose to his feet.
bers
of
the
civilian
reception
committee
signed an armistice so humiliating that no
Without naming the men who in the Sen- declared that he knows Texas well and nas
great commanding general that ever lived who were at the depot. They were five in
been in service along the border, often
ate have endeavored to place obstacles in long
number,
the
other
seven
waiting
tit the
the way of the League of Nations Secre- passing through San Antonio though this 'but would have proceeded to hand infills hotel where the banquet was to be held to
tary Baker left little doubt in the minds
'
sword
rather
than
accept
such
terms.
e
aS
welcome the Secretary,
of his hearers of who was meant when he &£%&$$£ in the arZ', ne^afd'was
The Secretary of War stated he was unAmong the officers at the depot were
wtttS? ^Volunteer I^ntry composed der
said:
nianv and permanent obligations to Maj F G. Chamberlain, who had been apof
Texas
men,
commanded
by
Col.
^«"ier
"Leadership is lonely. The man who Is
San Antonio. On the day I became Secre- pointed aide de camp to Secretary Baker
a real moral leader is by necessity a lonely It Hare, famous for effective work in the
tary of War I first went to see the Presi- during his stay here, and Maj: Leo F.
man and his plans are sometimes misun- Philippine
campaign.
„mt,i»t»d his
dent .and tried to persuade him to excuse Walton, who was selected to act in a simiWhen General
March had completed
his
derstood and criticized and balked and
me. I left his office to go to the War De- lar capacity for General March.
■
thwarted and little people get in their way brief address Toastmaster Nat M. Washer
partment to be sworn in. I had not seen
The other high officers were Col. W.T.
and their difficulties are sometimes mag- fntloduced Secretary Baker paying.him
the
geographical
position
of
Mexico
lor
Johnson,
chief
of
staff
of
the
Southern
.Dework in
nified by those whose eyes are on the dif- great tribute, not alone for his
partment; Col. Timothy Coughlan, executhirty years.
army organization, but for the sPeciaL??™
ficulties rather than on the aim.
"The first person I met was a news- tive officer at Camp Travis; Col. James
"But we have a leader who knows what thf Lcrftary has'taken for the Protection
E Shelley, commander of the 14th Cavof
both
the
morals
and
morale
of
tne
paper
man.
He
asked
me
lil™,^
the world wants and he knows he isn't
to be Secretary of War and I told him alry • Col. I. W. Hand, commander of the
alone. He is standing on the very ptnk of soldiers after they had been taken.in to
Base Hospital, and Maj. Delt. C. Cabell Jr.
I
was
and
he
said,
'Well,
hell
has
broke
the
ranks.
He
declared
that
San
Antonio
,
the history of the human -race.
Lieut. Duncan Hodges, aide to General
loose in Mexico.'
"I would rather die, fainting as I try to !l.ready now to do everything demanded
"After being sworn in the next thing Hodges, and Lieut E. B. Bellinger, aide, to
climb the mountain to support his hands for the continuance of .this^work. 'Ion
command, Mr.
and
have only
onlv to
M) comiiiiuiu,
mi. Secretary,
K>^.j.^—".F i I did was to read a dispatch from Gen- General Cabell, also were in the escorting
than to live in prosperity under the old haVe
eral Funston from San Antonio descrlD- party.
kind of arangements with war and greed every SanfLntonian will stand ready to
carry out your instructions."
ing the Columbus raid. My thoughts were
At first it had been intended to make
and mankind left to its fate.
When Secretary Baker arose the audiin San
Antonio
at
that time
and
they re- the ban(luet for the War Secretary a dress
The 200 banquet guests crowded about
■■ - .
H
i__i-_ I ■
*. .. *- \\
A HI t . T T i ' 11 nil
ence
arose
with
him,
and
after
a
roundI
of
matned
in
San
Antonio
until
America
enattal
bu{ later the word wag Bent out
' the Secretary when he had finished conbecre
tered the great war and even ™™ °", , ttnt the full dress arrangements had been
gratulating him on his speech and shaking cheers, sang a stanza of "America.
tary
Baker
then
delivered
his
address.
forces
were
engaged
in
that
mi
was
attended in
ea]led
off
an-j,
tne
ofricer3
him by the hand.
Secretary Baker said to The Express last , not possible to forget San Antonio, oe their servIce unlf0rms, while most of the
"I don't know a thing about the warenight
that
the
trip
he
is
making
In
conicause
a
large
part
of
the
army
was
suibusiness
suits,
civlHalls wore
house situation at the army camps, so I
paV with General March is principally for
am not In a position to say what will be
tioned here.
„,„«„- to'
The party drove direct to the hotel
the purpose of hastening demobilization.
done." he declared.
"I am under even greater obligation w
The
herB the banquet was to be held.
Asked how this would affect San Antonio
San Antonio. When this army was aDout lobby wag thronged with tne banquef
"Will you be able to make a statement
and
the
surrounding
cantonments,
he
said
after your Inspection of the camps tomorto assemble it seemed to some ol us uiai
sts and witn miiny others who wanted
it would be impossible to make any apwe had traveled far enough along in civ to catch g.ght of tne secretary. A way
row?" he was asked.
proximate estimate of how many of these
"I do not believe that I will," he ansilization to surround this army witni new wag c]eared through the throng and the
shall be retained or how many men will
and unprecedented conditions,
i asaeu s
wered. Vf hat is a question for the storage
tllry and <,nief 0f staff were taken imthe people of San Antonio tor their help. me(liatel t0 tbe ban(luet hall.
and traffic division. It wouldn't come to j be maintained here until after Congress
|
shall
determine
definitely
the
future
milime and I wouldn't know about it."
"We Won," Says March.
l tary policy of the United States and how
a te
"The final answer is, we won the war. ' many men the permanent army shall conThat's the point." Thus did Gen. Peyton
tain.
f
WAR H
a
C. March, chief of staff of the United States
"There have been many complaints here,
Army, in his address at the banquet last
and the Chamber of Commerce has made
f
t
now tonight, expressing my greatest grat
■night brush aside .the criticisms lately
great efforts to prevent profiteering at
It^de for what you did. The army trained
directed against the conduct of the War
the expense of soldiers in San Antonio.
here was not only worthy of San Antonio,
whatever inner changes the burden of
Department by various speakers in ConHave you had many complaints to this
but
the best our country can produce.
J organizing a peaceful nation for war may
gress and elsewhere. His pertinent stateeffect made to you?" was asked.
a,>„,.„t<,rv leaker and General March will have wrought in him—whatever unseen
ment was greeted by rousing applause and
"Only one that I remember," answered
heQuests*of a?my^fflclals today. The S(,ars may have been left by the whip of
a standing cheer.
Mr. Baker. "That came to me from PresiJl wi fl breakfast that morning at Gen- factional politics—however much- he may
Another statement that brought the bandent Wilson, to whom complaint had been
^ycTbeirs Quarters, Fort Sam Hous- have been upraised, in spirit by merited
queters to their feet was when he demade. We made thorough investigation
eral Cabell s quarter*.,
praise for accomplishment. Secretary of
clared, "It was no internal troubles that
through the inspector general's department,
brought Germany to her knees. Don't you
not only in San Antonio, but in all the
°Tbe
tour of inspection wffl begin wlth)w
Newton D. Baker shows little outT
believe people who try to tell you that.
cantonment cities, and it is my impression
a call
call af
head-quarters
a
at 9
» o'cloffat
o cioca HI the
<•"■= "™~.^~~i_,
_» W^ cnange from that^^e^^Bake^hp,
The reason Germany quit was because we
that, except in isolated cases, there was
office Fort Sam Houston. The heads of iTtU llSenai t-of" CleVeland's" greatest
very little such profiteering anywhere.'
had the men over there to win."
t™ various departments will accompany ftohttog man, Tom L. Johnson, helped to I
"Our first army amounted to almost
Replying to other questions Secretary
win tor the people one of the first vicBaker said he has nothing to say to the
nothing numerically. It was well trained
tories achieved" by any city in America over
charges of Senator Chamberlain or any
a grasping public service corporation.
r D
Continued on Pase Seven, Column One.
other of his critics. Time, he declared, will
E
e,
B^sfleream»n«,
Fort
<^_
prove their truth or falsity and he is less
SECRETARY WELCOMED AT DEI. KIO.
Sam Houston and Camp Travis.
troubled by these, he said, than by the
At 12:30 the party will lunch at CamP ^^lO-Tex^'ffl^-A committee
problems that still are to be solved. He
Travis with General Hodges and officers
intimated that his work probably will
i£SW"S
attached to TamT-headquarters
camp .headquarters. £<«. j 0f ^r^"^^tt«
necessitate another trip abroad in the near
tary Baker will be entertained during the of Commerce a Secr»tary of War-Baker,
future.
, ,
afternoon^
Secretary Baker traveled modestly in an
afternoon with.
witn ^
aii automobile^ride^ove,
»»»""""VV,,, in ^^fe^Jg^^^g^ ,
the city and to the nearby points oi in
ordinary sleeper, occupying a stateroom
T^sVcreary^s party reciprocated the meswith General March. His secretary, F. D.
Davis and Maj. J. M. Swing, aide de camp
The nartv will return to Fort Sam sage of good will brought to them by a
to General March, were the only ones acHouston at 5 o'clock to attend a reception H anl patriotic citizenship. The dlscompanying them, occupying one section
fiven in honor of the guests by Genera JinSiilheo party was also met by Major
Mr.. Cabell. Civilian guests as well Mann commander of Camp Bell, and his
"uaU I SSBIO' paqsiui'd 2nd
as the army, have been iQ"ted to meet staff"'and a committee from Eagle Pass
suoponpojdsj 9JB
I Secretary Baker and General March, lhey also 'was present.
liU leave San Antonio tonight at 8 o clock
!
for the East

BAKER AMD MARCH PLEAD
FOR LEAGUE; CHEERED

Hearers Roused by
Army Heads'
Message

Party Will Spend Today Inspecting Many
Camps Near City
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AS LITTLE EFFECT
ON BAKER'S PERSONALITY

'Thousands of persons crowded
and
When the doors of the banquet!1 hall
were thrown open
last night
at
a I jammed one another at the Southern PaHtflo ..after 9 orclock, Secretary Baker cific depot to catch a glimpse of Secretary
"Gras escorted to his place at the center Baker and General March as they alighted
of a table running the full length of the from the train which brought them from
room. At his left was seated the toast- El Paso and walked between two lines ot
master of the evening, Nat M. Washer, and soldiers, standing at present arms and
Gen. Peyton C. March, chief of staff of extending from the train through the depot
the United States Army. At his right was to the sidewalk.
John II. Haile. president of the Chamber
A cheer went up as the crowd recognized
of Commerce, and Gen. DeRosey C. Cabell, the Secretary. Then the band of the 14th
commander of the Southern Department.
Cavalry sounded "ruffles," the military
Alternating in either direction were milisalute, to a high official and played "Hail
tary and civilian guests. At cross tables to the Chief" as Secretary Baker and
were placed the other 200 guests gatherea General March stepped into the automobile
and no better men could be found anyto do honor to the two distinguished of Maj. Gen. DeRosey C. Cabell, whicb
where. When I first went to Prance Genguests.
erals Pershing and Bliss told me they
was drawn up at the curb.
would be satisfied if we should be able to
The banquet hall was simply decorated
Drawn up across the street from the
transport as many as two divisions a
with flags of the allied nations intertwined. depot in honor of the Secretary of War was
month, about 75,000 men. As a matter of
After the first course had been disposed the 3d Squadron of the 14th Cavalry, comfact, as late as February in 1018 we had
of the toastmaster called on the military
manded by Capt. E. F. Shaifer. As the
only reached a total of 43,000 men for the
quartette for a song, saying that he was automobiles containing the Secretary s
month.
By June we were transporting
inclined, in view of certain recent restrlc
party, the military escort and the reception
300,000 men monthly. We scoured the world
tions, to ask that they sing "How Dry I committee from the Chamber of Commerce
for ships.
We bought ships, borrowed
Am," A compromise was reached when passed up the street the cavalry fell iu bethem and begged them.
I believe that
Song Leader Griffin led off with "Oh, hind.
the world will ultimately recognize as the
Hell-en."
The guard of honor which extended from
greatest military achievement in history
John H. Haile delivered the address ol the train to the sidewalk was made up of
our ability to transport upwards of 2,000,welcome,
hitting
hard
at
critics
of
the
men
from E ana G Company of the 3d .In000 men to France in so short a time.
War Department and asking Secretary Bafantry and was commanded by Maj. John
"Our trouble now is to get these men
ker
to
believe
that
in
San
Antonio
he
will
J.
McEwau.
The honor fell to this regiback and those in this country out of the
find himself among friends.
Congress- ment because it is the oldest in the army,
camps and into civil life once more. That
man
Carlos
Bee.
owing
to
the
lateness
of
having
had
a
continuous existence since
is what Secretary Baker and I are making
the hour, cut his address short, giving 1792 when it was organized.
this tour for. And that is the end to
only
a
brief
description
of
the
advantages
Twenty military police from the headwhich we are bending our efforts abroad.
possessed by San Antonio as an army con- quarters of the provost marshal were on
It is hard to get ships. England and our
centration point.
hand to keep order and prevent the crowd
other allies need theirs now. Yet by July
Secretary Baker spoke first of the war. from pressing in behind the Secretary 8
"Over the council chamber hover 1 we shall have returned from France not
He related incidents of his two trips to party.
the spirits of the 9,000,000 men who less than 915,000 men.
France
and told of the day the great Ger"Secretary Baker,
since
his
arrival
in
The train arrived at 9:15 o'clock, 45
have died in this war and if their j San" Antonio, hasCreceive(f two anonymous
man offensive began last spring and ol minutes behind schedule time.. AB ■ SecreGeneral
Petain's announcing to him that tary Baker and General March stepped to
voices could be heard, and I am quite ! letters complaining that men are not beIn
the distant booming of the cannon, while the platform they were greeted by Maj.
siirp
ttipir vnirpi
are neara,
hpnrd tney
thpv wouia
would enougn
S discharged
from the camps here fast
sure meir
voices are
We d0 not want men t0 stay ln
he was the general's guest at lunch, was Gen. Harry F. Hodges, commander of Camp
be saying, 'Gentlemen of the Council, the army any longer than may be abso
the launching of that drive.
Travis, and a number of other high offiStatesmen of the World, we died to
We are doing everything
"I traveled behind the line," he said. cers. Major General Cabell, commander of
"Sometimes ten miles behind, sometimes the Southern Department, came in on'the
make this thing impossible. You dare possioie io i^^.ate their more rapid cusfive or six miles and frequently we hao train with the Secretary's party. 'Others
and get the army down to a. peace
not leave it possible as the result of charire
to change our route because the towns who accompanied the party to San Antonio
footing "of about'"500,000 men, at
your labor."
we had intended to visit had fallen into were Maj. F. D. Swing, aide de camp to
figure we hope Congress will see lit to
General March, and F. D. Davis,, Secretary
>'"' liauris of the Germans."
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker maintain U
Again
ue was on hand for the beginning of the Baker's private secretary. ■
closed an impassioned plea for support
"We do not want to be caught unpreSt. Mihiel offensive launched by the AmeriSecretary Baker smiled broadly when he
of the league of nations shortly be- pared again. We have learned that it takes cans in September and related how General greeted
General Hodges. The greeting Was
?ime
to
mobilize
and
train
an
army^
And
Pershing
had
outlined
bis
plans
to
him
to
warm
and there was an exchange of comfore 1 o'clock this morning with the we have learned more than that. MODinz
drive
two
salients
in
at
St.
Mihiel
and
plimentary
remarks. . The other officers
foregoing sentence. When he referred
who were on the scene were then greeted
bring the ends together.
to President Wilson as a champion
personally by the Secretary and chief of
"And
then
the
Argonne
offensive
began
mobilize the.enure nation
"over there" there was a pause, then iSswIo
against the Hindenburg line. That was in staff after which Mayor Sam C. Bell was
Every man, woman and child must oe pui
October and on the 11th of November, not presented to the distinguished visitors, the
applause and cheers and every man in line to do their parts.
of 1919 nor 1920. but in 1918 the Germans Mayor in turn presented five other memGeneral March, in opening his address,
inNthe banquet hall rose to his feet.
signed an armistice so humiliating that no bers of the civilian reception committee
and has
Without naming the men who in the Sen- declared that he knows Texas well
b ld
01
great commanding general that ever lived who were at the depot. They were five in
ate have endeavored to place obstacles in long been in service along the .°. e^ .Kg
number, the other seven waiting Jit the
the way of the League of Nations Secre- passing through San Antonio, though this , but would have "proceeded to hand infills hotel where the banquet was to be held to
tary Baker left little doubt in the minds is the first time he has ever visited neie. sword rather than accept such terms.
welcome the Secretary,
of his hearers of who was meant when he ilia first service in the army, he said, was
The Secretary of War stated he was unAmong the officers at the depot were
wUh he sS^Volunteer Infantry .composed der
said:
many and permanent obligations to Maj F G. Chamberlain, who had been apof
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men,
commanded
by
Col
Luther
"Leadership is lonely. Tie man who is
San
Antonio.
On
the
day
I
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Secrepointed
aide de camp to Secretary Baker
a real moral leader is by necessity a lonely It. Hare, famous for ettective work in tne tary of War I first went to see the Presi- during his stay here, and Maj: Leo F.
campaign.
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his
man and his plans are sometimes misun- Philippine
dent
,and
tiled
to
persuade
him
to
excuse
Walton,
who
was selected to act ln a simiWhen General March had completed his
derstood and criticized and balked and
me. I left his office to go to the War De- lar capacity for General March.
;
thwarted and little people get in their way brief address Toastmaster Nat M Washer
partment
to
be
sworn
in.
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not
seen
The other high officers were Col. W. T.
and their difficulties are sometimes mag- introduced Secretary Baker paying.him
the
geographical
position
of
Mexico
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Johnson,
chief
of
staff
of
the
Southern
Denified by those whose eyes are on the dif- great tribute, not alone for his work in
partment; Col. Timothy Cougblan, executhirty years.
frmy organization, but for the 'Vg^JS™
ficulties rather than on the aim.
"The first person I met was a news- tive officer at Camp Travis; Col. James
"But we have a leader who knows what the Secretary has taken for the Protection
E Shelley, commander of the 11th Cavpaper
man.
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asked
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if^1
W«B going
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both
the
morals
and
morale
of
the
the world wants and he knows he isn't
to be Secretary of War and I told him alry; Col. I. W. Rand, commander of the
after they had been taken into
alone. He is standing on the very ptak of soldiers
Base Hospital, and Maj. DeR. C. Cabell'Jr.
the
ranks
He
declared
that
San
Antonio
|
I
was
and
he
said,
'Well,
hell
has
broke
the history of the human race.
s ready now to do everything demanded
Lieut. Duncan Hodges, aide to General
loose in Mexico.'
"I would rather die, fainting as I try to
"After being sworn in the next thing Hodges, and Lieut E. B. Bellinger, aide to
climb the mountain to support his hands for the continuance of this work _ You
I did was to read a dispatch from gen- General Cabell, also were in the escorting
than to live in prosperity under the old have only U command, Mr. Secretary, ai u
eral Funston from San Antonio describ- party.
kind of arangements with war and greed every San Etonian will stand ready to
carry out your instructions."
ing the Columbus raid. My thoughts were
At first it had been intended to make
and mankind left to its fate.
When Secretary Baker arose the audiin San Antonio at that
and they re- the banquet for the War Secretary a dress
,.„„. time
„~.y -~----.,
The 200 banquet guests crowded about ence
arose with him, and after a round of
uneu
JJ... Antonio
^utonio
Amorua.
en
mained
in
San
until
America
c
a(fai
hut later the wora was sent out
the Secretary when lie had finished concle
tered the great war and even wnen our tha(. the fuU ;reas arrang.ements had been
gratulating him on his speech and shaking cheers, sang a stanza ot •;'America. J*
tary
Baker
then
delivered
his
address.
forces
were
engaged
in
that
war"
was
^^
attended in
of{
an^
the
offi(.ers
him by the hand.
Secretary Baker said to The Express last
not possible to forget San Antonio, oe thejj. scrvice unlf0rms, while most -of the
"I don't know a thing about the warenight
that
the
trip
he
is
making
in
corncause
a
large
part
of
the
army
was
sia.
business
suits,
civlliaus
wore
house situation at the army camps, so I
pay with General March is principally for
am not in a position to say what will be
tioned here.
„. „„„ tn\
The party drove direct to the hotel
the purpose of hastening demobilization.
done." he declared.
"I am under even greater oWlgatlon to
The
here the banquet was to be held.
Asked how this would affect San Antonio
San Antonio. When this army was aDouc )o
banquet |
"Will you be able to make a statement
was thronf,ed with
the
and the surrounding cantonments, he said
after your inspection of the camps tomorto assemble it seemed to some or us uiai
gts and with many others who wanted
it would be impossible to make any apwe had traveled far enough along in civ tQ catch g.ght of tne Secretary. A way
row?" he was asked.
proximate estimate of how many of these
ilization to surround this army witn new wa(j cjeared tbrough the throng and the
"I do not believe that I will," he ansshall be retained or bow many men will
and unprecedented conditions. 1 asKeu g
wered. VThat is a question for the storage
etliry aIld cnief of staff were taken lmbe maintained here until after Congress
the people of San Antonio for their iieip. m diately t0 tne banquet. haU.
and traffic division. It wouldn't come to
shall determine definitely the future miliT knew a great number of young men,
—
_
me and I wouldn't know about it."
wouMbe here and I knew they would
"We Won," Says March.
tary policy of the United States and how
take
their
character
as
soldiers
and
qu.u
"The final answer is, we won the war.
many men the permanent army shall conities as men from what. San Antonio would WAR HAS LITTLE EFFECT
That's the point." Thus did Gen. Peyton
tain.
'
,
do for them and I. asked San Antonio to
C. March, chief of staff of the United States
"There have been many complaints here,
do its best for this, young army..am
Army, in his address at the banquet last
and the Chamber of Commerce has made
ON BAKER'S PERSONALITY
now,
tonight, expressing my greatest_grat
■night brush aside the criticisms lately
great efforts to prevent profiteering at
itude for what you did. The army traineuj
directed against the* conduct of the War
the expense of soldiers in San Antonio.
hern was not only worthy of San AntoniQ.; -whatever inner changes the burden of
Department by various speakers in ConHave you had many complaints to this
but the best our country can produce.
j organizing a peaceful nation for war may
gress and elsewhere. His pertinent stateeffect made to you?" was asked.
-„„,._ -Rater and General March wilt have wrought in him—whatever unseen
ment was greeted by rousing applause and
"Only one that I remember," answered
beS guests7of array officials today. The scars may have been left by the whip of
I Mr. Baker. "That came to me from Presia standing cheer.
nartv
will breakfast that morning atJ3en- factional politlcs-however much- he may
Another statement that brought the ban- I dent Wilson, to whom complaint had been
P
made. We made' thorough investigation
£>i rnheirsI ouarters, Fort Sam Hong- have been upraised in spirit by merited
queters to their feet was when he deeral Cabeirs quarters, *
praise for accomplishment. Secretary, of
through the inspector general's department,
clared, "It was no internal troubles that
brought Germany to her knees. Don't you
not only in San Antonio, but in all the
°The
tonr of Inspection will begin wit* j War Newton D. Baker shows little out
T
believe people who try to tell you that.
cantonment cities, and it is my impression
, call a? 9 o'cloKt the headquarters W^ cnange froin that;;Nj>wt^BakerpWho,
The reason Germany quit was because we
that, except in isolated cases, there was
offS? Fort" Sam Houston."" The $&i' «* as^e neulenanl-of* Cleveland's" greatest
very little such profiteering anywhere.
had the men over there to win."
the various departments will accompany fVUtine man, Tom L. Johnson, helped .to
"Our first army amounted to almost
Replying to other questions Secretary
win tor the people one of the first vicnothing numerically. It was well trained
Baker said he has nothing to say to the
gh8Kw£?M will bWtTinge tories achieved by any city in America over
charges of Senator Chamberlain or any
a grasping public service corporation.
Continued on Page Seven, Column One.
other of his critics. Time, he declared, will
<^
, prove their truth or falsity and he is less
SECRETARY WELCOMED AT DEL RIO.
Sam Houston and Camp Travis.
I troubled by these, he said, than by the
At 12:30 the party will lunch at CamP B«TRtor^ex?MS^-A committee
problems that still are to be solved. He
Travis with General Hodges and officers of cit zeTis 'and members of the Chamber
intimated that his work probably will
bec e
aH-VchMl to camp headquarters.
r. - «f Commerce and ' representatives of the
necessitate another trip abroad in the near
tarv
Baker will be entertained during the of Commerce a Scc^tary of War -Baker,
future. •
, ,
afternoon with an automobile, ride over rn'neraI March and General Cabell, at the
Secretary Baker traveled modestly in an
Maicu
the city and to the nearby points of in- General
received most cordially.
ordinary sleeper, occupying a stateroom
ThPeSecreary'f party reciprocated the meswith General March. His secretary, F. D.
Davis and Maj. J. M. Swing, aide de camp
The nartv will return to Fort Sam sage of good will brought to them by a
The disto General March, were the only ones acHouston at 5 o'clock to attend a reception local and patriotic citizenship
companying them, occupying one section
liven to honor of the guests by Genera t?n!iiisned party was also met by Major
in the sleeper together. Secretary Baker
and Mrs. Cabell. Civilian guess as wel Mann commander of Camp Bell, and his I
declared he had enjoyed his long trip imstaff* and a committee from Eagle Pass
mensely. Certainly he looked physically
also 'was present.
fit and not at all wearied. General March
j will leave San Antonio tonight at 8 o ciocu
was busy in their stateroom with his aide
for
the
East
during the last stages of the trip from LI
Paso here, finishing up his work only as
the train drew into the cit;

BAKER AfiD MARCH PLEAD
FOR LEAGUE; CHEERED
Hearers Roused by
Army Heads'
Message

Party Will Spend Today Inspecting Many
Camps Near City

h^^ea^nTd ^Trt^W}

THE SAN ANTONIO LIGHT.

I

>c-LVi;i-'Y j>aKer a'un i.enerai
were given an ovation When they altered the St. Anthony Hotel and made
their way through the crowd, down the
long corridor to the banquet hall. Ite'
were cheered to the echo. So dense was
the throng that progress was imped d
and it was several minutes before the
hi- ball room could be reached.
More Tban 250 Attend.
The attendance at the banquet snowed the oualitv of San Anton n s welcome to" the War Department otudaTs A total o£ 250 plates had been
set by the hotel management and every
one oE them was occupied. <;™*d u»
the balcouv were scores ot onlookeis_a
majority of v.!.„m were women. Before the guests took their scats .i.l
joined in singins a verse ot Amu
lea" after which an invocation was delivered by Bishop W. T. Capers.
The ruests of Honor were given seats
i„ the center of a long table which extended the full length of the room along
ore ^de As a background a big American flag was hung and in an open
space to the front a fountain plajcd.
Flags of the allied nations wore susponded at intervals around the waUs
Seated on the right ot Secretary Bakei ■
Praising soldiers trained in San'Anin the order named were J, II. Haile, prefOl
tonio army camps as being worthy of
sident of the Chamber of Commerce,
Mai Gen. DcRosev Cabell, commander
San Antonio and of "the . nation, and
of the Southern Department, and ConDC
expressing appreciation and recognition
gressman Carlos Bee. To his left were
of the effort San Antonio made to proNat J' Washer, toastmastcr; General
March? Mayor San. C. Hell Maj. Gen
tect those soldiers and to give them the
Bam F. Hodges, commanding Lamp
<\
best at its command, Secretary, of War
Travis; L. B. Clegg, chairman ot the
Newton D. Baker addressed 300 busimilitary affairs committee ot the Chamness men at the St. Anthony Hotel
ber of Commerce and Franz Groos.
Sing Between Courses.
Saturday night at a dinner given for
Between courses members of the banhim and General Peyton C. March, chief
,
quet oartv, under the leadership of DaI»ltWTON. D.1?AKEl3 . JW.GEtf.'PzY-TOMC.MAI»PH
of, staff. The secretary defended the
vis Griffin, joined in singing lyrics
which have been made famous by Amerproposed League of Nations and said
&
ican soldiers in camps throughout this
that the silent spirit of nine millions of
country
and
Europe..
Several
selections
Mr. Baker said that the reception
"They told me the war could be won
men who had died in the world war with
America's help in two or three accorded to him and General March in were also given by an army quartet and
was calling-upon the statesmen at the years." he said. "I came back to Amer- San Antonio lightened the load of care in the intervals a selected oreheatia
peace conference to make a recur- ica and saw the nation was speeding which has attended the exacting inspec- also composed of soldiers, furnished en>
over the western camps.
<
tertainment.
,
rence of that catastrophe impossible.
up. Then I returned to France and tion tripGeneral
Secretary
Baker
appeared
to
take
a
March Speaks.
Mr. Baker and General March : was with Pershing when the great ingreat
interest
in
the
singing.
Liberty
The
secreary
was
preceded
by
Genreached here shortly before 0 o'clock on dependent American drive tj'e«iii. The
song books, distributed by the \\ u
their tour of army camps and will spend | battle began at 4 o'clock in the morn- eral March who spoke briefly on "Our, Camp
Servicf, had been
Sunday in the city. On arrival they ing. 'The Americans drove the Germans Army." He said that he had been sta- placed Community
on the tables and Mr. Bakei
in Texas before the war and
CO
were driven direct to the St- Anthony from the St. Mihiel salient. Those won- tioned
seeinctl to be familiar with its contents.
Texans and their hospitality.
Hotel where the banquet was awaiting I derful soldiers, singing, swinging and knew
"We successfully mobilized an army Several times he* made suggestions to
laughing leaped to the attack.
The and now the task is to demobilize it," Mr Washer regard the next number la
them.
. „
, ,
San Antonio Responded.
LG
Germans were dislodged from towns General March said.
'•While seated 'be 'called for and the selections invarSpeaking-of San Antonio's effort^ te they had held three years. And on No- here Secretary Baker has received two iably were full of "pep."
ua
aid the training of soldiers, Mr. Bakes vember 11, the war ended, The Ger- anonymous letters asking him to deGeneral March wore none of tue m„'i
mans accepted an armistice so humiliat- mobilize men stationed here, that we decorations which have been bestJweU
said:
,
,.
Qi
"When the time came to assemble an ing that there is no comrr ding gen- were keeping the men too long.'. We on him by this and foreign goveriimen.s
X
army it was recognized that it must be eral who had not rather walk in and don't keep any one too lpng. The size, pf for his valuable services in helping, to
U4
surrounded with new and unprecedented hand over his sword than sign such an the army, is fixed and the demobilization- bring victory to the allied cause. His
conditions and we asked San Antonio armistice."
is going' forward as rapidly as possible. campaign ribbons only, were in evito help and now I am impelled by deep
"When I went to France we had 100;- dence.
Full Credit to All.
, _
.
gratitude, for what you did. The army
Walk Through Lane of Bayonets.
"It is fair to say we did great things 000 men. They were well trained and
Z
trained hero was not only worthy ot in the war, while at the same time we well equipped. But what we wanted,
The arrival of Secretary Baker and
San Antonio, but was worthy of the give full credit to E"<"!aiid. France and was a big army and a mobilized nation, General March a,t the Southern 1 acifie
We got only 175,000 men in station was marked by simple yet imH
country we all love.
Italy. In 1017 we had only a handful also.
—Uy obligations to San Antonio be- of men. These were spread out to train France in a year. Then WC began to pressive ceremony. Extending from
Z
gan on Die first day I became secretary nn army of 4,000,000. I give full credit send them over until in one month we tain shed and through the station to the
<
of war.'* he continued.
"1 had just to the regular army, to the national sent 300.000. Wc bought and begged west side exit, where automobiles were
taken the oath of office when a mes- army and to the national guard. They ships. Transportation was the great-; in waiting, was a long passageway formsage came. 'Hell has .broken out in were moulded into one army and the est hindrance, in getting the men over; ed by two lines of soldiers from the
<
and now transportation is proving the j Third Infantry with fixed bayonets.
Mexico.' The message was from Gen- force swayed the bal'mce."
eral Funston from San Antonio. San
"I am certain," he said, "that we greatest difficulty in bringing them ] Across the street from the station the
third squadron of the Fourteenth CavAntonio entered my mind then and dur- were permitted to grow to be powerful back. ■ England needs her ships. But
ing the strained times that followed- it and moral that wc could help in mate- by July 1, we expect to have on the
alrv was drawn up in line.
As the bpnds of the American miliwas continual'- in my mind. Then the rial and moral force when the final way back and already returned, 915,000 men. They will be demobilized as
tary establishment .stepped from, m
war came on, but yet San Antonio was hour of the world came.
special
car'in which they are traveling
quickly
as
they
get
here.
We
Want
to
in my mind for a substantial part of
"A treaty of peace is about to be
the infantrymen came to attention and
the army was kept here."
»
signed. There are two kinds of peace reduce the army to 500,000.
Defends War Department.
Presented arms. The distinguished ofMr. Baker said that nothing delighted possible. Force is one. The other is
General March said he had heard
ficials and members of the delegation
him more than to go to France and spe the twentieth century idea. The disof army officers and civilians passed
those me-. America sent overseas- coveries of science are too useful to be complaints the War Department wasinbt
between gleaming bayonets on their way
clean of iody and mind, healthy in put to destructive agencies. The plain functioning in handling the war.
"I don't know what the critics to the automobiles in which they were
ethicaV principles.
He' said he had people who fight, and die and pay, don't
want
war.
The
heart
of
the
world
meant,"
he
said,
"the
War
Department
taken to the scene of the banquet. Then
naught but praise for the quality of the
nrogrcss was heralded by military
soldiers, wlio billeted with the French wants peace and the heart of the was bound by law, the pleas of the chief
world
wants
the
League
of
Nations.
of
staffs
for
years
for
preparedness
had
music,
an army band striking up as
families were gentle and kind as they
Cheers for President Wilson.
been unanswered. If there was dethev approached.
aided in the domestic duties and who
P
"The stricken people of Europe want lay it was because Congress delayed us."
y
Crowds Pack Station.
went into the trenches strong in purity,
"But," he said, "the final answer is,
Thousands of men, women and chilconfident in their cause and Unwavering it. They want a chance to grow, develop
and
be
free.
We
have
a
chamdren
crowded
every available ineh of
we won the war."
in their aim as soldiers.
pion over there, a moral leader." Here
Nat M. Washer as toastmastcr introsnace in and around the station^ to
Keep Life Standard High.
his talk was interrupted, while the'&u"Looking ahead," he said, "I want to] dienee cheered for President Wilson for duced the speakers. J. II. Haile, presi- ! catch a glimpse of Mr. Baker and Gendent of the Chamber of Commerce, de- ' eral March. Their appearance was the
ask you not to .stop where you are now.
livered an address of welcome, and Con- ! s gnal for an outburst of cheering and
Raise the su£ce*eding generation of men fully a minute.
gressman .Carlos. Bee, who came from
clipping which rippled along the platResuming the secretary said :
as you raised ait army and make as fine
form and through the station hke_on
"Leadership is always lonely. Lead- Washington to be present at the bancitizens as you did soldiers. Let's conaccompaniment to their movement. The
tinue the agencies which aided in this ers are often misunderstood, by those quet, delivered a,itulk'envSan»"Antonio's
fecreUry of war and General March
war and keep the standard of life up who seek to balk them. Little people get advantages as a strategic point.
Mr.
Haile
in
welcoming
the
distinsmUed and bowed acknowledgment to
into
the
way.
Our
champion
is
not
disto the high pitch which the war has
guished visitors said San Antonio knows
mayed.
He
knows
what
the
world
placed it-"
^The'Son which they came in from
The secretary described the dreary wants. I had rather die to support and loves the army, and that the busithings which
will provide peace, ness element and the entire city was
El Paso was more than an hour late.
davs in France in March, 1017, when he the
It was 9 HO o'clock when they arrived
to live in prosperity under an ar- proud of the army's acoomplishnilu Vhail lunch witli General Petain, while thnri
rangement that would leave the nations Errors might have been made, he said,
and ih view of the fact .that the tag
thousands of German guns roared in the subject to another world calamity.
was won in a short time.
quit at. the .St.-. Anthony Hotel ,w^
distance as the great German drive got ; , .TPI.„ „.v;,.;t 0f fljnn million men who but"Ifthethewar
men who are criticising would
awaitingrtheir-coming-noitime was lost
under way. He said while thr.t drive
go to that gentleman in exile," Mr. Haile
ar«lelt«ion. The party wa!g
was under way lie sat and talked with
said, "I believe he would be honest
tomobiles arid away five suMg^ffig
the allied commanders about the camenough to say, 'they did plenty to me!' "
the
train-pulled in and. within- a;,tew
thC U
apign for 1010 and 1920.
... *;...,L the hotel had been reached.

San Antonio Praised By Baker
For Its Part In Winning

Secretary, Speaking at Banquet, Tells How Men
Trained Here Were Among
Army's Best—D e f e n d s
League of Nations—With
General March, Chief of
Staff, Is City's Guest.
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—ftcveta.v Laker ami wcuerai Mar
were given an ovation when they <mered the St. Anthony Hotel and made
tneir way through the crowd down c
long corridor to the banquet hall. Ui
wore cheered to the echo. So dense was
the throne that pro3ress was impeded
and it was several minutes before the
hi" ball room could be reached.
Mure Than 250 Attend.
The attendance at the banquet snowed the miality of Sun Antonio s welcome to* the War Department oh •••
cials A total of 250 plates had been
set by the hotel management and every
one of them was occupied, Gu »- u„
the balconv were scores ot onlooker, a
majority of whom were women
Before the guests took their »cnU ajoined in singws a verse ot Amu
ica" after which an invocation .is dc
livercd bv Bishop W. T. Caper.i.
The guests of uorior were given sea.is
in the center of a long table which extended the full length of the room a1c s,
one side. As a background a big Amciican lias was hung and in an open
space to the front a fountain played.
Flags of the allied nations wer. su,-.
ponded at intervals around the valls;
1
Seated on the right ot Secretary B&kei
in the order named were J. H Haile, president of the Chamber ot Commerce;
Mai Gen. DeKosey Oabell, commander
of t'ne Southern Department, and Congressman Carlos Bee. To Ins left weie
Vat V Washer, toastmaster; Gcneial
March, Mayor Sam C. Pell Ma]. Gen
Harry F. Hodges, commanding Lamp
Travis; L. P. CleSg>. chairman ot the
military affairs committee of the cn.ii.iber of Commerce and Franz Groos.
Sing Between Courses.
Between courses members of the banuuet nartv, under the leadership of Davis Griffin, joined in singing lyrics
which have been made famous by Ame ican soldiers in camps throughout this ,
Mr. Baker said that the reception country and Europe.. Several selections
accorded to him and General March in were also given by an army quartet ad
San Antonio lightened the load of care in the intervals a selected oretieat a
which has attended the exacting inspec- also composed of soldiers, furnished ention trip over the western camps.
tertainment.
,
Secretary Baker appeared to take n
General March Speaks.
The secreary was preceded by Gen- great interest in the singing. ">'b^'.
eral March who spoke briefly on "Our song books, distributed by the \\ai
Army." He said that he had been sta- Camp Community Servie?, hail been
tioned in. Texas before the war and placed on the tables and Mr. .Bake
scemetl to be familiar
with its contcaf,.
knew Texans ami their hospitality.
"We successfully mobilized an army Several times he made suggestions to
and now the task is to demobilize it," Mr Washer regard the next number .u
General March said.
"While seated 'be 'called for and the selections invarhere Secretary Baker has received two iably were full of "pep."
General March wore none of tut: hi„'i
anonymous letters asking him t6 demobilize men stationed .here, that we decorations which have been bestowed
were keeping the -men too long.'. We on him by this and foreign govcrnmcn.s
don't keep any one too long. The size, pf for his valuable services in helping to
the army, is fixed and the demobilization bring victory to the allied cause. His.
is going' forward as rapidly as possible. campaign ribbons only, were in evi"When I.went to France we had 100.CI1
Walk Through Lane of Bayonets.
000 men. They were well trained and
The arrival of Secretary Baker and
well equipped. But what we wanted
was a big armv and a mobilized nation General March a,t the Southern Pacific
alsoi We got only 175,000 men in station was marked by simple yet imFrance in a year. Then .wo began to pressive ceremony. Extending from the
send them over until in. one -month wc train shed and through the station to the
sent 300,000. We bought and begged west side exit, where automobiles were
ships. Transportation was the great- in waiting, was a long passageway formest hindrance, in getting the men over ed by two lines of soldiers from the
and now transportation is proving the ■ Third Infantry with fixed bayone s
greatest difficulty in bringing them1, Across the street from the station the
back. - England needs her ships. But
third squadron of the Fourteenth Cavby July 1, we expect to have oh the
alry was drawn up in line.
way back and already returned, 915,As the heads eLJhe ^rlf<Tm "the"
to
000 men. They will be demobilized as larv establishment,stepped from
quickly as they get here. We want to special car'in which they are traveling
the hfantrymen came to attention and
reduce the army to 500,000.
ar
presented arms.
.The distinguished ofDefends War Department.
General March said he had heard
complaints the War Department was -not
of army officers and civilians passed
between gleaming bayonets on their way
functioning in handling the war.
"1 don't know what the critics to the automobiles in which they weie
taken to the scene of the banquet..Their
meant," he said, "the War Department
was bound by law, the pleas of the chief
progress was heralded by military
of staffs for years for preparedness had
music an army band striking up as
been unanswered'. If there was dethey approached.
,
lav it was because Congress delayed us."
Crowds Pack Station.
"But," he said, "the final answer is,
Thousands of men, women and children crowded every available inch oi
we won the war."
Nat M. Washer as toastmaster introsbace in and around the • station to
duced the speakers. J. H. Haile, presi- ! catch a glimpse of Mr. Baker and Gendent of the Chamber of Commerce, de- '1 eral March. Their appearance was the
s gnal for an outburst of cheer ng and
livered an address of welcome, and Congressman .Carlos Bee, who came from
clipping which rippled along the platform and through the station like^n
Washington to be present at' the banquet, delivered a talk-'on---Saii.«An#ouio's
accompaniment to their movement, lne
advantages as a strategic point.
Secretary of war and General March
Mr. Haile in welcoming the distinsmiled and bowed acknowledgment to
guished visitors said San Antonio knows
th
TLaSon which they came in from
and loves the army, and that the busi-;
ness element and the entire city was
El Paso was more than an hour late
proud of the army's accomplishniluV.
It was 9 :10 o'clock when they arrived
Errors might have been made, he said,
,nd in view of the.fact that the bann et at the St. Anthony HoteL'waA
but the war was won in a short time.
^^Vthmr^ominr
nb,time-was;lost
"If the men who are criticising would
k^hflttftion. The party wa^augo to that gentleman in exile," Mr. Haile
said, "I believe
he would be honest
fomObiies arid .away iive mm ^s^fto.
enough to say,1 'they did plenty to me V '-.
the train pulled in and. within-, a,tew
the U
. «Zl* th, hotel had been reached.

San Antonio Praised By Baker
For Its Part In Winning War
Secretary, Speaking at Banquet, Tells How Men
Trained Here Were Among
Army's Best—Defends
League of Nations—With
General March, Chief of
Staff, Is City's Guest.
Praising soldiers trained in San-Antonio army camps as being worthy of
San Antonio and of the nation, and
expressing appreciation nnd recognition
of the effort San Antonio made to protect those soldiers and to give them the
best at its command, Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker addressed 300 business men at the St. Anthony Hote
Saturday night at a dinner given for
him and General Peyton C. March, chief
of. staff. The secretary defended the
proposed League of Nations and said
that the silent spirit of nine millions of
men who had died in the world war
was calling-upon'the statesmen at the
peace conference to make a recurrence of that catastrophe impossible.
Mr. Baker and General March
reached here shortly before 9 o'clock on
their tour of army camps and will spend |
Sundav in the city. On arrival they (
were driven direct to the St. Anthony .
Hotel where the banquet was awaiting I
them.
." _
, ,
San Antonio Responded.
Speaking'.of' San Antonio's efforts te
aid the'training of soldiers, Mr. Bake?
said:
,
, ,
"AVheri the time came to assemble an
army it was recognized that it must be
surrounded with new and unprecedented
conditions and we asked San Antonio
to help and now I am impelled by deep
gratitude, for what you did. .1 he army
trained here was not oply worthy of
San Antonio, but was worthy of the
country wc all love.
.
"My obligations. to San Antonio be1
gan on the first day I became secretary
of war," he continued.
"I had just
taken the oath of office when a message' came. 'Hell has .broken out^ in
Mexico;' The message was from General Funston from San Antonio. San
Antonio entered my mind then and during the strained times that followed- it
was continual!- in my mind. Then the
war came on, but yet San Antonio was
in my mind for a substantial part of
the army was kept here."
,
Mr. Baker said that nothing delighted
him more than to go to France and see
those me-. America sent overseas^clcan of Jody and mind, healthy, in
ethical principles.
He- said he had
naught but praise for the quality of the
soldiers, who billeted with the French
families were gentle and kind as they
aided in the domestic duties and who
went into the trenches strong in purity,
confident in their cause and Unwavering
in their aim as soldiers.
Keep Life Standard High.
"Looking ahead," he said, "I want to
ask you not to .stop where you are now.
Raise the suiciding generation of men
as you raised ait army and make as fine
citizens as you did soldiers.- Let's continue the agencies which aided in this
war and keep the standard of life up
to the high pitch which the war has
placed it-"
The secretary described the dreary
davs in France in March, 1917, when he
had lunch with General Petain, while
thousands of German guns roared in the
distance as the great German drive got
under way. He said while thrt drive
was under way he sat and talked with
the allied commanders about the camapign for 1010 and 1920.,
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'•They told me the war could be won
with America's help in two or three
years," he said. "I came back to America and saw the nation was speeding
up. Then I returned to France and
was with Pershing when the great independent American drive fce"nn. The
battle began at 4 o'clock in the morning. "The Americans drove the Germans
from the St. Mihiel salient. Those wonderful soldiers, singing, swinging and
laughing leaped to the attack.
The
Germans were dislodged from towns
they had held three years. And on November 11, the war ended. The Germans accepted an armistice so humiliating that there is no comrr ding general who had not rather walk in and
hand over his sword than sign such an
armistice."
Full Credit to AH.
"It is fair to say we did great things
in the war, while at the same time we
give full credit to K-'^ind. France and
Italy. In 1917 we had only a handful
of men. These were spread out to train
an army of 4,000,000. I give full credit
to the regular army, to the national
army and to the national guard. They
were moulded into one army and the
force swayed the balance."
"I am certain," he said, "that we
were permitted to grow to be powerful
and moral that wc could help in material and moral force when the final
hour of the world came.
"A treaty of peace is about to, be
signed. There are two kinds of peace
possible. Force is one. The other is
the twentieth century idea. The discoveries of science are too useful to be
put to destructive agencies. The plain
people who fight, and die and pay, don't
want war.
The heart of the world
wants peace and the heart of the
world wants the League of Nations.
Cheers for President Wilson.
"The stricken people of Europe want
it. They want a chance to grow, develop and be free. We have a champion over there, a moral leader." Here
his talk was_Jnterrupted while Jthftjait
dience cheered for President Wilson for
fully a minute.
Resuming the secretary said: .
"Leadership is always lonely. Leaders are often misunderstood, by those
who seek to balk them. Little people get
into-the way. Our Champion is not dismayed.
He knows what the world
wants. I had rather die to support
the things which
will provide peace
thatf to live in prosperity under an. arrangement that would leave the nations
subject to another world calamity.
"The spirit of nine million men who.
died in this war, and the spirit of-millions of women and children, are speaking to the men at the peace conference,
and their voices are heard.
They
speak against any system _ of secret
treaties and agreements which would
make possible a
recurrence of that
catastrophic."

?Srrnd m:mbeVrorto°deTegation

Committees of Welcome.
Mavor Bell, Nat M. Washer. Morris Stern, C. H. Kearny and' F. K
Scobey were ".t the station to extend
a welcome on behalf of the people of
San Antonio.
Kepresen ting-Camp Travis were Maj.
Gen. Harry ¥. Hodges, commander;
Lieut. Duncan Hodges, his aide: Col.
Timothy M. Coughlin, executive officer,
and. Major Fidele Chamberlain, who has
been designated to act as aide to Secretary Baker during his visit.
Mii.i. Gen. DcKosey. Cabell, commanding the. Southern Department, arrived
with the officials on his return from
a trip of inspection. Other Southern
Department officers who met Mr. Baker
and' General March were Colonel W. 6.
Johnson,'chief of staff; Major Lee F.
Walton, who will serve as special aide
to General March, and Major DeR. C.
Cabell, Jr., son of General Cabell, and
assistant adjutant of'the. department.
——:
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GUESTS OF ARMS: TODAY.
Busy Program Is Scheduled tor Secretary Baker and General March.
*■ As guests cf the army Secretary of
SVar Baker and General March will
spend a busy day Sunday, beginning
with an eariy visit to Kelly Field,
where a special program of stunt flying
will be staged for their entertainment.
It is expected their visit to the flying
field will be about 9 o'clock this morning and the flying exhibition is scheduled to start at that hour.
From Kelly Field the distinguished
visitors will be taken to Camp Normovle for an inspection and perhaps
to Brooks Field. They .will then return to Camp Travis about 12:30
o'clock and , be ,received by the 19th,
SStli and .:4ord'" rc'ginients of Tfifa-utiiy
which will'be drawn up in-line as th.c-y
pass into I the camp. Major General;
Harry Hodges will be the host at luncheon at the headquarters officers' mess
at Camp Travis.
After luncheon Secretary Baker and
General March will be shown over the
camp, the site of the proposed storage
warehouses and Fort Sam Houston.
They will stop for a few minutes to
watch the polo game at Treat Field and
if time will permit and the visitors
are so inclined a hurry trip will be
mode to Camn Stanley and the .rifle
range at Camp Bullis. Returning, the
secretary'and chief of staff witl-attend
a reception between 5 and 0 o'clock
at the quarters of Major General DcRosey C. Cabell at Fort Sam Houston.
.Civilians and army officers will meet
the visitors at that hour.
The reception will close the day s
program and shortly after its conclusion they will return to their car for
the trip 'to Fort Worth.
While the program has been arranged
as announced it will be subject to
change at the wishes of the visitors,
army commanders holding themselves
in readiness to make quick response to
any suggestions Mr. Baker or General
March may offer.

»»»
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Secretary of War Declares Flying
Fields and Army Camps Near
San Antonio Far Exceed His
Highest Expectations.
CABELL POINTS OUT NEED
OF MORE WAREHOUSES HERE
One Hundred and Thirty Airplanes at j
Kelly Field Fly in Battle Formation J
and Perform Daring Stunts in Honor
of the Distinguished Visitors—Party
Leaves City for East.
Rumors that the National Guard was
to be eliminated in the new army program for 500,000 men were set at rest
by Secretary of War Newton D. Baker,
Sunday while on his tour of inspection of the military posts at San Antonio, when he declared upon being
asked in regard to the reorganization
of the guard:
"I am in, favor of it, but I ..want to
wait until we have brought the army
back from overseas, in order to give
all the old members of the guard a
chance in the reorganization."

With a hearty handshake for the members of the committee which entertained
him and with a broad smile lighting his
countenance, Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker Sunday night departed from San
Antonio after a strenuous night and day,
rivaling in the number of hours in which
he was on duty the most trying periods
of the war activities in Washington.
"He certainly Is a wonder," said one of
the officers »vho escorted him from the
lime he stepped from the train at the
Southern Pacific depot until he boarded
the train for Fort Worth. "Frankly, I confess I am tired, but the Secretary keeps
up the pace without a sign of wear."
Secretary Baker looked as fresh and fit
Sunday morning when, accompanied by
Lion. Peyton C. March, chief of staff of
the United States Army; Maj. Gen. DeKosey C. Cabell, commander of the Southern Department; Maj. Gen. Harry F.
Hodges, commander at Camp Travis, and
other officers, he started on the tour of
inspection of the local military encampments as when he arrived in San Antonio.
Felt Among: Friends.
Busy as he was, the Secretary gave evidence of huge enjoyment of his visit. Not
only did he refer to the fact that he felt
he was among friends at the banquet given
In his honor, but several times Sunday he
let fall remarks of a like nature, and whatever ^plans were proposed for his entertainment he entered into heartily.
"San Antonio has been honored by the
visit of Secretary Baker," said an officer
Sunday, "but it shauld not overlook the
honor of a visit from General March. General March is the highest officer in the
United States Army on active duty ever to
visit this city. He is one of the two generals of the army. General Pershing is
the other. There have not been many men'
who have been entitled to wear four stars
on their shoulders, and you can see that
is what General March is wearing."
Secretary Baker paid silent tribute to
General Travis, Colonel Crockett and Colonel Bowie and other heroes of the famous
massacred men. Before he started on his
trip around the military camps he was
driven to the Alamo and uncovered his
head in mute testimony to the courage of
is defenders.

Secretary Baker and General March were
guests at the home of General and Mrs. Cabell at Fort Sam Houston during their
visit to San Antonio. The banquet given
in their honor Saturday night at a local
hotel did not come to an end until 1 o'clock
Sunday morning, but the Secretary and
Chief of Staff were up bright and early for
breakfast at the residence of their hosts.
Immediately after breakfast the party
started on the inspection tour.
Special Flags Flown.
B'lying from the front of General Cabell's automobile as the procession of six
cars headed toward Kelly Field was the
Secretary of War's flag, with four white
stars on a cerise field. Riding In" this car
with Secretary Baker were General Hodges
and General Cabell.
The Chief of Staff's flag flew from the
second machine. In this car were seated
General March, his aide, Major Swing, and
Maj. W. T. Johnston, chief of staff of the
Southern Department.
Other cars contained, besides officers
from the army post, Mayor Sam C. Bell, 'John H. Halle, Nat M. Washer, Maj. W. B. •
Tuttle and other members of the citizens
reception committee.
Officers and troops at each post came to
attention as the Secretary's party approached. While the automobiles passed
all stood rigidly touching their hats at a
salute and the military honors demanded
by the occasion were paid the Secretary.
This consisted, where there was a regimental band, of the sounding of "ruffles'
and the playing of "Hail to the Chief."
The three regiments of Infantry at Camp
Travis were turned out in honor of the
army head. Because it was Sunday no
salute of guns was fired.
One hundred and thirty airplanes in battle array rose from Kelly Field No. 2 in
honor of Secretary Baker's visit. The Secretary and party arrived at the field at
9 '30 o'clock, going direct from the Alamo.
The airplanes circled over the field in
battle formation and then the Secretary
was entertained by a series of "stunts"
performed by six picked fliers at the camp.
The stunts consisted of loops, spins, barrel
rolls, flying .upside down, . glides, nose
dives and nearly every other feat performed
by airmen. Five fliers in DcHarlkind
planes, with Liberty motors, closed the
program with an exhibition flight In battle
formation.
"Fly Like Birds."
The visit to Kelly Field lasted an hour
and a half. Secretary Baker expressed
himself several times as delighted with the
exhibition, and ■ despite the fact that airplane flights are no novelty to him, remarked repeatedly that they flew "just like
birds."
At Camp Normoyle, which the party visited next, General Cabell called Secretary
Baker's attention to the large number of
motor trucks which are stored at the
camp, standing in the open unprotected
from the weather.
"We have the material on hand to build
iron warehouses and all we need is the
authorization and the money to go ahead
and put them up," he pointed out.
The Secretary listened, apparently with
deep interest, to General Ca^ell's explanation of the situation.
• "Are the tires still on the trucks?" asked
the Secretary.
"Yes, sir," broke in one of the higher
officers attached to Camp Normoyle. "We
cannot take them off until we can move the
trucks under cover."
The inspection at Camp Normoyle lasted
only fifteen minutes. Accompanying the
inspecting party about the post were Col.
G. C. Lawrence, commander, and Lieut.
Col. W. A. Raborg, executive officer at the
camp.
From Camp Normoyle the party hurried
to Brooks Field, where the only stop made
was long enough for Secretary Baker and
General March to greet the commander,
Col. R. E. Caldwell.
Upon reaching. Camp Travis r.t 12:30
o'clock they drove direct to . C-meral
Hodges' residence, where they ^itere entertained at luncheon.
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BARRIER AGAINST CRITICS.
In these days of Chamberlainisms,
of Alienisms and much similar, heated
political criticism touching the conduct
of the war by the Administration, its
War • Department staff and the responsible heads of the military establishment generally, it is well to be reminded occasionally of that great matter upon which General March dwelt
in his speech here, Saturday night.
"When I first went to France," the"
chief of staff said, "Generals Pershing
and Bliss told me they would be satisfied if we should be able to transport
as many as two divisions a month—
about 75,000 men. As a matter of fact,
as late as February in 1918 we had
reached only a total of 43,000 men for
the month. By June we were transporting 300,000 men monthly. We
scoured the world for ships. We
bought ships, borrowed them and
begged them. I believe the world ultimately will recognize as the greatest
military achievement in history our
ability to transport upwards of 2,000,000 men to France in so short a time."
Most of the world, we think, so
recognizes this already. Great soldiers
and statesmen in the countries of our
war-associates unselfishly have expressed such recognition. In this
country, even the chronic, almost indiscriminate critics of the Administration's conduct of the war recognize it
to the extent of knowing it is one
barrier to their criticism, over which
they cannot clamber. They move along
the base of this wall, peering for
chinks and cracks into which to poke
their fingers!

Secretary Baker Small in Size, But Heads Big Army
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Quaint San Antonio Wins
High Praise From Secretary
Number of Troops to Be Kept in Local Camps
Dependent On Action of Congress,
Baker Declares.
their lives. It makes little dif"I wish I could express personally to tlie given upwhose
political ambitions may be
people of San Antonio," declared Secretary i ference
served but it will make a world of differBaker,
Just
before
his
departure
on
the
1
ence
how
we
settle
problems that will ,
last lap of a Journey which is but the pre- arise during the nextthefew
months By the |
! face to another trip to France, "my ap- II time
nominations
are
in
order it is qvate ;
preciation of the magnificent reception ' probable the people will have
decided whom ,
they have accorded me here. Coming near
want to serve them and they are Uke[1 the termination of a long trip which, i; they
ly
to
express
themselves
in
terms
that e\ en
though replete with interest, has been 1 the dullest politicians can understand.
!
physically wearisome, the effect of so great
Secretary
Baker
and
General
March
a cordiality as has been manifest here lias the afternoon with Generals Cabell spent
been most heartening. I shall always Hodges and other officers on a tourand
of,
think of San Antonio with affection.
of Camps Bullis and Stanley, i
"My experience here has been one ot inspection
They
left
Camp
Travis
immediately
after
vivid impressions. I' have been whisked lunch, returning late in the afternoon to
through scenes as quaint as those of any the Army Post to attend a reception given
European village into areas as highly mod- by the wife of General Cabell. The party
ern as any in New York or Cleveland and took lunch in the officers' mess at Camp
have seen buildings of historic interest, Travis Headquarters.
sacred shrines of heroism, surrounded by
As the eight automobiles were about to
up-to-date commercial structures. I have
Camp Travis on the inspection trip,
-not yet been able to sort out my impres- leave
Secretary
Baker, by one of his charactersions and only know that on the whole they istic exhibitions
of consideration for others,
are most agreeable."
the fact that although he is the
^sked if he had been able to arrive at betraved
official
head
of
one of the greatest miliany conclusions as to tire probable dis- tary organizations
perfected, he lias
position to be made of the cantonments not become infectedever
In any degree with
here or of the size of the forces to be the spirit of militarism.
as he had
permanently maintained, Mr. Baker said: entered.the waiting motor Just
he remem"That depends largely upon what Con- bered the band that had car,
been
gress shall do. I will say that I have outside the mess hall during thePlaying
been tremendously impressed with what hour, turned quickly and hopped outlunch
past
I have seen of this group of camps. I, the surprised attendant and hurried jcros^
of course, knew that the government had the road to shake hands with Lieutenant
built a great plant here: personal Inspec- Kohl, the bandmaster, and express his
tion has shown that the facts eclipse all thanks to the members of the band, who
preconceived expectations. All plans for
scrambled to their feet, trying the
their permanent use must remain in part hastily
difficult feat of saluting without dropping
in abeyance until Congress determines how their
instruments.
many men are to be kept in the regular
.
^>
■
service."
,
Mr. Baker would not attempt to make
even an approximate estimate as to whai.
the final decision as to the size of the
armv will be other than to refer to the
recommendations of the general staff that
a permanent organization of 500,000 men
be provided for. He dodged all attempts
to lead him into any discussion of politics or possible presidential candidacies.
"It is too soon to talk about such things,
don't you think? We have enough to do
during the next year in solving the problems of reconstruction at home and in perfecting the peace for which so many have

—Express Staff Photo.
Above: Secretary Newton D. Baker caught in a crowd of "doughboys" at Camp
Travis yesterday. The photograph was taken at Secretary Baker's request. Below:
Secretary Baker and Major General Hodges.
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BY FAKE SOLDIERS' SOUVENIRS
GRAFT IN II LARGE CITIE!
Secretary Baker Asks Aid of Secret Service in Suppressing Nuisance—Says Crooks Are Reaping Harvest.
^ Washington (Special).—East Side New York' crooks in tin.
guise of soldiers arc believed by the War Department to be
operating in scores of cities. They are not actually committing
felonies;' they are simply "grafting" on the sympathetic public
by selling articles which nobody needs and "souvenirs" of little
or no value, historical or sentimental. Many of these are believed
•■to be working in Washington.
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A general order has been issu d ' ■
the AVar Department to terminate
what is called "uniformed mendicancy." Soldiers in the service are
not permitted to sell articles on the
public streets or solicit alms.
Rut
this rule has not been, enforced with
any great severity, and the consejuence is that thousands of men in
uniform are now engaged in peddling
trifles on the thoroughfares.
Never Saw Service.
This would not be regarded as serious were it not that many of the
"heroes" have' never seen service---,
not even in the military camps. Some
of them, it has been discovered, were
drafted but failed to pass the mediea!
examination.
These have either
bought or borrowed uniforms <•»•
clothes which have the appearance at
uniforms. They are sufficiently unlike the regulation uniform, however,
to save the wearers from the penalties attaching to the impersonation
of a soldier.
It is believed that the business of
accosting women on the streets
everywhere and appealing to them to
buy some worthless article is well
organized, with its headquarters in
New York. At least the War Department is acting on this theory and has
asked the Department of Justice to
come to its assistance.
The young fellows who are engaged in the peddling of cheap buttons and souvenirs are usually of the
strong and virile type. They carry
on their sleeves or their shoulders no
insignia of rank and no evidence of
having been wounded In action. [
Graft Is Organized.
An agent of the secret service said
j he was trying to gather information
(Concerning the alleged organization
j which is directing the sale of buttons, lead pencils and cheap souve-
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1.4 Pet. Beer
' Intoxicating,'
Is Army Ruling
Secretary Baker Approves
Decision Which Regulates
the Sale of "Light" Beverages to the Soldiers

Army Doctors Behind It
Discharged Men, Even if in
Their Uniforms, Have a
Right to Buy Real Liquor
WASHINGTON, 'April 1—So far as
the army is concerned, any beverage
containing 1.4 per cent of alcohol will
be considered "intoxicating." This decision of the judge advocate general
was approved to-day by Secretary
Baker.
Official ruling was made in answer
to requests from camp and organization commanders for an interpretation of section 12 of the selective service act governing the prohibition of
alcohol liquors in or near military
camps. Venders of dozens of brands
of near beers, so-called health beverages and other drinks alleged to be
non-intoxicating, are said to have
taken advantage of the fact that no
definite line was drawn as to alcohol
content, to dispose of their wares not
only to establishments within military
reservations but even to the camp exchanges.
The decision that 1.4 per cent of alcohol would be considered the deadline by the military authorities is
understood to have been based on an
opinion by the army medical experts
that this would intoxicate the average
healthy soldier if sufficient quantity
of the beverage was imbibed.
Sale of intoxicating liquors to discharged soldiers, away from reservations or military dry zones, even if
they are in uniform, is not unlawful,
the department holds in a separate
opinion of the Judge Advocate General,
approved by Secretary Baker.
Under Food Administration regulations % of 1 per cent alcohol made
a beverage officially intoxicating. This
standard has been adopted in many
states, although in some as much as
2 per cent is allowed.
The question of what is an intoxicating beverage is pending in the courts
as a result of the decision of brewers in New York and elsewhere to
make beer obtaining 2% per cent alcohol.
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WAR DEPARTMENT AROUSED
. BY PAKE SOLDIERS' SOUIEI
T IN MANY LARGE CITIE!
Secretary Baker Asks Aid of Secret Service in Suppressing Nuisance—Says Crooks Are Reaping Harvest.
_ Washington (Special).—East Side New York' crooks in tin
guise of soldiers are believed by the War Department to "be
operating in scores of cities. They are not actually committing
I felonies; they are simply "grafting" on the sympathetic public
by selling articles which nobody needs and "souvenirs" of little
or no value, historical or sentimental. Many of these are believed
"tto be working in Washington.
A general order has been issu d ' •■
the War Department to terminate
what is called "uniformed mendicancy." Soldiers in the service are
not permitted to sell articles on the
public streets or solicit alms. . But
this rule, has not been, enforced with
great severity, and the conseoi any
quence is that thousands of men in
a>
uniform are now engaged in peddling
trifles on the thoroughfares.
o>
Never Saw Service.
csi
This would not be regarded as seriX ous were it not that many of the
V "heroes" have never seen service-/
not even in the military camps. Some
< of them, it has been discovered, were
drafted but failed to pass the medical
examination.
These have either
bought or borrowed uniforms or
clothes which have the appearance of
uniforms. They are sufficiently un<
like the regulation uniform, however,
en
to save the wearers from the penal•—<
ties attaching to the impersonation
of a soldier.
U4
It is believed that 'the business of
Hi accosting .women on the streets
<! everywhere and appealing to them to
^: buy some worthless article is wel!
organized, with its headquarters in
New York. At least the War Department is acting on this theory and has
asked the Department of Justice to
come to its assistance.
The young fellows who are enX gaged in the peddling of cheap buttons and souvenirs are usually of the
strong and virile type. They carry
on their sleeves or their shoulders no
insignia of rank and no evidence of
wounded in action. [
< having been
Graft Is Organized.
of the secret service sa'd
< heAnwasagent
frying to gather information'
concerning the alleged organization
which is directing the sale of buttons, lead pencils and cheap souve-.
X nirs.
"That this work is organized there
seems to be no doubt," said the secret service man. "I feel certain that
the head and front of the scheme
could be found on the East Side in
New York. X have no objection to a
fellow doing some peddling, but when
we find a lot of 'heroes' trading upon
the names of men who are real heroes something ought to be done iostop it." i
I - The secret service man said he
stood for an hour at the entrance to
a department store,' and in that time
200 women bought buttons at 10
cents each. They can be manufac-'
turer at 50 cents per 100.
"I talked to the fellow, who
seemed to be a shrewd business
man, said the secret service officer
He admitted that he had never been
w^ri?nCe' an<* he c«"ld just remember the name of the camp from which
he said he was discharged"
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Right to Buy Real Liquor
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the army is concerned, any beverage
containing 1.4 per cent of alcohol will
be considered "intoxicating." This decision of the judge advocate general
was approved to-day by Secretary
Baker.
Official ruling was made in answer
to requests from camp and organization commanders for an interpretation of section 12 of the selective service act governing the prohibition of
alcohol liquors in or near military
camps. Venders of dozens of brands
of near beers, so-called health beverages and other drinks alleged to be
non-intoxicating, are said to have
taken advantage of the fact that no
definite line was drawn as to alcohol
content, to dispose of their wares not
only to establishments within military
reservations but even to the camp exchanges.
The decision that 1.4 per cent of alcohol would be considered the deadline by the military authorities is
understood to have been based on an
opinion by the army medical experts
that this would intoxicate the average
healthy soldier if sufficient quantity
of the beverage was imbibed.
Sale of intoxicating liquors to discharged soldiers, away from reservations or military dry zones, even if
they are in uniform, is not unlawful,
the department holds in a separate
opinion of the Judge Advocate General,
approved by Secretary Baker.
Under Food Administration regulations % of 1 per cent alcohol made
a beverage officially intoxicating. This
standard has been adopted in many
states, although in some as much as
2 per cent is allowed.
The question of what is an intoxicating beverage is pending in the courts
as a result of the decision of brewers in New York and elsewhere to
make beer obtaining 2% per cent alcohol.
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ing outdoors in acres. When- Col. C. D.
Pafcner, the personal representative of General March, was here on a tour-of inspection two weeks ago, Major Shaw told him
he had forty-live and a half acres of unstored and unprotected trucks and auto
parts going to ruin. He says the area
has not increased any since then.
When Secretary Baker and General
March get to Kelly Field they will find
at least $3,000,000 worth of trucks and supplies which belong to the Motor Transport
going to ruin there. All the available
space was taken up at Camp Normoyle and
the overflow was sent to Kelly Field.
About twelve acres of unsheltered property
is to be seen there.
Kelly Field is fairly well fixed from
the standpoint of temporary shelters for
its own property, as there are sufficient
hangars and storerooms there to .meet the
j present needs. The army officers agree
that during an extended time of . peace
| these hangars would prove insufficient shelter for airplanes and that unless better
storage facilities are provided there will
be an immense waste there. The high
figures into which airplane values run
make it evident that the losses because
of poor storage systems would pile up
enormously and very rapidly.
The next point of interest to be visited
where the need for warehouses will be
i brought out is Camp Travis. There are
no regular warehouses there, and at present the Government property is stored : in
i the troop barracks, which are not strong
I enough to hold any great weight. All
J the barracks are frame and built on cedar
| posts, set on a wooden block two inches
thick and the buildings have a sustaining
j power of^inly thirty ponnds to the. square
| foot. Already these buildings are begin(By United Press.)
! ning to sag from the load and the quarterCL PASO, Tex., March 22.—Secretary | master construction experts say it is only
of War Baker left here today for a question of time till some of them will
San Antonio following an inspection of fallAt down.
Camp Travis there are thirteen of
Fort Bliss and a round of military and these buildings filled' with blankets, combed clothing and other furnishings;
civic ceremonies in which the highest forts,
five are filled with small ordnance—rifles
Carranza officials in this vicinity took and pistols; four are filled with reclaimed
part. The Secretary's party would not supplies such as used clothing and bedand three are used for storing misadmit that his visit had the slightest ding,
cellaneous articles.
connection with the Mexican rpoblem.
The Ordnance Department at Camp
A meeting between Baker,' Mexican Travis will offer another bountiful supply
evidence in favor of the warehouses.
Consul General Garcia and Mayor of
Although the guns and small tractors'
Romero of Juarez at a banquet last equipped as baby tanks are under sheds,
night at Liberty Hall was extremely they are exposed on two sides and in time
will go to ruin. There are upwards of
cordial.
two hundred of these tractors and more
than $2,000,000 worth of cannon in these
THE urgent need of a monster .army sheds, and already they have begun to
warehouse and storage system in deteriorate.
It is agreed .that these things will be
San Antonio, as well as this city's; useless in a year or two if they are not
great advantages as a supply base for completely sheltered. The brass in the
won't be hurt by the exposure, but
the troops along the Mexican border, cannon
it is said a vast saving would be effected
will be impressed upon Secretary oi' in carriages if proper shelter is provided.
When the party get's back to Fort Sam
War Newton D. Baker and Maj. Gen.
the question of warehouse facillPeyton C. March, Chief of Staff, at Houston
t'"", for property worth as much as that ei
every turn they make during their j Camp Normoyle will confront them. This
twenty-four-hour visit to this cityi | puzzling question is in the hands of Col.
E. McCarthy and is a touchy one
which begins at 8:30 o'clock tonight. J Daniel
with him. He is the army's most ardent
A few minutes after the distinguish- champion of a big storehouse plant in
ed visitors leave the train they wrtl bo San Antonio and has been untiring in his
seated at a banquet, given by the busi' efforts to get, the Government to put up
nj8B..«^te-oMh^iy,.to-^«J1. the buildings
- here. hjs conference with
witn 1

Baker to Be Shown Urgent Need
of $6, 000,000 Warehouses Here

$15,000,000 in Unstored
Auto Trucks and Parts
Fast Going to Waste at
Normoyle to Be Cited

$25,000,000 PROPERTY
TEMPORARILY STORED

Army Chiefs and Business
Men Will Tell of Losses at
Big Banquet and Visit to
Camps in Vicinity of City

of which IS to put forth ban Antonio s
claims and to show what a vast saving
the immediate construction of the
buildings will mean to the Government.
, „
,
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Colonel

paimer, he was complimented on

tbe use he was making of his storehouses
but Colonel Palmer agreed that every
available inch of space was in use. Besides the warehouse room Colonel McCarthy is using at Fort Sam Houston,
Tomorrow Secretary Baker and General every loft in the city which is for rent and
March will be turned over to the army of- which is considered a safe place has been
ficers who will take them on a tour of rented from private citizens. It is agreed
the various army centers and point out that unless something is done Colonel Mcto them glaring spectacles of -waste as Carthy will be up against as tough a
proposition as the Camp Normoyle aumute evidencel:hat the Government shonM
thorities found themselves facing. He canhurry its construction program.
^^
not rent any more space in the city and
It has been estimated by army experts,
all his storage room, is now full. Nothing
who will present the figures to Secretary
is
outdoors, however.
Baker, that more than $25,000,000 worth
The next problem to be put up to the
of armv property is rapidly going to ruin
War
Secretary is: "What is the Governbecause it is standing outdoors, exposed
ment going to do?" There are two courses |
to the rain and blistering sun, as well as
suggested.
One is to go ahead with the i
to rats and thieves and vandals.
great $15,000,000 concrete warehouse sysThe reports to Secretary Baker will detem,
plans
for
which already have been |
clare that much of the property already
drawju and are on file in the War Departhas deteriorated 50 per cent m value bement offices in Washington, or build temcause of the lack of warehouses and that
porary warehouses here. The Government
the decrease in value is piling up rapidly.
has already purchased the site for the
The greatest example of waste will be
warehouses at the corner of Wilson Street
pointed out at Camp Normoyle where
and New Braunfels Avenue.
property worth more than ^$10,000 000 is
.Already there is material at Camp Norstanding outdoors. Included in this lot
moyle for sufficient warehouses to take
are 8,000 big army trucks which cost the
care
of all the property now going to waste
Government $2,000 each, making the lot
there. Major Shaw recently asked Secreworth $12,000,000. There are also o,000
tary
Baker's aids in Washington for aubrand new bodies for these trucks, valued
thority to spend enough money for labor
at $S00 each, or a total of $2,400,000
to
put
up, these buildings. The girders,
In addition, both sides of the railroad
frames and steel sheeting is already paid
tracks at Camp Normoyle are lined for
for and stacked up at Camp Normoyle.
(iOO feet, with large crates, containing
Two of these buildings, which arrived
$1,500,000 worth .of truck beds and tourhere several months ago in shipments of
ing cars. In this lot are some of the
seventeen
cars each, when constructed will
high-priced motor vehicles, worth as much
be 240x500 feet in size. The four others,
as $8,000 each, which were intended for
which
came
later are 00x500 feet. These
use close up to the fighting line where
buildings are what is known as portable
rapid work is essential. These big trucks
warehouses,
and
are set --right on the
have pneumatic tires, some of which are
ground, therefore there is no limit as to
worth $300 each. All this property in
the
weight
of
the
supplies that can be
crates was intended for use overseas and
stored in them. It is declared they would
was sent here after the armistice was
be plenty large to care for all the property
SI "116(1
covering the forty-five-acre tract there
Major A. M. Shaw, the officer in charge, nowwell
as the motor transport's unstored
of the monster new Mechanical Kepair as
property
now exposed to the weather at
Shops, which will be completed at Camp
Normovle the last of April, long ago quit Kelly Field.
figuring how many trucks he had, or the1
value of them. He now answers all Inquiries about how mueh stuff he has stand-

■H
Colonel McCarthy also has asked authority to build six of these temporary ware- i
houses at Fort Sam Houston, but'no an- :
swer to this request has been received.
. Under the reorganized army plans. San !
Antonio was designated as the supply cen- i
ter or base for this army supply done, j
which reaches from Louisiana west as far ■
as Marfa, Texas, and taking in the rest of !
the State. El Paso is the supply base of
the lone from Marfa, west, taking in the
districts of New Mexico and Arizona.
It is the plan for these zone centers to
supply the troops in their respective territories, and when the army is built up to
500,000 men as now contemplated, the assembli»g ground of these troops will be
along the Mexican border. This territory
will naturally be made, the home of the
majority of the soldiers because of the
mild and healthful climate. It is thought
the biggest army centers will be scattered
through Texas, New Mexico and Arizona.
After the designation of San Antonio
and El. Paso as supply bases it became
evident that, this meant vast additional j
storage facilities, and both cities then be- |
gaii the struggle to get a monster ware- \
house system. Immediately army officers
here began digging up facts and found that ]
Ma;). Gen. Harry Rogers, who is now quar- ]
termaster general in Washington, was the |
quartermaster in the Southern* Department
and stationed at Fort Sam Houston when
the plans for the $6,000,000 warehouses for
San Antonio were drawn. These plans
were for concrete and steel structures, and
were approved by Major General Rogers.
At that time Rogers said there was no
comparison between the advantages of San
Antonio and El Paso for storing supplies
for troops along the border. It is believed
lie is still of the same opinion.
After the plans f/r this big system were
sent to Washington, and the Southern Department officials were expecting an order
to come through announcing they had been
approved, New Orleans suddenly launched
her campaign and succeeded in getting a
$15,000,000 storage and warehouse plant
there. This is of concrete and steel, and
will be ready for occupancy by June 1.
The question now uppermost in the minds
of the army officers here is whether the
Government can be shown that a big system is needed here in addition to the one
In New Orleans. Army men say it is needed, and that the equipment to be sent back
from Europe, alone will fill the New Orleans buildings.
With the abandonment of army camps
In this zone, all the salvaged supplies as
well as the equipment in use at the various places will be sent here, and it is declared it is highly necessary that the Government go ahead immediately with the big
concrete plant.
■ Officers in the headquarters on the
Southern Department say that San Antonio
is without doubts the logical supply base
for the troops anywhere near the Texas
border, and'that it is a good place even
to supply El Paso and points in New
Mexico.
A look at the military map shows that
from Galveston on to El Paso there are
railroad lines running direct, to almost
every army station, including Fort Crockett at Galveston, Fort Brown at Brownsville, Fort Ringgold. Fort Mclntosh and
Fort Clark. None of these forts have direct
lines to El Paso. In this connection it is
stated that El Paso is on the same through
line as San Antonio, and that this line
could supply Fort Bliss and points in New
Mexico and Arizona as well as El Paso
could.
The bringing of the big warehouse system here is regarded as of immense importance and would make this city one of
the principal army centers in the United
States. The construction of the $6,000,000
warehouse alone would mean that $4,000,000 would be spent here for labor and material. All the supplies except the steel
could be purchased right at San Antonio's
doors.
' Besides, if this Is made the zone supply
center several thousand additional soldiers
will be sent here, and a large force of
civilian workers employed to swell the
city's monthly payroll many hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
The business men of the city now realize
what the project means, and it is said
they will continue their efforts until their
case is presented property. At the banquet tonight Congressman Carlos Bee will
present the city's claims. The address of
welcome to the War Secretary will be made
by J. H. Haile and Nat M. Washer will
preside as toastmaster. Secretary Baker
and General March are both expected to
speak but thejy probably will not lie able
to express an opinion on the warehouse
project.

BAKER TO VIEW
SITES FOR BIG
AERO CENTERS
WAR SECRETARY WILL LOOK
OVER GROUNDS AT KELLY
AND BROOKS FIELDS '
When Secretary Baker and Gen. March
visit Kelly Field and Brooks Field tomorrow they will inspect the grounds where
army officers tifelieve the Government will
build the largest airplane and balloon centers in the world. Although whatever they
do or say during the visit may only be
in the way of preliminaries, airplane and
balloon experts realize that the first impression made upon the War Secretary and
the Chief of Staff will be of greatest importance in future actions.
Interest In the visit of these two officials to the flying fields was doubled today following the announcement from
Washington of the tentative plans of the
Government in regard to aviation. This
Included confirmation of the statement that
Kelly Field would be retained as one of
the principal training grounds of airplanists and that Brooks Field would be converted into an immense balloon school.
This announcement means that hundreds
of thousands of dollars will be spent at.
the two places during the summer, and
that San Antonio will continue to be one of
the important places for I raining
the
army's airmen.
i
The statement sent out from Washington
also showed that already the Government
had spent $15,'933,95p on the army camps
and flying fields around San Antonio. Tliis
money was spent as follows: Camp Travis,
$8,200,000: Camp Normovle, $1,580,000; Kelly Field No. 1, ■ $1,02S,000; Kelly Field No.
2. $2,590,686; Brooks Field, $1,:158.000: Camp
John Wi«\ $268,266.
The purchase of fifteen National canfonments and thirteen aviation fields was
decided upon by the department" according to the same announcement made by
Acting Secretary of War Crowell.
The following camps have been ordered
abandoned: Cody, Colt, Crane, Fremont,
Green, Harrison, Leach. Leavenworth (IOnginers), MacArthur, North Jackson, Polk,
Syracuse, Wheeler, Wadsworth, Beau regard, Forest, Greenleaf, Hancock, Logan
and Sheridan.
These camp sites under lease are to be
abandoned, it was added: Bowie (onehalf), Merritt, Shelby (one-half), .Stuart,
Mills and Hill.
The following camps owned by the Government are to be retained: Doniphan,
Eustis, Funston, Holabird, Humphreys,
Jessup, Johnston, Kearney, Lewis, McClellan, Normoyle. Pike, Sill, Travis and Benning.
The following camp sites are now held
under lease, are recommended for purchase: Bragg, Custer, Devons, Dix, Dodge,
Gordon, Grant, Jackson. Knox, Lee, Meade,
Sherman, Taylor and Upton.
The following flying .fields will be retained for air service: Kelly, Langley, Post,
Rockwell, Fort Omaha and Fort Crook and
Lee Hall.
It is estimated that the aggregate cost
of all the lands proposed to be purchased
will be less than $12,000,000. Cost of the
fifteen cantonment sites will not exceed
$9,500,000 and $1,500,000 is expected to purchase the flying stations. Some of the
aviation camps have been offered at less
than $30,000 each.
Acquisition of the camp sites was determined upon purely as a business proposition, it was explained. The decision to
take them over was not reached, the acting secretary declared, with any idea of
universal training or other military policy.
Approximately $190,000,000 has been, spent
in establishing the cantonments. The annual rental on them is $1,000,000 and it will
be necessary to keep all of them for at
least two years, and some of them as long
as three years in order to carry out the
demobilization plans.
The camp leases require the department
to restore the grounds. The building of
barns and fences and outhouses and restoration of the fertility of the soil would be
necessary.
By purchasing the cantonment sites, the
department hopes to realize a profit of
$2,500,000. The cost will be $9,500,000, but
It is believed they can be sold off in lots
as suburban property. As farm lands, the
department believes they will bring $0,500,000.

SOLDIERS' MENU FOR
VISITORS AT TRAVIS
Here is what Secretary linker and
Major General March will eat at the
luncheon to be Riven them by Mnj.
Gen. Harry F. Hodires ami officers attached to headquarters at Camp Travis
tomorrow:
Chicken consomme
Celery
Radishes
Tomatoes
Lettuce
Green olives Dill pickles Sweet pickles
Chicken a la Maryland
Candied yams
Gilbert gravy
Snowflake potatoes
French peas
Asparagus
Creamed cauliflower
French rolls
Strawberries and cream
Peach Pie
Coffee
Cocoa
Grape punch

^>
Suits for less

We nre selling some of our own make
■:i'ly iii-wcar spring suits that have the
.Mi:e tailoring as our exclusive made-toneasure suits at less prices than ordinary ready to wear suits. Made between
seasons to keep our tailors busy and sold
at about actual cost.
Sizes 35 to 10
Priced $35 to $50.
LENTZ, Tailor.
312 West Commerce St.—(Adv.)

SAYS BAKER WAS A
FRIEND OF SLACKERS
FORMER MAJOR TAKES WAR SECRETARY TO TASK FOR
ORDERS ISSUED
By Universfil Service.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., March 22.—Direct
accusation of Secretary of War Baker as
an aid to I. W. W., International Socialists,
anarchists and other objectors to military
service, was made in an address before
the City Club at a luncheon yesterday by
Maj. Dick Foster, former head of the zone
activities at Camp Funston. Kan., and a
member of the camp general court-mar- ;
tial.
Maj. Eoster, who in private life is a
prominent arc.hif.ee1 here, explained army
court-martial proceedings. He related testimony, taken in trials, read army orders
from the Secretary of War, ft»d of what
the objectors had said and done. He declared the objectors knew many secret
orders the officers had.
He also declared that, the National Civil
Liberties Bureau of New York City circulated many pamphlets and bulletins on
how to get around the army regulations.
Maj. Foster said of Secretary Baker: "I
now directly accuse the Secretary of War
of aiding and assisting the I. W. W., InternatloDal Socialists and humanitarians in
their program of blocking the construction
of the army by extending and perverting
the acts of Congress, for the protection,
comfort and solace of these obstructionists.
"One of these secret orders provided absolute Immunity for any man who chose
to refuse military service. In part it reads:
" 'With reference to their attitude of
objecting to military service these men are
not to be treated as violating military laws,
thereby subjecting themselves to the articles of war, but their attitude in this respect will be treated with kindly consideration.'
^'Officers of the army were dumbfounded
that the. War Department should order violations of military laws to be quietly ignored and that the violators of the law
be treated with kindly consideration.
"The number of objectors increased and
numerous complaints on the peculiar condition wont from army officers to Washington."
I

iii£
BAKER WILL SPEND
BUSY SUNDAY HERE
JHE program mapped out for Secretary Baker and General March
during their twenty-four-hour visit
to San Antonio follows:
TONIGHT
8:30—Arrive from West.
9:00—Arrive at banquet.
TOMORROW
8:00 a. m.—Breakfast General Cabell's quarters, where party
will stay while in city.
9:00 a. m.—Call at General Cabell's
office at Southern Department.
9:30 a.m.—Begin tour of the army
camps with heads of various
departments, visiting the following places in the order
named: Kelly Field, Camp Normoyle, Brooks Field, Camp
John Wise, Fort Sam Houston
and Camp Travis.
12:30 p.m.—Luncheon at Camp
Travis with General Hodges
and officers attached to Camp
Headquarters.
2:00 p.m.—Automobile ride to
Camp Stanley and other points
of interest around San Antpnio.
5:00 p.m.—Reception at quarters
of General and Mrs. Cabell at
Fort Sam Houston.
8:00 p.m.—Leave San Antonio for
the East.
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LOAN PARADE IN DOUBT 'BARER SOON IN FRANCE

SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1919.

Baker Abandons Plan to Have
Three Divisions in Capital.

Goes on Leviathan on Monday
to Consult on War Claims.

MEN OBJECT TO BEING HELD

WHEN WAR ENDS IMPORTANT

Rainbow Troops May Appear in

Some Contracts Have Leases Running Six Months After War—Millions Involved—Wilson May Use
Fact to Force Senate to Use
Speed in Ratifying Treaty.

SKETCHES OF BAKER AND MARCH
ywo of the most prominent men in American public life will be the guests of
San Antonio from 8:30 o'clock tonight until tomorrow night at 8 o'clock,
when they will leave for the East. They are Secretary of War Baker and Maj.
Gen. Peyton C. March. Brief sketches of their lives follow:
Maj. Gen. Peyton C. March, Chief of
Staff, to whom Gen. Venanzio Concepcion, chief of staff to Agninaldo, surrendered, is one of the best-known figures in the American Army. He was
born in Easton, Pa., December 27, 1804,
the son of Francis Andrew and Mildred
Stone (Conway) March. He was graduated from LaFayette College in 1884
and from West Point in 1888. He completed the course at the Artillery
School at Fort Monroe in 1898. After
a brilliant military career he became a
member of the General Army Staff in
1903 and served until 1907, when he was
named military attache to observe the
Japanese army in the Russian war.
He was artillery commander of the
United States Army in France in 1917,
and has been Chief of Staff since February, 1918. He is a member of the
D. K. E. Fraternity and of the Phi
Beta Kappas, as well as of the Army
and Navy Clnb in Washington. His
wife, who died in 1904, was Mrs. Josephine Cunningham of Washington. '

Newton Diehl Baker, Secretary of
War, was appointed to that berth in
the Cabinet by President Wilson March
7, 1910. He is a Democrat and was
formerly Mayor of Cleveland, Ohio,
to which office he was elected after
filling one term as City Solicitor. He
was born in Martinsbur?, W. Va., December 3, 1871, and is the son of Newton Diehl and Mary (Dukehart) Baker.
He received the B. A. degree from
Johns Hopkins in 1892 and the degree
of LI*. B. from Washington and Lee
University in 189% He was married to
Miss Elizabeth Leopold of Pottstown,
Pa., July 5, 1902, and was private secretary to Postmaster General Wilson
in 1896-97. He began the practice of
law in 1897. He is a member of the
P-bJ Gamma Delta Fraternity, the Society of Cincinnati; the Union, University and City Clubs and Chamber of
Commerce of Cleveland, and of the
Army and Navy, University and Cosmos Clnbs of Washington.
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ARMY ARM
BAKE WELCOM
Details of the military welcome to be
o-lven Secretary Tinker and Maj. Gen.
March were completed at the headquarters
of the Southern Department today. Because the visit of the party to the war
camps being on Sunday no salate will be
£i

Mai.'Gen. DeKos'ey C. Cabell, commanding the Southern Department, who has
been on an inspection_tour near the bolder, win join the party this afternoon and
arrive here on the same tram
A Luldron from the 14th Cavalry and
several military bands will /«r™£
;,,,V,n Undoes commanding ofticer at
J^in^mvis Col 'W T. Johnston, chief of

I March win be guests of Gem Cabell at Fort
! Sam Houston during their stay
' G. Chamberlain, constructing

'"The •'4"<1"nd 43fl Infantry regiments and
H,e men remaining ot the W^nttw"
ine the route to be traveled by the party
v ben it visits Camp Travis tomorrow.
"V>

"

BEEHEREFOR
CONFERENCE
CONGRESSMAN TO MEET WITH
BAKER TONIGHT; SAYS
LEAGUE IS ASSURED
Congressman Carlos Bee, who was instrumental in having Gen. Peyton C. March
and Secretary Baker change their itinerary
on their visit to Texas so as to include
San Antonio, and who also had the point
of demobilization of the 131st Field Ar- j
tillery changed from Waco to this city,
arrived in San Antonio this morning to
attend both affairs. He will be present at ;
the business men's banquet for the two j
Washington officials tonight.
"We're going to give the people of the
fnited States a League of Nations," said
Mr Bee, talking of happenings at the ■
Capitol. "A big majority of the people .
That many circumstances enter into San I
Antonio's prominence as a military center. |
prominent among them being the fact that ,
nearly every high army official has at some
I time .or other been stationed here and al- ,
ways would like to return, was pointed j
out by Mr. Bee.
■
.
"Wnlle it is often overlooked, that is
! quite a factor In the establishment of San
Antonio's military prestige" said Mr. Bee.
"Of course, though, the various attributes
of San Antonio that are requirements for
the establishment of a military center, such
as climate, water, health record and geographical position, have all entered in producing the result."
,
Congressman Bee expects to spend about
a month here, after which he will return
to Washington. He is stopping .at the
Gunter Hotel. Mrs. Bee has remained in
Washington.

<^»——

Line, but Plans Are Uncertain.
Cost and Difficulties of Transportation Stand in Way—Expense
of New York Review $937,000.
Secretary Baker announced yesterday that he had been forced to abandon hopes he had entertained that a
victory parade of three distinctive
fighting: divisions might be arranged
to take place in Washington. The
divisions he had hoped to assemble
for the purpose, he said, were the
First, representative of the old regular army and the first to land in
France; the Second, which included
the marine brigade, and the Forty- I
second, or Rainbow, the national
guard unit built up from the forces
of States.
The Secretary said experience had :
shown that it would be impossible
to get the three divisions home at
anything like the same time and he j
had been forced to limit the review ;
to the Forty-second division alone.
New York Parade Cost $927,000.
Plans for a divisional parade of that
i1 organization, it is understood, are
now being worked out. Whether even
this will be practicable had not yet
been definitely decided.
Many obstacles confront the department in arranging for divisional parades. Even in the case of the Twentyseventh, the New York National Guard
j division which received an enthusiastic
I welcome a week ago in New York
I city, the difficulties were great alI though New York as the mainportof
[debarkation has the greatest facilities for such home-coming reviews.
A computation of the cost to the
government of the New York parade
including the pay and sustenance of
the men. alone for the period they
were held in the service in order to
participate shows an expenditure of
nearly $927,000.
Men Protest Being Held.
The department, however, was said
to be not so much interested in the
cost, as in the fact that the debarkation machinery was clogged up and is
still feling the strain. At one time
there were no accommodations for the
troops aboard four arriving steamers
due to the holding of the units of the
Twenty-seventh division for the parade and the resulting blocking of
cemobilization machinery.
Another element now arising is said
to be complaints from men in the
Twenty-seventh division from outside
of New York State, wno were held
three weeks longer in service because
of the review.
Similar complaints
from men fed into the original divisions as replacements and who have
| been retained at camps far distant
from their homes for parade in which ,
they have no local interest also have
been received.

Plan Review in Boston.
Officers said this situation was!
marked in the case of the Twenty-,
sixth or New England division. Only
60 per cent of the division in the
present status of its personnel is to
be demobilized at Camp Devens, the
nearest divisional post to Boston. The
remainder, representing replacements,
are schedeuled for demobilization at
camps near their homes, in this case
scattered all over the country. The
department. Mr. Baker said yesterday, cannot undertake in justice to
these men to order them to Boston
for a parade of the entire division.

Secretary of War Baker has now
completed his plans for his next trip
to Europe. He will leave here Sunday night and go aboard the
Leviathan on Monday.
W. Cuthell,
•who has been associated with the
Secretary on war claims matters, and
Stanley King, confidential adviser,
will accompany him.
Upo.n reaching Paris Mr. Baker will
at once begin consultations with the
liquidation
committee
respecting
claims of the French government
against the United States and claims
of the United States government
against the French.
A seemingly
interminable number of problems is
involved, but the committee is expected to have all the preliminary work
canvassed before Mr. Baker arrives.

Contracts Based on War's End.
In response to inquiry Mr. Baker
said he did not exactly know how the
signing of the treaty would affect
many of the contracts based on
abrogation at a prescribed time "after
the war." The wording of these contracts is so different, he said, that
each one would have to be studied.
In some cases leases have been made
to run six months "after the termination of the war," in other cases the
wording "after the war" is used.
As to whether the war will be regarded as terminated when the treaty
is signed or whether action will have
to wait until the Senate ratifies the
treaty, this point would have to be
decided by the legal authorities, Mr.
Baker indicated.

Wait Would Cost U. S. Heavily. ;
Several officials here have pointed
out that it would cost the American
people millions of dollars in absolutely needless expense if leases are carried on until the Senate ratifies the
treaty. However, it is possible that
President Wilson may use this as ar
argument for attempting to forct
speedy action by the Senate in ratij
fication of his combined treaty an<"
league of nations covenant.
The President may take the grount
that legally there can be no peac<(
until the treaty is ratified and tha£
consequently the cost of added mill
ions will be chargeable to the Senate
if it does not accept the treaty plu£
the league without delay.
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Wilson Asks
War Powers
After Peace
Plea for the Retention of
Wide Authority Given
Under the Overman Act
Is Conveyed by Baker

Senators, Amazed,
Plan Opposition
Increased Economy and
Efficiency in Bureau Is
Made Basis of Appeal
to Republican Congress
By Carter Field
New York Tribuni
Washington Eurcau
WASHINGTON, April 2.—President
Wilson wants to retain, temporarily at
least, even after the peace proclamation is made, the extraordinary carte
blanche powers to make any changes
he may see fit in the organization of
the government departments, bureaus
and boards granted him in the so-called
Overman act.
Secretary Baker, it was learned today, has asked Senator Overman, of
North Carolina, who introduced the bill
bearing his name in the last session
after the Democratic leader, Senator
Martin, had refused to do so, to do his
best to get legislation through as
speedily as possible, immediately on the
reconvening of Congress, ^o continue
the Overman act after the proclamation
of peace. The Overman act, by its
terms, dies automatically with the
peace proclamation.
This came as a complete surprise to
Senators here. It was remarked that
;jusfc a few days before Congress adjourned the Administration had no
hope of any such grant of power, even
from the Democratic Congress.
Baker and March Agree
At that time both Secretary Baker {
and General March, chief of staff, told j
the Senate Military Committee they
would be satisfied, realizing that the
lapse of the Overman act would restore
the old organization in the War Department, vr^K^a clause in the army
bill then before. tn-'--c"«jtntif.fe<!._providing that the organization of^the V'ar
Department "hoi'le1 ^main i»s>?t was on
that date.
This clause, which was satisfactory
io the committee, failed with the army
bill, which was never even taken up in
the Senate, but since that time Baker
and March, in the opinion of Senator
Wadsworth and others on the Military
Committee, have broken faith with the
committee by continuing to make
changes in the organization of the department. They have discontinued the
chemical warfare, better known as the
Gas and Flame, service, and friends of
the army have feared what else they
would do before Congress is convened
to take up the question, among other
things, of organizing the War Department on a permanent peace basis.

Mr. Baker alludes to this reorganization in his letter to Senator Overman, stating he is anxious that the
Overman act should be continued until
permanent legislation can be enacted.
Plea Amazes Senators
Senators confess themselves "flabbergasted" that the President or Mr.
Baker should dream for one moment
that a Congress controlled in both
houses by Republicans should continue
this grant of war powers after the
declaration of peace. This is especially
true with regard to the War Department. Senator Wadsworth, of New
York, who probably will be chairman
of the Senate Military Affairs Committee, attacked Baker and March in this
very connection, charging them with
"bad faith,'' on March 19, following the
discontinuance of the chemical warfare
section.
While Mr. Wadsworth is not in
Washington to-night, his friends say
lie would tight vigorously any such extension of the Overman act, and it is
regarded as extremely doubtful if any
Republican would vote for it. Added
to this, many Democrats voted for the
act originally only because the President declared it necessary for conduct
of the war. That reason no longer ex- i
ists.
The Overman act was asked for i
originally by the President just following the sensational attacks on the !
inefficiency of the War Department by j
Senators Chamberlain and Hitchcock.
Secretary Baker "promoted" two of the '
men attacked as unfit, Major Generals
Sharp and Crozier, to a new war council, which, after a few months of innocuous life, was allowed to expire,
Sharp and Crozier being nominated at
its death as major generals in the line.
Baker Claims Economy
j
It is this measure which the Presi- j
dent is now asking to have continued
after peace is declared. In his letter
to Senator Overman Mr. Baker says, in
part:
"This act has facilitated and expedited the task of the War Department
in organizing, training, transporting,
equipping and maintaining the army. It
has permitted a centralization of control, a coordination of effort, a flexibility of organization to meet changing requirements and an increased efficiency in the procurement and distribution of materials and supplies, including elimination of competitive purchasing and standardization of specifications and procedure, without which
the military programme which has been
so successfully carried out would have
been impossible of realization.
"I believe it would be a misfortune
if it. were revoked before such time (aS
new legislation, of a permanent nature,
based upon the experience of the war,
may be enacted."
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CHAMBERLAIN AGAIN
ATTACKS BAKER
Tells Natchez Audience Secretary Is Inefficient, but Disclaims Quarrel with Wilson.
CRITICISES COURTS-MARTIAL
Baker and Crowder Painted as Exponents of " Prussianized Militarism "—Attitude on League.
Special to The Neto YorJs Times.
NATCHEZ, Miss., April 2.—In response
to an invitation extended by Mayor W.
G. Benbrook in behalf of citizens of
Natchez, his native city. Senator George
E. Chamberlain of Oregon delivered an
address here tonight, in which he declared that his criticisms of the administration were Intended to be constructive and had been justified by events.
He declared it was not true that he
opposed a. League of Nations, saying
he held certain fundamental changes
should be made in the draft. He said
the Monroe Doctrine should be safeguarded and immigration regarded as
purely a domestic question'..
Senator Chamberlain declared he had
no quarrel with President Wilson, that
his quarrel was with Secretary of War
Baker, who he termed, with the Chief
of Staff and General Crowder, exponent
of a " Prussianized military system."
" When the war came on I lost my
polities and was an American citizen,"
said Mr. Chamberlain, " and if the time
*ver comes when I have to close my eyes
to wrong through expediency, may God
forgive me if I do not get out of public
office. I could not have the blood of
thse men n my enscience, and so I placed
my finger on those who were responsible
for the delays.
" The Chief of Ordnance wasted six
months trying to perfect the Lewis gun;
the head of the Quartermaster Department practically surrendered his office,
and' there was a lack of heavy ordnance.
We told the President about it, but he
took the statement of the Secretary of
War. Probably ho was right in so
doing, but the Secretary of War was
wrong, and it was by no means the first
time he was wrong. Our testimony came
from men on the ground and who knew.
Defends New York Speech.
" I went up to New York and made a
speech and told the truth, and I wish
to say that I made no criticism of the
President, but of conditions. I had no
quarrel < with the President; my quarrel was with the Secretary of War, and
I am going to keep on quarreling with
hint so long as there Is inefficiency. Nowhere can there be found a line except
where I spoke in the highest terms of
the President and his statesmanship and
patriotism."
Touching on conditions in military
hospitals, Senator Chamberlain told of
a soldier suffering from cerebro-splnal
meningitis, with no other attendant
than a private soldier, who attempted
to give the patient water by pouring it
down his throat in a funnel, and of
hew the father of the boy, denied admission, had watched through the window and been compelled to witness the
sufferings of his son. He said that the
following morning the father again
looked through the window, and, seeing
no one, attempted to enter the room,
but found the door obstructed by the
body of his dead son.

Senator Chamberlain said this case
had been brought to the attention of the
Secretary of War and Mr. Baker had
asked him for the names of those concerned ;he had refused to give them
until he knew that an inspector would
b esent. Instead of the matter being referred to those who had been responsible
for it. The Senator added that an Inspector, a distinguished army officer,
had been sent and had found conditions
exactly as had been represented.
■■ The President was not responsible,
but there was inefficiency and there
was no excuse for It," commented Mr.
Chamberlain. He told of thirty soldiers,
suffering from pneumonia, being compelled to wait in the snow until certain
doctors finished playing a gumo of
Senator Chamberlain declared that trie
report of General Pershlng had coiifirmed the statement that there had
been inefficiency: that there had been
no American-built airplanes for use until August, 1018.
Discussing the problems of peace. Senator Chamberlain spoke of the soldie1in fiance and this country for who
places should be made In the tndustri
life of
the country when they were mu
tered1 out of service, and of* the du
of the Government to them. He sa
it had come to his knowledge that I
turning troops, who had fought heroici
Iv in the war, on arriving at a certa
debarkation camp, were loaded into d
mantled cars, with the poorest kind
equipment, to be sent to the Paoi
Coast. He declared that the trains wi
hardly fit for the .commonest trair
and yet had been given to these hero
He declared that the soldiers were d
gusted, and said that such occurred
made for Bolshevism.
Court-Martial Instances.
Speaking of the court-martial syst
Senator Chamberlain declared that
" reactionary War Department"
against him, but the progressive,
lightened citizenship was with bin
his fight against the system whei
young men were sent to prison for f
six months to ninety-nine years,
said there were thousands of c.
where the penalties had been too
vere. One instance of a seventecn-yI old bov, who, he said, had the 3lin<
a child, was given- This boy was
sent from his post for two hoars .
was sentenced to a year's lmprisonmi
Acting on advice, he escaped, but i
brought back. Every effort, said
Senator, was made to induce him
,
confess assaulting an officer: oryfclafirefusal he received a sentence of fye
y
Another instance of a Mlssssippi boy,
about to go overseas, who skipped away
to tell his mother good-bye and who received a sentence of twenty-five years,
was given aand compared with a& identically similar case where a sentence ot
ten v'ears was imposed.
The court-martial system was characterized as a " reactionary Prussianized
system " bv Senator Chamberlain. Who
added that'ho had noted that Secretary
Baker had recently said something of
steps being taken to modify it.
" You have to k* sk some people Into
doing their duty," he declared.
It the Japanese claims on emigration
were recognized he would be compelled
to vote against it. as would all other
Western Senators. Expressing the greatest admiration for the Japanese, Senator
Chamberlain said America could not afford to have such a question as this
injected, for it wojld mean an Oriental
Invasion, not only of Japanese, but
Chinese.
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ANSELL LETTER
IS MADE PUBLIC
United States Secretary of War
Also Makes Statement in
Reply—Says Important Part
of Matter Is Military Justice
.Special to The Christian Science Monitor
from its Washington News Office
WASHINGTON, District of Columbia
—When Newton D. Baker, the United
States Secretary of War, was asked
yesterday whether he had anything to
say about the letter from Lieut.-Col.
S. T. Ansell, which he had returned
and which appeared in what is acknowledged to be substantially correct
form in The New York Times of that
date, he replied promptly that he had
and then dictated the following:
"The important part of this matter
is the question of military justice.
Upon that subject the committee of
the American Bar Association and
various other agencies are at work.
My very earnest desire is to have
every defect of the system discovered
and remedied. The welter of abuse,
accusation and violent language about
personal differences between officers
can only be properly inquired into
through the regularly ' established
agencies of the army, and I can make
no comment upon those features until
I have received the report of the
inspector-general."
Asked what "agencies" he referred
to in addition to the American Bar
Association, Mr. Baker said that he
himself was studying the matter, as
were the judge advocate-general and
several other military authorities.
He said that he hoped that Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell also was giving
thought to the subject.
Senator Chamberlain's Speech
Mr. Baker added, in regard to a
speech of George E. Chamberlain,
United States Senator from Oregon.
delivered in Natchez, Mississippi, on
April 2, calling the Secretary of War
inefficient and an exponent of "Prussianized militarism":"My attention has been called to a
newspaper account of a very intemperate speech by Senator Chamberlain. I have been Secretary of War
for three years. During that time I
have received the most cordial and
helpful cooperation from the members
of the Senate Military Committee and
the committee as "a whole. From
Senator Chamberlain I do not recall
that I have ever received a suggestion
which was helpful or seemed intended
to be helpful. I am perfectly willing
to let the people of the country decide
between what the War Department
has done in three years, and what
Senator Chamberlain has said in three
years.
"Senator Chamberlain said in the
speech referred to that the reactionary War Department was against him
but that the enlightened citizenship
was with him in his fight against the
system whereby young men were sent
to prison for from six months to 99
years."

Source of Authority
There was much discussion in military and official circles here regarding the source of the authority upon
which the Ansell letter had been given
to The New York Times, the only
newspaper which carried it on that
date It will be remembered that this
was'the letter written to Secretary
Baker on March 11, when hewas in
the west and that Senator Chamberlain endeavored to force him give it
the same publicity which had been
accorded the letter of E. H. Crowder,
the judge advocate-general.
This the Secretary of War refused
to do and he took no action m the
matter until his return to Washington
about a week ago when he announced
that he had returned the letter to
Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell because it
did not seem to him to be helpful, hut
that at the same time, he had asked
Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell to make any
suggestions or recommendations that
he thought would tend to improve the
system, either directly to the Secretary of War or through the ordinary
military channels.
Unless the War Department kept a
copy of the letter, there were believed
to be onlv the two copies in existence
the one returned to Lieutenant-Colonel
Ansell by Secretary Baker and the one
in the possession of Senator Chamberlain Military men expressed the hope
that Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell.had not
made the letter public, directly or indirectly, as it would be regarded as an
act of great indiscretion if no more
serious construction were placed on
it
Lieutenant-Colonel Ansell intimated that the letter might have been i
purloined. Senator Chamberlain is
not in the city.
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such that a commissioned officer ap- threatened Congressional investigation,
pears before a court-martial to far bet- co silence criticism and to prevent talk
ter advantage, than does a private sol- a'jout establishment of courts of appeal,
dier. The Secretary of War believes and to make it appear to the soldier
that conditions of injustice do not exist. that he did get some kind of revision of
When he denied this department the re- his proceedings other than the revision
visory power over all court-martials at field headquarters. It is significant
cases, he denied himself the opportunity also that his interest was not such as to
to keep in touch with the administra- produce subsequent effort to secure the
tion of justice throughout the army, and enactment of this legislation.
ho speaks from the knowledge obtained
" It may well be that, now the confrom only a part of the cases of com- straint is removed which seemed to him
missioned officers tried, and from those to oblige hi mto take an opposite course,
who are interested in supporting the Judge Advocate General recerts to
Holds Secretary Responsible for alone
the existing system.
his first view, which he on one occasion
" I say the system does not do justice. expressed as one of honest intellectual
"Gross, Terrible Injustice"
It does Injustice—gross, terrible, spirit- approval of the effort that our officers
crushing injustice. Evidence of it is were making to establish such an apon every hand to those who will but see. pellate power in this department. That
in Courts-Martial.
The records of. this office reek with effort was made near the beginning of
it. The organization of the clemency the war, in the latter days of October,
board now sitting daily and daily re- 1917, and, with the concurrence of every
commending clemency in a hundred officer serving at that time in this decases is a confession of it. Clemency, partment. Wo deduced, out of 1,199 Recan never face the injustice vised Statutes, that power. The views
FULL TEXT OF THE LETTER however,
done. In my judgment, the army will of this officer were embodied in an ofnever hold the place it ought to hold fice opinion to the Secretary of War,
in the faith and affections of our people dated Nov. 10, 1917. It is of this opinion
until the machinery'for doing' military that General Crowder, in his statement,
says: ' Indeed, the first time I was adWas Sent to Secretary and Re- justice be humanized.
vised of such a view was in November,
Official Inconsistencies.
1917, on the occasion of his presenting
to you—not through me, and entirely
turned to Writer-—Accuses
"The statement of the Judge Advo- without
consulting me—the first of the
cate
General
is
a
dexterous
effort
to
elaborate
briefs of which so much has
Crowder of Insincerity.
i divert public attention from the sys- been made.'
"
And
it
is this same brief that he later
tem of injustice, which, he defends and refers to in
the statement as one ' urgI the paternity of which he proudly pro- ing a revolution in the military system
i claims, to mere personal differences and his circulation of a document of
WANTS AN INVESTIGATION | which are not, or must soon cease to be, such grave consequences among every
! of public moment. When, insofar as. it officer" in my office, without giving me
i is necessary for his purpose for him; to the slightest information of his efforts.'
" The statements are at variance with
i do so, he discusses the system, he bej comes involved in inextricable confu- the facts. When I came to be the head
of this office, in the latter days of
But, Fearing Unfairness, Will Not sion and patent inconsistencies.
i- In one and the same breath he de- August, 1917, General Crowder, at that
Submit to Inquiry by In• dares the system unusually excellent time doubtless placing in me the utmost
I and then 'complains that Congress has confidence, came to me and said that
spector General.
; failed to impose upon and above it a he never intended to return to this of' needed organ empowered to subject it fice again, that he had alwave aspired
to legal control; he declares that the to a line command, and that he inmilitary law can best be administered tended to use his office of Provost Mari in the field and with virtual finality, shal General in the raising of this new
Special to The New York Times.
f
and
he now admits that the svs- army to secure for himself a field comWASHINGTON. April 2.-ffh< full teni yet
v.'.'juid be *nuch. improved by the mand. He told me to mar:age the office
text of the suppressed letter of Lieut. establishment of a departmental ap- in my ow nway and without further
to him.
Col. Samuel T. Ansell, former Acting pellate power: he'contends that courts- reference
" I particularly asked- whether I
martial should be ■ subject, not to legal
Judge Advocate General of the Army, control,
but only to the power of mili- •should consult him upon matters of genin rejoinder to Major Gen. Enoch tary command, but at the same time eral policy, and especially upon appointof which many would have to
Crowder's defense* of the army court- subjects to assuming the responsibility ments,
the outrageously excessive sentences be -made. He said 'No,' but added:.
martial system, came into the posses- for
awarded when courts and commanding If I should wish the appointment of
sion of THE NEW TOKK TIMES corre- officers go wrong without legal re- any particular Judge Advocate for my
straint: he admits .that our soldiery special purposes I will let you know.'
spondent today.
must be hurriedly drawn from civilian
Had Crowder's Approval.
This is the letter which .Secretary, of life and from the liberal operations of
War Baker refused to make public after the civil code, but assumes that for '.»" The story and preparation for the
reason the military code must be opinion and obtaining the revisery
he had been twice asked to do so in such
the more . concentratedly applied; he
telegrams sent to him by Senator argues that, since the soldier must on Power were participated in by all the
George E. Chamberlain of Oregon, occasion yield.up his life on the bat- Officers, covered a period of two or
he should not be heard to com- three weeks and required many officers'
Chairman of the Senate Military Com- tlefield,
plain if it be taken away by these conferences. One day. while I was at
mittee. Senator Chamberlain said to course of ' chivalry and honor,' applying, one
of the conferences. General Crowder
Secretary Baker that " common fair- not the modern rules of right, but the appeared in the adjacent room and took
principles that governed over up with mo some matter of common
ness and justice " to Lieut. Col. Ansell mediaeval
lord and armed retainer; he says that interest. I took that occasion to tell
required the release of his letter for the officers who sit. in judgment upon him
what. the. office was then engaged
publication, " not at a late date, but the. private soldiery cannot be consid- upon and the subject of the conference
ered military zealots, since the civilian
Immediately, when the public mind is clothes they doffed are hot yet out of in the next room. I explained to him
the neoessity of discovering some means
fresh with the subject and is desirous style, but in the next paragraph asserts for
correcting the grave injustice done
they are steeped in military appreof receiving it," and characterized it as that
a. large number of non-commissioned
ciations and are more competent in their to
officers
w-ho had been very unjustlv
"a. complete answer to the published place to do justice than am I, denomiconvicted in Texas, the record
defense of the present court-martial nated a humane critic, inexperienced in trieci-and
of
which
trial had just reached the'ofrequirements j .disagreeing with
system." Ssecretary Baker did not military
the Secretary of War, who asserted the fice.
' I told Mm my view that with the
publish the letter, but returned it to eotrary. he say* that my briefs were new
army it was absolutely essential to
Lieut. Col. Ansell last Friday with the not addressed primarily to "the desir- establish some such revisory power and
of the power of departmental
I was delighted to find that the
statement that it was " not helpful " ability
review, but to the question whether that
was about to agree unanimously
and that " any suggestion he wants to such power had actually been granted, office
that Section 1199 Revised Statutes was
and
then
elsewhere
he
accuses
me
of
make he can make either through milidesigned
for that very purpose. His
endeavoring to meet the exigent necestary channels or directly to mo as he sity of review by an earnest plea based reply to me, in words thai are impressed
upon
iny
was: ' I approve
on expediency, rather than a ^reason, heartily of memory,
he may elect."
your effort. Go ahead and
Colonel Ansell has long been waging a of the language of the statute.
put it over. I suspect, however, that
you may find some difficulty with the
MUstatcment of Issue.
I fight against what>he declares to be the
military men arising out of Article ;VT.'
I injustices of the present army court" He misstates the issue by asserting
" He then adverted to the fact that he
martial system, and in his letter he that, according to my views, General himself had drafted and had had ensays that " if responsibility for such Pershing in the battle of the Argonne acted that particular article, and added
.of course, it was never designed
maladministration as has existed in this could not have subjected one of his men that,
to prevent any such power. I' then reoffice is to be located, it must be located to court-martial without the concur- turned to the conference and announced
my associates that General Crowder
[first upon the Secretary of War." He rence of his Judge Advocate, whereas to
had spoken.with approval of our course.
also says that when he accused General such, a question is clearly not involved; Under my instructions I did not have to
that is involved—and that niuch is
with him, and did so only be| Crowded of a change of attitude General all
fundamentally involved--is that the consult
cause it was convenient and appropriate
Crowder explained it by saying:
charges should not' be ordered to trial for me to do so on. this occasion.
"Ansell, I had to go back on you. I until the Judge Advocate could say that
" I knew of no change of attitude una matter of law the charges, suf- til, shortly thereafter, I was advised in
I am sorry, but it was necessary to do it as
ficiently allege an offense known to the
department that he was preparing
| in order to save my official reputation." law, atid that there is reasonable ground athebrief
in opposition to the office view,
After that, the letter asserts, Secretary to believe they can be sustained.
and two or three.days thereafter he re"The issue is whether the convening sumed charge of the office and filed the
Baker and General Crowder met at the
the court and the officer \or- brief. When 1 found this to be so, I
Army and Navy Club in "Washington authority,
dering the-execution shall be a law unto went to General Crowder and accosted
and Crowder was " upbraided " by Sec- themselves, or whether they shall be re- him about his change of attitude. In
retary Baker, following which, accord- strained by and required to keep within explanation .thereof he. said: ' Ansell, I
the limits prescribed by established had to go back, on you. I am sorry, but
ing to Lieut. Col. Ansell, General Crow- principles
of law; whether military jus- it was necessary to do it in order to
der said that, humiliated by such im- tice shall be governed by the power of save my official reputation.'
[ putation, he went back to the Provost military command oi^ whether.it shall be
. Upbraided by Baker.
result of the application of legal
.Marshal General's office, consulted some the
principles.
-"
He
then added that he was nearing
I of his friends, and decided it was neces" Asserting at one moment that there
sary for his self-protection to oppose the is but a smal Imargin of controversy the end of his service, that he could not
befween us, he concedes at the next that afford to be held responsible for the in[ Ansell opinion.
we are separated by a world-wide gulf
" It is obvious," says the Ansell letter, of principles. He insists that, courts- justice that had gone on, if the existing
General Crowded committed himself to martial shall be subjected from begin- la wcould have been construed to preto end to the power of military vent it. He further adverted to the fact
I the opposing view, a, view which he has ning
command, and I. declare, that military
ever thereafter maintained, out of a mis- justice can never be done .with assur- that fixing such a responsibility upon
would injure his career in this war.
taken notion of the necessity for self- ance unless they - be made responsible him
, "Upon my haying told him that I was
to applied principles of law alone,
and unable
I protection a.nd a desire to soothe his answerable
to see how he was responsible
to no commander. :
for a practice that had continued for
| wounded pride."
"In his statement, the Judge Advocate nearly-forty
years, he went on to say
General
recognizes
some
deficlences
to
The full text of Colonel Ansell's letter,
Secretary of War held him perhe has been peculiarly blind ever that the responsible,
I which'; it should be said, was not given which
that the Secretarybefore, a.nd occurs, verbally at least, sonally
War had seen him at the Army arid
out by him, follows: '
in remedies which he, has ever hitherto of
Navy Club shortly after. I had filed my
y
opposed.
He
says
that
I
contend
that
Text of Ansell's letter.
opinion and had "upbraided" him for
the great fault with the system is. to sitting
by during the time that he had
be found in the lack of departmental been ..fudge'Advocate
. " Washington, D. C, March il, 1919.
and perpower to review courts-martial proceed- thitting this injustice toGeneral
" Executive.
go uncorrected,
ings and, to modify or reserve unlawful that tin: .Secretary had
particularly
" Ansel—H. E. W.
judgments. I have ever contended that asked him how long he had been Judg^.
| "The Honorable the Secretary of War, i this was one great fault, but hot the Advocate General and charged him with
:
only one.
Washington, D. C.:
- to seek a, remedy for the
"As to that one fault, he now, says his failurewhich
I had, presented.
' Sir: The press yesterday morning ! that he agrees with-me.and. that there i>; situation
; "General Crowder then said that, huj
ho
controversy
about
it.
When
did
he
I carried statements made by you a,nd by become of that mind? In November, miliated by such imputation, he had
[General Crowder, Judge Advocate Gen- 1017, he went out of his way to reverse gone back to the Provost Marshal General's office, had consulted some of his
eral of the army, in defense of the criti- the opinion rendered by this office, and friends
there and had decided that it
upon, misconstruing out of ex- was necessary
I cisms now being made against the exist- insisted
for his self-protection to
isting law that very power which this
ing system of military justice and the office had fairly found there; in doing oppose the opinion this office had writdepartmental methods of administering so, he not only denied that the power ten and the effort it had made to esit. A representative of the press has Was to- be found in existing law, but tablish this power, and that two of the
just supplied me with a-n authorized contended there was nothing Wrong with officers there had helped him to, prepare
| statement It is dated March 8, marked the absence of such a power, and also the counter-memorandum.
"It is obvious that General Crowder
for release for the morning newspapers not only that there was not, but, in efof Monday, March 10, and conssts of a, fect, that there ought not be in this i committed himself to the opposing view,
totter under uate of March 1, signed by department anyjsuch power of review. \ a view which he has ever thereafter
the Secreta.ry of War but evidently pre- He has constantly voiced that view and I maintained, out of a. mistaken notion of
the necessity of self-protection and a
pared in the office of the Judge Advo- acted accordingly.
desire to soothe his wounded pride.
cate General, in which the Judge AdvoJustice arid Discipline.
" General Crowder further says that
cate General is requested to respond
the order appointing me Acting Judge
with a. statement ' which will permit
"'Tn
his'
instant"statement
lift
argues
I
Advocate
General and subsequently reready perusal by the intelligent men
a.nd women who are so deeply interested that a commanding officer, in subject- j voked- had never been published, but
was
obtained
by me from the Chief of
in this subject.'
ing hi* men to court-martial, should !
" The tetter of the Secretary' Is one suffer no legal restraint, and argues as j Staff without consulting the Secretary
of
War,
and
without his knowledge.
voicing general support of the system, a
declaration of his faith in the justice of a practicality that such legal restraint | With respect to this order he says:
"
'
General
Ansell
askec) me in a formal
the system and of confidence 1n the would work the destruction of all dis- j
Judge Advocate General and in con- cipline. In his instant statement he ! written menorandum to help liim secure
an order appointing him Acting Judge
demnation of my own attitude and views
with respect to that momentous subject. contends that the purpose of -the; army Advocate General in ,charge of my funcThe statement of the Judge Advocate is not to maintain Justice, but to procure tions. 1 did nOt wish to be relieved, but
General is one that speaks in warm victory, as though the one. can be diet not wish to embarrass you. I theresupport of the system and in justifica- achieved only at. the' sacrifice of the fore replied in writing that he could
tion of his own responsibility for it, and oher ! I say that there can be no dis- take the matter up directly with the
in considerable part consists of severe cipline in an army-without, justice, and Secretary of War in his own way. He
personal criticism and accusation of me that the efficiency of our arms.will ever i did not take the matter up witli the
because of my efforts, in the face of his | be dependent upon the sense of our , Secretary of War inbis own way. Jle
.apposition, to modify the existing sys- soldiery that, they can expect justice.
did with" the Acting Chief of Staff, with
tem so that a fair meed of justice .to
" The Judge Advocate General says the remark that.I concurred. Upon this
our enlisted men might be assured.
that he was so much in favor of es- snowing the Chief.of Staff marked the
" The letter of the ecretary was de- tablishing an appellate power over these draft of an order that General Ansell
signed as a vehicle for placing before unjust judgments that in January, 191S, had prepared, for suspended publication.
the public General Crowder's statement he submitted a draft of legislation for By accident I .learned of this order.'
In reply, which contains imputations that purpose, which the Committee of
How the Order Was Obtained.
upon my personal and official- conduct Congress permitted to die. It would be
which in justice and honor I cannot well for those who are interested to
"
This
statement reproduces a story
permit to go unchallenged. Since the look up that bill. It is well that that
Secretary himself chose this means to bill was not taken seriously. That bill far different from what actually ocgive to the public a, bitter attack on-me. woud have virtually put this appellate curred. The facts are these: Colonel
It is but common fairness and pustice, power, not in the hands of the Presi- White, the executive officer of the deand I, therefore, accordingly request, dent, Jbut in the hands of the Chief of
partment, called my, attention to the
that the same office should give to the
the highest military official,
public this statement of mine, which is Staff,
every instinct and element of fact that I was directing the policy of
designed to show the same intelligent whose
is ultra-military, an official the office ana exercising sole power, but
men and women, the only forum now training
who cannot be actuated by the more had never been designated to do so unleft to me, the character of the issues lenient
views
which characterize those der Section 1,132, Revised Statutes, and
made by those who are opposed to me
with legal principles or skilled that for my protection I should place
and my views, the extent to which they familiar
in
the
administration
of justice. It the matter before the department and
go and the methods which they employ would have authorized thesetting aside suggest that I be designated in accordto support and maintain a system which
of
an
acquittal,
th
echanging
of a find- ance with the statute. I told him that
well-advised opinion pronounces bad and
which those most familiar with it know ing of ■ innocence to one of guilt, and I ought to confer with General Crowder,
the
substitution
of
a
-heavier
penalty called up his office on the telephone,
has necessarily and inevitably led to
for a lighter one -awarded by a court. and found "that he was out, and then
injustice in the Army.
All this is consonant with the prevail- wrote a memorandum, the purpose of
ecretary Inadequately Informed.
ing tendency of military practice,
which was not to help me secure an orshould hot have been issued. Some der for my own benefit, but to present
'' The Secretary of War says: ' My cree
" But did the Judge Advocate" General an official situation to him as it had
own acquaintance with the course of make a bona fide effort towards the es- been presented to me. I recommended
military Justice, (gathered, as it is, from tablishment of such an appellate power? for purely official reasons that such an
only did he go out of his way to order should issue, and asked whether
the large number of cases which in the Not
misconstrue that power out of .the ex- or not he concurred. lie replied by
regular routine come to irie for final isting statutes; not only did he voice memorandum, saying: ' It would be enaction,) convinces me that the condi- the view thatthe military code was one tirely agreeable to.'me to'have you'take
directly and in your own way with
tions implied by these recent complaints that could be most fittingly adminis- up
tered in the field, but theer is another the Secretary of -War the subject matter
do not exist and have not existed.'
of
your
letter of yesterday.'
evidentiary circumstance that brings to
"It never occurred to me that this
" This is the Secretary of War's opin- my mind the absolute conviction that
ion. It is based upon inadequate t-.vi- his efforts were not in good faith, and language was not other than frank and
dence, very limited observation and the were simply designed to allay public ap- candid and that his agreement was constatements of biased witnesses. It is prehension and inquiry.
ditioned upon personal presentation to
the Secretary of War. I took it up as
enough to say that, under the existing
To Head Off Investigation.
I took up all other official business, exsystem, the Secretary of Wat' sees and
cept when the Secretary of War had
takes action only upon that relatively
" Shortly after he submitted this legis- manifested
a desire for personal conferinsignificant number of eases which are
required under existing law to go to the lation tothe committee of Congress he ence;- that is, I filed a memorandum
President for/iconfirmation. These few took occasion to address a letter to the with the Chief of Staff, in which I used
oases consist,' for the most part, of son- senior officer of the Judge Advocate the language of General Crowder, and
in due course I was furnished with a
sentences of dismissal of commissioned
officers. These are not the class of eases General's Department in France, in typewritten copy of the order signed by
which
he
said,
with
reference
to
an
adthe Chief of Staff, by order of the Secin. which appears the injustice of which
ministrative palliative which he had retary of War. I know nothing about
I complain.
" The court-martial system js such, a,dop',ted as a remedy that it was neces- any mark on the order for suspended
and the regard for rank in the army is sary to do something to head off . a publication, nor do I know what the
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term means. I only know that I got the facts concerning this subject are now
usual typewritten copy of the order. I to be ascertained upon the investigation
saw nobody in person on the subject. by the Inspector General. I have alEverything was done officially and by ready notified the Inspector General
written memorandum.
that I would take no part in that inves" Surely General Crowder will not, now tigation unless compelled to, for the
deny that he concurred in the step reason that such matter is entirely betaken, namely, that I should be desig- yond his jurisdiction, and for the furnated by order to control .the policy of ther reason that he himself is absolutely
the office, since I was responsible for disqualified. It was of him and his ofall the work, and he cannot deny that fice that I spoke when I said in my
in such matters the Chief of Staff acts brief to the Secretary of War, in. Nofor the Secretaryq of War and that reg- vember, 1917, that the views of the Inulations require normal transaction of spector General of the Army, together
business be through h'm.
with those of others of your military
" A reference to the order itself will advisors, are reactionary and savor of
show that it Is. not in the form in which professional absolutism. I stand upon
I recommended it, but that it proceeds one side of this question and he stands
to confirm the verbal directions which upon the other, and thus we have stood
I assumed the Secretary of War had since, the beginning. I will submit to
previously given. The language of the no such unfair, partial, and unjust Inorder is this:
vestigation and I have so expressed my" ' By direction of the President, and self to him in a communication of the
in accordance with Section 32 of the 10th instant, which Is as follows:
Revised Statutes, the verbal Orders of
Sent to Inspector General.
the Secretary of War of the date of 7
August 11, 1917, designating Brig. Gen.
" '1. You state no specific controversy
Samuel T. Ansell, Judge Advocate, Na- or issue which you are to investigate or
tional Army, as acting Judge Advocate
General #' the Army at'e liereby con- to which I could intelligently address a
firmed and made of record, and he will statement, if I deemed it advisable so
continue to take charge of the office to do.
and perform the duties of the Judge
" '2. If, as seems to be the case, the
Advocate General of the Army until
further orders and during the absence of investigation has to do with my statethe chief of that bureau upon other ment before the Senate Committee on
duty.'
Military Affairs, that statement, for
which of course I am responsible, speaks
Relief of Ansell From Duty.
for itself.
" General, Crowder says nothing is" " '3. Above all, however, it is my
further from the truth than that Pwas judgment that an adequate and helpful
of the existing system of
relieved from duty in connection with investigation
military Justice and the administration
the administration of military Justice of it during this war falls beyond your
when I filed the original brief. He province. That subject, my attitude tosurely cannot mean this. He returned ward it, and my connection with it, are
at that time',- took over the duties of not, when fairly considered, particular
the office and sent all matters to my incidents to which your special capacity
desk for my views and supervision be- of inquiry can be properly applied; they
fore presenat^on to him, except matters are extra-departmental; they lnvoive
affecting military justice. He estab- fundamental and general considerations
lished for the officer in charge of that of law and Justice, the scope of which
division of work a direct relation and cannot justly be confined to the War
channel of intercourse, whereby the Department or any bureau of it, and
work of the Division of Military Jus- which are entirely beyond your legal
tice was not subjected to my super- competency.
" 4. Besides, whatever of controversy
vision or to that of Col. Mayes, my imhas arisen upon these fundamental conmediate assistant.
" Both Colonel Mayes and I believed siderations, concerning which I have
that this method of office administra- given expression to my views, directly
tion of military justice was bad, and involves the Secretary of War, whose
on April 15, just before sailing from subordinate you are. Even more; it
France, having been invited by General directly involves you and your office as
Crowder to expre ,s my views upon the well. I beg to remind you what the
management of the office, I frankly told record will show that, in my original
made near the beginning of
him so. The fact is, from the middle endeavor,
courts-martial to
of November until the 19th day of April, the war, to subject
supervision and control,
when I left for Europe, I had nothing departmental
the
Secretary
of
War,
the Assistant
to do with the administration of mili- Chief of Staff, the Judge Advocate
Gentary justice, and, of course, nothing to eral and the Inspector General opposed.
do with it until after my roturn.
I had occasion then, in a brief filed
" I have not shared the view that the with
the Secretary of War and read into
Department had done all It could under
recent statement before the commitexisting law. I so organized this office my
tee,
to
comment upon the views of these
as to achieve much, in spite of the law
advisors of the Secretary of
as the Department has contrued it, and military
War
and
pronounce them professional
tn spite of the departmental practice absolutiststo upon
this question of miliand orders. I. have at ail times in- tary Justice. They
and you stood upon
sisted upon the location of revisory the one side of this
so-called contropower in this Department, and I have versy and I upon the other.
I cannot,
said, and said in the beginning, that,
but regard you and your ofwhile I prefer that power be located therefore,
fice
as
.disqualified
to
make
a
full, fair
in the highest law office of the army, and impartial investigation.
I was content to have it located in
"
5.
Knowingnothing
specific
of the |
this Department somewhere. This was subject, scope, and purpose of your
innot done.
vestigation
andi
excepting,
as
I
do
and
" From the time of General Crowder's
the reasons given, to your jurisdic- |
return to the. office in November, 1917, for
competency, and likewise to yot
to the time I left for Europe in April. tional
fair qualifications, 'to make such art^Ii
1918, I urged in several memoranda the vestigation
as that which you conten
necessity of closer supervision of court- plate, affecting
I am inclined i
martial procedure. I filed a report upon have aught to dome,
with it, voluntarily.
returning froni Europe that indicated
"Of course, this subject ought to be I
to mv mind, what I once said to the investigated.
The part that the SecreJsecretarv of War. that the enlisted-man tary of War has'played
In it ought to
in our army receives less protection be- be investigated. Thepart that
the Judge
fore a court-martial than an enlisted
General has played should, be
man in any other army with which we Advocate
investigated,
and
I
myself
do
not ask I
were associated.
" I organized two boards of review in to be excused from such an investiga-1
tion
,but,
on
the
other
hand,
I
welcome
I
this office, but they were limited by orders of the War Department to giving any fair and Impartial and helpful in-1
vestigation,
but
such
an
Investigation,
I
advice. I instructed the reviewing officers of this department themselves to to be helpful a.nd impartial, must como|
submit eases to clemency upon their ini- from without the War Department.
" There is a great principle in the istiative, notwithstanding the fact that by
general orders of the War Department sue heer and I have preferred that the
this department was limited to advising discussion be confined; to a discussion I
simply upon the question of legality, and of principle, but St is obvious to me now I
clemency consideration could be had that I am under attack because I stood I
only upon application, and application fr a principle, because I opposed the
existing system, and because I have
could be had once in six months.
expressed my opinion of it, that it is
Secretary of War Responsible.
unjust( un-American, and ought to be
" S. T. ANSELL.'
" If responsibility fdr such malaminis- destroyed.
tration as has existed in this office is
to be located, it must be located first CLEMENCY TO ARMY SLAYERS.
upon the Secretary of War. He specially-instructed me in November that no In One Case Gen. Pershing Saved
.Soldier from Hanging^
matters of particular importance, no
matter concerning the policies of the WASHINGTON, April 2.-Approval by
office, and no matters concerning appointments should be dealt with by me President Wilson of the life imprisonexcept with the aprpval of the Judge ment sentences imposed upon Corporal
Advocate General himself.
" The difficulties of administration .Tallies C. Skiles, 321st Machine Gun
have been due to the fact that I have Battalion, of Carthage, Mo., who was
been in fact responsible for the output, convicted of having killed Sergeant
but have had no authority of direction George Onken of Minonk, 111., at
of choice of help and means. That
authority was reserved for General Trondes, France, Aug. 10, 1918, was anCrowder, who had but little time and at- nounced by the War Department today.
tention for thjs office. He knew little
Another case of a member of the
or nothing about the administration of American
Expeditionary Force being
this office during this war and was entirely absorbed and consumed in his murdered by a comrade was made pubother duties. Though charged, by the lic today, when the War Department
Secretary of War with the policies of published the court-martial proceedings
this office, he was at the same, time
the Provost Marshal General, Member in the case of Anthony Dvoretcki, 5th
of the War Council, and, as it was Field Artillery Brigade, who was contermed in the department for a while,
Legislative Liaison Officer. It was im- victed of having killed. Sergeant A. G.
possible for one man to be both Provost Bradley of the same organization at
Marshal General, Judge Advocate Gen- Camp, Du Valdahon, France, July 28,
eral of the Army and War Councilor
The man was sentenced to be
and do his duty by either place, and 1918.
but General Pershing refused to
this I clearly showed him when, in hanged,
approve
the extreme penalty because
November, 1917, ' I asked for the is- the evidence
that Dvoretcki's
suance of an order under Section 1132, mind was in showed
an abnormal state as a
designating mo. the senior officer in the result of dissipation.
office, as in charge of the policies of this
"A better administration of the acoffice.
" It was a. case in which General cused's organization," said General
Pershlng's
indorsement, " would have
Crowder desired, and the Secretary of resulted in his
restraint at such a time
War permitted him, to assume more as would have prevented
the crime."
duties, duties that were in no sense rePrivate Jeremiah Reese, 413th Reserve
lated, than a man of greater capacity Labor
Battalion,
was
convicted,
of havthan General Crowder could carry. This
stabbed Second Lieutenant Austin
was bad administration; operated to the ing
Weedln
at
Camp
Dix,
N.
J.,
Sept.
great injury of this department. It 1918. He also was sentenced to 33,
be
proved an insuperable obstacle.
hanged, but President Wilson ordered
" General Crowder takes credit that the
sentence
commuted
to
confinement
the existing Clemency Board, upon at hard labor for twenty years.
which I am still held as the President,
In the case of Private Granville M.
wa sestablished by him upon his return Reynolds.
Infantry, convicted of
to this office, as though he discovered having been51stfound
asleep on his post
the situation necessitating it. As a mat- in the face of the enemy,
President Wilter of fact, that board came about from son remitted the death sentence
on the
a report that I filed with the Secretary ground that the soldier was not well
at
of War during General Crowder's ab- the time and 'had so reported to the
sence—a report showing that the situa- officer of the guard. Reynolds did not
tion was fast growing intolerable, due
his poet, but was found " asleep
to the more strenuous efforts that were desert
standing on his,feet, his rifle in his
being made to" maintain a cetrain rigid hand."
standard of discipline after the signing
of the armistice.
"1 was ' charged with being a new
convert to these views and that during
the revision of the articles of war and
before I contributed no constructive
ideas. The views I now hold I have held
since .my cadet days. I held them and
expressed them throughout my seven
years of instructorship at West Point. 1
held them and practiced them, so far as
able, in my company, as those who
served with me would testify.
"la 1906, . in the celebrated ease of
Grafton against the United States, then
pending in the Supreme Court, Grafton.
the soldier appellant, having no money
for the employment of counsel, I asked
the permission of the War Department
to represent him as counsel, inasmuch
as I desired to establish in that case,
what I think the court did establish,
that courts-martial are subject to the
great principles of the bill of rights.
Always for liberalization.
"General Crowder himself must remember my correspondence with him in
1911, in which I expresse dthe opinion
that the revision proposed by him was
not sufficiently liberal, and he must remember, also, and, if he does not, others
will, that, upon the few occasions when
I had an opportunity on evenings to assist in the revision of the Manual, I
always insisted upon a liberalization.
" I recall one Instance well. The old
rule of the Manual was that the court,
upon sustaining a plea in bar of trial,
would %ubmit their ruling to the conveningau thority and take his orders thereon, and I contended that the court
should not be thus interfered with, and
that a court, upon a final sustaining of
a plea in bar of trial, should not be
ordered to proceed, but that their
judgment should dispose of the proceeding and operate ii^ce an acquittal as
against double jeopardy, and this view !
after much resistance was but partially
adopted in the present Manual.
" It ought to be said, however, that
at no time, until I came to the command
of the office, were courts-martial matters as part of my duty. I was assigned
to an entirely different and unrelated
class of work.
" I think a comparison of the military
code in its present form with the form
in which it existed prior to 1910 will
show that the so-called amendment of
the code, for which General Crowder
claims great credit, Introduced not one
single systematic change and not one
single liberal feature, but, on the other
hand, imported more of the old idea
that a court-martial is a court of chivalry and honor, not governed by or.«••••*
dinary rules of law.
" General Crowder says that all the
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from the Colonel down to the Lieutenant
who was his direct superior. On the
same paper were signed the names of
every man in his company and many
in other organizations of the 106th Infantry. Eastman would not tell where
he Is going to make his home, or what
the nature of the work that has been offered. He la to deliver the petition to
Supreme Court Justice Morschauser,
who will personally present it to Governor Smith. The officers of the regiment are writing to the Governor, attesting to Eastman's excellent conduct
while In the service, and his loyalty and
bravery in action.
The other units besides the 106th which
went out today were the 107th, which
was formed from the old 7th Regiment
of New York; the 106th Machine Gun
Battalion, the Train Headquarters, and
Ordnance Repair Shop. The 106th had
a long march to the station from its
area in the old civilian camp near the
base hospital. The general movement
out of camp started early in the day,
and was complete by evening.
Tonight five trains brought from H6boken 7,000 freshly arrived troops, including men of the 364th Infantry. 340th
Infantry, 337th and 848th Machine Gun
Battalion.
Tomorrow the 105th Artillery, the Engineers, the 104th Machine Gun Battalion, and several small units will be mustered out. leaving but two small trains
for the Sanitary and Supply to complete
the demobilization of the 27th on Friday.
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FOR NEW NATIONAL GUARD.
War Department Plans Tentative
Reorganization on Old Basis.
WASHINGTON, April 2.—Tentative
plan* have been framed by the War Department for the reorganization of the
National Guard on the old sixteen-dlvislon basis, should Congress eventually
decide to continue the State service as a
portion of the settled military policy of
the country. The effect would be to restore the National Guard on the same
status that it held when ArnttiH into
the Federal service.
Revised tables of organization, covering elements of the military program,
show that the War Department has provided tentatively for the assignment of
389 officers from the regular army and
of 1,000 Sergeant-instructors to the administration and training of the new
National Guard. Nothing has been done
beyond the preparation of this table,
but it was said today at the department
that, failing any change In military
policy by Congress, the Guard would be
reorganized as it was when taken into
Federal service at the outbreak of the
war.
Under existing law, the National
Guard, or " organized militia," would
be composed of 144 Infantry, "sixteen
cavalry and thirty-two field artillery
regiments in addition to the coast artillery units.
At the full contemplated
strength, of 800 men per Congressional
district, the National Guard, under the
National Defense act, would have a
peace strength in excess of 500.000 men.
The department's preparation of these
tentative plans Was in response to a request of the Military Committee of Congress, submitted at the time Secretary
Baker presented his bill for the reorganization of the regular army with an
aggregate strength of SiQS.OOO officers
and men.

DISCUSS PLANS FOR 77TH.
Advance Party of Division Hears
Suggestions for Reception.

mM'*°
,sfcRlNK±E&S

Benjamin Franklin says:
"Tbey that won*t be counselled, can't be helped."

Co-operation With Attorneys

I FIREMEN EVERY TEN FEET

"1T7HEN a person comes to us to discuss the
** matter of .a will and the handling of his
estate, our first question is, "Have you a lawyer?" If the answer is an affirmative one, we recommend that the task of drawing up the will be given
to that attorney at once.
Of course, in cases where this Company is named as
executor, the testator may want to have the will submitted to us to have our counsel go over it, and in
any event we always, desire to co-operate with attorneys to the fullest extent possible.

A lesson from
1 the newspaper
Almost daily this paper reports FIRES,
Read the accounts. Note the number of
properties "saved by sprinklers." Note
also the losses due to inadequate protection.
The wisdom of having GLOBE neverfailing protection la obvious.
GLOBE AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER CO..
149 Broadway
Cort. 6790
The mammoth store ol
Stewart* Co.,3al

more, Md., has
GLOBE pro-1
tectlon.

Eranklin TrufT Company
THEY PAY FOR THEMSELVES

Established 188S

EXAMINE MURDER WEAPONS.

Near Turk Office: 46 Wall Street.
Brooklyn Offices: 166 Montague Street
569 Fnlton Street
1005 Wallabout Market

Dr .Schultze Studies Blood Stains in
the Wilkins Case.

Announcement was made yesterday at
MINEOLA, L. I., April 2—A final exits headquarters in the Biltmore by the
amination of blood stains on the hamadvance party of the 77th Division, sent
mer and lead pipe with which Mrs. Julia
by Major Gen.. Robert Alexander to coB. Wilkins was, killed was made today
operate with local authorities in arrangby Dr. Otto H. Schultze, medical examing a reception for the 31,000 men, that
iner . attached to District Attorney.
plans and suggestions to this end had
Swarm''* office, it was announced at the
been discussed at a luncheon held at
office of District Attorney Weeks, here.
the Downtown Association, 60 Pine Flaflship Post to Pel ham Chaplain.
The resul was not made public.
Street. The lucheo was given by Major
Dr. Schultze was one of the physicians
Lieutenant Thomas S. McGrath. CathArchibald G. Thatcher, and among olic chaplain of the Pelham Bay Naval who performed an autopsy on the body
those who attended were the Rev. Dr. Training Station, who has been at that of the murdered woman.
William T. Manning, Cleveland Dodge, post longer than any other officer, was
After conferences between Dr. Walter
Stephen Olin, Lieut. Col. Charles W. iletached yesterday and ordered aboard K. Wilkins and his attorneys In the
Whlttlesey, Lieut. Col. Douglas Camp- /the V. S. S. Alabama, flagship of the physician's cell at the county Jail it Was
bell, Major S. F. Weaver, Major Allan Atlantic fleet. Father McGrath has been reported that efforts would he rrsnpwri
'■>'-In a. court order by which reprein maintaining the morale
L. Lindley, Major De Lancey Jay. Ma- instrumental
of 38,000 men who have passed through sentatives of the defendant might enter
jor Kenneth Budd, Major John Pren- the Pelham Bay Station.
Dr VVilKins s home at Lx>ng i^each.
tice, and Captain Beverley Robinson.
The Home Auxiliary of the 77th Division met at the Hotel Astor yesterday
afternoon also to formulate plans for |
welcoming the men. Representatives of
' the individual auxiliaries of the various
units comprising the 77th Division at- :
tended. The Rev. Dr. William T. Man- \
ning presided.
Members of the aux- 1
iliary said that the organization intended making no plans for the parade,
which was in the hands of the Mayor's
Committee.
Announcement was ■ made
that $16,000 had already been subscribed
tSk. the fund to provide a clubhouse for
the 77th, and that funds had also been.
raised to be used in the work of seekin? jobs for the men when demobilized.
The story of the heroism displayed
by Acting Captain William Mellwain,
a medical officer attached to the 308th
Infantry, was told yesterday by Lieutenant Arthur McKeogh of the advance
piTty. Captain Mellwain, who is sixtythree years old, Was the idol of the
diughboys, according to Lieutenant McKeogh, because he sacrificed himself
constantly to minister to their wants.
During an attack on Bazoches, a village
west of Fismes on the Vesle River,
last August, the 77th suffered heavy
casualties because the enemy had machine guns mounted In the tower of
a chateau .giving them a sweep of the
region where the New York boys were
fighting.
■
. ■Disregarding his own safety. Captain
Mellwain went out into the orjen and
dressed the wounds of the boys while
the machine gun bullets were landing
all about him.
On his left arm he
carried his overcoat, while slung over
his right was his bag of dressings. As
he walked out into the range of the
bullets, his bag was seen to sway backwards and forwards, a fact which Capt
And walk all day in comfort. At nigM, sprinkle it in the
Mellwain said afterwards puzzled him
greatly, as there was no wind stirring.
.fopi-bath, and.§osk and.riib. the feet. It freshens.the .f£st» __
It was not until he bent down over a
wounded doughboy did he discover the
takes the Friction from the Shoe, and by protecting your
machine gun bullets had caused the
hose and stockings from this friction, saves ten times -its'
swaying.
Several bullets also went
through his overcoat, but the physician
cost each year on your stocking bill.
himself escaped Injury.
For over 25 years Allen's Foot=Ease has been the
After the attack was over Captain
Mellwain left his overcoat in the case
STANDARD REMEDY for hot, swollen,, smarting,
of Cook Hellor, a Jewish boy from the
Rust Side, who prepared the meals for
tender, tired, perspiring aching feet, corns, bunions, *
Colonel Whlttlesey. The boy was called
blisters and callouses. It acts like magic—No plasters or
away a moment and when he returned
the coa twas gone. It was never found.
grease, clean, sanitary and cooling.
His concern was' so great that he tried
You will never know what real foot comfort is until
to induce Captain Mclnwain to accept
his own overcoat.
Captain Mellwain
you
have used Allen's Foot-Ease. What better proof
was touched by the boy's sacrifice, but
ie refused to accept the offer. There
than that the Plattsburg Camp Manual advises men in
was a shortage of coats in the region,
training to shake Foot-Ease in their shoes each morning.
and several of the men who had lost
their coats suffered frorrt exposure.
You should have the same comfort for your feet.
Captain Mellwain was among those who
Sold by Drug and Department stores everywhere.
experienced discomfort because of the
intensely cold nights.
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McGibbon &X3a
3

WEST 37TH ST.

ONE DOOR FROM FIFTH AVENUE

LINENS,
For City House, Country Home and Bungalow

ALLEN S FOOTEASE!

Forehanded purchases of Pure Linens give you the
Opportunity to Replenish at UNUSUAL PRICES.

The
Antiseptic
Powder.
Shake it
in your
Shoes,
Use it
in your
Foot-Bath

Irish Damask Table Cloths, attractive designs for
Breakfast Room,
70x70 inches, $5.50
Extra Heavy Damask Cloths, exclusive designs,
2x72 in,, $7.50;
72x90 in., $9;50
Napkins to match, Dinner Size,
$12.00 doz.
Tea or Luncheon Cloths of Very Fine Plain Satin
Damask with Band Border, 45x45 in., $9.00;
54x54 in., $12.00
Napkins to match, 13 in., $10.50 dozen
15 in., $12.50 dozen
STORE OPEN 9 A. M. TO 5:30 P. M.

McGlBBON FQRQUALITY)»rSgSJISgSS(N

Use it in the Morning

It coats you lens to be particular
about your footgear, at Hirsch' s.
Shoes of dash, style and charaaietrare here at $1.00 to $2.00 the pair
less than you might have expected

Cordovans
To be had in wine or
black Cordovan.
Custom Last.

$9^0
Every *<£• and width.

\>-£

l.M.HIRSCH
SHOC COMPANY
"Sixth Ave. at 39th Street

ter Costumes

thou Specialists Slnea 1»S7

tes Extraordinary*—

ANDREW ALEXANDER

itemeri Seven

548 FIFTH AYE.

Id like to have a connoisseur
rge

ABOVE 45?$?

MEN'S SPRING OXFORDS
In appearance they are a credit to a man's
Caste* and in comfort and quality, a credit
to his judgment. Made of those soft, fine*
textured leathers that are none too plentiful.

• *»«•»••« c
• ••♦•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•

Dark brown and black calfskin, English
last Oxfords
.
.
. $10 a pair
Black waxed calfskin, patent leather and
dark tan Russia calfskin, English last
Oxfords
.... $12 a pair

Gloves

Store Rented-Must Vacate April 30"
An unusual opportunity to purchase

MfiN'S ^TSmi FURNISHINGS
while they last, at greatly reduced prices—a chance you'll regret to miss
2,100 Madras
and Percale •

SHIRTS

$2.50 to $3.50 Values

1

4

1,500 SILK SHIRTS A .95

400 FIFTH AVE.

In Excellent Variety of Fabrics and'Designs;
Splendid ..Colors. Values Up to $10.00

{Philadelphia Store, 123 South 13th Su)

All Shirts sold for less than last year's wholesale prices.
Laree assortment of high-class Winter and Summer UNDERWEAR of
well-known brands, HOSIERY, NECKWEAR, soft and stiff COLLARS,
etc., at greatly reduced prices.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.

GURYAN'S ENGLISH SHOP

X
«•.*--.«.-.-»«-«---.

292 FIFTH AVENUE, Between 30th and 3Ut Sts., N. Y.

•••
»••(
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Courts-Martial and the Public
SOMETHING more than a feeling of disappointment
has, it is safe to sky, been aroused throughout the Uni
States by the refusal of the Secretary of War, Newton D.
Baker, even to receive, let alone make public, the statement of Lieut-Col. Samuel T. Ansell, formerly acting
judge advocate-general, in reply to Maj.-Gen. Enoch H.
Crovvder's defense of the government's courts-martial
system, the latter presented at the request of the Secretary.
Until the Secretary offers some more definite
reason for stifling Colonel Ansell's latest effort to make
himself heard in opposition to what seem to be unduly
harsh means of enforcing military discipline than that
the Ansell letter does not seem to him to be "helpful,"
he can hardly expect enthusiastic support from the public.
Indeed, it is difficult to imagine who in the country, aside
from a small group of professional military men, will
approve of what, to the ordinary citizen, seems a onesided as well as undemocratic attitude-on the part of Mr,
Baker. It has been commonly understood that at least
one of the purposes in the provision that the official head
of the War Department should be a civilian was to guard
against the development of more militarism than the
founders and sustainers of the government intended.
If it is true, as Colonel Ansell recently said, that the
court-martial system of the United States is one of the
most reactionary in existence, this fact certainly bears out
a remark which he made ;u the same time, namely, that
an army of 4,000,000 men, raised to perform the highest
will of the Nation, must always challenge popular interest, "and injustice in such an army of an unnecessary
degree must become the subject of general and popular
consideration." It will hardly be disputed, anywhere,
that adequate means of enforcing discipline are a first
necessity in any army, but the fact that a man is performing an exacting as well as important service for his
country should not deprive him of a needlessly large portion of the rights and protection to which he is entitled
when in civil walks. Considering the matter on the plane
merely of practicability, it is hardly likely that distrust
as to the justice of an army system, or a conviction of
what a soldier might think of as lack of a "square deal."
can help in maintaining the army numerically under the
usual volunteer system, to say nothing of the morale of
the organization. But aside from this phase of the matter, it would be a great pity to throw a dampening influence upon the soldier's respect for the national gov^
eminent, as he comes intimately in touch with it, and
therefore upon his enthusiasm for the American idea,
which to every one should mean justice, even if to the
soldier, while he is a soldier, it must needs mean restricted
liberty. If in the United States there must be militarism,
it must be a militarism moderate and well controlled.
In the present controversy, nothing short of fair
play will have the approval of the Nation. The public,
to say the least, is not convinced by anything it has thus
far heard that it is fair to publish one side of the story
and withhold the other. The treatment of United States
soldiers is unquestionably a matter of interest to the
people of the United States, and if an entirely satisfactory course concerning the courts-martial system is not
forthcoming from the War Department, nothing is
clearer than that Congress, early in the next session,
ought to make a thorough investigation and see to it
that army conditions shall be what they should be.
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Col AnselPrf" Eejoinder
Col Ansell's letter to the secretary of war in reply to Judge Advocate-General Crowder's defense of
the court-martial system is made
public by' the New York Times,
which explains that the letter was
not given iut by its author. Secre«
tary Baker withheld the letter on
the ground that it was "not help'ful," presumably on acount of the
nature of its personal references; i
but it seems only fair that Col An- i
sell should be permitted at least
a public rejoinder to public official
statements implying charges of insubordination. All such charges he
denies. His opinion that the secretary of war is primarily responsible for any maladministration that
may have existed in the judge advocate-general's office would very likely be subscribed to by the secretary
himself, with the possible qualification that responsibility and blame
are not synonymous terms.
The colonel's statements as to
Gen Crowder's earlier opinion regarding the need of reform in the
court-martial system and as to his
alleged change of front border on
the "not helpful." It is desirablethat
impugning or weighing of personal
motives shall not be allowed to obscure the main issue. This issue
is whether or not the rules and practice of military law shall be brought
into harmony with the principles
of justice as expressed in civil law
and applied, according to convincing
testimony, more effectively in .the
armies of the allies than in our
army. Col Ansell states the issue
plainly:—
The issue? is whether the convening
authority, the court and the officers
ordering the execution shall be a law
unto themselves, or whether they shall
be restrained by and required to keep
within the limits prescribed by established principles of law; whether
military justice shall be governed by
the power of military command or
whether it shall be the result of the
application of legal principles.
His position is unassailable when
he declares "that there can be no
'discipline in an army without jus'tice, and that the efficiency of our
'arms will ever be dependent upon
'the sense of our soldiery that they
'can expect justice."
No one supposes that in the great
majority of cases tried by courtmartial in the American army during the war substantial justice was
not done. It is the ever-present
danger that justice will not be done,
a danger inherent in the system,
that makes imperative the demand
for reform. And it is important
that men who thoroughly believe
in the need of reform shall have an
effective part in its accomplishment.

Filipino Mission Here
To Ask Independence
Congress Will Be Asked to
Grant Full Freedom to
the Islands
WASHINGTON, April 2.—Members \
of the special mission sent to the
United States by the Philippine Legislature to ask complete independence
for the islands established' headquarters here to-day and prepared to present their case to the government. Secretary Baker, who as head of the War
Department, directs relations with the
islands, will see the mission Friday,
and engagements are being made with
other officials.
Soon after Congress convenes the
House Insular Affairs Committee and
the Senate Philippines Co'mmittee will
hold a joint session to hear a formal
memorial from the islanders.
Manuel L. Quezon, president of the
Philippine Senate and chairman of the
mission, said the request for independence was based largely on the conduct
of the islanders; since the outbreak of
the European .war and especially since
the entrance of the United States into
the war as a belligerent. He pointed
out that America withdrew a large
part of its military force from the
Philippines; that the Filipinos raised
a division of soldiers and stood ready
to raise as many more as might be
required to fight with the United States
on the fields of France; thatHhe islands prospered under the extensivse
self-government granted them by the
United States, and had subscribed
more than their quota of every issue
of liberty bonds and other war contributions.
The ambition of the Filipinos, Mr.
Quezon said, is to cultivate the bond
of relationship with the United States
as an independent country, and they
always will feel deeply their sense of I
responsibility to this country.
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"Can That Smoke, Says
Deckhand on Ferryboat;
Did Baker Do It? He Did
SAX FRANCISCO,. April I.
The deckhand, blonde and rough,
hewn, possibly, did not recognize
Secretary of War Newton U.
Baker. If he had it probably
would have made no difference to
him. To him "rules is always
rules."
Secretary Baker and a group of
distinguished persons. among
them Senator James D. Phelan,
stood on the upper deck v of a
Southern Pacific ferryboat en
route for the Oakland mole. The
Secretary of War asked a major
for a cigarette, lighted it, and
was puffing away serenely wh£n
the deckhand approached.
"Hey, ytou," he 'gruffly commanded. "Can that. No smoking
on ihe upper deck."
Secretary Baker looked.stai U< ;l,
as people are in the habit of addressing him with a certain
amount
of'
respect.—but
lie
"canned" that: "smoke."
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Court Martial Court Martial
Of Ansell for Of Ansell for
Attack Hinted Attack Hinted
Secretary Baker Withholds
Comment on His Letter;
Resents Criticisms of the
Army by Chamberlain
System Is Again Assailed
Colonel Morgan Finds Faults
as the Investigation in
Washington Is Continued
By Carter Field
New York Tribune
Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 3.—Some of
the important developments in the
Baker-Ansell-Chamberlain situation today were:
"I Secretary Baker hinted rather
broadly that General (now
Lieutenant Colonel) Ansell might he
subjected to a court martial for the
criticism expressed in his letter
printed to-day.
o The Secretary offered to let
the public judge between what
the War Department "has done in
three years and what Senator Chamberlain has said in three years."
He says he does not recall a helpful suggestion Chamberlain has
made in that time.
o Lieutenant Colonel E. M. Morgan, assistant to the judge advocate general, appeared before the
committee of the American Bar Association and in the strongest language took the side of Ansell by
criticisinz the present system.
Seeks to Remedy Defects
"When asked about the Ansell letter
in a morning newspaper the Secretary
of War said:
"The important part of this matter
is the question of military justice.
Upon that subject the committee of
the American Bar Association and
various other agencies are at work.
My earnest desire is to have every
defect of the system discovered and
remedied. The welter of abuse, accu! sation and violent language about
personal differences between officers
can only be properly inquired into
f agencies of the army, and I can make
| no comment upon those features un-

Continued from page 1
til I have received the report of the
inspector general."
Commenting on the Chamberlain
speech at Natchez, Miss., yesterday, in
which Senator Chamberlain called Secretary Baker inefficient and an advocate of' a "Prussianized military system," Mr. Baker said:
"My attention has been called to
a newspaper account of a very intemperate speech by Senator Chambelain. I have been Secretary of
War for three years. During that
time I have received the most cordial
and helpful cooperation from the
members of the Senate Military
Committee and the committee as a
whole. From Senator Chamberlain
I do"' not recall that I have ever received a suggestion which was help-,
ful or seemed intended to be helpful.
<
"I am perfectly willing to let the
people of the country decide between what the War Department
has done in three years and what
Senator Chamberlain has said in
three years."
Courts-Marital Described '
Soldiers arraigned before courtsmartial in the United States army
often are prosecuted by officers of low
rank who wouldn't know a law book
from a bale of hay and as frequently
are defended by a chaplain who is
harly able to distinguish between a
rule of evidence and the Apostle's
Creed," Lieutenant Colonel Edward M.
Morgan, assistant to the judge advocate general told the committee of the
American Bar Association investigating- the court-marital system.
Colonel Morgan is a professor of law
at Yale and is on leave of absence from
that position during his service in the
army. He was for five years professor
in the la wschool of the University of
Minnesota before that time and was
seven years in the general practice of
law in Minnesota.
At present Colonel Morgan is serving
in"the place of Lieutenant Colonel Ansell, recently reduced from the grade
of brigadier general and removed from
the office of Acting Judge Advocate
General. Colonel Morgan takes virtually the same position with regard to
the court martial systein as that of
Colonel Ansell. He declared that the
system was manifestly unfair to the
accused on trial and recommended several vital changes in the law provided
for courts martial.
Chanegs Recommended
Among these are:
1 A provision f6r investigation of
" alleged offenses similar to the
investigations pursued by' a grand jury
in civil procedure before the accused
can be brought to trail.
o The accused should have the
right to a legal adviser who is
familiar with the civil and military
law. In other words, the army should
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have men trained in the law who could
protect the rights of accused soldiers
without especial regard to the rigid
discipline of army practice.
o Provision should be made that
there must be a legal officer on
each court martial. In this connection Colonel Morgan called the attention of the committee to his opinion
that under no circumstances should
such a statute if passed read, as at
present, that "a legal officers or officer
of the judge advocate general's office
shall be a member of the court if practicable." This proviso, Colonel Morgan
says, leaves the matter of practicability of having a legal representative
on the court to the commanding officer.
Would Limit Power
; A The power of the reviewing officer should be limited to the
extent that he should have no authority to order a change of decision of
the court to make the accused guilty
of a charge other than that made in
the original allegation. '
Colonel Ansell's letter to Secretary
Baker was written after General
Crowder had sent a letter to the Secretary defending the army's court
martial system. Mr. Baker made General Crowder's letter public, but refused to give out Colonel Ansell's
letter.
Senator Chamberlain recently demanded that the Ansell letter be given
the same publicity as had been given
one from General Crowder to Secretary Baker, thereby reinforcing, it now
develops, an urgent request made in
the letter itself.
Publication of the letter shows that
Colonel Ansell, replying to statements
by General Crowder, bluntly asserted
that responsibility for any maladministration in the office of the Judge
advocate general must be located first
upon the Secretary of War. He charged
that General Crowder first agreed with
him in regard to the powers of his
office, but after being taken to task
by Secretary Baker said, "Ansell, I had
to go back on you. I am sorry, but
it was necessary to do it to save my
official reputation."
Good Faith uestioned
Colonel Ansell, reviewing the whole
controversy and attacking the statement of General Crowder as a dexterous effort to divert public attention
from the system of injustice which be
defends," virtually made the charge recently made by Senator Chamberlain,
that Secretary Baker and Genera'
Crowder were not acting in good faith
when they sent to Congress some
time ago a bill to revise courts martial procedure. He said the Secretary
had refused to accept his opinion that
power already existed for reviewing
sentences and correcting injustices,
and that the bill sent to Congress was
not a bona fide proposal to correct
existing evils.
Of the present system the letter
said:
,
>
'
.
"I say the system does not do justice. It does injustice—gross, terrible,
spirit-crushing injustice. Evidence of
it is on every hand to those who will
but see. The records of this office
reek with it. The organiation of the
clemency board now sitting daily and
daily recommending clemency in a hundred cases is a confession of it. Clemency, however, can never efface the injustive done. In my judgment the army
will never hold the place it ought to
hold in the faith and affection of our
people until the machinery for doing
military justice be humanized."
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PHILIPPINE VISITORS
ASK LIBERTY TODAY
Will Present Resolution toj
Baker—Statement Is- }
sued By Quezon.
American hospitality was officially
extended thp 10 members of the Philippine mission upon their arrival in
Washington yesterday.
Maj. Gen.
Frank Mclntyre, assistant chief .of
staff, representing Secretary of War
Baker, and Brig. Gen. Charles C. Walcutt, acting chief of the bureau of
insular affairs, met the delegation at 1
Union Station with automobiles, and I
took them on a sightseeing trip about |
the city.
'Members of the party expressed i
themselves as deeply appreciative of
this cordial official welcome to.Washington, where they have come to urge
independence for the Philippines, and
to' promote "better understanding,
greater confidence and closer economic relations" between the Philip- !
pines and the United States.
The party was also met by Manuel i
L. Quezon, .president of the Philippine
senate and chairman of the mission,
who had preceded the delegation to
America, and who will this morning
at 10 o'clock, accompanied by the full
delegation, officially present to Secretary of. War Baker the resolutions
of the Philippine legislature asking
for a friendly and final solution of
the Philippine question.
"We deeply appreciate the cpurteI sies shown us by the American government and the American people,"
said Mr. Quezon, following a business
meeting of the mission at the Willard last night. "In fact, r doubt if
this case has an exact, parallel in history, of where the representatives of
a distant people asking for independence from a.great .power are given
the most sincere and cordial reception
j*nd officially extended the hand of
fellbwship:
This is no mistake on
the .part ,of: America..
"For tlie'Filipino,people arc a truly
appreciative pe,oplej and do not easily
forget courtesies 'shown them. We.
appreoiate the high; purposes of the
American, 'government, as so often
stated,.-, and "when Igivcn our complete
independence wilPprove to the American people ho.w. everlasting Filipino
gratitude" really is."
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Declares Chamberlain in Three
Years Has Been of No Help.
SENATOR RENEWS ATTACKS
Points Out Suggestions He Made
Which Were Adopted as Baker's.
Joins in Willingness to Submit
"Prussianizing of Army" to the
People—Publication of Ansell
Letter Brings Sharp Comment
From Baker — Ansell Asserts
Crowder Turned on Him.
Commenting on what he termed
"the very intemperate speech" of Senator Chamberlain, retiring chairman
of the Senate military committee, delivered recently at Natchez, Miss., in
connection with the Ansell-Crowder
court-martial controversy, Secretary
Baker said yesterday that in three
years as Secretary of War he could
not recall .a single instance in which
he had received a helpful suggestion
from Senator Chamberlain, or one
which seemed intended to be helpful.
"I am perfectly willing," the Secretary added, "to let the people of the
country decide between what the War
Department has done in three years
and what Senator Chamberlain has
said in three years."
Renewal of Controversy.
Discussion of the controversy involving Lieut. Col. Samuel T. Ansell,
formerly acting judge advocate general, and Judge Advocate General
Crowder and their respective views of
the necessity for revising the army's
system of justice, was revived yesterday by Senator Chamberlain's speech
and by the publication in a New
York newspaper of the letter of Col.
Ansell to Secretary Baker which the
Secretary recently refused to make
public on the ground that it would not
be helpful."
As to the appearance of the letter
Mr. Baker said that the "welter of
abuse, accusation and violent language about personal differences between officers can only be properly
Inquired into through the regularly
established agencies of the army."
He would make no comment on the
personal phase of the controversy
pending the report of the inspector
general, who is now making an official investigation.

Anxious to Make Corrections.
"The important part of this matter," Mr. Baker continued, "is the
question of military justice. Upon
that subject the committee of the
American Bar Association and various
other agencies are at work. I am
very anxious to have every defect of
the system discovered and corrected."
Senator Chamberlain recently demanded that the Ansell letter be given the same publicity as had been
given one from Gen. Crowder to Secretary Baker, thereby reinforcing, it
now develops, an urgent request
made in -the letter itself.
Publication of the letter shows that
Col. Ansell, replying to statements
by Crowder, bluntly asserted that
responsibility for any maladministration in the office of the judge advicate
general must be located first upon
the Secretary of War.

Tells of Crowder's Change.
He charged that Gen. Crowder first
agreed with him In regard to the
powers of his office, but after being
taken to task by Secretary Baker
said, "Ansell, I had to go back on
you. 1 am sorry, but it was necessary to do it in order to save my
official reputation."
Col. Ansell, reviewing the whole
controversy and attacking the statement of Gen. Crowder as a "dexterous
effort to divert oublic attention from
the system of Injustice which he defends," virtually made the charge recently made by Senator Chamberlain,
that Secretary Baker and Gen. Crowder were not acting in good faith
when they sent to Congress some time
ago a bill to revise court-martial
procedure.
Bitterly Attacks System.
Col. Ansell said the Secretary had
refused to accept his opinion that
power already existed for reviewing
sentences and correcting injustices,
and that the bill sent to Congress was
not a bona fide proposal to correct
existing evils. Of the present system, the letter said:
"I say the system does not do justice. It does injustices—gross, terriblei spirit-crushing injustice. lEvidence of it is on every hand to those
who will but see. The records of
this office reek with it.
"The organization of the clemency
board now sitting daily and daily
recommending clemency in a hundred
cases is a confession of it. Clemency,
however, can never efface the Injustice done. In my judgment the army
will never hold the place it ought to
hold in the faith and affection of our
people until the machinery for doing
military justice be humanized."
Chamberlain Makes Reply.
Natchez, Miss., April 3.—"But for
the things I have said in the past
three years, the Secretary of War
would have accomplished nothing in
the last three years," Senator George
E. Chamberlain, of Oregon, retiring
chairman of the Senate military
affairs committee, declared here tonight, replying to a statement made
today by Secretary Baker. "Mr. Baker has steadily followed the suggestions made by the chairman and members of the military affairs committee," Senator Chamberlain said, "but
claimed them all as his own, after
he had been driven to their adoption."
"The latest illustration of this,"
continued the senator, "is to be found
in the fact that after the court-martial system had been denounced by me
on December 30, after it had been defended by him, he announced, after
his return from the West that the
system was to be revised. I join
with him in expressing a willingness to submit it to the American
people as to whether they will approve of his Prussianizing the army."
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definitely broken with the Administration. He was'openly snubbed by Presir
dent Wilson In the presence of a l
number "f pemocratic Senators In the
!■; aitive Room of the Senate in the closing days of the last Congress.
Johnson Writes Sharply to Baker.
While Senator Chamberlain has been
heading the movement In the Senate in
Deplores " Welter of Abuse " in .support of the position' taken by I.leut.
Col. Ansell. the movement in the House
been led by Representative Royal
Commenting on the ColoJohnson of South Dakot*. who has writ- :
ten several sharp letters to Secretary
nel's Letter.
Baker, In which he has charged that
\nsell was demoted from Brigadier
i General to Lieutenant Colonel for his
'■ activity in exposing court-martial cases
CHAMBERLAIN INTEMPERATE | before a Congressional committee.
lerieral Ansell has been awarded a
medal for most distinguished service as
acting head of the office," said Representative Johnson In one of his recent
Secretary Says He Does Not Recall letters
to Secretary Baker, "but shortly
after
he testified, indeed the day after
a Single Helpful Suggestion
Congress adjourned, you ordered him
demonted and superseded. In the face
from Senator.
of these facts please state how it can
be said that this demotion 'had no <onnection with the dispute about military
lustlee.' The question In which the,
Xprcial to The Sew York TimGS.
nubile is and ought to be Interested is
WASHINGTON, April 3.—Publication whether General Ansell has been debecause of his stand upon the
today of Lieut. Col. Samuel T. Ansell's moted
administration of military Justice. This
letter to Secretary of War Baker at- you deny. The evidence seems flatly to
tacking Mr. Baker and Major Gen. contradict you. unless this turn sout to
one of those rare instances where
Crowder for their attitude on the exist- be
what appears as compelling evidence
ing system of courts-martial and assail- turns upon explanation to be a. rare
ing Inspector General Chamberlain, add- coincidence."
ed fuel to the flames of the controversy
SIEGEL TELLS OF INJUSTICE.
over the court-martial question. When
asked what comment he had to make Congressman to Ask Baker to Invesupon the letter, which he had refused to
tigate Sentences of Soldiers.
make public and returned to Colonel
When Secretary of War Baker goes to
Ansell, Secretary Baker said :
". The important part of this matter i.* Europe next week to make a visit of inthe question of military justice. Upon spection to camps of the American Exthat subject the committee of the Amer- peditionary Force, ho .will carry data
ican Bar Association and various other gathered by Congressman Isaac Siegel
agencies are at work. My very earnest of New York In regard to alleged acts
desire is to have every defect of the sys- of injustice committed'under the army
court-martial system.
tem discovered and remedied.
Congressman Siegel said yesterday
" The welter of abuse, accusation, and that since he had taken up the cause
violent language about personal differ- of reform in courts-martial he had received hundreds of letters from soldiers
ences between officers can only be prop- and
their relatives complaining on that
erly inquired into through.the regularly score. Some of the men are still In
established agencies of the army, and I France, and he will ask the Secretary
investigate their cases while on the
can make no comment upon those to
trip.
One of the cases which has been
feature's until I have received the report
brought to the attention of the Conof the Inspector General."
gressman was described in a letter to
Secretary Baker was asked if the In- Jilm from California, by 1. J. Aschhelm,
spector General's investigation was like- who had received It from a. soldier In
France. This letter tells a story of a
ly to be followed by a, court-martial.
who had become seeprated from
" I cannot say anything about that," private
h(s company while looking for his pack
he replied.
and who was unable to find where the
The Secretary, in response to knottier company was until after a. long interval,
which he performed other army, servinquiry, said that Colonel Ansell was in
Ice. He adds:
still Chairman of the Clemency Board.
" A general court-martial followed on
This body, created following Colonel January 21, 1011). Two charges were
Ansell's charges that the administration preferred against me, namely, violaof the court-martial system had been tion of Article of War 58 (desertion)
extremely unjust to enlisted men, is re- MIHI violation of Article of War 7") (misducing sentences by the hundreds.
conduct before the nemy.) I pleaded
It was developed today that the in- not- guilty to both charges.
vestigation being conducted by General
" At the trial I was not questioned.
Chamberlain is confined to the charges Two witnesses of my company, who
impugning each other's conduct and in- were on the same detail. Corporal Dodtegrity, which have been exchanged by dard and Corporal Dalton, testified that
General Crowder and Colonel Ansell. An my pack was, lost and that they saw
investigation of a high officer's conduct me looking for it when they left. • * *
by the Inspector General is the usual The decision In my case may not be
course taken by the Secretary of War rendered for two or three weeks.
to determine whether court-martial proThe letter was signed by LoUiS Dieberceedings should be instituted.
inan. Secretary. Miami Lodge S26 I. O.
G. VS., and dated Jan. 22. It was folBaker Replies to Chamberlain.
lowed by another dated Feb. 6, from the
It is already apparent that the con- same soldier, who described how he had
sentenced to serve ten years in the
troversy will not 'down with any action been
military prison at St. Sulpice, France,
of the War Department and that it is lie sent likewise a number of names
destined to claim the attention of the of men in Los Angeles, his home, who
testify to his character.
n^xt Congress, which not only will con- could
"That letter is only a sample," said
sider the revision of the law of military Congressman Siegel, " of some of the
justice but will investigate the admin- mail I get. Take, that young fellow's
istration of courts-martial under the case.' He left a law practice to volunteer his services, and through some sort
Baker regime.
Senator
Chamberlain
of Oregon. of mistake, if what he says is true, they I
Chairman of the Senate Military Af- have sentenced him to serve ten years |
fairs Committee in the last Congress, in prison.
who scored Mr. Baker in a speech last
" Another case which seems to me to
night in connection with the court- be particularly unjust, is that of a solmartial question, drew this response dier at Camp Funston. This man had
from the Secretary today:
some sort of trouble wits his Captain,
'■ My attention has. been called to a who ordered him to leave the company
newspaper; account of a. very intemper- street. He disobeyed, and being caught
ate speech by Senator Chambeilain. , T in the street of another company was
have been Secretary of War for three sentenced to serve thirty years in
years. During that time I have re- prison."
ceived the most cordial and helpful coThe Congressman said that his investioperation from the members of the Fen- gations showed that in addition to injusate -Military Committee, and the com- tice, he found that the military code
mittee as a whole. From Senator was actually cruel in some of its pro-:
Chamberlain I do not recall that 1 hove visions.
•"
" For example," he said. " take the i
ever received a suggestion which was
helpful or seemed Intended to be help- case I have been examining of twelve J
ful. I am perfectly willing to let the boys at the Fort Leavenworth Prison. |
people of the country decide between An orderly there was killed. Eleven of
what the War Department has done in those boys are to be executed for the |
e years and what Senator Cham- crime and another sentenced for life.'
"berlain has said In three years."

BAKER IS CAUSTIC
ON ANSELL DISPUTE

stating fully the important reasons
Friends' Wsiild Be Deeply Hurt.
for permitting this division to pa"From my contact with the families rade
A letter from the Adjutant
and friends of the officers and men General acknowledging this letter to
of the 77th Division I know what the Secretary of War advises us that
there is little likelihood that this
their sentiments are on the situation. Parade will be permitted The AllowI can say tlhey will he most bitterly ing sentences are quoted from the
disappointed and deeply hurt if the letter of the Adjutant General. P.
T-Ta.rris"
Talks of Protest Meeting.
parade is, not permitted. From infor- TT '"At
this'time no assurance can be
Dr. Manning discussed the possimation that comes to me directly I given that what you desire can be
accomplished.
That complete units
bility of a mass meeting in Carnegie
can say also that if there should be
this division, such as one or more
Hall or some other popular gatherno' parade there would he the great- of
regiments, will he able to parade.in
ing place for the purpose of protestest disappointment to the officers and New York there is no doubt. The
ing that the 77th have its parade.
conditions existing at the, ttme oTttw
men overseas.
of this division at New Yoik
As officers and men of the 77th said
"These men overseas have heen arrival
may preclude any other arrangement |
to a reporter for The World:
planning for this parade, and, with than the parade of one or two regi"The men of the 77th Division bei
the most eager anticipation, I hap- ments as they arrive
f
"With increased shipments from
lieve they should be permitted to papen to know, they are at this moment France and the necessity of more
rade in New York because—
drilling in France With this in mind, prompt clearing out of the camps at
"A large number of them are forand that they are holding two re- or near the ports, the difficulties an: crease and the Probabilities of the
eign-horn American citizens. When
views each week with the only pur- i narade of a division m New York
the division sailed for France it had 1 pose of being ready for the parade.
' ctty whose port handles seventy-five
a large percentage of soldiers whose
"Some one said our soldiers don't
Declares City Must Get Up on Its birthplace* were Russia, Poland, want parades. I can say absolutely
Croatia, Austria, Germany, France,
doesn't apply to the 77th DiHind Legs and Howl, or Only Norway and Sweden. They fought this
vision. Our men in France have rn-nA ae. it is believed to De a wis<=i
and fought well for the United States.
rfoUcVTo hold out no hopes whose
Single Regiments Will Be Al- They sealed with their own blood been sounded on the question, and I relation at the proper time is a
have been told their feeling is unani- matter of doubt."
•
wllose
their undying pledge of loyalty, to
"tn the iudigment of tnose wuu=o
mous. They say they want to march
lowed to March.
their newly adopted country.
names
are
signed
to
this
letter
the
up Fifth Avenue—with tin helmets on
SrSTwu people of New Jork *o«W
"Now they are coming back. They
their heads and their packs on their eocoress themselves upon this matter.
are proud of themselves. Their relaback, to let people see them just as K need he allowed and nothing
TALKS OF MASS MEETING
tives and friends are proud of them.
! should he allowed ^ Prevent the 77th
they were in France.
It is really a rebirth for these men.
'I don't believe New York will have from parading on its return.
TO MAKE A LOUD PROTEST. They have awakened to the fact that our men disappointed. I hope there
Most of Them Prom East Side.
America is their home. It is no
"The 77th Division shares with the
will be a strong and general expres- 27th
the special pride and affection
longer a place in which to earn money
sion on the matter. Unless-there is of the people of this city. Both of
and
then
return
to
the
fatherland.
Officers of the Division Here Are They have learned on the battlefield such an expression it seems unlikely these divisions belong to us m a
special sense. But this is even more
parade will be held. We are de+;.„„ „f the 77th than of the Uta.
Intensely Displeased—Mem- to respect and revere the Stars and the
pending upon the newspapers and on The '"7th was formed from the NaStripes.
tionaT Quart and represent the enpublic opinion.
Shoul«t Fatfat* as a Unit.
bers of Auxiliary Make a Bit* ,„ i+ntP The 77th Division which
Parade Still More Unlikely.
"Many of these men when they
"The War Department declines to w« trttaed tfCamp Upton, is New
York's Own. It bears the name of
ter Statement.
were drafted were unable to speak the
give us any assurance of the parade. The Metropolitan Division. Its special i
English language; They have now
msl-nia is the Statue of Liberty,
learned the tongue of the United Since the letter from Adjutant Gen- which stands in our harbor. It was
"If New York doesn't rise up on its: States and they have developed the eral Harris was received a statement i made up originally of the men dratted
has been given out that all troops will 'from New York and its > vicimty
hind legs and bowl—and I hope it soul of American patriotism.be demobilized within forty-eight These men who have done their part
"These men, above all others, should
howls long and loud—the 77i)h Divi-j
so magnificently are from all parts
be permitted to parade when they re- hours of their landing, which makes If mir city A great number of them
sion, New York's own, won't have aj
turn Their wives,
mothers,
sisters,
the
parade
still
more
unlikely.
I
fear
are from the crowded East Side diswives,
parade either early in May or at any ^
—
L we shall
... be
... told
..u a« little
-nf+lc later
lntdr it
it is
is too
ton
trict where so many of our foreign
sweethearts want to see them and
other date. The War Department has
born people live. It would be unlate.''.
rejoice in the wonderful achievements
indeed if they should not oe
told us it can assure no parade."
With Dr. Manning the following fortunate
allowed to receive the welcome which
of the 77th Division, the only division
So said the Rev. Dr. William T.
members of the Jiome^ AuiiUaryAsthe" city ewes to them and wishes to
that ploughed through the heart of
Never in tneir lives win
Manning, rector of Trinity and Chairof the 77th Division signed „:,„ them
Argonne ' Forest and uprooted the Psociation
the statement of protest against the they have'another such moment nor
man of the Home Auxiliary AssociaGermans.
action of the War Department in the'efty another such opportunity to
tion of the 77th Division to a reporter
"Therefore, the 77th should parade denying to the 77th Division the same show them what it thinks of aiem
for The World late yesterday alter-1 as a unit. No part of it should be privileges that have been shown to It is experiences of this sort which
,
the 27th: Rabbi Joseph Silverman, S. make Americans.
noon.
■ left out.
Casuals, wounded men,
"It was right and proper loi the j
R. Bertron, Cleveland H. Dodge,
Rector Is Decidedly An«ry.
J everybody who fought with the 77th
city
to
receive
and
welcome
the
whoe
Stephen H. Olin and Julian T. Davies.
Dr. Manning' iras angry when he ' should be seen in line. The expense
From everv section of New York, 27th Division in n^^e^Jftin'
when
the action of the War Depart- which stirred all our hearts and Will ,
gave out this information. There was
to the United States Government is ment was heard, indignant protests ™memoered by all who witnessed
'no denying it. And there was no
trivial compared to the tremendous arose. Nobody could understand the U as long as they live It »■•*"££
'doubt that officers of the Metropolitan i profit in patriotic power the United discrimination. Why should the 27th right and proper that the whole 77 .h .
Division were displeased.
| States and the City of New York have Division be allowed to parade, and Division should be .so gloomed by
j "We have had information for sev- ; earned through the fighting of the why should the 77th, that really re- the city when it returns. Nothing less ,
presented every nook and cranny of thin this will be just to the brave of'era.1 days," Dr. Mannong said, "to the j New York's Own Division. The 77th the town, be denied the privilege of ficers and men of the 7 ith,.and to
Effect that the 77th Division couOd i
showing the mighty weapon into their families and friends We pub- ,
marks a new epoch in American hiswhich it had been fashioned, was j llsh this statement as to the present
'.not parade as the 27tth did. But wet
tory—the epoch which shows the efI uncertainty in regard to the Parade
asked.
! were waiting. We hoped to fix it j
fective work of the great military
It would be hard to describe the | because we believe that New, York
'with the War Department."
indignation that was met with by a , ! wiU not he willing that there shall be
' But, as Dr. Manning • talked, the | melting pot."
reporter for The World in every place ! iany discrimination between her two
The
Rev.
Dr.
Manning
said:
he visited yesterday afternoon after j Splendid home divisions. With all re- ,
!■ greatest parade that New York City j
The returned officers of the divihe had learned the news that the Sect for the War Department, we ;
iever hoped to see—the procession up,;
77th was being held up by the War j ftar that they may not fully appreci- ,
| the avenue of its sons of all national- ! sion who are stilt in service can't, of
ate the human aspect of this qu_s
Department.
course,
speak
about
this
matter,
and
jities under tin hats—seemed only aj
Everybody agreed that the members tion the immense power of an event i
would not be willing to do so. This
iof
this sort to stir the patriotism and .
of the 77th and their families and
j vague, possibility.
;
friends wanted to see the men parade the loyal spirit of our .Pf°^e- _.„_, '
I The War Department, through Ad- j statement is given out entirely indeon Fifth Avenue just as proof of what
"The letter of the Ad]utant General
Mutant Gen. P. H. Harris, bad cast; pendently of them, and is purely an
a scimitar could be forged out of a states that the conditions exiting at
expression of opinion of the Home
love for democracy and right. The
the time of the arrival of this aivi
the shadow of doubt over the pro- ;
Auxiliary Association of the division.
lads want it. Their fathers, mothers,
sion at New York may preclude any
ceedings. Gen. Harris, as quoted by j
Mother arrangement than the parade
"It is time, however, for the people
brothers, sisters, friends want it.
Dr. Manning, said:
lof
one or two regiments. The cond.
of New York to know what tie situWrote to Secretary Baker.
"That complete units of this divis- j
tions existing at the time of the ai
ation is. My judgment is that unless
In his statement to the newspapers
rival of the 77th at the Argonne Fo,ion such as one or more regiments j:
yesterday Dr. Manning made it clear
the community expressed its feeling
est were such as to preclude any *£,
will be able to parade in New York, j
that
the
officers
and
men
of
the
77th
vance against the enemy. The <«n
with all possibly ciea.raes3 there will
had nothing to do with the statementthere is no doubt. The conditions':
Snored
the conditions and drove right
be no parade of iihe 77th.
His statement follows:
existing at the time of the. arrival j
through the forest.
.
"At the request of members of the
"Whatever the difficulties in the
of this division at New York may
Home Auxiliary Association of the
way of this parade they should be
preclude any Other arrangement than
77th Division a letter was written
Overcome in the same spirit as that
on March 24 to the Secretary of War
the parade of one or two regiments
to which our men did their part at |
asking for assurance that, the divias they arrive."
th
sion will be allowed to parade as a,
"fSigned) William T. Manning,!
unit on its return from France, and
•!>.>!«JODSQ aipBO'f agaiittcinf
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Friends' Would Be Deeply Hnrt.
stating fully the important reasons
permitting this division to pa"From my contact with the families for
rade. A letter from the Adjutant
and friends of the officers and men General acknowledging this letter to
of the 77th Division I know what the Secretary of War advises us that
is little likelihood that this
their sentiments ams on the situation. there
parade will be permitted. The followT
can
say
tlhey
will
he
most
bitterly
ing
sentences
are quoted from the
THE WORLD: FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1919. disappointed and deeply hurt if the letter of the Adjutant
General, P.
Talks of Protest Meeting
Harris:
_ __
parade is not permitted. From infor- H."At
this time no assurance can be
Dr. Manning discussed the possi- mation that comes to me directly I
given that what yon desire can he
bility of a mass meeting in Carnegie can say also that if there should be accomplished. That complete units
Hall or some other popular gather- no' parade there would toe the great- l of this division, such as one or more
ing place for the purpose of protest- est disappointment to the officers and regiments, will he able to parade m
New York there as no doubt. lhe
ing that the 77th have its parade. men overseas.
conditions existing at the time of the
As officers and men of the 77th said
of this division at New XOI-K
"These men overseas have been arrival
may preclude any other arrangement
to a reporter for The World:
planning for this parade, and, with than the parade of one or two regi"The men of the 77th Division be- the most eager anticipation, I hapments as they arrive.
.,..„„,
lieve they should be permitted to pa- pen to know, they are at this moment
"With increased shipments from
France, and the necessity of more
rade in New York because—
drilling in France With this in mind, prompt clearing out of the camps at
"A large number of them are forand that they are holding two re- or near the ports, the difficulties ineign-born American citizen®. When
and the probabilities of the
views each week with the only pur- :: crease
parade of a division m New York
the division sailed for France it had
!; City whose port handles seventy-five
a large percentage of soldiers whose pose of being ready for the parade.
"Some one said our soldiers don't pei cent, of all the shipments from
Declares City Must Get Up on Its birthplaces were Russia, Poland,
' France, are lessened. I regret that it
Croatia, Austria, Germany, France, want parades. I can say absolutely is impracticable to give more enHind Legs and Howl, or Only Norway and Sweden. They fought this doesn't apply to the 77th Di- couragement to the plan you have in
m'nd as it is believed to be a wiser
and fought well for the United States. vision. Our men in France hav«
to hold out no hopes whose
Single Regiments Will Be Al- They ' sealed with their own blood been sounded on the question, and I poUcy
realization at the proper time is a
have
been
told
their
feeling
is
unanitheir undying pledge of loyalty, to
lowed to March.
mous. They say they want to march m^„ertnetu^ment of those, whose
their newly adopted country.
names are signed to this letter the
"Now they are coming back. They up Fifth Avenue—with tin helmets on press and people of New Yorkshotfd
their
heads
and
their
packs
on
their
express themselves -upon this matter.
arc proud of themselves. Their relaTALKS OF MASS MEETING
tives and friends are proud of them. back, to let people see them just as I Nothing need toe allowed ^d nothing
should be allowed to prevent the 77th
It is really a rebirth for these men. they were in France.
from parading on its return.
T
don't
believe
New
York
will
have
TO MAKE A LOUD PROTEST. They have awakened to the fact that
Most of Them From East Side. ,
our
men
disappointed.
I
hope
there
America is their home. It is no
"The 77th Division shares with the
longer a place in which to earn money will be a strong and general expres- 27th the special pride and affection
sion on the matter. Unless-there is
the people of this city, Both of
Officers of the Division Here Are and then return to the fatherland. such an expression it seems unlikely of
these divisions belong to us in a
They have learned on the battlefield
special
sense. But this is even more
Intensely Displeased—Mem- to respect and revere the Stars and the parade will be held. We are de- true of the 77th than of the 27th.
pending
upon
the
newspapers
and
on
The 27th was formed from the .NaStripes.
public opinion.
tional Guard and represents the enbers of Auxiliary Make a BitShould Pamtt as a Cull.
Parade Still More Unlikely.
tire State. The 77th Division which
"Many of these men when they
"The War Department declines to was trained at Camp Upton, is New
ter Statement.
were drafted were unable to speak the
York's Own. It hears the name of
English language. They, have now give us any assurance of the parade. The Metropolitan Division. Its special
learned the tongue of the United Since the letter from Adjutant Gen- I insignia is the Statue of Liberty,
stands in our harbor. It was
"If New York doesn't rise up on its I States and they have developed the eral Harris was received a statement !i which
1 made up originally of the men drafted
has
been
given
out
that
all
troops
will
hind legs and howl—and I hope it; soul of American patriotism.
from New York and its» vicinity.
"These men, above all others, should he demobilized within forty-eight These men who have done their part
howls long and loud—the 77iih Divi- j
so magnificently are from all parts
sion, New York's own, won't have a] be permitted to parade when they re- hours of their landing, which makes of our city. A great number of them
parade either early in ?lay or at any turn. Their wives, mothers, sisters, | the parade still more unlikely. I fear are from the crowded East Side diswe shall be told a little later it is too trict where so many of our foreign
other date. The War Department has sweethearts want to see them and
born people live. It would he unrejoice in the wonderful achievements late.''.
told us it ean assure no parade."
indeed if they should not oe
With Dr. Manning the following fortunate
of
the
77th
Division,
the
only
division
allowed to receive the welcome Which
So said the Rev. Dr. William T.
members
of
the
Home
Auxiliary
As
the
city.owes
to them and wishes to
Manning, rector of Trinity and Chair- that ploughed through the heart of psociation of the 77th "Division signed give them. Never
m their lives will
Argonne
'
Forest
and
uprooted
the
man of the Home Auxiliary Associai the statement of protest against the they have another such moment noi
Germans.
action of the "War Department in the' city another such opportunity .0
tion of the 77th Division to a reporter
"Therefore, the 77th should parade denying to the 77th Division the same show them what it thinks of vhem.
for The World late yesterday after- as a unit. No part of it should be j privileges that have been shown to It is experiences of this sort wnich
Americans.
!
noon.
left out.
Casuals, wounded men, the 27th: Rabbi Joseph Silverman, S. make
"It was right and proper loi tl.e :
■Rector Is Decidedly Angry,
j everybody who fought with the 77th R. Bertron, Cleveland H. Dodge, city
to receive and welcome the whole
Stephen H. Olin and Julian T. Davies.
Dr. Manning was angry wihen he ' should be seen in line. The expense
From every section of New York, 27th Division in its great parade
gave out this information. There was to the United States Government is when the, action of the War Depart- which stirred all our hearts and Will
ment
was heard, indignant protests be remembered by all who witnessed
! no denying it. And there was no trivial compared to the tremendous
Nobody could understand the it as long as' they live. It is equally
doubt that officers of the Metropolitan i profit in patriotic power the United arose.
discrimination. Why should the 27th right and proper that the whole 77th
Division were displeased.
Division toe allowed to parade, and 1 Division should be .so welcomed by
| "We have had information for sev- ; States and the City of New York have why should the 77th, that really re- i I the city when it returns. Nothing less
earned
through
the
fighting
of
the
presented every nook and cranny of than this will be just to the brave of'era! days," Dr. Mannong said, "to the!
town, toe denied the privilege of ficers and men of the 7<th, and to
effect that the 77th Division couCd i New York's Own Division. The 77th the
showing- the mighty weapon into : their families and friends. We puib! not parade as the 27tfh did. But we j marks a new epoch in American his- which it had been fashioned, was llish this statement as to the present
{were waiting. We hoped to fix it j tory—the epoch which shows the ef- asked.
; uncertainty in regard to the parade,
fective work of the great military
It would be hard to describe the (because we believe that New York
'with the War Department."
indignation
that
was
met
with
by
a
melting
pot."
i will not toe willing that there shall be !
I But, as Dr. Manning ■ talked, the i
reporter for The World in every place i; any discrimination between her two |
The Rev. Dr. Manning said:
^greatest parade that New York City !
he visited yesterday afternoon after i splendid home divisions. With all re- ,
"The returned officers of the divi- he had learned the news that the; spect for the War Department, we ■
j ever hoped to see—the procession up
| the avenue of its sons of all natiohal- sion who are still in service can't, of 77th was being held up by the War J fear that they may not fully appreci- j
ate the human aspect of this ques- \
I ities tinder tin hats—seemed only a course, speak about this matter, and Department.
Everybody agreed that the members tion, the immense power of an event ,
would
not
be
willing
to
do
so.
This
• vague possibility.
of the 77th and their families and j i of this sort to stir the patriotism and
friends wanted to see the men parade | the loyal spirit of our people.
The. War Department, through Ad- statement is given out entirely indeFifth Avenue just as proof of what
"The letter of the Adjutant General
jutant Gen. P. H. Harris, had cast pendently of them, and is purely an on
a scimitar could be forged out of a
that the conditions existing at
the shadow of doubt over the pro- expression of opinion of the Home love for democracy and right. The |1, states
the time of the arrival of this diviceedings. Gen. Harris, as quoted by Auxiliary Association of the division. lads want it. Their fathers, mothers, ! sion at New York may preclude any
"It is time, however, for the people brothers, sisters, friends want it.
'> other arrangement than the parade
Dr. Manning, said:
of one or two regiments. The condiWrote to Secretary Baker.
"That complete units of this divis- of New York to know what t!he situexisting at the time of the^arIn his statement to the newspapers tions
ion such as one or more regiments ation is. My judigmen't is that unless
of the 77th at the Argonne Foryesterday Dr. Manning made it clear rival
est
were
such as to preclude any adwill be able to parade in New York, the ccsnrnrandty expressed its feeling that
the officers and men of the 77th
there is no doubt. The conditions with all possibly clearness there will had nothing to do with the statement- vance against the enemy. The TOi
ignored the conditions and drove right
existing at the time of the, arrival be no parade of She 77th.
His statement follows:
the forest.
_
"At the request of members of the through
of this division at New York may
"Whatever the difficulties in the
Home Auxiliary Association of the way
of this parade they should be
preclude any other arrangement than
77th Division a letter was written overcame
in the.same spirit as that
the parade of one or two regiments
on March 24 to the Secretary of War
in
which
our men did their part at
asking
for
assurance
that,
the
divias they arrive."
sion will be allowed to parade as a ^(Signed) William T. Manning,
unit on its return from France, and
(Signed) Joseph Silverman, (Signed)
S R Bertron, (Signed) Cleveland H.
Dodge, (Signed) Stephen H. Olin.
(Signed) Julian T. Davies."
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STORM OF PROTEST
MAY SAVE PARADE
Secretary Baker Expected to
Withdraw

Opposition

to

March of 77th Division.

APPEALS SENT TO CAPITAL

Senators Wadsworth and Calder Intervene, Asking Permission for Proposed Reception.
POPULAR

DEMAND

VOICED

Mayor's Committee Says Celebration Will Take Place, Even if
After Discharge of Men.
While no definite word was received in
this city from Washington, it was
learned unofficially yesterday that as a,
result of the widespread protest over the
Adjutant General's announcement that
the 77th Division probably would not be
permitted to parade, the War Department was now Inclined to modify its
attitude and allow New Yorkers to see
their boys march up Fifth Avenue.
Meanwhile, the Mayor's Committee of
Welcome to Homecoming Troops, the
Home Auxiliary Association of the 77th
Division, representatives of local Selective Service Boards, and prominent individuals took steps to bring pressure o»
Secretary of War Baker and officials of .
the War Department to allow the same ;
parade privilege to the 77th Division as
was accorded to the 27th.
•
Senator James W. Wadsworth and
Senator William M. Calder took a hand
in the situation and promised to use
their Influence in inducing the military
officials to change their poticy. Senator
Calder sent the following telegram last
night to Secretary of War Baker:
New York State has witnessed the triumphal return of her splendid National
Guard Division. They represented, in the
main, the men who for years had given
their lives to military preparedness. They
were the volunteers. The «th Division
drafted from every corner of the great
metropolis, representing even- nationality
on thefaie of the earth, the great majority of Whom had never before taken any
Part in military matters, are entitled to
the same reception. My judgment Is that
failure to accord them the same consideration will be regrettable from every
standpoint The parade itself would be a
f umg recognition of the spirit d splayed
by These men in their willngness to serve
their country nobly and valiantly. I am
certain thatI voice the sentiments of every
ctuzen ofNew York when I earnestly urge
Siatthe War Department issue orders for
the parading of this division.
Committee Is Confident.
In making public a telegram which
the Mayor's Committee sent last night
to Secretary of War Baker, Grover
Whalen. Secretary of the body, said
that the committee was confident that
the 77th would be allowed to parade
and that the reception plans were being

. APRIL 5, 191? !
The following telegram was sent:
In the name of the people of New York ,
Oitv
the Mayors Committee of Welcome
C ty
t o Homeecoming Troops earnestly request*
vou to make no decision on the question
of review and parade ot returning divisions o* units resident in this city^ until
after official representatives ot the city
have had an opportunity to confer with
V

The people of the City of New York have
patriotically supported the Government

returning: troops will assure continuance of
our patriotic fervor.
Senator WadBWOrth held a conference
yesterday afternoon in- the Hotel Manhattan with John H. Halleck. Chairman
of the 189 Selective Service Boards of
the city, and Frank Harvey Field a
member of the Executive Committee of
the boards. After discussing the new
situation which had arisen in the reception plans, Senator Wadsworth assured
the two draft officials he would impress
on Secretary, of War Baker today that
nothing short of an official parade would
satisfy the people of New York.
"This parade must be held, « there
is any way to hold it, " Mr. Halleck
sill
"We don't intend to see these
men'whom we sent away to war with
anneals to patriotism brought back like
whipped dogs.
They have stcrif ced
blood to crystalline patriotism and love
of country which we instilled in them
when they were sent away. Now that
they are returning the least we can do
is to acknowledge the spirit of Americanism born While shells were bursting
a
™Peopleedo not know that when the
first contingent of selective service men
marvhed down Fifth Avenue aftei- they
had been at Camp Upton a while the
problem of the draft boards was largely
Solved.
Residents of the east side
looked at the paraders and saidI:
If
that is what the army will do for our
sons, all right, we will urge them to go
to the draft boards.'
"At that time Secretary of War
Baker realised that the parade was an
adjunct to the building up of the National Army. He was willing enough
then that the parade should be held. Is
it right for the War Department to
forbid the parade now after the men
have fulfilled the trust put In them
If there is no other alternative we will
take up the matter by cable with Presdd

ish Bovs Returning From the War
Joined with the Mayor's Committee in
protesting against the attitude ot the
War Department, and sent the following
telegram to Secretary of War Baker:
The Welcome Committee for the Jewish
Boye Returning from the War keenly regrets the decision that there shall not be
a parade of the 77th Division. The East
floe, which has contributed so large a
quota to the division, is stirred at being
deprived of the opportunity to pay tribute
to the heroism and bravery of the boys
of the 77th Division. We strongly urge
you to do everything within your power
to make it possible that the parade shall
take place. It will be an act of patriotism.
The committee also sent this telegram
to the Secretary of the Treasury, Carter
Glass:
The Welcome Committee for the Jewish
Boys Returning from the War considers the
decision that there shall be no parade of
the 77th Division an error of judgment.
The failure of the authorities to give the
ast side an opportunity to welcome and
entertain its heroes might react most unfavorably. The people on the cast side are
intensely patriotic and have shown it not
only in sending their boys willingly to the
front, but in their subscriptions to the
Liberty Loan. We urge your good offices
to the end that the parade shall take place.
Goes Ahead with Plans.
The Brooklyn Victory Celebration Committee, through Congressman Delaney.
announced that an appeal would be
made to the War Department to sanction the parade. Meanwhile the committee will proceed with its tentative plans
for the parade and reception to the men
of the division.
The Rev. Dr. Joseph Silverrnan of the
Temple Emanu-el. Fifth Avenue and
Forty-third Street, who has been a
leader in the Welfare work among the
Jewish members of the 77th Division,
issued a statement to the public, in
which he said in part:
" Speaking for the Jewish members of
the division. I can say that they felt it
an honor of the highest kind to be called
to the colors under the Selective Service
act. Here is something new in American
history. The United States wanted a
man to fight for its principles. It pointed
to -that particular man and said, 'We
want vou to fight for us.' The man responded and fought with zeal and
courage.
"Is it not. reasonable that the relatives and friends should want to see
our New York men parade in Isew
York City when they arrive? Every
parade is symbolic of peace, of victory,
or rejoicing over the return of those
who escaped disaster, and every parade
is a silent tribute to the memory of
those buried soldiers whose achievements are an example in the devotion
of duty to the youth of our land."
Resolutions expressing the opinion that
the 77th Division should be allowed to
parade were passed last night at a
meeting of the Home Auxiliary of the
308th Infantry, held in the Engineers
Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street.
Lieut. Col. Charles W. Whittlesey pf
the lost, battalion, a part of the 308th,
presided.

Dneclarlngnthat to abandon the parade
would be the source of great unrest
Mr Field said after the conference with
Senator Wadsworth. that a mass meeting of all the Selective Draft Boards in
the city would be held next week on a
dav to be announced later. Mr. Field
spoke of the interest of the people of
tff eaataide in the parade, and said it
wbullTbe a Stter disappointment to
BAKER FAVORS PARADE.
them if the event was called off.
Appeals to Auxiliaries.
Hopes to Facilitate Shipment of Men
The Rev. Dr. William T. Manning,
from France.
Chairman Of the Home Auxiliary AssoWASHINGTON, April 4.—The War
ciation, wrote a letter to each of the
auxiliaries in the Association urging Department has no disposition, Secretary Baker said today, to oppose efforts
them to call public meetings to give exin New York City to arrange there for
pression to the sentiment of the relaa divisional revidw of the 77th Division.
tives and friends of the men in the diviOn the contrary, he said, he was strongsion He asked them to leave no stone
ly in favor of the parading of the diunturned to secure the assurance of the
vision or any substantial part of it that
War Department that the parade would
might arrive in such order that the reHP held
view would be possible without congestThe auxiliary of the 302d Ammunition
ing the demobilization facilities to the
Train has already taken action
and
detriment of the demobilization of other
through its Executive Committee issued
the following statement to the public:
" Lieut. Col. Douglas Campbell of the
" The Home Association of the 302d Ammunition Train, which is composed of 77th Division called on the .Secretary
todav to discuss the parade question,
the families of the men of that train,
and "Mr. Baker outlined to him the difhas heard that the present policy of the
War Department will probabyl prevent ficulties that must be surmounted by
a paradeTin New York of the 77th Divi- the military authorities in Franco if the
sion as a unit. Members of the Home ■ review is to be made posslble . The
Colonel said the embarkation officials
Association have been looking forward
to such a parade as a fitting welcome, ' on the other side had promised to make
and thev are keenly disappointed at the everv effort to compress shipments ot
present project. Moreover, relatives of the 77th into so short a period of time
the men feel strongly that the preven- that the review could be carried through
"Tin"" \: imp—,nn-.;""V of the camp" ..
tion of the parade would be an injustice not only to the men themselves but
•."..L -IJ.M.IOO -I'is.iiiuo aq iou A'lqwo.o.K
also to their mothers, wives and sisters
""«
.U.VlsUi;
JAIIBSOU
1B01JOS0H7.
who hare been long awaiting their reUWI.ICJUU, jo |BAlAa.l B JOJ osnox;
turn."
.
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titude, the committee ™uf\d *r[£nfr^e„
have the parade held arter trie ine.i
w*re demobilized. m At any e^-J*!
j relatives and friends Of the 31,000 met
ropoMtan boys need not fear that they
would not see them march.
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL.
THE SEVENTY-SEVENTH'S
PARADE.
There will be widespread and deep
regret in New York if the 77th Division, made up of men from this city
and the districts near it, is not allowed to parade here before disbanding. Secretary BAKER says it will be
allowed to parade " if humanly possible," but that it may not accord
with the demobilization plans of General MARCH.
Surely it should be " humanly possible " to alter these plans in so far
as might have to be done to enable
the people of New York to hail, as
they would like to do, their own men,
their comrades, the soldiers whom
they would best like to review and
salute.
Not for the first time the War Department seems slow to respond to
a strong and genuine and admirable
local feeling-.
New York showed in
the case of the 27th its pride and its
Joy in its citizens who fought for it
and for free democracy everywhere.
Our 27th was made up of the National
Guard-.
Our 77th, trained at Camp
Upton, is naturally and indivisibly an
army of New York. It consists entirely of men drafted from New York
and adjoining regions.
If, with unexampled enthusiasm,
New York welcomed back the 27th, a
part of its own patriotic gift, a specimen of its own patriotic desire, why
should the 77th, equal in its service,
equal in the hearts of its friends and
of the city, be unable to take part
In a parade equally evocative in every
American heart of the spirit in which
all divisions, all Americans, have
fought in the war?
Conditions of the camp and port
should not be allowed to weigh against
the universal feeling of the community. It is not for the people of
New York to set themselves against
a necessary, pondered policy of the
War Department; but ' it would be
unfortunate if formalities or questions
of expense should bo permitted to
frustrate the strong, deliberate, and
almost passionate wish of the people
o£ New York to see their own
men, their own soldiers and friends,
marching along the avenue of honor.
The 77th is entitled to the hospitality
and the welcome A'hich millions were
so glad to give to the 27th.
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STORM OF PROTEST
MAY SAVE PARADE

The following telegram was sent
In the name of the people of New York ;
i city the Mayor's Committee of Welcome
to^Homecoming Troops earnestly requests
vou to make no decision on the 1uestlon
of review and parade of returning dlvslo'ns or units resident in this city until
after official representatives of the city
have had an opportunity to confer with
y

Tne people of the City "J New-York have
Datrlotically supported the Government

1

wldTcnk^d M^HK
rwr»co>ntTnIu\dbpat^£e«

Secretary Baker Expected to

retm-ning troops will assure continuance of
our patriotic fervor.
Senator Wadsworth held a conference
yesterday afternoon in-the Hotel ManMarch of 77th Division.
hattan with John H. Halleck. Chairman
of the 189 Selective Sendee Boards of
the city, and Frank Harvey Field a
member of the Executive Committee of
APPEALS SENT TO CAPITAL the boards. After discussing the new
situation which had arisen in the reception plans, Senator Wadsworth assured
the two draft officials he would impress
Senators Wadsworth and Cal- on Secretary of War Baker today that
nothing short Of an official parade would
der intervene, Asking Permissatisfy the people of New York.
" This parade must be held, if there
sion for Proposed Reception.
is any way to hold It. " Mr. Halleck
said
"We don't Intend to see these
men Whom we sent away to war.with
aDheals to patriotism brought back like
whipped dogs.
They have stcrif ced
POPULAR DEMAND VOICED bloodto crystallise Patriotism and love
of country which we staled in them
When they were sent a.way. Now that
they are returning the least.we can do
is Co acknowledge the spirit of AmeriMayor's Committee Says Celebra- j canism born While shells were bursting

Withdraw

Opposition

to

tlon Will Take Place, Even if
After Discharge of Men.

While no definite word was received in
this city from Washington, it was
learned unofficially yesterday that as a
result of the widespread protest over the
Adjutant General's announcement that
the 77th Division probably would not be
permitted to parade, the War Department was now inclined to modify its
attitude and allow New Yorkers to see
their boys march up Fifth Avenue.
Meanwhile, the Mayor's Committee of
Welcome to Homecoming Troops, the
Home Auxiliary Association of the 77th
Division, representatives of local Selective Service Boards, and prominent individuals took stepB to bring pressure on
Secretary of War Baker and officials of
the War Department to allow the same
parade privilege to the 77th Division as
was accorded to the 27th.
■
Senator James W. Wadsworth and
Senator William M. Calder took a. hand
in the situation and promised to use
their influence in inducing the military
officials to change their policy. Senator
Calder sent the following telegram last
night to Secretary of War Baker:
New York State has witnessed the triumphal return of her splendid National
Guard Division. They represented Inthe
main, the men who for years had given
their lives to mi ttary preparedness. They
were the volunteer*. The T7th Division
drafted from every corner of the great.
i rnetropoits representing every nationality
on thTface of the earth, the great »•■
JoVtt? of Whom had never before taken any
t>art in military matters, are entitled to
?he same reception. My Judgment is that
failure to accord them the same consWeration will be regrettable n-omevery
otandnoint The parade Itself would be a
fltUmTrecognition of the spirit displayed
by 'these mir? in their willlngness to serve
their Countrv nobly and valiantly. I am
certain that 'l voice^the sentiments of every
citizen of New York when I earnestly urge
&at the War Department issue orders for
the parading of this division.
Committee Is Confident.
In making public a telegram which
the Mayor's Committee sent last night
to Secretary of War Baker, Grover
Whalen, Secretary of the body, said
that the committee was confident that
the 77th would be allowed to parade
and that the reception plans were being
made in the belief that the order would
bTmod?fied He pointed out that in the
Ss?of the 27th Division^"'^Var

SSS*'t&" ^Te^^r^njl

wlrt demobilized. At any ««gt, the
j relatives and friends of the■ 31,000 met
ropolitan boys need not fear that vney
I would not see them march.

^PetpiTdo not know that when the
first contingent of selective service men
marvhed down Fifth Avenue afteV they
had been at Camp Upton a while the
problem of the draft boards was largely
Solved.
Residents of the east side
looked at the paraders and said1:
If
that is what the army will ^otorow
sons, all right, we will urge them to go
to the draft boards.'
" At that time Secretary of War
Baker realised that the parade was an
adjunct to the building up of the National Army. He was willing enough
then that the parade should be held. Is
it right for the War Department to
forbid the parade now after the men
have fulfilled the trust put in them?
If there "no other alternative we will
take w the matter by cable with PresiC

ish Bovs Returning From the War
Joined with the Mayor's Committee in
protesting against the attitude of the
War Department, and sent the following
telegram to Secretary of War Baker:
The Welcome Committee for the Jewish
Boys Returning from the War keenly reis the
uie decision
uevieuuu that
iu»i there
incic shall
onn.n not
..v.. be
—
grets
a parade of the 77lh Division. The East
Side, which has contributed so large a
quota to the division. Is stirred at being
deprived of the opportunity to pay tribute
to the heroism and bravery of the boys
of the 77th Division. We strongly urge
you to do everything within your power
to make It possible that the parade shall
take place, it will be an act of patriotism.
The committee also sent this telegram
to the Secretary of the Treasury, Carter
Glass:
The Welcome Committee for the Jewish
Boys Returning from the War considers the
decision that there shall be no parade of
the 77th Division an error of Judgment.
The failure of the authorities to give the
ast side an opportunity to welcome and
entertain Its heroes might react most unfavorably. The people on the cast side are
intensely patriotic and have shown it not
only in sending their boys willingly to the
front, but in their subscriptions to the
Liberty Loan. We urge your good offices
to the end that the parade shall take place.
Goes Ahead with Plans.
The Brooklyn Victory Celebration Committee, through Congressman Delaney.
announced that an appeal would be
made to the War Department to sanction the parade. Meanwhile the committee will proceed with its tentative plans
for the parade and reception to the men
of the division.
The Rev. Dr. Joseph Silverman of the
Temple Emanu-el. Fifth Avenue and
Forty-third Street, who has been a
leader in the Welfare work among the
Jewish members of the 77th Division,
issued a statement to the public, in
which he said in part:
" Speaking for the Jewish members of
the division, I can say that they felt it
an honor of the highest kind to be called
to the colors under the Selective Service
act. Here is something new in American
history- The United States wanted a.
man to fight for its principles. It pointed
to that particular man and said, 'We
want vou to fight for us.' The man responded and fought with zeal and
courage.
,
,
" Is it not reasonable that the relatives and friends should want to see
our New York men parade in New
York City when they arrive? Every
parade is symbolic of peace, of victory,
or rejoicing over the return of those
who escaped disaster, and every parade
is a silent tribute to the memory of
those buried soldiers whose achievements are an example in the devotion
of duty to the youth of our land."
Resolutions expressing the opinion that
the 77th Division should be allowed to
parade were passed last night at a
meeting of the Home Auxiliary of the
308th Infantry, held in the Engineers
Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street.
Lieut. Col. Charles W. WliiUlesey of
the lost battalion, a part of the 308th,
presided.

Dneclaringnthat to abandon the parade
would he the source of great unrest
Mr Field said after the conference with
Senator Wadsworth. that a mass meeting of all the Selective Draft Boards in
thl city would be held next week on
flav to be announced later. Mr. Field
spoke of the interest of the people of
thP east
side in the parade, and said it
wbulda le a bitter disappointment to
them if the event was called off.
Appeals to Auxiliaries
The Rev. Dr. William T. Manning,
Chairman of the Home Auxiliary Association, wrote a letter to each of the
auxiliaries in the Association urging
them to call public meetings to give expression to the sentiment of the relatives and friends of the men in the division He asked them to leave no stone
unturned to secure the assurance of trie
War Department that the parade would
Vw* held
The auxiliary of the 302d Ammunition
Train has already taken action
and
through its Executive Committee issued
the following statement to the public:
" The Home Association of the 302a Ammunition Train, which is composed of
the families of the men of that train,
has heard that the present policy of the
War Department will probabyl, prevent
Tparade in New York of the 77th Division as a unit. Members of the Home
Association have been looking forward
to such a parade as a fitting welcome,
and thev are keenly disappointed at the
present'project. Moreover, relatives of
the men feel strongly that the prevention of the parade would be an injustice not only to the men themselves but
also to thetf mothers, wives and sisters
who have been long awaiting their re-

BAKER

FAVORSTPARADE.

Hopes to Facilitate Shipment of Men
from France.
WASHINGTON, April 4.-The War
Department has no disposition, Secretary Baker said today, to oppose efforts
in New York City to arrange there for
a divisional review of the 77th Division.
On the contrary, he said, he was strongly in favor of the parading of the division or any substantial part of it that
might arrive in such order that the review would be possible without congestInK the demobilization facilities to the
detriment of the demobilization of other

" Lieut. Col. Douglas Campbell of the
77th Division called on the .Secretary
todav to discuss the parade question,
and Mr. Baker outlined to him the difficulties that must be surmounted by
the military authorities in France if the
review is to be made possible . The
Colonel said the embarkation officials
:
on the other side had promised to make
eveiv effort to compress shipments of
the 77th into so short a period of time
that the review could be carried through
without serious congestion of the camps
around New York.
Assignment of the complete 42d Dhislon (the Rainbow Division) to early
convoy home was announced today by
the War Department. The official anThe Welcome Committee for the Jewnouncement names specifically the following units: Headquarters and Headquartirs Troop. 149th, 150th and 151st
Machine Gun Battalions, 83d Infantry
Brigade Headquarters, 165th and 166th
Infantry, 84th Infantry Brigade Headquarter's, 128th (probably error in transmission and should be 167th.) and 168th
SfantryT 07th Field Artillery Brigade
Headquarters, 149th, 150th and 151st
Field Artillery; 117th Engineers and
train, field signal battalion, train headquarters and military police, supply
train, sanitary train and ammunition
train. Only the hospital units are miss1 ing from the list.
At the same time the following additional units were announced as on the
early convoy schedule: Bakery Companies Nos. 388 and 398; Evacuation Hospial No. 18; Rir Service Casual CompaThere is serious doubt whether the
Rainbow Division can be paraded as a
division in Washington or elsewhere.
Secretary Baker said, because of the
difficulty of landing all units at nearly
the same time. Should it be decided
finally that the 42d Division cannot be
paraded in the capital without holding
men from many States in the army too
long, Mr. Baker indicated that a. national parade with the 1st (regular) Division, or possibly both the 1st and 2d
Divisions the 2d including the marine
brigade, would be arranged later when
the army of occupation was withdrawn
from Europe.
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THE SEVENTY-SEVENTH'S
PARADE.
There will be widespread and deep
regret in New York if the 77th Division, made up of men from this city
and the districts near it, is not allowed to parade here before disbanding. Secretary BAKER says it will be
allowed to parade " if humanly possible," but that it may not accord
with the demobilization plans of General MARCH.
Surely it should be " humanly possible " to alter these plans in so tar
as might have to be done to enable
the people of New York to hail, as
they would like to do, their own men,
their comrades, the soldiers whom
they would best like to review and
salute.
Not for the first time the War Department seems slow to respond to
a strong and genuine and admirable
local feeling.
New York showed in
the case of the 27th its pride and its
joy in its citizens who fought for it
and for free democracy everywhere.
Our 27th was made up of the National
Guard-.
Our 77th, trained at Camp
Upton, is naturally and indivisibly an
army of New York. It consists entirely of men drafted from New York
and adjoining regions.
If, with unexampled

enthusiasm,

New York welcomed back the 27th, a
part of its own patriotic gift, a specimen of its own patriotic desire, why
should the 77th, equal in its service,
equal in the hearts of its friends and
of the city, bo unable to take part
in a parade equally evocative in every
American heart of the spirit in which
all divisions, all Americans, have
fought, in the war?
Conditions of the camp and port
should not be allowed to -weigh against
the universal feeling of the community. It is not for the people of
New York to set themselves against
a necessary, pondered policy of the
War Department; but' it would be
unfortunate if formalities or questions
of expense should be permitted to
frustrate the strong, deliberate, and
almost passionate wish of the people
of New York to see their own
men, their owii soldiers and friends,
marching along the avenue of honor.
The 77th is entitled to the hospitality
and the welcome vvhich millions were
so glad to give to the 27th.
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■• 1 am sorry that I cannot look into
(the faces of the gentlemen of this mission of the Philippine Islands and tell
ilthem all that 1 have in mind and
liieart as 1 think of the patient labor,
•with the end almost in sight, undertaken", by the AtneriCan and Filipino
.people for their permanent, benefit.
I
jiiiriw. however, that your sentiments
pre mine in this regard and that you
[fwlil translate truly to them my own
iCeeling,"
Secretary Baker's Promise.
"1 know that I express the feeling of
Mlie ['resident. 1 certainly express my
{Secretary Baker Reads His Let- }»>wn feeling—1 think i express the prevailing feeling in the United Slates—
ter to Delegation Making
kwhen 1 say that we believe the tinie has
substantially come, if not quite come,
Formal Demand.
kitten the Philippine islands can be allowed to sever the mere formal political
lie remaining and become an independent
people." said Secretary Baker after
PLEDGES HIS OWN SUPPORT [treading the President's letter. " 1 am
Bn.vself in favor of Philippine ind'epend«-'nee. 1 trust the day is very close at
Jland when it can be formally accomi)Memorial from Islands Legisla- plished and when it -vvill no longer be
(necessary for your children in your pubture Presented by Forty
'lic schools to -write essays and make
Iterations on the aspirations of your
Prominent Citizens.
[people."
Secretary Baker recounted the history
*>f the transition in the relations between
;(the American Government and the
(NEW CONGRESS TO DECIDE inlands from the time of the establish
•nent of the Military Government to the
present. The island people were now
[virtually independent, he said, the only
jGovernors General
Harrison
Ex- Hink being the American Governor General and the most binding ties, that of
presses Belief That Past OppoAffection. Prosperity had come with the
j
sition Has Disappeared.
[^carrying out of-the great experiment in
teolonlal relaionship upon which the two
[peoples embarked, but the experiment ifc' . "WASHINGTON, April 4.— The Philip- ,',self would have been a failure had the
■ifrnno Islands today, through a delega-] jtFilipinos not learned, if they did not.
it ion of forty prominent Filipinos headed , Already have it, a. love of liberty and
^political independence,"
8>y Manuel Quezon, President of the!
Mr. Baker urged the. mission to visit
Filipino Senate, asked for complete in- ] frhany American cities before it went
Not only was he anxious, he
(dependence. They presented a memorial ■back.
Baid, for them to see and know what
(ram the Filipino .Legislature to Secre- I
iAme'ricans were doing and thinking, but.
tary of War Baker, who not only as- j lie wanted the American people to see
cured them of'his agreement with their *ri<S know the. manner of men the island
'views, but read to them a tetter (.-written] government selected for such a great
'by President Wilson to him iu which | (mission.
"he ' President, with foreknowledge of j
Theworld was looking forward, Mr.
ahe visit and its purpose, expressed the] paker continued, to a time when the
Hiope that it would gain the desired end.
■relations between all people should be
The fate of the Filipino plea rests with : ■bottomed on justice and peace, but
Ithe next Congress.
•whatever might come as to the work!
President Wilson's letter to Secretary el large, therelations'between the peotBaker under date ot March .'> was as: ple of, the Philippines and those of the
'.Hollows :
United States would always be those of
" Will you please express to the gen- nffeetion and kindred interests.
tlemen of the commission representing
Francis Burton Har,rison, Governor
)the Philippine Legislature my regret that iGeneral of the Philippines, expressed
'j. shall he tmablc -to see therii person- sentiments identical -with those voiced
tally on their arrival in Washington, as iby Secretary Baker, The formal act
Veil as my hope that their mission will ^i-anting^lndependence. hesaid, was one
"be a source of satisfaction to them, and that CongiVss must take up. and the
'that it will result in bringing about the Administration would present the mat- ;
desirable ends set forth in the joint res- ter to Congress at the appropriate time, i
olution of the Legislature approving the From his own experience in two months'
pending of the commission to the United. stay at home, he added, he could assure j
IK t at os V
the mission that the objection to Filipino j
■'■ 1 ha«,e been deeply gratified With the independence that seemeo to prevail in
(Constant support and encouragement retheUnited Stastes a- few years ago had !
ceived' from the Filipino people, and
greatly diminished, if it had not virtufrom the Philippine Legislature in the ally vanished.
trying period through which we are
The Filipino Memorial.
passing. The people of the United States
In presenting the formal memorial
have, with reason, taken the deepest
for
complete
independence,
■pride in the-loyalty and support of the asking
Senor Quezon said in part:
jFilipino people.
'" Independence is the great national
" Though unable to meet the commisideal of the Filipino country, and w-e
sion, the Filipino people shall not be
believe this is the proper lime to prep.bsent from my thoughts. Not the least
pmportant labor of the conference which , sent the question, looking to a favorInow requites my attention is that of I able and decisive action, because of the
waking- the pathway of the weaker peo- I declared and uniform policy of America
jple of the world less perilous—a labor i to withdraw her sovereignty over the
Phillipines and to recognize our inde'which should be, and doubtless, is, of
pendence , as soon as a stable govern(deep and abiding interest to the Filipino
ment has'been established. There now
.jpeoplc.
fulfill-
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You have truly treated us as no nation ever before has treated another under its sway, and yet you—and none
better than you—will understand why,
even under such conditions, our peopje
still crave independence, that they, too,
may be sovereign masters of their own
destinies."
The Philippines have had self-government since Oct. 16, 1916.
By act of
Congress, approved Aug. 29, 1910, better
known as the Jones bill, the old Philippine Commission was abolished, there
being substituted as the Upper House of
the Legislature a Senate, composed of
twenty-four members, and, instead of
the Assembly, a House of Representatives of ninety members, all elected at
triennial elections, excepting two Senators and nine Representatives appointed
by the Governor General to represent
the non-Christian provinces.
The political attitude of the present
Administration was set forth in the
preamble to the Jones bill, which declared " it was never the intention of
the people of the United States in the
incipiency of the war with Spain to
make it a war of coftquest or for territorial aggrandizement," that " it has
always been the purpose of the people
of the United States to withdraw their
sovereignty over the Philippine Islands
and to recognize their independence as
soon as a stable government can be established therein." and that " for the
speedy accomplishment of such purpose
it is desirable to place in the hands of
the people of the Philippines as large
a control of their domestic affairs as
can be given them without, in the meantime, impairing the exercise of the
rights of sovereignty by the people or
the United States, in order that, by the
use and exercise of popular franchise
and governmental powers, they may be
the better prepared- to fully assume the
responsibilities and enjoy all the privileges of complete independence."

SCOUTS DESIGNS BY JAPAN.
President of Philippines Senate Denies Alarmist Reports.
Special to The A'ca; York Times.
WASHINGTON, April 4.—Denial of recent reports that. Japanese were going
into the southern part of Mindanao in
j'large numbers was made today by ManI uel L. Quezon, former resident Commissioner of the Philippine Islands in the
United States in Washington and now
President of the Senate of the Philippine
I Government, who today-presented to
Secretary Baker the appeal of the Filipinos for independence.
In an interview Senor Quezon dis> cussed the relations of the Philippines
and Japan, saying he could assure the
people of this country that the states• men now in control in Japan have no \
imperialistic designs against the Philippines.
" Recent sensational reports that the
Japanese were pouring into the southI ern islands of the Philippine group are
] not true," lie said today. "There has
been no pronounced increase even in
the normal flow of Japanese to and
from the different islands. And I can
assure the people of one thing about
which there have been many alarms
during the last few years—the modern
Japanese, the statesmen who are in
control of the Japanese Government,
have no imperialistic designs upon the
Philippines. Of that I am certain. And
[ there are adequate reasons for this
I that are fully appreciated by the JapI anese themselves.
Chief of these is
j that the Japanese realize that the
I Filipinos would not be assimilated
| even if conquered.
We are of a
different religion and culture. We are
I the only important Christian nation in
I the Far East.
The Japanese realize
this fact and know that they could not
conquer Christianity
even
if
they
crushed the people.
" Japan is anxious to extend her commercial relations with us, and undoubtedly will, do so. But the United States
will always hold its own against all other nations in our commercial relations
because of the intcfests already established, and because of the sentiment in
the hearts of the Filipinos for the Unir
ted States.
" I sincerely believe that the old military party has been defeated for all
time in Japan. I have talked with many
Japanese of all classes on this and
kindred subjects, and I find the same
thought among them all. Of course,
there are the leaders of the old military
organization left, and they may threaten
and make much noise, but their power is
gone.
" The war opened the eyes of the
Japanese in regard to the United States.
I have it from many different Japanese
sources. The Japanese Government did
not believe the United States could or
would fight, even though they were
aligned on the same side in the war.
But the rapidity with which the United
States organized its forces, the unanimity of sentiment in America on the war,
and the might behind the blow that the
United States struck for liberty for the
world surprised the Japanese statesmen.
Formerly the Japanese one would meet
In traveling in the. Far East had a
cockiness of air that said. ' We can
fight the world. We can whip any nation, even Great Britain or the United
.States,' and one sometimes heard the
feeling expressed in words.
" Now the Japanese statesmen know
that Japan cannot single-nanded defeat
the world, and they have no, desire to
try. With the downfall of the militaryparty the entire Japanese nation has
turned its mind to commercial expansion.".
■
.
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TO HELP FILIPINOS
js ecretary Baker Reads His Letter to Delegation Making
Formal Demand.
fM-EDGES HIS OWN SUPPORT

APRIL

•• [ am sorry that I cannot look into \
ifthe faces of the gentlemen of this mis- j
t-ion of the Philippine Islands and tell :
itthem all that 1 have in mind and j
Ijieart as 1 think of the patient labor., j
'•with trie end almost in sight, under- j
jfc'aken'. by the American and Filipino j
jpcople .for their permanent benefit* 1 '
Jcnow, however.' that your sentiments !
(are mine in this regard and thai you
.'will translate truly to '.Item my own
Keeling."
Secretary Baker's Promise.
"1 Know that 1 express the feeling' of
lie [.'resident. 1 certainly express my
itii feeling—1 think I express the prevailing' feeling in the United Stateshen 1 say that we believe the time has
Psubstantially
come, if not quite come,
Swben the Philippine Islands can be allowed to sever the mere formal political
lie remaining and become an independent
people," said Secretary Baker after
Reading the President's letter. " T am
gnyself in favor of Philippine ind'epend•-r.ee. I trust the day is very close at
3iand when it can be formally accomplished and when it "will no longer be
(necessary for your children in your pubDie schools to write essays and make
Iterations on the aspirations of your

^Memorial from Islands Legislature Presented by Forty
Prominent Citizens.
baople."

5, 1919.

" Toil haVe truly treated us as no nation ever before has treated another under its sway, and yet you—and none
better than you—will understand why,
even under such conditions, our peopje
still crave independence, that they, too,
may be sovereign masters of their own
destinies."
The Philippines have had self-government since Oct. 16, 1916. By act of
Congress, approved Aug. 29, 1916, better
known as the Jones bill, the old Philippine Commission was abolished, there
being substituted as the Upper House of
the Legislature a Senate, composed of
twenty-four members, and, instead of
the Assembly, a House of Representatives of ninety members, all elected at
triennial elections, excepting two Senators and nine Representatives appointed
by the Governor General to represent!
the non-Christian provinces.
The political attitude of the present
Administration was set forth in the
preamble to the Jones bill, which declared " it was never the intention of
the people of the United States in the
incipiency of the war with Spain to
make it a war of conquest or for territorial aggrandizement," that " it has
always been the purpose of the people
of the United States to withdraw their
sovereignty over the Philippine Islands
and to recognize their independence as
soon as a stable government can be established therein," and that " for the
speedy accomplishment of such purpose
it is desirable to place in the hands of
the people of the Philippines as large
a control of their domestic affairs as
can be given them without, in the meantime, Impairing the exercise of the
rights of sovereignty by the people of
the United States, in order that, by the
use and exercise of. popular franchise
and governmental powers, they may be
the better prepared- to fully assume the
responsibilities and enjoy all the privileges of complete independence."

Secretary Baker recounted the history
*>f the transition in the relations between
(the American Government and the
MEW CONGRESS TO DECIDE ((islands from the time of the establishment of the Military Government to the j
ijj.resent. The island people were now
(Governor General
Harrison
Ex- ^virtually independent, he said, Jhe only
Sink being the American Governor Genpresses Belief That Past Oppol.-rnl and the most binding ties, that of
Affection. Prosperity had come with the
i
sition Has Disappeared.
parrying out of-the great experiment in
leolohial relaionship upon which the two
^peoples embarked, but the experiment ifc'.WASHINGTON, April 4.— The Philip- : LipK would have been a failure had the
■ijpine Islands- today, through a delega- | (Filipinos not learned, if they did not
tion of forty prominent Filipinos headed ! Already have it, a love of liberty and
j political independence,".
Sby Manuel Quezon. President of the
Mr. Baker urged the mission to visit
IFilipino Senate, asked for complete in- I Jhany American cities before it went
dependence. They presented a memorial ' "Siaek. Not only was he anxious, he
tfrom the Filipino Legislature to Secre- j fcaid, for them to see and know what
I Americans were doing and thinking, but.
tary of War Baker, who not only as- j jhe wanted the American people to see
sured them of his agreement with their |I tmd know the manner of men the island
'views, but read to them a letter;written i! Government selected for such a great
'by President Wilson to him in which j (mission;
'; he President, with foreknowledge of
Theworld was looking forward, Mr.
(the visit and its purpose, expressed the | Baker continued, to a time when the
Jhope that it would gain the desired end. relations between all people should be
The fate of the Filipino plea rests with 'bottomed on justice and peace, but
(the next Congress.
whatever might come as to the world
President Wilso '? lctt ■i- to Secretary «i large, therelations between the peo[Paker under flat ot M U'di 3 was as ple of, the Philippines and those of the
Ijfollows:
United States would always be those of
" Will you plea r expr ■■s.s to the gen- tiffection and kindred interests.
jttlemen of the c< nmissic >n representing
Francis Burton Haijrison, Governor
■the Philippine Lei stature my regret- that General of the Philippines, expressed
h shall be miabl ■to se "! 1 hern person- sentiments identical with those voiced
tally on t
arrival in Washington, as ifcy Secretary Baker, The formal act
ape that their mission will granting independence. Iiesaid, was one
Veil as i
be a source of satisfaction to them, and that Congt*ess must take up. and the
aha! it will result in bringing about the Administration would present the mat•desirable ends set forth in the joint res- ter to Congress at the appropriate time, j
olution of the Legislature approving the From his own experience in two months' !
ponding of the commission to the United. | slay at home, he added, he could assure;
Mates'.'
the mission that the objection to Filipino
" 1 ha\ e been deeply gratified with the independence that seemeo to prevail in
•constant support and encouragement re- theUnited Stales a- few years ago had ■'
ceived' from the Filipino people, and greatly diminished, if it had not virtufrom the Philippine Legislature in the ally vanished.
trying period through which we are
The Filipino Memorial.
passing. The people of the United States
In presenting the formal memorial
have, with reason, taken the deepest
independence,
'•pride in the-loyalty and support of the asking' for complete
Senor Quezon said in part:
Filipino people.
" Independence is the great national
" Though unable to meet the commission, the FilipibO people ."hall not be ideal of the Filipino country, and w-e
eibsent from my thoughts. Not the least || believe this is the proper time to pre(important, labor of the conference which sent the question, looking to a favor(now requires my attention is that of able and decisive action, because of the
Making the pathway of the weaker pco7 declared and uniform policy of America
jple of the world less perilous—a, labor to withdraw her sovereignty over the
'which should he. and doubtless, is. Of Phillipines and to recognize our indesleep and abiding interest to the Filipino pendence .as soon as a stable government has'been established. There now
(people.
is a stable government and the fulfillment of this solemn promise you owe
to yourselves, to us and to humanity al^

.

SCOUTS DESIGNS BY JAPAN.
President of Philippines Senate De=
nies Alarmist Reports.
Special to The -Ycir York Times.
WASHINGTON, April 4.— Denial of recent reports that Japanese were going
into the southern part of Mindanao in
j'large numbers was made today by ManI uel Li. Quezon, former resident Commissioner of the Philippine Islands in the
'United States in Washington and now
President of the Senate of the Philippine
| Government, who today presented to
I Secretary Baker the appeal of the Filipinos for independence.
In an interview Senor Quezon dis; cussed the relations of the Philippines j
and Japan, saying he could assure the !
people of this country that the states-1
'men now in control in Japan have nol
j imperialistic designs against the Philip; pines.
I
" Recent sensational reports that the j
r
j Japanese w ere pouring into the southern islands of the Philippine group are
j not true," he said today. " There has
been no pronounced increase even in
the " normal flow of Japanese to and
from the. different islands. And I can
assure the people of one thing about
which there have been many alarms
during the last few years—the modern
Japanese, the statesmen who are in
control of the Japanese Government,
| have no imperialistic designs upon the
I Philippines. Of that I am certain. And
| there are adequate reasons for this
! that are fully appreciated by the Jap1
anese themselves. Chief of these is
j that the Japanese realize that the
j Filipinos would not be assimilated
even, if conquered. We are of a
different religion and culture. We are
the only important Christian nation in
the Par East. The Japanese realize
this fact and know that they could not
conquer Christianity even if they
crushed the people.
" Japan is anxious to extend her commercial relations with us, and undoubtedly will, do so. But the United States
will always hold its own against all other nations in our commercial relations
because of the interests already established, and because of the sentiment in
the hearts of the Filipinos for the United States.
" I sincerely believe that the old military party has been defeated for all
time in Japan. I have talked with many
Japanese of all classes on this and
kindred subjects, and 1 find the same
thought among them all. Of course,
there are the leaders of. the old military
organization left, and they may threageii
and make much noise, but their power is
gone.
" The war opened the eyes of the
Japanese in regard to the United States.
I have it from many different Japanese
sources. The Japanese Government did
not believe the United States could or
would fight, even though they were
aligned on the same side in the w.ar.
But the rapidity with which the United
States organized its forces, the unanimity of sentiment in America on the war,
and the might behind the blow- that the
United Sta.tes struck for liberty for the
world surprised the Japanese statesmen.
Formerly the Japanese one would meet
In traveling in the. Far East had a
cockiness of air that said, ' We can
fight the wrorld. We can whip any nation, even Great Britain or the United
.States,' and one sometimes heard the
feeling expressed in words.
" Now the Japanese statesmen knowthat Japan cannot single-handed defeat
the world, and they have no desire to
try. With the downfall of the military
party the entire Japanese nation has
turned its mind to commercial expansion.".
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TWENTY YEARS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

That the period of probation for the Philippines
I is drawing to an end was made plain to the Fili! pino mission by both President Wilson's letter and
by Secretary Baker, The purpose of its visit to
the United States, under instructions from the
Philippine Legislature, was to renew the plea for
the independence of the islands and to justify
the aspirations of the native people. On both
sides has been fostered the understanding that it
was the fixed policy of the United States to prepare the Filipinos for self-government, and after
accepting the conditions laid upon them they
are right in asking that the pledge be redeemed.
Twenty years ago this country entered upon an
experiment in colonial government for which it
had neither experience nor training. It was a
venture that caused widespread misgivings even
i among those whose faith in the benevolent inteni tiens of America was unshakable. - We.took over
from Spain in the far Pacific the' government of
an alien .population accustomed to misrule for
centuries. The first step was to suppress civil
insurrection by the stern use of military power.
It was an -unfavorable beginning.
It»was fortunate that "Mr. Taft should have j
been the first Governor General. He had courage, [
patience and confidence that in American hands j
the problems of the Philippines could be mas- j
tered. In those feaiiy years the Filipino's learned |
to expect honesty and efficiency from those in;
authority over them. Since then by rapid -Stages j
they have advanced from the backward position j
oE a subject race under foreign rule to that of a
colony enjoying virtually the full benefits of selfgovernment. After the grant of the franchise for
municipal purposes they elected the popular
branch of the Filipino Legislature. After a few
years' trial they were charged with the responsibility of electing the entire Legislature. The
.duties of administration have passed almost entirely into the hands Of Filipinos. The islands
have been provided with a sound school system j
and decent local government and their industries j
have prospered. The fears of failure have been
defeated and the expectations of the most hopeful have been exceeded in the steady progress of
the Filipinos in fitness for self-government.
It has been a marvellous achievement, and it
will stand forever to the honor of the United
States and to the credit of the Filipino people
that the experiment 'has succeeded.

SMOTHERING A GREAT WRONG.
With Secretary of War Baker assailing Senator
Chamberlain for his "intemperate utterances" and
denouncing Col. Ansell, lately Acting Judge Advocate General, for "a welter of abuse, accusation
and violent language," and the Senator and the
Colonel replying in kind, some people may be
pardoned if in the presence of these high contentions they forget what all the trouble is about.
If memory serves us, this is not a prize-fight or
a street broil or a knock-down-and-drug-out caucus or a melee of roustabouts. It is not, iproperly
speaking, a personal disagreement -between gentlemen. It began and it ought to have continued
as a reasonable and lawyer-like discussion of the
administration of justice by courts martial.
Secretary Baker is threatening to cashier Col,
Ansell, 'but What has. that to do with the case?
Senator Chamberlain's friends in the House of
Representatives might threaten to impeach Secretary Baker, but what would, that have to do with
the case? The fact is that a great public wrong
'has been smothered in a contemptible altercation
discreditable to everybody engaged in it.
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No Time for Experiments
Secretary Baker says that he and |
President Wilson are of one mind in j
holding that the time has come to grant J
the Filipinos complete independence. The
President was also of that mind in 1916,
when he supported the Clarke amendment to the Jones Philippine government bill, thereby involving himself in a
sharp controversy with his first Secretary of War, Lindley M. Garrison. A
Democratic Senate accepted the Clarke
amendment, which provided for a renunciation of American sovereignty. But a
Democratic House of Representatives rejected it, and the President seemingly
lost interest in the matter.
Since 1916 the Filipinos have been enjoying a large measure of self-government. Prosperity has returned to the
islands and they have remained politically tranquil. The bond uniting them
to the United States has been irksome
neither to them nor to us. What reason
is there, then, for the recrudescence of
the agitation for Philippine independence?
The Paris peace conference is devising
a system of mandatory control over peoples not yet advanced enough for complete sovereignty. The United States is
being urged to act as a mandatary for
the new state of Armenia. Will any one
contend that the Filipinos have marched
further along the road to self-determination than the Armenians have? Yet according to Mr. Baker and the President
the United States ought to cast the Philippines adrift as a finished state at the
same moment that it is helping to establish a mandatory guardianship for Armenia.
If the Filipinos received a grant of
sovereignty, how long could they maintain internal order and a stable position
in the family of nations? Would they be
admitted to equal membership in the society of nations? If the new Filipino republic should fail to function and fall a
prey to revolution, the society of nations
would, have another ward on its hands,
and would naturally want to deposit it
on our doorstep. Then .we should have
to start afresh with our work of education and stabilization, the fruits of
twenty years of which would have been
utterly wasted.
This seems no time for turning unformed and untried nationalities loose
into a world upset by war and afflicted
with strange political maladies.
The
Philippine archipelago needs security far
more than it needs independence. Independence might easily be a fatal gift. It
should not be bestowed in the cynical and
flippant mood in which the advocates of
the Clarke amendment sought to bestow
it. Their purpose was to relieve the
United States of a political and military
liability. Nor should it be bestowed with
a gesture of idealism, which ignores realities and under an appearance of magnanimity scuttles out of the performance
of a national duty. Fortunately, Congress alone can fix the conditions under
which independence can be granted.
And it will hesitate long before disturbing our present satisfactory relations
with the Philippines.

Philippine Independence
Every national democratic platform since 1900 has indorsed independence for the Filipinos. The
spokesman of this administration,
consequently, could not have said
much less than he did in meeting
the special mission of the Philippine Legislature at Washington.
Speaking for the president, Secretary Baker agreed with the delegation that the independence of
their country should not be postponed.
The plank on the Philippines in
the national democratic platform of
1916 contained this declaration:—
We heartily indorse the provisions
of the bill, recently passed by the
House of Representatives, further
promoting self-government in the
Philippine islands as being in fulfilment of the policy declared by the
democratic party in its last national
platform, and we reiterate our indorsement of the purpose of ultimate
independence •• . . expressed tn
the preamble of that measure.
Since 1916, the so-called Jones
bill granting an extension of selfgovernment to the Filipinos has become a law and the insular government is now organized in accordance with its provisions. It is
greatly to the credit of the Filipinos
: that during the war between the
United States and Germany their
loyalty to this country was conspicuous and that their general attitude as a people gave no uneasiness whatever to the Washington
government. This record of loyalty
under possible temptation to give
aid and encouragement to our
country's enemies entitles the Filipinos to be heard by Congress when
a special mission comes to America asking that the original pledges
extended to the people of the islands
be redeemed at an early date.
It is Congress that must take the
initiative in carrying into effect the
nation's pledges—republican as well
as democratic. The real power to
satisfy Filipino aspirations has
passed out of the hands of this administration with the election of
republican majorities in the two
houses.

to yourselves, to us ami"to Humanitylarge.
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